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PREFACE 

We may never do a better book. The timing was opportune as it coincided 
with the great surge in interest following the first flyby of Jupiter (December 
1973). Shortly after that encounter the plan for this book was formulated, 
and a list of possible chapters was widely circulated, asking for volunteering 
authors. Our purpose was to make a source and textbook where none existed 
before. But especially fortunate for the making of this book was the whole
hearted effort and cooperation of the many experts. The overwhelming re
sponse, with sometimes four volunteers for the same chapter, caused prob
lems that were partly resolved by asking some authors to write jointly. There 
was a meeting of most of the authors, but that had little to do with this book 
of review chapters, other than to serve as a catalyst. (The 36 contributed 
papers are in Special Jupiter Issues of Icarus and Journal of Geophysical 
Research, 1976.) Extensive refereeing has been executed with at least two 
experts thoroughly inspecting each chapter, and this was followed by partial 
rewriting by the authors. The Discussions were conducted in writing, and 
they also have been refereed. The effective date of the material in this book 
is approximately November I 975. 

The above method I believe to be superior over others in the making of a 
comprehensive technical text. The writing by a single author is hardly feasi
ble for the many different aspects of Jupiter. A Compendium-type book with 
half a dozen or so major chapters would probably be too slow, for lack of 
excitement and prompting by a conference and by the participation of so 
many of one's peers; and how would one select the half-dozen authors im
partially? Finally, Conference Proceedings - without the special and prior 
selection of review chapters and their authors, without the strict refereeing 
and editing, without Introduction and Overview chapters, cross references, 
Glossary, and Index- generally are inferior volumes of temporary merit. 
Whether or not to include some contributed papers still was an interesting 
question; it was done in our previous book (Planets, Stars, and Nebulae, 
Studied with Plwtopolarimetry, University of Arizona Press, 1974), while 

[ ix] 



X PREFACE 

Burns initiated a book of review chapters only (Planetary Satellites, Uni
versity of Arizona Press, 1976). However, a combination in this book would 
not have been feasible as the topics of Jupiter are too many for a single 
volume. 

A disadvantage of a textbook by the above method, written by many 
authors, is some overlap of coverage. I actually find it delightful and instruc
tive to see the various approaches. In any case, we encouraged cross refer
encing in text and footnotes, and we made the Index to facilitate a tying to
gether of parts. The reader may also wish to skim a little before settling down 
with any one chapter. For instance, Van Allen introduces most of the topics 
of Part IV, and so do Simpson and McKibben, while their chapters are not 
the first in Part IV. 

The participation by the best scientists in these fields, all very busy peo
ple, has been most gratifying. But we owe much to many more. For acknowl
edgement we can only address the extensive list of advisors, referees and 
authors found on pp. 1221-25. The University of Arizona Press provided 
basic publication financing and competent cooperation, especially towards 
fast publication. Financial backing we also received from NASA Headquar
ters, the Pioneer Project Office, the National Science Foundation, and the 
International Astronomical Union. 

As for Jupiter, the Introduction and Overview articles (Part I) are aimed 
at readers who are familiar with the field, providing them with cross refer
ences among the various chapters, and are also aimed at readers new in the 
field by developing some basic concepts. Pictures and description of instru
mentation are not presented (there is, however, a diagram of the Pioneer 
spacecraft on p. 851 ), nor are discussions of future missions and their experi
ments. But we do cover all scientific aspects of Jupiter's interior, atmosphere, 
magnetosphere and satellites. 

TOM GEHRELS 



PART I 

Introduction and Overview 





ORIGIN AND STRUCTURE OF JUPITER AND ITS SATELLITES 

R. SMOLUCHOWSKI 
Princeton University 

INTRODUCTION 

The chemical composition and internal structure of planets cannot be 
uniquely determined except when they are large and have low density. Only 
then one can conclude that the planet consists primarily of a few of the light
est elements whose abundance in the solar system is rather well known, and 
that only a negligible amount of the more volatile constituents may have had 
a chance to escape its powerful gravitational field. Usually the thermody
namics of these light elements at very high pressures and temperatures is fairly 
well known so that by using various quantities such as radius, oblateness, 
heat balance, non-sphericity of the gravitational field as deduced from the 
motion of satellites or spacecraft, and the presence or absence of a magnetic 
field one can, at least in principle, arrive at a self-consistent model of the 
planetary interior. This procedure is indeed feasible for Jupiter and Saturn, 
and probably also for Uranus and Neptune. Attempts to do the same for the 
denser terrestrial planets usually fail as is well illustrated by trying to account 
for many of the various parameters for Earth by assuming that it is all made 
of iron oxide. 

Of fundamental importance for determining the internal structure of J upi
ter is the knowledge of the equations of state, that is, the pressure-volume
temperature relations, of its two main components hydrogen and helium. 
Inserting them into the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium of a rotating self
gravitating body and using an iterative process, one can first obtain a solution 
for T = 0, and then, using suitable corrections, for T ¥= 0. A typical result for 
Jupiter is a central core made of so-called rock, that is, SiO2 , MgO, etc., 
which is comparable in size to Earth, and a mantle or envelope consisting 
primarily of hydrogen and helium in a mass ratio of - 3. Lesser constituents 
such as H2O, NH:i or CH4 can be assumed to be either in the core or in the 
mantle or in both. The heat balance of Jupiter indicates that it emits more 
than twice as much energy as it gets from the sun. This large heat flux leads 
to very high central temperatures (20,000°K or more) and to the conclusion 
that the planet is all liquid or fluid, without any solid or liquid surface. Thus, 
the internal heat transport is dominated by convection rather than by con
duction. At I bar pressure, which lies close to the outside radius, the temper-

[ 3 ] 



4 R. SMOLUCHOWSKI 

ature drops to l 60-170°K. Of particular interest is the fact that with decreas
ing radius the pressure rises rapidly from low values in the gaseous atmo
sphere to about 3 Mbar at 3/4 of the planet's radius where molecular hydrogen 
transforms into a metallic form with a considerable increase in density. At 
the center of the planet the pressure is I 0-100 Mbar. In addition the motion 
of the nearest satellites is strongly affected by the radial density gradient in 
the outside few percent of the planet's radius, and therefore the structure 
of this region is better known than the deeper layers. 

The presence of a metallic liquid interior helps us understand the origin 
of the powerful Jovian magnetic field, because sufficiently high electrical 
conductivity and low viscosity permit the operation of the hydromagnetic 
dynamo mechanism. This mechanism, which is driven by the planetary rota
tion and by thermal convective motions of the liquid metal, sustains the 
internal and external magnetic fields. There are several possible ways of 
explaining the origin of the huge amount of energy generated in the Jovian 
interior, that differ among themselves in the manner in which the enormous 
gravitational self-energy of the planet is slowly converted into heat. 

While the motion of the four Galilean satellites (lo, Europa, Ganymede 
and Callisto) of Jupiter has been observed for over 300 years it is only recently 
that their densities, internal structure and surface properties have been 
studied in detail. As relatively small and dense bodies, comparable in size 
to Moon and Mercury, these satellites are very likely made of silicates and 
some ice because the more volatile constituents could not be gravitationally 
trapped. Furthermore, the heat of the parent planet removed all of the ice 
from the nearest Galilean satellite lo but left more of it on the more distant 
ones. Our knowledge of the constitution of the many outer satellites is highly 
conjectural, but it is likely that they resemble in chemistry the asteroids 
or comets. 

In practice, the development of satisfactory models of Jupiter and of its 
satellites encounters a number of problems which have to do with the valid
ity of various necessary approximations and assumptions or with differ
ences in theoretical methods. As a result there is a variety of models each 
having some particularly useful or carefully analyzed feature. These various 
aspects are described and compared in the following Overview, which gives 
the reader perspective and guidance for the study of the major papers dealing 
with the structure of Jupiter and of its satellites. 

OVERVIEW OF THE PERTINENT CHAPTERS 

Origin of Jupiter 

The problem of the formation of planets from the primitive solar nebula 
requires taking into account numerous processes such as accretion, various 
kinds of gravitational instabilities which lead to the formation of the sun or 
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result in the formation of large clumps of matter in the midplane, the removal 
of the angular momentum of the collapsing cloud by meridional circulation 
currents, central heating and the radial temperature gradient. The presence 
or absence of a central object prior to the formation ofproto-planets leads to 
additional questions concerning the influence of solar wind during the solar 
flare-up phase and the presence of strong tidal effects. A variety of assump
tions concerning these phenomena can lead to a variety of theories of the 
early stages of development of the solar system, and as yet no unique rigorous 
answer is available. In his theory of the origin of Jupiter, Cameron (see chap
ter by Cameron and Pollack, p. 65, in this volume for references) assumes 
that in the midplane of the rotating nebula in the region of formation of 
Jupiter, the temperature had the relatively low value of - 170°K so that the 
nebula consisted of gases and dust. The latter was made of metals, metal 
oxides, sulfides, silicates and perhaps ice; the former of volatile elements and 
compounds such as hydrogen, helium, methane, ammonia and water. Through 
accretion and amalgamation, these several-micron-size grains grew into 
larger particles ( 1-10 mm) and eventually formed a mid plane layer of small 
solids that became gravitationally unstable and led to the formation of mas
sive bodies. Some of the asteroids may have been formed in this manner. 
Through collision the largest of these bodies grew to sufficient size to form a 
planetary core which could attract its own gaseous cloud co-rotating with it. 
A hydrodynamic collapse of this cloud released then a large amount of heat 
which dissociated and ionized H2 and partially ionized He. 

In the course of time this proto-Jupiter attracted more nebular matter, 
acquiring an atmosphere made primarily of hydrogen and helium with any 
infalling dust probably evaporating. A subsequent evolution of Jupiter led 
to an additional slow evolution of heat due to gravitational shrinkage and 
progressive cooling. The essential feature of this model of Jupiter is that, 
while the rocky core itself incorporates the various nebular compounds in 
solar proportions, and the external mantle also retains the characteristic 
solar ratio of hydrogen to helium (3 .5 ± I by mass), there is no fixed relation 
between the two so that the planet as a whole is not solar. In particular, it 
has a large excess of water in the form of ice. 

This origin of Jupiter is to be compared with that analyzed by Boden
heimer (I 976) who assumed that the planet was formed by a local self
gravitational condensation of the nebular matter of initial density I 0- 11 g 
cm-:i at T = 40°K in a volume with r = 4600 R 1 • If the sun was already present, 
then the initial density had to be - 500 times higher to overcome disruptive 
tidal effects. The subsequent evolutionary contraction first proceeded rapidly 
in quasi-hydrostatic equilibrium until the hydrodynamic collapse associated 
with the dissociation of H2 had occurred and a denser central region had 
formed. This was followed by a further slow contraction in hydrostatic 
equilibrium from a radius of about 5 R., until the present state was reached. 
Throughout this process the composition was solar and homogeneous. 
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The evolution following the collapse of the central region has been ana
lyzed in detail by Graboske, Pollack, Grossman and Olness (see Cameron 
and Pollack p. 71) who have shown that the internal energy transport is 
primarily convective, while the heat flux to the outside is controlled by radia
tive transfer in a relatively thin atmospheric surface layer. Thus, the assump
tions concerning the opacity of this layer are critical for establishing the rate 
of the evolution. The early luminosity of Jupiter was JO - I 07 times higher 
than it is now, which had an important effect on the Galilean satellites, as 
discussed further below. At an epoch of about I 0:' years, Jupiter's central 
temperature reached nearly 50,000°K which may have vaporized the central 
core. Interestingly enough, much uncertainty concerning the later stages of 
this process is related to details of the equation of state of the condensed 
matter that even now have not been completely clarified. In particular, it 
does not seem possible to give a definite answer to the question whether or 
not the internal energy built up in the past is sufficient to account for the 
present Jovian luminosity. This is discussed in more detail below. Figures l 
and 2 in Bodenheimer's paper show how his calculations of the very early 
history of Jupiter fit into the study of the later stages by Graboske et al. It 
is encouraging that varying- sometimes quite drastically- the initial condi
tions of the early evolutionary processes has only a minor effect on later 
evolutionary stages and on the final result. Even the presence or absence of 
a rocky core, provided it is not too big a fraction of the total mass of the 
planet, does not affect significantly the evolutionary outcome. Figures I to 4 
of Cameron and Pollack show the change with time of the various important 
quantities. From the point of view of models of Jupiter, it is important to 
note that, whether one takes the Bodenheimer or the Graboske et al. or the 
Cameron evolutionary history, one ends up invariably with a hydrogen-to
helium ratio that is solar. As pointed out by Cameron, a substantial decrease 
of this ratio, i.e., a major loss of hydrogen, could not be explained even on 
the scale of several billion years. 

Origin and Structure of the Satellites 

Cameron (p. 78) and others make the natural assumption that the Gali
lean satellites, and perhaps also the nearest one Amalthea, were formed by 
a repetition in the Jovian nebula of the processes which led to the forma
tion of the planet itself in the primeval solar nebula. The temperature in the 
midplane increased because of infall of gas and dust and very likely also be
cause of direct heating by the proto-planet. The Goldreich-Ward (1973) 
instability led to the formation of rocky cores which became proto-satellites 
by further accretion. The existence of ice on the outer satellites and its 
absence on Io (see below) can be explained if the condensation of water took 
place after the cores were formed but still in the presence of a strong heat flux 
from the planet. The more volatile compounds were probably swept away 
from the Jovian nebula by a strong solar wind before they could condense. 
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There is also a possibility that there was a strong interaction between the 
Jovian magnetic field and its nebula which was partially ionized by the plan
et's radiation. The result was a slowing down of the rotation of the planet 
and transfer of the angular momentum to the disc which is gradually dis
sipated. 

The more distant, "irregular" satellites of Jupiter have masses comparable 
to asteroids and are most likely captured bodies, their orbit extending up to 
the very limit of Jupiter's sphere of influence. They fall into two distinct 
groups, one prograde and one retrograde; in each group the orbits are quite 
similar and have high inclinations and eccentricities (see Greenberg p. 123). 
There are still many unsolved theoretical problems concerning the dynamics 
of the capture of these bodies such as the need for dissipation of their energy 
in order to avoid escape. This loss may have been provided by drag in the 
primitive Jovian disc. Another possibility is collision of larger bodies or 
comets within the sphere of influence, or break-up upon capture. Nothing is 
known about the composition of these satellites. The similarity of orbits 
in each of the groups mentioned above suggests that since each group prob
ably had a similar, if not joint, origin then each should have a similar perhaps 
asteroid-like or comet-like composition. 

As far as the Galilean satellites are concerned (see Morrison and Burns 
p. 994, and Consolmagno and Lewis p. I 035) we know their size and density 
and also we can take into account the likely mechanism of their formation 
from the Jovian nebula. It appears that all of them are essentially a mixture 
of partially hydrated silicates and water-ice in its various modifications. 
During the process of their formation the Jovian heat led to an almost com
plete escape of ice from the nearest, lo, and an almost complete retention of 
ice on the farthest, Callisto. The stability of water at these distances from the 
sun is marginal so that small differences in temperature play an important 
role. The chondritic radioactive content (U, Th, K) of the satellites is ex
pected to have been high enough to melt the interiors and produce differ
entiation, i.e., a denser silicate core and water mantle with an ice crust wher
ever present. Depending upon the model, the maximum estimated central 
temperatures resemble those proposed for the moon, namely J 800-2800°K. 

The deep interior of Callisto was undoubtedly molten but it is probable 
that its thick crust was never differentiated and actually is a primeval mix
ture of ice and silicates such as serpentine. The low albedo of Callisto is 
presumably also due to a layer of infalling dust and other matter. Ganymede 
was probably completely molten and has a dense silicate core. Recent radar 
data indicate that its surface is very rough, while spectroscopy indicates 
that it is covered with patches of ice and rocks which account for its dark 
color. It may possess a very tenuous atmosphere. Europa has also been com
pletely molten and differentiated but the ice mantle is thin. As to lo it is 
probably made of silicates with a surface covered by evaporite that consists 
of various salts containing sodium, calcium, ammonia and sulphur, which 
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were leached out from the interior or were left behind when H 20 evaporated 
and escaped. An important aspect of lo is its very strong interaction with 
the Jovian plasma which, through ionic bombardment and sputtering, re
leases from the surface large numbers of ions such as sodium and hydrogen. 
As a result lo has not only an atmosphere made of these elements, but also 
an ionosphere. There is also strong electromagnetic interaction of lo with 
the parent planet which produces the well-known periodic effect on the Jovian 
decametric radiation. Finally, it should be noted that the Galilean satellites 
are locked facing the planet. As to Amalthea, it would be very surprising 
if it were composed of anything other than silicates and perhaps sulfides and 
oxides. A table of numerical data on the satellites is given in the chapter 
by Morrison and Burns (see p. 994). 

Very interesting commensurabilities exist among the orbital periods of 
the Galilean satellites so that a certain linear combination of their mean 
longitudes is constant. This configuration is maintained by the mutual gravi
tational interactions of the satellites. As pointed out by Greenberg (p. 128), 
the origin of this resonance is not yet completely understood. 

Models of Jupiter 

As described briefly in the Introduction, models of Jupiter are obtained 
using a basically simple procedure: the hydrostatic equilibrium equations 
for a rotating body are integrated over the volume of the planet using appro
priate equations of state of the hydrogen-helium mixture and of the heavier 
constituents of the core, with the radius and the total mass of the planet 
providing the necessary boundary conditions. Such a calculation is usually 
done first at T = 0, and then suitable corrections for thermal pressure are 
introduced. Here the boundary conditions are the observed heat flux, the 
rate of convection and the estimated temperature T 1 at a pressure of one bar. 
Essential information about the density profile in the outer layers, i.e., in 
the molecular H2 region, is obtained from the gravitational harmonic co
efficients 1 2 and 14 (for definition, see Anderson p. 114) which are deduced 
from the motions of the Galilean satellites and of flyby spacecraft. The 
higher terms 16 , etc. will probably remain unknown until further data are 
provided by flyby and orbiting spacecraft. The directly observed oblateness 
of Jupiter agrees with the oblateness calculated from these coefficients, 
which indicates that, with good approximation, the planet is in hydrostatic 
equilibrium. The correction of the equations of state for T i' 0 is very im
portant because it affects the radial temperature profile and thus the thermal 
expansion and radius of the model. 

As a result of a variety of assumptions and theoretical methods which 
must be used, there exists quite a spectrum of models of Jupiter. Figure 5 in 
Hubbard and Slattery's chapter (p. 192) shows what a variety of density. 
profiles can satisfy the radius, mass, and both 1 2 and 14 while only one of 
them corresponds to a realistic equation of state. The major assumptions 
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which affect the outcome of the model calculations concern: I) the value of 
the solar hydrogen-helium ratio and of the hydrogen-helium ratio on Jupiter, 
2) the presence or absence of a large core made of heavier elements, and 3) 
uniform or non-uniform distribution of hydrogen and helium in the mantle 
outside the core and the presence there of an excess of a heavier compound 
such as H20. These assumptions are often interrelated. 

According to Cameron (1973) the solar mass ratio of hydrogen to helium 
is 3.4 ± 0.1; according to Makalkin (see Zharkov and Trubitsyn p. 136) it is 
3.62 to 3.94. It should be stressed, however, that other ratios, some of them 
as low as 2. 7 5, have been called "solar." This is often the case for models 
based on the assumption of a convectively homogenized hydrogen-helium 
mixture throughout the planet and the observation that the atmosphere ap
pears to be richer in helium (or in water) than the usual solar composition 
would suggest. 

The problem of a uniform versus layered composition of the hydrogen
helium envelope has two aspects to it; one has to do with the metallic-molec
ular transition and the other with the incomplete miscibility of helium in 
metallic and molecular hydrogen. The first follows from the phase rule which 
requires that in a two-component system a phase change can occur without 
a change of composition only at a congruent singularity in P-V-T space. It 
is doubtful that in Jupiter such a singularity would be present now or during 
a substantial part of the history of the planet. Although no quantitative evalu
ation of this change in composition has been made, one would expect the 
solubility of helium to be higher in molecular than in the metallic hydrogen. 
The lack of complete miscibility of helium in metallic hydrogen, first sus
pected on a qualitative basis (Smoluchowski 1967) has been confirmed by 
the exact theory of Stevenson and Salpeter (p. 93). As shown in their Fig. 
5, this miscibility gap decreases with increasing pressure and temperature 
and should be taken into account in all models of the Jovian interior except 
for those which have a very high central temperature. A similar limited 
solubility in molecular hydrogen has been found experimentally by Streett 
( 1976) but the theoretical extrapolation to high pressures and temperatures 
is rather uncertain (Smoluchowski I 97 3 ). 

Salpeter and Stevenson ( 1975) have shown that, ifa first-order phase tran
sition is accompanied by a large change in density and by a latent heat com
parable to the thermal energy, an almost isothermal interface between the 
two phases would profoundly alter the calculated central temperature of 
the planet. A negative latent heat could halve the central temperature as 
compared to the usual isentropic result, while positive latent heat would 
double it. It follows that if, at the boundary, the specific entropy in the metal
lic phase were higher than in the molecular phase, then the probability of the 
existence of a miscibility gap in the metallic region would be high with all the 
attendant consequences for the mechanism of heat flow and origin of internal 
energy. In particular, at any such "almost isothermal" interface, whether 
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caused by phase change or miscibility gaps, convection is impeded and heat 
conduction could play the main role provided the transition is of the first 
order. Until these thermodynamical aspects of the boundaries, including 
the composition discontinuities, have been analyzed in more detail, the 
results of the usual adiabatic calculations of the heat flow and of the radial 
temperature profile cannot be considered as final. 

As discussed further below, it is only recently that the equations of state 
of hydrogen and helium, of their solutions, and of various compounds are 
being calculated with sufficient attention to theoretical detail. In particular, 
the very existence of the miscibility gaps in the hydrogen-helium system 
indicates that even in this relatively simple system only at very high pres
sures and temperatures is the usual approximation of volume additivity 
valid. The situation is somewhat less critical for the constituents of the 
heavy core because of its relatively small size, but it is very important for 
H 20 which, at least in the model of Podolak and Cameron (1974), is greatly 
enhanced and may play an important role in the atmosphere. 

The modern approaches to the problem of the internal structure of Jupiter 
are best illustrated by four categories of models: those of Hubbard and Slat
tery, those of Stevenson and Salpeter, those of Podolak and Cameron and 
those of Zharkov and Trubitsyn. They can be briefly summarized as follows. 

Hubbard and Slattery (p. 176) base their model of the Jovian interior on a 
careful analysis of the results of "gravitational sounding" i.e., of the limita
tions which the most recent observed gravitational coefficients impose on the 
figure and density profile of a rotating body. As expected, a large variety of 
density profiles satisfies these boundary conditions and the response coeffi
cients, i.e., the sensitivity of the gravitational coefficients to the ratio of the 
rotational and gravitational potentials. However, only few of them corre
spond to realistic equations of state. The interior is described by ignoring the 
density change at the molecular-metallic boundary and by using either a 
superposition of a Mac Laurin spheroid (p = const.) and a point-mass core or 
a polytrope (i.e., no core) of index of about one. The latter gives a good fit to 
the data if the density of the hydrogen-helium mantle is increased by I 0% 
which could be due either to extra helium or to another substance such as 
water; for water its abundance should be about 10 times higher than the solar. 
These calculations are based on the assumption that the solar mass ratio of 
hydrogen to helium is 2.85 rather than Cameron's 3.3 to 3.4. The tempera
ture at 1 bar turns out to be 230°K, but in another model in which the density 
at the center and in the atmosphere is increased, while it is lowered at medium 
depths, T1 is about 200°K. This model requires less of the heavy component 
than the polytrope model. 

Stevenson and Salpeter (p. 86) calculate carefully the equation of state 
of the liquid metallic hydrogen-helium system using the best theoretical pro
cedures presently available. They assume that both hydrogen and helium are 
fully ionized and that the system can be described as a non-ideal Coulomb 
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plasma. Some of the improvements over other methods stem from the inclu
sion of a better dielectric function, of quantum mechanical treatment of the 
ions, of three-body interactions and of a non-linear response of the electron 
gas to the ions. As a result they are able to show, for the first time, that in this 
system there is a deviation from volume additivity on the order of several 
percent and that there is a miscibility gap in the liquid state. As pointed out 
by the authors, the presence of first-order phase transitions in the liquid part 
of this system can affect considerably not only the evolutionary cooling of 
the planet but also its structure, convection and temperature profile. The 
equation of state of molecular hydrogen is bracketed by the use of three al
ternative pairs of interaction potentials and of three different assumptions 
concerning the vibrational and rotational contributions to entropy. U nfor
tunately, the considerable uncertainty of the helium-molecular hydrogen in
teraction prevents a reliable theoretical investigation of the upper limit of 
existence offinite solubility observed in this system in the laboratory (Streett 
1976). After a careful analysis of the limitations of the assumption of a fully 
adiabatic interior, Stevenson and Salpeter arrive at models that contain an 
isothermal rocky core and a hydrogen-helium-ice mantle in which helium and 
"ice" (primarily water but also methane and ammonia) occur in solar propor
tion, and no enrichment is required. Typically for a H-He mass ratio of 3.42 
the temperature T 1 = 150°K, while for a mass ratio of 2.5, T 1 = 190°K. Very 
importantly it turns out that the uncertainty of the entropy of H2 plays a big
ger role than the uncertainty of the interaction potentials. Inclusion of phase 
separation in the metallic region raises somewhat the required helium content 
which, in turn, raises T 1• A typical model which yields the correct gravita
tional coefficients has T1 = l 60-170°K [ which brackets the most likely value 
as given by Orton (p. 207)), Tr - 20,000°K, central density 26-27 gcm-3 , 

core radius - 0.3 RJ and the radius of the H-H2 boundary 0.71-0.75 RJ. 
The model of Jupiter of Podolak and Cameron (1974) was the first one 

directly based on an analysis of the formation of the proto-planet, and it 
stressed the impossibility of having the ratio of free hydrogen to helium dif
fer from the solar ratio. At the same time the core (made of "rock" SiO2 , 

MgO, Fe and Ni and "ices" H 20, CH4 and NH3 in solar proportion) did not 
have to be in solar proportion to the mantle. The equations of state at T = 
0 of metallic and molecular hydrogen and helium used in this calculation 
were those of DeMarcus combined with that of Salpeter and Zapolsky for 
the metallic phase and with that ofTrubitsyn for helium. Particular attention 
was paid to the equation of state for molecular hydrogen. Volume additivity 
was used to obtain the equation of state of the hydrogen-helium solar mixture. 
The equations of state of H2O, NH:i and CH4 were calculated from those of 
Salpeter and Zapolsky for 0, N and C and from the equation for metallic hy
drogen again assuming additivity of volumes. They were thenjoined smooth
ly to the equations valid at low densities. The integration of the equations 
of hydrostatic equilibrium was then carried up to a radius at which the pres-
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sure is one bar. The gravitational coefficients 12 and 14 were computed using 
Peebles' method. A comparison with the observed total mass, radius and the 
gravitational coefficient 12 permitted, through an iterative process, to adjust 
the abundances of various compounds with respect to their solar value. Sub
sequently 1 4 and temperature T 1 at pressure 1 bar were calculated. In their 
earlier work Podolak and Cameron used a value for 12 deduced from the 
occultation of jl-Scorpii and then, for a mantle with purely solar composition, 
the core turned out to have a fractional mass of 0.143, T 1 = 141 °Kand Tc = 
17 ,000°K. For an envelope with a 7 .5-fold increase in H2O content above 
the solar value, these numbers changed to 0.133, 189°K and nearly 20,000°K. 
Here the H2O, rather than excess helium of the early models of Hubbard, 
provided the extra density of the outer envelope required by the gravitational 
coefficients. Subsequently it turned out, from Pioneer data, that the actual 
value of 12 was nearly 40% higher, which necessitated an even higher density 
in the outer part of the gaseous envelope and thus an even higher water en
richment. This led to the difficulty that the ratio of the mass of the excess 
water to the mass of the core became higher than 2, which is the limiting solar 
value. This is illustrated in Fig. 8 of their second paper. Lowering the H-He 
ratio to about half of its solar value would bring the water-to-core ratio down 
to the solar value but this is unacceptable to the authors for cosmogonical 
reasons mentioned earlier. A change in the pressure-dependent Grtineisen 
parameter 'Y from 0.5 to the acceptable higher value 0.6 did not improve the 
situation and an assumption of higher temperatures T 1 made the result worse 
as shown in Fig. 4 of the same paper. Another possibility, suggested by the 
authors but still quantitatively not explored, is that the late-infalling rock 
material would be suspended in the planetary envelope, thus increasing its 
density without requiring an abnormal water or helium enrichment. 

In the models of Zharkov and Trubitsyn (p. 13 7) the equations of state 
at T = 0 for hydrogen and helium were those of Trubitsyn and those of 
Zharkov, Trubitsyn and Tsarevskii. The equations for 0, C, N and S are 
based on quantum-statistical calculations. From these the equations of state 
of the hydrogen-helium mixtures and of compounds such as H2O, CH4, NHa 
and H 2S are obtained using additivity of volumes, with the hydrogen volumes 
taken from the equation corresponding to its metallic form. In order to adjust 
these equations to T =fa 0, the De bye equation of state is used with the formula 
of the Grtineisen parameter 'Y obtained from a generalized Slater formula 
[ in which the pressure-dependent Poisson ratio v was taken from the Thomas
Fermi calculations of Kopyshev (as used also by Podolak and Cameron), 
valid at high pressures]. The solar hydrogen-to-helium mass ratio used by 
Zharkov and Trubitsyn is 3.85 but in some of their models they permit it to 
vary so as to satisfy the boundary conditions. The transition from the molec
ular to the metallic state is taken to occur at p 1 = 3 Mbar which corresponds 
to RI RJ = 0. 7 6. Similarly to the model of Podolak and Cameron, the ratio 
of gases to ices and rocks which form the core is varied but the relative 
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abundances of constituents in each group are taken as solar. Zharkov and 
Trubitsyn consider a large number of models all the way from a core con
sisting of only heavy compounds, with all the more volatile compounds in the 
gaseous mantle, to a core which includes all solar constituents except hydro-
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Fig. I. Radial profiles of mass M. temperature T. pressure p. density p and gravitational 
acceleration a (Zharkov and Trubitsyn p. 160). Curve n indicates the concentration of con
ducting electrons in the H2 layer {from Smoluchowski 1975). 
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gen and helium, which are in the mantle. It is assumed that all models are 
fully adiabatic and that Ti= 140 or 250°K. Model 1 for Ti= 140°K with a 
core consisting of a uniform mixture of rock, NH3 and H20 and the mantle 
containing hydrogen, helium and other gases is illustrated in Fig. l which 
shows the density p, temperature T, gravitational acceleration a, relative 
mass M and pressure p as a function of RI RJ. The discontinuities of density 
at the core boundary and at the metallic-molecular phase boundary are clearly 
visible. Here the relative mass of the core is 0.04. The value 140°K at l bar 
is close to - 160°K which is favored by spectroscopic observations and 
atmospheric models (Orton and Ingersoll p. 212). The hydrogen-to-helium 
ratio in this model is solar (Makalkin's value around 3.88) but the envelope 
also contains nearly 1 Oo/r of core material in gaseous or dispersed form. 

Comparison of Models of Jupiter 

Until about the end of 197 3, most models of the Jovian interior were 
based on the assumption that all constituents heavier than hydrogen and 
helium play a negligible role. Their main characteristic was the requirement 
that, in order to satisfy the gravitational coefficients, the ratio of hydrogen 
to helium had to be lower than the solar ratio by a factor close to two. The 
essential features of these models are summarized in the review paper by 
Hubbard and Smoluchowski ( 1973). The requirement of a solar hydrogen
to-helium ratio suggests the presence of a sizable core of heavy constituents 
such as "rock" and "ice" and an enrichment of the envelope in water. A 
substantial core has now become a common feature in most models men
tioned in the previous section. 

For a solar hydrogen-to-helium ratio Podolak and Cameron obtain for the 
relative mass of the core and water the values 0.016 and 0.037 whose ratio 
is much higher than the solar. Zharkov and Trubitsyn, on the other hand, 
obtain for a similar model masses 0.10 ± 0.08 and 0.037 which is close to the 
solar ratio. The main difference between the two calculations seems to be 
that in the first one Ti = 189°K while in the second Ti = 140°K. It is known 
that with increasing Ti the mass of the excess water increases rapidly while 
the mass of the core drops rather slowly. Thus, the lower Ti, the better is the 
approximation of the solar water-to-rock ratio. It should be pointed out that 
the recent analysis of Orton and Ingersoll (p. 212) indicates Ti = 165°K 
while Stevenson and Salpeter (p. 86) conclude that only 140°K < Ti < 
200°K are acceptable. It is difficult to say to what extent the difference be
tween the results of Podolak and Cameron on the one hand and those of 
Zharkov and Trubitsyn on the other are due solely to differences in Ti and 
to what extent other factors such as differences in the equation of state play 
a role. 

Hubbard and Slattery (p. 186), in their models (a) and (b), use Ti= 230°K, 
and a value somewhat lower than 200°K in model (c). In all three models the 
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heavy component is present with a relative mass between 0.10 and 0.11 in 
models (a) and (b) and 0.06 in model (c), but although in the first two it is 
assumed to be soluble and uniformly distributed in the metallic interior, in 
the last model it is all concentrated in a distinct central core. Since the heavy 
component is not further specified, the question of the water-to-rock ratio 
remains unanswered. The relatively high value of T 1 suggests that if this prob
lem were looked into in the manner outlined by Podolak and Cameron, simi
lar difficulties would arise. It should be kept in mind that in their calculations 
Hubbard and Slattery assume that the solar hydrogen-to-helium ratio is 2.8 
which is nearly 20% lower than the Cameron value and 30% lower than Ma
kalkin's. This low ratio lowers the demand for the additional heavy con
stituent in the hydrogen-helium envelope as compared to the Podolak and 
Cameron results. Hubbard and Slattery make a very careful and informative 
analysis of the importance of precise values of the gravitational coefficients 
on the structure and composition of the outer layers. 

In striking contrast with these models are those of Stevenson and Sal
peter which, with a solar hydrogen-to-helium mass ratio of 3.58 or somewhat 
lower, possess a heavy core of relative mass 0.03 to 0.045 but do not require 
the presence of water in the hydrogen-helium envelope. As pointed out by 
these authors, the main difference between their models and all other ones 
mentioned above is a more accurate equation of state in the metallic region 
and a more realistic treatment of the uncertainties of the thermodynamics of 
molecular hydrogen. The improved equations of state are obtained by apply
ing rigorous techniques of the theory of condensed matter and a careful anal
ysis of the validity of the common assumption of the additivity of volumes. 
The fact that they do obtain a miscibility gap in the hydrogen-helium system 
in the metallic region, as illustrated in their Fig. 5 (p. 97), may lead to a de
crease of the required mass of helium by - I 0%. In the molecular hydrogen 
region they use the recent empirical pair potentials and three different sets 
of assumptions concerning the free energy of the thermal motion of the mole
cule, dissociation and electronic excitation. The most important conclusion 
to be drawn from the models of Stevenson and Sal peter is that the remaining 
uncertainty of the equation of state of the molecular hydrogen includes the 
possibility that all the observational parameters and boundary conditions may 
be met without assuming a mantle that has an excess content of heavier con
stituents such as water. The main effort of theoretical studies should be thus 
directed at a clarification of this problem including the question of solubility 
of He in H2 at pressures and temperatures much higher than those which 
were investigated experimentally by Streett ( 1976). Figure 2 illustrates the 
effect of intermolecular potentials, of pressure at I bar and of the addition 
of helium on the equations of state of hydrogen. Table I provides a rough 
comparison of some of the typical models developed by each of the four 
groups of authors. Many other models are described in detail in various 
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Fig. 2. Influence of various parameters on the equation of state of hydrogen. Curve I - T = 0 
isotherm with a soft intermolecular potential (Zharkov and Trubitsyn p. 137); Curve I' -
the same with a hard potential (DeMarcus as used by Podolak and Cameron 1974); Curves 2, 
3, 4-adiabats for T = 90, 140 and 250°K respectively (Zharkov and Trubitsyn p. 151); 
Curve 4' -hydrogen-helium adiabat for mass ratio 2.66 and T, = 250°K (Hubbard and Slat
tery p. 187); Curve 5 -hydrogen T = 6000°K isotherm in the metallic range (Stevenson and 
Salpeter p. 88, and Hubbard and De Witt personal communication), where within the accu
racy of this diagram it coincides with the upper part of an adiabat. 

chapters in this volume. At the end of their chapter Stevenson and Salpeter 
(p. I 08) list new data needed for improvement of the Jovian models. N umeri
cal data on Jupiter are given in the Appendix (p. 20); also see p. 784. 

Internal Convection 

As discussed in detail in this volume by Stevenson and Salpeter and by 
Hubbard and Slattery there is little doubt that the interior of Jupiter is liquid. 
The metallic solid is expected to have an inherently low (ifany) stability, and 
in the molecular region the new softer pair-wise interaction potentials indi
cate a much lower melting point than originally calculated. This conclusion 
agrees with the analysis of the gravitational coefficients. Bishop and De
Marcus ( 1970) similarly concluded that a purely conductive interior is not 
possible or rather, as pointed out by Stevenson and Salpeter, that the pre
dicted thermal conductivity in the metallic phase is an order of magnitude 
too low. For these reasons, nearly all models of Jupiter are based on the as
sumption of a fully adiabatic convective heat flux, T ~ pY with 0.5 < 'Y < 
0.6, and the validity of the mixing-length theory of convection. As discussed 
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by Hubbard and Smoluchowski (I 973) this leads to convective velocities on 
the order of l cm sec- 1• Stevenson and Salpeter give a careful analysis of the 
limitations of the applicability of the mixing-length theory and of full adia
baticity, which stem from the rapid rotation of the planet. This analysis takes 
into account the coupling to a strong magnetic field and the presence offirst
order phase transitions which permit convection within each of the several 
layers but not across phase boundaries. The latter has been suggested ear
lier on the basis of qualitative arguments (Smoluchowski 1973). These ques
tions are important for Jupiter's evolution and present temperature profile, 
but have not yet received sufficiently detailed answers. One should add that 
within the molecular layer there may be a region where the temperature is 
low enough so that solid helium-poor H2 may exist in equilibrium with liquid 
helium-rich H2 as suggested by Streett. Such a situation is important for 
the interpretation of the Great Red Spot as the visible top of a Taylor 
column based on a mass of solid helium-poor H2 floating in liquid helium
rich H2 • This theory has recently gained interesting experimental support 
(Titman et al. 197 5). Other meteorological models of the G RS are discussed 
by Ingersoll (l 975). 

In contrast to the assumption of a highly turbulent convection, which 
underlies the mixing-length theory used in most models, Busse (197 6a) 
discusses convection in the molecular layer of Jupiter in terms of convective 
cells. Confirming experimentally his basic theoretical model, he concludes 
that convection cells are of the even type, that is, cylinders (rolls) parallel 
to the rotation axis extending across the equatorial plane. These long con
vection cells cannot penetrate into the metallic region and thus, at higher 
latitudes the convection is described by the usual Benard cells of the odd 
type. The fact that the cloud pattern on Jupiter changes just at the latitude 
separating the even and odd convection cells appears to confirm Busse's 
model. An interesting consequence of this model is the uniformity of temper
ature along the even-type convection rolls which might lead to a latitude
dependent radial temperature profile within the molecular layer. 

Internal Heat 

Many models and theories have been proposed to account for the huge 
amount of internal heat emitted by Jupiter as deduced from the difference 
between the calculated and observed effective temperature (see Appendix 
and Low p. 204). Of these only three need to be further discussed, others 
having been shown to be too inefficient (Hubbard and Smoluchowski 1973). 
The three still valid ones are: (I) primordial heat caused by a shrinkage of 
a homogeneous planet, (2) progressive gravitational shrinkage of a planet 
with a phase transition, and (3) progressive separation (precipitation) of 
helium-rich and helium-poor components. The first possibility depends upon 
fine details of the evolutionary calculations discussed earlier (Bodenheimer 
1976; and Graboske et al. referred to by Cameron and Pollack, p. 71) and 
the answer is still uncertain. The second, which is usually interpreted as a 
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progressive outward motion (about one millimeter per year) of the metallic
molecular phase boundary and the associated shrinkage of the planet (Smol
uchowski 1967; Flasar I 973), depends upon still unknown details of the 
change of solubility of helium at the phase boundary. The third one proposed 
by Sal peter ( 1973) for the metallic region, on the basis of the expected in
complete hydrogen-helium miscibility, and then extended to the molecular 
region (Smoluchowski 1973) is very attractive, but its validity depends upon 
the actual presence of these phase boundaries at pressures and temperatures 
existing in Jupiter. This is discussed in detail by Stevenson and Salpeter 
(p. 77). All three theories can account easily for the magnitude of the heat 
emission (- 104 erg cm-2 sec- 1) and so it is not possible to decide between 
them on this basis alone at the present time. 

It should be mentioned here that according to Ingersoll (1976) the solar 
heating of the equatorial region of Jupiter lowers the radial thermal gradient 
in that part of the planet so that the flux of the internal heat, whatever its 
origin, is higher towards the poles than towards the equator. This effect 
would account for the remarkable uniformity of the average surface tempera
ture of the planet, in contrast to the otherwise expected difference of about 
20°K between the poles and the equator produced by solar heating of Jupiter 
whose equatorial inclination is only 3°. 

Magnetic Field 

Until Pioneer data became available all information about the Jovian 
magnetic field was based on observations of the decimetric radiation. Ever 
since it was realized that the metallic interior had to be liquid, the magnetic 
field was interpreted in terms of a hydromagnetic dynamo (Hide and Stannard 
p. 777). The necessary, but not sufficient, condition that the magnetic Rey
nolds number is large enough seems to be amply satisfied. There are at present 
two sets of data from Pioneer measurements obtained with different instru
ments: the vector helium magnetometer of Smith et al. (p. 789) and the flux
gate magnetometer of Acuna and Ness (p. 830). While the results differ 
somewhat, the general picture is as follows: the field has opposite orientation 
from that of the earth; the dipolar magnetic moment is tilted with respect 
to the axis of rotation and is off center, which is not unlike the situation on 
Earth. There are, however, strong field components due to quadrupole and 
octupole magnetic moments, and the field is higher at the North Pole than at 
the South Pole. The tilt, the displacement from the center and the magnitude 
of the field can be interpreted in terms of the hydromagnetic dynamo. A 
comparison of the Jovian and terrestrial magnetic fields is given by Hide 
and Stannard (p. 777). It will be interesting to see if the slow changes of 
the earth's field occur also on Jupiter. Problems arise where the magnitudes 
of the Jovian higher moments are concerned because one would expect the 
higher field components to fall off rapidly with distance. This appears not 
to be the case. The answer may lie in the suggestion that the field is gener
ated not in the deep interior of the planet but rather in the outer layers of the 
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metallic region. There are three independent indications that point in this 
direction: Smoluchowski ( 197 5) has shown that the high pressures and tem
peratures in the molecular hydrogen layer destroy its insulating properties 
and that the layer acquires metallic conduction throughout most of its vol
ume. This conclusion is based on the fact that high pressures lower the gap 
between the valence and conduction bands in H 2 at a known rate, and that 
this effect accelerates the onset of a huge concentration of thermally excited 
conduction electrons as illustrated in the top part of Fig. I. As a result, 
metallic conduction in the molecular layer extends from the phase boundary 
at 0.75 RJ to 0.90-0.92 RJ, Secondly, Busse (1976b) concluded on the basis 
of a detailed analysis that the generation of magnetic flux occurs predomi
nantly in outer regions of the metallic core and that the internal toroidal 
field is comparable to the poloidal field, in contrast to the usual terrestrial 
models. Finally, a similar conclusion has been reached by Acuna and Ness 
(p. 844) on the basis of similarity scaling of planetary dimensions and of 
multipoles of Earth and Jupiter. Thus it seems that the Jovian magnetic field 
is generated by a hydromagnetic dynamo mechanism primarily in the layer 
somewhere between RI RJ = 0.6 and 0. 9, which is so close to the surface of 
the planet that the higher multipole field components can be observed. 
Clearly, much more quantitative work in this area is needed. 

APPENDIX 
Summary of Data on Jupiter 

Mean distance to sun 5.203 A.U. 
Present orbital eccentricity 
Sidereal period 
Inclination of equator to orbit 
Mean orbital velocity 
Radius: equatorial 

polar 
Dynamic oblateness at I bar 
Mass 
Mean density 
Gravitational acceleration: equatorial 

polar 
12 
13 
1. 
16 
IC22I and IS22I 
Rotation period: IAU System III (1965) 

decametric 
decimetric 

Angular velocity w 

0.048 
11.9 yr 
3?07 
13.03 km sec' 
71,398km 
66,770km 
0.064841 
l.901 X 10'10 g 
1.33 g cm-3 

2707 cm sec-2 

2322 cm sec-2 

14,750 ± 50 X J0-6 

10 ± 40 X 10-6 

-580 ± 40 X 10-6 

50 ± 60 X JO-u 
<tx10-6 

9h 55m 29~7 I 
9h 5 5m 29!68(± 0.02) 
9h 55m 29~75(±0.03) 
1.76 x 10-• rad sec- 1 
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q = w2R}/GMJ 

Bolometric Bond albedo 
Effective temperature: calculated 

terrestrial observations 
Pioneer observations 

Thermal emission/insolation 

0.08885 
0.42 
105°K 
!34±4°K 
125 ± 2°K 
1.9 to 2.5 
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Net heat flux 
Magnetic dipole 

1.0 to 1.3 x 104 erg cm-2 sec-1 

4.22-4.28 Gauss R} 

Magnetic dipole tilt 
Longitude of magnetic dipole tilt 
Quadrupole/ dipole 
Octupole/dipole 
North Pole 
South Pole 
Offset (nearly equatorial) 
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ATMOSPHERES AND IONOSPHERES 

D. M. HUNTEN 
Kitt Peak National Observatory 

A general discussion of Jupiter's atmosphere divides naturally into several 
categories: thermal structure, dynamics, composition, and cloudiness. In 
addition, the few facts about the atmosphere of lo are listed. 

THERMAL STRUCTURE 

After years of having to construct theoretical temperature profiles on the 
basis of a few data points, we are finally close to having reliable measure
ments for the whole visible atmosphere, and indeed for a significant distance 
below the cloud tops. These results are summarized in Fig. I, which also 
introduces the nomenclature of the different atmospheric regions. 

The troposphere is rapidly stirred by vertical motions, some combination 
of free convection and the vertical components of the large-scale circulation. 
The dominant balance is between the heat flux (the sum of internal and solar 
heat) and vertical motions, though there is considerable infrared cooling 
as well in the upper parts. According to Stone1 the temperature gradient is 
expected to be very close to the adiabatic value, - 1.9°K km- 1 for Jupiter, 
except just below the tropopause, which is conventionally defined as the 
level of minimum temperature. Because of the need to transport the internal 
heat, the gradient should remain adiabatic to very great depths. With this 
assumption, the microwave emission spectrum, as discussed by Berge and 
Gulkis,2 gives information to depths where the temperature is 400°K or 
greater, and defines the temperature at I bar as 170°K. Both microwave and 

'Seep. 598. 
2See p. 662. 
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Fig. I. Adopted temperature profile for Jupiter. For levels deeper than I bar, the ideal-gas 
adiabat is represented by the formula shown. There is some evidence for a temperature maxi
mum - 200°K in the mesosphere. 

infrared methods exploit the presence of a range of opacities to explore a 
range of depths, as summarized by Wallace_:i In addition, a range of zenith 
angles at a single wavelength can be used, as with the Pioneer data (Inger
soll et al.; Orton and lngersoll). 1 Various workers have used the classic 

"Seep. 286. 
'See pp. 200, 206 and 508. 
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spectrum of Gillett, Low, and Stein (see Ridgway et at.r which includes 
information from CH4 and H2 opacities. More recent data at longer wave
lengths, again featuring the H2 opacity, have been exploited by Houck et al. 
(1975). And Lacy et al. ( 1975) have used detailed radiometry of a single 
ammonia line to the same end. 

So far, the radio-occultation experiment has been unable to produce re
sults for the troposphere (Kliore and Woiceshyn; Hunten and Veverka).6 

This method is more and more subject to perturbation as it probes deeper and 
deeper. and its ultimate potential is still in doubt, though Eshleman (1975) 
is optimistic that many of the problems can be overcome. 

The stratosphere and mesosphere are regions of radiative balance: the 
heat sources are planetary and solar radiation, and the sink is infrared cool
ing. The me so pause is the base of the thermo.sphere, in which the dominant 
sink is downward conduction. The stratopause on Earth is located by a tem
perature peak near 50 km, but this peak is probably absent, or not very 
pronounced, on Jupiter. Because it is so helpful to carry over the terrestrial 
nomenclature, I propose for now to define the location of the stratopause at 
the corresponding pressure level, which is I millibar. 

Computations of radiative balance usually assume a global mean, which 
seems to work fairly well. The rapid rotation of Jupiter gives good zonal 
averaging, but one must otherwise depend on atmospheric motions, which 
may or may not be adequate (Gierasch et al. 1970). 

There is now plenty of evidence that the upper stratosphere is warm, 
at least 150°K and perhaps rising to I 70- I 80°K at I mb. The presence of a 
temperature rise is clear from the presence of emission bands of CH4 and, 
more recently, other molecules. But there are serious difficulties to making 
quantitative deductions: the mixing ratios of the emitting constituents are 
often unknown, and the intensity of the CH4 band cannot be unambiguously 
interpreted because it is unusually sensitive to temperature (Wallace).7 
Earthbased center-to-limb measurements of the same band are, however, 
highly revealing, and Orton and lngersoll8 have used them to obtain tem
peratures up to the 10 mb level. Radio-occultation results cover the same 
region, and are in general agreement though at present some I 0-20° cooler 
(Kliore and Woiceshyn).9 If the discrepancy proves to be significant, it 
could be explained by an underabundance of CH-1 due to photochemical 
destruction, a question that I shall return to below. 

Although the radio occultation experiment gives data to pressures as low 
as 1 mb, the derived temperatures show a wide spread which is difficult (I 
suspect impossible) to eliminate. This problem, which is shared by the stellar 
occultation at pressures below 10 µb, is discussed in detail by Hunten and 
Veverka. 10 

5See p. 396. 
"See pp. 216 and 27 4. 
'See p. 286. 

KSee p. 208. 
"Seep. 235. 
"'See p. 279. 
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The same paper gives a critical discussion of the three sets of data from 
the 1971 occultation of Beta Scorpii. All observers agree on a temperature 
of 170°K at IO µ,b. They differ on how much deeper into the atmosphere the 
results can be trusted, with one group (Combes et al. 1975) advocating a 
lower bound of 220°K at I mb. Only a very small stretching of their zero
level error would, however, be required for compatibility with an isothermal 
mesosphere at 170°K. In the absence of any plausible suggestion for an addi
tional heat source concentrated in the lower mesosphere, I prefer to adopt 
the isothermal profile. 

Computations of the heat balance are discussed by Wallace. 11 The over
tone bands of methane can be shown to absorb important quantities of solar 
heat, their weakness being overcome by the stronger flux at shorter infrared 
wavelengths. Ultraviolet absorption by "smog" particles is important too, 
but we do not know enough about its vertical distribution. Plausible models 
can therefore he constructed to fit the observed temperatures, but they are 
not of much use for prediction. 

The height of the mesopause has been calculated by Strobel and Smith 
(1973). For conditions resembling those adopted here, the pressure is about 
I µ,b. A higher pressure might be required if the thermospheric heat flux is as 
large as suggested by the discussion below, or if methane (the principal radia
tor) is underabundant at these heights. 

There is also evidence that the I 0-µ,b temperature is lower at 58° lati
tude than at I 0°, though the variation is not required within the error bars. 
We have here a strong hint that the mesosphere is not globally symmetric. 

The next region for which we have information is the upper ionosphere, 
which is certainly far hotter than anybody expected; Fjeldbo et al.'" give 
850°K for the average of proton and electron temperatures, and the gas should 
be at the same temperature. The temperature rise from the mesopause is 
therefore 680°K instead of the 15°K computed by Strobel and Smith ( 1973). 
Obviously their heat source (solar ultraviolet forming the ionosphere) is in
adequate, and a first estimate of the required factor is 45. This, however, 
may be too large, because the important quantity is the temperature gradient, 
not the temperature difference. Adopting it nevertheless, we find that the 
energy required may be 0.6 erg cm-2 sec- 1 instead of the 0.014 (global 
average) from the sun. 

One plausible source was proposed, and its implications pointed out, 
even before the Pioneer IO results had been announced (French and Gier
asch 1974). They noted wave-like temperature structure in the stellar occul
tation results, and concluded that the best explanation was an inertia
gravity wave system carrying an upward flux of 3.4 erg cm-2 sec- 1 • Though 
the energy is clearly ample, the interpretation is not unique, and moreover 
we do not know whether the wave energy will be absorbed or reflected by 

"Seep. 290. 
12See p. 242. 
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the thermosphere. The same difficulties have faced us for years in the corre
sponding terrestrial problem (see Hunten 197 4 for a brief discussion). How
ever. the example of the solar corona is encouraging, since it is thought to 
be heated by an analogous process. These same arguments are invoked by 
Atreya and Donahue1:1 to justify their assumption of an exospheric tempera
ture around I 100°K. They calculate a model ionosphere that agrees fairly 
well with the gross features of the observed one. 

Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to look for other possible energy sources. 
There is presumably plenty available in Jupiter's magnetosphere, but the 
particles that are observed are much too penetrating; the heat has to be de
posited at about the same place as ultraviolet photons. Thus, electrons or 
protons of just a few electron-volts energy would be best. 

According to an estimate by Humes,14 meteoroids may be bringing in as 
much as 6 ergs cm-~ sec- 1• Again. this is of the right order, but it seems 
likely that most of the energy is deposited near the mesopause. where it is 
very ineffective. 

Finally, one could look to the differential rotation of Jupiter's atmosphere 
and magnetic field. Below I 0° latitude the differential velocity is I 00 m 
sec-1 • dropping to 3.3 m sec-1 at higher latitudes. Ions and electrons will 
essentially move with the magnetic field; both heat and momentum will be 
transferred to the neutral gas. Studies of the earth's ionosphere (e.g., Fedder 
and Banks 1972) suggest that the gas will be dragged along with the ions at 
great heights, and that a shear layer will exist at some height that may not be 
far above the mesopause. Since most of the heating is in this layer, it must 
be located before the corresponding thermal effect can be estimated. 

Probably some of these possible energy sources can be ruled out in short 
order. We may still be left, however, with more than one whose relative 
importance we do not know. 

ATMOSPHERIC MOTIONS 

Jupiter's large-scale circulation and other smaller-scale phenomena are 
reviewed by Stone and by Smith and Hunt. 15 The arrangement of the clouds 
into enormous bands, and the long lifetime of various features, tell us that 
we have a regime utterly unlike the familiar one at mid-latitudes on Earth. 
A remarkable fact observed by Ingersoll et al. 16 is the uniformity of the heat 
flux between poles and equator. Since the solar input is concentrated at low 
latitudes, the internal heat must somehow be persuaded to come out with a 
complementary distribution. 

13See p. 3 I 3. 
14See p. I 064. 
"See pp. 591 and 564. 
1"See p. 200. 
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Generally speaking, each region of the Jovian atmosphere rotates at a 
slightly different rate. These "winds" are summarized by Chapman (I 969) 
and Ingersoll (1975). People continue to be fascinated by the Great Red 
Spot, and Max worthy and Redekopp ( 1976) have suggested that it be identi
fied with their model of a "solitary wave." 

Also classifiable under motions is the eddy diffusion coefficient K used 
by aeronomers to redistribute long-lived constituents. Current ideas are dis
cussed by Prinn and Owen,' 7 who also point out that it is time to extend the 
practice to deeper levels than those usually cultivated by aeronomers. There 
are several strong hints of minor constituents that should be found at equi
librium only at depths and temperatures too great to observe. Their sug
gestion is that vertical transport rates may be large enough to overcome the 
thermochemical destruction of these species. Strobel has found from the 
photochemical destruction rate of ammonia that K is - I 04 cm~ sec- 1 just 
above the cloud tops. For the lower thermosphere, the Lyman-a albedo of 
Judge and Carlson gives K = I 08 cm~ sec- 1, a large value, resembling that 
of Mars and Venus. But there is a problem with the model of Wallace and 
Hunten on which this estimate is based, and which assumed a cold thermo
sphere. They found the albedo to rise with the temperature of the hydrogen 
atoms, and a further major increase of K would be required in compensation. 
Perhaps the situation will be saved by the fact that most of the hydrogen is 
near the bottom of the thermosphere which is not so hot. 

Small-scale turbulence seems to be evident in occultation data, both opti
cal and radio (Elliot and Veverka I 976; Young 1976). Its counterpart in 
the ionosphere is discussed by Woo and Yang (1976). From time to time, 
attempts are made to relate such data to the eddy diffusion coefficient. Gen
erally this does not work because the relevant scales are different; the verti
cal transport is dominated by the larger scales of motion, which carry things 
the farthest, while observations of turbulence tend to emphasize smaller 
scales. 

COMPOSITION AND CLOUD 

The visual appearance of Jupiter is dominated by its cloudy zones, and 
cloud and haze must be deeply involved in formation of spectral lines. But 
in both cases it is hard to be quantitative. Composition of the clouds must 
be obtained from theory. Spectroscopists are usually reduced to subter
fuges that avoid the impossible problems of trying to use a realistic model in 
our present state of ignorance (Prinn and Owen). 18 We know that the cloud 
must be important, because spectral features do not grow towards the limb 
as they should in a clear, discrete atmosphere. Several clever theories exist 

17See p. 328; also see p. 435. 
1'See p. 324. 
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that can be manipulated to reproduce this behavior; the main problem is to 
define the proper distribution of cloudiness and its spectral properties. Prob
ably the Pioneer photopolarimetry will be very helpful, but the huge mass of 
data is still being digested (Tomasko)Y' Related Earth-based work is also 
discussed by Teifel and by Kawata and Hansen. 20 

The Pioneer images almost force us to believe that the clouds are full of 
fascinating motions, if we were not already convinced from telescopic obser
vations. The available data permit a number of inferences about the various 
motions, but still represent essentially a set of snapshots. Much more useful 
would be a movie in which the same face of the planet is repeatedly imaged 
over a period of months or even years. 

Holes in the clouds, which appear blue, and the corresponding hot spots 
seen at 5 µ,m, are discussed by Keay et al. ( 1973). Most of the recent spectro
scopic discoveries of trace constituents use this same wavelength band, and 
therefore refer to an unusually deep atmospheric layer. This fact is well il
lustrated by the rotational temperature seen for water vapor, near 300°K. 
This and other aspects of the composition are reviewed by Prinn and Owen 
and Ridgway et a/." 1 There is strong evidence for CO (Beer 1975) and tenta
tive identifications of PH:1, GeHi, and HCN, none of which would be ex
pected at even the 300°K level. As noted above, there is a possibility that 
they are produced at greater depths and transported up by atmospheric mo
tions faster than they can reach equilibrium with local conditions. 

The question of the coloring material of the clouds, or "chromophores," 
continues to fascinate people. Current suggestions run all the way from or
ganic material to red phosphorus, but we still seem to lack the means to test 
them. 

Weidenschilling and Lewis ( 1973) agree with the traditional assessment 
that the visible clouds should be solid N H:1, located at pressures somewhat 
below I bar. They also predict NH,SH at about 3 bars, and solid H 20 at 
5-7 bars. 

The general magnitude of the helium abundance, I Oo/c by number rela
tive to H2 , seems well established, and we are almost ready to argue about 
the second significant figure. In addition to arguments from the mean density 
and the infrared spectrum/2 we have a fairly direct detection of the 584 A 
resonance line (Carlson and JudgeY1 which gives a concordant result. 

Spectroscopic estimates of the ammonia and methane abundances give 
values consistent with solar composition. But ammonia is quickly depleted 
above the cloud tops by photolysis, a fact emphasized by the surprising 
weakness of ammonia bands in the rocket ultraviolet. What about methane? 
It too is rapidly destroyed; solar Lyman a alone, if not attenuated, gives a 

' 9See p. 503. 
'"See pp. 441 and 516. 
"See pp. 324 and 396. 

"See p. 206. 
'·'See p. 435. 
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lifetime of only 4.7 x 101; sec, or with a diurnal mean, I 10 Earth days. Fol
lowing the procedure used for N H:i by Strobel (1973 ), we find that the meth
ane scale height would be only 0.17 that of the atmosphere. But this assumes 
that Lyman ct penetrates all the way to the lower stratosphere. Since the 
photolysis products of methane are also strongly absorbing, such a penetra
tion is most unlikely. Any attempt at a realistic simulation would have to in
clude the formation of smog particles and their downward settling. While 
such models can be formulated, they contain too many arbitrary parameters 
to be of much use. For the present we should at least remember that the dis
tribution of methane in the stratosphere and mesosphere is a complicated 
question, and the mixing ratio is not necessarily constant. 

Ionospheric electron densities are given by Fjeldbo et al.,24 and further 
information on irregularities by Woo and Yang (I 97 6 ). The implications of 
the topside scale height for the temperature are discussed above. The lower 
region is extremely complicated, with several distinct layers, some of which, 
however, may really correspond to horizontal structure. They immediately 
bring to mind the terrestrial phenomena called "sporadic E," one form of 
which is due to metallic ions. Bunching into a layer is thought to be due to the 
magnetic field, interacting with wind shears. It is not at all clear that such a 
mechanism could produce the multiple layers that seem to exist on Jupiter. 
Perhaps there is more than one kind of ion, and perhaps one of them is re
lated to the Io sodium cloud (Atreya and Donahue).2" 

SATELLITE ATMOSPHERES 

All the work on satellite atmospheres reported in this volume refers to 
Io. A complete survey of the satellites is given by Morrison and Burns."'; 
The initial results on D-line emission from Io by Brown seemed to require 
an extreme production mechanism to explain the large fluxes. 27 These re
quirements were removed when Trafton discovered that the sodium cloud 
is much larger than lo. Resonance scattering now seems adequate, but in
stead we have the puzzle of how to maintain such a huge cloud. By almost 
any reasonable estimate of the lifetime of atoms in the cloud, Io must supply 
a flux of at least I 07 atoms cm-2 sec- 1• Sputtering from an evaporite-salt 
surface is not an implausible mechanism, but it becomes a little hard to accept 
that if it has been going on continuously for the life of the solar system. The 
amount of sodium removed is 50 gm cm-2 or more, and if sodium is only a 
few percent of the material, the total quantity is measured in kg cm-2 and 
the depth in meters. Some kind of geological (or lological?) activity is im
plied; but is it compatible with the maintenance of an lo-wide salt flat? 
I have the feeling that an important link may still he missing; can there be 

24See p. 240. 
"Seep. 315. 

2"See p. 991. 
"See p. 1103. 
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some way to recycle sodium, or sodium ions, back from the cloud? Can such 
a mechanism be compatible with the fact that the sodium torus is incomplete? 

We also have good evidence for a partial torus of hydrogen atoms from 
Pioneer 10. 28 They must surely be accompanied by a much larger number of 
H2 molecules, although it is dangerous to be dogmatic about such a strange 
environment. On the Moon H2 appears to be the only form present, since 
Lyman o: cannot be detected at all. Unfortunately, H2 is extremely difficult 
to detect and it may be a long time before we have any real data on it. 

The radio-occultation experiment detected an ionosphere on lo with sev
eral striking characteristics. The dayside electron density is large, nearly 
105 cm-3 , and so is the scale height; both quantities are much smaller at 
night. The large diurnal variation implies a short ion lifetime; the large elec
tron density implies a long lifetime or an unusually large production rate. The 
latter can be obtained with sodium, as shown by McElroy and Yung (1975), 
but they then had to convect the ions back to the surface at night by condens
ing the atmosphere. Long lifetime was obtained by Whitten et al. (1975) by 
assuming a thin atmosphere of pure neon, with the dominant loss being at the 
surface. Such an atmosphere is hard to accept; any impurities will rob the 
ionization by charge transfer, and we have plenty of evidence for at least 
one impurity. Moreover, there is no evidence for abundant neon in any other 
atmosphere. The authors draw an analogy with the Moon, which does indeed 
have neon, but the absolute amount is very small. 

We have a lot to learn about satellite atmospheres; they promise to be a 
fruitful field, both for observation and for theoretical speculation. 
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JUPITER'S MAGNETOSPHERE: PARTICLES AND FIELDS 

C. K. GOERTZ 
The University of Iowa 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Even before the Pioneer IO and I I encounters with Jupiter there was no 
doubt that the largest planet in the solar system has an extensive magneto
sphere and that in situ measurements of Jupiter's magnetic field and energetic 
particle environment would be of great interest to space physics. A set 
of rather well-defined models was formulated before encounter [see, e.g., 
Proceedings of the Jupiter radiation belt workshop (Beck 1972)]. These 
were based on concepts derived from the study of the only magnetosphere to 
which we have previously had direct access, that of the earth. The in situ 
measurements are therefore not only fascinating in their own right, but also 
because they provide us with an opportunity to study the applicability and 
general validity of the theoretical concepts we have devised in order to 
understand the earth's magnetosphere. Coroniti ( 1975) shows that the data 
obtained in the inner magnetosphere are quite compatible with the pre
encounter models. Surely this agreement must be regarded as one of the 
major successes of space science. However, the outer magnetosphere ap
pears quite different from what had been expected, and even in the inner 
magnetosphere there exist some numerical and. as we will see, significant 
discrepancies. Throughout the Jovian magnetosphere and in interplanetary 
space close to Jupiter, the successful Pioneer missions have yielded some 
quite unexpected and rather puzzling facts which no pre-encounter model 
can easily explain. Nevertheless, it seems to me that the pre-encounter 
models should be extremely useful as a guideline for the analysis of the in 
situ measurements. I shall, therefore, briefly review what I consider to be the 
main contributions to pre-encounter Jovian magnetospheric physics, list 
the questions resulting from these, show how some of these have been an
swered, and how others may be answered by future analyses of the data. 
Any summary of this kind must necessarily be a personal one and I apolo
gize if the selection I make does not coincide with that which others might 
make. Much has been written on Jupiter and a thorough discussion even of 
the most fundamental points is beyond the scope of this overview. 

[ 32] 
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It is well known that Jupiter is not only an emitter of thermal radiation 
like any other planet, but that it also emits relatively high-intensity non
thermal radiation in two frequency bands: the decimetric radiation (DIM) 
with 100 MHz :Sf :S 3000 MHz and the decametric radiation (DAM) 
with 0.1 MHz :Sf :S 40 MHz. Whereas the origin of the decametric radia
tion has as yet not been explained (R. A. Smith),1 the decimetric radiation is 
generally believed to be due to synchrotron radiation from energetic elec
trons trapped in the inner region of the Jovian magnetosphere ( 1.5 R.1 
< r < 6 R.1)- The fact that there is no generally accepted theory of DAM is 
due to its rich phenomenology and its apparent control by Io, the innermost 
Galilean satellite. A current review of DAM is given in this volume by Carr 
and Desch." For a review of the relevant observations and theoretical work 
on DIM the reader is referred to the excellent review paper by Carr and 
Gulkis ( 1969) and the chapter by Berge and Gulkis.:1 

These two forms of radiation provided the only means by which informa
tion about the Jovian magnetosphere could be obtained before the Pioneer 
IO and 11 encounters. DIM exhibits a broad intensity maximum at 850 MHz. 
If it is assumed that the radiating electrons all have roughly the same energy 
E, one finds that the product of BP - 1.8 x 1014 G(eY)2. Warwick (I 970) 
estimated the magnetic field in the radiating region to be B ·~ 2 G (corre
sponding to a Jovian magnetic moment of M = 4 x 1 oao G cm:1). Thus a 
typical energy of radiating particles is about IO MeV. (We now know that 
the magnetic moment of Jupiter is about one third of this value [M = 1.4 x 
1030 G cm:3, as given by Smith et al.4 and Acuna and Ness] .5 Hence the energy 
of the particles should be -17 MeV.) 

As these particles radiate synchrotron radiation they lose half of their 
energy in a time TJ,, somewhat less than a year. Although this estimate is 
very crude it is supported hy more rigorous calculations (see, e.g., Birming
ham et al. 1974). It is precisely this short lifetime of the radiating particles 
combined with the following observations of DIM that has motivated a num
her of interesting models for the Jovian magnetosphere. There is almost a 
complete lack of variation in flux density over periods comparable to T.w 
(Komesaroff and McCulloch 1976: Klein 1976). Furthermore, there is no 
or very little correlation between the long-term DIM flux density variation 
and solar activity (see Klein 1976). In other words, the radiating particles 
are resupplied to the radiation belts on a time scale of a year and the rate of 
supply is not controlled by the solar wind properties. 

Thus two questions emerge: (I) What is the source of particles and how 
are they accelerated to relativistic energies, and (2) how are they transported 
from the source to the radiation belts? Two obvious answers to these ques-

'Seep. 1146. 
2See p. 693. 
'Seep. 621. 

'Sec p. 788. 
''See p. 830. 
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tions were: The particles are of solar wind origin and they are transported 
radially inwards by diffusion and/ or convection. Both transport processes 
violate the third adiabatic invariant but conserve the first and second adia
batic invariants. Thus, as the particles are transported inwards towards 
larger magnetic fields their energies increase (see, e.g., Schulz and Lanzerotti 
1974). This model has turned out to be quite successful for the case of the 
earth. However, Brice and Ioannidis ( 1970) have ruled out convective trans
port on the basis of the overwhelming importance of the rapid rotation of 
Jupiter. Convection is driven by large-scale electric fields generated by the 
interaction of the solar wind with the magnetosphere. Brice and Ioannidis 
argue that at Jupiter these fields are very small compared to the large electric 
field which is due to the rotation of the planet. Recently Kennel and Coroniti 
( I 975) have cast some doubt on this conclusion. Whatever the mode of in
ward transport may be, one would expect a strong influence of the solar 
wind properties on the source strength and hence DIM intensity, if the 
particles are of solar wind origin. That this influence is not observed may 
be due to any one of three reasons or combinations thereof: 

l. The particles may not originate in the solar wind but may be created 
within the Jovian magnetosphere. 

2. The energetic particles may derive their energy in some way or other 
from the planet's rotational energy. 

3. There may be a buffer zone between the outer regions of the Jovian 
magnetosphere and the inner region where DIM is generated. 

Let us briefly review the arguments advanced in favor of each of these 
possibilities. 

I. Van Allen'; concludes from his measurements that Jupiter may, indeed, 
be the major source of particles in the Jovian magnetosphere. Simpson and 
McKibben7 report periodic bursts of energetic particles ejected from Jupiter. 
McDonald and Trainor8 show that many "anomalous" cosmic ray events 
observed near the earth are of Jovian origin. Although these observations 
do not exactly locate the source of particles, they strongly suggest that the 
particles are generated and/ or accelerated inside Jupiter's magnetosphere. 

This source within the magnetosphere may be inside the radiation region 
or outside of it. If it were inside, e.g., in Jupiter's ionosphere, one might ex
pect the DIM intensity maximum to be close to the planet and not at= 2 R.1 
as observed. (R, = 71.372 km is Jupiter's radius.) It seems more likely that 
the belts are populated by inward diffusion. Birmingham et al. (I 974) and 
Coroniti (1974) have shown that a radial diffusion model can explain the gross 
features of DIM. Radial diffusion calculations, however, are quite insensi-

6See p. 957. 
7See p. 754. 
"Seep. 978. 
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tive to the position of the particle source. They only tell us that the source 
is outside the radiating region. 

Possible sources outside the radiating region but within the Jovian mag
netosphere are the Jovian satellites. Shawhan (1976) discusses in detail 
how lo could provide electrons of several 100 keV energy (see also R. A. 
Smith).9 

2. If the energetic particles derive their energy from the planet's rota
tional energy, the arguments of Gold ( 1976) would quite naturally exclude a 
strong influence of solar wind properties on DIM even if the particles are of 
solar wind origin. He argues that in order to tap the rotational energy one 
needs a recipient for the angular momentum. Three possible recipients exist: 
(a) the satellites, e.g., as discussed by Goldreich and Lynden-Bell (1969), 
Goertz and Deift (1973), Piddington and Drake (1968), Carr and Gulkis 
(1969), and Shawhan (1976); (b) outward flowing plasma may carry away 
angular momentum as suggested by, e.g., Kennel and Coroniti ( 1975); or 
(c) angular momentum can be lost to the solar wind. The first two possibilities 
do not involve the solar wind directly. Gold investigates the third possibility 
and shows that even in this case the rate at which energy is made available 
(presumably to the solar wind particles) is only weakly dependent on solar 
wind properties. In other words, the energetic particle loading of Jupiter's 
magnetosphere should be quite insensitive to variations of the solar wind 
pressure, contrary to the case of the earth where the solar wind has a great 
influence. 

3. The idea of a buffer zone was advanced by Thorne and Coroniti 
( 1972) and extended by Coroniti ( 197 4) and by Kennel and Coroniti ( 197 5). 
Their model has the following main features: solar wind particles, after being 
heated as they pass through the bow shock, are injected either through the 
front-side magnetosphere boundary or through the Jovian magnetotail. They 
then diffuse or convect inwards. Due to the compression of phase space, the 
fluxes of energetic particles as well as their energies increase as they are 
transported towards the planet. In the outer region of the magnetosphere the 
fluxes should be highly variable owing to solar wind variations. At a critical 
distance which may vary with solar activity, the energies and fluxes become 
large enough to excite whistler mode turbulence (Kennel and Petschek 1966). 
If the turbulence is strong enough, the fluxes of particles with energies above 
a critical energy Er = B2 I 8 TrN will be self-consistently limited to the stable 
trapping limit. This limit depends only on the thermal plasma density N 
and the magnetic field and should hence be relatively insensitive to solar 
wind variations. In the inner region the critical energy for the excitation of 
whistlers becomes extremely relativistic and the whistlers are stabilized. 
Based on the density model of Brice and Ioannidis ( 1970), Coroniti places 
the boundary of the inner region at 6 R,. Inside this distance the particles 

"See p. 1158. 
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are transported inwards by radial diffusion as suggested by Birmingham et al. 
(I 974). Since the flux at 6 R.J is the stable trapping flux and independent of 
solar wind properties, the flux inside 6 R.1 should also be independent of the 
solar wind characteristics. A more detailed discussion of the model is given 
by Scarf. 10 

The Jovian satellites may not only accelerate particles but also absorb 
them and thus constitute an effective buffer zone. It has been noted by sev
eral investigators that, unless the diffusion coefficient is large enough, the 
particle fluxes inside the orbit of lo could be very small (Mead 1972; Bir
mingham et al. I 974; Mead and Hess I 973; and for a general discussion see 
Mogro-Campero p. 1203 ). 

The foregoing remarks suggest the following basic questions: 
I. What is the source of the energetic particles and where is it located? 
2. What is the mode of transport of particles: i.e., is radial diffusion an 

important process and if so. what is the magnitude of the diffusion coeffi
cient? What mechanism could be responsible for it? Or are particles 
transported by convection? 

3. Is pitch angle scattering by whistler turbulence important and if so, in 
what regions of the magnetosphere is it active? 

4. Are the Jovian satellites sources or sinks for particles? 
5. What is the gross shape of the Jovian magnetosphere? Is it open as 

predicted by radial outflow models or is it closed? 

Undoubtedly many more questions can be asked, but the advantage of 
the set above is that for most of them quantitative answers were proposed 
before the encounters. Furthermore, all these basic questions generate a 
number of subsequent questions that will undoubtedly stimulate further 
research. It will become clear that in many cases these questions can only 
be answered if certain assumptions are made. In particular, an accurate 
model of the Jovian magnetic field is of prime importance because the ener
getic particle distributions are frequently displayed and interpreted in terms 
of magnetic field coordinates. Because of the inability of any spacecraft 
measurement to distinguish between spatial and temporal variations. assump
tions must also be made about the time dependence of the phenomena ob
served. The reader will find that in many instances conclusions are drawn 
by tacitly assuming the steady state case. Yet we know that at least the 
outer part of the Jovian magnetosphere must be highly variable in time as 
shown, for example, by the second magnetosheath encounter at ~ 50 R., 
during the inbound trajectory of Pioneer IO (see Sec. 11.D). 

'"See p. 883. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

In this section we shall describe the results of 6 experimental packages 
carried on board Pioneer IO and of 7 on Pioneer 11. Each spacecraft carried 
four separate energetic particle detector packages: the University of Cali
fornia at San Diego (UCSD) (Fillius); 11 the Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSFC) (McDonald and Trainor);12 the University of Chicago (Simpson 
and McKibben); 1:i and the University of Iowa package (Van Allen). 14 These 
instruments were able to measure intensities, angular distributions, and 
energy spectra of electrons and ions with energies above several hundred ke V. 

A low-energy plasma detector (lntriligator and Wolfe) 15 was included on 
both spacecraft. This instrument was designed primarily for measuring the 
characteristics of the solar wind, but measurements in the bow shock and 
magnetosheath have been highly successful and significant for our under
standing of the Jovian magnetosphere. Recently Frank et al. ( 1976) have 
used the plasma detector on board Pioneer IO to infer low-energy proton 
densities and temperatures (up to 400 eV) in the inner Jovian magnetosphere. 

Both Pioneers IO and 11 carried vector helium magnetometers (Smith 
et al.) 16 which could detect fields from somewhat smaller than 0.0 I y = I 0-1 

Gauss up to 1.4 Gauss. Pioneer 11 also carried a flux gate magnetometer 
(Acuna and Ness)17 capable of detecting fields up to IO Gauss with a quanti
zation step size of± 600 y for field intensities < 2 Gauss. 

All instruments have worked extremely successfully and have provided 
an enormous wealth of data. It is obvious that any summary of these data 
must be incomplete. The emphasis put on some of the observational results, 
and the somewhat sketchy treatment of others, reflects my attempt to provide 
the reader with some suggestions as to how the questions posed above have 
been or could be answered. 

Much of the following discussion will deal with the observation that the 
particle count rates vary periodically with time. The periodicity is close to 
IO hours and presumably identical to the rotation period of Jupiter within 
the experimental error. Several different rotation periods have been used 
to describe different recurring features of Jupiter as, for example, surface 
features, DIM and DAM radiation. The redefinition of the rotation period 
relating to the radioastronomical observations of DIM and DAM is de
scribed by Riddle and Warwick ( 1976). 18 It is this new rotation period of 
9h 55m 29~7 I instead of the old 9h 55m 29~37 which seems most suitable for 
the description of the energetic particle periodicities. However, instead of 
writing out this period in full every time, we shall use the rounded value 
of IO hours. Thus, whenever we refer to a I 0-hour periodicity or I 0-hour 
rotation period, we really mean 9h 55m 29~7 l. 

"See p. 896. 
12See p. 961. 
13See p. 738. 

14See p. 928. 
15See p. 848. 
'"See p. 788. 

17See p. 830. 
'"The redefinition is given on p. 826; 
also see p. 20. 
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All experimenters divide the magnetosphere into several distinct regions 
with only minor discrepancies between the different definitions of these 
regions. All of them agree that there is an inner magnetosphere (roughly 
inside IO R.1)- Within this inner magnetosphere the magnetic field is approxi
mately dipolar, and energetic particles are relatively well-ordered and most 
likely time-stationary in a co-rotating frame of reference. Between IO R.1 and 
30 R.1 there is an intermediate magnetosphere where the magnetic field be
gins to deviate from that of a dipole but where the dipolar component is 
still significant. Outside 30 R.1 the magnetic field has a disc-like configuration 
presumably due to a thin current sheet. In this outer magnetosphere, which 
is called middle magnetosphere by Smith et al.,19 the dipolar field is small 
compared with the field due to local current systems (current sheet) and the 
particle fluxes are variable and irregular. The particle distributions are pre
dominantly isotropic. Smith et al. also define an outer magnetosphere which is 
bounded by the magnetopause on the outside and extends to about 15 RJ in
side the magnetopause. Here the magnetic field is very irregular but pre
dominantly southward, indicating that the magnetopause is rather blunt. 
Particle fluxes are equally irregular in this region. Outside the magnetopause 
is the magnetosheath which contains thermal plasma flow (lntriligator and 
Wolfe)20 and in some cases not insignificant magnetic fields. The magneto
sheath is separated by a bow shock from the solar wind. 

A. Inner Magnetosphere (r < JO RJ) 

The Magnetic Field. In the inner magnetosphere the current density is 
assumed to be zero. The magnetic field can then be expressed as the gradient 
of a scalar potential and can be modeled as a superposition of fields due to 
"internal" multipoles, representing a current system flowing within Jupiter, 
and fields due to "external" multipoles. representing a current system flow
ing in the intermediate and outer magnetosphere. By fitting various models 
to the point-by-point measurements along the two fly-by trajectories, Smith 
et al. are able to calculate the first three internal and first two external 
multipole moments. Acuna and Nesst 1 model the field by the first three in
ternal moments. 

Acuna and Ness (1975) published a model of the Jovian magnetic field 
"based upon real time, quick-look data" obtained during the Pioneer 11 
encounter. This model differed considerably from that of Smith et al. ( 1975). 
However, a subsequent analysis of the flux-gate magnetometer data revealed 
an error in the sensitivity calibration of the instrument. Comparison with 
charged-particle anisotropies reported by Van Allen22 and Fillius23 allowed 
for a correction of this error. The correction reduced the discrepancy be-

19See p. 790. 
20See p. 850. 
21 See p. 830. 

"See p. 954. 
23See p. 896. 
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tween the flux-gate magnetometer data and those obtained by the vector 
helium magnetometer considerably. It appears that the latest magnetic field 
model of Acuna and Ness24 differs significantly from their original model but 
is in reasonable agreement with that of Smith et al.25 

In deriving magnetic field models both groups assumed that the field due 
to internal multipoles is time-stationary in a frame co-rotating with the planet 
during the time of observation. The external currents which only Smith et al. 
took into account were assumed stationary in a frame fixed with respect to 
the sun. The internal field can be modeled with reasonable accuracy by the 
D2 or D4 models of Smith et al. which approximate the field as that of a 
dipole of moment M. The northern end of the dipole, which is also the north
seeking pole, is tilted by an angle a towards a longitude (System III, 1957) 
AD. The center of this dipole moment is displaced by r0 towards a latitude 00 

and longitude A0 • The best fit D4 model (for epoch 1974.9) is obtained from 
the Pioneer 11 data and yields the following set (M, a, AD, r0 , 00 , A0 ) = (4.225 
G R.,3, 10?8, 230?9, 0.101 R.1, 5?1, 185?7). The D2 model (epoch 1974.9), 
which was determined from the Pioneer l O data, differs only slightly from 
these (4.000 G R./, I 0?6, 225°. 0.11 R.1, I 5?9, 179~5). Based on the multi
pole moments of Acuna and Ness one obtains for the 0 4 model (epoch 
1974.9) the set (4.28 G R/3, 9?6, 232°, 0.14 RJ, 4?1, 180~2). 

All models fit the respective data with a relative ratio of rms residuals to 
rms fieldstrengths of less than I%. It is thus conceivable that the difference 
in the strength of the dipole moment between the 1973 Pioneer JO encounter 
and the 197 4 Pioneer I I encounter reflects a real change of magnetic field
strength within a year. It must, however, be noted that the longitude coverage 
of Pioneer IO was very limited due to its prograde trajectory. The longitude 
coverage of Pioneer I I was much better and the discrepancy between the 
0 4 , D4 , and D2 models may be attributable to longitudinal asymmetries. 
This interpretation is supported by the fact that the multipole expansion 
yields ratios of the internal quadrupole and octupole moments to the dipole 
moment that are 20% and 15%, respectively. (These are, however, only 
slightly larger percentages than the 13 and 9% for the case of the earth.) 

Apart from the discrepancy in M, Pioneer 11 models agree fairly well 
with those of Pioneer I 0. Both sets of data are consistent with the magnetic 
field models derived from DIM and DAM observations (Carr and Gulkis 
1969; Mead 1974) except for the magnitude of M. However, the magnitude 
of M was the least accurately known parameter of the field before the Pio
neer IO encounter because it was estimated from the frequency character
istics of DAM assuming that DAM is emitted at the local gyrofrequency, 
which may not be the case. The tilt angle of a = I 0° ± 1 ° as well as the value 
of AIJ = 230° ± 5° agree well with pre-encounter estimates. The direction 

24See p. 833. 
"'Seep. 819. 
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of the field is southward at the equator (at the earth it is northward), in 
accordance with pre-encounter models. Finally DIM observations had sug
gested that the dipole is offset from the planetary center by an amount 
:;;: 0.1 RJ (McCulloch and Komesaroff 1973; Berge 1974) which is in excel
lent agreement with the offsets reported by Smith et al. (0.10 l for D4 and 
0.110 for D2 ). Komesaroff and McCulloch ( 197 5) report a longitudinal asym
metry in the DIM polarization characteristics which is compatible with the 
more sophisticated higher-order multipole models of Smith et al. and of 
Acuna and Ness. 

Outside IO RJ the models do not fit the data very well. This could be due 
either to the growing influence of external multipole moments, which may 
also be time variable, or to the fact that outside IO R.1 the local current 
density is not negligible anymore. (A multipole expansion of the field is 
possible only if the local current density is zero.) Frank et al. ( 1976) observe 
ring-current-like proton distributions around IO R.1. Apparently the multi
pole expansion technique can yield good representations of the magnetic 
field data only inside 10 RJ. It thus seems advisable to distinguish an inter
mediate magnetosphere from the inner magnetosphere on the basis of the 
magnetic field data as well as on the basis of the energetic particle data. 

Energetic Particles. In the inner region the particle fluxes display a gen
eral increase as the spacecraft approach the planet. The increase is not simply 
monotonic but shows a "complex, shell-like structure" (Simpson and 
McKibben).26 The structure depends on energy and particle species. These 
particle flux variations are often but not always related to the L shells of the 
Jovian satellites. Simpson and McKibben suggest that the satellite-unrelated 
features reflect some anomalous magnetic field structure or property of the 
magnetospheric plasma density. The Acuna and Ness model contains slightly 
higher percentages of quadrupole and octupole moments and the particle 
structures may be reflections of these magnetic "anomalies." 

Both electron and proton fluxes show distinct dips or "holes" at the L 
shells occupied by lo. The decreases are more pronounced for lower-energy 
particles. Lesser but still marked decreases are observed at the orbits of 
Europa and Amalthea. Mead (1972), Hess et al. (1973) and Mead and Hess 
(l 973) showed that the Galilean satellites which orbit Jupiter within the 
Jovian magnetosphere should sweep up energetic particles and deplete the 
trapped particle density inside their orbits. The variation of particle aniso
tropies in the vicinity of Io's orbit is consistent with the pre-encounter pre
diction (Mead and Hess 197 3) that particles with small equatorial pitch 
angles are absorbed preferentially (Simpson et al. l 974b; Trainor et al. 
1974; Fillius and Mcilwain 1974). These observations have been interpreted 
by all observers as indicative of absorption of radially inward diffusing parti
cles. Absorption of radially inward convecting particles should not produce 
holes but merely step-like decreases. 

'"See p. 745. 
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It has been suggested that radial diffusion is either driven by magnetic 
field disturbances due to compressions of the magnetosphere, by electric 
field disturbances due to changes of solar wind interaction with the magneto
sphere, or by electric field disturbances driven by large-scale turbulence in 
Jupiter's atmosphere. The diffusion constants for these cases scale as D = 
D 0L 11 with n = I 0, n = 6, and n = 2-3, respectively, the last mechanism lead
ing to an energy dependent diffusion constant (see Mogro-Campero for a 
review of these).~; Numerical estimates of the diffusion constant and es
pecially its variation with L are extremely important because they may 
allow us to identify the dominant physical mechanism responsible for 
diffusion. 

The observed satellite effects have been studied by Simpson et al. 
(1974h), Fillius et al. (1975), and Thomsen and Goertz (1975) in terms of 
radial diffusion. That work is reviewed by Mogro-Campero in this book. He 
indicates that an L-dependent diffusion coefficient of the form D = I 0- 10 

L4 [R/ s- 1J is compatible with the observed satellite effects. D seems to 
increase with increasing energy. This is to be compared with the best pre
encounter estimates of D = 2 x 10- 9 L2 [R/ s- 1J by Birmingham et al. 
( 1974) obtained from a diffusion solution to DIM intensities and D = 2 
x 10-10 L3 [Rl s-1J (Coroniti 1974) obtained on purely theoretical grounds. 
It would seem that these are only marginally consistent with the results 
reported by Mogro-Campero. Mogro-Campero points out, however, that the 
quality of the available data is not yet sufficient to obtain reliable estimates 
of the diffusion coefficient from the satellite effects. 

Most estimates for a numerical value of the diffusion coefficient rely in 
principle on the depth of the observed depletion of the particle fluxes. Mogro
Campero suggests that instead of particle flux variation the phase space den
sity variation should be used. Furthermore. not only the depth of the deple
tion hut also its shape contain information relevant to a numerical estimate 
of the diffusion coefficient. In addition. most of the methods used so far have 
assumed azimuthal symmetry which, as shown by Thomsen and Goertz 
( 197 5), may not be valid. 

A more fundamental point was raised by Fillius and Mcilwain (1974) and 
by Baker and Goertz (I 976). The overall phase space density decreases 
rapidly with decreasing distance from the planet. The decrease is incompat
ible with loss-free diffusion. Local non-adiabatic losses other than those 
caused by the satellites must occur. It is not clear what causes these losses, 
but Baker and Goertz suggest that pitch angle scattering due to whistler 
mode turbulence could account for the losses. If the losses are strong enough 
they would have to be taken into account in estimating the diffusion coeffi
cient. and the real diffusion coefficient may very well be larger than those 
quoted above. Thus, although the satellite effects clearly establish radial 
diffusion as a dominant transport and acceleration process in the inner re-

"See p. 1200. 
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gion, reliable estimates of the diffusion coefficients are not available as yet. 
The conjecture of losses due to whistler mode turbulence is supported 

by observations of Van Allen:!8 who reports that the variations of omni
directional fluxes of electrons with E > 21 Me V along fieldlines, obtained by 
combining Pioneer IO and I I data. are incompatible with an equatorial pan
cake pitch angle distribution of the form sin111 a (his Fig. 20). They are, how
ever, in qualitative agreement with a pitch angle distribution one would 
expect if whistler mode turbulence existed in the inner magnetosphere 
(Van Allen et al. 1975: Scarf;:!~ Scarf and Sanders 1976). These observations 
are the first evidence for the existence of whistler turbulence in the inner 
Jovian magnetosphere. They suggest that whistler mode turbulence exists 
on fieldlines with L ~ 6. 

This is contrary to the pre-encounter predictions that the whistler mode 
should be stable inside 6 R.J because the critical energy Er= B2 / 8 1rN be
comes too large. That prediction was based on a model for the plasma den
sity N which is due to Brice and co-workers (see Brice and Ioannidis 1970; 
Ioannidis and Brice 1971: Brice and McDonough 1973: Mendis and Axford 
I 974). This model predicted that the plasma density inside 7 R.J should 
decrease with decreasing distance to very small values ( I 0-1 cm-'1 at 4 R.J)
Other models for the plasma distribution (Goertz 1973, 1976; Melrose 1967) 
predicted much larger plasma densities inside 7 RJ and would be compatible 
with whistler mode turbulence there. 

Further evidence for whistler turbulence is provided by Scarf, who 
compares the predictions of whistler mode limited electron fluxes based on 
the Brice-Axford-Mendis density model with the UCSD electron fluxes_:w 
The agreement is good outside 7 RJ but somewhat poor inside, again indi
cating that the Brice-Axford-Mendis density model does not correctly de
scribe the plasma density inside 7 R.J. This conclusion is further strengthened 
by the observation of large plasma densities (N 2: 40 cm-'1) inside Io's orbit 
by Frank et al. (1976). 

The particle data not only show that lo absorbs particles but also that lo 
injects into the magnetosphere electrons of several hundred ke V energy ( Van 
Allen and Fillius).'11 The observations of Frank et al. ( 1976) also indicate the 
injection of - l 00 e V protons. This injection tends to confirm the predictions 
made by Gurnett (1972). Shawhan et al. (I 97 3 ), and Shawhan et al. (I 97 5) 
who have shown that the induced motional emf across lo of - 540 kV can 
accelerate particles to energies of this magnitude. A discussion of the salient 
features of the Gurnett-Shawhan model can be found in the chapter by R. A. 
Smith.:12 

'"See p. 948. 
29See p. 885. 
30See p. 884. 

'"See pp. 953 and 916. 
32See p. I 160. 
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Summary. It is clear that most of the pre-encounter ideas about the inner 
magnetosphere have generally been confirmed by the Pioneer data. In par
ticular, the pre-encounter magnetic field models have turned out to he amaz
ingly close to reality. Radial diffusion has been established as an important 
mode of transport. There is strong indication for pitch angle scattering due 
to wave particle interaction. It seems, however, that the observations do not 
confirm the Brice-Axford-Mendis density model inside, but only outside 7 
R.1. It is hoped that further numerical estimates of diffusion coefficients and 
loss rates based on the satellite effects and the overall phase space density 
variation may lead to a more decisive test of the possibility of whistler model 
turbulence and of the various density models. These models may also help 
to explain the, so far unaccounted for, shell-like structure of particle fluxes. 

B. Intermediate Magnetosphere ( JO R.1 < r < 30 R.1) 

The Magnetic Field. Beyond ahout 8- IO R.1 the magnetic field is not di
polar anymore. The fieldlines tend to be more radial than one would expect 
for a dipole field. The dipole field, however, still represents a significant frac
tion of the observed field. This can be seen by the fact that the external di
pole moment is roughly 4 x I o-:i of the internal dipole moment. The fields 
due to both are equal at about 15 R.1. 

Besides the tendency to become radial, which was observed on all 4 Pio
neer passes, the field also tends to deviate from the meridional plane (see 
Fig. 6 of Smith et al., p. 810). This spiraling, however, is not observed during 
the high-latitude outbound path of Pioneer 11. Whereas the direction of spi
raling is consistently opposite to the direction of Jupiter's rotation for Pioneer 
IO outbound, it is extremely variable for Pioneers IO and 11 inbound. The 
sense of the magnetic field spiral for Pioneer IO outbound is consistent with 
a lagging of the outer parts of the fieldlines with respect to the planet's sur
face. All these aspects are much better developed in the outer magneto
sphere and will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 

Energetic Particles. The most striking aspect and the prime motivation 
for distinguishing an intermediate magnetosphere is the observation of con
sistent dumbbell distribution functions (i.e., distribution functions that peak 
at pitch angles of 0° and 180°) near the equator, and field aligned streaming 
off the equator for both electrons and protons for 12 RJ < r < 25 RJ [Van 
Allen;:ia McDonald and Trainor;34 Sentman and Van Allen (1976); Sentman 
et al. (1975)]. 

The observations in the inner magnetosphere have fairly well established 
diffusion as the principal mode of transport. If diffusion were also the prin
cipal mode in the intermediate magnetosphere one would not expect dumb
bell distributions. This is so because diffusion is driven by perturbations with 

""See p. 954. 
"'See p. 971. 
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frequencies comparable to the azimuthal drift frequency of particles. Drift 
periods are typically on the order of several hours. Perturbations which 
occur on this time scale should not destroy the first and second adiabatic 
invariants. The first adiabatic invariant is µ, = p .L ~ I B where B is the local 
magnetic field and p .L is the particle momentum perpendicular to the local 
field. µ, will remain invariant with respect to temporal changes of B provided 
that the time scale of these changes is long compared with the gyroperiod of 
the particle. The second or longitudinal adiabatic invariant is J = f p 11 di 
where p 11 is parallel momentum and the integral is evaluated along a com
plete bounce path of the particle between two mirror points. It is invariant 
provided that the time scale for changes of B (and possibly µ,) is long com
pared with the bounce period of the particle, i.e., the period of oscillation 
between the mirror points. Sentman and Van Allen (1976) have shown that 
particles injected in the outer magnetosphere always drift toward a = 90° 
pitch angles as they diffuse inward even in the highly distorted magnetic 
field of the outer magnetosphere. They conclude that an isotropic injection 
should result in pancake distribution everywhere, interior to injection point, 
if the first and second adiabatic invariants are conserved and if large-scale 
electric fields are absent. Apparently such a simple set of assumptions re
garding particle diffusion conditions cannot account for the dumbbell distri
bution found around 20 R,1. 

The phase space density variation with L is quite irregular in this region. 
For the highest energy particles there is some indication for phase space 
density peaks in this region. These could possibly be due to local injection. 
The phase space density curves shown by Van Allena~ are, however. incon
clusive in the intermediate and outer magnetosphere. 

The dumbbell distribution functions rule out the existence of whistler 
mode turbulence in the intermediate magnetosphere because a pancake dis
tribution is needed for the amplification of whistlers. U oder these circum
stances the good agreement between the theoretical prediction by Coroniti 
(1974) of whistler mode limited flux and the UCSD electron flux outside 
12 R.1 (as reported by ScarfY0 must be regarded as fortuitous. 

Field aligned streaming of electrons (Van AllenY7 has been observed 
at high latitudes (Pioneer 11) on fieldlines which presumably connect to 
the equatorial intermediate magnetosphere. They seem to be related to the 
dumbbell distributions observed there. The sense of streaming is away 
from the planet. Van Allen also observes protons at high latitudes streaming 
away from the planet. However. McDonald and Trainor18 report that at 
lower latitudes ( Pioneer I 0) the protons stream towards the planet. 

In a recent paper by Sentman et al. ( 197 5) the streaming and dumbbell 
distributions are interpreted in terms of a "recirculation model." Particles 
diffuse rapidly inwards in the equatorial plane. In the inner magnetosphere 

'15See p. 941. 
""Sec p. 883. 

'"See p. 954. 
""See p. 972. 
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radial diffusion conservingµ, and .I drives the distribution towards a pancake 
distribution. Particles are pitch angle scattered by interaction with whistlers 
and are precipitated towards high latitudes. There they can diffuse across 
the field due to a diffusion mechanism, proposed by Nishida ( I 975), which 
does not conserve the second adiabatic invariant. 

Particles which find themselves on fieldlines that connect to the inter
mediate or outer magnetosphere cannot pass back and forth between mirror 
points without encountering the strongly curved magnetic field in the equa
torial plane. This field is due to a current sheet. As the particles move through 
the sheet where the scale length of field changes is smaller than their gyro
radius they will gain perpendicular energy at the expense of their parallel 
energy. This scattering-like process raises their mirror point altitudes and 
increases the first adiabatic invariant of the particles. Thus, the equator acts 
as a sink for particles injected at high latitudes. The injection provides small 
pitch angle particles and if the scattering in the current sheet is not too strong, 
the distribution function of the scattered particles will remain dumbbell-like. 
Where scattering is strong the distribution will be more isotropic. 

The scattered particles are trapped in the outer and intermediate mag
netosphere and can diffuse inwards by conventional diffusion, become scat
tered in the inner magnetosphere, etc. In this way particles are recirculated. 
This process could account for streaming of both protons and electrons away 
from the planet. It seems, however, incompatible with streaming towards 
the planet. A further analysis of streaming may resolve the discrepancy or 
refute the recirculation model in its present crude form. 

Summary. The observed pitch angle distributions in the intermediate 
magnetosphere rule out the simple interpretation of particle injection in 
the outer magnetosphere and subsequent radial inward diffusion as the prin
cipal mode of transport. They may be compatible with the recirculation 
model recently proposed. Whistler mode turbulence cannot be self-consist
ently generated by the electrons in the intermediate magnetosphere. These 
findings are inconsistent with pre-encounter models. 

C. Outer Magnetosphere (30 R.1 < r < RMP) 

Magnetic Field. Comparison of Pioneer 10 and 11 data inbound (low 
latitude, about 1 Oh oom local time) with that of Pioneer 10 outbound (low lati
tude, 5h oom local time) and Pioneer 11 outbound (high latitude, 12h oom local 
time) reveals that the characteristics of the outer magnetosphere are depen
dent on local time. Results from the comparison are the following: 

1. The magnetic field becomes radial. This tendency is very pronounced 
for Pioneer 10 outbound and for Pioneer 11 outbound and inbound. 
The latitude angle o (o - 0 fo:- radial direction) is more variable and 
generally more negative (indicating a southward field) for Pioneer 10 
inbound than for the other three cases. 
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2. The magnetic field magnitude at higher latitudes is consistently larger 
than the extrapolated dipole field. This is true for all four cases. although 
the ratio of observed field to extrapolated dipole field is not quite as 
large for Pioneer 11 outbound as it is for the other three cases. 

3. The magnitude decreases to values comparable to, or less than, the ex
trapolated dipole field as the spacecraft approaches the equator. This is 
particularly noticeable for Pioneer IO outbound. 

4. The field of Pioneer IO outbound deviates consistently from a meridional 
plane, with the outer parts of a fieldline lagging the inner parts as they 
rotate with the planet. A similar but not as clear tendency is revealed 
by Pioneer IO inbound and Pioneer I I inbound data. The Pioneer I I 
outbound fieldlines lie almost precisely in the meridional plane. 

During the outbound pass of Pioneer IO the spacecraft frequently passed 
through a region of small magnetic field magnitude. These crossings were 
identified as current sheet crossings by Smith et al. They correlate well 
with maxima in the particle fluxes. Other occasional current sheet crossings 
were observed during the Pioneer 11 inbound pass. 

An analytic model for all 4 cases is not available and probably will not 
be possible because of the local time and latitude effects described above. 
Goertz et al. ( 1976) derived a quantitative model valid only for the Pioneer 
IO outbound data. 

Their model contains a current sheet of 2 RJ thickness which lies pre
cisely in the magnetic equatorial plane. This is in agreement with Van Allen's 
suggestion (Van Allen et al. 1974):19 of a rigid disk-like magnetosphere sym
metric about the magnetic equator, but contradicts the claim of Smith et al. 
( 1974)40 that the symmetry plane (the current sheet) becomes parallel to the 
rotational equator. However, the spacecraft would not pass through the cur
rent sheet if it were parallel to the rotational equator as Smith et al. them
selves point out. They invoke flapping of the disk into the magnetic equato
rial plane in order to explain the current sheet crossings which occur regularly 
with a I 0-hour period. A l 0-hour periodic flapping of a rotationally aligned 
sheet into the magnetic equatorial plane is precisely equivalent to a current 
sheet aligned with the magnetic plane and rotating with a I 0-hour period. 
Thus, it seems almost certain that the pre-dawn magnetosphere contains a 
current sheet in the magnetic equatorial plane. 

This magnetic field model predicts closed fieldlines near the current sheet 
and open fieldlines at higher latitudes, which appears to be consistent with 
the observed direction of the fields: southward in the current sheet, radial 
or northward at higher latitudes. It seems that these characteristic features 
also apply to the other cases: southward fields near the equator, radial or 
northward fields at higher latitudes (in particular, for Pioneer 11 outbound). 

39See p. 935. 
' 0See p. 8 I 3. 
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The observation of southward fields near the equator shows that low 
latitude fieldlines are closed. This appears to be in contradiction with radial 
outflow models (Michel and Sturrock 1974; Eviatar and Ershkovich I 976; 
Kennel and Coroniti 197 5). These models assume that beyond some critical 
radial distance Re (usually at 30 RJ) the co-rotation velocity exceeds the 
Alfven speed. Then the magnetic field could not enforce co-rotation any
more and the plasma would flow radially outwards very much like the solar 
wind. The plasma would "blow" open the magnetic field. 

It is apparent that these authors must assume a certain model for the 
plasma density and magnetic field in order to predict the critical distance. 
Density and field, however, are mutually interdependent and the problem 
must be solved self-consistently. Apparently this has not been done. Rather, 
a dipole field was assumed for r < Re and a radial field B ex: I/ r2 or B ex: I/ r 
for r > Re, Clearly there must be a transition zone between these two solu
tions (Mestel 1968). It appears that much of the outer magnetosphere is this 
transition zone (Northrop et al. I 974) where the fieldlines are greatly ex
tended but closed. 

The azimuthal direction of the spiraling field is consistent with a model of 
radial outflow and the two Pioneer IO passes have led some authors to con
clude that outflow does, indeed, occur. Yet the spiraling is much less obvious 
on the Pioneer 11 data, particularly the high-latitude outbound data of Pio
neer 11 which show no spiraling at all. However, it is precisely at high lati
tudes where the spiraling should be observable because high-latitude field
lines can be open and allow for a planetary wind to flow along them. Although 
outflow models cannot be completely ruled out, the inconsistency of spiraling 
and the presence of closed fieldlines tend to rule out radial outflow as the 
reason for the spiraling. 

It seems that spiraling which is strong close to the equator and weak at 
high latitudes, requires a current flow which is field aligned and towards the 
planet at high latitudes and away from the planet in the equatorial plane. 
These two currents appear as a part of a meridional current loop. The out
ward streaming electrons described in the previous section could perhaps 
carry the necessary inward current. The drift motion of energetic particles 
in the spiraling field close to the equator is consistent with an outward 
radial current in the equatorial plane. (Electrons drift radially inwards due 
to the azimuthal magnetic field.) It remains to be calculated what kind of 
current density is required to produce the observed spiraling and whether 
the energetic particle fluxes are large enough to carry that current. 

Energetic Particles. Particle flux measurements in the outer magneto
sphere also show local time dependence. On all four passes a I 0-hour modu
lation of intensities was observed. This modulation is most obvious for the 
outbound data of Pioneer I 0. There, count rates drop over several orders of 
magnitude as the spacecraft moves away from the magnetic equator. In 
fact, for all but the lowest energy channels the count rates drop to inter-
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planetary values. This striking saw-tooth modulation has been interpreted 
by Goertz et al. ( 1976) as reflecting the motion of Pioneer IO from closed to 
open fieldlines and back to closed fieldlines as the current sheet lying in the 
magnetic equator rotates with the planet and thus sweeps up and down rela
tive to the trajectory plane of the spacecraft. The times of abrupt count 
rate changes agree, to within I 0-30 minutes, with the crossings of the last 
closed fieldline as predicted by the Goertz model. The fact that the I 0-hour 
modulation is not as pronounced for the inbound data of Pioneer IO was ex
plained as being due to the possibility that the last closed fieldline extends 
to higher latitudes on the sunward side. This greater extent or equivalently 
blunter shape of the front-side magnetosphere could be due to the solar 
wind compression. Beard and Jackson ( 1976), for example, show that the 
.I ovian magnetosphere should be almost as blunt as the earth's, even though 
it contains a current sheet which tends to produce highly distended fieldlines 
and a thin disk-like magnetic configuration. 

A critical test of these ideas was provided by the high latitude outbound 
pass of Pioneer 11 which occurred at approximately 12h oom local time. If 
the particles are narrowly confined to the magnetic equator, as the Pio
neer IO observations suggested, one would not expect to see large count 
rates at high magnetic latitudes. Therefore during the Pioneer I I outbound 
pass, which occurred at very high latitudes, the count rates should have been 
small. In fact, they were observed to be equal to or even larger than Pio
neer IO count rates at equal distances from the planet. Thus, unless the 
overall particle loading of the magnetosphere had increased from 1973 to 
1974, the relatively simple model of a magnetodisc and equatorial confine
ment cannot be valid. A magnetic field model which may reproduce the main 
features of the Jovian front-side magnetosphere has recently been advanced 
by Barish and Smith (197 5 ). This model predicts secondary magnetic field 
minima at high latitudes which could also confine energetic particles. How
ever, no detailed comparisons of that model with the observations are yet 
available. 

The discussion so far has been based on the assumption that variations of 
particle count rates are due to changes in magnetic latitude of the spacecraft. 
Simpson et al. (1974a, 1975) and Simpson and McKibben41 have presented 
an alternative interpretation. It has been noted by all experimenters that the 
count rate maxima in parts of the outer magnetosphere (roughly for r > 30 
R.1) do not occur when the magnetic latitude Am calculated from a purely 
meridional field (i.e., the field has no azimuthal component) is a minimum. 
There is a systematic lag between the times when>..,,, is a minimum and when 
the count rate maxima are observed. This lag is very small in the inner and 
intermediate magnetosphere but quite large in the outer magnetosphere. 
Apparently the particles are confined to the magnetic equator in the inner 

"See p. 758. 
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magnetosphere, whereas this may not be true for the outer magnetosphere. 
The time lag in the outer magnetosphere is a function of radial distance and 
has been interpreted by Northrop et al. (I 974) as being due to the finite 
propagation time of Alfven waves from the planet's surface to the point of 
observation. Northrop et al. only dealt with Pioneer IO data and even there 
had to make extra and perhaps artificial assumptions to explain the Pioneer 
IO inbound lags which, in fact, are negative lags (or leads). 

Simpson and co-workers show evidence that the variations in count 
rates are not due to variations in >..,,. but that they reflect a regular JO-hour 
periodic filling and emptying of the whole outer magnetosphere and even 
the magnetosheath and interplanetary space in the vicinity of Jupiter (see 
next Sections). This I 0-hour modulation is independent of the spacecraft 
position. It is even more noticeable in the spectral index of the electron energy 
spectrum. Basically the observations show that the time interval between 
maxima in the spectral index measured at the beginning of the Pioneer I 0 
trajectory inside the magnetosphere and at the end of it inside the magneto
sphere is an integer multiple of 10 hours. If only >.. 111 were the determining 
factor, the interval would be an integer multiple of IO hours plus an additional 
5 hours for the phase change associated with crossing the magnetic equatorial 
plane near periapsis minus about 2 hours for the local time difference be
tween inbound and outbound. The results of Pioneer I I show even more 
clearly that the spectral index maxima do not occur when the spacecraft's 
magnetic latitude is a maximum but at regular time intervals of IO hours. 
Furthermore, even outside the magnetosphere the Jupiter related bursts of 
particles (Sec. E) show a I 0-hour periodicity which is in phase with that in
side the magnetosphere. Thus, Simpson and co-workers argue that not only 
is the outer magnetosphere filled every IO hours but also, simultaneously, 
the interplanetary space in the vicinity of Jupiter. 

It is, however, not clear that the observations regarding the timing of the 
Jupiter related bursts in interplanetary space could not be explained equally 
well by the hypothesis that they are observed only when the magnetic field
line passing through the spacecraft connects with open (and therefore high
latitude) planetary field lines. Because the polarity of the interplanetary field 
would make connection to one hemisphere (either north or south) more like
ly, the bursts should occur with a I 0-hour periodicity (see, e.g., Sent man et al. 
1975). If Simpson's interpretation turns out to be the only valid one (it is not 
clear that other observers agree with his basic findings), Jupiter would pro
duce some 10~8 particles with a typical energy of 10 MeV every 10 hours. 
This corresponds to an average power of I 0 11 W which is not unreasonable 
but not immediately plausible either. 

Hill and Dessler ( 1976) have recently developed a model which could 
explain a periodic filling and emptying of the magnetosphere. The model was 
based on the highly distorted magnetic field model of Acuna and Ness ( 1975), 
which has since been revised. It remains to be seen that the model of Hill 
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and Dessler can work with the less distorted D2 , D 4 , or 0 4 models. It is also 
a model which predicts open fieldlines in the outer magnetosphere and is 
hence subject to the criticism of the previous Section. At the present time 
the interpretation of Simpson and his co-workers remains one of the most 
exciting and challenging ideas that have been advanced in response to the 
data. Whether or not it will hold up depends crucially on the confirmation 
of their observations by the other observers. We will come back to this point 
in Sec. E. 

Summary. A comprehensive model of the outer magnetosphere is not 
available as yet due to the obvious local time dependence of this region. 
It seems that the pre-dawn magnetosphere is similar to the earth's magneto
tail. There the region of closed fieldlines and trapping of particles is narrow 
in latitude and highly distended in the radial direction. The front-side mag
netosphere covers a much wider latitude range and no evidence for open 
fieldlines has been found there. A general 10-hour modulation of particle 
fluxes as well as spectral index has been found everywhere in the outer mag
netosphere. The modulation of fluxes is clearest in the pre-dawn magneto
sphere. Two interpretations of the I 0-hour modulation have been advanced: 
(I) that it is due to the I 0-hour modulation of the spacecraft's magnetic 
latitude, or (2) that it is due to an inherent latitude-independent 10-hour 
filling and emptying of the whole outer magnetosphere. It is not clear which 
interpretation is correct. 

D. Magnetosheath 

Plasma Measurements. The inside (magnetopause) and outside (bow 
shock) boundaries of the magnetosheath are most clearly defined by the 
results of the plasma analyzers on board Pioneers IO and 11 ( I ntriligator and 
Wolfe).42 In almost all cases the boundary crossings are also visible in the 
magnetic field data (see next Section). The data indicate a large number of 
bow shock as well as magnetopause crossings. This demonstrates that the 
extent of the Jovian magnetosphere is highly variable. 

The first bow shock crossings were observed at I 08. 9 R.1 and 109. 7 R., 
for Pioneers IO and 11, respectively. On both occasions the solar wind char
acteristics outside the bow shock were similar although not quite identical. 
The kinematic pressure M" N,, V/ was about l.5 times as large for the Pio
neer 10 crossing as for the Pioneer 11 crossing. M" is the average ion mass, 
N,, is the number density of ions and V.2 is the directed velocity of ions in the 
solar wind. The first crossings of the magnetopause were encountered at 
96.4 RJ and 97.3 R.1, respectively. These distances are considerably larger 
than those that had been predicted on the basis of balance between solar 
wind and magnetospheric magnetic pressure B2 /8 1r. The discrepancy be-

42See p. 850. 
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tween observations and predictions indicates that the outer magnetosphere 
may contain high-beta (/3 = I) plasma (/3 is the ratio of thermal plasma pres
sure to magnetic pressure). 

After crossing the magnetopause at 96.4 R.1, Pioneer IO remained in the 
magnetosphere until December I when it encountered another magneto
pause crossing at 54.3 R.,. It remained in the magnetosheath for about IO 
hours and finally moved into the magnetosphere again at 46.5 R.1. Intriligator 
and Wolfe43 and Wolfe et al. (1974) show that the plasma flow direction in 
the magnetosheath is consistent with the interpretation that this second mag
netopause crossing is due to a sudden compression of the whole magneto
sphere from - I 00 R., to - 50 R.,. Compressions of this magnitude are very 
rare for the earth's magnetosphere but may not be surprising at Jupiter be
cause of the slow decrease of magnetic pressure with distance. For the 
earth B2 I 8 rr a: r-6 whereas at Jupiter it varies much more slowly (Smith 
et al.). 44 Thus, lntriligator and Wolfe argue that small changes of solar wind 
pressure may result in large variations of the magnetopause distance. They 
claim that the alternative interpretation of the second magnetosheath en
counter in terms of a flapping disk (Yan Allen et al. 1974) cannot be ruled 
out but is less likely. 

It is my personal opinion that the compression of the Jovian magneto
sphere by a factor of 2 is not as easily explained by reference to the weakly 
varying magnetic fieldstrength. The solar wind would not only have to com
press B, which should increase at least by a factor of 4 (since B a: I/ area), 
but also the high-/3 plasma (ifit exists). Even for a magnetospheric field which 
is independent of r, the solar wind pressure would have to increase by at least 
an order of magnitude. In fact, the magnetic field inside the magnetosphere is 
not independent of r and the solar wind pressure increase should be more 
like two orders of magnitude to produce a compression by a factor of 2. 
It should also be noted that the observed variation in solar wind pressure by 
a factor of 1.5 between the Pioneer IO and 11 encounters did not change the 
magnetosphere position at all. However, the Jovian magnetopause may not 
be stable, and calculations based on a static pressure balance may be mis
leading. 

Another plausible scenario for the contraction of the magnetosphere is 
this: Most of the field in the outer magnetosphere is caused by the currents 
flowing within the magnetosphere (the current sheet). If this current is inter
rupted or decreased, the magnetopause should move inwards (E. Smith I 975, 
personal communication). Also, if the magnetopause moves inwards (due, 
for example, to an increase in solar wind pressure) the magnetopause would 
become blunter and the magnetic field gradient and curvature in the outer 
magnetosphere would be reduced. This in turn would lead to a reduction of 

40See p. 855. 
"Seep. 815. 
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gradient and curvature drifts and hence to a reduction of the current sheet 
density. This would further enhance the tendency towards inward motion of 
the magnetopause (E. Smith 197 5, personal communication) and a very rapid 
contraction of the whole front-side magnetosphere may result even for small 
increases of the solar wind pressure. 

During Pioneer IO outbound a large number of both magnetopause and 
bow shock crossings were also observed. The analysis by Intriligator and 
Wolfe45 of some of these crossings shows that the magnetosphere plasma 
may have {3 values as large as 2.8. Again, these multiple crossings are ex
plained in terms of an expanding and contracting magnetosphere. Pioneer 11 
also encountered several magnetopause and bow shock crossings. 

These observations clearly indicate a great variability in the size of the 
Jovian magnetosphere. It is. however, not certain that this variability is only 
due to solar wind variations in the manner discussed by lntriligator and 
Wolfe. It seems equally possible that the Jovian magnetosphere, dominated 
by the current sheet, is inherently unstable in the manner discussed above. 

Magnetic Field. For all magnetopause crossings, which in almost all 
cases were seen in the magnetic field data, the magnetic field just inside the 
magnetopause was observed to be quite irregular. The field, however. was 
on all occasions southward. No systematic deviation from a meridional 
plane existed. Although in most cases the magnetic field was stronger inside 
the magnetosphere than outside, the differences were not large and, on at 
least one occasion (first Pioneer IO outbound magnetopause crossing), the 
field outside was even larger than inside. This. again, could indicate the 
presence of high {3 plasma in the magnetosphere. 

The second Pioneer IO inbound magnetosheath encounter was not par
ticularly obvious in the magnetic field magnitude data. The fieldstrength 
during that traversal was about 8 'Y ( Fig. 7 of Smith et al., p. 811) compared 
with 8 'Y and IO 'Y just shortly before and after this encounter. The magnitude 
of B during the first magnetosheath encounter was typically 2 -y. The only 
clearly noticeable effect occurred in the latitude angle. The field during the 
second encounter was slightly northward pointing (Fig. 5 of Smith et al., 
p. 809) contrary to the southward direction immediately before and after 
encountering the sheath. The northward direction is also characteristic of 
the first magnetosheath traversal. Although it is clear that Pioneer IO did 
encounter the magnetosheath on December I, it is equally clear that the 
magnetic characteristic of this second magnetosheath crossing is different 
from others. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that Smith et al.46 determine the direction 
of the normal to the magneto pause. It is "directed radially outward as antici
pated for a blunt magnetosphere." This confirms the conclusions of lntrili-

45See p. 864. 
46See p. 816. 
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gator and Wolfe that the magnetosphere is blunt, which were based on the 
direction of plasma flow in the magnetosheath. 

Energetic Particles. Both the bow shock crossings and the magnetopause 
crossings on the sunlit side (Pioneer I I inbound, outbound, and Pioneer l 0 
inbound) are noticeable as changes in the energetic particle count rates. 
It must be regarded as one of the most striking results of the missions that 
increased fluxes at high-energy particles (Ee > 21 MeV) were found in the 
magnetosheath and immediately inside the magnetopause. 

These are completely incompatible with heating of solar wind particles 
as they pass through the bow shock. If bow shock heating conserved the first 
adiabatic invariant, one would expect only a factor of 2 or 3 (ratio of B in
side and outside the bow shock) increase in average energy. Even non
adiabatic heating could not easily account for the presence of these particles 
which have a first adiabatic momentµ of some 10" MeV /Gauss. The largest 
value ofµ ever considered before encounter was µ, ~ 2 x I 0'1 Me V / Gauss 
(Birmingham et al. 197 4 ). Thorne and Coroniti ( 1972), for example, predicted 
thatµ, should be between 10 MeV /Gauss and 100 MeV /Gauss (solar wind 
particles with direct access to the magnetosphere). Clearly, any particle with 
energy above several hundred keV found in the magnetosheath or in the 
outer regions of the outer magnetosphere must be regarded as unusual. 

I believe that the presence of these high-energy magnetosheath particles 
cannot be explained in terms of solar wind interaction with the magneto
sphere alone. They reflect precisely the same problem we encountered in 
the explanation of DIM: Jupiter's magnetosphere and magnetosheath con
tain high-energy particles that are apparently not of solar wind origin. The 
only model which attempts to explain the presence of these particles is the 
recirculation model of Sentman et al. ( 1975) (see the summary of Sec. B 
in this chapter). 

Summary. The Jovian magnetosphere is blunt on the front side. It is 
highly variable in size. Very high energy particles are found immediately 
inside the bow shock with intensities larger than those found in interplane
tary space but smaller than those inside the magnetopause. The Jovian mag
netosphere possibly contains high f3 plasma. 

E. Interplanetary Space 

Energetic Particles. Another unexpected result was provided by the 
observation of energetic particle bursts several days and even months before 
the spacecraft crossed into the Jovian magnetosheath (Simpson and McKib
ben; McDonald and Trainor; and Van Allen).47 These bursts show a I 0-hour 
periodic variation in intensity as well as in spectral index. Simpson and 
McKibben (see also Simpson et al. 1974a) show that the spectral index 

47See pp. 754. 962 and 954. 
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maxima are in phase with those observed inside the magnetosphere. An 
amazing aspect is that Simpson et al. found that the Pioneer I I observations 
are in phase with those of Pioneer IO made a year earlier. However, this 
coherence over a one-year period may be fortuitous because if these bursts 
are of Jovian origin (and most observers believe they are), the models which 
have been proposed to explain them all imply that the phases of two observed 
bursts could differ by only integer multiples of IO hours or 5 hours. There 
is, of course, no way one can be sure that bursts occurred every 10 hours 
throughout the time from December 1973 to December I 974. One cannot 
rule out the possibility that there have been some bursts at 5-hour intervals 
between the usual l 0-hour bursts, even though no 5-hour separations have 
so far been observed. 

These observations establish that Jupiter ejects energetic particles into 
space every 10 hours. The bursts are observed whenever the interplanetary 
magnetic fieldline through the spacecraft points towards Jupiter (Smith 
et al. 1976). Simpson and co-workers conclude that these l 0-hour variations 
are most likely explained in terms of l 0-hour filling and emptying of the 
outer magnetosphere, magnetosheath, and the interplanetary region close 
to Jupiter. The fact that the interplanetary particle variation is observed to 
be in phase with the variation inside the magnetosphere is inconsistent with 
the simple idea of filling a closed magnetosphere for 5 hours and emptying it 
through some opening to interplanetary space for the next 5 hours, because 
in this case the interplanetary bursts should be in anti-phase with the mag
netospheric variations. The observed phase coherence implies that the same 
source is responsible for the I 0-hour variation inside and outside the mag
netosphere. One might think of a periodic injection of energetic particles 
onto fieldlines connecting to the distorted field of the magnetosphere beyond 
30 RJ, the magnetosheath, and interplanetary space. These fieldlines should 
be very close to each other near Jupiter and the process of high-latitude 
cross-L diffusion as suggested by Sentman et al. (1975) could possibly ac
count for an injection onto all these fieldlines simultaneously. Yet it is not 
clear why this injection process should be periodic rather than continuous; 
or, in other words, why injection (simultaneously at all local times) occurs 
only when a certain Jovian longitude [about Am = 270° according to Vasy
liunas ( 197 5)] faces the sun. No plausible periodic mechanism has been 
suggested so far. 

Clearly the questions raised by Simpson and his co-workers have not 
been answered and should be pursued further. It is therefore essential that 
other observers either confirm or refute their basic observations regarding 
the I 0-hour periodicity of the spectral index in the outer magnetosphere, 
magnetosheath, and interplanetary space. 
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III. SUMMARY 

The Pioneer IO and 11 missions have significantly increased our knowl
edge of the Jovian magnetosphere. Although some of the pre-encounter ideas 
have been roughly confirmed, in particular those relating to the structure of 
the planetary magnetic field, we now know that Jupiter's magnetosphere is 
much more complex than was previously believed. Jupiter's magnetosphere 
is, for example, much larger than anticipated. If one could see it from Earth, 
it would appear of the same angular size as the moon. The whole Jovian mag
netosphere is filled with high fluxes of extremely energetic electrons (£ > 30 
MeV). These particles must be due to acceleration somewhere inside the 
Jovian magnetosphere. Jupiter also emits energetic particles which can be 
detected as far away as at the earth. Some other findings are: 

I. Radial diffusion is an important transport mechanism in the inner Jovian 
magnetosphere. 

2. Good evidence for pitch angle diffusion, presumably caused by whistler 
mode turbulence, has been presented. 

3. The Jovian satellites which orbit the planet inside the magnetosphere 
absorb particles. 

4. The innermost Galilean satellite, Io, not only absorbs particles but also 
emits or accelerates them, confirming the important role Jo must play 
in the dynamics of the Jovian magnetosphere. This had been previously 
established by Io's effective control over the Jovian DAM. 

5. The size of Jupiter's magnetosphere, although always extremely large, 
is highly variable. Contractions by a factor of 2 seem to be common. 

6. The Jovian magnetosphere may contain high-/3 plasma everywhere. No 
clear evidence for an Earth-like plasmapause has been found. 

Many questions remain. To quote from a recent paper by J. G. Roederer 
( 1976): 

"We just cannot wait until the next Mariner-Jupiter-Saturn flybys and, 
most important, until the proposed Jupiter orbiter mission is carried 
out. Does Jupiter have a magnetic tail? What is the mechanism for 
relativistic particle release (from the magnetosphere)? Are there sub
storms and auroras on Jupiter? Is there plasma convection besides 
corotation? How do ionosphere and magnetosphere interact? How do 
magnetosphere and interplanetary field interact?" 

To those questions I would add: What is the thermal plasma density? Is 
whistler mode turbulence present in the inner and intermediate magneto
sphere? What is the mechanism driving the radial diffusion of particles? 
What. finally, is the acceleration mechanism for those enormously energetic 
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particles found everywhere within the Jovian magnetosphere? It is obvious 
that the answers to these questions will not come quickly. More observa
tions and detailed analyses of data already available are needed. Yet, it 
is already clear that many of the concepts derived from the study of our own 
magnetosphere have been very useful and successful in studying the Jovian 
magnetosphere. 

Acknowledgements. l have benefited greatly from numerous discussions 
with J. A. Van Allen. S. D. Shawhan, M. F. Thomsen, D. A. Baker, D. D. 
Sentman, B. A. Randall, and R. A. Smith. 
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ON THE ORIGIN OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
AND OF JUPITER AND ITS SATELLITES 
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NASA Ames Research Center 

With the assumption (according to the Jupiter models of Podolak and Cameron) 
that Jupiter contains an excess of chemically condensable material, the formation of 
Jupiter is discussed within the context of a model of the primitive solar nebula containing 
gas·and dust at relatively low temperature. After much of the dust has clumped into 
larger particles and has settled toward the midplane of the nebula, the Goldreich-Ward 
instability mechanism leads to the wavitational concentration of the condensed material 
into objects of at least asteroidal size. It is postulated that further accumulation occurs 
as a result of mutual collisions, leading to a proto-Jovian body composed of mndensed 
materials which is substantially more massive than the earth. The gas in the primitive 
solar nebula becomes gravitationally concentrated toward such an object, and when it is 
massive eno11gh and the gas cool enough, an instability sets in leading to hydrodynamic 
collapse of the gas toward what has become the planetary core. Following the hydro
dynamical collapse phase, Jupiter attains a hydrostatic configuration whose dimensions 
are much larger than its present size. It then undergoes a slow gravitational contraction 
to its present size that is characterized by an early epoch of high luminosity. Its current 
excess luminosity is due mostly to a loss of internal energy generated during the initially 
more rapid contraction period and to a lesser degree to its current release of gravita
tional energy. Conservation of angular momentum in the infalling gas from the solar 
nebula will cause some ofit to form a flattened gaseous disk in orbit about proto-Jupiter. 
The thermodynamic conditions in the disk will be governed by heating through the initial 
compression of the gas and the continued inf all of gas onto the surface of the disk, to
gether with heating (particularly important near the inner part of the disk) by radiation 
flowing out from proto-Jupiter. The luminous output from proto-Jupiter is quite high in 
the early stages, gradually declining 11'ith the passage of time. The regular Jovian satel
lites will collect together throu1:h the operation of the Goldreich-Ward instability mech
anism, to1:ether with mutual collisions of the resulting planetesimals, with the composition 
depending upon the local thermodynamic conditions, thus assuring that the mean density 
of the satellites will decrease outwards in the disk. Comparin1: theoretical evolutionary 
tracks with observed mean density of the Galilean satellites, we estimate that the addi
tion of water ice to them was rnmpleted between about I X I 05 and 4 X Io• years after 
the formation of Jupiter. 

[ 6 l ] 
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Serious thinking about the origin of the solar system goes back more than 
three centuries, and the literature on the subject is correspondingly immense 
(ter Haar and Cameron 1963). This is not an appropriate place to deal with 
the history of the subject; consequently we shall deal only with the range of 
schemes currently under discussion, and in detail only with those which 
make quantitative predictions concerning the formation of Jupiter and its 
satellites. 

This leads to a conceptual primitive solar nebula containing gas and dust. 
We shall attempt to trace the evolution of the mid-portion of this nebula 
through the following stages: (a) a gravitational instability which clumps the 
condensed material into bodies of appreciable size; (b) the formation of a 
larger body as a result of mutual collisions; (c) the gravitational concentra
tion of the gas in the primitive solar nebula; and subsequent hydrodynamical 
collapse onto the heavy element, planetary core; (d) the attainment of a 
highly distended hydrostatic configuration and a subsequent slow gravita
tional contraction; (e) the formation of a gaseous disk surrounding proto
Jupiter; and (f) the formation of the regular satellites within this disk. 

I. THE PRIMITIVE SOLAR NEBULA 

Even today there are many grossly different theories of the origin of the 
solar system. This diversity arises from the differences in the assumptions 
made by the various authors about the conditions leading to the formation of 
the solar system. As we learn more about the process of star formation, 
some of the cosmogonic assumptions made about this process will become 
increasingly difficult to defend. 

Modern observations of our own and other spiral galaxies indicate that 
star formation takes place in their spiral arms when interstellar gas flows into 
the spiral arms and increases in density there. Simple virial-theorem con
siderations show that masses of gas on the order of hundreds to thousands 
of solar masses must form into dense interstellar clouds before instability 
toward gravitational collapse occurs (Cameron 1963). The collapse process 
takes place at very low temperatures, and when the density becomes high 
enough, it is expected that the lines of force of the interstellar magnetic 
field will no longer be compressed with the collapsing gas. As the collapse 
progresses, the cloud will fragment into separate subsystems centered about 
density fluctuations. This will result in the formation of a system containing 
many stars. The more massive of these will ionize the residual gas, causing 
it to escape from the system, and rendering the system unstable against ex
pansion, thus forming an expanding association. 

A critical issue arises in connection with the angular momentum con
tained within the gas. Can the fragments of the collapsing cloud form directly 
into stars, or must they first flatten into gaseous disks? In general, even if 
the stars are rotating sufficiently fast to be rotationally unstable at their 
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equators, their angular momentum is orders of magnitude less than the ex
pected angular momentum in a fragment containing a stellar mass; this re
sults from a combination of the initial spin of the collapsing gas cloud together 
with a random angular momentum component in each fragment arising from 
the turbulent motions within the gas (Cameron 1973a). If this expected 
angular momentum is distributed throughout the gas in a reasonable way, 
then the collapse of the gas would form a rotating disk having dimensions 
comparable to those of the planetary system (Cameron and Pine 1973). 

Some theories of the origin of the solar system assume that the sun can be 
formed by direct collapse of gas from an interstellar cloud fragment. Such 
theories are incomplete in the sense that they fail to discover a mechanism 
by means of which the large amount of angular momentum expected to be 
contained in the collapsing cloud fragment can be removed before the gas 
reaches stellar densities. This issue of the angular momentum distribution 
in the infalling gas is perhaps the most critical of those which determine the 
plausibility of various postulated initial conditions for the formation of the 
solar system. 

We may start our discussion of current theories of the formation of the 
solar system at one end of the broad range of postulated initial conditions, 
with the theory of Alfven and Arrhenius (l 970a,b, 1973, I 974 ). This theory 
postulates that the sun was formed by an independent process. and that it 
had a very strong initial magnetic dipole field. This postulate ignores the 
observational difficulty that no main-sequence stars of spectral type G have 
been observed to have such a strong magnetic field, and the theoretical dif
ficulty that even such a strong field would be greatly modified by the out
flowing solar wind, which is likely to be greatly enhanced above the current 
flow rate when the sun was young and passing through its T Tauri phase. The 
authors postulate that plasma clouds fall in toward the sun, and various 
constituents of the clouds are trapped at different distances from the sun 
when the atoms are ionized in the strong magnetic field. It is not explained 
how this infall occurs in the presence of the solar wind. The theory is mainly 
concerned with an attempted explanation of the formation of satellite systems 
within the solar system. The authors recognize that their theories must be 
supplemented by gas hydrodynamic processes to form Jupiter, but they do 
not attempt to analyze this. Furthermore, they do not attempt to account for 
the decrease of the mean density of the regular Jovian satellites with in
creasing distance from the central planet. Therefore we shall not discuss the 
formation of the Jovian system within the context of the Alfven-Arrhenius 
theory. 

Less extreme assumptions are involved in the class of conceptual solar 
nebula models which can be called "minimum solar nebula theories." Prob
ably the majority of current working models of the solar nebula can be as
signed to this class, although no really quantitative model of such a solar 
nebula exists. The rationale leading to this concept has been clearly ex-
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plained by Hoyle (1960), who makes the unstated assumption that the ac
cumulation of the planetary bodies makes very efficient use of the available 
chemically-condensed constituents within the primitive solar nebula. Thus, 
one can attempt to reconstruct the density distribution within the primitive 
solar nebula by adding to the masses of the planets the masses of the missing 
volatile (hydrogen and helium) and icy (water, methane, and ammonia) 
constituents. One should multiply the masses of the inner terrestrial planets 
by a factor of ~ 300 for these missing constituents. Hoyle assumes that 
Jupiter and Saturn are of solar composition and thus represents a nearly 
perfect collection of all of the constituents from the middle region of the solar 
nebula. Since Uranus and Neptune appear to be mainly composed of rocky 
and icy constituents, one can multiply their masses by a factor of ~ 50 to 
find the total mass of the solar nebula associated with the outer part of that 
nebula. The total mass thus derived is on the order of 10-2 solar masses, and 
hence this general concept for the initial primitive solar nebula requires that 
the sun was formed by direct collapse of the interstellar cloud fragment, 
possibly at the same time as the minimum solar nebula was itself formed. 

This type of theory is subject to the difficulty that no quantitative analysis 
is given for a mechanism for removal of angular momentum from the col
lapsing cloud fragment; magnetic fields are insufficient (Cameron 1963). It 
ignores the possibility that much of the condensed mass within the solar 
nebula may be in finely divided form which will follow the motions of the gas 
during its dissipation, thus leading to the possibility that the accumulation 
of the planets may have made rather inefficient use of the chemically
condensed materials. 

Going now to the other extreme in the range of solar nebula models, we 
come to the "massive solar nebula model" which has been numerically con
structed by Cameron and Pine (1973). This model contains the expected 
angular momentum of a collapsing cloud fragment; it is therefore spread out 
over a distance of about 50 A. U. and contains no star at the central spin axis. 
The sun must form from such a model as a result of gaseous dissipation 
processes. Cameron and Pine have found angular momentum transport by 
meridional circulation currents to be the most important of these. With al
lowance for the loss of several tenths of a solar mass in the T Tauri solar 
wind, and for the inefficiencies in forming the sun from the primitive solar 
nebula, the total mass of the model is taken to be two solar masses. Taking 
into account the compressional heating of the gas as it forms the solar nebula, 
the internal heat content of the model is sufficient to cause the semithickness 
of the nebula to exceed one A. U. over most of the radial range. 

Two kinds of dissipation time have been estimated for this model. One 
characteristic time is the angular momentum transport time, the time re
quired to transport the bulk of the inner angular momentum beyond some 
radial distance by the circulation currents mentioned above. This time was 
found to range from a few years near the central spin axis to a few thousand 
years in the general region of planet formation. The other characteristic time 
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is that of radiative cooling, the time required to radiate the bulk of the inter
nal energy from the upper and lower photospheric surfaces of the nebula. 
This is also found to range from a few years near the central spin axis to a 
few hundreds or thousands of years in the region of planet formation. 

This model has been subjected to a number of criticisms. Its internal en
ergy content seems barely, if at all, sufficient to stabilize the disk against 
major global deformation, particularly the bar-like deformation (Ostriker and 
Peebles 1973). It would therefore seem likely that such a deformation would 
occur after a relatively short period of cooling. There is also the concern that 
only on the order of one percent of the chemically condensable materials can 
be retained in the planets, and this may be too low an efficiency for the pro
cess. Perhaps most important of all, the two characteristic times mentioned 
above seem definitely to be shorter than the formation time of the primitive 
solar nebula, which can be estimated to lie between I 04 and I 05 years, com
parable to the free-fall time from an initial gas density at which one solar 
mass can become gravitationally isolated. This renders invalid one principal 
assumption used in the construction of the model, namely that the formation 
time of the solar nebula is short compared to the characteristic dissipation 
times. 

It thus appears necessary that a proper evolutionary study of such a mas
sive primitive solar nebula should take into account dissipation during the 
formation process. Such a study is currently being carried out by Cameron. 
It is necessary to start with a small amount of material in the solar nebula, 
and to study its evolutionary behavior in the presence of a continuing infall 
of gas which is accreting from the collapse of the cloud fragment. One feature 
of such an evolutionary process is that angular momentum is continually 
transported from the vicinity of the spin axis towards the outer positions of 
the growing solar nebula during the infall period; this leads to the formation 
of the sun while the infall is taking place. This has a stabilizing effect against 
the bar-like deformation of the solar nebula. 1 twill also produce surface den
sities of the gas in the solar nebula intermediate between the minimum and 
the massive solar nebula models described above. Furthermore, the infalling 
gas passes through an accretion shock at the surface of the solar nebula; the 
accretion infall energy is promptly radiated away, thus establishing a surface 
temperature of I ()2 to I o=i °K over the nebula, sufficiently high to prevent the 
interior of the nebula from becoming too cool. Additional heating of the 
nebula near midplane occurs as a result of the gas compression while the 
surface density of the nebula is growing, thus producing interior tempera
tures in excess of the shock-produced surface temperatures. It appears likely 
that the evolutionary study will produce a model of the primitive solar nebula 
which will be less vulnerable to the above criticisms of the massive solar 
nebula model of Cameron and Pine. 

One concern with solar nebula models is that the sun should have a chance 
to form before the T Tauri-phase solar wind commences. It must be expected 
that this early solar wind will be responsible for the removal of residual gas 
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from the primitive solar nebula. Indeed, since main-sequence stars much 
less massive than the sun can be expected to exhibit such stellar winds, it 
may appear strange that the internal dissipation of the solar nebula to form 
the sun should not be terminated by the T Tauri-phase solar wind at a much 
smaller mass than the sun attained. To address this problem we should first 
note that the solar wind arises as a consequence of the structure of the sun, 
in which there is an outer convection zone that heats the outer solar atmo
sphere through various types of wave generation. We must, therefore, ask 
when the sun can be expected to acquire something approaching its present 
structure, with a deep outer convection zone. A potential answer to this 
problem has been given by Perri and Cameron (1973), who note that the ma
terial at the center of the nebula model of Cameron and Pine lies on a low 
adiabat, which is likely to be rendered even lower as a result of cooling 
during the dissipation to form the sun. This adiabat is too low to allow the 
ignition of hydrogen thermonuclear reactions at the center, leading to the 
expectation that the sun cannot achieve its present structure until the cen
tral density becomes so high that pycnonuclear ignition of the hydrogen re
actions can take place. This may not occur until very late in the dissipative 
evolution of the primitive solar nebula. 

In our following considerations we shall assume that the primitive solar 
nebula consisted of a mixture of gas and dust at a relatively low temperature 
in the region of the formation of Jupiter. The surface density of the nebula 
will be taken to be intermediate between a minimum value obtained by spread
ing out the masses of Jupiter and Saturn, and the much larger values in the 
primitive solar nebula models of Cameron and Pine. 

II. JUPITER MODELS 

Since Jupiter is composed predominantly of hydrogen and helium, there 
has long been a tendency to assume that the planet is basically of solar com
position. Similar assumptions have often been made about Saturn, but it has 
been recognized that a solar composition assumption would not work for 
Uranus and Neptune, for which the mean densities are much too large. Thus, 
the tendency among Jupiter model builders has been to assume that the in
terior composition is just hydrogen and helium, the heavier constituents 
being of such small abundance that they would produce only a minor pertur
bation of the results. An excellent review of this approach has been given 
by Hubbard and Smoluchowski ( 1973). 

Hubbard's best models of Jupiter contain nearly twice the solar helium
hydrogen ratio. If this result were true, it would pose enormous cosmogonic 
problems, as has been discussed by Cameron (1973b ). It is extremely diffi
cult to imagine any process which could produce a diffusive separation be
tween hydrogen and helium on such a large scale in any reasonable length of 
time, to be followed by the physical removal of such large amounts of hydro
gen from a deep gravitational potential well. 
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On the other hand, it is also very unlikely that Jupiter could have formed 
as a result of a pure gravitational instability in the primitive solar nebula. A 
local instability would require a fairly large surface density in the nebula, 
but before this could be attained by any hydrodynamic or evolutionary 
process, much larger-scale global instabilities would occur (Cameron 1973b). 
The most rapidly growing of these would be a bar-like instability, which 
should have produced something much more massive than Jupiter, more like 
a close binary pair of stars such as is commonly found in the galaxy. 

This led Podolak and Cameron (1974a) to suspect that the fairly large 
excess mass of helium in Hubbard's Jupiter models should really be inter
preted as a large excess of heavier elements. Hubbard's models for Saturn 
contain an even larger helium-hydrogen ratio and he was unable to get a good 
fit to the gravitational moments of that planet. Furthermore, hydrogen and 
helium form only a minor mass fraction in Uranus and Neptune, the main 
constituents of those planets being presumably icy materials and rock. This 
would lead to a general picture in which all of the giant planets contain large 
amounts of icy materials and rock, with varying amounts of added hydrogen 
and helium, the latter gases forming the bulk of the mass in the case of 
Jupiter and Saturn. 

Podolak and Cameron therefore have constructed models of all of the 
giant planets using the assumption that the helium-hydrogen ratio was the 
solar value. During the course of this exercise, improved gravitational mo
ments of Jupiter became available following the Pioneer 10 flyby (Anderson 
et al. 1974), and these moments were confirmed following the one of Pioneer 
11 (Null et al. 1975). Typical Jovian models are assumed to contain a simple 
rocky core, surrounded by a hydrogen-helium envelope into which fairly 
large amounts of excess water vapor can be admixed. The results indicate 
that the central rocky core should contain about ten Earth masses of mate
rial, and the excess mass, assumed to be water vapor, in the envelope should 
be about 50 Earth masses. A wide variety of models have been constructed 
in which fairly extreme variations are tried in the equation of state, but the 
above results change very little among these models (Podolak and Cameron 
1975). 

These results pose some very interesting cosmogonic problems. The mass 
equivalent ratio of water to rock in solar composition is approximately two. 
The ratio of the excess mass in the envelope of Jupiter to the mass in the core 
is much greater than this value. It would seem to be very strange if Jupiter 
were to be assembled with a smaller efficiency for the collection of very re
fractory material than for the collection of moderately volatile material. 

The answer to this dilemma probably lies in the difficulty for accreting 
solid materials to settle into the central core of Jupiter. For example, even 
when solid bodies of considerable size fall into the present-day Jupiter, 
they will swiftly be volatilized. Only extremely massive bodies may penetrate 
to the core largely intact. The chemical form of the expected rocky vapors 
should approach thermodynamic equilibrium in the presence of the large 
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amount of hydrogen. As pointed out by Lewis ( 1969), silicon will form silane. 
Metal atoms will remain metal atoms or oxides at the temperatures involved, 
but the oxygen in silicates is likely to form water. These substances probably 
do not form chemically condensed compounds except when convected close 
to the Jovian surface. Thus, probably much of the excess mass in the enve
lopes of the Jovian models of Podolak and Cameron will be in the form of 
such compounds, rather than just the water vapor which has been assumed 
in the calculations. It is unlikely that the change in the composition assumed 
for the excess mass in the envelope would affect Jovian models very much. 

III. THE FORMATION OF JUPITER 

The picture thus arises that all of the giant planets have considerable ex
cess masses of icy and rocky material. This should provide a clue to the for
mation mechanisms for these planets. 

Let us start our consideration of the formation of planetary bodies by 
considering the ones that are predominately composed of chemically con
densed materials. In an intermediate-mass solar nebula, as described above, 
both the surface density and the internal temperature will decrease with in
creasing radial distance from the spin axis. Only very close to the spin axis, 
within perhaps about one A. U .. is it likely that the internal temperature will 
ever have been high enough to completely vaporize solid materials, except as 
described below in the vicinity of the accreting giant planets. Therefore, 
throughout most of the primitive solar nebula, the interstellar grains, which 
accompany the infall of the interstellar gas to form the solar nebula, will not 
have been completely vaporized. However, the more volatile substances 
will evaporate away from the interstellar grains, so that their composition 
as a function of temperature and pressure within the solar nebula, will be the 
same as though the corresponding parts of the solar nebula had cooled from 
a very high temperature. Therefore the grain compositions should be de
scribed by the thermodynamic equilibrium calculations of Grossman (1972) 
and Lewis (1972). The most abundant constituent of the grains, under condi
tions of thermodynamic equilibrium, will be ice, and this should remain in 
condensed form beyond a distance of a few astronomical units. 

The behavior of the interstellar grains during the infall to form the primi
tive solar nebula has been examined by Cameron (1975a). The infalling 
interstellar gas should be highly turbulent, and hence the gas drag effects 
accelerate the grains in a random fashion and promote collisions between 
them. The efficiency for the grains to stick together is not known, but for 
even moderate efficiency it turns out that at least a moderate mass fraction of 
the grains will have accumulated into particles in the millimeter to centimeter 
size by the time they reach the primitive solar nebula. Such grain clumps can 
be expected to retain their entities in the outer portion of the primitive solar 
nebula where their main icy component will remain intact. However, in the 
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inner portion of the primitive solar nebula, where the ice will evaporate, it 
is reasonable to expect that an extensive fragmentation of the grain clumps 
will occur, 

This means that in the outer part of the solar system a reasonable part of 
the condensed mass will settle toward the midplane of the nebula within a 
time on the order of a few centuries. In the inner part of the solar nebula, a 
considerably smaller part of the condensed mass will settle toward mid plane 
on a comparable time scale. However, since all of the gas and accompanying 
solids which form the sun must pass through the solar nebula and be dissi
pated inwards, only a small part of the condensed solids are large enough to 
collect at midplane in the available dissipation time. Therefore the first 
qualitative expectation is that there will be a considerably higher efficiency 
for utilizing the condensed materials in the outer part of the solar nebula in 
formation of planetary bodies than in the inner part. The second expectation 
is that the processes of planetary accumulation begin as soon as the solar 
nebula starts to form. 

When a fairly thin layer of condensed solids has been formed at the mid
plane of the solar nebula, the Goldreich-Ward (1973) instability process 
will set in. The thin sheet of condensed solids will become unstable against 
gravitational contraction into larger solid bodies. Only very local regions 
of the sheet can contract all the way to form a solid body, however, and the 
conservation of angular momentum will force much of the material to start 
orbiting about common gravitating centers. Thus we can expect the formation 
of large clusters of solid bodies, each body having dimensions of the order 
of a kilometer (Ward I 97 5). 

On a fairly short time scale these clusters of bodies will start colliding 
with one another, leading to violent dynamical gravitational relaxation of the 
merged structures, forming larger clusters with condensed central cores and 
somewhat expanded "halos," and shedding some of the bodies to take up 
independent orbits within the solar nebula. Gas drag effects will produce a 
continued shrinkage in the dimensions of these clusters. By this time the 
clusters will be large enough to exert considerable dynamical perturbations 
upon their mutual orbits, thus leading to significant relative velocities and 
amalgamative collisions among the cores. Since gravitational focusing effects 
are larger for larger masses, it can be expected that a mass distribution of 
the amalgamated bodies will be set up, with the larger masses growing much 
more rapidly than the smaller ones. Thus there will be a growth of massive 
planetary cores within the primitive solar nebula, and these cores will grow 
more rapidly in the outer part of the solar nebula than in the inner part, owing 
to the more efficient use of condensed materials there. Perri and Cameron 
( 197 4) have examined the behavior of such planetary cores embedded in the 
gas of the primitive solar nebula. As the cores grow in size, a significant 
concentration of the gas from the nebula toward the cores occurs because of 
the gravitational field of the cores. As the mass of the cores increases by 
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accumulation, the amount of gas concentrated towards them increases even 
more rapidly. Finally, when the mass of the concentrated gas becomes com
parable to the mass of the core, a hydrodynamic instability sets in, which 
causes the gas to collapse onto the core, the released gravitational energy 
of the gas going into the dissociation of hydrogen molecules and ionization 
of hydrogen and helium atoms. 

There is thus a critical core mass at which the hydrodynamic instability 
occurs. Perri and Cameron found that the critical core mass was quite insen
sitive to the position of the core within the primitive solar nebula and to 
the background pressure of the gas in the solar nebula, but it was very sensi
tive to the adiabat of the gas in the primitive solar nebula. The calculations 
were carried out by assuming that the compression of the gas as it concen
trated toward the planetary core was isentropic. For the two trial adiabats 
assumed by Perri and Cameron in their calculations, their critical core 
masses were 115 and 65 Earth masses of material. As the adiabat of the gas 
is lowered, the critical core mass is also lowered. Perri and Cameron there
fore concluded that Jupiter and Saturn would be subjected to such a hydro
dynamic collapse process during their formation, after the gas in the primi
tive solar nebula models of Cameron and Pine had undergone a great deal 
of cooling. It is not yet clear what the adiabats will be in the revised solar 
nebula models being calculated by Cameron. For the case of Uranus and 
Neptune, it appeared likely that the critical core masses were never achieved, 
so that only a residual amount of the solar nebula gas, concentrated toward 
these planetary bodies, was retained after the T Tauri-phase solar wind re
moved the remaining gas from the primitive solar nebula. At the same time, 
it is likely that the lowering of the internal adiabat of the gas due to the rapid 
outflow of heat would have reduced the entropy of the gas below that of the 
surrounding solar nebula, thereby inhibiting the mixing between the concen
trated gas and the surrounding solar nebula, and preventing the wholesale 
removal of the steam which was mixed into the concentrated gas. 

Podolak and Cameron ( 1974b) have suggested that this physical environ
ment may have played a role in the formation of chondrules and inclusions 
which ultimately were incorporated into meteoritic material. 

The mass of proto-Jupiter. following accumulation of hydrogen and he
lium in this collapse process, was probably on the order of 60 Earth masses. 
Perri and Cameron showed that the collapse configuration should act as a 
gravitational sink for the remaining gas in the Jovian vicinity within the primi
tive solar nebula. Therefore the bulk of the accretion of Jupiter would result 
from the later infall of gas. Accompanying this process would be an infall of 
condensed solids, but as argued above, most of the condensed materials are 
likely to be vaporized, to form new chemical compounds, and to remain sus
pended in the convecting Jovian envelope. 

This picture leads to an initial Jupiter which would be very hot due to the 
release of gravitational potential energy. So far, the evolution of such a hot 
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initial model of Jupiter has been followed only for hydrogen-helium models, 
but the general character of this evolution probably would not be altered by 
the presence of a rocky core and substantial amounts of heavy elements 
within the convecting envelope. 

IV. EVOLUTION OF JUPITER 

As discussed above, the later stages in the formation of Jupiter are char
acterized by a hydrodynamical collapse of the solar nebula onto the central 
core. At the end of this phase, Jupiter has attained its current mass and the 
planet relaxes into a quasi-hydrostatic configuration, whose dimensions far 
exceed those of current-day Jupiter. Jupiter then undergoes a slow contrac
tion to its present size. In this section, we discuss this gravitational con
traction phase and point out its relevance for explaining the observed excess 
luminosity of Jupiter and for the formation of the Galilean satellites. 

Grossman et al. ( 1972) carried out an initial set of calculations of Jupiter's 
gravitational contraction history and these results have been refined consid
erably by Graboske et al. (197 5). Below we summarize the results of the 
latter paper. Graboske et al. used a sophisticated set of thermodynamics and 
model atmospheres. A standard stellar evolution code was used to determine 
the time history of Jupiter's radius and luminosity. They assumed that con
traction occurred slowly enough so that hydrodynamical effects could be 
ignored. Thus, at any given time Jupiter was assumed to be in hydrostatic 
equilibrium. It evolved from one equilibrium configuration to the next as a 
result of the difference between the amount of energy it radiated to space and 
the amount it absorbed from the sun. 

Several approximations were made. The effects of rotation were ne
glected. Also, Jupiter was assumed to be homogeneous throughout its inte
rior. Thus, no allowance was made for either the presence of a small core or 
the separation of hydrogen and helium due to their immiscibility at low tem
peratures. Finally, the temperature lapse rate in the interior was not calcu
lated. Rather, it was assumed that the interior was convectively mixed and 
therefore an adiabatic lapse rate was employed. Inclusion of rotation and a 
core were not expected to greatly alter the results. The effect of altering the 
other approximations will be commented upon below. 

In most of these calculations, Graboske et al. (197 5) began with a Jupiter 
having a radius 16 times larger than the current value. As is typical of most 
stellar evolution calculations, "memory" of this initial condition is quickly 
lost, i.e., both the time scale and the properties of later models are very 
insensitive to the value chosen for the radius of the initial model. An exam
ple of this insensitivity will be given below. Bodenheimer (1974) has per
formed hydrodynamical calculations that provide an estimate of the radius 
Jupiter would attain following the hydrodynamical collapse phase. This cal
culation, which allowed for hydrodynamical effects, was made for a homo-
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geneous Jupiter that began as a very diffuse object-4,600 times its current 
dimensions. Bodenheimer assumed that Jupiter originated as a result of a 
gravitational instability within the solar nebula and not as a result of the 
condensation and collapse processes discussed above. However, the last 
phases of his calculations were characterized by the hydrodynamical col
lapse of the outer portion of the proto-planet onto a more condensed central 
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Fig. I. Radius of Jupiter R as a function of time t during its hydrostatic contraction phase. The 
crosses with numbers next to them refer to particular times along the evolutionary track. The 
solid line refers to calculations for a solar mixture of gases; the dashed line to ones for a pure 
hydrogen model. The circle enclosing a cross is Jupiter's current mean radius for a time of 
evolution equal to the age of the solar system. From Graboske et al. (I 975). 
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region. At this point his model has some resemblance to the model of Perri 
and Cameron. Bodenheimer found that, when the hydrodynamical phase was 
completed and Jupiter had attained a hydrostatic configuration, the radius of 
Jupiter was 4 to 5 times larger than its current size. 

Figure l shows the variation of Jupiter's radius R as a function of time 
t as given by the calculations of Graboske et al. The solid line represents the 
results for a model Jupiter that has a solar mixture of elements, while the 
dashed line is for a pure hydrogen planet. The numbers accompanied by 
crosses on the graph represent models at discrete times along the evolu
tionary track. The circle enclosing a cross in Fig. l is the measured value of 
the mean radius of present-day Jupiter. We see that at the beginning of the 
evolution Jupiter's radius decreases very rapidly. Thus, the time scale of its 
subsequent evolution is affected only in a very minor way by the choice of 
initial radius. Since the track of the solar-mix model lies very close to the 
observed dimension of Jupiter at 4.6 billion years, the age of the solar system, 
we conclude that the mass of any hypothetical central core must be much 
less than Jupiter's total mass. This result is in accord with the calculations 
of Podolak and Cameron. The agreement between the evolutionary track 
and Jupiter's current radius provides a valuable check on the overall re
liability of the calculations. 

The variation of the central temperature Tc and central density Pc along 
the evolutionary tracks is illustrated in Fig. 2. During the first I 05 years of 
evolution from Model (1) to Model (2) of the solar-mix case, the central 
temperature steadily increases to a maximum value of 50,000°K, as a result 
of the gravitational energy released by Jupiter's contraction. This early 
phase is analogous to the pre-main sequence phase of stars of low mass. The 
maximum value of the central temperature changed by only 300°K when 
calculations were performed for an initial radius of 3.5 times the present 
value rather than 16 times this size, as used for the models of all the figures 
in this chapter. This miniscule difference illustrates the great insensitivity 
of the results to the initial conditions once the earliest stages of evolution are 
completed. 

If Jupiter had a core when it first formed, as assumed earlier in this paper, 
will the subsequent phases of evolution affect it? The high, peak central 
temperature of 50,000°K may partially or totally vaporize a core, but will 
not necessarily mix it into the envelope. This matter warrants further study. 

An obvious difference between Jupiter and more massive stars is that the 
central temperature never becomes high enough for nuclear reactions to 
occur. The peak central temperature shown in Fig. 2 is about a factor of ten 
less than the value required for the ignition of deuterium, which is the nu
clear fuel with the lowest ignition point. 

When Jupiter reaches point 2 the central density has become high enough 
for electron degeneracy effects to become important at the center. As a 
result, the rate of contraction in the central portion of the model greatly 
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Fig. 2. Central temperature Tc as a function of the central density Pc in g cm-3 for Jupiter 
during its hydrostatic contraction phase. All the symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 1. 
From Graboske et al. (1975). 

slows down, although the outer regions continue to contract rapidly. It is 
for this reason that the central temperatures begin to decrease; the rate of 
gravitational energy change is no longer rapid enough to supply the lumi
nosity radiated to space. Thus Jupiter must use some of its internal energy, 
which has been built up by its prior rapid contraction, to balance its energy 
budget. During Jupiter's evolution from Model (2) to Model (5) the central 
zone of partial degeneracy grows and the central temperature steadily de
clines. This phase is analogous to the cooling phase of white dwarf stars. 

At the current epoch, the central temperature has a value of about 
15 ,000°K. This figure is far in excess of the melting point of hydrogen (1,000 
to t ,500°K). A similar result holds for all portions of the interior of Jupiter. 
Thus, at present, just as in the past, the interior of Jupiter is warm enough for 
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the solar mixture of gases to be in a fluid rather than a solid state. Further
more, the pressures for much of the interior are large enough (2: few mega
bars) for hydrogen to exist in its metallic phase. The occurrence of a fluid 
with a high electrical conductivity is consistent with the requirements of a 
dynamo mechanism for the origin of Jupiter's large magnetic field (Hubbard 
1968). 

The change with time of Jupiter's internal energy E;ni and gravitational 
energy E1,rav is illustrated in Fig. 3. We can readily discern the two main 
stages in the evolutionary history as discussed above. During the early rapid 
contraction phase E;nt steadily increases, while at later times, once degen
eracy begins to set in, E;,,1 monotonically decreases. However, even close 
to the current epoch Jupiter is contracting fast enough so that the change in 
Eunw is not much less than the change in E;111 • 

Finally, the time track of Jupiter's luminosity is shown in Fig. 4. During 
its early history Jupiter's luminosity is many orders of magnitude larger than 
its current value. The implications of this result for the formation of the 
Galilean satellites is discussed in the next section. 

If a subadiabatic lapse rate is employed for the interior structure rather 
than an adiabatic lapse rate, the models evolve more rapidly and have a 
smaller luminosity at present. 

The observed luminosity of Jupiter according to Aumann et al. (1969) 
is shown by the circle enclosing a cross in Fig. 4. This measurement indicates 
that Jupiter radiates into space about 2.7 times the amount of energy it ab
sorbs from the sun. The difference between these two energy figures, which 
we term "excess luminosity," is due to Jupiter's internal energy sources. The 
value of the internal component predicted by the evolutionary model after 
4.6 billion years of evolution falls somewhat below the value obtained by 
Aumann et al. However, analysis of the measurements obtained by the 
Pioneer 11 infrared radiometer experiment yields an amount of infrared 
radiation that is only about 1.9 times the amount of absorbed sunlight 
(Ingersoll et al. 1). This new result lies very close to the evolutionary tracks 
shown in Fig. 4. 

The above discussion enables us to make a preliminary assessment of the 
origin of Jupiter's excess luminosity. The only plausible source is gravita
tional energy. Alternative sources such as the decay of long-lived radioactive 
isotopes can readily be shown to be insufficient by orders of magnitude 
(Graboske et al. 1975). We can distinguish three categories of gravitational 
energy sources. First, Jupiter could be contracting fast enough at present 
for its current rate of gravitational energy release to meet the luminosity re
quirements. Second, the excess luminosity could be due to the loss of internal 
energy, which was built up by a rapid contraction in the past. Finally, 
Salpeter (1973) has proposed that the interior of Jupiter, while in a fluid 

'See pp. 202 and 204. 
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Fig. 4. Internal luminosity in units of the solar luminosity LIL,) as a function of time t for 
Jupiter during its hydrostatic contraction phase. All symbols have the same meaning as in 
Fig. I except for the circle around the cross, which is the Aumann et al. ( 1969) value for the 
observed excess luminosity for a time of evolution equal to the age of the solar system. Inger
soll et al. (see p. 202) have derived a smaller value for the excess luminosity. which lies 
much closer to the evolutionary tracks. From Graboske et al. ( 1975). 

phase, is currently cold enough for helium to become immiscible in hydrogen. 
As a result, the helium sinks toward the center and produces a release of 
gravitational energy. The above calculations permit a direct determination 
of the importance of the first two of these mechanisms. An indirect measure 
of the importance of the third mechanism is provided by the degree to which 
the first two fail to supply enough luminosity at present. If the Pioneer 11 
results are accepted, then the contraction history of a homogeneous Jupiter 
is adequate to explain the observations and hence by implication little sepa
ration of helium from hydrogen has occurred. According to Fig. 3, most of 
the excess luminosity is supplied at the expense of the internal energy; 
the current rate of contraction makes a smaller but still significant contri
bution to the current power budget. 
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V. FORMATION OF THE REGULAR SATELLITES 

The four large satellites of Jupiter, lo, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto. 
form a regular system of bodies, coplanar in the equatorial plane of the 
planet and with circular orbits of regularly increasing orbital radius forming 
a kind of "Bode's Law." The small innermost satellite, Amalthea, may also 
be considered to form a part of this sequence, although very little is known 
about it.2 The mean densities of Io, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto are 
3.50, 3.42, 1.95, and 1.65 g cm-3 , respectively (Null et al. 1974; Morrison 
and Burns3). Thus the mean densities decrease in a regular fashion with in
creasing distance from the planet. The inner two of these satellites must be 
composed predominantly of rocky materials, whereas the outer two must 
have a substantial component of ice. 

The circularity and regularly increasing spacing of these satellite orbits 
argues for their formation from a gaseous disk emplaced about Jupiter. It 
is not at all surprising that such a disk should have been formed. During the 
hydrodynamic collapse of the gas which contributed much of the mass of 
the early proto-Jupiter, it can be expected that conservation of angular mo
mentum should have placed some of this mass into a gaseous disk orbiting 
around proto-Jupiter. 

The situation thereafter is likely to have been somewhat complicated. 
Gaseous dissipation within the disk probably causes a net mass flow in
wards towards the surface of proto-Jupiter, but with some of the gas moving 
outwards as it takes up the angular momentum released from the innermost 
material. The continued accretion of Jupiter will deepen the gravitational 
potential well in which the disk resides, thereby absorbing the inner part of it 
into proto-Jupiter. Gas accretion will also occur onto the surfaces of the 
disk, thereby producing an accretion shock and helping to regulate the in
ternal temperature of the disk in a manner similar to that which occurs 
through the accretion of interstellar gas onto the primitive solar nebula itself. 

If the rocky component of the regular satellites is augmented by the icy 
and the volatile constituents that would be present in solar proportions, and 
the resulting total mass is then spread out over the orbital area of the regular 
satellite system, a characteristic surface density of the expected disk is 
found to be on the order of l 06 g cm-2 column; the actual surface density 
may have been greater than this if the process of collecting condensable 
solids into the satellites was inefficient. Such a disk has a high internal optical 
depth and therefore it should be modeled by techniques similar to those used 
in modeling the primitive solar nebula itself. 

However, if all of the condensable material has been vaporized and recon
densed into particles of appreciable size, they will not be spread uniformly 
throughout the disk, but rather will be concentrated in a very thin layer near 

2See p. 127. 
3See p. 994. 
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its midplane. Sample calculations with formulae given by Goldreich and 
Ward ( 1973) indicate that viscous drag forces cause a particle to settle to 
the mid plane within a fraction of a year after its birth. In this case, the 
opacity of the disk may not have been very large. Detailed calculations are 
required before a definite conclusion can be reached on this matter. 

No attempt has yet been made to construct a model of such a gaseous 
disk, but certain features can be anticipated for such a model. The accretion 
shock due to the infalling matter will maintain a moderately large surface 
boundary temperature so long as the infall of matter continues. The central 
region of the disk near the mid plane will be heated by compression of the 
material and the internal thermal structure of the disk will be regulated by 
the resulting energy transport processes. It would be premature to estimate 
temperatures for the mid plane region, but it would not be surprising if these 
were high enough so that only rocky constituents could exist in condensed 
form, and it may well have been true that at one time the temperature was 
so high that all condensed solids vaporized. The nearby proto-Jupiter would 
have been very hot, and it seems very likely that there was a continuous fluid 
medium between the proto-planet itself and the gas in the disk. This suggests 
the probability that there was a substantial flow of heat from the proto-planet 
in the radial direction in the midplane of the disk both by convection and 
radiative transfer. Pollack and Reynolds (1974) have pointed out that if one 
neglects the internal opacity of the gaseous disk, then the heat output from 
proto-J upiter alone would be sufficient to prevent ice from forming a sub
stantial component of the innermost Jovian satellites, 

We may expect that the larger solid particles contained within the gaseous 
disk would settle towards the mid plane of the disk fairly rapidly. This would 
be especially true if the gaseous disk was at one time hot enough to have 
completely vaporized condensed solids, since particles growing from a 
supersaturated vapor would settle toward the midplane once their radii be
came comparable to a centimeter (Goldreich and Ward 1973). Once a thin 
sheet of condensed solids has formed at midplane, then the Goldreich-Ward 
instability mechanism would once again operate, causing gravitational in
stability and the formation of bodies of several kilometers in size (Ward 
1975). Thereafter one has a picture similar to that for the formation of plan
etary bodies within the solar nebula; clusters of condensed bodies would 
collide and amalgamate, velocity differences would be established by mutual 
gravitational perturbations, and the larger amalgamations of material would 
grow more rapidly than their neighbors. One can expect this to lead to the 
formation of the regular satellites on a relatively short time scale. 

An interesting question in this connection is when the icy constituent 
was added to the outer two regular satellites. The rocky cores of these satel
lites may well have collected before the temperature in the gaseous disk had 
fallen low enough to allow the condensation of water as ice. Pollack and 
Reynolds have estimated that for an optically thin gaseous disk the tempera-
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ture would not have fallen far enough to allow the condensation of ice for a 
few million years after the formation of proto-Jupiter. However, for an 
optically thick gaseous disk, the inner parts of the disk may well provide 
sufficient shielding from the luminosity of proto-Jupiter to allow the outer 
parts of the disk to cool enough for the condensation of ice at a much earlier 
epoch. An important question related to this issue is the lifetime of the gas
eous disk, and whether it is short compared to a few million years in the 
presence of gaseous dissipation processes similar to those operating in the 
primitive solar nebula. 

By considering two extreme models, we can obtain estimates of the 
epoch at which the addition of water ice to the satellites was completed. 
The first model is analogous to that of Pollack and Reynolds in which the 
near-infrared opacity of the disk is neglected and the temperature of a parti
cle that is just forming is assumed to be determined by a balance between the 
energy it radiates to space and the amount of solar and Jovian energy it 
absorbs. For the second model we assume that the disk has a high opacity 
and that the temperature at a given distance from Jupiter is determined by 
convective energy transport within the disk. Using the primitive solar neb
ula as a rough analog, we assume for this second case that the temperature 
of the disk varies inversely with distance from Jupiter (Lewis 1974; Con
solmagno4). We fix the constant of proportionality by using the evolutionary 
tracks of Graboske et al. ( 1975) to specify the photospheric temperature and 
radius of Jupiter as a function of time. 

For each of the two models specified above, we obtain a lower limit to 
the completion time for satellite formation by determining the time at which 
water ice can start to condense at the orbit of Ganymede and an approximate 
upper bound by finding the analogous time for material at the orbit of Europa. 
As discussed above, Ganymede appears to contain a significant quantity of 
ices, while Europa does not. According to the first model, the low opacity 
model, ice condensation ceased between about I and 2 million years after 
the birth of Jupiter. These values are lower than the numbers given by 
Pollack and Reynolds (l 97 4 ). This difference stems from their use of a 
preliminary set of evolutionary tracks from Graboske et al. and our use of a 
later version of these tracks together with a higher condensation tempera
ture of about 240°K in our assumed disk, which lowers the condensation 
times by a factor of about three. This temperature results from the assump
tion that the disk has solar composition. The corresponding limits for the 
high opacity model are 0.1 and 0.3 million years. There are obviously sce
narios in which these latter times could be lowered further. Presumably the 
cessation of condensation occurred because the planetary disk was dissi
pated. This may have been brought about by the occurrence of a very strong 
solar wind which swept gases and small particles out of the solar system. 

4See p. 1045. 
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In order for water ice to condense out of the disk, the temperature must 
fall below - 240°K. The next type of ice to condense out is ammonium hy
drate (NH3 • H2O), which requires temperatures nearly a factor of two lower. 
As we have seen above, if the condensation of ice in the region of formation 
of the Galilean satellites was marginal, it is unlikely that more volatile sub
stances would condense. Hence, as Pollack and Reynolds have pointed out, 
the Galilean satellites probably contain little or no methane or ammonia that 
was derived from ices made during their formation period. 

Another consequence of the above model of formation is that the Galilean 
satellites probably had a compositional zonation at the end of their formation 
period. Since rocky materials are stable against vaporization at a much higher 
temperature than water ice, rocky particles were present at a much earlier 
epoch than the icy particles, and rocky minerals could have formed proto
satellites before ice condensation was permitted. Thus, we might expect that 
at the end of the formation period, the rocky material was concentrated 
toward the center of the satellites and the ices toward their outer portions. 
Such a zonation is of course most relevant for the outer two Galilean satel
lites, Ganymede and Callisto, which contain a substantial amount of water 
ice. Subsequently, the decay of long-lived radioactive isotopes contained in 
the rocky fraction may have led to a melting of the interior of the satellites 
and a redistribution of their compositional components. 

Jupiter's early evolution may have also profoundly affected the formation 
of Amalthea, the innermost satellite. Immediately after its formation, Jupiter 
extended far beyond Amalthea's current position and, according to Fig. I, 
did not become smaller until several times I 04 years later. Hence, the for
mation of Amalthea began much later than the starting time for the other 
regular satellites. At the end of the ice formation period for the Galilean 
satellites, as estimated above, the temperature of the nebula at Amalthea's 
position had a value between - 500 to 600°K for the low opacity model and 
1000 to 1400°K for the high opacity model. These figures imply that Amalthea 
may be composed principally of highly refractory, rocky material in contrast 
to the rocky component of the Galilean satellites, which may be much closer 
to a carbonaceous chondritic composition. A determination of Amalthea's 
surface composition or mean density may provide a critical test of the two 
opacity models, as they predict very different temperature conditions when 
Amalthea formed. The late start of Amalthea's formation may be responsible 
in part for its being much smaller than the Galilean satellites. 

The question of the disk lifetime is related to the present rotational period 
of Jupiter. In the picture outlined above, it seems highly likely that there was 
a continuous fluid material connecting proto-Jupiter with the gas in the disk. 
But this is only possible if the initial proto-Jupiter was rotating faster than 
at the present time, so that it was rotationally unstable in the equatorial 
plane. This would have been possible only if a mechanism existed which 
allowed a substantial loss of angular momentum by proto-Jupiter. 
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Such a mechanism would almost certainly have involved a primordial 
strong Jovian magnetic field, which may have involved a different generating 
mechanism than that responsible for the present field. Such an earlier mag
netosphere would exert an accelerating force upon the ionized components 
of the inner portion of the surrounding gas disk, thus transferring angular 
momentum to the disk and not only slowing down the rotation rate of Jupi
ter, but also pushing the disk out to a larger orbital radius. Not all of the loss 
of early angular momentum by Jupiter need have occurred in this manner; 
some of it may have happened through loss of plasma from the magneto
sphere, as seems to be taking place at a slow rate even today (Cameron 
1975b). But as long as the early proto-Jupiter was hot enough to produce 
some ionization in the inner portion of the disk, it is likely that the resulting 
angular momentum transferred to the disk would contribute to its dissipation 
and perhaps severely limit its lifetime. 

If the early T Tauri-phase solar wind was much stronger than the present 
one, then the Jovian magnetosphere would be confined to a much smaller 
volume than it presently occupies. Under these circumstances the primitive 
solar wind may also have played a significant role in the removal of gas from 
the disk surrounding Jupiter. 

It will be evident from this discussion that there are many fascinating 
theoretical questions associated with the formation of the regular Galilean 
satellites that will form the basis for some interesting investigations within 
the next few years. 
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DISCUSSION 

W. M. Kaula: l find it difficult to imagine a medium (cool enough for 
condensation) which simultaneously is quiescent and/or dense enough to 
grow mm- or cm-sized objects, but violent and/or sparse enough to keep half 
the mass in micron-sized or smaller objects. Such a collision-interacting 
population normally would have a coagulation/comminution number density 
of object sizes, dN(m)/ dm cc m-0 • The exponent g is always ~ 1.85 because 
of purely material properties - the energy density for fragmentation, etc. -
and hence half the mass is in objects of more than - 0.01 the mass, or - 0.2 
the radius, of the largest object. 

The main point is that once conditions in some region allow some con
densed matter to collect together sufficiently to attain some property (such 
as moving independent of gas. immunity to solar influence, etc.), then it is 
probable that most condensed matter in the region will have the same prop
erty at any given time. 

A. G. W. Cameron: I have been referring to conditions enormously far 
from thermodynamic equilibrium and nowhere am I assuming condensation. 
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The condensates are there to begin with: the interstellar grains. The whole 
issue is the extent to which these can clump together by collision, in com
petition with clump fragmentation, in a collapsing interstellar cloud (see 
Cameron I 975). The results indicate that you can have significant mass 
fractions in both micron and millimeter size ranges. 

D. M. Hunten: Do you see any chance of major progress on the question 
of how the gas and particles were dissipated after formation of the planets? 
So far, all I have heard is a muttered incantation "T Tauri stellar wind." 

A. G. W. Cameron: This is a problem that should be studied but has not 
been. Observations indicate that the T Tauri stellar wind typically involves 
mass fluxes - I 06 times the present solar wind and that probably several 
tenths of a solar mass may thus be ejected. The wind presumably carries a 
magnetic field and will carry away the gas of the solar nebula as it can be 
ionized by solar ultraviolet radiation and by charge exchange. Rates for these 
have not been examined. With regard to solids, if these are not collected in 
planets, there are a variety of radiation processes which can remove them. 
These include: radiative pressure ejection, Poynting-Robertson effect, radia
tive torques leading to rotational bursting, and the Yarkovsky effect leading 
to orbital changes of larger bodies until resonances with planets occur. 

D. H. Harris: What about the magnetic field and angular momentum 
transfer in the early solar nebula. 

A. G. W. Cameron: During the collapse phase of an interstellar cloud the 
ionization level falls very low, and I have estimated that the trapped inter
stellar magnetic field can slip out once the central density becomes I on - I 08 

atoms per cm3 • Hence magnetic fields should not play a major role in affecting 
the hydrodynamics of the formation of the solar system. Angular momentum 
transfer should take place by dissipative fluid processes. 

W. H. McCrea: If you dispose of the light gases by having them fall into 
the sun, do you not then have an even more difficult problem in disposing of 
the then disembodied angular momentum originally possessed by such ma
terial? 

A. G. W. Cameron: In the solar nebula, gas can flow toward the spin axis 
to form the sun only if angular momentum flows away from the spin axis to 
draw in material near the outer edge of the disk, thus expanding the disk 
radius. Viscous dissipative processes in the solar nebula will cause these 
mass and angular momentum flows to occur. 
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INTERIOR MODELS OF JUPITER 

D. J. STEVENSON and E. E. SALPETER 
Cornell University 

Understanding the interior of Jupiter depends upon our knowledge of the thermo
dynamics and transport properties of hydrogen-helium mixtures at hiRh pressures and 
temperatures. The current status of this knowledge is reviewed, and attention is given to 
the metallic-molecular hydrogen transition and the limited solubility of helium in hydro
{?en. Models of Jupiter are constructed which are consistent with all the observations 
to date, hut which make various assumptions about the thermodynamics and composi
tion of the interior. These models typically consist of a rocky core surrounded by a 
nearly-solar fluid mixture. In contrast to the models of Podolak and Cameron, a large 
enhancement of water or helium is not J<>und to be essential. It is concluded that further 
progress in constructing interior models requires a better understanding of the thermo
dynamics of dense molecular hydm1;en. 

Among the planets, Jupiter is of special interest, not merely because of 
its physical dimensions, but because it appears to represent a well preserved 
sample of the early solar system. Unlike that for the terrestrial planets, the 
escape time of any gas from the Jovian atmosphere greatly exceeds the age 
of the universe. Furthermore, the low average density of Jupiter ( 1.33 g cm-3) 

greatly limits the possible choices of interior composition. In Fig. 1, the 
mass-radius relationship for zero temperature bodies (Zapolsky and Salpeter 
I 969) is shown. This figure shows that if Jupiter is cold then it is predomi
nantly hydrogen. In this context, a cold body is one for which the thermal 
energy content is much less than the total internal energy. Alternatively, it 
could be supposed that Jupiter is composed of heavier elements, but is hot 
(i.e., greatly expanded from the zero temperature state). Even aside from 
cosmogonic considerations, this can be discounted. First, it would require a 
very large photos pheric radiative temperature of at least wi °K, in strong 
disagreement with the observed effective temperature of 125°K (Hubbard 
and Smoluchowski I 973). Second, it would lead to an oblateness that 1s 
substantially smaller than that observed (Opik 1962). 

[ 85] 
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The predominance of hydrogen is thus firmly established. Since there is 
no known cosmogonic process for separating hydrogen and helium before 
the formation of Jupiter it is reasonable to assume that Jupiter also contains 
a solar abundance of helium-about 25% by mass (Cameron 1973).1 This is 
roughly consistent with the position of Jupiter in Fig. I. However, the curves 
in Fig. 1 are only approximate; they are based on Thomas-Fermi-Dirac 
theory and do not incorporate details of the high pressure chemistry (such 
as phase transitions) or finite temperature corrections. In Sec. I, we review 
the current knowledge of the thermodynamics of hydrogen and helium at 
pressures and temperatures relevant to Jupiter. Particular attention is given 
to assessing the current uncertainties. 

A model of the interior of Jupiter also requires specification of the internal 
temperature distribution. Jupiter emits about 1.4 x I 04 erg cm-2 sec-1 in the 
infrared, of which about half is generated internally within the planet (Inger
soll et al. I 975).2 In Sec. II we show that this internal heat flux is too great 
to be carried by conduction at a subadiabatic temperature gradient, but too 
small for convective heat transport to require significant superadiabaticity. 
To a first approximation, Jupiter is then adiabatic. In Sec. II, we also con
sider the dynamic effects of first-order phase transitions, and helium separa
tion and precipitation. These effects may invalidate the simple adiabatic 
model, and amply demonstrate that fluid dynamical, as well as thermo
dynamical parameters, are relevant for determining compositional and ther
mal gradients. 

Acceptable models of Jupiter must have not only the correct mass and 
radius, but also the correct rotational response (as characterized by the 
oblateness, and the gravitational moments 12 n) and the correct matching 
atmosphere. The thermal structure of the Jovian atmosphere is well con
strained by a variety of recent infrared observations (Orton;3 Lacy et al. 
197 5) and the deep atmosphere can be characterized by an adiabat which 
passes through T. = (175 ± 20)°K at P = I bar. (The estimated error in T. 
assumes no unforeseen important opacity sources in the atmosphere.) In 
Sec. I I I we construct interior models for T. in the range 140°K to 210°K. In 
contrast, the helium abundance in the atmosphere is not usefully constrained 
by observations. In our models, the helium abundance is treated as an ad
justable parameter, but is not allowed to deviate too greatly from current 
estimates of the solar abundance. 

Finally, in Sec. IV, we discuss the implications of our model calculations 
for future observations and theoretical work. 

'See also p. 266. 
2See p. 202. 
3See p. 207. 
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Fig. I. Mass-radius relation for zero-temperature sphere of various chemical compositions. 
X = 0.25 refers to a 7 5% H and 25% He mixture by mass. The symbols J, S, U and N repre
sent the giant planets. Rc9 and M 0 are the solar radius and mass. 

I. THERMODYNAMICS 

According to the virial theorem (Clayton 1968), 

H=-3f PdV (I) 
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where n is the total gravitational energy, P is the pressure and V the volume 
of the planet. An "average" internal pressure in Jupiter is then 

- GM2 
P ~ __ J ~ IO megabars 

41rRj 
(2) 

where G is the gravitational constant, and MJ, R., are respectively the mass 
and radius of Jupiter. Later in this section (see Figs. 2 and 3) we will see that 
the corresponding "average" internal temperature and density are T ~ l 04 °K 
and p ~ I g cm-3 respectively. Under these circumstances, the interior is 
cold since k8T is small compared to the internal energy per particle: 

k T = _L GMJm,, 
8 20 RJ 

(3) 

where m,, is the proton mass. Thus, models of Jupiter require a thermo
dynamic description of relevant constituents over a range of conditions that 
extend from ideal gas behavior (in the atmosphere) to dense, degenerate 
matter (in the deep interior). 

For simplicity, we first discuss the thermodynamics of pure hydrogen in 
some detail. Later in this section, the thermodynamics of helium and minor 
constituents are briefly discussed. 

We first consider the well understood high-density metallic (atomic) 
phase of hydrogen and then consider the less understood molecular phase. 

(a) Metallic Hydrogen 

At very high densities (p >> I g cm-:1), the Pauli exclusion principle pre
cludes the existence of molecules or localized electronic states, and dense 
hydrogen is a Coulomb plasma: protons immersed in an almost uniform sea 
of degenerate electrons. (A discussion of the low pressure transition of this 
metallic phase to the molecular allotrope is postponed until the next section.) 

In most respects, metallic hydrogen is the simplest of the alkali metals, 
and the equation of state can be calculated accurately from first principles. 
In particular, the most recent calculations for a static metallic hydrogen 
lattice by the augmented-plane-wave method (Ross 1974) and by high-order 
perturbation theory (Hammerberg and Ashcroft 1974) are in excellent 
agreement. The finite temperature and zero point motion corrections are not 
so well understood, since they depend on details of the screening of the 
proton-proton interaction. As we explain below, the liquid state is relevant 
to the present interior of Jupiter, and calculations by Hubbard and Slattery 
( 1971) and by Stevenson ( 197 5) have been made for this state. The calcula
tion by Stevenson includes exchange and correlation in the electron gas, the 
non-linear response of electrons to the ionic distribution, quantum correc
tions for the protons, the small nondegeneracy of the electron gas, and a 
perturbation theory of fluids for approximating the ionic distribution. The 
resulting equation of state is expected to be accurate to I% at the pressures 
and temperature relevant to Jupiter: 
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p = 5: ~6 (1 - 0.654r. + 0.085r . .2 - 0.008r.3) ., 
(4) 

where P is the pressure in megabars at 6000°K (an arbitrary reference tem
perature) and r., is the usual measure of electron spacing: 

(5) 

where n is the electron density and a0 = 0.529 x 10-s cm. In Jupiter, r. - I. 
The density p in g cm-3 is related to r. by 

2.685 
p=~-

s 
(6) 

As r. - 0, the pressure in equation (4) is dominated by the Pauli exclusion 
principle pressure of an ideal non-relativistic Fermi gas. The dominant cor
rections at finite r. are the exchange energy and the electrostatic energy 
(Madelung energy) for ions immersed in a uniform electron gas. The last two 
terms in parentheses in equation (4) result primarily from thermal corrections 
and the non-uniformity of the electron gas. 

At other temperatures the pressure can be evaluated using the parameter 
C, where 

C--1 (dP) 
- nk8 dT v 

(7) 

is tabulated by Stevenson (1975). Two other thermodynamic parameters of 
importance are 

(de,,T) 
'Y = de,,p ., (8) 

and 

C =k8 C 
l' 'Y (9) 

where Cv is the heat capacity per proton, and the thermodynamic derivatives 
in equations (7) and (8) are at constant volume and constant entropy, respec
tively. For a high-temperature Debye solid, y = 0.5 (neglecting screening), 
C = 3y and Cv = 3k8 • In liquid metallic hydrogen, the calculations of Hub
bard and Slattery ( I 97 I) and Stevenson ( I 97 5) agree that for the pressures 
and temperatures of interest, 0.6 I :S y :S 0.64, C - 2y and C,, - 2k8 • Unlike 
the equation of state, which is rather insensitive to structure, it is clear that 
some of the thermodynamic derivatives are sensitive to the assumption of 
fluidity. Consequently, it is important to estimate the melting temperature, 
TM• One common method is Lindemann's rule, but this method is unreliable 
for a substance such as metallic hydrogen, where TM is less than the Debye 
temperature (Stevenson and Ashcroft 1974). The only rigorous way to evalu-
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ate T.w is to compare the free energies of the solid and liquid phases. The 
Monte Carlo calculations of Pollock and Hansen ( 1973) give, where p is in 
g cm-=1 

1 

T.u = 1500 p3 °K (10) 

when this procedure is used. This is an upper bound since it does not include 
the effects of screening, which weaken the ion-ion interaction and lower T.u• 
The screening may be sufficient to reduce the melting point to zero. Although 
this problem is unresolved, the upper bound above is sufficient to ensure that 
for any reasonable model of the present Jupiter (see Sec. Ill), the metallic 
core of Jupiter is fluid. In asserting this we have neglected the effect of alloy
ing the metallic hydrogen with helium, but this effect appears to be small 
(Stevenson and Ashcroft 197 4) and may even reduce the melting point 
(Smoluchowski 1971 ). 

Apart from properties that depend on subtle free energy differences (e.g., 
melting point, metastability at low pressures, superconductivity) the thermo
dynamics of metallic hydrogen seem to be well understood. In particular, the 
1 o/c accuracy in the equation of state is very helpful in constraining the 
models discussed in Sec. II I. 

(b) Molecular Hydrogen 

At a pressure of less than a few megabars, the molecular phase of hydro
gen is thermodynamically favored over the metallic phase. The estimated 
transition pressure is based primarily on theoretical arguments (Ross 1974), 
since the claimed experimental verification (Grigoryev et al. 1972) is uncon
vincing. 

The molecular phase extends from ideal gas densities to the densities of 
strongly interacting matter (p - I g cm-:i) where the distance between mole
cules is comparable to the size of the molecule. There are no first order phase 
transitions in this extended density range, at the high temperatures relevant 
to Jupiter. For example, at p = 0.09 g cm-3 (the density of zero pressure and 
zero temperature H 2 solid) the temperature within Jupiter is several thousand 
degrees, which exceeds the melting point of the solid by over two orders of 
magnitude. Furthermore, the gas-liquid critical point for H2 occurs at T = 
22°K and P ~ 10 bars, whereas the actual temperature at IO bar pressure 
is about 500°K. 

The traditional approach used to investigate the equation of state for H2 

is to approximate the interaction energy by a sum of pairwise-additive inter
molecular potential energies. It has recently been demonstrated (Ree and 
Bender I 974) that this approach is invalid because triplet and higher order 
interactions become increasingly important near the transition pressure. It 
now seems probable that the only rigorous way to calculate the properties of 
H 2 at megabar pressures is to use methods that have previously been applied 
to metallic hydrogen-in particular, band structure calculations. Some cal-
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culations of this kind have been made (Ramaker et al. 1975; Friedli and Ash
croft 1975) but for the present, we are forced to resort to semi-empirical pair 
potentials that are compatible with the experimental shock data (Ross 1974), 
yet are also plausible modifications of first principles calculations (McMahan 
et al. 1974). Ross considers several pair potentials that differ substantially in 
their hardness and yet are compatible with the shock data. We have consid
ered three of these (in atomic units): 

<Pi(r) = 7 .oe-l.65r + <P,,,tw(r) 

<Pu(r) = 7 .5e-l.6Hr + 'Prrlu•(r) 

<Pm(r) = 8.2e-1. 74r + ip,,r1,,,(r) 

( 13 I 16) (- 400) <P,·,tw(r) = - ~ + 7 exp ~ . 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

These potentials are given in order of increasing softness. The constant con
tribution <Pvr1w(r) represents a truncated van der Waals attraction. Since the 
real interaction depends on the relative orientations of the molecules, we 
have already assumed an orientational average. 

To evaluate the thermodynamic properties of H2 , the free energy is cal
culated. We assume that the fluid state is appropriate for Jupiter and follow 
the method used by Ross (1974) to evaluate the energy. The assumption of 
fluidity can be checked later by comparing the value of the packing fraction 
Y/ with the critical value of about 0.45 that is required for solidification in a 
classical fluid (Wainwright and Alder 1958). In all the models considered in 
Sec. III, it was found that T/ < 0.45 at all densities. 

The total free energy is written as 

F = F,,., + F;,,1 + F,,"'1 + 11F (15) 

where F,,, is the free energy of an equivalent hard sphere gas, F;nt is the mo
lecular interaction energy, F,,w, accounts for the rotation and vibration of 
individual molecules, and 11F contains all other corrections (dissociation, 
electronic excitation, quantum effects). F,,, and F;,.1 are evaluated as by Ross 
(1974). F 11101 is expressed as 

Fmo/ = - NknT 61 ZrZ,. (16) 

where N is the number of molecules and Zr, Z,, are the partition functions 
for rotation and vibration respectively. At low temperatures (T ::S 20R) the 
quantum partition function for rotation is used (Landau and Lifshitz 1969). 
Otherwise, 

T 
Zr= 20R 

Z,. = [ I - exp (- 01,/T)J- 1 (17) 
where 0R, 0,. are the characteristic rotation and vibrational temperatures. At 
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low densities, 0u = 85.4°K and 0,. = 6 I 00°K. At high densities, calculations 
by Neece et al. (I 971) indicate that 0R ~ 2000°K at p = 0. 7 g cm-a. Monte 
Carlo calculations for the fluid phase (Slattery and Hubbard 1973) indicate a 
lower 0R. In contrast, 0,. is not a strong function of density and may even 
decrease at high density because of the "softening" of the intramolecular 
bonds (Silver and Stevens 1973). In the thermodynamic models described 
below, we assume 0 .. = 6 I 00°K, but try different values of 0R. 

At low densities (p :S 0.1 g cm-3), the modified Saha equation (DeWitt 
and Rogers 1972) predicts negligible dissociation and electronic excitation of 
molecules in the present Jupiter. At higher densities (and hence tempera
tures), the Saha equation is inapplicable and dissociation or ionization is 
neither readily calculable nor negligible. For example, preliminary band 
structure calculations indicate that the electronic band gap vanishes at or 
near the molecular-metallic transition. 

Quantum corrections for the translational molecular motion (Wigner 
1932) have been estimated and are found to be negligible unless both the 
temperature and pressure are low (Krumhansl and Wu 1968). 

Rather than attempt to model realistically the free energy contributions 
F,,101 and b.F, we consider three different models that are expected to en
compass the widest range of conceivable circumstances. (Together with the 
three choices of interaction potential, this gives us a matrix of nine dif
ferent thermodynamic models.) The three models are labelled A, B, and C in 
order of increasing entropy: 

A. Low Entropy Model: 0,. = 6100°K, (JR= (85.4 + 3000/)°K where pis 
in g cm-a (so that (}R is comparable to the Debye temperature); and 
b.F = 0. 

B. Medium Entropy Model: 0,. = 6100°K, 0u = 85.4°K and b.F = 0. 
C. High Entropy Model: 0,. = 6100°K, 0u = 85.4°K and b.F = - 2.6Nk8 T 

exp(- T0 / T) where T0 = 6400µ 1 . We shall not attempt to justify this 
choice (although it is appropriate for electronic excitation in an intrinsic 
semiconductor with band gap 2k8 T 0 ). 

These models differ mainly in the high density region and are essentially in
distinguishable for p '.S 0.05 g cm-:1 at the temperatures relevant for Jupiter. 
At these low densities, all the models agree (to within experimental error) 
with the fluid-phase measurements of Presnall ( 1969). 

In Table I, the properties of molecular hydrogen at the molecular-metallic 
transition are listed for each of the nine thermodynamic models. In each case, 
the transition is found by equating the Gibbs energies of the two phases. The 
temperature is determined by requiring that the entropy in the molecular 
phase be equal to that of hydrogen gas at T = 180°K and P = 1 bar (an ap
propriate choice of adiabat for typical Jupiter models). Notice that the en
tropy change at the transition ranges from - I to + I in units of k8 per proton. 
Notice also that the transition pressure and temperature are uncertain by a 
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TABLE I 
Thermodynamic Properties of H2 at the Phase Transition for a Molernlar 

Adiahat that passes throuRh T = 180°K at P = I bar 

Molecular 
Thermodynamic Pressure Temperature Volume ~yb ~s" 

Model" (megabars) (OK) (aJ/proton) (aJ/ proton) (kH/proton) 

IA 2.0 13900 17.0 3.2 -1.0 
1B 2.3 9300 15.5 3.2 -0.1 
IC 2.5 5400 14.1 3.1 +1.0 

IIA 2.5 15000 15.6 2.9 -1.0 
11B 3.0 9600 13.7 2.8 -0.1 
IIC 3.4 5800 12.5 2.7 +0.9 

IIIA 3.8 15900 12.7 2.4 -0.9 
111B 4.4 9900 12.0 2.25 +0.1 
IIIC 4.8 6200 I 1.3 2.2 +I. I 

8 The models are labeled by a Roman numeral for the potential [Eq. (11)-(14)] and by a 
letter (A, B, or C) for the entropy (see text). 
h~v = molecular volume-metallic volume 
"~s = molecular entropy- metallic entropy 

factor of two. In Figs. 2 and 3, some of the corresponding adiabats P(p) and 
T(p) are shown for pure hydrogen. The effects of these uncertainties on in
terior models are discussed in Secs. II and III. 

(c) Helium and Hydrogen-Helium Mixtures 

At high pressures (r. 2': I), the theory of helium is a simple generalization 
of the theory of metallic hydrogen. At lower pressures, an approach similar 
to that described for molecular hydrogen is appropriate, with a pair potential 
such as that given by Trubitsyn (1967). The merging of the two limiting theo
retical approaches is uncertain, but the low abundance of helium relative to 
hydrogen in Jupiter makes the choice of interpolation rather unimportant. 
For Jupiter, it is more relevant to determine the properties of hydrogen
helium mixtures. 

It has been traditional to calculate the equation of state for hydrogen
helium mixtures by invoking volume additivity (Hubbard and Smoluchowski 
1973). Since this makes unwarranted assumptions about the nature of the 
interactions between different chemical species, we have chosen to avoid 
this. Instead, we explicitly calculate the thermodynamic properties of mix
tures. 

In the metallic region, Stevenson ( 1975) has treated the H-He system as 
a non-ideal Coulomb plasma while incorporating many higher order effects. 
This calculation does not explicitly consider bound (or resonant) electronic 
states associated with the alpha particles, but nevertheless goes to high 
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enough order in the electron-ion interaction to include such effects approxi
mately. These detailed calculations are used in the metallic hydrogen region 
of the interior models discussed in Sec. Ill. 

We comment here on two important consequences of those calculations. 
One is the failure of the volume additivity approximation. Let O(x, P) be the 
volume per ion. where x is the number fraction of helium ions and P is the 
pressure. Thus, 

[l+o(x,P)]O(x,P) x!l(I.P)+(l-x)O(O,P) (18) 

where o(x, P) is a measure of the deviation from volume additivity in the 
mixture. Figure 4 shows that 8 is significantly non-zero, in contrast to the 
Thomas-Fermi theory where it is natural to assume o = 0 (Salpeter and 
Zapolsky 1967). Although the calculation is for finite temperature, this non
additivity is an electronic effect. Since o > 0, the alloy occupies less volume 
than the separated phases. This means that the density of a given hydrogen-

0.04 

8(x, P) 

VOLUME NON-ADDITIVITY IN H-HE 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

X 

(no. fraction He) 

Fig. 4. Volume non-additivity in a fully-ionized H-He mixture at T = 6000°K. 

1.0 
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Fig. 5. Phase separation curves for various pressures. The miscibility gap is below the curve 
in each case. 

helium alloy is greater than volume additivity would predict. Consequently, 
interior models of Jupiter require less helium than volume additivity would 
predict. This effect is small but not negligible (typically a 10% reduction in 
the required total mass of helium). 

A more dramatic effect is the prediction of a phase separation in a hydro
gen-helium mixture at sufficiently low temperatures. In Fig. 5, the calculated 
phase separation curves are shown. For each pressure, the phase-excluded 
region (miscibility gap) is below the curve. These results indicate that a H
He mixture of solar composition (x - 0.1) separates into hydrogen-rich and 
helium-rich phases at temperatures less than about 8000°K and pressures in 
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the range 2-200 megabars. However, it must be emphasized that, since the 
calculation of these phase boundaries depends on small energy differences 
(comparable to the thermal energy), errors on the order of 20% could be 
expected (especially at the lower pressures). The implications of this phase 
transition are described in Sec. II. 

In the molecular region, the properties of hydrogen-helium mixtures were 
evaluated by an extension of the calculations for pure molecular hydrogen, 
using hard sphere pair distribution functions for a mixture (as by Stevenson 
1975). The H 2-He and He-He interaction potentials were taken from Shafer 
and Gordon (1973) and Trubitsyn (1967) respectively. These potentials are 
no better known than the H2-H 2 potential, but are less important for Jupiter 
models. For each of the H2-H 2 potentials previously discussed. volume addi
tivity was satisfied to within I%. No attempt was made to calculate possible 
phase separation in the H2-He fluid because of the uncertainties in the inter
action potentials. Smoluchowski (1973) has scaled the low pressure phase 
separation observations of Streett (1974) to infer that helium is only partially 
soluble in molecular hydrogen at the pressures and temperatures appropriate 
for the molecular-metallic transition in Jupiter. This scaling could be mis
leading because of the failure of a simple pairwise-additive potential at high 
pressures. The possibility of significant immiscibility in the molecular region 
of Jupiter will remain an open question until the thermodynamics are better 
understood or more relevant experiments are carried out. 

( d) Rocks and Ices 

In the models discussed in Sec. 111. the "ices" (H2O, NH3 , CH 4) consti
tute about 1% of the planetary mass. and an approximate Thomas-Fermi 
equation of state (Sal peter and Zapolsky I 96 7) is adequate. Even in the 
models of Podolak and Cameron (1974, 1975), where there is a large water 
enhancement, they conclude that their results are not significantly affected 
by a more careful calculation of the H 20 equation of state. 

The rocky materials (presumed to be Si02 , MgO, Ni and Fe in their rela
tive solar abundances) constitute as much as 5% of the planetary mass in our 
models [as much as 10% in models by Podolak and Cameron (I 974)] so it is 
relevant to ask whether a Thomas-Fermi equation of state is adequate. The 
Salpeter-Zapolsky (I 967) calculations (including correlation) appear to be 
inaccurate by roughly I 0% at the lower pressures (P :S IO megabars). The 
percentage error is expected to decrease as P increases, since it is caused by 
band structure effects. Nevertheless. it is evident that underestimates of the 
order of 5 - 10% in the "rock" pressure could lead to small but significant 
miscalculations of the required helium or some other adjustable parameter. 
In our calculations, the Salpeter-Zapolsky equation of state was used since 
higher order corrections are difficult to evaluate and no better alternative 
exists. 
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II. HEAT TRANSPORT AND DYNAMIC PROCESSES 

In addition to the equation of state, the temperature gradient and distribu
tion of constituents must also be specified in constructing an interior model. 
We consider these two constraints separately. 

(a) Convection and the Adiabatic Approximation 

Infrared observations from Pioneers IO and I I indicate that Jupiter has 
an internal heat source of about 5 x I 024 erg sec-1• For the corresponding 
heat flux in the deep interior, the models of Bishop and DeMarcus (1970) 
show that there is no significant subadiabatic conductive zone in the metallic 
region, unless the thermal conductivity exceeds I 010 erg deg-1 cm-1 sec-1• 

The calculations of Stevenson and Ashcroft (1974) predict a conductivity of 
less than 109 erg deg- 1 cm-1 sec-1• Accordingly, the metallic region is con
vectively unstable and nearly all the heat flux is transported by convection. 

In the molecular region, electronic or molecular conduction is negligible. 
Furthermore, the bound-free radiative opacity can be shown to be prohibi
tive, unless the molecular band gap exceeds 20 k8 T. Since the band gap is 
less than IO eV (the low density value), it follows that radiative conduction is 
negligible for T? 6000°K. For 400°K :S T :S 2000°K, the calculations of 
Trafton ( I 967) show that pressure-induced opacity is sufficient to reduce the 
radiative heat flux to less than a few percent of the total heat flux. We con
clude that a subadiabatic radiative zone in the molecular region at tempera
tures 2000°K :S T :S 6000°K is highly unlikely but not rigorously excluded. 

These considerations led Hubbard (1973) to propose that Jupiter is con
vective almost everywhere, with the consequence that the specific entropies 
of the deep atmosphere and metallic interior should be almost equal. There 
are at least two possible objections to this. One possibility is that the convec
tive heat transport requires substantial superadiabaticity. A convenient mea
sure of this is e, where 

E = [ (!~)<lrtur,/ - (!~),,JI (!~),,d · (19) 

All the models we consider are fluid throughout so that large-scale fluid flows 
are not inhibited by viscosity. Simple mixing length theory (Hubbard and 
Smoluchowski I 973) would then predict e - I o-x for a mixing length of 
109 cm. 

However, the simple mixing length theory does not allow for the influ
ence of planetary rotation on the fluid flow. A measure of this is the ratio of 
inertial to Coriolis forces, v/Ot', where vis the convective velocity, 0 the 
planetary angular velocity, and t' a length scale characterizing the convec
tion. Simple mixing length theory predicts v - IO cm sec-• so that this ratio 
(known as the Rossby number) is R 0 - 10-4 • It is clear that large scale con
vection is strongly affected by rotation, since the Coriolis force is large. 
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There is no direct generalization of simple mixing length theory to a ro
tating fluid. One possibility is to suppose that t becomes small enough so 
that R 0 ~ 1. Equating the convective heat flux to the actual heat flux then 
gives E ~ I 0- 1 or I 0-2 and v ~ I cm sec'. In this case, the superadiabaticity 
can be large enough to significantly modify interior models. However, there 
are more efficient convective modes in which the dominant force balance is 
between the Coriolis force and hydrodynamic pressure gradients. For these 
modes, the convective pattern is elongated along the rotation axis, and Ra = 
T a1 (Chandrasekhar 196 I), where R,, is the Rayleigh number and Ta the Tay
lor number. This result is for laminar flow, but it is plausible that a similar 
result applies to turbulent flow. provided the kinematic viscosity is reinter
preted as a self-consistently determined "eddy viscosity." This procedure 
minimizes E and the results are E ~ 10-4 , v ~ I to 10 cm sec-1 and a mixing 
length perpendicular to the rotation axis of roughly I 05 cm. There is some 
evidence to suggest that turbulent convection does not always choose the 
most efficient mode (Spiegel 1971) but this last example does give some justi
fication for the assumption of E << 1. Notice also. that the convective ve
locity is rather weakly dependent on the geometry of the convective flow. 

Since the deep interior of Jupiter is likely to have a magnetohydrodynam
ic dynamo, it should be mentioned that Lorentz forces are likely to be com
parable to Coriolis forces. This may change the above conclusions. 

A second possible objection to Hubbard's "fully adiabatic" hypothesis 
is the influence on the convection of a first order phase transition in the fluid. 
In a recent paper, Salpeter and Stevenson (1975) consider a self-gravitating 
fluid, stratified into two phases of appreciably different densities and heated 
from within. It is assumed that, away from the interface between the phases, 
the heat flux is mainly carried by turbulent convection with a very small 
superadiabaticity. Different modes are investigated for transporting the heat 
flux across the interface, and both possible signs for the phase transition la
tent heat L are considered. Under a wide range of conditions, it is found that 
the transition region near the interface is thin, with a small change in tem
perature across it. The entropy difference between the two phases is then 
LIT, where T is the temperature of the transition. Two other assumptions 
are needed to reach this conclusion: 

I. The heat flux is determined by conditions in the surface layers of the 
planet, and its average is not affected by the dynamics of the phase 
transition region. 

2. The phase transition is first order with a finite positive surface energy 
between the phases. 

Salpeter and Stevenson (1975) conclude that these assumptions and con
siderations are probably applicable to the molecular-metallic hydrogen tran
sition in Jupiter. The main uncertainty is the nature of the fluid molecular to 
fluid metallic hydrogen transition. It has often been stated that this fluid-
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fluid transition is not first order (see, for example, Trubitsyn 1972). Others 
do not share this view (Landau and Zeldovich 1943 ). It is clear that there 
must be a critical temperature Tc beyond which no first order transition can 
occur, since the free energy of mixing must dominate the interaction energies 
if the temperature is high enough. In the case of hydrogen, it is not known 
whether Tc exceeds the melting point of either phase at the transition pres
sure. Apparently, no first-order fluid-fluid transition, analogous to the pro
posed hydrogen transition, has been observed yet in nature. Nevertheless, 
there is no statistical mechanical justification for excluding the possibility 
of such a transition. Furthermore, the existence of a first-order phase tran
sition in the solid phases is strongly implied by the predicted large density 
discontinuity at the transition (Neece et al. 1971 ). Since the electronic struc
tures of the solid and fluid in either phase are almost identical, presence of 
fluidity does not necessarily prevent a first-order phase transition. The reso
lution of this controversial point requires a very careful energy calculation 
of an arbitrary mixture of the two phases. 

If the considerations of Salpeter and Stevenson ( 1975) are applicable to 
Jupiter then the temperature drop in the transition region, !J.T, is found to be 
much less than the temperature T. This has an important consequence for 
interior models. In contrast to Hubbard's hypothesis, the temperature at the 
center of the planet is not independent of the poorly known thermodynamics 
of the dense molecular region. Instead, we have 

(20) 

where Sc, S,,1"' are the specific entropies of central and atmospheric regions 
of the planet respectively, and /J.S =LIT is the entropy change at the tran
sition. As Table I shows, 21S is not well known. Since the specific heat in the 
deep interior is of order 2 k8 per nucleus, it follows that if the central tem
perature of the planet is evaluated by assuming Sc= Satm, then it is incorrect 
by a multiplicative factor of about exp(-/J.S / 2). This factor could be as small 
as 0.6 or as large as 1. 7, according to the crude thermodynamic models con
sidered in Sec. l(b). In Sec. III, we construct some models indicating the 
possible effects of this. 

(b) Helium Separation in a Convecting Fluid 

For interior models in which the central temperature is of order 2 x 
I 04 °K, the thermal energy content of Jupiter is about 1041 ergs. An even 
larger energy is available, however, if Jupiter changed from a chemically 
homogeneous structure to one where the denser helium resides in a central 
core (Kiefer 1967; Flasar 1973). It is not yet clear whether primordial heat 
alone is sufficient to maintain Jupiter's heat flux over 4.5 billion years (Gra
boske et al. 1975) and this motivated consideration of helium separation as an 
alternative energy source (Smoluchowski 1967, 1970, 1973; Sal peter 1973). 
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It might be supposed that chemical separation and gravitational layering 
are impossible in the presence of fully developed turbulent convection be
cause diffusion times are enormously long compared with convective times. 
Sal peter (1973) pointed out that layering may nevertheless take place in 
the presence of convection, if helium becomes insoluble in hydrogen. Drop
lets of helium-rich fluid can then nucleate and grow, and fall towards the 
center of the planet. 

This insolubility may take place in the molecular region (Streett I 974) 
as well as the metallic region. We confine our discussion to the metallic 
region, for which an estimated theoretical phase diagram exists (Stevenson 
1975). Figure 5 shows these theoretical predictions, indicating that the in
solubility is greatest at low pressures and that the critical helium concen
tration x,. (the value of x at the peak of each curve) substantially exceeds the 
helium cosmic abundance x0 - 0.1. As Jupiter cools down from an initially 
hotter, homogeneous state, a time is reached when the actual temperature 
becomes less than the phase transition temperature at x = x0 and P = P1r 

the molecular-metallic transition pressure. At this level, droplets of helium
rich fluid then begin to nucleate and grow at a rate determined by the surface 
tension and the degree of supercooling. These droplets eventually grow to 
have a radius of the order of 1 cm, at which stage their terminal downward 
Stokes velocity is comparable to typical convective velocities of 10 cm sec-1 • 

For a helium diffusivity of 10-2 cm2 sec- 1 (Hubbard and Smoluchowski 
I 973), the growth time for these droplets is of order I 02 sec, which is much 
less than convective time scales of 108 sec. Thus, helium separation is not 
highly inefficient and there is a net downward stream of helium droplets, 
even in the presence of convection. These droplets eventually redissolve at 
a deeper level in the planet, where the temperature is higher, but x < Xe still. 
At a much later stage in the evolution, a predominantly helium core begins 
to form at the center. The net effect of helium separation is to release gravi
tational energy in the form of heat, and set up helium gradients within the 
planet. The temperature estimates of Fig. 5 indicate that helium differentia
tion is already in progress, or will begin within a few billion years. Work on 
the details of the helium distribution is in progress and will be included in a 
subsequent publication. Once the thermodynamics in both molecular and 
metallic hydrogen regions are fully understood, it should be possible to 
predict the helium abundance in the Jovian atmosphere. Alternatively, an 
observation of the helium abundance could be used as a very important diag
nostic for the interior dynamics. 

III. INTERIOR MODELS 

An excellent review of interior models (pre-1973) is to be found in Hub
bard and Smoluchowski ( 197 3 ). We confine ourselves to a brief summary of 
these models and of more recent models. 
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The most complete early models were those of DeMarcus (1959). His 
zero temperature models were predominantly hydrogen, but had a total 
helium abundance of about 22% by mass, and a very small high density 
(rocky) core. 

The next significant advance was by Peebles (1964) who found that ex
ternal observations such as the gravitational moments, are better fitted by 
a planet with an adiabatic outer envelope. This deduction, which implies a 
thermally active planet, was made before the discovery of an excess infrared 
flux. Peebles also confirmed DeMarcus's conclusions about the abundances 
of major constituents. However, Peeble's models did not include a significant 
thermal perturbation to the deep interior. 

Smoluchowski (1967, 1971) emphasized the expected insolubility of 
helium in solid metallic hydrogen and the consequent non-uniform distribu
tion of helium. Our discussion in Sec. I indicates that Jupiter is probably 
entirely fluid, so these calculations are most likely not applicable to the 
present Jupiter. 

Subsequent to the discovery of the infrared excess of Jupiter (Low 1966), 
Hubbard (1968, I 969, 1970) constructed several models that were analo
gous to extremely low mass M-dwarf stars. These models were fully adia
batic, with a uniform chemical composition and sufficient internal heat 
content to explain the infrared emission. In contrast to previous models, 
the temperature in the deep interior (- 104 °K) was high enough to signifi
cantly modify the interior thermodynamics and thermally expand the planet. 
As a consequence of the thermal expansion, a higher helium mass fraction of 
30- 35% was required, which is in excess of the estimated solar abundance 
(Cameron 1973). 

More recent models by Podolak and Cameron (I 974, 1975) have a similar 
thermal structure to those of Hubbard. However, they constrain the helium 
abundance to the solar value and estimate the enhancement of heavier ele
ments that is then required. These models have a rocky core of ten or twenty 
Earth masses, and a comparable amount of icy material (mainly H 20) uni
formly mixed with the hydrogen and helium. As Podolak and Cameron dis
cuss, the initial formation of Jupiter probably required a core of refractory 
material so as to initiate the collapse of the hydrogen-helium envelope. Thus, 
an enhancement of refractory material is expected from cosmogonic con
siderations. 

Recent models by Zharkov et al. (1975)4 and Hubbard and Slattery5 

agree that models with a solar abundance of helium require a substantial 
enhancement of refractory materials over the solar abundance. (These 
models require several tens of Earth masses of heavier elements.) Like the 
models we describe below, these most recent models also calculate the 

•see also p. 133. 
5See p. 185. 
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rotational response (i.e., 12 , 14 , 16) to a higher accuracy than previous 
models. 

The main aim of our model calculations is to assess the effect of uncer
tainties in the thermodynamics. These models incorporate the best avail
able equations of state for the metallic region and correctly allow for volume 
non-additivity. The following considerations are common to all the models. 

Rocky Core. An isothermal rocky core with constituents in their relative 
solar abundances (cf. Podolak and Cameron 1974). 

Hydrogen-Helium-Ice Mantle. The rocky core is surrounded by a hydrogen
helium mixture augmented with a solar abundance (1.24% by mass) of 
"ices." We do not consider enhancement of ice content above the solar 
value. The solar abundance of helium is not known to sufficient accuracy 
so the helium concentration is an adjustable parameter. According to 
Cameron (1973), the solar number fraction of helium is in the range 0.07 
< X < 0.09. 

Molecular-Metallic Hydrogen Phase Transition. The effect of helium on the 
phase transition pressure was neglected, but the calculation is otherwise 
self-consistent (i.e., the Gibbs energies of the two phases are equated for 
each thermodynamic model; see Table I). 

Surface Boundary Condition. To construct internal adiabats it is necessary 
to specify the entropy in the deep atmosphere. This is parameterized by 
Ts, the temperature at P = I bar. Since external observations and atmo
spheric models are rather uncertain on the value of Ts, we treat Ts as an 
adjustable parameter in the range 140°K '.S Ts '.S 210°K. 

Hydrostatic Equilibrium and the Shape of the Planet. The equation of hydro
static equilibrium is numerically integrated: 

dP =- GM(s)p(s)+ln2. () 
ds s2 3 u sp s (21) 

where the parameters labels equipotential surfaces and is a mean radius 
(the radius of a sphere containing an equal volume). The value of s at 
the "external surface" (P = I bar) is taken to be s0 = 6.979 x 109 cm. 
This value is derived from the observed equatorial radius (7. 140 x 109 

cm) and the observed gravitational moments 12 , 14 , using the theory of 
Zharkov and Trubitsyn (1974). It should be emphasized that s0 is a func
tion of the planetary shape, so the calculation of the gravitational moments 
cannot be treated independently of the integration of the equation of 
hydrostatic equilibrium. The mass of Jupiter is taken to be 1.900 x 10:30 g. 

The gravitational moments 12 , 14 (and 16 , very approximately) are 
evaluated using the theory of Zharkov et al. (1973), which is correct to 
third order in the rotation parameter q = 0 2R~q/ GM where Rpq is the 
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equatorial radius. For Jupiter, q = 0.0888. The procedure adopted is to 
first solve for the rotational response, using the much simpler second
order theory of Peebles ( 1964). These results are then substituted into 
the Zharkov equations. With experience, it is possible to empirically 
modify the Peebles solutions so that the Zharkov integral equations re
quire only one iteration. For example, the Peebles theory systematically 
underestimates 1 2 by approximately 4-5%. Our computer algorithm for 
12n was tested by evaluating a Jupiter model for an n = 0.95 polytrope 
equation of state. This polytrope is of particular interest because it gives 
gravitational moments that are compatible with the observations (Hub
bard et al. 197 5). Table II shows that the Peebles theory is inadequate, 
but the Zharkov theory is satisfactory and in good agreement with the 
zonal harmonic theory of Hubbard et al. (I 975). 

TABLE II 
The Rotational Response <~( an n = 0.95 Polytropic 

Model of Jupiter 

Source 12 14 16 

Zonal Harmonics 
Hubbard et al. 1.474 X 10-2 -5.80 X 10-4 3.4 X 10-5 

Present Work 
to 2nd Order 1.396 X 10-2 -6.15 X J0-4 0 

(Peebles) 

Present Work 
to 3rd Order 1.469 X J0-2 -5.75 X 10-4 3.9 X 10-,, 

(Zharkov) 

Observations: 
Pioneer 10 (1.472 ± 0.004) -(6.5 ± 1.5) X 10-4 Assumed zero 

(Anderson et al. I 974) X 10-2 

Observations: 
Pioneer 11 (1.475 ± 0.005) -(5.8 ± 0.4) X 10-4 (5 ± 6) X J0-5 

(Null et al. 1975) X 10-2 

Computational Procedure. First, the surface condition (T,) and helium con
centration are chosen. The atmospheric specific entropy is evaluated and 
the central temperature estimated using Eq. (20). A guess is made for the 
size of the rocky core and central density. and Eq. (21) is then integrated 
to give a mass and radius. Subsequent iterations of the core size, central 
density and central temperature are made to obtain the correct mass and 
effective radius s0 for Jupiter, each to within 0.1 %. The gravitational 
moments are then evaluated: 12 to 0.2%, 14 to 3% and 16 to about 20%. 
The whole process is repeated for a different helium concentration until 
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TABLE III 
Jupiter Models 

(Hand He Uniformly Mixed) 

Thermodynamic Mrock 
Model X T, (°K) MParth Tr (°K) -104]4 

IIB 0.073 150 14.5 17900 5.9 
IIB 0.085 160 I 1.0 19800 5.8 
IIB 0.102 185 8.6 24300 5.5 
IIB 0.110 200 6.9 27900 5.2 

mB 0.068 150 I 5.4 17900 5.9 
mB 0.089 170 13.0 21300 5.7 

1B 0.078 I 50 11. 9 17800 6.0 
1B 0.095 170 8.0 21300 5.7 

IIC 0.070 160 10.2 11700 5.8 
IIC 0.085 180 5.7 13300 5.7 
IIC 0.091 190 5.0 14900 5.3 

me 0.066 160 11.4 11800 5.8 
me 0.082 180 7.4 13400 5.6 

IC 0.075 160 8.9 11700 5.9 
IC 0.088 180 5.2 13200 5.6 

llA 0.115 140 14.1 33500 6.3 
IIA 0.120 150 11.3 35100 5.8 
IIA 0.123 180 6.5 42200 5.6 

lIIA 0.110 140 16.2 33600 6.2 
IIIA 0.117 160 10.9 37300 5.7 

IA 0.118 140 11.8 33300 6.4 
IA 0.123 160 9.7 37200 5.7 

1 2 is also correct. The range of values for Ts that we chose ensured that 
14 was usually within the acceptable observational limits (see Table I I). 
The observational constraint on 1 6 is not yet strong enough to be useful. 
(In our models,16 was typically 3 x I 0-5 and never exceeded 4.5 x I o-5.) 

Results. We first consider models in which the hydrogen and helium are 
uniformly mixed. The results are summarized in Table II I. This table 
demonstrates a very significant point: Given our ignorance of the thermo
dynamics of dense H2 , there is a wide range of possible values of Ts and 
x that are compatible with the observations of mass, radius, 12 and J 4 • It 
is also evident that variations of the H2 adiabat (i.e., choice of models A, 
B or C) have more effect than variations of the intermolecular potential 
(i.e., choice of models I, I I, I I I). Models with a positive latent heat (Type 
C) have a lower entropy in the center than in the atmosphere. They con
sequently require a larger Ts for a given central temperature Tc and helium 
abundance x. In contrast, models with a negative latent heat at the 
molecular-metallic transition require a lower T 8 • The effect of changing 
the H 2 intermolecular potential is smaller and less obvious. Some of the 
models are described in more detail in Table IV. These models are chosen 
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because they have a value of 14 that is in excellent agreement with the 
Pioneer 11 observations and because they are a representative selection 
of the thermodynamic models. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The main conclusion of these model calculations is that the thermody
namics of dense molecular hydrogen are not yet sufficiently well known for 
an accurate determination of the abundance of helium or other minor con
stituents. Firmer conclusions could be made if we had accurate values of x 
and Ts from external observations. Infrared observations (Orton6 ; Lacy et 
al. 1975) indicate that Ts= (175 ± 20)°K. However, the helium abundance 
x is not usefully constrained by observations. 

Since there is no known cosmogonic process for efficient differentiation 
of hydrogen and helium before the formation of Jupiter, the average abun
dance should equal the cosmic value. The latest estimate for this is (Cameron 
1973) 0.070 < x < 0.090, with the lower value favored. Even with x = 0.070, 
Table III shows that models with T, - 170°K may be possible. In general, 
however, a larger value of T, requires a larger value of x. If Ts is actually 
180°K or more, then our models are not compatible with x = 0.070. In this 
respect, our models are not in strong disagreement with those of Podolak and 
Cameron (197 4, 197 5). Their thermodynamics most nearly approaches our 
model II B, for which a value of x = 0.07 gives an unacceptably low Ts. It 
must be emphasized, however, that there are important differences between 
the calculations: We have used more accurate thermodynamics for the me
tallic region and we have evaluated 1 2 to higher order. Given the present 
uncertainties in the H2 thermodynamics, helium abundance and atmosphere, 
we feel that there is no clear necessity for the water enhancement proposed 
by Podolak and Cameron. 

Some other general conclusions can be made from our model calculations: 

1. Models with a large helium abundance generally require a large T 8 • 

2. For any reasonable value of x, the observed value of 14 constrains the 
atmospheric temperature to the range 140°K :S Ts :S 200°K. (This con
clusion is qualitatively related to the conclusions of gravitational inver
sion theory: see Hubbard and Slattery.)7 

3. Models are not very sensitive to the value of the molecular-metallic 
hydrogen transition pressure, at least in the range 2- 5 megabars. 

4. Models are definitely sensitive to the form of the molecular hydrogen 
adiabat. 

5. Models which incorporate helium separation generally require a larger 
helium content (for given T,) than models without helium separation. 

We conclude by listing, in order of importance, the observations and 

"Seep. 207. 'Seep. 182. 
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theoretical calculations needed for further progress in understanding the 
interior of Jupiter. 

Observations 
I. The temperature profile and composition in the deep atmosphere; 

especially the helium abundance and T •. 
2. More accurate values for 14 , 16 • 

3. The internal heat flux. including possible latitude dependence. 
4. More details on the intrinsic magnetic field. 

Theory 
I. Thermodynamic properties of molecular hydrogen and its transition 

to the metallic phase. 
2. Properties of hydrogen-helium mixtures, especially in the molecular 

region, and especially the solubility of He in H2• 

3. Radiative conductivity of dense H2 • (An upper bound is probably 
sufficient.) 

4. High temperature and high pressure chemistry of minor constituents. 
(For example, is the rocky core soluble in metallic hydrogen?) 

5. Better theories of turbulent convection in the presence of rotation 
and magnetic fields. (This probably requires a model of the Jovian 
dynamo.) 

Acknowledgments. Discussions with A.G. W. Cameron, W. C. DeMarcus, 
and W. B. Hubbard are gratefully acknowledged. This work is supported by 
the NSF Grants MPS72-05056-A02, MPS74-17838 and NASA Grant 
NGR-33-010-188. 

DISCUSSION 

R. Smoluchowski: In processes of nucleation the value of the surface 
energy plays an important role especially for very small embryos. What value 
did you use? 

D. J. Stevenson: We used the bulk value as a first approximation. 
W. H. McCrea: How do you infer the existence of a rocky core and why 

do you assign a mass of ten or so Earth masses to it? Why would one Earth 
mass not suffice? 

D. J. Stevenson: Our models assume a refractory core surrounded by a 
solar composition mixture. We then find that we cannot fit the observed mass, 
radius, and values of 1 2 and 1 4 , unless this core contains ten or so Earth 
masses. This refractory material could alternatively be uniformly distributed 
within the planet. In either case, roughly an order of magnitude enhance
ment above the solar abundance of refractory materials seems to be required. 

W. Kaula: Can you place any meaningful constraints on the amount of 
H20 or the H20 / silicates ratio? This would be of considerable interest 
relevant to the hypothesis that the Jupiter embryo reached significant size 
before the terrestrial planets. 
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D. J. Stevenson: The thermodynamic uncertainties prevent us from 
separately estimating the H2O and silicate contents. However, our models 
do indicate that, in contrast to the refractory material, an enhancement of 
H 2O above that expected for solar abundance material is not essential. 

W. Kaula: The olivine-spine! phase transition in the Earth's mantle 
apparently does not prevent convection (Schubert, G. et al. 1970. Science 
169: 107 5-1077). What is different about the hydrogen molecular-metallic 
transition? 

D. J. Stevenson: The main difference is that in Jupiter, the Prandtl number 
is about twenty orders of magnitude smaller. This, together with the low 
internal heat flux in Jupiter, ensures highly subsonic convection and a tem
perature gradient that is only slightly superadiabatic, except very near the 
phase transition. Our criteria for convective inhibition near a phase tran
sition are described in detail in Sal peter and Stevenson (197 5). 

J. B. Pollack: Jupiter's evolutionary history may help resolve the ques
tion of the value of the central temperature: The predicted luminosity after 
4.5 billion years depends on this value. From our calculations, I suspect that 
in order to match the observed excess luminosity, a current central tempera
ture will be required that is close to your lower bound of 13,000°K. 

D. J. Stevenson: l n the degenerate cooling phase of Jupiter, the cooling 
time is proportional to the heat content. Thus, a large central temperature 
-or, more exactly, a large average value of(dT/dP)ad-is needed to prolong 
the evolution and match the observed excess luminosity. Evolution is an 
important constraint on models for the present Jupiter, and will be the sub
ject of a future study. The possibility of a non-uniform helium distribution 
may complicate such evolutionary considerations. 
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THE GRAVITY FIELD OF JUPITER 

J. D. ANDERSON 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Preliminary wwlysi.1· of two-way Doppler data from Pioneers JO and I/ has provided 
the first detailed model of the Jovian gravity field. A review of the determination of the 
zonal harmonic coefficients through the sixth degree is presented, and the results are 
used to derive a number of geodetic parameters in the atmospheric region of the planet. 
On a level surji,ce at a pressure ,if one bar, the net acceleration of gravity g is jimnd to 
vary from a maximum of 2707 cm ser--2 at the poles to a minimum of2322 cm sec-2 at 
the equator. The large dynamirnl .flattening (a - b)/ a of 0.06484 J at the one-bar level 
produces a significant deviation of the local vertical from the Jovicentric radius v,:ctor. 
The angular difference is as much as 3.83 degrees of arc in the high temperate zones of 
the planet. These considerations are important jiJr an accurate modeling of the atmo
sphere of Jupiter and jiJr an interpretation of occultation data. 

The first objective of this chapter is to provide an intuitive notion for the 
determination of the gravity fields of the giant planets from the precise 
Doppler tracking of flyby spacecraft. This is accomplished in Sec. I by 
appealing to the Jaw of conservation of energy. The second objective is to 
review previously published results on the gravity field of Jupiter as deter
mined by Pioneers l O and 11, and to use those results to derive geodetic in
formation at the surface of the planet. 

Of course, the planetary gravity information available to us at any time 
depends on the observations of the orbital motions of bodies that are signifi
cantly affected by the gravity field of the planet. In this sense it is not 
totally unexpected that coherent Doppler data from a flyby of Pioneer 11 at 
1.62 Jupiter radii (R.1), yields more information than many years of astro
metric data on the natural satellites at greater distances. Similarly, we might 
expect even higher resolution in the gravity field by means of the long-term 
Doppler tracking of planetary orbiters with periapsis distances comparable 
to those of Pioneers IO and 11. However, this is a subject for future outer 
planet missions. For now we must concentrate on the Doppler data obtained 
from the two Pioneer spacecraft as our best source of information on the 
Jovian gravity field. 

[ I 13 ] 
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I. DATA AND TRAJECTORY CHARACTERISTICS 

Data were obtained from both Pioneer IO and 11 by the three 64-m an
tennas of the NASA/JPL Deep Space Network at Goldstone, California, 
Canberra, Australia, and Madrid, Spain. This allowed almost continuous 
two-way tracking of the spacecraft during the encounter period. Typically, 
the rms Doppler noise. as determined by residuals from least-squares fits, 
was 0.005 Hz (0.3 mm sec') for an integration time of 60 sec in the cycle 
count. The only interruption of the two-way Doppler occurred during a pe
riod of about one hour for each spacecraft during their respective occulta
tions by Jupiter. 

For Pioneer 10 the immersion into occultation occurred about one hour 
after closest approach at 2.8 RJ, For Pioneer 11, the closest approach of 
1.62 RJ occurred near the center of the occultation period. However, two
way data were obtained up to I. 7 5 RJ on the incoming leg of the Pioneer 11 
trajectory and were picked up again at 2.0 RJ on the out-going leg. Therefore, 
Pioneer 11 was tracked at closer distances to Jupiter than Pioneer 10, and 
hence the gravity field determined with the Pioneer 11 data is more accurate. 
Also, the trajectory of Pioneer 11 was retrograde and much more inclined to 
the equator of Jupiter. Not only was the gravity field probed at a closer dis
tance, but also at higher latitudes in both hemispheres and over a wider range 
of longitudes. 

An idea of the importance of the trajectory to a determination of the grav
ity field can be obtained as follows. Consider a two-body system (Jupiter 
plus spacecraft), and write down the law of conservation of energy with the 
kinetic energy ½ v2 on the left hand side and with the total energy E and po
tential function <I> on the right: 

½ v2 = E + <I> (r, <f,') . (I) 

In general, <I> will be expressed as an infinite series of spherical harmonics of 
all degrees and orders. However, for purposes of illustration, assume that 
Jupiter is in hydrostatic equilibrium so that all harmonics except the even 
zonals are zero. Then 

GM [ 00 (a)2
i l <I> (r, <f,') = -r- 1 - i ~ 1 J2i -;: P2; (µ,) (2) 

where M is the mass of the planet, a is its equatorial radius, and the co
efficients J2i describe the deviations of the gravitational field from spherical 
symmetry. The radial coordinate of a point in space is given by r, and µ, 
is equal to the sine of the Jovicentric latitude cf,' of the same point. 

Now, at a very great distance from Jupiter, the velocity ofthe spacecraft 
v is determined almost exclusively by the constant E. However, as the space
craft approaches the planet. the function <I> becomes more and more impor-
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tant in the determination of v. In fact, small errors in the gravity coefficients 
1 2; will propagate into the spacecraft velocity in the following way: 

X a2i 11] . 
vl1v=-GM L ,-2i+tP2;(µ,). 

i = 1 
(3) 

The projection of this velocity perturbation onto the line of sight is mea
sured by the Doppler system, and hence the harmonic coefficientsJ2; can be 
determined. Equation (3) is a useful equation for purposes of studying the 
effects of the trajectory on the determination of the coefficients. 1 n effect, we 
want to maximize the sensitivity of the velocity to variations 1112;, and at the 
same time we want the sensitivity coefficients for each harmonic to be as dif
ferent in character as possible, so as to minimize the correlations between 
the coefficients. It is easy to see that both these ends are met by making the 
coordinate r as small as possible; the sensitivity coefficient is maximized and 
the differing power laws in r for each harmonic are emphasized. Detailed co
variance analyses have shown that it is this differing power law that is most 
effective in reducing the correlations. The effect of a large inclination to the 
equator, which results in a wider range in P2; (µ,) near closest approach is 
important, but not nearly as important as having a close flyby to emphasize 
the different response of the velocity to various harmonics as a function of 
distance. Of course, this argument does not hold for the terrestrial planets 
and the satellites, because they support large deviations from hydrostatic 
equilibrium in their surface layers, and hence it is important to probe the 
entire gravitational field of the planet in order to locate local gravity varia
tions. For flybys of Jupiter and Saturn, however, the most important con
sideration is to approach the surface of the planet as closely as possible. 

Pioneer IO has flown close enough to Jupiter to provide the first definitive 
measurement of 1 4 and to improve the accuracy of 12 . Pioneer 11, by flying 
even closer, has provided an even more precise value of 14 and has given us 
some precursory information on 1 6 • 

II. RESULTS 

The zonal harmonic coefficients J 2 , J 3 , 14 , and ] 6 in Jupiter's gravity field 
are given in Table I for Pioneers IO and 11 for an assumed equatorial radius 
of 71,398 km. These results and the details of the data analysis which pro
duced them, have been published previously (Anderson et al. 1974b; Null 
et al. 197 5). The small values obtained for J,i and 16 from Pioneer 11 are 
significant in that they are consistent with the assumption that Jupiter is in 
hydrostatic equilibrium at all levels. Also, no gravity anomalies have been 
detected on Jupiter. although at a flyby distance on the order of 2 RJ only 
large scale anomalies would be detectable above the Doppler noise levels 
of 0.005 Hz. Current fits to Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 data are bounded 
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TABLE I 
Jupiter Gral'ity Harmonics from an analysis 
of Doppler Data from Pioneers 10 and 11. 
Values are based on an assumed equatorial 

radius of 71,398 km (Null et al. 1975) 

Coefficient x I 06 Pioneer 10 Pioneer 11 

12 14,720 ± 40 14,750 ± 50 
J3 < 150 10 ± 40 
J4 - 650 ± 150 - 580 ± 40 
ls Assumed Zero 50± 60 

within the limits of± 0.01 Hz over the several days that the data are fit. 
No anomalies, gravity or otherwise, are evident. Nevertheless, because the 
analysis of spacecraft gas leaks and other possible systematic errors is in
complete, conservative standard errors have been assigned to the Pioneer 11 
results. Values given in Table I are considered realistic errors at this time. 
In the future the accuracy of the Pioneer 11 results will be improved, but the 
Pioneer l 0 results probably will not change very much. 

Values for the masses of the four Galilean satellites have been obtained 
from Pioneer 10 (Anderson et al. 1974).1 It is doubtful that Pioneer 11 will 
add any fundamentally new information on satellite masses, with the possible 
exception of Callisto. The mass of Jupiter itself can be determined from both 
Pioneers l 0 and 11, but the realistic error in the result is comparable to the 
realistic error from analyses of satellite and asteroid data. The current value 
for the ratio of the mass of the sun to the mass of Jupiter from Pioneer is 
1047.342 ± 0.02 (Anderson et al. 1974), which is consistent with the value 
from natural bodies (Greenberg2). 

The results for the harmonic coefficients 12 and 14 from Pioneer can be 
compared to advantage with results from the natural satellites, even though 
independent values of 12 and 14 are not available from the satellites to an 
accuracy comparable with Pioneer. However, the precession of the node of 
Jupiter's innermost satellite J V places a very tight constraint on 12 and 14 

(Brouwer and Clemence 1961 ). This constraint is plotted in Fig. I along with 
the values of 12 and 14 from Pioneers 10 and 11. Recently, the effect of the 
Galilean satellites on the motion of the node of J V has been taken into ac
count (Chao 1975; Greenberg3). This will change the constraint computed 
from Brouwer and Clemence's analysis slightly, but we plot their older curve 
here for purposes of illustration. The point of the figure is that the determi-

1See p. 994. 
2See p. 123. 
3See p. 127. 
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Fig. I. Constraint on the zonal harmonic coefficients 12 and 14 imposed by the motion of the 
node of J V, the innermost satellite of Jupiter. The solutions for 1 2 and 1 4 from Pioneer 10 
and Pioneer 11 are shown with their respective realistic one sigma error bars. 

nation of the Jovian gravity field is completely consistent with the orbital 
motion of J V, even though no attempt has been made to assure this con
sistency. 

III. GEODETIC PARAMETERS 

There are a number of geodetic parameters which can be derived from 
the Jovian gravity field. These parameters are important to atmospheric 
modeling and to the analysis and interpretation of occultation data. Accurate 
model atmospheres at all latitudes are of theoretical interest, and also are im
portant to the design of entry probes for possible future missions to Jupiter. 

For purposes of planetary geodesy on Jupiter, it is satisfactory at present 
to assume hydrostatic equilibrium and to write the gravitational potential at 
the surface of the planet as follows (Heiskanen and Moritz 1967): 

, GM [ 00 (a)2; q (r):i l V(r, </>) = -r- I - i ~ l 121 -; P2 ; (µ,) + 3 a [ 1 - P2 (µ,)] . (4) 
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This is the same function as given by Eq. (2), but now a rotation term has 
been added which is characterized by the small parameter q. In terms of the 
angular velocity of rotation w of the planet, the parameter q is defined by 

(5) 

It is equal to 0.08885 for a rotation rate given by System III (9h 55m 29~75) 
and for an equatorial radius a of 71,400 km. Now in Eq. (4), the parameter r 
refers to the surface of the planet along which the sum of the gravitational 
and rotational potential is constant. At the equator (JL = 0), the radius r = a, 
while at the poles (JL = I), r = b, the polar radius. Even though a/r is nearly 
unity, the series for the gravitational potential converges fairly rapidly be
cause the harmonic coefficients l~; are of order qi. 

The radius at any latitude can be expressed as a series in Legendre 
polynomials: 

(6) 

where D0 and D 2 are both of order q and the remaining D 2; are of order qi. 
Explicit expressions for the coefficients D 0 , D 2 , D 4 , and D6 have been devel
oped as functions of q, 12 , 14 , and 16 to the third order in q (Zharkov and 
Trubitsyn 1970).4 The resulting expression for r given by Eq. (6) will then 
yield an equipotential surface along which V(r, <f>') is equal to a constant 
V(b, 90°) to third order in q. Recently, a new fourth order theory for plane
tary figures has been developed (Hubbard et al. 1975).5 This permits a cal
culation of r(JL) to order q4, which for Jupiter results in a potential which is 
constant to one part in 10. 

An important parameter for atmospheric modeling is the acceleration of 
gravity g. On the level surface defined by r(µ,), this acceleration will be nor
mal to the surface and will have two components gr and g<b'• These com
ponents are in the plane of the meridian along the radial and transverse 
directions, respectively. They are given by 

oV GM ! c:XJ , (a)2 i 
gr= 8r = - r2 1 - i ~ I (I + 21) J2i r P2; (JL) 

and 

•seep. 170. 
'See also p. 18 I. 

-i q (~)' [ I - P, (µ) J l (7) 
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The angle a between the local vertical to the level surface and the geocentric 
radius is important to an interpretation of occultation data (Kliore and 
Woiceshyn6). In geodetic terms it is the difference between the Jovicentric 
latitude <f>' and the geodetic latitude <p, and for g<t>' << gr it is given simply 
by the ratio of g<t>' and gr; 

Also, 

tan (</> - <f>') = g<t>'. 
gr 

(9) 

(10) 

The new fourth-order theory has been applied to a calculation of D0 , D2 , 

D 4 , D 6 , and D8 from the gravity field determined by Pioneer 11. The cal
culation has been carried out for values of the equatorial radius ranging from 
71,400 km to 72,000 km, corresponding to various heights in the atmosphere 
of Jupiter. The best current estimate for the equatorial radius corresponding 
to a pressure in the atmosphere of I bar is 71,400 from the occultation of {3 
Scorpii (Hubbard and Van Flandern 1972; Anderson et al. 197 4a); this num
ber probably will be refined in the future by the final analysis of the Pioneer 
radio occultation data. 

---~~ 

"Seep. 217. 

TABLE II 
Radius r, Acceleration of Gravity g, and 
Angle of the Local Vertical a = <f, - <f,' 
as a Function ofµ, on an Equipotential 
Surface in the Atmosphere of Jupiter 

µ,=sin<// r (km)a R (cm sec-2) a (deg) 

0.0 71,400.0 2322.21 0.000 
0.1 71,347.3 2326.70 0.840 
0.2 71,190.3 2340.07 l.644 
0.3 70,931.5 2362.05 2.375 
0.4 70,575.3 2392.21 2.996 
0.5 70,127.5 2430.00 3.472 
0.6 69,595.0 2474.75 3.764 
0.7 68,985.4 2525.72 3.823 
0.8 68.306.7 2582.12 3.573 
0.9 67,566.2 2643.00 2.840 
1.0 66,770.3 2707.13 0.000 

8 An equatorial radius of 71,400 km is used. 
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The calculation of the geodetic parameters is displayed in Table II as a 
function ofµ for an equatorial radius of 71,400 km. Similar calculations at 
other radii have been made, and the numerical results have been fit in the 
least-squares sense by simple polynomials. These expressions are accurate 
to five or six figures in the interpolation region of 71,400 km to 72,000 km, 
and are probably fairly accurate for a few hundred kilometers outside of this 
region. Current uncertainties in the gravity field of Jupiter limit the accuracy 
of the two components of the acceleration of gravity (gr, g<t>,) to about 0.5 
cm sec-2 , so that a five-place calculation is sufficient. 

The polynomials which fit the numerical data are given as follows, with 
the altitude parameter H, in km, defined by H = a - 71,400: 

with 

f = a - b = [64840.8 + 1.0831 H 
a 

+ 3.52 X 10-5 H2 - 1.0 X 10-9 H:1] 

r =hf 1 + . f D2 ; P2 ; (µ)j 
1=0 

D 0 = (45041.8 + 0.7833 H) X J0-6 

D 2 = - (46967.4 + 0.8781 H) x 10-6 

D 4 = (2053.7 + 0. IOI 3 H) x 10-6 

D 6 =-(127.3 + 0.0078 H) X 10-6 

D 8 = - (1.2 - 0.0013 H) x JQ- 6 

and the polynomials for gr and g<t>' are 

6 6 
gr = L <Xr; µi + H L /3ri µi 

i=O i=O 

g<t>' = coscf>' [ f a<t>; µ; + H f /3<1>; µ;] 
i=O i=O 

where in units of cm sec-2 , 

(l l) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

ar; = - 2322. 15, - 0.36. - 418.41, - 31.82, 126.64, - 98.00, 37.03 

/3r;X 103 =75.10,0.03,- 12.84,2.55,-2.73, 7.19,-3.88 

<X,t,; = 0.00, - 343.02, - 2.83, 29.09, - 42.02, 55.66, - 30.05 

/3<1>; X 103 = 0.00, 3.98, 0.25, - 2.46, 3.75, - 4.96, 2.85 

and i = 0, I, 2, · · · 6. 
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Thus, from a given value of a or H in units of km, the dynamical flat
teningf and hence the polar radius can be computed from Eq. (11), and the 
radius for any value ofµ,= sin cp' can be computed from Eq. ( 12). The com
ponents gr and g<t,, for the acceleration of gravity can be computed from Eqs. 
(13) and (14), and then a= <f> - <f>' and g can be computed from Eqs. (9) 
and (10), respectively. 
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DISCUSSION 

R. Smoluchowski: Hydrostatic equilibrium requires that the directly 
observed oblateness be equal to the oblateness calculated from the gravi
tational coefficients. Is this the case here? 

J. D. Anderson: Yes, the agreement is very good. 
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THE MOTIONS OF SATELLITES AND ASTEROIDS: 
NATURAL PROBES OF JOVIAN GRAVITY 

R. J. GREENBERG 
University of Arizona 

Before the recent Pioneer probes, our knowledge of Jupiter's gravitational.field was 
obtained from the motions of satellites and asteroids. The study of orbital perturbations 
of asteroids near the 2 :I commensurahi/ity vielded a value ()(the mass of the Jupiter sys
tem at least as precise as that ohtainl!d hy the artificial prohl!s. Precession of the inner 
satellites' orbits placed constraints on the harmonic coefficients J2 and J 4 • A new correc
tion to the satellite determination of 14 lowers its mean value closer to the Pioneer result. 
The orbital grouping amoni; the outer satellites and the resonance among the Galilean 
satellites are described in detail but the origins of these phenomena are not understood. 
However, recent research sugi;ests that the explanation will be intimately associated 
with models of the orii;in and evolution of the planet itself. 

In the midst of the deluge of data returned by Pioneers 10 and 11, we 
should recall the importance of natural bodies as probes of the Jovian envi
ronment. Such a review is not merely a sentimental exercise. Several ex
amples show that information from the satellites and asteroids is by no 
means obsolete. The value of Jupiter's mass as determined from the behav
ior of certain asteroids is at least as precise as the Pioneer determination. A 
number of properties of the satellites' orbits offer clues to the long-term en
vironment in which they have evolved. And as the technology of Earth-based 
observation continues to develop, the natural satellites may again play a role 
in the study of Jupiter's gravitational field. 

In this paper, I shall describe the dynamical properties of satellites and 
asteroids under the influence of Jupiter, and review the state of theoretical 
interpretation of this behavior. Areas in which future work may yield signifi
cant results shall also be discussed. The emphasis shall be on applications 
to the study of Jupiter, rather than on detailed analysis of the dynamics of 
satellites and asteroids. For such details, the reader is referred to Gehrels 
( 1971) and Burns (1976). 

[ I 22] 
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I. ASTEROIDS 
The asteroid belt spans distances from the sun at which orbital periods 

form ratios of small whole numbers with Jupiter's period. If an asteroid is 
near one of these commensurabilities, the points in its orbit at which con
junctions with Jupiter occur will vary slowly. Thus the perturbing effects of 
Jupiter will be enhanced. Such resonances are presumed to be responsible 
for the Kirkwood gaps and for certain concentrations in the asteroid belt 
which correspond to various commensurabilities (Brouwer 1963 ). The mech
anism responsible for these gaps and concentrations probably involves colli
sional properties of the asteroids (Wiesel 1974). It is thus outside the subject 
of this volume. 

However, the existence of resonances in the asteroid belt does provide 
important information about Jupiter: By studying the orbits of individual 
asteroids which experience the enhanced perturbations, Jupiter's mass can 
be derived. For example, Klepczynski ( 1969) used the motions of four minor 
planets near the 2: I commensurability to obtain the value I 04 7 .360 ± 0.004 
for Ms! MJ, the ratio of the mass of the sun to that of the Jupiter system. 
Duncombe et al. ( 1974) have combined all asteroid determinations to obtain 
a value of 1047.364 ± 0.005. They note that the scatter among the individual 
determinations is so great that more realistic error brackets are five times as 
large as this formal value. These results are compared with the Pioneer de
termination, 1047.342 ± 0.02, by Anderson. 1 

II. OUTER SATELLITES 
Proceeding closer to Jupiter, we next consider the outer satellites. These 

bodies are in highly irregular orbits. with substantial eccentricities and incli
nations (see Table I). They each experience substantial solar perturbations. 
However, they divide into two distinct groups. Group A has direct orbits and 
semi-major axes of 1.1 to 1.2 x I 07km and group B has retrograde orbits 
and semi-major axes of 2.1 to 2.4 x I 07km. For comparison, the radius of 
Jupiter's sphere of influence is - 4.5 x 107km. Since the discovery ofJ XIII 
(Kowal et al. 1975), there are now four known satellites in each group. 

The origin of these two groups is still not understood. It is quite likely 
that the explanation will be intimately interwoven with the history of the 
planet. Kuiper (1956) suggested that each group consists of the fragments of 
a comet-like body which broke up when it encountered a gaseous envelope 
around the early planet. Morrison and Burns2 discuss the observed physical 
properties of the satellites which bear on the plausibility of this scenario. 

Colombo and Franklin ( 1971) also attributed the formation of the groups 
to the break-up of larger bodies. They considered a model which involves 
one event, a collison of two bodies within Jupiter's sphere of influence. They 

'See p. 116. 
'Seep. 1026. 
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could find no obvious objections to such a hypothesis. Long-term orbital in
tegration showed that, going back in time, it is possible for all members of 
group B to penetrate into the region of group A. (The orbital variation is due 
to solar perturbations combined with variation of Jupiter's orbit due to the 
influence of other planets.) Energy and angular momentum considerations 
are not violated by reasonable relative velocities and masses of the colliding 
bodies. Moreover, the velocity dispersion within each present group is com
parable ( ~ 100ml sec) to that within asteroid families which are believed to 
result from collisions. Colombo and Franklin found their hypothesis to be 
most reasonable for a collision between a satellite and an asteroid, although 
a collision between two satellites or two asteroids could not be ruled out. 
They also concluded that, given the proximity of group B to the boundary of 
the sphere of influence and the long-term variation of orbits, group B may 
represent the low energy particles of an original group which largely escaped 
the planet. 

The hypotheses by Kuiper and by Colombo and Franklin both involve 
break-up of larger bodies. Thus both models led to predictions by these 
authors that many smaller undetected fragments exist in each group. Pioneer 
observations, by the imaging system and the small particle detectors, have 
been inconclusive on this point. However, the discovery of J XIII has borne 
out the predictions. 

Bailey (1971 a, 1971 b, 1972) suggested an alternative explanation for the 
origin of the outer satellites: Objects originally in solar orbit moved with 
nearly zero relative velocity through the Sun-Jupiter inner Lagrangian (L2 ) 

point into Jupiter's sphere of influence. The L2 point is analogous to a poten
tial barrier between solar orbits and orbits bound to Jupiter. If a particle 
barely surmounted this obstacle, Bailey apparently reasoned, it would not 
return. The L2 point itself has zero velocity relative to the sun and planet 
only when Jupiter is at aphelion or perihelion. Thus, Bailey supposed, cap
ture could only have occurred at those times. By a confusing treatment of the 
elliptic three-body problem, he claimed to have shown that a particle cap
tured while Jupiter is at aphelion would have the same Jacobi integral (one 
of the integrals of motion) as a planetary satellite in a direct orbit of semi
major axis I. 15 x 107km. Similarly, a particle captured when Jupiter is at 
perihelion would have the same Jacobi integral as a retrograde satellite with 
semi-major axis 2. 17 x 107km. The numerical agreement with the observed 
orbits in groups A and B lent striking support to the notion that the satellites 
were divided into groups by capture at either aphelion or perihelion. 

There appear to be a number of conceptual flaws in Bailey's argument. 
Davis (1974) noted that Bailey's theory accurately predicts the orbits of 
groups A and B only if Jupiter had its present orbital eccentricity (0.048) at 
the time of capture. Since the eccentricity varies between about 0.03 to 0.06 
on a time scale of about 5 x 104yr due to the effects of other planets, capture 
of the present outer satellites appears to be confined to the past 104yr. But 
the numerical integration by Colombo and Franklin showed that the satel-
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lites have been bound toJupiteroverthis period. Thus Bailey's theory breaks 
down. Another flaw noted by Davis involves the notion of capture through 
the L2 point. Unless some energy is dissipated, a particle once crossing this 
potential barrier into Jupiter orbit might very well escape again into helio
centric orbit. Bailey gave no consideration to how long a satellite would re
main captured. Another objection to the Bailey theory is that no convincing 
explanation was given for restricting the possibility of capture to those in
stants when Jupiter was at aphelion or perihelion. This choice seems to be a 
matter of calculational convenience rather than a physical necessity. 

Besides these conceptual problems with the Bailey hypothesis, Heppen
heimer (1975) has pointed out several analytical errors. His reworked analy
sis overcomes some of Davis' objections. Heppenheimer found that the 
predicted size of satellite orbits does not depend on Jupiter's eccentricity 
after all. The size does depend on Ms/ MJ. Capture of group A satellites 
would require Ms/ MJ = 1730. Heppenheimer suggested that a decrease of 
Ms IM J to its present value, through growth of the planet or mass loss by the 
sun, might have prevented subsequent escape of the group A satellites. He 
found that the corrected analysis does not yield capture of the retrograde 
satellites. Since the only evidence in favor of Bailey's entire approach had 
been the agreement with observed orbits, this type of capture does not seem 
viable as an explanation of the grouping of the outer satellites. 

A basic difficulty with Bailey's capture model, even after correction by 
Heppenheimer, is the use of only one integral of the motion to identify the 
present orbits with hypothesized original orbits. In fact, integration of mo
tion from originally heliocentric orbit, through capture and into Jovicentric 
orbit, has been performed by Everhart (1973). He found that, with no dissi
pation mechanism, capture is rare and temporary. Moreover, capture orbits 
do not pass near the L2 point. 

We are left with two plausible hypotheses for the origin of the outer satel
lite groups: (I) capture and break-up in a gaseous envelope (Kuiper 1956) 
and (2) a collision within Jupiter's sphere of influence (Colombo and Frank
lin 1971 ). Resolution of the problem will require further studies of the 
dynamics of these models combined with improved understanding of the 
planet's past. 

The satellite J IX has been used to obtain a value of Jupiter's mass. 
De Polavieja and Edelman ( 1972) employed statistical filtering to compare 
observed positions with numerical integration of the orbit. They obtained 
Ms! MJ = 1047.352 ± 0.002. However, they strongly emphasized that their 
formal error brackets represent internal consistency of their solution but 
are not a good measure of the precision of the mass determination. Never
theless, Duncombe et al. (1974) weighted this determination very heavily 
when they combined all determinations based on satellite and planet motions 
with the asteroid results (Sec. I). Their combined result is thus 1047.357 ± 
0.005, where again we must note their caveat that the true value probably 
lies within error brackets five times as large as these. 
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III. REGULAR SATELLITES 

The five inner satellites have nearly circular, equatorial orbits with a 
fairly orderly progression of semi-major axes (Table 1 ). The regularity 
strongly suggests that these satellites formed in a nebula around the planet, 
analogous to the solar nebula which yielded the planets (e.g., Kuiper 1956; 
Cameron and Pollack3). The motions of the inner satellites also provide 
information on the harmonics of Jupiter's gravitational field. 

The oblateness of a planet causes the pericenter and node of a satellite's 
orbit to precess at the following respective rates, in addition to the precession 
caused by other planets and the sun: 

(2) 

where w is longitude of pericenter, 0 is longitude of the node, R is the plan
et's equatorial radius, a is the orbital semi-major axis, n is the mean motion, 
and terms of second order in eccentricity have been neglected. The coeffi
cients I and Kare (3/2)12 and- (15/4)14 , respectively, whereJ2 andJ4 are 
the Legendre coefficients in the spherical harmonic expansion of the planet's 
gravitational field. 

Theoretically, measurement of dw I dt and dO / dt for one satellite would 
allow solution of (I) and (2) for J and K. In practice, however, theJ2-term is 
so small that for no single satellite are the precession rates measurable to 
sufficient precision to obtain solutions. For Amalthea (JV), the satellite most 
sensitive to Jovian oblateness and least perturbed by other influences, dO/ dt 
= n(- 0.0034653 ± 0.0000014) (van Woerkom 1950). Because of the small 
eccentricity of JV, dw I dt has not been determined. It is necessary to use, 
in addition, observations of other satellites to separate the values of J and 
K. De Sitter (1931) determined J from the Galilean satellites, which are far 
enough from the planet that K-terms are negligible. He found]= 0.02206± 
0.00022 or J 2 = ( 14. 71 ± 0.14) x I 0-3 • Brouwer and Clemence ( 1961) sub
stituted this value into Eq. (2) and, using the known values of dO/ dt and 
Ria for JV, obtained K=0.00253±0.00141 or 1 4 =(-6.7±3.S)x 
10-4. For comparison of these values of J 2 and 14 with Pioneer results, see 
the chapter by Anderson.4 

In using Eq. (2) to evaluate K, Brouwer and Clemence ignored the effect 
of the Galilean satellites on the precession of JV. Incorporation of this effect 
into Eq. (2) yieldsJ4 = (- 6.2 ± 3.8) x 10-4 _ This new mean value is in strik-

3See p. 79. 
4See p. 116. 
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ing agreement with the Pioneer results, although the error brackets are large. 
Sudbury (1969) obtained a more recent determination of d!l/ dt for JV 

using data obtained in 1967. He found that, during the periods 1892-1918 
and 1949-1967, d!l/dt=-0.003459n. Use of this value rather than van 
Woerkom's would yield 14 = - 5.5 x 10-4 _ However, it is apparent that the 
precession did not continue at this slow rate during the interval 1918-1949 
when no usable observations were made. Sudbury offered two interpreta
tions of the irregular precession: (1) The rate undergoes periodic variation 
about a value close to van Woerkom's or (2) the orbit suffered a single sud
den perturbation. He noted that if sufficient observations are made during 
the present decade it will be possible to distinguish between (I) and (2). If 
either of these interpretations is confirmed, theorists may have to find more 
plausible explanations than Sudbury's. He suggested that (1) might be due to 
variation in Jupiter's rotation rate or (2) might have resulted from a close 
encounter with a body of mass comparable to JV. I must note that I have 
found a sign error in Sudbury's work which indicates that the precession 
for the periods 1892-I918 and 1949- I 967 is faster, not slower than van 
Woerkom's value. However, the irregularity of the precession rate still needs 
to be explained. 

Besides providing reasonable pre-Pioneer values of the harmonic coeffi
cients, the motions of the inner satellites also permitted determination of the 
orientation of the planet's gravitational field. In the reduction of Pioneer 
data, the nominal orientation of the pole was taken from Sampson's (1921) 
theory of the Galilean satellites. It appears to be accurate to within 0?1 
(Anderson et al. 1974). 

The process of extracting information from the motions of the Galilean 
satellites is complicated by their strong mutual perturbations. These mutual 
effects are enhanced by the commensurabilities among orbital periods. The 
ratios of orbital periods are nearly I :2 for the pairs J l-J II and J II-J Ill 
and approximately 3:7 for the pair J 111-J IV. Moreover, the mean motions 
obey the Laplace relation, n1 - 3n11 + 2n111 = 0, so that the combination of 
mean longitudes 0 = A1 - 3A11 + 2A111 is constant. The observed value of 0 
is 180°. This result implies that whenever J II and J III are in conjunction 
(i.e., when A11 = A111), JI is 180° away. These three satellites never line up 
all on one side of the planet. Moreover, conjunction of J l and J II occurs 
180° from the longitude of conjunction of J II and J III. 

Laplace showed that the value of 0 is stable at 180°. The three-satellite 
interaction is quite complicated, so this stability is usually demonstrated 
mathematically. However, the mechanism can also be described qualita
tively in the following manner based on the analysis of Souillart (Tisserand 
1896). This description is necessarily simplified to include only those effects 
which contribute significantly to the behavior of 0. 

First consider the effect of J l I I on J I I. If the ratio of their orbital periods 
were exactly 2: 1, the longitude of conjunction of this pair would be fixed. In 
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fact, because the ratio is only approximately 2: 1, conjunction regresses at a 
rate of about 0~74/day. As a result of the planet's oblateness and the secular 
effects of the other satellites, J Il's pericenter advances. Thus conjunction 
circulates in the retrograde direction relative to the apsides of J II's orbit. 

We can approximate the effect of J II I on J II as an impulsive force ex
erted radially outward from Jupiter whenever conjunction occurs. It is well 
known in celestial mechanics that such a radial force tends to cause a regres
sion of the apsides if exerted near pericenter and an advance of apsides if 
exerted near apocenter. As conjunction passes J Il's pericenter the advance 
of the apsides slows down; as conjunction passes J Il's apocenter, the ad
vance of apsides speeds up. Thus J l I's pericenter spends more time near the 
longitude of conjunction than apocenter does. 

Next consider the effect of J II on J l. Suppose conjunction of these two 
satellites occurs after J l I's pericenter, but before apocenter. Since the veloci
ties are diverging at such a conjunction, the two satellites are closest to one 
another shortly before conjunction. Thus when the satellites are closest (and 
the perturbing force is greatest), J II is slightly ahead of J l. Therefore J l 
gains orbital energy and its period increases. As a result, conjunction is 
accelerated forward towards J Il's apocenter. Similarly, if conjunction oc
curs after apocenter and before pericenter, conjunction is accelerated back 
towards J Il's apocenter. This effect is rather weak due to the small eccen
tricity. Therefore it operates over such a long time scale thatl Il's apocenter 
may be considered to be, on the average, 180° from conjunction of J 11 and 
J l I I. Thus conjunction of J I and J 11 tends to be restored to a longitude 180° 
from conjunction of J 11 and J I I I. 

Similar consideration of the effects of each of the three satellites on each 
of the others supports the same conclusion: 0 is stable at 180°. Observation 
of the libration of 0 about 180° should, in principle, yield important informa
tion on the satellites' masses, but the amplitude of libration is too small to 
detect (De Sitter 1931). The difficulty is analogous to trying to tell time with 
a clock whose pendulum has not been started. On the other hand, the very 
fact that the amplitude is nearly zero, if interpreted properly, may provide 
information about the evolution of the satellite orbits. This problem is related 
to the question of why commensurabilities exist at all. 

It is conceivable that the commensurabilities are simply a result of 
chance. However, the large number of commensurabilities among satellites 
of all the major planets indicates that some mechanism has tended to favor 
such relations. For example, the Laplace relation is nearly satisfied by three 
satellites of Uranus as well as by the Galilean satellites (Greenberg 1975). 
Goldreich ( 1965) suggested that satellites which were originally non-resonant 
might have evolved independently due to tidal dissipation until stable com
mensurabilities were reached and maintained. For tidal evolution to have 
significantly altered the orbits of the Galilean satellites without driving them 
beyond their present distances from Jupiter, the planet's tidal dissipation 
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parameter, Q, must be - 105 (Goldreich and Soter 1966). This value, how
ever, is not consistent with interior models of Jupiter which suggest that the 
extent of possible tidal evolution was considerably less (Hubbard I 974). 
Moreover, Sinclair (1975) has investigated the process of capture of 0 into 
libration and subsequent damping of the libration amplitude. He finds that 
for his simplified model tidal evolution does not yield the Laplace relation. 
Perhaps the origin of the commensurabilities among the Galilean satellites 
involved drag effects in the primeval gaseous envelope; perhaps changes in 
precession rates accompanied past changes in Jupiter's effective oblateness 
and promoted development of the Laplace relation; or perhaps satellites 
have a tendency to form in such commensurabilities. These are topics for 
future research. 

Whether satellite studies will play a role in post-Pioneer investigation of 
Jupiter's gravitational field remains to be seen. The theory of their motion is 
quite complicated and, because they have no radio transmitters aboard, they 
cannot be tracked as precisely as an artificial probe. On the other hand, the 
satellites provide the advantage of a long time available for observations as 
compared to a fly-by mission. And future observations will provide much 
more precise position determination than was possible in the past. In a few 
years, radar should be capable of yielding range and radial velocity accu
racies of - 20 km and - Sm/ sec, respectively, (G. H. Pettengill, personal 
communication) compared with past position accuracy of - 0~03 (or 100km) 
at best (Ferraz-Mello 1975; Peters 1973). Thus, continued work will be 
needed in the area of the details of satellite motions as well as the origin and 
evolution of general orbital characteristics. 

Acknowledgements. I am grateful to D. R. Davis, L. Andersson and P. K. 
Seidelmann for helpful discussions. This research was supported by a grant 
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DISCUSSION 

T. Gehrels: The imaging system on Pioneers 10 and 11 cannot observe 
small fragments near Jupiter. If the aperture and gain were set for faint light 
(Zodiacal Light mode, see p. 560) and, by mistake, Jupiter would enter the 
field of view, the detectors would be overexposed to destruction. 

The work of C. Kowal for the discovery ofJ XIII indicates that the outer 
satellites are not fragments of collision(s) that occurred in a medium without 
resistance. For such collisional fragments the magnitude-frequency law 
probably is the one we know for the Asteroid Belt; it gives twice as many 
objects per fainter magnitude. There were seven outer satellites; in 1974 
Kowal improved the detection limit by at least one magnitude, but, instead 
of finding 14 or more satellites, he found only one. 
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STRUCTURE, COMPOSITION, 
AND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD 

OF JUPITER 

V. N. ZHARKOV 

and 

V. P. TRUBITSYN 
Institute of Physics of the Earth, Moscow 

We review the physics of the Jovian interior, making a numher of comparisons with 
Saturn. We discuss techniques .f<>r constructing equations of state J<>r the principal 
chemical constituents (If Jupiter, and we use the results to set limits on the enrichment 
of the rock-ice component relath'e to the hydrogen-helium component in Jupiter and 
Saturn. We .,how that the present thermal ,rate ,~( these planets requires a molten in
terior. Finally, we show how measurements of the external gravity field can he used to 
constrain models. 

Jupiter, like Saturn, is a hydrogen-helium planet, and this circumstance 
is not accidental. Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the solar system, 
in stars and in the interstellar medium, and the gravitational field of the giant 
planets is such that they can retain a hydrogen atmosphere through the life
time of the planet. The second most abundant element in the universe is he
lium. The abundance of helium by particle number is such that the ratio 
H / He is on the order of I 0. Because of this, it is natural to expect in both 
Jupiter and Saturn the existence of a significant helium admixture. The deter
mination from models of the helium concentration in both planets is one of 
the most important tasks of planetary physics, and it has great significance 
for cosmogony. The abundances of remaining elements in the solar system
for example, oxygen, carbon, nitrogen, silicon, iron- in comparison with the 
abundance of hydrogen and helium, are small quantities and their content in 
Jupiter and Saturn at present is not as well determined as is the content of 
hydrogen and helium. 

[ 133] 
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The first work on construction of models of Jupiter was carried out by 
Jeffreys ( 1923, 1924) and Fesenkov ( 1924). The hydrogen theory as we now 
understand it had its beginning with the work of Wigner and Huntington 
( 1935) on the metallization of hydrogen; in essence that paper also started 
work on the problem of phase transitions from dielectrics to metals. In 1937 
Goldschmidt published the first modern table of cosmic distributions of ele
ments, where it followed that hydrogen is the most abundant element in the 
solar system and in the universe. In 1938 Wildt and Kothari presented the 
first hydrogen models of Jupiter and in 1951 Fesenkov and Masevich (1951), 
Ramsey (19 5 I) and De Marcus (19 5 I), all three independently, introduced 
the concept of a hydrogen-rich Jupiter. 

Modern investigations have their origin in the work published in 1958 by 
Wildt's student, DeMarcus ( 1958). DeMarcus used the experimental data 
of Stewart ( 19 5 6) and determined interpolated equations of state of hydrogen 
and helium so well that they have changed very little since. 

Earlier, for determination of I from 1 2 , the Radau-Darwin formula was 
used, 

C 1 I 2 ( 2 ~) 
Ma12 = MS/=3 I -5 l + 71 i 

(1) 

5 m 3 m 
'1/1= 2 ei-2, e1= 2 J2+ 2 (2) 

w2S :i 31r 
m= GM =Gpr (3) 

which is a poor approximation for a planet with a strong concentration of 
mass towards the center. In Eqs. (I), (2) and (3), C1 is the polar moment of 
inertia, a1 is the equatorial radius, wand rare the angular velocity and period 
of rotation of the planet, and G is the gravitational constant. The work of 
DeMarcus was expanded by Peebles (1964) who used an electronic calcu
lator and considered a larger number of models. Subsequent deeper studies 
of the equations of state of hydrogen and helium and their phase diagram 
were carried out by Trubitsyn ( 1965a,b, 1966a,b, 1971) and Hubbard ( 1968, 
1969, 1970, 1972). At the end of the 1960s in the United States there were 
systematic publications of papers on Jovian physics by Hubbard and Smolu
chowski; the results are described in a review paper (Hubbard and Smolu
chowski 1973).1 In the Soviet Union, at the 0. Yu. Schmidt Institute of 
Physics of the Earth of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, work on the 
question of the giant planets was begun by Zharkov and Trubitsyn about ten 
years ago. Approaching the problem from a geophysical point of view, the 
authors concluded that all of the giant planets should be hot and adiabatic 
(Zharkov and Trubitsyn 1969; Zharkov et al. 1971). Hubbard (I 968, 1969) 

1 See pp. 8 and 176. 
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independently deduced an adiabatic model of Jupiter, although Peebles 
(1964) already formally considered adiabatic models of the molecular en
velope of Jupiter. The adiabatic concept was developed further in joint work 
carried out in 1973 during Hubbard's stay in Moscow at the Institute of 
Physics of the Earth (Hubbard et al. 1974). Later progress in the study of 
Jupiter is connected with the development of the theory of figures of ro
tating liquid planets to terms of third order, and with application of this basic 
theory to the interior structure of the giant planets and their gravitational 
field (Zharkov and Trubitsyn 1969; Zharkov et al. 1971; Zharkov et al. 
1973). These papers led to the development of methods of gravitational 
sounding of Jupiter (Zharkov and Trubitsyn 1974b; Hubbard 1974). As a 
result of these latter papers, the problems of the structure, the gravitational 
field and the gravitational sounding of Jupiter appear to be closely connected. 
The theory of figures was constructed with accuracy to terms of the fifth 
order by Zharkov and Trubitsyn (197 5). At the present time we have good 
equations of state available for the basic cosmochemical elements and their 
compounds which allow one to investigate not only the outer envelopes of 
the giant planets, but also their deep interiors (Zharkov et al. 1974d; Zhar
kov et al. 1974a,b). 

I. EQUATIONS OF STATE OF COSMOCHEMICAL COMPOUNDS 

Groups of Cosmochemical Substances 

The abundance of elements in simple compounds in the proto-planetary 
cloud is discussed in a review by Makalkin ( 1974); Table I shows the abun
dance of the most abundant compounds. In columns SS I and SS2 are given 
the abundances of elements according to spectroscopic observations of the 
solar atmosphere and in column SCH the abundance obtained from the sun 
and from chondritic meteorites. For iron we give the various versions of its 
possible compounds and correspondingly the changed abundances. 

All substances are collected into three groups according to volatility. 
Substances of Group II are customarily called icy components and are des
ignated by the term "ice" since, under the pressure and temperature con
ditions of the proto-planetary cloud in the zone of the giant planets, they 
apparently were in the solid state. In Table I these substances are given in 
order of decreasing volatility. The ones in Group III are called rock (or 
heavy) components; the substances in this group are given in order of in
creasing density. The rocky materials together with the ice-component form 
the condensate in the region of the cloud of interest here. Substances of the 
first group were in the gaseous state in the proto-planetary cloud. We refer 
to these with the designation G (gas component). 

In the case where the temperature in the part of the cloud under con
sideration is higher, it is necessary to also consider a different division of 
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substances into groups where part of the material of the ice component con
verts to a gaseous component. Then the following ice variants are possible: 
ice-I (CH4 + NH3 + H2O), ice-II (NH3 + H2O), ice-III (H 2O). The corre
sponding G component variants are: GI (H2 +He+ Ne), Gil (GI+ CH4), 

GIii (GIi + NH3). There is also a version of the G component that corre
sponds to the case when only the rock component is in the condensate: 
GIV (GIii + H2O). 

We will consider planetary models with various types of chemical com
positions of core and envelope. For a chemically uniform core, we adopt the 
composition rock+ ice with relative abundances according to Table I. For 
the planetary envelope we assume a composition either only of gaseous com
ponent abundances from Table I, or of gases with the addition of rock+ 

TABLE l 
Percentage Mass Fractions of the Most Abundant Substancesa 

% Mass Fraction 

Group No. Substance Molecular wt. SSI SS2 SCH 

(Version I: All sulfur combined with iron [FeS]; remaining iron in oxide [FeO] ). 
I l H2 2.016 78.3 78. l 76.8 

2 He 4.003 19.9 20.0 21.2 
3 Ne 20.18 ---~o~.1~1~8 o.o4 0.167 

Sum - 98.3 - 98.1 - 98.2 

II 4 CH4 16.04 0.446 0.446 0.453 
5 NH3 17.03 0.114 0.152 0.153 
6 H2S 34.08 0 0 0 
7 H20 18.02 0.663 0.776 0.774 

Sum - 1.22 1.37 1.38 

Ill 8 Si02 60.09 0.167 0.167 0.144 
9 MgO 40.32 0.096 0.110 0.102 

10 (a) FeS 87.92 0.113 0.112 0.106 
(b) FeO 71.85 0.072 0.050 0.057 

Sum - 0.45 0.44 0.41 

(Version 2:b All iron oxidized [FeO]) 
6 H2S 34.08 0.044 0.044 0.041 
7 H20 18.02 0.644 0.753 0.751 

10 FeO 71.85 0.160 0.142 0.143 

(Version 3: h All iron in metallic state) 
6 H2S 34.08 0.044 0.044 0.041 
7 H20 18.02 0.683 0.789 0.787 

10 Fe 55.85 0.125 0.110 0.111 

"The total mass fraction of substances not included in the table is - 0.07-0.08%. 
hNo change for substances other than numbers 6. 7. and 10. 
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ice. The relationship of the rock + ice abundances and G is obtained from 
the calculation of models. 

The relative helium to hydrogen abundance (Y / X) is obtained from spec
troscopic solar data (Hirayama 1971; Lambert 1967): YI X = 0.26 ± 0.06. 
This is very close in value to average cosmic proportions (Burbidge 1971 ). 

The equation of state of a mixture of substances can be calculated for 
both the envelope and the core using the approximation of additive partial 
volumes: 

_l __ °" _& 
p(p) - L, p;(p) 

I 

(4) 

where X; is the abundance by mass of each substance. LX; = 1. Formula 
i 

( 4) is exact in the region of ideal gases (p :S 102 bar) and for high pressures 
(p 2: 100 Mbar). i.e .• in the atmospheres and cores of Jupiter and Saturn. In 
the envelopes ( l o:i :S p :S l 06 bar) non-additivity for the fundamental com
ponent of the mixture does not exceed a few percent (Hubbard 1972). 

In accordance with the assumption of convection in the envelope (see 
Sec. II) we assume its composition to be chemically uniform. We shall as
sume that the core is also chemically uniform. This assumption is obviously 
a good first approximation for an adiabatic core with possible convection. 

The equation of state of the materials is constructed in two steps (Zhar
kov and Kalinin 1971 ): at first the null isotherm is calculated (equation of 
state at T = 0), and then the thermal part, i.e .• the thermal pressure. 

Equations of State at T = 0, p :S 1 Mbar. In the geophysical pressure 
range (up to - 3 Mbar) for description of the zero isotherm (potential pres
sure) one uses both experimental data directly, and also a number of ana
lytic dependences which are smoothly fitted to the data. In the method of 
potentials the potential pressure has the form (Zharkov and Kalinin 1971) 

2 4 

/Ji,(x) = Ax-" e0( 1 - ,r'1"l - Kx-", x = Pol p (5) 

where p0 is the density under normal conditions, and the constants A, b, K 
are determined with the help of experimental data. Equation (5) describes 
well the compressibility of silicates, oxides and metals with exponential 
forces of repulsion up to - I Mbar. In the case of the outer planets, the equa
tions of state of the substances H2 , He. H20, CH 4 , N H:1 are of the greatest 
interest. These substances belong to the molecular crystals, where the forces 
of repulsion have an exponential character, but the attraction is caused by 
van der Waals forces (Zharkov and Kalinin 1971; Trubitsyn I 965a,b): 

2 

p,,(x) = Ax-a eb(1 - ,,11:11 - Kx-:i (6) 

where the constants A. h. and K are determined from experimental data. 
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In contrast to the method of potentials, one may use either the Birch 
(I 952) or the Murnaghan (1951) equations. However, these equations [as 
well as Eq. (6)] are fundamentally deficient because they have an incorrect 
asymptotic form at high pressures; at pressures greater than - I Mbar and 
often at lower pressures they begin to systematically deviate from the real 
compression curve. This important circumstance has not so far attracted 
sufficient attention either in geophysics or in the physics of high pressures. 

Equation of S fate at T = 0 and p > I 00 M bar. For determination of the 
potential pressure of strongly compressed material one uses the statistical 
model of the atom. All statistical models have their beginning with the well
known Thomas-Fermi model (TFM) of the atom (Landau and Lifshitz 1958). 

The quasi-classical approximation, on which the T FM is based, is not 
valid in the neighborhood of the turning points, close to the nucleus and at 
the boundary of the atom. The behavior of the electron density close to the 
boundaries was clarified by Dirac by means of an exchange correction, and 
close to the nucleus by Weizsacker using a quantum correction. 

Kirzhnits (1957, 1963) solved the Hartree-Fock equation in powers of 
h. In the zero approximation he obtained the quasi-classical TFM and in the 
second approximation (ex: ht) Dirac's exchange correction is added to the 
TFM as well as a quantum correction which coincides in form with Weiz
sacker's correction, but which has a numerical coefficient nine times smaller. 
This latter model was studied in detail by Kalitkin ( 197 4 ). This model is used 
in two versions: In the case where the sum of the exchange correction of 
Dirac and the Weizsacker-Kirzhnits quantum correction are calculated, using 
the electron distribution in the zero approximation, one speaks of the TFM 
with quantum and exchange corrections, or the TFCM. If, on the other hand, 
these corrections are included directly in the equation for determination of 
the electron density, this model is called the quantum-statistical model, or 
QSM. As a result of somewhat fortuitous circumstances the QSM describes 
well the behavior of compressed materials at moderate pressures. Thus, for 
determination of the potential pressure of strongly compressed material by 
Zharkov et al. ( 197 4c, I 97 5) the calculations of Kalitkin and Kuz'mina 
( 1971) on the QSM were used, which are strictly valid only at pressures 
greater than I atomic unit/ but they actually give good accuracy also at pres
sures 1-2 orders smaller. The QSM lowers the pressure for a given density 
and serves to give a correct matching with data extrapolated from below, at 
substantially smaller pressures than is possible by using the TFM and the 
TFCM. 

In the QSM the electron density close to the nucleus is finite and at in
finity it falls exponentially in correspondence with quantum mechanics, while 

"Atomic unit of pressure= 2. 942 x Io• bar 
Atomic unit of energy = 27.2 eV = 4.36 x I 0- 11 erg 
Atomic unit of distance = 0.529 x IO 'cm 
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in the TFM p(r) ~ x as r ~ O; far from the nucleus p(r) decreases according 
to a power law. which is qualitatively incorrect. 

The fact that at super-high pressures the electron density within the atom 
is approximately constant, p(r) = ZIV, while for the free atom the value of 
p(r) exponentially decreases away from the nucleus, allowed Kalitkin and 
Kuz'mina to derive a convenient interpolation formula 

p(R) = Z/Vexp[-a(Z)R-,B(Z)R 2 ] 

a(Z) = 0.19352°· 495 - 0.039t'nZ (7) 

,B(Z) = 0.068 + 0.078/'nZ - 0.086(tnZ)2 

h V 41rR:i · h . I R . h d' f h w· S . w ere = - 3- 1s t e atomic vo ume, 1s t e ra ms o t e 1gner- e1tz 

sphere, Z is the atomic number of the nucleus, and all quantities are ex
pressed in atomic units. The potential pressure is calculated with the help 
of an approximate formula 

_ [1(3 2)*} 13(3)½ 1] p - - 1T p -- - p . 
5 36 1T z = R 

(8) 

The inaccuracy of Eqs. (7) and (8) in pressure is less than 3 % for p 2: 0.1 
Z 1• These formulas also allow one to calculate the potential pressure of mix
tures and compounds. For this one uses the conditions 

n 

p(Z1, V1) = p(Zk, Vk), k > 1 , v = L vk. 
k=I 

(9) 

The first relations of Eqs. (9) state the equality of the pressure in the cells of 
the various components, and the second relation requires the additivity of 
partial volumes. 

Interpolated Potential Curves. At pressures up to - 1 Mbar, the relation
ship which gives the compression curve for any substance can be established 
with the help of experimental data and equations such as (5) and (6). 

At high pressures, p > 100 Mbar, this relationship can be established 
theoretically by using the QSM. In order to determine the zero isotherm of 
a specific cosmochemical substance at all pressure intervals, it is necessary 
to interpolate or blend the experimental data at low pressures with calculated 
values at high pressures (Zharkov et al. 1974c; Zharkov et al. 1974d). 

The validity of the blending can be verified for the example of metallic 
hydrogen. A large number of papers are devoted to calculations of the equa
tion of state of metallic hydrogen. Metallic hydrogen has a number of pos
sible phases which have very similar energies and equations of state. The 
energy of the most stable phase of metallic hydrogen at T = 0 and p > 1 
Mbar coincides closely with the energy calculated in analytic form by Tru
bitsyn ( 1966a). Data for metallic hydrogen are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. I. Curve I: Quantum-statistical model calculation for hydrogen: Curve 2: Trubitsyn's 
( 1966a) metallic hydrogen equation of state: Curve 2a: Trubitsyn's ( 1965a) molecular hydro
gen equation of state; Triangles: DeMarcus' ( 1958) metallic hydrogen equation of state: 
Squares: metallic hydrogen from Neece et al. ( I 971). The discontinuity shows the transition 
from molecular to metallic hydrogen estimated from the data of Grigor'ev et al. ( 1972). 

Comparison of the equation of state of metallic hydrogen calculated pure
ly from theory with the equation of state of hydrogen from the QSM shows 
that both equations coincide at pressures greater than 150 Mbar and deviate 
only slightly in the pressure region 5-150 Mbar. 

For still higher pressures, of the order of I 09 bar and higher, the properties 
of all materials unify, and they can be calculated using the Thomas-Fermi
Dirac model (TFD). In this pressure region, the p(p) relationship calculated 
using the QSM blends with the p(p) curves from the TFD model, although 
the blend again tends to fall on the low side, i.e., for a given pressure the 
QSM equation gives a higher density than the TFD model. 

The second principle, used for constructing zero isotherms of high-pres
sure phases, was the assumption of the monotonicity of the respective be
havior of the p = p(p) curve for related classes of materials. 

The equation of state for the QSM was calculated using the assumption 
of additive volumes of elements. For determining the p(p) relationship for 
hydrogen compounds H20, CH4 , NH:i and H2S, in the high-pressure region 
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we calculated the partial volume Vu<P) for H using the equation of state of 
metallic hydrogen which has somewhat higher density than the QSM. 

It was further assumed that the p(p) relationship calculated from the QSM 
corresponds to the most dense phase at high pressure for a given substance. 

p 
108 

10' 

104 

10° 

I 
I 
l 
I 
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I 
I 
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101 
p 

Fig. 2. Null isotherms of hydrogen compounds. Curves l'. 2', 3' and 4' are for CH,, NH:i, 
H2O, and H2S respectively, using the quantum-statistical model. Curves l, 2, and 3 are inter
polated null isotherms for CH4 , N H:i, and H2O respectively, while Curve 4 is a hypothetical 
null isotherm for H2S. Pressure and density are in same units as in Fig. l. 
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Fig. 3. Null isotherm of hydrogen and the solid phase of inert gases. Curves I, 2. 3. 4, 5, 6, 

and 7 are for H. He. Ne. Ar, Kr, Xe. and Rn respectively. using the quantum-statistical mod
el. Curves la and th are for H, and H respectively; Curves 2. 3. 4, 5, and 6 are interpolated 
null isotherms for He. Ne. Ar. Kr. and Xe. Curve 7 is a hypothetical null isotherm for Rn. 

At lower pressures, experimental data were analyzed where possible to also 
find the densest phase. For a number of substances this phase obviously will 
be unstable or metastable. The potential pressures of high-pressure phases 
of cosmochemical substances are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 (Zharkov et al. 
1974c; Zharkov et al. 1974d). 

Melting Curves 

By definition the melting curve T11 = TM(p) divides the region of the crys
talline state of solid matter from the region of the liquid state. The melting 
curves are obtained from Lindemann's assumption: "The ratio of the average 
quadratic amplitude of thermal oscillation to the lattice constant squared is 
constant along the melting curve." This assumption leads to the result (Zhar
kov and Kalinin 1971 ): 
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Fig. 4. Null isotherms of oxides and iron. Curve I': MgO, AI,O,,, SiO2 (quantum-statistical 

model); Curve 4': CaO (quantum-statistical model); Curve 5': Fe2O3 (quantum-statistical 
model); Curve 8': Fe (quantum-statistical model). Interpolated null isotherms are shown for: 
MgO (Curve I), Al,O:, (Curve 2), SiO, (Curve 3), Fe,Oa low pressure phase (Curve 5a), 

FeO (Curve 6), Fe (Curve 8). For hypothetical high pressure phases. we have CaO (Curve 
4). Fe,O:i (Curve 5h). and FeS (Curve 7). 

(<~22>)½ = 0.075 (10) 

where < U2> is the average quadratic amplitude of thermal oscillation at 
melting, and a is the distance between nearest neighbors. The Lindemann 
constant changes with increasing pressure. Thus, in order to construct good 
melting curves, additional experimental data are necessary. Figures 5 and 6 
show the phase diagrams of hydrogen and helium (Trubitsyn 1971; Zharkov 
eta/. 1971). 
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II. MODELS OF JUPITER AND SATURN 

The construction of Saturn models is so closely related to construction 
of Jupiter models that it is natural to consider both planets together. This 
will not increase the volume significantly, and on the other hand a separate 
discussion of the structure of Saturn would require a duplication of all of the 
material which is presented here. Comparison of Jupiter and Saturn models 
is most instructive, and the planned flyby of Pioneer 11 past Saturn in 1979 
will make possible a comparative analysis of both planets. 

Gas-Liquid Adiabatic Model 

In this section, we discuss experimental and theoretical work from which 
it follows that both Jupiter and Saturn are gas-liquid, with the exclusion of a 
possible central region (Hubbard et al. 1974). It is obvious that any process 
which could have produced such large bodies as Jupiter and Saturn would 
lead to initially hot planets. Thus we arrive at the problem of the manner by 
which such hot planets could lose their initial heat during the subsequent 
~ 5 x I 09 yr. The rate of transport of heat to the surface depends essentially 
on whether the heat transport is by convection or by molecular conduction. 
The critical condition for the existence of convection is the existence of a 
super-adiabatic temperature gradient. If the present temperature distribution 
inside Jupiter and Saturn is adiabatic, then the temperatures in the center of 
these planets will be of the order of 20-30 thousand degrees (Trubitsyn 
1972a; Hubbard 1973; Zharkov et al. 1974b). Such temperatures are about 
ten times higher than the melting temperature of metallic hydrogen at pres
sures of 10-100 Mbar. The temperatures cannot exceed these adiabatic 
values since they would be quickly reduced by convection. 

On the other hand, the thermal conductivity of molecular hydrogen of 
the envelope is so low and the dimensions of the planet are so large, that the 
process of molecular heat conduction is in no way capable of significantly 
reducing the initial heat content. The thermal skin depth >.. can be estimated 
using the dimensional relationship 

(11) 

where x is the thermal diffusivity and 7 is the cooling time. Setting T ~ 5 x 
109 yr and x at I 0-2- 1 o-:i cm2 sec-• (Zharkov et al. 1971 ), we find that>.. ~ 
102 km. Only such a thin layer can lose its initial heat in the absence of con
vection. Thus we conclude that the interiors of Jupiter and Saturn must have 
been in a hot liquid convective state since the time of their formation. We 
can also conclude from independent data that at present these planets are in 
a convective state. The value of the heat flow q due to the molecular mech
anism of heat transport can be easily estimated using the formula 

q = K'ilT ,;;; K('ilT)ad (12) 
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where the adiabatic gradient for an ideal gas is equal to 

(dT) = (y- I) (To) (p )(Y - tJiY /!. g. 
de ad y T VJo R 

(13) 

Here e is the depth, T0 and Po are the temperature and pressure at the sur
face (start) of the adiabat, µ, is the molecular weight, µ, = 2 for hydrogen, 
R = 8.3 x 107 erg/degree-mole is the gas constant, g is the force of gravity, 
gJ = 2. 7 x 103 cm sec-2 , g 8 = I. 15 x l 0:1 cm sec-2 , y is the adiabatic index, 
and y = 7 / 5 for hydrogen. 

On calculating the adiabatic gradient ('\'T),,d in the outer molecular re
gions using Eq. (13), and setting K - 10~ erg cm- 1 sec- 1 deg- 1 (Hubbard 
1968; Zharkov et al. 1971 ), we find 

q., :S 0.2 erg cm- 1 sec- 1 (14) 

for Jupiter, and 

q8 :S 0.1 erg cm-2 sec- 1 (15) 

for Saturn. 
Broadband infrared measurement (Aumann et al. 1969) allows one to de

termine the heat flux from the interior of both planets. This flux is - I 04 erg 
cm-2 sec-1 for Jupiter and - 3 x l o:i erg cm-2 sec- 1 for Saturn. For Jupiter 
these data have been confirmed by Pioneers IO and l 1.:i Consequently, re
gardless of the actual source of the heat which produces this flux, the result 
itself shows that both planets are in a convective state at present. The con
vection would be localized in the outer layers of the molecular hydrogen 
envelopes of these planets, if the sources of the heat were concentrated in 
the outer layers. However, we know that the interior regions must also be in 
the convective state. This is because we know that Jupiter has a strong in
trinsic magnetic field which shows that its metallic core must be in a convec
tive state. The metallic envelope of Saturn is situated in the depth interval 
0.3 to 0.5 Rs, where Rs is the radius of the planet. Evidence for radiation belts 
at Saturn has been reported (Brown 1975) and thus the existence ofan intrin
sic magnetic field would indicate the convective state of the metallic envelope 
of Saturn. It follows that the thermal sources which keep both planets in the 
convective state must be situated at great depth. 

The intensity of Jupiter's magnetic field is about an order of magnitude 
greater than the intensity of the earth's field. In order to excite and support 
such a large field over cosmic time, the interior of the planet must possess 
a convective region of significant radial extent and be composed of a sub
stance which has a sizable electrical conductivity and low viscosity. It is 
natural to suppose that Jupiter's magnetic field is produced in the liquid 
convective zone composed of metallic hydrogen. 

3See p. 202. 
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Observations of the microwave radiation of Jupiter and Saturn (Gulkis 
and Poynter 1972) 1 give additional support to our model. Because of the 
increased transparency of the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn for wave
lengths - IO cm and greater, one can "see" quite well to depths below the 
cloud layer in this region of the spectrum. After making a correction to obtain 
the thermal radiation in the case of Jupiter, Gulkis and Poynter concluded 
that Jupiter and Saturn both may be characterized by an adiabatic temper
ature distribution below the cloud layer with the temperatures reaching 
values of at least - 500°K at pressures - I 00 bar. The values of the specific 
dissipation function Q for Jupiter and Saturn (Goldreich and Soter I 966) 
give additional indications about the state of the interior of both planets. 
Goldreich and Soter found Q 2: I x IO;, for Jupiter and 2: 6 x I 04 for Saturn. 
In their calculation they adopted the value for the Love number k2 = 1.5, 
corresponding to the model of a liquid uniform planet. Calculation of the 
Love number for models which are closer to reality give a value about three 
times smaller, k2 - 0.5 (Gavrilov et al. 1975). Since the torque which affects 
the evolution of the satellite orbits is directly proportional to k2 and inversely 
proportional to Q of the planet, the values obtained by Goldreich and Soter 
must be reduced5 by a factor of 3: 

Q.1 2: 4 X I 04 , Qs 2: 2 X I 04 • (16) 

These Q-values are about two orders of magnitude greater than typical for 
substances in the solid state, in particular for the earth's mantle (Zharkov 
et al. 1971) and for terrestrial planets (Goldreich and Soter 1966). 

Finally, when Pioneers IO and 11 measured the gravitational field of Jupi
ter. they did not detect the imprint of the first odd momentl:1, to an accuracy 
of I 0-5 in the gravitational field of the planet. The absence of odd moments 
in the gravitational potential expansion shows that the planet is close to 
hydrostatic equilibrium, i.e., it is essentially in the liquid state.6 

We now expand further on the concept of the giant planets as gas-liquid 
bodies. The critical pressure and critical temperature of hydrogen are equal 
to 13 atm and 33°K, respectively. At pressures and temperatures which ex
ceed the critical values, there exists no boundary between the gas and liquid 
phases of molecular hydrogen. Jupiter and Saturn consist largely of hydro
gen. Consequently, due to the increase of pressure with depth, the gaseous 
atmosphere becomes denser under the pressure of overlying layers and con
tinuously transforms to a comparably dense liquid state; there is no boundary 
between the gaseous atmosphere and the underlying liquid region. A graph
ical illustration of this point is seen in Fig. 5, where on the hydrogen phase 

4See p. 650. 
'For the same reason the value Q 2: 7.2 x 10' for Uranus should also be reduced by about a 
factor of 3; Q, 2: 3 x 101. 

"See p. 115. 
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diagram we show an adiabat which is close to the Jovian adiabat and lies 
entirely in the super-critical region. 

Observational Data and Boundary Conditions 

A discussion of observational data for giant planets (as of May, I 972) is 
given by Newburn and Gulkis (l 973). However, some of these parameters 
require further discussion. For example, it is quite difficult to choose the 
correct value of the rotation period of the planet, T. The atmospheres of Jupi
ter and Saturn are in a state of differential rotation. The depth of the region 
involved in differential rotation is not established. It is plausible that the 
true rotation period of Jupiter as a whole is the same as the period of rotation 
of its magnetosphere (Carr 1971 ), since the sources of the large intrinsic 
magnetic field should be in the metallic envelope of the planet which is 0.2 
R., below the cloud layer. This period is almost identical with the rotation 
period of temperate and polar regions of the cloudy layer of the planet. 

New boundary conditions resulting from the Pioneer 10 and 11 missions 
are M = 1.901 x 1033 g, 12 = 0.01475 ± 0.00005, 14 = -(5.8 ± 0.4) x 10-4, 
16 = (5 ± 6) x 10-s, a,= 71,398 km; 1131 < 10-s, tesseral moments I Cd. 
and ISd are less than 10-s. (Null et al. 1975; Anderson et al. 1974; Ander
son p. 116; Hubbard and Slattery p. 183.) 

Along with the mass, radius, and moments 1 2 and 14 , the most important 
parameter for construction of model planets is the small parameter of the 
theory of figures m, inversely proportional to the square of the period T 2 , 

31T 
m = GpT2 (17) 

where p is the average density of the planet (p = 3M I 41rR3 ) and G is the 
gravitational constant. An uncertainty in m (due to uncertainties in p and T) 
propagates into calculations of the theory of figures for 12 n (n = 1, 2, ... ) 
which are used to compare model planets with observations. The dynamical 
oblateness ed is calculated using de Sitter's formula 

(18) 

Using values of the parameters given above we find m = 0.0830, ed = 0.0651, 
and jj = 1.334. 

For construction of models of the interior structure of planets, it is nec
essary to prescribe Pt, Tt, Mt and St on some level surface which is adopted 
as a boundary. Here M, is the mass of material enclosed within the surface; 
S 1 is its average radius. The value of the density on the boundary surface Pt 
is related to p 1 and T, by the equation of an ideal gas. The relationship be
tween pressure, temperature, mass and radius is obtained from theoretical 
models of the atmosphere, in which one also calculates the composition, 
cloud structure and other properties of the atmosphere. 
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The customary choice of the boundary is the surface on whichp1 = I bar. 
From model atmospheres, one finds that the quantity S I for this surface 
should be within a scale height of the average radius of the planet R at the 
outer boundary of the visible cloud layer: IS 1 - RI :S 40 km for Jupiter and 
:S 70 km for Saturn. The quantity /S 1 - RI is less than the uncertainty in R. 
The contribution of mass above the arbitrarily chosen boundary is a negli
gible fraction of the total mass of the planet. At the same time, the surface 
adopted is sufficiently deep in the atmosphere so that at I bar one is already 
in the region of an adiabatic temperature distribution. 

For p 1 = I bar, T 1 for Jupiter is estimated to lie between 130 and 230°K, 
and for Saturn between 90 and 150°K (Trafton 1967; Newburn and Gulkis 
1973). As a fundamental model for both planets we choose T 1 = 140°K. In 
order to find the sensitivity of models to boundary conditions, calculations 
were also carried out for other values of T 1• For T 1 = 250°K for Jupiter. and 
T 1 = 90°K for Saturn, limiting models were obtained. Calculations show that 
the uncertainty in T 1, which is about 1.5 order of magnitude greater than the 
uncertainty in S 1 • has a significant effect on the uncertainty of model planets. 

Equation of State Used for Construction of Models 

Molecular Hydro1;en. The null isotherm p(p, T = 0) has been calculated 
(Trubitsyn I 965a, 1966a) and tabulated (Zharkov et al. 1971; Trubitsyn 
I 971). It was slightly shifted to higher densities in Zharkov et al. (1974c). It 
agrees well both with theoretical calculations of the potential of molecular 
interaction, and also with experiments on adiabatic pressure of hydrogen 
(Hoover et al. I 972; Hawke et al. l 972). Experimental data in the megabar 
region are still insufficiently precise. In particular. we cannot use these data 
to estimate the pressure of transition to the metallic phase, but we can only 
say that the transition pressure exceeds 2.2 Mbar. 

For solid and liquid hydrogen at low temperatures one may use the equa
tion of state in the Debye approximation. with the Griineisen lattice param
eter Ytat, which does not depend on temperature. The adiabatic index of the 
material coincides with the thermodynamic Griineisen parameter Yr· 

From the virial equation of state of a weakly non-ideal gas, it follows that 
Yr should increase with increasing density (Trubitsyn 1972a) and decrease 
with increasing temperature. Trubitsyn gave estimates for the upper limit 
of the value of YT and the adiabatic temperatures for a gas-liquid molecular 
hydrogen. In the paper of Slattery and Hubbard (1973) the first direct cal
culations of the thermodynamic functions of gas-liquid hydrogen were given 
for a range of values of pressure and temperature. The Monte Carlo method 
was used to calculate statistical sums on a computer. Because of insufficient 
calculating time. these calculations may still contain some inaccuracies, but. 
if the effective potential of interaction between molecules is known, in 
principle this method may give a substantially greater accuracy than the 
Deb ye approximation for liquids. In the paper by Kerley ( 1972) the energy 
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and density of deuterium were calculated over a large range of pressure and 
temperature using liquid perturbation theory. 

Taking into account the results of the papers by Trubitsyn (I 972a), by 
Slattery and Hubbard ( 1973) and by Kerley ( 1972) in the region of pressure 
and temperature corresponding to the assumed adiabat, one may write the 
equation of the adiabat of molecular hydrogen in the form 

log T = log T;d = log T, + 0.4(x + 2), x < -2; 

log T = log Tt + 0.76(x + 2) + 0.09(x2 - 4), x > -2 

where T 1 is the boundary temperature, and x = log p. 

(19) 

For pressures p > I 05 bar in the Debye approximation for rotating 
molecular hydrogen at T > 0 we have 

3RT 
p(p, T) = p(p, 0) + -- PY1a1 

µ, 
(20) 

where Yiat is the lattice GrUneisen parameter for a De bye spectrum, µ, is the 
molecular weight and R is the gas constant. For Y1,a = 5 I 3yr (Zharkov et al. 
1971; Trubitsyn I 972a), the calculated temperature distribution and pressure 
along an adiabat of hydrogen with starting conditions Pt = l. 7 x I 0-4 g cm-3 , 

Pt = 1 bar and T 1 = 140°K are close to the results of the paper by Slattery 
and Hubbard (1973). 7 

Metallic Hydrogen. In the Debye approximation, the equation of state 
of metallic hydrogen is of a form analogous to (20) where 'Ytat = Yr = y 
(Zharkov et al. 1971; Trubitsyn I 971 ). 

The most detailed calculations for various types of crystals of metallic 
hydrogen are given by Brovman et al. ( 1972). It turns out that for most lat
tices the difference in energies may be quite small (Yordanskii et al. 1973 ). 
The calculations of Brovman et al. for p(p, 0) for stable lattices essentially 
coincide with the equations of state of Trubitsyn ( 1971) tabulated by Zhar
kov et al. (1971, 1974c). 

The biggest uncertainty may be in the value of the GrUneisen parameter. 
For a lattice composed of Coulomb nuclei y = 0.5. Calculations from the 
Thomas-Fermi model give y = 2/3 for p > 109 bar. Brovman et al. ob
tained values of y = 0.5 to 0.9 for pressures of the order of one megabar. 

In the paper by Hubbard and Slattery (1971) numerical calculations were 
carried out statistically for the thermodynamic functions of metallic hydro
gen using a pseudo-potential. It turns out that in the pressure region of sev
eral Mbar, y is almost independent of temperature and y = 0.6. 

Using the value of Hubbard and Slattery for y, we obtain the equation of 
an adiabat of metallic hydrogen in the form 

(21) 

'See Fig. 2 of Smoluchowski, p. 16. 
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where p2 is the density at the point of the metallic transition, and T 2 is the 
final temperature on the molecular hydrogen adiabat. 

The equation of an adiabat of metallic hydrogen in Jupiter may also be 
calculated independently of data on molecular hydrogen, which are greatly 
uncertain in the pressure region 10:1 bar < p < 106 bar. Since an adiabat is 
by definition an equation of constant entropy, it is sufficient to equate the 
entropy of metallic hydrogen to the entropy of the molecular hydrogen at the 
boundary point on the surface of Jupiter (Hubbard 1969). In this case, ex
pressions for the entropy of both phases can be written directly using the 
corresponding chemical constants. 

In liquid hydrogen the metallic transition should not occur suddenly, but 
should be spread out over some range of pressure or temperature with an 
anomalous increase of density.8 But in order to simplify calculations, it is 
convenient to assume that the transition is associated with some average 
pressure p* and an effective density jump D..p. So far, the pressure p* is not 
well known. According to Zharkov et al. ( 1971) and Trubitsyn ( 1971) it may 
be on the order of 2-10 Mbar. The dependence of p* on temperature is weak 
(Trubitsyn 1971; Kerley 1972) and as yet cannot be accurately determined. 
The dependence of the effective density jump on temperature in the region 
of the transition can be estimated if one knows the coefficient of thermal 
expansion a(p, T) of molecular and metallic hydrogen. It turns out that the 
effect of temperature on D.p is weak and depends sensitively on the value of 
y of both phases which is still not sufficiently known. 

For computational purposes we have calculated adiabats of hydrogen 
with various boundary temperatures for p 1 = I bar, T 1 = 140°K (Model I), 
T 1 = 250°K (Model 2) and T 1 = 90°K (Model 3), as well as the null isotherm 
of hydrogen. Part of adiabat 1 on both sides of the phase transition is shown 
in Fig. 7. This adiabat assumes that y 0.6. For y = 0.9, the density jump 
at the phase transition is equal to zero. The corresponding model is desig
nated as I'. For investigation of the effect of uncertainty in the equation of 
state of hydrogen, a modified or limiting adiabat of molecular hydrogen is 
considered, Olrve la, which continuously transforms to an adiabat of metal
lic hydrogen with y = 0.6. Adiabat la can also be obtained from adiabat I 
by adding - 17% helium to the hydrogen. A slight enhancement of the helium 
concentration in the molecular hydrogen layer with respect to the metallic 
hydrogen could correspond to a greater solubility of helium in the molec
ular hydrogen. 

Hydrogen-Helium Adiabat. The adiabat of a mixture of hydrogen and 
helium for a relatively weak concentration of helium is close to the hydro
gen adiabat calculated from (20) and (21 ). The equation of state of helium 
along an adiabat for p < I 0:1 bar corresponds to a weakly non-ideal gas, and 
for p > I 0° bar can be taken in the De bye approximation analogous to (21 ). 

"See also p. 88. 
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Fig. 7. Details of the T, = 140°K hydrogen adiabat in the vicinity of the phase transition near 

3 Mbar. Curve I is calculated with 'Y = 0.6. The dashed curves are modified adiabats with no 
density discontinuity; Curve I' sets 'Y = 0.9 in the metallic phase; Curve la is a modified 
molecular hydrogen adiabat. 

As a result it turns out that along an adiabat PHe (p,Ta) = kpH2 (p, Ta) where 
k = 2 for p ,s; 3 x I 05 bar, and then increases proportional to the logarithm 
ofthepressurestok= 2.5atp= 3Mbar.Forp > 3MbarpHe(p, Ta)= 2.5pH 
(p, Ta), 

Rock-Ice Adiabats. Null isotherms for water, methane, ammonia, oxides 
and other cosmochemical compounds are given in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. The equa
tion of state of a mixture is calculated by using formula (4). The dependence 
of density on temperature for cosmochemical compounds is still only ap
proximately known. Thus, for the mixture at temperatures greater than the 
Debye temperature, we use the Mie-Griineisen equation with effective 
parameters 

3RT 
p(p, T) = p(p, T = 0) + -y- PY 

where A is the average atomic weight. 

(22) 

We adopt various values of A for different versions of rock-ice, using the 
abundances of Table I. For rock-ice I, A= 5.6; for rock-ice II, A= 7.8; 
for rock-ice III, A= 8.4; and for rock, A= 25. In the models, we assume 
two versions: y = 0.5 and y = 1.0. 

Envelope Models 

As a first approximation, one may assume that the mass concentration of 
the envelope is entirely hydrogen-helium, i.e., X + Y = I where X and Y are 
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the mass concentrations of hydrogen and helium respectively. The density 
distribution in this case differs little from the distribution which is obtained 
by including a Z component (other substances besides hydrogen and helium). 
ln hydrogen-helium models, the ratio YI X in the envelope of the planet is 
taken to satisfy the parameters of the gravitational field. It turns out that the 
chemical composition of the core has no effect on estimates of the composi
tion of the envelope of Jupiter and has almost no effect for Saturn. This is 
due to the fact that the distribution density in the envelope is basically con
strained by the values of the gravitational moments 1 2 and 1 4 , while the 
dimensions and mass of the core determine the value of the mean density of 
the planet. The density distribution p ((3) in a pure hydrogen-helium model 
of the envelope can be regarded as a phenomenological relation. It is used 
below for construction of models and corresponds to various versions of the 
chemical composition. 

Hydrogen-Helium (Phenomenological) Models of the Envelope. Figure 
8 shows a selection of YI X relations in the envelopes of planets as a func
tion of 1 2 • The number of the model in Fig. 8 corresponds to the number of 
the adiabat. The observed values of the moments 1 2 and 14 are shown with 
horizontal lines, and the errors are denoted with vertical error bars. The 
derived value of X is equal to 0.68 for Model I for both Jupiter and Saturn 
(boundary temperature T 1 = 140°K at p, = 1 bar). In Model 2 of Jupiter 
(T1 = 250°K) X = 0.5, and in Model 3 of Saturn (T, = 90°K) X = 1.0. En
velope models for both Jupiter and Saturn consist of two layers: an outer 
one in which the hydrogen is in the molecular phase, and an interior layer 
of metallic hydrogen. 

The values of the dimensionless radius /3* of the phase transition surface 
(for p = 3 Mbar) and the dimensionless mass q* enclosed within the surface 
depend little on the boundary temperature and they vary in Models 1 and 2 
of Jupiter by about 1.5% and in Models I and 3 of Saturn - 2%. The values 
of (3* and q* for Model I are equal respectively to 0.76 and 0.76 for Jupi
ter and 0.47 and 0.43 for Saturn. 

Model l' of Jupiter, in which the thermal part of the equation of state of 
metallic hydrogen is changed (the Griineisen parameter y 11 is taken equal to 
0.9 instead of y 11 = 0.6 in Model I) has an abundance X in the envelope 
about 0.04 smaller than in Model I (~X = -0.04). The comparatively large 
value of ~X for Jupiter is related to the fact that the metallic hydrogen re
gion comprises the major part of the planet. In contrast, for Saturn the metal
lic hydrogen region is so small that it has little effect on the parameters of 
the model. On the other hand, Model I a for Saturn is important, since in 
this model we modify the molecular hydrogen adiabat in the region of the 
phase transition (Fig. 7) with no jump in density at the transition. In Saturn, 
the molecular hydrogen envelope comprises the majority of the planet (from 
1 to 0.5 R). For Jupiter in contrast, the region of the molecular hydrogen en-
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velope is a relatively thin shell above the layer - 0.8 RJ. Model I a differs 
from Model I for Saturn by ~X = 0.05. 

We test the validity of models by calculating the gravitational momentJ4 • 

In Fig. 8 it is evident that all models, except for Model 3 of Saturn, have a 
satisfactory agreement with the observed value of 14 within the limits of 
error of the observations. 

From inspecting hydrogen-helium models it appears that Model 3 for 
Saturn is a limiting model for small temperatures T 1, for two reasons. First, 
the concentration of helium in the envelope is zero. In models with still lower 
boundary temperatures, to satisfy 12 one would have to have a substance 
with a density lower than that of hydrogen. Secondly, the calculated and ob
served values of 14 begin to differ significantly as T1 decreases. For Jupiter, 
the limiting model is Model 2, in which the rock-ice core disappears. For 
models with still higher values of T1, one finds a mass deficit in the central 
region of the planet. Thus the permissible models for Jupiter are bounded by 
T1 from above and for Saturn from below. We have not attempted to bound 
this parameter from the other side (on the low side for Jupiter, and on the 
high side for Saturn) since the corresponding values of T1 lie beyond bounds 
on temperature that are permissible from model atmospheres. 

Types I and II Models for Envelopes. For convenience in constructing 
models, we have divided substances into classes according to volatility. The 
first group is the gas-components. For our purposes, we are interested in 
four possible gas compositions: GI (H2 +He+ Ne), Gil (GI+ CH4), GIil 
(GIi + NH:i) and GIV (GIii + H 2O). Substances which are in principle 
condensed at Jupiter and Saturn's orbits are divided into two groups: the 
ice-component and the rock-component. We will consider three versions of 
the ice-component corresponding to three gas versions: ice I (C H4 + NH;1 + 
H2O), ice II (NH:1 + H2 O) and ice Ill (H 2O). The fourth version of the gases 
(GIV) corresponds to the case when the condensate consists only of rock. 
In the latter we have SiO2 , MgO, Al2O:1, FeS, FeO, and Fe. A uniform mix
ture of rock with ice is termed rock-ice-I, rock-ice-II, or rock-ice-III, cor
responding to the ice-component version. In constructing models for giant 
planets, the ratio between gases and condensates is varied, but within each of 
these components the abundance of elements is taken in the solar proportion. 
The temperature in the cloud corresponding to each version is approximately 
the following (at pressures 10-5 to 10-1 bar): for GI-rock-ice-I, T < 60°K; 
for GIi-rock-ice-II, 60 < T < 100°K; for GIii-rock-ice-Ili, 120 < T < 
I 60°K; and for GI V-rock-ice, T > 160°K. 

We construct two types of envelope models with Z-components. In 
models of Type I the envelope of the planet consists only of the gaseous 
component. The abundance by mass of free hydrogen, helium, and other 
gases is equal to respectively, X, Y, and Z,; X + Y + Z 1 = 1. This may be 
regarded as a limiting model. It corresponds to a process of accumulation 
of the planet, where the material which at the time of the formation of the 
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planet was in a condensed state falls to the core. and in the envelope there 
remains only the more volatile material corresponding to the G-component. 

In models of Type II, we have in the envelope not only gases but also 
core material - one of the rock-ice components with abundance Z 2 ; X + Y + 
Z 1 + Z 2 = I. At present we have no information which would allow us to 
prefer a given model of the envelope. An experimental determination of the 
ratio YI X in the envelope of Jupiter or Saturn would allow one to determine 
Z = Z 1 + Z 2 • Since Z 1/ (X + Y) should be in solar proportion, one could also 
determine Z 2 • Since there are insufficiently precise data on the helium abun
dance, one must consider both types of models. 

We proceed to the determination of various components and models of 
the envelopes of both types. Prescribing Z 1 in solar proportion (Z1 ~ 0.00 I 
for GI, ~ 0.006 for GIi and GIii, 0.014 for GIV) permits one to find the 
abundance of the other component. In models of Type I, YI X can be deter
mined from a knowledge of 1 2 • Here YI X can be different from the solar 
proportion (Table I) (Hirayama 1971; Lambert 1967). In models of Type II 
there is another parameter (Z2) and thus it is necessary to introduce an addi
tional relationship between components. We fix the ratio YI X in the solar 
proportion; YI X = 0.26. In order to obtain the correct value of 1 2 , in models 
of Type II we adopt the value Z2/ (X + Y + Z 1). 

For calculation of X, Y, Z 1 , and Z2 we use the equation of state ( 4) of mix
tures, where the density is taken from a pure hydrogen-helium model of the 
envelope with a prescribed value YI X (from the phenomenological model). 
The density of the various components is conveniently expressed in terms 
of the hydrogen density Ptt: 

(23) 

Here Pr;• is the density of the mixture of all the elements of the G-component 
(with the exception of hydrogen and helium) with abundance Z 1 • The coeffi
cients K 1, K2 , and K:i are functions of pressure, which may approximately be 
set constant in the entire envelope. For this, the possible effective coeffi
cients are chosen from extremes in the range of possible values for p = 104-

107 bar. This procedure is adequate to obtain the abundance to an accuracy 
of a few percent. For K 1 we adopt a range from 2-2.5. The coefficients K2 

and K:i change depending on the version of the G- and rock-ice-components. 
For each version, the value of K2 was varied for the purpose of estimating the 
uncertainty in the equation of state of the rock-ice-component and hydrogen. 

The abundance in the envelope models of Type I is determined from the 
equation 

X + ( I - Z 1) - X + __b__ = X 0 + 1 - Xo. 
Ptt K1Ptt KzPH PH K1P11 

(24) 

Here X 0 is the abundance of hydrogen in the phenomenological hydrogen
helium model; K2 varies from 2 to 4 for various versions of the G-component. 
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On solving (24), we find to an accuracy of I o/c that X = X 0 , Y = Y0 - Z 1 for 
the versions GI-GIii. For GIV, we find X = X0 + Z 1 , Y = Y0 - 2Z1 • 

In envelopes of Type I I, the concentration of hydrogen is found from the 
equation 

X + 0.26X + _b_ + 1 - Z 1 - l .26X = X 0 + 1 - X 0 • 

PH K1P11 K2P11 KaPtt Ptt K1P11 
(25) 

Z 1 for various versions of the G-component is chosen as in models of Type I. 
The results of calculations for models of Type II are given in Table II. 

Varying K 1, K 2 and K:i in this case has a much stronger effect on the abun
dance than in the calculation of Type I models. The values of the abundances 
X, Y, and Z2 in each line of Table I I correspond to the values K 1 = 2 and 2.5 
respectively. For K:i we chose the most extreme value for each version of C
rock-ice. The uncertainty of K 2 , as for the Type I model, is unimportant. In 
the last line, for each model (G-rock-ice) we show the largest and smallest 
values of the abundances X, Y, and Z 2 • 

TABLE II 
Abundance Parameters in Type JI Envelopes 

Boundary Envelope 
temperature composition K; K;1 X y Z1 z 

Model I 

T 1 = 140°K GI- 4 3.5 0.70-0.72 0.18-0.19 0.001 0.12-0.09 

X0 = 0.68 
rock-ice-I 4.5 0.71-0.73 0.18-0.19 0.11-0.08 

(Jupiter and Gil- 2 4 0.71-0.72 0. 18-0.19 0.006 0.10-0.09 
Saturn) rock-ice-II 5 0.71-0.73 0.18-0.19 0.10-0.07 

GIV-rock 3 8 0.72-0.73 0.19 0.014 0.08-0.07 
10 0.72-0.73 0.19 0.08-0.07 

G-rock 0.70-0.73 0.18-0.19 0.12-0.07 

Model 2 

T1 = 250°K GI- 4 3.5 0.56-0.60 0.15-0. 16 0.001 0.29-0.24 

X.,= 0.5 
rock-ice-I 4.5 0.58-0.62 0.15-0.16 0.27-0.22 

(Jupiter) Gil- 2 4 0.57-0.64 0.15-0.16 0.006 0.28-0.23 
rock-ice-II 5 0.58-0.62 0.15-0.16 0.26-0.21 

GIV-rock 3 8 0.60-0.64 0.16-0.17 0.014 0.23-0.18 
10 0.61-0.64 0.16-0.17 0.22-0.18 

G-rock 0.56-0.64 0.15-0.17 0.29-0.18 
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Core Models from Rock-Ice Material 

Chemically homogeneous core models were calculated for rock-ice I, 
rock-ice II, rock-ice Ill, and rock. It is quite possible that the core material 
is differentiated: separate layers of rock component and ice, iron compounds 
(or free iron) and silicates, and silicates and ice. Core parameters and abun
dances of the elements comprising the core are obtained on the basis of uni
form core models which should be close to the corresponding values for non-
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cores as a function of average atomic weight A for the core material. The value of y varies 
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Fig. I 0. Pressure at the center of Jupiter (I) and Saturn (2) as a function of mean core atomic 
weight A, for various values of y (adiabat I). 

uniform models. In differentiated core models, p and T in the center of the 
planet (p0 and T0 ) are higher than for the uniform core because of the steep 
behavior of p(/3) in rock material. Various versions of iron compounds in 
the cores of Jupiter and Saturn can be realized, depending upon the tempera
ture of the protoplanetary cloud in the regions of these planets and on the 
character of processes of condensation in the cloud (Makalkin 1974). How
ever, core models depend little on the chosen version for iron: (I) FeS + 
FeO; (2) FeO; (3) Fe. 

Results for the rock-ice cores in Model I (T, = 140°K) are shown in 
Figs. 9 and I 0. The core parameters are the dimensionless radius f3c and 
mass qc, and also the pressure at the core boundary and at the center of the 
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Fig. I I. Abundance of free hydrogen in envelope X, and the dimensionless core mass and 
radius q,. and /3,., as functions of boundary temperature T,. The shaded regions correspond 
to changing the core composition from rock-ice-I (upper boundary) to rock-ice-Ill for Saturn. 
and from rock-ice-II to rock-ice for Jupiter. 

planet as a function of the average atomic weight A for rock-ice mixtures. 
For each mixture the adiabat was calculated using a Griineisen parameter 
-y = 0.5 and -y = I, where -y = I is the more likely. Figure 10 shows that in 
the case of a rock core, the pressure at the center of Saturn is greater than 
JOO Mbar, as it is for Jupiter. 

Figure 11 shows the mass and core dimensions as a function of the bound
ary temperature T 1• The temperature extremes correspond to Models I II 
and I for Saturn and Models I and II for Jupiter. The shaded areas corre
spond to various core compositions from rock-ice I to rock-ice III for Saturn 
and from rock-ice II to rock for Jupiter (for -y = 1 ). In order to show the rela
tionship between the mass of the core and the chemical composition of the 
envelope, the same diagram shows the hydrogen abundance in the envelope 
X for pure hydrogen-helium models. 

Structure of Jupiter and Saturn and p-T Conditions in Their Interior 

Table III gives the pressure p, density p, temperature T and dimension
less mass q at four important layers: 1) at the cloud level (p 1 = I bar), 
2) at the level of hydrogen metallization, 3) at the boundary of the rock-ice 
core and the envelope, and 4) at the center of the planet. Results are given 
for various possible envelope models and core compositions. At levels 2 and 
3 we give two densities separated by a semi-colon. These refer to the densities 
above and below the given layer since at this layer there is a discontinuity 
in the density. Two values for the temperature at the center are given corre-
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TABLE Ill 
Interior Characteristics at Selected Levels 

Model No. Level No. /3 p(Mbar) p(g cm-'1) T(l0'1°K) q 

JUPITER 

l(T, = 140°K) 1 1 10-6 2.02 X 10-4 0.14 I 
2 0.765 3 1.12; 1.22 9.5 0.766 

rock-ice I I core 3 0.15 42 4.4; 13 18.5 0.037 
4 0 76 16 21-23 0 

l; rock core 3 0.12 47 4.7; 20 19 (l.030 
4 0 110 28 23-27 0 

I '(y = 0.9); 3 0.19 38 3.8; 13 26 0.06 
rock-ice II core 4 () 110 20 30-34 0 

2(T1 = 250°K). I 10-6 1.27 X 10-4 0.250 I 
no core 2 0.76 3 1.16; 1.28 14 0.76 

SATURN 

I (T1 = 140°K) I I 10-6 2.02 X 10-4 0.14 I 
2 0.465 3 1.12; 1.22 9.5 0.427 

rock-ice II core 3 0.27 8 1.9; 6.6 12 0.26 
4 0 46 13 17-25 0 

I; rock-ice I 3 0.3 6.6 1.7; 5.1 11.7 0.28 
core 4 0 34 10 16-22 0 

I; rock core 3 0.21 12 2.3; 11 13.5 0.23 
4 0 110 28 21-36 0 

3(T, = 90°K) I I 10-6 2.64 X I0-4 0 .09 I 
2 0.448 3 1.0; I. I 6 0.44 

rock-ice II core 3 0.30 7 1.9; 5.2 7.5 0.33 
4 0 50 12 11.2-16 0 

3: rock-ice I 3 0.33 5.5 1.3; 4.9 7 0.35 
core 4 () 38 11 10.5-15 0 

sponding to Grtineisen parameters y = 0.5 and y = I. The central tempera-
ture T0 for various Saturn models differs by a larger amount (from I 0,000-
36,000°) than for Jupiter models (20,000-30,000°). Note that in Model I 
with a rock core where y = I, the temperature T 0 at the center of Saturn is 
greater than it is for Jupiter by 8000 or 9000 degrees (for equal values of 
p 0 ) because of the large dimensions of the region with a steep adiabat. For 
rock cores with y = 0.5, T0 is similar for both planets. 

Model I (T1 = 140°K) for Jupiter and Saturn is given in Table IV. For 
this model, the core consists of rock-ice II for both planets. The gravitational 
fields coefficients 12 , 14 , and 1 11 have been calculated using the methods of 
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TABLE IV 
Interior Models for Jupiter and Saturn 

/3 p(Mbar) p(g cm-'1) g(m sec- 1) q 

JUPITER 

0 78 16.5 0 0 
0.055 72 16.4 17.9 0.0021 
0.095 62 I 5.2 29.6 0.0104 
0.146 43.6 13.2 41.8 0.0347 
0.150 42.3 13.0 42.5 0.0369 

0.150 42.3 4.45 42.5 0.0369 
0.193 37.4 4.18 34.2 0.0495 
0.241 33.0 3.90 31.5 0.071 
0.291 29.1 3.64 30.7 0. 101 
0.337 25.6 3.40 31.1 0.137 
0.385 22. I 3.16 32.0 0.184 
0.443 18.2 2.86 33.1 0.252 
0.490 15.3 2.61 33.9 0.316 
0.541 12.3 2.33 34.5 0.392 
0.588 9.89 2.08 34.9 0.467 
0.641 7.43 1.82 34.9 0.556 
0.690 5.46 1.59 34.7 0.639 
0.732 3.98 I .38 34.3 0.712 
0.765 3.00 1.22 33.8 0.766 

0.765 3.00 1.121 33.8 0.766 
0.800 2. 18 0.953 32.9 0.816 
0.850 1.26 0.738 31.5 0.881 
0.874 0.910 0.644 30.7 0.910 
0.899 0.602 0.559 29.9 0.937 
0.919 0.397 0.479 29.2 0.957 
0.938 0.238 0.390 28.5 0.973 
0.959 0.108 0.291 27.7 0.987 
0.968 0.0610 0.233 27.3 0.992 
0.976 0.0331 0.176 27.0 0.996 
0.988 0.00611 0.075 I 26.4 0.9992 
0.9917 0.00223 0.0430 26.2 0.9997 
0.9953 0.00028 0.0114 26.0 0.99996 
1.0 0.000001 0.00020 25.8 1.0 

Zharkov et al. (1973). The response functions A(n) which were introduced 
in this paper allow one to estimate the values of the higher gravitational 
moments 18 and 1 10 . The values of the gravitational moments and the mo-
ments of inertia are given in Table V and they correspond to observed values 
for Jupiter (Klepczinski et al. 1971; Hubbard and Van Flandern 1972; Carr 
1971) and for Saturn (Klepczinski et al. 1971; Dollfus 1970; Brouwer and 
Clemence 1961). In Table VI we give the changed values of the abundances 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
Interior Models f<Jr Jupiter and Saturn 

/3 p(Mbar) p(g cm-'1) g(m sec-1) q 

SATURN 

0 48 13.5 0 0 
0.055 45 13.4 12 0.0032 
0.091 41 12.9 19.5 0.0143 
0.147 31.5 11.5 29.3 0.0556 
0.198 21.1 9.89 36.2 0.125 
0.247 11.6 7.76 40.2 0.216 
0.267 8.12 6.78 40.9 0.257 

0.267 8.12 1.89 40.9 0.257 
0.298 6.91 1.76 35.4 0.276 
0.338 5.63 1.6 I 30.3 0.306 
0.388 4.41 1.45 26.3 0.348 
0.445 3.32 1.28 23.2 0.406 
0.465 3.00 1.22 22.4 0.427 

0.465 3.00 1.121 22.4 0.427 
0.500 2.54 1.030 21.1 0.465 
0.549 1.99 0.910 19.6 0.521 
0.599 1.54 0.804 18.4 0.581 
0.650 1.16 0.710 17.3 0.644 
0.699 0.849 0.626 16.5 0.708 
0.749 0.588 0.554 15.7 0.774 
0.799 0.374 0.468 14.9 0.839 
0.848 0.210 0.371 14.2 0.899 
0.873 0.145 0.326 13.8 0.926 
0.899 0.0890 0.270 13.4 0.952 
0.917 0.0564 0.225 13.1 0.968 
0.934 0.0331 0.176 12.8 0.981 
0.960 0.00964 0.0946 12.2 0.994 
0.969 0.00470 0.0644 12.0 0.997 
0.979 0.00171 0.0368 I 1.8 0.9989 
0.9864 0.000471 0.0163 I I. 7 0.9997 
0.9919 0.000111 0.00604 11.5 0.99992 
0.9958 0.000023 0.00199 11.4 0.99998 
1.0 0.000001 0.00020 11.3 1.0 

in the envelope and the corresponding parameters of the gravitational field 
for the average density of Jupiter using the results of Dollfus (1970) and the 
rotation period of Saturn of Dollfus ( 1963 ). From Table VI we see that the 
new value of the average density of Jupiter leads to a reduction of X in the 
envelope by -0.03. Increasing the period of rotation of Saturn leads to a 
reduction of X in the envelope of -0.03 and to a reduction of 14 which im-
proves the agreement of the calculated value with that observed. 
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TABLE VI 
Corrected value of X in the envelope and gravitational moments 

upon changing observational data, 
for phenomenological Model I of Jupiter and Saturn 

Planet 

JUPITER 

SATURN 

1.357 

0.703 

r(hr) 

9.92 

10.63 

X 

0.65 

0.65 

14.7 

16.6 

Chemical Composition and Cosmogonical Conclusions 

-6.2 

-10.6 

4.0 

11 

165 

In Table VII we give the abundance of free hydrogen, helium, and rock
ice component for the planet as a whole: Xv, Y" and Zrock-ice· They are deter
mined by using the formulas X 1, = X(l - qc), Yv = Y(l - qc), Z,.,,,.1,-ice = Z2 
( I - qc) + q, .. The abundance of Z 1, for the gas component is not included in 
the table, because it is negligible. The three entries at each position in Table 
VII refer to the different chemical composition version (left to right): GI
rock-ice I, GIi-rock-ice II, GIV-rock. Composition III differs negligibly 
from that of version I I. 

In Table VII note that the ratio of rock-ice mass in Jupiter to that in 
Saturn is about 1.0-1.2 for models of Type II with T 1 = 140°K. When T1 = 

190°K for Jupiter and 140°K for Saturn, this ratio increases to 1.2-1.5. We 
assume that all or almost all of the condensate which was present in the zone 
of formation of a given planet was accumulated into the planet. Then one 
may use the estimates of the rock-ice mass in Jupiter and Saturn to derive 
the corresponding mass in the zones of the protoplanetary clouds. 

In models of Type I, the rock-ice mass in Jupiter relative to Saturn is 
about 0.5-0.15. This could be interpreted as being caused by different tem
perature conditions in the zone of accumulation during the formation of 
these planets. 

From a knowledge of the rock-ice abundance one may estimate the mini
mum mass of the protoplanetary cloud in the zone of formation. The mass of 
all of the material in the zone relative to the mass of the planet is given by 
Mzl M = (Zrork-icel Zrock-i,.,,°), where Z,wk-ice° is the assumed rock-ice abun
dance, in the protoplanetary cloud, assumed identical with solar abundance 
in percentage, taken from Table I. The mass lost from the zone will be equal 
to Mzl M-1. The mass of gas which is dissipated from Jupiter's zone differs 
considerably for various models. For Saturn, this quantity is between I 5 
and 24 planetary masses for models with rock-ice I to rock-ice I I I type cores. 

Gravitational Field of Jupiter 

Referring to Fig. 8 and Table V, one may conclude that within the limits 
of error the model for Jupiter should lie between Curves I (T1 = 140°K) 
and 2 (T1 = 250°K), and that a good estimate would be T1 - 200°K. Param-
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eters for this model can easily be obtained by interpolating the numbers 
given for Models I and 2 in the tables. Clearly, a measurement of 16 for Jupi
ter to two significant figures would be a decisive gravitational experiment. 
This would allow one to precisely define the temperature T 1 and the corre
sponding adiabatic model. 

III. FIGURE AND GRAVITATIONAL FIELD 

The theory of figures of self-gravitating bodies in a state of hydrostatic 
equilibrium is applicable to the liquid bodies of the giant planets. The prob
lem reduces to finding the equations of the equipotential (level) surfaces of 
the body, r = r(fJ), as determined from the condition 

U(r, 0) = V(r, 8) + Q(r, 0) = const (26) 

where U, V and Q are the total, gravitational and centrifugal potentials 
respectively 

V = G p(r'L d:'r' 
Ir- r'I 

Q w2 ., .. , (J = 2 r sm- . 
(27) 

In this chapter we limit the discussion to equilibrium figures which dif
fer only slightly from spheres; we shall call such figures spheroids. In this 
approach we develop the theory in powers of a small parameter which de
pends on the departure from spherical symmetry. For this purpose one may 
use q, the ratio of the equatorial centrifugal acceleration to the gravitational 
acceleration, at least in first approximation (see the chapter by Hubbard and 
Slattery, p. 178). In our theory, it is more convenient to use the parameter m. 
These quantities are defined by 

q = w2a1:i;cM 
(28) 

m = (S1fa1Y1q = 3w2 /(41rGp) 

where Mis the mass, pis the average density of the body, a 1 is the equatorial 
radius of the body and S 1 is its average radius. In first approximation, q and 
mare equivalent. It is also useful to define the flattening or oblateness of the 
body, e1 = (a1 - b1)/a 1, where b1 is the polar radius. The oblateness e, and 
the parameters q and m are all of first order in smallness. 

The first-order theory of equilibrium figures of nonuniform planets was 
originated by Clairaut in 1743. Clairaut derived an integro-differential equa
tion for the oblateness of level surfaces as a function of depth. In this ap
proximation, where terms of order e2 are discarded, the level surfaces are all 
ellipsoids of revolution. 

Laplace addressed the problem of finding the equation for an equilibrium 
spheroid in terms of powers of q. For this, Legendre and Laplace separated 
the potential V into a sum of potentials produced by material exterior and 
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interior, respectively, to a level surface passing through a given point. They 
then expanded the quantity Ir - r' 1-1 , which appears in Eq. (27), in a series 
of Legendre polynomials. This procedure has been repeatedly criticized since 
the expansion actually diverges in a small region between the sphere and the 
level surface passing through the point (Appell 1911 ). 

Darwin ( 1899) derived a system of two integro-differential equations for 
the functions e and k, where k characterizes the second-order departure of 
the spheroid from an ellipsoid. Darwin used an artificial technique in his 
derivation which is still essentially equivalent to the Legendre-Laplace tech
nique. The second-approximation theory of figures is discussed in detail in a 
paper by DeMarcus (1958) and in Kopal's (1960) book. 

In 1903, Lyapunov derived a rigorous method for solving the Clairaut
Laplace problem without resorting to the Legendre expansion. In place of 
the variables r and 0, Lyapunov introduced the variables s and 0 and ex
panded the potential in a convergent Taylor series in terms of powers of an 
auxiliary parameter. In this way, he proved the existence of solutions and 
produced a technique which in principle allows one to solve for figures with 
arbitrary accuracy. Although Lyapunov's approach is less convenient for 
practical calculations, one may show (Trubitsyn l 972b) that the respective 
expansions of Laplace and Lyapunov turn out to be equivalent. This shows 
that the Legendre polynomial expansion, which diverges in a small region, 
becomes convergent after integration, and corresponds precisely to an ex
pansion in powers of the small parameter m. 

For current study of the giant planets it is necessary to carry the theory 
to still higher order. Lanzano ( 1962) obtained a third-order expression for 
the potential but did not explicitly calculate the coefficients. Zharkov and 
Trubitsyn ( 1969, 1970) and Zharkov et al. ( 1972, 1973) derived a third-order 
theory and a corresponding numerical computation scheme, tested it with 
simple analytic models, and used it for analyses of the gravitational fields of 
the giant planets. As discussed elsewhere in this volume (p. 000), Hubbard 
et al. (1975) have developed a fourth-order technique which does not use 
level surfaces. Kapa! (1973), and Kapa! and Mahanta (1974) have indepen
dently derived third and fourth-order schemes, but without generating ex
plicit solutions. Ostriker and Mark ( 1968) derived yet another scheme for 
astrophysical applications which does not use perturbation theory at all. 

For a planet in hydrostatic equilibrium, the interior density distribution 
can be expressed as a one-dimensional array of the values of the density on 
level surfaces, as characterized by some index, e.g., their average radius s. 
At the same time, the external gravity field is expressed in terms of a one
dimensional array of coefficients in a Legendre expansion. Thus one may 
pose the inverse problem of determining the density distribution for a plan
et in hydrostatic equilibrium from a knowledge of its external gravity field 
(Zharkov and Trubitsyn l 974b; Hubbard 1974). Alternatively (and more 
straightforwardly), one may test a given interior model by calculating its ex
ternal gravity field and comparing it with observations. 
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Expansion of the Gravitational Potential 
and Equations for Level Surfaces 

We express the gravitational potential V(r, 0) within the planet as 

V(r, 0) = ~ f [r-"D,, + r" + 1D,,']p,,(t) 
n = o 

t = cos 0 

D,, = J p(r', t')r'"p,,(t')dlr' 
l 
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(29) 

where we have used the expansion of Ir - r' 1-1 in Legendre polynomials, 
and volumes I and 2 are interior and exterior respectively to a level surface 
passing through (r, 0). Questions of the convergence of this expansion were 
discussed in the previous section. The quantities D,, and D,,' are multipole 
moments of the interior and exterior mass distributions, respectively. 

We now transform from the variables r, t to the new variables t', t, where 
t' is a generalized radius and is constant for a given level surface, e.g., its 
polar, equatorial, or average radius. Then (Trubitsyn I 972b; Kopal 1973) 

s I 

21T J , , J dr" + a 
D,,(t') = n + 3 dt p(t' ) p,,(t) ci7' dt 

0 -j 

,;;1 I 

D,,'(l)=/::.nf dt''p(l')f p,,(t)d:t'~ndt, (nc,ic2) (30) 
s -1 

s1 t 

D/(t') = 21r J dt''p(t'') J p,,(t)t' n r dt. 
s -I 

Next, we expand 

r(0) = 1:[ I + f l'i,,V))P2it)] 
n = o 

(31) 

for a given level surface. In general, 1"0 - m and t'2 - m"(n c,ic 0). In our 
work, we use t' = s, the average radius, defined by 

(32) 
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i.e., sis the radius of a sphere with volume equal to that enclosed within the 
level surface. 

Writing 

r(lJ) = s[ 1 + f s2nCs)P2n<t)] 
n=O 

(33) 

and substituting in Eq. (32), we find 

I 

2 = f [ 1 + f S 2nP2n(t) ]3dt 
-I n = 0 

(34) 

i.e., the s2n are not all independent. 
Next, we substitute expansion (34) in Eq. (29) and (26), expand in powers 

of m, and retain all terms up to the given level of approximation n. We group 
coefficients of a given Legendre polynomial in the form 

n 

U(s, 8) = L A2k(s)P2k(t). 
k=O 

Now on a level surface, U(s, 8) = U(s) by definition. So 

A 2is) = 0 (k = 1, 2, ... , n) 

and 

A 0(s) = U(s). 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

Equations (36) and (3 7) are a system of equations which determine the figure 
of the planet. The system is solved self-consistently in that the t'2n(t') are 
determined by the Dn(t') and Dn'(t'). Once the solution has been found, the 
gravitational moments are obtained from 

(38) 

where t' 1 refers to the outside level surface of the planet. From the structure 
of the governing equations, it turns out that J2n ~ mn, so that a third order 
theory (~ m 3) is sufficient to calculate J2 to third order, J4 to second order, 
and J6 to first order. At present, a general theory has been developed by 
Zharkov and Trubitsyn (1969, 1970, 1975) to order m5 , and numerous plane
tary models have been calculated. 

Table VIII gives results of a fifth-order calculation for the linear density 
model. 

Estimate of Higher Moments by Extrapolation 

The equations of figure for a variety of mathematical and realistic giant
planet models have been solved to third and fifth approximation. As we have 
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TABLE VIII 
Gravitational Moments of Jupiter and Saturna 

Approx. 12 X 10-2 -]4 X I0-4 16 X 10-5 -J8 X I0-6 1 10 X I0- 7 

Jupiter, 1.45 
m = 0.0830 2 1.476 5.64 
p = PcO - s/s,) 3 1.4806 5.884 3.53 

4 1.48055 5.935 3.464 2.78 
5 1.48055 5.935 3.504 2.52 2.4 

Model of Zharkov, I 1.45 
Makalkin and 2 1.473 5.62 
Trubitsyn (1974) 3 1.4782 5.857 3.51 

4 1.47820 5.908 3.443 2.76 
5 1.47819 5.908 3.483 2.41 2.4 

Model of Zharkov, 1.62 
M akalkin and 2 1.654 10.0 
Trubitsyn (1974) 3 1.6653 10.66 10.4 
Saturn, 4 1.66466 10.881 10.25 13.8 
m = 0.143 5 1.66454 10.881 10.58 12.07 2.0 

acalculated by Yefimov. Zharkov, Makalkin, and Trubitsyn using theory 
of Zharkov and Trubitsyn (197 5). 

noted, the leading contribution to the moment 1 2n is of order mn. Thus one 
may define a function of index n: 

(39) 

(Note that our definition of the quantities A2 n differs slightly from that in the 
chapter by Hubbard and Slattery, p. 183.) The A2n are smooth functions of 
n and thus may be easily extrapolated to higher n. Comparison of subse
quent fifth-order calculations with an earlier estimate of A2n by extrapola
tion of third-order results indicates that estimating higher moments through 
this technique gives good results (Zharkov et al. 1972). 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have summarized the basic physical considerations which are used to 
construct models of Jupiter. Presently available equations of state, together 
with a high-order theory of figures, allow us to place useful limits on the rela
tive abundances of elements in Jupiter's deep interior. We have also shown 
that the models are consistent with the present thermal state of Jupiter. Fur
ther progress is likely to result from improved measurements of the funda
mental boundary conditions on interior models, in particular from accurate 
measurement of the high-order gravity field components. 
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INTERIOR STRUCTURE OF JUPITER: 
THEORY OF GRAVITY SOUNDING 

W. B. HUBBARD and W. L. SLATTERY 
University of Arizona 

Using relatively simple interior models and a fourth-order theory of figures, we find 
that there are basically two extremes of interior structure which agree with current grav
ity data. One extreme is a "solar" composition envelope with 10-15 Earth masses of 
heavv material in a core; the other extreme has nearly uniform "solar" composition but 
with an additional - 30 Earth masses of heavy material distributed essentially uniformly; 
thus Jupiter is not of "solar" composition. We show how additional gravity data and 
improvement in knowledge of the molecular hydrogen equation of state will permit a 
significant reduction in the number of possible models. 

As a result of the close encounter of the Pioneer I I spacecraft with J upi
ter in 1974, the harmonic components of the Jovian gravity field have now 
been determined to a level of accuracy of about I 0~0 (Null et al. 197 5 ). 1 It 
is hoped that the same spacecraft will survive until the time of a grazing 
encounter with Saturn in 1979, when even more detailed gravity data for 
Saturn should result. 

The theory of the interpretation of such gravitational data has barely 
kept pace with the new data, and indeed, the scientific community now finds 
itself in the position of planning future planetary missions without an ade
quate understanding of the information contained in gravitational data. The 
purpose of this chapter is to provide a current, but possibly not yet ex
haustive, assessment of the constraints which are placed upon Jovian models 
by the data of Null et al., and to provide a basis for evaluating the utility 
of still more detailed gravity data. 

The first point which we must understand is that the gravitational po
tential of a giant planet such as Jupiter differs quite fundamentally from the 
potential of a terrestrial planet such as the earth. To consider this point, 

'Seep. 116. 
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we will now define a number of dimensionless parameters which will be 
used repeatedly in subsequent discussion. 

The external gravitational potential of a planet can be fully represented 
by the harmonic expansion 

GM l ~ / e ) V.<1 = ~,.- 1 - L, (a r) }e/ I'(µ) 
{'=2 

+ f f (a/r(Pe'"(µ)(Ct111Cosm<J>+St 111 sinm<M) (1) 
t=2m=I 

where G is the gravitational constant, M is the total mass of the planet, a is 
the equatorial radius (or some other standard radius), r is the distance from 
the center of mass of the planet, Pe are the Legendre polynomials and Pe111 

are the associated Legendre polynomials, µ, is the cosine of the colatitude 
measured from the rotation axis, and <p is the longitude measured from some 
standard meridian. The gravitational "shape" of the planet is characterized 
by the dimensionless numbers J;, (the zonal harmonics) and by Ce111 and Se,,, 
(the tesseral harmonics). It is easy to show that the gravitational harmonics 
are related to the mass-density distribution p (r, µ,, <p) in the planet: 

M </le= - f d 1r I' p(r, µ,, <p) Pe (µ,) (2) 

M ec _2({'-m)!fdl _f' ( ,!,.)Pm() ,!,. (3) a em - ({) + m)! r r pr,µ,, 'I-' e µ, cos m'¥ 

and 

F5 - 2({ - m)! I di I' ( ,i,.) pm( ) . ,i,. Mar,,,,- (l+m)! rr pr,µ,,'!-' e µ, smm'I-' (4) 

where <Pr is an increment of volume in spherical polar coordinates, and the 
integration is carried out over O ~ r ~ a, - I ~ µ, ~ 1, and O ~ <p ~ 21r. 
Equations (2), (3). and (4) show that a given gravitational harmonic of index 
t', m is produced only by the corresponding density component projected on 
the spherical harmonic Yem. As the density component (t', m) becomes 
larger in absolute value, i.e., as the planet deviates more from spherical 
symmetry, the corresponding gravitational harmonic increases in absolute 
value. Note also that the larger the value oft', the more the contribution to 
the harmonic is weighted toward the surface of the planet. Because Eqs. (2), 
(3), and (4) measure the angular dependence of the density distribution as 
well as the radial dependence, they alone cannot give any information about 
the possible radial density variations. 

Each of the gravity harmonic coefficients in Expansion ( 1) represents a 
contribution to the planet's gravity potential from: (a) response to a perturb-
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ing potential, and (b) intrinsic distortion due to departure from hydrostatic 
equilibrium. It is clear that even if we are dealing with a perfectly fluid planet 
which will precisely assume a figure of equilibrium in some external po
tential, some of the gravity harmonics will be finite if the perturbing potential 
is not spherically symmetric. 

In the case of the major planets and the earth and Mars, the most im por
tant perturbation to the gravity potential is the rotation potential of the planet. 
For uniform rotation, this perturbation can be expressed as 

(5) 

where w is the angular rotation velocity. and the z-axis is assumed to coin
cide with the rotation axis. At the equator (µ, = 0 and r = a), we have 

Q 1 ., ., 1 GM/ =-w-a- = -q J a 
2 2 

(6) 

where the dimensionless parameter 

q = w2a3 /GM (7) 

is a measure of the importance of the rotation potential with respect to the 
unperturbed gravitational potential of the planet. 

The perturbing potential Q has certain symmetry properties which are 
important for understanding the gravity field of a rotating planet in hydro
static equilibrium. Note that Q is (a) axially symmetric (no cp-dependence), 
and (b) invariant with respect to change of sign ofµ,. In hydrostatic equilib
rium, surfaces of constant potential and constant density coincide, and as 
long as q << I, the planet's gravity field should have the same symmetry 
properties as Q, i.e., it should have tesseral harmonics and odd zonai har
monics equal to zero. Moreover, in hydrostatic equilibrium, it is possible to 
express the even zonal harmonics as a power series in q, in the form 

X 

J _ ~ f3 t+11 2t - L., ,,eq (8) 
n=O 

where the {3,,e are dimensionless response coefficients which depend on the 
pressure-density equation of the planet. The basic problem of gravity sound
ing is to invert the {3,,e to obtain a pressure-density relation. 

We are now in a position to qualitatively understand the difference be
tween the gravity field of the earth and Jupiter. For the earth, q is about 10-3 

and we would expect, since {301 - I for plausible models, 12 - q. This is in 
fact true; the quadrupole component of the geopotential is of order q, domi
nates the other gravity harmonics, and is very close to the value expected in 
hydrostatic equilibrium. Using Eq. (8) with t' = 2, we would then expect 
that the terrestrial 14 would be - 10-6 • The earth's 14 is indeed of this order, 
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but it is even smaller than la, which we know to be a non-hydrostatic term. 
Many of the earth's tesseral harmonics are also of order I o-6 (Gaposchkin 
1974), and so we conclude that /301 is the only equilibrium response coeffi
cient which we can reliably estimate for the earth and relate to an equation 
of state. This conclusion holds even though the terms in the earth's potential 
have now been determined to a very high degree, and to a precision better 
than 10-10 (Gaposchkin 1974). 

In contrast, Jupiter's potential has only been measured to a precision of 
about 10-5 (Anderson et al. I 974b; Null et al. I 975),2 but the measured 
terms clearly show the dominance of the equilibrium response to Q. For 
Jupiter, q is almost 10-1 , which makes it possible to measure the response 
coefficients in Eq. (8) to a much higher order than for the earth. As expected, 
one observes 12 - q, 14 - q2 , 16 - q:i, and the remaining gravity harmonics 
are zero to within the precision of the measurement. As we shall see below, 
the information contained in the observed gravity harmonics supports the 
hypothesis that Jupiter is a liquid body, and that the limiting level of nonhy
drostatic terms in the potential may not be reached until a very high order in q. 

The foregoing discussion makes it clear why gravity sounding has not 
been carried to high order until very recently. As long as one's perspective is 
limited to the terrestrial planets, there is no point in calculating beyond first 
or at most second order in q. 

I. THE DIRECT PROBLEM 

Computational Techniques 

It is clear that one cannot address the inverse problem until one can solve 
the direct problem, i.e., calculate the f3ne of Eq. (8) for a given pressure
density relation. We proceed as follows. Let us suppose that we have availa
ble a pressure-density relation 

p = P(p) (9) 

where P is the total pressure. The equation of hydrostatic equilibrium relates 
the density and pressure to the total (gravitational and rotational) potential: 

p- 1dP = dV. 

Integrating Eq. ( IO) once, we obtain 

"See p. 120. 

Y( ) = V - V = JP. dP dp' 
!,, P ·• dp' p' 

Ps 

(I 0) 

( I I) 
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where Ps and V8 are evaluated at the planet's surface. We assume that ~(p) is 
a known function. Next, we calculate the total potential by direct integration: 

V = V8 + ~(p) = Q + G jcPr' Ji'~;,( (12) 

The solution to Eq. ( 12) can then be used to find the angular and radial de
pendence of the density, and thus, via Eq. (2), the zonal harmonics. Despite 
its simplicity, Eq. (12) is very difficult to solve in generality. The obvious 
approach is to use perturbation analysis; express the potential in units of 
GM/a. Then 

aV/GM = t/;=½qx2 [l - P2 (µ)] + 

l l 

J d 'J 41rx' 2dx' p (x'. µ') Ix - x'l- 1 
µ <p> ~ ~ 

- l 0 

(13) 

where x = r/ a and < p > = 3M I 4m,:i. The dimensionless function i:µ, which 
is of order unity, is related top/< p > through the equation of state, Eq. (9), 
and the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium, Eq. ( 11 ). Since q is assumed to 
be a small quantity, we may solve Eq. ( 13) by successive approximations, 
first with q = 0 to generate a spherical non-rotating model, and then using 
the previous density distribution to include a higher power of q in the next 
approximation. In this way, a perturbation expansion such as Eq. (8) arises 
naturally. 

We have two alternative procedures for implementing the perturbation 
technique. The older theory involves the introduction of level surfaces. A 
level surface is a surface of constant potential-and, by Eqs. (9) and (l 0), 
of constant density and pressure- whose equation can be expressed in the 
form 

( 14) 

where s is a parameter which corresponds to the mean radius of the level 
surface. For a suitable choice of definition of s. the coefficients s2f (s) can 
be shown to fall in an ascending order in q (Zharkov et al. 1971).3 We assume 
that p (s) is a known function. Thus t/; is a known function of s. The variable 
r is eliminated through Eq. (14), and Eq. (13) is then decomposed into a 
system of integral equations for the parameters s2e (s), which are calculated 
in ascending orders in q. This procedure has been carried to order q3 by 
Zharkov et al. (1972),4 and some steps to extend the theory to q 4 have been 
taken by Ko pal and Mahan ta (197 4). 

"Seep. 169. 'Seep. 168. 
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A newer theory for solving Eq. (13) has been introduced by Hubbard 
et al. (1975). Instead of introducing level surfaces, we retain the spherical 
polar coordinates in Eq. ( 13). The density is expanded in multi pole com
ponents: 

X 

p = L P'll! (r) P'll! (µ,) . 
t=O 

(15) 

After IL - I.' 1-1 and ~(p) have been similarly decomposed into multipole com
ponents, Eq. ( 13) can be solved in ascending powers of q by noting that p2e -

qe. The method of Hubbard et al. (1975) has been used to generate solutions 
to order q4 , which we will discuss below. 

Scaled Maclaurin Spheroids 

Before we discuss solutions for the gravity field of a rotating body with 
an arbitrary pressure-density relation, it is instructive to consider a special 
model which exhibits some of the properties of more general models. Con
sider a planet with a small, high-density core of mass M,., overlain with a 
uniform envelope of constant density p and equatorial radius a. Above the 
envelope there is a massless atmosphere of mean thickness d. The core is 
assumed to be sufficiently small and dense that it remains undistorted by the 
rotation. Under these assumptions, only the t' = 0 term of Eq. ( 15) enters 
the problem, and the multi poles of the gravity field are produced entirely by 
the shell integrals (defined by Hubbard 1974) of the envelope. 

First, assuming d = 0, and evaluating Eq. (2) directly, we obtain 

Ma2l2 = - 4; ass2p ( 16) 

to first order in q, where s2 is a coefficient of expansion (Eq. (14)], evaluated 
at the surface of the envelope. We can solve V" + Q = const evaluated on the 
surface, to find 

to first order in q. Now, since the mass of the envelope is given by 

M - 41T 3 
,,-3ap 

to lowest order in q, we obtain 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

where o = Mel M. For 8 = 1, we obtain J 2 = t q, the usual first-order result 
for a Maclaurin spheroid. 
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Equation ( 19) illustrates a characteristic feature of the theory of figures. 
We are considering a model which is a superposition of a Maclaurin spheroid 
(p = const) and a Roche model (a point-mass core and a massless envelope). 
The linear response coefficient which we have calculated, 

(20) 

reduces to the proper limit for o = 0 and o = l, but it is in no way a linear 
combination of the response coefficients for the two models. The reason for 
this is that the perturbation which excites the response includes a contribu
tion from the response; i.e., the problem must be solved self-consistently. 

We can scale the solution (20) for the case of a massless atmosphere by 
noting that solution (19) still holds, but for a different q. The q which applies 
to the surface of the envelope is 

qe= q (a: dr (21) 

where q is the rotation parameter defined for the top of the atmosphere. 
Thus, in this case we obtain 

¼ o ( a ) 5 

/3oi = I - ¾ o a + d . (22) 

The lowest-order hexadecapole response coefficient can be calculated in 
an entirely analogous manner. Ford= 0, we obtain 

Ma4J = - 41r a7(s + 54 s z)p 
4 9 4 35 2 

(23) 

and after carrying out a self-consistent solution, we get 

- 0 ( 4 - 2o) ( a ) 10 

1302 = 3 5 (1 - t o) (1 - ¾ o) 2 a + d 
(24) 

valid for any d. For d = 0, o = l, we get {302 = - 15 /28, the result for a 
Maclaurin spheroid. 

It is possible to derive similar expressions for higher-order response co
efficients, which we shall not exhibit here. Equations (22), (24), and the 
analogous higher-order expression permit us to conveniently map out the 
range of variation of the multipole response coefficients in terms of the di
mensionless ratios o and d/ a. 

II. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 

Observational Data 

This section of the chapter concerns itself with the interpretation of cur
rently available gravity data for Jupiter. We wish to explore the range of 
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interior models which satisfy these data, and to find the properties which 
they have in common. 

The best available values for the zonal harmonics of Jupiter are obtained 
from the Pioneer 11 encounter (Null et al. 1975).5 For interpretation of the 
gravity data, we also need the rotation parameter q, the mass, and the equa
torial radius a. The equatorial radius is taken to be the equatorial radius of 
the level surface at one bar pressure, and the rotation period is the radio rota
tion period of Jupiter, 9h55'!15. Finally, we define the general response co
efficients: 

00 

Aze = IJzel/ qe = I ~ f3neq"I = l/3oel. (25) 
n=O 

The general response coefficients, which were first introduced by Zharkov et 
al. (1972),6 are convenient for relating observed multipole gravity terms to 
interior models, since they are independent of the size of the perturbation to 
lowest order. 

The data for Jupiter are summarized in Table I. 

TABLE I 
Jovian Parameters for Gravity Modeling 

a (km) 71,398 
M (g) l.901 X 1033 

q 0.0888 

12 .01475 ± .00005 
A2 .1661 ± .0006 
14 -5.8 X 10-4 ± .4 X IQ-4 

A4 .0735 ± .0050 
16 5 X 10-s ± 6 X 10-5 

A6 .072 ± .086 

The Pioneer IO values for the gravity harmonics (Anderson et al. 197 4b )7 

are consistent with the results of Pioneer 11, but with somewhat larger error 
bars for 14 , and 16 was not detected. Pioneer 10 found I Cd and IS22 I to be 
less than I o-6 , and Pioneer 11 placed a limit of 10-5 on IJ3 I, all consistent 
with hydrostatic equilibrium. 

Comparison with Models 

As is evident from Table I, J2 for Jupiter is now known to a few parts in a 
thousand, and J4 is known to within I Oo/r:. First we wish to know the possible 

'Seep. 116. 
"See also p. 171; note that their definition differs slightly from Eq. (25). 
7See p. 116. 
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range in 14 for plausible planetary models, and compare this with the present 
uncertainty in 14 • This will provide some estimate of the present utility of 
1 4 for constraining models. For this purpose, we adopt two limiting scaled 
Maclaurin spheroids. Model (1) has o = 0.555 and an envelope of constant 
density p = 0. 7 g cm-a which extends out to the surface (d = 0). Model (4) 
has no core (o = 1), an envelope of constant density p = 4 g cm-3 which has 
a radius of 48,000 km, and an "atmosphere" of zero density with d = 22,000 
km. These models probably bracket the range of 14 consistent with the ob
served 12 , in hydrostatic equilibrium. The response coefficients A,, are then 
estimated from Eqs. (22), (24) and from analogous expressions for {303 and 
{304 • The results are plotted in Fig. 1, together with observed values for Jupi
ter. We note that the Pioneer 11 value for A6 is still far too uncertain to 
constrain models, although the value is clearly consistent with hydrostatic 
equilibrium. Before the Pioneer measurements, Brouwer and Clemence 
( 1961) estimated A4 to be in the range 0.133 to 0.03 7, a result which excludes 
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Fig. I. Response coefficients for Jovian models. Open circle, Pioneer 10 measurement: closed 
circles, Pioneer 11 measurements: error bar ll'ithout circle, Pioneer 10 and 11 measurements 
of A2 • The dashed curves are scaled Maclaurin Models ( I) and (4), with the response coeffi
cients connected by a smooth line. The solid curve connects the response coefficients of a 
polytrope of index 0.95, Model (a). The density distribution as a function of radius is shown 
for each model, to scale. Models designated by letters have more realistic equations of state 
which are shown in Figs . .2 and 3. 
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no plausible model in hydrostatic equilibrium, as noted by De Marcus ( 1965). 
The Pioneer IO result for A4 reduced the range considerably but still left a 
large ensemble of possible models. With the Pioneer 11 value, we are now 
able to discriminate usefully between models; for example, De Marcus' 
(1958) model of Jupiter with a cold, solid hydrogen envelope and A4 = 0.085 
is finally ruled out. 

Since the Pioneer l I results are the most accurate available for Jupiter, 
we shall now concentrate our attention on the range of models that are con
sistent with these data. Because the scaled Maclaurin models depend on 
two parameters, we can simultaneously satisfy a constraint on i\ 2 and A4 • 

Maclaurin Models (2) and (3) bracket the uncertainty in .\4 ; Model (2) has 
o = 0.8, an envelope of p = I.95 g cm-:i, d = 11,000km, and Model (3) has 
o = 0.9, an envelope of p = 2.80 g cm-:i, d = 15,400km. Here we illustrate 
an important point: Models (2) and (3) are clearly inconsistent with any plau
sible equation of state, yet they are consistent with all available gravity data. 
However, Models (2) and (3) do bear a qualitative resemblance to more plau
sible models. as we shall see. 

After the scaled Maclaurin spheroids. the simplest interior model is a 
polytrope of index n1,. It is clear that, for a given q, the A,, are functions only 
of np. If we match A2 to the observed value for Jupiter, we obtain nl' = 0.95, 
and the value of the equatorial radius then fixes the pressure-density relation 

P= l.9545p2.os2n:i (26) 

for ping cm-a and Pin Mbar. Equation (26) corresponds to Model (a), which 
is also plotted in Fig. 1. We note that Model (a) fits the Pioneer 11 data quite 
precisely with .\ 2 = 0.1656 and A4 = 0.0733. although only one parameter 
has been adjusted. Figure 2 shows that Model (a) is a plausible equation of 
state; if we take a solar composition adiabat in the pressure range 1-40 
Mbar, and enhance the density by - I 0% due to addition of a relatively in
compressible, dense component, we recover Model (a). This would imply 
roughly a ten-fold increase in the relative mass abundance of heavy materials. 
The equation of state of a mixture can be written, approximately, as 

_!_=~+-y-+~ 
P Pu(P) Pue(P) pz(P) 

(27) 

where X, Y, Z are respectively the fractional mass abundances of hydrogen, 
helium. and heavier elements, and Pcx(P) is the density of pure substance a 
at pressure P. Now since PH is normally much smaller than the density of any 
other substance at the same pressure, we can write 

X 
p = /JH(P) 

(28) 

as long as X 2: 0.5. We have just seen that Model (a) requires that p be about 
ten per cent larger than solar composition density, which means that X must 
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be reduced from 0.73 to, roughly, 0.6. The corresponding increase in mass 
fraction could be either in Y or Z; the equation of state is not very sensitive 
to which we choose. Podolak and Cameron (1974)8 argue that it would be 
difficult to envision a bulk fractionation of hydrogen from helium in a proto
J upiter, therefore the enrichment is probably in Z rather than in Y as pro
posed by Hubbard (1969). In this case, we note that Model (a) would require 
Z ~ 0.1, to be compared with a "solar" value of Z ~ 0.015. 
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Fig. 2. Model equations of state: 0 is a solar composition adiabat with 73% hydrogen, 27% 
helium by mass, and a starting temperature of 23O°K at one bar pressure. The possible phase 
transition in the vicinity of 3-5 Mb has been smoothed out. Models (a) [Eq. (26)] and (c)[Eq. 
(29)] are also plotted. 

We have seen that Model (a) is plausible in the range 1 Mbar :s;; P =s;; 40 
Mbar. However, the value of A4 tends to be quite sensitive to the equation of 
state in the pressure range P ~ 100 kbar (Hubbard 1974), for polytrope-like 
models. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of Eq. (26) with calculated adiabats in 
this pressure range. The adiabats are calculated for X = 0. 73, Y = 0.27, using 
the physics described by Slattery and Hubbard (1975). We see that Model 
(a) is in reasonable agreement with a 230°K adiabat, which shows that Model 
(a) is physically reasonable over the entire pressure range. To test this hy
pothesis further, we constrained the P(p) relation to follow the 230°K adiabat 
exactly up to a pressure of 150 kbar, and then to follow the 0.95 polytropic 

8See p. 66. 
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Fig. 3. Adiabats and model equations of state in the outer envelope of Jupiter. Curves (a) and 
(c) correspond to Eqs. (26) and (29) respectively. Two solar composition adiabats with start
ing temperatures of 200°K and 230°K at one bar are shown: dashed cun·e, De Marcus' ( I 958) 
Jupiter model; crossed curve, equation of state for solid hydrogen (Zharkov et al. 1971 ). Dot 
is obtained from the inversion theory of Hubbard ( I 97 4 ). as applied to Pioneer I I gravity data. 

P(p) from I 000 kbar to 40 Mbar. A satisfactory fit to the gravity data results 
from this procedure, which yields Model (b). Model (b) differs from Model 
(a) only in that a "real" adiabat is substituted in the outer envelope; the A,, 
profiles are virtually identical. 

Next, we apply a perturbation to Model (a) in order to test the uniqueness 
of this model. Radau-Darwin theory shows that models which are con
strained to the same value of A2 will have essentially the same dimensionless 
moment of inertia about the rotation axis, CI Ma2 • We can keep CI Ma2 con
stant by shifting mass in the middle envelope to both the outer envelope and 
the core. This is accomplished by constructing equation-of-state Model (c) 
(Figs. 2, 3), which resembles a planet with a solar composition envelope and 
an adiabat with a starting temperature somewhat lower than 200°K. This 
model has a "core" with a radius of about 30,000km. The equation of state 
for Model ( c) is 

P = 0.4656p" + 2.6958pa - l .0406p4 + 0.108 lp" (29) 

where Pis in Mbar and p is in g cm-3 . Model (c), which is clearly rather dif-
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ferent from Models (a) or (b), fits available gravity data equally well, with 
A2 = 0.1656 and ,\4 = 0.0705. If we identify the extra density of - I g cm-:1 

in the core with a Z-component, we obtain a mass of material heavier than 
hydrogen or helium of - I x I 029g, corresponding to Z - 0.06 for the planet 
as a whole. Thus we see that Models (a), (b), and (c) all require a consid
erable enhancement of the Z-component over solar composition, although 
the location of this component in the planet varies considerably. 

High-Order Components of the Gravity Field; Inversion Techniques 

Although Models (a), (b), and (c) all agree with data which are presently 
available, we may ultimately hope to discriminate between such models by 
sufficiently accurate measurement of higher-order gravitational multipoles. 
Figure 4 shows the 26- and 28-pole terms in the model gravity fields. We see 
that there are clear differences between the models in the higher-order terms, 
although rather accurate measurements will be necessary to discriminate be
tween models. Model (c) exhibits a "turn-up" in the response profile at .\ 8 • 

Such behavior appears to be characteristic of models which have a suffi
ciently rapid and non-linear increase of density with depth near the surface. 
It would not be possible to predict a "turn-up" on the basis of a simple ex
trapolation of the trend in A2 , J\ 4 , and A6• Maclaurin Model (I) shows another 
example of this type of behavior (Fig. l ). 

We now consider the question of direct inversion of the A's to reconstruct 
the interior density profile. There are at present roughly three distinct tech
niques for inverting gravity data. The first technique is the shell integral 
method proposed by Hubbard (1974). Hubbard notes that for models which 
are continuous near the surface, the 24-pole and higher harmonics tend to 
be produced mostly by the shell integrals, for which the lowest-order ex
pressions are 

and 

J - 41T 2 h:l h ' 
4 = 35 S2 M p 

J - 41r b3 
[ ( 15 · 2 33 :i + 35 )b ' 3 3b2 "] 6 = 1001 M qsz + Sz S2S4 p - s2 p 

(30) 

(31) 

where the s2 and s4 shape coefficients [Eq. (14)] are known at the surface of 
the planet from the external gravity field, and b is the polar radius. The first 
and second derivatives of density with radius p' and p" are evaluated for 
the equivalent non-rotating planet at a "sounding" depth below the surface 
equal to -hs2 , or about 3000 km in the case of Jupiter. Now since we know 
1 2 , 14 , and q for Jupiter, we can solve Eq. (30) for p' at this depth, or, using 
the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium, we can determine the quantity 

(32) 
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Fig. 4. High-order multipoles of models which satisfy Jovian gravity data. 

at the sounding level (Anderson et al. 1974a). Using the Pioneer 11 results, 
we obtain K = 1.8 Mbar / (g cm-a)2 at a depth of 3000 km. To infer an equa
tion of state from Eq. (32), we need a boundary condition (p = 0 at the sur-
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face), and we need to know K(p). If we make the additional assumption K = 
const throughout the envelope, the equation of state is determined trivially. 
However, in this case we have already considerably restricted the class of 
models, as is evident from Fig. 3: Model (c) has K = 1.6 at the sounding 
level, a significantly different equation of state, and a correct value of J4• We 
conclude then, that setting K = const will generate an acceptable model but 
by no means a unique one. 

The situation can be improved if we also have available J6 • As we see 
from Eq. (31), J6 is also sensitive to p" at the sounding level. Therefore, an 
accurate measurement of J6 offers the possibility of checking the assumption 
K = const. Comparison of the calculations for Models (a) and (c) illustrates 
this point (Fig. 4). At the sounding level for Model (a), we have p = 0.22, 
bp' = -4.9, b2p" = 0.8 (g cm-3), while for Model (c) we have p = 0.34, bp' = 
-5.9, b2p" = -77.6. As we see from Fig. 4,J6 for Model (c) falls substantially 
below J6 for Model (a); this is due to the large negative value of p" which goes 
into Eq. (31). It also illustrates the point that A4 and A6 are not trivially re
lated to the mean density of the outer envelope; Model (c) is denser than 
Model (a) in the outer envelope. Proceeding in the inverse direction, we 
might try to calculate p" for a given value of J6 by eliminating p' through Eq. 
(30). This procedure does not work well because the coefficient of bp' in Eq. 
(31) is about ten times larger than the coefficient of b2p". Since Eq. (30) is 
only valid to about 15%, it is clear that we can only estimate the order of 
magnitude of p" in this way. In summary: Hubbard's technique will generate 
a physically plausible model, such as Model (b). The model is nonunique and 
must be checked through comparison with A6 and A8 when these quantities 
become available. 

The second technique for inverting gravity data, the Taylor-series tech
nique, was proposed by Zharkov and Trubitsyn (1974). In this method, we 
express the density on level surfaces in the form 

p(s) = p(s) + (s - s) p'(s) +½<s - s)2 p"(s) + ... , (33) 

where sis some reference level surface. It is assumed that any discontinuities 
are small. The number of terms included in the expansion (33) is equal to the 
number of constraints; the mean density of the planet and J 2 allow us to 
determine p(s) and p'(s). We can then determine p"(s) as well, once we know 
14 , etc. The Taylor-series method has an advantage over the shell-integral 
method in that there is no need for an assumption about the smallness of 
interior contributions to external multipoles. However, many physically real
istic density distributions could not be well represented by a few terms in a 
Taylor series over more than a very thin shell. The Taylor-series method of 
inversion has not yet been tested extensively. Like Hubbard's technique, 
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with limited information about the gravity field, it gives a possible model but 
not a unique one. 

The third inversion technique is suggested by a generalization of the 
scaled Maclaurin spheroids. At present, we are considering a family with 
two adjustable parameters: relative core mass and thickness of the massless 
atmosphere, allowing us to fit A2 and \ 4 • To fit .\1, we would add another 
parameter, presumably another constant density shell with a fixed density 
and adjustable thickness, or else adjustable density and fixed thickness. With 
A8 , another such shell is added, etc. As the number of constraints and shells 
increases, we eventually approach a continuous model. Whether such a mod
el is unique is an unsolved problem of theoretical physics. It is also clearly 
an academic one since the number of constraints practically available is less 
than six. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

Figure 5 summarizes a family of interior models which agree with current 
Jovian gravity data. Models (2) and (3) correspond to no real equation of 
state but have one feature worth noting: about 10-20% of their mass is con
centrated in a high-density core. Models (a), (b), and (c) roughly bracket the 
principal types of interior models which have been proposed. Models (a) and 
(b) have no core, and have a heavy element mass fraction of Z = 0.1, dis
tributed more or less uniformly throughout the metallic hydrogen portion of 
the planet. The molecular envelope is hot and has a relatively low density, 
with a temperature at l bar of - 230°K. Model ( c) is essentially solar compo
sition, but with a heavy-element core which contributes about 0.06 of the 
total mass. Model (c) has a cooler molecular envelope, with a temperature at 
l bar of :S200°K. 

Can we rule out Models (a) and (b) on the basis of an independent mea
surement of the temperature at one bar? This would be possible if our con
fidence in the P(p) adiabats in the I 00 kbar range were high. However, as we 
shall discuss elsewhere (Slattery and Hubbard 1975), the starting tempera
ture which we assign to a particular P(p) adiabat is uncertain by about 40% 
due to residual uncertainties in the experimentally determined intermolecular 
potentials (Hoover et al. 1972). Thus the 230°K adiabat which was calcu
lated for a given intermolecular potential might have the same P(p) as a 
180°K adiabat with a somewhat stiffer potential. while in the metallic phase 
the effect of the difference in initial temperatures is almost negligible. It 
follows that improved information of molecular hydrogen adiabats from ex
perimental data should permit a better discrimination between models. 

Can we rule out the possibility of a solid hydrogen planet on the basis of 
the gravity field? Actually, the strongest arguments for a liquid Jupiter are 
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Fig. 5. Density distributions for Jovian models which satisfy Pioneer 11 constraints. The den
sity distributions shown are calculated with zero rotation from the same equation of state as 
for the rotating model. Models (a) and (b) have virtually identical density profiles. 

obtained from a consideration of the planet's heat flux and energy budget, 
tidal Q, thermal microwave emission spectrum, and reasonably secure theo
retical calculation of the thermodynamics of hydrogen at high pressure (Hub
bard et al. 1974). The observed gravity field, with its apparent absence of 
tesseral harmonics and odd zonal harmonics, and its agreement with reason
able interior structure, certainly supports the concept of a liquid planet. Al
though De Marcus' model is now ruled out, it may still be possible to contrive 
a model with a solid hydrogen envelope and a reasonable interior equation of 
state which fits the gravity data; we will leave this task to other investigators. 

We have seen that, although Models (a) and (c) both fit present data, one 
could discriminate between them with accurate measurements of 16 and 18 . 

Can such accuracy be practically achieved, for example with a geodetic J upi
ter orbiter? Ideally, one would wish to know A2 , A4 , A6 , and A8 to within an 
uncertainty of 10-3 , which corresponds to an uncertainty in 12 , 14 , 16 , and 
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] 8 of 10-4 _ 8 x 10-0 • 7 x 10-1 , 6 x 10-8 respectively. These requirements are 
at least two orders of magnitude less precise than current terrestrial geodesy 
(see Table I I). 

What are the reasonably secure conclusions that we can reach upon the 
basis of present Jupiter models? The principal characteristic of both types of 
models (with and without core) is that they contain 5 to 10% heavy material 
by mass. Hubbard(] 969) showed that Jupiter would require some 40% he
lium by mass if the planet were composed of pure hydrogen and helium. The 
1969 Hubbard models were analogous to Models (a) and (b ). Podolak and 
Cameron (1974)9 instead adopted a model with solar hydrogen-to-helium 
ratio and increased Z in the form of a core, corresponding roughly to Model 
(c). Models ranging qualitatively from (a) to (c) have also been calculated 
by Stevenson and Salpeter10 and Zharkov et al. (1974).11 We can safely 
conclude: 

1. A "solar" composition, X = 0. 73, Y = 0.255, Z = 0.015, is ruled out for 
any adiabatic or nearly adiabatic model of Jupiter. Because of the ac
curacy with which we know the equation of state of hydrogen, X for 
Jupiter must be lower than the "solar" value. 

2. If we require a "solar" ratio of hydrogen to helium in Jupiter, then the 
Z-component is enhanced over solar by a factor of - 3 (for c-type mod
els) to - IO (for a- and b-type models). 

TABLE II 
Comparison of Zonal Harmonics of Earth and Jupiter 

1, 
14 
16 
18 

Jupiter 
Model (b) 

1.476 X I 0-2 

-5.74 X I0-4 

3.28 X 10-s 

-2.5 X IO-ti 

Earth 
(Gaposchkin 1974) 

1.083 X 10-:i 

-J.618 X 10-e 

5.52 X I0- 7 

-2.05 X J0- 7 

There is clearly some point in trying to acquire both more gravity data 
and more experimental data on the molecular hydrogen equation of state in 
order to discriminate between a-type and c-type models. Model (a) suggests 
that the Z-component is soluble in metallic hydrogen and remains mixed in 

"Seep. 67. 
'°See p. I 06. 
11 See p. 166. 
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the metallic core over the lifetime of Jupiter, as well as implying a total Z
component in Jupiter of - 30 Earth masses. Model (c) suggests that Jupiter 
accreted onto a Z-composition core of some I 0-15 Earth masses, and that 
the core is insoluble in the metallic hydrogen at present. 

Finally, although we have concluded that Jupiter's bulk composition is 
non-"solar", it should perhaps be noted that the composition and distribution 
of Z in Model (c) is quite similar to the chemical makeup of an ad hoc solar 
model proposed by Hoyle ( 1975) to explain the low solar neutrino emission. 
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RESULTS OF THE INFRARED RADIOMETER 
EXPERIMENT ON PIONEERS 10 AND 11 

A. P. INGERSOLL, G. MUNCH 
G. NEUGEBAUER, and G. S. ORTON 

California Institute of Technology 

The infrared radiometers on the Pioneer JO and I I spacecraft have mapped Jupiter 
in two broad spectral channels centered at wavelengths of 20 and 45 µm. Comparison 
of Pioneer JO and / I data and the results of in-flight and laboratory calibrations indicate 
an absolute accuracy of± 8% in the measured intensities. Relative accuracy.for com
parinR different re1;ions on the planet, is± 2%. Within the precision of observations, 
the derived value of effective temperature is independent of assumptions ahout the Jo
vian emission spectrum. The global effective temperature is 125 ± 3°K, implyinR a 
value of 1.9 ± 0.2 for the ratio of plane/an thermal emission to solar energy absorbed. 
The effective temperat11res of belts are greater than those of zones hy as m11ch as 3~5K. 
On a global scale. the poles and equator have the same effecti,•e temperature. 

Data from the infrared radiometers on the Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft 
have been used to obtain estimates of the global heat balance, the heat bal
ance of different regions on the planet (Chase et al. 1974; Ingersoll et al. 
1975), atmospheric temperature profiles in the region 0.1 to 1.0 bar, and an 
estimate of the hydrogen-helium ratio (Orton 1975).1 We summarize these 
results below, emphasizing the basic data themselves and those results 
which follow more or less directly from the data, independent of the atmo
spheric model. 

There are two channels on the radiometer, centered at wavelengths 'A= 
20.0 and 'A= 45.4 µ,m, with equivalent widths of 11.6 and 22. 7 ,um, respec
tively. The filter transmission curves are shown in Fig. I, along with equiva
lent whole disk spectra computed from an atmospheric model (Orton 1975). 
The field of view is 1 ~O x 0~3, with the long axis aligned approximately 
north-south on Jupiter and covering about :lo of the planetary diameter. Pio
neer IO (Chase et al. 1974) gave one image of Jupiter in each channel, each 
image centered at a latitude of - 11 °. Pioneer 11 gave two images in each 
channel, an inbound image centered at - 41 ° and a partial outbound image at 
52° (see Fig. 2). Data were lost in the outbound viewing period as a result of 
false commands during passage through the radiation belts. 

'Seep. 206. 
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Fig. I. Equivalent whole-disk intensity and brightness temperature for Jupiter, with normal
ized transmission functions for the 20 and 45 1-'m channels. The Jupiter spectra are from the 
atmospheric model of Orton ( 197 5 ), based on Pioneer IO infrared radiometer observations of 
the South Equatorial Belt (SEB: latitudes - 7° to - 5°) and South Tropical Zone (STrZ: 
latitudes - I 6° to - J 4°). 

Calibration of the radiometer was done in the laboratory before the flight 
and monitored for changes during the flight. In the laboratory, two measure
ments were made. First, the response of the instrument to a blackbody emit
ter was measured. Second, the response to a calibrator plate, which is a part 
of the instrument and can be moved into the field of view during the flight, 
was also measured. The first measurement provides the absolute calibration; 



Fig. 2. Two images of Jupiter at 45 f.lm wavelength from Pioneer 11 data . North is at the top. 
Light and dark bands in visible light (zones and belts) are regions of low and high emission 
temperature, respectively. The upper right portion of the outbound image was lost because of 
false commands during passage of Pioneer 11 through Jupiter's radiation belts. The appar
ently greater limb darkening at the poles is an artifact of the changing aspect of the planet 
during the 2.5-hour interval during which the images were made . 
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the second provides a means of detecting changes in the instrument during 
the flight. The calibrator plate is moved into the field of view every I 2 sec
onds; its temperature is measured on the spacecraft and transmitted to earth. 

The results of the in-flight calibration were encouraging. In no case did 
the response to the calibrator plate differ from the laboratory value by more 
than 3%. In addition, Pioneer JO and Pioneer 11 gave good agreement when 
looking at the same latitude on Jupiter at the same value of the emission 
angle. Figure 3 shows curves of intensity versus latitude for 3 values of the 
emission angle cosine, namelyµ,= 0.95, 0.75, 0.55. Data from all longitudes 
and from all values ofµ, differing from the nominal values by as much as 
± 0.05 have been used in forming these averaged curves. In spite of varia
tions with longitude and changes with time during the one-year interval be
tween Pioneer l O and 11, the agreement is good. The Pioneer 11 curves gen
erally show shallower maxima and minima than Pioneer l 0, but this can be 
attributed to the greater foreshortening of the belts and zones as viewed by 
Pioneer 11. Our estimates of the errors of calibration fall in the range ± 4 
to ± 8%, and we have adopted the latter value throughout our analysis. 

In estimating the effective temperature of a region on Jupiter, additional 
uncertainties arise because of the integrations over emission angle and over 
wavelength. Since each region was viewed only once in each image, the de
pendence of intensity on emission angle must be inferred by comparing 
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Fig. 3. Intensity (left-hand ordinate) and equivalent brightness temperature (right-hand ordi
nate) as a function of latitude for three values of the emission angle cosineµ,= 0.95, 0.75, 
0.55. The ordinate scale has been divided. and each curve shifted upward by two divisions. 
Significant features of these curves include: (I) the agreement between Pioneer IO and 11 
data, (2) the magnitude of belt-zone contrasts, and (3) the lack of pronounced equator-to-pole 
contrasts. 
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TABLE I 
Intensity Versus the Cosine, µ, 

of the Emission Angle Observed by Pioneers IO and 11. 

Latitudes 

- 43° to - 41° (B) 
- 36° to - 33° (Z) 
- 16° to - 14° (Z) 

- 7° to - 5° (B) 
35° to 38° (Z) 
44° to 47° (B) 

Values ofµ 

0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.95 

20 µm Intensity ( 102 erg cm-2 sec- 1 ster- 1) 

8.52 9.36 9.99 10.08 I 1.02 11.33 
8.68 9.02 9.52 9.74 10.55 10.92 
8.88 9.27 9.43 10.00 10.29 10.51 

10.22 10.38 11.43 11.40 11.88 12.67 
8.08 8.86 8.96 9.89 10.24 10.77 
7.86 8.58 9.33 9.80 10.46 10.99 

45 µm Intensity ( 102 erg cm- 2 sec- 1 ster 1) 

- 43° to - 41° (B) 15.16 16.10 16.70 17.46 17.99 18.60 
- 36° to - 33° (Z) 14.87 15.88 16.40 16.49 17.59 17.89 
-16°to-14°(Z) 14.01 14.49 15.22 15.47 16.16 16.33 

- 7° to - 5° (B) 15.75 16.24 16.83 17.68 18.45 19.15 
35°to 38°(Z) 14.52 15.50 15.88 16.44 17.16 17.63 
44° to 47° (B) 14.74 15.95 16.54 17.26 17.88 18.58 
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different regions in the same latitude band observed at different emission 
angles. Latitudes where there was obvious longitudinal structure, inferred 
either from infrared or visible data, were excluded or treated specially. This 
approach also underlies Orton's (1975) inferences concerning the thermal 
structure and He/ H2 ratio in the atmosphere. Table I lists the measured in
tensities as functions ofµ for six distinct latitude bands, all of which are iden
tified as belt (B) or zone (Z) in Fig. 3. Data for µ < 0.4 are not included 
because of resolution problems close to the limb. 

Several models were used to estimate the ratio FI (F20 + F 45) of the total 
emitted flux F = crT,,4 to the sum of the fluxes F 20 + F 45 observed in the two 
channels of the radiometer. Here er is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and 
Te is the effective temperature. These methods are summarized by Ingersoll 
et al. ( I 975). First, the emission spectrum is assumed to be a blackbody at 
temperature Te such that the sum F 20 + F 45 computed for the blackbody 
spectrum is equal to that observed. Second, an atmospheric model is assumed 
in which the opacity is due to H2 and N H3 , mixed with He, and the tempera
ture profile satisfies constraints of radiative equilibrium. Vapor equilibrium 
controls the amount of NH3 at the levels of interest, so that the model is 
characterized by just two constants, Te and the molar fraction of hydrogen 
a 82 (Trafton 1973; Trafton and Stone 1974). The values of these constants 
are determined from the values of F 20 + F 45 and F 45 / F 20 (Hunten and Miinch 
1973). The third approach is to use the µ-dependence as given in Table I to 
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infer the temperature profile without constraints of radiative equilibrium 
(Orton 1975). The opacity model is the same as in the second approach. 
The flux at wavelengths shorter than 12.5 µ,m was assumed by Ingersoll et 
al. and by Orton to be 500 erg cm-2 sec- 1 for all models. This avoids having 
to calculate opacities in the window regions at shorter wavelengths and is in 
agreement with groundbased measurements at 4.5-5.5 µ,m and at 8-14 µ,m 
wavelength. 

As shown by Ingersoll et al. (1975), all of the above methods are con
sistent with the value 

(l) 

Thus the effective temperatures can be computed from the data of Table I, 
by first integrating with respect to µ, to get F 20 + F 45 , and then multiplying 
by 1.72 to get F and hence Te. The values computed in this way are not sig
nificantly different from those found by Orton and Ingersoll, which range 
from 124? 1 K for the South Tropical Zone (lat. - 16° to - 14°) to l 27?7K for 
the South Equatorial Belt (lat. - 7° to - 5°). For the whole planet, the global 
mean effective temperature is 

T,, = 125 ± 3°K . (2) 

The± 3°K uncertainty is mainly due to calibration, although all other known 
sources have been included in the estimate. In computing the global mean 
effective temperature, data at all latitudes and emission angles from both 
Pioneer IO and 11 have been used in the analysis, as summarized by Ingersoll 
et al. ( 197 5). 

The above value of effective temperature is lower than the 134°K esti
mate obtained from aircraft observations (Aumann et al. 1969; Armstrong 
et al. 1972), and it is also lower than an estimate based on a preliminary analy
sis of the Pioneer IO infrared radiometer data (Chase et al. 1974). The former 
discrepancy is of unknown origin, and barely significant. The latter is smaller 
yet and is due to the preliminary nature of the Pioneer IO analysis. 

For Te= 125 ± 3°K, the ratio of emitted radiation to absorbed sunlight 
for the planet as a whole is 1.9 ± 0.2. This is based on an assumed Bond 
albedo A = 0.425, which is the product of the geometric albedo p = 0.28 ± 
0.05 (Taylor 1965) and the phase integral q = 1.52 ± 0.05 (Tomasko et al. 
1974). The average internal heat flux is then about 6.5 x I 03 erg cm-2 sec1 • 

In contrast, for Te= 134°K the ratio of emitted to absorbed power is 2.5 and 
the average internal heat flux is 1.1 x 104 erg cm-2 sec-1• It may be signifi
cant that interior models of Jupiter can barely account for the energy implied 
by the larger value of the internal heat flux integrated over 4.5 x 109 yrs, but 
can more easily account for the lower value (Hubbard 1970; Graboske et al. 
I 97 5; Pollack and Reynolds 197 4 ).2 

2See p. 76; also see p. 508. 
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DISCUSSION 

F. J. Low: Figure 4 summarizes the available data on the thermal emis
sion of Jupiter and its wavelength dependence. Short of 13 microns the solid 
curve is based on groundbased work, primarily that of Gillett et al. ( 1969). 
There are also groundbased points at 21 and 34 µ,m. The longer wavelength 
data are from the NASA Lear Jet (Armstrong et al. 1972), except for the 
1-mm observations of Low and Davidson ( 1965). The two pairs of circles 
represent Pioneer 10 and 11 data (Ingersoll et al. 1975). It is noteworthy 
that such excellent agreement exists between the results obtained by quite 
different instruments operated over a span of several years. 

The horizontal bar at the top indicates the wavelength range over which a 
125°K blackbody emits half of its energy, with equal amounts at shorter and 
longer wavelengths. 

200 

150 

100 

10 100 

>.. (µml 

1000 

Fig. 4. Brightness temperature T 8 as a function of wavelength. The rectangular points and 
solid line are from groundbased and airborne observations. The circles are from Pioneer IO 
and 11 data. Note the excellent agreement. Effective temperature T, is also indicated for Lear 
Jet and Pioneer results. Horizontal bar at top shows wavelength range containing half of 125°K 
blackbody radiation. 
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The effective temperature Te is shown for two cases: (1) the Lear Jet 
experiment of Aumann et al. ( 1969) in which all wavelengths out to - 300 
µ,m were included and, (2) the Pioneer 10 and 11 results (reported by Inger
soll et al. above) including only about half the thermal emission within the 
relatively narrow band of their two filters. From the data now available it 
seems that the value of 134°K is somewhat too high since the spacecraft 
results yield 125°K and there is excellent agreement between the ground
based, airborne and spacecraft data where there is overlap. Because T 8 in
creases to 150°K at l 00 mm and beyond, I prefer a value of 129 ± 4°K. 
Techniques are now readily available for improving the accuracy of far
infrared radiometry. This is needed for other areas of research at these 
wavelengths. 

Finally, it should be noted that there is at least some experimental sup
port for significant variations in the infrared emission of Jupiter. In particular, 
at those wavelengths where the emission originates deep in the cloud layers, 
such as at 5 µ,m, existing results (see Keay et al. 1973) show variations 
as large as a factor of 2 integrated over the disk. 

J. B. Pollack: Even at Lear Jet altitudes, there is a significant amount of 
water vapor absorption at wavelengths longward of 35 µ,m. The stars used 
to calibrate the broadband observations of Jupiter have a very different 
spectral distribution from that of Jupiter. There could be a systematic error 
introduced into the deduced effective temperature of Jupiter from the broad
band aircraft observations. 

F. L. Low: This is quite true. However, the effect is to make Te higher, 
not lower. 
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PIONEER 10 AND 11 AND GROUND-BASED INFRARED DATA 
ON JUPITER: THE THERMAL STRUCTURE AND He-H2 RATIO 

G. S. ORTON 

and 

A. P. INGERSOLL 
California Institute of Technology 

Temperature profiles for low- and mid-latitude rei:ions on Jupiter are obtained from 
Pioneer JO and I I and i:round based infrared data. Temperatures at I .0 bar are near 
165°K and drop to 105-1 /0°K near 0.10 bar.for an overlyini: thermal inversion which 
reaches I 33- 143° K near 0.03 bar. The molar fraction of H 2 most consistent with the 
Pioneer data is 0.88 ± 0.06 ( He I JI,= 0./4 ± 0.08), conditional on the perfect 1•a/idity 
of the model and lack of systematic errors in the data. The local effective temperatures 
of various regions range from I 24?2 to I 27?6K, consistent with the global average of 
125°K in the model-independent results in the previous chapter. It is probable that the 
temperatwe profiles of various latitudes on the planet are quite similar and that dif
ferences in obserl'ed intensity reflect the presence or absence ofan optically thick cloud 
near 0.70 bar. 

Temperature profiles for the 1.0-0.1 bar pressure regime and an estimate 
of the molar fraction of H2 have been derived previously from Pioneer I 0 
infrared radiometer data for low-latitude regions by Orton (1975a). These 
results are not constrained by considerations of radiative-convective equilib
rium, but they are direct inversions of the limb structure data. Further infor
mation about the cloud structure and about the temperature profile overlying 
the 0.1 bar pressure level have been determined from spectrally and spatially 
resolved data in the 8 - 14 µ,m wavelength region (Orton I 97 5h ). This report 
presents a recovery of temperature profiles for mid-latitude regions and an 
improvement in the determination of the molar mixing ratio of H2 , a 112 , from 
Pioneer 11 data. 

Orton (1975a) determined a value of a 112 = 0.9 I ± 0.07 as a best fit to 
data from both infrared channels (near 20 and 45 µ,m). The thermal structures 
recovered from the data are summarized in Fig. 1, taken from that report, 
and assume a 112 = 0.87, expected from the assumption of solar composition 
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Fig. I. Temperature profiles derived from Pioneer 10 infrared radiometer data. from Orton 
( 1975a). The profiles displayed assume a thermal inversion overlying the 0.10 bar level, as 
determined by Orton (197 Sb). A value of 0.87 is assumed for the H, mixing ratio. Where not 
otherwise noted, the latitude bin for the South Tropical Zone is - 16~0 to - 14~0. 

(Weidenschilling and Lewis 1973). The temperature lapse rate in the deep 
atmosphere is assumed to be adiabatic. Two types of models are shown for 
zone regions. The first assumes pure gaseous absorption, as in the models 
for the belt regions. Near 0.70 bar, however, such models are some 10°K 
cooler than for the adjacent belt. The second model includes the presence of 
an optically opaque cloud top with unit emissivity. The temperature of the 
zones in the models with clouds is assumed to be nearly the same as for the 
belts at the level of the cloud top. 

The deviation from constant flux is demonstrated in Fig. 2 which shows 
the emitted net flux, flux divergence, and cooling rate for a temperature pro
file which is an average of those derived for the South Equatorial Belt and 
the "cloudy" model of the South Tropical Zone. The effects of the cloud are 
not included in these calculations. The departure from constant flux near 
0.45 bar is due to the fact that the temperature lapse rate is much less than 
that required for radiative equilibrium where the mean infrared optical depth 
is near unity. The flux divergence near 0.03 baris associated with the thermal 
inversion, and is probably due to deposition of solar radiative energy. 

The Pioneer infrared radiometer data cannot reliably recover temperature 
profile information above the 0.10 bar level. Information about the thermal 
structure above the 0.10 bar level is obtained from spectral and limb struc
ture data in the 7. 7 µ,m CH4 fundamental band (Orton 1975b). As an a priori 
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assumption therefore, a thermal inversion has been adopted for the mid
latitude regions which is similar to those shown in Figs. I and 2 and is consist
ent with the 8 µ.m analysis for equatorial regions. However, the temperatures 
in the inversion have been scaled so that, for a region at latitude >.., the flux 
divergence is a factor of cos >.. smaller than that shown in Fig. 2. This as
sumes that the flux divergence can be accounted for solely by deposition of 
solar energy and it neglects any changes in the distribution of solar energy 
with altitude which may take place at increasing latitudes. For completeness, 
the alternative assumption has also been made that the temperature profile 
above the 0.10 bar level is isothermal. 
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Fig. 2. Thermal structure, net emitted flux, flux divergence, and cooling rate of model similar 
to South Equatorial Belt model of Fig. I. from Orton ( 1975b). Dashed lines refer to tempera
ture profile (left) which is similar to South Equatorial Belt Model. assuming an isotherm 
above the 0.10 bar level. as derived by Orton (1975a). 

Two mid-latitude regions in the southern hemisphere and two in the 
northern hemisphere were chosen for analysis as they respectively repre
sented the widest latitude features available in the Pioneer 11 inbound and 
outbound thermal maps (Ingersoll et al.). 1 In each hemisphere the two re
gions consist of an adjacent belt and zone. 

As shown by Orton (1975a). the assumed ll'tt, has been varied in order to 
determine the one value whose fit to the data provides the minimum rms 
residual. The variation of the fit with ll'tt2 is shown in Fig. 3 for the northern 
hemisphere belt region (lat. + 44.0° to+ 47.0°). No data forµ. < 0.40 have 
been considered, where µ. is the cosine of the angle between the direction of 
emission and the local vertical. The inversion of the data follows Smith's 

'Seep. 199. 
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( 1970) iterative technique as used in the inversion of the Pioneer 10 data. A 
plot of the rms residual versus aH2 for this region and two models for a north-
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ern hemisphere zone are shown in Fig. 4. The uncertainty associated with 
each determination of a:H2 is calculated using (Bevington 1969) 

(I) 

A conservative estimate of the degrees of freedom, m - n = 3, is assumed by 
setting m = 4 (independent data from µ, = 1.00 and µ, = 0.40 in each chan
nel, corresponding to a temperature and lapse rate determination for each 
channel in overlapping regions of the atmosphere) and n = I (for the single 
parameter a:H,). The rms residual is represented by r. 

The values for a:H2 determined for each region investigated are sum
marized in Table I. Averaging the results obtained with clear and cloudy 
atmospheric models for zones, the weighted mean of all results shown in 
Table I is a:~12 = 0.88 (He/H2 = 0.14). The average of individual uncertain
ties is 0.07, the standard deviation from the mean is 0.06, and the error of the 
mean is 0.04. It is emphasized that this result and the associated estimates of 
the formal uncertainty depend on: (I) the perfect validity of the opacity 
model (which assumes gaseous absorption by H 2 and NH3 ); (2) the accuracy 
of the relative calibration of both radiometer channels; (3) the accuracy of 
the assumed geometry (assignment of values ofµ, to each datum); and (4) the 
absence of systematic effects from unresolved details of the planetary struc
ture and from adjacent regions. On the other hand, the good quality of the fit 
is an indication of: (a) the good internal consistency of the data which is 
averaged as in Fig. 3, and (b) at least the approximate validity of the opacity 
model assumed (or the presence of self-cancelling systematic errors). 

TABLE I 
Derived Values for H 2 Mixing Ratio 

Region 

- 43.0° to - 41.0° (belt) 
- 36.0° to - 33.0° (zone) 
- 16.0° to - 14.0° (zone) 

- 7.0° to - 5.0° (belt) 
+ 35.0° to+ 38.0° (zone) 
+ 45.0° to+ 48.0° (belt) 
Weighted average 
Average individual uncertainty 
Standard deviation from the mean 
Error of the mean 

Clear Model 

0.87 ± 0.07 
0.92 ± 0.08 
0.89 ± 0.07 
0.93 ± 0.09 
0.85 ± 0.06 
0.84 ± 0.05 
0.87 
0.07 
0.06 
0.04 

"Cloudy" Model 

1.00 ± 0.09 
0.89 ± 0.07 

0.89 ± 0.07 

0.89 
0.07 
0.06 
0.03 
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Figure 5 shows the recovered thermal structure of each region, for 
aH2 = 0.87, assuming solar composition. The models shown in Fig. 5 assume 
the thermal inversion which has been devised as described above for mid
latitude regions. The temperature difference between the belt and the clear 
atmosphere model of the zone near 0. 70 bar is not so great as for the South 
Equatorial Belt and the South Tropical Zone (Fig. 1 ). Nevertheless, the loca
tion of the optically opaque cloud top in the "cloudy" zone model is less than 
4 km deeper than the corresponding cloud in the case of the South Tropical 
Zone (Fig. 1 ). The correlation between such a cloud and the level where N H3 

saturation is expected to begin is maintained for mid-latitude as well as low
latitude regions. 
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Fig. 5. Derived temperature profiles for mid-latitude regions. The profiles displayed are 
derived assuming a thermal inversion overlying the 0.10 bar pressure level, as explained in 
the text. "Cloudy" models for zone regions have optically opaque cloud layer with unit 
emissivity and are nearly the same temperature as adjacent belt regions at the cloud top level. 

Table II displays the local effective temperatures for each region deter
mined from the spectra of the models shown in Figs. 1 and 5. These values 
do not change significantly for the assumption of an overlying isotherm in
stead of a thermal inversion. Furthermore, all the values are close to the 
global value of 125°K determined by Ingersoll et al. (1975) independently of 
specific models. 

Finally, Fig. 6 shows a plot of temperatures along three isobars for the 
regions from which temperature profile recovery was attempted. In order to 
remove any restrictions imposed by a priori assumptions regarding the over-
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TABLE II 
Derived Values for Local Effective Temperatures 

Region 

- 43.0° to - 41.0° (belt) 
- 36.0° to - 33.0° (zone) 
- 16.0° to - 14.0° (zone) 

- 7 .0° to - 5.0° (belt) 
+ 35.0° to+ 38.0° (zone) 
+ 45.0° to+ 48.0° (belt) 

Clear Model 

125?9 
125.2 
124.2 
127.6 
124.5 
125.2 

"Cloudy" Model 

125?2 
124.2 

124.6 
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lying thermal structure, the temperature above the 0.10 bar level was as
sumed constant and equal to the temperature determined at the 0.10 bar 
level. Furthermore, the clear atmosphere model was assumed for zone re
gions. The local effective temperature of each region, as given in Table II, is 
also plotted in Fig. 6. Adjacent regions are connected with a dashed line. 

Several comments may be made with respect to Fig. 6. 

1. If one averages together the temperatures of adjacent belts and zones, 
the temperature variation between equator and pole is two degrees or 
less. This is in agreement with similar observations made by Ingersoll 
et al. (1975)2 with respect to the behavior of the observed intensity 
variation with latitude. 

2. Temperature differences between adjacent belts and zones near 0. 70 bar 
are greater at the equator than at mid-latitudes. This may be a conse
quence of inadequate resolution of the mid-latitude features which are 
somewhat narrower than those near the equator, such as the South 
Equatorial Belt and the South Tropical Zone. However, the fairly con
stant belt temperatures at 0. 70 bar tend to argue against this. 

3. The apparent temperature difference between adjacent belts and zones 
which appear at 0.30 and 0. 70 bar has vanished near 0. IO bar. This 
raises the possibility that the real temperature structure in the 0. 70 to 
0.10 bar pressure regime may be quite similar for a wide range of lati
tudes and that all variations in outgoing intensity are simply reflections 
of the presence or absence of an optically thick cloud near the 0.70 bar 
level. 

As discussed in Orton (I 975a), such a cloud correlates well with the 
visible and 5 µm appearance of the planet,3 as well as with the expected 
depth at which N H3 begins to saturate. The slightly different altitude of the 
cloud top as a function of latitude may be attributed to dynamical processes 
which vary in latitude. 

'See p. 201. "See p. 407 and p. 3 5 I. 
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temperature profiles have been recovered. These models assume no clouds and an isotherm 
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displayed. 
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DISCUSSION 

J. B. Pollack: The opacity of ammonia is not well known in the 45 µ,m 
spectral region. Does ammonia make an important contribution to the opaci
ty in your 45 µ,m band and if so, how does this affect the error bars of your 
helium-to-hydrogen ratio determination? 
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G. S. Orton: The opacity contribution of the NH3 pure rotational band 
significantly affects the intensity detected by the 45 µ,m channel, as the model 
spectra in Orton ( 1975a) show. Until the ammonia opacity can be checked 
in the laboratory, the uncertainty in the 45 µ,m channel intensity originating 
from any given atmospheric model is nearly impossible to estimate. There 
are also other differences between your spectral observations and the spectra 
of the models presented here which probably contribute to the uncertainty of 
the helium-to-hydrogen ratio determination, because of the unknown limb 
structure of such features. 

L. Wallace: Are the clouds of your cloudy model opaque in the thermal 
infrared or only in visible light? 

G. S. Orton: The tops of the clouds in these models are opaque at thermal 
infrared wavelengths, and they are modeled crudely as blackbody surfaces 
radiating at the ambient temperature. The correlation of cloud presence or 
absence with the visible albedo structure is discussed by Orton ( 1975a). 
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STRUCTURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE OF JUPITER FROM 
PIONEER 10 AND 11 RADIO OCCULTATION MEASUREMENTS 

A. J. KL/ORE and P. M. WOICESHYN 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Radio occultation data rernrded from Pioneers JO and JI during their encounters 
with Jupiter have been analyzed using a technique that takes into account the oblateness 
of Jupiter's atmosphere, which had been neglected in previous analyses. The new center 
of refraction, which differs from the center of figure. is located by the radius of curvature. 
and the normal direction at the closest approach of point of the ray. The large variation 
of oblateness with altitude in Jupiter·.1· atmosphere causes the location of the instan
taneous center of refraction to wiry. However, it must be held constant at some point 
between its extremes of variation in order to invert the data using the Abel integral 
transform. The temperature-pressure profiles so deri1·ed hal'e been shown to be sensitive 
to the refractivity bias rnmputation /<Jr all data, as well as to the modeling of the oscil
lator drift function for the case of Pioneer JI exit data, in which the oscillator drift rate 
was changing abruptly. The three measurements described in this chapter (Pioneer JO 
entry and exit, and Pioneer J J exit) hm·e produced results that are mutually consistent, 
all showing a temperature inl'ersion between JO and JOO millibars, with temperatures 
between J 30° and J 70°K at JO mbar and 80°-J 20°K at JOO mbar. The radio occultation 
results are also in close agreement with models derived from infrared radiometer data 
of Pioneer JO and those calculated on the basis of radiatil'e-conl'ective balance. 

The data for the Pioneer IO and 11 radio occultation measurements were 
obtained during the flybys of Pioneer IO on December 4, 1973 and of Pio
neer 11 on December 3, 1974. The previously reported analyses of these 
data (Kliore et al. I 974a; Kliore et al. I 974b; Kliore et al. 1975) produced 
results indicating temperatures in the Jovian atmosphere far in excess of 
those expected on the basis of theoretical models and other observations. 
The unusual nature of these results was explained by the realization (Hub
bard et al. 1975a) that the data inversion technique was very sensitive to 
the oblateness of the atmosphere of Jupiter, which had been neglected in pre
vious analyses. This paper describes a technique for incorporating the effects 

[ 216] 
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of the oblateness of the atmosphere of Jupiter into the data analysis proce
dure making use of a spherical harmonic representation of the gravity field 
of Jupiter to compute the shape of the planet, and presents intermediate re
sults derived from Pioneer IO and I I data obtained by applying the Abel 
integral inversion method with consideration of the oblateness of the planet. 

I. PROCEDURE FOR THE INVERSION OF DATA CONSIDERING 
THE OBLATE SHAPE OF JUPITER 

The procedure used for inversion of radio occultation data obtained from 
Mariner spacecraft to Mars and Venus was based on a technique which re
lied on the assumption of sphericity, namely, that the center of refraction is 
also the center offigure (Phinney and Anderson 1968; Fjeldbo and Eshleman 
I 968; Kliore I 972; Kliore et al. I 972). 

The technique that is used in this chapter makes use of our knowledge 
of the shape of the Jovian atmosphere to compute the location of a new cen
ter of refraction based on the radius of curvature and the normal direction 
at the closest approach point. The new center of refraction, together with 
the directions to the earth and the spacecraft, are then used to define a new 
plane of refraction, and the analysis then is carried on in the same manner 
as in the spherical case. This is an approximation, inasmuch as the path of 
a ray refracted through a non-spherical atmosphere does not lie in a plane, 
and the plane defined by the incoming and outgoing asymptotes will not, in 
general, contain precisely the normal at the closest approach point. However, 
it has been shown (Hubbard 1976) that the angle between the normal and the 
plane of the asymptotes does not exceed Io-:; radians for the Pioneer occul
tations. 

The geometry pertinent to oblate inversion is shown in an exaggerated 
view in Fig. I. C is the center of symmetry of the figure and C' is the new 
center of refraction determined by the normal vector-;:. at the point of closest 
approach O and the radius of curvature p, which is the radius of curvature of 
the atmosphere at the point of closest approach of the ray, in the plane de
fined by the incoming and outgoing asymptotes. The plane of refraction is 
determined by the direction to the earth and the vector M,, describing the 
location of the spacecraft relative to the center of refraction C', and r0 is the 
distance of the closest approach point from the center of figure C. 

The computation for each point proceeds approximately as follows: 

I. A new value of the vector from the center of the planet to the point of 
closest approach r0 is computed from the previously determined values 
of the bending angle E and the ray asymptote parameter p. 

2. The radius of curvature p and the normal direction 'ii are computed at 
r0 using a spherical harmonic representation of the shape of the planet 
(using a modification of the subroutine SHAPE kindly provided by W. B. 
Hubbard). 
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Fig. I. Geometry of refraction for an oblate planet. It is assumed that rays are refracted in a 
plane determined by the location of the spacecraft S, the center of refraction C' and the earth. 
The center of refraction C' is determined by the normal i and the radius of curvature p at 
the point of closest approach of the ray 0. 

3. The center of refraction C' is then defined by the quantity DZ, and the 
bending angle E and the ray asymptote parameter p are then computed 
as in the spherical case using the new center of refraction. 

This procedure is repeated until the difference between the previous 
value of r0 and the one computed in the current iteration is arbitrarily small, 
in which case computation then proceeds to the next data point. 

In more detail, the closest approach point is defined by the vector 

ro = R- DZ (I) 

where 

(2) 

and DZ is the vector representing the location of the new center ofrefraction 
C' with respect to the center of the body C. In Eq. (2) pis the ray asymptote 
parameter, E is the refractive bending angle, PM is the unit vector from C' in 
the direction of p, and Eis the unit vector in the direction of the earth. 

Having determined r0 , the magnitude, latitude and longitude correspond
ing to this vector are inputs to a program defining the shape of the planet as 
follows (Hubbard et al. 1975b): 

'• - b[ l + J. D,.P,.(µ) l µ - cos 0. ()) 
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In Eq. (3) h is the polar radius of a level surface, 0 is the colatitude, P2 ;(µ,) 
are Legendre polynomials, and D2i are coefficients derived from the second
through sixth-order zonal harmonics of the gravity field of Jupiter (Null et al. 
1975). Then, if r;, is the first derivative and r;; is the second derivative of Eq. 
(3), the radius of curvature p at the point r0 is given by: 

I 

p(r0 ) = (rr, - r;,2)2 (4) 

where 

and 

B = r0sin 0 { (r;lsin (} + r 0cos 0) [ (xE - Xr) cos <p + (yE - Yr) sin <p] + 

(r:icos 0 - r0sin 0) (zE - Zr)} . 

In Eq. (3) </J is the longitude of the r 0 point, 0 is the colatitude, x, y and z 
values subscripted with E are the coordinates of the earth relative to the cen
ter of Jupiter, and the variables subscripted with Tare the coordinates of the 
spacecraft with respect to the center of Jupiter. 

The direction of the unit vector "ii, which is a normal to the equipotential 
surface at the point r0 , is then given as follows: 

.,.._ 1 [cos </J(r0sin (} - r~cos O)j 
n(ro) = 2 12 1- sin </J(r0sin (} - r~cos 8) . 

(ro + ro )2 r0cos (} + r~sin (} 
(5) 

The quantities p and°ii allow one to determine the new center of refraction 
as follows: 

DZ= r0 - pn. (6) 

Finally, the new vector M,, from the center of refraction C' to the space
craft, which is used in the computation of the plane of refraction, is defined 
as follows: 

M,,= M-DZ (7) 

where M is the vector to the spacecraft from the center of the planet. 
The refractive bending angle E and the ray asymptote parameter p are 

then computed as in the spherical case (Kliore 1972). With reference to Fig. 
2, the computations are carried out in a plane defined by the new center of 
refraction C'. the vector M,,, and the direction to the earth. In Fig. 2. Vis 
the velocity vector of the spacecraft relative to Jupiter projected on the plane 
of refraction and V;; is the component of that velocity in the direction of the 
earth. The angles ~' and t/Jg of Fig. 2 are defined below: 

t/J;; = cos-1(VE/ V) 
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and 

tfJ = cos-I lr\~,(tij~; + 6.f;)] (8) 

In Eq. (8) the quantity 6.fi.: represents the Doppler frequency that would 
be observed without refraction. It is given by 

(9) 

The quantity 6./; in Eq. (8) is the observable, namely the frequency residual 
due only to the refraction of the ray in the planetary atmosphere. 

Fig. 2. Quantities used in obtaining the refractive bending angle E and the ray asymptote 
parameter p. V is the projection of the spacecraft velocity in the plane of refraction and the 
angles ~1 and ~1E are the angles between the velocity vector and the refracted and unrefracted 
rays, respectively. 

Thus, having the observable frequency residuals and the geometry rela
tive to the planet and the earth. all quantities in Eqs. (8) and (9) can be com
puted, and the bending angle E as well as the ray asymptote parameter p can 
be expressed as shown below: 

E=~lf,·-t/J 
(10) 

p = M,,sin (E + /3) 

where the angle f3 is the angle subtended at the spacecraft by the earth and 
the center of refraction C'. 

Having computed the quantities E and p, one can in general obtain the 
index of refraction as a function of the radial distance from the center of 
refraction by means of the Abel integral transform (Fjeldbo and Eshleman 
I 968; Phinney and Anderson I 968; Kliore I 972). However, when one per-
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forms the computations outlined by Eqs. (I) through (I 0) for the Jupiter 
data of Pioneers IO and 11. one finds that the value of the ray asymptote 
parameter p increases as the ray enters the lower atmosphere of Jupiter 
where the refraction occurs. and this non-monotonic nature of the ray as
ymptote parameter makes ordinary Abel integral transform inversion im
possible. 

The reason for this behavior of the ray parameter is shown in Fig. 3. 
This figure displays the magnitude of the distance DZ from the center of 
the planet to the center of refraction. This quantity is seen to increase from 
a value of - 4 725 just after entry into the neutral atmosphere to a value of ~ 
4960 at the deepest penetration point. for a total excursion of~ 235 km. 
For this reason, the value of the ray asymptote parameter p increases be
cause, while the closest approach distance with respect to the center of the 
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planet r0 monotonically decreases as the ray enters the atmosphere, the cen
ter of refraction C' recedes at a faster rate causing the net change in the ray 
asymptote parameter to be positive. 

The reason for this behavior can be explained with reference to Fig. 4, 
showing the view of the limb of Jupiter and the spacecraft along the space
craft-Earth line. The basic mechanism at work here is related to the fact that 
the oblateness of Jupiter is greater at higher altitudes, which is a consequence 
of the higher centrifugal force at higher altitudes for a rapidly rotating planet. 
While the spacecraft is outside of the atmosphere and there is no refraction, 
as in points 1 and 2 in Fig. 4, the path of the spacecraft takes the ray to levels 
of lesser oblateness, causing the center of curvature C' to move closer to the 
center of the planet. However, when refraction occurs, the ray traverses 
higher altitudes than it would along the straight line-path, and the higher 
values of oblateness move the center of curvature away from the center of 
the planet. 
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For these reasons, it is evident that the Abel integral transform inversion 
method cannot be used when the center of refraction is allowed to move with 
the instantaneous center of curvature computed for each data point. How
ever, as an approximation, the center of refraction can be fixed at some posi
tion intermediate between those corresponding to, respectively, the top and 
the bottom of the neutral atmosphere. For the data from Pioneers IO and 11, 
the consequence of the relative geometry between the earth and the Jupiter
spin-axis geometry is such that the center of curvature moves along the spin 
axis, which is also the z-axis for all computations. (The x and y components 
are on the order of 0.1 km.) Thus, the approximation was made by fixing 
the center of refraction on the z-axis at some distance from the center of the 
planet, within limits of the excursion of the quantity DZ. Figure 5 shows 
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the variation of the ray asymptote distance p as a function of observation 
time, for the Pioneer IO entry data with DZ= 4725 km. It is immediately 
apparent that the ray parameter is now generally monotonic with time, which 
allows application of the Abel integral transform. However, it should be 
noted that because of fluctuations in the observable frequency, thought to be 
caused primarily by turbulence in the lower atmosphere of Jupiter, as well 
as possibly by inhomogeneities along the path due to departure from spheri
cal symmetry, the fine structure of the curve is not monotonic. This can cause 
certain problems in the inversion, as discussed in the following section. 

II. DISCUSSION OF DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The techniques of the acquisition of data as well as the processing of the 
analog recordings to obtain frequency versus time histories have been dis
cussed in previous publications (Kliore 1972; Kliore et al. 1974a; Kliore 
et al. 1974b; Kliore 1975) and therefore will not be discussed in this chap
ter. The discussion below applies only Jo the analysis and inversion of the 
frequency residual data from the Pioneer IO entry and exit and the Pioneer 
I I exit. The Pioneer I I entry data, obtained while the spacecraft was in two
way communication with the earth. have characteristics different from those 
of the three sets of data analyzed here and lead to results that are not con
sistent with the other three. The inconsistency may have been caused by 
cycle-slipping in the transponder as the frequency and amplitude of the up
link signal changed rapidly when the radio ray entered the atmosphere. It 
may also have been caused by the fact that the uplink and downlink rays 
took paths separated by some 24 km in the atmosphere because of the round
trip propagation time between the limb of the planet and the spacecraft. 
The treatment of the Pioneer 11 entry data must await results from sched
uled testing of the Pioneer transponder to determine the possibility of the 
existence of cycle-slipping. and an inversion technique specifically for two
way data. 

When tables of the bending angle E and the ray asymptote parameter p 
are compiled for all data points as shown in the previous section, the refrac
tive index is computed for each point by applying the Abel integral trans
form, using a numerical Gaussian quadrature integration method, 

[ 11111.r l I e(p)dp 
n; = exp - 1 • 

1T f); (p2 - pf) 2 

( I I) 

In Eq. ( 11 ). p,,, 11 .r is the ray asymptote distance corresponding to the data 
point farthest from the planet and r; is the radial distance from the center of 
refraction. It should be pointed out that because of the local non-monotonicity 
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of the ray asymptote parameter. complications may arise in the denominator 
of Eq. ( 11) when p < /J;. If such a case is encountered, the point in question 
is discarded. 

The atmospheric pressure is obtained from a table of index of refraction 
and radius by application of the hydrostatic equation, as shown below: 

r; 

P; = - J;q J N;(z)g(z)dz + P; _ 1 • (12) 

r; - I 

The temperature at each point is computed from the perfect gas law: 

T- = P;q 
l N;' 

(13) 
N = (n - I) x I 06 

where m is the mean molecular weight, q is the mean refractivity of the gas 
mixture and R is the universal gas constant. The acceleration of gravity g is 
computed for each point; however, in this version of the data-analysis pro
gram, it is approximated by the acceleration of gravity at the closest approach 
point of the straight-line path between the spacecraft and the earth, which 
would make it higher by a maximum of - 4 to 5% than the true acceleration 
of gravity at the point of closest approach. All refractivity points non-mono
tonic in radius are also removed before the integration for pressure is per
formed. All computations are performed assuming a composition of85% H2 

and 15% He. 
A representative profile of refractivity as a function of the distance from 

the center of refraction derived from the Pioneer IO entry data with DZ= 
4842.5 (the mid-range of the total variation in DZ in the lower atmosphere) 
is shown in Fig. 6. Features that are readily apparent are the effects of the 
upper ionosphere, extending for some 3000-4000 km, a disturbed region in 
the lower ionosphere where multipath and ray-crossing effects are known to 
occur (Fjeldbo et al. 1975) and another uneven region below the ionosphere 
and above the very abrupt beginning of the neutral atmospheric effects. This 
region, between the bottom of the sensed ionosphere and the top of the 
sensed neutral atmosphere, has in the past been used for the computation 
of bias in refractivity arising from such possible causes as deviation from 
spherical symmetry (which is implicit in the Abel inversion technique) and 
from the effects of lateral inhomogeneities. Such a method of refractivity 
bias removal was used in previous applications of the radio occultation 
method (Kliore 1972) and it makes use of the fact that the refractivity should 
be zero between the bottom of the ionosphere and the top of the sensible 
lower atmosphere. The procedure that is followed is to compute the aver
age refractivity in the chosen region, and to refer all refractivity values to 
a straight line drawn from zero refractivity at the largest-radius data point 
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through the computed bias refractivity at the midpoint of the bias interval. 
For the Pioneer 10 entry data. this procedure is complicated by the rough
ness of the interval in question. possibly caused by perturbations from the 
sharp layers in the lower ionosphere. The rather significant effect of the 
choice of the bias-removal interval on the temperature profiles is demon
strated in Fig. 7. By moving the bias-removal computation interval from the 
region AB3 to the region ABJ, shown in Fig. 6, one produces a change of 
approximately 50° in the temperature at the 10 mbar level, although the 
change at the 100 mbar level is~ only about 10°. This large effect is due mostly 
to the presence of a peculiar bulge in the refractivity profile immediately 
above the onset of the lower atmosphere effect. Because it utilizes a flatter 
region of the profile for bias computation, bias interval A B3 is thought to be 
more reliable. The effect of the selection of the refractivity bias-removal for 
the other two sets of data is not as large, but it is still a significant source of 
uncertainty. 
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Fig. 7. Temperature-pressure profiles derived from the Pioneer- IO entry data. illustrating the 
large effect that the selection of the rcfractivity bias computation interval has upon the final 
result. This effect is due to unevenness of the refractivity profile above the neutral atmo
sphere, which most probably can be attributed to effects of the sharp layers in Jupiter's lower 
ionosphere. 

Another source of uncertainty in the derived temperatures is the modeling 
of the drift characteristics of the spacecraft oscillator during occultation. It 
has been shown that unmodeled drifts in the spacecraft oscillator can have 
large effects upon the derived results (Eshleman 1975). In the processing of 
the Pioneer 10 and 11 data, oscillator drift, as well as other sources of biases 
and drifts in the data, are removed by fitting a least-squares straight line to an 
interval of frequency residual data chosen to lie outside the regions affected 
by the atmosphere and ionosphere. The uncertainty introduced into the re
sults by any remaining unmodeled or nonlinear drifts is assessed by varying 
the bias interval over the baseline data region and observing the effect in the 
final result. The interval of frequency residual data used for removal of the 
bias in the case of the Pioneer 10 entry data is shown in Fig. 8. The data to 
the right of the time of 15,890 are perturbed by the effects of the ionosphere 
and are not used. The data to the left also show a slight amount of non
linearity, possibly due to the continuing warmup of the spacecraft oscillator, 
which had been switched on some 25 minutes earlier. Two intervals were 
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drift modeling accuracy are indicated as BIAS I and BIAS 2. 

chosen, labeled BIAS I and BIAS 2 in Fig. 8. The root-mean-square devia
tion from the straight-line fit over both intervals is approximately 0.09 Hz 
corresponding to an oscillator stability, defined in this sense, of about 4 parts 
in 1011 • 

The effects of frequency-bias removal uncertainties are shown in Fig. 9. 
The profile resulting from the BIAS I interval is represented by a solid line, 
while the one derived with BIAS 2 is shown dotted. There is obviously very 
little difference, indicating that for data taken with well-behaved oscillators, 
as was the case during the Pioneer IO entry measurements, the uncertainty, 
after modeling, in the oscillator drift rate produces a very small uncertainty 
in the final temperature profiles, much lower than that caused by the uncer
tainty connected with the choice of the refractivity bias-computation interval. 

The situation in the case of the Pioneer l O exit data is similar. Because 
the oscillator had by that time completed its warmup transient, the uncer-
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Fig. 9. Temperature-pressure profiles computed from Pioneer-JO entry data using frequency 
bias-computation intervals BIAS I and BIAS 2. The small change in the profiles indicate that 
the results are relatively independent of the location of the bias-computation interval used for 
modeling of the oscillator drift. 

tainties connected with modeling of the oscillator drift rate are even lower 
than they are in the case of the Pioneer IO entry data. This is not, however, 
the case for the Pioneer I I exit. An examination of Fig. IO shows that the 
frequency residual baseline, namely the frequency data immediately after 
exit of the radio beam from the atmosphere and ionosphere, shows several 
discontinuous changes in the oscillator drift rate. These are thought to be due 
to the effects of intense radiation upon the crystal of the spacecraft oscillator 
while Pioneer 11 was traversing the most intense part of Jupiter's radiation 
belts near its closest approach to the planet. Again, two bias intervals were 
chosen, lying on that portion of the curve nearest to the ionospheric and 
atmospheric data and prior to the large discontinuity in drift rate occurring at 
- 23,430. 

The resulting effects on the final temperature-pressure profiles are dis
played in Fig. 11. In this case, because of the multiple discontinuities in the 
drift rate within the bias interval. the effect of using different intervals is not 
negligible. There is a change of - 30° at the level of IO mbar, but again only 
about 10° at l 00 mbar. Thus, it is obvious that modeling of oscillator drift is 
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greatly affected by abrupt changes in the oscillator drift rate, and that radia
tion shielding of spacecraft oscillators will be necessary in order to obtain 
precise radio occultation data with spacecraft approaching Jupiter closer 
than Pioneer 10 did. 

In this method of analysis, another source of uncertainty is the choice for 
the location of the center of refraction. The excursion in the distance DZ in 
the lower atmosphere amounts to about 5.0% in the case of Pioneer 10 entry, 
1.3% for Pioneer 10 exit, and 3.2% for the Pioneer 11 exit. This excursion 
is dependent on the latitude of the occultation and on the trajectory of the 
spacecraft, and the effect on the results is proportional to the magnitude of 
the total excursion in DZ. The pressure-temperature profiles derived from 
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Fig. 11. Temperature-pressure profiles derived from Pioneer- I I exit data using the intervals 
BIAS I and BIAS 2 to compute the drift function. Unlike the case of the Pioneer-JO entry 
data, the changing oscillator drift rate causes an appreciable variation in temperature between 
the two profiles. 

the Pioneer 10 entry data are shown in Fig. 12 for three different values of 
DZ, representing the lowest, highest, and mean values. No temperatures are 
given for pressures lower than 1 mbar because of the obviously unreliable 
nature of the results in that region. In order to produce a temperature from 
the refractivity profile, an initial temperature must be assumed at the start of 
the integration of the hydrostatic equation. For the Pioneer IO entry data, 
the nature of the refractivity profile near zero refractivity is such that it 
makes very little difference whether one assumes initial temperatures of I 00° 
K or 200°K. For that reason, only the profiles for an initial temperature of 
I 00°K are shown in Fig. 12. It is interesting to note that the profiles for the 
cases for a DZ of 4725 km and 4842.5 km are coincident in the region be
tween 1 and IO mbar while the profile for a DZ of 4960 km diverges. Since 
in all cases the refractivity bias was removed in the same interval, this im
plies that the choice of location for the center of refraction can influence the 
refractivity profile at the top of the neutral atmosphere. The profiles are 
nearly identical in the region between IO and 100 mbar, and diverge by about 
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Fig. 12. Temperature-pressure profiles derived for Pioneer- IO entry data using three different 
values for the location of the center of refraction. corresponding to the minimum, maximum. 
and mean values. There is little difference in the temperatures between - IO and I 00 milli
bars of pressure. Below JOO mbar the most reliable profile is thought to be the one for DZ= 
4960 km. 

40° at the lowest level of penetration. Clearly, the choice of the location of 
the center of refraction is quite important in the lower region of the atmo
sphere. The value of DZ = 4960 km is most appropriate for this region, be
cause it is derived for the lowest measurement, leading to a final temperature 
of about 140°K at a pressure of about 210 mbar. 

The corresponding profiles for the Pioneer l O exit data are shown in Fig. 
13. Here, because the percent variation in DZ is only 1.3, its effect upon the 
profiles is very slight. The profiles for DZ= 8390 km are shown in solid lines 
while those for DZ = 8280 km are shown dotted. Between 0.1 and l mbar 
the curves diverge because of the different initial conditions, but from l O to 
100 mbar they are almost identical, differing slightly in the region of 100 
mbar. Because the Pioneer IO spacecraft was farther from the limb of the 
planet when the exit data were taken, the defocusing attenuation was greater, 
and the signal could not be followed deeper than a pressure level of about 
100 mbar, where the temperature was found to be~ 105°K. 
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Fig. 13. Temperature-pressure profiles derived from the Pioneer-exit data showing the effect 
of the extreme values of DZ and initial temperatures of I 00°K and 200°K. For pressures 
higher than ~ 7 mhar there is very little difference between the profiles. 

The pressure-temperature profiles derived from the Pioneer 11 exit data 
are shown in Fig. 14. In this case the variation in DZ does make a consid
erable difference, as does the choice of the initial temperature. Again. all of 
the profiles are within 10° to 15° of one another between the pressure levels 
of l O and l 00 mbar. The Pioneer 11 spacecraft was closer to the limb of the 
planet than was Pioneer l 0, and hence the signal could be followed to a pres
sure level of about 250 mbar, where the temperature was about 120°K. It 
should be pointed out that for the Pioneer 11 exit data the uncertainties due 
to the choice of the initial temperature, as well as of the location of the center 
of refraction. are quite large between the 1- and 10-mbar levels. 

Finally, Fig. 15 shows temperature-pressure profiles from the Pioneer I 0 
entry, Pioneer IO exit and Pioneer I I exit data plotted for comparison to
gether with temperature-pressure profiles derived from other observations 
and models. The model represented by the solid angular line is one derived 
from the Pioneer IO infrared radiometer data (Orton l 975). 1 The radiative
convective equilibrium model of Trafton (l 97 3) for an effective planetary 

'Seep. 207. 
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values of DZ and initial temperatures of 100°K and 200°K. In this case the effects of initial 
temperature and a different center of refraction are about equal and the profiles are subs
tantially different above the 10-mbar level. 

temperature of 130°K is represented by the dotted curve. The dashed curve 
represents the radiative-convective equilibrium model c of Wallace et al. 
(1974),2 which takes into account the effect of solar heating of the atmo
sphere and is computed for an effective planetary temperature of 134°K. A 
model computed by Cess and Chen (1975), based on radiative-convective 
equilibrium, but including the cooling effects of ethane and acetylene is 
shown as a dot-dashed curve. In addition, a microwave spectral measure
ment by Gulkis et al. (1974)3 at 20 to 24 GHz is shown by a point corre
sponding to a pressure of 0.48 atm at 130°K, with 2-CT and 3-CT error bars. 

The profiles presented in Fig. 15 suggest several conclusions. First, it is 
evident that the three temperature-pressure profiles, derived from Pioneer 
10 and 11 data, which have been selected for their diversity between the l
and I 0-mbar levels, show a high degree of consistency among the three sets 
of results. The three profiles are almost identical between - 10 and 50 mbar, 

2See p. 291. 
"Seep. 670. 
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and differ by only - 30° between 50 and I 00 mbar. The uncertainty is rela
tively large for pressures lower than about IO mbar, primarily because of the 
roughness of the refractivity profiles, probably caused by the effects of multi
path propagation in the lower ionosphere. For pressures higher than 100 
mbar the differences between profiles are also greater, possibly due to in
creasing effects of turbulence in the lower atmosphere. 
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Fig. 15. Temperature-pressure profiles derived from the Pioneer- IO entry, Pioneer- JO exit. 
and Pioneer- I I exit data compared to temperature-pressure profiles of models derived from 
radiative-convective balance calculations and from the analysis of Pioneer- IO infrared radi
ometer data. 

A feature that is common to all three profiles is the temperature inversion 
between the I 0- and l 00-mbar levels. At the 10-mbar level the temperatures 
lie between 130° and 170°K, and at I 00 mbar the temperatures are between 
about 80° and 120°K. Because the inversion is observed consistently in all 
three independent measurements, this feature is inferred to be a property of 
the atmosphere of Jupiter, which also confirms the conclusions of Gillett 
et al. (1969). 

In addition, comparison of the radio occultation profiles with the radiative
convective models, as well as with the profile based on the Pioneer 10 infra
red radiometer data, indicates good agreement between the models and the 
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occultation results. This rather close agreement with the theoretical models. 
which have a high degree of mutual consistency, should increase confidence 
in the validity of this analysis. 

The method for the analysis of radio occultation data from oblate planets 
· described in this chapter, consisting of the use of the radius of curvature and 

normal vector direction at the point of closest approach of the ray to define 
the plane of refraction, and a subsequent approximation involving the use 
of a constant center of refraction, followed by the Abel transform inversion 
method derived for spherical planets, is only an intermediate step in the anal
ysis of the Pioneer IO and I I data. Although it produces internally consistent 
results which also agree well with theoretical and observational models for 
the atmosphere, it is felt that a completely general treatment of the inversion 
of data from highly oblate planets must make use of techniques such as 
three-dimensional ray tracing instead of the Abel integral transform. 
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THE PIONEER 11 RADIO OCCULTATION 
MEASUREMENTS OF THE JOVIAN IONOSPHERE 

G. FJELDBO, A. KL/ORE, B. SEIDEL, 
D. SWEETNAM and P. WO/CESHYN 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Radio occultation data obtained with the Pioneer J J spacecraft are utilized to study 
Jupiter's ionosphere. The ingress measurements, which were conducted by using a stable 
Earth-based frequency reference for the tracking link, yielded ionospheric data near the 
morning terminator at about 79° south latitude. Data were also taken during egress on 
the evening side near 20° north latitude. The latter measurements were conducted in the 
one-way mode; i.e., an on-board crystal oscillator was employed as a frequency refer
ence for the downlink (spacecraji-to-Earth) signal. The new data confirm previous re
sults obtained with Pioneer JO and show that Jupiter has a multilayered ionosphere 
extending m·er an altitude range of more than 3000 km. The topside srnle-height near 
79° south latitude was 540 ± 60 km. Assuming a topside electron, H+ distribution con
trolled by diffusion yields a plasma temperature of 850 ± JOO °K in this region. The 
radio data indicate that the upper atmosphere is either warmer or more dissociated into 
atomic hydrogen than previouslv anticipated. 

The first radio occultation measurements of the Jovian ionosphere were 
conducted with the Pioneer 10 spacecraft on December 4, 1973 (Fjeldbo 
et al. 1975). A year later Jupiter was revisited with Pioneer 11 and the new 
flyby has yielded more occultation data. The purpose of this report is to 
present the initial results of the analysis of these latest ionospheric measure
ments. A companion chapter by Kliore and Woiceshyn1 outlines the results 
for the lower neutral atmosphere. 

In describing the new occultation measurements, we have organized the 
material into two parts. The first part contained in Sec. I, briefly outlines 
how the experiment was conducted. The results inferred from the obser
vations, including the vertical profiles for the electron density, the temper
ature, and the atomic and molecular hydrogen densities, are summarized 
in Sec. II. 

'Seep. 216. 
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I. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 

Pioneer 11 passed by Jupiter on December 3, I 974 at a distance of l. I x 
105 km from the center of mass (Hall 1975). Approximately 20 minutes 
before periapsis passage, the spacecraft was occulted by the planet. During 
ingress, the S-band radio tracking link was utilized to probe the ionosphere 
of Jupiter near the morning terminator at about 79° south latitude. Iono
spheric data were also obtained during egress which occurred near 20° north 
latitude. The spacecraft to planetary limb distance was about I 05 and 1.2 x 
105 km at the time of ingress and egress, respectively. The transverse veloc
ity component of the radio beam perpendicular to the limb was 36 to 39 
km sec-1 • 

The tracking signal from Pioneer 11 is transmitted from a paraboloidal 
reflector with a diameter of about 2. 7 meter and a feed system for right
handed circular polarization. The antenna beam is pointed along the spin 
axis of the spacecraft. 

During ingress, the 2.3 GHz radio frequency transmitted from Pioneer 11 
was coherently derived from the 2.1 GHz uplink frequency received from 
NASA's Deep Space Station 14 located at Goldstone, California. The up
link signal was in turn derived from the station rubidium vapor oscillator, 
stable to about one part in 1011 , and swept in frequency so that the space
craft's radio transponder received a frequency approximately equal to its 
"best lock frequency". The frequency sweep rate employed during the in
gress measurements was about -50 Hz sec-1• 

The uplink signal became progressively weaker as Pioneer 11 moved in 
behind Jupiter-causing the spacecraft's phase locked loop receiver to go 
out of lock. An on-board crystal oscillator is automatically switched in to 
provide the reference frequency for the downlink when loss of lock occurs. 
This operating mode is denoted one-way tracking and it was used during 
emersion from occultation. 

The prime tracking station involved in the reception of the radio signal 
from Pioneer 11 was Deep Space Station 43 located near Canberra, Aus
tralia. This station is equipped with a 64-meter diameter paraboloidal antenna 
and a triple-conversion superheterodyne receiver with a liquid helium cooled 
travelling wave maser amplifier at the front end. Following the last mixer, 
the receiver was connected to a magnetic tape recorder. The recording band
width was approximately 16 KHz. 

II. INTERPRETATION OF MEASUREMENTS 

The analysis of the signals received from Pioneer 11 was carried out in 
the same manner as for the previous measurements with Pioneer 10 (Fjeldbo 
et al. 1975). The first step in this procedure consisted of determining the 
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amplitude and frequency perturbations imposed on the radio tracking carrier 
by the Jovian ionosphere. Subsequently, the ionospheric Doppler frequency 
perturbations were inverted in order to obtain vertical electron density pro
files. In computing these profiles, it was assumed that the electron density 
distribution was spherically symmetric in the regions probed by the radio 
link.2 Figure I shows the results obtained from the ingress data.'i Measure
ments were also made during egress; however, these data are of lower quality 
due to oscillator instabilities and severe ionospheric scintillation and multi
path effects. 

As illustrated by the computed electron density profile, the Jovian iono
sphere consists of a number of layers and ledges distributed over an altitude 
range of more than 3000 km. Based on previous usage, we have labeled these 
features L 1 through L8 • The top layer L 1 has a peak density of approximately 
4 x 104 electrons per cm:i near 1500 km altitude.4 The topside plasma scale 
height is 540 ± 60 km. Following earlier studies (Gross and Rasool I 964; 
Hunten 1969; McElroy 1973), we will assume that the topside plasma con
sists of electrons and H+ ions in ambipolar diffusive equilibrium. This as
sumption requires a plasma temperature of about 850 ± 100 °K in order to 
explain the observations. 

Approximately 200 km below the L 1 layer, Fig. 1 shows a ledge which we 
have denoted L2 • At the I 000, 800, and 700 km altitude levels, we see three 
distinct layers marked L3 , L4 , and Ls, respectively. In addition. the data 
indicate that a sharp ionospheric layer, denoted L6 and located near 400 km 
altitude, caused multipath propagation on the downlink. 

Ionospheric multipath propagation causes ambiguities in the computed 
electron density profiles because we have no way of knowing which signal 
modes the spacecraft receiver was tracking. Thus, one can not determine 
precisely what the electron density distribution was below the Ls layer in 
the region probed during ingress. The L6 layer is, therefore, only indicated 
by an arrow in Fig. 1. 

In addition, there might be two more layers, denoted L7 and L8 , in the 

2The center of spherical symmetry was put at the local center of curvature. The center of curva
ture was assumed to lie in a plane containing the ray-path and the local vertical at the lowest 
point on a ray grazing the top of the ionosphere. Detailed discussions of inversion algorithms 
are available elsewhere (see. for example, Fjeldbo et al. 1971 ). The computed ionization profiles 
are insensitive to errors in the planetary oblateness. For example, a I 0% uncertainty in the 
oblateness causes an uncertainty of about 0.1 % in the topside plasma temperature near 79° 
south latitude. 
"The complication introduced by having two different ray-paths during the ingress measure
ments, one uplink path and one downlink path separated in altitude by about I km. was handled 
by dividing the ionospheric Doppler residuals by a factor of two and treating the problem as 
one-way propagation at approximately 2.1 GHz along a mean path located between the uplink 
and the downlink. Ray-tracing calculations for the up and downlink paths have verified that this 
approach is applicable in the ionospheric regions where the scale height is large compared with 
the altitude separation of the two radio links. 
'Zero altitude was selected at the level where the atmosphere has a refractivity of I. At this 
atmospheric level, the uplink signal is believed to have been sufficiently strong to keep the 
spacecraft's phase-locked loop receiver in good lock. Pure H, gas with a refractivity of I con
tains 2 x 1017 molecules per cm". 
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Fig. I. Early morning electron density distribution computed from the ingress data. The mea
surements were made near 79° south latitude. The solar zenith angle was approximately 93°. 
Zero altitude was selected at the level where the lower neutral atmosphere has a refractivity 
of I. (A pure H, gas with a refractivity of I contains 2 x 1017 molecules cm- 1) The peak 
density in the /_ 1 layer was detected at a distance of 68.650 km from the planetary center 
of mass. 

lower ionosphere. However, these layers do not have very distinct signatures 
in the radio recordings. It is, therefore, possible that these lower features in 
the data may have been produced by scintillation noise or by non-spherical 
symmetry, i.e., local increases in the electron density occurring at a higher 
altitude. 
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The egress measurements near 20° north latitude show a high altitude 
layer (L1) near 1800 km. In addition, there appears to be a sharp layer at 
approximately 750 km altitude. This is probably the L3 layer. At still lower 
levels, the scintillation and multipath effects are so severe that we have so 
far been unable to resolve the various layers. From these egress measure
ments it might be tempting to suppose that the low-latitude ionosphere dif
fers substantially from the high-latitude results shown in Fig. I. However, 
this supposition does not seem to be generally applicable because the Pio
neer IO ingress measurements at 26° north latitude yielded results similar to 
those shown in Fig. I. Thus, all we can conclude from these data is that the 
lower Jovian ionosphere changes considerably with time and location. 

The ionization profile obtained from the ingress data may be utilized to 
put plausible limits on the hydrogen density in the upper atmosphere. Fig
ures 2 and 3 illustrate two alternative interpretations. Below 300 km altitude, 
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Fig. 2. Temperature profiles for the ingress region of the Jovian ionosphere. 
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Fig. 3. Number density profiles for the ingress region of the Jovian ionosphere. 
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we have adopted atmospheric temperatures consistent with data obtained 
from star occultation measurements (Hubbard et al. 1972; Sagan et al. 1974) 
and infrared measurements (Wallace et al. 1974). On the topside of the iono
sphere we assume a gas temperature equal to the plasma temperature for the 
warm atmospheric model. Of course, the plasma temperature might be con
siderably higher than the temperature of the neutral gas. This possibility is 
considered in what we call the cold atmospheric model which has a tempera
ture equal to half the plasma temperature above 1000 km altitude. Between 
300 and 1000 km altitude, we assume constant temperature gradients. 

Strobel and Smith ( 1973) have shown that heating by solar extreme ultra
violet cannot alone explain the exospheric temperatures proposed in the 
warm model. However, other heat sources may also be important. French 
and Gierasch ( 197 4 ), for example, find evidence of inertia gravity waves in 
the Beta Scorpii occultation data. They show that the upward energy flux 
received by the Jovian thermosphere in the form of gravity waves may be 
some 260 times greater than the solar extreme ultraviolet energy flux ab
sorbed above the mesopause level. Similar conclusions have been reached 
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by Shimizu (personal communication) who also includes the effect of elec
tron precipitation from the magnetosphere in his thermal calculations. 
Shimizu's analysis appears to yield plasma temperatures in agreement with 
the results reported here. 

Additional clues regarding the Jovian thermosphere have been obtained 
from the Beta Scorpii occultation data. A number of the temperature profiles 
derived from these data indicate that there may be a temperature rise of 
several hundred degrees Kelvin above the Jovian mesopause (Hubbard et al. 
1972; Sagan et al. 1974; Vapillon et al. I 973). 

The H2 density profiles for the warm and the cold atmospheric models 
are shown in Fig. 3. These profiles were obtained by assuming that H2 is the 
only atmospheric constituent contributing significantly to the observed re
fractivity at the zero altitude level.0 The altitude distribution was computed 
by assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. The inclusion of some He in these 
models tends to reduce the H2 density at higher altitudes since it increases 
the effective molecular mass below the turbopause. The exact level of the 
turbopause is not known. However, results obtained from the Pioneer 10 
ultraviolet photometer experiment indicate that it might be located at a den
sity level as low as 1010 cm-a (Carlson and Judge 1974). 

If the warm H2-profile in Fig. 3 is applicable, one may interpret the L3 

ionization peak as being produced by solar extreme ultraviolet. The principal 
ion production process may be dissociative photoionization of H2 ; i.e., 
H2 + hv - H+ + H + e (McElroy 1973). Radiative recombination of H+ 
ions with electrons and vertical transport of plasma appear to proceed suffi
ciently slowly at the 1000 km altitude level so that the ionization peak can 
persist through the Jovian night. The electron density peak occurs near the 
altitude level where the diurnally averaged ion production rate has its maxi
mum. In the vicinity of the ionization peak, the plasma scale height is ap
proximately equal to twice the scale height of H2 • At greater altitudes, ambi
polar diffusion controls the plasma distribution and the scale height is given 
by k(Te + T;)/ mg where k is Boltzmann's constant, Te is the electron tem
perature, T; is the temperature of the H+ ions, m is the proton mass, and g is 
the acceleration of gravity. 

In the absence of any significant latitudinal temperature gradients, the 
warm model outlined above predicts that the altitude of the L3 layer should 
increase with increasing latitude. Such a latitude effect is also seen in the 
data. However, the model does not explain the detailed structure of the ob
served electron density profile in the vicinity of the L2 ledge. Another defi
ciency of the warm model is that it predicts too large a plasma scale height 
in the vicinity of the L3 peak. 

If the cold H2-profile shown in Fig. 3 is applicable, one can not interpret 
the L3 layer as being produced by dissociative photoionization of H2 by solar 

'Assuming 100% H2 at the zero altitude level (where the refractivity is I) yields a H2 density of 
2 x 10 17 cm-3 • Adding 20% He by volume reduces the H2 density by about 6% at the reference 
level. 
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extreme ultraviolet radiation because the H2 density is too low at 1000 km 
altitude. Instead one might assume that photoionization of atomic hydrogen 
by solar extreme ultraviolet is the process forming the L3 peak. This assump
tion yields what we regard as a probable upper limit for the topside atomic 
hydrogen density6 (see Fig. 3). As in the warm ionospheric model, one might 
interpret the abrupt change in the plasma scale height near I I 50 km altitude 
as marking the level above which ambipolar diffusion controls the plasma 
distribution. The topside temperatures of the plasma and the neutral gas are 
850 and 425 °K, respectively, in the cold atmospheric model. 

A major deficiency of the cold model is that it requires far more atomic 
hydrogen in the Jovian upper atmosphere than theoretical model studies and 
Lyman-a measurements require. For a review of the theoretical and experi
mental work on the atomic hydrogen distribution, the reader is referred to 
Hunten (1969). 

The lower electron density layers are presumably produced by ionizing 
agents such as UV, X-rays, and bombarding protons and electrons at various 
energy levels. The chemistry of the lower ionosphere is probably controlled 
by minor atmospheric constituents. The development of detailed models for 
the lower ionization layers may, therefore, require additional data on ion 
composition. Possible ion candidates include Na+. H3 + (Atreya et al. 1974) 
and CH:/ (Prasad and Tan I 974). 

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The major sources of error affecting the electron density profile shown 
in Fig. I are: 

I. Spectral broadening of the radio signal due to ionospheric scintillations. 
2. Multipath propagation producing ambiguities in the radio data. 
3. Non-spherical plasma distribution near the terminator. 

In spite of the uncertainties involved in interpreting the data, we believe 
the four computed density peaks, denoted L 1 • L:1, L 4 • and L5 , represent real 
ionospheric layers. Based on earlier theoretical studies of the Jovian iono
sphere, we interpret the L:1 layer as being a Chapman-type layer produced 
by solar extreme ultraviolet radiation, and we obtain what we regard as 
plausible empirical limits for the hydrogen density distribution in the upper 
atmosphere. The resulting profiles indicate that Jupiter's ionosphere is either 
warmer or more dissociated into atomic hydrogen than was previously 
anticipated. 
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,;Even more atomic hydrogen would be needed in this model if the same photoioniLation process 
were to produce the /_, peak, 
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STELLAR AND SPACECRAFT OCCULTATIONS BY JUPITER: 
A CRITICAL REVIEW OF DERIVED TEMPERATURE PROFILES 

D. M. HUNTEN 
Kitt Peak National Observatory 

and 

J. VEVERKA 
Cornell University 

The basic ideas involved in the processing of occultation data are reviewed. with 
emphasis on sources of uncertainty. The results from the f3 Scorpii event are discussed 
in detail, and those from Pioneers IO and 11 in as much detail as possible at present. It 
is suggested that stratospheric and mesospheric temperatures are probably between 
170° and 200°K. The implications of an exospheric temperature as hot as 800°K are 
briefly discussed. 

Although occultations of stars by objects in the planetary system occur 
frequently (O'Leary 1972), it is only recently that planetary astronomers 
have come to a widespread realization of their utility. Almost simultaneously, 
beginning with Mariner 4 at Mars in 1965, a related and even more powerful 
method, occultation of the spacecraft, came into use. Since the two methods 
explore the atmosphere at different heights, their results are complementary. 
This chapter reviews both methods, pointing out their strengths and weak
nesses, and makes a first attempt at combining the results that have been 
obtained for Jupiter. The radio method also gives the electron density in the 
ionosphere, which is briefly discussed. 

In both optical and radio occultations, the intensity of the source is re
duced by differential refraction in the density gradient of the planetary atmo
sphere. Derivations of this effect have been given by Pannekoek ( 1903), 
Fabry (I 929), and Baum and Code (I 953), whose observations of Jupiter 
are briefly discussed below. Data from a Venus occultation were given by 
de Vaucouleurs and Menzel ( 1960) and critically discussed by Hunten and 

[ 247] 
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Mc Elroy ( 1968), who pointed out the large, and previously neglected, errors 
that can arise from the difficulty of determining the initial and final levels. 
The same ideas were briefly applied to the Baum and Code results by Mc
Elroy ( 1969). Several more recent and more detailed discussions of such 
errors are discussed below. We do not discuss the 1968 Neptune event. 

It is readily found (see Sec. I) that half intensity occurs when the bending 
angle 0 is equal to the angle subtended by the atmospheric scale height H 
at the distance D of the observer. For the spacecraft occultation, D is re
placed by m, the distance from spacecraft to limb; strictly one should use 
(m-1 + D-1)- 1• Typically the best results on the atmosphere are obtained 
somewhat below this height, usually called the occultation level. With great 
care, it is possible to extend the results considerably deeper, especially in 
the radio case; much of this chapter is devoted to the question "how much 
deeper?" There is at present no fully agreed-on answer, and a lively debate 
is in progress. For an isothermal atmosphere of scale height H, and approxi
mately for any atmosphere, the bending angle (if small) is 

1 

0 = vi(21ra/ H)°2 (l) 

where a is the planetary radius and 111 is the refractivity (refractive index 
minus unity) at the minimum height of the ray. Radio workers usually mul
tiply v by 106 and call it by the same name, with the symbol N. At standard 
conditions, a solar mixture of hydrogen and helium has a refractivity of 
- 1.2 x 10-4 ; the number density n is therefore approximately 2.2 x 102:1 v. 
For Jupiter's stratosphere the temperature is found to be close to 200°K, 
and H is about 30 km. The factor in Eq. ( 1) is therefore 121, and typical con
ditions at the occultation level are shown in Table I. The density ratio for 
the two methods is 3 700, and the corresponding height difference 8 scale 
heights or 240 km. 

Until recently, the only method used to analyze optical data has been the 
fitting of curves computed for various scale heights (sometimes even for a 
variety of scale-height gradients). The method of integral inversion, expound-

TABLE I 
Typical Bending Angle 0, Refractivity v, 

Number Density n, and Pressure P 
at the Occultation Level for an Assumed Scale Height of 30 km 

Object 

Star 

Spacecraft 

D, ma 
(km) 

7.5 X 108 

2 X 105 

0 

4 X 10-s 

1.5 X 10-• 

3.3 X 10-10 7 X 1013 

1.2 X 10-s 3 X 1017 

p 
(µ bar) 

2 

7400 

3 The characteristic distance is D for the stellar case and m for the spacecraft case. 
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ed in the radio context by Phinney and Anderson ( 1968), was first applied 
to optical data by Kovalevsky and Link ( 1969). As discussed in more detail 
below, this method allows much better use of the data, though it does have 
one pitfall: the seeming objectivity of a computer can give a false sense of 
certainty to the derived results. The only remedy is to vary the uncertain 
parameters in a systematic way, as has been done in several recent papers 
(e.g., Vapillon et al. 1973; Wasserman and Veverka 1973). In the past this 
procedure has been less applied to radio than to optical data. 

Processing of radio data is discussed in many papers (e.g., Fjeldbo and 
Eshleman 1965; Phinney and Anderson 1968; Fjeldbo et al. 1971; Eshle
man 1973 ). A helpful conference record, with a particularly useful paper by 
Kliore, is available as a NASA report (Colin 1972). The primary output of a 
radio experiment is a Doppler frequency residual f (Eq. 21 below) due to the 
change of the ray path by the atmosphere. This frequency may also be re
garded as the time derivative of the extra path, or phase lag, due to transit 
through the atmosphere and diversion of the ray. Intensity data can also be 
used, just as for the optical case, but for Jupiter these seem to be too greatly 
perturbed by the ionosphere to be usable. Processing is usually done by inte
gral inversion off, although a layer-by-layer matrix inversion has also been 
used. The direct result is a refractivity or density profile. Further processing 
to obtain temperatures is identical in optical and radio cases. The uncertain
ties that occur at the top of the atmosphere are among the topics discussed 
below. 

The results initially obtained from Pioneers 10 and 11 were so strange 
that many people were reluctant to accept them, and indeed an error in the 
processing has since been found (Hubbard et al. 1975). The problem is 
basically an unexpected sensitivity to the exact geometry of the trajectory 
relative to the limb. A general discussion is given in Sec. II I, and in the 
chapter by Kliore and Woiceshyn elsewhere in this volume. 1 The data from 
Pioneers IO and I I give temperatures between IO and 100 mb that agree 
very well with other lines of evidence. The great sensitivity warns us that 
significantly deeper penetration may be difficult, even with the higher signal
to-noise ratio to be expected on future missions. 

Finally, we shall give a brief description of the ionospheric results. 

I. BASIC CONCEPTS 

To illustrate the ideas involved, we consider an occultation of a star by a 
planet with an isothermal atmosphere of constant composition. Such an atmo
sphere is characterized by a single parameter, its scale height H = RT/ µg, 
where R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature, µ is the mean 
molecular weight and g is the acceleration due to gravity. From the perfect 

'Seep. 216. 
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gas law (P = pRT Iµ,) and the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium (dP = 

-pgdr) the pressure profile of such an atmosphere is seen to be exponential 
with height 

(2) 

as is the density profile: 

p = Po e-(r - ro)tH. (3) 

Here r0 represents some reference level in the planet's atmosphere. 
The optical properties of the atmosphere are specified by its index of 

refraction as a function of wavelength: n = n(>.). For all gases n is close to 
unity and it is convenient to define the refractivity, v = v(>.) = n(>-) - l. As 
noted above, a solar mixture of hydrogen and helium at standard conditions 
has a refractivity of about 1.2 x I 0-4 _ 

The refractivity at a given wavelength is proportional to the density for 
non-polar molecules, 

v(>.) _ p 
11s(A) - Ps 

(4) 

where the subscript s refers to conditions at standard temperature and pres-

y 

dx 

r, 

Planet 

~-----------D------------..; 

__i 

dy 

7 

Fig. I. Occultation geometry for immersion. A light ray from the star passes at a distance r, 
from the center of the planet and is refracted through an angle O(r,). A ray passing a little 
closer to the planet's center will be bent a little more. At Earth the two rays will be spread 
by a distance dy. The star and planet are considered at rest relative to each other and the 
earth is moving with velocity v ~ in the -y direction. 
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sure (STP). Therefore the refractivity profile ofan isothermal atmosphere of 
constant composition is also exponential with height. 

Following Baum and Code ( 19 5 3) it is easy to see how the observed light
curve will depend on the atmospheric scale height H. The best way to think 
of the occultation is in terms of the sketch in Fig. I where we consider the 
planet-star system to be at rest and the earth to be moving with a velocity 
- v .1 in the y-direction. 

In this discussion we consider explicitly the star's immersion: the star 
disappears behind the planet's limb and a decrease in stellar flux is observed. 
(On emersion the process is reversed.) As the occultation proceeds (Fig. I), 
a point is reached at which the rays from the star begin to be bent significantly 
by the atmosphere. In this context, "significantly" means that the bending 
produces a detectable effect on the observed star flux due to differential re
fraction (see below); the total bending of the ray during a stellar occultation 
is always small. The important quantities are 8 and r1 , the total bending of the 
ray and its distance of closest approach to the planet, respectively. As r1 

decreases, the ray encounters greater atmospheric densities and suffers more 
bending since the ray's curvature is given by 

K = .!. dn = dv 
ndr dr· 

(5) 

The total bending of a ray passing within a distance of r1 from the center of 
the planet is given by 

+oo 

8= I Kdx (6) 
-00 

where dx is an increment of path length along the direction of propagation 

(8 is always small). For an isothermal atmosphere, K = - ;; substituting in

to Eq. (6) and using the geometry in Fig. I, we have for the total bending ofa 
ray in an isothermal atmosphere 

I 

80 = 111(21ra/ H)2 (7) 

where a is the radius of the planet and 111 is the refractivity at the level of 
closest approach (r1). The sign convention used is such that if the ray is bent 
down (as shown in Fig. I), 8 is assigned a negative sign. This is the common 
case in stellar occultations since the refractivity and hence the curvature in
creases toward the planet's center. 

A. The Flux Equation 

The diminution of starlight during an occultation is due to differential re
fraction and not to extinction (absorption + scattering). The flux equation 
describing the observed lightcurve is derived easily by reference to Fig. I. 
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The light in a small increment dr at the planet is spread out by differential 
refraction into an increment dy at the earth. Since dy > dr, a decrease in stel
lar flux is observed. The general result, derived by Baum and Code ( 1953 ), is 

<P* - I = D d0 
<f, dr, 

(8) 

where <f,. is the unocculted star flux, <f> = <f,(t) = flux at time t and D is the 
Earth-planet distance. 

For an isothermal atmosphere, the occultation lightcurve is given by 

(9) 

where t = 0 at <f,./ <f, = 0.5 and v .1 is the apparent velocity of the star perpen
dicular to the planet's limb. 

An interesting result was first derived by Goldsmith (I 963) for an atmo
sphere with a linear scale-height gradient /3: 

H(r) = H 0 + /3 (r - r0). 

Provided that /3 is not too large, the occultation lightcurve can be approxi
mated by 

( ~* - 2) + In ( ~* - I) = ;l ( l + ¾ /3) . ( 11) 

Thus an atmosphere with a linear gradient can be mistaken for an isothermal 
atmosphere with H = H O (I + t /3)- 1, and vice versa. 

The lightcurves represented by Eqs. (9) and (10) are smooth; unfortu
nately, observed lightcurves are not (see Fig. 2, for example), indicating that 
v(r) is usually not a simple function of height. It is therefore impractical in 
analyzing real occultation lightcurves to proceed as we did above, that is, by 
assuming a refractivity profile v(r), calculating the corresponding lightcurve, 
and comparing the result with the observations. It is preferable to try to de
termine the behavior of v(r) directly from the observed lightcurve. 

B. Inversion of Lightcurves 

Several methods of analyzing observed lightcurves have been reviewed 
by Wasserman and Veverka (I 973). The most reliable procedure seems to 
be that of formally inverting Eq. (6): 

+x 

--00 --00 

dv. dx 
dr 

(12) 
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Fig. 2. Lightcurves of the emersion of /3 Seo A. (a) is from Hubbard et al. (I 972), their J 3 
curve at full time-resolution. A fitted model lightcurve (solid line) is included. The base of the 
graph corresponds to the zero level. The upper straight segment of the fitted lightcurve indi
cates the unit level. Jovian latitude is -5r3. (b) is from Yapillon et al. (1973), at full time 
resolution. The base of the graph indicates the zero level: the unit level is not specified. Jo
vian latitude is -5r3. (c) is from Veverka et al. ( 1974a), 0.01 sec data averaged over I sec 
intervals. The base of the graph indicates the zero level; the unit level is indicated by a thin 
straight line. Jovian latitude is - 5r9. 
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which is an Abelian integral equation for 8(r1) in terms of v(r), and can be 
inverted to give v(r1) as a function of 8(r): 

r, 
I J 8(r')dr' v(r,) = ---, , . 

1r(2a)2 (r' - r)2 
00 

(13) 

At a given time t in the lightcurve, a certain flux cp(t) is observed. cp(t)/ cp* is 
directly related to the total bending 8(r1) at this point [see Eq. (8)]. Thus 
values of 8(r) can be obtained from the occultation record, and substituted 
into the above integral equation to give the refractivity v(r) as a function 
of height in the atmosphere (i.e., the refractivity profile of the atmosphere). 
Wasserman and Veverka (1973) have shown that this scheme works well 
even in the presence of spikes (see also Wallace 1975). 

In practice the integration in (13) is not started at oo but at some finite 
level r* above which the refractivity is assumed to be negligible. This bound
ary condition affects the derived refractivity profile near the beginning of 
calculation, but its effects are negligible after about 3 scale heights (Wasser
man and Veverka 1973). The next step is to deduce the temperature struc
ture from the refractivity profile. The error just mentioned becomes greatly 
magnified, as will be discussed next. 

C. Effect of Starting Conditions 

It is widely- but not widely enough- realized that there are large, un
avoidable uncertainties in the upper parts of a derived temperature profile in 
both optical and radio cases. We shall give a simplified exposition of the ques
tion; more details are given by Wasserman and Veverka (1973). Vapillon 
et al. (1973) have also given many illustrations, obtained by parametrically 
varying the starting conditions, and a brief report of a similar treatment is 
given by Wallace (1975). 

The actual result of an occultation experiment is a density (actually re
fractivity) profile as a function of relative height. The temperature profile 
must then be obtained by further operations. The principal difficulty is that 
the density is known only to within an additive constant. (There are some 
exceptions in the radio case, but not so far for Jupiter.) For illustration, we 
assume that the atmosphere is isothermal with a true scale height H; a family 
of density curves, differing only by a constant, is shown in Fig. 3. The cor
responding temperature profiles, obtained by logarithmic differentiation, are 
shown at the right. We use unprimed quantities for the (unknown) actual at
mosphere, and primed for the observed quantities. Thus 

p' = p +a= Po e-z/H + a (14) 

where a is the unknown constant and p0 is the density at z = 0. The observed 
density scale height is therefore 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the effect of uncertain starting conditions in conversion of a density 
profile to a temperature profile. The model atmosphere is isothermal, and the true density pro
file is the straight line. The other density profiles indicate the range likely to be consistent 
with an observation, and the corresponding deduced temperature profiles are shown at the 
right. 

-p'(dp')-1 = H'p = H + aH eztH = H(I + y). 
dz Po 

(15) 

To find the temperature, we need the pressure scale height H' = kT' I mg = 
H~ (l + /3'), where {3' = dH' /dz. The observed quantity is dH~/ dz, which 
may be called {3~; it turns out that, to an adequate approximation for this 
illustration, 

H , ~ H~ 
--,- I - /3~. 

From Eq. (15) {3~ = (a/p0 )ez 111 = y, and thus 

H' _ T' ~ I+ y 
Ji - T __,_ 1 - y · 

(16) 

(17) 

The reasonable limits on y are ± l, but without further information its value 
at the upper boundary usually cannot be determined within those limits. A 
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10% uncertainty in T', which requires that y = l / 20, requires a depth below 
the boundary of H ln 20 = 3.0 H, as illustrated in Fig. 3. If the uncertainty 
is less, one merely cuts a bit off the top of the curves. 

Frequently the temperature is determined not by differentiation but by 
use of hydrostatic equilibrium, which is more suitable for computer reduc
tion. The pressure can be obtained by integration of the density profile 

The gas law then gives 

00 

P(z) = g f p dz' . 

z 

p 
T= nk· 

(18) 

(19) 

This case has been studied by Wasserman and Veverka (1973) for atmo
spheres with temperature gradients as well as the isothermal case. The con
clusion is similar, although different in minor details. 

Use of (18) and (19) brings in a second uncertainty, since the integral in 
(18) actually does not reach infinity. Thus, the pressure remains uncertain 
for 1-2 scale heights below the boundary; the effect is illustrated in the first 
report from the Pioneer 10 radio experiment (Kliore et al. l 974a). The cor
responding uncertainty with the differentiation method used here is that the 
slope is very poorly determined near the end of a noisy density curve. In any 
case, this class of uncertainty, though perfectly real, is usually much less 
than the one due to the initial density, and dies away considerably faster. It 
can therefore be neglected, except in the occasional favorable case for the 
radio experiment where the ionospheric part of the signal can be subtracted 
exactly. 

D. The Doppler Frequency 

Analysis of the radio experiment is greatly facilitated by the simple ex
pressions derived here. These are limited to certain model atmospheres with 
constant (or zero) temperature gradients, and are therefore not particularly 
useful for analyzing observational data. In the form given here, they are lim
ited to small bending angles, an excellent approximation for Pioneer 10 where 
the angle did not exceed 8 milliradians. Figure 4 shows a projection in the 
plane containing the local vertical and the earth. With some arbitrary choice 
of origin and a corresponding initial time t0 the geometry gives 

Z = m 0 - V8 (t - to) . (20) 

By definition, the Doppler frequency f is zero in the absence of atmospheric 
bending. An immediate consequence of the bending of the beam through the 
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m 

Fig. 4. Occultation geometry for a radio experiment at immersion. The velocity v, is the com
ponent in the plane of the figure and at right angles to path P, of the actual spacecraft velocity. 

angle () is to project a fraction v.0 back into the line of sight. The correspond
ing Doppler shift is therefore (Phinney and Anderson 1968) 

f=b.v()=~() 
C s A (21) 

wheref0 is the radiated frequency and A the corresponding wavelength, 13.05 
cm. The barometric equation for number-density n with a scale-height gra
dient dH I dz = /3 is 

n0 = (!!_) 1 '¼=(Ho+ /3Z) 1 1 ¼ (22) 
n H 0 H 0 

The bending angle for a ray grazing a level with scale-height H is proportional 
to nH l (Goldsmith I 963 ). Therefore 

I 3 1 

f _ () _ n (Ho)2 _ (Ho)2 + 7l (23) 7:i- 0o - n0 H - H 

With H = H 0 + {3z as in (22), Expression (23) givesf as a function of z. Sub
stitution of (21) and (23) into (20) gives 

__:M._ 

t - t, = A':' f - Ho (Ill) 2 + 3/3 

) v,.2 {3v., f 
(24) 

If the atmosphere is isothermal, with f3 = 0, (24) becomes 

Am H 
t- to=~ f--lnf 

V8 V8 

(25) 

where a term involving lnJ;J has been absorbed into t0 ; the same thing can be 
done with (24) if desired. Differentiation of either (25) or, after a substitution, 
(24) gives 

dt =Am+ H 
df v.i v.J( I + ¾/3) . 

(26) 

A more direct derivation of (26) can be made by differentiation of (20) fol
lowed by substitution of a hydrostatic equation in its differential form. These 
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equations, for the isothermal case, were first given by Hubbard et al. ( 197 5) 
and Eshleman ( 197 5). 

II. STELLAR OCCULTATIONS 

Jupiter occultations of four stars have been observed photoelectrically: 
a- Arietis, f3 Scorpii A1, f3 Scorpii A2 and /3 Scorpii C. The occultation of a
Arietis on 20 November 19 5 2 was observed by Baum and Code ( 19 5 3 ). The 
/3 Scorpii system which consists of at least four stars (Hubbard et al. 1972; 
Elliot and Veverka 1976), was occulted on 13 May 1971. Lightcurves of the 
occultation of the spectroscopic binary f3 Seo A1 and /3 Seo A2 (V = 2.63) 
were obtained by a number of observers including Hubbard et al. ( 1972), 
Veverka et al. (1974a) and Vapillon et al. (1973). The first two groups also 
observed the occultation of f3 Seo C (V = 4.94). No detection of f3 Seo B, a 
10th magnitude companion of /3 Seo A, has been reported. 

In this chapter /3 Seo A1 and f3 Seo A2 will be dealt with as one star, al
though the individual contributions to the lightcurve of the two components 
can be identified in the high time-resolution observations of Veverka et al. 
(1974a). At the time of the occultation, the projected separation of the two 
components was 1.496 ± 0.018 l 0-3 arcsecs, or about 3 km at the distance 
of Jupiter (Elliot et al. l 975a). 

Since f3 Seo C is over 2 magnitudes fainter than f3 Seo A, the lightcurves 
for the faint star are of considerably lower quality than those for f3 Seo A. 
A conservative view would hold that f3 Seo C lightcurves are inadequate to 
determine the atmospheric scale height. For example, while Hubbard et al. 
( 1972) quote errors of± 2 km for scale heights derived from the f3 Seo A 
lightcurves, the errors quoted for those derived from the f3 Seo C observa
tions are typically ± 10 km! 

The problems with the a- Arietis lightcurve are even more serious. Like 
f3 Seo C, this star is faint (V ~ 5). In addition, the observations seem to be 
affected by systematic errors (see below), and it is imprudent to draw any 
conclusions about Jupiter's atmosphere from the a- Arietis lightcurve. 

This chapter will therefore concentrate on observations of the bright 
spectroscopic binary /3 Seo A. Lightcurves for the /3 Seo C occultation are 
discussed by Hubbard et al. (l 972) and by Elliot et al. (l 97 Sb). 

A. The Occultation of Beta Scorpii 

The occultation of 13 May 1971 was a widely observed event; observa
tions by at least six independent groups have been published. Of the various 
efforts, that at the University of Texas (Hubbard et al. 1972) was the most 
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TABLE II 
Observations of the 13 May 1971 Occultation of Beta Scorpii 

Type of Reduction Scale Height 
Reference Observations Procedure H (km) Comments 

Bhattacharyya Photoelectric Curve 3km Low signal-to-
(1972) Fitting noise ratio 

Freeman and Photoelectric Curve 8km Low signal-to-
Stokes ( 1972) Fitting noise ratio 

Larson (1972) Photographic Curve ;;,,Skm Low photometric 
Fitting accuracy 

"Meudon Group" Photoelectric Inversion 30 ± 5 km Upper portion of 
Combes et al. refractivity 
(1971) profile 

'Texas Group" Photoelectric Inversion 31 ± 2 km Three best 
Hubbard et al. 23 ± 2 km lightcurves 
(1972) 24 ± 2 km 

"Cornell/ Harvard Photoelectric Inversion 25 ± 2 km Emersion /3 Seo A 
Group" 
Veverka et al. 
(I 974a) 

extensive with three expeditions to various parts of the world. The discrep
ancy among some of the published results should dispel the attitude that stel
lar occultations by planets are easy to observe and easy to analyze. For ex
ample, reported scale heights (Table II) differ by a factor of 10! Most of the 
erroneous results can be blamed on very low-quality observations combined 
with inadequate analysis. 

The major observational pitfall is scattered light from Jupiter's limb. To 
keep this contribution to the total signal constant, guiding must be very ac
curate, especially if large apertures are used. In this respect the /3 Seo occul
tation presented much more of a challenge than the occultation of BD-17° 
4388 by Neptune in I 968 (Kovalevsky and Link 1969; Freeman and Lynga 
1970). In the Neptune occultation the star and the planet were of comparable 
magnitude and both could be included in the same aperture. Thus it was easy 
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to assure a constant contribution from the planet to the total signal. It is note
worthy that observations of the Neptune occultation at 3 different observa
tories give concordant results (Rages et al. 1974). 

In the case of the f3 Seo occultation, it was impractical to include both f3 
Seo and the whole of Jupiter in one aperture, since the star's contribution to 
the total signal would then be less than 10% (Freeman and Stokes 1972). By 
use of a small aperture ( 13 arcsec) the star's contribution to the total signal 
could be increased to 96% (Veverka et al. 1974a), but this procedure places 
a premium on good guiding, or on some method of calibrating the instanta-

>, -> 

107,.......-.----,----,,----,,----,,----,---,,----,---,-----,---,---, 

-80 

{3 Seo A Emersion 

A o Hubbard et al ( 1972) 
B a Vapillon et al (1973) 

C l:!,. Veverka et al ( 1974) 

-40 0 40 
Depth (km) 

80 120 160 

Fig. 5. Refractivity profiles derived from the emersion lightcurves shown in Fig. 2. The indivi
dual symbols indicate points read from published graphs. The zero of the depth scale is 
arbitrary and has been chosen so that v = 4 x 10-•• at the zero level for each curve. 
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neous contribution of light from Jupiter's limb to the total signal (Sec. 11.B). 
The atmospheric scale heights determined from the three best sets of ob

servations (Hubbard et al. I 972; Combes et al. I 971; and Veverka et al. 
l 974a) are concordant near the 1014- I 010 cm-3 number-density level (Table 
11 and Figs. 2 and 5). Since the atmospheric structure is not isothermal, scale 
heights quoted in this chapter usually refer to effective values obtained by 
fitting a straight line to a segment of the refractivity profile (a plot of log v 

versus z, where v is the refractivity and z is a linear depth scale). 
The remaining scale-height determinations listed in Table I I cannot be 

given any weight. They are based on lightcurves of very low photometric 
quality reduced by curve-fitting. The observations of Freeman and Stokes 
(1972) were obtained under poor atmospheric conditions: "The seeing was 
unusually bad and we were forced to include Jupiter and the star in a large 
aperture ... ; f3 Seo gave only 0.08 of the total signal." The lightcurve pub
lished by Bhattacharyya (1972) is of very low quality, and no significance can 
be attached to the deduced scale height of 3 km. The observations of Larson 
(1972) were made photographically; although high-speed photography pro
vides an interesting qualitative record of the occultation (Fairall 1972; Lar
son 1972), the photometric accuracy of film is insufficient to define accurate 
lightcurves. 

Not included in Table II is the 8-km scale height determined by Baum 
and Code (1953) from the occultation of a Arietis. Continuous guiding was 
not possible during that event, and the lightcurve showed periodic fluctua
tions caused by telescope tracking errors. Although an attempt to remove 
these errors was made, large uncertainties in the corrected lightcurve remain. 
These guiding problems, combined with the faintness of the occulted star, 
cast doubt on the quality of the published lightcurve. It is probable that the 
8-km scale height inferred is in error, and should not be construed as evi
dence for changes in the temperature structure of Jupiter's upper atmosphere 
between I 952 and I 971. 

B. Methods of Correcting for Jupiter's Contribution to the Total Signal 

Jupiter's contribution to the observed signal must be determined accu
rately if a precise "zero level" for the occultation curve is to be defined. In 
turn, a precise zero level is required if an accurate scale height is to be deter
mined from the lightcurve (Hunten and McElroy 1968; Hubbard et al. 1972; 
Wasserman and Veverka 1973; Vapillon et al. 1973). A IO% error in the 
zero level can lead to a I 00% error in the scale height (see, for example, 
Hubbard et al. 1972). 

It is interesting that the three groups who obtained extensive observa
tions of the f3 Seo occultation (Fig. 2) used different techniques for dealing 
with the troublesome problem of accurate guiding during the event. The 
Texas group (Hubbard et al. 1972) performed rapid area scans through the 
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limb and the star. The Cornell-Harvard group (Veverka et al. 1974a) used 
a beam splitter and guided visually throughout the occultation. The Meudon 
group (Berezne et al. I 975) used a double aperture technique (described 
below) to monitor tracking errors. 

The instrumentation and observing techniques used by the Texas group 
are described in detail by Hubbard et al. ( 1972). The observations were 
made at a single wavelength centered around the calcium K-line (A 3934 A). 
A narrow slit, 1 by IO arcsec, was scanned tangentially to the limb (Fig. 6) 
at a rate of - 8 complete cycles (or 16 traverses of the star image) per 
second. Clearly, this technique is very powerful for monitoring accurately 
the limb contribution to the total signal. Its main disadvantage is that the 
star is observed only intermittently. 

A B C 

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of different techniques used to observe the f3 Seo occultation. 
A shows the area-scanning method of Hubbard et al. ( 1972). A rectangular aperture I by I 0 
arcsec is scanned rapidly as indicated by the double arrow. B shows the double-aperture 
method of Vapillon et al. (I 973). The inner aperture is 5.5 arcsec in diameter; the outer 
aperture is annular with inner and outer diameters of 5.5 and 16.5 arcsec, respectively. C 
shows the single-aperture method of Veverka et al. ( 197 4a). A beam-splitter allows continu
ous guiding during the occultation. 

During the f3 Seo A events Hubbard et al. recorded data in "frames" 
of either 4 or 8 scans, corresponding to time intervals of 0.5 or 1 sec. In the 
reduction procedure, groups of 3 frames were averaged yielding one data 
point every 1.5 to 3 sec. The typical time resolution of the published data 
can be judged from the Johannesburg emersion curve: there are 3 7 data points 
in the 88-sec interval between 19h 47m 328 and 19h 49m oos, or an average of 
one point every 2.4 sec. Due to the intermittent sampling and also perhaps 
due to some of the smoothing procedures applied, some of the lightcurve de
tails are lost. For example, if the high time-resolution data of Veverka et al. 
(1974a) are degraded by averaging to a time resolution of 2.5 sec, spikes are 
not completely averaged out, whereas they do not appear convincingly in 
any of the data of Hubbard et al. ( 1972). 

Although area scanning does not yield a good record of the occultation 
at the highest possible time resolution it does provide a mechanical method 
of accurately monitoring the limb contribution to the signal. 
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The method used by the Cornell-Harvard group (Veverka et al. 197 4a) 
relies on the skill of the observer to perform any necessary guiding cor
rections during the event (Fig. 6). The instrumentation and observing pro
cedures are described in detail by Veverka et al. ( 197 4a). Since the star was 
observed at all times, continuous measurements of the star at a time resolu
tion of 0.01 sec were obtained (Liller et al. 1974). 

The observations were made simultaneously at three wavelengths: 
0.35 µ,m (Channel 1 ), 3934 A (Channel 2) and 0.62 µ,m (Channel 3). Except 
for 600 A between 0.59 and 0.65 µ,m, all light beyond 0.46 µ,m was trans
mitted (with 50% efficiency) to a guiding eyepiece. The defining aperture of 
13 arcsec was clearly illuminated by light from Jupiter, and was positioned 
so that during the occultation about half of it was filled by Jupiter's limb (Fig. 
6). On emersion, typical contrasts (/3 Seo/ Jupiter limb) were about 25, 7 
and 2 to 1 in Channels 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Since a large fraction of the 
signal in Channel 3 came from the limb, the output of this channel provides 
a sensitive test to the accuracy of guiding during the occultation. Fluctua
tions in the Channel 3 base-level average less than± 10%, which means that 
the fluctuations in the base level of Channel 2 are probably less than ±2%, 
and those in the base level of Channel I less than ± 1 %. 

The method used by the Cornell-Harvard group has the great advantage 
that continuous observations of the star at very high time resolution are pos
sible. Since observations are made simultaneously in three channels, one of 
which (Channel 3) is very sensitive to the limb contribution, a powerful color
correction method was applied to the f3 Seo C data (Elliot et al. 1975b), but 
not in the original reduction of those of f3 Seo A (Veverka et al. 1974a) since 
it was deemed unnecessary. However, it appears that the color-correction 
method can be as powerful a technique for determining the limb contribution 
as the area-scanning technique. 

The instrumentation and observing techniques used by the Meudon group 
have been described by Berezne et al. ( 1975), although some important de
tails remain unclear. Vapillon et al. (1973) state: "Visual guiding was con
tinuously performed ... When the star was too faint to allow visual guiding, 
offset guiding was performed based on predictions for a Jovian atmospheric 
scale height of 25 km." According to Vapillon (personal communication), 
only those portions of the lightcurves based on visual guiding were inverted. 
A 3-channel photometer was used (Berezne et al. 197 5); one of the channels 
monitored transparency by measuring the signal from the whole disk of Jupi
ter. The other two measured light (near 3934 A), from two concentric areas 
centered about f3 Seo (Fig. 6). Channel A measured the signal from a circular 
area 5.5 arcsec across, centered on f3 Seo. Channel B measured the signal 
from an annular area (inner diameter 5.5, outer diameter 16.5 arcsec, respec
tively) centered on the inner aperture. This procedure was intended to pro
vide an accurate method of monitoring the limb contribution. However, it 
does have an important disadvantage. It would appear that under normal 
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seeing conditions a significant portion of the star's flux must fall outside of 
the 5.5 arcsec aperture. Thus the output from this channel is probably quite 
erratic, and one would wish to see the uncorrected occultation curves. It is 
not clear how such a signal can be corrected accurately by using the output 
from Channel B. For example, how does one distinguish between an increase 
in Channel B output caused by a drifting in of Jupiter's limb, and one caused 
by the spilling in of more starlight from the inner aperture? 

Vapillon informed us that the signal from Channel A was averaged over 
0.5 sec, digitized and printed on paper-tape. As a back-up, the signals were 
also recorded on a chart recorder, with an effective time resolution of 1-2 
sec. Unfortunately, the raw occultation lightcurves as seen by Channel A 
have not been published; therefore, an independent evaluation of the ac
curacy of the correction method applied cannot be made. Vapillon et al. 
(1973) believe that their zero level is determined within confidence limits 
of± 1%. 

All detailed analyses to date have assumed that the refractivity gradient 
in Jupiter's atmosphere is parallel to the gravity gradient. Elliot and Veverka 
( 1976) have labeled this convenient simplifying assumption the "gravity
gradient model." If for simplicity we refer to the direction defined by the 
local gravity gradient as the local vertical, the model assumes that only verti
cal refractivity gradients exist, and that horizontal gradients on scales appro
priate to single occultation events are absent. Elliot and Veverka ( 1976) esti
mate that for a typical occultation by Jupiter this assumption demands that 
horizontal refractivity gradients be absent on lateral scales of less than 
~ 3000 km over an altitude of about 100 km around the occultation level. 
Young (1976) has discussed how strong turbulence might invalidate this 
assumption. 

From a detailed review of available data, Elliot and Veverka ( 1976) con
clude that no observational evidence has been produced to show that the 
simple and convenient gravity gradient model cannot be applied to Jupiter's 
upper atmosphere. However, they also stress that no evidence exists to 
prove that the assumptions of the model are valid over lateral scales of more 
than a few kilometers. 

The inherent inaccuracy in the upper parts of the refractivity and tem
perature profiles has been discussed in Sec. I [see also Hubbard et al. ( 1972); 
Wasserman and Veverka (1973); Vapillon et al. (1973); Veverka et al. 
(1974a); Veverka et al. (1974b); Rages et al. (1974); Wallace (1975)]. At 
least two fundamental problems are involved: (l) The initial dimming of the 
occulted star involves very little differential refraction, hence small errors 
in the upper portions of the lightcurve translate into large errors in the low 
refractivities at these upper levels (Veverka et al. 1974b); (2) The upper part 
of the refractivity profile is very sensitive to the boundary conditions used to 
start the inversion (Hubbard et al. 1972; Wasserman and Veverka 1973; 
Vapillon et al. 1973). Veverka et al. (1974a) judged that the refractivity pro-
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files become tolerably accurate only at levels of about v ~ I 0-10 • This esti
mate is generally consistent with the results of Hubbard et al. ( 1972) (cf. 
their Fig. I 9). and Vapillon et al. (1973). The best accuracy is found in the 
neighborhood of v = I 0-9 , where the pressure is about 5 microbar. 

C. Refractivity Profiles 

In Fig. 5, typical refractivity profiles obtained by the three groups are 
compared. These profiles are all based on observations of the emersion of 
f3 Seo A near latitude - 60°. The depth scale, z, is arbitrary and the origin has 
been chosen so that z = 0 occurs at v = 4 x 10-10• For reasons discussed in 
Sec. I I B, for v :;; I 0- 10 the refractivity profiles are very uncertain and are not 
shown. We note that the profiles in Fig. 5 were derived assuming that the 
gravity-gradient model (Elliot and Veverka 1976) is valid for Jupiter's atmo
sphere at the levels in question. 

Note that Veverka et al. (1974a) stopped their inversion procedure near 
v - 2 x I 0-9 , since at this point the residual lightcurve level was comparable 
to the estimated uncertainties in the baseline. The original reduction of the 
/3 Seo A data by the Cornell-Harvard group did not involve any corrections 
for the small baseline fluctuations that might exist in their data. If the color
correction method used by Elliot et al. (1975b) to reduce the f3 Seo C obser
vations were applied to the f3 Seo A data, the refractivity profile could proba
bly be extended to deeper levels. 

Hubbard et al. ( 1972) and Vapillon et al. ( 1973) extended their inversions 
to about v = 3 x 10-8 and v = 10-1 respectively. The area scanning tech
nique of Hubbard et al. provides a powerful method for determining the ac
curate baselines essential for reaching these levels of the atmosphere. It is 
difficult to evaluate fairly the method of Vapillon et al. in view of its limited 
description in the literature. Around v = I 0-9 there is reasonable agreement 
among the three data sets (Fig. 5). Approximate local scale heights at this 
level are about 25 km (Hubbard et al. 1972), 25 km (Veverka et al. 1974a) 
and 22 km (derived from Vapillon et al. 1973). For refractivities greater than 
4 x l 0-9 , the profiles of Vapillon et al. begin to diverge significantly from 
those of Hubbard et al. For example, the local scale height between v = I o-8 

and 2 x l o-8 is about 3 3 km in the Texas data, but about 63 km in the Meu
don data. These large differences are discussed in the following section. 

D. Temperature Profiles 

In principle the refractivity profiles discussed in the previous section 
can be converted easily into temperature versus number-density profiles 
(Wasserman and Veverka 1973) provided that the atmosphere is well mixed 
at these levels and that the mean molecular weight is known. The following 
three subsections summarize current evidence about the composition of 
Jupiter's atmosphere and the location of the homopause. The conclusion is 
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that at the levels probed by the occultations, the atmosphere is well mixed, 
and undissociated, and that the [He]/[H2 ] ratio is probably about 0.1 
(by number). 

Location of the Homopause. The eddy-diffusion coefficient in Jupiter's 
upper atmosphere is now known to be high. Carlson and Judge ( 197 4 )2 have 
found a value of Kv = 3 x 108 ± 1 cm2 sec-1 from Pioneer 10 Lyman-a obser
vations. This determination places the homopause near the level of n = 
1011 ± 1 cm-3 • Detectable refraction of the starlight begins at about 1012 

cm-3 , and the solutions cease to be dependent on boundary conditions 
below about 2-5 x 1013 cm-3 . Thus the atmosphere at the levels probed by 
the occultation is almost certainly well mixed. The Pioneer result contra
dicts the previous opinion ( discussed by Combes et al. 1971) that in order 
to reach well-mixed levels of the atmosphere one must get down to and 
below the 0.02 level in the lightcurves. 

Chemical Composition. For our purposes the only important atmospheric 
constituents are helium and molecular hydrogen (Elliot et al. 197 4 ). There 
is no reason to assume that the helium-hydrogen ratio on Jupiter differs from 
the solar or cosmic value. Within the last two years a number of definite de
terminations have been published by Elliot et al. (1974), Carlson and Judge 
(1974), Orton (1975) and by Houck et al. (1975) (Table III). The most 
restrictive determination is that of Houck et al. (197 5) based on infrared 
spectra between 16 and 40 µ,m. In what follows, we adopt a nominal value of 
[He]/ [H2 ] = 0.1 by number, consistent with the determinations listed in 
Table III. 

TABLE III 
Jovian Helium-Hydrogen Ratio by Number 

Method Reference [He]/ [H2 ] 

f3 Seo occultation Elliot et al. (I 97 4) 0.16:':8:rn 
(spike time delays) 

Pioneer 10 ultraviolet Carlson and Judge (1974) o.1s:1:rn 
photometer 

Pioneer 10 infrared Orton (I 97 5) 0.09 ± 0.08 
radiometer 

Infrared spectrum Houck et al. (1975) 0.11 ± 0.11 

Solar value Pagel ( I 973) -0.13 

2See also p. 426. 
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Fig, 7. Temperature versus number density profiles derived from the emersion lightcurves 
of /3 Seo A, assuming a well-mixed atmosphere with [He]/ [H2 ] = 0.1. by number. Curve 
A is the emersion profile calculated by Wasserman (1974) from the data of Hubbard et al, 
(1972). Curve Bis the emersion profile from Vapillon et al. (1973). The symbols indicate 
individual points read from the published graph. Curve C is the emersion profile from Ve
verka et al. (1974a). Also shown for comparison is curve A', the immersion profile calcu
lated by Wasserman (1974) from the data of Hubbard et al. (1972). The dashed portions of 
profiles A, A' and B are affected by assumed boundary conditions and are probably unreliable 
[cf. Wasserman (1974), and Fig, 3]. 

Degree of Dissociation at the Occultation Level. Judging from Fig. 2 
in the paper by Wallace and Hunten ( 1973), the atomic hydrogen concen
tration is less than I% of the total number density even at I 0 10 cm3 ; these 
calculations were made for Ki-= 106 cm2 sec- 1• Hence the actual values are 
less, and at the occultation level the degree of dissociation is insignificant. 

Figure 7 shows temperature versus number-density profiles correspond
ing to the refractivity profiles of Fig. 5. All curves were calculated under the 
assumption of a well-mixed atmosphere with [He]/ [H2 ] = 0.1. Curves A, 
A' and Care taken from Wasserman (1974); A and A' were calculated by 
Wasserman using the data of Hubbard et al. ( 1972). Curve B is drawn from 
data published by Vapillon et al. (1973). Unfortunately the latter authors 
published graphs of T versus z, and n versus z, but not of n versus T. Curve 
B was obtained by reading off a dozen points from the published graphs, and 
is adequate for our purposes. 

A comparison of Curves A, Band C (all obtained from the emersion light
curves of f3 Seo A) shows tolerable agreement near n - 5 x 1014 cm3 (v -
2 x 1 o-9). Since the three observations probed slightly different points on 
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Jupiter's periphery it is impossible to be sure (although it is probable, as 
indicated below) that the± 15°K divergence among the curves near this level 
is a measure of the systematic errors involved. As can be seen from Table I, 
the region of best agreement is about 2 scale heights below the occultation 
level. The discrepancies at higher and lower levels are now discussed sepa
rately. 

The unavoidable error in the refractivity profile at the top of the atmo
sphere has been discussed above. It is virtually impossible to assign mean
ingful error bars to calculated temperature profiles, a situation which unfor
tunately has sometimes led to the conclusion that such errors are negligibly 
small. Such errors do exist in both the vertical and horizontal directions on 
an n versus T graph. An estimate of these errors is given below. 

By inverting model curves, Wasserman and Veverka (1973) concluded 
that temperature profiles have little chance of converging to the correct 
temperature for at least 3 or 4 scale heights from the beginning of the cal
culation. Below this level, the model calculations suggest that calculated tem
peratures tend to approach the correct values, but that large errors in the 
temperature gradients can persist. This was noted especially by Veverka et 
al. (197 4b) in their analysis of the Mount Stromlo observations of the 
occultation of BO - 17°4388 by Neptune. Two different facsimiles of the 
same chart recorder trace were digitized: the resulting temperature prQfiles 
showed significantly different temperature gradients, but converged to simi
lar final temperatures. Another implication of the modeling done by Wasser
man and Veverka (1973) is that it is impossible to make general statements 
such as "inversion always overestimates temperatures and temperature 
gradients." The situation can go either way [ cf. Figs. 16 and 17 in the paper 
by Wasserman and Veverka ( I 973), and the discussion in the present Sec. I]. 

In regions deeper than I 015 cm-:i the major error is due to the uncertainty 
of the zero level. Vapillon et al. ( 1973) and Combes et al. ( 1975) have shown 
an envelope obtained by changing their zero by ±I%. This envelope con
tains all the curves shown here in Fig. 7, but still becomes rather warm, 
around 250-280°K, just below the bottom of the figure. If the error is in
creased only slightly, the data would probably be consistent with an atmo
sphere that is not warmer than 200°K, and would fit in much better with the 
radio data from Pioneers IO and I I. 

A reasonable conclusion would seem to be that temperatures between 
1014 and I 013 cm-3 (Fig. 7) can be trusted much better than the tempera
ture gradients. For levels higher than I 01:i cm-:i, there certainly are signifi
cant uncertainties in refractivity profiles and large errors in the temperature 
profiles. For regions deeper than n - I 0 15 cm-3 one is putting a great pre
mium on the accuracy of the zero level of the lightcurves, not to mention 
possible difficulties due to ray crossing discussed by Young (1976). 

We suspect that the temperature gradients shown in Fig. 7 have little 
or no significance. However, a reasonable estimate of the likely errors in 
the temperatures near 5 x I 014 cm-:i can be made. Curves A, B and C 
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differ by - ± 15°K. On the other hand, if we compare the temperature pro
files calculated from the Johannesburg emersion and immersion lightcurves 
of f3 Seo A published by Hubbard et al. (1972)-that is, Curves A and A' -
the difference in temperatures is typically only about± 10°K, even though 
these two lightcurves correspond to points on Jupiter which are much farther 
apart than those for Curves A, B, and C. This suggests that much of the diver
gence among the curves is due to systematic errors in the three different 
methods used. By examination of Fig. 7 one concludes that near n = 5 
x 1014 cm-:i, T = 170°K, with estimated uncertainty of about ± 10-20°K. 
From an independent review of these results Combes et al. (197 5) arrive at 
T = 170 ± 30°K. The validity of the overall temperature gradients in this 
region is questionable. There is no doubt, however, that small-scale tempera
ture fluctuations are present. 

The high temperatures inferred by Vapillon et al. (1973) for n > 10 1" 

cm-3 can be tested in two ways. First, although the temperatures near 
n - 1016 cm-:1 from the Pioneer IO and 11 S-band data unfortunately suffer 
from the same difficulty with starting conditions, at 5 x 1018 cm-a the tem
perature is almost certainly not over 200°K. Secondly, the three-color high 
time-resolution observations of f3 Seo A obtained by Veverka et al. (1974a) 
can be corrected for small baseline fluctuations using the color-correction 
method of Elliot et al. (1975b). It should be possible to obtain a reliable 
baseline using this technique and extend the refractivity profile to v - I o-H 
or deeper. 

E. Irregularities 

Prominent features of lightcurves that are taken with adequate time res
olution are the spikes seen in Fig. 2c. The obvious interpretation is re
focusing of the light by small density irregularities (e.g., Baum and Code 
1953; Wasserman and Veverka 1973; Wallace 1975). It has usually been 
assumed that the irregularities are layers of large horizontal extent (Elliot 
and Veverka 1976). They could be static, as inferred for the earth's lower 
stratosphere (cf., Diitsch 1971) or dynamic (French and Gierasch 1974). 
Recently Young (I 976) has urged that the proper interpretation requires 
scintillation or refraction by a large number of small irregularities. These too 
could be static or dynamic, though Young's preference is for turbulence. 
Further work with the data will be required before a consensus is possible. 
It may be that layers dominate at the higher light levels, with a transition to 
scintillation deeper in the atmosphere. Perhaps this work will also elucidate 
some of the questions about radio propagation, such as the possibility of 
ray-crossing. 

F. Diurnal Temperature Variations 

The emersion and immersion events of the f3 Seo occultation took place 
at the sunrise and sunset limb, respectively. Wasserman (1974) found no evi-
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dence of diurnal temperature changes at the occultation level (n - 1014 cm:i) 
in the best data of Hubbard et al. (I 972) and Veverka et al. (1974a); further
more he argued that there is no reason to expect them to be measurable 
at this level. A comparison of the Johannesburg curves of Hubbard et al. 
( 1972) (Curves A and A' in Fig. 2) shows that the diurnal temperature range 
at the occultation level may be less than± l 0°K, an amount that is within the 
uncertainty of the temperature determination. Combes et al. ( 197 5) also con
cluded that there is little noticeable difference between immersion and emer
sion results. 

G. Temperature Variations with Latitude 

All bright star events occurred between - 49° and - 60° latitude, while 
the faint star events clustered near - I 0°. The suggestion that the scale height 
decreases with increasing latitude (Hubbard et al. 1972) is one possible way 
of accounting for the data (Fig. 8). Unfortunately, all of the low-latitude 
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points are based on observations of {3 Seo C; the quality of the lightcurves 
for this faint star is fairly low (Fig. 9) and it is impossible to calculate accu
rate temperature profiles from them. The three scale heights derived by 
Hubbard et al. from the {3 Seo C observations have a mean value of 32 km: 
this value is higher than most of the f3 Seo A scale heights, but the uncertain
ties are large (± IO km). One must also bear in mind that Elliot et al. ( 197 5) 
obtained a lower scale height (- 24 km) from their observations of the emer
sion of f3 Seo C (latitude - 12°). 

However, the scale height observed at -47?2 (NT3 curve of Hubbard 
et al. 1972) seems to be significantly greater than the scale height observed 
near - 57° (Fig. 8). Whether or not this is evidence for the type of latitude 
variation proposed by Hubbard et al. remains unclear, in view of the large 
error bars associated with the f3 Seo C points near-10°. The effective accel
eration due to gravity, g, changes from about 2300 cm sec-2 near latitude 
10°, to about 2600 near latitude 60°. Other things being equal, this effect 
increases scale heights (H = kT I µ,g) at I 0° latitude to about 110% of their 
value at 60° latitude, and cannot explain the difference between the scale 
height measured at 47° latitude and those obtained near latitude 57°. 

H. Conclusions 

The best observations of the occultation of f3 Seo A by Jupiter indicate 
atmospheric scale heights of about 25 km near the 5 x I 014 cm-3 level at 
latitudes of 60°. A single high-quality observation at latitude 47° gives 31 km 
(Hubbard et al. 1972). It is clear that high-quality lightcurves with a high 
signal-to-noise ratio and good photometric stability are required to determine 
accurate refractivity profiles. The crucial task is to determine the zero levels 
of the lightcurves accurately, which means that the contribution of Jupiter's 
limb to the total signal must be kept constant by careful guiding or be moni
tored continuously. Since high photometric accuracy is necessary the data 
should be recorded on a medium such as magnetic tape, not on a chart 
recorder. 

The agreement between the results of Hubbard et al. (1972) and those of 
Veverka et al. (1974a) is reasonable. The results ofVapillon et al. (1973) 
appear to give excessive scale heights and temperatures at levels near 1016 

cm:i, and they are in disagreement with other data as well as with theoreti
cal models. The lower limit of their error band is more nearly acceptable, and 
could be pushed lower still if the baseline is slightly more uncertain than 
they believe. 

The area scanning method used by Hubbard et al. ( 1972) is very powerful 
for determining precise baselines, but is wasteful of light. The color-correction 
method introduced by Elliot et al. (I 975b) is probably just as powerful and 
has the advantage that the star is being observed continuously throughout 
the event. 
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The advantages of simultaneous observations in several colors and at 
high time resolution deserve to be stressed. From observations at a time 
resolution of 0.0 I sec in three colors, Elliot et al. (197 4) were able to deter
mine a value of the [He]/ [H2 ] ratio (0.16:!:8:rn) which is in agreement with 
other more recent determinations (Table III). In addition, Elliot and Vever
ka (1976) were able to show that near the I 014 cm-:i density level the refrac
tivity gradient is parallel to the local gravity gradient over scales of at 
least several kilometers. 

Refractivity profiles obtained from high-quality lightcurves are reliable 
at refractivity levels ~ I 0-10 , unless the assumptions of the gravity gradient 
model turn out to be invalid as suggested by Young (1976). Since the mean 
molecular weight of the atmosphere at these levels is now known with toler
able accuracy (Table III), and since it is also now known that the atmo
sphere is well mixed at these levels, temperatures can be inferred from the 
refractivity profiles. Typical temperatures near n - 5 x I 014 cm-:i indicated 
by the data are about 170°K with an uncertainty of probably ± l 0-20°K. 
The observations also indicate that small-scale temperature fluctuations oc
cur at these levels (Veverka et al. I 974a). 

The signal-to-noise ratio of the f3 Seo C lightcurves is generally low, and 
it is unlikely that these curves can be used to infer accurate scale heights or 
temperature profiles. The refractivity profile of Veverka et al. (197 4a) 
derived from the occultation of f3 Seo A should be extended to deeper levels 
by using the color-correction method of Elliot et al. (197 5b ). 

III. RADIO OCCULTATIONS 

Since the first experiment at Mars in 1965 by Mariner 4, the radio
occultation method has become a workhorse of planetary exploration. It 
gives information on the electron density in the ionosphere, and the total 
density in the neutral atmosphere at a much deeper level where pressures 
range from one to a thousand millibars. At Jupiter, both parts of the experi
ment ran into difficulties. In the lower ionosphere, the data were confused 
by multipath propagation, until they were laboriously sorted out by hand 
(Fjeldbo et al. 1975). Temperatures for the lower atmosphere were unac
ceptably high, and only recently has the explanation been found (Hubbard 
et al. 1975) in a small error of the geometry used for the data reduction. 
Corrected results are given in this volume by Kliore and Woiceshyn.a Here 
we shall discuss the general principles, focusing on an explanation of the 
cause of the difficulty, and on other possible problems. 

"Seep. 232. 
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A. The Neutral Atmosphere 

The original temperature profiles are illustrated by Kliore et al. (l 974a,b, 
197 5). Typically they reach temperatures of 600-700°K at pressures of 1-3 
bars; these were greeted with general disbelief by nearly everyone familiar 
with our prior knowledge of Jupiter. Attempts were nevertheless made to 
reconcile the older data with high temperatures (e.g., Mc Elroy 197 5; Hunten 
1975). 

Eventually, the most telling contradiction of all came to the fore, involving 
the microwave emission of Jupiter. At 13 cm, which is the wavelength of the 
occultation experiment, the observed brightness temperature is 280°K. Gul
kis and Poynter (I 972) have shown that the spectrum from I to 30 cm is 
naturally explained by the opacity of ammonia, in the solar abundance, in 
the temperature profile of a conventional model. But whether or not this be 
strictly true, the lower atmosphere must be opaque to 13-cm radiation at the 
280°K level. For an occultation experiment, which probes the atmosphere 
tangentially, the opaque level must be higher and cooler; but with allowance 
for measuring error, one can say that the occultation cannot probe deeper 
than the 280°K level. Any higher temperatures would make themselves 
highly visible to a microwave radiometer. (Optically thin regions, such as a 
stratosphere or ionosphere, are exempt from this prohibition but they are 
not in question here. Moreover, such a region normally enhances the micro
wave emission whereas a suppression would be required for Jupiter.) Be
cause of this argument, suggested by Gulkis, it was known that an error 
must exist in the occultation results, long before that error was found. 4 

We can be almost as sure that some other error persists in the Pioneer- I I 
entry, which still shows high temperatures. (It is barely conceivable that the 
polar troposphere is very hot, since it is essentially invisible to a radio tele
scope on the earth.) 

The basis of the error pointed out by Hubbard et al. is an extreme sensi
tivity to the exact geometry of the occultation. The principle is conveniently 
illustrated by Eq. (26), which for constant temperature may be written 

H = kT = f (dt _ Am) 
v. d!f 2 • µ,g v. 

(27) 

The scale height H, or temperature T, for an isothermal atmosphere is ob
tained from the Doppler frequency f and its time derivative. The space
craft velocity, projected into the plane of the sky and then normal to the 
limb, is v.; A. is the radio wavelength, and m the distance from limb to space
craft. The difficulty is the cancellation in the parentheses of (27). Deep in 
the atmosphere, the difference of the two terms is only 5-10% of their value, 
and is very sensitive to the exact value of v •. The same effect is discussed 

4See p. 68 I. 
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from a slightly different viewpoint by Eshleman (I 975). As he points out, 
vs 2 / Am is the rate of change of frequency that would be produced by bending 
of the ray around a fixed knife-edge (or an atmosphere with a scale height of 
zero). The information about atmospheric structure is all contained in the 
small difference. 

It is helpful to look at some actual data, which are reproduced for Pio
neer l 0 entry in Fig. l 0. The mean frequency for the previous 40 sec was 
taken as baseline, and the effect of the changing path through the ionosphere 
removed by use of a model derived from the earlier data. Three computed 
curves are also shown, displaced by a small, arbitrary amount, for different 
values of the velocity component v8 • The model atmosphere has a linear 
temperature gradient varying from 110°K at l 00 mb to 244°K at 1 mb, 
adapted from the work of Wallace et al. (1974); the curves were obtained 
from Eq. (24). The steepest line is for the velocity v8 derived without allow
ance for Jupiter's oblateness. The value 18.4 km sec-1 , a 6% reduction, is 
that derived in the preliminary analysis of Hubbard et al. (197 5). A further, 
totally arbitrary, reduction of 2% gives a curve nearly indistinguishable from 
the observations. This must not be taken as a serious suggestion; it is intended 
only as a further illustration of sensitivity. The mean geometry of the atmo
sphere can be calculated accurately, but there may still be problems with 
local deviations from spheroidal stratification. 

Deep in the atmosphere, df/ dt becomes very nearly equal to the constant 
v.2 / Am, either in (27) or its generalization (26). In Fig. 10, this behavior 
is seen in the tendency of the lines to become straight. The observed curve 
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has a very slight downward bend at the point indicated, presumably corre
sponding to some feature of the temperature profile. No doubt this tiny devia
tion from straightness carries important information. The demands on the 
quality of the data, as well as the accuracy of the encounter geometry, are 
extreme. 

A number of other difficulties are known. Fjeldbo et al. ( 1975), Eshleman 
(1975), and Kliore and Woiceshyn5 discuss the changes and jumps in the 
drift rate of the spacecraft oscillator on Pioneers IO and l I. (Steps are 
being taken to improve this situation on future missions.) The effect was 
particularly serious for the measurements of the ionosphere because of its 
great extent, but not negligible for the neutral atmosphere. Closed-loop 
operation on Pioneer 11 entry solved the problem for the ionosphere but 
ruined the lower-atmosphere experiment. Signal-to-noise ratio was a prob
lem, particularly for the lowest part of the measurements, and is further 
discussed below. This too is being improved, but the problem must inevitably 
recur at lower levels of the atmosphere. A major difficulty is the need to 
allow for the ionosphere, which is traversed in two regions separated from 
the one measured by the experiment. The only satisfactory solution is the 
use of two frequencies, which allow unambiguous separation of the neutral 
and ionized components. 

Other somewhat speculative perturbations have recently been suggested 
as offshoots from the search for the cause of the primary problem. They can 
come from atmospheric turbulence, from the characteristics of the data link 
(especially at low signal-to-noise ratio), and interactions between the two. 
Effects of turbulence, or multipath propagation, have been mentioned as a 
possibility by Kliore et al. (1974h), and have been studied by Hunten (un
published), Hubbard and Jokipii (1975), and Young (1976). Woo et al. 
(1974) have already shown that some characteristics of turbulent density 
fluctuations can be obtained from occultation data. It is convenient to think 
in terms of ray theory, which is a useful approximation for scales larger than 
the Fresnel zone. In free space the radius of this zone is v'iwi or 5 km for 
Pioneer IO entry. During occultation, the Fresnel zone is flattened, as has 
recently been emphasized by Young (l 976). (The axial ratio of the flattened 
zone is the square-root of the intensity reduction due to the atmospheric 
defocusing; the height is therefore on the order of one kilometer. As Young 
points out, the ray is thus more and more sensitive to small scales of dis
turbance as it penetrates deeper.) The suggestion of Hubbard and Jokipii 
may be summarized as follows. As in the Fresnel construction, the theoret
ical ray path is one of minimum phase. Any refractive disturbance that 
causes the ray to take a different path must therefore cause an increased 
phase shift. Such disturbances are likely to be a function of height and can 
therefore in principle cause a perturbation of the Doppler frequency. One 

·'Seep. 227. 
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possible consequence of this mechanism is a considerable spread in frequency 
of the observed signal, a question that is taken up below. 

One can also imagine the ray being forced out of its "natural" path by 
some sort of obstacle. Gulkis originally made this suggestion, with the idea 
that the obstacle might be formed by ammonia absorption, but he abandoned 
it because the effect was too small, and of the wrong polarity, to cause the 
large discrepancy. Jokipii and Hubbard (1976) have shown that their effect 
can be regarded as caused by a diversion of the centroid of the ray bundle, 
which tends to avoid regions of stronger scattering. Thus, a gradient of scat
tering increasing downwards will force the ray upwards and increase the 
frequency in accord with Eq. (21 ). The important role of this relation has 
been stressed by Eshleman in unpublished criticism of Hubbard and Joki
pii's (1975) original interpretation. In any case, as these authors point out, 
the effect is small for reasonable amounts of turbulence. 

It should be noted that the effects commonly ascribed to turbulence may 
instead be due to stratified, static perturbations of refractive index, which 
are entirely possible in regions of high static stability. The duration of an 
occultation event is so short that it can only give a "snapshot" of a situation. 
Whether it is static or dynamic must be inferred from other evidence. 

An understanding of possible problems in the radio link requires some 
knowledge of the nature of a phase-locked loop, or cpLL. This device is the 
heart of the transponder, which was used for the Pioneer 11 entry, and is 
simulated in a computer for the reduction of all the data. A brief description 
of the latter process is given by Kliore et al. (1972) (see their Fig. 8, where 
the block is called LLR, or locked-loop receiver). As discussed in Appendix 
I, a cpLL can be regarded as a single-component Fourier analyzer in which 
information derived from the signal is used as feedback to control the fre
quency of a "local oscillator." This frequency is then the output of the device; 
it is also multiplied into the signal to give the amplitude of the latter. The 
derived information is therefore very limited; in particular, the rate of change 
of frequency cannot exceed some value, determined by a low-pass filter. 
The great virtue of this system is its ability to track a signal that is almost 
buried in noise. The limitation on slewing rate is largely removed by "steer
ing" the local oscillator according to a prior estimate, or the equivalent 
process of heterodyning the signal against such an estimate to a near-constant 
beat frequency. This process can be iterated. The hard-wired cpLL on Pioneer 
11 could not use the "steering" procedure. It had to try to follow a signal 
like that shown in Fig. l 0, but changing even more rapidly because of the 
closer encounter. It is strongly suspected that the cpLL simply could not keep 
up, given the low signal strength from Earth due to attenuation by Jupiter's 
atmosphere. We understand that the Pioneer Project is undertaking some 
tests of this idea. 

If there is a spread of frequencies due to multipath propagation, the 
<J>LL will normally lock to the strongest component, or a moderately strong 
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one that is closest to its previous frequency (cf., Fjeldbo and Eshleman 1969; 
Fjeldbo 1973). If there is a momentary dropout, it will hold its frequency. If 
there is a ray crossing due to some kind of layering in the atmosphere, three 
valid frequencies will be simultaneously present for a moment, and the above 
comments still apply; only one will be tracked. Ray crossings are a common 
feature in stellar occultations (Wallace 1975; Young 1976) and there is no 
obvious reason why they should be absent at the deeper levels of the radio 
experiment. 

A valuable guide to such problems is point-by-point Fourier analysis 
of the signal (Fjeldbo I 973; Fjeldbo et al. 197 5). The <f>LL gives a better 
rejection of noise, but it gives too little information about what could be 
going wrong. When the signal-to-noise ratio is very low, there is no other 
recourse and the limitations must simply be accepted. When spectral analy
sis can be used the three frequencies of a ray crossing can be sorted out, 
but the required signal-to-noise ratio is considerably higher. 

The data for pressures :S 20 mb suffer from the starting-point errors dis
cussed in Sec. I; the problem is well illustrated by Fig. I 5 in the chapter by 
Kliore and Woiceshyn. 6 The difficulty of recovering absolute density from a 
noisy amplitude signal has been analyzed by Wallace (197 5), and his results 
apply equally well to phase data. Under the best conditions the radio experi
ment actually measures absolute density, but this was not achieved by the 
Pioneers because absolute phase was lost as the ray traversed the iono
sphere. Even at Mars, a much more tractable case, it has been found neces
sary to subtract a so-called "bias" (Kliore et al. 1972), a process equivalent 
to setting the atmospheric density equal to zero at some height. Probable 
causes are deviations from spherical (or spheroidal) symmetry due to mete
orological effects, and similar asymmetries in the ionosphere. 

The temperature profiles derived by Kliore and Woiceshyn7 are still not 
the final ones, but major changes are not expected. They suggest a minimum 
(or tropopause) temperature of I 05°K at 80- 100 mb and a rise to I 50°K at 
10 mb. This is entirely consistent with Earth-based and infrared data and 
with computations of radiative balance. 

The various results from the {3 Seo occultation can be used as a further 
source of information. At the pressure where they agree best (- 0.0 I mb, the 
half-intensity point) they give - 170°K, and the discussion in Sec. II suggests 
that the temperature rises at greater depths. A slow rise to the vicinity of 
200°K at 0.1-1 mb is reasonable and a maximum as high as 250°K is con
ceivable; but most likely the entire region is nearly isothermal between I 60 
and 200°K. More details appear in this volume in the chapters by Wallace8 

and Hunten.9 

6See p. 235. 
7See p. 233. 

"Seep. 284. 
"Seep. 25. 
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B. The Ionosphere 

This section is only a brief supplement to the chapter by Atreya and Don
ahue in this volume. 10 The data processing for the ionosphere was done sepa
rately from the neutral atmosphere and did not omit the oblateness of the limb 
(Fjeldbo et al. 1975). In any case it appears that the cancellation in the ana
log of (27) would not have been serious. Strong layering in the lower part 
gave multipath propagation, which was sorted out as well as possible with the 
aid of frequency spectra. Some ambiguities remain; in particular, the authors 
suggest that horizontal non-uniformities may be responsible for some of the 
effects observed. About half a dozen layers seem to be present, spaced 100-
200 km. 

The layering immediately calls to mind the terrestrial phenomenon of 
sporadic E, a major form of which is due to metallic ions, concentrated by 
wind shears with the aid of the geomagnetic field (Whitehead 1961 ; Axford 
and Cunnold 1966). Moreover, the presence of sodium at and around Io has 
already led to the suggestions that Na" forms the ionosphere of lo and could 
be present on Jupiter as well (Yung and McElroy 197 5; Atreya et al. 1974). 
Although sporadic E usually shows only a single layer, the basic mechanism 
seems capable in principle of producing multiple layers. On the whole, this 
idea is more attractive than anything involving different ions in different 
layers. The segregation into layers is much more naturally explained by a 
mechanism involving atmospheric motions than by any kind of static equilib
rium between ion production and loss. 

The ionosphere as a whole is enormously extended. Its detectable thick
ness is more than 3000 km, and the topside scale height is around 600 km. 
The maximum electron density (over I 05 cm-3 ) is large for a planet so far 
from the sun. There was considerable difficulty with the Pioneer IO data, 
because of possible jumps in drift rate of the oscillator in the radiation belt. 
Pioneer 11, at entry, eliminated this problem by operating in closed-loop 
mode, and gave an unambiguous scale height. The corresponding tempera
ture for a plasma of protons and electrons is 750°K (Kliore et al. 1975). 

This temperature is a big surprise indeed and will certainly require a lot 
of new thinking. The exospheric temperature predicted for the neutral atmo
sphere is only 10-20°K above the mesopause temperature, or not much more 
than 200°K (Strobel and Smith 1973). The ion and electron temperatures 
are expected to be the same, according to Henry and McElroy (1969). Even 
if this is not so, another heat source must be present to supplement the 
solar ultraviolet, and comparison of the observed and predicted temperature 
rises suggests that it may be some 40 times larger, or 0.5 etg cm-2 sec-1 

global average. The radiation belt is one possibility, but certainly not the 
high-energy particles measured by the Pioneers, which would penetrate far 

10See p. 304. 
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too deeply. Perhaps there is a low-energy population as well. Another energy 
source is waves and turbulence propagated from the lower atmosphere; this 
thought is encouraged by the irregularities that seem to be present in the 
stratospheric temperature profile (French and Gierasch 1974) and by the 
large eddy coefficient inferred from the Lyman-a experiment (Carlson and 
Judge 1974). 11 The Jovian thermosphere would thus be an analog of the solar 
corona. Prasad (1975) has published a model of the thermosphere heated by 
dissipation of postulated turbulent energy. Still other possibilities are ion 
drag due to the different rotational speeds of the neutral atmosphere and 
magnetic field, and meteoroid impact (if the particles lose their energy at a 
high enough altitude). 
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APPENDIX 

Principles of a Phase-Locked Loop 

The components of a phase-locked loop are a multiplier, a filter, and an 
oscillator whose frequency is controlled by the output of the filter. Applied 
to the multiplier are an input signal A sin w t and the oscillator output 2 cos 
(wt+ </>), where <f> is a phase difference, normally small. After filtration, or 
averaging, the output of the multiplier is 

< 2A sin wt cos (wt+</>)>= <A sin (2wt +</>)+A sin(-</>)> (28) 
= -A sin</>. 

This quantity is an error signal that is used to control the frequency of the 
"local" oscillator. Normally</> remains small, fluctuating about zero, and the 
phase of the oscillator is locked to that of the input signal. The output fre
quency of the oscillator therefore represents accurately the signal frequency. 
If a measure of the amplitude is also required, the oscillator output is shifted 
90° in phase, and applied, along with the signal, to a second multiplier and 
filter. The result is 

< 2A sin wt sin (wt+ cf>)>= <A cos (2wt +</>)-A cos<f> > 

= -A COS<p (29) 
= -A when <f> is small. 

11 see also p. 426. 
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The resemblance to a Fourier analysis is obvious; the operations (28) and 
(29) are identical, and the novelty is the use of (28) as a feedback control 
to track the incoming frequency. 
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THE THERMAL STRUCTURE OF JUPITER IN THE 
STRATOSPHERE AND UPPER TROPOSPHERE 

L. WALLACE 
Kitt Peak National Observatory 

The upper tropospheric part of the thermal structure seems to be quite well estab
lished because stadies of the thermal infrared spectrum, studies of the thermal micro
wave spectrum, and radiative-convectii·e models all yield very similar results. Currently 
useful information on the stratosphere, limited to observations of stellar occultations 
and the 7.8 µ,m band of CH,, is not sufficiently potent to establish the stratospheric 
structure in any detail. Radiati1·e-convective models exist which are compatible with 
these observations but the models may not contain enough of the relevant physics to 
be realistic. The Pioneer radio occultation experiment may turn out to be of importance 
in this region. 

In this review of the average thermal structure of Jupiter I will attempt 
to collate information obtained with a variety of techniques and involving 
a number of physically separable modes of heat transport at heights above 
pressures of approximately 3 atmospheres. The most recent review of this 
topic seems to be contained in a review of the upper atmosphere of Jupiter 
by Hunten (1969); since then the thermal structure has become much better 
defined. There is also very clear evidence that the thermal structure varies 
from point to point across the disk (see, e.g., Ingersoll1 et al. 197 5; or Orton2 

1975a,b). This review, however, will be restricted to a consideration of the 
mean global structure. 

I will more or less follow Hunten's (1969) layering nomenclature. The 
lowest part, at pressures 2: I 0" dynes cm-2 (0.1 bar), is the troposphere 
where the temperatures increase rapidly inward. Radiation by He and H2 

seems to be the dominant heat transport mechanism in the upper tropo
sphere down to 5 x I 05 or 106 dynes cm-2 ; convection takes over below that 
point. The tropopause occurs at a temperature minimum of between I 00 

'See also p. 197. 
'Seep. 206. 
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and 120°K. Above that, in the stratosphere, radiative transport is still domi
nant and the temperature increases with height because of the rapidly de
creasing ability of He and H 2 to radiate the solar flux deposited in the 
atmosphere. The stratopause is taken to occur at - 10 dynes cm- 2 and T -
180°K at which point insufficient collisions occur to maintain local thermo
dynamic equilibrium. Above the stratopause, in the thermosphere, heat is 
conducted downward to a point where radiation can occur. The term "meso
sphere" is not used here because a temperature maximum between the tro
popause and the base of the thermosphere has not been definitely established. 

Consideration of the thermal structure requires knowledge of the atmo
spheric composition. Since the composition is not known with precision I 
assume that the needed Jovian atmospheric abundances are consistent with 
solar abundances, following current cosmological thinking (e.g., Cameron 
1973). I have adopted:1 [He]/[H2 ] = 0.1 I, as suggested by Hunten and 
Mlinch (I 973). Other values of this ratio determined from Hirshberg (I 973) 
and Allen ( 197 5) range from 0.10 to 0.20. The best published measurements 
of this quantity on Jupiter appear to be 0.19 :t:8:1;;, obtained by Elliot et al. 
(197 4) from the f3 Seo occultation and 0. I 8 _t_g tt obtained by Carlson and 
Judge (197 4) from observations of the hydrogen Lyman-a line and the He I 
584 A line. More recently, Judge4 et al. have revised the ultraviolet result 
down to the range 0.05 - 0.10, and studies in the thermal infrared have 
yielded 0. 14 ± 0.08 (Orton5) and - 0.1 (Houck et al. 1975). The stellar oc
cultation and ultraviolet results pertain to the high stratosphere while the 
infrared results pertain to pressures - I 06 dynes cm-2 and there is no reason 
to expect departures from a constant mixing ratio up to the turbopause. For 
[ CH4 ] / [ HJ a value of 7 x I 0-4 is used, consistent both with solar abundance 
(Allen 1975) and studies of the 3v3 methane band and H 2 quadrupole lines 
on Jupiter (Owen and Mason 1968; Belton 1969; Fink and Belton l 969) at 
about 106 dynes cm-2 • I also take this ratio constant through the atmosphere. 
Deep in the troposphere I have used [NH:il/lH2] = 1.8 x 10-4 , obtained 
from solar work (Allen I 975) but consistent with microwave studies of 
Jupiter (see Sec. VI). NH:i is considered mixed up to the point at which it 
would be supersaturated (5 x I 05 - 6 x 105 dynes cm-2); above that point 
it is assumed to follow the saturation vapor pressure curve. At some point 
above the tropopause, photochemical destruction of N H3 would occur 
(Strobel 1975) but the present discussion does not require consideration of 
that problem. 

The location of the turbopause is not well established but with Wallace 
and Hunten's (1973) definition of it as the point at which the molecular and 
eddy diffusion coefficients are equal and the current estimate that the eddy 

"Square brackets are used to indicate number densities. 
4See p. 419. 
"Seep. 211. 
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diffusion coefficient is - 108 cm2 sec-1 (Carlson and Judge 1974), it occurs 
at pressures much less than 1 dynes cm-2 • This is high enough to warrant 
the assumption that He, H2 and CH4 are completely mixed throughout the 
whole pressure range of interest here. It is conceivable that photochemical 
destruction could cause the CH4 mixing ratio to be less than completely 
mixed below the turbopause (e.g., Hunten, personal communication; Prinn 
and Owen6) but currently there is no evidence for such an effect. 

I. THERMAL INFRARED SPECTRUM, 13-200 µm 

This region contains the bulk of the thermal radiation which arises almost 
entirely from the troposphere. The observation of the broad-band flux from 
1.5 to 350 µ,m by Aumann et al. (1969) gave Te= 134 ±4°K, where Te 
is the effective temperature, a basic atmospheric parameter. Narrower
band observations and a model of the sort calculated by Trafton ( 1965) (see 
Sec. III) are compared in Fig. 1. The calculated spectrum is derived from a 
tropospheric temperature structure for a He-H2 atmosphere in radiative
convective equilibrium with Te= 134°K. The general temperature level of 
the model is set by Te but the variation with frequency is defined by the 
model temperature variation and the frequency dependence of the pressure
induced absorption coefficient of the He-H2 mixture of the model. Minimum 
temperatures occur at 350 and 600 cm-1 , positions of maxima in the ab
sorption coefficient corresponding to the S(0) and S(l) rotational H 2 lines. 
The broadened rotational lines dominate the spectrum from 200 to 900 cm- 1 ; 

the plateau from I 00 to 200 cm-1 and the abrupt temperature increase below 
I 00 cm-1 are due to the translational part of the absorption coefficient. The 
discrepancy between the model and the datum labelled "b" at 35 µ,m is not 
a problem at this point because N H3 absorption, omitted from the model, 
would diminish or eliminate the temperature rise (Taylor 1972) and the 
plotted brightness temperature, although entirely reasonable, was an assumed 
calibration for a study of other planets. Without recourse to a model, it is 
apparent from the figure that the temperature drops to at least 120°K. 

The higher resolution observations in this region given by Houck et al. 
(197 5) actually turn down at the short frequency end rather than rising. In 
addition, their spectrum shows clear temperature minima at the location of 
the S(0) and S( 1) lines and, since the ratio of the rotational to the translational 
part of the absorption coefficient depends on [He]/ [H2], has yielded a mea
sure of that mixing ratio. An unexplained feature of the spectrum by Houck 
et al. is a third temperature minimum between the S(O) and S(l) lines at 23 µ,m. 

One of the important results of the Pioneer infrared experiment has been 
a determination of the global average Te= 125 ±3°K (lngersolF et al. 197 5), 

6See p. 356. 
7See p. 202. 
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Fig. 1. Observations of the thermal infrared spectrum compared with a modt!I spectrum. The 
observations are from a) Low (I 965), cJ Armstrong et al. (I 972), d) Low et al. ( 1973), e) 
Aitken and Jones ( I 972),f) Gillett et al. ( I 969), and 1; J Chase et al. ( I 97 4). The point b) 

was assumed by Harper et al. (I 972). The observations and model are discussed in Secs. I 
and 111. The figure is from Wallace (I 97 Sb). 

distinctly lower than the groundbased result of Aumann et al. (1969) of 
I 34 ± 4°K, but Low (verbal communication, and also see p. 204) has sug
gested that the groundbased result might be revised down to 129°K. Since 
the Pioneer experiment used a relatively more direct reference to a black 
body for calibration than the groundbased work it may turn out that 125°K 
is the better measurement. If it should turn out that way the model spectrum 
of Fig. 1 would be adjusted downward by 9°K, to a first approximation. The 
figure then suggests that the narrower-band observations may be a little too 
hot also. A resolution of this problem will have to wait for further ob
servations. The Pioneer infrared results are further discussed in Sec. IV. 

II. THERMAL INFRARED SPECTRUM, 5-13 µm 

The spectrum is complex in this region and has important implications 
regarding the stratosphere and troposphere. The spectrum obtained by 
Gillett et al. ( 1969) in this region is given in the lower part of Fig. 2. At 
longest wavelengths the spectrum is dominantly due to the short wavelength 
tail of the rotational pressure-induced absorption coefficient of the He-H2 
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Fig. 2. The spectrum of Gillett et al. ( 1969), given by filled circles in panel d), compared with 
transmission spectra of NH:i (panel a), H, (panel b), and CH4 (panel c). 
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atmosphere ( cf. Fig. 1 ). The IO µ,m region is strongly influenced by the I 0 
µ,m absorption band ofNH3 and the 7.8 µm region is undoubtedly dominated 
by the 7.8 µm band of CH4 . Other absorption bands of CH4 and NH:1 are 
present at short wavelengths. The region at 5 µm appears to be relatively 
free of band absorption but the brightness variation across the disc (e.g., 
Westphal et al., 1974) indicates that the emission arises from greater depths 
in the belts than in the zones. 

From this spectrum Gillett et al. ( 1969) accurately identified the mini
mum brightness temperature (115°K at 13.5 µ,m) with an upper limit to the 
minimum temperature. Also, because of the large opacity in the 7.8 µm band 
of CH4 , they concluded that the 7.8 µ,m emission arose from above the tem
perature minimum and consequently identified the brightness temperature 
in this band of 145°K as a lower limit to the temperatures reached in the 
stratosphere. The observation by Gillett and Westphal (1973) of limb bright
ening at 7. 94 µm confirmed the stratospheric origin of this emission. 

Although the higher resolution work of Aitken and Jones (1972) clearly 
shows IO µm N H:i absorption lines. the first studies of this band are by 
Wildey and Trafton ( 1971) and Trafton and Wildey ( 197 4) from limb darken
ing curves integrated over the 8 to 14 µ,m region. The observations were 
compared with Trafton-type models (see Sec. Ill) containing He-H 2 pres
sure-induced opacity and the 10 µm NH3 opacity in which the NH3 followed 
the saturated vapor pressure curve. The end result was a determination of 
the effective temperature as 135 ±4°K, in excellent agreement with the direct 
earth-based measurement of 134 ±4°K cited above. 

Orton (1975b) has obtained synthetic spectra in the 7 - 14 µm region 
which are in good agreement with an improved unpublished version of the 
spectrum of Gillett et al. ( 1969) circulated by Gillett, and the spectrum of 
Aitken and Jones ( 1972). The synthetic spectra were obtained by first de
ducing the required thermal structure from the spectrum and the 7.94 µm 
limb darkening data of Gillett and Westphal (I 973) and then using the de
duced thermal structure to calculate a more detailed spectrum including 
gaseous CH4 and N H:1 and solid N H3 opacities. An opaque cloud was in
cluded in the zones at a pressure of 6 x I 05 dynes cm-2 to account for the 
behavior of the 5 µ,m brightness. The solid NH:i provided the opacity in the 
8.2-9.5 µ,m region where neither gaseous CH4 nor NH:i are sufficient. The 
agreement with the spectra is quite good but the fit to the center-to-limb 
scans at 8.15 µm shows a residual problem. Orton's (1975b) deduced ther
mal structure is discussed in Sec. IV. 

The high-resolution data of Lacy et al. (1975) in the 10 µm band ofNH3 

are very puzzling. I will demonstrate in later sections of this paper that the 
thermal structure of the troposphere where this band is formed is quite well 
defined by infrared observations beyond - 13 µ,m and by the microwave 
spectrum and that, in the region of saturation, N H3 follows the saturated 
vapor pressure curve to probably better than a factor of two. As I understand 
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it, the spectrum at 4 cm- 1 resolution of Lacy et al. is in agreement with this 
picture, but at 0.5 cm- 1 resolution discrepancies appear which require either 
a much slower temperature gradient if N H3 follows the saturation curve or 
very substantial sub-saturation (- 10 times) ofNH3 if the temperature struc
ture follows that deduced from the infrared and microwave spectra. As 
Trafton suggested in discussion of the paper by Lacy et al., the difficulty may 
be due to errors in the line shape used by Rank in the calculation of his 
synthetic spectra. 

Higher resolution observations in the 11-13 µ,m region by Ridgway 
( 1974a ,b) have revealed the 12. 2 µ,m band of C2 H6 and the 13. 7 µ,m band of 
C2 H 2 in emission giving strong support to the idea that the temperature in the 
stratosphere must be considerably higher than the minimum temperature. 
The bands are weak enough that the general run of the continuum level in
dicated in Fig. 2 is not grossly affected. 

III. RADIATIVE-CONVECTIVE MODELS 

Trafton's (1965. I 966) calculations of the H2-H 2 and He-H2 pressure
induced absorption coefficients and the Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium 
(LTE) models he obtained with them (Trafton 1965, 1967; Trafton and Stone 
197 4) have become generally accepted as being good representations of the 
tropospheric structure. Radiative equilibrium models were calculated for 
constant flux, defined by the effective temperature, and since it is expected 
that dynamical effects would wipe out a super-adiabatic gradient, an adia
batic lapse rate is assumed below the point at which the radiative gradient 
exceeds the adiabatic. Such a model for Jupiter given by Trafton and Stone 
(1974) is shown as the curve of Fig. 3 which terminates at a pressure of 
3 x 103 dynes cm-2 • The curve should actually be extended through the 
stratosphere at a temperature of 106°K. Absorption by NH3 and pressure
induced absorption by CH4-H2 is not significant for these models (Trafton 
1967, 1972; Fox and Ozier 1971). 

This type of model fails to give the required high stratospheric tempera
ture because it includes no stratospheric heating. It is, however, very good 
in the troposphere as is indicated by the agreement between the observations 
and the model spectrum in the 30 to 800 cm-1 region (see Fig. I) which arises 
almost entirely from the troposphere. Specifically, the comparison shows 
that the He-H2 opacity assumed in the model is the dominant thermal 
opacity. 

Gillett et al. ( 1969) suggested that the high stratospheric temperatures 
were maintained by the balance of solar flux deposition in the 3.3 µ,m band of 
CH4 and reradiation in the 7 .8 µ,m band. Hogan et al. (1969) attempted to 
include this mechanism in radiative-convective models of He-H2-CH4 atmo
spheres in the stratosphere but Hogan (personal communication) indicates 
that errors in their calculations have been found. The good agreement be-
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Fig. 3. Radiative-convective models with and without methane heating. The model with no 
stratospheric temperature inversion is from Trafton and Stone (1974) for [He]/[H2 ] = 0.1, 
[CH,]/[H 2 ] = 0 and Te= 135°K. The convective region for this model falls below 4.7 x 105 

dynes cm-2 , indicated by the filled circle. The two hotter models are from Wallace et al. 
( I 974) for [He]/ [H2 ] = 0.11, [CH4J / [H,1 = 7 x 10-• and T,. = I 34°K. The model exhibiting 
intermediate stratospheric temperatures includes heating and cooling only in the 3.3 and 7.8 
µm bands of CH 4 ; the hottest model also includes heating in the weaker CH 4 bands. 

tween the results of Cess and Khetan (I 973) and Wallace et al. (I 974) for 
this problem in which only the 3.3 and 7.8 µ,m bands are included gives 
confidence that their results are essentially correct, particularly considering 
their very different approaches to the problem. This model is indicated by 
the curve at intermediate stratospheric temperatures in Fig. 3. It gives only 
about t the intensity observed in the 7 .8 µ,m band. In order to obtain higher 
temperatures, Wallace et al. (1974) added the heating due to deposition of 
solar flux in the weaker infrared and visible CH4 absorption bands. This 
model, which yields the highest temperature stratosphere of Fig. 3, gives an 
intensity in the 7.8 µ,m band only ~ 25% low. 
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In the troposphere the He-H2 thermal opacity dominates over that of 
CH4 so that the only difference between the models is that in those with solar 
heat deposition in the methane bands the lower troposphere does not have to 
transport quite as much flux and is therefore slightly cooler. This effect, 
which is not noticeable in Fig. 3, amounts to about 10°K at ~ 106 dynes 
cm-2. However, since the modelling of the cloud structure by Wallace et al. 
was very crude, the true magnitude of the effect is uncertain. In the strato
sphere the model including the 3.3 µ,m, 7.8 µ,m, and weaker CH4 bands is 
preferred over that which includes only the 3.3 and 7.8 µ,m bands of CH4 

because it is in better agreement with the observed 7.8 µ,m band. However, 
the stratospheric part of the model, as opposed to the tropospheric, remains 
very uncertain because not all of the heating and cooling mechanisms have 
been included. Both cooling in the 12.2 µ,m ethane band and 13. 7 µ,m acety
lene band, which have been observed in emission by Ridgway (l 974a,b), and 
heating by means of absorption of solar flux by aerosol or dust particles, 
could be important. 

IV. INVERSION OF THERMAL INFRARED SPECTRA 

An alternative to comparing observed and model thermal infrared spectra 
as a test of possible temperature profiles is to perform a numerical inversion 
of the observed thermal spectrum to obtain the temperature profiles. This 
method has the advantage that it does not use the assumption of radiative
convective equilibrium. Detailed relaxation methods have been developed 
for this inversion by Chahine (1968, 1970, 1974) and Smith (1970). 

Ohring (1973) has applied Smith's method to observations of Jupiter in 
the 7. 8 µ,m band of C H4 and in the 12 µ,m region assuming that the latter 
region was dominated by He-H2 pressure-induced opacity. The CH4 band 
emission, arising mostly from the stratosphere, largely constrains the strato
spheric part of the profile; observations at 2: 12 µ,min the He-H2 continuum 
constrain the profile below the temperature minimum. Since Ohring used es
sentially the same opacities and observational constraints as Wallace et al. 
(1974) in their modelling one might expect the two approaches to yield es
sentially identical profiles but Fig. 4 shows that this is not the case above the 
temperature minimum. [Wallace and Smith (1975) have noted that the dis
crepancy below the temperature minimum claimed by Wallace et al. is re
moved if Ohring's profile is plotted on a pressure scale which is appropriate 
to the details of Ohring's calculation.] The results of additional inversions 
by Wallace and Smith (1975) and Orton (1975b) are also indicated. 

The important aspect of Fig. 4 is that all of the profiles shown predict 
essentially the same fluxes in the 7.8 µ,m CH4 band and in the He-H2 con
tinuum from ~ 14 to 100 µ,m in good agreement with the published observa
tions (Figs. 1 and 2). The details of the different observed fluxes and inver
sion methods used are of secondary importance. The question to be ad-
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dressed here is which, if any, of these stratospheric temperature structures 
is to be believed. 

The cause of the ambiguity is apparently well known to those involved 
in inverting terrestrial infrared spectra (see, e.g., Chahine 1974). The inten
sity / emerging at direction cosine µ, and frequency II is 

00 

l(µ,,11)= J B(11,p)exp[-t(11,p)/µ,] dt(v,p)/µ, 

() 

where B and t are the Planck function and vertical optical depth at pressure 
p. Very approximately, if B varies slowly with p in the region t Iµ, ~ 1, a 
mean value of B at t Iµ, = I can be removed from the integral to yield the 
result that the temperature at tiµ,= I is approximately the observed bright
ness temperature. The numerical inversion takes care of the temperature gra
dient. This straightforward behavior is responsible for the good agreement 
between the different results in Fig. 4 in the troposphere which rely on spec
tral data at wavelengths 2: 12 µ,m. But while the ratio of B at 180°K to that 
at 110°K (the approximate range of Fig. 4) is :S 70 at 'A 2: 12 µ,m, that ratio 
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Fig. 4. Results of different inversions of the thermal infrared spectrum compared with the 
hottest model of Fig. 3 and the current results of the Pioneer radio occultation experiments. 
The curve labelled "Ohring" gives the result nf Ohring's ( 1973) inversion, those labelled 
"Smith Method" and "Matrix Inversion" give the results of different inversions by Wallace 
and Smith (I 975) and that labelled "Orton" gives Orton's (1975b) result. The radio occulta
tion results are from Kliore and Woiceshyn. 8 The figure is from Wallace and Smith ( 1975) 
with Orton's and Kliore and Woiceshyn's results added. 

8See p. 235. 
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is 700 at 7.8 µm. Thus at 7.8 µm the bulk of the intensity can come from near 
t Iµ = 1 if the temperature gradients are small or from a location of high tem
perature well away from t Iµ = l. In comparing the results labelled "Ohring" 
and "Matrix Inversion" note that considerably more 7.8 µm emission comes 
from "Matrix Inversion" above 104 dynes cm-2 ; and in order to obtain the 
same total intensity "Matrix Inversion" must be colder than "Ohring" be
tween 104 dynes cm-2 and the temperature minimum. 

Orton ( 197 5b) assumed a constant lapse rate at pressures less than 3 x 
104 dynes cm-2 which extrapolates to 177°K at 102 dynes cm-2 • If he included 
the contribution to the intensity from the upper (hot) stratosphere, a definite 
inconsistency exists between Orton's result and those of Ohring and Wallace 
and Smith. If, however, Orton did not actually include this contribution there 
is no conflict. This problem has not been resolved. 

Thus while the 7.8 µm band establishes a thermal inversion, the current 
thermal infrared observations have not been adequate to define the details. 
However, Wallace and Smith (1975) have argued that the more acceptable 
of these results are the ones which achieve - 180°K at - 10 dynes cm-2 

in essential agreement with the optical occultation results (see Sec. VI). 
While that consideration favors the "Matrix Inversion" and "Model" pro
files, a very irregular run of temperature between IO and 105 dynes cm-2 

could also satisfy both the infrared and the optical occultation results. It 
seems unlikely that the ethane and acetylene emissions could be used as a 
further constraint on the stratospheric structure because they are photo
chemical products whose variation with height are not known (Strobel, 197 3, 
1975). High spectral and spatial observations in the 7.8 µm band of CH4 

might, however, be very useful. 
The results of inverting longer wavelength data are much less sensitive 

to the assumed overlying structure and should give a good definition of the 
profile in the 105 - 106 dynes cm-2 region. Data much superior to that used 
in Fig. 4 have been subsequently analyzed; by Houck et al. (1975) using a 
much higher resolution earth-based spectrum of the 16- 40 µm region than 
indicated in Fig. I, and by Orton11 (I 975b) using the Pioneer 10 and 11 limb 
darkening data in bands at 20 and 45 µm. These results will supersede any 
others in this pressure range. An intercomparison of these two would be 
very useful but I have not been able to do that here. 

V. THE THERMAL MICROWAVE SPECTRUM 

Gulkis 10 gives a good review of this part of the spectrum but I want to 
briefly emphasize its importance to the thermal structure. The figures used 
in this context do not contain the newer data that Gulkis' do, but they will 
suffice. 

"Seep. 209. 
JOSee chapter by Berge and Gulkis. p. 662. 
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At wavelengths up to about 7 cm the Jovian emission is confined to the 
disk and assumed to be thermal; beyond 7 cm synchrotron and other radi
ations dominate the spectrum. After measurements of brightness tempera
tures - 150°K at - I 00 µ,m (see Fig. I), there appears to be a gap in the mea
surements up to 0.1 cm. Between 0.1 and 0.3 Gulkis and Poynter (1972) 
indicate mean disk temperatures - 150°K, and the spectrum beyond 0.3 
cm is indicated in Fig. 5. The data at IO and 20 cm have been corrected for 
the contribution due to synchrotron radiation. 
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Fig. 5. Observed and model thermal microwave brightness temperature spectrum from Gulkis 
and Poynter (I 972). The mixing ratio a= [NH3]/[H2 ] applies below the region of NH3 

saturation. 

For abundances corresponding to solar, the only important opacity in 
the 0.3-20 cm region are the NH3 inversion lines centered at - 1.25 cm. 
Models by Gulkis and Poynter computed with this opacity for a temperature 
variation essentially identical to that of Fig. 3 (passing through 210°K at 1.6 
x l 06 dynes cm-2) at pressures > 3 x I 05 dynes cm-2 are compared with 
the observations in Fig. 5. The differences in the profiles at pressures < 
3 x I 05 dynes cm-2 are not important since insignificant emission comes 
from this region. NH3 is assumed mixed up to the point where its partial 
pressure equals the saturated vapor pressure and above that it follows the 
saturated vapor pressure curve. The result that [NH3] / [H2] - 3 x 10-4 

below the region where NH3 is saturated, is in good agreement with the value 
consistent with solar abundances ( 1.8 x I o-4) and indicates that the radia
tive-convective models appear to be valid down to depths where the tem
perature is at least - 280°K. 
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Fig. 6. Observed and model thermal microwave brightness temperatures from 1.3 to 1.5 cm 
from Gulkis et al. (1974). See text. 

The subsequent study by Gulkis et al. (1974) limited to near the center 
of the 1.25 cm absorption is illustrated in Fig. 6. In this study the authors 
assumed [NH3] / [H2] = 2 x 10-4 in the unsaturated region and temperature 
profiles following an adiabatic lapse rate through 130°K at the three pres
sures of 1.0, 0.49 and 0.24 atm (Models l, 2 and 3 of Fig. 6). Model 2, the 
best fit, is in very good agreement with the results from infrared studies 
given in Fig. 4. 

The good agreement between the infrared and microwave results for 
the troposphere is very important because they are almost independent. 
The independence arises from the different opacity sources and different 
absorbers in the two regions. They are, however, not quite independent 
since the microwave data require an assumed lapse rate (adiabatic) whereas 
the infrared data yield a lapse rate which is adiabatic to within the errors of 
observations. 

VI. STELLAR OCCULTATIONS 

This subject is part of the review by Hunten and Veverka.11 I have no 
arguments with their conclusions, but in the context that these events offer 
one of the lines of evidence bearing on the thermal structure, I would like 
to present my own comments. 

There is a considerable body of evidence that the observed change of 
stellar intensity during immersion and emission is due to refraction of star
light in the planetary atmosphere, and consequently that information about 

11 See p. 258. 
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the atmospheric scale height can be obtained from the event (see, e.g., Was
serman and Veverka 1973). This type of information is unique in sampling 
the high stratosphere where the other techniques noted in this review are 
ineffective. The early attempt by Baum and Code (1953) to interpret the 
occultation of u Arietis by Jupiter was not very successful. They compared 
smooth synthetic light curves for an isothermal atmosphere with noisy 
observations to obtain upper and lower limits to the average scale height of 
12.5 and 6.3 km as opposed to the modern result of - 30 km. (To my eye, 
their observations seem compatible with 30 km.) 

Interpretations of various occultation curves of {3 Seo, which are of 
much higher quality than that obtained by Baum and Code but show spiki
ness of varying amounts, have been published by Hubbard et al. (1972), 
Vapillon et al. (1973), and Veverka, et al. (1974). 

The three-color observations considered by Elliot et al. (1974) and Elliot 
and Veverka12 demonstrate that in the main body of the light curve, roughly 
between the points where the stellar signal is between 0.9 and 0.1 of the 
unocculted stellar signal level, the spikes are due to layering in the Jovian 
atmosphere. At stellar signal levels below - 0.1 the case for layering is not 
so clear. Wallace (1975a) has indicated that the features called "plateaus" 
by Vapillon et al. (1973) are of a shape that would naturally result from 
layering but Young (verbal communication atJupiter conference) has argued 
with great persuasiveness that this part of the light curve, at least, may be 
dominated by scintillation in the Jovian atmosphere. 

Thus the interpretation in terms of refraction in a layered atmosphere 
appears to be a good first approximation. Because of the spikes a direct 
comparison with the smooth synthetic light curves for an isothermal atmo
sphere, as attempted by Baum and Code (1953), is very difficult. Instead, 
Hubbard et al. (1972), Vapillon et al. (1973), and Veverka et al. (1974) 
have all used essentially the same inversion technique, many of the pit
falls of which have been reviewed by Wasserman and Veverka (1973). The 
inversion technique hinges on the assumption of a symmetric atmosphere, 
assumed spherical, in these studies. The real atmosphere is surely not sym
metric, but over the path lengths through the atmosphere that are involved 
it should be symmetric enough in the gross sense to define a mean scale 
height. The layering, however, may not be so extensive in the horizontal 
dimension and consequently the structural details which are derived from 
the spikes may not be accurate. 

The inversion method involves two separate sets of point-by-point inte
grations over the lightcurve from time t to the time when the star was not 
yet occulted; they yield relative height (miss distance of the ray) and refrac
tivity (the index of refraction minus one) as a function of time. Noise and 
uncertainty in the signal level of the planet plus the unocculted star produce 

12See Elliot and Veverka 1976, Icarus (special Jupiter issue) 27:359-386. 
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errors which are propagated downward in the integration and spoil the upper 
part of the refractivity curves. At greater depths, corresponding to times 
where the star is almost completely occulted, the results are spoiled by noise 
and uncertainty in the intensity of the planetary signal. The central parts of 
the plots of log refractivity vs. height given by Hubbard et al. (1972) and 
Veverka et al. (1974) yield average scale heights of27 ±3 km and 30 ±3 km. 
The corresponding plots given by Vapillon et al. ( 1973) show too much cur
vature to define a single scale height. With the assumption of hydrostatic 
equilibrium and the reference atmospheric composition of [He]/ [HJ = 0.1 
these yield the temperatures 169 ±19°K and I 86 ±l 9°K at a pressure - 3 
dynes cm-2 • The highest temperature model of Fig. 3, which indicates 170°K 
at this pressure is in good agreement with those results. 

It is my opinion, based on the review of Wasserman and Veverka ( 1973) 
and my own attempts to interpret the occultation by Neptune (Wallace 
I 975a) that it is unlikely that a detailed temperature structure or even a 
temperature gradient can be obtained from the data. However, the data can 
be further manipulated by assuming a composition and converting the re
fractivities to number densities, integrating the densities with respect to 
height to yield pressures. Then temperatures can be obtained with the perfect 
gas law. It is not obvious that the data can survive the further downward 
propagation, through the density integration, of the errors already propa
gated downward in the integrations to obtain refractivity and height. Con
cern on that point is justified by inspection of Fig. 10 of Veverka et al. ( 197 4) 
which compares three temperature profiles from three colors at the same 
telescope. The agreement between the three profiles is not bad overall but 
in the central, best-defined parts of the curves essentially the same tempera
ture structure appears in all three colors but is displaced by as much as a 
factor of two in pressure. 

Both Veverka et al. (1974) and Vapillon et al. (1973) went through this 
further step to obtain temperature profiles but Hubbard et al. (1972) did 
not. Consequently Wallace et al. (1974) applied this step to the data of 
Hubbard et al. to obtain the comparison in Fig. 7. The high pressure ends 
of the curves come from the low intensity tails of the lightcurves and are 
very sensitive to the inaccuracies of the subtraction of the background 
(planet plus dark level). Consequently the termination of the curves at vary
ing high pressures is a reflection of the various worker's confidence in their 
ability to track the signal out to very low levels. Additionally, my truncation 
of the occultation results at HF dynes cm-2 is an obvious measure of bias; 
the curves of Vapillon et al. (1973) actually continue to higher pressures, 
reaching - 350°K between (2-5) x I 02 dynes cm-2 • 

Fig. 7 also shows the hottest model of Fig. 3, which gives a good match 
with the observed intensities of the 7.8 µm band of CH4 • It is easy enough 
to dismiss a radiative-convective model since it is only as good as the assump
tions invoked concerning the heating and cooling mechanisms and the radi-
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Fig. 7. Comparison of optical occultation results with the hottest model of Fig. 3. The solid 
straight line segments connecting filled circles are based on the results of Hubbard et al. 
( 1972); the dashed straight-line segments are from Vapillon et al. ( 1974), and the open circles 
connected by solid lines represent maxima, minima and inflection points of the results of 
Veverka et al. (1974). Adapted from Wallace et al. (1974). 

ation equilibrium. However, Wallace et al. (1974) pointed out that strato
spheric temperatures substantially hotter than the model of Fig. 7 would 
yield a 7.8 µ,m band of CH4 more intense than observed. This is because the 
model gives a close match to the observed intensity, because significant con-
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tributions to the emission arise from almost the whole stratosphere, and 
because the Planck function is a very strong function of temperature at 
Jovian temperatures and 7.8 µm. To test the high-temperature and high
pressure parts of the occultation curves, Wallace et al. ( I 974) characterized 
them by a temperature peak of 240°K in the region 100-200 dynes cm-2 

followed by a sharp decrease at higher pressures to 110°K at 104 dynes cm-2 

and then followed by a Trafton-type model (Fig. 3). Wallace et al. (I 974) 
found that the predicted intensity of the band was only a factor of 2 greater 
than observed and therefore only marginally discrepant. If, however, [He]/ 
[H 2 ] is, for example, 0.5 instead of 0. I the 240°K temperature must be scaled 
up according to the mean molecular mass to 320°K and a similar calculation 
leads to an intensity in the 7.8 µm band 30 times greater than observed. In 
that case they found that [CH4 ] / [H2 ] would have to be reduced to Io-, to 
remove the discrepancy, i.e .. a factor of ~ 7 x I 0-3 less than observed in 
the troposphere. Wallace et al. (1974) did not test the higher temperature 
results of Vapillon et al. (1973) but since these are almost the same as the 
320°K situation just mentioned, essentially the same problem with the in
tensity and CH4 abundance would result. 

No clear resolution of the problem of such high temperatures at these 
pressures vis-a-vis a stratospheric reduction of CH4 has been reached. 
However, since there is no reason to think that [He]/[H 2 ] is as large as 0.5, 
and the high temperatures indicated by Vapillon et al. ( 1973) are very un
certain, it is likely that no problem exists. 

VII. RADIO OCCULTATION 

The radio occultations, which have been reviewed by Hunten and 
Veverka, 13 are similar in many ways to the optical ones but because of the 
different geometry and the use of frequency rather than intensity data, they 
probe deeper into the atmosphere and their data are much more sensitive 
to the detailed geometry of the occultation. 

The first reductions of the Pioneer IO and 11 S-band occultation data by 
Kliore et al. (I 974) and Kliore et al. (I 975), assuming a spherical atmo
sphere, indicated temperatures in the range 450- 600°K at 1 atm pressure, 
completely at odds with the other lines of evidence presented here. The 
subsequent reduction by Kliore and Woiceshyn14 takes into account, in an 
approximate manner, the oblateness of Jupiter's atmosphere and gives 
results which are compared with the others given in Fig. 4. The radio re
sults are not given in the figure for pressures :S I 04 dynes cm-2 because of 
their extreme sensitivity in this pressure regime to the details of the analy
sis. The highest pressures probed are approximately 4 x 105 dynes cm-2 • 

These results are in contradiction to some of the inversions of the infrared 
data but. as I have noted above, the infrared data yield ambiguous results 

"'See p. 273. "Seep. 217. 
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in this pressure range. The agreement with the infrared inversion labelled 
"matrix inversion" is acceptable, indicating at least approximate compati
bility with the infrared data, and the agreement with the model is not bad. 

Unfortunately, the reduction by Kliore and Woiceshyn may not be the 
final one. These authors have indicated approximations in their method 
which, although reasonable, should probably be removed. Consequently it 
might be prudent to take the current version of the radio occultation results 
as an indication of the type of result to be expected from a more detailed 
analysis. 
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MODEL IONOSPHERES OF JUPITER 
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The principal concepts presently involved in modeling the Jovian ionosphere are 
reviewed. A model ionosphere is developed on the basis of our present knowledge of 
atmospheric composition, relevant chemical and ion-molecule reactions, with their 
associated rate constants. The shortcomings of this model are discussed when it is com
pared with the electron density profile ohtained from the Pioneer JO radio ocrnltation 
data. It is demonstrated that the apparent great extent of the observed topside iono
sphere may imply a hot thermosphere, as if Jupiter sustained a corona. Some of the 
layers observed in the electron density profile may be due to sporadic-£ like clusterinR 
of protons and other ions. 

Many models of the ionosphere of Jupiter have been developed in the 
past (Rishbeth 1959; Zabriskie 1960; Gross and Rasool 1964; Hunten 1969; 
Shimizu 1971; Prasad and Capone 1971; Tanaka and Hirao 1971; McElroy 
1973; Capone and Prasad 1973; Atreya et al. 1974; Prasad and Tan 1974; 
and Atreya and Donahue I 975b). The recent flights of Pioneer IO and 11 
past Jupiter have contributed immensely to our knowledge of the environ
ment of Jupiter. In view of the nature of the results obtained from the first 
direct detection of the Jovian ionosphere by the Pioneer 10 radio occulta
tion experiment and their divergence from the models, it would be useless 
for us to devote much space to discussing each of the above mentioned 
models individually. We refer readers to articles by Hunten (1969), who has 
reviewed the progress in Jovian ionospheric modeling until 1969, by Mc Elroy 
( 1973) for progress until I 973, and by Atreya et al. (I 974). The paper by 
Mc Elroy is significant in pointing out the importance of dissociative ioniza
tion of H2 among processes neglected in previous work, including the Hunten 
review. The paper by Atreya et al. (1974) draws attention to the three body 
association reaction 

(1) 

[ 304] 
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as an important sink for ionization below 220 km. In this chapter we shall 
first outline a model of the Jovian ionosphere based on the latest available 
information on the relevant chemical reactions and rate constants, and a 
model atmosphere appropriate to a conventionally low value for the exo
spheric temperature, and then discuss how this model must be modified to 
conform to the measurements. 

NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE 

Jupiter's upper atmosphere consists mostly of H2 (67 km atm), He (< 
34 km atm), CH4 (45 m atm), C2 H2 (2 x 10-6 m atm), C2 H6 (I0-4 m atm). 
The abundance of C2 H2 and C2H6 is uncertain. Helium has been directly 
identified only recently by Judge and Carlson (1974) with the ultraviolet 
photometer on board Pioneer l 0. Carlson and Judge (1974)1 deduce a mixing 

ratio for He in the homosphere to be 0.18 ~ ~-~~; Elliott et al. (1974)2 find 

the ratio to be 0.19 ~~:~~from observation of the occultation of ~-Scorpii 

by Jupiter. These results are not grossly different from the solar composition 
ratio of 0.11 (Hunten and Mlinch 1973), although the precision of both mea
surements is insufficient to determine this important quantity. Interpretation 
of Moos and Rottman's (l 972) Lyman-a albedo data of Jupiter indicates an 
eddy diffusion coefficient K of 106 cm2 sec-1 at the turbopause (Wallace and 
Hunten 1973).3 Strobel (l 973) derives a value of 2 x 104 cm2 sec-1 in the 
lower atmosphere from consideration of the ultraviolet albedo. These values 
of K are, however, questionable (Atreya et al. 1974) since the rather high 
Lyman-a emission rate of 4.4 kR observed by Moos and Rottman (1972) 
may have had its origin partly in the hydrogen torus around Jupiter at the 
orbit of Io (McElroy et al. 1974). As a matter of fact Orbiting Astronomical 
Observatory-Copernicus measurements by Jenkins et al. (l 973) indicated 
only 660 ± 350 R of Lyman-a attributable to Jupiter. Carlson and Judge's 
(1974) Pioneer 10 measurements show only 440 R of Lyman-a coming from 
the disk of Jupiter itself. From their observations of Lyman-a emission from 
Jupiter, Carlson and Judge (l 974) derive a value for K = 3 x I 08 ± 1 cm2 

sec-1• Veverka et al. (l 974) argue for K ~ 7 x 105 cm2 sec-1 from their i_n
terpretation of the spikes in the temperature profile deduced from the ~
Scorpii occultation data. The weight of the evidence, therefore, argues for 
an eddy mixing coefficient greater than I 05 cm2 sec-1, and perhaps as high as 
109 cm2 sec-1• The upper atmospheric temperature profile now is derived 
from the Pioneer radio occultation data in the chapter by Kliore and Woice
shyn.4 In view of the wide range of possible values for the He/ H2 mixing 
ratio, for Kand for T we take Strobel's (l 975) neutral model atmosphere to 

'Seep. 437. 
2See p. 266. 

"Seep. 426. 
"Seep. 235. 
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DENSIT Y (cm3 ) 

JUPITER MODEL ATMOSPHERES 

- K•tO~CONSTANT K 
- -- K• I 5 X 104op fz/ 45 kml cm!se~·1: Kee 1//M 
-- K• 6.BXI0 2e~p z/25km cmsec,Kccl/ M 

Fig. I. Model atmospheres of Jupiter (hydrocarbon densities from Strobel 197 5), for K = 
I 0' cm' sec- ' , K a: M 1 and K a: M - 1, where Mis the atmospheric number density. Thermo
spheric temperature is assumed constant at 150°K and He / H, mixing ratio is taken as 0.1. 
Height scale refers to altitude above (or below) the level at which atmospheric density is 
10'" cm-". 

be as acceptable as any other for use in the illustrative calculations we shall 
present. Figure I, adapted from Strobel (I 97 5), assumes the He/ H 2 ratio to 
be 0.1, and T oo to be I 50°Kelvin and constant. Various values of K are as
sumed. Only those hydrocarbons which are suspected of playing a role in the 
ionosphere are included in Fig. I. Further on in this chapter we shall show 
how this model atmosphere might be modified to explain the measured elec
tron density profiles. 

CHEMICAL MODEL AND IONOSPHERE 

Reactions relevant to Jupiter's ionosphere are taken from Atreya and 
Donahue (197 Sb) and listed in Table I. Solar extreme-ultraviolet radiation 
provides the principal source of ionization in this model. (We are aware of a 
potentially important source from energetic magnetospheric particles, but 
do not yet know how to model that source.) Continuous absorption of radia
tion by atomic hydrogen occurs below 911 A, by H2 below 912 A and by He 
below 504 A. The appropriate photoabsorption and photoionization cross
sections are taken from Cook and Metzger ( 1964), Stewart and Webb (1963), 
Samson and Cairns ( 1965), and Samson ( 1966). Strobel (personal communi
cation 1974) estimates an upper limit of 2 x 10-11 cm2 for the photoioniza
tion cross-section of the methyl radical CH3 whose ionization potential is 
9.82 ± 0.04 eV (Elder et al. 1962). Photoionization of the methyl radical 
as an important process has been discussed recently by Atreya and Donahue 
(1975b) and also by Prasad and Tan (I 974). The latter authors assume un
acceptably large values for the ionization cross-section of CH3 and the solar 
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Lyman-a flux at Jupiter. Photoionization of CH:i is expected to be caused 
principally by solar Lyman-a. At the suggestion of Strobel (l 97 5), Atreya 
and Donahue ( 1975h) investigated EUV photolysis of methane as an addi
tional source of stratospheric ionization. They found that ionization of C H4 

contributes less than 3% of the total electron density. [At least 90% of the 
initial positive ions resulting from photoionization of CH4 by radiation below 
945 A are CH4 1 and CH:/ (Rebbert et al. 1973)]. Strong absorption by H2 

in the relevant wavelength region is responsible for the small contribution 
from this source. As far as ion production rates are concerned, we emphasize 
the importance of dissociative photoionization of H2 as a source of H+ 
(Mc Elroy 1973). In this chapter we incorporate the recent data of Monahan 
et al. 197 4), Browning and Fryar ( 1973), and Samson ( 1972) for the branch
ing ratio for production of protons by dissociative photoionization ofH 2 • Ion 
production rates for a model in which K varies inversely as the square root 
of the atmospheric density (K = 3 x I (F cm2 sec1 at the turbopause) are 
shown in Fig. 2. In this calculation the solar EUV fluxes of Hinteregger 
(1970), scaled to Jupiter, were employed. In the upper ionosphere where 
time constants for removal of the major ion (H+) are much greater than a 
Jovian day, fluxes were halved in constructing diurnal average models. A 
solar zenith angle of 60° was assumed. The wavelength interval between 0 
and 960 A was divided into a mesh of 5 A size, and appropriate cross
sections were averaged in each 5 A interval. In Fig. 2 it will be seen that the 

-500 
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Fig. 2. Photo-ion production rates, p(X') for the model with K a: M 1 (K = 3 x I 07 cm' sec' 
at the turbopause). Note that the photodissociative ionization of H, is the major source of 
H ' production. Height scale is the same as in Fig. I. 
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dissociative photoionization of H2 provides the dominant source of Jovian 
protons, while production of H+ due to direct photoionization of H can be 
ignored. Ion production in the very low altitude regions is due to penetration 
of X-radiation below I 00 A. We should, however, point out that both the 
solar EUV flux and the values of appropriate cross-sections are quite un
certain in the hard X-ray region. Therefore, the present picture of very low 
altitude ion-production may change as better data become available. H+ 
ion production due to direct photoionization of H is negligible below 150 km 
because of absorption by H2 in the relevant wavelength band. CH3 + ion 
production occurs in a very narrow altitude range since the radiation respon
sible for CH3 ionization (principally solar Lyman-a) is strongly absorbed by 
methane below the turbopause. Neutralization of the ions formed proceeds 
via various reactions with other atmospheric constituents and eventual 
electron-ion recombination mechanisms listed in Table I. H2 + ions are 
converted to H3 + (reaction e I) in the lower atmosphere where the H 2 

density is high, while in the upper atmosphere they form H+ (reaction e2) or 
dissociatively recombine with electrons (reaction r2). Above the methane 
turbopause, He+ is mainly removed by a series of reactions (e3-e5) with 
H2 , while the bulk of He+ ends up as H 1 • Below the methane turbopause 
He+ preferentially combines with CH4 to give various hydrocarbon ions 
(reactions e6- e9). Protons at and above the altitude of the maximum elec
tron density [Ne]max are removed by radiative recombination with elec
trons (reaction r4); by three body association (reaction e IO) between the 
altitude of maximum electron density and the turbopause; and by methane 
(reactions e 11 and e 12) below the turbopause. The importance of the three 
body reaction (e I 0) as a fast sink of Jovian protons was first recognized 
independently by Dalgarno (1971) and by Donahue (see Mc Elroy 1973 ). 
H3 + ions formed in reactions e I, el 0 and e 13 combine rapidly with CH4 to 
give CH5 + ions in the vicinity of the turbopause above which they are neu
tralized in dissociative recombination with electrons (reaction rl). Various 
hydrocarbon ions resulting from chemical reactions eventually form higher
order hydrocarbon ions CH5+ and C2 H5+ which are rapidly neutralized in 
dissociative recombination with electrons (reactions r6 and r7). The impor
tance of methane as a potential sink for H+ ions at low elevation was first 
recognized by McElroy (1973). Later Atreyaand Donahue (1975a) extended 
the sink to include He+ and H:/ ions. As more hydrocarbon reaction rate 
constants have become available (Huntress 1974), the role of hydrocarbons 
in the lower ionosphere of Jupiter has been discussed by Prasad and Tan 
(1974) and Atreya and Donahue (1975b). Under assumptions of photo
chemical equilibrium, the ion distribution was obtained by numerically 
solving one-dimensional coupled continuity equations. Results of these 
calculations are shown in Fig. 3. Electron density (Ne) profiles are shown 
for a constant eddy coefficient of 105 cm2 sec' and for a K that varies with 
altitude. The maximum electron density in the high K model is greater by 
almost a factor of 3 than in the model with K set at l 05 cm2 sec- 1• This is 
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distribution is shown for Ka: M ' model only. Height scale is the same as in Fig. I. 

caused by the fact that the He density remains relatively great to a much 
higher altitude when K is large and becomes an important source of Jovian 
protons because of reaction e5. Precise determination of the rate constant 
of e5 compared to the combined rate of e3, e4 and e5 is essential to an 
understanding of the relationship between K and the He source. The ion 
distribution profiles in Fig. 3 correspond to the model in which K varies as 
previously described. H • is the major ion down to the altitude of maximum 
electron density; H3 + dominates over a small range below the density maxi
mum and then CH5 + and C2 H5 + prevail. A slight increase in the CH5 + den
sity between 140 and 220 km is due to eventual conversion of H3 +, H+ and 
He+ to CH5 +. A secondary peak in electron density near - I 50 km (in the 
variable K model) is due to a maximum in CH3 + ion production at that 
altitude. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The electron density profiles shown in Fig. 3 are, in essence, similar to 
the pre-Pioneer IO model of Atreya et al. (1974): only various refinements 
discussed above have been included. Inversion of the Pioneer IO radio oc
cultation data is complicated due to effects of multipath propagation of the 
S-band signal (Kliore et al. 1974). Preliminary analyses of the closed loop 
Doppler data (Fjeldbo et al. 1975) indicate that the electron density profile 
shows considerably more structure than that given by the model just devel
oped. In Fig. 4, we reproduce, by solid lines, electron density profiles de-
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experiment with the model calculations based on a hot thermospheric model. Measured pro
file corresponds to late afternoon immersion at latitude 26°N and solar zenith angle, f = 81°. 
The short-dashed curve refers to calculations in which f = 81°, T,, = T1 = Tn and the radia
tive recombination coefficient, a, (of H · and He+) varies as Te -o.s_ If a, a: Te - 11 -1·', a curve 
may be drawn through the crosses (x's). Diffusive equilibrium distribution is shown by the 
long-dashed curve for the case where a, a: T, -o.,,. The height scale refers to altitude above 
the level where the refractivity is IO (see Fjeldho et al. I 975). 

duced during immersion by the radio occultation experiment in late afternoon 
of December 4, 1973 when the solar zenith angle f was 81 °. The height scale 
refers to the level at which the refractivity is 10. The model ionosphere of 
Fig. 3 for variable K has some resemblance to the measured one up to the 
altitude of the L5 peak. Beyond this level, however, the electron density 
drops to about I 03 cm-:i within 300 km in the model, whereas the measured 
electron density remains fairly large for another 3000 km or so. We shall 
attempt to explain this gross discrepancy in the topside ionosphere on the 
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basis of a possible "hot thermosphere" implying that a given density would 
occur at a much higher altitude in the model atmosphere. The source of this 
thermospheric heating probably lies in the lower atmosphere in the form of 
inertia gravity waves. French and Gierasch ( 1974) first broached this pos
sibility in order to explain the peculiar temperature profile obtained from the 
inversion of {3-Scorpii occultation data by Veverka et al. ( 1974). French and 
Gierasch ( 1974) argue that the observed oscillations in the temperature pro
file are due to propagating inertia gravity waves and the absence of flashes 
(lightcurve spikes) at densities lower than 101:i cm-:1 supports the interpre
tation of upward energy propagation with damping of the waves above the 
mesopause level. They calculate the associated energy flux to be about 3.4 
ergs cm-2 sec-1, some two orders of magnitude larger than the solar EUV 
flux absorption above the mesopause in Jupiter (Strobel and Smith 1973). 
McElroy (personal communication 1975) has extended Strobel and Smith's 
(1973) calculations to include dissipation and subsequent absorption of the 
inertia gravity wave energy in the thermosphere. Energy absorbed at a level 
z in the thermosphere is conducted downward and radiated in the neighbor
hood of the mesopause by species like CH4 , C2 H2 , C 2 H4 , C 2 H6 , etc. (Strobel 
and Smith 1973 ). The temperature difference aT between Zo and z is given by 
the following relationship (after Strobel and Smith 1973): 

az aT = T(z)- T0 = -%(z) 
K 

(2) 

where % (z) is the energy flux associated with the inertia gravity waves and 
K is the conductivity of the background gas H 2 - about 68.6 T(z) ergs cm- 1 

sec' °K-2 according to Strobel and Smith ( 1973). In view of the electron 
density profile observed by Pioneer IO (shown in Fig. 4) and the model iono
sphere of Fig. 3, it appears that the bulk of the energy carried by the inertia 
gravity waves is dissipated nearly 250 km above the mesopause (i.e .. uz = 
250 km). With the above parameters we have calculated Jupiter's upper at
mosphere temperature profile. The results of our calculations are depicted in 
Fig. 5; we estimate the exospheric temperature T 00 to be nearly 900°K higher 
than the mesopause temperature. With the lower boundary at the mesopause 
(T0 = 150°K, n(HJ = 101:i cm-:1) and Too as calculated above, we obtain an 
atmospheric density profile, essentially H2 insofar as the topside ionosphere 
is concerned, from the mesopause through the thermosphere. The electron 
density profile for this hot thermospheric model we have then calculated in 
the manner outlined earlier in this chapter. We assume after Henry and 
Mc Elroy ( 1969) that thermal equilibrium is maintained between electrons, 
ions, and neutral molecules (i.e., Tp = T; = T,,). Protons, which are the ma
jor ions at thermospheric heights, are lost by radiative recombination with 
electrons. We assume a Tp-o.;, dependence on electron temperature for the 
radiative recombination rate ll'r of the protons (Bates and Dalgarno 1962). 
The small-dashed curve in Fig. 4 shows the electron density profile calcu
lated for this hot thermospheric model, when we assume g = 81 °, Te = T; = 
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Tn and O'.r ex: Te-0·5 • lfwe assume O'.r to vary as Te-0· 75 (Bauer 1973) we obtain 
a profile drawn between the crosses (x's) in Fig. 4. As should be expected, 
the model in Fig. 4 does not differ appreciably from the one shown in Fig. 3 
below the thermosphere. We also find that the transport effects begin to be 
important above ~ 1500 km (Fig. 4) where the time constant for diffusion is 
smaller than the photochemical time constant. We show the diffusive equilib
rium distribution of protons above 1500 km by the long-dashed curve in Fig. 
4. If we ignore the various layers, L I-L 7 which the radio occultation data 
indicate to be present in the Ne profile shown in Fig. 4, we see reasonably 
good agreement (certainly within a factor of two at all altitudes) between the 
measurements and the model depicted by the broken line in Fig. 4. We do 
not attempt to construct a model that will match identically the measured 
profile since the measurements are not entirely unambiguous. The purpose of 
these calculations is to illustrate that our ideas of Jupiter's thermosphere 
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probably must be modified in view of the apparent topside ionospheric pro
file measured by Pioneer I 0. One can easily see, though, that only a slight 
modification of the thermospheric temperature structure would yield a better 
fit to the data. 

The time constant for removal of protons at the altitude of L5 is on the 
order of I 04 sec, and it increases to I 07 at the altitude of L 1. At these altitudes, 
long-lived protons will, under the combined influence of Jupiter's magnetic 
field and probable horizontal winds (or propagating vertical waves), cluster 
into layers at positions of null points or nodes. This phenomenon may be 
likened to the sporadic-£ layering in the earth's ionosphere. Layer L 7 ap
pears to be at the level of maximum CH3 + ion production. Identification of 
layer L 7 with CH:/ ion production would, however, be premature. This is 
due to the fact that a reduction in the ratio, (T1(CH:i)/ r7 by as little as a factor 
of 4 would wipe out this feature in the Ne profile. Preliminary data of Maier 
and Fessenden (l 975) suggest a value of r 7 , twice as large as that given by 
Rebbert et al. ( 1973); and the value of <r1(CH3) used here is the upper limit. 
Furthermore, a possibility exists that C2 H5+ may not be the terminal ion in 
the reaction e 17 • New measurements indicate that C2 H5+ combines rapidly 
with C2 H4 and C2 H2 at room temperature to yield higher-order hydrocarbon 
ions, C:iH;;+ and C4H5+: 

(3) 

and 

(4) 

Thus it might be the recombination rate of C3 H5 + and C4 H5 + that should 
enter in the ratio (TJ(CH3)/r. No information is yet available on the needed 
rates. In view of this, we regard identification of the peak L 7 as due to CH3 + 

to be dubious at best. The height of the L 7 layer coincides with the lower 
elevation peak (due to CH3 +) in the variable K model; this layer is nearly 50 
km lower in the low K(K = 10° cm2 sec- 1) model (Fig. 3). Layers L6 and 
L 7 could possibly be due to Io-related sodium ions which are expected to 
end up in Jupiter's lower ionosphere as surmised by Atreya et al. (197 4) in 
their pre-Pioneer IO model. Removal of Na" is extremely slow (T = 106 sec) 
by radiative recombination with a rate constant on the order of 10-12 cm:i 
sec-1 • This is the only likely loss mechanism of these ions in Jupiter's atmo
sphere. Clustering with ammonia in the presence of a third body and subse
quent dissociative recombination of the cluster may be an alternate avenue 
as in the following reactions: 

Na 1 + NH 3 + M - Na+· NH:i + M (k = J0-28 cm6 sec 1) (5) 

followed by 

Na+· NH:i+e- Na+ NH:i (6) 
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However, removal of the sodium ions by ammonia in Jupiter's atmosphere 
appears unlikely due to the extremely low N H:i densities at ionospheric 
heights. Presence of metallic ions other than sodium, either intrinsic to Jupi
ter or those swept from the torus, is likely. Therefore, more than one strato
spheric layer in the electron density profile may be attributed to these poten
tial long-lived metallic ions. However, it has by no means been demonstrated 
that sodium ions from Io can penetrate into the Jovian atmosphere enough to 
provide a significant source. 
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DISCUSSION 

D. M. Hunten: The suggestion that Ionian sodium ions would fall down 
the fieldlines into Jupiter is interesting, but has one big problem. There 
has been a lot of work on Jupiter as a centrifugal accelerator, based on the 
idea that the magnetic field carries ions around much faster than the Kepler 
velocity. The net force on them is strongly outward. Perhaps a way can be 
found around this difficulty, but the situation is hardly as simple as Atreya 
et al. ( I 974) originally suggested. 

S. K. Atreya: I have two comments on this remark: (I) as we have stated 
in the paper the source of potential sodium ions in Jupiter's stratosphere is 
not unequivocally established; and (2) we may be attempting to explain an 
unreal feature in the electron density profile as inferred from the Pioneer I 0 
data. Regarding the source of the sodium ions, I think Ionian sodium is only 
one of the several possibilities. Sodium intrinsic to Jupiter or that deposited 
by the meteorites, for example, is another likelihood. The validity of these 
hypotheses remains to be tested. My second comment refers to G. Fjeldbo's 
analysis of his Pioneers l O and 11 data. Fjeldbo et al. (1975) state that the 
ionization peaks L6 and L 7 do not have distinct signatures in the radio re
cordings and instead of being real layers, these computed ionization peaks 
may have been caused by scintillation noise or by deviations from spherical 
symmetry. It is for explaining precisely these "layers," L6 and L 7, that we 
invoked the metallic ion hypothesis. At and beyond the altitude of layer L5, 
the lifetime of the protons is large enough for them to behave in a way simi
lar to the metallic ions in the sporadic E-type layering. 
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A comprehensive review of the chemistry and spectroscopy of the Jovian atmosphere 
is presented. We begin by considering current ideas on atmospheric structure to provide 
a framework for the subsequent discussion. Thermochemical equilibrium models for 
determining atmospheric composition can apparently provide a reasonable first-order 
picture of the visible atmosphere. However, a number of the observed characteristics 
require consideration of disequilibrating processes. Theoretical methods for modeling 
disequilibrium phenomena including considerations of atmospheric transport in the tro
posphere, stratosphere, and thermosphere are reviewed. Studies of the photochemistry 
of H2 , CH4 , NH,,, H2S, and PH,, using these modeling methods are then discussed. The 
considerable problems associated with attempting to simulate the Jovian atmosphere in 
a laboratory flask are elucidated. The roles of lightning, thunder, and energetic particle 
bombardment are secondary to ultraviolet light in inducing disequilibration in the atmo
sphere. It is shown that inorganic colored species such as sulfur and red phosphorus are 
produced much more rapidly than colored organic species in Jupiter's atmosphere. Be
cause the Jovian troposphere is rapidly mixed and thermal dissociation is rapid in the 
hot deep atmosphere, the existence of living organisms on Jupiter appears highly im
probable. We present an historical review of the discovery of various gases in the Jovian 
atmosphere using spectroscopic methods. The many problems involved in interpreting 
the equivalent widths of observed spectral lines in terms of the abundance of the absorb
ing gas are emphasized. The various estimates for the abundances of H2 , HD, CH4 , 

CH.,D, NH,,, C2H 6 , C2H2 , and PH,, are critically discussed. Upper limits for the abun
dances of a number of unobserved gases in the visible atmosphere are also given. The 
identifications of PH.1, C2H2 , CO, GeH4 , CO2 , and HCN need further verification. The 
abundance estimates for C2H 6 and H2 O also require additional attention. A good deal 
of knowledge of the Jovian atmosphere has been gained by spectroscopic observations 
combined with studies of the chemistry of the atmosphere and these disciplines will no 
doubt continue to make important rnntributions in the future. 

[ 3 I 9] 
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The recent successful flights of Pioneers IO and 11 past Jupiter have pro
vided the planetary science community with a plethora of new and signi
ficant information. These flights have also served to catalyze renewed effort 
toward answering the basic questions of structure, composition, circulation, 
origin, and evolution for this, the largest planet in our solar system. 

For those ofus interested in the chemistry oftheJovianatmosphere these 
two planetary flybys did not in fact provide us with any new compositional 
data other than the first direct detection of helium. We are, therefore, still 
entirely reliant on Earth-based spectroscopic observations for most of our 
information on atmospheric composition. It is indeed a tribute to a small and 
dedicated group of planetary astronomers operating from groundbased tele
scopes, aircraft, balloons, and small rockets, that we have nevertheless been 
able to answer at least some of the more fundamental chemical and composi
tional problems concerning Jupiter. 

We have written this chapter with two goals in mind; firstly to present 
current reviews of the chemistry and spectroscopy of Jupiter's atmosphere 
and secondly to emphasize a number of unsolved problems which will re
quire attention by future researchers in these disciplines. We begin the chap
ter with a brief section on atmospheric structure. No comprehensive review 
of Jovian chemistry has previously appeared in the literature; Secs. II and 
I I I by Prinn present an attempt to rectify this situation. This discussion is 
then followed by Secs. IV and V by Owen, which, used in conjunction with 
earlier reviews of this subject, provide an up-to-date picture of Jovian spec
troscopy. In the final section we shall attempt to paraphrase the major unan
swered questions with particular emphasis on current discrepancies between 
theory and observation. 

I. ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE 

The recent measurements from Pioneer 10 (Chase et al. 1974) confirm 
the earlier Earth-based observations (Low 1966; Aumann et al. 1969) sug
gesting that Jupiter emits at thermal wavelengths about twice the energy it 
receives from the sun at visible wavelengths. 1 Smoluchowski (1967) sug
gested that the required internal heat source was provided by gravitational 
contraction of the planet at a rate of about one millimeter per year. Hubbard 
( 1968) showed that the existence of such an internal heat source implies that 
Jupiter has a convective fluid throughout most of its interior; a solid interior 
could not conduct heat outwards efficiently enough. We will see the signifi
cance of this conclusion for chemical modeling in Sec. II. 

Structural models of Jupiter as a homogeneous completely convective 
fluid with an essentially adiabatic temperature lapse rate have now been ex-

1 See pp. 202 and 204. 
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tensively investigated (Hubbard 1968, 1970).~ These models are not, how
ever, unique and Smoluchowski (1967. I 970a,h) emphasizes the possibility 
of inhomogeneous models with well-defined phase boundaries. These in
homogeneous models do, however, require the visible atmosphere to be con
siderably more enriched in helium than present observations suggest. In 
both types of model there is a transition from the familiar molecular hydrogen 
envelope to a metallic hydrogen core at about 0.8 of the planetary radius. 

In the visible atmosphere we must consider both the upward flux of heat 
from the interior and the direct heating by the sun. Transport of energy 
by radiation (in addition to atmospheric motions) now becomes significant. 
Trafton (1967) computed radiative-convective equilibrium temperature pro
files in which atmospheric motions were taken into account by simply alter
ing the superadiabatic lapse rates in a radiative equilibrium calculation to 
the adiabatic lapse rate. Trafton and Stone (I 974) argue that this radiative
convective temperature profile is an accurate representation of the true 
radiative-dynamical profile since dynamical fluxes (other than convective) 
are not strong enough to produce significantly subadiabatic lapse rates in 
Jupiter's troposphere. 

The Trafton ( 196 7) computations were designed to fit only the total ther
mal radiation from the planet. More refined models can be derived by at
tempting to fit portions of the actual thermal emission spectrum and its var
iation over the Jovian disk. This refinement has been attempted by Hogan 
et al. (1969), Cess and Khetan (1973), Wallace et al. (1974) and Orton 
(1975) with the most recent paper using Pioneer spacecraft data.:1 These 
various temperature profiles are somewhat model-dependent but all show a 
pronounced temperature inversion in the stratosphere. The predicted posi
tions and temperatures of the temperature minimum in each model are 
roughly: 250 mbar. 115°K (Hogan et al. 1969): I 00 mbar, I 05°K (Cess and 
Khetan 1973): 80 mbar, 110°K (Wallace et al. 1974); 100 mbar, 105°K 
(Orton 1975). The latter three models are in reasonable agreement and their 
results are considered the most reliable. For purposes of illustration we 
present a typical model temperature profile in Fig. I. The assumed tempera
ture profile in the visible atmosphere impacts significantly of course on our 
discussions of upper atmospheric chemistry and spectroscopic abundances 
which follow. 

II. THERMOCHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM MODELS 

If we accept the postulate reviewed above, namely that the Jovian atmo
sphere is convective to great depths with an essentially adiabatic lapse rate. 
it is then possible to model the chemical composition of the atmosphere as a 

2See also p. 176. 
"See also pp. 206 and 23. 
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Fig. I. Jovian model atmosphere. The temperature profile above the 800 mbar level is ob
tained from Wallace et al. (I 974) and below the 800 mbar level an adiabatic lapse rate in a 
solar composition atmosphere is adopted. 

function of altitude. The simplest notion to take is that the atmospheric con
stituents below the tropopause are in thermochemical equilibrium. There 
are no irreversible reactions occurring and the Gibbs free energy and the en
tropy of the air parcel are time-invariant. As we shall discuss later, this 
postulate should increase in validity with increasing atmospheric tempera
ture; that is, with increasing depth into the planet. This approach has been 
taken by Lewis ( 1969a,b) and has produced a model which serves to explain 
a significant number of the gross compositional characteristics of the planet. 

Of course, chemical modeling of Jupiter requires some hypothesis con
cerning elemental abundances. From an evolutionary viewpoint we can argue 
that Jupiter formed in a primitive solar nebula containing the elements in 
their solar or cosmic abundances, and that the planet is sufficiently massive 
to prevent any escape of these elements after formation. In addition, spec
troscopic observations which we shall discuss later lend considerable cre
dence to the idea that Jupiter is a solar composition planet. Further support 
is gained from the physical models of Jupiter constructed by Hubbard (1968, 
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1970) which we mentioned earlier and which imply that a solar composition 
mixture of the elements provides a satisfactory fit to the observed density 
and oblateness of the planet. 

Lewis ( l 969a,b) considered a list of about 500 volatile compounds of the 
40 cosmically most abundant elements. Recent estimates (Cameron 1974) of 
the cosmic abundance of the most abundant 50 elements is given in Table I 
and except for Fe the abundances used by Lewis do not differ in any impor
tant manner from these. Beginning at the base of his atmospheric model 
(2000°K, 2 x 105 bar) Lewis computed the abundance of each compound in 
thermochemical equilibrium. Those compounds, if any, whose vapor pres
sures exceeded their saturation vapor pressures over any solid or liquid 
phase, were removed from the gas phase until their vapor pressures equaled 

TABLE I 
The Fifty Most Abundant Elements 

in the Solar Systema 

Abundance Abundance 
Element (S;= 106) Element (S; = 106 ) 

H 3.l8X 1010 B 3.50 X 102 

He 2.21 X 109 V 2.62 X 102 

0 2.17 X (07 Ge 1.15 X 102 

C I. 18 X )07 Se 6.72 X )01 

N 3.74 X 10" Li 4.95 X 101 

Ne 3.44 X ((}" Ga 4.8 X )01 

Mg 1.06 X 106 Kr 4.68 X )01 

Si 1.00 X 106 Sc 3.5 X 101 

Fe 8.3 X JQ5 Zr 2.8 X 101 

s 5.0 X 10s Sr" 2.69 X 101 

Ar l.l7X)05 Br 1.35 X )01 

Al 8.5 X JQ4 As" 6.6 
Ca 7.21 X 104 Te 6.42 
Na 6.0 X 104 Rb" 5.88 
Ni 4.80 X 104 Xe 5.38 
Cr 1.27 X 104 Yb 4.8 
p 9.60 X 10'1 Bab 4.8 
Mn 9.30 X 10'1 Mo" 4.0 
Cl 5.70 X 10'1 Pbb 4.0 
K 4.20 X ((}'1 Snb 3.6 
Ti 2.77 X 10'1 Rub 1.9 
F 2.45 X )0'1 Cdh 1.48 
Co 2.21 X 10'1 Nb" 1.4 
Zn 1.24 x I (}'l Pt" 1.4 
Cu 5.40 X 102 Pd" 1.3 

aTahlc after Cameron (1974). 
"Not included in the Lewis ( 1969a) model (this model did, 
however, include I, Be, and Hg whose presently accepted 
abundances are too low to appear in this table). 
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the saturation values. The temperature profile was then extrapolated upwards 
with the wet adiabatic lapse rate computed using the abundance and latent 
heat of condensation of these condensing compounds. The parcel of gas at 
the lowest level was then moved up an appropriate increment in altitude 
leaving behind all condensed phases.4 These computations were then re
peated at the new level until the tropopause altitude was reached. 

In Fig. 2 we give a schematic representation of the principal cloud layers 
predicted for Jupiter. The diagram represents roughly the outer 6% of the 
planetary radius. Below the 2000°K level only refractory oxides such as 
CaO, MgO, Al2O3 , Ti2O3 and V2O3 and iron group metals such as Fe, Ni, 
Cr, Co, and Cu could possibly precipitate out to form a solid or liquid plane
tary core. Lewis concludes that any core formed from these materials would 
constitute considerably less than 0.3% of the planetary mass and clearly such 
a core even if it existed would have little influence on the gross chemical and 
physical properties of the planet. Above the 1500°K level quartz (Si02) 

clouds precipitate out together with Na2SiO3 , K2SiO3 , and B2O3 • Near the 
460°K level ammonium chloride, bromide, and iodide condense out. The 
thickest clouds on the planet are predicted to occur near the 300°K level 
where aqueous ammonia and ice crystals precipitate. Also phosphorus and 
fluorine are condensed out in this water-bearing cloud layer as _PO3 = and 
F- ions respectively. Near the 225°K level H2S reacts with NH3 to form 
solid NH4SH clouds, and finally above the 165°K level NH3 condenses out 
as colorless crystals which are predicted to constitute the bulk of the par
ticulates in the visible atmosphere. 

In Fig. 3 we illustrate the predicted cloud structure in the visible atmo
sphere in more detail. These results are dependent on the assumed atmo
spheric temperature profile which is apparent upon comparing them with re
cent computations by Weidenschilling and Lewis (1973) where different 
temperature profiles were utilized. In the latter paper the ice clouds were 
much more dominant relative to the aqueous ammonia clouds. 

Finally, in Table II we show the predicted mixing ratios of all the impor
tant gases at the 300°K (water-cloud) level and the 150°K (ammonia-cloud) 
level. We will shortly see that the observed abundances of H2, He, CH4 
and NH3 in the visible atmosphere are in remarkable agreement with these 
model predictions. In addition, the predominantly bright white clouds on 
the planet can be satisfactorily interpreted as the ammonia crystals pre
dicted in this model. 

Despite its successes this model does not serve to explain all the observed 
details of the visible atmosphere. For example, H 20 has been observed but 
with an abundance considerably less than that predicted here. In addition, 

4With this assumption the absolute cloud mass densities become dependent on the vertical 
altitude increment chosen and therefore should not be interpreted too literally. The relative 
densities in different cloud layers are less affected by this assumption and should be reasonably 
accurate. Complete modeling of the cloud densities requires knowledge of particle nucleation 
and growth rates, particle sedimentation velocities, and atmospheric turbulence and mean winds. 
None of these are known with the desired degree of accuracy. 
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Fig. 2. Predicted cloud layers in an adiabatic solar-composition thermochemical-equilibrium 
model of the Jovian atmosphere (after Lewis 1969b). Minor constituents are parenthesized. 
The species indicated at the bottom of the figure are those which have precipitated out of 
the atmosphere below the 2000°K level and which may be present in Jupiter's core, should 
one exist. The altitude scale is strongly nonlinear; the I 00°K level is - 500 km below the 
NH,, clouds, and the 2000°K level is - 3800 km deeper. 

H2S has not been detected while PH3 (phosphine), CO, C2H6 , and C2H2 

have.5 Finally, these thermochemical calculations provide no candidate for 
the observed extensive colorations in the Jovian atmosphere. It is apparent 

5See p. 405. 
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TABLE II 
Predicted Mixing Ratios of Gases 

in the Ammonia Clouds 
(- 150°K level) and in the 

Water Clouds (- 300°K level)a 

Gas 150°K level 300°K level 

H2 0.89 0.89 
He 0.11 0.11 
H2O 8.8 X 10- 1" 10-:1 

CH4 6 X 10-4 6 X 10-4 

NH3 1.2 X 10-5 1.5 X 10-4 

Ne 1.3 X 10-• 1.3 X 10-4 

H2S 8.8 X I o-i:i 2.9 X 10-5 

Ar 9.7 X 10-6 9.7 X 10-6 

HF -o :S2.I X 10-6 

P406 -o :S 2.1 X 10-1 
GeH 4 -o << 6.3 X 10-9 

Kr 3.2 X 10-9 3.2 X 10-9 

Xe 2.5 X 10-io 2.5 X I 0-10 

"Table from Lewis ( 1969a). 
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that we must next look at possible processes which can disrupt thermo
chemical equilibrium in the atmosphere and thereby seek possible explana
tions for these phenomena. 

III. DISEQUILIBRATING PROCESSES 

When the Gibbs free energy or the entropy of an air parcel changes sig
nificantly with time, the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium becomes 
invalid. In the Jovian atmosphere chemical disequilibration may be due to 
the occurrence of irreversible chemical reactions; for example, dissociation 
caused by photons, by shock waves from thunder, or by lightning discharges, 
incident on the air parcel. Disequilibration may also be due to a net exchange 
of material in the air parcel with its surroundings. Some examples of species 
which are either depleted or produced in the visible atmosphere by such dis
equilibrium processes are given in Table III. 

TABLE III 
Predicted Mixing Ratios of Some Gases Resulting 

from Disequilibration by UV Radiation and Advection 

Gas [MJ = 1017 cm-' levele 

C2Hfia,d - 10-5 

C2H?·d 10-" to 10-8 

C2H?·d I 0-7 to I o-6 

PH,,h,d -0 to 10-" 
NH,/·d -0 

"Strobel ( 1974). 
"Prinn and Lewis ( 197 5a ). 
•·strobe! ( I 973a,h). 
<I Lewis ( i 969a,h). 
"In the upper atmo,phere. 
'In the ammonia clouds. 

150°K levelr ~ 800°K level• 

- 10-5 0 
- 0 to 10-9 0 

- I o-8 to Io-" 0 
4X I 0- 1 4x 10-, 

1.2 X 10-·' 1.5 X I 0- 1 

"In the deep atmo,phere where thermochemical equilibrium can be assumed. 

The extent and cause of chemical disequilibration for each species i can 
be readily ascertained from a scale analysis of its continuity equation. This 
equation is inherently three-dimensional and its solution requires accurate 
knowledge of atmospheric ·motions. On Jupiter we unfortunately lack suffi
cient knowledge of these motions for us to consider anything more com
plex than a one-dimensional continuity equation. If species i is a minor con
stituent this is 

(I) 
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where z is altitude, tis time,};= [i] / [M] ,f;* = [i] /[i]e, [i] is the observed 
molecular number density of i, [i]e is the molecular number density of i in 
diffusive equilibrium, and [M] is the molecular number density of all mole
cules in hydrostatic equilibrium. 

Hydrostatic equilibrium here implies zero net vertical mass flux and is 
defined by 

H_\/ 
(2) 

where m is the mean molecular mass, g is the acceleration due to gravity, k 
is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. Diffusive equilibrium here 
implies zero net vertical flux of i by molecular diffusion and is defined by 

1 a[i]e __ m;g_(l+a;)ilT 
[i]e Eiz- kT T az= (3) 

where m; is the molecular mass of i and a; is the thermal diffusion parameter 
of i. We refer to HM and Hf as the density scale heights of Mandi under the 
appropriate equilibrium conditions. 

The first term of the right-hand side of Eq. ( 1) describes the time variation 
of [i] in the air parcel due to chemical reactions and the second term de
scribes the variation due to advection. The parameter K is the eddy diffusion 
coefficient intended to describe vertical mixing by both large-scale winds and 
small-scale eddies and D; is the molecular diffusion coefficient. The turbo
pause is defined where D; = K and we can usually neglect eddy diffusion 
above the turbopause and molecular diffusion below the turbopause. It is 
also usual to consider long-term averages in planetary atmospheres and we 
therefore seek only the steady-state solution for (I) where il[i] /at= 0. 

If we define the time constant due to a particular process as the time 
during which the process must operate to change [i] by a factor of e, we can 
use these time constants to determine the dominant terms in (1). Thermo
chemical equilibrium of i requires the time constant, for thermochemical re
actions producing and removing i, to be much shorter than those for other 
reactions and for advection. The advection time constant is simply 

I K ( I I )/- 1 

H; H.\/ H; 
(4) 

below the turbopause and 

(5) 

above the turbopause. Here H; is the actual density scale height of i. For 
molecular reactants the thermochemical reaction rates are generally very 
rapid only at temperatures well above room temperature, while for atomic, 
free radical, or ionic reactants they can be rapid even at temperatures well 
below room temperature. 
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A photochemical steady state for i occurs when i is predominantly pro
duced by photodissociation and predominantly removed by a thermochemi
cal reaction or vice versa. A photochemical-dynamical steady state occurs 
when i is added to the system by advection and removed by photodissocia
tion or vice versa. A thermochemical-dynamical steady state exists when i 
is produced by thermochemical reactions and removed by advection or vice 
versa. With these simple concepts in hand we can now proceed to consider 
disequilibrating processes in the Jovian atmosphere. 

A. Advection 

In order to assess the disequilibrating role played by advection on Jupiter 
we require values for D; and K as a function of altitude. Values for D; can be 
readily assessed from the kinetic theory of molecules (e.g., Hirschfelder et 
al. 1954) and in most cases we can write 

I 

~ (T(z))2 [M](O) 
D;(z) ~ D;(O) T(O) [M](z). (6) 

Thus D; increases upwards roughly inversely as the atmospheric density. 
Stone (p. 591) has given an extensive review of the dynamics of the Jo

vian atmosphere below the turbopause. Unfortunately, the relationships be
tween these actual atmospheric motions and the hypothetical diffusion co
efficient K which we use here to parameterize them is complex if indeed such 
a relationship exists at all. In some cases we can identify the principal type 
of motion causing mixing in a particular region and therefore utilize a non
empirical or at least a semi-empirical estimate for K. For example, in the 
subadiabatic part of the Jovian atmosphere above the - 100 mbar level, tran
sient internal gravity waves that are vertically propagating may play an im
portant role in vertical mixing. In this case we can write approximately 
(Lindzen 1971) 

1 

( [M](0))2 

K(z) = K(O) [M](z) (7) 

In the deep Jovian atmosphere below the - IO bar level, free convection 
is probably the dominant motion involved in vertical mixing and we can write 
(Stone p. 598) 

I 

K( ) - ( Rep )3 H - I OB 2 -I z - C,,m[M](z) .11 - cm sec . (8) 

Here <p is the upward heat flux carried by the free convection which is ap
proximately equal to the solar constant at Jupiter, R is the gas molar constant, 
and C P is the molar gas heat capacity at constant pressure. In the region be
tween the IO bar and I 00 mbar levels where most of the visible clouds exist, 
K(z) may be similar to that for free convection [ Eq. (8)] at low latitudes 
and similar to that for vertical mixing by baroclinic eddies (Stone 1973) at 
high latitudes 
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K(z) = 0.23 /:t 2: I 07 cm2 sec- 1 . 
I 

(9) 

Here Riis the Richardson number which is :S I 00 (Stone p. 593) andf is the 
Coriolis parameter(= 4 x 10-4 sec- 1 at high latitudes on Jupiter). 

The most reliable method of obtaining K is, not unexpectedly, empirical. 
If we can observe the vertical distribution of a diffusing species (or some 
related quantity) we can essentially invert Eq. (I) to obtain the appropriate 
K value. As we shall discuss shortly this procedure has been carried out on 
Jupiter using NH3 and H 2 as the diffusing species. 

B. Photochemical Reactions 

I. Hydrogen. The photochemistry of H2 on Jupiter was first discussed 
by Gross and Rasool (1964) and subsequently by Hunten (1969) and Wal
lace and Hunten ( 1973). Molecular hydrogen in the Jovian upper atmosphere 
is ionized to Ht by ultraviolet light of wavelengths < 804 A and dissociated 
into H atoms directly below 845 A and by predissociation below l 109 A. 
The thermochemical charge exchange reaction of He+ with H2 also produces 
Ht. Essentially all the Ht is converted to hydrogen atoms resulting in a net 
dissociation of H2 . The chemical cycle is illustrated in Fig. 4. 

The column production rate of H atoms by these various processes is 
- I 09 molecules cm-2 sec- 1 and this equals twice the column destruction 

+ hv 

+hv 

+H+M 

Fig. 4. A summary of hydrogen photochemistry in Jupiter's thermosphere. In Figs. 4. 5, 6, 8, 
and 9 stable molecular species are enclosed in squares while reactive atoms, radicals. and 
ions are enclosed in circles. Vertical transport is represented by a vertical wavy line. 
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rate of H2 • At the highest altitudes the time constant associated with the 
thermochemical three-body reaction 

(10) 

is much longer than that for vertical advection. Thus H atoms after photo
chemical production are transported downwards (by molecular diffusion 
above the turbopause and eddy diffusion below the turbopause) until they 
reach the level where the time constant for Reaction ( I 0), which is inversely 
proportional to [M], equals the advection time constant. Above this level H 
and H2 are in a photochemical-dynamical steady state while below it they are 
in a thermochemical-dynamical steady state. 

The column abundance of H atoms above the level where CH4 begins to 
absorb solar H Lyman-a radiation can be obtained from measurements of 
the Lyman-a emission by the planet. By solving Eq. (I) for the H atom dis
tribution we may thus obtain an estimate of K near the Jovian turbopause 
(Hunten I 969; Wallace and Hunten 1973). The K values derived in these 
latter papers depended upon Earth-based measurements of the Lyman-a 
emission which included emission from the hydrogen torus associated with 
Io. The recent measurements from Pioneer IO (Judge and Carlson I 974)6 

suggest that the emission from the Jovian disk alone is about I/ 4 that pre
viously assumed. Utilizing Wallace and Hunten's ( I 973) Fig. 6 for a 150°K 
thermosphere, the old measurements imply 3 x I 04 < K < 106 cm2 sec-1 

with a preferred value of 3 x I 05 cm2 sec'; the new measurements imply 
4 x I 05 < K < 109 cm2 sec1 with a preferred value of 6 x I 07 cm2 sec- 1 • 

2. Methane. Photodissociation of CH4 has been extensively studied by 
Strobel (I 969, I 973a, I 974). It is dissociated by wavelengths< 1600 A with 
about 70% of the dissociation attributable to the solar H Lyman-a line at 
1216 A. At the latter wavelength - 8% of the dissociated methane yields CH 
radicals and 92% yields 1CH2 • The CH predominantly reacts with CH4 to 
produce C2 H4 which may then lead to higher hydrocarbons. The 1CH2 pre
dominantly reacts with H2 to produce CH:i, The CH:i in turn combines prin
cipally with H atoms to recycle CH 4 • Roughly 203/c of the dissociated meth
ane is converted irreversibly to C2 H2 , C2 H4 , and C2 H6 (Strobel 1973a). 
These higher hydrocarbons are transported down to the hot lower atmo
sphere where thermochemical reactions convert them back to the thermo
dynamically stable CH 4 • This chemical cycle for methane is illustrated in 
Fig. 5. 

Ethane and acetylene which both have negligible concentrations in the 
thermochemical equilibrium model of Lewis ( I 969a,b) are predicted to have 
volume mixing ratios - I 0-5 and - 5 x I 0-1 respectively, after disequilibra
tion by ultraviolet light (Strobel 1974). Both these predicted species have 

"See also p. 418. 
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Fig. 5. A summary of methane photm:hemistry in Jupiter's mesosphere and stratosphere. The 
recycling of CH, from C2 H6 • C,H,. and C,H, is accomplished in the hot lower atmosphere 
by thermochemical reactions. (See Fig. 4 legend for further information.) 

recently been observed in the Jovian atmosphere (Ridgway I 974a)7 although, 
as we shall discuss later, the acetylene observation needs further verification. 
The predicted abundances are strongly dependent on the assumed values for 
K. The mixing ratios quoted above were computed using a K value varying 
from - 2 x 104 cm~ sec- 1 in the Jovian stratosphere to - I 08 cm~ sec- 1 at 
the turbopause. 

3. Ammonia. Ammonia photochemistry in Jupiter's stratosphere was 
first discussed qualitatively by Cadle (1962) and Mc Nesby ( 1969). A more 
quantitative treatment has recently been presented by Strobel (1973b ). 

Ammonia absorbs significantly at all wavelengths less than 2300 A. As 
we pointed out earlier, condensation depletes this gas in the upper levels of 
the troposphere. The N H 3 mixing ratio in the upper atmosphere therefore 
cannot significantly exceed its mixing ratio in a saturated air parcel at the 
Jovian tropopause or temperature minimum. Some time ago, Greenspan and 
Owen ( 1967) showed that if the tropopause temperature is - 88°K then 
condensation is sufficient to explain the rapid decrease in the N H:i mixing 

7See also p. 405. 
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ratio with altitude suggested by comparison of ultraviolet and infrared mea
surements. Multiple scattering computations by Prinn ( 1970)8 also showed 
that the altitude decrease in the NH:i mixing ratio caused by condensation 
at an 88°K tropopause necessitated that essentially all radiation of wave
lengths less than 1600 A is absorbed by CH4 , H2 • and He, or scattered out 
of the atmosphere before reaching the levels where significant NH:i concen
trations existed. One could thus treat CH4 and N Hi photochemistry sepa
rately and for NH:1 consider only photons in the 1600-2300 A range. 

However, the more recent models of the Jovian atmosphere which we 
reviewed earlier suggest tropopause temperatures 2: I I 0°K. Tomasko ( 197 4) 
pointed out that an atmosphere saturated with NHa at these higher tempera
tures could no longer explain the very low N H:3 abundances inferred from 
ultraviolet observations. Either the gas passing through the tropopause has 
a very low NH:i relative humidity or NH:1 gas is being depleted in the strato
sphere by photochemistry. 

The conclusion mentioned above, that only wavelengths in the 1600-
2300 A range penetrate to the regions where appreciable NH:i absorption 
occurs, is independent of the method of N H:1 depletion in the stratosphere, 
and it therefore still holds. Ammonia is dissociated by radiation in this latter 
wavelength interval to produce only NH2 radicals. Strobel ( 1973b) estimates 
that about 5/8 of these N H 2 radicals are recycled back to N Ha by combination 
with H. The other 3/8 react with NH 2 to produce N 2 H4 which, depending on 
the local temperature and other factors, will condense as hydrazine crystals 
or react with H atoms to ultimately produce N 2 • There is thus an irrevers
ible destruction ofNH:i in the upper atmosphere which must be compensated 
for by upward transport of ammonia gas. The N 2 H4 and N 2 produced are 
then transported down to the hot lower troposphere where thermochemical 
reactions can convert them back to NH3 . This chemical cycle for NH:1 is 
illustrated in Fig. 6. 

In his numerical computations Strobel ( 1973b) varied the vertical dif
fusion coefficient K until, working in conjunction with Tomasko (1974), his 
computed N Ha distributions provided a satisfactory fit to the ultraviolet 
albedos. The best fit was obtained for K = 2 x I 04 cm2 sec- 1 ; the strato
sphere in the 20 to 500 mbar region on Jupiter therefore appears to be only 
weakly mixed and this weak mixing is responsible for the observed depletion 
of NH3 in the upper atmosphere. The latter point is most easily illustrated 
by using an analytical solution to Eq. (I) (see Prinn I 975) which gives for 
the scale height h of the N H:1 volume mixing ratio, f~H,, in an isothermal 
region 

(II) 

"There is an inadvertant error in the vertical axis in the figure 7 of this paper. The actual volume 
absorption rates should be I/ 50 those indicated. 
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Fig. 6. A summary of ammonia photochemistry in the Jovian stratosphere. In Figs. 6, 8, and 
9 condensed particulate material is enclosed in two squares. The recycling of N H 3 from N, 
or hydrazine occurs through thermochemical reactions in the hot lower atmosphere. Con
densation as hydrazine dominates the fate ofN,H 4 gas in the stratosphere providing the N 2 H4 

condensation time is <5.5 days. (See Fig. 4 legend for further information.) 

Here t0 is the lifetime of NH;; for irreversible conversion to N 2 or N 2 H4 

which is about 38 days (Strobel 197 3b ). Using HM= 17 km and K = 2 x 104 

cm2 sec-1, we have h = 2.8 km; the NH:i mixing ratio therefore decreases 
by a factor of e every 2.8 km in altitude in the upper atmosphere. 

Strobel (1973b) emphasized that his computed N 2H 4 concentrations ex
ceeded by several orders of magnitude the maximum concentrations of 
N 2 H 4 allowed by the hydrazine vapor pressure equation. Under these con
ditions homogeneous nucleation of hydrazine crystals should be very rapid 
and in addition micrometeorite dust and ultraviolet and cosmic ray produced 
ions may provide the means for heterogeneous nucleation. 

In order to assess the thickness of this proposed hydrazine layer Prinn 
(197 4) constructed a model including irreversible dissociation of N H 3 to 
form N 2 H 4 crystals above the 250 mbar level, vertical eddy transport of 
N H3 , vertical transport of particles by both eddies and sedimentation, and 
finally irreversible evaporation of hydrazine particles below the I bar level. 
He assumed K = 2 x I 04 cm2 sec-1 above the 250 mbar level and 105 cm2 

sec-1 below it. The computational procedure used was the same as that used 
for the Venus sulfuric acid clouds (Prinn 1973, 1975) and for the Jovian 
phosphorus clouds (Prinn and Lewis I 975a,b). 
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Combining these computed hydrazine particle densities with Mie scat
tering calculations for various particle radii, Prinn (197 4) obtained the results 
in Fig. 7 for the opacity of the hydrazine haze layer at 3000 A. This opacity 
depends critically on both the N H3 concentrations in the lower stratosphere 
(i.e., on the tropopause temperature and pressure) and on the particle sedi
mentation velocity and extinction efficiency (i.e., on the particle radius). In 
order to fit the observed geometric albedo at 3000 A on Jupiter, Axel ( 1972) 
required a high-altitude haze layer (of then unknown composition) with an 
absorbing optical depth - 0.2 to 0.25. From Fig. 7 this opacity is precisely 
what would be expected from a layer of small hydrazine particles (radii << l 
µ,m) with a tropopause temperature between 110 and 120°K. 

4. Hydrogen Sulfide. Photodissociation of H2S on Jupiter has been 
discussed by Lewis and Prinn (1970, 1971) and Prinn (l 970). Hydrogen 
sulfide is dissociated by all wavelengths< 2700 A. The condensation of H2 S 
with NH3 to form NH4 HS causes this gas to be strongly depleted above the 
230°K level on Jupiter and the multiple scattering computations by Prinn 
(l 970) imply that only radiation in the 2200-2700 A radiation penetrates to 
levels where H2S concentrations are significant. Absorption in this wave
length region produces only HS and H. 

The details of the subsequent chemistry are currently under investigation. 
Destruction of H 2S is caused by both photodissociation and hydrogen ab
straction 

H2S - H + HS (2200 A < wavelength < 2700 A), .l O 2) 

H + H2S - H2 + HS . 

The primary fate of the HS radicals appears to be 

HS+ HS - H2S + S 

HS+ H - H2 + S 

HS+ HS - H2 + S2 

HS+H+M- H2S+M 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

The S atoms can react with HS or combine with other S atoms to give S2 and 
the S2 and Sare both ultimately converted to elemental sulfur (S8), ammonium 
polysulfides [ (NH 4).,.Su], and hydrogen polysulfides (H.,.Su)- These latter 
compounds are yellow, orange and brown. A tentative summary of the sulfur 
cycle on Jupiter is given in Fig. 8. 

Photodissociation of H2S should be most rapid in regions where the up
per NH:i clouds are thin or absent as this allows more ultraviolet radiation 
to penetrate down to the region of the NH 4 HS clouds (Prinn 1970). With 
this in mind, Lewis and Prinn ( 1970) hypothesized that the N H3 clouds 
over the North Equatorial Belt were essentially absent. The yellow and 
brown colorations in this belt (and other similarly colored regions of the 
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Fig. 8. A tentative summary of hydrogen sulfide photochemistry in the region of the Jovian 
ammonium hydrosulfide clouds. The recycling of H2S from elemental sulfur. and ammonium 
and hydrogen polysulfides takes place in the hot lower atmosphere. (See legends of Figs. 4 
and 6 for further information.) 

planet) were then a natural consequence of the ultraviolet dissociation of 
H2S. This cloud-clearing hypothesis also provides an explanation for the 
variations in emission of 5 µ,m radiation between this belt and adjacent 
zones (Terrile and Westphal 1975). We should add that yellow and brown 
colorations have also been produced by direct irradiation of solid N H4 HS 
in the laboratory (Lebofsky 1974). This suggests that photochemical re
actions within the N H4 HS particles themselves may also contribute to the 
colorations on Jupiter. 

As a first approximation we can assume that the rate of irreversible dis
sociation of H2S equals its photodissociation rate. This implies that the life
time of H2S for irreversible dissociation above the 230°K level, tH,s 2: 106 

sec (Prinn 1970). Depletion of H2S in the atmosphere above the 230°K level 
over and above that expected from H2S condensation is possible if vertical 
transport rates are slow. As mentioned earlier, Eq. ( 11) for N H:i (or H2S) 
is valid only in isothermal layers. We can divide the atmosphere into arbi-
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trarily thin layers to satisfy this requirement and it is then apparent from Eq. 
( 11) that depletion of H 2S by photodissociation in each layer is significant if 

4H'it 
tH2S < K • (I 7) 

This condition is satisfied for K :S 3 x l 07 cm2 sec-1 and from our earlier 
discussion we suggested I 07 :S K :S I 09 cm2 sec-1 in this atmospheric region. 
Depletion of H2S above the 230°K level by photodissociation may there
fore be significant. 

If we assume thermochemical equilibrium, depletion of H2S by conden
sation as NH4 HS particles is also very significant. In this case the mixing 
ratio scale height, h*, of H2S above the 230°K level is simply obtained by 
differentiating the thermochemical equilibrium equation between H2 S, NH3 , 

and solid N H4HS (Prinn 1970) 

_ _!_ = _1_ dftt.s = 2.303 x 4705 dT + 2mg 
h * J;i,s dz T2 dz k T . 

(18) 

For!~= -2°K km- 1 (roughly the adiabatic lapse rate) we have h * = 3 km 

at the 230°K level; the equilibrium mixing ratio of H2S decreases by a factor 
of e every 3 km above the 230°K level. This depletion of H 2S in the upper 
atmosphere suggests we should search for this gas in regions such as the 
North Equatorial Belt, where observation of the atmosphere at and below the 
230°K level may be possible. 

5. Phosphine. As we mentioned earlier the detection of PH3 on Jupi
ter (if correct) is not in agreement with the thermochemical equilibrium 
model. This model indicated that phosphorus should be present as PH3 only 
below the 800°K level in the deep unobservable portion of the atmosphere. 
Between the 800 and 300°K levels phosphorus is oxidized by H 20 to form 
P40 6 while above the 300°K level P40 6 dissolves in the water clouds and 
phosphorus compounds are therefore predicted to be absent in the visible 
atmosphere. A reasonable explanation for the observation of PH3 is possible 
if atmospheric vertical mixing is much faster than the thermochemical re
actions oxidizing PH3 to P40 6 . Similar arguments would apply to the thermo
chemical reduction reactions for CO and oxidation reactions for SiH4 and 
GeH 4 if these gases were observed in the low-temperature visible atmo
sphere. Carbon monoxide, silane and germane have significant concentra
tions in thermochemical equilibrium only at high temperatures and pressures. 
Referring to Eq. ( 11) we see that this situation is possible (i.e., af~tt:.f az = 0) if 

4H 2 

tp11, >> KM - 6 days (19) 

where frtt 3 is the lifetime of PH3 for irreversible oxidation to P40 6 in the 
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vicinity of the 800°K level. In Eq. (I 9) we use H.11 = 114 km and K = I 09 

cm2 sec- 1• Simple arguments from reaction rate theory imply that tpH 3 >> 6 
days is not implausible. Alternatively if fH,o < Io-fl at the 800°K level then 
there may simply be insufficient H 20 to oxidize all the PH3 (we expect 
f H,o - I o-:i in the solar composition model). 

The photochemistry of PH3 in the visible atmosphere has been recently 
considered by Prinn and Lewis (I 975a,b). Phosphine is dissociated by wave
lengths less than 2350 A. For K < 4 x 106 cm2 sec-1 PH3 , like NH3 [see 
Eq. (11)], is severely depleted in the upper atmosphere. Only wavelengths 
> 1600 A penetrate to regions where PH3 concentrations are appreciable 
and radiation in the 1600-2350 A interval produces only PH 2 and H. Prinn 
and Lewis (1975a,b) estimated that about half of the PH 2 produced is re
cycled back to PH:i and the other half reacts with PH2 to ultimately produce 
P4 which condenses to form triclinic red phosphorus crystals. The PH3 

chemical cycle is illustrated in Fig. 9. 
In order to obtain quantitative estimates of red phosphorus particulate 

densities Prinn and Lewis (I 975a,b) constructed a model including: (I) 
irreversible destruction of PH3 with a lifetime !pH3 = 38 days above the 80 
mbar, 112°K level, (2) vertical transport of PH3 and red phosphorus par
ticles, and (3) irreversible evaporation of the red phosphorus followed by 
thermochemical conversion of the resultant P4 to PH:i below the 20 bar, 
430°K level. One run was intended to simulate average conditions on the 
planet and had K = 104 cm2 sec-1 above the 80 mbar level, K = I 05 cm2 

sec- 1 in the 80 mbar to 20 bar region, and K = 106 cm2 sec- 1 below 20 bar. 
This run produced a particle optical depth of red phosphorus above the 
ammonia cloud tops (situated roughly at the tropopause or 80 mbar level) 
of only 0.02. Optical depths 2: I are required to produce a visible coloration 
and, as observed, there is no distinct red coloration over the whole planet. 
A second run was intended to simulate Jupiter's Great Red Spot which has 
been pictured by Ingersoll (1973) as a long-lived storm system. Using K = 
l 06 cm2 sec-1 throughout in order to simulate this condition, the particle 
optical depth obtained above the ammonia cloud tops was 0.7 implying 
significant red coloration. If the Great Red Spot is a region of considerable 
dynamical activity, the Prinn and Lewis (197 5a,b) model provides a self
consistent explanation for the redness of this region in comparison to the 
rest of the planet. 

6. Laboratory Simulations. The accurate simulation of atmospheric 
photochemistry in the laboratory is an exceedingly difficult task. Studies in 
our own stratosphere have taught us that the best approach is to identify 
and measure the rates of each elementary reaction involved and then to 
apply these laboratory data to the construction of a computer model. It is 
this approach which we have just described for H 2 , CH4 , NH3 , H 2S, and 
PH:i photochemistry on Jupiter. However, it is almost inevitable that our 
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Fig. 9. A summary of phosphorus chemistry and photochemistry in the Jovian atmosphere. 
When vertical transport is very rapid. or H20 concentrations are very low, the formation of 
P4 0 6 and HaP03 (aq) from PH:i is inhibited. In this case PH:i photodissociates in the strato
sphere yielding principally red phosphorus particles. (See legends of Figs. 4 and 6 for further 
information.) 

selection of elementary reactions in these computer models is incomplete 
and laboratory experiments if properly conceived and interpreted may lead 
to identification of important omissions from these chemical schemes. 

Because the primary products of photodissociation are strongly depen
dent on the incident ultraviolet radiation spectrum, the spectrum used in 
the laboratory should closely approximate that encountered in the region 
of the atmosphere under consideration. There is similarly no obvious validity 
in equating the results obtained from electrical-discharge experiments (Woel
ler and Ponnamperuma 1969) or high-temperature experiments (Sagan et al. 
1967) with the chemistry induced by ultraviolet radiation in Jupiter's upper 
atmosphere. It is also mandatory that the temperature, pressure, and gas 
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compos1t1on used in the experiment should closely mimic the real atmo
sphere. Temperature is important both for controlling reaction rates and also 
for determining whether condensation of a particular product (which essen
tially removes it from further reaction) will occur. The pressure is important 
for it controls three-body reaction rates and also the quenching rates for 
excited atoms and radicals. Care should also be taken to ensure that re
actions on the walls of the apparatus are not influencing the results. All ex
perimental simulations of Jovian photochemistry to date have neglected the 
enormous excess of H 2 and He over CH4 and NH3 and must be criticized 
on this basis. 

The most difficult aspect of the atmosphere to simulate in the laboratory 
is the effect of advection and indeed the experimental studies to date have 
not even attempted to include it. It is therefore not surprising that these 
experiments have yielded complex molecules; successively more compli
cated species can build up without being removed, or without replacement 
of their precursors, by transport processes. I magi native use of a flow system 
in which the photodissociation and transport times are comparable to those 
in the real atmosphere seems a feasible way to overcome this problem. 

The most serious attempts at simulating Jovian photochemistry have been 
those of Sagan and Khare (1971) and Khare and Sagan ( I 973, 1975). These 
experiments are subject to certain of the shortcomings mentioned above but 
nevertheless have produced results worthy of discussion. They irradiated 
mixtures of CH4, C2 H6 , NH:i, H2S, and in some cases H2 O with 2537 A 
radiation. This particular wavelength should penetrate down to levels where 
these gases have reasonable abundances (Prinn 1970). In the gas phase they 
produced (C2HsS)2, (C2 H5hS, CH:1CN, and possibly (CH3S)2 and H2S2 • 

In runs intended to simulate the presence of the aqueous ammonia clouds 
(Lewis 1969a) by exposing the reactants to this solution, polymeric sulfur 
and a-amino acids were subsequently identified in the solution phase. Also a 
dark reddish-brown polymeric solid was produced which they suggested 
may be a dominant cause for the red colorations in the atmospheres of Jupi
ter, Saturn, and Titan. 

This polymer was initially presumed to be organic but subsequent analy
sis revealed that it was primarily composed of elemental sulfur with only a 
few percent by weight of H, C, 0, and N (Khare and Sagan 1975). Sulfur and 
sulfur compounds had of course been suggested earlier by Lewis and Prinn 
(1970) as the dominant yellow and brown coloring agents in the Jovian 
clouds. We should also stress here that the C, 0, and N compounds identified 
in these particular experiments result from dissociation of CH4, C2 H 6 , H2O, 
and N H:1 by translationally excited H atoms. These atoms are produced from 
H2S photodissociation at 2537 A. However, the experiments did not contain 
the factor of HP to I 04 excess of H2 and He over the other reactants which 
would be required to simulate Jupiter's atmosphere. Since H2 and He are 
very efficient quenchers of translationally excited H atoms one should there-
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fore scale down the yields of C, 0, and N compounds in these experiments 
by a factor of 103 to 104 • 

This finally leads us to the question of the relative importance of inorganic 
(e.g., sulfur, polysulfides, red phosphorus) and organic (e.g., the colored frac
tion free of elemental sulfur in the above experiments) compounds in produc
ing the observed colorations in the Jovian atmosphere. The quenching argu
ments given above certainly suggest that organic material produced by using 
the hot H atoms from H 2S photodissociation is entirely negligible compared 
to sulfur production from H2S. Organic material produced from direct photo
dissociation of methane is limited by the methane column dissociation rate. 
The column photodissociation rates of NH3 , H 2S, and PH3 are 103 to 104 

times greater than that of CH4 (Prinn 1970; Prinn and Lewis I 975a,b) and 
it is therefore expected that colored inorganic compounds such as sulfur, 
polysulfides, and red phosphorus will have production rates far in excess of 
those for organic material from CH 4 most of which will be colorless. There
fore, in order for this organic material to be an important coloring agent its 
average visible extinction coefficient would have to be > I 03 times that for, 
say, red phosphorus. 

C. Other Processes 

Based on laboratory experiments it has been suggested that dissociation 
of molecules like CH4 , N Ha, H 2S, and H 20 on Jupiter may be accomplished 
by the high temperatures and electron impacts associated with lightning dis
charges (Woeller and Ponnamperuma 1969; Chadha et al. 1971), by the ex
treme heating induced by thunder shock waves (Bar-Nun 1975), and finally 
by bombardment of the upper atmosphere by energetic ions derived from the 
Jovian radiation belts (Scattergood et al. 1975). 

These experimental simulations are unfortunately subject to many of the 
same criticisms which were voiced above concerning the laboratory simula
tions of Jovian photochemistry; they do not include the correct proportions 
of H 2 and He and more importantly they neglect atmospheric advection. 
Nevertheless, until precise chemical-dynamical models of these phenomena 
have been constructed, these laboratory simulations should still be regarded 
as indicating possible tendencies in the overall chemistry no matter how 
weakly these tendencies may manifest themselves in the actual Jovian 
atmosphere. 

The question which is central to the theme of this chapter is the effect 
of these processes on the overall chemical composition of the planet. We 
must therefore examine the energy available for dissociating chemical bonds 
in each case. This problem has been approached by Lewis and Prinn ( 1971) 
and more recently by Lewis ( 1976). On Earth about 10-5 of the incident solar 
energy is converted to energy in lightning as electric currents and acoustic 
waves. A similar conversion factor on Jupiter implies that roughly 2 x 10-5 

of the incident solar flux at Jupiter is converted to electrical and acoustic 
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energy if we include the planet's internal heat source. Lewis ( 1976) estimates 
that the peak energy flux (principally proton kinetic energy) in Jupiter's 
radiation belts is - I 0-:1 of the incident solar flux at Jupiter and that - I 0-2 

of this energy flux may conceivably be dumped into the Jovian upper atmo
sphere. Therefore, charged particle bombardment of the upper atmosphere 
corresponds to an energy flux no larger than 10-5 of the incident solar flux 
at Jupiter. 

The above figures can be compared with the fraction of the incident solar 
flux in the form ofultraviolet radiation which is - 10-2 • For breaking chemical 
bonds there is therefore - 10:1 times more energy available as ultraviolet 
radiation than as electrical currents and acoustic waves in lightning, or as ion 
fluxes from the radiation belts. In addition, in contrast to the ultraviolet 
energy, a significant portion of the energy associated with the lightning 
strokes and particle bombardment is simply involved in heating the atmo
sphere without causing chemical decomposition. 

It is apparent then that photodissociation and advection constitute the 
major disequilibrating processes in Jupiter's atmosphere and that lightning 
and charged particle bombardment are relatively minor factors in the bulk 
chemistry of the planet. They do, however, have possibilities for influencing 
the chemistry in special localities and for production of interesting chemical 
compounds. For example, a number of biologically interesting compounds 
were produced in the electrical discharge experiments including alanine, 
glycine, sarcosine, aspartic acid, iminodiacetic acid, and iminoacetic a- and 
,8-propionic acid (Chadha et al. 1971 ). In addition, the proton irradiation 
experiments (Scattergood et al. 1975) yielded long chain alkyl hydrocarbons, 
alkyl amines, alkyl sulfides, and amino acids. 

The production of complex organic compounds in these experiments, and 
also in the photochemical experiments discussed earlier, forces us to address 
at least briefly here the controversial question of the existence or non
existence of life on Jupiter. This subject has received considerable airing 
among biologists and biochemists presumably because the chemically reduc
ing atmosphere on Jupiter is at least qualitatively similar to that supposed 
to have existed on the primitive earth. For an extensive review of "exobiol
ogy" in the outer solar system the reader is referred to a paper by one of the 
strongest protagonists of the "right to life" on Jupiter (Sagan I 971). 

It is, however, important to emphasize that there is no surface on Jupiter 
at a low enough temperature so that complex organic material might accumu
late on it. All nonequilibrium species produced in the visible atmosphere are 
ultimately destroyed in the deeper warmer region well below the visible 
clouds. In contrast, the primitive earth apparently possessed vast lakes and 
oceans in which organic material produced by photochemical and other 
processes could build up, and in which, after some 104 to 109 yr of complex 
organic chemistry, the first life forms presumably could evolve. We must 
therefore enquire whether the lifetime of any organic compound in the bio-
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logically interesting portion of Jupiter's atmosphere (say above the 500°K 
level) is long enough for significant evolution to occur. 

If t' is the altitude of a particular organic species above the level where 
its thermochemical destruction begins, the lifetime of that species in the 
atmosphere is roughly t'2 / K. Typically t' - I 00 km, and from our earlier 
discussion I 04 :S K :S I 09 cm2 sec 1 with the larger values of K applying 
to the biologically interesting part of the troposphere. We therefore have 
I day :S t'2 / K :S 300 yr. Evolution of life on the time scale of one day to a 
few hundred years would appear highly unlikely and the biologists' case for 
evolving life on Jupiter must therefore be viewed with considerable skepti
cism. One is left only with the remote possibility of an extra-Jovian source 
for living organisms and even these alien life-forms would be required to re
produce themselves from nonliving material on the time scale of - I day if 
the troposphere is as strongly mixed as K - I 09 cm2 sec-1 implies. 

The arguments presented above for Jupiter should apply qualitatively to 
Saturn, Uranus. and Neptune if their atmospheric structures are reasonably 
similar. These very pessimistic conclusions concerning the existence of life 
do not, however, apply to the satellites of the outer planets where surfaces 
do exist and where the environment at or below this surface may be conducive 
to the evolution of primitive organisms. Titan would appear to be a much 
more hopeful target for future searches for extra-terrestrial life than Jupi
ter or indeed any of the major planets. Even on Titan, however, it is difficult 
to be very optimistic about these possibilities. 

IV. COMPOSITION FROM REMOTE SPECTROSCOPY 

A review of spectroscopic investigations of Jupiter was published five 
years ago (Owen 1970). Since that time, the most significant advances have 
come about as a result of the development of the Fourier Transform Spec
trometer (FTS) and the growing accessibility of increasingly larger portions 
of the infrared and ultraviolet regions of the spectrum. The ultimate weapon 
in remote investigations is the use of spacecraft, and Pioneer IO and 11 made 
significant contributions, as reported elsewhere in this volume. The develop
ment of the FTS as an immensely powerful tool for astronomical observa
tions is primarily the result of pioneering work by Coones and Coones 
( 1966). The general methodology of planetary spectroscopy has been covered 
by a number of authors (e.g., Hunten 1972; Owen 1972) and will not be re
peated here. In this chapter we shall concentrate on the new information 
obtained about the composition of the Jovian atmosphere (Sec. V) after giv
ing a historical introduction of the subject. 

The first studies of the spectrum of Jupiter were carried out visually dur
ing the latter part of the 19th century. Rutherfurd ( 1863) reported the de
tection of features at 6190 and 6450 A which were not present in the solar 
spectrum. He attributed them to gases in the Jovian atmosphere, but the 
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identity of these gases was not established for more than sixty years. Mean
while, the development of the photographic plate with emulsions that were 
sensitive to wavelengths beyond the red limit of the human eye led to the 
discovery of additional bands near 7250, 7900, 8650, and 8990 A (Wildt and 
Meyer 1931; Slipher 1933). Using published laboratory spectra of methane 
and ammonia and deriving molecular vibrational frequencies to predict ab
sorptions at shorter wavelengths, Wildt (1932) was able to establish the 
identifications shown in Table IV. These identifications were subsequently 
confirmed by laboratory studies of the two gases (Dunham 1933a,b; Adel 
and Slipher 1934). 

Band 
<A) 

8990 
8650 
7250 
6190 

7900 
6450 

TABLE IV 
Identifications 
(Wildt /932) 

Absorbing Gas 

Methane 

Ammonia 

Additional photographic studies led to the discovery of an increasing 
number of absorption bands, all of which turned out to be caused by either 
methane or ammonia (Dunham 1952; Kuiper 1952; Owen 1963; Owen et al. 
1964; Owen l 965a,b). Most of these bands were discovered in the photo
graphic infrared region of the spectrum (8000-12,000 A), but new bands 
have also been found in the visible region despite the fact that this part of 
the Jovian spectrum has been studied for more than a century (Owen 1971; 
Owen and Cess 1975). A sample of the green to red region of the planet's 
spectrum is reproduced in Fig. 10. 

Since these absorptions are all vibration-rotation bands, extension of 
the study of the planetary spectrum to wavelengths beyond the capability 
of the photographic plate would clearly permit one to study the stronger 
bands arising from the fundamental vibrational frequencies and their lowest 
overtones and combinations. Such studies became practical after the devel
opment of the lead-sulfide detector during World War II. The application of 
PbS detectors to low resolution scanning spectrometers led to the discovery 
of many additional absorptions in the planet's spectrum all of which again 
turned out to be caused by methane or ammonia (Kuiper I 952, 1964; 
Moroz 1966; Cruikshank and Binder 1968, 1969) (Fig. 11 ). 
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Fig. I 0. Part of the visible region of the Jovian spectrum (A) showing weak bands of methane 
and ammonia. Spectra of Saturn (B) and Titan (C) are included for comparison. All have 
been divided by the lunar spectrum (D). The zero intensity baselines for these spectra are 
not shown in order to fit them all on one page (Lutz et al. 1976). 

Extension of the observations to shorter wavelengths led to essentially 
the same result. The presence of a substantial amount of hydrogen and/or 
helium could be inferred from the brightness of Jupiter in the ultraviolet, 
as deduced from rocket observations of the spectrum between 2000 and 
3000 A (Stecher 1965). This conclusion required the use of a model atmo
sphere and the assumption that Rayleigh scattering made the largest contri
bution to the ultraviolet albedo. The planet's spectrum at these wavelengths 
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Fig. 11. (a) The near infrared spectra of Jupiter compared with the sun (dotted); (b) the same 
spectral region for Saturn (Kuiper 1952). 

shows strong absorption increasing toward 2000 A that can be interpreted as 
caused by a small amount of ammonia (Greenspan and Owen 1967). The 
identification is still not conclusive, however, since high-resolution spectra 
are lacking. Hydrogen sulfide could contribute to this absorption, as could 
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the particles responsible for the generally low ultraviolet albedo (Axel 1972) 
which we discussed earlier. 

The dominance of CH 4 and NH:i in the spectrum of Jupiter led occa
sionally to the mistaken conclusion that they must be the most abundant 
atmospheric constituents. The reason that hydrogen and helium were not dis
covered more quickly is readily apparent from an examination of the absorp
tion bands of these two gases. Molecular hydrogen, being homonuclear, has 
no permanent dipole moment so only quadrupole absorptions are permitted. 
These are exceedingly weak. Although predicted theoretically in 1938, these 
absorptions were not observed in the laboratory until much later (Herzberg 
1938, 1952). The first detection of H 2 on Jupiter was achieved by Kiess et al. 
( 1960) through the observation of several lines in the 3-0 band. The S( I) 
line of the 4-0 band of H 2 was subsequently discovered by Spinrad and Traf
ton (1963). The collision-induced dipole spectrum of H2 was observed by 
Danielson ( 1965) in spectra obtained from a balloon-borne telescope and by 
Moroz ( 1966) from groundbased observations. 

The helium resonance line occurs at 584 A, a region of the spectrum that 
was totally inaccessible until very recently. In fact, the first direct detection 
of helium on Jupiter was made by Judge and Carlson (1974)9 with an ultravio
let photometer on the Pioneer IO spacecraft. Until that time, the existence 
of helium in the Jovian atmosphere was inferred from cosmic abundance 
arguments and attempts were made to measure it indirectly by photometry 
of stellar occultations and from line broadening studies. Reviews of these 
efforts have been given by Hunten and Miinch (1973) and by Gautier (1974). 

Throughout the decades since the spectrum of Jupiter first came under 
careful scrutiny, efforts have been made to discover traces of other gases 
whose existence in the atmosphere was postulated for various reasons. Cos
mic abundance arguments indicated that H20, H2S, and SiH4 might all be 
expected, but as we have seen, only the former two would exist in thermo
dynamic equilibrium. Higher hydrocarbons such as C2 H2 , C2 H6 and other 
simple organic compounds like HCN and CH;iNH2 were suggested by vari
ous investigators as possible photochemical products. Repeated attempts 
failed to discover any trace of these substances until Ridgway (1974a) re
ported the detection of C2 H2 and C2 H6 in spectra of Jupiter obtained with a 
Fourier Transform instrument near 12 ,um. These discoveries were soon fol
lowed by detection of PH:1 (Ridgway 1974b) and H 20 (Larson et al. 1975). 
Still newer discoveries have been announced and are described elsewhere 
in this book. 10 One may expect the list to grow as these new techniques are 
applied with ever greater finesse over an increasing range of the spectrum. 

A separate but similar problem is posed by the search for uncommon iso
topes. The cosmological significance of deuterium made it an early topic of 

"Seep. 419. 
'"See p. 405. 
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interest. In fact, the first discovery of this isotope in an astronomical source 
was the detection of CH;1D in the spectrum of Jupiter by Beer et al. ( 1972) 
(Fig. 12). The subsequent detection of HD by Trauger et al. ( 1973) (Fig. 13) 
permitted a more straightforward determination of D / H in the Jovian atmo
sphere. A search for 1'1CH 4 was carried out by Fox et al. ( 1972) who re
ported tentative detection with a large uncertainty in the abundance. A new 
determination has been presented by de Bergh et al. ( 1976). 

FREQU[I\CY, cm-l 

Fig. 12. The detec tion of C H:, D . Spectra of .Jupiter (A). the sun ( B) and the ratio Jupiter / Sun 
(C) with v, P-branch lines of CH:i D indicated (Beer et al. 1972). 

V. SPECTROSCOPIC ABUNDANCES 

The determination of abundances of gases in the atmosphere of Jupiter 
is complicated by many factors . Among these are the thermal structure of 
the atmosphere which may cause some of the constituents to condense and 
others to manifest themselves only through emission lines, the presence of 
clouds or hazes , and the lack of a well-defined lower boundary for reflection 
of incident sunlight. There is no doubt that all of these complications are 
present; what is lacking is a comprehensive model atmosphere that permits 
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Fig. 13. The detection of HD. The 4-0 P(I) line of HD at 7467.52 A. Note that the depth of 
this feature is approximately 0.3<;f of the continuum level (Trauger et al. 1973). 

each irregularity to be accounted for in a quantitative fashion. The conven
tional approach to this problem is to ignore it, and to analyze the observa
tions in terms of a simple reflecting layer model that assumes direct optical 
paths for incident and reflected light. In practice, this convenient fiction 
works remarkably well as long as its limitations are recognized (Regas and 
Sagan 1970; Margolis 1971 ), but it is by no means adequate to explain the 
details of the observations. In fact, its use should be restricted to observa
tions made near the center of the disk, at the same time, at the same location, 
and at approximately the same wavelength using bands of similar strength 
and shape (Chamberlain 1970; Owen and Westphal 1972; Lutz et al. 1976). 
Proximity in wavelength should provide a similar continuum albedo for the 
species being compared. Deviations from this protocol lead to increasing 
inconsistencies in the results. Even the apparently safe procedure of study
ing global averages at low spatial and spectral resolution begins to reveal 
departures from the predictions of the model. 

The fact that we are only looking into a cloudy atmosphere and not seeing 
down to a solid surface is strikingly evident from visual observations of the 
planet (Peek 1958) as well as from the long record of photographs (e.g., 
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Humason I 961: Slipher I 964). The variability of this cloud cover is mani
fested spectroscopically in a variety of ways. Changes in the appearance of 
the spectrum with time were first reported by Bobrovnikoff( 1934) who stud
ied the ammonia band at 6450 A. He also noted variations in the strength of 
this band across the disk of the planet. Such variations in both the temporal 
and spatial domains were illustrated in high-dispersion spectrograms pub
lished by Spinrad and Trafton (1963). The variations appear as changes in 
the relative strengths of individual lines of the band on spectra recorded at 
different times or different places on the planet. Hess ( 19 5 3) pointed out that 
neither the 6190 A methane band nor the 6450 A ammonia band exhibits the 
increase in absorption toward the limb of the planet that is expected in a clear 
atmosphere above a reflecting layer. This absence of limb darkening has been 
variously interpreted as resulting from (I) a systematic increase in the height 
of the cloud layers toward the limb (Hess 1953), (2) the presence ofa haze of 
ammonia cirrus above the main clouds that is more deeply penetrated near 
the center of the disk (Kuiper 1952), and (3) the change in viewing angle on a 
reflecting surface consisting of cumulus cloud towers (Squires 1957). 

At the present time, there seems to be good observational evidence11 for 
three distinct cloud layers: a high-altitude haze (above or at the tropopause) 
that absorbs sunlight in the near UV (Greenspan and Owen 1967), a layer of 
ammonia cirrus in the upper troposphere revealed by studies of the strong 
methane bands (Munch and Younkin 1964; Owen 1969) and a lower layer of 
thick clouds that forms the optical boundary in the near infrared (Owen 
1969). It is possible that the high-altitude haze is simply the upper part of 
the ammonia cirrus, contaminated by photochemical reaction products (e.g., 
hydrazine, red phosphorus) to produce the observed low UV albedo. In this 
case there would only be two distinct layers (Danielson and Tomasko 1969; 
Axel I 972; Tomasko 1974). One must also remember that none of these 
layers is likely to be globally uniform; there is clear evidence for the inhomo
geneity of the cirrus clouds in photographs taken with interference filters cen
tered on strong methane bands (Owen 1969, 1970) and similar conclusions 
can be reached from studies of stronger bands at longer wavelengths (Moroz 
and Cruikshank 1969). The lower cloud layer seems to be more uniform at 
the scale accessible to these spectroscopic techniques, but the fact that it 
contains numerous holes is attested to by observations at 5 µ,m where ther
mal flux from deeper levels of the atmosphere has been detected (Gillett et 
al. 1969). The distribution of these holes is very non-uniform, but they appear 
to occur preferentially in the regions of the dark belts (Keay et al. 1973; 
Westphal et al. I 97 4 ). 12 

In an atmosphere that is this complex, the determination of abundances 
will obviously not be a straightforward procedure. One may expect a priori 

11 See also p. 495. 
12See also p. 407. 
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that the stronger absorption bands will give systematically lower values for 
abundances, since light scattered back by the aerosols will "hide" the lower 
part of the atmosphere. This effect was pointed out by van de Hulst (1952) 
and is supported by those observations of strong bands from which an at
tempt has been made to derive abundances (Cruikshank and Binder 1969). 
One also expects that abundances derived from ultraviolet observations will 
be systematically lower than those obtained in the near infrared because of 
the absorbing haze, and this also appears to be borne out by the available 
data (Greenspan and Owen I 967; Anderson et al. I 969; Tomasko I 974). 
The longest pathlengths into the atmosphere will occur at 5 µ,m where the 
holes in the lower cloud deck can be utilized (Beer and Taylor I 973a,b). 
Keeping these results in mind, it is possible to derive mixing ratios (or rela
tive abundances) that have some meaning if one accepts all the constraints 
imposed by the reflecting-layer model as previously described. 

As if this picture were not dark enough, there is the additional problem 
frequently posed by the absence of appropriate laboratory data. To convert 
an observed absorption line into an abundance, it is necessary to know the 
intrinsic strength of the molecular transition responsible for the line. Ex
pressed mathematically, we can write (for weak lines) 

W = J (I - 'e-<>v")dv = U J avdv = uS = TJWS (20) 

where W is the equivalent width of the line (a measure of the amount of 
absorption), v is the frequency, av is the absorption coefficient in ( cm ama
gat)-1 13, T/ is the air mass factor (dimensionless), Sis the strength of the line, 
and w is the column abundance (in cm amagat) of the gas. In this expression, 
W is the quantity we measure in the planet's spectrum. The factor T/ allows 
us to take into account the difference in the effective pathlength between the 
center of the disk and the limb. As we have seen, this difference is not very 
large. For weak lines in a clear atmosphere over a reflecting layer, T/ = 1r if 
the slit of the spectrograph extends across the entire disk and there is no 
limb darkening (Owen and Kuiper 1964); in practice a value near 2 or 2.5 is 
usually adopted for Jupiter. If one is simply interested in mixing ratios, it is 
not necessary to specify T/, provided the conditions described above are met. 
This leaves the factor S, and here some outside help is needed. In principle, 
S can be measured in the laboratory for a given transition. In practice, this 
often proves difficult to accomplish, either because the line occurs in an ab
sorption band that has not been well enough analyzed to permit identification 
of the responsible transition, or because the necessary laboratory conditions 
cannot be met. In the case of Jupiter, we only have line strengths for one 
band of methane, 3v3 at 11,057 A (Margolis and Fox 1968) and one band of 
hydrogen, 3-0 at 8200 A (Rank et al. 1966). There are strengths available 

'"A column abundance of one cm amagat is equivalent to 2.68 x 10'" molecules cm-2 • 
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for bands further in the infrared, but these bands have not yet been used for 
abundance determinations because they are too strong and badly overlapped 
by other features (cf. Cruikshank and Binder 1968). The detailed study of 
the ammonia bands is still in its early stages (McBride and Nicholls I 972a). 
The 4-0 hydrogen quadrupole intensities have been calculated (Birnbaum 
and Poll 1969; Dalgarno et al. 1969) but these lines have not yet been ob
served in the laboratory, even at a pathlength of 44 km amagat (D. H. Rank 
personal communication). However, with improved photometric precision 
and spectroscopic resolution, experimental verification of the theoretical line 
strengths should be possible, since they predict an equivalent width of I mA 
for the Si I) line at a pathlength of 15 km amagat. That kind of sensitivity is 
currently achievable (see, e.g., the detection of Pi I) of HD by Trauger et al. 
1973) as well as the pathlength. 

As the absorption lines become stronger, we need to worry about the 
effects of pressure. Even for weak lines formed in a dense atmosphere, the 
line shape is determined by collisions and a knowledge of the line width be
comes important. Direct measurements of line widths and determinations of 
curves of growth (the change in equivalent width as a function of abundance 
and pressure) can again be obtained in the laboratory. 

Lacking data on lines, we can use an entire absorption band, provided 
that it is observed under the same constraints. Various mathematical models 
for absorption bands may be found in the literature (Goody 1964). One which 
was recently applied to methane bands in spectra of the outer planets has the 
following form (Owen and Cess 1975): 

W,, = 2 A0 In {I+ x 1,-} 

2 + [x( I+½) J-
(21) 

where Wt, is the equivalent width of the band,A 0 is the bandwidth parameter 
and 

/3 = 4yoF' 
d . 

(22) 

(23) 

In the expression for /3, Yo is the line half width at STP, dis the mean line 
spacing and Pis the effective pressure. A0 , S (now the band strength). y0 , and 
d are all to be determined from laboratory observations. 

This approach is especially helpful for methane and ammonia where we 
now have laboratory-determined band strengths for several of the features 
identified in the Jovian spectrum (Giver et al. 1975; Lutz et al. I 976). It has 
also been used to interpret ethane and acetylene emission features observed 
near 12 µ.m (Ridgway 1974a,c: Combes et al. 1974; Varanasi et al. 1974). 
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With this background in mind, we can discuss the abundance determina
tions of individual gases. 

A. Hydrogen 

Early attempts to determine the abundance of hydrogen after the dis
covery of the quadrupole absorptions by Kiess et al. ( 1960) were severely 
hampered by the absence of reliable values for the line strengths (Zabriskie 
1962). Improved planetary observations and laboratory measurements of 
line strengths for the S( 1) lines in the 1-0, 2-0, and 3-0 bands led to steadily 
increasing values for the column abundance of H2 (Spinrad and Trafton 1963; 
Rank et al. 1966). Using the laboratory curve of growth developed by Rank 
et al. ( 1966) and a theoretical value for the line strength of Si 1 ), Owen and 
Mason ( 1968) derived a line of sight abundance of 190 ± 30 km amagat from 
photographic observations of S;i( l) and Si 1) in the Jovian spectrum. With 
an airmass of 2, this becomes 85 ± 15 km amagat for the column abundance. 
Fink and Belton ( 1969) pointed out that the pressure narrowing of the quad
rupole lines predicted by Dicke (l 953) must be taken into account for the 
Sa( 1) line, although for Sil) the effect is negligible. They derived a line-of
sight abundance of 140 ± 30 km amagat, from photoelectric scans of Si 1), 
Sa( 1) and Sa(0). Using an airmass of 2.1, a column abundance of 67 ± 17 km 
amagat was obtained. 

The abundance of HD rests on the observation of the Pil) line by 
Trauger et al. (l 973). The equivalent width of this line was measured as 
0.29 ± 0.06 mA (Fig. 13), a remarkable observation. The abundance was 
evaluated by using McKellar's (l 973) laboratory value for the Rt(0) line 
strength to correct theoretical predictions for Pil). Instead of calculat
ing abundances directly, Trauger et al. (1973) derived a value of D/H = 
(2.1 ± 0.4) x 1 o-s for the Jovian atmosphere, using their own observation of 
the equivalent width of Sil) of H2 (8.1 ± 0.2 mA) to obtain the abundance of 
H2 . For consistency with our other numbers, this ratio can be converted into 
line-of-sight abundances for the two gases. The results are 5.27 x 10-:i km 
amagat for HD and 125 km amagat for H 2 • The latter value employs a satura
tion correction of 1.10 for the Sil) line, somewhat less than that used by 
previous workers. This correction was based on the preliminary measure
ment (and first detection) of the Qi l) line, which was found to have an equiv
alent width of 1.7 ± 0.2 mA, close to the value predicted by theory if no 
saturation occurred. However, the theoretical line strengths are themselves 
uncertain, so this argument should not be given undue weight. 

In evaluating these results we find that the preci~ion with which the Sil) 
line has now been measured is much greater than that for the 3-0 lines, 
hence we would be inclined to give abundances derived from this line more 
weight [Trafton ( 1972) summarized observations of the 3-0 lines with pre
cision comparable to that attained by Trauger et al. (l 973) for the Si 1) 
line but the details have not yet been published]. Unfortunately the Sil) has 
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never been observed in the laboratory so there are uncertainties regarding 
both the value of the line strength and the curve of growth. Under the cir
cumstances, we feel that the prudent recourse is to adopt an average value 
of 70 ± 15 km amagat for the column abundance of H2 , recognizing that the 
quoted error may still be somewhat conservative. 

An alternative approach to the problem is to use the collision-induced 1-0 
absorption of H2 at 2.4 µ,m. The first attempt at such an analysis was made 
by Danielson ( 1965) from spectra obtained from a balloon-borne telescope 
(Stratoscope II). The derived abundance was~ 45 km amagat, assuming a 
temperature near the reflecting level of 200 to 225°K. Moroz ( 1966) concen
trated his attention on groundbased observations of the I. 97 µ,m region, 
which would correspond to the S(3) line of this transition, and he derived a 
value of 30 ± 15 km amagat. Martin (1975) has recently obtained spectra 
of this region with an interferometer at the Mauna Kea Observatory, taking 
advantage of the reduction in telluric water vapor afforded by the high alti
tude of the telescope. Using the most up-to-date values for the H 2 absorp
tion coefficient, he computed synthetic profiles for the S( l) line at 2.1 µ,m 

and derived an abundance on the order of 25 km amagat. The corresponding 
temperature was 248°K. 

One is obviously confronted with a substantial paradox here. In order to 
match the planetary observations, it is necessary to assume that the reflecting 
layer is at a reasonably high temperature, implying long optical paths into 
the atmosphere. Yet the derived abundances are less by a factor of two or 
three than those determined from the quadrupole lines. Other things being 
equal, one would assume a priori that the low abundance results from line 
formation higher in the atmosphere, as a result of scattering by cloud parti
cles. The temperature that is deduced from the band profile must then be an 
artifact of the spectrum fitting procedure, perhaps resulting from the pres
ence of an as yet unidentified continuum absorber in this spectral region 
(Martin 197 5). 

B. Methane 

It was clear when methane was detected in the spectrum of Jupiter that 
the amount in the planet's atmosphere was greater than the pathlengths 
used in the laboratory up to that time, i.e., on the order of tens of meter 
amagats (Wildt 1932). Subsequent laboratory studies gradually refined this 
number. Using a multiple path absorption cell to obtain long optical paths at 
low pressures, Kuiper ( 1952) deduced an abundance of 150 m amagat by 
comparing medium':.resolution photographic spectra of Jupiter with labora
tory spectra of the red bands of methane. In effect, he employed the band 
intensity method referred to above, but in a qualitative way, relying on a 
visual comparison of the two sets of data to obtain the estimate. 

There was no further progress on this problem until Owen (1965a) iden
tified the 3v:i band of CH 4 in the Jovian spectrum at 1.1057 µ,m. This band 
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had been carefully studied in the laboratory by Childs and Jahn (1939) so 
R, Q and P branches had been identified and the major lines in each had been 
assigned rotational quantum numbers. The bands thus offered the oppor
tunity for deducing a rotational temperature, an effective pressure, and a 
methane abundance, once appropriate intensity measurements had been car
ried out in the laboratory. Indeed, a rotational temperature could be deduced 
on the basis of statistical weights derived by Childs and Jahn (1939), and 
this led to a value of 200 ± 25°K (Owen 1965a). Subsequent observations 
of Jupiter at higher resolution indicated problems of blending with telluric 
water-vapor lines and led to a more reliable estimate of the rotational tem
perature of 180 ± 20°K (Walker and Hayes 1967; Owen and Woodman 
1968). 

Meanwhile a new theoretical and laboratory study of the band was car
ried out by Margolis and Fox ( 1968) which led to the values for line strengths 
required for an abundance analysis. Surprisingly, the initial applications of 
these data led to much lower values (- 50 m amagat) for the methane abun
dance than those derived by Kuiper ( 1952) (Belton 1969; Margolis and Fox 
I 969a,b,c). A large amount of observational data on the 3113 band is now 
available and this result seems quite well established (Bergstralh 1970; 
Margolis 1971). Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged that there are strong 
lines occurring in the R branch whose identity is not yet understood (the 
so-called interlopers) and the behavior of this band at large optical depths 
has not yet been studied in the laboratory. 

These cautionary remarks are required by a new study of the visible 
methane bands which essentially confirms Kuiper's original abundance 
estimates (Lutz et al. 1976). The discovery of the 4860, 5430 and 5760 A 
methane bands in the spectrum of Jupiter offered the possibility of using 
these very weak bands to determine the abundance directly, once they had 
been calibrated in the laboratory (Owen and Cess 1975). Laboratory curves 
of growth demonstrated that these bands are all in the linear region in the 
Jovian atmosphere, and the resulting column abundance for CH4 is 150 m 
amagat (Lutz et al. 1976). This disagreement with the abundance of 50 m 
amagat derived from the 3113 band seems likely to be caused by a combination 
of the greater effect of particle scattering at the shorter wavelengths and 
some uncertainty in the continuum definition in the region of 3113 • It is not 
clear at this writing which effect dominates, but Chamberlain ( 1970) has 
shown that scattering can lead to overestimates of abundances by as much 
as an order of magnitude. Pilcher et al. ( 1973) have computed the continuum 
single scattering albedos as a function of wavelength on Jupiter and thus an 
interpretation of the methane bands using a multiple scattering model is 
feasible. 

Meanwhile, we have a certain dilemma in trying to decide which of these 
two methane abundances is the appropriate one to use in deriving a mixing 
ratio for H2 / CH4 • Since the H2 abundance is derived from lines rather than 
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an unresolved band, and since the H2 lines are slightly saturated, the abun
dance of CH 4 derived from 3113 would seem more appropriate. This ratio 
then becomes H2 /CH 4 = 70 x 103 /50 = 1400. This in turn corresponds to 
a value of H / C = 2800, in good agreement with the solar value of 2700 ± 
300 (Cameron 1974). This agreement has frequently been cited as support 
for the idea that Jupiter's atmosphere represents a solar mixture of the ele
ments (Owen 1970), but the uncertainties in both the H2 and CH4 abun
dances indicate that this conclusion should be viewed with caution. We 
should add that there is another aspect of the observations of the 3113 methane 
band which lends some weight to its use as a "true" abundance indicator. 
The rotational temperature of 180 ± 20°K and the mean effective pressure 
of one atmosphere derived from the relative intensities of the R manifolds 
and the widths of R(O) and R( I) are in good agreement with the revised 
temperature profile developed from the Pioneer IO and 1 1 observations 
(Owen and Mason I 968, 1969; de Bergh et al. 1976; Kliore and Woiceshyn 
p. 235). This certainly supports, although it does not prove, the contention 
that a simple reflecting model gives an adequate interpretation of this band 
(cf. Margolis 1971 ). 

Mono-deuterated methane, CH3 D, was shown to be present in the Jo
vian atmosphere by Beer et al. ( 1972) who published spectra showing evi
dence for the 112 band appearing in absorption at 4. 7 µ,m. The abundance of 
this isotopic form of methane was subsequently determined by Beer and 
Taylor (1973a) who had to obtain a band strength by their own laboratory 
observations. They found a value for wcH3o = 1.3 cm amagat. To proceed 
from this number to an evaluation of the D / H ratio in the Jovian atmosphere, 
it was necessary to determine the equivalent CH4 column abundance at the 
level of the atmosphere being probed and to derive the fractionation factor 
F that accounts for the slight preference for deuterium to be bound in meth
ane rather than in hydrogen. Carrying out these calculations with an appro
priate model atmosphere, Beer and Taylor ( 1973a) found 

D/H=5.1±2.2X 10-5 _ (24) 

This is more than a factor 2 higher than the value derived by the direct 
measurement of Trauger et al. (1973) described above. Beer and Taylor 
( 1973h) showed that for the smaller value to be reconciled with the CH3 D 
observations, the exchange reaction 

(25) 

must be catalyzed, since the extreme fractionation implied would require a 
time greater than the age of the universe by a factor I o:i. They suggested that 
the cloud particles in the NH1SH cloud might serve as the necessary cata
lyzing agents. 

The other isotopic form of methane that has been sought in the Jovian 
spectrum is 1:iCH4 (Fox et al. I 972). In this case it was the 3113 band at I. I 
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µ,m that was used with the expectation that the substitution of 1:ic for 12C 
would not affect the band structure or the line strengths. Isotopically en
riched methane was observed in the laboratory to verify these predictions 
and to establish the wavelengths of the lines (Pugh et al. 1974). The result 
for Jupiter is less satisfactory than in the case of CH3 D because there is so 
much confusion with weak lines of ordinary methane in this spectral region. 
It is at least clear that there is no great enrichment of 13CH4 in the Jovian 
atmosphere compared with values of 1:ic / 12C in the sun, the meteorites, 
or the earth. 

C. Ammonia 

The identification of ammonia absorption in the Jovian spectrum led 
immediately to the realization that the abundance of this gas would be con
trolled by its vapor pressure in the cold atmosphere of the planet (Wildt 
1932). Assuming a temperature of 144°K, an abundance of0.03 gram cm-2 

was derived, corresponding to a column abundance of 40 cm amagat. Wildt 
recognized that this result also indicated that the upper clouds on Jupiter 
must be ammonia cirrus. 

Dunham ( 1933a) attempted to match the Jovian spectrum with a labora
tory spectrum of ammonia instead of assuming a temperature to deduce the 
abundance. He noted that laboratory pathlengths of about 40 m amagat pro
vided a good fit to high-resolution observations of the 6450 A band, sug
gesting abundances of 5 to l O m amagat in the planet's atmosphere. This 
amount of gas implied a temperature on the order of 150 to 170°K on J upi
ter. Since the saturation vapor pressure curve is such a steep function of 
temperature, small changes in the latter parameter will have a great effect 
on the derived ammonia abundance. The first measurement of the Jovian 
atmospheric temperature gave a value of 130°K, but it was assumed that 
this corresponded to a rather high level in the atmosphere compared to the 
level being probed by the spectroscopists (Menzel et al. 1926; for a more 
recent determination, see Gillett et al. 1969). 

Kuiper's (1952) discussion of the ammonia absorption bands was similar 
to his work on methane. He obtained a value of 7 m amagat for the single 
column abundance and pursued the cloud problem in more detail, deriving 
the first semi-empirical model for the Jovian atmosphere. Kuiper pointed 
out that roughly I cm amagat of ammonia would be sufficient to provide unit 
optical depth in the strong bands at IO µ,m that were responsible for the 
emission from which the 130°K temperature was deduced. Assuming that the 
atmosphere was close to saturation from the tropopause down to the ammonia 
clouds, Kuiper calculated a cloud-top temperature of 150°K corresponding 
to his abundance of 7 m amagat of N H;i. 

This same approach was used by Owen ( 1969) who pointed out that the 
temperature corresponding to the saturation value for the column abundance 
of NH3 actually represented the bottom of the ammonia cirrus layer, rather 
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than the top. The limit to the penetration of near infrared radiation on Jupi
ter is not provided by the ammonia cirrus, but by a lower cloud level at a 
temperature of - 225°K in this simple heuristic model. These empirically 
derived values are in good accord with the theoretical model proposed by 
Lewis ( 1969a) which we have already discussed. The important point for 
our purposes here is that the near-infrared observations are apparently 
sampling a region of the atmosphere where the ammonia abundance is no 
longer controlled by its saturation vapor pressure, so the mixing ratio can 
provide useful information about the true abundance of this gas in the Jovian 
envelope. This statement is not strictly true, however, since the lower cloud 
deck is probably composed of NH4SH, (NH 4) 2S, and other sulfur-ammonia 
compounds, so that one cannot predict a priori exactly what the vapor pres
sure of ammonia will be over this mixture. 

Unfortunately. we are still not in an ideal position to determine the am
monia abundance directly. Laboratory curves of growth for individual lines 
in the 6450 A band were obtained by Mason ( 1970) at room temperature. 
Taking an average value for the abundances derived from the various lines 
he had studied, Mason found a value of 12 m amagat for the ammonia abun
dance. To make further progress, some means of applying a temperature 
correction is required. A preliminary analysis of the 6450 A band has been 
attempted (McBride and Nicholls 1972a), but it is not yet completely satis
factory. This means that one is still constrained to the use of the integrated 
band intensity for quantitative work. Fortunately the 6450 A band has been 
well-studied in the laboratory (Rank et al. 1966; Giver et al. 1975) so that 
the required parameters are available. Using both approaches (line-by-line 
and integrated band), Encrenaz et al. (1974) derived an abundance of 
13 ± 3 m amagat, essentially identical with previous results. 

At the present time, the best hope for improving this determination seems 
to lie in the application of the integrated band strengths to observations of 
the 6450 A and the recently discovered 5520 A band (Owen I 971 ), both of 
which can be observed with very high spectrophotometric accuracy. It is 
important to recognize, however, that these bands vary in intensity with time 
and with position on the planet, in ways that are not yet fully understood. 
For example, it seems possible that the extreme variations in the equivalent 
width of the 6190 A methane band (Teifel 1969; Pilcher et al. 1973), may 
be caused by fluctuations in the underlying ammonia absorption that occurs 
in this spectral region (McBride and Nicholls 1972h). 

If we follow our previous guidelines for determining mixing ratios, it 
would seem to be most appropriate to compare the ammonia abundance with 
the methane abundances deduced from the weak visible bands. This gives a 
value of C/N = 11.5, rather different from the solar value of 4 (Cameron 
I 974). If we were to use the 3v:i methane abundance instead, however, we 
would find C/N = 3.8. The value of H/N = 1.08 x 104 may be compared 
with the solar value of 1.17 x I 04 • 
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TABLE V 
Near Infrared Abundances in the Jovian Atmosphere 

Molecule Band Wavelength 

H2 3-0,4-0 8200 A, 6400 A 
Quadrupole 

CH4 3v:i I 1,057 A 
Unassigned 4860 A. 5430 A 

NH:i 5v, 6450 A 

D. Summary-H2, CH~, NH3 

Abundance 
(m amagat) 

70± 15 X 103 

50± IO 
150 ± 30 

13 ± 3 

Ratio{ Hjmolecule} 

1400 
470 

5380 

The near infrared abundances for these gases are summarized in Table V, 
in accord with the discussion given above. It should be stressed again that 
these values were obtained on the assumption of a simple reflecting layer 
model, so the absolute values have little meaning. Mixing ratios should be 
more significant, but even here the differences in line formation processes 
for the different types of molecular transitions could be misleading. There 
is clearly more work to be done on the analysis of additional methane and 
ammonia bands as well as more laboratory studies of the hydrogen quadru
pole absorptions. 

E. Trace Constituents 

The discoveries of H 2O, HCN, GeH4 , and CO are described elsewhere 
in this volume (see Ridgway et al. p. 405). That chapter should be consulted 
for a discussion of the abundance derivations. The detection of these gases is 
made possible by the very strong absorption bands they possess near 5 µ,m, 
where methane and ammonia are transparent. This window and a similar one 
near 2. 7 µ,m hold the promise of additional discoveries of this type as in
vestigations proceed. 

At still longer wavelengths, we encounter the 8-14 µ,m window which 
has recently begun to yield its share of information about the composition 
of the Jovian atmosphere. As already mentioned, this region is dominated by 
the v2 band of NH~ centered at I 0.5 µ,m. However, as soon as the spectrum 
was recorded (as opposed to simply integrating all the flux in this wavelength 
interval) it became evident that methane emission (v4 at 7.8 µ,m) and hydro
gen absorption (pressure induced rotational) were also present (Gillett et al. 
1969) (Fig. 14). The first FTS spectrogram yielded still more surprising re
sults, viz. the detection of ethane (C2 H6 ) and acetylene (C2 H2 ) at the long 
wavelength end of the window (Ridgway I 974a,c) (Fig. 15). The mixing 
ratios were stated as 4 x I 0-4 and 8 x I 0-5, respectively. The presence of 
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Fig. 14. The middle infrared. Symbols represent observations at different times. Blackbody 
curves for 125°K and 23D°K are shown. as well as the surface brightness of a perfectly dif
fuse reflecting sheet at Jupiter's distance. Note the 5 µm window and the evidence for a 
temperature inversion near 8 . .'i µm (Gillett et al. 1969). 

these two gases had been expected as a result of photolysis of methane. How
ever, the theoretical predictions which we discussed earlier implied much 
lower mixing ratios than observed (Strobel 1973a, 1974). 

The evaluation of abundances of gases in emission is complicated by the 
need to know the temperature in the upper atmosphere with considerable 
precision. Other evaluations of the same data and independent observa
tions of the spectrum have led to the suggestion that the abundances might 
be lower by more than an order of magnitude (Combes et al. 1974; Varanasi 
et al. I 974). Most recently, the acetylene observations have been called 
into question and it now appears that the abundance of this gas in the 
Jovian atmosphere may be close to the theoretical prediction (Tokunaga 
et al. I 975). 

This downward revision of the acetylene abundance carries with it a 
question about the precision of another intriguing observation which seems 
to indicate the presence of phosphine (Ridgway I 974b). The absence of 
phosphine absorptions in the 5 µ,m spectrum of Jupiter, despite the fact that 
these bands should be as strong as the IO µ,m features, raises some question 
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Fig. 15. The detection of C,H, and C,H 0 • (a) The thermal emission spectrum of Jupiter cor
rected for absorption in the earth's atmosphere. The dashed line is the predicted form of the 
H, continuum. (h) The atmospheric transmission spectrum at the time of the Jupiter ob
servations (Ridgway 1974a). 

about the reality of the latter (Robertson and Fox 1928; Fink, personal 
communication, 1975). One hopes that this very important observation will 
be repeated in the near future. 

Another type of ambiguity is posed by the existence of several absorption 
features that are still unidentified. Perhaps the most prominent of these is 
a broad absorption centered near 4.7 ,um, originally reported by Miinch and 
Neugebauer ( 1971 ). Part of this absorption is caused by lines in the P branch 
of the v2 band of CH:iD (see discussion above) but some absorption persists 
even when this contribution is taken into account (Beer and Taylor 1973a). 
The high-resolution study of this spectral region also revealed a number of 
lines that have not yet been identified (Beer and Taylor 1973a), and the 
broadening of the spectral window by means of high-altitude observations 
has added to the roster (Larson et al. I 975). The broad absorption is of 
particular interest because of its possible association with the chromophores 
responsible for the colors in the cloud deck. Neither H2S nor N H4 HS ex
hibit absorptions here in the solid state, but this is a well known frequency 
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for absorption by-C = N. Sulfur-containing compounds produced in labo
ratory simulations of Jovian atmospheric conditions also absorb in this region 
(Woeller and Ponnamperuma I 969; Kieffer and Smythe 1974; Scattergood 
et al. 1975). 11 

F. Upper Limits 

The revival of interest in high-resolution planetary spectroscopy in the 
last decade included a number of deliberate searches for gases considered to 
be possible constituents of the atmosphere of Jupiter. Much of this work 
has been superceded by the actual detection of these constituents (see 
above), but there are still some likely candidates that have not been found. 
Special reference is made to compilations by Cruikshank and Binder ( 1969), 
Gillett et al. ( 1969). and Owen and Sagan ( I 972). A congeries of current 
limits on the abundances is given as Table VI, which is based on the cited 
references. Note that these limits are wavelength dependent in the sense that 
ultraviolet limits correspond to a high, cold region of the atmosphere where 
the vapor pressures for many of these substances will be too low to permit 
detection, and the longest pathlengths cited here are those corresponding to 
the 0.8-1.0 µ,m range, which is not as favorable as the 2. 7 µ,m and 5.0 µ,m 

windows. 
lt is perhaps worthwhile to call special attention to the case of H 2S, 

since this gas is probably the most prominent of those that are still unde
tected. The vapor pressure of H2S approaches that of NH:i at the tempera
tures in the accessible region of the Jovian atmosphere, but its rotation
vibration absorptions are neither as intense nor as numerous as those of 
ammonia. They also have an unfortunate tendency to overlap the (stronger) 
N H,1 and CH 4 absorptions, making them especially difficult to discover. The 
1.53 µ,m region initially appeared to show some promise (Cruikshank and 
Binder 1969), but subsequent study has indicated that this region is filled 
with weak ammonia lines, and no trace of H2S absorptions has been found 
(Encrenaz et al. 197 4 ). At the present time, the best hope for a detection 
seems to lie in high-resolution observations of the long-wavelength wing of 
the fundamental V: in the 4-5 µ,m window, or the combination band v2 + v:i 

in the 2. 7 µ,m window- a region that has not yet been probed owing to strong 
telluric CO2 and H 2O absorptions, or possibly the longward wing of v2 near 
9 µ,m. 

For the electronic absorptions in the ultraviolet, conditions are hardly 
better. Here the H 2 S again is overlapped by NH;i. Now, however, the struc
ture of the two absorptions is radically different, so that spectra obtained 
with moderate resolution and high photometric precision might be able to 
detect the presence of both absorbers. At wavelengths below 2000 A, 
further discrimination becomes possible but the observations become more 

14See also p. 3 77. 
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Molecule 

SiH4 

CH3NH2 

H 2S 

HCI 

Benzene and its 
derivatives 

Purines, 
pyrimidines and 
their derivatives 
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TABLE VI 
Upper Limits on Mixing Ratios for Minor 

Constituents in the Jovian Atmosphere 

0.2-0.3 µm 
(5 km 

amagat H2 ) 

< 6 X JO-H 

< 6 X J0-8 

< 5 X I 0- 10 

< 2 X JO-IO 

0.6-1 µm 
(70km 

amagat H2) 

< 3 X J0-4 

1-2.5 µm 
(20km 

amagat H2 ) 

< I X JOH 

< 1.3 X I0-5 

8-14 µm 
(12km 

amagat H2) 

< 8 X J0- 7 

< 2.5 X 10-4 

difficult owing to the low light levels. There is the additional handicap 
posed by the very low expected concentrations of H2S in the upper part 
of the atmosphere that is probed in the ultraviolet. As discussed earlier, 
this high-altitude depletion of H2 S results from both condensation and 
photodissociation. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is appropriate to end this chapter with a brief summary of the major 
unsolved problems and a discussion of important areas of controversy. In 
reviewing computer models of atmospheric chemistry we see the need for 
ensuring inclusion of the full complement of elementary reactions and for 
accurate laboratory rate constants for these reactions. This is particularly 
true for PH3 and H2S. Atmospheric dynamics need further study as inputs 
to these models. The laboratory simulations of atmospheric chemistry need 
to be tailored more closely to the known atmospheric structure, composition, 
and transport times before they become believable at least to aeronomers 
familiar with our own atmosphere. We are now at a sufficiently sophisticated 
level in atmospheric chemistry that qualitative discussions of possible con
stituents without quantitative computations of their expected mixing ratios 
are unsatisfactory. 
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We have pointed out two important problems in interpretation of spectro
scopic measurements: firstly, there is an unfortunate lack of laboratory data 
on line strengths for many important lines; secondly there is a need for 
multiple-scattering interpretations of the observed line equivalent widths (at 
least in terms of idealized atmospheric models) for comparison with existing 
reflecting-layer interpretations. The identifications of PH:i, C2 H2 , CO. CO2 • 

and HCN need careful verification by independent astronomers. The abun
dance estimates for C 2 H6 and H 2O need to be examined. The search for H2S 
attains very high priority, although the problems involved are far from trivial. 

In closing, it is interesting to contemplate a hint of symbiosis in the rela
tionship between the atmospheric modeler and the planetary observer; the 
former relies on the latter for a good deal of his basic premises while the 
latter may be stimulated toward those observations which may prove (or dis
prove) the farmer's contemplations. We hope this chapter will serve as a 
catalyst for this surely beneficial process. 
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THE CHEMISTRY OF THE JOVIAN CLOUD COLORS 

G. T. SILL 
University of Arizona 

The rnrious hypotheses which hm·e been advanced to explain the cloud co/orations 
of Jupiter are reviewed. These hypotheses may be di\>ided into two classes correspond
ing to the classical divisions of chemistry, namely inorganic and organic. Emphasis is 
placed on the earliest paper for each separate kind of hypothesis. Shortcomin1rs of these 
various hypotheses are noted. In the inorganic class, Wildt proposed blue and red-brown 
solutions of sodium-ammonia to explain some colors on Jupiter; Rice interpreted a 
greater variety of colors through frozen trapped free-radicals; Papazian proposed color 
centers produced through high-intensity bombardmentfrom the radiation belt; Lewis and 
Prinn called on elemental sulfur and polysulfides to explain yellow and oran{;e-brown 
colors; and Prinn and Lewis stated that the color of the Great Red Spot may be due to 
red phosphorus. In the organic class, Urey reported that acetylene could polymerize into 
red cuprene, Miller and Sagan proposed various types ofpolymers ofC and N, while 
Moeller and Pannamperuma, and Sagan and Khare produced red, brown and yellow 
polymers through arc discharl{e or ultraviolet radiation of C H 4 , N H3 and in some cases 
H2S, 

There is general agreement that the main constituent of the clouds of Ju
piter is frozen ammonia. As Kuiper (1952) pointed out, the amount of NH3 

gas must be limited by its vapor pressure, since the quantity observed in the 
Jovian atmosphere is much less than its solar abundance. Where the ammo
nia pressure exceeds the vapor pressure, condensation occurs to produce 
ammonia cirrus-type clouds. Kuiper showed that the upper level where this 
condensation occurs is about 165°K (Fig. I). The existence of ammonia ice 
clouds as the topmost layer has not been challenged by any investigator 
after Kuiper. 

Ammonia ice, however, is colorless, and it has been known for centuries 
that Jupiter has various shades of color: red (or pink, red-orange); brown 
(or red-brown and tan); blues (or blue-gray, purple-gray); grays; yellows (or 
yellow-brown, ocher, cream, greenish yellow); and perhaps even green. Nu
merous high-quality color photographs, such as those taken at the Lunar and 
Planetary Laboratory in Tucson, at New Mexico State in Las Cruces, and 
at the Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, exhibit enough contrast in color to 
convince us that these colors really exist. 

[ 372] 
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Fig. I. Condensation ofN H:i to produce cirrus-type clouds in Jovian atmosphere (after Kuiper 
1952). 

What are the causes of the colors? Since a simple scattering process 
would have difficulty in explaining such a wealth of color, most investigators 
place the cause in the chemical composition of the pigmented areas. The 
light zones of the planet often look pure white; these are presumably the 
ammonia cirrus clouds. As for the dark colored belts and the Great Red 
Spot, there are numerous possible explanations. 

For purposes of classification the various hypotheses can be divided into 
organic and inorganic, depending upon the constitution of the chromophore. 
If the chromophores contain carbon or are produced in processes utilizing 
carbon compounds, they are referred to as organic. If the colored materials 
are produced by processes utilizing other elements besides carbon, they are 
classed as inorganic. 

The problem is not simple because almost any color can be produced by 
some chemical compound or mixture of compounds, and virtually identi
cal colors can be found in both inorganic and organic substances, if one 
searches hard enough. The only constraint is to devise some mechanism to 
produce the desired compound from constituents presumably present in the 
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atmosphere of Jupiter. It would be desirable if firmer constraints could be 
placed on the proposed coloring materials, such as those of photometry, 
spectroscopy or polarimetry. Data from Pioneer IO and 11 appear to offer 
no additional constraints to those from previous telescopic observations. 
Photometry of the whole planet indicates an overall ultraviolet (UV) darken
ing, but high spatial resolution comparing bright zones with dark belts reveals 
little more than a slight change in slope in the visible spectrum, which is to 
be expected from subtle color differences. At the present time narrowband 
photography seems to reveal the contrasts in color better than any other 
method but, so far, the spatial resolution is low. 

I. INORGANIC HYPOTHESES 

Wildt ( 1939) proposed the first inorganic hypothesis. When he became 
acquainted with the fascinating properties of sodium-liquid ammonia solu
tions with their brilliant blue and bronze colors, it reminded him of Jupiter's 
colors. Whereas a conventional chemist might hesitate to propose such a 
reactive substance for a planet's atmosphere, Wildt did not think this was 
an insuperable problem, inasmuch as elemental sodium is present in the 
tails of comets. Perhaps elemental sodium is similarly produced in Jupiter's 
atmosphere and would color the clouds. 

A deep, royal blue color is characteristic of dilute solutions of Na in 
N Hi- The color is due to the solvated electron (Jolly I 964 ): 

Na+ NH:i(I) =Na++ r (ammonia). (I) 

The electron is apparently captured in a cavity in the ammonia solvent. More 
concentrated solutions have a bronze color and are due to a pair of solvated 
electrons: 

2Na + NH;i(l) = 2Na- + 2e- (ammonia). (2) 

The phase diagram of Fig. 2 shows that a solution of intermediate composi
tion (5%), when cooled, separates into two components, the bronze floating 
on the denser blue solution. Upon further cooling, the blue solution freezes 
at 195°K into a gray-white solid. The bronze solution becomes more concen
trated as solid Na freezes out until the eutectic is reached at 162°K. Wildt 
proposed the following scheme: the gray areas of Jupiter exist at any tem
perature up to 195°K; the blue dilute solution from 195 to 270°K, depending 
on the NH:i vapor pressure; and the more concentrated bronze solutions 
from 162 to 270°K. While Kuiper ( 1952) originally thought this scheme fea
sible, he revised this opinion later ( 1972) when the spectral properties of 
these solutions became better known. The blue color is due to the visible 
absorption wing of an extremely deep. broad absorption band centered on 
1.5 µ,m (Fig. 3). Kuiper thought the blue festoons showed more contrast 
(were darker) at 0.6 µ,m than at 0.8 µ,m. This would be contrary to the spec
tral properties of the blue liquid. 
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The reactivity of alkali metals in a dense atmosphere cannot be lightly 
dismissed. Self decomposition of sodium-ammonia solutions occur, even 
at 240°K: 

(3) 

The product, sodium amide, is white. Sodium would also react in the 
upper atmosphere with hydrogen and amide radicals. the latter having been 
produced by solar UV: 

Na+ H = NaH 
(4) 

Na+ ·NH 2 = NaNH2 • 

Neither elemental sodium, nor the hydride or amide would survive contact 
with water vapor in the lower atmosphere: 

2Na + 2H 2 O = 2NaOH + H 2 

NaH + H 2O = NaOH + H2 

NaNH2 + H2O = NaOH + NH3 • 

(5) 

Once turned into the hydroxide, the sodium is removed from further reac
tions with ammonia. The elemental sodium would have to be provided by 
a source outside Jupiter, and the intensity of colors observed would be a 
steady-state result of this influx. 

Some colors on Jupiter do not correspond to the alkali metal-ammonia 
solutions, namely, cream. yellows and oranges in particular. At times these 
dominate on the planet. Furthermore, since small temperature changes can 
give rise to a separation of blue and bronze solutions, as well as a freezing 
to a gray solid, these relatively rapid changes should be observed. Such dra
matic changes are, however, not observed. Another difficulty is the fact that 
the colors are distributed in belts at various latitudes. If the sodium or other 
alkali metals are captured by the planet from outside the atmosphere, it is 
hard to see why the colors are not uniformly distributed over the planet's 
surface, or perhaps enhanced in the equatorial regions, if the source region 
were similar to Io's cloud, on the equatorial plane. 

The next step in inorganic chemistry was made by a physical chemist, 
Rice (I 956a,b). While trapping free radicals at cryogenic temperatures, he 
noticed that brilliant colors often appeared. The trapped free-radicals are sta
ble at low temperatures and they remain stable until the transition tempera
ture is reached, at which point they revert to more stable molecules and lose 
their colors. A list of some species is seen in Table I. The energy source for 
dissociation is solar UV and electrical discharge in the Jovian atmosphere. 
The chief criticism that should be leveled at this hypothesis is that it neglects 
the possibility of recombination, especially with abundant H atoms while the 
free-radicals are in the gaseous state, and that it uses an unrealistic cold trap 
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to stabilize the free-radicals. The transition temperatures are much lower 
than most models of the Jovian atmosphere would permit, namely 165°K 
according to Kuiper's ( 1952) model, 135°K on Weidenschilling and Lewis' 
(1973) model, and 125°K measured by the Pioneer 10 and 11 radiometer 
(Ingersoll et al. 197 5). 1 If the free radicals are produced by electrical dis
charges, these would occur in the lower portion of the atmosphere near 
300°K, thus precluding the trapping of any free radicals. 

TABLE I 
Colors of Trapped Free Radica/sa 

Species Color 

(NH)n blue 

(NH2NH)n yellow 

(CH3N)0 colorless 

(C2Hs)2N light yellow 

(CH3)2N deep green 

CH 3S yellow 

(CH3)aCS red 

S2 purple 

•Table after Rice (1956b). 

Transition 
temp. °K Remarks 

148 changes to ammonium azide, N H 4N,1 

95 may be tetrazane, NH2NHNHNH2 ; 

gives off N2 at trans. temp. 

78 thermal decomp. of methylazide, 
CH,1N 3 

113 elec. discharge on (C2 H5 ) 2NH 

103 from (CH,1) 2 N - N = N - N(CH:i)2 in 
elec. discharge 

103-113 from CH3S- SCH,1 

103-133 from (CH:ihCS- SC(CH:ih 

changes from purple to yellow in a few 
seconds at room temp. and in a few 
hours at 193°K. 

A variation on Rice's theme was proposed by Papazian ( 1959). Charged 
particles falling into the Jovian atmosphere from its radiation belt could 
produce colors by creating voids in crystalline solids. This effect of radia
tion is well known. He calculated that a I 00 Me V proton could penetrate 
IO g cm-2 of CH4 and NHa, but if hydrogen and helium are abundant, he 
noted that they would effectively shield the clouds from the particles. 

Another inorganic hypothesis was proposed by Lewis ( 1969a). Consider
ing the cosmic abundance of sulfur and the reducing state of the atmosphere, 
he concluded that hydrogen sulfide should be present and should react with 
ammonia to produce ammonium hydrogen sulfide, NH4SH, a volatile solid 
which should condense into a cloud around the 200°K level (Fig. 4). Lewis 

'Seep. 202. 
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Fig. 4. Cloud layers on Jupiter (after Weidenschilling and Lewis 1973). 

and Prinn (1970) pointed out that H 2S would decompose under solar UV 
radiation to produce H 2S, sulfur and ammonium polysulfide, (NH4) 2Sx; 
the polysulfide can take on yellow, orange, or brown color depending on the 
length of the chain. Under the influence of cumulus-type convection the 
ammonium sulfide would rise to the top of the atmosphere where photolytic 
decomposition could occur, or alternatively according to Prinn ( 1970), the 
solar UV would penetrate through holes in the ammonia cirrus clouds to 
photolyze ammonium sulfide, or its gaseous component, H2S. 

Following this suggestion, W. Wisniewski and Sill (unpublished data) 
attempted to photolyze N H 4 SH, condensed at I 00°K, with UV from both a 
Hg emission lamp and a broadband UV deuterium lamp. In both cases a pale 
green polymer was produced, which turned out to be elemental sulfur. The 
photolysis produced complete decomposition to sulfur without producing 
any notable quantity of (N H4) 2Sx. Apparently it is difficult to produce orange 
or brown ammonium polysulfide from irradiation of cold, white NH 4SH(s). 
In another experiment, hydrogen sulfide gas was irradiated at 300°K with a 
Hg emission lamp. Again the main product of decomposition was elemental 
sulfur, with approximately I o/c yellow liquid (H2Sx) after 24 hours of irradia
tion. Ammonium polysulfide, however, can be produced by dissolving ele
mental S8 in ammonium hydroxide solution, substance of a cloud layer pro
posed by Lewis ( I 969a ). This solution can have colors ranging from yellow 
to brown depending on the quantity of sulfur dissolved. Upon evaporation 
of the solution, S8 reappears. A model for the yellow-orange-brown clouds 
would involve convection of the ammonium polysulfide solution from the 
level of the ammonium hydroxide clouds, 275°K, to the top of the atmo
sphere, with the polysulfide frozen into the solution particles. As ammonia 
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and water evaporated, the sulfur would reform, bleaching the clouds to pale 
yellow or green. However,one might expect more water vapor to be detected 
in the atmosphere if this were the case (Larson et al. 1975).2 

Following the discovery by Ridgway (I 974) of phosphine on Jupiter, 
Prinn and Lewis ( 1975)3 proposed the following reaction scheme: 

PH3 = PH2 + H (UV photolysis) 

PH2 + PH2 = PH + PH3 

PH + PH = P2 + H2 

P2 + P2 = P4 

Pig)= Ph) red. 

(6) 

Phosphine would be regenerated at depth by reacting with hydrogen. The 
P4 solid has a dark red color in one of its allotropic forms. A complication 
arises from the fact that the mass densities of the ammonia crystal at the 
cloud base are about I 04 greater than the predicted phosphorus mass den
sities. An increase of phosphorus versus ammonia could occur if there is a 
strong vertical mixing, such as occurs in the Great Red Spot. In this case 
they compute a maximum optical depth of the red phosphorus at - 0.7. 
Phosphorus particles might be visible where ammonia clouds are largely 
absent, such as in the North Equatorial Belt. They reject the importance of 
yellow P2 H4 , because the reaction rate for 

(7) 
is too slow. 

II. ORGANIC CHEMICAL HYPOTHESES 

Urey ( 1952) was the first to propose that photolytic reaction in the Jovian 
atmosphere could produce colored species from carbon compounds. Earlier 
Wildt ( 1939) had predicted that acetylene could be produced in small amounts 
in a methane atmosphere and UV photolysis could polymerize this and pro
duce a solid product, but at the same time surplus H atoms would attack 
complex hydrocarbons and reduce them to methane. However, Urey be
lieved acetylene would survive and produce a red complex polymer called 
cuprene, and that this could be the source of yellow or red colors on Jupiter. 

Laboratory simulations began with Sagan and Miller ( 1969) when they 
subjected mixtures of H2 , CH4 and NH:i to a semi-corona discharge and pro
duced acetylene. ethene, and cyanides. They again noted that C2H 2 could 
polymerize and produce a colored solid. Small amounts of heterocyclic com
pounds, like purines, could be formed as well. Sagan (I 960) also went on to 
postulate that using their experimental results as a guide, approximately 1 kg 
cm-2 of organic matter would be produced in the four-aeon history of Jupiter. 

'Seep. 406. "Seep. 340. 
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Sagan et al. ( 1967), expanding on theoretical calculations advanced by 
Eck et al. (1966), employed chemical thermodynamic "equilibria" (actually 
quenched high-temperature reactions) to predict the formation of complex 
hydrocarbons and nitrogen compounds on Jupiter. The calculations were 
made for 1500°K and I atm pressure, corresponding to an electric discharge 
followed by immediate cooling of the reaction products. Among the sub
stances produced would be gases like C2 H2 , C2 H4 , C2 H1;, HCN, CH:1CN ,and 
the solids napthalene, asphalt (yellow) and azulene (blue). Using a radiofre
quency generated plasma, Eck et al. ( I 966) produced some polynuclear aro
matics like pyrene, coronene (yellow), and chrysene (red-violet fluorescence). 

Further experimental simulations on CH4 and NHa were carried out by 
Woeller and Ponnamperuma (1969), as well as by Sagan and Khare (1971) 
who added H 2S to the above gases. Woeller and Ponnamperuma utilized a 
semi-corona or arc discharge for the high-energy source. With 20 W of elec
tric power on exposures of a few hours they collected, on a cold finger, a 
solid which turned red-brown when warmed; it apparently was a polymer of 
cyanogen (CN)x- Sagan and Khare used UV for the required energy source, 
namely a Hg-vapor lamp emitting at 2537 and 1849 A. In these initial ex
periments only the short-wavelength radiation was able to produce colored 
material on the walls of the container, after 14 days of exposure. The longer 
wavelength radiation (2537 A) produced sulfur and various alkyl sulfides, but 
nothing with a red or brown color. Further experiments (Khare and Sagan 
I 973) produced a brown polymer, with a methanol-extracted yellow com
ponent. The yellow polymer appeared to be a long-chain aliphatic substance, 
with some polyene character, containing OH and NH2 substituents. The 
brown polymer was not analyzed, but a transmission spectrum was obtained 
in visible light. Recent analysis of this brown material indicates that it is 
96o/c sulfur. 

Ponnamperuma and Molton (1973) analyzed the red tar produced in an 
arc-discharge experiment and they proposed that it was a linear, unsaturated 
red nitrile polymer; the reaction steps are shown in Fig. 5. They also simu
lated high-pressure effects of hydrogen and helium on the rate of production 
of material by sparking a mixture of these gases (plus CH4 and NH:3) under 
a total pressure of 50 atm. The spark generated 504 A radiation from the 
ionization of helium. This apparently caused hydrogenation of the products, 
resulting in a much reduced yield that was too small to analyze. They be
lieved, however, that there could be regions in Jupiter where organic syn
thesis would occur. 

The hypotheses of organic synthesis are not without shortcomings, and 
various authors have criticized the proposed mechanisms. Strobel ( 1969) 
estimated that about l 0-4 of CH4 could be condensed into heavier hydro
carbons by solar UV, but Prinn (1970) stated this is not likely because H 
atoms produced (mostly from N H;i) by ultraviolet radiation would attack C-C 
bonds readily and destroy complex hydrocarbons. Lewis (196%) pointed 
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LINEAR UNSATURATED 
RED NITRILE POLYMER 

Fig. 5. Reaction mechanism for producing colored nitrite polymer (after Ponnamperuma and 
Molton 1973). 

out that equilibration exists in the Jovian atmosphere, otherwise there would 
be no gaseous ammonia present since it would be decomposed into N 2 and 
H2 • But gaseous ammonia is present and thermodynamic recombination 
therefore exists at depth. The same process would occur with complex 
organic compounds, reconstituting methane. 

The rates of reaction in the simulation experiments are undoubtedly en
hanced by concentration effects as well as by high-energy sources operating 
in close proximity to the reactants. For example, in Sagan and Khare's 
(I 971) experiment, if the UV produced by the Hg lamp had a power of 0.1 
W, running for 14 days, this would be the equivalent of 40 years of exposure 
in the Jovian atmosphere. Likewise Woeller and Ponnamperuma's ( 1969) 
arc discharge utilized about IO W in a restricted apparatus. 

Lewis (1974) examined various rates of energy production on Jupiter, 
including solar UV and lightning discharges. C2 hydrocarbons are produced 
at the rate of 10-14 g cm-2 sec- 1 by solar UV. If the internal heat source of 
Jupiter is converted into electric discharges, vast amounts of energy would 
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be produced, enough to produce 10- 10 g cm-2 sec-1 , presuming 100% effi
ciency in the process. More realistically, however, he estimated the produc
tion rate as J0- 17 g cm-2 sec-1, less than that of the UV. But this is much 
less than the production of inorganic chromophores, which he estimated as 
5 x 10-11 g cm-2 sec- 1• 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

There is no conclusive proof for any hypothesis on the production of 
colored material in Jupiter's clouds. Each hypothesis can be criticized for 
leaving unanswered questions. The calculations used to predict inorganic 
chromophores, particularly those of sulfur, require corroborative laboratory 
simulations. Polysulfides are difficult to produce in simulated Jovian expo
sures to UV. The organic hypotheses have abundant laboratory simulations 
to show that the colors can be produced, but are unable to satisfactorily ex
plain the energy sources which would be required on Jupiter to produce the 
quantity of coloring agents required. However, little is known of the deep 
atmosphere of Jupiter, and perhaps the needed energy sources are available. 
The discovery of hydrogen cyanide deep in the planet's atmosphere would 
enhance the organic synthesis hypothesis, due to the ease of polymerizing 
cyanide into the red linear polymer. More experimental observations of Ju
piter at high spatial resolution, at long infrared wavelengths, will be neces
sary to identify the colored material. 
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THE INFRARED SPECTRUM OF JUPITER 

S. T. RIDGWAY 
Kitt Peak National Observatory 

H. P. LARSON AND U. FINK 
University of Arizona 

The principal characteristics ofJupiter's infrared spectrum are reviewed with empha
sis on their significance to our understanding of the composition and temperature struc
ture of the Jovian upper atmosphere. The spectral region from I µ,m to 40 µ,m divides 
naturally into three regimes: the reflecting region, the thermal emission from below the 
cloud deck (5-µ,m hot spots), and the thermal emission from above the clouds. Opaque 
parts of the Jovian atmosphere further subdivide these regions into windows, and each is 
discussed in the context of its past or potential contributions to our knowledge of the 
planet. Recent results are incorporated into a table of atmospheric .composition and 
abundance which includes positively identified constituents as well as several which 
require verification. The limited amilable information about spatial variations of the 
infrared spectrum is presented. Almost every topic deserves further investigation, but 
we have tried to indicate the most promising areas. 

Historically, the study of infrared spectra of astronomical sources has 
proceeded less rapidly than the study of visible spectra. The reasons include 
low flux levels, low quantum efficiency of detectors, and obscuration of part 
of the infrared spectral region by the terrestrial atmosphere. Yet the rewards 
for planetary observations in the infrared are considerable. Planetary atmo
spheres are cool so that they consist almost exclusively of molecules, whose 
fundamental absorption frequencies lie in the infrared. Since the fundamental 
bands have much larger band strengths than their overtone or combination 
bands, the infrared region of the spectrum offers the best chance for detecting 
constituents in planetary atmospheres. During the last decade a number of 
technological developments have become available and helped to overcome 
many of the experimental difficulties. Most influential in this breakthrough 
were improved detector systems, Fourier transform multiplexing spectrome
ters, and in some cases the availability of airplane, balloon and spacecraft 
observing stations. 

[ 384] 
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The convergence of these technologies in recent years has had great im
pact on our knowledge of the planet Jupiter. Until recently several regions 
of the infrared had no spectra at all, while others suffered from low resolution 
and excessive noise. Now we have spectra of very high resolution to about 
1.6 µm (Connes and Michel 1974; de Bergh et al. 1976), good quality spec
tra of the 5 µm region from the ground (Beer et al. 1972), and from airplanes 
(Larson et al. 197 5), medium resolution spectra in the l 0 µm region from the 
ground (Ridgway 1974a, Lacy et al. 1975), and from airplanes (Encrenaz 
et al. 1976), and low resolution spectra from 20 to 40 µm from aircraft 
(Houck et al. 1975). 

In his review of the material presented on Jupiter at the Third Arizona 
Conference on Planetary Atmospheres, Goody (l 969) noted that no new 
chemical species had been identified. Since 1932 when methane and ammo
nia were identified (Wildt 1932) and nearly three decades later when proof 
of the existence of molecular hydrogen was provided by Kiess et al. ( 1960). 
progress had indeed been slow. In I 969 the composition of the atmosphere 
of Jupiter was therefore limited to H~, CH4 , NH:1 with helium presumed but 
not subject to observational verification. By contrast, at the 1975 Jupiter 
Colloquium the list of proposed atmospheric constituents for Jupiter had 
dramatically increased, now including H2O, C2 H6 , GeH4 , C2H2 , PH:1, CO, 
HCN, and CO2 , as well as isotopic species c 1:iH4 , HD and CH:1D. The 
evidence for some of these new molecules requires additional confirmation 
but the length and variety of this list, which except for HD is drawn entirely 
from infrared observations, is indicative of the current activity in the field. 

While the identification of new molecular species is an important end in 
itself, distribution of line intensities, line profiles. etc. can serve as sensitive 
probes into the physical conditions of the atmosphere. Thermal radiation 
of the planet, which can only be detected in the infrared, provides a natural 
technique for determining the temperature structure of the atmosphere at 
wavelengths beyond 4 µm. In addition, the low opacity of Jupiter's atmo
spheric constituents and clearings in its cloud cover, in the spectral region 
near 5 µm, permits deep penetration into Jupiter's atmosphere and probing 
below its visible cloud tops. Very little analysis has been done on the above 
aspects of the observations so that opportunities there are only beginning. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE INFRARED SPECTRUM 

For the purposes of this review we take the infrared region to begin at 
about I µm, the limit of photographic and photomultiplier detection tech
niques. The region below I µm is discussed in an accompanying review by 
Prinn and Owen. 1 Since spectroscopic observations of Jupiter do not pres
ently exist beyond about 40 µm, we take this as the upper limit of our review. 

1See p. 319. 
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We exclude from consideration the far infrared which extends out to I mm. 
Spectroscopy and photometry from nine different instruments have been 

combined to form a nearly complete overview of Jupiter's infrared spectrum. 
This is shown in Fig. Ia. In order to cover the large range of intensity it was 
necessary to use a logarithmic plot. The region from I to 3 µ,m was put on 
an approximate photometric scale by using the balloon data of Danielson 
( 1966) and groundbased spatial spectrophotometry by Binder and McCarthy 
(1973). No JHKL photometry of Jupiter exists, mostly because its diameter 
exceeds present photometer apertures. We hope that suitable photometry or 
spectrophotometry of Jupiter can be obtained sometime in the future. The 
absolute intensity scale for that region is therefore only approximate. The 
spectral shape of the windows in the 1-3 µ,m region were taken from data 
by Danielson (1966), Fink and Larson (1971), and Maillard et al. (1973). 
The photometry and infrared maps of Westphal et al. (1974) were used to 
determine intensities in the 5 µ,m window, while the photometry of Gillett 
et al. ( 1969) was used for the IO µ,m window and the data of Houck et al. 
( 197 5) for the region 20-40 µ,m. The detailed appearance of the window 
at 5 µ,m came from Larson et al. (1975, 1976), and at 10 µ,m from Ridgway 
(1974a). 

The infrared spectrum can be divided into three distinctly different re
gions, each with important consequences for physical observations of Jupi
ter's atmosphere. For frequencies higher than 3000 cm-1, the observed flux 
from Jupiter is due entirely to reflected sunlight. The curve labeled ALBEDO 
= 1 .0 indicates the expected intensity for a diffusely reflecting planet with no 
absorption. The appearance of the spectrum in this region is dominated by 
strong absorption bands of methane and ammonia. The penetration of the 
reflected solar radiation is limited by the top of the visible cloud deck where 
the pressure, while uncertain, is probably - 1 atm and the temperature is -
180°K. For frequencies less than 2500 cm-1, the spectrum is dominated by 
thermal emission. The curve labeled BB 125K shows the expected intensity 
for a blackbody Jupiter with a temperature of 125°K. The continuum absorp
tion of the pressure-induced translational and rotational dipole spectrum of 
molecular hydrogen is responsible for the bulk of the infrared opacity in that 
region from about IO µ,m to 40 µ,m and prevents us from seeing deeper into 
the atmosphere. The deviations of the observed spectrum from the 125°K 
curve are due to a combination of molecular absorption and emission. These 
spectral features originate in the upper atmosphere (P < 0.5 atm, T < 
150°K) and they can provide valuable information on the thermal structure 
of this region of the atmosphere. The integrated flux in the thermal emission 
spectrum exceeds the total flux absorbed in the reflecting region by about 
a factor of 2, hence the deduction that Jupiter has an internal energy source 
(cf. Ingersoll et al. 1975).2 

2See pp. 202 and 508. 
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The region near 2000 cm- 1 , usually called the 5 µ,m window, is rather 
special.a Here there are no strong methane or ammonia bands. The high disk
average intensity (lower curve in Fig. la) indicates that we are seeing espe
cially deep into the atmosphere. The disk-average brightness temperature of 
about 230°K would suggest that we are seeing to a depth where the pressure 
is about 2 atm. Actually, spatially resolved studies of Jupiter's 5 µ,m radia
tion show that the intensity is strongly peaked in small regions comprising, 
at most, a few percent of the surface area. The upper curve in Fig. I a indi
cates the intensity of such a hot spot having a brightness temperature of 
350°K. This temperature is approximately consistent with observed molecu
lar rotational temperatures from spectra in this region (Larson et al. 1975), 
and indicates that the flux may come from a pressure level as great as 5 atm. 

It is quite evident in Fig. I that infrared observations of Jupiter can be 
made only in selected windows. These regions of transparency are defined 
by the combined spectral characteristics of the planetary atmosphere and, 
except for space observations, the earth's intervening atmosphere (Fig. lb). 
For a number of experimental reasons, observations are usually optimized 
for specific spectral regions. We describe below the observations and results 
obtained for different windows in Jupiter's atmosphere. 

RECENT OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 

1.0-4.0 µ,m: The Reflecting Region 

In this region of the infrared spectrum the observed flux is reflected sun
light. Because this spectral interval is covered by the sensitivity of the PbS 
detector, long the mainstay of near-infrared detection, it is also sometimes 
referred to as the lead-sulfide region. It includes a number of tell uric trans
mission windows (Fig. I b) separated by the water-vapor bands at 1.14, 1.4, 
1.9, and 2.7 µ,m and the carbon dioxide band at 4.2 µ,m. Only the first three 
windows show reasonable flux on Jupiter because of strong absorption 
bands in its spectrum. 

The first spectrum of Jupiter in that region (0.75-2.0 µ,m) was obtained 
by Kuiper (1952) using a prism spectrometer and the newly developed 
Cashman PbS cells. The resolution was low (>../ A>.. ~ 80) and the spectra 
showed only the expected methane and ammonia bands. Further spectra 
with improved instrumentation and detectors were taken by Kuiper (1964) 
(0.95-1.8 µ,m, >../ A>.. ~ 450), Moroz (1964, I 966) (1-1.8 µ,m, >../ A>.. ~ 250), 
and Cruikshank and Binder (1968) (0.95-1.6 µ,m, res ~ 700). Additional 
low resolution spectra by means of Fourier spectroscopy were published 
by Delbouille et al. (I 964 ), and at somewhat higher resolution ( ~ 1200) 
by Johnson ( 1970) and Fink and Larson ( 1971 ). A major advance was made 

"Seep. 28. 
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by Connes, who produced the first high resolution spectrum of Jupiter ( 1.2-
1. 7 JLm, res ~ 20,000) (Connes et al. I 969) using a new stepping technique 
for driving a Fourier interferometer. This resolution was improved slightly 
by Maillard et al. (1973) using a similar instrument, and considerably sur
passed (res ~ 140,000) by a new Connes interferometer used at the Coude 
focus of the 5-meter reflector on Palomar Mountain (Connes and Michel 
1974; de Bergh et al. 1976) (see Fig. 2). 

J .0-1.14 JLm Window: The 3v3 Methane Band. The wavelength interval 
just beyond 1 JLm up to the telluric water band at 1.14 JLm has been one of 
the most actively studied regions of the spectrum of Jupiter. This is mostly 
due to the presence of the 3v3 methane band at 9050 cm-1 ( ~ 11,050 A). 
The assignment as the 3v3 band of methane and an analysis of its rotational 
structure was already accomplished in 1936 by Childs ( 1936) who recog
nized that the band had a relatively simple structure similar to that of the 
v4 fundamental. Even today this band is the highest energy transition in 
methane for which reliable rotational quantum number assignments exist. 
Being the second overtone, this band is sufficiently weak so that its absorp
tions on spectra of Jupiter are not heavily saturated as is the case for the 
lower overtone or combination bands. It is therefore the only methane band 
from which a rotational temperature can be derived, and one of the few bands 
for which identification of the C 13H4 isotopic molecule could be made (Fox 
et al. 1972). 

Although the band is accessible with a variety of instrumental techniques, 
observations up to now were hampered by the low sensitivity of the detec
tors available in this wavelength region. It lies at the long wavelength limit 
of photographic plate sensitivity (Kodak Z plates) and photo-multiplier re
sponse (S-1 photocathode), and at the short wavelength end of the detec
tivity of typical infrared detectors such as PbS or bolometers. Recently, 
however, the development of germanium and InSb photovoltaic detectors, 
together with the application of Fourier transform spectroscopy have pro
duced much higher quality spectra in that region (Connes and Michel, 1974; 
de Bergh et al. 1976). The observations of the 3v3 band and its analysis are 
summarized in Table I and are briefly reviewed below. 

Owen (1965) first utilized the 3v3 band for planetary research by analyz
ing plates of Jupiter taken by G. P. Kuiper in 1955 at the McDonald Observ
atory. Using the quantum number assignments by Childs (I 936) and the 
intensity weighting factors by Childs and Jahn (1939), he derived a tempera
ture of around 200°K. Sometime afterwards, Walker and Hayes (1967) 
obtained improved spectra of the 3v3 region on Jupiter using a modified 
Lallemand image intensifier having an S-1 photocathode and recording the 
spectra on electronographic plates. They concluded that no definite tempera
ture could be derived from their measurements and estimated a range be
tween 100° and 300°K. Owen and Woodman (1968) thereupon re-analyzed 
the data of Walker and Hayes using their own measured laboratory strengths 
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instead of the theoretical weighting factors of Childs and Jahn, and con
cluded that a temperature of 180° ± 20°K could be derived. Belton ( 1969), 
though using the same measured relative laboratory strengths of Owen and 
Woodman, disagreed with this analysis since saturation and possibly scat
tering effects had been neglected. He obtained a slightly lower temperature 
of 163° ± 20°K. 

Further progress was made by Margolis and Fox in a series of laboratory 
studies (Margolis and Fox 1968; Margolis 1970, 1971; Bergstralh and Mar
golis 1971), and a series of papers applying these to Jupiter (Margolis and 
Fox 1969a, 1969h, 1969c). Following the treatment of Hecht (1960) and 
Fox (1962) they gave quantum assignments to the ]-manifolds in the 3v:i R 
branch and measured their splitting and relative intensities. They then ap
plied their measurements to the data of Walker and Hayes using the correct 
synthesis of line profiles for the ]-manifolds, the theoretical statistical 
weights for the rotational lines, and taking saturation into account. They 
determined an abundance of 40-80 m amagat and a temperature of 185° ± 
15°K. 

Since the resolution of the Jupiter observations was not high enough to 
measure the line profile, a pressure could not be determined and Margolis 
and Fox left the actual line width of the Jovian methane lines as a parameter. 
Farmer (1969) tried to measure the line half-widths by taking new plates 
with an S-1 image tube at the 2.5-meter Mount Wilson reflector. However, 
his value of 0.18 cm-I for the line half-width is considerably higher than sub
sequent measurements. Better measurements were obtained by Bergstralh 
(l 973a,h) using the photoelectric spectrum scanner at the McDonald Ob
servatory 2.7-meter telescope. He measured a half-width for the R(I) line 
of 0.08 cm-I, which can be translated into an effective pressure of 0. 7 atm 
using the pressure broadening coefficient of 0.075 cm-I atm- 1 obtained by 
Rank et al. ( 1966) for the 2v3 band of methane. 

The development of Fourier spectroscopy provided the next advance for 
the observations of the 3 v3 band of methane. Maillard et al. ( 197 3) extended 
the spectrum of Jupiter in the Cannes Atlas to the 3v3 region using a new 
Cannes interferometer, with which he obtained an instrumental resolution 
of 0.22 cm-1 broadened to about 0.40 cm-1 by Jupiter's rapid rotation. Anal
ysis of their data (Maillard et al. 1973) following the treatment of Margolis 
and Fox, gave an abundance of 38 m amagat, at a temperature of 150°K and 
a pressure of - I atm. More recently, even better spectra of Jupiter were 
obtained by Cannes and Maillard (e.g., see Cannes and Michel I 974) at a 
resolution of 0.06 cm- 1 • A section of their beautiful spectrum showing the 
lines in the R-branch of the 3v:3 methane band is given in Fig. 2. These data 
were analyzed by de Bergh et al. (1976) giving an improved temperature, 
abundance, and pressure determination. 

From Table I it can be seen that even the higher quality spectral data 
obtained over the last few years show considerable scatter and uncertainty 
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for the derived temperature, pressure, and abundance. All of the analyses, 
except Belton's, used a reflecting layer model so that they should be inter
nally comparable. A methane abundance of 50 m atm at a temperature of 
160°K and a pressure near 1 atm seems to be representative of the results 
obtained for this band. It appears to us that interference from the tell uric 
absorptions and the complexity of the methane absorption in that region ex
plains the scatter in the results obtained. Further progress must come from 
a better understanding of the methane spectrum through laboratory data, so 
that the effects of interlopers (unidentified lines), pressure broadening, tem
perature intensity anomalies, etc. can be taken into account. With this infor
mation, analyses taking cloud structure and scattering into account may then 
be applied and will hopefully lead to a better definition of the real atmo
spheric structure on Jupiter. 

In addition to the 3v3 methane band, there is a weak ammonia band at 
1.08 µm which has been studied by Cruikshank and Binder ( 1968, 1969) and 
Mason ( 1970). The first authors used a laboratory match to the whole band 
and obtained an abundance of 5 m atm while Mason used a three point curve 
of growth for seven lines in the band, obtaining 15 ± 8 m amagat for the 
ammonia abundance. Since no quantum number assignments are available 
for this band and, compared to the 3v:i methane band, very few laboratory 
measurements have been made, the derived ammonia abundance is quite 
uncertain. In addition Mason ( 1970) points out that spectra of the 6450 A 
NH3 band gave definite variations both with time and position on the disk 
of Jupiter. Obviously much more work is needed in that area. 

J .14-3.0 µm. The region below 1.7 µm has been the subject of a num
ber of studies already mentioned above. Although this interval of the Jupiter 
spectrum is potentially very interesting, the strength and saturation of the 
observed bands have precluded an analysis that might provide data for atmo
spheric structure, and have made the search for possible minor constituents 
very difficult so that no new molecules have been identified there. The main 
analyses have concerned themselves with the broad absorptions due to the 
pressure-induced molecular hydrogen spectrum. A careful comparison with 
laboratory spectra of methane and ammonia, particularly by Kuiper ( 1964) 
and Cruikshank and Binder ( 1968) confirmed the original conclusion of 
Kuiper (1952) that all the absorptions in that region could be accounted for 
by methane and ammonia. Matching the room-temperature laboratory spec
tra of methane and ammonia to the Jupiter absorptions gave considerably 
different abundances for different bands (Cruikshank and Binder 1968) with 
a methane abundance of about 50 m amagat (at - 1 atm) and an ammonia 
abundance of about 1.5 m amagat being representative. In addition, Cruik
shank and Binder obtained upper limits for C2H2 , H2S, and HCN of 8, 50, 
and 10 cm amagat respectively. 
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Special mention should be made of a spectrum of Jupiter obtained with 
a balloon-borne spectrometer at an altitude of 25.6 km (Danielson 1966). 
Although the resolution of the spectrum was low (>,._/ Li>,._ - 40) it was almost 
completely free oftelluric absorptions, and shows two windows in the Jupiter 
atmosphere centered at 1.9 ,um (- 5300 cm-1) and at 2.7 ,um (3700 cm-1). 

Both of these windows are unfortunately obscured by strong telluric water 
vapor and carbon dioxide absorptions (see Fig. lb). As can be seen from the 
observational data in Fig. 3 a portion of the 1.9 ,um window is visible, but 
the 2.7 ,um window is completely blanked out. The spectrum of Jupiter re
corded by Martin ( 197 5) from a high-altitude mountain-top site (Mauna Kea) 
under conditions of low atmospheric water content represents about the best 
that can be achieved with groundbased facilities. His spectrum permitted 
an analysis of the S ( l) line of the broad pressure-induced 1-0 band of molec
ular hydrogen. Spectroscopic observations of both these windows from air
craft are quite feasible at medium resolution and will greatly reduce the 
intensities of the telluric H2O lines although the CO2 bands may remain 
moderately strong. Since both windows may permit a search for further 
trace constituents, an effort should be made to acquire better data in these 
two regions. 

In trying to fit all of the observed Jovian absorption features in his bal
loon spectra, Danielson (l 966) pointed out the importance of the pressure
induced hydrogen dipole spectrum, which was first identified for higher 
overtones in spectra of Uranus and Neptune by Herzberg ( 1952). Danielson 
attributed most of the absorption in the region 3900-5000 cm-1 (around 
2.25 ,um) to the fundamental (l-0) band of the pressure-induced hydrogen 
spectrum and a good fraction of the absorption near 8700 cm- 1 (- 1.15 ,um) 
to its first overtone (2-0). He felt that a hydrogen abundance of 45 km amagat 
at an abundance-density product of 50 km amagat2 was consistent with his 
data. Further work on the 2-0 band was undertaken by de Bergh et al. ( 197 4) 
by analyzing the high resolution spectra taken with a Connes interferometer 
(Maillard et al. 1973). Since this band is almost coincident with strong meth
ane absorptions at 1.15 ,um (see Cruikshank and Binder 1968), the authors 
came to the conclusion that it is difficult to disentangle the different absorp
tions. They derived a hydrogen abundance of approximately 34 km amagat. 

Very strong methane absorptions from 4 I 00-4600 cm- 1 also overlie the 
pressure-induced fundamental (- 3900-5000 cm- 1). However, the ( 1-0) 
line complex centered at 4750 cm-1 is reasonably free of strong methane 
absorptions. Martin (197 5) has attempted an analysis of that line using both 
a reflecting layer and a scattering model. He obtained no clear differentiation 
between the models and obtained conflicting temperature results, with an 
abundance-density product of 18.2 km amagat2 (roughly equivalent to a 
hydrogen abundance of 24 km amagat) giving the best fit. Although the pres
sure-induced hydrogen spectrum is capable of yielding important information 
on the Jupiter atmospheric structure, it appears that the methane absorptions, 
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particularly at temperatures appropriate for Jupiter, must be much better 
understood for a precise quantitative analysis. 

5 µm Region: Thermal Emission from Beneath the Upper Cloud Deck 

The success of spectroscopic observations in Jupiter's 5 µ,m window is 
due to a special combination of factors. We have already commented on the 
origin of the Jovian 5 µ,m radiation in localized hot spots. The observed flux 
represents radiation from deep atmospheric levels beneath the visible cloud 
tops as a consequence of the high transmission of H2 , CH4 , and NHa at these 
wavelengths. This flux may contain the spectroscopic signatures of chemical 
species that for various reasons (line strength, condensation, nonequilibrium 
reactions) do not exist in spectroscopically detectable amounts in the colder 
regions of Jupiter's atmosphere above the visible clouds and which would 
therefore remain undetected in observations in the other Jovian windows. 
Furthermore, the longer absorption paths in Jupiter's atmosphere at 5 µ,m 
permit a much more sensitive search for trace atmospheric constituents or 
upper limits to the presence of any molecule with absorptions at these wave
lengths. 

The 5 µ,m Jovian window is contained within a somewhat broader ter
restrial window. Carbon dioxide at 4.3 µ,m and H2O at 6.3 µ,m define the 
telluric window while CH4 at 4.5 µ,m and NH:1 at 5.2 µ,m limit the extent of 
the Jovian window. Unfortunately, many strong water lines in the wing of 
the 6.3 µ,m H 2O band occur throughout the Jovian 5 µ,m window so that 
spectra are best recorded from a high, dry mountain-top site or, even better, 
from an aircraft. Figure 4 provides a striking contrast of the quality of the 
5 µ,m window in groundbased and airborne observations. Both of the lunar 
spectra in Fig. 4 were recorded with the same spectrometer at the same reso
lution (0.6 cm-1). The lower spectrum represents the typical atmospheric 
transmission at 5 µ,mat a mountain-top observatory. It is dominated by many 
strong telluric water-vapor lines that would greatly interfere with the inter
pretation of astronomical data. The upper spectrum, on the other hand, dem
onstrates the nearly complete elimination of telluric water-vapor absorption 
at a sufficiently high altitude, in this case I 2.4 km, to clear the tropopause. 

At this altitude the precipitable water-vapor abundance above the aircraft 
is typically less than IO µ,m compared to abundances of the order of milli
meters at mountain-top observatories, a reduction by a factor between I 00 
and I 000. At an altitude of~ 12 km the abundances of other terrestrial atmo
spheric constituents that are uniformly mixed are reduced by ~ 80C½:. Thus, 
in Fig. 4 absorptions by telluric CO2, CO, and N20 remain but they are 
clearly no problem. The abundance of 0 3 at these altitudes is, of course, 
unchanged. 

The first spectroscopic observations of the Jovian 5 µ,m window were 
those of Gillett et al. (1969) which revealed the surprisingly high brightness 
temperature of this region. They were able to account for all of the features 
seen in their spectrum through absorptions by the known atmospheric con-
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stituents H2 , CH4 , and NH:i. Their spectral resolution ( ~ 40 cm- 1 at 2000 
cm- 1) was too low to permit a sensitive search for trace atmospheric con
stituents. 

Munch and Neugebauer ( 1971) recorded a 5 µ,m spectrum of Jupiter at 
higher spectral resolution ( ~ 11 cm- 1 at 2000 cm-1) in which they found an 
unknown Jovian absorber at 4. 73 µ,m. They listed a number of gases (HCN, 
C2N 2 , CH3 0, SiH4 , GeH4) as possible candidates for these absorptions but 
they could not distinguish between these various possibilities. Alternatively, 
their spectrum could have been explained by absorptions in solids such as 
the ammonium salts predicted in chemical modeling of Jupiter's atmosphere 
(Lewis and Prinn 1970) or in organic molecules synthesized in Jupiter's at
mosphere (Woeller and Ponnamperuma 1969). 

The first high-resolution (0.55 cm-1) spectrum of Jupiter at 5 µ,m was 
obtained by Beer et al. ( 1972) using a Fourier spectrometer. The v2 band of 
CH30 was identified providing the first detection of deuterium in a planetary 
atmosphere. Subsequent analysis of this spectrum (Beer and Taylor 1973a, 
b) established a D / H ratio of about 5 x I 0-5 on Jupiter, significantly less 
than the terrestrial value of 1.57 x 10-4 but close to recent estimates of the 
primordial value of about 2 x 10-5 • As the authors themselves point out, the 
calculation of the D / H ratio from the CH3 0 abundance is model-dependent 
and a more reliable value of 2.1 x 10-5 was found by Trauger et al. (1973) 
from measurements of HD at 7467 A. 

Beer and Taylor also saw evidence of the same Jovian absorption at 4. 73 
µ,m reported by Munch and Neugebauer but the very much higher spectral 
resolution revealed so many more telluric and Jovian absorptions that identi
fication of the unknown Jovian absorber(s) was still impossible. 

Observations of Jupiter during 1974 produced the detection of water 
vapor by Larson et al. ( 1975) in a moderate resolution spectrum (2.4 cm-1) 

recorded from the G. P. Kuiper Airborne Observatory (NASA C 141 air
plane). Figure 5 summarizes the observational data of that study. The middle 
curve is the spectrum of Jupiter that is dominated by strong lines of CH3 D 
and H20. The synthetic spectrum of H20 at the bottom is included not only 
to support the identification of water vapor on Jupiter, but also to emphasize 
that the observed intensities of the water lines require temperatures of 300°K 
or higher. This is consistent with the expectation that at 5 µ,m one is looking 
deep into the Jovian atmosphere in the regions of the hot spots. The surpris
ing result of this analysis is the low mixing ratio of I o-6 for the water vapor, 
suggesting a depletion of oxygen at this depth on Jupiter by about a factor of 
I 03 compared to its solar abundance. Several explanations are possible but 
further observations and model atmosphere calculations will be required to 
determine the significance of this result. As a consequence of the lack of 
telluric absorptions at aircraft altitudes, the high-altitude spectrum of Jupiter 
in Fig. 5 very clearly displays the broad 4. 73 µ,m depression noted by pre
vious observers. An explanation of this feature in terms of absorptions by 
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Fig. 5. The 5 µ,m spectrum of Jupiter recorded with the G. P. Kuiper Airborne Observatory. 
The lunar comparison spectrum at the top is the same data as in Figure 4 (top), but trans
formed at the reduced resolution of the Jovian spectrum. A synthetic spectrum of water vapor 
is included at the bottom to illustrate the identification of water vapor on Jupiter and to em
phasize that high temperatures (T ~ 300°K) are required to explain the observed rotational 
line intensities. 

HCN and GeH 4 was presented by Larson et al. ( 1976) who combined new 
high resolution groundbased observations and laboratory comparison spectra 
with the high-altitude spectrum in Fig. 5 to support their identifications. In 
the same study the possible presence of CO2 on Jupiter was suggested. 

An improved groundbased spectrum of Jupiter in the 5 µ,m region has 
recently been recorded by Beer (1975). With this spectrum Beer reported 
evidence of CO on Jupiter. From chemical equilibrium arguments both CO 
and CO2 are not expected in spectroscopically detectable amounts in the 
upper atmosphere of Jupiter. If confirmed, their presence may represent 
a nonequilibrium process whose identification can have important conse
quences for chemical models of Jupiter's atmosphere. 

Improved spectra of Jupiter in the 5 µ,m region, especially observations 
from the C 141 airplane, should be able to confirm or disprove the presence 
of the above molecules. Higher-resolution spectra combined with the deep 
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penetration into Jupiter's atmosphere may allow the identification of further 
constituents in that region. 

10-40 µm: The 125°K Thermal Emission Spectrum 

The appearance of the spectrum in the region 400-1100 cm-1 (Fig. 1) 
resembles a 125°K blackbody. The apparently good match is partly an illu
sion due to the steep slope and the logarithmic scale of the figure. The flux 
levels in this region are in fact determined by highly non-gray molecular line 
opacities. A broad band, medium resolution spectrum of the 10 µ,m window 
is shown in Fig. 6 (Ridgway I 974a; Ridgway et al. 1975). Reference to this 
figure will clarify some of the detailed discussion below. 

The first Jovian spectrum in the 10 µ,m window was reported by Low 
( 1965) who employed a filter-wheel photometer. A greatly improved spec
trum was obtained by Gillett et al. ( 1969) with a similar instrument. They 
obtained a resolution >-../ dA - 50. Their analysis yielded several important 
results, and their data has remained a unique asset to this time (see Fig. 7). 

>
I-
CJ) 

z 
w 
1-
z 

NH3 Haze 

750 

Fig. 6. The spectrum of Jupiter in the terrestrial 10 µ.m window. This spectrum has been cor
rected for terrestrial absorption. 
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Figure 7 shows the original Gillett et al. data incorporating a recalibra
tion of the photometry. The same figure also includes more recent data from 
Gillett (personal communication) and spectra by Aitken and Jones ( 1972) 
plotted at reduced resolution. Although very similar to the 1969 publication, 
Fig. 7 is preferable for critical work. 

From 850-1250 cm-• the Jovian spectrum is depressed substantially 
below the computed H2 continuum. By detecting the two Q branches of the 
v2 ammonia band Gillett et al. ( 1969) confirmed Kuiper's ( 1952) suggestion 
that NH:i is an important opacity source near 10 microns. Gillett et al. de
duced a column abundance of about 3 cm atm (with considerable uncer
tainty) and they suggested that ammonia is probably saturated near the 
125°K level. Aitken and Jones ( 1972) studied this region with a grating spec
trometer. Their resolution (>../ a>.. - 140) revealed a strong rotational struc
ture in the v2 band consistent with the analysis of Gillett et al. The Aitken 
and Jones data is plotted at reduced resolution in Fig. 7. Lacy et al. (1975) 
and Ridgway et al. (I 975) obtained spectra of the v2 band with resolutions 
>../ a>.. - 225 to 6000. They used spectral synthesis to confirm Orton's ( 1975 
a,b) band model result that NH:i opacity in fact suffices to account for the 
flux levels in the 850 to 1050 cm-• region. Analysis of the spectrum of the 
relatively simple v2 band of N H:i can be used as a diagnostic to evaluate 
models of the atmospheric temperature structure if the ammonia abundance 
profile is known, or to study the ammonia abundance if the temperature 
structure is known. At present, neither abundance nor temperature profiles 
are known with sufficient confidence, but Lacy et al. and Ridgway et al. 
describe some of the constraints imposed on possible models by their obser
vations. 

In the I 050 to 1200 cm-• region it appears that the ammonia opacity is 
insufficient to produce the observed depression of the spectrum. Ammonia 
clouds are certain to be present near the 125° level (see Prinn and Owen p. 
000), and ammonia frost is known to absorb in the 1100 cm-• region (Taylor 
1973). Orton (I 975a,b) found that an absorbing haze with the absorption 
coefficient of ammonia frost could match the low resolution spectrum. 

Ridgway et al. ( 197 5) have studied this portion of the spectrum with a 
resolution >../ a>.. - 800. They found evidence for phosphine (PH:i) approxi
mately consistent with a solar P / H ratio, but noted that PH:1 opacity did not 
suffice to produce the observed depression of the spectrum. They have con
cluded that the appearance of the spectrum is qualitatively consistent with 
Orton's mixed absorbing haze hypothesis. The possible detection of PH3 

urgently requires further investigation since its presence in detectable abun
dance is unexpected (Prinn and Owen p. 338). 

An intensity peak occurs near 1280 cm-•. Gillett et al. who first observed 
this feature, proposed that an atmospheric temperature inversion, maintained 
by absorption of solar flux in near-infrared methane bands, supports emission 
from the 7.8 JLm methane band. Strong confirming evidence was found by 
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at reduced resolution. (Figure from Orton 1975h). 
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Fig. 8. The emission spectrum of ethane at high resolution (Tokunaga et al. 197 5). Terrestrial 
absorption has been removed by ratioing to a lunar spectrum. 

Gillett and Westphal ( I 973) in the observation of limb brightening in the 7.8 
µ,m band. Interestingly, however, as of this writing six years later, no one 
has yet resolved this band sufficiently to identify any line structure; in a large 
part this is due to severe contamination of the 7.8 µ,m region by terrestrial 
H 20. 

The reality of the temperature inversion was verified with the discovery 
of ethane - the v9 band at 825 cm-1 appears in emission (Ridgway 197 4a,b; 
Combes et al. 1974). Figure 8 illustrates a recent spectrum by Tokunaga et 
al. (1975) clearly showing the ethane band structure. Acetylene emission has 
also been reported near 775 cm- 1 (Ridgway 1974a; Combes et al. 1974) but 
was not found by Tokunaga et al. This is a difficult observation, due partly 
to interference from terrestrial CO2 • Observational difficulties may be re
sponsible for the discrepant results. A high-resolution spectrum from the 
C 141 aircraft is entirely feasible and would be very valuable. The existing 
medium-resolution aircraft spectrum of Encrenaz et al. ( 1976) is, unfortu
nately, inconclusive. 

The mixing ratios proposed by Ridgway (1974a,b) for ethane and acety
lene of 4 x I 0-4 and 8 x I 0-5, respectively, are probably too high due to 
choice of model parameters. Tokunaga et al. (1975) have initiated an abun
dance analysis for C2 H6 and C2 H2 based on improved laboratory and Jovian 
spectra. The preliminary results indicate that the abundances may be con
sistent within an order of magnitude with the photochemical computations 
of Strobel ( 1974). Additional laboratory and theoretical study of the v9 band 
of C 2 H6 is still needed since the band has not yet been adequately analyzed. 
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The first spectrum of Jupiter near the I 25°K thermal emission peak was 
obtained just recently. In an airborne observation with a liquid helium cooled 
spectrometer, Houck et al. (I 975) studied the spectral range 250 to 600 
cm-1 • They found the expected pressure-induced molecular hydrogen spec
trum with lines at 357 and 555 cm- 1 , but also detected an unidentified ab
sorption at 425 cm-1• Pollack used the spectrum of Houck et al. ( 197 5) to 
determine the upper atmospheric temperature structure near 0.5 atm, and 
the He/ H2 ratio. Radiometric data in this spectral region obtained by Pio
neers IO and 11 are discussed below. 

Thermal emission spectra of Earth and Mars have been successfully 
analyzed to determine temperature profiles. The rich molecular spectra of 
hydrogen, ammonia, methane, and minor constituents in the range 500-
2000 cm- 1 raise the possibility of inverting the observed Jovian spectra 
(Taylor 1972), and this has in fact been attempted (Ohring 1973; Wallace 
and Smith 1975). The technique takes advantage of the fact that spectral 
regions of different opacity may reach "well defined" optical depth of unity 
at different depths in the atmosphere, and hence emit at different brightness 
temperatures. Wallace and Smith (1975) have noted an ambiguity in the 
problem associated with the temperature inversion. They employed addi
tional constraints, including the f3 Scorpii occultation (e.g., Hubbard et al. 
1972) to derive a more reliable result. Their analysis draws attention to the 
limitations of the technique and emphasizes the importance of incorporating 
additional available information into the analysis. Both the computations by 
Ohring and by Wallace and Smith are based on the original data of Gillett 
et al. ( 1969) and do not incorporate the recalibration mentioned by Orton 
(1975b). 

These attempts to invert the spectrum used low-resolution data. Natu
rally a high-resolution spectrum should exhibit both higher and lower bright
ness temperature extremes, and in principle permit inversion of the spectrum 
over a greater pressure range. Although suitable spectra can now be ob
tained, there is some question as to whether the molecular spectra are suffi
ciently well understood for such high-resolution inversion (the methane 7.8 
µ,m band is especially complex). Precise knowledge of line shapes and widths 
is also a crucial problem. Another difficulty, as mentioned by Wallace,4 is 
knowledge of atmospheric abundances. Complex photochemistry at high al
titudes, saturation of ammonia at intermediate altitudes, possible nonequilib
rium chemistry in the convective region are serious, possibly insurmountable 
problems for the minor constituents. Of course, a given temperature profile, 
computed or derived from other observations, can be combined with infrared 
spectra to determine variation of abundance with altitude and to shed light 
on the difficult problems just enumerated. 

'See p. 285. 
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The pressure-induced H2 transition is probably the most reliable probe 
for temperature sounding. The abundance is adequately known, and the 
strong pressure dependence of the opacity results in a sharply peaked con
tribution function for each wavelength, which unfortunately also restricts 
the pressure range of applicability. 

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION: A SUMMARY 

A knowledge of the composition of the atmosphere of Jupiter is an im
portant end in itself in understanding the nature of this giant planet. Extra 
significance may be attached to these studies if Jupiter's present atmosphere 
is close to its primordial composition. A comparison of Jupiter's relative 
chemical abundances with solar values thus provides important information 
not only for Jupiter itself but also for the solar system in general. 

Table II summarizes the known atmospheric constituents on Jupiter at 
the time of the Tucson Jupiter Colloquium in May 1975. The first group 
represents those molecules for which the spectroscopic evidence is firm. The 
case for helium depends partly on indirect measurements but its presence 
as a major atmospheric constituent seems secure. The second group com
prises six gases for which spectroscopic evidence has very recently been 
reported. Some of these will require independent confirmation before they 
can be fully accepted. 

[Note added in proof: In December 1975 Larson, Fink, and Treffers ob
tained a high resolution (0.6 cm-1), 5-micron spectrum of Jupiter from the 
Kuiper Airborne Observatory. These observations test the uniqueness of 
several molecular assignments (GeH4 , CO2 , and HCN) tentatively made to 
single, unknown Jovian absorptions in lower resolution, high altitude data. 
For GeH4 the detailed agreement between the observational data and labo
ratory comparison spectra remains excellent, strengthening the evidence 
for this molecule in Jupiter's atmosphere. The strong Jovian absorption 
assigned to CO2 , however, split at higher resolution into two unknown lines, 
neither of which can any longer be associated with this molecule. The strong 
Jovian absorption tentatively assigned to HCN persists in the new observa
tions, but its position differs from that of a laboratory spectrum of HCN by 
about I cm-1, sufficient to reject its identification. There is at this time no 
alternative explanation for the Jovian absorptions previously associated with 
CO2 and HCN.] 

There is good reason to believe that the gross composition of Jupiter's 
atmosphere is based on chemical thermodynamic equilibrium. This condition 
can be used to predict the abundance of any molecule for comparison with 
observation. A gross disparity between observation and prediction points to 
some nonequilibrium process which may be responsible for additional prop
erties of the atmosphere. Much of the significance of many of the recently 
identified molecules on Jupiter depends on the fact that they should not exist 
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TABLE II 
Composition of the Jovian Atmosphere 

Abundance Region (µ,m) 
Gas relative to H 2 where detected Reference to first detection 

I. Identification 
firm 

H2 0.8 Kiess et al. 1960. 
HD 2 X 10-5 0.7 Trauger et al. 1973. 
He .05 - .15 Orton & Ingersoll p. 206; 

Houck et al. 1975; 
Carlson and Judge p. 418. 

CH4 7 X I0- 4 0.7 Wildt 1932. 
CH3D 3 X 10-• 5.0 Beer and Taylor 197 3a,b. 
C 13 H4 c12 /C 13 - 110±35 I.I Fox et al. 1972. 
NH3 2 X 10-4 0.7 Wildt 1932. 
H20 I X 10-s 5.0 Larson et al. I 97 5. 
C2H6 3 4 X 10-4 10.0 Ridgway 1974a. 

2. Recent 
reports 

co 2 X I0-9 5.0 Beer 1975. 
GeH4 7 X 10-10 5.0 Larson et al. 1976. 
HCN I x I 0-7 5.0 Larson et al. 1976. 
C2H2 3 8 X 10-:; 10.0 Ridgway 1974a. 
PH3 4 X 10-7 10.0 Ridgway et al. 1975. 

"Recent work by Tokunaga et al. ( I 97 5) indicates lower abundances. 

in spectroscopically detectable amounts under conditions of thermodynamic 
equilibrium applied to the observable regions of the Jovian atmosphere. Eth
ane (C2H6) and acetylene (C2 H2) are readily explained by photolysis, a non
equilibrium mechanism active in the upper atmosphere of Jupiter. The pos
sible presence of HCN may indicate additional non-equilibrium reactions 
leading to the production of complex hydrocarbons that might explain Jupi
ter's coloration.5 Carbon monoxide and CO2 should be thoroughly reduced 
on Jupiter. Evidence for these two gases is a complete surprise that has no 
immediate explanation. 

The measured abundances of each atmospheric constituent can provide 
additional information on the structure and evolution of a planetary atmo-

5See p. 372. 
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sphere. While water vapor is expected in Jupiter's atmosphere on the basis 
of chemical equilibrium, the measured abundance ( I o-6 mixing ratio with 
respect to H 2 ) is about a factor of Jo:1 lower than the solar value (I o-3). It is 
not known at this time whether to interpret this as a true oxygen deficiency 
on Jupiter, to other as yet unidentified sinks for oxygen, or to some atmo
spheric phenomena in the region of the hot spots where the water molecule 
is observed. 

In addition to the known and suspected atmospheric constituents in 
Table II, a very much larger list of upper limits to other molecules can be 
made. These negative results are often valuable in checking the consequences 
of various chemical theories of Jupiter's atmosphere. The recent spectro
scopic studies of Jupiter have rendered all previous lists obsolete and new 
compilations can be expected in the near future. 

SPATIAL RESOLUTION 

High spatial resolution may very well be crucial for satisfactory inter
pretation of high-resolution spectra. Little of this has yet been done in the 
infrared region. However, mapping and disk scans with medium and narrow 
band filters have been obtained in some cases. The most extensive activity 
has centered on the 5 µ,m window. 

Shortly after the Jovian 5 µ,m emission was detected, Westphal (1969) 
found that this thermal radiation originated primarily in a dark band, the 
North Equatorial Belt. Subsequent spatially resolved studies of Jupiter's 
thermal radiation showed that the 5 µ,m radiation is strongly peaked in local 
regions comprising at most a few percent of the surface area (Keay et al. 
1973; Westphal et al. 1974). These regions, often called hot spots, are strong
ly correlated with the dark visual markings on Jupiter usually described as 
blue or purple; lighter areas described as red, yellow and orange are not 
sources of the 5 µ,m radiation. Figure 9 contains examples of the high resolu
tion thermal maps of Jupiter produced by Westphal et al. (1974) showing the 
discrete nature of the emitting regions and their general alignment along the 
equatorial bands of Jupiter. 6 

The current interpretation is that this 5 µ,m radiation escapes through 
holes in Jupiter's nearly universal cloud cover. Since infrared thermal maps 
show that these holes constitute only a few percent of the observed area of 
the planetary disk, they must be quite hot (T > 300°K) to produce the ob
served disk-average brightness temperature of 230°K since the brightness 
temperature measured at the top of the visible cloud deck is only about 
150°K. In fact, the observed brightness temperatures of the hot spots are as 

"See also pp. 502 and 555. 
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a b 

Fig. 9. 5 µm disk map assembled from scans with a single detector. Above: reconstructed 5 
µm picture, and below: intensity contours from Westphal et al. (1974). 

high as 310°K, and may be even higher owing to limitations on spatial reso
lution in the mapping experiments. The upper curve in Fig. la shows the 
thermal emission spectrum of these hot spots assuming a brightness tempera
ture of 350°K. At this temperature they need constitute only one percent of 
the area of the planetary disk to produce a disk-average brightness tempera
ture of 230°K. These high temperatures for the hot spots imply observations 
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below the (presumed) lower cloud decks to regions where the pressure may 
be 5 atm or higher. 

Further support of this picture of Jupiter at 5 µ,m is provided by recent 
high-resolution spectroscopic observations made in this window. The detec
tion of water vapor on Jupiter in itself requires temperatures of 300°K or 
higher and in addition the observed H2O rotational line intensities require 
temperatures of at least 300°K (Larson et al. 1975). 

These hot spots are somewhat unique to the 5 µ,m window. At longer 
wavelengths the increased opacity of molecular hydrogen becomes a limiting 
factor. At shorter wavelengths where reflected sunlight dominates the flux 
received from Jupiter, high spatial resolution will have to be combined with 
spectroscopic observations in order to isolate the very weak contribution 
from Jovian thermal emission in the hot spots. At present, the 5 µ,m window 
is the only convenient region of Jupiter's infrared spectrum where one can 
seek detailed information about its atmosphere below the visible cloud layers 
by remote analysis. The only other measurements probing to comparable 
depths are microwave observations. 7 

Armstrong et al. (1976) have recently presented elaborate observational 
studies which permit a detailed and statistical comparison between 5 µ,m and 
photographic maps. They find significant long-term variations in the statis
tical properties of the hot spots, but they also detect a tendency for the dis
tribution of brightness temperatures to peak near 190°K or 205°K. The 
authors suggest that these temperatures may represent persistent, succes
sively deeper cloud decks. The result also indicates that their spatial res
olution (1.5 arcsec) is resolving at least some of the spots. Armstrong et al. 
also cite observational evidence that the hot spots are unique toJ upiter- they 
find no evidence for a similar phenomenon on Saturn, Uranus or Neptune. 

Both disk mapping and spatial scans have been obtained at other wave
lengths in the thermal infrared, but far less systematically. Wildey ( 1968) 
obtained full disk maps with the 8- 13 µ,m filter bandpass. As may be seen 
from Fig. 6, the flux in this region is strongly peaked toward the red, so the 
observation will be dominated by the flux in the range 800-900 cm- 1• H2 

continuum and NH~ absorption are significant in this region, and should 
show limb darkening, while C2 H6 emission will show limb brightening. An 
example of Wildey's maps is shown in Fig. I 0. Generally, these maps show 
only slight contrast and little correlation with visible features. The lack of 
strong contrast is attributable to the strong temperature dependence of the 
vapor pressure of N H:i• The limited correlation with visible features is prob
ably due, in part, to the greater depth of the visible clouds (- I atm) relative 
to the level of H 2-NH:i "continuum" formation(~ 0.5 atm). 

Wildey and Trafton (l 97 I) (also Trafton and Wildey 197 4) obtained a 

'See p. 650. 
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Fig. I 0. IO ,_,m disk map assembled from scans with a single detector. Filter bandpass is 8-
13 ,.,m. Intensity contours are plotted over retouched simultaneous photograph (from Wildey 
1968). 

large number of disk scans with the 8-13 µ.m filter used by Wildey for map
ping. Many scans were averaged in an attempt to improve signal/noise and 
to minimize the effect of transient features. They show that, subject to sev
eral assumptions, observed limb darkening in the v2 band ofNH3 can be used 
to determine the Jovian effective temperature Te which enters as a parameter 
in their model computation of limb darkening. Their 1974 result gave Te = 
135° ± 4°K, consistent with other determinations available at that time, but 
somewhat higher than the recent result Te= 125° ± 3°K from Pioneer data 
(Ingersoll et al. 197 5). 1 t is interesting to note that Wildey and Trafton ( 1971) 
found a systematic asymmetry in the observed limb darkening in the sense 
that an intensity shoulder appeared at the east (sunrise) limb and they gave 
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low weight to the east limb in their analysis. The origin of this shoulder is 
unknown. 

The Wildey and Trafton data, which represented an impressive observa
tional accomplishment when obtained in 1965, is now somewhat obsolete 
since they used an 8-13 J.Lm filter which covered an undesirably large spec
tral interval. Trafton and Wildey argue that C2 H2 , C2 H 6 , and CH4 emission 
will introduce only small errors in their analysis. Still it would be desirable 
to repeat the investigation with narrow-band filters, perhaps in the core and 
wing of an isolated ammonia line, in order to reduce uncertainties in the 
opacities. 

Several studies have employed narrow-band filters and disk scanning for 
specific, restricted purposes. Westphal (1971) recorded pole-to-pole scans 
with an 8.2-9.2 µm filter. He found strong correlation of these scans to 
broadband 8.2-13.5 µm scans, and also to cloud patterns. These scans ap
pear to indicate latitude variations of cloud structure and/ or cloud composi
tion. In order to test the temperature inversion hypothesis of Gillett et al. 
(1969), Gillett and Westphal (I 973) made equatorial scans at 7.04 and 8.44 
µm. They found limb brightening at 7.94 µmin the methane band, and limb 
darkening at 8.44 J.Lm outside the methane band (in the ammonia "haze" re
gion discussed above). The interpretation is that the strong CH4 band center 
is emitting from above the temperature minimum in a region where the tem
perature increases with altitude, and the weaker "unknown" opacity at 8.44 
µm emits below the temperature minimum in a region where the temperature 
still decreases with altitude. The 7.94 µm scan interestingly showed an asym
metry with larger intensity at the east limb. This suggests that the asymmetry 
observed by Wildey and Trafton ( 1971) might be associated with the CH 4 

emission which they did not explicitly include in their modeling. Orton 
(197 5b) obtained additional scans at 8.15 µm in the wing of the 7. 9 J.Lm 
methane band. The result, in Fig. 11, shows asymmetrical brightening at the 
limbs with a suggestion of darkening nearer disk center. The interpretation 
would be that in scanning from center to limb, optical depth "unity" at 8.15 
J.Lm rises to the temperature minimum (limb darkening) and then passes 
above it (limb brightening). This interesting interpretation is plausible, but 
cannot be considered certain without additional data. The asymmetry of 
Orton's 8.15 J,Lm scan is in the opposite sense from the asymmetries noted 
above, indicating that the effect may be wavelength or time dependent. More 
data are needed to understand even qualitatively what is happening, but it 
appears that data recorded at different times and/ or of different spatial re
gions should be compared with caution. 

The Pioneer radiometers produced disk maps at 20 and 45 J.Lm. Analysis 
of these data has determined the ratio He/H 2 = 0.14 ± 0.08 (Orton 1975a) 
and the effective temperature (Ingersoll et al. 1975)8 Te= 125° ± 3°K. Orton 
(1975a,bfl has made a careful study of the temperature structure implied by 

'See pp. 202 and 204. "Seep. 266. 
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the Pioneer data. He has also incorporated the groundbased disk scans to 
obtain temperature profiles, both for belts and zones, in the pressure range 
0.01-1.0 bar. This subject is treated in more detail by Wallace. 10 

The possible applications of mapping and spatial scans in the IO µ,m win
dow have not been exhausted. Improved capability for spectral and spatial 
resolution promises further developments in the use of these techniques for 
the study of the temperature structure and cloud distribution. 

Very little has been done in the way of spatially resolved infrared spec
troscopy. Bergstralh (l 973a,b) studied the equatorial center-to-limb behav
ior of the 3v3 band of methane. He found that the observations were best 
understood in terms of an inhomogeneous scattering layer model such as 
employed by Danielson and Tomasko (l 969).11 Pilcher (l 973) compared 
spectra of several belts and zones for the range 6000-6500 cm- 1 at a reso
lution of I cm-1• Several differences were found, but could not be interpreted. 
Larson and Fink obtained similar spectra at a resolution of 8 cm- 1 (unpub
lished) and likewise found no useful differences. 

Spatially resolved spectroscopy in the 5 and IO µ,m windows has only 
recently been attempted. Of course the 5 µ,m spectra automatically yield spa
tial resolution in the sense that the hot spots contribute essentially all of the 
flux. But to obtain, for example, meaningful brightness temperatures for the 
5 µ,m spectra it is necessary to resolve the hot spots ('.S I arcsec). This might 
be possible from Earth orbit, or it might be possible only from Jupiter orbit 
or near approach. 

In the IO µ,m window, Lacy et al. (1975) reported that high-resolution 
spectra of a v2 Q branch of NH3 were the same in the north polar region as 
at disk center. In view of the Trafton and Wildey limb scans it is perhaps not 
surprising that no difference was detected. Spectra nearer the limb, however, 
would be expected to show at least a reduced brightness temperature. Ridg
way has obtained low resolution limb spectra (unpublished) which show that 
ethane emission is enhanced relative to the H 2-NH3 "continuum" at the 
limb, as would be expected. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR JOVIAN INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY 

Much remains to be done in observational work and in supporting labo
ratory studies and interpretation. The continuing rapid development of 
infrared detector technology and the increasing availability of large aperture 
telescopes will permit important observational contributions, and particularly 
improved spatial resolution. High-altitude and spacecraft spectrometers 
will continue to explore in increasing detail the portions of the spectrum ob
scured by telluric absorption. We are confident that infrared spectroscopy 

111See p. 285. "Seep. 493. 
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will continue to provide important and, at times, exciting contributions to 
our knowledge of the solar system. 
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PIONEER 10 ULTRAVIOLET 
PHOTOMETER OBSERVATIONS OF JUPITER: 

THE HELIUM TO HYDROGEN RATIO 
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Pioneer JO ultraviolet photometer observation of 5./ Rayleighs (R) of He/ 584 A 
emissions from the disc of Jupiter verifies the presence of Jovian atmospheric helium. 
The excitation process is resonance scattering of incident solar helium radiation. Quan
titative estimates of the H e-to-H 2 mixing ratio in the lower atmosphere of Jupiter can 
be obtained by using Jovian atmospheric models. radiative transfer calculations, and the 
strength of the solar line; an initial determination has been obtained by Carlson and 
Judge ( 1974 ). We have recently measured the profile and intensity of the solar line and 
found, as have other experimenters, that it is more intense than was originally supposed, 
implying a lower albedo and less helium. The various measurements of the solar line are 
reviewed along with the two parameters- the eddy mixing rate and thermospheric tem
perature - which appear in the model atmosphere. In addition, the radiative transfer cal
culations are refined to include the anisotropic phase function for helium resonance scat
tering, and the accuracy of the coherent scattering assumption is verified. Using the 
Pioneer JO helium emission rate and eddy diffusion coefficient, the range of helium-to
hydrogen ratios by volume is found in the present analysis to be O < [He] I [H2 ] :S 0.28 
for an atmospheric temperature of I 50° K. If the high electron temperatures observed by 
the Pioneer radio occultation experiment reflect equally high neutral temperatures, then 
more helium is indicated but in this case the Lyman-a albedo and eddy diffusion coeffi
cient must be re-evaluated. For the present, however, we consider the cooler thermo
sphere to be most realistic since ample terrestrial evidence exists for electron tempera
tures much greater than the corresponding neutral temperature. 

Comparison of the present and other helium-to-hydrogen mixing ratio measurements 
suggests that the best current estimate is the solar abundance, ([He]/ [H,] = 0.11 ), in 
which case the eddy diffusion coefficient .f<>r the Jo1·ian atmosphere is K = 3 x JO, cm" 
sec-'. 

The Jovian helium abundance and its possible variations in the atmo
sphere, envelope, and deep interior are of considerable cosmogonic interest. 
Unfortunately, the high excitation potential of helium precludes its direct 

[ 418] 
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observation using groundbased instrumentation. One method to discern the 
presence of helium is through spacecraft observation of the He resonance 
line, which occurs at 584 A in the vacuum ultraviolet region. This line will 
appear in emission from Jupiter, being formed by resonance scattering of the 
solar Hel 584 A radiation incident on the upper atmosphere. The detection 
of this line and characterization of the Jovian He-H2 abundance ratio was 
one of the major objectives of the ultraviolet photometer experiment on Pio
neer 10. 

A description of the experiment and planetary results have been pre
sented by Carlson and Judge (1974, I 975) and Judge and Carlson (1974). 
The instrument is a two channel photometer with one channel employing an 
Al thin film filter and LiF photocathode to isolate a spectral band containing 
the helium resonance line. The second channel is for observation of the 
atomic hydrogen Lyman-a resonance line (1216 A). Mechanical collimation 
defines the field of view and the entrance aperture. The axis of the collimator 
is oriented 20° to the spacecraft spin axis, consequently an annular field 40° 
in diameter is swept out during each spacecraft spin period. Each 12-sec spin 
produces ~ 32 samples, each with a tangential and sagittal angular width of 
~ 1° by 10°. 

Jupiter was in the field of view during two periods of the Pioneer IO en
counter, although the influence of high-energy magnetospheric particles al
lowed useful data to be obtained only during the first viewing opportunity. 
Positive identification of signals in the short wavelength channel, identified 
as Hel 548 A radiation, verify the existence of helium in the atmosphere of 
Jupiter. The average emission rate over the disc observed at 30° phase angle 
was found to be 5 .1 R. Using this emission rate a quantitative estimate of the 
atmospheric He-H2 abundance ratio can be determined by comparison with 
theoretical resonance scattering models. These models require ( 1) knowledge 
of the source of radiation being scattered by the helium atoms - that is, the 
intensity and profile of the solar Hel line; (2) a model of the atmosphere 
which describes the mixed and gravitationally separated regions and the at
mospheric temperature; and (3) radiative transfer calculations which include 
multiple scattering by He and absorption by H2 • 

A previous estimate of the number-density ratio in the mixed region of 
the atmosphere [He]/ [H2 ] ~ I/ 5 was obtained by Carlson and Judge (1974) 
using the Pioneer 10 observations, the solar flux values available at the time, 
an assumed 150°K atmosphere, and multiple scattering calculations which 
assumed coherent isotropic scattering and neglected polarization effects. 

We have recently remeasured the intensity and profile of the solar He 
line (Maloy et al. 1976) and found, along with other experimenters, that it is 
more intense than originally had been supposed, implying a lower value for 
the diffuse 584 A reflectivity of Jupiter and therefore less He than previously 
estimated. The improved solar flux value and the substantial reduction in 
helium abundance inferred from these measurements suggest that the ac-
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curacy of the assumptions employed in the model calculations should be 
verified. In addition, the Pioneer l 0 occultation experiment indicates high 
plasma temperatures for the outer ionosphere which may imply a higher neu
tral temperature. In this chapter we discuss measurements of the solar line 
and improve the radiative transfer calculations by including the anisotropic 
scattering phase function for helium and the frequency redistribution (i.e., 
non-coherence) which occurs in resonance scattering. Higher temperatures 
and their impact on the resulting He-H2 abundance are also discussed. 

I. RESONANCE SCATTERING BY HELIUM 

The resonance transition of He(ls2p 1P~-ls2 1S0 ) occurs at Ao= 584.334 
A (21.21 eV). For a gas kinetic temperature T, the Doppler width of the 
gas is 

!:i.A0 = !:i.v0 = U 
Ao Vo C 

( l) 

where U is the most probable speed, 

(2) 

At frequencies v displaced g = (v - v0)/ !:i.v0 Doppler units from line center, 
the atomic absorption cross section is 

(3) 

with a the ratio of the natural to Doppler width, q,(a, t) the Voigt profile 
normalized to unity at line center for a = 0, and 

1re2 f 
CTo=- . 

me Vn-!:i.vo 
(4) 

The oscillator strength for the helium transition is f = 0.2762 Wiese et al. 
1966) and at 150°K, !:i.A0 = 1.55 mA, a= l.05 X 10-2 , and cr0 = 3.0 X l 0-13 

cm2 • For moderate optical thicknesses, or if there is sufficient absorption 
by another species (as in the case here with H2 photoionization) then one 
can, to good approximation, neglect the natural radiation damping wings of 
the line and use the Doppler profile, 

(5) 

A small fraction of the photons absorbed produce the infrared l s2p- l s2s 
line while the remainder re-emit the resonance line with probability 

_ A(ls2p-ls2) 
w = 

0 A(ls2p-ls2s) + A(ls2p-ls2) • 
(6) 
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The transition rates A are given by Wiese ct al. ( 1966) from which w0 = 
0.9989. 

The scattered photons are not distributed isotropically; rather, since 1 = 
0 and 6.J = 1 , they are distributed according to the Rayleigh phase function 
(Hamilton 194 7) 

(7) 

where 0 is the angle between the incident and scattered photon. In resonance 
scattering this represents the maximum possible anisotropy. 

After scattering, the photons do not in general possess the same frequency 
incident owing to the Doppler effect in scattering (Henyey 1940). This effect 
is simply demonstrated by the following. Consider an atom moving with 
velocity v. It will absorb a photon at frequency v propagating in the same 
direction if the Doppler shifted frequency is at resonance v(I - v / c) = v0 

(approximating the natural line shape with a delta function). Since the atom 
radiates coherently in its rest frame (neglecting recoil), the observed emis
sion frequency will depend upon the angle of emission. In forward scattering, 
the frequency is unchanged whereas it will be oppositely situated from line 
center in backward scattering. For intermediate scattering angles the fre
quencies will be shifted closer to line center. 

Hummer ( 1962) has evaluated the angle-integrated probability that a 
photon of relative frequency f is absorbed and re-emits at g, R(f - g). In 
the case of the phase function for Rayleigh scattering and neglecting the 
natural wings, the probability distribution function in frequency is 

(8) 

= ¾c<' 2 {~ erfc< Ill) [3 + 2ce + f 2) + 4g2f 2J 
- e-lll 2 Ill (2l{f + I)} 

where Ill (\fl) is the greater (lesser) of \ti and le 1- This distribution is illus
trated in Fig. 1. Later considerations [Eq. (28)] make use of the relations 
(Hummer 1962) 

(9) 

and 

(10) 

where R(( - D here differs from Hummer's value by a normalization con
stant. 
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Fig. I. The probability density function for frequency redistribution in resonance scattering 
by He. It is assumed that the damping wings of the line are important. The incident and scat
tered frequencies are measured in Doppler widths displaced from the center of the line. The 
distributions are symmetric about line center. 

II. THE SOLAR HELIUM LINE 

The strength of an airglow feature produced by resonance scattering 
depends upon the spectral intensity of the solar line over the interval of 
the planetary absorption profile. The width of the planetary absorption fea
ture is generally small compared to the width of the solar line (a few mA 
compared to a solar He line width ofroughly one hundred mA.), and therefore 
direct measurement of the solar line in the appropriate wavelength interval 
requires very high resolution measurements. However, the required high 
resolving powers are difficult to attain in rocket and satellite spectrometers, 
particularly in the extreme ultraviolet where losses in the optical elements 
are considerable, so at present one must resort to a less direct determination 
of the spectral intensity. 

Two methods are available. The first is determination of the total solar 
line intensity and use of a measured or inferred line profile, while the second 
method uses a known quantity of helium gas (e.g., terrestrial thermospheric 
He) to absorb and re-radiate the solar line. Measurement of the intensity (i.e., 
of the He airglow) allows one to infer the solar spectral intensity at the center 
of the line. 
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Measurements of the total intensity of the solar line have been performed 
by several experimenters, perhaps the most widely used being those of the 
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory (AFCRL) group (e.g., Hinter
egger 1970). These data, which show an intensity variation with solar activ
ity and the solar 10. 7 cm radio flux, were used in our previous analysis of the 
Jovian He abundance with extrapolation to the low level of solar activity at 
the time of Pioneer IO encounter. Recently Hinteregger's values have been 
questioned since those fluxes may not be sufficient to produce the observed 
exospheric and ionospheric properties (Roble and Dickinson I 973; Swartz 
and Nisbet 1973). While the question is not yet resolved, the AFCRL group 
has remeasured the solar spectrum (Heroux et al. 197 4) and found that cer
tain lines, including the He line, are more intense than indicated previously. 
Our own measurements are in substantial agreement with both the latter and 
with observations of other experimenters. A summary of these and other 
584 A flux measurements, including our own, is presented in Fig. 2. 

The profile and width of the solar helium line has received less experi
mental effort than the intensity. A curve-of-growth analysis of the solar line 
transmitted through varying amounts of terrestrial helium gave only an ap
proximate lower limit to the width: - 140 mA field width at half maximum 
(FWHM) when a Gaussian line profile was assumed (Carlson 1973). The 
first direct measurements of the profile (Doschek et al. 1974) were obtained 
photographically at a resolution of 60 mA and indicated an approximate 
Gaussian line shape (but with a slightly flatter central region) with a width 
FWHM = 140 ± 15 mA. Photographic spectra of a small region of the quiet 
solar disc by Cushman et al. (1975) show an FWHM of 80 mA and JOO mA 
for an active region. 

Line shape measurements by our laboratory (Maloy et al. 1976) em
ployed a helium filled spectrometer and the curve-of-growth technique. It 
was found that the line shape could be accurately represented by a Gaussian 
with FWHM = 122 ± JO mA. A similar experiment (Delaboudiniere and 
Crifo 1975) provides a lower limit of I IO mA FWHM in their preliminary 
analysis. Theoretical calculations by Milkey et al. ( 1973) predict a flatter 
profile with FWHM = 150 mA. In this chapter we have used our measured 
line width, an assumed Gaussian profile, and various total intensity measure
ments to generate the line center spectral intensities shown in Fig. 2. 

The second method of inferring the central intensity of the solar line, 
comparison of airglow intensities with that predicted by known He distri
butions and radiative transfer calculations, has been summarized by Meier 
and Weller ( 1972) for several rocket measurements of the terrestrial airglow 
and for their own satellite measurements (Meier and Weller 1974). The 
latter measurements are preferred, not only because they are free of atmo
spheric absorption effects, but they also allow an intercomparison with the 
present measurements of Jupiter and the sun through mutual observations 
of the interplanetary helium glow, as discussed in Sec. IV. 
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Fig. 2. The solar He! 584 A spectral flux at line center as a function of the solar I 0. 7 cm (2800 
MHz) radio flux. The values displayed are based upon direct measurements, integrated inten
sity measurements normalized with our observed line shape (Maloy et al. I 976), and values 
inferred from airglow data. The normalized integral values are represented by the circles 
(Hinteregger 1970: Hall and Hinteregger 1970), the double circle (Timothy et al. 1972), 
hexagon (H interegger et al. 1965), half circle (Heroux et al. 1974), cross (Maloy et al. 1976), 
and triangles (apex up) (Reeves and Parkinson 1970: Dupree et al. 1973: Dupree and Reeves 
1971). In addition, the shaded area is from the regression analyses of total intensity data from 
Orbiting Solar Observatory, OSO-6, by Woodgate et al. ( 1973). The direct photographic mea
surements of Cushman et al. (1975) are indicated with the triangle (apex down) while the 
terrestrial (Meier and Weller I 974) and Venus Mariner 10 (Kumar and Broadfoot I 975) 
values obtained from airglow measurements are represented by the square and diamond 
respectively. 

Mariner IO data on the Cytheran helium glow (Kumar and Broadfoot 
I 97 5) can also be used for determination of the solar intensity, even though 
the helium content of the Venus atmosphere is unknown, because the re
flected intensity of a resonantly-scattering atmosphere that is moderately 
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optically thick is almost independent of the total column abundance in the 
absence of dissipative absorption (not the case for Jupiter where H 2 absorp
tion is present at all altitudes). These two inferred values are also indicated 
in Fig. 2. 

In our original analysis of the Jovian He glow (Carlson and Judge 1974). 
a line center flux of 0.5 x I 010 photons sec- 1 cm-2 A -1 (at I A. U .) was used, 
which was based on Hinteregger's total flux and a provisional value for the 
effective line width. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that even at the low level of 
solar activity at Pioneer IO encounter (F10.7 = 72 x I 0-22 wm-2 Hz-1) the 
line center flux is probably greater than that which was used. It is difficult 
to obtain an accurate value from the rather scattered experimental values 
displayed in Fig. 2, but we suggest (biased somewhat toward our own mea
surement, the airglow values and the recent AFCRL results) that choosing 
1rF;._ = 1.45 ± 0.4 x 1010 photons sec 1 cm-2 A- 1 (at I A.U.) offers area
sonable representation of the HeI 584 A solar flux at the time of the Pio
neer IO encounter. 

Since the solar hydrogen ultraviolet lines exhibit self-reversal, it might 
be imagined that the same may be true for the helium lines. Three lines of 
evidence argue against significant self-reversal, however. First are the line
center flux values inferred from airglow measurements. If there were strong 
reversal, these values would be lower than the normalized integral flux val
ues; in fact, they are among the highest values shown in Fig. 2. Secondly, 
any reversal effects from the outer chromosphere would be expected to dis
play absorption widths that are characteristic ofrelatively high temperatures 
and velocities and could have been seen at the resolving power employed by 
Cushman et al. (I 975). No such absorption is evident in their spectra. Final
ly, the theoretical model of Milkey et al. (1973) shows that the line can be 
formed with little self-reversal although other models (Zirin I 97 5) do pro
duce strong self-reversal (Milkey I 975). 

III. JOVIAN ATMOSPHERIC MODELS 

In addition to helium atoms which scatter the resonance line, the atmo
sphere of Jupiter contains molecular hydrogen which will absorb this radia
tion through photoionization. Other components such as methane will also 
absorb, but the effect of these minor constituents is small relative to H2 
absorption. It is the simultaneous absorption by H 2 which determines the 
strength of the airglow signal, and allows a determination of the relative He
H2 composition through a measurement of the intensity of the glow. 

The scattering and absorptive properties are not constant throughout the 
atmosphere, but vary with altitude due to the gravitational separation of the 
molecular constituents. In contrast to atmospheres of the terrestrial planets, 
where the absorbing component is generally heavier and produces an absorb
ing lower boundary because of its smaller scale height, the atmospheres of 
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the major planets become relatively more absorbing with increasing altitude 
since the scale height of the absorbing H2 is larger than that for He. In the 
lower regions, mechanical mixing by large scale turbulent motion produces 
uniform mixing and height-independent scattering and absorbing properties. 
Calculations of the diffusely reflected helium glow must include the altitude
dependent absorption and the transition from the mixed and gravitationally 
separated regions using a suitable model of the atmosphere. 

The transition level between the mixed region, where eddy diffusion dom
inates, and the region where molecular diffusion produces gravitational (dif
fusive) separation is termed the turbopause. At that level, the eddy and 
molecular diffusion coefficients are equal. The latter varies inversely with 
number density, so if the eddy coefficient is K, in cm2 sec- 1, the number den
sity of H2 at the turbopause is 

no= hf K (11) 

where h = 1.81 x 1019 cm- 1 sec-' at 150°K (Wallace and Hunten 1973) and 
varies as the square root of the temperature. Referring the altitude z to the 
turbopause and with H denoting the scale height for H2 (H = kT I mH 2g = 

26.3 km at 150°K), then treating He as a minor constituent, the H 2 and He 
number densities are (Wallace and Hunten 1973) 

n(H2lz) = noe-ziH 

n(Helz) = rnoe-ziH/(1 + eziH). 

The vertical column densities are 

N(H 2 lz) = noHe-ziH 

N(Helz) = rn0H[e-ziH - ln(l + e-ziH)]. 

(12a) 

(12h) 

(13a) 

( 13h) 

Here, r denotes the volume ratio of He to H2 in the mixing region far below 
the turbopause. Estimation of the mixing ratio r from airglow measurements 
requires knowledge of the remaining two parameters of the model, the eddy 
diffusion coefficient and temperature, which are discussed below. 

Few methods are presently available to determine the eddy diffusion co
efficient. One means is measurement of the Lyman-a airglow, since the abun
dance of atomic hydrogen depends upon the rate of downward flow by eddy 
diffusion to regions of higher density where recombination occurs (Hunten 
1969; Wallace and Hunten 1973). Ultraviolet photometer measurements of 
this glow from Pioneer 10 gave values of K = 3 x 108 ± 1 cm2 sec- 1 for tem
peratures of 150°K (Carlson and Judge 197 4), and are reasonably well sup
ported by the Copernicus Lyman-a measurements of Wallace, Jenkins and 
Drake (personal communication) which imply a value of K = I 08 :!:f cm2 

sec1 • Rocket measurements of the Lyman-a glow from Jupiter (Rottman 
et al. 1973) have indicated a higher albedo and lower eddy diffusion co
efficient, K = 106 cm2 sec1 • 
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The abundance of other aeronomic species can be used to infer the mag
nitude of the eddy coefficient. Photochemical calculations by Strobel (I 973) 
based on the lower values for K (= 5 x I 05 cm2 sec1) predicted C2 H2 and 
C 2 Hfi abundances some two orders of magnitude less than the experimen
tally observed values of Ridgway ( 197 4 ). Subsequent calculations by Stro
bel (I 974) employed an altitude dependent K, consistent with the Pioneer 
10 and Copernicus values, with results compatible with the observational 
estimates so long as Ridgway's observations probe down to the I 0- 1 atm 
level. 

A lower limit to K is provided by a stellar occultation measurement of 
density inhomogeneities in the atmosphere, which are presumably due to 
atmospheric turbulence (Veverka et al. 1974).1 These fluctuations were 
seen to persist up to at least the 3 x 10 1:i cm-3 density level which corre
sponds to K > 7 x 105 cm2 sec- 1• 

Theoretical discussions of the sources of atmospheric turbulence and 
their diffusivities are presented by French and Gierasch (1974) and Shimizu 
(1974). Inertia gravity waves are considered in both analyses, and the dif
fusion coefficient is calculated as a function of the horizontal wavelength. 
French and Gierasch (1974) have assumed a vertical wavelength of 13 km, 
based on prominent occultation features, and find values of K up to 7 x l 06 

cm2 sec- 1 for horizontal wavelengths of IO km. They suggest that K = 3 x 
106 cm2 sec- 1 and that the horizontal wavelength is ~ 50 km. Shimizu ( 197 4) 
has performed essentially the same calculation but chooses different char
acteristic wavelengths based on terrestrial analogy, suggesting that K = I 07 

- l 08 cm2 sec1 . French and Gierasch also considered acoustic waves and 
found for the corresponding diffusivity K = 7 x l 07 , but they point out that 
the energy carried in such waves seems prohibitive and that continuous wave 
motion of this type seems improbable. 

The above estimates of the eddy diffusion coefficient are summarized in 
Table I. For the present we leave K as a free parameter but note that the 
majority of the evidence favors relatively high values, K 2: l 07 cm2 sec- 1• 

The choice of the thermospheric temperature and temperature profile 
is presently rather uncertain. The earliest works on this subject were theo
retical calculations by Gross and Rasool (l 964), McGovern (1968), Shimizu 
(1971), McGovern and Burke (1972), Gross (1972), and Strobel and Smith 
(1973). All of these models assumed solar ultraviolet heating only, but they 
treated the cooling mechanisms and heat conduction processes somewhat 
differently. The Pioneer l O encounter occurred near solar minimum for 
which an isothermal atmosphere at 150°K was considered representative 
(Carlson and Judge 1974) based on the computations of Shimizu (1971). 

Attempts have been made to determine the temperature of the upper 
atmosphere based on inversion of occultation light curves (Hubbard et al. 

'See also pp. 269 and 273. 
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TABLE I 
Estimates of the Eddy Diffusion Coefficient Kfor 

the Upper Atmosphere of Jupiter 

Method 

Pioneer IO Lyman-a 
Copernicus Lyman-a 
Sounding Rocket Lyman-a 
Stellar Occultation 
Theory: Inertia Gravity Waves 
Theory: Inertia Gravity Waves 
Theory: Acoustic Waves 

a. Carlson and Judge (1974). 

3 X 10"" 1 

108 :+:f 
10" 

> 7 X )05 

107-)08 

3-7 X )06 

7 X 107 

b. Wallace, Jenkins. and Drake (personal communication). 
c. Rottman et al. (1973). 
d. Veverka et al. (1974). 
e. Shimizu (1974). 
f. French and Gierasch (1974). 

Reference 

a 
a, b 
C 

d 
e 
f 
f 

1972; Vapillon et al. I 973; Veverka et al. I 97 4 ), but the results for the same 
event are not mutually consistent and it appears that only a temperature 
characteristic of the upper stratosphere can be derived. The combination of 
the various /3-Sco occultation data suggests that the temperature is - 170°K 
at the 0.01 mb level (p. 23). It seems quite impossible to make any inferences 
about the thermosphere directly from stellar optical occultation data. 

The only other experimental temperature datum pertains to the opposite 
extreme of the atmosphere (relative to the He and H line formation region). 
The ionospheric profiles observed by the Pioneer occultation experiments 
(Fjeldbo et al. I 975)2 found topside-ionosphere electron temperatures of 
900 ± 500°K. In the lower regions, substantial layering was found which 
does not lend itself to ionospheric modeling based on terrestrial analogy. 
The question of concern here is, what implications does this observed elec
tron temperature hold for the neutral temperature in the lower thermosphere? 
Certainly there is no compelling reason to assume equal neutral, ion, and 
electron temperatures since ample terrestrial evidence exists for electron 
temperatures larger by a factor of two or more than the corresponding 
neutral temperature. In fact, Goertz ( 1973) has calculated electron, ion, and 
neutral temperatures for the upper atmosphere of Jupiter and found electron 
temperatures of a factor of three greater than the neutral gas temperature. 

The high plasma temperatures observed by Pioneer radio occultations 
refer to a region far above the altitudes where resonance scattering by H and 

'Seep. 240. 
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He occur. The altitudes where the Pioneer plasma temperature determina
tions were obtained were some 2000 km above the cloud tops, whereas the 
region of airglow line formation is roughly 500-800 km above the clouds de
pending upon the specific atmospheric model. Temperatures between these 
two regions can be quite different. In calculations by Goertz, peak plasma 
temperatures are attained at altitudes above I 000 km and the largest temper
ature gradients occur in the 700-1000 km interval. Jovian ionospheric elec
tron temperatures have also been calculated by Henry and McElroy ( 1969), 
who find that the onset for temperature gradients occurs in the region where 
H2 densities are - I 07 cm-:i, an altitude significantly above the density levels 
where line formation takes place. At lower altitudes and higher densities, 
where significant resonance scattering occurs, Henry and McElroy's model 
is isothermal with a temperature of 150°K, identical to that used in the pre
vious analysis of the Lyman-a glow. Goertz' model exhibits neutral temper
atures of - 275°K in the line formation region. If this temperature were 
appropriate at the time of Pioneer IO encounter, then the observed Lyman-a 
glow would mean K 2: 3 x I 08 • 

If one does assume that the neutral thermospheric temperature is ele
vated up to the plasma temperature observed by the Pioneer radio occulta
tion, then one is faced with the problem of identifying the heating mechanism, 
since the solar ultraviolet would seem insufficient. Particle precipitation is a 
possible mechanism, but such a process must also meet the low flux require
ment for any Lyman-a glow produced by particle excitation. A viscous inter
action between the ionosphere (which tends to rotate with the magnetic field 
at System I I I velocity) and the neutral atmosphere rotating at a different ve
locity could be a possible heat source. Terrestrial analogies of ionospheric 
winds are known and are thought to be responsible for the sporadic-£ layer. 
While it is possible that some of the layering observed in the Jovian iono
sphere could be a manifestation of this effect, we have made crude estimates 
of the magnitude of the heat source and found it insufficient. Hunten (p. 26) 
has independently suggested this process as a candidate energy source. The 
dissipation of wave energy associated with eddy diffusion has been sug
gested by Prasad (I 975) and Atreya and Donahue (p. 3 I 3). The calculations 
performed so far indicate that this mechanical heating could be a significant 
process, but the numerical values are still very uncertain. 

A problem introduced by neutral temperatures elevated to the observed 
plasma temperature is in the interpretation of the low Lyman-a albedo ob
served by Pioneer IO and Copernicus. At higher temperatures the albedo 
will increase (for a fixed-eddy diffusion coefficient) due to increased H-atom 
column densities and to variation of the Doppler width. The low albedo, if 
reinterpreted for higher temperatures, implies much greater (and perhaps un
realistic) values for K. The previous analysis may become inapplicable, how
ever, due to other processes becoming important at high temperatures (e.g., 
increased H-atom recombination rates and diurnal variations in the H-atom 
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abundance owing to the diffusion time constant becoming comparable to the 
rotation period). In the present work we have assumed two temperatures, 
150°K and 450°K, but prefer the lower value as being more appropriate for 
the neutral temperature in the region of line formation. 

IV. RADIATIVE TRANSFER 
OF THE JOVIAN HELIUM AIRGLOW LINE 

We have discussed the physics of scattering by He, the incident solar line, 
and a model of the atmosphere of Jupiter. Combining these with multiple
scattering calculations will give the predicted airglow intensity which is to 
be compared to observation. The previous analysis (Carlson and Judge 197 4) 
assumed coherent scattering as a reasonable approximation since numerical 
calculations by Wallace ( 1971) of the diffusely reflected airglow of terrestrial 
atomic oxygen showed little difference between coherent scattering and scat
tering with frequency redistribution. This assumption may be unwarranted 
for the present case due to the different altitude distribution of absorbing 
species and radiation imprisonment effects. To examine this possibility, we 
derive the radiative transfer equation for isotropic scattering which includes 
frequency redistribution, and then develop approximate solutions. A first
order correction for the phase function of anisotropic scattering is then ap
plied and the disc-averaged albedo is calculated for coherent and incoherent 
scattering. 

In the description of atmospheric densities, Eqs. ( 12) and ( 13), we define 
x to be proportional to the H2 density, 

X = e-z!H (14) 

and denote the H 2 absorption cross sections at 584 A as a-d (6.2 x 10-18 

cm2). Then at a frequency that is g Doppler widths from line center, the 
vertical optical depth is 

T(x, fl= To{x + 11(() [x - ln(l + x)]} (15) 

where 

( l 6a) 

and 

(16b) 

The fraction of all photons absorbed in unit volume at x, that are re-emitted 
as a resonance line photon, is 

(17) 
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or 

- Wo1J<flX 
w(x, () = I + x + X1)(()' (18) 

Assume a plane parallel atmosphere and let S(x', f) be the emission rate per 
unit x per cm2 per Doppler width. S(x) is related to the volume emission rate 
Q(z) [cm-:i sec-1 Doppler width-1 ] through xS(x) = HQ(z). The number of 
photons passing through a plane at x is 

_ IT(.r, /;') - T(.c', <'II 
µ 

S(x',f). 

The number absorbed per unit x, at x is 

or 

] a fl --- dµ. e 
2 ax 

0 

IT(X. <') - T(.C', <'JI 
µ S(x', () 

I 

1 dT(X, f) f dµ. IT(.r, /;') ~ T(.r', {')I ' ' 

2 ax ,;e S(x , t). 
0 

(I 9) 

(20) 

(21) 

Of these absorbed photons, the fraction w(x, ,;') reappear as photons at fre
quency t with probability distribution P(f - ,;). Integrating overµ,, we find 
the contribution at f is 

where £ 1( Ir - r' I) is the first exponential integral. Integration of the above 
over altitude x' and frequency f gives the net contribution to the source 
function at x due to photons previously scattered. The total source function 
includes those and also the incident solar photons initially scattered at x, 
So(x, fl. The resulting source function is 

00 00 

S(x, fl= So(x, t) + ½ J df w(x, fl P(f - f) ar(;~ f) J dx' S(x', f) 
-00 0 

(23) 

with 
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rx; 

So(X, fl= 11>..v rrF,. J df w(x. f) P(I;' - fl e-,(.r. f')µo (aT(;~ I;')) (24) 

-x 

where solar radiation is incident at cos- 1 µ,0 and rrF,. is the spectral flux at 
line center in photons sec- 1 cm-2 A- 1. While machine calculations can be 
used to solve Eq. (23) to any required degree of accuracy, the added fre
quency dimension necessitates lengthy computations and it is desirable to 
develop an approximate solution. We first note that in the coherent case, 
P(~' - () = o(f - () and so 

rx; 

S(x. fl= So(X, fl+ ½w(x, fl:: J dx' E1 [IT(X, fl 
(I 

(25a) 
-7(x', fll] S(x', fl 

where, 

) ( ") = _i,\ F -( ") aT(X, fl -T(.r,1;)1µ0 
CO x. s /) 7T Aw x, ~ ax e (25b) 

can be accurately described by the following approximation due to Biberman 
[see Van Blerkom and Hummer (I 969)]. Since s(T, t) dT = S(x, fl dx where 
s(T, fl is the number of emissions per unit optical depth at g (i.e., photons 
sec-1 cm-2 per optical depth per Doppler width), then if s(T, fl varies over 
T much more slowly than the first exponential integral, it can be taken out
side the integral [i.e., s(T, fl = s(T'. fl] resulting in 

where 

_ So(X, f) 
S(x, fl - E(X, fl+ L(x, f) 

E(x, () = I - w(x, () 

L(x, l;) = -½w(x, () E2[T(X, f)] 

and £ 2 is the second exponential integral. 

(26) 

(27a) 

(27b) 

The same reasoning can be applied to the incoherent case and simplified 
further by assuming that the frequency dependence of the source function is 
proportional to the absorption cross section. From Eqs. (9), ( I 0), and (23) 
we then find 

_ So(x, fl 
S(x, fl - <E(x, ()> + <L(x, fl> (28) 

in which 
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00 

<e(x, fl>= J P((- f) [ I - w(x, f)] df (29a) 
-00 

and 

00 

<L(x, fl>=½ J P(t- f) w(x, f) E2[T(X, f)] df. (29b) 
--00 

These functions physically represent the loss rate of photons of frequency 
(, scattered to f. The first term represents subsequent local reabsorption 
and dissipative loss while the second gives the rate of loss by escape from 
the medium without scattering. 

The correction for Rayleigh scattering can be made by noting that re
peated scattering of a photon produces near-isotropy, i.e., the photon loses 
memory of the initial direction. In fact, most of the anisotropy in the source 
function is due to the initial scattering of the solar photon, i.e., Su(x, fl (Chan
drasekhar 1960). If observed at an angle 0 to the incident radiation, the first 
scattering contributes p(0)S0 to the emerging radiation. Higher order scat
tering, which can be assumed isotropic, contributes S(x, fl - So(x, fl. There
fore the emerging flux at µ, = cos 0 is approximately 

00 00 

41r/(µ,) = J d( J : e-n.r.~)/µ{S(x, fl+ [p(0)- I] S0(x, ()}. (30) 
-oc I) 

This method of approximation was checked by comparing it and Chandra
sekhar's exact H function solutions for the Rayleigh case and conservative, 
coherent scattering. The agreement between the two was found to be excel
lent, with errors of only a few percent. 

The disc averaged emission rate is given by 

I 

<41rl> = 2 J µ, dµ, 41rl(µ,, µ,0 ) • (31) 

0 

We have usedµ,= µ,0 (but 0 = 30°) and a single term Gaussian quadrature 
to evaluate the average brightness, i.e., 

<41rl> = 41r/(µ, = µ, 0 = t). (32) 

These seem justifiable assumptions since the variation of 41r/ with µ, was 
found to be quite slow. 

With the above formulae one can evaluate the importance of frequency 
redistribution in formation of the Jovian He airglow line and the adequacy 
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Fig. 3. The average emission rate from Jupiter as a function of the [He]/ [H2 ] ratio for a 
150°K atmosphere computed with various assumptions. Curve A is an exact iterative solution 
to Eq. (25) assuming coherent scattering and the Voigt profile. Curve Bis the Biberman ap
proximation l Eq. (26), (27)] with the above assumptions. Curve C includes frequency redis
tribution with the Doppler profile [ Eq. (5)] while Curve D uses the same formulation as C 
but for coherent scattering. It is concluded that the influence of frequency redistribution is 
negligible for interpretation of the present observations, and the solutions corresponding to 
Curve A provide sufficient accuracy. 
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of the coherent approximation. We have calculated solutions for an isother
mal 150°K atmosphere with K = I 07 and 108 cm2 sec-1 and the following 
cases: A - an exact numerical solution (by iteration) of Eq. (25) for coherent 
scattering using the Voigt profile; B - the Biberman approximation [ Eqs. 
(26) and (27)] for coherent scattering with the Voigt profile; C - the approxi
mate solution [Eqs. (28) and (29)] to non-coherent scattering using the Dop
pler profile and the redistribution function given by Eq. (8); D- the same as 
the preceding case except substituting P(f - t) = o(t - f) in the numerical 
code, i.e. coherent scattering. Results for these cases are shown in Fig. 3. 
The scant difference between solutions A and B shown in the figure demon
strates that Biberman's approximation is excellent, while the dissimilarities 
of B and D indicate the minor (but not insignificant) importance of including 
the Lorentzian wings of the line. Note the small difference between the solu
tions for cases C and D, indicating that the coherent approximation over
estimates the albedo by only - 3%. Even though we have neglected the wings 
in this comparison, the conclusion that the coherent approximation is quite 
adequate still holds since scattering in the wings is itself very nearly coherent 
(Carlson and Judge 1971 ). For comparison with the observations then, we 
have assumed coherent scattering with the Voigt absorption profile, and 
solved Eq. (25) by iteration. The results are presented in the following section. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The disc-averaged 584 A apparent emission rate was calculated for vari
ous values of K and two different temperatures, 150°K and 450°K. For a 
given He-H2 abundance and K the albedo is generally less at higher tempera
tures since the increased scale height places more H2 in and above the region 
of He resonance scattering. The albedos are placed on an absolute scale, ex
pressed in Rayleighs (R), using the central flux (at 1 A. U .) of 1rF >.. = 1.45 x 
1010 photons sec-• cm-2 A-1 as previously discussed. These results are 
shown in Fig. 4 along with the observed datum of 5.1 R. The combination 
of the absolute calibration errors, measurement uncertainties, and uncertain
ties in the solar flux, combine to give an estimated error limit of± 50%. 

A literal interpretation of the Pioneer values ( <41rl> = 5.1 R, K = 3 x 
108 , assuming 150°K) implies a low helium-to-hydrogen ratio, on the order of 
one percent, which might indicate depletion of helium in the Jovian atmo
sphere (Stevenson and Salpeter p. 97). But the case for such depletion is 
weak since the range of uncertainties in both the albedo and K admit 0 < 
[He]/ [H2 ] :,;; 28%. This range of values is consistent with other determina
tions of the [He]/ [H2 ] ratio obtained by a variety of methods: the {3-Sco 
stellar occultation, and infrared measurements from aircraft and Pioneer. 
Values obtained by those methods are summarized in Fig. 5 along with the 
solar value (Hunten and Miinch 1973) of [He]/ [H2 ] = 0.11, although even 
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Fig. 4. The experimental and theoretical average Hel 584 A emission rates from Jupiter. The 
model calculations were performed for coherent scattering and the Voigt profile by exact 
iterative solution of Eq. (25), and normalized using 1rF, = 1.45 x 1010 photons sec- 1 cm-' 
A-, (at I A. U .). The Pioneer IO datum (5. I R) is shown and the combined range of uncertain
ties is indicated. Using the eddy diffusion coefficient determined from the Pioneer-IO Ly
man-a albedo (K = 3 x 10" 'cm' ,ec- 1). indicated by the shaded area, the [Hej / [H,J vol
ume abundance ratio is found to he less than 28'7r but greater than zero. 

the solar value is quite uncertain (Hirschberg 1973). Consideration of these 
available measurements suggests that presently the most reasonable number 
to adopt corresponds to the solar value. If one does indeed assume solar 
composition, the inferred value of K is quite reasonable: K = 3 x I 07 cm2 

sec 1 , and consistent with both the Pioneer and Copernicus values. The rela
tively low K = 101; cm2 sec' from sounding rocket Lyman-a observations 
seems difficult to reconcile with the various estimates of the He abundance 
and the Pioneer helium albedo. 
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Fig. 5. Summary of various determinations of the Jovian atmospheric [He]/ [ H,J abundance 
ratio. Shown is the solar value from Hunten and Munch ( 1973), the aircraft data from Pollack 
( 1976), a stellar occultation determination (Elliot et al. 1974), the Pioneer infrared data (Orton 
p. 206) and the present range for the ratio. The combination of these data suggest solar 
composition. 

Since the ultraviolet determination of the helium abundance depends upon 
relative measurements of two quite different radiation sources - the sun and 
Jupiter-with two quite different instruments, it is important to be able to 
assess their relative consistency. In fact, this can be done by intercomparison 
with a third set of measurements for which mutual observations of the inter
planetary helium glow have been made. Weller and Meier ( 1974) observed 
the interplanetary He 584 A glow as have the Pioneer photometers. Their 
measurements, obtained from Earth orbit at a = 18h show emission rates of 
1.5 ± 0.5 R while our own Pioneer 10 values for the same geometry give 
- 1.8 R. Meier and Weller ( 1974) also measured terrestrial He airglow with 
the same instrument and were able to deduce the solar flux value 7rfl1. = 2 x 
1010 photons sec- 1 cm-2 A- 1 since the thermospheric helium content is rath
er well known. When variations with solar activity are taken into account, 
their solar flux and that used in this work agree to within 25%. Not only do 
these values of brightness and solar flux agree well in the relative sense, 
which is the only necessary requirement, but they also agree well in absolute 
magnitude. This adds confidence to the Lyman-a observations on Pioneer 
IO since the relative calibration between the two channels is more accurate 
than the absolute calibration. 

The He-H2 ratio found above holds only if the Jovian thermospheric tem
perature is not significantly higher than the assumed 150°K. At 450°K, the 
calculations indicate increased He abundances (for the same K). However, 
if these higher neutral temperatures are found, the Lyman-a albedo and eddy 
diffusion coefficient will have to be reconsidered. 
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VI. SUMMARY 

Observations of 5.1 R diffusely reflected Hel 584 A emissions from the 
atmosphere of Jupiter by the ultraviolet photometer on Pioneer IO establish 
the expected presence of He in the giant planet. In order to make a quanti
tative estimate of the relative abundance, we have measured the width and 
intensity of the solar line and compared these measurements with other data 
in order to estimate a line-center flux (at the time of Jupiter encounter) of 
1.45 ± 0.4 x 1010 photons sec- 1 cm-2 A- 1 at I A. U. The assumption of co
herent scattering in formation of the Jovian airglow line was investigated and 
found to be an accurate approximation. The anisotropic angular scattering 
function for He was included in model calculations of the average disc bright
ness. The present status of knowledge of the atmospheric temperature anded
dy diffusion coefficient, which are required in the resonance scattering model 
calculations, have been briefly reviewed. Assuming an isothermal 150°K at
mosphere and the range of eddy diffusion values from the Lyman-a observa
tions of Pioneer I 0, the atmospheric helium-to-hydrogen abundance ratio is 
found to be greater than zero but less than approximately 28%. Calculations 
performed for a 450°K atmosphere indicate higher He abundances if such a 
high neutral temperature is truly characteristic. However, this case would 
require a reassessment of the eddy diffusion coefficient and Lyman-a albedo. 
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MORPHOLOGY OF MOLECULAR ABSORPTION 
ON THE DISK OF JUPITER 

V. G. TEIFEL 
Astrophysical Institute, Alma-Ata 

The general characteristics ,~f' the molecular absorption distrih11tion across the Jo
i·ian disk are deril'ed from analysis of current ohservational data. Most of the ohsen·ed 
peculiarities of' the longitudinal and latitudinal variations of this ahsorption can he ex
plained hy a two-layer model, which .111pposes that molecular hands and lines arcfi1rmed 
within a multiply-scattering. optically-thicl. cloud or haze layer, with a modest amount <~f' 
absorption also occurring in a clear atmospheric layer overlying the cloud. The more 
complicated multilayer models gil'e nearly identical res11/ts: the acc11racy of avail a hie 
hand and line intensity t11l'a.rnre111ents is not high enough to discriminate between two
/ayer and m11/tilayer models. 

The reffectil'ity o/c/011ds and tlw distribution ofhrightncss across theJo,·ian disk are 
reproduced sati.ljiictorily hy theoretical ca/c11/ations fi,r the Henyey-Greenstein scat
tering phase .fimction with asymmetry parameter g = 0.5 -'- 0.1 in red lii;ht. Hown·er, at 
shorter wa1·elength.1· it is necessary to take into account Rayleigh scattering in the atmo
sphere ahm·e the clouds. The upper limit to the H, abundance in the upper atmosphere is 
9 ~ 3 km amagat. and the CH, abundance upper limit derived Ji-om measurements ,~(the 
6190 A and 7250 A hands is - 35 111 wnagat. The mean aerosol scattering col'.fficient is 
estimated to he - (2 - 4) x 10-" cm- 1 • 

The effectil·e upper houndary of the aerosol ha;,e is hii;hest fi,r ohserrntion.1 in the 
ultraviolet and in the centers of strong absorption hands, and it l'aries "·ith latitude hy 
about 8 km; the haze houndary is - 19 km higher in the polar caps than in the equatorial 
heft. The effectil'e re.flectini la_ver lies det'per, and has smaller altitude fluctuations in 
the visual continuum, in weak ah.1orption hands and in the wings of strong hands. 

In recent years considerable attention has been given to studies of varia
tions of the intensities of molecular absorption lines and bands across the 
disk of Jupiter. In conjunction with the results of photometry and polarim
etry of Jupiter's visible surface, data on the characteristics of the changes of 
absorption from the center of the disk to the limb can provide information on 
the probable structure of the cloud cover of this planet, and on the most 
probable gaseous composition of the atmosphere. 

[ 441 ] 
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Here we review briefly recent morphological studies of molecular ab
sorptions, and some related questions concerning the optical properties of 
the clouds and the upper atmosphere of Jupiter. Unfortunately limited space 
permits reproduction of only a selected sample of pertinent figures from the 
cited literature. 

I. OBSERVATIONAL DATA ON THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF MOLECULAR ABSORPTION ACROSS THE JOVIAN DISK 

Following the initial attempts to establish how the intensity of absorp
tion in the CH4 6190 A band varies over the disk of Jupiter (Elvey and Fair
ley I 932; Bobrovnikoff I 933; Eropkin I 933), interest in this question waned 
for 20 years. It was revived again thanks to the work of Hess (1953). who 
measured the equivalent widths of the 6 I 90 A C H 1 and 6450 A N H:i bands 
on spectrograms of several regions of the planet's disk. Subsequently. from 
low-dispersion spectra Teifel ( 1959, I 963, 1964, 1967a, I 968), and Teifel 
and Priboeva (I 963) obtained results in general agreement with those of 
Hess. They confirmed the extremely small dependence of the equivalent 
width, W, and the central depth. R, of the 6 I 90 A band upon position on Ju
piter's disk. From observations made in I 962 and I 963, the variations of 
W and R with latitude appeared to vary no more than 8-10% and were on 
the order of the statistical errors of measurement. A statistical analysis of 
Hess' data also reduces the estimated precision of his measurements to the 
point where it appears that he saw no significant variations in the intensity of 
the 6190 A band. 

During the period 1963-1970, a large number of spectrograms of the 
equatorial region, the central meridian, and various other regions of .Jupiter 
were obtained, from which the variations of the CH4 6 I 90 A and N H3 6450 
A bands have been studied (Avramchuk 1968, 1970, 1972; Teifel 1967b, 
I 969a,h,c; Aksenov et al. 1972; Aksenov I 973). These studies show that 
the intensity of the 6190 A band decreases from the center of the disk to the 
limb at the equator and along the central meridian. The characteristics of 
the variations of the bands are not uniform; the quantities Wand Rat the cen
ter of the disk vary by almost 407c during the period covered by the observa
tions. It is tempting to seek the reason for these differences in actual varia
tions of the structure of .Jupiter's cloud cover. However, photographic mea
surements are subject to significant errors due to photometric calibration 
and other factors related to the photographic process and therefore time
dependent variations determined from photographic observations must be 
regarded with caution. This also significantly affects measurements of changes 
in the intensity of individual molecular lines, which we shall discuss below. 

Aksenov ( 1973) found an interesting peculiarity, namely, variations along 
the equator of the relative depth of the 6190 A CH4 band in the band center, 
R0 , and at wavelength displacements of 25, 50, and 7 5 A from the hand center 
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(R,, R 2 , and R:i, respectively) occur unequally. Out to a distance rx of0.4 of 
the radius from the center of the disk, the steepness increases with transition 
from R0 to R:i. On approaching the limb, where r x > 0.4, the opposite effect 
is observed; that is, R0 has the greatest steepness and R:i the least. This 
peculiarity is seen in both short and long wavelength wings of the bands. 
Confirmation of the reality of this effect would provide a basis for its inter
pretation in terms of vertical inhomogeneity of Jupiter's cloud cover. 

Studies of the more intense CH 4 absorption bands at 7250 A carried out 
by photographic spectroscopy (Teifel 1966; Avramchuk et al. 1972; Ibragi
mov 197 4) show that in the equatorial belt a decrease of W and R is observed 
close to the limb, although absorption in this band is almost unchanged out 
to a distance r x = 0.8 from the center. On the other hand, measurements 
along the central meridian in the same band (Teifel 1966) show an increase 
in absorption from the equator toward middle latitudes, and then a sharp 
weakening of absorption near the poles. The same is observed in the strong 
bands of CH4 at 8860 A and 9900 A. 

Although still only qualitative, the results of photographs of Jupiter made 
through narrowband interference filters centered on the 8860 A CH4 band 
(Owen 1969; Owen and Mason 1969; Kuiper 1972; Minton 1972) are very 
interesting. In agreement with the data cited above, photographs in this 
band show a significant decrease in brightness toward the temperate lati
tudes, indicating increased absorption compared with that in the equatorial 
band. The most interesting features of these pictures are the bright arcs which 
appear near the poles of the planet. These formations are not visible in the 
continuum adjacent to the absorption bands, but are well displayed in both 
the CH4 bands at 8860 A and 9900 A on spectrograms obtained in I 974 by 
V dovichenko and Kuratov using an image intensifier tube at the Kazakh 
Academy of Sciences-Astrophysical Institute Observatory. The appearance 
of bright polar arcs must therefore be connected with a sharp decrease in 
methane absorption near the poles. 

Owen and Westphal ( 1972) have published photometric profiles of Jupi
ter's central m~ridian in the region of the CH4 bands at 8920-8969 A and in 
the neighboring continuum (8200-8400 A) from observations made on 24 
August I 970. Using these profiles, we have attempted to evaluate the lati
tude variation of the depth of the band. On the basis of spectrophotometric 
observations (Taylor 1965; Pilcher et al. 1973) of the depth of the band at 
the center of the disk, we found that R I is 0.86-0. 90. Figure I illustrates the 
latitude dependence of depth, R(cp), that we calculated. The absorption in
creases slowly with latitude up to = 50°-55° to the north and south, but then 
decreases sharply at higher latitudes. 

We turn now to the results of photoelectric measurements of the absorp
tion bands on the Jovian disk. The advantage of these measurements lies 
in their linearity, which facilitates their reduction and statistical analysis. 
This allows better judgement as to the reality of temporal variations of the 
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Fig. I. The latitudinal variations of the central depth of the CH, 8860 A absorption band 
on Jupiter derived from the observations of Owen and Westphal (1972). The value of R 1 
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absorptions, although in this connection photoelectric observations near 
the edge of the disk are somewhat susceptible to errors due to poor seeing. 
Estimates of the continuum level, especially in the neighborhood of infrared 
absorption bands, contain a major source of uncertainty for photoelectric 
as well as photographic spectrophotometry. 

The first observations of this kind were made by Miinch and Younkin 
(1964) who scanned the disk of Jupiter in a series of fixed spectral regions. 
These observations indicated that the intensity of the weak 6190 A C H4 and 
6450 A NH:i bands diminish, at a fixed latitude, towards the limbs. Absorp
tion in the strong 8860 A C H4 band increased with latitude, except in the 
polar regions where a "bright cusp" of radiation reflected by the planet was 
detected. Narrowband photographs later revealed the cusp as a bright polar 
arc. 

From several measurements of the equivalent width of the 6190 A CH4 

band at the center of the disk and at distances r.r = 0.5-0. 7 from the center, 
Boyce ( 1968) concluded that the absorption increases towards the limbs. 
However, his results stand apart from all the others. which show the opposite 
effect. Bugaenko et al. ( 1972) found, from observations made in 1970, that 
absorption in the 6190 A and 7250 AC H 4 bands decreased near the western 
and eastern limbs, compared with the center of the disk. At middle latitudes 
(- 50°), the 6190 A band shows a slight decrease, b~t the 7250 A band dis-
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plays a small increase in strength. Differences in absorption over the bright 
zones and dark belts of Jupiter are lost in the observational errors. Pilcher 
et al. ( 1973) also found no significant variation of absorption in spectral 
scans of four belts on the Jovian disk, although they found differences in 
W amounting to 4 A in the 6190 A band for the Equatorial Zone and South 
Equatorial Belt (there were only two measurements in each). 

The equivalent widths and depths of the 6190 A C H4 band measured at 
several points along the Jovian central meridian in April 1968 (Teifel 1968) 
show only a small latitude variation, lying almost within the estimated error 
limits, although a slight increase of absorption is evident at high latitudes 
(Fig. 2). Observations of the 7250 A band made in 1970 (Teifel 1971) re
veal a more obvious increase in absorption at latitudes between 40° and 60° 
(Fig. 3). The latitude variation of the absorption in this band along the central 
meridian is similar to that of the 8860 A CH 4 band (Owen and Westphal 
I 972 ), as illustrated in Fig. I. The increase of absorption in the 7250 A band 
with latitude was clearly seen in the observations made by A very ct al. 
(I 974 ), which also showed decreases in the strength of absorption in both the 
6190 A and 7250 A bands towards the limb in the equatorial belt. Figure 4 
illustrates our estimate of the most probable range of variations in the depths 
of the 6190 A and 7250 A CH1 bands in Jupiter's equatorial belt, from all 
references cited. 

According to the observations made by A very et al. ( 197 4 ), absorption 
in the 6450 A N H,1 band decreases more sharply from the center to the limbs 
than in the CH4 bands, as Avramchuk ( 1970) also noted. However, this band 
which consists of widely-spaced discrete lines, is difficult to observe and to 
interpret. First, the conditions under which the N H,1 absorptions are formed 
are different from those for CH, since NH:\ condenses in the visible part of 
Jupiter's atmosphere. The N H,1 partial pressure in the upper atmosphere is 
therefore limited by the N H,1 vapor-pressure curve, which drops sharply 
with decreasing temperature. Secondly, by contrast to the closely-packed 
lines in the central regions of the CH 4 bands which can be treated as a single 
absorption, the discrete line structure of the NHa band requires computation 
of a statistical band model. It is desirable to study the variations across the 
Jovian disk of each line in the N H,1 band separately, but the modest spectro
scopic resolution of the existing data does not permit this. 

Binder and McCarthy ( I 97 3) observed large variations in the intensities 
of the CH4 and N Ha bands at 1.3-1.6 µ,m, similar to the results described 
above for the 7250 A CH4 band. Although some differences in specific re
gions along the central meridian are observed in these bands, it would be 
risky to attach much significance to them without an analysis of possible 
errors. Absorption in both bands shows a general tendency to increase with 
latitude. Observations of strengthening of the 1.53 µ,m NH,1 band towards 
the poles and weakening towards the equatorial limbs were described earlier 
by Moroz and Cruikshank ( 1969) and Binder ( 1972). 
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As we have already noted, the measured intensities of the absorption 
bands along the limb are subject to large errors since the brightness gradient 
(limb darkening) is maximum in red light and hence small oscillations of the 
image due to seeing cause significant noise in photoelectric tracings of band 
contours. 1 t is therefore preferable in most cases to make measurements close 
to the center of the disk and encompassing the entire equatorial region, or 
other regions near the planet's equator. When the spectrometer slit is placed 
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along the equator the depths of the band profiles (or the residual intensities) 
are far more accurate than those determined for separate regions near the 
limb. We shall demonstrate below that a comparison of the depths of the 
CH4 absorptions at the center of the disk, R,, and for the entire equator. 
Re, establishes the inapplicability of the simple reflecting-layer model, and 
permits as precise an evaluation of the optical thickness, T. of the atmosphere 
above the visible cloud tops as do measurements made near the limb. We 
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refer here to results of photoelectric spectrophotometric observations made 
by the author in 1968-1974 (Fig. 5). 

We now examine measurements of individual absorption lines. The most 
intense and best resolved lines are observed in the 311:i band ofCH4 at 1.1 µ,m. 
Studies of this band have comprised several papers, although there have 
been few studies of the center-to-limb variations of the line intensities. We 
shall therefore discuss only two papers here. Walker and Hayes ( 1967) mea
sured equivalent widths of lines in the 311:i band at the center of the disk and 
at a distance r x = 0.8 from the center. They concluded that there was no 
detectable center-to-limb variation in line intensity. Detailed studies of the 
center-to-limb variations of five lines of the same band were reported by 
Bergstralh ( 1973) from spectrograms made with the entrance slit placed 
along several chords across the disk, oriented parallel to the equator and to 
the central meridian. Measurements of W show no systematic variation in 
the longitudinal direction larger than the estimated errors of measurement. 
Lines R(3) and R(5) have a slight tendency to increase towards the limbs, but 
this result is not certain. No large variation of W from pole to pole is apparent 
either, but the data on the latitude variation ofline intensity are inconclusive. 

Variations in the very narrow H2 quadrupole lines, in the (4, 0) band near 
6735 A and in the (3, 0) band near 8 I 50 A, are difficult to study by conven
tional spectroscopic techniques. However, by using an interferometric tech
nique, Carleton and Traub (I 974) have obtained very precise photoelectric 
measurements of the profiles of the S( I) lines in both bands over several 
regions on the Jovian disk. They noted that, along with a temporal fluctuation 
in the equivalent widths of these lines, there is a tendency for W to decrease 
by roughly 10% from the center to the east and west limbs, and to increase 
slightly ( < I 0%) in the mid-latitude regions. In other words, the H 2 quad-
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rupole lines appear to display qualitatively similar behavior to that noted 
for the CH1 absorptions. 

Hunt and Bergstralh ( 1974) made many spectroscopic observations of 
the H~ quadrupole lines over the central regions of the Jovian disk during 
1972. They found considerable fluctuation in the equivalent widths: 4 to 
15 mA for the (4, 0) S( I) and 34 to 57 mA for (3. 0) S( I). It is difficult to 
say just how significant these fluctuations were. since the authors presented 
no analysis of possible sources of error in their data. They simply attributed 
their results to variations in the effective level of line formation at various 
latitudes. 

With these, we exhaust the observational data available at the present 
time on the distribution of molecular absorption across the disk of Jupiter. 
In spite of some quantitative differences in the values of Wand R associated 
with different observational techniques and precision of measurement and 
also some possible real changes in the atmosphere of Jupiter, the general 
character of spatial variation of absorption is reasonably well determined: 

I. In the equatorial band of Jupiter, molecular absorption decreases toward 
the limb by I 0-201/r. 

2. To the north and south of the equator absorption in weak bands de
creases with latitude: in medium and strong bands absorption increases 
in the latitude range 40-60°, but not more than 5-7o/c, sharply decreasing 
close to the poles. 

3. Differences in absorption between the dark and light cloud bands of 
Jupiter, according to measurements by various authors, are contra-
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dictory in character but they are most likely absent or occur at the level 
of the errors of measurement. 

4. Time variations of absorption in the central region of the disk of Jupiter 
are noted by the majority of investigators; however, in the absence of 
systematic observations and control, it is impossible to determine exactly 
how much of the variation is real and how much can be attributed to 
methodological error. 

In June and July 1971 we made photoelectric observations in the CH 4 

6190 A band along the equatorial band of Jupiter (Egorov et al. 1971) con
sisting of 878 measurements on 12 nights. A statistical analysis showed that 
the influence of systematic effects, namely possible time-variable absorption, 
was not more than± 3 o/c. An analysis of other observations further indicates 
that time variations are probably less than I 07r. 

Studies of the CH 1 6 I 90 A band and N H;1 6450 A band in spectra of the 
Great Red Spot (G RS) do not disclose any significant differences in absorp
tion compared with the South Tropical Zone (STrZ) (Teifel 1969b, 1970). 
Photoelectric measurements by Bugaenko et al. ( 1972) agree with this result. 
On the other hand, the G RS appears brighter than other planetary details 
in narrowband photographs centered on the strong 8860 A CH 4 band, which 
indicates a decrease in CH 4 absorption above the Spot. We shall return to 
a detailed discussion of this point in Sec. IV. 

II. SPECTRAL REFLECTIVITY OF 
THE CLOUD DECK OF JUPITER 

Theoretical calculations show that the intensity of molecular absorption 
bands and their change from the center to the limb are not very sensitive to 
such characteristics of the aerosol medium as particle albedo and the scat
tering phase function. Therefore it is pointless to use observations of absorp
tion bands to determine these parameters. However, in order to interpret the 
absorption data and to achieve some conformity with the theoretical calcu
lations, it is necessary to assign approximate values to the asymmetric phase 
function and the coefficient of diffuse reflection in the continuous spectrum. 

Unfortunately if we disregard the rather large number of determinations 
of the stellar magnitudes and geometric albedo of Jupiter, there are very few 
measurements of the absolute spectral reflectivity of separate regions of 
the cloud deck of the planet. In the papers by Pilcher and McCord ( I 971) 
and Younkin and Miinch ( 1963) we find only the relative spectral reflectivity 
for a few regions of Jupiter's disk. Absolute photometric data (Litkevich and 
Khodyachikh 1973) and spectrophotometry (Teifel 1971; Bugaenko 1972; 
Pilcher et al. 1973) have been published recently. While these data are in 
satisfactory agreement in the relative sense of r1-../ ri...,,, the absolute values 
show some systematic differences. Thus the coefficient of diffuse reflection, 
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Fig. 6. The absolute spectral reflectivity r(,\) for STrZ and SEB obtained from photoelectric 
measurements in 197 3. 

rA, measured for the center of the Jovian disk in April 1971 by Pilcher et al. 
(1973) is, on the average, 15'7c higher than that measured in April 1969 by 
Bugaenko ( I 972). These differences can be attributed only partially to local 
fluctuations of albedo, while the majority of the disagreement is most likely 
connected with insufficient knowledge of the absolute energy distribution of 
the stellar standards. 

Figure 6 illustrates I\ for the STrZ and the South Equatorial Belt (SEB) 
of Jupiter, as derived from spectrophotometric measurements which we made 
in September 1973. The values of r;_ were obtained by correcting the spectral 
measurements for atmospheric dispersion from photometric profiles of 
Jupiter's central meridian, and fitting the maximum and minimum reflectivi
ties of the planet's disk during this period. 

From all absolute and relative measurements of the reflectivity of the 
.Jovian clouds, there appears to be a maximum in the region 0.57-0.68 µ,m 

and a significant decrease towards shorter wavelengths, with a minimum in 
the region 0.32-0.36 /LID. Further in the ultraviolet (A. < 0.3 µ,m), according 
to observations made above the earth's atmosphere (Wallace et al. 1972), 
there is an increase in the reflection coefficient and the geometric albedo ow-
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ing to Rayleigh scattering in the atmosphere above the visible cloud top. 
At A > 0. 7 ,um the albedo of the cloud material cannot be determined reliably 
because of the very strong CH4 absorption bands, the wings of which over
lap and affect the spectrum even between the bands. 

The decrease of r/\ at shorter wavelengths is more marked in the dark 
clouds, a fact which is manifested in greater contrast on Jupiter's disk in 
violet light than in red. This does not, however, depend on the cloud struc
ture; relatively bluish details are observed on Jupiter, most often in the form 
of small projections on the edges of the dark equatorial belt. These details 
are seen in red light, but they vanish in the blue and violet. We may have 
information here on the stratification of the cloud cover: above the highly 
turbulent and relatively bluish cloud band there is a yellowish haze or cloud 
veil, which absorbs strongly at short wavelengths and has sharp boundaries 
in latitude. 

Figure 7 a illustrates the spectral variation of the relative intensity of 
dark and bright materials (DI B) from photographic and photoelectric photo
metric data. In Fig. 7h, the variation with wavelength of cloud reflectivity 
is shown. lt is interesting to note that as a rule we never find a case when the 
maximum value of rx in red light corresponds to the minimum value in violet 
light within the limits of our spatial resolution on the planet. The only ex
ception is the G RS, which in red light blends in with surrounding back
ground while in violet light there is great contrast against the background 
(Teifel 1969; Reese 1971 ). Therefore, variations of the integrated brightness 
and geometric albedo of Jupiter are connected not only with changes in the 
relative brightness and relative areas of bright and dark material on the disk 
but also with changes of the planet-wide level of reflectivity. According to 
Harris' ( 1961) measurements of the integrated brightness of Jupiter in visible 
light, the greatest amplitude of the variations is ilV( I, 0) = 0.45 mag, which 
corresponds to a change in visual albedo, A 1n by a factor of 1.5. For a plane
tary surface with homogeneous optical properties 

where 

/3 = r(,u = 0.5) 
r(,u = 1.0) 

(1) 

(2) 

is the limb darkening factor and r0 is the coefficient of diffuse reflection at 
the center of the disk. lt can be demonstrated that for a semi-infinite, dif
fusely reflecting atmosphere, a decrease of r0 due to an increase of real ab
sorption in the aerosol is accompanied by an increase of (3. According to 
Eq. (I), a change in A 9 by a factor of 1.5 must therefore correspond to a 
larger change in r0 , and in the same direction. In the case of the Henyey
Greenstein phase function: 
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time of one albedo measurement, and entirely of bright "zone material" at 
the time of another measurement. The contrast of dark to bright material 
would then be DI B = l .65- 1 = 0.6. However, we know from observation 
that Jupiter's visible surface is never uniformly bright or dark; i.e., there is 
always sensible contrast between belts and zones. In other words, the frac
tion of the visible surface represented by, say, bright material is never O or 1. 
Suppose then that the albedo of the bright material was always approximately 
1, and that the only variables were the albedo of the dark cloud material and 
the fraction of the visible surface represented by dark material. In that case, 
higher contrast (D / B < 0.5) would be required to explain the observed 
changes of Jupiter's visual geometric albedo. By inspection of Fig. 7 a, how
ever, such values of DI B are not found on Jupiter at visible wavelengths 
(0.55 µm). It follows therefore that there was global variation in the reflec
tivity of the cloud cover in addition to changes in the relative area and con
trast of the dark belts and bright zones. 

III. LIMB DARKENING, THE PHASE FUNCTION, 
AND SINGLE-SCATTERING ALBEDO 

The determination of the scattering phase function of the cloudy atmo
sphere is the most complex problem of planetary photometry and polarim
etry. 1 It is particularly difficult from Earth-based observations which, for the 
outer planets, cover only a very narrow range of solar phase angles. Since 
the components of these atmospheres are not singly-scattering, the problem 
becomes still more complex. One must determine the parameters of the aero
sol particle-size distribution, the choice of which (Junge distribution, normal 
exponential law, gamma dispersion, etc.) is rather subjective. An estimate 
of the refractive index of the particles is also necessary. The particles are 
usually assumed spherical which, strictly speaking, applies only to liquid 
droplets. The observed photometric properties of a planet (albedo, bright
ness distribution on the disk, degree and angle of polarization, absorption 
band profiles) represent some unknown combinations of these parameters. 
So far it has been impossible in practice to derive the parameters of the scat
tering aerosol particles by inversion of the observed photometric properties. 
The only practical approach to the problem has been to carry out rather vast 
theoretical computations of observed characteristics on the basis of solu
tions of the equation of transfer for different combinations of atmospheric 
parameters. The fact that results obtained from independent methods are 
non-contradictory serves as a good control. It is obvious from comparison 
of given observations with results of the solutions, however, that we have 
only a general idea of the probable values of the parameters within the frame
work of models of the aerosol and gaseous atmospheric components. Un
fortunately we are restricted so far to comparatively mixed data obtained 

'See also pp. 491 and 518. 
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covered by the optically infinite aerosol layer with the Henyey-Greenstein phase function 
characterized by asymmetry parameter f?. 

at different times, which therefore correspond to different states of the Jo
vian atmosphere. 

From photometric observations we obtain a simultaneous determina
tion of the diffuse reflection coefficient, r0 • and the relative distribution of 
brightness across the planetary disk, B(µ,), whereµ., is the cosine of the angle 
of reflection. The scattering phase function and single-scattering albedo, w, 

can then be evaluated from among a selection of possible candidate phase 
functions [ e.g., isotropic; Euler's function, x(y) = I + x1 cosy; the more gen
eral expansion in terms of Legendre polynomials, x(y) = I + x1P 1(cos y) 
+ x2P 2(cos y); the Henyey-Greenstein function, and others]. 

Binder (1972) noted that the Minnaert function 

(4) 

adequately describes the observed brightness variation across Jupiter's disk. 
As is conventional, /.Lo is the cosine of the incidence angle and /.L is the cosine 
of the emergence angle of diffusely reflected radiation, while k is an empiri
cally determined limb-darkening parameter. Equation (4) can also be written 
in linear form as 

log (Bµ,) = log B 0 + k log (µ.,/,L 0), (5) 
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from which k is readily determined. Clearly the Minnaert function provides 
a convenient single-parameter description of the brightness variation. 

Loskutov (1971) and Dlugach and Yanovitskii (1974) have computed 
theoretical brightness distributions at 0° phase angle for a planet with a ho
mogeneous, semi-infinite atmosphere for the selection of scattering phase 
functions listed above. We have compared these theoretical variations with 
the empirical Minnaert function [Eq. (4)]. It appears that for all tabulated 
values of the asymmetry parameter in the phase functions and for any value 
of the single-scattering albedo, w, Eq. (4) provides a good approximation to 
the brightness variation forµ, > 0.3, i.e., for all well-measured regions of the 
planet's disk (Teifel 1975a). The observed brightness variation in both the 
visual and near-infrared spectral regions satisfies Eq. (4) at all solar phase 
angles. 

The limb-darkening coefficient, k, constrains one class of phase functions 
through a well-defined empirical relationship with the reflection coefficient, 
r0 , for given values of the asymmetry parameter, g, and single-scattering al
bedo, w. Figure 9 illustrates the dependence of k on r0 for different values of 
g and w for the Henyey-Greenstein phase function. Inspection of this figure 
indicates the precision to which k and r0 must be determined to derive g and 
w with sufficient accuracy. 
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We evaluated the limb-darkening coefficient, k. in a series of spectral re
gions from photographs of Jupiter made in 1962 at phase angles between 2~1 
and 9~4, and from spectra obtained in 1964. The 1962 photographs were es
pecially interesting because in that period the equatorial band of Jupiter 
appeared considerably filled with dark material. For comparison with the 
theoretical relationship for k(r0 ), we used approximate values of r0 deter
mined from isophotometric tracings of the photographs and data on the ab
solute reflectivity of the entire disk of Jupiter in 1962 taken from Taylor's 
(I 965) spectrophotometric studies. The results are illustrated in Pig. I Oa. 

Spectrograms of the Jovian equatorial belt were obtained in good seeing 
with exposures of 6 to 20 sec. Photometric profiles were made crosswise 
to the dispersion in relatively narrow spectral intervals, Ii,\, from 32 A at 
0.388 µ,m to 200 A at 0.596 µ,m. The reflection coefficients were calculated 
from absolute spectrophotometric measurements made by Bugaenko ( 1972) 
in 1969 and by the author in 1970 and 1973, with allowances for the differ
ences in the relative brightness of the equatorial belt in those years. Figure 
I Ob shows that for ,\ > 0.5 µ,m the observed and theoretical values of k(r0 ) 

agree for g = 0.45. For wavelengths of 0.53 µ,m and 0.625 µ,m the 1962 ob
servations yielded values of k and r0 close to the theoretical curves for g = 
0.55 - 0.65, i.e .. for moderate asymmetry of the scattering phase function. 
From photometric observations made in I 971 Binder and McCarthy (I 973) 
found a value of I (± 0.02 to 0.05) for the limb-darkening coefficient, k, at 
wavelengths 0.59, 0.64 and 0.72 µ,m, from which we derive g = 0.35 ± 0.05 
in red and orange light. 

According to Tomasko et al. ( 197 4 ), the distribution of relative intensity 
along the Jovian equator in red light, from Pioneer IO measurements at phase 
angles from 34° to I 09°, satisfactorily fits calculations for g = 0.5.~ Although 
the best agreement comes from a combination of the Henyey-Greenstein 
function for the cloud layer with some small degree of continuous absorp
tion in the atmosphere above the cloud, one cannot consider this an argument 
in favor of the reality of absorption in the continuum. Most likely the real 
phase function of the aerosol differs slightly from the Henyey-Greenstein 
function. Nonetheless it is interesting to note that the value of the asymmetry 
parameter is remarkably different from values which correspond to strong 
elongation of the phase function in the forward direction. Therefore, both 
the groundbased and spacecraft photometric data indicate that the parti
cles in the Jovian cloud deck are not very large compared to the wavelength 
of yellow and red light. 

The best agreement of theoretical calculations of the degree of polariza
tion of the Jovian clouds with the polarimetric measurements made by Moro
zhenko and Yanovitskii ( 1973) is obtained with a mean geometric particle 

2See, however, p. 504. 
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radius a 0 = 0.2 µ,m, refractive index n = I. 36 ± 0.0 I, and the parameter of 
the normal-logarithmic law of particle-size distribution <r" = 0.3. At 0.59 µ,m 
wavelength the polydispersing phase function calculated with these parame
ters has the asymmetry coefficient 

· I 

g= <cosy> =1 J ;x(y) cosy d(cosy) = 0.76. (6) 
-J 

Loskutov (197 la,h) found similar results. Polarization measurements there
fore indicate a more forward-elongated phase function but not too large mean 
radius of the Jovian cloud particles. The discrepancy should not discourage 
us, however, since the interpretation of the polarimetric measurements de
pends on several assumptions. Furthermore, as we have already noted, the 
possibility of real temporal variability in the optical properties of the cloud 
particles cannot be excluded owing to the lack of simultaneous polarimetric 
and photometric observations. 

Along with the uncertainty in the value of the asymmetry parameter, g, 
an uncertainty in the single-scattering albedo, w,., also remains. It is well 
established that scattering by the aerosol component in Jupiter's atmosphere 
is significantly non-isotropic. For the various observed reflection coeffi
cients, r0 , w,. must be larger than the corresponding value for isotropic scat
tering. It is most likely that w, in red light for Jupiter lies between 0.993 and 
0.997. However, these limits, which are related to variations in the visual 
albedo of the clouds, might be significantly wider with the result that greater 
certainty in the value of w,. can be obtained only when both r0 and k can be 
determined simultaneously. The value of w, is still less reliably known at 
shorter wavelengths, especially at 'A < 0.5 µ,m, where Rayleigh scattering 
in the atmosphere above the cloud tops becomes significant. 

IV. RAYLEIGH SCATTERING AND THE OPTICAL THICKNESS 
OF THE ATMOSPHERE ABOVE THE CLOUDS 

As Fig. IO illustrates the observed behavior of k(r0) at short wavelengths 
does not follow the theoretical calculations for any single value of the asym
metry parameter, g. Instead k(r0) deviates towards decreasing degrees of 
forward extension of the scattering phase function with decreasing wave
length. This effect cannot be associated with the properties of the aerosol 
particles since, for a given dispersion of particle sizes, the parameter g would 
either increase quickly with decreasing wavelength or would remain almost 
constant. The reason for the deviation must be sought in Rayleigh scattering, 
which can decrease the asymmetry of the phase function if the gas and aero
sol form a homogeneous mixture, or decrease the limb darkening by super
posing the brightness of a pure gaseous atmosphere above the cloud surface. 
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In the first case, we can evaluate the relative contribution of Rayleigh 
scattering 

(7) 

where ffn and u a are the Rayleigh and aerosol volume scattering coefficients. 
Yanovitskii has kindly made available his computations based on the phase 
function obtained from polarimetric observations of Jupiter. From his values 
we find that the observed limb darkening and reflectivity may be obtained at 
o ~ 0.05 between 0.40 µ,m and 0.45 µ,m, and that we can reproduce the ob
served limb darkening. This gives us a rough estimate for the lower limit of 
the aerosol volume scattering coefficient if we assume a pressure P = 0.5 
atm at the effective level at which the short wavelength radiation is reflected. 
At this pressure, uR = 4.6 x I o-H cm-1 and for o = 0.05 we have 

I 
U"a = <s- I) (J"// = 20ul/ = 9 X 10-1 cm- 1 • (8) 

In the second case, we suppose that Rayleigh scattering is significant only 
in the atmosphere above the cloud top. The visual coefficient of reflection, 
r(µ,), is then related to the characteristics of the underlying cloud surface, 
r,, 1 and k1 , and to the optical thickness of the Rayleigh-scattering atmosphere, 
Tn, by the following approximate expression (assuming µ, = µ, 0): 

(9) 

where 

/J../' = [ As M2(µ,) -Ase- 2TJ/'/J. ] µ,. ( IO) 
I -A.,C(T//) 

Here As is the spherical albedo of the underlying surface, C(Tn) is the spheri
cal albedo of the planet with the surrounding Rayleigh atmosphere (sup
posing the underlying surface has A = 0), M(µ,) is an auxiliary function, and 
rn is the coefficient of reflection of the Rayleigh atmosphere for A = 0 (taken 
from the tables of Coulson et al. 1960). The quantity M is calculated from 
the tables of Morozhenko and Yanovitskii ( I 964). From Eqs. (9) and ( I 0), 
we have calculated a series of graphs which show the dependence between 
the limb darkening factor [see Eq. (2)] and the brightness coefficient, r1 

(µ, = I), for different values of r" 1 , k1 , and TR· Figure 11 illustrates such a 
series of curves for a cloud deck phase function with R = 0. 5. Using this 
graph with an observed value of r1 (µ, = I) and /3, as arguments, it is easy to 
find the quantities Tn and r,11 • At 0.40 µ,m we find from our 1964 measure
ments that Tn = 0.08 ± 0.03 which corresponds to an equivalent H 2 abun
dance U(H 2) = 9 ± 3 km amagat in the atmosphere above the clouds. Krugov 
( 1972) found a similar result from measurements of photographs at wave
lengths of 0.36 µ,m and 0.39 µ,m. It must be noted that analogous computa-
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tions with phase functions obtained by Morozhenko and Yanovitskii ( 1973) 
lead to still smaller values of TR and U(H 2), although the same authors de
rived from polarization data models with a Rayleigh atmosphere above the 
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Fig. 12. Spectrograms of the South Tropical Zone with the Great Red Spot obtained in 1964. 
The thin line under the G RS spectrum is caused by a slit defect. 

clouds of thickness TR = 0.1 at 0.375 µ,m, which corresponds to TR = 0.08 
at 0.40 µ,m, and hence U(H 2 ) = 8.5 km amagat. A larger value of U(H2 ) can 
be obtained only if the correction for~, is not taken into account in Eq. (9). 
Then TR = 0.12 ± 0.03 at 0.40 µ,m and U(H2) = 13 ± 3 km amagat. Thus 
the limb darkening measurements imply that the abundance of molecular 
hydrogen in the atmosphere above the clouds cannot exceed 10 km amagat, 
in contrast to the results obtained from measurements of the H 2 quadrupole 
absorption lines, as interpreted with the simple reflecting-layer model. 

Polarimetric measurements from Pioneer IO (Coffeen I 974) give TR = 
0.05-0.12 at 0.44 µ,m wavelength in a model which supposes a Lambert 
reflection law for the underlying cloud surface. The large amplitude of the 
fluctuations in TR (which are directly correlated with fluctuations in the albe
do of the underlying cloud surface) raises some doubts; Coffeen emphasizes 
that these preliminary results are strongly model-dependent, however. 
Nonetheless it is interesting that the range of heights thus derived for the 
upper boundary of the clouds is close to the range of variation with latitude 
as derived from the CH4 8860 A band. On the other hand, Owen and Sagan 
( 1972) derived U(H2) = 5 km amagat from data obtained with the ultraviolet 
spectrometer on the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory's OAO-2. 

The dependence of the limb darkening coefficient k on wavelength was 
also studied for the G RS from measurements of its relative intensity at dif
ferent distances from the central meridian. For this study the mean of 40 
spectrograms obtained by Teifel (1967c) on 13-14 December 1964 were re
duced according to the Minnaert function [Eq. (4)]. The quality of the spec
trograms can be evaluated from the reproduction of one of them in Fig. 12. 
In 5 regions of the spectra and in the limits of the spectral intervals ~A, the 
limb darkening coefficient of the STrZ (kz), and the quantity ks - kz were 
found, from which it was possible to determine ks for the G RS, its relative 
intensity at µ, = µ,0 = I, and the reflection coefficient rs0 by comparison with 
rz0 for the STrZ. All of these data are presented in Fig. 13 which shows that 
ks - kz is always less than zero; i.e., the limb darkening of the GRS is less 
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than that in neighboring regions, as it must be since true absorption in the 
Spot increases toward short wavelengths faster than it does for other fea
tures on Jupiter. The dependence of k8 (r80 ) given by computations gives an 
analogous result; -r8 is greater over the GRS than over its surroundings. A 
similar result is also obtained from photometric measurements of the relative 
intensity of the G RS when it is near the limb, as has been determined from a 
series of 62 photographs of Jupiter in blue light (21-22 September 1963). Of 
course the absolute value of -r8 is not known with sufficient reliability for 
many cases, but qualitatively these results may be considered as evidence 
that the surface of the G RS as seen in visible light does not rise above the 
surrounding cloud layer.a 

As an alternative, we might speculate that the scattering phase function 
in the G RS differs from that of the surrounding cloud surface, but this does 
not solve the problem. We need measurements of the contrast of the GRS in 
ultraviolet radiation in different positions on the Jovian disk. So far, mea
surements similar to those described above have only been obtained in the 
visible part of the spectrum (Kartashov 1972). 

V. MOLECULAR ABSORPTION IN THE METHANE BANDS 
AND THE VOLUME DENSITY OF THE AEROSOL COMPONENT 

The discussion and interpretation of existing data regarding molecular 
absorption on Jupiter's disk has been the subject of several papers in recent 
years. For the most part, they begin from the theoretical problem of line 
formation in homogeneous cloud layers and proceed to analytical expres
sions for computing line equivalent widths at various points on the disk 
(e.g., Chamberlain 1965, 1970; Lenoble 1968; McElroy 1969; Pilcher et al. 
1973), or give computational results obtained from homogeneous or multi
layer models with isotropic or simple nonspherical phase functions for the 
scattering aerosol (Danielson and Tomasko 1969; Hunt 1973; Avery et al. 
1974; Bergstralh 1973; Teifel l969a,b,c; Teifel and Usoltzeva 1973; Mich
alsky et al. 1974). For weak lines and absorption bands in two-layer models, 
analytical expressions were derived by Sobolev ( 1972, 1973) and Rozenberg 
(I 962), and used by Loskutov (197 4 ), Teifel (1971 ), Anikonov (I 97 4 ), and 
others. 

As with other photometric and spectral studies, the primary step in inter
preting the data consists of computing a series of variants of the basic model, 
following a selection of more or less reasonable estimates of the structure 
and optical properties of the medium in which the absorption occurs, and 
then comparing the observations with the computations. Without taking time 
for a complete exposition, we present here a rather simple and straightfor
ward method for calculating absorption for a model in which lines and bands 

"See, however, p. 534. 
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are formed within a homogeneous, semi-infinite cloud layer as well as in a 
pure gaseous layer overlying the clouds. This method incorporates existing 
computations of the brightness distribution across the planetary disk with 
the Henyey-Greenstein phase function, but it could also be applied to other 
phase functions for which diffuse reflection coefficients and coefficients of 
limb darkening have been computed. 

Molecular absorption in a cloud with multiple scattering results in a lower
ing of the visual albedo (i.e., the coefficient of diffuse reflection) of the cloud 
layer at the wavelengths of the absorption bands because the single scattering 
albedo at these wavelengths, wv, decreases as compared with the single scat
tering albedo in the continuum, w,.: 

(11) 

where 

(12) 

and Kv is the volume coefficient of true molecular absorption. 
Calculation of the central depths of absorption lines or bands formed in a 

scattering medium at various points on the disk 

R '( ) _ I _ rvCwv, g, µ,, Jl,o) 
µ,, Jl,o - ( ) r,. w,., g, µ,, Jl,o 

(13) 

can be greatly simplified if we recall that the change in brightness across a 
planetary disk in a semi-infinite atmosphere is well represented by the Min
naert function [Eq. (4)]. From this formula it follows that 

or when µ, = Jl,o, 

(15) 

where k1 and k,. are the coefficients of limb darkening in the center of the ab
sorption band and in the continuous spectrum, respectively, and R; is the 
central depth of absorption atµ,= µ,0 = I. The quantities I - R; and 2(k1 -

kc) can be derived empirically as functions of log f3v (Fig. 14) for given g and 
re from the theoretical limb darkening computations for various phase func
tions (e.g., Loskutov 197Ia,b; Dlugach and Yanovitskii 1974). These em
pirical relationships can be used to compute profiles of Lorentz lines formed 
entirely within the cloud layer. At any point in the line 

(16) 
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or 

where 
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log f3v = log f3v 0 - log ( l + a~) , 

a= v - Vo 
<XoPe 

(17) 

(18) 

and where a.0 is the halfwidth of the line at standard temperature and pres
sure (NTP) and Pe is the effective pressure. Figure 14 is entered with log f3v 
as the argument to obtain (I - R;)v and 2(k1 - k,,)v, from which (I - R~.v) is 
then computed [ cf. Eq. ( 15)]. Figure 15 compares profiles computed this 
way for R 1 = 0.5, atµ.= 1.0 and 0.5, with the corresponding Lorentz pro
files. 
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Fig. 14. The dependence between 1-R;, :?.(k -k,.) and log {3. calculated for an optically infinite 
and homogeneous aerosol layer with g = 0.5 and r,. = 0.785. 

The majority of lines in Jupiter's spectrum are in the red and infrared re
gion, where re is maximum. It is evident from inspection of Fig. 9 that the 
variation of absorption from center to limb must depend only weakly on the 
form of the phase function, since the curves of k(r0 ) are almost parallel where 
r0 > 0.5. 

In a real planetary atmosphere, some part of the molecular absorption 
must occur in the clear (i.e., non-scattering) atmosphere above the clouds. 
We therefore generalize Eq. (14) to account for this absorption as follows: 

l - R (µ, /J,o) = ( l - R;) (/J,/J,o)lk1 - kr) e-rv 111µ + Wo) ( 19) 
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or, assuming for simplicity thatµ,= µ, 0 , 

(20) 

R 1 denotes the observed band depth at µ, = µ, 0 = I, which is a function of 
molecular absorption within the clouds as well as in the clear atmosphere 
above them, in contradistinction to R; which depends only on absorption 
within the clouds. From Eqs. ( 19) and (20), ( I - R 1) = (I - R;)e-2'v. A few 
results of computations for R = 0.5 and r,. = 0. 785 are illustrated in Fig. 16. 

It is not difficult to demonstrate that the ratio 

I - R', I - R 2 

D = ( I - R;-f ( I - R i)~ (21) 

is independent of the optical depth Tv of the atmosphere above the clouds, 
and that for a given scattering function, D can also be calculated from 
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Fig. 17. The value of log D versus R; for two asymmetry parameters of phase function (see 
text). 

0.521h"t - h·r) 

D= 1-R; . (22) 

D(R;) is not strongly dependent on the asymmetry parameter, g, of the phase 
function (see Fig. 17). Measurements of R I and R2 (i.e., absorption band 
depth atµ, = 1.0 and 0.5) give us D through Eq. (21) and then from Eq. (22), 
we can derive ( I - R;). In turn, we find Tv from the formula 

I 1-R' 
Tv = - 2 In I_ R: . (23) 
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As noted earlier, the most reliable measurements are generally made near 
the center of the disk and along the entire equator. Clearly, the depth of an 
absorption band profile can be determined much more precisely if the spec
trometer slit covers the entire equator than if separate regions of the disk 
close to the limb(µ, = 0.5) are measured, especially if seeing conditions are 
poor. Let us measure band depths R 1 and R,,, where 

R = I - Bev 
e Bee. (24) 

Bev and Bee represent the brightness of the entire equatorial belt included by 
the spectrometer slit, in the band center and in the continuum interpolated 
to the band center, respectively. Using our earlier theoretical calculations, 
we can determine Re as a function of Tv and the apparent depth of the band 
at the center of the disk, R 1• Assuming µ, = µ, 0 for simplicity, we find 

(25) 

where r .r is the distance from the center of the disk in units of the radius (µ, 
= VI - ri, along the equator). Figure 18 shows the results of calculating Re 
(Tv) for the 6190 and 7250 A CH4 bands, assuming a constant value of R 1, 

and g = 0.5. This figure also illustrates the relationship between R; and Tv· 

Obviously we can determine Tv, given measurements of R 1 and Re and an 
assumed value for g. 

Let us now consider some observational results. A simple reflecting-layer 
model which supposes that all methane absorption occurs in the clear atmo
sphere above the cloud tops, predicts an equatorial band depth equal to 

f +l/1:'.h"c- I e-:2,,,;µ dr 
R = I - -I,- X 

e I+ 1 II :'.J.:,. - I dr . 
-Ir J 

(26) 

while the depth for the center of the disk is 

(27) 

Our observed value of R 1 = 0.200 for the 6190 A band gives rj = 0.12 and 
hence Re= 0.240. However, our photoelectric measurements made in 1968-
197 4 indicate that the depths of both methane absorption bands are always 
less for the whole equator than for the center of the disk (see Fig. 5), con
trary to the prediction of the reflecting-layer model. We conclude that the 
simple reflecting model is not applicable. 

We have calculated and plotted graphically the quantity R 1 for each data 
point in Fig. 5, in a manner analogous to Fig. I 8, and then determined the 
corresponding values of Tv· The optical depth of the atmosphere above the 
cloud tops was found to be 0.0 < Tv < 0.02 for CH4 6190 A, and 0.04 < Tv 

< 0.07 for CH 4 7250 A. 
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Fig. 18. The change of R,. and R; versus T,, at two values of the visible absorption band depth 
R I at the center of the disk (see text). 

The majority of absorption observed in both methane bands therefore 
occurs within the cloud layer and not in the overlying clear atmosphere. We 
have reached the same conclusion as a result of our measurements of the 
depths of the same bands at the center and at the limb of the J avian disk (Teif
el 1969, 1971; Bugaenko et al. 1972). 

We can also compare the variation of CH4 absorption along the Jovian 
equator, computed theoretically from our two-layer model, with centralband 
depths calculated from photoelectric measurements by Avery et al. (1974). 
The probable errors quoted for the band depths correspond to the estimated 
relative errors of the band equivalent widths. Figure 19 demonstrates that 
the observed variation can be matched within the estimated error limits by 
our "semi-infinite cloud layer plus pure gaseous upper atmosphere" model 
[cf., Eqs. (I 9) and (20)]; the match is no worse than that given by the in
homogeneous (multilayer) model used by Michalsky et al. ( 1974) to interpret 
the same observations. The modest spatial resolution and the uncertainties 
in W and R of the existing observational material do not permit us to discrim
inate between homogeneous and inhomogeneous models, since both classes 
of models fit the observations equally well. Moreover, the available data set 
does not permit a choice among different variants of the multilayer model 
(i.e., variations of the optical depth of the upper cloud layer and/ or the op
tical thickness of the clear gas layer between the cloud decks), as calculated 
by Michalsky et al. (1974). 

Taking all observations into consideration, we can calculate upper limits 
of 0.03 and 0.10 for r v• the optical depth in the 6190 A and 7250 A bands 
respectively, of the clear atmosphere above the cloud tops. We can then 
estimate approximate absorption coefficients in these bands by the following 
line of reasoning. The methane path-length in these bands (assuming a re-
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fleeting-layer model) is Lrn, = 133 m amagat (Owen 1969). For Rmo = 0.20 
and R 7250 = 0.58, we obtain T/1!,o = 0.112 and Ti'250 = 0.434 in the reflecting
layer model. Since 
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(28) 

where Lis the path length, it follows that 

K,fHw = 8.42 x I 0- 4 (m amagat)- 1 

(29) 

Kf250 = 3.26 x I o-:i (m amagat)- 1 • 

The upper limit to the reduced methane abundance in the Jovian upper atmo
sphere, derived from the upper limits to Tv in the two bands, is then 

Urn.:-:; 36 ± 2 m amagat from 6190 A 
(30) 

Urn, :S 3 I ± 2 m amagat from 7250 A . 

If the upper limit to the H 2 concentration in the upper atmosphere is taken to 
be 10km amagat, and if n(H 2)/n(He)= 5, the relative methane concentra
tion is 

(3 I) 

The latitude variation of absorption in the 8860 A band of methane (Owen 
and Westphal 1972) can be interpreted in terms of our simple two-layer 
model as the combined result of absorption within the cloud layer and in the 
clear atmosphere above the clouds. We can estimate the probable optical 
depth of the upper atmosphere in this band through Bugaenko's interpreta
tion of Cruikshank's laboratory data on the relative absorption coefficients 
in the centers of the 8860 A and 7250 A methane bands, namely 

K~'~!ill = 7 8 
* .. 

K7150 

(32) 

Thus, if Tv :S 0.10 in the 7250 A band, we obtain the upper limit T 881;o :S 
0.78. The most probable value of T 7250 is approximately 0.05, from which it 
follows that T 88@ = 0.4. 

Let us suppose momentarily that the observed variations of R88,;o along 
the central meridian are due solely to variations in the optical depth of the 
atmosphere above the cloud tops. Absorption within the cloud layer is char
acterized by the quantity R;. If we choose the values g = 0.5 and r,. = 0. 785 
for the optical parameters of the cloud particles, we can compute [ Eq. (20)] 
the quantity T,, at various points along the central meridian ( Fig. 20). The 
upper limit Tv :": 0. 78 is probably unrealistic because very strong limb dark
ening would be observed along the Jovian equatorial belt for such an opti
cal depth (Fig. 21 ). No one has published quantitative photometric measure
ments along the equator in the 8860 A band, but narrowband photographs 
(Owen 1969: Owen and Mason 1969: Kuiper 1972: Minton 1972) appear to 
show, qualitatively. weaker limb darkening in the 8860 A band than in the 
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neighboring continuum. Binder and McCarthy ( 1973) found a limb darkening 
coefficient of approximately I in the wings of the strong CH 4 band at 0.9 µ,m. 
We shall therefore adopt the "most probable" value derived above, 7 88,m 

= 0.4, for further analysis. In this case, the variations ofTv are on the order 
of 45'X near latitudes ± 60° and in general, T,, is maximum near l<t>I = 45°. 
The maximum height difference in the effective cloud top near l<t>I = 45° 
would be .'.lz = 8.6 km for an adiabatic, or .'.lz ~ 7.5 km for an isothermal 
atmosphere (assuming scale height H = 20 km). The cloud boundary would 
be lower at middle latitudes than in the equatorial region. By this interpre
tation the cloud boundary must be 19 km higher in the atmosphere in the 
polar regions than at the equator. The latter supposition is consistent with 
ultraviolet photographs of Jupiter (Fountain 1972), in which the polar re
gions appear dark even at 3000 A, while slight limb brightening due to Ray
leigh scattering is evident at low and middle latitudes. On the other hand, 
Gehrels et al. ( 1969)4 concluded from polarimetry that the atmosphere above 
the cloud tops is nearly IO times deeper in the polar regions than at the equa
tor. Evidently these measurements are actually related to a latitude near 50° 
rather than the poles. In that case, the polarimetric results agree qualita
tively with the absorption band data, although large quantitative discrepan
cies remain. 

4See p. 534. 
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Fig. 21. The relative brightness HI B., distribution over the planetary disk at some values of 
the central absorption band depth R, and optical thickness of outer atmosphere T., for the 
cloud layer with r,. = 0.785 and g = 0.5. 

Saturation of the stronger lines near the center of the 8860 A band would 
correspond to values of iiz approximately 1.5 times larger than those esti
mated above. These estimates are upper limits to the amplitude of the height 
variations, since we have attributed all differences in the absorption to dif
ferences in the thickness of the upper atmosphere, and have so far neglected 
possible variations of the density of the underlying cloud layer which might 
manifest themselves (through variations in R;) in the absorption measured 
near the centers of strong bands (Teifel 1975h). 

Woodman ( 197 4) recently measured residual intensities in the near
infrared methane bands over the G RS, ( I - RJ, and over the STrZ, ( I -
Rz), He found that the ratio ( I - Rz)I ( I - RJ was approximately equal to 
0.65 when ( I - Rz) = 0.1. By inspection of Figs. I and 20, we find ( I -
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Rz) = 0.1 and Tz = 0.44 for the STrZ in the 8860 A band. If we suppose that 
absorption within the cloud layer is the same for the G RS and the STrZ, i.e., 
( I - R,;) = ( I - R~). we find Ts = 0.22 and thus conclude that the effective 
upper cloud boundary must be higher by ..lz = 14 km in the G RS than in the 
STrZ. However, Woodman found that when (I - Rz) = 0.5, the residual 
intensities over the G RS and STrZ are equal [ (1 - Rz) I (I - R,) = I]; 
that is, medium and weak absorption bands, and the wings of strong bands, 
are not significantly different over the G RS and STrZ. As noted earlier, our 
own observations of the 6190 A band showed no difference in absorption 
over the G RS and over its surroundings. Since the effective depth of ab
sorption must be less in the core of a strong band than in its wings or in 
weak bands, it appears that the higher residual intensity observed in the 
core of the 8860 A band over the G RS corresponds to decreased R_; ( due 
to, say, vertical distribution of aerosol density in the G RS near the effective 
level of formation of the band core) rather than to an elevated effective 
cloud boundary (decreased T.s). 

Let us therefore consider the supposition that it is absorption within the 
cloud layer (characterized by R;), and not Tv, which varies with latitude. By 
assuming constant Tv we can estimate limits to the fluctuations in R; and 
hence in the density of the cloud material. Our information on Tv in the 6190 
A and 7250 A bands permits an approximate evaluation of the mean volume 
scattering coefficient of the cloud layer at the effective depth of formation of 
bands that are not too strong. We calculate 

(33) 

and thence determine f3v by inspection of Fig. 14. We then compute the vol
ume absorption coefficient Kv, assuming P,, = I atm and Arn4 = 3 x 10--:i_ 
Finally, 

(34) 

The quantity u-a is insensitive to variations in Tv with amplitude on the order 
of the precision to which Tv is determined. On the average 

U'a = (2 to 4) X J0-6 cm-t. (35) 

From the particle parameters determined by polarimetry, the scattering cross 
section of a single particle is Su = 5 x I 0-9 cm2 and the particle concentra
tion is therefore Na = 6 x I 02 cm-:1• The corresponding volume density of 
the aerosol is approximately 

Q - 4 -:i N " - :f1ra Pa a (36) 

where ii is the mean particle radius and p" = 0.82 g cm-:1 is the density of 
solid NH:i. If ii = 0.2 µ.m, we obtain 
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Q,, = (I to 2) x I 0- 11 g cm-:1. (37) 

Cloud densities at the effective depth of formation of the cores of strong bands 
can vary with latitude by a factor of two if T,(cp) is constant. However, T, 

must decrease at the polar caps to avoid an absurd result. 
Although mechanisms of cloud formation from N Ha crystals have been 

considered extensively (Lasker I 963; Lewis 1969; Sorokina et al. I 972; 
Khodyachikh I 972; Weidenschilling and Lewis I 973), existing models of 
the upper cloud layers do not account for a number of other possible factors. 
Specifically, the role of meteoritic dust in the formation of an aerosol haze 
at high altitudes has never been discussed. Spectrophotometry of Jupiter at 
short wavelengths and observations of satellite eclipses ( Price and Hall 1971 ; 
Price et al. 1972; Greene and Smith I 974) indicate the presence of such a 
haze. These observations are consistent with a considerable quantity of aero
sols at the atmospheric level where the molecular number density is nu = 
1018 cm-'1• which corresponds to U(HJ = I km amagat. The relationship 
governing the variation of the aerosol number density with altitude may there
fore differ from earlier estimates by a factor related to the sublimation con
ditions (Teifel 197 3 ). A new candidate for the high-altitude haze has been 
suggested by Prinn (1974)/ who considered a hydrazine aerosol formed by 
photochemical action of solar ultraviolet on NHa in the Jovian stratosphere. 

A multi-layered structure of Jupiter's upper cloud cover is not excluded. 
Along this line, let us consider one result of the photometric studies of Jovian 
atmospheric activity at different wavelengths. Using photometric coefficients 
of atmospheric activity determined from observations made in 1962-63 (Ak
senov et al. 196 7; Sorokina and Priboeva I 972; Sorokina 1973; Petrov a and 
Sorokina I 973), we analyzed the asymmetry of activity in the northern and 
southern hemispheres from two characteristics, namely, a coefficient of ac
tivity asymmetry 

L = R.v - Rs 
" R.v + Rs 

(38) 

where RN and Rs are the photometric coefficients of activity for each hemi
sphere (Focas and Banos 1964), and a coefficient of the asymmetry of in
stability 

L = S, - Ss 
" S.v + S.1· 

(39) 

where 

U'.v Sv=-=-, 
. R.,· 

(40) 

'Seep. 333. 
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and where Rs and R, are the mean values of the activity coefficients for the 
entire observing season, and <r., and <Ts are the dispersions of R, and Rs. 

The asymmetry of the activity coefficient, expressed in terms of L", keeps 
the same sign at all wavelengths (Fig. 22). However, the trend of increased 
L" towards shorter wavelengths is accompanied by a decrease in the asym
metry of instability, Ls. In fact, the shapes of the two curves are approxi
mately opposite to one another for the period 1962-1968: L,, is negative, but 
Ls changes sign from negative to positive in the transition from long to short 
wavelengths. A kind of transition is apparent in I 966-1967, with both Ls and 
La roughly independent of wavelength. It is interesting to note that no corre
lation is evident between the values of the activity coefficients at short and 
long wavelengths, while a correlation is observed in neighboring parts of the 
spectrum. Evidently, fluctuations of the relative quantity of dark and light 
material observed at different wavelengths have a different character and are 
related to different levels in the atmosphere; i.e., processes visible at short 
wavelengths originate at higher altitudes than those seen at longer wave
lengths. We may speculate that ultraviolet observations (A < 0.35 µ,m) and 
narrowband observations in the centers of strong absorption bands sample 
only the upper reaches of the extended aerosol haze. They may therefore 
reflect greater (relative) spatial and/ or temporal fluctuations of aerosol den
sity than do observations related to deeper layers of the aerosol haze, or 
clouds, where weak bands and the spectral continuum are formed (Fig. 23). 

VI. REMARKS FOR FUTURE STUDIES 

Existing data on the character of the variations of molecular absorptions 
across the Jovian disk are clearly inconsistent with the simple reflecting-layer 
model, although the latter is still frequently used for quantitative estimates 
of the molecular composition of the planet's atmosphere. It is not really our 
aim here to criticize the reflecting-layer model and its variants since this has 
already been done adequately (Mc Elroy 1969). However, we do wish to pro
pose a simple two-layer model with a homogeneous. semi-infinite aerosol 
layer, one which accounts for molecular absorption in the clear atmosphere 
above the visible cloud tops as well as within the cloud layer. We have devel
oped this model to the point of obtaining numerical results for anisotropic 
scattering. More complicated inhomogeneous models have not yet reached 
the stage of development where they can be considered better approxima
tions to reality. In fact, the trend is not towards true inhomogeneous models 
but rather towards 3 and 4-layer models, each layer of which is homogeneous; 
the parameters of each layer can be varied within established limits. It would 
be equally important to consider an inhomogeneous model with an arbitrarily 
assigned expression for the variation of aerosol density with depth. With 
such a model, it would be desirable to examine the sensitivity of the relative 
intensities and profiles of weak and strong absorption bands to the parameters 
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Fig. 23. The probable vertical distribution and altitude variations of aerosols in the Jovian 
atmosphere, and suggested levels for the effective reflection of radiation noted as SE (the 
satellite eclipses). CSA B and U VC (centers of strong absorption bands and ultraviolet con
tinuum), MAB and BC (moderate absorption bands and blue continuum). WAB and RC 
(weak absorption band, and red continuum),/ RE (upward 5-J.lm infrared emission). The tem
perature and pressure profiles are calculated for a "grey" atmospheric model with T,. ~ 
134°K and H,/He = 5. 

of the vertical distribution of the aerosol, and to specify what experiments 
might give the most information on the distribution. However, analytical so
lutions to this problem are very complex. The most expedient computational 
method is through application of numerical (Monte Carlo) techniques, in 
which model parameters can be adjusted at will. Unfortunately, application 
of these techniques presents some special problems. 

In the majority of cases, existing measurements are not sufficiently pre
cise to permit discrimination between two-layer homogeneous and multi
layer inhomogeneous models, and do not afford answers to questions about 
the optical thickness of the upper cloud cover of Jupiter. Evidently the most 
urgent problem of experimental (observational) work is to improve the pre
cision and spatial resolution of the data. The greatest shortcoming of the 
existing data lies in their incompleteness and in the absence of a systematic, 
homogeneous series of observations. Ideally, one would like to see regular 
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and parallel determinations of a variety of planetary characteristics (e.g., 
intensities of molecular bands and lines at a large number of points on the 
disk, coefficients of diffuse reflection from absolute measurements, coeffi
cients of limb darkening over a wide range of spectral regions including the 
ultraviolet, spectrophotometric data on the contrasts on the planet's disk, 
polarization measurements, and so on). 

Such a complex investigation would best be undertaken with international 
cooperation, especially within the framework of the International Decade of 
Solar System Studies which has been proposed (Pickering I 97 5) for the pe
riod 1976-1986. Comparisons of groundbased data obtained in a systematic 
observational program with data obtained at Jupiter by space probes can pro
vide us with a quantity of information the importance of which cannot be 
overestimated. 

Acknowledgements. l am grateful to D. P. Cruikshank for the translation of 
this chapter from Russian and to J. T. Bergstralh for his help in editing the 
text. 
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PHOTOMETRY AND POLARIMETRY OF JUPITER 

M. G. TOMASKO 
University of Arizona 

The limb darkening studin in molecular absorption features and nearby continuum 
portions of' the spectrum 111 small phase an;:les indicate the presence of a relatively 
clear re;:ion above an extended portion of Jupiter's atmosphere in which multiple sca/
tain;: is required. It seems possible to nplain the data "/"this tvpe, which are presently 
m·ailahle, hy trcatin;: the scatteri11;: portion of the atmosphere by a varier_,.,,( models 
ranging from tll'o cloud layers hm·ing .1hort meancfree sct//terin;: paths separated hv an 
extensii·e clear space, to " ,ing/e diffuse cloud in ll'hich the mean0free scattering path 
is very long (kilometers). Similar studies in absorptions of different strengths should con
strain the mean-free scatterin;: path and limit the ran;:e of acceptable models. Of these 
possible models, only the "t11·0-c/011d" idealiwtion that has a short mean-free scarrerin;: 
path in the cloud.1 helm,· the upper clear space has hee11 used to date to analyze spectro
scopic data. It hw heen ;:enerally s11cu·.1.1f11/ in reconciling the widths of strong and 
lt'eak absorptions and their center-to-limb 1·,iriation. When analyzed using this model, 
the limb-darkening data in moll!Cular absorption .f,,atures indicate a thinner upper cloud 
at high latitudes; the polarimctric data also .rn;:;:est an increased penetration of radia
tion at high latitudes. 

The presence of small ahsorbin;: aerosols in the gas above the scattering clouds has 
heen suggested to explain the variation of Jupiter's geometric albedo with wm·elen;:th, 
and some indication <!{ their presence ma,· exist in the large phase-angle Pioneer pho
tometry. Nevertheless, the shapes <!f" the limb darkening curves at large phase angle 
suggest that Jupiter's belts are darker than its zones, principally because of darker 
cloud particles in the belts rather than because <!/' increased aerosol concentrations 
abm·e he/ts. The analysis of Pioneer data, while incomplete, also suggests that particles 
that are strongly forward scattering will be required to explain Jupiter's limb darkening 
at large phase angles. The ;:roundbased polarimetry of Jupiter suggests that the cloud 
particles are not spherical-a fact that 11·ill greatly complicate the analysis of Jovian 
polarimetry. 

Because the first entry probe is yet to be sent into the atmosphere of J upi
ter, essentially all that we know of the Jovian atmosphere results from the 
study of the intensity and polarization of the radiation coming from the planet 
(i.e., photometry and polarimetry) as a function of wavelength, position on 

[ 486] 
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the planet, time, and scattering geometry. Needless to say, our first concern 
will not be whether or not to limit the scope of this review but where to place 
these limits. 

With regard to wavelength, we are fortunate to have separate reviews for 
the long wavelength end of the spectrum in this volume - decameter and 
hectometer wavelengths by Smith' and by Carr and Desch/ millimeter to 
meter by Berge and Gulkis,:i thermal by Wallace,4 and I to 25 µm by Ridg
way et al.5 We shall not concern ourselves, therefore, with the radio observa
tions and shall mention only briefly some of the infrared results. At the short 
wavelength end of the spectrum we shall set a limit of - 0.2 µm, thus omit
ting studies at shorter wavelengths that generally are concerned with pro
cesses occurring in the upper atmosphere such as scattering and emission 
in resonance lines. 

Generally we shall mention only in passing the large number of studies 
of relative photometry at high spectral resolution such as studies of absorp
tion line profiles or equivalent widths. We shall rely primarily on the reviews 
of spectroscopy by Prinn and Owen'; and Ridgway et al. 7 in this volume to 
cover this work thoroughly. Also, we will rely on the review of occulta
tion data by Hunten and Veverka8 to cover that important aspect of Jovian 
photometry. 

Within the above restrictions on wavelength and resolution, we shall 
attempt to summarize some of the more recent photometric and polarimetric 
observations as functions of wavelength, position on the planet, and scat
tering geometry. We shall begin by reviewing some basic definitions and 
theoretical considerations of photometry in the next section. This will be 
followed by a section reviewing photometric data for the integrated disk at 
wavelengths from 0.2 to 1.0 µ,m. Next we shall consider the photometric data 
regarding the variation of the brightness of individual belts and zones with 
wavelength, and then the spatial distribution of intensity across belts and 
zones. Finally, we shall turn our attention to the much smaller set of polari
metric data for both the integrated disk and for selected regions. 

We should mention that space missions to Jupiter are now beginning to 
extend the range of phase angles of photometric and polarimetric observa
tions of the planet to the entire range from 0° to 180° compared to 0° to 12° 
available from the earth. This extension will have a great impact on the 
information that can be extracted from photometric and polarimetric data. 
Although some of the work reviewed here may be superseded in the near 
future, it may prove useful to summarize briefly our current knowledge be
fore the flood of new data from space missions descends upon us. 

'Seep. 1146. 
'See p. 693. 
"Seep. 621. 
'See p. 284. 

··see p. 184. 
"See fl .. H9. 
'See p. 384. 
'See p. 247. 
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I. PHOTOMETRY 

Basic Definitions 

Much of the notation relating to radiation reflected from a planetary at
mosphere can be found in Chandrasekhar (1950). The amount of radiant 
energy, dEv in a specified frequency interval (v to v + dv), that crosses an 
element of area d<r traveling in directions within a solid angle dw in a time dt 
is given in terms of the intensity Iv by 

dEv = Iv cos0 dvd<rdwdt (1) 

where 0 is the angle between the outward normal to d<T and the direction in 
which the energy is traveling. Note that cos0d<T is the area perpendicular to 
the beam direction. The units of intensity Iv are, for example, watts cm-2 

µ,m- 1 sr-1 • 

The net flow of energy crossing the surface d<T in all directions is given 
by the integral of Eq. (I) over solid angle, or 

dvd<Tdt J Iv cos0dw. (2) 

The quantity 

%v = rrFv = J Iv cos0dw (3) 

is called the net flux and is the net flow of energy across d<r per unit area per 
unit time per unit frequency interval. 

Next consider the radiation field at the top of a planetary atmosphere at 
a location where the cosine of the zenith angle of the sun is µ, 0 and the azi
muth of the sun is defined as </>0 • The solar energy striking the atmosphere 
per unit area of atmosphere is µ.,0 rrF. The intensity reflected at a zenith angle 
whose cosine is µ, and at an azimuth angle cp is given by Chandrasekhar in 
terms of a scattering function S as 

F 
I(µ,, cp; /1,o, <Po)= 4µ, S(µ,, cp; /1,o, <Po). (4) 

Many techniques are available for computing scattering functions of 
planetary atmospheres composed of various types of scatterers as reviewed 
by Hansen and Travis ( 1974). Scattering particles are classified according 
to their single scattering albedo, w, defined as the ratio of the cross section 
of the particle for scattering to the sum of its cross sections for scattering 
and absorption and by the angular distribution P(cos0) of radiation scattered 
through an angle 0 in a single scattering event. Extensive tables of functions 
exist for evaluating S for several specific phase functions; for isotropic scat
tering [P(cos0) = w] by Carlstedt and Mullikan (1966), scattering according 
to the Rayleigh phase function [P(cos0) = (3 / 4)w(l + cos20)] by Sweigart 
( 1970) and for the phase functions w( 1 + a cos0) where a is a parameter tak
ing values from - I to + I (Chandrasekhar 1950). In addition, numerical 
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methods (Hansen and Travis 1974) exist for computing S for arbitrary phase 
functions. 

In cases where observations of/(µ, cp: µ 0 , cp0) exist over a wide range of 
scattering geometry, one may hope to derive information on the single scat
tering albedo and phase function of the particles. This information is needed 
for the interpretation of spectroscopic observations. In addition, given area
sonable model scattering function, the spherical or Bond albedo of the planet 
can be calculated. The spherical albedo is defined as the total light reflected 
from the planet divided by the total light incident on the planet in some fre
quency interval. In terms of the Chandrasekhar scattering function it is 
simply 

I I 

A = J J S(0l(µ,, µ,0)dµdµo (5) 
0 I) 

where 5101(µ, µ 0) is the zero order term in the Fourier series expansion for 
S(µ,, cp: µ 0 , c/>0 ): that is, where 

00 

S(µ,, cp; J.1-o, cf>o) = L 5unJ cos [m(cp - c/>0 ) J . (6) 
m~o 

The spherical albedo at each wavelength together with the thermal emission 
from the planet indicates the overall energy balance of a planet. 

In practice, observations are generally Jacking over a wide range of scat
tering geometries with high spatial resolution. In these cases, observational 
quantities are often presented relative to scattering from a Lambert surface. 
A Lambert surface of reflectivity A is one that reflects A times the flux inci
dent on it in such a way that the reflected intensity is independent of the 
direction to the observer. For an incident flux 1rF normal to itself from a 
direction specified by µ 0 , we have the reflected flux given by 

I 

2rr J /(µ, /-lo)µdµ = Aµ, 01rF 
0 

(7) 

or 

(8) 

Note that while the intensity of the Lambert surface Ii, is independent of 
the position of the observer, it does depend on the direction from which the 
incident flux comes, and so a spherical planet whose surface scatters accord
ing to Lambert's law will show a decrease in intensity from the center to the 
limb. The limb darkening observed for Jupiter in the continuum at small 
phase angles turns out to be approximated quite well by scattering from a 
Lambert surface. 
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Observationally, a useful quantity is the geometric albedo p defined as 
the flux from a planet at 0° phase angle (sun-planet-observer angle) divided 
by the flux that would be measured from a flat disk of the same diameter as 
that of the planet when oriented normal to the direction to the sun and lo
cated at the position of the planet. In addition, let the flux from a planet at 
phase angle a relative to the flux at a= 0 be denoted by cf>(a). If r is the dis
tance from the sun to the planet. R is the radius of the planet, ei. is the distance 
from the planet to the earth (all measured in astronomical units), and the flux 
of the sun at the earth's orbit is rrF, then the intensity of the Lambert disk is 
FI r, and the flux received from the Lambert disk at 0° phase angle is 

(9) 

The flux from the planet at phase angle a, % 1,(a), relative to the flux from 
the Lambert disk at zero phase angle is 

_;v(a) = p<f>(a) 
.:Jc UJ, a= 0 

(I 0) 

so 

( R ) 2 
% v(a) = pcf>(a)rrF rei. (11) 

In terms of the observed magnitude of the planet at phase angle a, m,,(a), 
and the magnitude of the sun fnOJ, the flux of the planet is given by 

log.5"--:-p = 0.4[mc-: - m,,(u) J + logrrF (I 2) 

so 

(13) 

Observations at a= 0 thus give p, and observations at other phase angles 
give cf>(a). 

The spherical albedo of the planet can be obtained from p and cf>(a) if it 
is assumed that all parts of the surface of the planet obey the same scattering 
law. If the flux reflected by the planet in a direction making an angle a with 
the incident direction is given by Eq. ( 11 ), then the total energy reflected by 
the planet relative to the energy incident on it is 

1T 

p1rFr-2R 2 ei.- 2 J . 
A = F R'' _., 2rr cf>(a)ei. sm(a)ei.da 

1T 1T -r - 0 
(14) 

or 
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A~ p [ 2 J: ~(a) sinadn j (15) 

The quantity in parentheses is defined as the phase integral q, or 

1T 

q '= 2 f O cp(a) sinada. ( 16) 

For a spherical planet scattering according to Lambert's law, q = 1.50, 
whereas for other scattering laws q takes on other values (Harris 1961). In 
practice, the determination of the spherical albedo, A, of a planet like Jupiter 
which has a non-uniform cloud cover is a difficult task even with information 
from a space flight. We instead begin by considering the variation with wave
length of Jupiter's geometric albedo, p, which is observable from the earth. 

Photometry of the Integrated Disk 

Much of the recent photometry of the integrated disk of Jupiter between 
0.2 µm and 1.0 µ,m has been summarized by Axel ( 1972), who offered a 
model for explaining the general trend of brightness of the planet with wave
length. Figure 1 summarizes the variation of geometric albedo with wave
length. The solid points are from the broadband UBVRI photoelectric pho
tometry given by Harris ( 1961 ), and the bars (indicating the widths of the 
filter used) are the narrowband (- 100 A) measurements described by Young 
and Irvine (I 967) and Irvine et al. (1968a,b). The solid curve is the scanner 
spectrophotometry of Jupiter by Taylor ( 1965) converted to geometric albe
do by Axel using the solar flux given by Labs and Neckel ( 1968). The albedos 
given by Harris and by Irvine et al. increase by - 10% if the solar magnitude 
is adjusted to - 26.71 as suggested by Labs and Neckel from the value of 
- 26.81 used in this plot. Below 3000 A, the circles in Axel's figure give the 
rocket data of Kondo ( 1971 ), and the dashes give the Orbiting Astronomical 
Observatory (OAO) data of Wallace et al. (1972). 

Earlier observations in ultraviolet light (uv) of Jupiter have been reported 
by Anderson et al. ( 1969), Moos et al. ( 1969), Jenkins et al. ( 1969), Evans 
(I 967), Stecher (I 965), and Boggess and Dunkelman (I 959). The observa
tions of Evans and those of Jenkins et al. were obtained photographically 
whereas the others were photoelectric measurements. 

Analyses of the data from 2200 A to 3000 A by Stecher ( 1965) and by 
Greenspan and Owen ( I 967) emphasized the low value of Jupiter's albedo 
in this spectral region by showing that it was consistent with conservative 
Rayleigh scattering from only IO to 12 kilometer amagats~ of H~ above even 
a black cloud layer. Moreover, the most likely constituent for the cloud par-

' 1 An abundance of one kilometer amagat (km am) of a gas above a particular level in an atmo
sphere corresponds to 2.69 /. IO" molecules of the gas above every square centimeter of at
mosphere at that level. 
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Fig. I. Observed reflectivity of Jupiter as a function of wavelength, with corresponding par
ticle single-scattering albedo. w.,. for isotropic scattering. The sources of the data arc: filled 
circles, Harris ( 1961 ); bars (indicating half-widths of filters used), Irvine et al. ( 1968b); open 
circles, Kondo ( 1971); broken line, OAO data (Wallace et al. 1972); solid line, Taylor ( 1965); 
crosses, Pilcher and McCord ( 1970). The latter (measured for the equatorial zone) have been 
normalized to agree with other observations in the ultraviolet as shown by the arrows (from 
Axel 1972). 

ticles, NH:3 crystals, would not be expected to absorb longward of 2100 A 
(Dressler and Schnepp 1960) and should be a bright rather than a dark sur
face under the gas. Rayleigh scattering above a bright cloud would make the 
planet increasingly bright at shorter wavelengths rather than increasingly 
dark as observed. Further, infrared absorption-line data were consistent with 
some 70 or more (rather than I 0) km am of H2 above a cloud deck when ana
lyzed with a model of gas absorption above a discrete cloud deck (Owen and 
Mason 1969; Fink and Belton 1969). Homogeneously mixing the cloud par
ticles with the gas did not seem to reduce the discrepancy between ultraviolet 
and infrared abundance estimates (Anderson et al. 1969). 

Recent work has led to models that seem promising for understanding 
Jupiter's general variation of albedo with wavelength. Lewis (1969) has sug
gested that Jupiter's clouds might occur in layers, and Danielson and Tomas
ko (1969), and others since [e.g., Axel (1972); Bergstralh (1973a,b); Hunt 
(1973); and Hunt and Bergstralh (1974)] have found a two-layer cloud mod
el (see Fig. 2) useful in reconciling the equivalent width of strong and weak 
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Fig. 2. Model of the Jovian clouds. The upper cloud has an optical thickness r 0 ; the abundance 
of H, above the upper cloud is denoted hy tt:4 , while wH is the abundance of H, in the clear 
space between the clouds (from Danielson and Tomasko 1969). 

absorption lines formed on Jupiter. The upper cloud in these models is semi
transparent in infrared light (ir) and allows photons to sample large abun
dances of gas as required by the H2 quadrapole lines. It also occurs relatively 
high in the atmosphere, so if some process can be found to darken the cloud 
particles toward the uv it may by itself be consistent with the uv albedo. 
Otherwise, Danielson and Tomasko (1969) have suggested the presence of 
absorbing particulates mixed with gas above the upper cloud. 

Such a "dust" model for the behavior of Jupiter's albedo from the near 
ir to the uv has been developed by Axel ( 1972). Axel's model consists of 
small particles mixed with the gas above the clouds. He points out that very 
small particles will be dark and have an optical depth that varies as I/ 'A even 
if their index of refraction is independent of wavelength. Thus, the "dust" 
can have a small effect at near-ir wavelengths and becomes increasingly dark 
toward the u v. At some wavelength the 'A-4 variation of Rayleigh scattering 
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begins to dominate, and the albedo of the planet increases with decreasing 
wavelength beyond this point. 

Some of Axel's models are given in Fig. 3 where he plots the reflectivity 
at normal incidence of his models compared with 1.5 times the observed geo
metric albedo (the reflectivity at normal incidence if the planet behaves as a 
Lambert surface). Even without invoking a variation of index of refraction 
with wavelength, the model seems to have promise for understanding the 
general variation of reflectivity with wavelength. In addition, several other 
investigations using polarimetry (Gehrels et al. 1969), satellite eclipse obser
vations (Price and Hall 1971 ), and large phase angle photometry (Tomasko 
et al. 1974) also suggest the need for aerosols mixed with the gas above the 
clouds. 

Axel has suggested absorption by molecular NH3 as a way to turn the 
albedo of the planet downward shortward of about 2300 A as indicated by 
the more recent observations (see Fig. 4) but did not include the effect in his 
calculations. N H:i is also mentioned as a candidate for causing the decrease 
in albedo shortward of 2300 A by Wallace et al. ( 1972), Owen and Sagan 
(1972), and Anderson and Pipes (1971 ), who emphasize the possible role of 
solid N H:i at the shorter wavelengths. 

Tomasko (1974) computed the albedo of Jupiter in this region of the 
spectrum for various distributions of NH:i with altitude above a bright cloud 
and including absorption by "dust" suspended in the gas. He found that the 
decrease in mixing ratio predicted by the N H 3 vapor pressure curve was still 
too slow to prevent the planet from being much darker than observed at 2100 
A. When the profile calculated by Strobel ( 1973) including the effects of pho
todestruction of NH3 at high altitudes is used, however, the albedo can fall 
within the error limits of the observations. 

There is still some question as to whether some other absorber is required 
to flatten the albedo between 2200 and 2400 A where NH:i absorbs very 
little, and indeed, whether the effect of this other absorber might not be im
portant throughout the region from 2000 to 2400 A. Higher spectral resolu
tion in this spectral region could be used to hunt for the approximately 30 A 
vibrational structure expected for NH:i in order to clarify its role. 

In any case, Axel's model of absorbing dust above the upper of two cloud 
layers seems to allow a way of reconciling a large body of uv and ir observa
tions. Observations of the distribution of brightness over the disk, especially 
at ultraviolet wavelengths, would seem capable of giving much information 
on the distribution and properties of the absorbers. While these observations 
do not yet exist at uv wavelengths, they are planned for the International 
Ultraviolet Explorer satellite in 1977. Meanwhile we turn our attention to 
available observations of the variation of brightness of Jupiter's belts and 
zones at visible and near-ir wavelengths. 
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due only to the background correction. The absolute level of the OAO curve has been set by 
the OAO broadband photometry data at 3062 A. The groundbased data of Hopkins and 
Irvine ( 1971) for a phase angle of I 0°. as well as the relative ground based data of Younkin 
and Miinch ( 1963) adjusted to the data of Hopkins and Irvine. are also shown (from Wallace 
et al. 1972). 

Photometry of Belts and Zones 

Spectrophotometry of individual belts and zones of Jupiter has been car
ried out in a number of investigations. Younkin and Mi.inch (1963) (see also 
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Mi.inch and Younkin, 1964a,b) obtained spectra with some JOA resolution 
of various belts and zones. Pilcher and McCord ( 1971) used a set of 5 3 nar
row (- 200 to 500 A wide) interference filters to obtain the relative spectral 
reflectivities of the South Tropical Zone (STrZ), the North Tropical Zone 
(NTrZ), and the combination of the North Equatorial Belt (NEB) and Equa
torial Zone (EZ) from 0.30 to 1.60 µ,m. Binder and McCarthy (1973) used a 
set of IO interference filters from 0.59 µ,m to 2 µ,m to explore the distribu
tion of reflectivity on the disk (see next section). Pilcher et al. ( 1973) used 
a 5-arcsec diaphragm on the central meridian of the NTrZ, NEB, EZ, and 
STrZ to obtain absolute spectra at better than 10 A resolution from 0.32 µ,m 
to 1.12 µ,m. Orton (personal communication 197 5) carried out a similar study 
from 3390 A to 8400 A at an even greater number of latitudes. 

The data of Pilcher, Prinn, and McCord, and of Orton are often described 
by giving the single scattering albedo for a semi-infinite atmosphere of iso
tropically scattering particles that would produce the observed reflected 
absolute intensity. This is an especially useful form because it avoids the 
necessity to know the precise scattering geometry at which these data were 
obtained. To use the data to predict the brightness of the region of interest 
at any new, slightly different geometry, only the new geometry (µ,, µ, 0) must 
be known. This can be significant because the details of the scattering geom
etry under which these photometric data were obtained are not always given. 
Fortunately, for this purpose, the range of scattering geometry possible for 
viewing Jupiter from the earth is not large. 

Tables I and II and Figs. 5, 6, and 7 summarize the isotropic single scat
tering albedos obtained by Pilcher et al. (1973) at various wavelengths and 
locations on the planet compared with single-scattering albedos that have 
been derived from integrated disk data. As these authors point out, the 

TABLE I 
Isotropic Single-Scattering Alhedos 

for Four Areas on Jupitera 

Wavelengthh (A) 

Area 3400 4000 5000 

NTrZ 0.91 0.97 0.994 
NEB 0.87 0.92 0.981 
EZ 0.86 0.91 0.990 
STrZ 0.91 0.96 0.994 
Whole disk" 0.86 0.93 0.981 

"From Pilcher et al. (1973). 
"The error for all values larger than 0.990 is 
± 0.003. For values near 0.90 the error is± 
0.02. 
'"Whole disk values are derived from the data of 
Irvine er al. (1968). 
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newer values are substantially higher than the older ones and will affect the 
scattering calculations for absorption line formation. In- addition, the im
proved values for absolute brightness of various belts and zones will provide 
important constraints on both the limb darkening models discussed in the 
next section and on models for the chemical cause of the colors of the belts 
and zones. 

Several investigators have measured the variation of equivalent width of 
the prominent CH4 bands at 6190, 7250, and 8900 A and the NH3 bands at 
6450 and 7900 A (Pilcher et al. 1973: Orton 1975; Bugaenko et al. 1971; 
Teifel I 968, I 969; Moroz and Cruikshank 1969; Avery et al. 1974). How
ever, as the quantum numbers for lines of these bands have not yet been 
determined, quantitative analysis is difficult. Also, molecular band models 
generally do not include scattering, which is important in the formation of 
these Jovian absorption features. An exception is the attempt by Michalsky 
et al. ( 1974) to analyze the center-to-limb variation of the 6190 and 7250 A 
CH4 bands by using a two-layer cloud model. In modeling the band they 
have selected a smooth variation of single scattering albedo and optical 
depth with frequency to match the profile of the band when observed at low 
resolution. It is somewhat unclear that the center-to-limb variation of this 
model will be the same as one in which the variation of single-scattering 
albedo and optical depth with frequency are determined from the very rapid 
and strong variations of the actual band. Multiple scattering would be ex
pected to remove rapidly in a non-linear way the light at frequencies where 
the absorption coefficient is large and to remove relatively less light where 
the absorption coefficient is small. Thus, it is difficult to choose an "average" 

TABLE II 
Continuum Isotropic Single-Scattering Albedos at the Center 

of the Jovian Absorption Bandsa 

Wavelength' (A.) 

CH4 
CH 4 NH,1 CH4 NH:i CH4 +NH 3 

Areall 6190 6450 7250 7900 8900 10,000 

NTrZ 0.997 0.995 0.991 0.987 0.990 0.983 
NEB 0.994 0.994 0.990 0.987 0.991 0.990 
EZ 0.996 0.996 0.994 0.991 0.993 0.991 
STrZ 0.998 0.998 0.997 0.995 0.996 0.996 
Whole diskd 0.992 0. 990 0.97 0.94 0.89 0.88 

a From Pilcher et al. I 97 3. 
''The continuum levels at the banJ centers were interpolated between the levels at 
either side of the bands. 
'The error for all values larger than 0.990 is:!:: 0.003. 
dWhole disk values cakulateJ from photometric Jata of Irvine et al. ( 1968) are also 
shown. 
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single-scattering albedo that produces the same reflected intensity. When 
different scattering geometries are involved, such as when center-to-limb 
variations are investigated, it is not clear that it is possible to define an aver
age single-scattering albedo over frequency in a consistent way for each 
geometry that gives the same reflected intensity produced by the rapidly 
varying actual absorption coefficients. 

It may be that laboratory studies such as those by Fink and Dick (per
sonal communication 1975) will yield models for the decrease of transmission 
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in portions of these bands with increasing path lengths and pressure, which, 
together with scattering models, can aid in the extraction of some of the 
information contained in this portion of the spectral data. Indeed, some work 
is being done along these lines such as that by Clements (1974) discussed 
in the next section. 

For the moment, most investigators simply look for trends in the ob
served band-equivalent widths. These are somewhat difficult to see in large 
accumulations of the data, perhaps partly because of time variation. In gen
eral, the 7250 and 6190 A C H4 bands decrease by - I 0% from center to 
limb along the equator, and the 7250 A band increases by 10% from center 
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to poles (Avery et al. 1974). The 6450 A NH3 band also decreases from the 
center to the limb along the equator and increases (by an amount approach
ing 40%) along the central meridian from the center to the poles (A very et 
al. 1974). 

These kinds of effects have been taken as evidence for the cloud deck 
occurring at a lower altitude at higher latitudes (Moroz and Cruikshank 
1969). However, narrowband images obtained in strong CH4 bands (Owen 
and Mason 1969) show bright areas over the poles, which may indicate a 
high deck of scatterers over the poles (Owen and Mason 1969; Fountain and 
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Larson 1971 ; Fountain I 972; Min ton 1972 ). Primarily, these data demon
strate the need for scattering models to be used in the analysis of Jovian 
photometric data, although a comprehensive band model including scatter
ing remains to be constructed. 

More successful to date have been scattering models of individual H 2 

quadrupole lines and of the 311:i band of C H4 at very high resolution when the 
absorption coefficient can be accurately taken as constant over each of sev
eral narrow frequency intervals and where the quantum levels are known 
(Fink and Belton I 969; Danielson and Tomasko 1969; Axel 1972; Margolis 
and Hunt 1973; Hunt 1973; Bergstralh I 973a,b ). In general, scattering mod
els consisting of absorbing gas above and between two cloud layers have 
been more successful than single homogeneous cloud models for under
standing the relatively flat center-to-limb variations of these spectral fea
tures, although it is possible that a model consisting of clear gas above a very 
diffuse haze could also reproduce the data. 

Narrowband photometric images of Jupiter at high resolution are also 
being made at longer wavelengths. For example, the work of Westphal 
( 1969), Keay et al. ( 1973 ), Westphal et al. ( 197 4) at 5 µ,m, 10 which approaches 
the spatial resolution of visual images, shows a striking structure with hot 
spots at temperatures of> 300°K. While there is little apparent correlation 
of these images with images obtained in the 8900 A CH4 band, there may be 
a general correlation of the 5-µ,m data and visual color (Minton 1973 ). Gen
erally, the whitest regions on visual images, the STrZ for example, are cool
est at 5 µ,m whereas the bluish features, such as portions of the NEB, are 
hottest at 5 µ,m. Scattering models for the data at these wavelengths are being 
constructed (Orton). 11 

Limb Darkening 

To compute the distribution of intensity across a planet observed at some 
phase angle, the phase function for single scattering and the single-scattering 
albedo of the scatterers must be known as functions of altitude. In principle, 
limb darkening observations contain information on these quantities. In turn, 
the phase function contains information on the size of the particles. 

It is desirable to have such a scattering model for an atmosphere for a 
number of reasons. First, scattering often can play an important part in the 
formation of spectral lines, and some model for scattering is often required 
to extract and interpret the temperature, pressure, and abundance informa
tion contained in such data. This is very much the case for Jupiter. 

Also such a model, if sufficiently sophisticated, allows computation of the 
spherical albedo of the planet, which is needed together with measures of the 
planet's thermal emission in order to obtain the overall energy balance of the 

'°See p. 407. 
"Seep. 213. 
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planet. It may seem that direct measures of the variation of planetary bright
ness with phase as seen from a space probe would give this quantity directly, 
but this is true only to the extent that the scattering properties of the atmo
sphere are independent of position on the planet. For Jupiter this is far from 
true, and the brightness observed by a space probe will depend on the lati
tude of the sub-spacecraft point as well as on the phase angle. Scattering 
models of belts and zones, constrained by the space probe measurements at 
large phase angles, are needed to provide the spherical albedo of the planet. 

Finally, the scattering models are of some interest in themselves. For 
example, the images of the planet at various wavelengths show great detail. 
We wish to know the extent to which bright and dark bands are caused by 
variations in single-scattering albedo, phase function, or variations with 
height of these parameters. Are we seeing bright clouds on a dark back
ground, or dark clouds on a bright background, for example? 

A few recent studies of the limb darkening of Jupiter at visible and near
infrared wavelengths have been made from the earth. Smith ( 1972) studied 
limb darkening in high-resolution photographs made in several different col
ors. The distribution of intensity across the apparently homogeneous bands 
looks remarkably like that predicted by a Lambert surface for the small phase 
angles observable from the earth. In particular, Smith found that while the 
data did not fit the values predicted by isotropic scattering, the phase func
tion w( I + a cos0) gave acceptable agreement with values of a = 0.3 for 
both belts and zones in 1971. That is, Smith's data were consistent with 
the hypothesis that the difference between belts and zones was due only to 
changes in single-scattering albedo, w. Smith also analyzed some data from 
1969 that suggested a different (negative) value for a for both belts and zones. 

Binder ( 1972) and Binder and McCarthy ( 1973) have performed a similar 
analysis on narrowband photoelectric measures of various portions of Jupi
ter's disk at wavelengths from 0.6 to 2.0 µ,m. They found values of a in the 
range from 0.42 to 0.85 depending on latitude and wavelength (see Figs. 8 
and 9). 

There is, however, a great danger in assuming that simple scattering mod
els, which reproduce the limb darkening at small phase angles, will also hold 
at large phase angles. For example, Tomasko et al. ( 1974) reduced for red 
light the Pioneer IO limb darkening at phase angles of 34° and I 09°. They 
compared the models to data consisting of a thin absorbing layer over a semi
infinite cloud of particles scattering according to the Henyey-Greenstein 
phase function and found the best agreement of this limited portion of the 
Pioneer data with phase functions having asymmetry parameters from O to 
0.25. The asymmetry parameter is defined as the average value of the cosine 
of the scattering angle for singly scattered radiation. For the phase function 
used by Smith and by Binder and McCarthy, the asymmetry parameter is 
a/ 3, so the asymmetry parameters found by these investigators are in the 
same range as that obtained in the preliminary Pioneer analysis. 
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1973). 

Recently, however, additional Pioneer photometry has been reduced at 
even larger phase angles of 120° and 127° by Tomasko and Castillo (I 975). 
These data are in poor agreement with models having such small asymmetry 
parameters (see Fig. 10). On the other hand, the data for the STrZ in the red, 
for example, is best fit overall by a cloud of particles each having a large 
asymmetry parameter (- 0.75) above which a small amount of absorption 
and scattering according to the Rayleigh phase function is permitted to occur 
(see Fig. 11 ). A similar model is in fair agreement with the blue data for the 
STrZ. 

In the north component of the South Equatorial Belt (SEBn), however, a 
slightly different structural model may be required. The data seem to show a 
drop at the bright limb of the largest phase angle images and a rather flat 
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but showing single-scattering alhedo w versus wavelength (from Binder 
and McCarthy 1973). 

shape at the small phase angles (see Fig. 12). The modeling of these images 
has not been completed, but the data suggest a lower single-scattering albedo 
for the cloud particles as the main source of the greater absorption in the 
belt (to account for the flat shape at low phase angles), while also requiring 
the presence of an increased concentration of absorbers at high altitude to 
produce the decrease at the bright limb of the large phase angle images. 

The values of q for the models constructed to date of individual belts and 
zones show considerable variation-from - I. I to - 1.5. The planet-wide 
average of q is yet to be determined. The limb darkening data over a large 
variation of phase angle should provide an important new set of constraints 
on scattering models of the Jovian clouds. 

Another type of data that holds promise for yielding information on the 
cloud structure of Jupiter's atmosphere is limb darkening in and out of ab-
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to the Henyey-Greenstein phase function with asymmetry parameter g and single scattering 
albedo w. The geometric albedo p and phase integral q of a spherical planet everywhere scat
tering according to each model is also shown. 

sorption bands. Clements ( I 974) has applied layer-adding and doubling 
techniques to the analysis of limb darkening scans of Jupiter's STrZ and 
North Polar Region (N PR)- he actually scanned - + 40° latitude using 
filters - I 00 A wide centered in the CH4 band at 8800 A and in the nearby 
"continuum" at 9215 A. He compared the data with the limb darkening 
predicted from families of two-layer cloud models having gas above and 
between the cloud layers. While the optical depth of the upper cloud and 
the CH4 abundances in the clear spaces depended somewhat on cloud phase 
function and absorption band model, Clements did find good agreement 
between the data and the types of two-layer models recently used to ana
lyze equivalent widths of H2 quadrupole lines and the 3v3 band of CH4 • 

Furthermore, Clements found that the optical thickness of the upper cloud 
layer was thinner by a factor of approximately 5 in the N PR than in the STrZ, 
almost independent of his other model assumptions. It would be most inter-
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esting to repeat his analysis on data for other regions to investigate belt 
and zone differences in general. 

Another interesting feature of Clement's analysis is his exploration of the 
range of scattering models that can fit the limb darkening in the 8900 A 
CH4 band. He found a family of two-layer models (of the type shown in 
Fig. 2) that could fit the data ranging from models having a large gas abun
dance ( Wu in Fig. 2) between cloud layers that have short mean-free scatter
ing paths, to models in which the clear space (W8 ) between the layers van
ished and that had a long mean-free scattering path in one semi-infinite cloud. 

The gas abundance above the cloud or clouds (WA in Fig. 2) was relatively 
constant throughout the range of acceptable models. It may be hoped that 
similar analysis using data obtained in bands of different strengths can reduce 
the range of acceptable scattering models by constraining the mean-free 
scattering paths in the clouds. 

In summary, the analyses that have been performed to date indicate the 
presence of a relatively clear gas above an extended region in which multiple 
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scattering is required. Apparently, however, much more effort will be re
quired before the vertical and horizontal distributions of scatterers in this 
region is known. 

Limb darkening has also been studied to advantage at longer wave
lengths in order to yield a different type of information. Wildey and Trafton 
(1971) (also, Trafton and Wildey 1974) have studied the limb darkening at 
8 to 14 µ,m where NH3 is an important source of thermal opacity. They took 
advantage of the sensitive dependence ofNH3 vapor pressure on temperature 
(and hence abundance above a given level) to use the limb darkening to con
strain the temperature structure and thus the effective temperature of the 
planet. They obtained 13 5 ± 4 °K (Trafton and Wildey I 97 4) as the effective 
temperature in good agreement with other Earth-based determinations of 
that quantity. Also, recently Murphey and Fesen ( 1974) have studied 20 
µ,m limb darkening curves and estimated Teff = 136 ± 4°K. However, the 
infrared radiometers aboard the Pioneer IO and 11 spacecrafts yielded a 
somewhat lower value of about 125°K (Ingersoll et al.).12 In any case, Jupi
ter emits between about 2 and 2.5 times as much radiation as it receives 

12See pp. 202 and 204. 
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from the sun. The prec1s1on to which the size of Jupiter's internal heat 
source is known is certain to improve as additional groundbased and space
craft data are analyzed. 

II. POLARIMETRY 

Recent reviews exist of both the theoretical technique of computing the 
polarization of light reflected from planetary atmospheres (Hansen and 
Travis 1974), and of the observations and interpretation of the polarization 
of the planets, including Jupiter (Coffeen and Hansen 1974). We refer the 
reader to these excellent reviews, and accordingly we shall briefly summa
rize only some of the recent work on Jupiter in this area. 

Groundbased studies of the polarization of Jupiter are handicapped by 
the small range of phase angle (0° to 12°) available from the earth. Neverthe
less, several studies have been made of the polarization of the integrated disk 
and of the center of the disk with phase angle (Lyot 1929; Morozhenko and 
Yanovitskii 1973) and of the variation across the disk (Hall and Riley 1969, 
1974; Dollfus 1957) including the wavelength dependence of several regions 
on the disk (Gehrels et al. 1969). The polarization of the center of the disk 
is increasingly negative at larger phase angles (negative polarization meaning 
that the electric vector maximum is in the scattering plane). These data have 
been used by Morozhenko and Yanovitskii (1973) to deduce a mean parti
cle radius of 0.2 µ,m and an index of refraction of 1.36. This analysis (using 
Mie theory) was based on the assumption that the particles are spheres, 
which is not at all certain for Jupiter. Coffeen and Hansen (1974) point out 
further that the broad glory that gives rise to negative polarization at small 
phase angles in the Mie theory persists for values of the index of refraction 
of from 1.25 to at least 2.0, and they urge caution in attempts to derive parti
cle size and index of refraction solely from the small phase angle data even 
if the particles are spherical. Recently, Kawabata and Hansen (1975) have 
compared groundbased polarization data as a function of wavelength, phase 
angle and position on the disk with numerical "doubling and adding" calcu
lations. They find the cloud particle phase matrix to be approximately inde
pendent of wavelength for 0.35 ~ A ~ 8 µ,m, and suggestive of nonspherical 
particles larger than the wavelength. They interpret the variation of polari
zation over the disk as indicating a diffuse vertical distribution of particles, 
as opposed to a sharp opaque cloudtop. Coffeen and Hansen (I 974) also 
point out that negative polarization is observed at small phase angles for 
cirrus crystal clouds and emphasize the need for polarization measurements 
at large phase angles from space probes. 

Polarization measurements of Jupiter at large phase angles have been 
made by the recent Pioneer IO and 11 flybys of Jupiter (Gehrels et al. 1974; 
Coffeen 1974; Baker et al. 1975) and more are planned for the Mariner 
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Jupiter/Saturn mission. The proper analysis of these new data will probably 
be a lengthy task, particularly if the particles are not spherical. 

Nevertheless, some quantities are determined from even relatively sim
ple modeling. For example, in the Pioneer blue data at large phase angles 
the polarization is large (see Fig. 13) and probably dominated by Rayleigh 
scattering. A model consisting of Rayleigh scattering over a Lambert sur
face agrees moderately well with the observed polarization across the STrZ 
(see Fig. 14) as well as with the limb darkening for this region at a phase 
angle of 96°. Such a model has been used by Coffeen (1974) and by Baker 
et al. ( 1975) to estimate the Rayleigh scattering optical depth of the gas 
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above the "cloudtops." The optical depths derived at 0.44 µ,m are shown 
in Table III. The increase from r = 0.1 at latitudes less than 30° to - 0.3 
at 60° corresponds to Rayleigh scattering from - 15 and 45 km am of H2 • 

While great caution is needed in interpreting these model optical depths in 
view of the well known shortcomings of the reflecting layer model for Jupiter, 
they do seem to argue for increased penetration of the radiation at higher 
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TABLE III 
Latitudinal Dependence of Optical Depth 

and Surface Reflectivity at 0.44 µ,ma 

Latitude T A Latitude T A 

- 60~4 0.36 0.51 + 13~2 0.10 0.53 
- 49.9 0.22 0.46 + 20.4 0.10 0.68 
-40.1 0.13 0.49 + 32.8 0.14 0.51 
- 31.0 0.11 0.58 + 40.0 0.17 0.52 
- 19.5 0.10 0.67 + 49.9 0.23 0.50 

8.9 0. I 0 0.64 + 59.8 0.28 0.50 
+ 1.0 0.10 0.57 + 71.3 0.29 0.50 

"From Baker et al. (1975). 

latitudes - a hypothesis offered by Gehrels et al. ( I 969) to explain the differ
ent wavelength dependence of polarization for equatorial and polar regions. 
The application of more sophisticated scattering models to the unique large 
phase angle data is planned. 

Circular polarization has been observed on Jupiter by Kemp et al. 
( 197 I a,b). Hansen (1971) has shown that the magnitude and symmetry of 
handedness agree with those expected for multiple scattering. Summaries of 
the observations have recently appeared (Kemp 1975; Wolstencroft 1976) 
and Hansen 13 reviews especially the interpretations in this volume. 
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CIRCULAR POLARIZATION OF SUNLIGHT 
REFLECTED BY JUPITER 
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The detection of circular polari~ation of the sunlight reflected by planets is a new 
development which has yet to be exploited jiir remote investigations ,if the planets. In 
this chapter, the circular polari~ation oh.ll'ITations of Jupiter are described, and the cir
cular polarization <!{other planets is discus.,ed to the extent that it aids interpretation of 
the Jupiter data. The <'l'idence strong/_,. supports the interpretation that the circular 
polarization arises ji-um scatterini.: by aerosols in a gaseous atmosphere. 

Accurate calculations of the circular polarization are made for multiple scattering 
by an atmosphere with spherical aerosols, as a Jimction of the particle size and refrac
tive index and the mixing ratio of aerosols and gas. The calculations for spheres and the 
fell' available circular polarization obserrntions of Jupiter permit only very limited con
_,·traints to be placed on the haze and cloud properties of the atmosphere of Jupiter. How
n·er, multispectral circular polari:::ation ohsen·ations, combined with measurements of 
the linear polarization and of intensity, ll'ould permit detailed analysis of atmospheric 
aerosol properties. 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Observations 

Kemp et al. ( 197 la) discovered circular polarization of sunlight reflected 
by Jupiter, and Kemp and his colleagues have been responsible for most of 
the measurements of the circular polarization of the planets. Kemp et al. 
( 1971 b) measured circular polarization on Venus, and Swedlund et al. ( 1972) 
reported the first such measurements for Saturn. Circular polarization of sun-

[ 5 I 6] 
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light scattered in the earth's atmosphere was sought at least as early as 1811 
(by Arago). but apparently the first unambiguous measurements were ob
tained by Eiden ( 1970); measurements of the circular polarization of twilight 
in the earth's atmosphere were reported by Angel ct al. (1972). Kemp ct al. 
(1971 h) also found circular polarization for Mercury and Mars, planets with 
little atmosphere, and Lipskii and Pospergelis ( 196 7) earlier reported circu
lar polarization for the Moon. 

Following the notation of Kemp, let us use q for the circular polarization, 
which is the ratio of Stokes parameters VI I (cf. Hansen and Travis 1974). 
The observed circular polarization of Jupiter, as well as that of the other 
planets, has the following basic characteristics: 

I. The northern and southern hemispheres of the planetary disk have ap
proximately equal magnitudes for the circular polarization, but opposite 
signs (the so-called polar effect): 

( I) 

where p is the phase (sun-planet-earth) angle, which is defined to be 
positive after opposition. 

2. The magnitude of the circular polarization in a given hemisphere is simi
lar before and after opposition, but the sign changes upon passing through 
opposition (the so-called opposition effect): 

q(p) = -q(-p). 

3. The magnitude of the circular polarization is small, 

lql :S 10-:i - 10-:;. 

(2) 

(3) 

Fig. I shows the observations of the circular polarization of Jupiter made 
by Kemp et al. ( 1971 a) and Michalsky and Stokes ( 1974). All of the observa
tions were for wavelengths approximately 630-680 nm. The apertures em
ployed varied in size, but in each case a large fraction of a hemisphere was 
observed. The data of Kemp et al. were obtained in 1971 and those of Michal
sky and Stokes in 1973. 

Interpretation 

The basic characteristics of the circular polarization, Eqs. (I )-(3) de
scribed above, are sufficient to indicate that the basic mechanism producing 
the circular polarization is scattering by atmospheric aerosols, as was pointed 
out by Hansen ( 197 la). This follows from the fact that Jupiter is known to 
have a substantial gaseous atmosphere and from basic properties of the phase 
matrices of gases and aerosols. 

The intensity and state of polarization of sunlight reflected by a planetary 
atmosphere can be specified in terms of a reflection matrix, R, such that (cf. 
Hansen and Travis 1974): 
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(4) 

where µ,0 is the cosine of the zenith angle of the incident sunlight, 7rF0 is the 
incident flux per unit area perpendicular to the incident beam, and I. Q, U 
and V are the Stokes parameters of the light reflected in an arbitrary direc
tion. Thus I a:: R 11 and Va:: gn. All I 6 elements of R can be obtained from 
multiple scattering theory if the single scattering (phase) matrices of the scat
terers are known. 

The phase matrices for gases (Rayleigh scattering) and for aerosols 
(spheres or randomly oriented non-spherical particles, each with a plane of 
symmetry) have the forms (cf. Hansen and Travis I 974): 

C C s 0 

P(gases) = C C s 0 (5) 
s s C 0 
0 0 0 C 

C C s 0 

P(aerosols) = C C s s (6) 
s s C C 

0 s C C 

where c represents an even matrix element (containing only cosine terms 
in a Fourier expansion in the azimuth angle, cp - ¢ 0 ) ands represents an odd 
matrix element (containing only sine terms). 

Multiple scattering consists of taking products of the phase matrices. 
Thus, second-order scattering involves the product of the two phase matrices 
involved (with an integration over angle), third-order scattering involves the 
product of the three participating phase matrices, and so on. It is clear that 
as long as only Rayleigh scattering is involved (Eq. 5) R 41 = 0, no matter how 
many scatterings there are. However, if the multiple scattering includes even 
one scattering by aerosols R41 in general becomes non-zero. In addition, for 
the assumed (quite general) type of phase matrix, R41 is always an odd func
tion of cp - <i>o-

Thus, for an atmosphere containing aerosols, the opposite signs for q in 
the two planetary hemispheres and the switch in signs as the planet passes 
through zero phase angle can be easily understood. Two points located sym
metrically about a planet's intensity equator have the same zenith angles but 
azimuth angles cp - <Po and-(¢ - ¢ 0). A similar conclusion holds for a given 
point on the planetary disk at phase angles p and -p. Thus, if the physical 
conditions are the same in the northern and southern hemispheres. q will 
have the properties expressed by the polar and opposition effects since q = 
R 11 / R 11 is an odd function of azimuth angle. 
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Fig. I. Circular polarization of Jupiter measured by Kemp et al. ( 1971 h) and Michal sky and 
Stokes (1974). The observations of Kemp et al. were made with a filter centered at 680 nm 
with a bandwidth - 50 nm. The observations of Michalsky and Stokes were made at - 633 
nm with a filter width -· 5 nm, except the point at p = -9.7° which was made with a filter 
centered at 645 nm having a width of - 120 nm. 

The conclusion that aerosols introduce the circular polarization is fur
ther substantiated by quantitative calculations in the following section and 
in more detail in a paper by Kawata in preparation. We will thus mention 
only briefly other proposed mechanisms for the production of the circular 
polarization; more extended discussion has been given by Kemp (197 4 ). A 
magnetic field origin for the circular polarization is ruled out by the opposi
tion effect. A solid surface could produce the polar and opposition effects, 
but we know from spectroscopic studies that, even if Jupiter has a solid sur
face, the atmosphere above it is too substantial to permit the surface to be 
viewed. Double (or multiple) Rayleigh scattering by absorbing atoms gives 
zero circular polarization, because the phase matrix is of the type in Eq. (5), 
even for anisotropic Rayleigh scattering. Absorption does not modify the 
symmetry of the phase matrices in Eqs. (5) and (6) or the symmetry condi
tions discussed above (although absorption does change the quantitative cir
cular polarization introduced by aerosols. as illustrated by Hansen and Travis 
1974). 

COMPUTATIONS FOR SPHERES 

In order to illustrate the production of circular polarization by multiple 
scattering we make computations for spherical particles. We first illustrate 
the form of the phase matrix as a function of size parameter and scattering 
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angle. We then perform multiple scattering computations both with and with
out Rayleigh scattering included. Finally we compare the results to the ob
servations of Jupiter. 

Single Scattering 

For the special case of isotropic homogeneous spheres, the phase matrix 
has the form 

(7) 

where a is the scattering angle. The components of ihe phase matrix can be 
obtained from the well-known Mie theory. They depend on the size distribu
tion of the spheres, n(r), the size parameter x (equal to 27Tr/>-.., where r is the 
particle radius and >-.. the wavelength), and the optical constants nr and n;, 

which are the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index. 
We use the particle size distribution (cf. Hansen 197 lb; Hansen and Tra

vis 1974) 

(8) 

which depends on two parameters, the effective radius (re11) of the size dis
tribution and the effective variance (ve11). Contour diagrams for the elements 

,., 
of P(a) as a function of the effective size parameter Xeff = ~7T:eff (0 ,,;; Xerr,,;; 

30) and the phase angle p(= 7T - a) are shown in Fig. 2 for nr = 1.44 and 
lleff= 0.07. 

In the diagram of linear polarization, - P21 (a)/ P 11 (a), the region of posi
tive polarization at small size parameter is due to Rayleigh scattering. The 
long peninsula of positive polarization at scattering angle - 15° is due to 
Fresnel reflection. For scattering angle a - 20° and size parameter Xetf -

11, there is a hill of positive polarization, known as anomalous diffraction. 
The region of positive polarization at scattering angle a - 160° is the primary 
rainbow. The features appearing in Fig. 2 are discussed in more detail by 
Hansen and Travis (1974) and by Coffeen and Hansen (1974). 

Multiple Scattering 

We make contour diagrams of the linear and circular polarization as a 
function of size parameter x.,11 and phase angle p for the apparent northern 
hemisphere of a planetary disk, assuming a spherical but locally plane-parallel 
atmosphere. The reflection matrix for the atmosphere is found by using the 
doubling method in the manner described by Hansen and Travis (I 974), and 
the results are integrated over the upper half of the planetary disk using the 
integration' method of Horak ( 1950). 
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Fig. 2. Phase matrix for a size distribution of spheres with the real refractive index n, ~ 1.44. 
The size distribution is given by Eq. (8) with 1·<'!1 = 0.07. P'' is positive everywhere: for the 
other matrix elements positive regions are cross·hatched. 

The contour diagrams of the linear and circular polarizations are shown 
in Fig. 3 for three different refractive indices nr = 1.33, 1.44 and 1.6. For 
these results integrated over the planetary disk, positive linear polarization 
corresponds to the electric vector of the radiation perpendicular to the inten
sity equator. For the sign of the circular polarization we use the same con
vention as Kemp ( 1974; cf. also p. 53 of that book), i.e. Vis positive if the 
electric vector rotates counter-clockwise for an observer facing the planet. 
The contour diagrams of the circular polarization are for the northern hemi
sphere of the planetary disk at positive phase angles p > 0 (after opposition). 
For the northern hemisphere at negative p (before opposition) or for the 
southern hemisphere at positive p, the results would be the same as in Fig. 3, 
but with the opposite sign. 
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Fig. 3. Linear and circular polarization q ~ VI I in units of I o-s for the northern hemisphere 
of a planet at positive phase angles. The results are for multiple scattering by spherical aero
sols having the size distribution given by Eq. (8) with 1•,.rr= 0.07: the optical thickness is 
128 and the single scattering albedo is unity. Results are shown for three values of the refrac
tive index n,. 
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The features in the linear polarization contour diagrams are qualitatively 
similar to those for single scattering. The effect of multiple scattering on the 
linear polarization is primarily to dilute the magnitude. 

We note several significant features in the contour diagrams of the circu
lar polarization: 

I. There is a sign inversion as a function of size parameter at small x,,11. 

2. There is a sign inversion as a function of phase angle at p - 80°. 
3. There is a region of positive polarization at p - 170°. 
4. As nr increases, a region of negative polarization appears at large x and 

small p, and it increases in extent. 

By comparing the features of the circular polarization with those in the 
linear polarization, we can see that the sign inversion at small size parameters 
essentially delineates the region of Rayleigh scattering. The Rayleigh region 
is compressed for larger nn since nr x << I is one of the required conditions 
for Rayleigh scattering (van de Hulst 1957). The sign inversion at p - 80° 
is apparently of geometrical origin, as shown by a simple interpretive second
order scattering model which will be described in detail in Kawata's paper 
in preparation. The region of positive circular polarization at large p is re
lated to the anomalous diffraction in single scattering. 

The circular polarization of second- and higher-order scatterings arises 
from the linear polarization of single scattering (cf. Eqs. 5 and 6 and the 
discussion that follows). Thus it could be anticipated that many of the fea
tures would be qualitatively similar in the linear and circular polarizations. 

Mixture with Rayleigh Scattering 

It is important to quantitatively examine the effect of Rayleigh scattering 
on the circular polarization introduced by aerosols. The product of an aero
sol phase matrix and the Rayleigh phase matrix often produces a larger cir
cular polarization than the product of two aerosol phase matrices, since the 
linear polarization for Rayleigh scattering is large. 

Figure 4 illustrates how a contribution from Rayleigh scattering affects 
the circular polarization. In Fig. 4a, fR is the fraction of the phase matrix 
due to Rayleigh scattering, 

(9) 

for a homogeneous mixture of Rayleigh and Mie scatterers. In Fig. 4h, 
Tu is the optical thickness of Rayleigh scattering above an optically thick 
layer of Mie particles. In both cases the Mie particles are the same as in 
Fig. 2 with n,. = 1.46, x,,11 = 4, v,,11 = 0.07. Figure 4a shows that for substan
tial values of./;, the Rayleigh contribution can change the sign of the circu
lar polarization and even increase its magnitude. as compared to the case of 
aerosols alone. This is a result of the fact that Rayleigh scattering and the 
aerosol phase matrix considered have opposite signs for P~ 1, and Rayleigh 
scattering has a high degree of linear polarization. Rayleigh scattering above 
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Fig. 4. Circular polarization q = V / I in units of Io-, for the northern hemisphere of a planet 
at positive phase angles. In (a) the atmosphere is a homogeneous mixture of aerosols and gas 
with phase matrix f«P" + ( I - fn>P,. P,. the aerosol phase matrix, is for spheres having n, = 
1.46, x,ff= 4 and v,,rr= 0.07. The total optical thickness is 128 and the single scattering albe
do is chosen to produce the observed geometric albedo (- 0.4 7) of Jupiter at >.. = 0.68 µm 
for the case f« = 0. In (b) a Rayleigh layer of optical thickness TR is located above the same 
type of cloud as in (a). but with .f~ = 0 within the cloud. 

the cloud affects the circular polarization quite differently than in the homo
geneous case; for example, in Fig. 4b the circular polarization decreases 
monotonically with increasing TR. However, this result depends upon the 
phase matrix of the cloud particles; we have also found cases in which the 
circular polarization increases with increasing TR until TR - 1. 

From the linear polarization of Jupiter it is known [ cf. the chapters by 
Tomasko 1 in this book and by Coffeen and Hansen ( I 974), and a paper by 

'Seep. 492. 
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Kawabata and Hansen in preparation] that the aerosols in the visible atmo
sphere of Jupiter are distributed diffusely, more closely resembling a homo
geneous mixture of particles and gas than pure gas above a dense reflecting 
layer. The presently available linear polarization observations of the equa
torial region are adequately reproduced by a homogeneous model with fR -
0.3 at 'A= 0.365 µ,m. This corresponds tof;1 - 0.024 at 'A= 0.68 µ,m. Based 
on Fig. 4 we anticipate that such a value of fR is sufficient to significantly 
affect the circular polarization, but not to modify qualitative conclusions 
based on calculations with fH = 0. 

It is interesting to note from Fig. 4 that the opposite signs for the circu
lar polarization on Jupiter and Saturn could arise simply from different values 
for f~- Thus, the observed circular polarizations do not necessarily require 
different cloud compositions on the two planets. 

Note also from Fig. 4 that multispectral observations of the circular 
polarization could provide a tool for readily distinguishing between a diffuse 
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mixture of gas and haze particles, or gas above a dense cloud layer. In the 
former case multispectral observations would provide information on the 
parameter fR and in the latter case on TR. It is particularly important to have 
observations at long wavelengths in order to establish the properties of the 
cloud particles themselves. 

Comparison to Jupiter 

To indicate the nature of potential applications of circular polarization 
observations we consider the few available measurements of Jupiter. We 
compare the data to our computations for multiple scattering by spherical 
particles. Thus, any quantitative conclusions derived must be based on the 
assumption that either the cloud particles are spherical or the circular polar
ization behaves in similar ways for spherical and non-spherical particles. 

The observations indicate positive circular polarization for the northern 
hemisphere at positive phase angles (0 < p < I 0°) in the wavelength range 
A. = 0.63-0.68 µ,m. Judging only from the sign of the circular polarization 
(since that is not very sensitive to the assumed optical thickness or to the 
presence of a small amount of absorption) we can determine from Fig. 3 the 
ranges of particle size parameter that are consistent with the observed circu
lar polarization for each refractive index. These ranges of size parameter are 
shown in the second column of Table I, and the corresponding ranges of par
ticle radius are shown in the third column. If we add the condition that the 
linear polarization should be negative for 0.4 < A. < 0.8 µm, as indicated by 
the observations of Morozhenko and Yanovitskii (1973), the constraints 
on the particle radius become those shown in the fourth column of Table I. 

nr 

1.33 

TABLE I 
Constraints on Cloud Particle Size on Jupiter 

Imposed by the Observed Signs of Circular and Linear 
Polarization, Assuming Spherical Particles.a 

Circular Polarization 

x,11 ref! 

5 :': Xeff 0.5µm :S rf'/1 

Circular and Linear 
Polarization 

r,1I 

none 

1.44 3 '.S Xeff :S 10 0.3 'S r,11 :S lµm 0.3 :S r,rt :S 0.8µm 
20 :S Xeff 2µ.m 'S reff 2.5µm :S r,rr 

1.60 2 '.:: Xeff :S 15 0.2 :S r,ft :S l.5µm 0.2 :S r,It :S 1.5µm 

"The requirements imposed are positive circular polarization at 0.63 < >. < 
0.68/Lm for the northern hemisphere at positive phase angles, and negative linear 
polarization for 0.4 < >. < 0.8µ.m. 
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The above ranges for the particle size would tend to be increased by the 
fact that the shape of the particle size distribution (effective variance and 
higher moments of the size distribution) is unknown, but they could probably 
be reduced by quantitative model fitting which includes consideration of the 
magnitudes of the linear and circular polarizations. However, we do not be
lieve that unique properties of the cloud particles can be deduced from the 
available observations and the existing computations, because of the limited 
range of wavelengths and phase angles for the observations and the unknown 
effects of particle shape. 

It is possible to quantitatively test the specific particle sizes and refrac
tive indices proposed by Loskutov ( 1972) and Morozhenko and Yanovitskii 
(1973; cf. also Bugaenko et al. 1974) on the basis of single scattering analy
ses of the linear polarization, because they specifically proposed spherical 
particles. Figure 5 gives an indication of the circular polarization that could 
be anticipated for different n,. and xeff with Rayleigh scattering and absorp-

Circular Fblarization, q (xl05 ) 
l.6.----.----,.-----.-~rr-"V'7'7'l",r---,--,r77'["""'T-'----,---,---, 

1.5 

... 
C 

1.4 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Xett= 27Treff />.. 

Fig. 5. Circular polarization q = VI I in units of I o-c, for the northern hemisphere of a planet 
at positive phase angles. The results are for spherical aerosols of refractive index n, and 
effective size parameter x,.r1 = 2rrr,,ff//\; the size distribution is given by Eq. (8) with ,·,,11 = 
0.07. The optical thickness is 128 and the single scattering albedo is unity. The shaded re
gions indicate the observed value (7 - IO x Io-·•) of circular polarization. Open circles mark 
the combinations of 11, and r,,ff (for A - 0.68 µm) corresponding to the particle properties pro
posed by Loskutov ( 1972) and Morozhenko and Yanovitskii ( 1973). 
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tion neglected (i.e., f/{ = 0, w0 = I). At >... = 0.68 µm and p = 8° we find for 
the model of Loskutov (nr = 1.38, r,,11 = 0.3 7 µm) a circular polarization of 
approximately - 1.2 x I 0-5 , and for the model of Morozhenko and Yanovit
skii (nr = 1.36, r,,11 = 0.43 µm) a circular polarization ofabout-0.5 X 10-5 , 

in both cases for fH = 0. With a more plausible value for fH (0.3 at A= 0.365 
µ,m, or - 0.024 at A = 0.68 µm) the discrepancy with observations increases, 
with q of about - 3 x I o-s for the nr and Xeff proposed by Morozhenko and 
Yanovitskii. Allowing a small amount of absorption (w0 < I) to match the 
observed geometric albedo does not significantly alter the results. 2 Thus 
these models do not even yield the observed sign for the circular polariza
tion. Evidently either a larger refractive index or a larger particle size would 
be required to provide agreement with the observed circular polarization. 

Recently Wolstencroft ( 1976) suggested that the circular polarization of 
Jupiter may be produced by secondary scattering by aerosols after first
order Rayleigh scattering, which is a portion of what we have called aero
sol scattering above. Figure 4 shows that only a small amount of Rayleigh
aerosol scattering is sufficient to substantially change the circular polariza
tion from that for pure aerosol scattering. Based on the calculations above it 
seems probable (but not certain) that the observed polarization at - 650 nm 
is due predominantly to the aerosol-aerosol contribution rather than the Ray
leigh-aerosol contribution. If that interpretation is correct then the circular 
polarization of Jupiter may change signs at shorter wavelengths. It would be 
very interesting and informative to have observations at shorter wavelengths 
to test that possibility. 

Finally we should mention that the observations of circular polarization 
of Jupiter have been described as containing a sharp spike as a function of 
phase angle, with a width - 1° (Michalsky and Stokes 1974). In principle 
such a spike could be caused by very large particles (xe11 2: I 00), but it would 
also require either a very narrow particle size distribution or preferentially 
oriented non-spherical particles. The spike could also be caused by variation 
of the atmospheric structure with time, or it could be the result of observa
tional problems. It would be better to have firm observational confirmation 
of the feature before making any detailed consideration of it. 

CAVEATS AND FUTURE WORK 

The limitations of the circular polarization observations to phase angles 
p :S 10° and wavelengths - 650 nm prevents their use in any definitive 
analysis of cloud properties on Jupiter. Extension of the phase angle range 

"The primary effect of small amounts of absorption is to reduce I. with a lesser effect on V and 
V Q' + U'. Thus for comparison with the observations of Jupiter the computed magnitudes of,, 
should be increased hy a factor< 2. since the observed geometric albedo is - 0.5 (Taylor 1965) 
while typical geometric albedos for conservative scattering are 0.6-0.9. We have quantita
tively verified the effect of small amounts of absorption with actual calculations: some results 
are shown, for example. by Hansen and Travis ( I 974). 
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beyond - 12° would require observations from a spacecraft, which is a possi
bility that will not be realized for at least several years. There were linear 
polarization observations made from Pioneers IO and I I, but detailed analy
ses of those data have not yet been published.'i Extension of the wavelength 
coverage of the circular polarization observations could be more readily 
achieved. and measurements for the range 0.4 µ,m :S >,. :S 2 µ,m would be 
practical and useful for studies of the cloud properties. 

We emphasize that analysis of circular polarization data is most useful 
and reliable if it is made together with analysis of linear polarization and 
intensity (radiance) data. Because there are major changes in the cloud and 
haze structure on Jupiter with time, it is highly desirable to have near simul
taneity of the different observations. And because of the apparent complexity 
of the atmospheric structure it would be valuable to have polarization mea
surements coordinated with other types of observations such as visible ab
sorption band measurements and thermal infrared spectra. 

We also emphasize that it is important to achieve a better understanding 
of the circular (and linear) polarization for scattering by non-spherical par
ticles. Some information on cloud heights and broad limits on particle sizes 
can be deduced without such knowledge, but accurate derivation of particle 
refractive indices and particle sizes will require a quantitative understanding 
of scattering by non-spherical particles. 
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THE RESULTS OF THE IMAGING PHOTOPOLARIMETER 
ON PIONEERS 10 AND 11 

T. GEHRELS 
University of Arizona 

The ima,:ing photopolarimeter is" smlli/ telescope for observations o(Jupiter and its 
satellites, and of interplanetary dust and background starlight. The techniques are those 
of spin-scan imagin,:, brightness and color measurements, and measurements of amount 
and orientation of linear polarization. In the analyses, models are constructed J<,r the 
surface texture of the Galilean satellites, f<,r the optical properties and spatial distribu
tion of the interplanetary dust, and Ji,r the cloud layers at various longitudes, latitudes 
and heights in the Jovian atmosphere. 

The Jupiter observations generally fit a tH·o-/ayer cloud model with particles that are 
lar,:er than the i\'llvelcngth of li,:ht. The c/011dtop.1 in the zone.,· were ji>Und to be hi1;her 
than those in the heir.,. The Great Red Spot rises aj('H' kilometas above the .rnrroundin1; 
South Tropical Lone. The optical depth at the poles is much lar1;er than that bet\l'een 
about , 45° and -45° latitudes; this should he taken into account when interpretin1; the 
infrnred oh.1enations of similar temperatures at poles and equator. 

lma1;es o(Jupiter and of the Galilean satellites, with resolution down to 190 km, show 
detaifa tU'\'er san heji,re especially in the trnnsition re1;ions of Jupiter near - 45° lati
tude. Evidence of vertical and latitudinal motion is found in the pictures. A description 
is made of Jupiter on the basis of' the Pioneer images. 

A combination of results on small particles indicates that cometary 1;rains accreted 
on lo may explain the sodium emission. 

The imaging photopolarimeter (I PP) is a small multi-purpose astronomi
cal telescope on Pioneers IO and 11. It is pointable over 160° (as specified in 
the Appendix of this chapter), and it has a wheel-sector near the focal plane 
that allows selection of various apertures and calibration devices. The two 
instruments have obtained about half of the ~- 1.6 x I OH data bits of Pioneers 
IO and 11 during the encounters with Jupiter: because of the pointing and the 
selection possibilities of the aperture sector, the instrument requires about 
90% of the commands. For the two encounters 21,000 commands were sent 
that had to be carefully prepared and tested. 

[ 531 ] 
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The Pioneer program has been operated under stringent financial limita
tions which required us to maintain a relatively small team for the I PP ex
periment. It is a remarkable crew (named at the end of this chapter) with 
general versatility for technical tasks such as observing and image recon
struction as well as for analysis and scientific discussion of the data. Until 
1975, our attention had to be directed towards the encounters with Jupiter 
and only preliminary results therefore are available at this time. Immediately 
after the Jupiter encounter of Pioneer 10, the first findings were published in 
a team report (Gehrels et al. I 974), and the same was done for Pioneer 11 
(Baker et al. 197 5). 

Section I describes some of the complexities and limitations of the instru
ment. Section I I summarizes the results of the photometry and polarimetry 
of Jupiter; a detailed review may be found in the chapter of Tomasko. 1 Sec
tion Ill reviews our spin-scan technique and its results for imaging of Jupiter; 
Sec. IV has a description of Jupiter as I have learned to see it from our pic
tures; the public interest in the pictures is mentioned in Sec. VII. Present 
and expected results for the Galilean satellites are given in Sec. V. Section 
VI gives a brief summary of the I PP observations of the zodiacal light by 
Weinberg et al., while I also refer to the observations of Humes2 and Brown 
and Yung:i in order to make some remarks about the accretion of cometary 
grains by Io. 

I. THE EXPERIMENT 

There are not many polarimeters on spacecraft (they are reviewed by 
Coffeen 1974a), and careful development of new techniques was therefore 
necessary; we started in 1962 (Fig. 3 of Gehrels and Teska I 963; Pellicori 
and Gray 1967). Some testing on high-altitude balloons was accomplished 
and we had a feasible instrument concept when the flight opportunity for 
Pioneers F and G was announced in 1968. I determined three basic concepts: 
1) the telescope was to be point able so that observations could be made over 
a range of scattering angles; 2) we would pay particular attention to the 
calibration of the photometry and polarimetry: and 3) it was to be a versatile 
astronomical telescope to be used also during the long interplanetary cruise. 
These three requirements added complexity, but the success seems to have 
proven the versatility appropriate. 

We wrote a proposal (Gehrels et al. 1968) with the Santa Barbara Re
search Center as a team member, which company contributed flight experi
ence with spin-scan imaging devices particularly on the Applications Tech
nology Satellites ATS I and ATS III, and SBRC subsequently built both 
Pioneer IO and 11 IPP instruments. Financial, mass and power restrictions 

'Seep. 486. 
2See p. I 052. 

"Seep. I 102. 
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set tight limits on the data bit stream, the size of the telescope and the num
ber of color channels. The SBRC engineers did, however, an exquisite job 
of matching the parameters of the I PP to those available on the spacecraft. 
A summary of properties of the instrument is given in the Appendix; the 
optical design and performance are described by Pellicori et al. (1973); a 
picture of the instrument is shown by Pellicori et al. and also by Coffeen 
( 197 4a) and by Fimmel et al. ( 197 4, 197 6 ). In addition to the amount of linear 
polarization, we also obtain the position angle by inserting a half-wave plate 
occasionally into the beam. 

The nonlinearity of the detectors occasionally amounts to 5%, due to 
trimming resistors, but it is calibrated to within ±I% (KenKnight 1976). 
The precision of the polarimetry during the encounters is on the order of 
±0.1 %; the instrumental polarization effects are - 0.6%, known to about 
±0. I%. The precision of the zodiacal light polarimetry is on the order of a 
few percent, except when bright stars are in the field and the large field of 
view can make the instrumental effects unwieldy. 

The instruments have performed well in space and in the Jupiter environ
ment, and both instruments still are in operation. Some problems have occur
red as follows. On Pioneer 10 (see Coffeen 1974h) we have lost a few pictures 
and an appreciable fraction of the photopolarimetry because there were un
commanded gain decrements and one of the two red channels is too noisy to 
be of use. The aperture cycling was irregular so that much hand reduction 
is needed. The roll position of the spacecraft was uncertain, which requires 
special procedures in the zodiacal light analysis. On Pioneer I I our principal 
problem is that of irregular stepping of the telescope which occurs especially 
in the forward direction (look angle~ 160°, where the best-resolution images 
of Saturn will have to be observed). The stepping problem has caused little 
loss of Jupiter data, but it does require much image restoration. On both 
instruments, for Pioneers IO and 11, there have been irradiation effects near 
Jupiter, probably mostly due to spacecraft charging (Scarf),4 that cause the 
loss of a few pictures. A slight decrease with time is noted in the sensitivity 
of the detectors, or in the transmission of the optics. 

II. PHOTOMETRY AND POLARIMETRY OF JUPITER 

A general review chapter on polarimetry of planetary atmospheres has 
been written by Coffeen and Hansen ( 1974). The linear polarization of the 
planet Venus when plotted as a function of phase angle shows remarkable 
features including "cloudbow" effects which are explained as scattering by 
spherical aerosols. If such effects would be found on Jupiter also, they would 
be diagnostic for the type of aerosol present in the upper atmosphere. For 
this purpose, extensive observations with the I PP on Pioneers IO and 11 have 

'Seep. 892. 
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been made of the integrated disk of Jupiter during the interplanetary cruise, 
and this is continuing in order to complete the phase coverage; no specific 
evidence for spherical particles has yet been found (Baker and Coffeen 1976). 

The presence of the aerosols in the upper atmosphere is reviewed by To
masko," together with the modeling from IP P photometry of the cloud layers 
in the Jovian atmosphere. A large number of photometric models were com
puted for comparison with the Pioneer data at various phase angles for the 
South Tropical Zone and also for dark belts. His conclusions on the size of 
the cloud particles supercede those in a previous paper (Tomasko et al. 
I 974); the data seem much better fitted by particles having asymmetry pa
rameters in the neighborhood of 0. 7 5 rather than < 0.25 as previously 
reported. This value of the asymmetry parameter is consistent with particles 
larger than the wavelength of light. Secondly, the data seem much more sen
sitive to small amounts of absorbing material in the region above the clouds 
than to the size of the cloud particles. The modeling of the cloud layers is 
still at an early stage considering the large amount of data that the IPP ob
tained on Pioneers IO and I I . and further improvements in new iterations 
are to be expected (Tomasko 1976). 

The phase integral, q, has a variety of values for scattering from various 
regions of the planet (Tomasko).'; for some scattering models of the northern 
component of the South Equatorial Belt in blue light q is - 1.1, while for the 
South Tropical Zone in red light, q as large as 1.5 is found. The apparently 
large variations found in these early models make the determination of ac
curate photometric models of the planet's various belts and zones even more 
important. The average of q over wavelengths and over the planet enters into 
the determination of the Bond albedo of the planet, and therefore affects esti
mates of Jupiter's internal energy source.; 

The polarimetric derivation of various heights in the Jovian atmosphere 
by Coffeen (I 974h: his Fig. 9 is reproduced here as Fig. I) is reviewed in 
the Tomasko chapter, and additional results are forthcoming (Coffeen 1976). 
The visible cloud height in the dark belts lies lower than that of the cloudtops 
of the bright zones. This polarimetric derivation of cloud height is model 
dependent, but the approximate validity is shown in the paper by Baker et 
al. (1975). 

The Great Red Spot has a cloudtop that is a few kilometers above the 
surrounding top of the South Tropical Zone (Coffeen 1974b), and these ef
fects are further studied by Doose ( 1976; also see Swindell and Doose 1974). 

In the polar regions we find much greater optical depths than elsewhere 
on Jupiter (see Table II I of Tomasko on p. 5 I 2). The onset of greater optical 
depth is rather sudden; the change usually occurs between 40 and 55° lati-

·,see p. 492. 'Seep. 202. 
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tude (Gehrels ct al. 1969). To what extent the actual cloud heights in the 
polar regions can be derived from the polarization measurements of Pioneer 
11 remains to be seen; a simple interpretation in terms of clear molecular 
scattering is insufficient and the scattering by aerosols will have to be taken 
into account. Lyot ( 1929) made a remarkable observation regarding the up
per level haze phenomena of Jupiter. namely, he observed on occasions the 
strong polarization of the polar regions and a grayish haze both extending to 
nearly the equatorial regions. The detailed Pioneer observations seem essen
tial to unravel the various contributions to the light scattering. It will be a 
long time before such high sub-spacecraft latitudes are observed again; future 
missions mostly go by equatorially. 
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Fig. I. Cloud-top altitudes above the 650-mbar level for various belts and zones of the Jovian 
atmosphere (Coffeen I 974h). 
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III. IMAGING OF JUPITER 

NASA decided, at an early stage of Pioneer F /G Mission preparations, 
in favor of the imaging by spin-scan rather than by television technique. Tele
vision on the Mariner Jupiter/ Saturn Missions will give much better resolu
tion, but that of spin-scan can also be high, - 10 km, with high data rates of 
large spacecraft (Russell and Tomasko 1976). Several advantages of the spin
scan technique over that with television, such as photopolarimetric linearity, 
together with the fundamentals of spin-scan imaging and an overview of ap
plications have been published by Gehrels et al. (I 972). 

With the smallest aperture of 0.5 milliradian (0?03), a scan line is made 
across the planet and the output of the detectors from segments of 0.00 I sec 
duration is sent back to Earth where scans and segments are assembled in a 
computer to make the spin-scan image. A general description of the I PP 
imaging is made by Swindell and Doose ( 1974), who include examples of the 
cosmetics: substitution for missing data, and other reconstruction at an 
early stage in the image processing. Figure 2 is an example of an image that 
had a large number of bits missing in the reception at the antennas of the 
Deep Space Network. Also seen are positional shifts of scan lines, and gain 
changes that were made in order to obtain the best signal level. Figure 3 
shows how the blanks have been filled in, by interpolation from adjacent data, 
and by other improvements. 

Swindell and Doose also show and describe rectification of the scan lines, 
namely the re-arrangement in proper geometrical configuration. The original 
scan lines are generally not straight but have curvature due to the cone de
scribed by the telescope axis during the spin of the spacecraft. Figure 4 is an 
example of original data receipt while Fig. 5 gives the same data after the 
proper rectification. 

A variety of techniques is available for enhancement of selected image 
characteristics. A rather simple example, using darkroom techniques, is 
shown - with Fig. 6 for the original data- in Fig. 7 ( other enhancement 
procedures are referred to in Sec. V). 

Some 200 images have better resolution than is typical for good ground
based photography. A few pictures have the highest resolution that could 
be obtained, namely - 190 km (in Figs. 4 and 5, for instance). Regarding 
colors, all images come in pairs of the red and blue channels (see the Appen
dix), and various features are seen differently in these two channels; the 
most striking example is the Great Red Spot which is hardly seen in the red 
(Fig. 6) but strongly in the blue (Fig. 8). For our usual color compositing a 
third bandpass is simulated; these colors on issued prints must therefore be 
considered uncertain. The reliability of our imaging data is discussed in some 
detail by Frieden and Swindell ( 1976). There is, however, a large amount of 
information in the colors, as is strikingly demonstrated in the color-ratio 
imaging of Fountain (1976) of which the present Fig. 9a is an example. 
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The Great Red Spot, and some other red spots that will be mentioned in 
the next section, actually are not a deep red, but rather of a brownish-reddish 
color; in any case, they are unique in color, differing from the brown and 
yellow shades seen in the belts. What is the material that condenses out at a 
height above and a temperature below that of the South Tropical Zone? These 
problems are discussed by Sill8 and by Prinn and Owen.9 

Blue colors I shall also mention in the next section, namely those of the 
polar regions, the terminator and the North Equatorial Belt. Based on our 
photopolarimetry we consider these regions to have greater optical depth, 
i.e., through the molecular atmosphere down to a lower cloud deck. Alter
nately, with a model of two cloud layers, the upper one may be broken and 
we observe through gaps down to the thicker bottom layer (Baker et al. 
197 5). The greater Rayleigh scattering, ex:>.. - 4 , presumably causes the blue 
and purple intensities and polarizations to be enhanced; physical interpreta
tions of multiple molecular scattering have been made for the terrestrial 
blue sky (Gehrels 1962) and the Jovian polar regions (Gehrels et al. 1969). 

Fountain et al. ( 1974) discovered a marked anvil-and-plume structure of 
the clouds near the equator (Fig. I 0); it may have been present many years 
(Smith and Hunt). 10 Other similar formations in the Equatorial Zone have 
now been recognized; the plume structure apparently is common in the EZ. 
The head or anvil usually occurs just a little north of the equator while the 
plumes are generally inclined with respect to the east-west direction, possibly 
showing transport towards the equator (Stone). 11 Figures 11 and 12 show 
new detail in another EZ anvil. This is one of our finest global picture pairs 
showing a wealth of information also in EZ plumes (especially in the red 
channel; Fig. 12) and in detailed structures everywhere. 

The polar regions that have large optical depth (Sec. II) allow deeper 
penetration by the red than by the blue channel; this is seen in Figs. I I and 
12, and also in Fig. 13 which is the blue-channel version of Fig. 5. The deeper 
penetration also occurs in the infrared and this should be taken into account 
with the results of the infrared radiometer; Ingersoll ( 1976) finds nearly the 
same temperature at the poles as at the equator, but that measurement is not 
at the same height in the atmosphere. That the 40°-60° latitudes are remark
able is mentioned by Teifel 12 and StoneP We knew beforehand also from 
polarimetry (Gehrels et al. 1969) that the polar atmosphere would appear 
drastically different from that between ±45° latitudes, and for this reason 
we pleaded for the high-latitude passage of Pioneer 11. 

It is sometimes believed14 that cloud motion cannot be gleaned from the 
Pioneer images because they are snapshots. and that one needs a movie film. 
This seems incorrect because such a film will show the fastest motion pre-

"See p. 372. 
"See pp. 325 and 493. 
111 See p. 577. 

"Seep. 606. 
"Seep. 474. 
'"See p. 604. 

14See, for example. p. 28. 



Fig. 2. An example of imaging data received with many bits missing, lost probably during the 
reception on Earth. Also seen are the discontinuities in sensor sensitivity as the gain had been 
set deliberately for best imaging of the dark polar regions. Lighter and darker lines show 
places where the imaging is misplaced. 
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Fig. 3. The data of Fig. 2 with missing data interpolated, gain changes allowed for, and image 
lines put in their proper place. ERT (Earth received times UT) 20h 54m 29'-22h 03m 40' on 
Dec. 2, 1974. Range (i.e., the distance of spacecraft from the center of Jupiter) 765,000 km. 
Phase (i .e ., the Sun-Jupiter center-spacecraft angle) 63°. Sub-spacecraft latitude - 25°. Longi
tude of the central meridian (LCM; System II) 263°. Blue channel. 
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Fig. 4. Before rectification and before allowing for gain change. ERT 9h 02m 2gs_9h 5 Im 3 7' on 
Dec. 3, 1974. Range 375,000km. Phase 64°. Lat. + 52°. LCM 232°. Red channel. 
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Fig. 5. The data of Fig. 4, but after rectification and allowance for gain change. 
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Fig. 6. The Great Red Spot in red light. ERT o• 03m 32•-o• 56m 04' on Dec. 3, I 974 . Range 
545,000km. Phase 70°. Lat. -31 °. LCM 21°. 
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Fig. 7. The data of Fig. 6, after enhancement by unsharp masking. A low contrast, unsharp 
negative was placed under the positive transparency. A high contrast contact negative was 
made to produce this image. The effect is to increase the contrast of the high frequencies with 
respect to the low ones (Fountain, personal communication). 
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Fig. 8. The Great Red Spot in blue light (no enhancement). Counterpart of Fig. 6. 
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dominantly, that is of the rotation, obliterating the effects of cloud streaming 
and vertical lift. Typical time scales for the changes on Jupiter are months 
and years, not minutes or hours. 

I see four ways to study motions from the Pioneer images: I) Views of 
the same aspect (same sub-spacecraft longitude and latitude) but of different 
times can be compared; we have not done this as yet. 2) Known velocity 
vectors (shown on p. 566, for instance) can be compared with cloud morphol
ogy; this is done to some extent in Sec. IV, and more is planned. 3) Where 
there is not a sharp velocity gradient, i.e., where there may be a more quies
cent condition as far as east-west motion is concerned, Coriolis effects may 
be seen. A good example is in the North Tropical Zone (see below), and other 
cases will be mentioned in Sec. IV. 4) Bright white regions may be indicators 
of updraft. Presumably the white crystals are of NH3 condensing near the 
top of the visible atmosphere, and the greater the cumulus effects are the 
more crystals would be observed per unit area. Several examples will be 
given in Sec. IV. 

In Fig. 14 one sees in the North Tropical Zone what appears to be a 
streaming motion that is slanted upwards to the right. Coriolis forces are 
expected to be dominant since the Rossby number is small. 15 It is straight
forward to compute the Coriolis effect for the latitude differences of the 
southern and northern edge of the NTrZ, and one finds that the slant angle 
would be 20° which agrees precisely with the slant seen in Fig. I 4. It is, 
therefore, a demonstration of motion in latitude within the NTrZ. Examples 
of less quiescent conditions are found in the spectacular billows and whirls 
near the north edge of the North Equatorial Belt where there are steep ve
locity gradients. 16 

All our images are being delivered to, and can be obtained from, the 
National Space Science Data Center (Goddard Space Flight Center, Green
belt, Md. 20771 ). A listing with aspect data for our images is given for Pio
neer IO by Swindell and Doose (1974) and by Fimmel et al. (1975) and for 
Pioneer 11 by Fimmel et al. (1976); these publications show many of our 
best images, and color pictures are given by Fimmel et al. (1975, 1976). 

IV. A DESCRIPTION OF JUPITER 

The following is a personal view of Jupiter based on Pioneer images. The 
reader is referred to the chapter by Smith and Hunt' 7 for other description 
and time variation, while my descriptions are only for 1973/ 1974. In all of 
the following, north is up and the rotation of the planet is from left to right, 
as is the case for all pictures in this book. 

15See p. 592. 
'"See pp. 566 and 590. 
17See p. 564. 
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Fig. 9a. Color ratio image. Intensity in the original display was proportional to the logarithm 
of the ratio of the red to the blue data (Fountain, personal communication). Here red is dark 
and blue is light. ERT 15" 07m 06' -15" 49m 54' of Dec. 2, I 974. Range 1,144,000 km. Phase 
56°. Lat. - 19°. LCM 42°. 
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Fig. 9b. For comparison with Fig. 9a, this is the blue-channel image of the original data. 

[ 547] 



Fig. 9c. As for Fig. 9b, the red channel. 

[ 548] 



Fig. I 0 . This image shows the equatorial plume. ERT 23" osm 4 l'-23" 4 Im 33' on Dec. 3, 
1974. Range 1,310,000km. Phase 40°. Lat. +41°. LC M 59°. 

[ 549] 



Fig. 11. ERT J 8h 5zm I 3' -20h 10m 42' of Dec. 3, I 974. Range 1,079 ,000 km. Phase 42°. Lat. 
+ 43°. LCM 275°. Blue channel. 

[ 550] 



Fig. 12. Counterpart of Fig. I I. Red channel. 

[ 551 ] 



Fig. 13. This image shows the lesser penetration in blue light near the pole. It is the blue coun
terpart of Fig. 5. 

[ 552] 



Fig. 14. The image shows the Coriolis motion in the North Tropical Zone, the billows south of 
it in the North Equatorial Belt , and the remarkable cloud patterns north of the North Tropical 
Belt. ERT 11" 54m 05'- I 3" oom 4 I' of Dec. 3, 1974. Range 610,000 km. Phase 52°. Lat. +49°. 
LCM 3°. Blue channel. Unrectified image; the shape after rectification would be as shown on 
inset figure. 

[ 553] 
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In the south polar regions there are some details of individual clouds, best 
seen in red light (see Sec. I I I), but they are not organized in zones and belts. 
A discontinuity of the general brightness level in the blue images is seen 
near 60° latitude and perhaps another one near 40°. Near about - 50° we 
have not seen spectacular detail as in the north, but that is, most likely, be
cause our images did not have the high resolution as in, for instance, Fig. 14. 
A mottled appearance seems to indicate vertical motion with ammonia crys-. 
tallization at the top. The first banded structures of dark belts and bright 
zones are noticed in the temperate regions: sudden and drastic changes with 
longitude do, however, occur (Fig. 3). 

The south temperate regions are unique in showing, especially in blue 
light, large and bright ovals that are uniformly white and usually have a dark 
perimeter. They give the impression ofa slow convectional rise at the center
until the condensation level of ammonia crystals, that are white, is reached
followed by a subsidence at the perimeter where the ammonia crystals evap
orate, allowing us to see deeper down into the atmosphere. Some of the ovals, 
however, do not have the dark perimeter and are simply large white areas. 
Occasionally the opposite is seen. namely a bright perimeter with a darker 
ring inside it, while within that a brighter oval may occur. 

The South Temperate Zone is clearly distinguished by generally a soft 
but rather straight southern boundary; i.e., large-scale irregularities do not 
occur here. The white of the zone is interspersed at some longitudes with 
dark reddish spots which may combine into streaks that almost split the 
STZ in two. Then comes its strongest feature, namely the wavy structure of 
the northern edge, sharply delineating the South Temperate Belt by a thin 
brown part of the STB. It is also noticed in the Pioneer 11 pictures that the 
STZ may be interrupted by dark ellipsoidal features that have a sharp bright 
rim and bright white spots inside (Fig. 6); in blue light (Fig. 8) there is a thin 
bright ellipse inside. 

The STB is tremendously varied in contrast and brownish coloring. At 
lower resolution some of the structures appear to show billows, reminding 
us of the descriptions of solitons, the solitary waves of Maxworthy and 
Redekopp ( 1976; reviewed by Stone 18). The STB shows strenuous shears in 
its irregular shapes and cloud streaks, while there must also be strong verti
cal motion seen in occasional red spots and frequently occurring ovals. The 
bright ovals, sometimes intruding upon and interacting with the South Tropi
cal Zone, are seen even at low resolution because of their large size and ex
ceptionally high reflectivity. 

Going north from the STB we come to a wide bright band. It was Pio
neer's luck to have that striking feature, with a strongly developed Great 
Red Spot, at this time. It consists of two parts: the South Tropical Zone and 
the southern component of the South Equatorial Belt (SEB8 ) and they are 

18 See p. 612; also seep. 582. 
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clearly separated by a thin brown streak that has a wavy structure especially 
in the pictures of Pioneer I I. The STrZ and SEBs differ in another manner: 
fine detail in the STrZ occurs in mostly east-west directions with a slight 
slant, reminiscent of a Coriolis effect (Sec. 111). Finely detailed streaks are 
also seen in the SEBs. with somewhat denser spacing, but they are slanted 
(- 30° with respect to the east-west direction) not in the Coriolis direction 
but indicating a decrease in the equatorial jet stream (p. 566) velocity be
tween north and south boundaries of the SEB5 • 

The Great Red Spot appears embedded in the STrZ. The GRS seems to 
push the demarcation of STrZ and SEBs towards the north, and the south 
rim of the STrZ also seems pushed a little southward by the G RS; the STrZ 
is thin there but clearly distinguishable. To the left of the G RS, the STrZ
SEBs demarcation comes south again quickly; in this region the colors are 
bluish (in 197 4 ), as if the high cloud of the SEBs may be breaking up, allowing 
our view to penetrate deeper into the molecular atmosphere. Over consider
able longitude, to the left of the G RS, the STrZ appears to be broken in two 
by a thin dark streak. 

The G RS itself has an outer perimeter of deeper red-brown, while more 
towards the inside usually a concentric brighter ring is seen. In some of the 
best pictures, a spiraling effect appears there with variation of deep and less
deep red (brown) coloring. 

The bright white SEBs has a rather sharp northern edge, going over into 
a dark brown narrow belt. This narrow strip may have cloud streaks in it, 
with some slant as described for SEBs. Next to the north, in the remainder 
of SEBn, there is the appearance of alternating brighter and darker streaks 
that are oriented in an east-west direction without slant. In the Pioneer 11 
pictures the effect of these streaks is so strong that it almost looks like a 
whole belt-zone structure, with the belts having some bluish hue. 

The Equatorial Zone has anvil-and-plume structures (Sec. 111) that are 
bright white, with occasionally bluish areas preceding (to the right of) the 
anvil; these often are infrared hot spots (Armstrong et al. I 976). 1H The bluish 
hue is probably due to Rayleigh scattering in a deep molecular atmosphere 
through which our vision penetrates to the deeper levels where the infrared 
experiments find water vapor. The anvils have exceptionally high reflec
tivity and they usually are sharply defined (Figs. 11 and 12), but most often 
the slanted plumes appear to have no marked anvil head. The plumes, but 
not the anvils, are best resolved in the red, as are most SEBn-NEB clouds, 
which probably means that they are at a lower level than the anvils (but they 
still appear to lie above the EZ generally). 

The North Equatorial Belt has marvelous detail in contrast and color. 
Here we see billows, apparently solitons again, with great variation in their 
color detail, while there also are some million-km long dark brown streaks 

"'See pp. 351, 407 and 502. 
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and, intruding upon the North Tropical Zone. some great ovals may be seen. 
The overall direction. seen at low resolution. of the features in the NEB 
may have some slant, somewhat similar. but in opposite direction, to that 
noted in the SEB,, perhaps again indicating a decrease, this time from south 
to north, of the equatorial jet stream velocity. The transition to the NTrZ is 
very irregular with deep insertions of dark and brown material into the NTrZ. 

Where we can see structure in the white material of the NTrZ we notice 
Coriolis streaks (Sec. II I). Small red spots in the NTrZ may be seen in our 
blue images (for instance in Fig. I 4 ), with little or nothing noted in the red 
in this area. These spots usually have two long dark peaked streaks reaching 
into the NTrZ, the one on the right joining the spot more south, the one on 
the left more north; these peaks also are slanted in the Coriolis direction. 
The outer perimeter of the spot usually is dark and wide, while diffusely at 
its center a brighter island may be present. 

North of the NTrZ much less detail is seen in our red images than in the 
blue ones, but in the blue the detail is so indescribable that I have to refer 
you to the figures. There are multiple cloud layers, and changes in longitu
dinal direction that are surprisingly sudden while occurring over a large 
range in latitude (Fig. 14). 

The north rim of the NTrZ is sharp and bluish, and then suddenly and 
sharply there is the transition to the North Temperate Belt and a region where 
the general direction of motion appears to be east-west without slant. 

Next, in the north temperate regions ovals may occur as I described be
fore for the south temperate regions, namely with a bright perimeter and 
darker interior, these are seen only in the blue image, or with dark perimeter; 
but there are not as many and they are not as striking as in the southern 
hemisphere. The features here are more wisp-like billows, reminding us of 
solitons again,with bright thin clouds down to the resolution limit (- 190 km). 
At low resolution all of this detail seems to combine into a mottled appear
ance due to variations in reflectivity, indicating vertical motion and subse
quent condensation. 

I have the impression that the clouds near latitudes > 45° lie deeper; in 
any case, the atmosphere looks darker than at lesser latitudes. Just before 
the banded structures stop there occurs a strongly marked brown-orange dark 
belt, not going all around in longitude. In this region again the wavy structure 
of belt-zone transitions is seen as it was at similar southern latitudes. The 
bright zone just south of the dark belt, incidentally, appears to show a Co
riolis slant. 

Finally, the banded structure stops, at latitude - 60°, but there still is 
great detail to be seen in the North Polar Region, together with a slightly 
bluish hue again, as is the case near the South Pole and the terminator. Note 
in Fig. I 2 the large oval, to the left of the central meridian in the N PR, 
which in blue light (Fig. 11) is nearly absent. In the polar regions we appar
ently witness cloud formations deep down in the molecular atmosphere. 
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V. SATELLITES AND ASTROMETRY 

Several enhanced images of the Galilean satellites are shown by Fimmel 
et al. ( 1976), a series for Ganymede is published by Frieden and Swindell 
( 1976), and some of the best are in the Frontispiece of Burns ( 1976). 

The enhancement exercises of Frieden and Swindell and their improve
ment in the resolution, by a factor 2, teach us to see detail on Ganymede not 
noticed before. For instance, in Fig. 3 of Morrison and Burns,2° there is a 
bright spot, below center and to the right, surrounded by a wide dark ring 
which is surrounded by another ring that is bright and wide so that its outer 
diameter is 2/ 3 the disk. The configuration is reminiscent of the concentric 
ring structures on the moon where they are interpreted in terms of impacts. 
On another image of Ganymede, obtained by Pioneer 11, shadowing appears 
on one side of the bright spot which suggests that it has an appreciable ele
vation above the surrounding surface. Ganymede probably has a thin mantle 
(Consolmagno and Lewis)21 that may, in fact, show in these images the strain
ing effect of supporting the elevated bright spot. This, however, does not 
explain why the spot has relatively high reflectivity. 

Let us now continue inspection of the outer ring: on its interface with the 
large dark region to the upper left, Frieden and Swindell describe three small 
dark mare depressions of which one is seen even in the lower resolution pic
ture reproduced by Morrison and Burns. 

Little color is seen on Ganymede. One of the advantages of spin-scan 
imaging is that the detector outputs are linear (Sec. I I I) so that the colors can 
be studied from the simple quotient of the Red and Blue outputs. For Gany
mede, the RIB quotient ranges between 1.2 and 1. 7 with an overall average 
of 1.44 (Gehrels 1976). No correlation of color and reflectivity is found. 
Fringes have been seen in the imaging of Ganymede that are tentatively in
terpreted as due to a partial layer of ice crystals that have a characteristic 
dimension of ~ 4 mm (Frieden 1976). 

As for photometry and polarimetry, scattered light has been a problem in 
the observations of the satellites, especially for Io because of the proximity 
of Jupiter, and the reductions have had to follow special procedures. There 
now is, however, a rather complete set of polarimetry and relative photome
try with the blue and red filters over the range of phase angle from ~ 40° to 
110°. 

There are about 200 low resolution images of the Galilean satellites from 
the Pioneer 10 and 11 encounters that are suitable to improve the ephemeri
des for use of missions in the future (Duxbury 1975). These observations are 
of interest particularly because the spacecraft were below, above, or inside 
the satellite orbits with aspects that are impossible from Earth. Positional 
accuracies of a few hundred kilometers can be obtained. 

20See p. 1005. 
21 See p. I 042. 
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It appears possible from a detailed study of the imaging of the satellites 
(Smith 1976) to obtain the diameters to a precision of a few tens of kilometers 
so as to improve the density determinations especially for Callisto. 

Observations of JV Amalthea have not been possible because of the 
proximity to Jupiter causing a large amount of scattered light. A careful 
search was made by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for an opportunity to ob
serve an asteroid during the interplanetary trips. but none was found bright 
enough to be observable (also see Ken Knight I 97 I). and the same holds for 
the periodic comets; the ephemerides of- 3000 asteroids and of- 200 com
ets were checked. 

Bejczy of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, assisted by KenKnight, looked 
for oscillation or drift in the inertial orientation of the spin axis of Pioneer 
I 0. The IPP was locked on Jupiter in the imaging mode for a total of 36 
hours in May and June of 1974, but no motion of the spin axis, to a precision 
of - 40 arcsecs, was detected. If desired, the precision could be appreciably 
improved in future measurements. 

VI. INTERPLANETARY PARTICLES 

Our original concern that contamination by light-scattering particles 
around the spacecraft would occur has not materialized. The spacecraft ap
parently are clean and the hydrazine gas bursts for orientation of the space
craft have been carefully avoided at the time of observations. Sunlight scat
tered by parts of the spacecraft has been mostly eliminated, thanks to special 
baffling and a cone-shaped shield at the end of the telescope (see Leinert 
and Kliippelberg I 974). 

The various components of the light of the night sky are reviewed by 
Weinberg (I 974). IPP observations from Pioneers IO and 11 have made it 
possible to separate these components with confidence, by mapping star
light and zodiacal light periodically during the cruise phase of both missions 
(Weinberg et al. 1976). 

Soon after launch of Pioneer IO. the counterglow or "Gegenschein" was 
observed at 1.011 A. U. from the sun when the spacecraft-antisun direction 
was 3~4 from the Earth-antisun direction (Weinberg et al. I 973). Earlier in
terpretations had the faint counterglow due to a gas or dust tail of the earth, 
or to material near the L:1 libration point in the system Sun-Earth-particle, or 
due in some other way to a geocentric phenomenon. Roosen ( 1971) showed 
these interpretations to be wrong, but the Pioneer observations yielded the 
final proof because they were made in situ. The counterglow is therefore 
primarily a phase effect in the zodiacal light; i.e., the interplanetary dust has 
an increased efficiency in the backscattering region (an "opposition effect"). 
Appreciable polarizations and their striking time variations have been re
ported by Roach et al. (1974) and by Wolstencroft and Brandt (1974). 
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Brightnesses in the ecliptic at elongations greater than 90° indicate a drop 
in the dust density near 3.3 A.U., beyond which the zodiacal light is~ I% 
of the background starlight; i.e., the zodiacal light is negligible beyond the 
asteroid belt (Hanner et al. 1974). 

From beyond the asteroid belt, Pioneers IO and 1 I are observing back
ground starlight (integrated starlight plus diffuse galactic light) in the absence 
of zodiacal light for the first time (Weinberg et al. 1974); star counts further 
allow the separation of the stellar and galactic components. These observa
tions are being used between I and 3.3 A.U. to derive the change in zodiacal
light brightness with heliocentric distance. Based on the assumption that the 
scattering properties of the dust do not change significantly with heliocentric 
distance, the observed change in brightness suggests that the spatial distribu
tion can be represented by a power law, R-v (v = I), or by a two-component 
model (v = 1.5, with increased dust in the asteroid belt). It is not possible 
from these results alone to distinguish between asteroidal or cometary origins 
for the particles. 

The particles that Humes22 measured have sizes I 0-50 µ,m (size depend
ing on the assumed density); particles of lesser mass would not penetrate the 
walls of his impact detectors. Since Humes finds no correlation with the 
asteroid belt. these grains must be produced by comets. After reading Secs. 
Vil B and D of Brown and Yung/1 three conclusions appear to fall into 
place: I) the source of Io's sodium emission may well be accreted grains; 
2) their composition is that of cometary particles, rather than of chondritic 
meteorites; and 3) their composition indicates a tensile strength appreciably 
greater than the exceedingly low one of carbonaceous chondrites. The mete
oritic explanation for Io's sodium cloud24 seems supported by these con
clusions; "meteoritic" at this distance from the sun means "cometary." 

VII. PUBLIC RELATIONS 

Because of the general interest in the pictures of Jupiter, we made a fairly 
large effort in showing them, namely in some 40 colloquia and lectures in the 
United States and Europe, including 2 COSPAR meetings (Blenman et al. 
I 976). 

Two NASA Special Publications are devoted to the results from Pio
neers 10 and 11 (Fimmel et al. 1974, 1976 respectively). Our pictures have 
appeared in various articles and on front covers of journals (for example, see 
Wolfe 1975). 

During the encounters of Jupiter the Pioneer Image Converter System 
(PICS; see Baker 1975) was an essential facility to monitor the operation of 
the instrument while producing color television pictures for the broadcast 
media and for a closed circuit network in the San Francisco area. 

"See p. 1054. "'Seep. 1138. ''Seep. 1140. 
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APPENDIX 
Characteristics of the Imaging Photopolarimeter 

Telescope: Maksutov type with 2.5 cm aperture and 8.6 cm focal length 

Modes of operation: 
I -Standby 
2 - Zodiacal light 
3 - Polarimetry 
4-lmaging 

Instantaneous field of 1·iew: 
Mode 2: 2?3 square 
Mode 3: 0?5 square 
Mode 4: 0?03 square 

Spectral bandpass: 
Blue: 390 to 500 nm 
Red: 595 to 720 nm 

Detectors: Two dual-channel Bendix Channeltrons, S-11 and Extended-Red S-20 
spectral responses 

Polarization analyzer: 
Mode 2: symmetrical Wollaston prism 
Mode 3: same Wollaston prism; an achromatic half-wave retardation plate in 

and out of the beam for determination of position angle of polarization 
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Calihration: 
Mode 2: radioisotope-activated phosphor light source 
Mode 3: solar diffuser (in the antenna disk of the spacecraft); tungsten filament 

lamp and Lyot depolarizer 

Look angle range: I 0° to I 70° from earthward spin axis (the solar diffuser is viewed 
at I 0°, and the antenna from I 0° to 29°) 

Size: 18X 19X47cm 

Mass: 4.2 kg 
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MOTIONS AND MORPHOLOGY OF CLOUDS IN THE 
ATMOSPHERE OF JUPITER 

B. A. SMITH 
University of Arizona 

and 

G. E. HUNT 
British Meteorological Office 

The dmninati111; axisymmetric re1;ime in The global circulation of Jupiter's atmo
sphere is responsible .fr>r the .fcuni/iar handed af1f1Carance of' the planet, althou1;h it is 
seen to he here and There disrupted b_,, 11011-axis,·111111erric _fi,at11res ran1;in1; in size from 
the Great Red Spot to the smallest obser\'{/hle discrete clouds. Such features serve as 
tracers _fi,r determining the latitude depe11de11ce and time l'//riability of Jupiter's zonal 
wind. It is 11oted that zonal currents tend to exhibit long-term stability in their latitudinal 
positions a11d average 11'ind speeds; holl'ever, it is the time-rnriable aspects of cloud mo
tions and morphology that 11·e deal ll'ith in much of this chapter. 

We discuss such phenomena as the 1·orticity and zonal oscillation of the Great Red 
Spot and its interactions 11·ith the surrounding South Tropical Zone; periodic distur
bances in the South Equatorial Belt 11·hich appear to have their origins in three "hot 
spots" located ll'ithin the deeper Ja,·ers of the Jovian atmosphere: a l\'esterly subtropical 
zonal jet with velocities ,~{ up to 163 m sec-, a11d the lon)?evity <!t" se1·eral atmospheric 
features with lifetimes i11 excess of a decade. We then comment upon the meteorological 
significance of the ohsen·ed morphology and motions of the clouds and conclude 11·ith a 
look at the potential _fi1r spacecraft studies of' the dynamics of the Jovian atmosphere 
over the next decade. 

For more than a century Jupiter has been a favored observational object 
for many astronomers - both amateur and professional. Because of its rela
tively great distance from the earth, Jupiter varies far less in angular diam
eter than the terrestrial planets and thus remains continuously observable 

[ 564] 
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(except for intervals of a few months centered on solar conjunctions, which 
occur every 13 months).· Although quasi-systematic photography of Jupiter 
extends back to the closing decades of the nineteenth century, very few 
quantitative data relating to cloud motion and morphology have emerged 
from photographic studies until the start of the program at New Mexico 
State University in the early 1960's. That we know as much as we do about 
the long-term behavior of the Jovian atmosphere is due primarily to the many 
conscientious visual observations collected by the British Astronomical 
Association and the (primarily American) Association of Lunar and Plane
tary Observers. Of equal importance are the assimilation and interpreta
tion of these visual data which are largely the work of 8. M. Peek, T. E. R. 
Phillips, E. J. Reese and C. R. Chapman. For more than a decade now, Reese 
has been the nucleus of an analysis group at New Mexico State University 
where photographic techniques have made possible a quantum step in the 
detection of many complex properties of the Jovian global circulation. Simi
lar photographic measuring programs are now in progress at the Lowell 
Observatory Planetary Research Center and the Lunar and Planetary 
Laboratory of the University of Arizona. 

In this chapter we shall review some of the results of the studies men
tioned above, discuss their meteorological significance and describe some 
new and far reaching observations to be made by planetary spacecraft near 
the end of the decade. 

I. CLOUD MOTIONS AND MORPHOLOGY 

The dominating axisymmetric regime in the global circulation of Jupiter 
is, of course, responsible for the familiar banded appearance of this rapidly 
rotating planet. The variation of this large-scale zonal flow with latitude has 
been well studied, notably by Peek (1958), Chapman (1969) and Reese 
(1972c). These studies have shown that, although some temporal variation 
in velocity is observed in all zonal currents, each latitude of Jupiter is char
acterized by a particular zonal motion that remains relatively constant over 
many decades. This long-term stability is also found in the coarse morphol
ogy of the atmospheric cloud structure. The bright and dark bands, referred 
to classically as wnes and belts respectively, have latitudinal boundaries 
which tend to remain remarkably stationary over time intervals of a decade 
or longer (Reese 1972c). Therefore. while much of this chapter is devoted to 
the time-variable aspects of Jupiter's atmospheric circulation, it is important 
to remember that large-scale properties tend to be rather constant over long 
periods of time. 

In the past it has been a common practice to describe the zonal motions 
of atmospheric currents on Jupiter either by their sidereal rotation periods or 
by their velocities relative to one of two quasi-arbitrary rotating coordinate 
systems known as System I and System 11. We have abandoned both of these 
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Fig. 1. Zonal velocities in the atmosphere of Jupiter. Zonal velocities of some of the more 
prominent currents on Jupiter are shown here relative to System III (see text) . The scale in 
meters per second is indicated at the lower right. Note the 100 m sec-• westerly jet in the 
equatorial region and the even stronger North Temperate Beltjet in the northern hemisphere. 
This photograph was taken in blue light on 6 December 1965 with a 30-cm Cassegrain re
flector at New Mexico State University. North is at the top. 

methods, because they yield numbers which are either physically meaning
less or, at best, poorly suited to the study of atmospheric motions. Instead, 
all of the velocities given in this chapter are referred to System II I, a rotating 
coordinate system defined by the mean rotational period of decametric radio 
sources, and one which presumably is co-rotating with the deeper, more vis
cous regions of the planet's fluid interior. System II I as defined by the Inter
national Astronomical Union in 1962 has a rotation period of 9h55m29~37_ 
However, we have adopted a "modified System III" with a rotation period 
of 9h55m29~71, as it seems better able to represent the observed rotation of 
the decametric radio sources (Riddle;' Riddle and Warwick 1975; Carr and 
Desch2). 

'Seep. 526. 
2See p. 710. 
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Zonal velocities as we have now defined them are depicted in Fig. l and 
are listed in Tables I through I I I for three observational epochs selected by 
Reese ( 1972c). Tables IV through VI list the latitudes of the more prominent 
belts and zones over the same time intervals. 

Great Red Spot 

Among the non-axisymmetric morphological features in the Jovian atmo
sphere, the Great Red Spot is the most prominent and the longest lived. Its 
observed existence can almost certainly be traced back 300 years (Peek 
1958) and its lifetime could be on the order of 105 years (Golitsyn l 970). 
The Great Red Spot (GRS) is totally immersed within the usually bright 
South Tropical Zone (STrZ) which is bounded by the southern component 
of the South Equatorial Belt (SEBs) to the north and the South Temperate 
Belt (STB) to the south. The size of the GRS tends to vary with time; at 
present its length and width are 26,200 and 13,800 km, respectively (personal 
communication, Reese 1975). Its width, however, exceeds that of the STrZ, 
causing the SEBs to be deflected toward the equator along the northern edge 
of the G RS. The deep orange-red hue of the Red Spot also varies with time, 
occasionally disappearing altogether. However, the deflection of the SEBs 
(sometimes referred to as the "Red Spot Hollow") remains, even when the 
G RS is invisible, to remind us that the Red Spot is not merely a superficial 
feature of the Jovian cloud tops. . 

The contrast or conspicuousness of the G RS seems to be related to the 
activity ofthe SEB (Peek 1958; Solberg 1968b; Solberg 1969a). South Equa
torial Belt disturbances, of which more will be said later, are often followed 
by a slow fading of color in the Red Spot until it finally disappears altogether, 
blending into the surrounding South Tropical Zone. At those times when the 
color of the GRS is especially intense, however, SEB disturbances seem to 
have little or no effect on its chromatic conspicuousness. At present, the Red 
Spot is continuing in an unprecedented interval of deep orange color which 
began in 1960 and, throughout a 15-year interval, has survived four outbreaks 
of SEB disturbances. 

The mean zonal velocity of the Great Red Spot is - 3 m sec-1 , although 
it has been found to exhibit a superimposed zonal oscillation with an average 
peak-to-peak amplitude of 1800 km and a period of 89 .85 ± 0.10 days (Sol
berg 1968a; Solberg 1969b; Reese 1970; Reese 1972a; personal communi
cation, Reese 1975). This quasi-sinusoidal motion is apparently a funda
mental natural or driven frequency of an atmospheric oscillation associated 
with the G RS. The oscillatory motion has been in evidence continuously 
since its discovery in 1962-63 (Reese and Solberg 1966), although the mean 
zonal velocity of the GRS has occasionally changed quite abruptly (see, for 
example, Reese 1972a). (Although there is every reason to believe that the 
90-day oscillation existed prior to 1962, observations of sufficient quality 
and frequency to establish the oscillatory mode had not been made before 
that time.) The cause of the GRS 90-day oscillation remains unknown; how-
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TABLE IV 
Mean Zenographic Latitudes of Jupiter's Belts 1908-1947 

From B. M. Peek 
and the British Astronomical Associationa 

Feature 

NNNTB 
NNTB 
NTB 
N. edge NEB 
S. edge NEB 
N. edge SER 
S. edge SEB 
STB 
SSTB 

Mean 
latitude 

(deg) 

+ 36.4 
+ 27.8 
+ 17.3 
+ 7.2 
- 7.1 

- 18.9 
- 29.0 
- 41.6 

"After Reese ( 1972c) 

Range of 
apparitional means 

(deg) 

+ 39.5 
+ 32.2 
+ 22.0 
+ 9.0 
- 4.4 

-16.4 
- 26.7 
- 37.0 

+ 33.1 
+ 24.5 
+ 12.7 
+ 4.5 
- 9.0 

- 22.6 
- 30.5 
- 45.4 

TABLE V 

Number of 
apparitions 

17 
33 
34 
34 
33 
30 
36 
20 

Mean Zenographic Latitudes of Jupiter's Belts /949-1962 
From Association of Lunar and Planetary Observersa 

Mean Range of 
latitude apparitional means Number of 

Feature (deg) (deg) apparitions 

NNNTB + 45.3 + 45.7 + 44.8 2 
NNTB + 36.3 + 41.0 + 33.7 10 
NTB + 26.7 + 30.0 + 23.6 8 
N. edge NEB + 17.9 + 21.3 + 13.7 12 
S. edge NEB + 6.8 + 7.9 + 4.1 12 
N. edge SEB - 7.3 - 5.5 - 7.9 9 
S. edge SEB - 20.8 - 18.2 - 22.6 11 
STB - 31.0 - 29.8 - 32.7 12 
SSTB - 44.9 - 42.1 -47.1 7 

"After Reese ( 1972c) 

571 

ever, we note that the characteristic velocity of the "circulating current" -
within which the Red Spot is immersed-is approximately± 55 m sec- 1 with 
respect to the G RS, and that any disturbances moving within the circulating 
current would re-encounter the G RS at intervals of 90 days. 
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TABLE VI 
Mean Zenographic Latitudes of Jupiter's Belts 1960-1970 

From measurements of photographs 
taken at NMSU Observatorya 

Mean Range of 
latitude apparitional means Number of 

Feature (deg) (deg) apparitions 

NPB + 56.0 + 59.5 + 54.3 2 
NNNTB + 44.8 + 45.9 + 44.3 7 
NNTB + 37.1 + 38.0 + 35.9 7 
N. edge NTB + 31.3 + 31.6 + 31.0 6 
NTB + 27.8 + 28.7 + 26.9 6 
S. edge NTB + 24.3 + 25.8 + 22.8 6 
N. edge NEB + 19.9 + 21.4 + 16.9 10 
S. edge NEB + 7.4 + 8.6 + 6.6 10 
EB - 0.4 + 0.2 - 1.2 4 
N. edge SEBn - 6.9 - 5.8 - 7.6 8 
S. edge SEBn - I 1.0 - 10.6 - 11.4 3 
N. edge SEBs - 16.0 - 14.5 - 17.9 3 
S. edge SEBs - 20.9 - 19.9 - 21.7 10 
N. edge STB - 26.3 - 24.8 - 27.6 10 
STB - 29.9 - 29.3 - 31.0 10 
S. edge STB - 33.6 - 32.9 - 34.5 10 
STZB - 38.3 - 37.6 - 38.8 7 
SSTB - 44.4 - 43.1 - 46.3 10 
SSSTB - 55.9 - 54.9 - 58.0 5 
SPB - 65.9 - 64.9 - 67.4 3 

"After Reese ( 1972c) 

The Red Spot is not the only feature in the Jovian atmosphere to exhibit 
an oscillatory component in its zonal motion. Several oscillating dark spots 
have been reported by Peek ( 1958) while Reese and Smith ( 1966) have called 
attention to an oscillatory mode of a spot moving in the narrowly confined 
zonal jet at 24? 1 N latitude. Reese and Solberg ( 1969) also describe a dark 
spot in the southern component of the North North Temperate Belt (NNTBs) 
at latitude 35?5 N which showed a well-defined sinusoidal zonal oscillation 
with an amplitude of 7000 km and a period of 66.4 days. 

Another interesting property of the Red Spot is its vorticity. During 
1966-67, as reported by Reese and Smith ( 1968), several dark spots asso
ciated with the circulating current interacted with the perimeter of the G RS, 
some apparently attaching themselves to its outer edge and revolving about 
the Red Spot in a counterclockwise direction with a period of about 12 days. 
The attached dark spots (and other observed features of unknown origin im
bedded within the Red Spot) did not exhibit the 1 / r dependence of a simple 
vortex. Tangential velocities with respect to the center of the G RS were 19 
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and 72 m sec- 1 • respectively, at the major and minor axes of Red Spot el
lipse. Another interaction between the G RS and an external feature occurred 
in March 1967 when one of the three long-enduring, bright South Temperate 
Ovals (STO) passed south of the Red Spot. The northern edge of the STO 
extended northward almost to the southern edge of the G RS and may actu
ally have impinged upon the vortex. For a few days a bright ring surrounded 
the G RS as though material from the bright oval was drawn into the vortex. 

Whether vorticity is a permanent property of the G RS is not known. 
Reese ( 1971) reported a bright, cloud-like structure within the Red Spot in 
1971 which apparently remained stationary. The distribution of these bright 
patches tended to be spread out along an ellipse, concentric with the perime
ter of the G RS and approximately halfway out from the center. These obser
vations suggest that the vortical motion of the G RS may be restricted to a 
zone near its perimeter. 

A satisfactory meteorological explanation for the Great Red Spot re
mains to be found, although its suggested identification as an anticyclonic 
(high-pressure) system seems reasonable. The G RS has remained a rela
tively isolated atmospheric system for several centuries at least; yet, as 
stated above, some interactions with other atmospheric features have been 
observed. For example, a noteworthy interaction occurred in 1970 when a 
dusky disturbance in the South Tropical Zone made contact with the G RS. 
First seen in June 1970 (Reese 1971 ), the disturbance advanced on the Red 
Spot with a relative velocity of+ 5 m sec-1• As Jupiter approached conjunc
tion with the sun in November, it was predicted that the disturbance would 
arrive at the western (following) end of the G RS on 24 December. The dis
turbance did indeed reach the Red Spot on 23 December and apparently im
parted an instantaneous increase of 3.2 m sec- 1 to the zonal velocity of the 
G RS (Reese 1972a). Since the date of that incremental velocity increase, 
the Red Spot has undergone a constant deceleration, and presently has a 
zonal velocity 5 m sec-1 less than its motion in early 1971. In another exam
ple, Minton (l 97 5) reports that a white spot became temporarily drawn out 
in longitude as its differential motion brought it into conjunction with the 
G RS. Perhaps the most remarkable interaction between the G RS and its 
surroundings occurred in 1969 when a series of dark elongated spots were 
ejected from the eastern (preceding) tip of the Red Spot and were then ob
served to drift away with a relative zonal velocity of+ 17 m sec- 1 (Reese 
1970). It is clear that any satisfactory explanation for the G RS must be able 
to account for its many peculiarities. 

South Tropical Zone Circulating Current 

Along the north and south boundaries of the South Tropical Zone flow 
the northern and southern components of the circulating current. As can be 
seen in Fig. l and Tables 1-11 I, the two components are easterly and west
erly, respectively, and both have nearly the same zonal speed, approximately 
50-60 m sec- 1• It is between these components that the Red Spot is im-
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mersed, but it was an apparent interaction with another large feature in the 
STrZ, the South Tropical Disturbance (STD), that has given the circulating 
current its name. Although the STD has not been recorded in recent years, 
spots have been observed approaching the STD along the northern (easterly) 
component, only to move suddenly southward and into the westerly compo
nent as they came in contact with the eastern (preceding) end of the South 
Tropical Disturbance. The South Tropical Disturbance was last seen in 
1939. This feature, a most interesting object in itself, will not be discussed 
here. The reader is referred to Peek (I 958). 

Thus, the spots would first approach, cross the STrZ then recede from 
the STD. Now moving along the southern component, the spots would ap
proach the Red Spot with a relative velocity of 60 m sec-1 , but would then 
disappear as they came within ten thousand kilometers of the western end 
of the G RS. Until 1964 no spot in the westerly branch of the circulating 
current had ever been observed to survive the G RS. The exception (Reese 
and Smith 1968) was a small dark spot in 1965 which approached the G RS 
along the southern component of the circulating current, moved into the 
narrow channel which separates the Red Spot from the South Temperate 
Belt, attached itself to the perimeter of the G RS and revolved around it, 
thus revealing the GRS vorticity. Several months later, various other dark 
spots moving along the northern component approached the G RS and inter
acted in a similar manner. 

South Equatorial Belt Disturbances 

Since 1919 the South Equatorial Belt has exhibited a series of semiperi
odic fadings followed by cataclysmic returns to prominence. These revivals, 
which tend to recur at intervals or multiples of three years, always begin with 
a sudden localized outburst of bright and dark spots which soon spread out 
in longitude until the entire belt is in a state of turmoil (Reese 1972a). In all. 
a total of 12 SEB disturbances have been observed, occurring in the follow
ing years: 1919, 1928, 1943, 1949, 1952, 1955, 1958, 1962, 1964and 1971. 
The years 1943 and 1971 each saw two disturbances, and the appearance of 
the SEB at the present time would suggest that another is imminent. (Since 
this writing, no less than three separate SEB disturbances have occurred 
over a six week interval in July-August 1975. The three, in order, appeared 
at the intense, medium and weak sites, respectively.) 

Reese ( 1972a) has pointed out that the disturbances can be grouped ac
cording to their observed intensity with the most active occurring in 19 I 9, 
I 928 and I 97 IA and the weakest in I 943B, I 955, I 962 and 1971B. Although 
the locations of the various outbursts are scattered randomly in System I I, 
the intensity grouping gave rise to the idea that there might be a coordinate 
system in which there would exist a small number of fixed sources for the 
eruptions (Chapman and Reese 1968). Reese (1972a) has found that, when 
grouped by the magnitude of their activity, the disturbances can all be traced 
to three sources which remain stationary in a coordinate system that rotates 
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with a period of 9h55m3o~I l ± 0~03, which is only 0.40 seconds longer than 
that of the "modified System II I." It will be recalled that we have assumed 
the "modified System III" to be co-rotating with the viscous interior of Jupi
ter. Thus, there seems to be good reason to believe that SEB disturbances 
have their origins in three "hot spots" located deep within the Jovian atmo
sphere. The three sources are widely separated in longitude and their zonal 
drift with respect to our defined coordinate system is only -14 cm sec-1• 

South Temperate Ovals 

In 1939-40 three bright clouds, each extending more than 90° in length, 
appeared in the southern edge of the South Temperate Belt (Peek 1958). 
Since their formation, each has contracted exponentially, very rapidly at first 
and more slowly in recent years. At present these South Temperate Ovals 
have lengths and widths of 1400 km and 8800 km, respectively (personal 
communication, Reese 1975). If the present trend continues, the mean 
lengths of the STO's will contract to 5200 km in 1980 and 3100 km by 1985. 
Reese (197 l) points out that at some critical size, the disruptive effects of 
atmospheric turbulence will dominate and that final disintegration may be 
quite sudden. With their present zonal velocity of approximately+ 8 m sec-1 

with respect to the G RS, each STO requires 530 days to move from one G RS 
conjunction to the next. On the average the STO's tend to be spaced approxi
mately 120° apart in longitude and are so morphologically similar that it is 
usually difficult or impossible to recognize a given oval by appearance alone 
(Reese 1971). Occasionally two STO's have drifted close to one another 
(10,000 km in August 19 50) due to the slight randomness of their individual 
zonal velocities; however, coalescence is prevented by an apparent repel
ling force of magnitude inversely proportional to the square of their separa
tion (Sato 1969). Both Reese ( 1971) and Beebe (personal communication 
1975) have attempted to find a relationship between the zonal velocity of 
the STO's and their longitude relative to the G RS. At this time it appears 
that short-term correlations do exist but tend to break down over longer time 
intervals. 

Did the STO's really appear for the first time 35 years ago, and how long 
will they last? It seems unlikely that we should be witnessing a unique event 
and, indeed, Reese ( 1972b) has found evidence that three early long-enduring 
bright ovals observed between 1914 and 1935 may be precursors of the pres
ent South Temperate Ovals. If such is the case, we have evidence for three 
additional Jovian features with lifetimes in excess ofhalfa century and quite 
possibly much longer. 

North Temperate Belt Jet 

Evidence for a rapid jet in the southern component of the North Temper
ate Belt (NTBs) has been given by Peek (1958). Visual observations of this 
zonal current, moving at velocities of 120-140 m sec-1 with respect to adja-
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cent latitudes, have been reported periodically since I 880. It should be noted 
that this current has a velocity well in excess of the "equatorial jet," although 
it is located in a subtropical region at 24~ l N latitude. 

Photographically the NTBs jet was first detected in 1964. Appearing 
dark on blue-sensitive plates. but invisible to visual observers, a 6000 km 
spot was recorded at the latitude of the jet moving with a mean zonal veloci
ty of+ 123 m sec- 1 (Reese and Smith 1966). Superimposed on its mean 
zonal motion was a zonal oscillation having an amplitude of l 0.000 km and 
a period of approximately 300 days. The rapid motion of the NTBs spot 
carried it completely around Jupiter once very 40 days relative to several 
round white spots which nearly filled the entire width of the adjacent North 
Tropical Zone. When passing the white spots, the dark NTBs spot was twice 
observed to encroach upon them. thereby suggesting that the NTBs feature 
was located at a higher level in Jupiter's atmosphere. 

In I 970 another rapidly moving NTBs feature was photographed. this 
time a spot bright in blue and ultraviolet light at latitude 23~8 N. It repre
sented the sixth outbreak of activity in the NTBs jet and established a record 
for the highest zonal velocity ever recorded on Jupiter,+ 163 m sec-1 (Reese 
l 971). 

Because the NTBs jet can be detected only when it produces an observa
ble disturbance sufficiently large to disrupt its axial symmetry, we do not 
know whether it is a permanent feature of the Jovian atmosphere. Systematic 
high-resolution imaging with the Space Shuttle Sortie Telescope or the Large 
Space Telescope may provide the answer to this question. 

The Equatorial Region 

Lying between latitudes 7°N and 7°S is the great equatorial region of Ju
piter, more properly known as the Equatorial Zone (EZ). The entire region, 
approximately one eighth of the surface area of Jupiter, is characterized by 
a 100 m sec-1 westerly zonal wind. The width of the EZ is variable, becoming 
as small as 11 ° in l 924 and as great as I 8° in I 914 (Peek 1958). At present 
the width of this region is 14~5. or 17,500 km (personal communication, 
Reese 1975). 

Changes in cloud structure within the EZ are often quite rapid. On occa
sion, the morphology of a specific feature has been observed to undergo 
noticeable change within a single rotation of the planet, i.e., about l O hours. 
Large changes have also been observed at planetary dimensions over inter
vals of less than one year. In 1964-65, the entire equatorial region changed 
from dark to bright in approximately ten months (as recorded in blue light), 
suggesting the formation of an obscuring high-level, global haze on a time 
scale which was very short compared to other changes in Jupiter's banded 
structure. At this high level the haze itself was probably an ammonia-crystal, 
cirrus-type layer, and its rapid planetwide distribution suggests that a major 
change in the thermal structure of the equatorial region took place in a matter 
of a few months. 
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Although the EZ seems to be a region of Jupiter's atmosphere associated 
with rapid and widespread change, there exist other observations which sug
gest localized long-term stability. Several discrete cloud features have been 
observed to persist for more than a year and a few for more than four years. 
The record for longevity appears to be established by two plume-like features 
discussed by Reese and Beebe (I 976). These curious objects, seen promi
nently in the Pioneer IO and 11 imaging and located almost diametrically 
apart at 7°N, have been traced as far back as 1964 and are still in evidence 
twelve years later (Minton 1975; personal communication, Reese 1975). 

Cloud motions in the equatorial region have been poorly studied in re
cent years. This unfortunate inattention can be attributed to problems en
countered in measuring the images; the EZ clouds themselves usually show 
up best in red light, while the planet's limb (necessary for a measuring refer
ence) is not well defined at longer wavelengths due to strong limb darkening. 
However, new methods for circumventing this problem (e.g., the use of color 
emulsions) are currently being employed at the University of Arizona and 
New Mexico State University and a better understanding of equatorial zonal 
winds should soon follow. 

II. METEOROLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE VISIBLE 
APPEARANCE OF JUPITER 

Structure of the Belts and Zones 

In the preceding section we have described the visible appearance of Jupi
ter from the wealth of observations compiled throughout a century of obser
vation. We shall now attempt to translate these observations into a form that 
enables us to understand the basic meteorology of the Jovian atmosphere. 

We note that Jupiter's banded structure seems to persist, with some 
slight deviation, for centuries. The zones are light colored regions, generally 
thought to be composed of ammonia clouds, which mark the top of a region 
of anticyclonic vorticity and therefore rising motion. Correspondingly, the 
belts form the other link to conserve the mass flow and are regions of cyclon
ic vorticity and sinking motions. The difference in altitude between the belts 
and zones is small compared with the pressure scale height of the planet 
(which is approximately 25 km), and we find that the North and South Tropi
cal Zones are the highest cloud bands on Jupiter (Kuiper 1972). Coffeen 
(1974yi has concluded that, at the time of the Pioneer IO flyby of Jupiter, 
these zones differed in altitude by 4 and IO km, respectively, from the tops 
of the adjacent belts. The high altitude feature in the equatorial region of 
Coffeen's scan is identified as one of the two long-lived plumes which we 
discussed in the previous section. At the highest spatial resolution presently 
available, the Pioneer observations show less structure in a zonal direction 

''See p. 535. 
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than is immediately evident in the meridional scans. This, of course, may be 
a gross oversimplification; certainly the 5 µ,m observations of Keay et al. 
( 1972)4 and Westphal et al. ( 1974) show evidence of local hot spots which 
may well indicate localized regions of large altitude differences. 

The overall picture of Jupiter is one of alternating light and dark cloud 
bands parallel to the equator with regions of shear at the interfaces between 
these cloudy regions. The dominant zonal feature is the high-velocity, west
erly equatorial jet. In spite of the visible turbulence in this region. certain 
features can apparently exist there for more than a decade (Reese and Beebe 
1976). Other high-velocity currents are found at 35°N, 24°N, 21 °Sand 26°S 
(see Fig. I and Tables 1-111). The westerly jets at 24°N and 26°S suggest a 
type of hemispheric symmetry, but it would appear that the G RS, extending 
from I 5°S to 27°S. is responsible for the asymmetric easterly current at 
21 °S. Thus, it seems possible that a Jovian planet without a Red Spot would 
be truly symmetric. This indeed appears to be the case for Saturn. 

Atmospheric Driving Mechanisms and the Stability of Jovian Features 

In order to understand the axisymmetric structure and other features of 
the planet's meteorology such as the visible spots, we need to understand 
the mechanisms which drive the Jovian atmosphere and the reasons for the 
stability of these large scale flow patterns. 

The weather systems of the terrestrial planets are driven by the sun in 
the form of differential solar heating. In the cases of the earth and Mars, the 
atmospheric circulations are influenced by interactions between the atmo
sphere and surface. Ifwe look more closely at the earth's system, we see that 
it falls into a hybrid category. In the extratropical regions it is baroclinic, 
while in the tropical region, convection is the primary mode of heat transfer. 

Jupiter is approximately 5 A. U. from the sun so that it receives about 
0.04 of the solar flux incident upon the earth. At first sight this may suggest 
that the sun has less influence on the Jovian atmospheric motions than it 
does on those of the earth. Nevertheless, several authors (Stone 1967, 1969; 
Gierasch and Stone 1968), have attempted to explain the Jovian circulation 
by baroclinic mechanisms. A major weakness of these analyses is their fail
ure to account for the equatorial jet (Stone l 972).5 Saturn receives a quarter 
as much solar radiation as Jupiter, and yet possesses an equatorial jet which 
is four times stronger. 

While these equatorialjets may he created by special atmospheric circum
stances in which the source of momentum is found in stratospheric waves 
as Maxworthy (I 975) suggests. there are mechanisms other than the sun 
which may be dominant in driving the Jovian and Saturnian motions. 

We have no precise information on the local thermal structure of the at
mosphere beneath the visible cloud layers. Ingersoll and Cuzzi (1969) com-

'Seep. 407. 
'See p. 603. 
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bined the assumption of a thermal zonal wind with the observed correlation 
between the banded structure and vorticity, and deduced that the light zones 
were systematically warmer than the dark belts at a corresponding level be
neath the cloud tops. The amount of the temperature difference depends on 
the depth to which the thermal wind extends. Dynamically, a difficulty with 
the model occurs at the equator, since the thermal wind becomes infinitely 
large there, although this method cannot be relied upon to explain the equa
torial jet. Barcilon and Gierasch ( 1970) have suggested that H20 condensa
tion below the visible cloud tops may be a possible source for this local 
heating, and their analysis suggests that this mechanism is a possible source 
for zonal winds. Stone has commented that condensation at levels of approx
imately 250°K may have only an indirect effect upon the visible cloud layers. 

The observations by Chase et al. ( 1974)6 confirm the many groundbased 
observations that Jupiter emits approximately twice the energy it receives 
from the sun, thus establishing conclusively that the planet has an internal 
heat source. This is important to our discussions of atmospheric driving 
mechanisms. Williams and Robinson (1973) have developed a convectively 
driven dynamical model which they applied to Jupiter. While they have been 
able to produce the westerly jet, their model requires an internal heat source 
which is too large when compared to the measured value. Also, this work 
does seem to create a paradox, since it has shown that an atmosphere which 
is statically unstable everywhere can organize itself into large-scale flow 
patterns. Convective models of this type tend to leave high longitudinal 
wavenumbers suggesting that the zonal flow may be unstable. Indeed, Fig. 
2 I of Williams and Robinson ( I 973) shows that their model develops tem
perature instabilities, and we do not know whether these instabilities decay 
or tend toward growth which would dominate and destroy the zonal flow. 

Ingersoll and Pollard ( 1975) have attempted to explain the stability of 
Jupiter's zonal motion with a baroclinic model and an infinitely deep atmo
sphere. In this way there is no surface interaction, as in the case of the earth, 
which would destroy the stability of the system. Certainly the high resolution 
pictures from Pioneer IO and I I (Gehrels et al. 1974; Fountain et al. 1974; 
Swindell and Doose I 974; Baker et al. 1975)7 show some evidence of small
scale wave disturbances such as the spiral structures, which are possible ex
amples of baroclinic instabilities. Yet, it is not known whether these are 
minor perturbations on the basic zonal structure or an essential part of it. 
Nor was the observation time base long enough to tell us whether they are 
growing instabilities or decaying waves. 

We do not at this time possess observations which would enable us to 
differentiate between the convective and baroclinic modes. Indeed, such a 
distinction may be meaningless anyway, since there is every possibility that 
Jupiter's atmosphere is a complex hybrid in which both mechanisms play a 

"Seep. 508. 
'See p. 545. 
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role. It seems probable that the modes of heat transfer in the Jovian atmo
sphere will not be fully understood until observations from orbiting space
craft and entry probes become available. 

Meteorological Properties of Jovian Spots 

Although our discussions of the zonal motions of portions of the Jovian 
disk have been given with relatively high numerical precision, they have been 
compiled from measurements of visible features. It is unlikely that these fea
tures actually move with the velocity of the fluid in which they are imbedded, 
so that to interpret them as a measure of the local zonal velocity could be 
misleading. Macdonald ( 1968) analyzed the motions of cyclones and anti
cyclones in the earth's atmosphere and compared their motions to the mean 
zonal motions measured directly. In mid-latitudes errors of 1007r were not 
uncommon although better agreement was found in latitudes nearer to the 
equator and the poles. Generally. small cyclones and anticyclones are found 
to be better markers of the terrestrial mean zonal flow than the larger sys
tems. On the other hand, friction with the terrestrial surface, a condition 
which does not exist on Jupiter, may play a significant role in producing the 
differences between mean fluid velocity and the observed motions of the dis
turbances. In any case, this potential source of error must be borne in mind 
when interpreting high-resolution pictures of Jupiter. 

Spots of various colors and albedos have been seen at differing Jovian 
latitudes for centuries and a comprehensive account of their properties is 
given by Peek (1958). Starr ( 1973) has carried out a statistical analysis of the 
distribution with Jovian latitude of a number of transient visible spots. Un
fortunately, his study relates to only two months of observation between I 
December 1966 and 20 January 196 7, so the results are only an indication 
of the spot properties. This study did discuss two rows of dark spots which 
were concentrated along± 9° latitude. Rosen ( 1972) described these configu
rations as convective vortex sheets, since a shear of some 100 m sec-1 is 
established over a meridional distance of only about two latitude degrees. 
Indeed, during this one-month period the dark spots do seem to appear pri
marily at the interfaces of the belts and zones which are regions of intense 
shear. White spots were apparently found at different latitudes than the 
darker variety and during the period of Starr's analysis the maxima occurred 
at 5° N and 20° N. 

In the high-resolution Pioneer pictures (see. for example, Gehrels et al. 
1974 and Baker et al. 1975), many light spots were seen with dark edges 
which suggested descending motion at the periphery of the features. 

These transient Jovian features generally have rather short lifetimes of a 
few days for the smallest to a few weeks or even months for the larger ones. 
This generalization does, of course, exclude the South Temperate Ovals and 
the Great Red Spot. where their individual special properties require a sepa
rate discussion. In providing an explanation for the visible features we return 
to the more familiar environment of the terrestrial tropics. 
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In the terrestrial atmosphere the low level convergence of the NE and 
SE trade winds, which occur on the equatorward side of the Hadley cells, 
gives rise to a cloud band commonly referred to as the lntertropical Conver
gence Zone (ITCZ). Studies of the ITCZ have revealed that it is made up of 
groups of convecting cells which generate upper and medium level cumulo
nimbus clouds that merge together. Many of the systems vary in size be
tween 500 and 1500 km and are called cloud clusters. 

Some clusters are associated with upper-level vortices. These develop 
within large oceanic troughs which occur in the upper atmosphere over the 
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans in summer. They are most in evidence at the 200 
mbar level although about 40o/r of them penetrate down to 700 mbar and 
10% to the surface. The amount and organization of the cloud is dependent 
on the depth of penetration of the vortex and on low-level factors which affect 
convection; for example, sea-surface temperature, moisture content and sta
bility. Significant amounts of cloudiness and large-scale rainfall do not occur 
unless the vortex extends down at least to 850 mbar, where low-lying mois
ture can be drawn into the system. Cloud clusters have been found generally 
to last for periods ranging from one to eight days. 

It is indeed possible for large-scale convective storms of this type to 
occur in the Jovian atmosphere. Local characteristics of the atmospheric 
flow pattern could set up the convective instability to create a cumulonimbus 
type of system. Such a feature would be more stable in Jupiter's atmosphere 
than in the earth's. Chase et al. (1974) have confirmed that there are no 
systematic diurnal temperature variations in the Jovian atmosphere, but con
vection may be maintained through the latent heat released from condensing 
ammonia and water vapor, both of which would be recycled in the atmo
spheric circulation. The recent discovery of water vapor in the Jovian at
mosphere (Larson et al. 1975)8 tends to support this view. 

The differences in color of the spots may be the result of the composition 
of the cloud layers where the spots form, and consequently would represent 
the interaction between the atmospheric motions and the complex chemistry 
of the Jovian atmosphere. To characterize the transient spots in a more quan
titative fashion will require the high-resolution observations from the imag
ing and infrared experiments of Mariner Jupiter/Saturn mission, which will 
become available in 1979. 

The most spectacular feature in the Jovian atmosphere is the Great Red 
Spot, whose properties we outlined in Sec. I. It is the most long-lived 
non-axisymmetric feature on the visible surface of the planet, and as a re
sult it has received considerable attention. Attempts to explain this feature 
fall into three main categories: (a) floating objects; (b) Taylor columns; and 
(c) Jovian storm systems. 

There have been numerous reviews of this topic in recent years (see, for 
example, Hide 1961, Kuiper 1972, Newburn and Gulkis 1972, Ingersoll 

"See p. 398. 
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1973, and Maxworthy 1973). The strong vorticity within the spot and the 
complex interaction between the spot and the clouds moving around it make 
the floating-object and Taylor-column explanations most unlikely. Further
more, major evidence against the Taylor-column theory is the longitudinal 
wandering of the G RS, which has varied by more than 1000° in periods of 50 
years. 

The observations at New Mexico State University (Reese and Smith 
1968), together with the recent Pioneer IO and 11 images (see, for example, 
Swindell and Doose 1974 and Baker et al. 1975) provide further evidence of 
cell-like structures within the G RS itself. Although there is a suggestion of 
local convection by the mottled appearance within the spot, there is no evi
dence yet of an eye or spiral cloud bands which one normally associates with 
a terrestrial hurricane. However, there is the strong possibility that the fea
ture may be a region of intense local convective activity driven by the release 
of latent heat, as suggested by Kuiper ( 1972). The South Temperate Ovals 
may also have similar properties, but photography in the 890 nm absorption 
band of methane shows that the tops of the STO's - unlike the G RS- extend 
only slightly into the upper levels of the Jovian atmosphere (personal com
munication, Minton 1975). 

Maxworthy and Redekopp ( 1976) have suggested that solitary waves 
(solitons) may play an important role in the motions observed in the Jovian 
atmosphere. A soliton is an isolated permanent wave which propagates with
out change of shape and feeds on the horizontal shear of the flow. When soli
tons interact, there is a phase shift that looks like an acceleration, they emerge 
with identical forms as before and the overtaking soliton reforms in the place 
of the overtaken one. The measurements of Reese and Smith ( 1968) show 
that the Great Red Spot is situated in a region of anticyclonic shear while 
equatorwards of this region the shear changes to cyclonic to match the equa
torial jet velocity. Max worthy and Redekopp ( 1976) have suggested a soliton 
morphology which produces flow pattern similar to that observed in the vi
cinity of the G RS, and also one that can account for the observed motions 
associated with the South Tropical Disturbance. 

The equatorial plumes observed by Reese and Beebe ( 1976) throughout 
a twelve year period, could also be accounted for by a soliton. Throughout 
the observational period the Equatorial Zone has appeared abnormally dark 
and has contained many dark projections along its northern edge. When the 
plume approaches to within 25-30° of these projecting features they are 
deflected in the direction of the plume's motion and then dissolve or become 
obscured as the plume passes. After passage of the plume, normal features 
are again observed. This behavior fits Max worthy and Redekopp's descrip
tion of a soliton. 

However, in all these observational interpretations, we cannot be confi
dent yet of a unique interpretation. To characterize the GRS and the STO's 
and to study possible soliton motions more quantitatively, we need to know 
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the flow patterns of fluid particles within and around these features, the 
growth (decay) rate of small spots to changes in the shear flow on which they 
feed. These dynamical characteristics of the Jovian atmosphere are likely to 
be obtained by the Mariner Jupiter/ Saturn (MJS) imaging experiment when 
the spacecraft encounter Jupiter in early 1979. 

Ill. SPACECRAFT STUDIES OF THE JOVIAN CLOUD SYSTEMS 

In previous sections we have occasionally made reference to spacecraft 
studies of Jovian cloud motions and morphology. The first useful data to be 
obtained from spacecraft were those transmitted back from Jupiter by Pio
neer IO in I 973 and Pioneer 11 in I 974. The next spacecraft mission to 
Jupiter will be MJS. in which two spacecraft will fly by Jupiter in 1979 and 
Saturn in 1980-81. MJS will achieve both higher resolution and a longer ob
serving time base than Pioneer: in each case the improvement is approxi
mately a factor of 40. Furthermore, the potential exists for obtaining a total 
of approximately 30 thousand photographs of these two remote planets and 
their satellites. 

Although MJS is the only approved mission to Jupiter at this time, pro
posals are being made for Jupiter orbiting spacecraft and atmospheric entry 
probes to be launched within the next ten years. 

In addition to studies to be made by planetary spacecraft, there are many 
useful investigations which can be accomplished with Earth orbiting tele
scopes. Those telescopes expected to be flown within the decade are a one
meter class diffraction-limited telescope to be carried aboard the Space 
Shuttle on sortie missions and the 2.4-meter, free-flying, orbiting Large 
Space Telescope (LST). Even the one-meter Space Shuttle telescope will be 
able to reach a resolution on Jupiter comparable to that obtained by Pioneer 
and, because of its use in a sortie mode, will be able to make use of a wide 
variety of state-of-the-art instrumentation. The LST should be able to attain 
even higher resolution than the sortie telescope and, together with a poten
tially longer observing time base, will supplement spacecraft observations 
in establishing the long-term behavior of the Jovian atmosphere. 
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THE METEOROLOGY OF THE JOVIAN ATMOSPHERE 

P.H. STONE 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

The only direct observational evidence available concerning the motions in the Jo
vian atmosphere are remote measurements of apparent zonal motions. The rapid ro
tation of the planet makes it likely that these motions are in 1teostrophic balance and 
satisfv the thermal >l'ind relation. These relations enable one to deduce from the ob
served latitudinal variation of zonal velocities that the zones are regions of higher tem
peratures, anti-cyclonic vorticity, rising motions and enhanced cloudiness, while the 
belts are regions of lower temperatures, cyclonic vorticity, sinking motions and relatively 
cloud-free. The belt and zone temf'erature differences imply that baroclinic energy 
sources are present. The condition fi,r barotropic (shear) instability appears to be 
satisfied at the ed1tes ofat least some of the belts, and this mechanism is likely to account 
for at least sonie of the lar1ter-scale (- 5000 km) non-symmetric features present in the 
atmosphere. 

Current suggestions }<>r explaining other non-symmetric features and the handed 
structure and zonal currents require ad hoc assumptions about the atmospheric structure. 
To help evaluate such suggestions, it would be particularly valuable to measure meridio
nal velocities; to measure the lapse rate and static stability of the visible cloud layers 
and the layers immediately beluw; and to carry out a high-resolution imaging experiment 
capable of resolvin1t small-scale convection. Theoretical models of the dynamics and 
structure of the visible cloud layers hai·e not been very successful so far, but models 
have not been developed for all possible dynamical regimes- e.g., for forced convection 
and inertial instability regimes. To put theoretical calculations on a firm foundation 
it will be necessary to determine the latitudinal variation of the internal heating. 

The meteorology of planetary atmospheres other than the earth's is a 
subject which barely existed ten years ago. Pioneering studies of the circu
lations of planetary atmospheres, including Jupiter's, were undertaken by 
the Lowell Observatory in 1948-1952 (Slipher et al. 1952) and by Hess and 
Panofsky (1951) but these studies had few successors. Extra-terrestrial 
meteorology did not attract widespread interest until the development of 
spacecraft technology in the mid 1960's provided the necessary stimulus. 
The subsequent steady increase in spacecraft observations has been accom
panied by a steady increase in the number of papers published on extra
terrestrial meteorology. The review article by Goody ( 1969) and the Confer-

[ 586] 
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ence on the Motions of Planetary Atmospheres sponsored by the Kitt Peak 
National Observatory (Gierasch 1970) marked the general acceptance of 
the subject as one of crucial importance not only to meteorologists, but to 
all atmospheric scientists. Studies of the meteorology of Mars are already 
having an impact on our understanding of the earth's atmosphere and climate 
(Stone 1972b, 1973b; Sagan et al. 1973; Hartmann 1974). Studies of Jovian 
meteorology can be expected to have a similar impact. The substantial differ
ences between Jupiter's atmosphere and the atmospheres in the inner solar 
system, e.g., the presence of an internal heat source and the great size of 
the planet, will provide a stringent test for our understanding of atmospheric 
motions and how they depend on external parameters. 

The study of Jovian meteorology is not yet as advanced as the study of 
the meteorology of the inner planets. Pioneers 10 and 11 have just begun 
the collection of the necessary data. As with the inner planets, atmospheric 
orbiters and probes will be necessary to determine crucial meteorological 
parameters such as the lapse rate and the latitudinal distribution of the inter
nal heating. Consequently this review will necessarily focus on ideas more 
than on facts, but these ideas do provide a useful framework for future obser
vations and theoretical studies. Similarly, we will concentrate most of our 
attention in this chapter on the layers of the atmosphere where we have the 
most information - namely, the visible cloud layers, where most solar heat
ing occurs, roughly those layers between 300 millibar and 3 bar pressure. 

In Sec. I we will review the observations relevant to Jovian meteorology; 
in Sec. II, the theory of dynamical regimes on rotating planets; in Sec. III, 
integrated theories of Jupiter's atmospheric structure and dynamics; and in 
Sec. IV, the dynamics of particular features, such as the zonal currents, the 
banded structure, and the Great Red Spot. In addition to the review by 
Goody (1969), earlier reviews of Jovian meteorology have been presented 
by Hide (1969), Stone (1973a), and Maxworthy (1973). 

It is convenient to define here the symbols we will be using. They are: 

cp specific heat at constant pressure. 
D characteristic vertical scale of the motions. 
F flux through the atmosphere. 
F's mean flux carried by small scale convection. 
f Coriolis parameter = 2llsin<f,. 
!? acceleration of gravity. 
H scale height = RT If?. 
Kh horizontal eddy diffusion coefficient. 
Kv vertical eddy diffusion coefficient. 
L characteristic horizontal scale of the motions. 
P pressure. 
P0 reference pressure. 
R gas constant. 
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R 0 radius of the planet. 
S static stability= ae/az. 
T temperature. 
u zonal velocity. 
v meridional velocity. 
w vertical velocity. 
x west to east (zonal) coordinate. 
y south to north (meridional) coordinate. 
z vertical coordinate. 
a thermal expansion coefficient = l / T. 
f3 beta parameter= df/ dy. 
r adiabatic lapse rate = g I c,,. 
/:J.0 potential temperature difference over a depth D [ 0(z + D) - 0(z)]. 
/:J.T temperature difference between zones and belts. 
0 potential temperature= T(Po/ P)R 11·,, = T + rz. 
p density. 
T radiative relaxation time. 
<p latitude. 
n angular rate of rotation. 

I. OBSERVATIONS 

The wealth of detail in the visual appearance of Jupiter exceeds that for 
any other planet, and has been the subject of investigation for centuries. The 
observations have been summarized by Peek ( 1958). The most prominent 
visual features are the banded structure and the Great Red Spot. These are 
illustrated schematically in Fig. l. The bands are symmetric about the axis 
of rotation, with the lighter bands generally being referred to as "zones," and 
the darker bands as "belts." The belts are indicated by cross-hatching in Fig. 
I, and are labeled according to Peek's nomenclature; e.g., SSTB refers to the 
South-South Temperate Belt. The positions indicated for the edges of the 
belts in Fig. l are the mean positions given by Peek for many apparitions. 
The equatorial zone is about 20,000 km wide, and the width of the other 
bands generally decreases with increasing latitude. The groundbased obser
vations suggest that the banded structure disappears in the North and South 
Polar Regions (labeled NP R and SP R in Fig. I), and this has been essentially 
confirmed by Pioneer 11. Its imaging experiment showed that there was, at 
most, only vestigial remnants of a banded structure in high latitudes, far less 
prominent than in low latitudes (Swindell et al. 1975).1 

The Great Red Spot, located in the South Tropical Zone, is the most 
prominent and most long-lived of the non-symmetric features. Although its 

'See p. 554. 
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appearance and visibility vary, typically it is oval, about 12,000 km wide in 
latitude, and 25,000 km long in longitude. As far as is known, it has been 
present ever since telescopic observations started in the 17th century. Many 
smaller non-symmetric features also occur, ranging in size from that of the 
Great Red Spot, all the way down to the limit of resolution, currently the 
few hundreds-of-kilometers achieved by Pioneer 11. The Pioneer l O and 11 
imaging experiments (Gehrels et al. 1974, Swindell et al. 1975)2 have been 
especially valuable for obtaining information about these smaller scale non
symmetric features. Particularly noteworthy is the presence of lines of vorti
ces at the boundaries between zones and belts. These have typical diameters 
of 5000 to 10,000 km, and often give the edges of the bands a wavy appear
ance. 

The presence of all these visual features makes it possible to deduce 
information about motions in the atmosphere, simply by measuring the fea
tures' displacements over a period of time. Peek ( 1958) has summarized the 
apparent motions deduced in this fashion. The displacements are almost in
variably zonal, i.e., parallel to the equator. The rotation periods deduced for 
various latitudes are indicated by the X's in Fig. 1, with the scale given on 
the vertical axis. These periods are again mean values over many appari
tions. In some latitudes the measured rotation periods vary considerably, 
and for these latitudes the X's in Fig. l have a vertical bar superimposed, 
whose length indicates the range of the periods measured. Chapman (l 969) 
has given a particularly useful summary of the apparent rotation periods, 
showing the latitudinal and time variations in much greater detail than Fig. l. 

The most notable feature in the measured rotation periods is the more 
rapid rotation of the equatorial regions. The five-minute shorter rotation pe
riods in these regions imply westerly winds- i.e., winds in the direction of 
rotation - about l 00 m sec1 greater than winds in high latitudes. This dif
ference led originally to the introduction of two different systems for measur
ing longitudinal positions (Peek 1958). In System I positions are based on a 
rotation period of 35,430.0 sec, corresponding to equatorial regions, and in 
System II they are based on a rotation period of 35,740.6 sec, corresponding 
to mid and high latitudes. Subsequently, observations ofradio emissions from 
Jupiter's magnetosphere found that the mean rotation period of the emitting 
regions was 35,729.8 sec (Newburn and Gulkis 1973).3 This led to the intro
duction of a third system for measuring longitudinal positions, System II I, 
which is based on the period of the radio emissions. The rotation period of 
System III is often interpreted as the "true" rotation period of the planet 
(Newburn and Gulkis 1973).:3 If we adopt this convention, then the rotation 
period of System I corresponds to an apparent westerly wind at the equator 
of I 06 m sec- 1 and the rotation period of System II corresponds to an ap-

'Seep. 536. 
"See p. 709. 
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Period JUPITER'S BELTS AND PERIODS OF ROTATION 
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Fig. I. Jupiter's belts and periods of rotation. 
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parent easterly wind at higher latitudes, with a speed at 30° latitude, for 
example, of 3.3 m sec-1 • However, there are substantial variations in the 
apparent velocities at higher latitudes; most notably, the current at the south 
edge of the North Temperate Belt has an apparent westerly velocity of 123 m 
sec-1 • 

Observations of meridional displacements have been very rare (Peek 
1958) and it is not yet possible to say anything about mean north-south 
motions.4 One particularly noteworthy set of observations which included 
meridional displacements has been reported by Reese and Smith (l 968).5 

They measured the motions of several spots in the vicinity of the Great Red 
Spot, and found that they tended to circulate around the Spot in a counter
clockwise direction, corresponding to anti-cyclonic vorticity in the southern 
hemisphere. The measured periods of the circulating spots imply circulatory 
velocities around the Great Red Spot in the range of 20 to 60 m sec- 1• 

Measurements of the thermal balance of the planet are particularly im
portant for the meteorology, since the balance tells us something directly 
about the drives for atmospheric motions. Groundbased observations show 
that the planet radiates more heat than it absorbs from the sun (Aumann et 
al. 1969) and Pioneers 10 and 11 have confirmed the presence of an internal 
heat source (Chase et al. 1974; Ingersoll et al.). 6 The Pioneer 11 measure
ments should be the most accurate, since they had the best phase coverage. 
The results indicate that the total heating from the interior is approximately 

•see. however, p. 554. 
5See p. 572. 

"Seep. 202. 
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equal to the total amount of absorbed solar radiation, calculated for a Bond 
albedo of 0.45. Therefore, the solar heating and internal heating, when av
eraged over the whole surface of the planet, each supply the atmosphere with 
about 7 x l 03 erg cm-2 sec-1• The Pioneer 11 experiment also found that the 
large scale thermal emissions in high and low latitudes do not differ by more 
than a few percent (Ingersoll l 976). 7 Since the solar heating is a maximum 
at the equator, and virtually zero at the poles, this result implies that there is 
a dynamical transport of heat from equator to pole at some level in the planet. 

Knowledge of the atmosphere's temperature structure is also very valu
able for analyzing the motions. If the temperature structure were known, one 
could attempt to solve the equations of motion alone, without having to solve 
a simultaneous equation for the temperature. Many temperature measure
ments have been made, but the temperature structure inferred from them is 
highly model-dependent (Newburn and Gulkis 1973).8 Brightness tempera
tures of the belts are generally higher than those of the zones and the Great 
Red Spot, but there is very little systematic variation of brightness tempera
tures with latitude or longitude (Westphal 1971; Chase et al. 1974; Ingersoll 
et al.). 9 This latter result implies that seasonal and diurnal variations are very 
small. This is to be expected since the radiative relaxation time of the visible 
cloud layers of the atmosphere is on the order of 10 Earth years (Gierasch 
and Goody 1969). The brightness temperatures increase with wavelength, 
and this implies that the temperature in the atmosphere increases with depth 
(Newburn and Gulkis 1973). The wavelength dependence of the brightness 
temperatures is perhaps most useful as a check on the viability of any given 
model for the atmospheric structure. The models that give the best agree
ment with the data have near-adiabatic lapse rates in the visible cloud layers, 
with the clouds being much thicker in the zones than in the belts (Newburn 
and Gulkis I 973). 

II. DYNAMICAL REGIMES ON ROTATING PLANETS 

The traditional approach to determining the structure of a planetary atmo
sphere neglects any differential heating and assumes radiative-convective 
equilibrium. In this situation, the atmosphere can have two distinct regimes. 
If the radiative equilibrium temperature profile is statically unstable, small 
scale convection will arise and prevent the lapse rate from being appreciably 
superadiabatic. If, on the other hand, the radiative equilibrium temperature 
profile is statically stable, the atmosphere will be quiescent. This approach 
is not self-contained, because it is not possible to use the solutions to check 
the consistency of neglecting the differential heating. Differential heating 
gives rise to horizontal temperature gradients and large-scale motions, and 

'Seep. 213. 
"Seep. 666. 

"Seep. 213. 
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these motions tend to stabilize the lapse rate (Stone 1972a). The effect of 
this stabilization is illustrated by the atmospheric structure of the earth and 
Mars. In mid and high latitudes the lapse rates are substantially subadiabatic, 
in spite of the fact that the radiative equilibrium profiles are superadiabatic 
(Stone I 972b, Kliore et al. 1973). In general, the vertical structure and dy
namics of an atmosphere cannot be deduced independently of each other. Of 
course the large-scale motions also transport heat horizontally and are poten
tially of crucial importance in determining the horizontal structure of the 
atmosphere (Gierasch et al. 1970). 

The importance of Coriolis forces in shaping the motions can be mea
sured by the Rossby number (Ro), 

u 
Ro= JL. (1) 

In particular, Coriolis forces are dominant if, Ro<< 1. Hide (1963) first 
pointed out that Ro is generally very small for the large scale motions on 
Jupiter. For example, at 20° latitude, if we choose u = 10 m sec-1 as typical, 
Ro << 1 provided L >> 100 km. Consequently, we can expect that the large
scale flows will be geostrophic - i.e., horizontal pressure gradients will be 
balanced by Coriolis forces. The one likely exception to this conclusion is 
the equatorial current. Taking as typical 4° of latitude, u = 100 m sec-1 , and 
L = 8000 km, we find Ro = ½ for the equatorial current. 

In hydrostatic equilibrium, horizontal pressure gradients imply the pres
ence of horizontal temperature gradients. Consequently, Stone (1967) sug
gested that the zonal motions on Jupiter arise from meridional temperature 
gradients and that they are related by the thermal wind relation, 

Jou=_ ag oT. 
oz oy (2) 

Since the derivation of this equation only depends on the assumptions of 
hydrostatic equilibrium and geostrophy, this relation is a very plausible one 
for Jupiter. Thermal winds are at right angles to the temperature gradient 
and, therefore, do not transport heat. However, in geophysical situations 
these winds are usually unstable, and the resulting instabilities do transport 
heat and affect the temperature structure. There are a variety of possible 
instabilities besides small-scale convection that can arise depending on the 
static stability. Thus, there is a much richer variety of possible atmospheric 
regimes than is encompassed in the theory of radiative-convective equi
librium. 

Figure 2 summarizes these various regimes for a rapidly rotating planet 
as a function of the Richardson number ( Ri), which is a dimensionless mea
sure of the static stability of the atmosphere. Ri is defined as 
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Fig. 2. Dominant heat transporting modes on rapidly rotating planets and their properties. 

. agS agD~s 

R1= (!:r-~· (3) 

Figure 2 lists the heat-transporting modes which dominate at different values 
of Ri, and their properties. If the static instability is sufficiently great, i.e., 
if Ri is sufficiently negative, then small-scale turbulent convection of the 
kind invoked in the theory of radiative-convective equilibrium is dominant. 
In this regime the convection is sufficiently vigorous that its properties are 
not affected by the horizontal motions arising from differential heating, and 
by analogy with the theory of turbulence in the terrestrial boundary layer 
(Priestly 1959). we will refer to this regime as a free convection regime. The 
characteristic horizontal scales of free convection are generally comparable 
to the characteristic vertical scales of the atmosphere, although they can be 
even smaller as, for example, when rotation is very rapid (Chandrasekhar 
1961; Roberts 1968). 

If the atmosphere is only slightly statically unstable, then the motions 
driven by differential heating influence the small-scale turbulent convection 
significantly, although the turbulence is still primarily thermally driven. If 
the atmosphere is slightly statically stable, then the turbulence is primarily 
mechanically driven, but still essentially small scale. These two situations, 
where the static stability is small in magnitude, we will refer to collectively 
as forced convection, again by analogy with the theory of turbulence in the 
terrestrial boundary layer (Priestly 1959). The transition point from free to 
forced convection is not well determined. In the terrestrial boundary layer 
the most unstable conditions which have been well observed correspond to 
Ri - - 2, and for this value the convection is still forced rather than free 
(Businger et al. 1971 ). The value of Ri for this transition in an atmosphere 
like Jupiter's is of course completely unknown, and we have entered the 
value - 2 in Fig. 2 somewhat arbitrarily. The value of Ri at which flow with 
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vertical shear ceases to be unstable to small-scale instabilities is predicted 
by theory to be 0.25 (Drazin and Howard 1966). Observations in the ter
restrial boundary layer yield a value for this transition of 0.21 (Businger et 
al. 1971) in good agreement with the theoretical value. 

For more stable conditions, 0.25 < Ri < 0.95, inertial instability is domi
nant (Stone 1966). This instability draws its energy primarily from the kinetic 
energy of the thermal wind by means of vertical eddy stresses which tend to 
destroy the vertical shear of the flow. The unstable perturbations transport 
heat down the horizontal temperature gradient and upward, and therefore 
tend to stabilize the atmosphere by increasing the static stability and Ri 
(Stone 1972a). The motions generated are axially symmetric, i.e., indepen
dent of longitude. 

Under even more stable conditions, Ri > 0.95, the dominant instability 
mechanism is baroclinic instability (Stone 1966). This is the mechanism 
which produces the extra-tropical cyclones and anti-cyclones observed in 
the terrestrial and Martian atmospheres. This instability depends on the ex
istence of the horizontal temperature gradients which accompany the thermal 
winds. These horizontal gradients imply that potential energy is available for 
perturbations to feed on, even though the atmosphere is statically stable. In 
particular, a gas parcel which is displaced horizontally into regions of cooler 
temperatures at the same time that it is displaced upwards, will be buoyant 
relative to its surroundings and will have its displacement enhanced. Con
sequently, these instabilities necessarily transport heat down the horizontal 
temperature gradient and upward, and they also tend to stabilize the atmo
sphere by increasing S and Ri (Stone 1972a). The values of Ri characteristic 
of the baroclinic instability regimes on Earth and Mars have been calculated 
by Stone (1972b), and are indicated in Fig. 2 by the astronomical symbols 
for the earth and Mars. In the inertial and baroclinic instability regimes, the 
characteristic horizontal scales of the motions exceed the characteristic ver
tical scale of the atmosphere, and systematically increase as Ri increases 
(Stone 1966). 

Finally, for sufficiently large values of Ri, thermal winds are stable, and 
heat-transporting motions will arise only to the extent that the thermal wind 
relation is not exact. In particular, dissipative effects will lead to some cross
isobaric flow driven by the differential heating, with poleward flow in the up
per layers and equatorward flow in the lower layers, accompanied by rising 
motions in low latitudes and sinking motions in mid and high latitudes. This 
kind of flow is referred to as a Hadley regime, and its characteristic hori
zontal scale is the planetary scale. This stable regime could occur if the 
characteristic scale of baroclinic instabilities exceeds the planetary scale; if 
dissipative effects are strong enough; or if the vertical shear of the thermal 
wind is sufficiently small. Gierasch et al. ( 1970) have estimated that the first 
two conditions are highly unlikely for Jupiter. The latter condition is given 
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in quantitative form by Phillips (1951) and can be written in terms of the 
Richardson number as 

/}!!_R. 2 f2 l > . (4) 

For 30° latitude, if we choose u ~ 10 m sec1 , this condition becomes Ri > 
I 000, and this is the value of Ri we have entered in Fig. 2 for the transition 
from a baroclinic instability regime to a Hadley regime. The highly turbulent 
appearance of Jupiter's atmosphere strongly suggests that its regime is not 
a Hadley regime. 

It should be noted that Fig. 2 does not make any allowances for clouds 
and condensation. Any of the motions included in Fig. 2 can be expected to 
lead to clouds and condensation under appropriate conditions. Correspond
ingly a greater variety of regimes than those indicated in Fig. 2 can be imag
ined. For example, the earth's tropics are basically a moist convection 
regime. Barcilon and Gierasch (1970) investigated the thermodynamic con
sequences of condensates in the Jovian atmosphere. Using Lewis' (1969) 
solar composition model, they concluded that water was the most important 
condensate. Current models indicate that the water vapor condensation level 
is near the 280°K level, about 60 km below the visible cloud layers (Wei
denschilling and Lewis 1973). Barcilon and Gierasch showed that the scale 
height of the saturation vapor pressure near the condensation level is only 
about 8 km. Consequently the condensation in these layers is unlikely to 
play a direct role in the dynamics of the visible cloud layers. In the terrestrial 
atmosphere there are basically two kinds of cumulus clouds ( Ogura and Cho 
I 973). The common variety is low level cumulus, which typically has aver
tical extent comparable to the scale height of the saturation vapor pressure. 
The less frequent variety is deep cumulonimbus towers, which typically have 
a vertical extent about four times the scale height of the saturation vapor 
pressure. Even this latter kind of cloud on Jupiter would only reach up to 
about the 220°K level, still well below the visible cloud layers. Stratus clouds 
are thermodynamically less active than cumulus clouds. 

In the visible cloud layers the only appreciable condensate is ammonia 
(Lewis 1969). For a solar composition atmosphere, ammonia condensation 
has a much smaller effect than water vapor condensation in the earth's atmo
sphere. For example, ammonia condensation only changes the adiabatic 
lapse rate by 5% and the ammonia saturation vapor pressure curve at the 
condensation level has a scale height only about one tenth of the atmospheric 
scale height (Weidenschilling and Lewis 1973), whereas the same factors for 
water vapor in the earth's atmosphere are 50% and one third. 

Consequently the array of regimes presented in Fig. 2 provides a con
venient framework for discussing Jupiter's dynamical regime. This array of 
regimes is consistent with laboratory experiments with rotating fluids (Stone 
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et al. 1969; Hadlock et al. 1972). Non-heat-transporting modes such as 
barotropic instability have been excluded from Fig. 2, because they do not 
depend explicitly on Ri and can occur in any of the regimes listed. 

Heating from below tends to decrease the static stability of an atmo
sphere and so an internal heat source tends to drive the dynamical regime 
towards the left in Fig. 2. On the other hand, differential heating drives 
motions which tend to stabilize the atmosphere, and so differential solar 
heating tends to drive the dynamical regime towards the right in Fig. 2. Dif
ferential solar heating is stronger in high latitudes than in low latitudes so 
more stable regimes may occur in high latitudes. The regime will also depend 
on any differential heating present in the interior heat source. All the mod
els, that we shall discuss in the next section, assume that the atmosphere is 
heated uniformly from below. The recent Pioneer 11 observations of thermal 
emissions (Ingersoll 1976) cast doubt on this assumption. 

Figure 2 suggests two kinds of observations that would be particularly 
valuable in determining Jupiter's dynamical regime. One would be measure
ments of the static stability of the atmosphere so that Ri can be estimated. 
The other would be a high-resolution imaging experiment, capable of re
solving scales L - H, so as to determine whether small-scale convection is 
present. 

It is convenient to summarize here the characteristics of some of the 
dynamical modes that are included in Fig. 2 and that we shall be referring to 
frequently in the next two sections. This summary is presented in Table I. 
The tabulated criteria for instability are actually the necessary conditions 
for instability, but for geophysical fluids they are usually also sufficient. 
Note that these conditions do not necessarily correspond to the conditions 
under which each mode will be dominant, i.e., different modes can occur 
simultaneously. The characteristic time scales given in Table I are just the 
inverse growth rates for the most unstable eigenfunction for each kind of 
instability. 

III. INTEGRATED THEORIES OF JUPITER'S 
ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS 

Since dynamical transports influence Ri, the atmospheric regime resulting 
from specified differential and internal heating is determined by highly non
linear processes. Consequently, it is usually not possible to obtain a simul
taneous solution to the equations of motion and the equations for the tem
perature structure without restricting the values of Ria priori. In this section 
we will discuss those models which calculate both temperature structure 
and properties of the motions after making such a restriction. We shall dis
cuss in separate subsections calculations of radiative-convective equilibrium, 
calculations of large scale motions in the free convection regime, and cal
culations for a baroclinic instability regime. 
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(a) Radiative-convective Equilibrium 

Calculations of radiative-convective equilibrium for Jupiter have been 
published by Trafton ( 1967), Hogan et al. ( 1969), Divine ( 1971 ), and Trafton 
and Stone (1974). In these calculations the radiative equilibrium structure is 
modified by supressing superadiabatic lapse rates. Since the effect of large 
scale motions is not included, these calculations implicitly assume that the 
dynamical regime is a free convection regime. The convection could be either 
dry or moist; in the calculations the adiabatic lapse rate is taken to be the 
moist adiabatic lapse rate in regions where a significant condensate is present. 

Typically in these calculations the lapse rate becomes adiabatic at T -
140°K, P - 500 mb. Consequently, in these models the visible cloud layers 
of the atmosphere are mainly convecting, with lapse rates - 2° per km. The 
horizontal temperature gradients in radiative-convective equilibrium are the 
same as in radiative equilibrium and these latter gradients have been calcu
lated by Stone (1972b). If the internal heating is comparable to the solar 
heating, in the visible layers at 45° latitude the gradient is 3° per 104 km. This 
value represents an upper bound to the mean gradients that would result if 
dynamical transports were taken into account and is dependent on the as
sumption that the heating from below is uniform. 

If the convection is dry, its properties can be estimated from free con
vection theory and mixing length theory (Priestly 1959; Spiegel 1971). The 
characteristic space and time scales are given in Table I, and from these the 
characteristic velocity can be estimated to be 

.1 

w - (aglSl) 2H. 

According to mixing length theory, the flux is given by 

F - -pcµwHS. 

Solving for S and w in terms of F, we find 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Barcilon and Gierasch ( 1970) used these equations to estimate S in the visi
ble cloud layers. They found IS I - 6 x 10-10 °K per cm. They combined this 
value with the u velocity scale observed in the visible cloud layers and esti
mated Ri. With values of u = 30 m sec1 , D = 80 km, they calculated Ri = 
- 4 x I o-:i and concluded that the visible cloud layers could not be in free 
convection. This calculated value of Riis so small compared to the minimum 
critical value of - 2, that it appears to be a very strong conclusion. 

It is still possible that in lower layers, below the regions of differential 
solar heating, au I iJz becomes small enough that free convection can occur. 
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As Barcilon and Gierasch point out, in the layers immediately below the visi
ble cloud layers, near the 300°K level, condensation of water vapor is impor
tant. One would expect convection in these layers to be essentially moist 
convection, with a significant fraction of the heat flux carried as latent heat 
rather than as sensible heat. The moist adiabatic lapse rate in these layers 
is near 1 ?5 K per km, and the dry adiabatic lapse rate is near 1 ?8K per km. 
Consequently, these layers could exhibit a static stability - 0?3 K per km. 
Clearly the determination of the lapse rates in the visible cloud layers, and 
in the layers where water condensation can be expected is a prime objective 
of a probe mission. A static stability of 0?3K per km should be measurable 
by such an experiment. 

At lower layers free of condensates, dry free convection might still occur. 
Near the 400°K level, Eqs. (7) and (8) yield estimates of w - 2 m sec-1 and 
S - - 2 x 10-10 °K per cm. The corresponding characteristic time scale 
would be 7 hours. Since the characteristic horizontal and vertical scales are 
the same in free convection, the eddy diffusion coefficients can be estimated 
from the relation 

(9) 

Their value at these levels would be - 109 cm2 sec-1• Since the characteristic 
time scale at this level is comparable to the period of rotation, free con.vection 
would be influenced by Coriolis forces. However, at these levels this influ
ence would not be strong enough to change the order of magnitude of the 
above estimates. 

At deeper levels, as p increases, the characteristic time scale increases, 
and the influence of Coriolis forces would become more and more dominant. 
Robert's ( 1968) and Busse's ( 1970a) analyses of convection in a rapidly rota
ting deep atmosphere indicate that the amplitude of the convection on a 
spherical surface is a strong function of latitude. This result suggests the 
possibility that the flux of heat from the interior into the visible cloud layers 
is not uniform in latitude, and emphasizes the need for determining its dis
tribution. Such differential heating would imply horizontal temperature 
gradients, horizontal motions, and horizontal heat transports in the deep 
atmosphere. These properties could explain the Pioneer 11 observation that 
thermal emissions in high latitudes are just as strong as those in low latitudes, 
in spite of differential solar heating. Clearly, an analysis of the finite ampli
tude, rotating convection problem for a deep atmosphere would make an 
important contribution to our understanding of Jupiter's atmosphere. 

(b) Large-scale Motions in Free Convection 

Williams and Robinson (l 973) studied the hypothesis that the large
scale motions and structure of Jupiter's atmosphere are convectively driven -
i.e., that small-scale convection driven by the internal heat source has a 
large-scale organization that can explain the observations. To check this 
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hypothesis they integrated the Boussinesq equations of motion and tem
perature in a statically unstable, rotating spherical shell. The dominant 
small-scale convection was parameterized with simple eddy diffusion laws, 
and only the large-scale motions were explicitly calculated. 

Williams and Robinson had four parameters in their model which they 
regarded as free parameters: the depth of the spherical shell, D; the amount 
by which the potential temperature of the lower surface exceeded that of the 
upper surface, a8; and the vertical and horizontal eddy diffusion coefficients, 
K,. and Kh, respectively. Consequently, they performed a parameter study in 
which they sought values for these parameters that would give solutions re
sembling Jupiter's circulations. In this parameter study they neglected dif
ferential heating, and therefore were studying essentially a free convection 
regime. They also assumed that the motions were axially symmetric. They 
found that there were values of these four parameters which enabled them to 
match the observed strength and width of the equatorial current, and the 
observed scale and extent of the banded structure. In particular, in the model 
which fit the observations best, their model P BJ. the parameter values were 
D=50km.:iH= 133°,K,.= J0icm2 sec 1.andK1,= l0 13 cm2 sec- 1.lnaddi
tion, the solutions showed features which agreed with the observations even 
though the parameter values were not specifically picked to fit them. For 
example, the scale of the banded structure decreased poleward, and the vor
ticity had the correct correlation with the belts and zones. The considerable 
agreement between many of the details of their solution and the observations 
has been cited by Gehrels ( 1974) in support of the hypothesis that the mo
tions are essentially convectively driven. 

However, there is one observable quantity which Williams and Robinson 
did not use to constrain their parameter study, namely, the energy flux 
through the atmosphere. The flux in their model is given by 

F = pcµ(w8 - K,.S). (10) 

As one would expect for free convection, the main term contributing to this 
flux in their solutions is the second term, which gives the flux carried by the 
small-scale parameterized convection. If we average the second term verti
cally, then we obtain 

F- Kva8 
s = pc,, ~ (11) 

If we use the parameter values from their model PBJ, and choose p = 1.6 x 
I 0-4 g cm-:i and ci, = 1.4 x I 08 erg per °K per gram as typical of the visible 
cloud layers, we calculate f's = 6 x I Qfi erg cm-2 sec-1• This is three orders 
of magnitude larger than the observed value - I 04 erg cm-2 sec-1• If one 
attempts to change the values of K,., aH, and D in order to reduce this flux, 
then as Williams and Robinson showed, in order to maintain the dynamical 
similarity of their solutions one must keep Da8 and DI K,. constant, and D < 
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500 km. Consequently, one can reduce the flux in their solutions by only one 
order of magnitude, without losing the resemblance to Jupiter's circulations. 

In the face of this discrepancy, it is difficult to argue that Jupiter's dynami
cal regime is basically a convective regime driven by the internal heat source. 
Williams and Robinson's calculations indicate that the known strength of 
this heat source is too weak to account for the observed circulations. This 
suggests that differential heating must play a role in driving the motions, and 
that Jupiter's dynamical regime will be one of the more stable ones listed 
in Fig. 2. 

This conclusion is in accord with Barcilon and Gierasch's (1970) con
clusion cited above, that free convection is not consistent with the observed 
horizontal velocity magnitudes. In fact, the parameter values calculated in 
the preceding section from free convection theory are quite different from 
the values that Williams and Robinson found necessary in order to match the 
observed circulations. In particular, the values estimated from free convec
tion theory were Kh - Kv - l 09 cm2 sec-• and /:J.0 - 2 X lo-a °K, in con
trast to the necessary values Kh - 101:i cm2 sec-1 , Kv - 107 cm2 sec-• and 
l:J.0 - 133°K. According to Williams and Robinson's results, the former val
ues would make the large scales convectively stable-Le., the Rayleigh num
ber would be subcritical and there would be no large scale motions driven by 
uniform internal heating. 

There are also theoretical difficulties with the convective model. One is 
the prescribed axial symmetry. Other analyses of convection in a rotating, 
spherical system show that the dominant convective modes are not axially 
symmetric (Roberts 1968; Busse l970a,b). In fact, Williams and Robinson 
reported that when they perturbed their axially symmetric solutions which 
matched the observations best, the symmetric convection cells broke up into 
non-symmetric cells. Another difficulty, pointed out by Williams and Robin
son, is the very large values of Kh needed to match the observations. Since 
the velocities in the solutions were u :S l 00 m sec-1, the value Kh - l 013 

cm2 sec-1 corresponds to mixing lengths L ;;;,, l 0,000 km. Since these are 
comparable to the characteristic scales of the large-scale motions, it is not 
consistent to parameterize the small-scale motions by eddy diffusion laws. 

(c) Baroclinic Instability Regime 

Stone ( 1972b) has calculated the atmospheric structure that would occur 
in the visible cloud layers if baroclinic instabilities were the main source of 
dynamical heat transport. His model gives qualitatively good results when 
applied to the earth or Mars (Stone 1972b), but it neglects deep atmosphere 
effects and, therefore, has to be interpreted cautiously when applied to Jupi
ter. McIntyre ( 1972) has shown that baroclinic instability in general still 
occurs in a deep atmosphere, but the growth rates are reduced. In particular, 
some of the available potential energy is diverted into driving motions in the 
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lower, non-baroclinic layers, with the division of energy between the baro
clinic and non-baroclinic layers being inversely proportional to the static 
stability of the respective layers. If the static stability of the non-baroclinic 
layers is comparable to, or greater than, that of the baroclinic ones, then 
Stone's model should give qualitatively reasonable results. However, if the 
static stability of the non-baroclinic layers is smaller, then the instability of 
the baroclinic ones will be reduced, and perhaps even eliminated in extreme 
cases. In this case, the stabilizing effect of the instabilities on the temperature 
structure of the baroclinic layer could be decreased or even removed, and 
correspondingly, Stone's model can only be interpreted as giving upper 
bounds to S and Ri in the baroclinic layer. 

Stone ( 1972b) calculated equilibrium states for 45° latitude and found 
that the value of Ri was so sensitive to external parameters that no conclu
sions could be drawn about the dynamical regime. For example, decreasing 
the internal heat source by 50% changed Ri from values < 1 to values ~ 10. 
However, it was also found that the static stability is extremely small, even 
if one allows for the uncertainty in the external parameters. For example, 
in the most stable possible baroclinic instability regime Stone calculated S ~ 
3 x 10-3 °K per km. Since this very small value represents an effective upper 

· bound on the static stability of the visible cloud layers, one can conclude that 
the lapse rate in these layers should be very nearly adiabatic, and calcula
tions of radiative-convective equilibrium should give good results for the 
vertical structure of these layers. In addition, these very small values suggest 
that deep atmosphere effects may not seriously affect the predictions of 
Stone's model after all. Judging from the earth's tropics, regions in which 
moist convection occurs act dynamically as though they were statically sta
ble. In other words, the areas of active moist convection cover only a few 
percent of the total area (Ogura and Cho 1973), but this is sufficient to pro
duce a mean lapse rate over the whole area which is nearer the moist adia
batic lapse rate than the dry adiabatic lapse rate. Such a layer of moist 
convection on Jupiter near the 300°K level would exhibit a static stability 
~ 0?3 K and this would be sufficient to make Stone's model valid for the 
visible cloud layers. 

Trafton and Stone (1974) pointed out that the sensitivity of Ri to the 
external parameters implied a strong change in the equilibrium value of Ri 
with latitude. They used Stone's model to calculate Rias a function of lati
tude and found that Ri < 1 in low latitudes and Ri > 1 in high latitudes, and 
that uncertainty in the external parameters primarily introduces uncertainty 
in the latitude of the critical value, Ri = 1. Using the value of Aumann et al. 
( 1969) for the strength of the internal heat source, 1.3 X 104 erg cm-2 sec-1 , 

they estimated that this latitude was ~ 70°. If their calculation is re-done 
using the Pioneer 11 value for the strength of the internal heat source, 7 x 
103 erg cm-2 sec-1 , (lngersoll)10 and assuming that the 170°K level is typical 

10See p. 202. 
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Fig. 3. Variation of equilibrium Richardson number with latitude. 

of the visible cloud layers, then the variation of Ri with latitude changes to 
that given in Fig. 3. Now the critical latitude is - 45°. The part of the curve 
in Fig. 3 corresponding to values Ri < I is dotted to indicate that Stone's 
model formally breaks down for these values, because baroclinic instabilities 
cease to be the dominant heat-transporting mechanism (see Fig. 2). 

Trafton and Stone's calculation shows that in low latitudes baroclinic 
instabilities, even if they could occur, could not be sufficiently stabilizing to 
produce a baroclinic instability regime. This result implies that Jupiter's dy
namical regime in low latitudes is one of the less stable ones listed in Fig. 4. 
This destabilization of Jupiter's atmosphere compared to the earth's and 
Mars' is a consequence of the much weaker horizontal temperature gradients 
in Jupiter's atmosphere. These gradients are smaller than on the earth or 
Mars mainly because the solar differential heating is spread out over a much 
greater planetary scale, and secondarily, because of the (assumed) lack of 
differential heating associated with the internal heat source. These gradients 
are the primary drive for baroclinic instabilities, and thus on Jupiter they 
would be relatively weaker and less efficient at stabilizing the temperature 
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structure. The breakdown of the baroclinic instability model in low latitudes 
combined with the difficulties inherent in assuming a free convection regime 
suggest that Jupiter's dynamical regime in low latitudes is one of the inter
mediate regimes listed in Fig. 2. Consequently it would be highly desirable 
to develop integrated models for the dynamics and temperature structure of 
forced convection and inertial instability regimes. A start has been made 
toward such a model for an inertial instability regime by Walton (1975), but 
his analysis is concerned only with the monotonic symmetric instability 
mode, which is subdominant when Ri < I. 

Trafton and Stone's calculation still leaves open the possibility of a baro
clinic instability regime in high latitudes. The prediction inherent in Fig. 3, 
that the regime should change over to a more stable, non-symmetric regime 
poleward of 45° latitude, is in good agreement with the observed change-over 
from a predominantly symmetric to a predominantly non-symmetric regime 
at 50° latitude (Gehrels, p. 537). Figure 3 implies that a typical value of Ri 
in high latitudes would be - I 0. The corresponding value for the character
istic scale given in Table I for baroclinic instabilities at 60° latitude, with 
u - IO m sec- 1 • would be 800 km. This scale refers specifically to the half
wavelength in the downstream direction of the most rapidly growing baro
clinic perturbations. This value appears to be typical of many of the features 
seen in the high-latitude pictures obtained by Pioneer 11. 

However, Stone's (1972h) calculations also show that horizontal heat 
fluxes by baroclinic instabilities in the visible cloud layers have a negligible 
effect on meridional temperature gradients. This result does not rule out the 
possibility that there are significant meridional transports in deeper layers, 
and in fact, the Pioneer 11 observation that the thermal emissions are inde
pendent of latitude requires just such a transport. This implies that the visi
ble cloud layers are subjected to greater heating from the interior in high 
latitudes than in low latitudes. Since all the calculations with Stone's model 
assumed that the heating from the interior was uniform in latitude, one must 
consider how an internal heat source that increases with latitude affects the 
conclusions based on his model. Such an increase with latitude will oppose 
differential solar heating, and, therefore, will lead to weaker mean meridional 
temperature gradients than one would expect if the internal heating were uni
form. This will weaken the drive for baroclinic instabilities, and in particular, 
will decrease the stabilizing effect of the instabilities on S and Ri. Therefore, 
the conclusions that the visible cloud layers will be very nearly adiabatic and 
that the low latitude regime is less stable than a baroclinic instability regime 
are merely reinforced if the internal heating does indeed increase with lati
tude. On the other hand, such an increase with latitude shifts the curve in 
Fig. 3 toward the right and this decreases the chance that the high latitude 
regime is a baroclinic instability regime. To assess this possibility more 
accurately, information about the latitudinal variation of the internal heating 
in high latitudes is needed. 
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IV. DYNAMICS OF INDIVIDUAL FEATURES 

In this section we review dynamical investigations which attempt to ex
plain particular features of the Jovian circulations without placing them with
in the context of a complete theory of the general circulation and structure 
of the atmosphere. We shall consider these investigations under four general 
headings: zonal motions, the banded structure, the Great Red Spot, and non
symmetric features. It will be convenient again to refer to Table I for the im
portant characteristics of the dynamical modes to which we will be referring 
frequently. 

(a) Zonal Motions 

As we discussed in Sec. II. the zonal winds are likely to be thermal winds. 
obeying the thermal wind relation. Eq. (2). Stone ( 1967) pointed out that 
this relation implies that vertical shear is present in the zonal flow, and 
this complicates the interpretation of measured zonal wind profiles such as 
that shown in Fig. I. The apparent latitudinal variations may be caused by 
vertical variations as well as by horizontal ones. Another difficulty in inter
preting the measured motions has been emphasized by Maxworthy (1973) 
and Stone (I 97 4 ). We cannot be sure whether the measured velocities refer 
to phase velocities or to true mass motions. For example, barotropic Rossby 
waves with characteristic horizontal scale, L, propagate in the zonal direc
tion with a phase speed given by (Holton 1972) 

•- {3L2 
( - u - 21ri . (12) 

Thus, a wave at 30° latitude with L = 5000 km would propagate 5 m sec- 1 

more slowly than the actual mean flow. Stone ( 1974) has suggested that this 
lag could account for the mean lag of System II motions behind System 111. 

These uncertainties in interpreting the measured velocities indicate that 
one should not put too much credence in the details of measured velocity 
profiles. Only the major features, such as the equatorial current and the 
current at the edge of the North Temperate Belt are likely to be reliable. 
The equatorial current has attracted particular interest because it appears to 
have greater angular momentum than either the underlying atmosphere or 
the atmosphere in higher latitudes (Hide 1970). This raises the problem of 
how the current is maintained against small scale diffusion. In particular. the 
diffusion of momentum must be balanced either by an equatorward transport 
or by an upward transport of momentum by atmospheric motions. An equa
torward transport would imply a negative correlation between u and v on the 
north edge of the current and a positive correlation on the south edge. Obser
vations of meridional motions that can yield information about such correla
tions would be particularly valuable. 
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Three mechanisms for supplying an equatorward transport have been 
suggested: inertial instability (Gierasch and Stone 1968); baroclinic insta
bility (Stone 1972a); and convection under the influence of rotation (Busse 
1976). The viability of the first mechanism for supplying the required trans
port has been discussed extensively (McIntyre 1970; Hide 1970; Stone 
I 972a; Maxworthy I 972; Gierasch and Stone I 972). Here it is sufficient to 
note that inertial instability can supply the required transport only under the 
rather limited circumstance that O < Ri < ½, and it cannot account for any 
acceleration relative to the underlying atmosphere. Baroclinic instability 
can supply the required transport so long as Ri = 0( l) and it can account for 
an acceleration relative to the underlying atmosphere; it therefore is a more 
plausible mechanism than inertial instability. However, our ignorance of 
actual values of Ri in the Jovian atmosphere still makes this mechanism a 
speculative one. 

Perhaps the most plausible for an equatorward transport is the convec
tion mechanism. This has also been invoked to explain the solar differential 
rotation (Busse 1970b), and it has been observed to operate in laboratory ex
periments (Busse 1976). The dominant convective modes in a rotating, self
gravitating system are non-axisymmetric cells (Roberts 1968; Busse 1970 
a .b ). Coriolis forces act to deflect the zonal motions in these cells towards 
the right in the northern hemisphere, and towards the left in the south, there
by creating an eddy flux of zonal momentum towards the equator. Since the 
visible cloud layers are predominantly axisymmetric, Busse (1976) suggests 
that the non-axisymmetric cells operate in the deep atmosphere to produce a 
deep equatorial current, and that the equatorial acceleration observed in the 
visible cloud layers is forced by this deep current. Again, the need for an 
analysis of the finite amplitude. rotating convection problem in a deep atmo
sphere is apparent. 

One mechanism for generating the equatorial current by means of an up
ward transport of momentum at the equator has also been proposed. Max
worthy (1975) has suggested that equatorially-trapped Kelvin waves and 
mixed Rossby-gravity waves are generated in the lower atmosphere and 
propagate upwards carrying zonal momentum. Then they are dissipated in 
the upper atmosphere, deposit their momentum, and generate a mean current. 
This mechanism has been invoked previously to explain the equatorial cur
rents in the terrestrial stratosphere (Holton and Lindzen 1972). Invoking this 
mechanism to explain the Jovian equatorial current does require, however, 
ad hoc assumptions about the generation and dissipation of equatorial waves. 

Some other recent studies in fluid dynamics have interesting implications 
for Jupiter's equatorial current. Whitehead (I 975) performed experiments 
with a barotropic rotating fluid on a J3-plane. He found that any localized 
stirring of the fluid produced a westerly jet at the latitude of the stirring. 
Lorenz (personal communication) has found the same result in a numerical 
study of a barotropic atmosphere on a rotating, spherical surface. In particu-
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Jar. even an equatorial jet can be produced if the stirring occurs at the equa
tor. The mechanism at work here is not clear. but the results are in accord 
with terrestrial experience, where the stirring mechanism for generating the 
mid-latitude westerly jet can be regarded as baroclinic instability. These 
results suggest that the fundamental problem in explaining Jupiter's equa
torial current may not be explaining the current per se, but rather determin
ing what stirring mechanism operates near the equator. 

One feature of the equatorial current can be explained without relying on 
any particular dynamical mechanism for generating it Hide ( 1966) pointed 
out that the width of the equatorial current (and similarly of the equatorial 
zone) can be deduced simply from scaling analysis. It should have a half
width of order 

(13) 

For u = 100 m sec- 1 , this formula yields L - 4000 km, in reasonable order
of-magnitude agreement with the observed half-width, - 8000 km. 

(b) Banded Structure 

Hess and Panofsky ( 1951) presented the first dynamical discussion of the 
bands. They noted that the measurements of apparent zonal motions indicate 

that 7 :; is positive in zones and negative in belts; i.e., the zones tend to be 

regions of anticyclonic vorticity, and the belts, regions of cyclonic vorticity. 
This correlation is particularly clear between 20°S and 30°N latitudes (see 
Fig. 1). Since the zonal motions appear to be geostrophic, i.e., they satisfy 
the relation 

1 oP 
fu=-P oy, (14) 

this correlation implies that the zones are regions of high pressure, and the 
belts regions of low pressure. This, in turn, implies that there will be me
ridional flow from the zones to the belts, and since presumably we are look
ing at high levels in the atmosphere, continuity requires that the zones be 
regions of rising motions, and the belts regions of sinking motions. Since ris
ing motions favor cloud formations, one would expect from these dynamical 
arguments that the zones would be relatively cloudy and the belts relatively 
clear. This picture of the meridional circulations is illustrated schematically 
in Fig. 4. Hess and Panofsky's picture is convincing, since it is supported by 
observations of lower albedos in the belts, as one would expect for relatively 
cloud-free areas; by observations of higher-brightness temperatures in the 
belts, as one would expect if the thermal radiations were coming from deeper 
layers; and by theoretical calculations of infrared spectra (Newburn and 
Gulkis 1973). 
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of Jupiter's meridional circulations. 

Ingersoll and Cuzzi ( 1969) showed that the correlation between the vor
ticity and the banded structure also implies a correlation between tem
perature and the banded structure because of the thermal wind relation. In 
particular, they deduced that the zones are warmer than the belts. This prop
erty is consistent with the picture of rising motions in zones and sinking 
motions in belts, and has also been included in Fig. 4. Ingersoll and Cuzzi 
calculated that the temperature difference between the zones and belts is 
given by 

a.!::.TD - 1.2 km. (15) 

For example, if a.= (l 80°K)- 1 and D = 50 km, then !::.T = 4°K. They also 
noted that these local variations appear to dominate any systematic variation 
of temperature with latitude. 

Barcilon and Gierasch ( 1970) suggested that the higher temperatures in 
the zones could be caused by condensation there. They found, using Lewis' 
(1969) solar composition model for the condensates, that this condensation 
could produce temperature differences on the order of those deduced by 
Ingersoll and Cuzzi - specifically, I::. T - 2° at the condensation level. They 
then constructed a model in which the meridional circulations and banded 
structure were generated by this condensation. Their model was not closed, 
so they could not solve for the temperature contrast or the distance between 
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Fig. 5. Amplitude of meridional stream function vs. latitude for inertial instability (after Stone 
1971). 

zones and belts. In addition, they had to assume the axial symmetry, and the 
motions they describe are unstable- for example, the condition for inertial 
instability is satisfied. Also, as discussed in Sec. 11. it is not clear how the 
thermodynamic effect of the water vapor condensation could be felt in the 
visible cloud layers, some 60 km above the condensation level. 

Two instability mechanisms have been suggested for forming the banded 
structure. Inertial instability, described in Sec. II, generates motions which 
are axially symmetric, and consequently Stone (1967) suggested that this 
instability might be the cause of the banded structure. The meridional cir
culations generated by this instability tend to parallel the isentropes, and 
have very rapid oscillations perpendicular to the isentropes. On a spherical 
surface these oscillations have a large scale modulation (Stone 1971 ). Fig. 5 
illustrates the amplitude of the modulation for the inertial instability mode 
that dominates in low latitudes. The characteristic scale given in Table I for 
inertial instability is the distance from the equator of the first zero in this 
modulation function. 

These motions generated by inertial instability can be described as a kind 
of small-scale turbulence, modulated as a function of latitude. Where the 
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modulation has a large amplitude, turbulence is strong and cloud formation 
will be favored, and where the modulation has a small amplitude the turbu
lence and cloud formation will be suppressed. Fig. 5 shows that the resulting 
cloud structures would closely resemble Jupiter's banded structure-i.e., the 
bands become systematically smaller and less pronounced as one moves 
away from the equator. The prime assumption that one has to make in in
voking this mechanism is that atmospheric conditions will favor this kind of 
instability, i.e.,-¼ < Ri < 0. 95 (Stone 1966). Given this restriction on Ri, the 
theory predicts a banded structure that is correct quantitatively as well as 
qualitatively. For example, choosing u = 100 m sec-1 , the corresponding 
range of scales for inertial instability (see Table I) is 9000 to 32,000 km, in 
good agreement with the observed distance from the equator to the center of 
the equatorial belts, ~ 15,000 km. Comparing the formula for this scale in 
Table I with Eq. (5), we see that this scale is essentially the one deduced by 
Hide (1966) from scaling analysis. 

The results quoted above for inertial instability strictly apply to the case 
of no horizontal shear in the mean flow. Some effects of horizontal shear are 
known. For example, a more accurate condition than that given in Table I 
for when inertial instability occurs is (Stone 1971) 

R . I 
l < 1 au. 

l---
f ay 

(16) 

Therefore, the instability is favored in regions of anticyclonic vorticity. The 
observed correlation between the vorticity and the banded structure then 
suggests that inertial instability might be producing or contributing to the 
banded structures locally, in contrast to the global view suggested above. In 
particular, given a zonal wind profile like the one observed, regions of anti
cyclonic vorticity will favor inertial instability, which will tend to generate 
turbulence and cloudiness consistent with the observed correlation of bright 
zones with regions of anticyclonic vorticity. In any case, ignorance of actual 
values of Ri makes this mechanism a speculative one. Again we are reminded 
of the need to develop models for inertial instability regimes capable of pre
dicting temperature structure as well as motions. 

Another instability mechanism for generating the bands has been pro
posed by Gierasch (1973). This is the radiative instability mechanism first 
discussed by Gierasch et al. ( 1973). If the clouds contain a condensate which 
enhances the greenhouse effect, then instability is possible; rising motions 
lead to condensation, which warms the atmosphere locally by increased ther
mal blanketing and this warming will enhance the rising motions. Gierasch's 
(1973) analysis of this instability showed that the dominant modes in low 
latitudes were axially symmetric, with structures very similar to that illus
trated in Fig. 5. In addition, w and 0 are necessarily positively correlated 
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so the cloudy regions are warmer, consistent with Ingersoll and Cuzzi's 
deduction. 

The scale given in Table I for radiative instability is again the distance of 
the first node from the equator. This distance scale is characteristic of low
latitude disturbances in a motionless atmosphere (Lindzen 1967). The scale 
depends on the static stability, which is unknown, but we can estimate what 
value of the static stability would give the correct one for the banded struc
ture. In particular, we know that the scale is given correctly, in order of 
magnitude, by Eq. (3). If we multiply this scale by two, so that it agrees with 
the observed one, and equate it to the scale given in Table I for the radiative 
instability, we find that the required static stability is 

u2 
S--H2· (17) 

ag 

Substituting this value into Eq. (3), and assuming that H - D, we find that 
the corresponding value of the Richardson number is Ri - 1. Thus the radia
tive instability mechanism can account for the observed scale of the banded 
structure only under conditions such that inertial instability is also likely to 
occur. Since the two mechanisms generate very similar structures, they may 
well act simultaneously and reinforce each other. The relative efficiency of 
the two mechanisms may be compared by calculating their characteristic 
time scales, given in Table I. If we choose Ri = ½, r = 108 sec (Gierasch and 
Goody 1969), u = 100 m sec-1, H = 20 km, and evaluate fat 4° latitude, we 
find that the time scale for inertial instability is 4 x 104 sec and for radiative 
instability 106 sec. Apparently inertial instability would be a much more effi
cient mechanism for generating the banded structure. In fact, the very long 
radiative time scales in Jupiter's atmosphere mean that the time scales asso
ciated with the radiative instability are invariably much longer than those 
associated with the other instabilities listed in Table I, and therefore, it is 
doubtful whether it would be a dominant mechanism. 

(c) Great Red Spot 

Hide (1961, 1963) presented the first dynamical discussion of the Great 
Red Spot. He noted that the motions in the vicinity of the Spot resembled 
those seen in laboratory experiments with Taylor columns. These experi
ments show that, if a fluid is homogeneous and sufficiently rapidly rotating, 
even a shallow topographic feature will give rise to a disturbance in the flow 
pattern that propagates upward and appears at the top of the fluid (Taylor 
1923). Such disturbances are sometimes referred to as "Taylor columns" 
and Hide suggested that the Great Red Spot was a manifestation of such a 
disturbance. 

Hide's suggestion has stimulated a number of studies aimed at elucidating 
the properties of Taylor columns and the conditions under which they can 
occur. Recent experimental studies (Hide and lbbetsen 1968) and theoreti-
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cal studies (Ingersoll 1969) reinforce the conclusion that the observed flow 
patterns resemble those around a Taylor column. Calculations of the Rossby 
number in the vicinity of the Spot show that the atmosphere is sufficiently 
rapidly rotating for Taylor columns to occur (Hide 1963; Hess 1969). Stone 
and Baker (1968) criticized the Taylor column hypothesis on the grounds 
that the atmosphere's stratification and horizontal temperature gradients 
were not small enough for the atmosphere to be considered homogeneous. 
Recently Hogg (1973) analyzed the flow of a non-homogeneous fluid past an 
obstacle and found that Taylor columns can occur if 

cx1<SH 2 

12u :S Ro. (I 8) 

This condition is plausible, since even if the atmosphere is isothermal, the 
Great Red Spot is so large that the left-hand side of Eq. (18) is still only 
- 0.03. In practice, it is likely that the atmosphere is nearly adiabatic, S << 
r, and then the condition is met, even though Ro - 0.01. 

However, even if Eq. ( 18) is satisfied, Hogg's analysis does not demon
strate that Taylor columns can occur in a real atmosphere. He assumed that 
the flow was steady, yet his flow is baroclinically unstable. Since these in
stabilities transport heat, they will modify the flow pattern in his analysis. It 
is not clear how a Taylor column can be maintained under such conditions. 

Other difficulties with the Taylor column hypothesis are the observation 
that the Great Red Spot does not have a fixed longitude (Peek 1958) and the 
likelihood that there is no solid surface (Hubbard 1973). To get around these 
difficulties, Streett ( 1969) suggested that the Spot was caused by a Taylor 
column attached to a mass of solid hydrogen floating in helium-rich liquid 
hydrogen deep in the atmosphere. Streett et al. (1971) attempted to analyze 
the dynamics of such a floating raft, but their analysis omitted Coriolis forces 
and, therefore, is not relevant to Jupiter. 

Golitsyn (I 970) suggested that the Spot was a long-lived eddy, i.e., that 
there need not be any immediate driving mechanism for the Spot. This idea 
receives some support from Ingersoll's (1973) analysis, showing that the 
equations of motion for large-scale flows on Jupiter contain free (i.e., un
forced) solutions which resemble the flow patterns in the vicinity of the Spot. 
However, the idea that no forcing is present currently seems implausible 
since the radiative and dynamical time scales in Jupiter's atmosphere range 
from IO years down to days (Gierasch and Goody 1969; Stone I 973a) and 
are considerably shorter than the time during which the Spot has been ob
served. Indeed, many changes in the circulations elsewhere in the atmo
sphere have been observed (Peek I 958). Ingersoll's (1973) analysis does 
lessen the attractiveness of the Taylor column hypothesis because it shows 
that one need not rely on a topographic feature to explain the observed flow 
patterns. 

Another model of the Spot which treats it as a long-lived artifact has been 
presented by Max worthy and Redekopp ( 1976). Their model is based on the 
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concept of "solitons" (Scott et al. 1973). These are finite amplitude solitary 
waves that persist without change in the absence of any dissipation, because 
dispersive effects are balanced by non-linear effects. Maxworthy and Rede
kopp found that solitons can exist in a stratified zonal flow that is incom
pressible, barotropic, and quasi-geostrophic, provided that 

(19) 

Lin their solution corresponds to about one third of the meridional extent of 
the Spot. Maxworthy and Redekopp found that the flow patterns accompany
ing these solitons closely resemble the flows observed in the vicinity of the 
Spot, including the flow observed when the Spot interacts with the South 
Tropical Disturbance. This latter interaction is not reproduced well by other 
theories of the Spot. 

Eq. ( 19) in effect places a lower bound on the static stability which must 
be met if the soliton theory is to be viable. If we choose a = ( 130°K)-1 , H = 

20 km, 3L = 12000 km, and evaluate fat 17° latitude, then Eq. ( 19) implies 
that S ;:.;. 20° / km; i.e., that the temperature must be increasing with height by 
at least 18° / km in the vicinity of the Spot. This stability is so much greater 
than that at the 130°K level in any proposed model of the atmosphere, that 
the soliton model becomes implausible. It is worth noting that the soliton 
and Taylor column models require conditions [ Eqs. ( 18) and ( 19)] which are 
mutually incompatible so long as Ro << 1. The fact that many different mod
els can produce flow patterns resembling those around the Great Red Spot 
[i.e., Maxworthy and Redekopp's; Hide and lbbetsen's (1968); Hogg's 
(1973); and Ingersoll's (1973)] suggests that such a resemblance per se does 
not provide strong support for any particular model. 

Kuiper ( 1972) has suggested that the Great Red Spot is a region of orga
nized cumulus convection driven by water vapor condensation. As pointed 
out in Sec. 11, this energy source occurs down near the 300°K level and one 
would have to assume that the effect of the condensation is being felt in a 
region 10 or more vapor pressure scale-heights above the condensation level. 
In any case, the general idea that the Spot represents a disturbed region is 
plausible. In particular, Ingersoll (1973) has pointed out that the Spot ap
pears to share the characteristics of the zones - i.e., cloudiness, anticyclonic 
vorticity and rising motions - and Prinn and Lewis ( 197 5) have demonstrated 
that the red color of the Spot can be explained if the vertical mixing in the 
Spot is enhanced relative to the rest of the atmosphere. As yet, there seems 
to be no compelling theory for the nature ofthis disturbance. 

(d) Non-symmetric Features 

Two mechanisms have been proposed for explaining the many large-scale 
non-symmetric cloud features in the Jovian atmosphere. Stone ( 1967) has 
suggested that they are analogous to extra-tropical cyclones in the terrestrial 
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atmosphere, i.e., that they are caused by baroclinic instability. The discus
sion in Sec. III shows that it is very likely that horizontal temperature gra
dients occur in the visible cloud layers, at least on the scale of the belts and 
zones, if not on the planetary scale. Consequently, potential energy should 
be available for baroclinic perturbations to feed on. Thus it is quite possible 
that baroclinic instability occurs locally, even if it is not the dominant dy
namical mode. The main uncertainty in postulating its existence in the Jovian 
atmosphere is again our ignorance of the static stability of the visible cloud 
layers and of the layers immediately below them. 

The characteristic scale for baroclinic instability (see Table I) depends 
on the (unknown) value of Ri, but we can, nevertheless, place bounds on it 
by choosing extreme values. The range of Ri values for which baroclinic 
instability can occur is roughly I < Ri < 1000 (see Fig. 2). If we choose 
u - IO m sec-1 , then the bounds on the characteristic scale, at 30° latitude, 
are 150 km and 4000 km. This range includes the scales of many observed 
non-symmetric features. The corresponding range of time scales for baro
clinic instability is 6 hours to 150 hours. 

Ingersoll and Cuzzi (1969) have suggested that barotropic instability 
may be an important mechanism in the Jovian atmosphere. This instability 
draws its energy from the kinetic energy of the mean flow by means of hori
zontal eddy stresses and thereby tends to limit the horizontal shear in the 
mean flow. The most unstable modes are three-dimensional, so this mecha
nism is another possible source of the non-symmetric features seen in the 
Jovian atmosphere. The scale for this instability given in Table I again refers 
to the half-wavelength in the down-stream direction of the most unstable 
mode. 

The barotropic instability criterion (see Table I) can be checked directly 
from observations. For example, if we use the mean distribution of u given 
by Chapman ( 1969), we find that d2 11 / dy2 exceeds f3 on the edges of the 
equatorial current and the north temperate current by a factor of ten. This 
excess is sufficient that uncertainties in interpreting the apparent horizontal 
shear as a real horizontal shear at a constant pressure level are unlikely to 
reverse the conclusion that barotropic instability should be occurring. In 
fact, the edges of the bands and currents often are perturbed, as, for example, 
in the Pioneer 10 photographs (Gehrels et al. 1974). If we choose 10 m 
sec-1 as a typical velocity, then the characteristic scale for barotropic in
stability is 5000 km. This scale is, in fact. about the scale of the larger per
turbations observed. The corresponding characteristic time scale is 400 
hours. Also the vortex-like features seen in the Pioneer 11 pictures (Swindell 
et al. 1975) resemble barotropic (shear) instabilities seen in laboratory ex
periments. Thus, barotropic instability appears to be a very plausible mech
anism for generating at least some of the larger-scale non-symmetric fea
tures seen in the Jovian atmosphere. 
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V. SUMMARY 

Theoretical calculations so far shed little light on the nature of Jupiter's 
circulations. About all one can say is that the regime in the visible cloud 
layers in low latitudes is likely to be an inertial instability or forced convec
tion regime, with lapse rates very nearly adiabatic. Analytical models of 
these regimes and of finite amplitude rotating convection in the deep atmo
sphere are needed to further the deductive approach to Jovian meteorology. 
Measurements of the latitudinal variation of the internal heating are partic
ularly important for developing realistic models. 

On the other hand, it is possible to say something about the kinematics. 
The plausible assumption, that the zonal motions are in geostrophic balance 
and satisfy the thermal wind relation, enables one to deduce that the zones 
are regions of higher pressure, warmer temperatures, rising motions and 
enhanced cloudiness, while the belts are regions of lower pressure, cooler 
temperatures, sinking motions and relatively cloud-free. These temperature 
differences imply that baroclinic energy sources are present. The strong 
shear at the edges of some belts indicate that barotropic instability should 
occur, and this could account for at least some of the larger-scale non
symmetric features of the belts. To evaluate different speculations for the 
causes of the banded structure and other non-symmetric features, it would 
be valuable to have measurements of meridional velocities, measurements 
of the lapse rates, and static stability in both the cloud layers and the layers 
immediately below, and to have high-resolution visual observations capable 
of resolving small-scale convection. 
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A comprehensiff review of earth-based observations of the continuous radio emis
sion from Jupiter in the wavelength range from I mm to 5 mis presented. After a brief 
historical summary of the observations and early theories for the ori1;in <!l the emission, 
an up-to-date account o(the obser\'iltions, including total intensity, polarization, bright
ness distribution, and ,·ariability measurements is given. An extensive table of measure
ments of the total flux density is included. 

The principal argument.1· are presented demonstratinR that the ohserved radiation 
arises partly .from synchrotron emission by relativistic electrons trapped in Jupiter's 
ma1;neticfield and partf.v from a thermal process in its atmosphere. T echniq11esf<Jr sepa
rating the thermal and nonthermal components are discussed. An elementary review of 
the characteristics of .1ynchrotron radiation is presented, together with a discu.1.1ion of' 
the main inferences about the i<>l'ian magnetosphere drawn from the observations. 

The interpretation of the thermal emission component in terms of atmospheric emis
sion is illuminated by showing 11·ei1;hting fimctions and limb darkening cun·e.1· at a num
ber of.frequencies fiJr a specific model. Potential sources of microwave opacities in the 
Jovian atmosphere are discussed and the radiative tram,:/<'r equations given. The micro
wave absorption coefficients qf'N H,., (the strongest absorber), H20, and H, are pro,·ided. 
The main inf<'rences about the Jovian atmosphere drawn from the observations are 
examined. 

Following a brilf comparison <!f' the inference.1· drawn from Earth-based radio ohser
vations with the corresponding ones ,?atheredfrom the Pioneer JO and I I measurements, 
the chapter concludes with a discussion of the future of Earth-based radio observations. 

For two decades Jupiter has been one of the most extensively studied 
celestial radio sources due, in large part, to the fascinating diversity of its 
emission characteristics. Previous reviews of this topic have been given by 

[ 621 ] 
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Roberts (1963, 1965), Warwick (1964, 1967), Carr and Gulkis (1969), and 
others. The wavelength range from one millimeter to five meters, to which 
this chapter is devoted, is an important window for the investigation of Jupi
ter. The emission at these wavelengths has been shown to arise partly from 
a nonthermal process in Jupiter's radiation belt and partly from a thermal 
process in its atmosphere. 

As a radio source, Jupiter is intrinsically feeble, but its close proximity 
to Earth makes it comparatively easy to observe. The total nonthermal power 
emitted at radio wavelengths shorter than 5 m is probably no more than a 
billion watts, less than 10-:i of the power generation activity of mankind 
and less than 10-s of Jupiter's total thermal emission. The behavior of the 
nonthermal component is very diagnostic of conditions within the radiation 
belt. The total thermal power emitted at wavelengths longer than I mm, while 
considerably larger, is of little consequence to the energy balance in Jupi
ter's atmosphere, but it can be used as a probe to study the atmosphere, par
ticularly the deep atmospheric thermal structure beneath the visible clouds. 

Although the two components originate in distinctly different regions and 
from distinctly different mechanisms, they are closely intertwined histori
cally and observationally; hence, the decision to include both in the same 
review chapter. The organization of topics is as follows: I. Historical Devel
opment; II. Observational Data; III. Separation into Thermal and Non
thermal Components; IV. Interpretation of the Nonthermal Component; V. 
Interpretation of the Thermal Component; VI. Comparison of Earth-Based 
Radio Measurements with Pioneer l O and I I Data; VII. The Future of 
Earth-Based Radio Observations. 

I. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The discovery of radio emission associated with Jupiter was made quite 
unexpectedly in I 955 at a frequency of 22.2 MHz (Burke and Franklin 
I 955). The story of this serendipitous discovery (Franklin I 959) has be
come a well-known anecdote in the annals of radio astronomy. The emis
sion was very sporadic in character. We now know that it is confined to fre
quencies less than about 40 MHz and that it exhibits complex structure in 
time, frequency, and polarization. This complex behavior and the high in
tensity clearly indicate a nonthermal origin. Shain (l 955) was able to iden
tify Jupiter events at 18.3 MHz on records dating back to 1950andhe showed 
that the probability of reception was highly correlated with the central 
meridian longitude (System II). By I 962 the data on this correlation had pro
duced a slightly different period, appropriate for radio observations, that 
was accurate enough to prompt the International Astronomical Union to 
adopt a provisional longitude system called System III (l 957.0) based on a 
rotation period of 9h 55m 29~37 (I.A. U. I 962). The period has since been fur-
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ther refined, but the I.A. U. definition has, as yet, remained unchanged. 1 

Another important discovery was made by Bigg ( 1964) who showed that the 
probability of reception was also highly correlated with the geocentric orbit
al longitude of lo. Further discussion of the decameter emission is beyond 
the scope of this chapter,2 but we mention it in passing because it initially 
focused the attention of radio astronomers to Jupiter and because it has 
complemented and helped to explain many of the characteristics seen in the 
Jupiter radio emission at higher frequencies. 

The first detection of microwave radiation from Jupiter was accomplished 
on May 13 and 31, 1956 ata wavelength of3.15 cm by Mayer et al. (1958a,b). 
The equivalent blackbody disk temperature was 140 ± 56°K (mean error). 
The same paper also described a more accurate series of measurements 
made almost a year later. The disk temperature determined from the latter 
measurements was 145 ± 26°K (mean error). This was numerically consis
tent with the infrared measurements available at the time. However, the 
authors were careful to note that 'There is considerable uncertainty in 
the actual level of emission because of possible molecular absorptions in 
the atmosphere of the planet. As a result, the blackbody temperature for 
thermal radiation at the 3.15 cm wavelength would not necessarily agree 
with values derived by other methods ... " Later measurements of the disk 
temperature near this wavelength have tended to give somewhat higher 
results. For example, Giordmaine et al. (1959) obtained 17 l ± 20°K at 
3.03 cm, 173 ± 20°K at 3.17 cm, and 189 ± 20°K at 3.36 cm in 1958 and 
early 1959. (The quoted uncertainties are probable errors.) The authors 
state that "The observed radiation is interpreted as thermal emission from 
ammonia in the region near the top of the cloud layer. The gaseous ammonia 
radiates through the inversion line at 1.28 cm, pressure broadened in the 
presence of hydrogen and helium." 

From mid-I 956 to mid-1958, when the only microwave observations of 
Jupiter were at wavelengths of 3 to 4 cm, they revealed nothing very sur
prising about the planet. Indeed, some people may have regarded the demon
stration of the sensitive new instruments capable of such measurements to 
be more interesting than the results of the Jupiter measurements. This 
quickly changed in the summer of 1958 when measurements at the substan
tially longer wavelength of 10.3 cm indicated a disk temperature of 640 ± 
85°K (standard error) (Sloanaker 1959; McClain and Sloanaker 1959). It 
was recognized that, if there is a temperature gradient with depth in the 
Jupiter atmosphere, then one might expect larger observed disk temperatures 
at longer wavelengths (Mayer 1959). This is because of the reduced absorp
tion at longer wavelengths where one is farther out in the wing of the broad 
ammonia absorption spectrum. In the same paper Mayer also suggested the 

'Throughout this chapter all longitudes quoted are in System III (1957.0). Seep. 826. 
'See pp. 693 and 1146. 
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possibility of nonthermal emission to produce the enhanced temperatures 
at longer wavelengths. 

Soon there were observations at still longer wavelengths that showed the 
trend to be very pronounced. They indicated a disk temperature of 2496 ± 
450°K (standard error) at 21 cm (McClain 1959), about 3000°K, also at 
21 cm (Epstein 1959), about 3000°K at 22 cm (Drake and Hvatum 1959), 
about 5500°K at 31 cm (Roberts and Stanley 1959), and 20,000 to 70.000°K 
at 68 cm (Drake and Hvatum 1959). The flux densities that yield this en
hancement are roughly constant with wavelength. As early as May, 1959, 
Drake is reported to have suggested that synchrotron radiation in a Jovian 
Van Allen belt may be responsible for the enhanced temperatures (e.g., Rob
erts and Stanley 1959). 

In the following month Field submitted a paper for publication (Field 
1959) in which he considered quantitatively four different possible explana
tions for the enhanced emission at long wavelengths: 1) thermal emission 
in a deep atmosphere with a temperature gradient and with ammonia as the 
only absorber, 2) free-free emission in a Jovian ionosphere, 3) cyclotron 
emission by nonrelativistic electrons in Jupiter's magnetic field, and 4) 
synchrotron emission by relativistic electrons in Jupiter's magnetic field. 
He found that atmospheric thermal emission could not reasonably account 
for the extreme slope of the temperature spectrum at longer wavelengths al
though it would be important at the shorter wavelengths. It is important to 
note, as did Giordmaine et al. ( 1959) in the continuation of the quotation 
given above, that "Thermal radiation from lower levels in the atmosphere 
probably accounts for an appreciable fraction of the higher temperature ra
diation reported at longer wavelengths in the centimeter and decimeter re
gion." Field went on to show that the ionosphere explanation was not likely 
either. The observed spectrum could be obtained only by requiring an un
acceptable large electron density with the electron temperature approach
ing 1 ff' 0 K. He found, however, that cyclotron emission and synchrotron 
emission were both plausible. The former would require a very large mag
netic field intensity, about 103 Gauss at the surface, while the latter would 
require a large population of relativistic electrons. 

Other calculations regarding synchrotron emission were carried out by 
Drake and Hvatum (1959) and Roberts and Stanley (1959). The latter paper 
also considered free-free emission in a Jovian corona. The free-free calcula
tions were similar to those of Field ( 1959) for the ionosphere except that the 
larger emitting volume relaxed the requirement for such a high electron den
sity. The authors suggested that sufficient plasma might be trapped by a plan
etary magnetic field. 

Observations of Jupiter having a critical bearing on the question of emis
sion mechanisms were carried out in 1960 by Radhakrishnan and Roberts 
( 1960) with an east-west interferometer at 31.3 cm wavelength. The first of 
their two important results was that the radiation was linearly polarized by 
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about 30% with the E-vector along the plane of the rotational equator to 
within± I 2°. The large polarization was strong evidence that the mechanism 
involved a magnetic field. The other result was that the angular distribution 
was extended beyond Jupiter's disk, at least in the east-west direction, which 
coincided with the equatorial direction on Jupiter. The equatorial radius was 
approximately 3 R.1, Only cyclotron emission or synchrotron emission in a 
Jovian magnetic field would exhibit both an extended size and strong polar
ization. However, to see 31-cm cyclotron emission as far out as 3 R.1 would 
require a surface field of I 04 Gauss, an order of magnitude larger than that 
considered by Field (I 959). 

Field published two other papers (Field 1960, I 961) in which he devel
oped the cyclotron emission possibility in more detail. He finally rejected 
this mechanism as being the correct one because he could not explain large 
time variations in flux density with time scales of months that had been re
ported. Ironically, these apparent variations later became suspect. 

In 1961 there were further interferometric measurements (Morris and 
Berge 1962) that provided additional insight into the nature of the Jovian 
decimeter emission. Observations at 31.3 cm with a north-south interferome
ter, when compared to the results of Radhakrishnan and Roberts (1960), 
showed that the equatorial to polar size ratio was about 3. Observations at 
21.6 cm gave a very similar size and shape: an equivalent Gaussian width to 
1 / e of 2. 9 polar diameters in the equatorial direction and 1.2 in the polar 
direction. Furthermore, it was found that the degree of polarization was not 
significantly different at the two wavelengths. These observations were in 
conflict with the thin-shell cyclotron model of Field ( 1960) which predicted 
that either the degree of polarization would change greatly between the two 
wavelengths or else the equatorial to polar size ratio would be less than one. 
Perhaps this conflict could have been patched up by going to a thick-shell 
model of exactly the right sort. By this time, however, there were detailed 
calculations available for synchrotron emission models (Chang 1960; Davis 
and Chang 1961 ), and it was clear that this mechanism was much more at
tractive because it could be made to produce the observed characteristics 
without the need for any patchwork. 

Morris and Berge ( 1962) also determined that the plane of polarization 
varied sinusoidally as Jupiter rotates, and they interpreted this as due to a 
difference in direction between the rotational and magnetic axes that is 
equal to the amplitude of the sinusoid (9° ± 3°). The crossover points of 
the sinusoid, corresponding to the times when the rotational and magnetic 
axes, as seen in projection, appear to have the same direction, occurred at 
System III central meridian longitudes (CML) of about 20° and 200°. It 
was pointed out (i.e., Warwick 1963) that since we know the direction of ro
tation of Jupiter, the fact that the crossover at 200° is a clockwise crossover 
allows one to deduce that the magnetic pole at 200° is in the northern hemi
sphere, while the one at 20° is in the southern hemisphere. 
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The flux density data of Morris and Berge ( 1962) showed evidence of a 
doubly periodic variation with rotation such that the minima occurred at 20° 
and 200°. The authors suggested that the radiation is more intense when ob
served from Jupiter's magnetic equatorial plane; thus the minima at 20° and 
200° when the earth was farthest from the magnetic equator. The accuracy 
was not adequate to establish definitely the beaming into the plane of the 
magnetic equator. The proof had to await more accurate measurements. 

So far we have described the gross features of the Jovian microwave 
emission within the historical context of their discovery and interpretation 
up to about 1962. Since then there have been many further refinements in
cluding the discovery of characteristics that may be considered as second
order effects and features that required a longer time base to establish. In 
the next section we consider the various characteristics or features indi
vidually and in detail. 

II. OBSERVATIONAL DATA 

The microwave radiation from Jupiter, as we have mentioned previously, 
is dominated by thermal emission in its atmosphere at higher frequencies and 
by synchrotron emission in a radiation belt at lower frequencies. Both are 
continuous in time and frequency; that is, there are no bursts such as those 
characteristic of the decameter emission. Narrow spectral features, which 
originate in the atmosphere, are predicted but not yet positively confirmed 
by observation. The crossover point, where the two contributions are equal, 
occurs at a wavelength near 7 cm. The nonthermal contribution to the total 
flux density falls off sharply toward shorter wavelengths while the thermal 
contribution falls off sharply toward longer wavelengths. 

Because of its polarization, beaming, and possible dependence on short
term processes, the nonthermal emission is rich in observational detail. In 
comparison, the data bearing on the thermal radio emission are much more 
restricted. Almost all of the available data are relevant only to the tempera
ture spectrum. We have almost no information on the angular structure (i.e., 
brightness or temperature distribution) of the thermal radio emission over 
the disk of Jupiter except for evidence of limb darkening at 2.04 cm (Bogod 
et al. 1973) and at 3.7 cm (Olsen and Gulkis 1975). 

A. Spectrum of the Continuous Microwave Radiation 

Probably the most basic measurement that can be made of a discrete 
celestial radio source, such as Jupiter. is the determination of its integrated 
flux density S at a given frequency v and given time t. Flux density is usually 
expressed in units of Janskys, (Jy) where l Jy = I flux unit= 10-26W M-2 

Hz-1• By a long standing convention among radio astronomers, Jovian flux 
densities are usually reported normalized to an Earth-Jupiter distance of 
4.04 A.U. 

A convention often used is to convert S to an equivalent disk brightness 
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temperature, T 0 • The relationship between S and TIJ is derived by making 
use of the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation to the Planck function: 

B = 2kT 
>.. 2 

(I) 

In this expression, >.. is the wavelength, k is the Boltzmann constant and B is 
the brightness defined as dS / dO where dS is the flux density from the solid 
angle dO. Throughout the portion of the spectrum that we are considering, 
this approximation is reasonably accurate except perhaps at the very high
est frequencies. Even at one millimeter wavelength the percentage error 

( = 100 27;T) of the approximation is only 5% for Jupiter. Thus we can write 

J J2kT 2kT0 
S= BdO= 7dO=~Odisk (2) 

source source 

where T 0 , the equivalent blackbody disk temperature, is defined as shown. 
When the source region coincides with the disk solid angle, as with Jupiter's 
thermal emission, then TO is a true average over the temperature distribution. 
T 0 is not as meaningful, however, when applied to the extended nonthermal 
emission. The convention generally adopted for calculating Odisk is to use the 
polar (PSD) and equatorial (ESD) semidiameter values quoted in The Ameri
can Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac in the expression 

odisk = 1T X PSD X ESD. (3) 

The disk temperature of Jupiter in terms of the flux density is then T O = 
490 SA2 h S . . J k . . d h ·ct· . PSD x ESD w ere 1s m ans ys, A 1s m cm, an t e semi 1ameters are m 

seconds of arc. When the flux density is normalized to 4.04 A.U., this ex
pression reduces to TIJ = 0.8846 S>..2 • 

Since the original, and crude, determination of the radio spectrum of Jupi
ter described in the previous section, there have been a vast number of mea
surements of the quantities S(v, t). If there is no time dependence then these 
will define a spectrum. Neglecting possible time variations for the moment, 
we present Table I and Fig. I . 

Table I shows most of the published values of S and/ or TO with the only 
change being the normalization of S to the standard distance if not originally 
done so. Also, in cases where only S or T O were published we have derived 
the other quantity. Our purpose in presenting the table is not so much to give 
a list of the measured values as it is to provide a list of references to the 
extensive literature on the subject. In fact, the values themselves are very 
inhomogeneous in terms of quality, technique and assumptions of calibration, 
etc. Some of the earlier ones did not take account of the effect of polarization 
or beaming and in some cases the disk size Odisk has been incorrectly cal
culated. 
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TABLE I 
Measurements of Jupiter's Radio Emission' 

>-.. (cm) Tv (°K)2 S(J y)" SE'i Reference 

0.12 155 12200 b Low and Davidson ( 1965) 
0.14 150 8650 b Ulich (1975) 
0.213 168 4190 b Ulich (1974) 
0.214 178 4400 b Cogdell et al. ( 197 5) 
0.225 180 4020 d Efanov et al. ( 1969) 
0.23 140 2990 C Efanov et al. ( 1970, 1971) 
0.309 181 2140 b Ulich et al. (1973) 
0.319 111 1230 C Tolbert (1966) 
0.332 153 1390 b Epstein et al. ( 1970) 
0.34 140 1370 b Epstein ( 1968) 
0.353 174 1570 b Ulich ( 1974) 
0.387 150 1130 d Kislyakov and Lebskii ( 1968) 
0.428 182 988 b Ulich (I 975) 
0.429 105 645 C Tolbert ( 1966) 
0.600 184 565 b Ulich (1975) 
0.835 144 233 C Thornton and Welch ( 1963) 
0.845 157 249 a Wrixon et al. (I 971) 
0.856 173 267 b Ulich et al. (1973) 
0.857 113 174 b Tolbert ( 1966) 
0.857 149 229 b Braun and Yen ( 1968) 
0.86 287 439 d Gibson (I 965) 
0.86 142 217 b Kalaghan and Wulfsberg (I 968) 
0.895 149 210 a Wrixon et al. (1971) 
0.95 151 194 a Ulich (1975) 
0.955 152 188 a Dent (1972) 
0.955 157 195 b Hobbs and Knapp (1971) 
0.984 130 152 b Wrixon et al. (1971) 
1.05 I 132 135 b Wrixon et al. (1971) 
1.178 140 114 a Wrixon et al. (1971) 
1.18 120 97.4 b Law and Staelin (1968) 
1.261 134 95.3 a Klein ( 1974) 
1.275 136 94.6 a Wrixon et al. (1971) 
1.28 120 82.8 b Law and Staelin ( 1968) 
1.28 137 94.5 b Klein and Gulkis ( 1971) 
1.30 141 94.3 b Jones (1972) 
1.334 139 88.3 a Wrixon et al. ( 1971) 
1.339 133 83.9 a Klein (I 974) 
1.346 136 84.9 a Janssen and Welch (I 973) 
1.35 107 66.4 b Law and Staelin (1968) 
1.41 I 138 78.4 a Klein (I 974) 
1.43 112 61.9 b Law and Staelin (I 968) 
1.461 145 76.8 b Wrixon et al. (1971) 
1.47 130 68.0 b Jones (I 972) 
1.473 139 72.4 a Klein (1974) 
1.58 136 61.6 C Law and Staelin ( 1968) 
1.65 165 68.5 a Mayer and McCullough ( 1971) 
1.84 153 5 I. I d Haddock and Dickel (1963) 
1.9 180 56.4 b Kellermann and Pauliny-Toth (1966) 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Measurements of Jupiter's Radio Emission 1 

A (cm) TD (OK)" S(Jy)2 S£'1 Reference 

1.95 149 44.3 b Pauliny-Toth and Kellermann (1970) 
1.95 182 54.1 b Dickel et al. ( 1970) 
2.0 145 41.0 b Kellermann ( 1970) 
2.07 173 45.6 b Gary (I 974) 
2.07 157 41.4 b Baars et al. ( 1965) 
2.7 201 31.2 b Mayer and McCullough ( 1971) 
2.7 199 30.9 b McCullough (I 972) 
3.02 185 22.9 b Korol'kov et al. (1964) and 

Gol'nev et al. ( 1965) 
3.03 171 21.1 C Giordmaine et al. ( 1959) 
3.12 218 25.3 b Berge ( 1968) 
3. 15 140 16.5 d Mayer et al. (I 958a,b) 

145 17.1 C Mayer et al. (I 958a,b) 
3.17 173 19.5 C Giordmaine et al. (I 959) 
3.3 193 20.0 C Bibinova et al. (1963) 
3.36 189 18.9 C Giordmaine et al. (1959) 
3.71 294 20.0 a Olsen (in preparation) 
3.75 213 17.1 b Haddock and Dickel (I 963) and 

Dickel ( I 967a) 
3.95 267 19.3 b Soboleva and Timofeeva ( 1970) 
4.52 280 15.5 b Dickel and Medd (I 967) 
6.0 290 9.1 b Hughes (I 966) 
6.0 344 10.8 b Dickel (1967b) 
6.0 340 10.68 a Morris et al. ( 1968) 
6.0 357 11.22 a Whiteoak et al. ( 1969) 
6.09 289 8.8 b Wendker and Baars (1965) 
6.5 305 8.15 b Gol'nev et al. ( 1965) 
9.4 670 8.57 b Rose et al. ( 1963) 

10.0 672 7.60 a Bash et al. (I 974) 
10.2 315 3.42 b Sloanaker and Boland ( 1961) 
10.3 640 6.82 b Sloanaker and Boland ( 1961) 
10.4 703 7.35 b Berge (I 966) 
10.6 825 8.3 b Morris and Bartlett (I 963) 
I I.I 698 6.4 a Olsen (in preparation) 
11.3 I 837 7.4 a Roberts and Komesaroff ( 1965) 
11.31 860 7.60 a Roberts and Ekers ( 1968) 
12.6 829 5.9 a Gulkis et al. (I 973) 
13.0 JOJO 6.76 b Boischot et al. (1963) 
13.1 987 6.5 a Gulkis et al. (1973) 
13.1 870- 5.7- a Klein (1976) 

1030 6.8 
18.7 1690 5.45 a Berge (1974) 
20.8 2910 7.60 b Miller and Gary (1962) 
21.0 2860 7.33 b McClain et al. ( 1962) 

2510 6.43 b McClain et al. (I 962) 
2050 5.25 C McClain et al. ( 1962) 

21.0 2570 6.59 b Boischot et al. (1963) 
21.0 2780 7.13 a Roberts and Komesaroff ( I 965) 



TABLE I (continued) 
Measurements of Jupiter's Radio Emission 1 

>.. (cm) Tn (°K)2 S(Jy)2 S£3 Reference 

2900 7.43 a Roberts and Komesaroff ( 1965) 
21.1 2580 6.55 a Berge (1974) 

2460 6.25 a Berge (1974) 
1970 5.00 a Berge (1974) 

21.2 2590 6.51 b Miller and Griffin (1966) 
3250 8.17 b Miller and Griffin (1966) 

21.2 2540 6.4 b Berge (1966) 
21.2 2600 6.5 b Davies and Williams ( 1966) 
21.2 2550 6.4 b Conway and Kronberg ( 1968) 
21.3 2650 6.6 b Branson ( 1968) 
21.4 3080 7.47 a Gary (l 963) 
21.6 3380 8.2 b Morris and Berge ( 1962) 
22 3000 7.0 b Drake and Hvatum (I 959) 
31 5500 6.5 b Roberts and Stanley (I 959) 
31 5700 6.7 b Morris and Berge (1962) 
31.2 6300 7.3 b Roberts and Komesaroff ( 1965) 
42.9 12,000 7.4 C Rzhiga and Trunova ( 1965) 
48.4 13,200 6.39 b Roberts and Ekers (1968) 
49.0 10,200 4.8 C Barber and Moule ( 1963) 

14,900 7.0 C Barber and Moule (1963) 
49.0 14,000 6.6 b Barber and Gower ( 1965) 
49.1 11,100 5.2 b Dickel (I 966) 
49.2 15,100 7.05 b Barber (1966) 
68 70,000 17 d Drake and Hvatum (1959) 

20,000 5 d Drake and Hvatum (1959) 
69.8 31,000 7.2 C Kazes ( 1965) 
69.8 28,900 6.7 b Hardebeck (1965a,b) 
69.8 31,300 7.26 b Tiberi ( 1966) 

32,300 7.50 b Tiberi ( 1966) 
70.2 20.000 4.6 b Krotikov et al. (1965) 
73.5 < 24,000 <5 Long and Elsmore ( 1960) 
73.5 21,000 4.4 b McAdam ( 1966) 
74 31,200 6.45 b Roberts and Komesaroff ( 1965) 
75 30,400 6.1 b Branson ( 1968) 

154 130,000 6.2 b Kazes (I 965) 
168 127,000 5.1 b Barber and Gower ( 1965) 
169 142,000 5.64 C Gower ( 1963) 
294 375,000 4.9 C Artyukh et al. (1972) 
368 539.000 4.5 C Gower ( 1968) 
375 746,000 6.0 b Slee and Dulk (l 972) 
719 <16XI06 < 35 Kazes ( 1965) 

'This table is intended to be an extensive. but not fully exhaustive, guide to the measurements 
that define Jupiter's radio spectrum. 
"Either T 0 or S (4.04 A.U.) is given as published and the corresponding quantity calculated 
from Tn = 0.8846S>.2. The data are very inhomogeneous; no corrections have been made for 
the beaming, polarization, assumed calibration, assumed disk size, etc. Multiple entries denote 
independent measurements which in some cases reflect a time variation. 
"Approximate indication of the quality in terms of the percentage standard error SE. a: SE ,s 
5%: b: 5% ,s SE ,s 15o/c; c: 15o/c ,s SE ,s 25%; d: SE;;. 25%. 
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Fig. I. Schematic appearance of Jupiter's microwave spectrum from I cm to 300 cm. The 
shaded area is representative of the observed data over the past decade. In the wavelength 
interval from I cm to I mm the flux density continues to rise following the approximate law 
Sex: >,_ - 2 • At wavelengths longer than 750 cm the spectrum takes a sharp upturn due to the 
presence of the sporadic component of radiation. 

Figure I presents a schematic representation of the measurements given 
in Table I. The graph clearly shows the general spectral characteristics al
ready discussed. It refers to the total radiation: thermal plus nonthermal. 
Attempts to separate the two contributions, in the spectral range where nei
ther is insignificant compared to the other, have met with some success. This 
topic will be discussed in Sec. 111. · 

B. Polarization of the Microwave Radiation 

The integrated nonthermal radiation from Jupiter is partially polarized to 
a degree that is large compared to that of most celestial radio sources. The 
polarization is generally elliptical with a very flattened ellipse. In fact, the 
ellipse degenerates into a line twice during each rotation as the sense changes 
from right-hand to left-hand and vice versa. 

First let us clarify the terms that will be used for the polarization discus
sion. [For an overview of astronomical polarization the reader is referred to 
Gehrels (1974).) The complete state of the radiation can be uniquely de
scribed by the four Stokes parameters /, Q, U and V where I is the total 
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intensity of the radiation and is equivalent to the brightness, B, introduced 
earlier. In this section we wish to consider the integrated polarization prop
erties so that we require the Stokes parameter flux densities obtained by 
integrating the Stokes parameters over the extent of the source. These are 
S1, SQ, Se, Sv, the first identical to the flux density S introduced earlier and 
the last three specifying the polarization ellipse. For fractional polarization 
we use SQ/S,, Sv!S,, and S1-/S,. It is convenient to characterize the ellipse 
by a circular part and a linear part and thus consider V separately from Q and 
U. The fractional circular polarization is simply Pc= Svl S,. For the linear 
part we usually consider the more familiar parameters PL (fractional linear 
polarization) and l/J (position angle of the E-vector) related to SQ and Sc by 
PL= (Si+ sii Is, and l/J = I /2 tan-1 (Sci SQ), taking the proper quadrant into 
account. 

P1,, determined for the nonthermal emission alone, appears to be quite 
constant at about 0.25 (25C}t referred to the maxima during a rotation) over 
the wavelength range 6-50 cm. At shorter wavelengths the dilution by the 
unpolarized thermal emission becomes large and the determination becomes 
less certain. At longer wavelengths PL has not been determined accurately, 
probably because of problems with confusion by background radio sources 
and the varying Faraday rotation in our ionosphere. On the average over a 
rotation, l/J is perpendicular to the rotation axis to the accuracy available, 
perhaps ± 1 ° at best. 

At 20-cm wavelength, Pc becomes as large as about 0.01 when the earth 
is at its largest angular distance from the magnetic equator; the sense de
pends on which side of the magnetic equator the earth is on. There is evi
dence that Pc increases slowly with increasing wavelength. 

These then are the gross features of the polarization. Other interesting 
features, such as variations with central meridian longitude are discussed 
later. 

C. Brightness Distribution 

In contrast with the thermal emission, where there are almost no data on 
the angular distribution of emission, a great deal of data exist on the bright
ness distribution of the nonthermal emission. While these data have been 
extremely useful for constructing crude models of the radiation belts, there 
is a real need for additional data in order to make substantial improvements 
in the models. In particular, brightness and polarization distributions at more 
wavelengths and with higher angular resolution are needed, together with 
improved coverage on both long and short time scales. 

Only three methods have been feasible for obtaining structural informa
tion with adequately high angular resolution at centimeter and decimeter 
wavelengths: interferometry, lunar occultations, and use of a long, essentially 
one-dimensional aperture (e.g., the Pulkova telescope). Most of our present 
information comes from the first of these. The primary interferometric map-
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ping projects that have been undertaken are those of Berge ( 1965a, 1966) at 
I 0.4 and 21.2 cm, Branson ( I 968) at 21 and 75 cm, and Olsen (in prepara
tion) at 3. 7 and I I cm. Other high-resolution interferometric studies with 
less completeness have been carried out. These include Radhakrishnan and 
Roberts ( 1960) and Morris and Berge ( 1962) at 31.3 and 21 .2 cm, as already 
mentioned, Barber ( 1966, 1967) at 49.2 cm, and Berge ( 1969) at 3.1 cm. 

The maps of Berge ( 1966) at I 0.4 cm and Branson ( 1968) at 21 cm are 
shown in Fig. 2. They have been used extensively in constraining theoretical 
models of the Jovian radiation belt. It is important to know just what the 
maps represent , especially if comparisons between them are to be made, be
cause there are several differences in what is being shown. The main differ
ences are the different beam smoothing, the different polarization accepted, 
and the inclusion of the thermal emission in the 21-cm contours, but not in 
the I 0-cm contours. 

1 :o 

o:o 

10.4 cm 1 111 = 20° 

' CONTOUR 
INTERVAL = 20°K 

TD = 260° K - - - - - -
1 :o ~ -~----~~-----~ ----~---c--~~ o:o 1:0 2:0 1:0 

Fig. 2a. Map of the brightness distribution over Jupiter at a wavelength of 10.4 cm (Berge 
I 966). The contour interval is 20°K: central meridian longitude (System 111 - 1957.0) is 
20°. A disk component of 260°K has been subtracted. 

These differences have been discussed in detail by Berge ( 1972), who 
converted the maps to the most mutually consistent form possible for pur
poses of comparison. These are the east-west (virtually equatorial in this 
particular case) strip scans shown in Fig. 3. In the Cambridge maps of Bran
son the half-intensity north-south width is almost identical to the half-power 
north-south width of the synthesized beam. Thus there is apparently little 
information about the north-south structure of the source, and for purposes 
of comparison with IO cm there is little information lost in considering only 
the equatorial strip scans. The scans of the nonthermal emission representing 
the accepted E-vector at position angle 90° have a very similar shape in the 
outer part and may be very similar in the inner part depending on what ther
mal disk temperature is assumed at 21 cm. 
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135° 255° 

- O? 
Fig. 2b. Maps of the brightness distribution over Jupiter at a wavelength of 21.3 cm (Branson 

1968) for central meridian longitudes of 15°, 135°, and 255° respectively. The dark circles 
represent the optical limb of the planet. The approximate directions of the magnetic and rota
tional axes are indicated at the bottom right-hand comer of each map. 

The three maps produced by Branson for three different ranges of central 
meridian longitude show directly and convincingly that the major axis of 
the source, which we would interpret as the magnetic equator, "wobbles" 
in position angle, thus supporting the idea that the magnetic and rotational 
axes are not parallel. The amplitude and phase are consistent with the varia
tion of E-vector position angle with longitude. Barber ( 1966) had pointed 
out earlier that his interferometer data showed the wobble of the major axis. 
He was not able to produce maps to show this directly, but there is no doubt 
that the effect was there. In fact, the interferometer data of Berge (I 966) also 
show the effect of the wobble. In this case, however, the problem was turned 
around, and a wobble with a 10° amplitude was assumed as input to the model 
fitting procedure. 

The 10-cm map, which represents a model fit to interferometer data from 
the Owens Valley Radio Observatory, was forced to be symmetric (but 
not necessarily centered on the visible disk). The 21-cm maps, which rep
resent a direct Fourier inversion of interferometer data from the one-mile 
radio telescope, show a small, but significant, asymmetry in the form of a 
hot spot near longitude 200°. For the map centered at CML = 15° the hot 
spot is on the far side of the planet and does not distort the contours. It 
shows up on the rising limb in the 135° map and on the setting limb in the 
255° map. 

McAdam ( 1966) reported measurements of Jupiter at 74 cm with an east
west beamwidth of 88 arcsec using the east-west arm of the Molonglo Cross. 
This instrument provided some resolution of the source, but not a great 
deal and only in one dimension. McAdam found that most of the emission 
came from a region consistent with the shorter wavelength results, but that 
16-20% of it seemed to originate around 6 RJ from the center. However, 
the 75-cm results of Branson ( 1968) obtained with about the same beamwidth 
did not reveal this external emission region. In this case the 75-cm distribu-
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Fig, 3. Equatorial strip scans at I 0.4 cm and 21.3 cm (Berge I 972). The emission has been 
integrated in the polar direction; units are flux density per unit angle. The dashed curves 
represent the 21.3 cm emission with a 250°K disk removed (upper curve) and a 450°K disk 
removed (lower curve) as seen by an instrument which is linearly polarized with the E-vector 
in the east-west direction (PA = 90°). The solid curves represent the 10.4 cm emission for 
two position angles (PA = 0° and 90°) with a 260°K disk removed. 

tion agreed closely with the 21-cm maps, after taking account of the different 
beam smoothing, except for an indication of a slightly larger extent at 7 5 cm, 
or equivalently, a steeper spectrum in the outer parts. 

The interferometer results of Olsen have not yet been published, but the 
analysis and interpretation are now largely complete. The baseline cover-
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Fig. 4a. Preliminary equatorial strip scan at 3.7 cm (Olsen, in preparation). The scan shows 
the total brightness /, integrated in the polar direction and averaged over all longitudes. A 
212°K limb darkened disk has been removed. Smooth solid curve shows equivalent l 0.4 cm 
scan obtained by adding the two 10.4 cm scans in Fig. 3. 

age was rather incomplete in two dimensions, but it was very complete in 
one dimension parallel to Jupiter's magnetic equator. Therefore Olsen has 
concentrated on producing strip scans that can be directly compared to 
those shown in Fig. 3. Two of these are shown in Fig. 4. The first is a strip 
scan, averaged over all longitudes, at a wavelength of 3. 7 cm, and the second 
is the same thing for 11 cm except that the only data used were from a 90° 
range of central meridian longitudes centered near 290°. The scans show the 
total one-dimensional brightness I, and are compared with the equivalent 
scan at 10.4 cm obtained by adding the E-vector = 0° and E-vector = 90° 
scans in Fig. 3. There is a very significant difference between the 11-cm and 
I 0.4-cm scans which Olsen interprets as a time variation between 1963.8 
(l 0.4 cm) and 1972.5 (l l cm). As indicated, a separation of the thermal 
and nonthermal contributions has been made, and the thermal part has already 
been subtracted from the scans. The interferometer phase data were not suffi
ciently good at either 3.7 cm or 11 cm to look for asymmetries; thus the 
scans have been symmetrized by folding at the center and averaging. 
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R/RJ 
Fig. 4b. Preliminary equatorial strip scans at 11.1 cm (Olsen, in preparation). The scan shows 

the total brightness /, integrated in the polar direction and averaged over 90° of longitude 
centered near 297° (System 111- I 957.0). A 280°K limb darkened disk has been removed. 
Smooth solid curve is equivalent 10.4 cm scan as in Fig. 4a. 

Occultations of Jupiter by the moon can, in principle, yield information 
about the brightness structure of the Jupiter emission. However, in practice, 
high-quality results are difficult to achieve. The data are generally degraded 
due to poor signal-to-noise, problems with tracking the limb of the moon, or 
bad weather. Nevertheless, the technique is useful at longer wavelengths 
where high angular resolution by other means is more difficult to achieve, and 
tracking the moon is not so critical. Only two occultation measurements have 
been reported in the literature: Roberts and Komesaroff (1965) at 74 cm 
(both disappearance and reappearance) and Gulkis (1970) at 74 cm and 128 
cm (disappearance only). The occultations were on April l, 1962 and Octo
ber 19, 1968, respectively. Both sets of observations were severely limited 
by a low signal-to-noise ratio so that detailed interpretation is impossible. 
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One can say qualitatively, however, that the observations show a double
peaked structure straddling the visible disk with an overall size that appears 
to be somewhat larger than that found at l O and 21 cm. There is some evi
dence for asymmetry, which for the 1968 occultation, at least, was qualita
tively similar to that found by Branson. 

The 3 m by 122 m east-west transit radio telescope at the Pulkova Ob
servatory has observed Jupiter with moderate angular resolution at 3.02, 
3.95, and 6.5 cm (Korol'kov et al. 1964; Gol'nev et al. 1965, Gol'nev et al. 
1968; Soboleva and Timofeeva 1970). The best resolution, at 3.02 cm, was 
1.1 arcmin and it was correspondingly poorer at the longer wavelengths. The 
details of the structure were not observable with these resolutions, but the 
results have been useful in separating the thermal from the nonthermal com
ponents. In addition, there was evidence at 3.02 cm that the size of the non
thermal component is less than observed at 10 and 21 cm. At 6.6 cm there 
was evidence of significant east-west asymmetry of the parameter SQ, 

A topic related to the brightness distribution, and obviously related to the 
asymmetry in Branson's maps, is the location of the nonthermal emission 
centroid relative to the center of the visible disk. Berge and Morris (1964) 
published interferometer phase data that could be interpreted either as a 
rather large displacement of the polarized emission relative to the thermal 
emission, or as an effect of circular polarization. They discussed the first 
possibility in detail, but soon after, Berge (1965b) found that there was 
indeed circular polarization and that the data of Berge and Morris ( 1964) 
could be explained by this alone and probably have no bearing on a displace
ment. 

There have been four direct determinations of the radio centroid: two with 
a pencil beam instrument [Roberts and Ekers (1966) at 11 cm; McCulloch 
and Komesaroff (1973) at 11 cm] and two with interferometers [Berge 
(1974) at 21 cm; Stannard and Conway (1976) at 11 cm]. Taken individually, 
none of them represents a significant detection of a displacement of the radio 
centroid relative to the visible disk. However, they are all mutually consist
ent, and taken together they indicate a displacement of about+ 0.10 RJ in the 
polar direction and ~ 0.08 RJ in the equatorial direction in a longitude plane 
near 230° (epoch 1975) after removal of the dilution by the thermal emission. 
Furthermore, these numbers agree with the results of Branson if the centroid 
displacement is interpreted as due entirely to his observed hot spot (Stan
nard and Conway 1976). 

D. Rotation-Related Variability 

We have already discussed two apparent variations related to Jupiter's 
rotation. They are the wobble of the position angle of the major axis and 
the movement of the hot spot and radio centroid as Jupiter rotates. There 
are no doubt other apparent variations in the brightness structure related 
to the rotation, but the available maps are neither accurate enough nor de-
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tailed enough to reveal such variations. We can, however, say a good deal 
about rotation-related variations in the integrated emission. 

Figure 5 is an example of the variations that are seen in the integrated 
emission as Jupiter rotates. The points are unpublished data at 21. l cm ob
tained by one of us (GLB) with the interferometer at the Owens Valley 
Radio Observatory in May of I 974. The interferometer baseline was short 
so that the instrument did not resolve the source, but rather integrated over 
the whole angular extent. The top four plots show the complete state of the 
emission as a function of System III longitude tabulated by Morrison and 
Meiller ( 1972). The bottom plot shows the zenomagnetic latitude of the earth, 
cf>M, on the assumption that the magnetic field has axial symmetry and that 
the magnetic and rotational axes differ by I 0° with the magnetic pole in the 
northern hemisphere at longitude 228°. 

The first plot (top), of the flux density, shows the effect of the beaming 
first suggested by Morris and Berge ( 1962). This effect was confirmed by 
Gary (1963) and it has since been observed by many people using a variety 
of instruments (i.e., Roberts and Komesaroff I 964, I 965; Barber I 966; 
Roberts and Ekers 1968; Gulkis et al. 1973). The longitude of symmetry of 
the 1974.4 data is at 228°. It often appears that the peak near 320° is slightly 
higher than the one near 140°. 

The second plot, showing the degree of linear polarization, is very similar 
in form to the first plot. This means that the integrated net polarized emis
sion is more sharply beamed than the total emission, for if the beaming were 
proportionally the same then the second plot would show no dependence on 
longitude. Here again the peak near 320° is higher, but not as much so as 
observed in I 970 (Berge I 974). Notice that the entire pattern is shifted to 
earlier longitudes relative to the first plot. In this case the longitude of 
symmetry is 204°. Many observers have obtained similar data over the years 
(e.g., Gary 1963; Roberts and Komesaroff 1965; and Berge 1966). 

The third plot shows two things: The solid curve is the position angle of 
the magnetic equator relative to the rotational equator with the same 
assumptions used for the bottom plot. The data points represent the mea
sured position angle of the E-vector relative to the base level, assumed to 
be equal to the position angle of the rotational equator. The latter two angles 
were identical with an uncertainty of - 2° due to an uncertainty in the amount 
of Faraday rotation in our ionosphere and in the position angle calibration. 
The points have been corrected relative to each other for time variations 
in the Faraday rotation. Within two years of the discovery of the quasi
sinusoidal variation, Roberts and Komesaroff ( 1964) presented new data that 
were accurate enough to display the asymmetric behavior shown in the plot. 
Other measurements of this variation can be found in Gary (1963), Roberts 
and Komesaroff ( 1965), and several others. 

The fourth plot shows the variation of Pc with longitude. The data are 
fitted very well by the curve in the bottom plot if the amplitude is scaled 
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Fig. 5. Variations in the flux density S, degree of linear polarization P,., change in position 
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to 0.0 I 0. Thus Pc is proportional to </>11 , to the accuracy available, with the 
left-hand sense associated with positive magnetic latitude. Observations 
showing similar results for a variety of wavelengths have been published by 
Berge ( l 965b ), Seaquist ( 1969), Komesaroff et al. ( 1970), Berge ( 197 4 ), and 
Stannard and Conway ( 1976). 

E. Variations Related to the Zenocentric Declination of the Earth ( Op) 

There are three variations with DE that were predicted, and subsequently 
confirmed, based on the bias that DE applies to the magnetic latitude <f>M

One is a reversal of the deep and shallow minima in the S versus /' 111 relation 
as DE goes from -3° to+ 3° and vice versa (e.g., Gulkis et al. I 973). The 
second is an analogous reversal of minima in the P1, versus /' 111 relation, and 
the third is a variation in the base level (bias) of Pc versus { 111 , associated 
with changes in D,,;. These variations, as well as the gross features, at least, 
of the rotation related variations, are merely apparent variations caused by 
the change in aspect angle, <f>.1,, rather than intrinsic variations. 

Another variation related to DE emerges in plots of S versus <f>,11• When 
DE is positive, S falls off more slowly at northern latitudes than at southern 
latitudes (Roberts and Komesaroff 1965; Roberts and Ekers 1968), but 
when DE is negative, the reverse is true (Gulkis et al. 1973; Berge 1974). 
When DE is nearly zero, then S is quite symmetric about <f>.1, = 0 (e.g., 
Gulkis et al. I 973). This behavior has not yet been explained. Empirically, 
the variation is such that the magnetic latitude about which S is most sym
metric is approximately equal to 0.5 Dp;. It is not yet clear whether such an 
effect also occurs for P1, versus <f>.11• In this case, the measurement accuracy 
has usually been poorer, and there are other variations in the shape between 
different epochs, not yet associated definitely with DE, that confuse the 
situation ( Berge I 97 4 ). 

F. Other Time Variations 

Variability on other time scales has been reported by several observers, 
but because of the lack of verification in many cases this has been a rather 
confusing topic. In many of the early papers that described decimeter obser
vations of Jupiter, the authors considered time variations to be possible 
or even likely, but not definitely established by the data. Low instrumental 
sensitivity was a problem, and there were other problems as well. Systematic 
instrumental effects may have sometimes been unrecognized because of be
ing masked by noise. The potential for confusion effects produced by celestial 
background emission was sometimes dismissed too lightly. Before the exis
tence and nature of the beaming and polarization were known, they may have 
produced seemingly anomalous results. Correlations with Jupit~r's rotation 
or with solar activity were sometimes sought. The eventual success in identi
fying rotation correlations has already been discussed, and correlation with 
solar activity will be discussed shortly. 
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When Field ( 1961) found that the cyclotron mechanism could not accom
modate some reported time variations of flux density while satisfying the 
other observational constraints, he was using data presented at the General 
Assembly of U RSI (Union Radio Scientifique Internationale) held in London 
in I 960. The observations were by Sloanaker and Boland at I 0.3 cm in mid-
1958 and October, 1959 (Sloanaker and Boland 1961), by McClain et al. 
(1962) at 21 cm in May, June, and July of 1959. and by Drake at 68 cm in 
May. July, and October of 1959. The first two points at 68 cm were evidently 
the same measurements presented by Drake and H vatum ( 1959), but revised 
considerably. Field also included an unpublished measurement by Drake at 
21 cm in April, I 959 and the 31-cm measurement of Roberts and Stanley 
(1959) in April-June, 1959. 

At all three wavelengths, 1 O. 21. and 68 cm, the flux density appeared to 
decrease over the periods of observation. In retrospect however, the reality 
of the variation must be questioned. The 68-cm observations, which showed 
the largest decrease, may have been affected by the confusion of background 
emission, both extragalactic and galactic. Although Jupiter did not pass 
through the galactic plane until 1960, it was close enough to the galactic cen
ter during the 1959 observations for the galactic emission to have a bright
ness temperature of 30-50°K at 68 cm. Since the antenna temperature of 
Jupiter (for the 85-foot antenna that was used) was :S 1 °K, it would have re
quired only small spatial variations in the galactic background to affect the 
observations seriously. Confusion effects at 21 and 10 cm would have been 
much less severe. The decrease seen at 21-cm wavelength was not very sig
nificant in that a constant flux density can be fitted to the data without ex
ceeding the error bars plotted by Field ( 1961 ). The decrease at IO cm be
tween mid-1958 and October 1959 appears to be more significant although 
some of it can be explained as an effect of the linear polarization. (The E
vector of the instrumental response was 67° from Jupiter's equator in 1958 
and 79° in 1959.) The flux density measured in 1959 was only slightly larger 
than what is expected for the thermal component alone, and thus corresponds 
to ari almost complete extinction of the nonthermal component. Such an ex
treme decrease has never been seen subsequently. 

In this same context, there are three other sets of observations, made 
during this same period or shortly afterwards at a wavelength of 21 cm, that 
should be mentioned. Epstein (1959), observing during a 2-week period in 
May and June of 1959, reported variations of a factor of 2 in a few hours and 
extremes differing by a factor of 5 during the period. Since he was using a 
rather small antenna (60-foot diameter), the results can perhaps be attributed 
to lack of sensitivity for the short time-scale variations combined with con
fusion by background emission for the longer time-scale variations. Miller 
and Gary ( 1962) reported on observations made throughout August and Sep
tember of 1961. The data can be interpreted as showing a slow increase in 
flux density at a rate comparable in magnitude to the rate of decrease seen 
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by McClain et al. ( 1962). However, the significance of the variation was not 
striking. Roberts (I 963) discussed measurements that he made from April 
through November of 1961. He found a variation in flux density with a maxi
mum-to-minimum ratio, during this period, of 2.5. 

Roberts' work leads to a discussion of possible correlations with solar 
activity. He found what appeared to be a significant correlation, the first that 
had been detected up to that time. There was a positive correlation, with a 
time lag of a few days, between the 21-cm Jupiter flux density and the solar 
indices, sunspot number and I 0. 7 and 20-cm solar radio emission, that were 
used. Roberts and Huguenin (1963) extended this work by supplementing 
the Roberts (1962) observations with all of the other relevant data available 
at the time and by examining the correlation with the 10. 7-cm solar radio 
emission in more detail. They again found a positive correlation with a time 
lag of several days for the Roberts ( 1962) data and for other observations in 
which the instrumental E-vector had also been approximately parallel to 
Jupiter's equator. The correlation did not appear, however, in three data sets 
where the polarization was approximately parallel to Jupiter's axis. 

There followed a period of several years in which no variations were 
observed on time scales other than the rotation period, even though the 
measurement accuracies had improved (e.g., Gary 1963; Bash et al. 1964; 
Roberts and Komesaroff 1965; Roberts 1965; Berge 1966; Komesaroff and 
McCulloch 1967; Roberts and Ekers 1968). Interest in possible correlations 
with solar activity was revived by Gerard ( 1970). He reported I 1.1-cm mea
surements of Jupiter extending from December 1967 to August 1968 that 
seemed to show a positive correlation with 10. 7-cm solar emission and a 
phase lag of several days, in qualitative agreement with the results of Roberts 
and Huguenin ( 1963). However, the dependence on the instrumental E
vector position angle was opposite that found by Roberts and Huguenin 
( 1963 ). The maximum variation in flux density throughout the period of ob
servation was 30%. 

Klein et al. ( 1972) searched for a similar correlation in Jupiter data that 
they had obtained at 12.6 cm during the period May through October 1971 
(see also Gulkis et al. 1973). No correlation was found, and in fact there was 
no clear detection of any variation, except rotation related variation, over the 
half year of observation. However, the flux density was 15 to 20% lower than 
it was during the mid- I 960s. They then searched for a long-term correlation 
with 10.7-cm solar radio emission using Jupiter data from 1963 to 1971. They 
could not find a convincing correlation of this sort either. 

Hence, the existence of a relation between Jupiter's decimeter flux den
sity and solar activity remains in doubt. If a correlation exists, then it appears 
to occur only at certain times and not at others. Gerard ( 197 4) suggested that 
a correlation occurs only during periods of solar maximum. This hypothesis 
explains the Gerard ( 1970) and Klein et al. ( 1972) data, but is inconsistent 
with the correlation that Roberts and Huguenin ( 1963) observed near solar 
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minimum. The existence of variations on time scales of days to a few months, 
not necessarily associated with solar activity, and perhaps occurring at some 
times but not at others, cannot be definitely proven or disproven at present. 

The long-term decline in the decimeter flux density seen by Klein et al. 
( 1972) has been confirmed, and its character examined, by additional mea
surements (Gulkis et al. 1973: Berge 1974; Gerard 1974; Klein 1975; and 
Klein 1976). The decrease has finally reversed itself, and recently the flux 
density has been increasing (Klein 197 5, 1976). The characteristic "period" 
of this variation, as well as can be determined from one cycle or less, is at 
least 14 years, which is longer than both the solar cycle and Jupiter's orbital 
period. The degree of linear polarization of the nonthermal emission does 
not exhibit a corresponding variation (Klein 1976). 

III. SEPARATION INTO 
THERMAL AND NONTHERMAL COMPONENTS 

The large overlap in wavelength of the thermal and nonthermal compo
nents requires that they must be separated in order to study them indepen
dently. Thus far the two spectra, each uncontaminated by the other, have 
been difficult to determine. There has been notable progress, however, and 
we examine here the methods that have been used and the results that have 
been obtained. 

One may define nominal wavelength boundaries for the overlap region by 
specifying the wavelength at which the weaker component is, for example, 
down to 5% of the total flux density. These boundaries are roughly 1.5-2 cm 
on the short wavelength side, where the thermal part dominates, and 50-70 
cm on the long wavelength side, where the nonthermal part dominates. These 
numbers are based on a good deal of guesswork because the individual spec
tra are not known well in the range where the other component is overwhelm
ingly dominant. They also vary with time because of the long-term variability 
of the nonthermal flux density. In spite of the large fractional uncertainty in 
the weaker component near a boundary of the overlap region, the dominant 
component can be determined without much uncertainty by simply subtract
ing a rough guess for the weaker component from the total flux density. This 
is the only separation technique that has yet been possible to determine the 
thermal spectrum at wavelengths shorter than 2 cm. 

The first separation technique we examine, which deals with the problem 
in the strong overlap region, is based on the polarization properties of the 
two components. This method makes use of the a priori knowledge that the 
thermal atmospheric emission, S1, is unpolarized and that all of the observed 
polarization is nonthermal. A knowledge of the fractional polarization, P 0 , 

of the nonthermal emission, Sn1 , then allows the separation to be made ac
cording to the equations 
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Sr = S(I - p I Po), 

S,,t = S-St 
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(4) 

where S and P are the measured flux density and fractional linear polariza
tion, respectively. 

Roberts and Komesaroff ( 1965) showed that for a large range of wave
lengths long enough so that the thermal contribution is minor, the emission 
is essentially constant with wavelength, both in flux density and fractional 
linear polarization. They found the latter to be 0.22, averaged over all longi
tudes. If one is willing to assume that the degree of polarization of the non
thermal emission (P0) remains constant at the same value at shorter wave
lengths, then the separation can be made as described above. This procedure 
has been used by Dickel ( 1967 h) and by Morris et al. ( 1968) at a wavelength 
of 6 cm using average values of S and P and assuming P0 = 0.22. Dickel's 
measured values of S = 10.8 Jy and P = 0.086 yield Sn1 = 4.22 Jy and St= 
6.58 Jy - Tt = 210 ± 19°K where the standard error includes an uncertain
ty of ±0.02 in P 0 . Morris et al. measured S = 10.68 Jy and P = 0.0763 to 
yield S,,t = 3.70 Jy and S 1 = 6.98 Jy - T 1 = 223 ± 16°K. 

The same technique can be used on the data of Whiteoak et al. ( 1969) at 
6 cm and Dickel (1967a) at 3.75 cm. Whiteoak et al. obtained S = 11.22 Jy 
and P = 0.0762 to give Sn1 = 3.89 Jy and S1 = 7.33 Jy, hence Tt = 233 ± 
15°K. Dickel measured S = 17.1 Jy and P = 0.056 to yield Sn1 = 4.35 Jy and 
St= 12.75, hence T1 = 159 ± 24°K. The technique could also be applied to 
data available near 11 cm and 21 cm, but it hardly seems worthwhile because 
there are measurements with high angular resolution available at these wave
lengths. 

It is difficult to assess the validity of the assumption that P 0 remains con
stant at short wavelengths. The values of Sn1 derived above are all signifi
cantly smaller than the longer wavelength values at the same epochs. Thus. 
Snt and P0 cannot both remain constant towards shorter wavelengths. These 
results are consistent with other lines of evidence that indicate a decrease in 
Snt towards shorter wavelengths. However, if Sni is decreasing because of a 
decrease in the number of high-energy electrons one might expect that P0 

would change as well. It is clear that the results of this method should be 
treated with some caution. 

We should note that the peak values (during a rotation) of P 0 , P, and Sare 
probably better parameters to use than the average values if the observations 
are sufficiently accurate. For the observations just discussed, however, the 
accuracy of P and/ or S were not sufficient to obtain a good determination of 
the peak values. In the recent study by Klein (1976), the peak value of P0 

was found to be 0.245 ± 0.010 at 10-13 cm and at 21 cm. 
The second method we examine is based on the differences in the angular 

distributions of the two components. In particular, the thermal component is 
confined to the disk and the nonthermal component is extended relative to 
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the disk. With sufficiently high resolution the separation is very simple pro
vided a suitable model is used to separate the components where they are 
superposed (i.e., in the direction of the visible disk). 

For example, if the nonthermal emission has azimuthal symmetry about 
the magnetic axis and is symmetric with respect to the magnetic equator, 
then the brightness of the nonthermal emission just outside the limb at the 
equator is twice what it is just inside the limb at the equator. This is a result 
of the blocking by the planet of the far half of the nonthermal radiation. Just 
inside the limb the thermal emission contributes to the brightness measured 
there so that, in terms of brightness temperatures, 

(5) 

or 

T T ( T;n 1) 
I= out T-2 · 

out 
(6) 

If it can be assumed that the thermal emission is uniformly bright across the 
disk, then T1 is the disk brightness temperature. We are quite certain, how
ever, that there is some limb darkening of the thermal disk; hence the bright
ness of the thermal component near the limb is not equal to the thermal disk 
temperature. This can be corrected for, at least crudely, but with a corre
sponding increase in the value of the uncertainty. We also know that the 
requirements on symmetry of the nonthermal component are not fully satis
fied, but this is not too serious, particularly if measurements are made over 
the full range of central meridian longitudes. 

In practice the diffraction pattern of the radio telescope results in "beam 
smearing" that degrades the accuracy to which T;n and T 0 ,,1 can be deter
mined, even with the use of some deconvolution scheme. In fact, for the 
observations presently available, the resolution is too poor in one, or both, 
dimensions to allow this determination to be done in any direct fashion. In
direct methods must be used. Eventually we can expect to have high enough 
angular resolution to utilize the direct method just described; for now, it 
serves only as a conceptual aid. 

One of the indirect methods of separation using data with high angular 
resolution follows along the lines of the technique developed by Beard and 
Luthey ( 1973) for extracting the volume emissivity of the nonthermal com
ponent in concentric equatorial shells. These values can then be used to 
predict, following some simplifying assumptions and convolution with the 
instrumental response, what the observed strip scan would be if the thermal 
contribution were zero. Subtracting this from the observed strip scan yields 
the thermal component. With sufficiently accurate observations the result 
will contain significant information about the angular structure of the thermal 
component. This method is essentially the one used by Olsen (in preparation) 
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for separating the two components using his 3. 7- and 11-cm data. His results, 
which may still be subject to minor changes, are at epoch I 972.5: 

11 cm: T1 = 280 ± 25°K, Snt = 3.8 ± 0.4 Jy (7) 
(nonthermal is 60% of total) 

3.7 cm: T1 = 212 ± 10°K, Snt = 2.6 ± 0.3 Jy. (8) 
(nonthermal is I 3% of total) 

At 11 cm it was not possible to determine any deviation from a uniform ther
mal disk. At 3. 7 cm, however, there did appear to be significant limb darken
ing present, although final quantitative results are not yet available. 

Another method that has been used is modeling of the nonthermal com
ponent. This method has been used by Berge (1966, 1968, I 969) and Bran
son ( 1968). In its general form the method consists of constructing a model 
of the spatial distribution of volume emissivity J (r, cp, /'111). The model is 
specified in such a way that the known geometrical and physical constraints 
are satisfied. In practice J is assumed to be independent of c 111 (azimuthal 
symmetry). Further simplifying assumptions may be made to make J a func
tion of r only. Then the free parameters, if any, are determined by requiring 
the best fit possible to the observed angular distribution of brightness away 
from the center where there will not be any contamination from the thermal 
component. Once the run of emissivities has been found, the method pro
ceeds in the same way as the previous method. 

Berge (I 966) used a form of this technique to separate his 10.4-cm data 
(epoch= 1963.8) and found that the thermal disk temperature was consid
erably higher than at shorter wavelengths. At that time the result was given 
in the form of a lower limit (T1 = 260°K) without a quantitative upper bound. 
Berge ( 1968), after some additional analysis of the same data, found that the 
thermal disk temperature was T1 = 290 ± 30°K. This left 4.3 ± 0.5 Jy for 
the nonthermal component. Further analysis of the 21.2-cm data from 1964.0 
led to an upper limit of 450°K for the thermal disk temperature, leaving 
> 5.3 ± 0.5 Jy for the nonthermal component. A separation analysis was 
also performed on interferometer data at 3. I 2-cm wavelength taken in Janu
ary 1967. The thermal disk temperature was found to be 196 ± 21 °K (Berge 
1968) and the nonthermal contribution 2.5 ± 1.0 Jy (Berge 1969). The sepa
ration analysis of all three sets of data (3.12, 10.4, 21.2 cm) was aided by 
having complete observations available for each of two linear polarizations: 
E-vector of the instrumental response parallel to the axis and parallel to the 
equator. The angular structure of the nonthermal, but not the thermal, emis
sion is very different for the two responses. 

Branson ( 1968) used modeling of a sort to separate the two components 
for his 21-cm data (epoch 1967.2). From consideration ofa toroidal radia
tion belt he deduced that, prior to the instrumental beam smoothing, the 
brightness of the nonthermal emission just beyond the equatorial limb should 
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be twice the nonthermal brightness at the disk center. After allowing for the 
beam smoothing he determined a thermal disk temperature of 250 ± 40°K. 
The correction for beam smoothing is dependent on details of the model, but 
this difficulty is presumably reflected in the quoted uncertainty. Branson's 
result is numerically consistent with the thermal disk temperatures found at 
I 0.4 cm and 11 cm, but it does not continue the upward trend with increasing 
wavelength that might be expected from a qualitative extrapolation from 
shorter wavelengths. 

Berge ( 1968) noted two corrections that can be made to Branson's analy
sis, both involving the deduced brightness ratio of 2. As pointed out earlier 
the nonthermal brightness at a point just outside the equatorial limb is twice 
that of a point just inside. However, the brightness ratio between a point just 
beyond the equatorial limb and the disk center is greater than 2. Just how 
much greater is model-dependent. In addition one must take account of the 
effect of emission at high latitudes because the separation was done on mea
surements in the form of a strip scan with resolution only in the equatorial 
direction. Even though the high-latitude emission is polarized predominantly 
with the E-vector perpendicular to the instrumental E-vector response, it 
is not completely polarized and will make a significant contribution to the 
strip scan, particularly beyond the equatorial limb, while contributing vir
tually nothing at the disk center. This too causes the brightness ratio to be 
larger than 2. Increasing the expected ratio, as both of these corrections do, 
causes the derived thermal disk temperature to be raised. After including 
these effects and allowing for beam smoothing, Berge obtained T 1 = 400 ± 
75°K from Branson's strip scan leaving 5.6 ± 0.5 Jy for the nonthermal con
tribution. Although the result for T 1 is model dependent, the given uncer
tainty includes the effect of uncertainties in the model. 

Jupiter has been observed with a fan beam instrument at the Pulkova 
Observatory at 3.02 cm (Korol'kov et al. 1964), 3.95 cm (Soboleva and 
Timofeeva l 970), and 6.5 cm (Gol'nev et al. l 965; Gol'nev et al. I 968). 
These authors used model fitting, including some polarization considera
tions, to separate the thermal and nonthermal components. Their angular 
resolution was inferior to the other high-resolution observations that have 
been discussed in this section so accuracy was a problem. In the spectral 
range covered, the thermal component dominates, and while the fractional 
uncertainty of the thermal disk temperatures determined is tolerable, it is 
much worse for the nonthermal component. Here we will give only the ther
mal results as they appeared in graphical, and presumably final, form in 
the latest of the papers (Soboleva and Timofeeva I 970): T1 = 167 :f~°K at 
3.02 cm, 198 :::18°K at 3.95 cm, and 205 ± 15°K at 6.5 cm. 

A third distinctly different technique was used by Degioanni (1973) and 
Degioanni and Dickel ( 197 4) to carry out the separation of the thermal and 
nonthermal components. Model fitting for the nonthermal component was 
used, but the model was not one of a simple volume emissivity distribution 
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as discussed above. Rather it was a more basic model that used the guiding 
center approximation for electron motions and synchrotron emission theory 
to calculate the radiation. Free parameters to be fitted, plus a number of a 
priori assumptions, characterized the electron density, energy, and pitch 
angle distributions. The model fit relied primarily on observed integrated 
properties of the emission; high-resolution data played only a minor role. 

After the final model was determined, its calculated frequency spectrum 
was subtracted from the observed one to yield the spectrum of the thermal 
component. For example, the thermal disk temperature was found to be 
180°K at IO-cm wavelength. In general this separation is discordant with 
most of the other determinations discussed in this section in that the thermal 
contribution is lower and the nonthermal contribution is higher than for the 
others. 

The model may give some useful insight into, and order-of-magnitude 
estimates for. the characteristics of the nonthermal emission, but for reasons 
that follow we must give low weight to some of the detailed results, includ
ing the separation of the two components. The model, as initially set up, was 
clearly over-specified. This was necessary to obtain definite numerical results 
with the limited number of observational constraints that were applied. Thus 
the uniqueness of the model is questionable. Some of the available constraints 
were not applied, particularly those obtained from high-resolution observa
tions. For example, the brightness distribution that would be calculated 
from the fitted model is probably considerably smaller in extent along the 
polar direction than was determined observationally by Berge ( 1966). 
Finally, there is at least one instance where an observational constraint 
that was employed (the fractional linear polarization) differs markedly from 
what more recent analyses of the data show. The model gives a fractional 
linear polarization of the nonthermal component of 0.33 at 21 cm and 0.32 
at l O cm for the peak values during a rotation. These reflect almost exactly 
the values used in the model fitting. However, Klein (1976) finds a value of 
only 0.245 ± 0.0 l O for this wavelength range for the past 12 years even 
though he has made a much larger upward adjustment to correct for dilution 
by the thermal component than Degioanni and Dickel would require. 

It is possible to devise other methods for performing this separation using 
low-resolution data. They have not been considered in the literature, but we 
mention them here for the sake of completeness. They each require an as
sumption that may be more suspect than any which have been used to date. 

The first of these assumes that the fractional amplitude of the variation 
with rotation of the nonthermal flux density is independent of wavelength. 
That is, A 0 = D.S,,tf Snt ¥ F(A). We require that A 0 be known from measure
ments at longer wavelengths and we assume that the thermal emission does 
not vary with rotation so that D.S nt = D.S. Because the shape of the beaming 
curve varies with DE and because of its asymmetry with respect to <PM= 0, 
we must use care in defining D.S. A good choice might be to use the maximum 
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value of S, which comes at <f>M = <f,0 , and define as= S(<f,0) - S(<f,±1) where 
S(<f,±7) is the average of S(<f,0 ± 7°). We use the measured quantity A = as /S 
to find 

(9) 

This method is just like the polarization method except that A and A 0 are 
used instead of P and P0 . 

The next two methods make use of the large long-term variation in flux 
density, assumed to be due to a variation of the nonthermal component only. 
In one method we assume that P0 is independent of time. It need not be 
independent of wavelength as assumed earlier. We measure the quantities 
P and S at two epochs, denoted by the subscripts I and 2, between which 
there has been a significant change in S. Then since 

we can solve 

Si= S1S2cP1 - P2) 
S1P 1 - S2P2 

(11) 

Since P0 does not appear in the result, we have the advantage of not having 
to assume its value in advance. In fact, we can now solve for it and check 
the agreement with what we think it should be. 

The other method is similar except the amplitude of the variation, A 0 , is 
assumed to be independent of time. Since 

(12) 

we can solve for 

s _ S2aS1 - S1aS2 
1 - as1 - as2 

(13) 

We can then use the result to determine A 0 rather than having to assume its 
value in advance. 

In principle, there are still other analogous methods of separation which 
involve assumptions about the constancy of specific parameters of the ra
diation. 

IV. INTERPRETATION OF THE NONTHERMAL COMPONENT 

We have seen how the discovery that the decimeter emission is extended 
in size and is polarized (Radhakrishnan and Roberts I 960) left only two con
tenders, cyclotron emission and synchrotron emission, as likely emission 
mechanisms. Detailed predictions for these mechanisms were developed by 
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Field ( 1960, 1961) and Chang and Davis ( 1962). Both mechanisms required 
the presence of a magnetic field, but this was already rather well established 
as necessary for the interpretation of the polarized decameter emission. In 
addition the synchrotron mechanism also required relativistic electrons, and 
their presence in the Jupiter magnetosphere, implied by the acceptance of 
the synchrotron process, was a major discovery. 

Probably the most compelling reasons which argued for synchrotron 
emission developed from observations made in 1961 and later. Prior to this 
time, however, Field (1961) concluded on the basis of the spectrum and the 
reported time variations in the emission, that the cyclotron model was in
adequate to account for the observations. As mentioned previously, the va
lidity of the large intensity variations that had been reported at that time has 
never been established. Later interferometric measurements by Morris and 
Berge (1962) at 960 MHz and 1390 MHz yielded the flux density, polariza
tion, and the overall dimensions of the source in both the polar and equatorial 
direction. They found no significant frequency dependence of any of the 
measured parameters. They argued that a cyclotron emission source with the 
observed parameters would have been measurably frequency dependent, in 
contrast to their observations. Since 1962 there has been no serious chal
lenge to the belief that it is synchrotron emission that we observe. 

A. Synchrotron Emission 

Synchrotron emission is an important mechanism in astrophysics, and a 
great deal of theoretical work has been done on the subject (e.g., Ginzburg 
and Syrovatskii 1965, 1969; Legg and Westfold 1968; and references therein 
to earlier work). Synchrotron emission in a dipole magnetic field was investi
gated theoretically by Thorne ( 1963 ). Other work on synchrotron emission 
in a dipole field with particular application to Jupiter has been done by Chang 
and Davis (1962), Chang (1962), Thorne (1965), Ortwein et al. (1966), Clarke 
(1970), Gleeson et al. (1969, I 970) and others. 

Synchrotron emission, like cyclotron emission, is produced as the result 
of the acceleration that a moving charge experiences as it moves along a 
helical path in a magnetic field. It is reasonable to assume that electrons are 
the charged particles involved because their low mass makes them particu
larly effective in producing emission. Relativistic effects cause synchrotron 
emission to be much different in character from cyclotron emission. The 
emission from a single relativistic electron is sharply beamed, being confined 
to a cone of apex angle E = mc2 IE= 0.51 I I EMev whose axis at any instant 
is in the direction of the velocity vector. 

An observer in the path of the beam sees a broad frequency spectrum 
with a maximum at Vmax = 0.3 Ve where Ve, the critical frequency, is given by 

Ve= 16.08 £l B sin a (14) 
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in MHz, where Bis in Gauss, E in MeV, and a is the pitch angle of helical or
bit (90° in circular orbit). Since E is much larger than the rest mass energy 
(0.511 MeV), v,. is much larger than both the relativistic gyrofrequency v1, 

(v,. = I 1.2 v1, Ei sin a) and the nonrelativistic gyrofrequency vc; (vc = 5. 7 4 
vc;E~ sin a). If 0 is defined as the angle between the direction to the observer 
and the direction of the magnetic field, then in order for the observer to re
ceive significant emission, the angle 0 must lie in the range a - E/2 < 0 < 
a+ t:./2. An approximation often made is that 0 = a so that B sin a is the 
magnitude of the component of the magnetic field perpendicular to the line 
of sight. 

The observed emission is elliptically polarized with the major axis of the 
ellipse normal to the direction of the component of the magnetic field per
pendicular to the line of sight. The sense or handedness of the ellipse depends 
on whether 0 < a or 0 > a. The polarization ellipse is often characterized 
by its decomposition into a linear component, specified by Q and U, and a 
circular component V. 

For a large assembly of relativistic electrons, the observed emission char
acteristics are determined uniquely by the magnetic field structure (intensity 
and direction at each point) and by the electron density, energy distribution, 
and pitch angle distribution at each point. It is not possible in general, to turn 
this around and determine all source parameters uniquely from the observed 
characteristics, but certain simplified cases (models) can be considered to 
see if their predictions agree with the observations. The models for celestial 
radio sources usually assume simple functional forms for the electron distri
butions with a magnetic field that is, for example, uniform, ordered (such as a 
dipole field), or random. 

Before proceeding to the particular case of Jupiter, it is instructive to 
consider synchrotron emission from an assembly ofrelativistic electrons in a 
uniform magnetic field as seen by a distant observer. Since the plane of 
polarization is the same for all of the electrons (perpendicular to the pro
jection of the magnetic field onto the plane of the sky), the linearly polar
ized components will add in concert to give a large degree of linear polar
ization for the integrated emission. If all of the electrons have the same 
pitch angle, then the circularly polarized components also add in concert. 
However, if there is a smooth pitch angle distribution that is wider than the 
emission cones, the right and left-hand senses tend to cancel, resulting in a 
very small degree of circular polarization for the integrated emission, even 
though the linear polarization is large. As shown by Legg and Westfold 
( 1968) the circular polarization does not go completely to zero even for an 
isotropic pitch angle distribution. A circular polarization larger than this re
sidual amount can be produced by an anisotropy in the distribution. If we 
now allow the magnetic field to be nonuniform in direction, then both the 
linear and circular polarizations will be diminished. 
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B. Application to Jupiter 

The various theoretical studies of Jupiter's nonthermal decimeter emis
sion have all assumed that the magnetic field structure is a dipole. To a first 
approximation, the dipole assumption is supported by the observed shape 
of the emission region and by the distribution of the plane of polarization 
over the source as pointed out by Berge ( 1966). With a dipole magnetic field 
as a starting point, the model of Jupiter's emission is already constrained in 
many respects. Even without detailed modeling, several generalizations can 
be drawn because the magnetic field vector is specified at every point, except 
for a scale factor (the magnetic moment), and the motion of electrons in the 
field is well known. The basic motion is essentially helical and guided along 
a particular fieldline. Since the field intensity varies along the fieldline, in
creasing monotonically from its value at the magnetic equator, the pitch 
angle increases from its value at the equator, ae, until it equals 90° (satis
fying the adiabatic invariant B- 1 sin~ a = B,,-, sin~ ae), at which point the 
motion along the fieldline reverses direction. This results in a bounce motion 
between mirror points at equal latitudes north and south of the equator, 
assuring symmetry of the electron distribution with respect to the magnetic 
equator. There is also a relatively slow drift in azimuth due to the radial 
gradient in the magnetic field that assures azimuthal symmetry. There may 
also be a very slow radial drift, that is, L-shell diffusion. Once the electron 
distribution, N(re, E, ae)dE da, is fixed for any azimuth on the magnetic 
equator for all radial distances, re, it is fixed uniquely everywhere in the 
dipole field. 

One can show by qualitative arguments, involving the symmetry of the 
field and the electron distribution, that the linear polarization, integrated over 
the source, will have its E-vector either parallel or perpendicular to the mag
netic axis, depending on the electron distribution. The early discovery that 
the plane of polarization is approximately perpendicular to the rotation axis 
thus showed that the magnetic axis is either approximately parallel or per
pendicular to the rotation axis. The latter case is ruled out, however, because 
it would result in the degree of polarization varying strongly with rotation, 
approaching zero when the magnetic axis is approximately along the line 
of sight. The further discovery that the plane of polarization varies with rota
tion by ± I 0° in a roughly sinusoidal fashion implies that the projection of 
the magnetic axis onto the plane of the sky varies similarly. The simplest 
explanation is that the magnetic axis and rotation axis differ in direction by 
I 0°. This tilt is not only interesting in itself. but it has proven to be a power
ful tool in investigating the nature of the radio source because it allows ob
servations of the source over a limited range of aspect angles. 

Before proceeding with this topic, however, we should digress briefly to 
the subject of the energy distribution of the relativistic electrons. This, of 
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course, is an important part of the physics of the Jovian magnetosphere. In 
addition, some of the further interpretation to be discussed depends on the 
energy distribution. A well-known theoretical result is that if the energy dis
tribution of the electrons is a power law of the form N(E) dE = KEY dE, then 
the emission spectrum is also a power law of the form S = C1P where a = 
('y + l) / 2 and C is a constant. This is an approximation that breaks down if 
-y is close to zero, but is quite good if -y is not close to zero and if the observed 
frequency range is well within the range specified by the critical frequencies 
of the lower and upper cutoff energies of the energy distribution. Since cos
mic ray electrons display a characteristic power law energy distribution, and 
since the spectra of celestial synchrotron emission sources is usually a power 
law, this result is commonly used to infer that the electron energy distribu
tion in a source is N(E) dE = KE2a - 1 dE. When applied to Jupiter, where 
a = 0, one finds that N(E) = KE- 1 dE. 

Various reservations have been expressed over the years regarding the 
validity of this distribution for Jupiter (e.g., Thorne 1965; Berge 1969; Glee
son et al. 1970; Gulkis 1970). This is because of the complication that arises 
when there are cutoffs in the energy distribution such that there are no elec
trons with E < E 1 or E > E2 , and the power law distribution holds only for 
E 1 < E < E 2 • In this case the predicted power law emission spectrum is pro
duced only over the frequency range 3vc1 :S v :S 0.1 vc2 where vc1 = 16.08 
m B sin (J MHz and Vc2 = 16.08 Ei B sin (J MHz. When Vc1 and Vc2 vary from 
place to place throughout the emission region, as would be true for Jupiter, 
then the relevant frequency range is 3vc1 (max) :S v :S 0.1 Vc2 (min). This is 
a strong condition and there may, in fact, be no frequency range that satis
fies it. Then the distribution of B sin 8 becomes important in determining the 
resulting emission spectrum as demonstrated by Hoyle and Burbidge ( 1966). 
For the lack of something better, the distribution found in the previous para
graph has often been used, but it should be treated cautiously. 

The other characteristic of the nonthermal spectrum that can be exploited 
is the falloff in flux density at short wavelengths beginning in the 10-20 cm 
range. The interpretation is that there is a deficiency of high-energy elec
trons, either because of an upper energy cutoff or because -y < -1, at least 
at the highest energies. Berge ( 1969) found that, under the assumptions of a 
sharp upper cutoff, a uniform magnetic field, and -y = - I, the best fit to the 
data occurred for E2 = 32/VB MeV. Further work on the effect of energy 
cutoffs was carried out by Gulkis ( 1970). Gleeson et al. ( 1970) investigated 
several combinations of -y, E 1 , E 2 , and Be(3 RJ) in a model of a thin dipole 
shell source that could lead to the observed spectrum, including the short 
wavelength falloff (see also Gleeson et al. 1974). 

Returning now to the use of the tilt between the magnetic and rotation 
axes, we note that the relevant aspect angle is the magnetic latitude 'PM of the 
earth, that is, the angle between the magnetic equator and the direction to 
Earth. It is given to a close approximation by 
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<f>M =DE+ /3 cos (1111 - t'o) (15) 

where DE is the declination of Earth relative to Jupiter's rotational equator 
(-3° :S DE :S 3°), f3 = 10°, t'm = CML, and ,t0 is the longitude that is at the 
central meridian when the magnetic axis is tilted towards the earth at the 
north. For a centered dipole, t'0 would be the longitude of the northern end 
of the dipole axis. DE goes through its full cycle in 12 years while t'm does 
so in IO hours. Thus on any given day we can cover a range in <f>M of 20° 
(DE± 10°) and over a period of many years we can see the range -13° 
to+l3°. 

It was recognized by Davis and Chang (I 961) that to produce the ob
served linear polarization, the pitch angle distribution of the electrons could 
not be isotropic: the equatorial pitch angles would have to cluster closer to 
90° than for an isotropic distribution (isotropic: N(ex) dex = k sin ex dex). Rob
erts and Komesaroff ( 1965) carried this a step further by also considering the 
variation of flux density and linear polarization with <f>M• To find a pitch angle 
distribution that would fit the data they utilized theoretical calculations of 
Thorne ( I 963) for synchrotron emission by stars. Thorne ( 1965), using the 
same data, modified the Roberts and Komesaroff results with theoretical cal
culations that were more applicable to Jupiter. The assumed form of the dis
tribution was a sum of terms X q sin'' ex. The model used was an L-shell of 
negligible thickness with r,, = 3 R.1 and y = - I was used as explained earlier. 
Emission shadowed by the planet was removed, and equatorial pitch angles 
resulting in mirror points below the top of the atmosphere were not allowed. 
Except for the latter two conditions the functional form inferred for the pitch 
angle distribution is independent of re and would be the same for a thick shell. 

To explain the 0.22 degree of linear polarization alone required N(ex) -
sin3 ex. However, the observed beaming required a component with much 
flatter pitch angles. The 21-cm data used were S(<f>M= 13°)/S(<f>M=0°)= 
0.89 and degrees of polarization of 0.22 and 0. I 8 at <f>M = 0° and 13° respec
tively. The required distribution was found to be N(a) - sin~ a+ 2.0 sin40 a. 
At the time it was thought that there was little or no beaming at 74-cm wave
length so that N(a) - sin:i a for the electrons emitting at that wavelength. 
However, it has since been found (e.g., Roberts and Ekers 1968; Tiberi 1966) 
that the beaming characteristics are, in fact, very similar at the longer wave
lengths. 

Clarke ( 1970) extended this work by including circular polarization and 
by considering thick emission shells as well. He found that the inferred 
pitch angle distribution is only weakly dependent on the size (re) of the L
shell so that going to a thick-shell model has little effect in this respect. 
Clarke's results for the pitch angle distribution agreed very well with Thorne's. 

Since the tilt of the magnetic axis leads to several rotation-related vari
ations, it provides a direct method for determining the rotation period of the 
magnetic field. With an approximate period and variation observations at 
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two epochs, one can determine the improved rotation period necessary to 
align the two variation curves. Of the four variations shown in Fig. 5. the 
first and third (S versus t"m and Ll PA versus t Ill) have been used for deter
mining the period. 

The existing data for Pc versus t"m have too much scatter for an accurate 
determination. The same is usually true for the PL versus t"m data, but a more 
serious problem is that this variation changes shape between different ep
ochs, making the alignment uncertain. The S versus t"m variation also 
changes shape, but in a more predictable fashion, and it is usually assumed 
that the longitudes of the minima or the longitudes about which there is 
greatest symmetry are good reference points for alignment. The Ll PA versus 
I'm variation, despite its deviation from a sinusoid, maintains its shape rather 
well and can be aligned without much difficulty. Table II lists the various 
published determinations of decimetric rotation period including which 
variation (S or PA) was used. For the first entry, the variation used was a 
combination of effects produced by using a linearly polarized response at a 
fixed position angle: consequently, the significance of the published uncer
tainty is difficult to assess. It is important to avoid averaging the periods 
shown or otherwise treating them as independent because many of them 
were determined with some data in common with others. 

The question of the constancy of the rotation rate of Jupiter is an inter
esting one, and one which can best be answered by continued Earth-based 

TABLE II 
Decimetric Determination of Jupiter's Rotation Period 

A Variation Period Reference 

10 cm Comb. 9h 55m 29!70 ± 0~05 Bash, Drake, Gundermann, 
and Heiles (I 964) 

21 PA 29.37 ± 0.5 Roberts and Komesaroff 
(I 965) and Berge (I 966) 

21 s 29.50 ± 0.29 Davies and Williams (I 966) 

11 PA 29.83 ± 0.26 Komesaroff and McCulloch 
(1967) 

6 PA 29.69 ± 0.05 Whiteoak, Gardner, and 
Morris ( 1969) 

13 s 29.72 ± 0.11 Gulkis and Gary (I 971) 

13 s 29.75 ± 0.05 Gulkis, Gary, Klein, and 
Stelzried ( 1973) 

21 s 29.72 ± 0.07 Berge (1974) 

11 PA 29.76 ± 0.02 Komesaroff and McCulloch 
(I 976) 
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observations. Changes in the observed radio rotation period can be caused 
not only by changes in the bulk rotation period, but also by such things as a 
wandering in longitude of the magnetic pole. It is important to search for 
variations in the rotation rate since they provide clues on the interior struc
ture of Jupiter. Variations in magnetic field similarly have important impli
cations. There are irregular fluctuations in the length of the terrestrial day, 
amounting to a few parts in 108 • These fluctuations are believed to be due to 
a redistribution of angular momentum within the earth. Whether or not there 
are similar changes in the rotation of Jupiter is not known. The current 
estimated uncertainties in the decameter and decimeter rotation periods of 
Jupiter are approximately one part in 101;_ 

We now turn to the subject of circular polarization. That the Jupiter emis
sion might exhibit measurable circular polarization, due to the relatively 
large magnetic field intensity estimated from the decameter observations 
and the very large anisotropy in the pitch angle distribution, was anticipated 
by Roberts and Komesaroff ( 1965). They derived the approximate result 
for a uniform magnetic field, namely that 

.1 

p. = A N'(0) (B sin 0) 2 

c N(0) v ( 16) 

where A depends on the energy distribution, and N(O) = N(a) evaluated at 
a= fJ. They failed, however, to detect circular polarization. Berge ( I 965b) 
used his circular polarization measurements, this theoretical result, and 
Thorne's pitch angle distribution to solve for the "average" field intensity 
in the radiating region which was found to be 0.17 Gauss < B < 17 Gauss. 
The large uncertainty was due in large part to the fact that the field was not 
uniform, and model calculations, like those of Clarke for circular polariza
tion in a dipole field, were not available. In a dipole field the magnetic co
latitude 90° - <Plt takes on the role of 0 and the constant A becomes some 
function of l<!>MI- Consider a simplified example in which a uniform magnetic 
field in the direction of Jupiter's magnetic axis is populated by energetic 
electrons having the pitch angle distribution described by Thorne ( 1965). 
Then one would expect that Pc is approximately proportional to <PH (or - <PM, 
depending on the sense of the field) for <f>.H small such as the± 13° range that 
can be seen from Earth. In fact, to the accuracy currently available this 
proportionality holds, even though the field is a dipole. The association of 
left-hand sense with positive magnetic latitude can be shown to indicate 
that the magnetic field in the northern hemisphere has a north magnetic pole 
(Berge 1965b). 

Legg and Westfold ( 1968) derived the circular polarization in detail for 
the case of a uniform magnetic field. They found that for an isotropic pitch 
angle distribution (in which case N'(fl)/ N(O) = cot fl) 

I 

Pc - ( B s}n fl) i cot fJ . ( 17) 
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If the pitch angle distribution is not isotropic then there is another term, also 
proportional to (B sin 0/vi, that has the factor (N'(0)/ N(0) - cot 0). Legg and 
Westfold also calculated the relevant coefficients for the case of mono-ener
getic electrons and for the case of a power-law energy distribution. The sec
ond term strongly dominates the first for Thorne's (or Clarke's) pitch angle 
distribution. 

Komesaroff et al. ( 1970) used new circular polarization measurements at 
21 cm, together with model calculations by Clarke ( 1970) and Glee son et al. 
(1969) to infer that 0.4 Gauss < B < l.9 Gauss in the emitting region. The 
models were for re = 3 R.1, but if the results are valid for re = 2 R-" where the 
bulk of the emission arises, then the equatorial surface field intensity is be
tween 3 and 15 Gauss. 

Circular polarization measurements by Seaquist ( 1969), Komesaroff et 
al. (1970), Berge (1974), Stannard and Conway (1976), and in Fig. 5 of this 
chapter cover the spectrum from 9 cm to 48 cm. The measurements agree 
where they can be compared, but they do not agree with those of Berge 
( 1965b ), which are anomalously high by a factor of 2 or 3. As noted by 
Komesaroff et al., the frequency dependence of Pc after removing the ther
mal component is not v-0-5 as predicted but is more like v-0-2 • In other words, 
there is a relative deficiency of circular polarization at longer wavelengths. 

So far it has been tacitly assumed, for simplicity, that the electron distri
bution is separable: N(re, E, ae) = N(re) P1(E) P2(ae) where N is number den
sity and P1 and P2 are probability distributions. To explain the anomalous 
frequency dependence of Pc, however, Komesaroff et al. suggested that the 
pitch angle distribution is correlated with electron energy. If the lower en
ergy electrons, which contribute proportionately more to the longer wave
length emission, have their pitch angles less sharply distributed about a = 
90° than do the higher-energy electrons, then there will be less circular po
larization than expected at longer wavelengths. This possible correlation has 
not been investigated quantitatively from a theoretical standpoint, and it is 
not known whether the resulting decrease of beaming with wavelength would 
be consistent with the observations. 

There is another possible explanation for the frequency dependence of 
Pc that has not previously been suggested. If the size of the emission region 
increases slowly with increasing wavelength, a circumstance that has some 
observational support (Branson 1968; Gulkis 1970) and is theoretically rea
sonable, then one is sampling a smaller magnetic field intensity, on the aver
age, at longer wavelengths. This means that the frequency dependence of 
Pc is modified in the right direction to explain the observations. If the emis
sion region were a thin magnetic shell of equatorial radius re, then a size 
dependence of re - 11-0 -2 would result in Pc - v- 0 2 for a dipole field. 

To complete our consideration of the relativistic electron distribution we 
now turn to the radial distribution of the number density N(re)- Although this 
is difficult to obtain from the decimeter radio observations, many attempts 
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have been made because there are no other types of Earth-based data that 
are applicable. Several techniques, of various levels of sophistication, utiliz
ing a variety of assumptions have been employed. Divine ( 1972) describes 
and summarizes the results of those studies done up to 1971 (Barber and 
Gower 1965; Branson 1968; Carr and Gulkis 1969; Chang and Davis 1962; 
Eggen 1967; Haffner 1969; Klopp 1972; Koepp-Baker 1968; Luthey and 
Beard 1970; Thomas 1967; and Warwick 1970). Divine's plot of the results 
is shown in Fig. 6. The quantity plotted is the relativistic electron flux q,(re), 
but since the electrons are all moving at close to the speed of light, the con
version N(re) = c-1 q,(re) can be applied. 

In addition, there have been subsequent studies (e.g., Beard and Luthey 
1973; Birmingham et al. 1974; and Stansberry and White 1974), that are of 
interest. The latter two both started by constructing a model of the electron 
radiation belt that included energy gained by radial diffusion inward and loss 
by synchrotron radiation, and they then fitted to observational data in order 
to estimate the unknown parameters. Although the assumed models were 
similar, the fitting techniques were different, and Stansberry and White fitted 
to a much more complete set of data. Of the various conclusions reached, 
we mention here only two by Stansberry and White: I) q,(re) reaches the 
rather high peak value of 1.4 x I 09 cm-2 sec-1 at re= 2. 7 RJ where the char
acteristic energy is 6.5 MeV, and falls off to 108 cm-2 sec-1 at re= 1.5 RJ, 
2) To achieve an acceptable fit, an additional but unidentified loss mechanism 
is required close to the planet. 

Related to the second point is the fact that modeling the radial distribu
tion of the volume emissivity to fit the observations, as discussed in the pre
vious section, invariably requires a very low emissivity within about 1.5 RJ 
in order to match the position and width of the emission peak. Furthermore, 
Beard and Luthey (I 973), using their direct method for determining the 
radial distribution of the volume emissivity, find that it decreases very fast 
within about 1.6 RJ. If the magnetic field structure becomes more complex 
than a dipole in the inner regions (as revealed by the presence of higher-order 
multipole moments), then the electron motion may become complex there 
compared to the relatively simple motion described earlier for a dipole 
field. It may be that energetic electrons that have diffused into within, let 
us say re = l .5 RJ, find themselves guided into the atmosphere by this com
plex field, and thus lost to the radiation belt, on a time scale shorter than 
the radiative lifetime. 

We have already discussed time variations resulting from the variation of 
magnetic latitude 'PM and the value of being able to observe over a modest 
range of aspect angle. Another topic for discussion would be variations 
on an intermediate time scale of days to months, perhaps correlated with 
solar activity. Although such variations have been _reported (e.g., Roberts 
and Huguenin 1963; Gerard 1970), there has been no convincing confirma
tion, even though they should have been observed in some cases by other 
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workers. Gerard (1974) suggested that such variations are significant only 
near solar maximum. However, since the nature and very existence of the 
variations are in doubt, it would seem premature to discuss the interpre
tation at this time. 

This still leaves the long-term variations which are now well established 
(Klein et al. 1972; Gulkis et al. 1973; Berge 1974; Klein 1976). The "pe
riod" of the variation appears too long to be correlated with the solar cycle 
or with the position of Jupiter in its orbit. Not only is the fundamental cause 
unknown, but it is also not known whether the variation results from a change 
in the magnetic moment, electron energy, or electron density, or some com
bination of the three. Klein (1976) argues that the variation is not caused 
simply by a change in the magnetic field intensity in the emission region. Al
though not yet understood, the variation does provide time scales for the 
decay and regeneration of the underlying physical phenomenon. 

Fortunately, there are high-resolution observations available that indicate 
the change in angular structure associated with the variations. Figure 4b 
shows, in strip-scan form with the thermal component removed, the obser
vations of Berge ( 1966) near the time of maximum flux density, and those of 
Olsen (in preparation) near minimum flux density. The observing wave
lengths, 10.4 cm and 1 I. I cm, respectively, are essentially identical. There 
is good agreement inward of 2.5 R.1, but from there to 1.3 R.1 a large notch 
appears to have been cut out near the time of minimum flux density. From 
1.3 R.1 to the center the agreement is good except that, because of superior 
resolution, Olsen's data more clearly show the discontinuity expected at 
the limb. 

An intriguing point is that, whether by coincidence or not, the onset of 
the emission deficiency occurs at the orbit of Amalthea. Hess et al. (1974) 
predicted that the effect of Amalthea in sweeping out energetic electrons is 
negligible compared to that of the Galilean satellites. However, as they point 
out, the Galilean satellites are so far out that they have little effect in modi
fying the angular structure of the emission. One might envision a change in 
the character of the L-shell diffusion or the electron distribution that would 
make Amalthea at times more effective in sweeping out electrons. 

There is still one more subject to consider, namely, the asymmetries in 
structure and in the variations of flux density, degree of linear polarization, 
and plane of polarization as functions of central meridian longitude or mag
netic latitude. These are all usually explained in terms of an anomaly in the 
magnetic field structure together with the resulting modification of the elec
tron distribution. The exact nature of the anomaly cannot be specified with 
existing decimeter data, but certain characteristics can be described. To 
begin with, the brightness maps (Fig. 2b) published by Branson ( 1968) show 
that the anomalous extra radio emission. or hot spot, occurs at a longitude 
approximately equal to the longitude t 0 of the magnetic axis, which also co-
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incides roughly with the longitude towards which the radio centroid is dis
placed. Stannard and Conway (1976) show that the hot spot must be on the 
order of I 0° wide or more in longitude. They find that the excess emission 
produced by the hot spot (the excess over and above the underlying symmet
ric structure) is about 3% of the total. They claim that this can fully ex
plain the measured displacement of - 0.08 R 1 away from the rotation axis. 

Since the beaming and polarization characteristics of the hot spot are as 
yet unknown it is not clear whether this localized region and its periodic 
shadowing by the planet are responsible for the other observed asymmetries, 
whose features were described in Sec. II. The asymmetry of PL about <f,M = 
0 is the most enigmatic because its change with time has not been clearly 
linked to the variation of DE. No attempts have been made to explain it. The 
asymmetry of S about <f>M = 0 is linked to the variation of DE. The form of the 
asymmetry changes sense when Df: changes sign and the asymmetry itself 
disappears when DE = 0. The cause is not understood, however. The two 
most direct explanations, that /3 is I 5°- I 8° instead of 10°, or that DE is really 
only 0.6 of its tabulated value, have both been ruled out. 

Attempts to interpret the departure from a sinusoid of the variation of 
position angle, of the plane of polarization, with t'm date back to Warwick 
( 1964) who tried to fit it to shadowing effects if the dipole is displaced far 
from the center of Jupiter. Conway and Stannard ( 1972) explained it as due 
to a "ripple" in the magnetic equator, centered at c 0 • Their approach offers 
some insight into the problem, but it is over-simplified in that they imagined 
all of the emission to originate on the longitude plane of the central meridian. 
Komesaroff and McCulloch ( 1975) studied the variation in terms ofa Fourier 
series expansion. They found that the first three harmonic components de
scribe the variation very well, with the second and third components repre
senting the departure from a sinusoid. The second component is always non
zero and always has the same sign. They proved that this cannot be explained 
simply by a departure from a dipole field, but must be caused by shadowing 
or non-rigid rotation. Indeed, strong shadowing effects can be caused by the 
hot spot, since it is quite localized. It is clear that improved high-resolution 
observations can assist greatly in these matters by providing information of 
the sort shown in Fig. 5 for many different regions separately, and particu
larly the hot spot, rather than just for an integration over the entire source. 

V. INTERPRETATION OF THE THERMAL COMPONENT 

A. Spectrum 

In Sec. II we listed most of the radio brightness temperature measure
ments which have been reported for Jupiter. Recently Gary ( 1975) has re
viewed these measurements for the express purpose of defining the thermal 
disk component. Table III gives a listing of the disk thermal spectrum de
rived by Gary, and Fig. 7 shows these measurements plotted as a function 
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of wavelength. In compiling Table III, Gary rejected certain measurements 
shown in Table I for one or more of the following reasons: l) the measure
ments have been inadequately calibrated; 2) the measurement or calibration 
technique was inadequately described; or 3) the measurements have been 
superseded by more precise and accurate measurements. For the remaining 
measurements, Gary applied normalization factors: I) to bring the list to a 
common flux density scale (based on the radio source DR2 l wherever pos
sible); 2) to reference all the measurements to a common solid angle for 
Jupiter; and 3) to account for resolution effects on calibration radio sources. 
Since the measurements of the flux density at wavelengths 2: 1.5 cm include 
a component due to the synchrotron emission, this component must be re
moved in order to obtain the thermal disk temperature. For these measure
ments, Gary gives the reported disk temperature, the estimated thermal com
ponent, and the method used to subtract the nonthermal component. 

B. Interpretation 

The first calculation of the radio emission from Jupiter's atmosphere was 
carried out by Field ( 1959) in order to explain the unexpectedly large emis
sion by Jupiter at decimeter wavelengths. Although Field's calculations sug
gested that nonthermal emission, rather than atmospheric emission, was the 
primary source of the decimeter radiation, his calculations also showed that 
the atmospheric contribution to the total emission was substantial. These cal
culations laid the foundation for interpreting the atmospheric emission once 
it became possible to separate the thermal and nonthermal components. Sub
sequent observations and theoretical calculations showed that the nonther
mal source was synchrotron emission. 

Because the underlying principles of Field's work have been incorporated 
in all calculations of the microwave thermal spectrum, it is appropriate to out
line the assumptions and calculations performed by him. Field assumed that 
Jupiter's atmosphere was in convective equilibrium with uniformly mixed 
ammonia supplying the radio opacity. "Model b" of Kuiper (1952) was used 
for the description of the relative abundances of molecules in the atmosphere. 
This model contains by number 37.7% hydrogen molecules, 59.5% helium, 
and 2.8% of other gases. The abundance (mixing ratio) of ammonia by num
ber is 5.8 x 10-:1• 

The equations of radiative transfer which relate the disk brightness tem
perature, TD, to the physical properties of the medium were given by Field 
(I 959) as 

I oo 

T 0 = 2 J J T(T) e-TIJL dT dµ 
() () 

( 18) 

z 

T(z) = J a(z) dz . 
() 

(I 9) 
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Fig. 7. Jupiter's microwave thermal spectrum. Solid line shows calculated spectrum for con
vective model atmosphere (Gulkis l'I al. I 974). Dashed line shows region of apparent discrep
ancy between model and observations. 

In these expressions, T(z) is the optical depth measured from the top of the 
atmosphere (T = 0) down to the level z, T(T) is the physical temperature at 
T, and a(z) is the absorption coefficient at z. 

The absorption coefficient of ammonia is composed of a series of spectral 
lines in the microwave region. These spectral lines correspond to the inver
sion frequencies of the nitrogen atom passing through the plane of the hydro
gen atoms. More than 60 of these lines occur between 8 GHz and 40 GHz 
with those of maximum strength occurring near 24 GHz (0.8 cm-1). Field 
assumed that the absorption from all the individual lines in the NH:i spectrum 
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could be represented by a single equivalent line which has a Van Vleck
Weisskopf line shape. The absorption coefficient was given as 

- 6.4 z (NH) z z [ iiv ] 
a - 3 kT 'TT n 3 /J,o v vfi + iiv2 

(20) 

where n(N H:i) is the number density of ammonia, µ,0 is dipole moment of 
ammonia, v0 = 0.8 cm- 1, and iiv is the line width of ammonia in a hydrogen
helium mixture. 

The two solid lines in Fig. 8 show the results of Field's calculations for 
two different mixing ratios of ammonia. Also shown are the data available to 
Field at the time he carried out his calculations. Field concluded from this 
that there was poor agreement between theory and observations except pos
sibly at the shortest wavelengths. The calculations demonstrated a rather 
striking transparency of Jupiter's atmosphere at long wavelengths, but not 
sufficiently transparent to explain the observations. It is of interest to note 
that if Field had chosen a lower mixing ratio, consistent with a cosmic abun
dance ratio of nitrogen to hydrogen, his calculations would have shown a 
much better agreement with the data. This is shown by the dashed curve in 
Fig. 8, which corresponds to an ammonia mixing ratio of 1.5 x 10-4 _ 

Field's analysis contains a number of simplifying assumptions appro
priate for his estimates. These are pointed out explicitly because many of 
them form the basis for later papers. His assumptions and simplifications 
were: 

a. All the radio opacity was supplied by ammonia; additional sources of 
opacity including ionization at great depth were not included. 

b. A simplified ammonia absorption coefficient, in which all of the indi
vidual lines in the ammonia spectrum could be represented by a single 
equivalent line, was used. 

c. The ammonia concentration remained uniformly mixed throughout the 
troposphere and stratosphere and did not condense at low temperatures 
or dissociate at high temperatures. 

d. The atmosphere remained adiabatic throughout. 
e. High pressure effects were not included. 
f. Scattering was not included in the equations of radiative transfer. 
g. Horizontal variations in atmospheric parameters were not allowed for. 

Winter (1964), Thornton and Welch (l 963), and Welch et al. ( 1966) 
extended Field's work in three areas. First, they computed the spectrum from 
the middle of the ammonia band at 1.2 cm to millimeter wavelengths. This 
was an important step because the atmospheric emission dominates the spec
trum in this wavelength range, and the theory could be compared directly 
with the observations. Secondly, they calculated the absorption coefficient 
by summing the individual lines in the ammonia spectrum rather than assum
ing a single line profile as Field did. Finally they assumed that the partial 
pressure of ammonia is limited by its vapor pressure at the corresponding 
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temperature. Figure 9 shows two theoretical curves of the thermal disk 
temperature of Jupiter as a function of wavelength as calculated by Winter 
(I 964). The upper curve is a calculation based on the "Model b" atmo
sphere of Kuiper (1952); the lower curve is a calculation based on a model 
atmosphere in which the cloud top pressure is an order of magnitude larger. 
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Fig. 9. Thermal emission from a hot atmosphere for two different atmospheric models (Winter 
1964). Tc and Pc refer to the temperature and pressure at the ammonia cloud forming region 
in the two models. 

It is evident from these curves that the spectrum varies significantly with 
pressure and that an absorption feature develops at sufficiently low pres
sure. Kuiper's "Model b" gave good agreement with the 8-mm to 3-cm data 
which were available at the time. 

N aumov and Khizhnyakov ( 1965) also calculated the ammonia absorption 
coefficient by summing over the individual lines in the ammonia spectrum; 
however, they coupled this with an unrealistic model atmosphere. They as
sumed that the clouds radiate like a blackbody at 130°K and that overlying, 
uniformly mixed, ammonia provides the microwave opacity. In regions of 
small opacity, this model predicts a brightness temperature of 130°K, which 
is in complete disagreement with the observed spectrum. 

Law and Staelin ( 1968) calculated the thermal emission from 5 model 
atmospheres and showed that a subadiabatic lapse rate can substantially 
change the temperature spectrum. Their results also showed that the spec
trum changes with pressure. They presented observational data of Jupiter 
near I cm wavelength which suggested that Jupiter was cooler than the con
vective thermal emission models would allow. Subsequent measurements 
have not confirmed the measurements of Law and Staelin. The reason for 
this discrepancy is thought to be related to the calibration technique employed 
by them. They used the moon for their absolute antenna gain calibrator. 
Dickel et al. ( 1970) have pointed out that this technique is rather uncertain 
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since the moon is extended and a difficult correction must be made for the 
side lobes of the antenna. There is also the problem of determining the spec
trum of the moon itself. 

Pariiskii ( 1971) used the results of Field's (I 959) calculations, combined 
with radio observations carried out at Pulkova at wavelengths of 3.02, 
3.95, and 6.5 cm, to deduce both the helium to hydrogen ratio and the am
monia to hydrogen ratio. The technique employed by Pariiskii to determine 
the helium to hydrogen ratio utilized the measured wavelength dependence 
of the brightness temperature to estimate the specific heat ratio, y = C,,/ Cv, 
of a hydrogen-helium mixture. He found that Tex: >..0 ·43 which when com
pared with Field's result T ex: A Y - 1 yielded the result N He/ N H 2 = 0.15. This 
result is of questionable significance since Field's calculation did not allow 
for NH:1 saturation and because the line shape is strongly pressure dependent 
(Winter 1964; Law and Staelin 1968). This same criticism applies to the 
determination of the ammonia abundance as well. 

Wrixon et al. ( 1 971) reported careful measurements of the disk tempera
ture of Jupiter at eight frequencies spanning the range 20.5-35.5 GHz. They 
found that the observed spectrum agrees well with a model atmosphere by 
Trafton (1965) in which ammonia is saturated in and above the clouds. In 
this model the helium to hydrogen ratio is unity and the cloud top level is 
at a temperature of 158°K and a pressure of 1.8 atm. They showed that the 
uncertainties in their data allow a factor of 3 uncertainty in the pressure. 

Gulkis and Poynter ( I 972) presented convective models for Jupiter in an 
attempt to explain both the long-wavelength radiation which originates be
low the clouds and the short-wavelength radiation which originates within 
the clouds. They investigated the dependence of the brightness temperature 
on the mixing ratio of ammonia, the cloud top pressure, and the helium to 
hydrogen ratio. They found that the brightness temperature is relatively 
insensitive to the helium-hydrogen ratio. However, the long-wavelength 
portion of the spectrum is sensitive to both the ammonia mixing ratio and 
the cloud pressure, while in the center of the ammonia band the spectrum 
is primarily dependent on the pressure at the clouds. The ammonia mixing 
ratio has little effect in this spectral region. Because of this independence 
of mixing ratio, Gulkis et al. (I 974) show that the cloud pressure can be 
determined by measuring the shape of the brightness temperature spectrum 
in the region of strong ammonia absorption. The reason that the ammonia 
mixing ratio does not affect the temperature spectrum is that the ammonia 
clouds are optically thick in the middle of the ammonia absorption band. 
Hence the ammonia abundance is determined solely by the temperature and 
not by the mixing ratio. The temperature weighting functions shown in Fig. 
10 illustrate that the contribution to the temperature originates in a narrow 
altitude range within the clouds. Gulkis et al. (1974) presented data from 
which they estimated that the pressure in the Jovian atmosphere is 0.48 atm 
at 130°K. The brightness temperature spectrum for the convective model 
atmosphere shown in Fig. 10 is given superimposed on the data in Fig. 7. 
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The ammonia mixing ratio is taken ~ be 2 x I 0-4 for this calculation. 
A common feature of the convective model atmospheres used to explain 

the microwave disk spectrum is the pronounced frequency dependent limb 
darkening. Limb brightening is also present in some models, but only for 
narrow spectral lines which originate in the temperature inversion region 
of the upper atmosphere. The exact shape of the limb darkening curves de
pends on the distribution of opacity in the atmosphere and on the thermal 
structure. Figure 11 shows typical limb darkening (brightening) curves ex
pected for Jupiter. The general trend illustrated by these curves is for the 
limb darkening to be least for wavelengths in the center of the ammonia 
band and greatest for the long wavelengths where the opacity is the least. 
Thus far, it has not been possible to measure the limb darkening curves 
accurately from the earth. In fact, the recent interferometric data on Jupi-
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ter obtained by Olsen (see Olsen and Gulkis 1975) and the beam broadening 
measurements by Bogod et al. (1973) are the only data which appear to show 
the presence of limb darkening. In the future we anticipate that Earth
based and spacecraft instruments will measure the limb darkening, thereby 
providing additional constraints on Jovian model atmospheres. 

Trace amounts of ammonia distributed in and above the NH3 clouds are 
expected to produce spectral line features in the microwave spectrum near 
1.25 cm. These lines have been searched for by Wrixon (1969), Gulkis et al. 
( 1974), and Dickel (1976) but thus far they have not been positively detected. 
In the region of the strong ammonia lines, Gulkis et al. (1974) estimate the 
upper limit to the lines to be less than 2% of the continuum for line widths 
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between 20 MHz and 100 MHz. while Dickel estimates them to be less than 
3'1/r for bandwidths much less than 20 MHz. The absence of narrow ammonia 
lines is generally interpreted as placing constraints on the high-altitude am
monia abundance rather than on the thermal structure. If the high-altitude 
abundance is determined by the temperature minimum in the atmosphere, 
then the observations suggest that the minimum temperature reached is less 
than 120°K. Photodissociation may also limit the high-altitude ammonia 
abundance in which case the minimum temperature could be higher and still 
be consistent with the observations. 

C. The Microwave Absorption Coefficient 

The potential sources of microwave absorption in the Jovian atmosphere 
are 1) the polarizable gases such as NH:i, H 20, CO. and H 2S, 2) the collision
induced dipole gases such as H 2 and CH4 , 3) clouds of N H:i, H20, H20 ice, 
NH4SH, and NH:i-H20, 4) the ionosphere, and 5) thermal ionization in the 
deep atmosphere. By far the most important sources of microwave opacity 
in the upper atmosphere are the gases. with ammonia making the main con
tribution. Table IV gives the relative absorption coefficients of NH3 , H20, 
H 2 • and CH4 at one point in the Jovian atmosphere. Even though ammonia 
is a minor constituent in the atmosphere, the fact that its absorption co
efficient is more than seven orders of magnitude larger than that of H 2 (at 
this frequency), explains why it is of primary importance. Clouds are prob
ably important at short wavelengths but their effects have not yet been evalu
ated. The ionosphere and thermal ionization contribute to the opacity only 
at very long wavelengths. 

TABLE IV 
Relative Absorption Coefficients 

at 'A= 2.5 cm, T = 273°K, P = 8.55 atm 

Absorption 
Coefficient 

Molecule (cm- 1 torr- 1 ) Source Reference 

NH,i 2.6 X 10-i; cm- 1 Inversion Goodman ( I 969) 

H20 1.6 X I 0-8 Resonant rotation Goodman (1969) 
and nonresonant 

H2 + He - I X JQ- 1" Translation and Goodman ( I 969) 
rotation translation 

CH4 10-14 Vibration Fox ( I 974) 

The Ionosphere. McElroy's (1973) model for the Jovian ionosphere has 
a peak electron density of~ 3 x 105 cm-3 and an emission measure of 2 x 
I 0 18 cm-5 • This model has a critical or plasma frequency of~ 5 MHz and an 
optical depth of 0.02 at 100 MHz scaling asJ-2 at higher frequencies. Thus 
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the ionosphere does not make a significant contribution to the total attenua
tion at frequencies greater than - 50 MHz. 

Thermal Ionization. Thermal ionization will at some deep level in the 
Jovian atmosphere produce a sufficiently high conductivity to attenuate a 
propagating radio wave. While this effect has not been included in any models 
to date, it is important because it will ultimately limit the depth in the atmo
sphere which can be probed by passive radio sensing techniques. An estimate 
of the conductivity, er, for which the effect is important can be determined 
from the following approximate expression for the optical depth of a weakly 
absorbing medium 

7= 'TT(T L=377a-L. 
A WE 

(21) 

In this expression E is the dielectric constant, w is the angular frequency, 
'A is the wavelength, L is a typical scale length in meters, and er is the con
ductivity in ohm- 1 m- 1• This result assumes that the dielectric constant in 
the medium is close to the free space value. Taking L = 5 x I 04 m and T = 1, 
we estimate that a conductivity of er = 5 x I o-s ohm-1 m-1 will cause the 
atmosphere to be opaque. This ionization level will probably be encountered 
where the atmospheric temperature is between I 000°K and 2000°K. 

Clouds. Cloud effects have not been included in existing calculations. 
While there is some evidence that ammonia clouds are affecting the short 
millimeter portion of the radio spectrum, there is no evidence of cloud effects 
at longer wavelengths. 

Collision-Induced Dipole Gases. Goodman (I 969) has computed the 
microwave absorption coefficient for a mixture of hydrogen and helium by 
extrapolating the values computed by Trafton ( 1965). The absorption co
efficient is due to a translational and a rotational-translational component. 
The absorption coefficient is given as 

[ (273)2·8 (273)2-61 ] J 
aH2 = 4 X 10-11 PH2 PH 2 T + 1.7 PHe T ~ cm- 1 • (22) 

In this expression P xis the partial pressure of hydrogen or helium, in atmo
spheres, and 'A is the wavelength in cm. 

Fox (l 974) has estimated the absorption coefficient of CH 4 to be - 10- 14 

cm- 1 torr- 1 , which is negligibly small. 

Polarizable Gases. Among the gases, ammonia is the most important 
source of microwave opacity in the Jovian atmosphere. The absorption spec
trum of ammonia at microwave frequencies has been extensively studied, 
both in the laboratory and theoretically. Nevertheless, because of the ex
tremes of pressure and temperature in the Jovian atmosphere, and because 
ammonia is a minor constituent in the atmosphere, the absorption coefficient 
is difficult to calculate with certainty. Furthermore, there are no laboratory 
measurements of the absorption coefficient which duplicate the Jovian en-
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vironment. The difficulty in the calculation arises from the highly pressure
sensitive characteristics of the absorption coefficient, coupled with uncer
tainties associated with foreign-gas broadening. This broadening dominates 
the collisional behavior of the molecule in the Jovian atmosphere. At low 
pressures ( < l atm in Jovian atmosphere), the absorption lines are distinct 
with line shapes resembling a Van Vleck-Weisskopf shape. At higher pres
sures ( = 1.5 to 5 atm), the individual lines broaden, overlap, and merge into 
a single absorption feature. At still higher pressures (> 5 atm) the absorp
tion spectrum takes on a non-resonant Debye shape. 

Townes and Schawlow (19 55) have given a good discussion of the classi
cal theory of absorption for ammonia. Ben-Reuven (I 966) has discussed the 
general problem of pressure broadening of microwave spectra, while Bleaney 
and Loubser ( 19 50) have discussed the inversion spectrum of ammonia at 
moderately high pressures. Recently Morris and Parsons ( 1970) and Morris 
( 1971) have presented data on the absorption coefficient of ammonia in the 
presence of hydrogen at very high pressures. Wrixon et al. ( 1971 ), Goodman 
( 1969), Kuz'min et al. ( 1972). and Coombs ( 1971) have given discussions of 
the absorption coefficient with particular emphasis on its values in the Jupiter 
and Saturn atmospheres. Goodman's discussion of the absorption coefficient 
ignores any high-pressure effects in the spectrum of ammonia and is there
fore applicable only in the upper atmosphere. Coombs, Kuz'min et al. and 
Wrixon all use the Van Vleck-Weisskopf line shape for low pressure and the 
Ben-Reuven line shape for higher pressures. The analyses of Coombs and 
Kuz'min differs from that of Wrixon in that the former assumes a single line 
for the high-pressure case whereas Wrixon et al. sum over all lines. 

Gulkis and Poynter (1972) used the line shape of Ben-Reuven through
out the Jupiter atmosphere, summed over the individual ammonia lines, and 
applied a correction to fit the data of Morris and Parsons. The ammonia 
absorption coefficient used by Gulkis and Poynter is of the form 

a(v)=C L L A(J,K)F(J,K,y,o,f,v)cm-1 (23) 
J=OK=l 

where C is a correction factor (discussed below), 

A(J, K) = 1.23 X Iffl (2J + l)K2 vfi(J, K) S(K) PN~a 
J(J+ I) y p: 

(24) 

and F(J, K, y, o, t, v) is the frequency-dependent line shape factor of Ben
Reuven, 

F(J, K, y, o, t, v) = 

( 
V ) 2 (y - g}v2 + (y + g} [(Vo+ 6)2 + Y2 - eJ 

2.0y Vo { [v2 - (vo + 8)2 - y2 + (2)2 + 4.0 v2 y2} . (25) 
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The center frequency for the ( J, K) transition v0(J, K) is taken from the 
tabulation of measured frequencies given by Poynter and Kakar ( 197 5). The 
pressure-broadened line width is given by 

2 

( 300)3 
y(J, K) = 2.318 T PH2 + 

2 (26) 

( 300)3 (300) 0.79 T PHe + 0.75 T YoU, K)PNH3 GHz. 

The coupling element 
2 

( 300)3 
t(J, K) = 1.92 PH2 T + 

2 (27) 

( 300) (300)3 
0.49 T P-:,;H3 YoU, K) + 0.3 T P11e GHz. 

The pressure shift term is given by 

o = -0.45 PNH3 GHz. (28) 

In these expressions, P .r is the partial pressure of the species x (N Ha, He, 
H 2 ) in atmospheres, T is the temperature of the mixture, S(K) = 3 for K a 
multiple of 3, and S(K) = 1.5 otherwise, and y 0(J, K) are the self-broadened 
line widths in MHz torr- 1 taken from Poynter and Kakar (1975). 

The correction factor C = 1.0075 + (0.0308 + 0.0552 P 112 / T)P112 / Twas 
derived by fitting the theoretical absorption coefficient to the data of Morris 
and Parsons ( 1970). The computed absorption coefficient, both with and 
without the correction factor, is compared with the Morris and Parsons data 
in Fig. 12. 

The water vapor absorption coefficient has been discussed by many au
thors, including Goodman (1969) who calculated its value for Jovian con
ditions. The absorption coefficient is due to an electric dipole resonance at 
22.235 GHz (0.74 cm-1) plus a nonresonant contribution due to a resonance 
in the infrared. Goodman ( 1969) gives the absorption coefficient as 

____u_ 

- p (273) 3 2 {9 07 I o-9 [ Liv1 + 
a - Hzo T v · X (v/29.97 - 0.74)2 + Livf 

(29) 

Livi ] + l 45 X l 0-1 Liv1} cm-I 
(v/29.97 + 0.74)2 + Livf · 

with 
2 

Liv1 = 9.88 X I 0- 2 (2;3) 3 (0.81 PH2 + 0.35 P11e). (30) 

In this expression P is the pressure in atmospheres, and v is the frequency 
in GHz. 
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Fig. l 2. The calculated absorption coefficient at 9.58 GHz (both with and without a correction 
factor) of an ammonia-hydrogen mixture at room temperature is compared with experimental 
data. The mixing ratio of ammonia molecules to hydrogen molecules is I/ 228. The open 
circles are data taken from Morris and Parsons ( 1970). The curve labeled Ben-Reuven (mod
ified) uses the correction factor C = 1.0075 + (0.0308 + 0.0552 P11 ,/T)P11,/T as discussed 
in the text. 

VI. COMPARISON OF EARTH-BASED RADIO MEASUREMENTS 
WITH PIONEER 10 AND 11 DATA 

As mentioned previously Earth-based radio measurements provided the 
first evidence that Jupiter has a magnetic field, a population of relativistic 
electrons trapped in the magnetic field, and that the satellite lo interacted 
with the magnetosphere (see also the review chapters by Carr and Desch, 
p. 693, by Hide and Stannard, p. 767 and by Smith, p. 1146). Qualitatively, 
these aspects of Jupiter were all confirmed by the in situ measurements car
ried out by the Pioneer IO and 11 spacecraft; in addition the spacecraft mea-
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surements gave a substantial new perspective of the conditions and physical 
processes at work in the Jovian magnetosphere. In this section, we take a 
closer look at the quantitative agreement between the in situ and the Earth
based measurements. Hide and Stannard also discuss this topic in their 
chapter. 

The Jovian magnetosphere, as inferred from the Pioneer IO and 11 data, 
is considerably more complicated than it is possible to infer from the Earth
based data. The rapid falloff of the magnetic fieldstrength with radial distance 
from the planet causes the synchrotron emission to decrease rapidly outside 
of 4 RJ and little information on the magnetosphere outside this radial dis
tance is contained in the Earth-based data. The Earth-based data are further 
limited to the high-energy electrons through their synchrotron emission; 
information on high-energy protons and low-energy plasma is difficult to infer 
from the Earth-based data. Another difference to keep in mind is that the 
Earth-based data represent averages in space and time which are very differ
ent from the spacecraft data. 

The initial magnetospheric modeling work of Chang and Davis (1962) 
gave energetic electron fluxes, energies, and lifetimes that were consistent 
with the Earth-based observations. Attempts to explain the origin of the 
energetic electrons and their distribution outside of their observable range 
was more speculative. It has generally been assumed that the energetic elec
trons originate in the solar wind and are diffused inward toward the radiation 
belt by perturbations which violate the third adiabatic invariant (Hess 1968). 
The electrons are energized as they move to locations of stronger magnetic 
fieldstrength while at the same time keeping their magnetic moment constant. 
This hypothesis leads to the idea that to each L-shell there corresponds a 
characteristic energy, which increases as L decreases. Figure 13 shows two 
typical models (Beck 1972) of the characteristic energy variation. In these 
models an electron reaches 1 Me V near 6 RJ; in more extreme models l Me V 
electrons are found at 20 RJ. In contrast to this simple model, Pioneer 10 
and 11 data show that highly energetic electrons and protons exist throughout 
the magnetosphere. The energization process is therefore clearly different 
from that anticipated. This difference can result from any one of a number of 
possibilities. For example, the violation of the first adiabatic invariant may 
occur when electrons pass through a "neutral sheet" where the magnetic 
field goes to zero, or when electrons encounter electromagnetic noise near 
the electron gyrofrequency (Brice and Ioannidis 1970). 

Table I of Hide and Stannard (p. 770) shows the quantitative comparison 
of the magnetic field in the radiation belt as deduced from the Earth-based 
measurements with that deduced from the in situ Pioneer IO and 11 data. That 
table summarizes data on field configuration, inclination of dipole axis with 
respect to Jupiter's rotational axis, offset from planetary center, dipole mo
ment, polarity, and longitude of magnetic pole in the northern hemisphere. 
It can be seen from that table that there is excellent agreement of the data 
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Fig. 13. Model electron energies as functions of distance from the dipole in Jupiter's magnetic 
equatorial plane (Beck 1972). Pioneer IO and 11 data have shown this model to be inadequate. 

sets. One point to note is that the in situ measurements of the dipole moment 
remove the large uncertainty which exists in the Earth 0 based estimates of the 
magnetic moment. Hide and Stannard point out that both the decameter and 
decimeter data show clear departures from dipole symmetry as do the Pio
neer 10 and I I data. An outstanding problem at this time is the correlation 
of asymmetries in the Earth-based data with the spacecraft data. A little work 
has already been started along this direction but the interpretations are still 
far from clear. Komesaroff and McCulloch ( 1976) interpret the measure
ments of the position angle of the linearly polarized synchrotron emission 
as implying that the magnetospheric configuration out to a few Jovian radii 
has a planar (mirror-image) symmetry. The symmetry plane is parallel to a 
meridian near the System III ( 1957.0) longitude of 220°. 

Pre-Pioneer 10 and 11 attempts to estimate the relativistic electron flux 
in the radiation belts has been summarized by Divine (1972). Figure 6 shows 
the results of his study. Also shown are the peak fluxes measured by Fillius 
et al. ( 197 5) near Pioneer 11 periapsis, and Simpson et al. ( 197 5) near Pio
neer 10 and I I periapsis. It can be seen from this figure that the model flux 
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levels are in approximate agreement with the in situ measurements in the 
radial range 1.5 to 3 RJ. At larger radial distances, the Earth-based models 
break down completely since they do not account for all of the high-energy 
electrons observed. 

The Pioneer l O and 11 data seem to indicate a complex nature for the 
electron pitch angle distribution. Simpson et al. (l 975) report, on the basis 
of Pioneer 10 measurements, that there is some evidence that the electron 
flux may be described as consisting of two superposed components, one 
peaked sharply at the magnetic equator and another, observed at latitudes 
;;;,: l 0°, that decreased with increasing latitude much less strongly than the 
first. Van Allen et al. ( 197 5), on the basis of Pioneer 11 data, show that a two
component model fits their data. They interpret their result as being due to a 
resonant interaction between whistler-mode noise and high-energy electrons. 
In this process, electrons with energies above a critical energy are pitch
angle scattered by whistlers, while lower-energy electrons are not. 

Earth-based evidence for an energy dependent pitch angle distribution is 
inconclusive (see Sec. IV). An early indication that there was little beaming 
of the 7 4-cm emission led to the belief that the pitch angle distribution de
pended on energy. It now appears, however, that the beaming is approxi
mately the same at both long and short decimeter wavelengths. More re
cently, a qualitatively similar energy dependence has been suggested as a 
possible, but not unique, explanation for the anomalous frequency depen
dence of the circular polarization. In both cases the dependence of the pitch 
angle distribution on energy is opposite in sense from that of the model of 
Yan Allen et al. (1975). 

Several studies are underway to use synchrotron radiation theory for a 
comparison of Earth-based data with in situ spacecraft data (e.g., Northrop 
and Birmingham I 97 4) but the results are not yet complete. The basic idea 
is to compute the synchrotron emission, including the polarization properties, 
from the measured relativistic electrons and magnetic fields. By comparing 
these calculations with the results of the Earth-based observations, it should 
be possible to intercompare the spacecraft and Earth-based observations, and 
to infer certain characteristics of the magnetosphere not directly measured 
by the in situ instruments. 

Kliore and Woiceshyn (p. 235) and Orton (1975; see also Orton and 
Ingersoll, p. 206) have compared the Pioneer 10 and 11 results of the radio 
occultation and infrared experiments with the Earth-based thermal spectrum 
data. Despite the fact that the Earth-based data refer to global average prop
erties while the spacecraft data reflect localized conditions, there is in general 
very good agreement of the data sets. 

The infrared data provide information on the thermal structure in the 
1.0 to 0.1-bar pressure range, a pressure range which directly overlaps the 
microwave data. Orton and Ingersoll (p. 207) find that temperatures at 1 bar 
are near 165°K and drop to l 05-110°K near 0.1 bar. These profiles pass 
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through the pressure-temperature point (p = 0.48 atm, T = 130°K) estimated 
by Gulkis et al. ( 1974), and show the same trend of increasing temperature 
with depth required to interpret the microwave data. The minimum tempera
ture reached in the atmosphere according to the infrared data is near I 05 
to 110°K, which is consistent with the upper limit of 120°K set by the micro
wave data. 

The initial interpretation of the Pioneer l O occultation results for a wave
length of 13 cm suggested a penetration to 2.8 atm for the daytime entry and 
- 2.4 atm for the nighttime exit. The atmospheric temperatures at these 
pressures were found to exceed 700°K, a value substantially greater than the 
brightness temperature of the planet at 13-cm wavelength. Since it is un
likely that the horizontally propagated occultation signal, with the measured 
decibel loss. would have penetrated much deeper than the vertically propa
gated thermal emission, the occultation result was in conflict with the micro
wave data. A more recent analysis of the occultation data which takes into 
account the oblateness of the planet (Hubbard et al. 1975; Kliore and Woice
shyn p. 217) indicates a pressure range coverage from l O to 250 mb rather 
than the initially reported range. Over this pressure range, there is little over
lap with the broadband microwave data. However, the derived temperature 
at the highest pressure is quite close to that extrapolated from the micro
wave data. 

VII. THE FUTURE OF EARTH-BASED RADIO OBSERVATIONS 

While it might be thought that measurements made from flyby spacecraft 
in the vicinity of Jupiter would obviate the necessity for continuing Earth
based radio observations, further reflection shows this idea to be incorrect. 
There is, in fact, great potential for increasing our knowledge about Jupiter 
with Earth-based observations for two principal reasons. One is that there is 
a strong synergistic relationship between Earth-based and spacecraft mea
surements because the two approaches measure rather different things and 
the interpretation of either is strengthened by applying constraints supplied 
by the other. The interpretation of Earth-based radio observations, for ex
ample, is considerably sharpened when constraints supplied by spacecraft 
data such as magnetic field intensity, energetic particle distributions, and 
refractivity profiles are brought to bear on the problem. The other reason 
is that monitoring measurements, aimed at gaining a better understanding of 
the stability of the radiation belts, the constancy of the Jovian rotation 
period, long-term Sun-Jupiter relationships, and other effects, will for some 
time in the future continue to be carried out best from Earth. 

Greatly strengthening these arguments is the current development of new 
Earth-based radio instrumentation that will. in the next few years, provide 
tremendously improved sensitivity, angular resolution, and spectral cover
age, thus permitting much more accuracy and completeness in the Jupiter 
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observations. The Very Large Array (VLA) (e.g., Heeschen 1975) is one 
example of an instrument, currently under construction, that will greatly 
increase Earth-based capability. It will consist of 27 antennas, each 25 min 
diameter and individually movable along a Y-shaped baseline, of which each 
leg is 21 km long. Table V gives the operating wavelengths and maximum 
resolutions of this instrument. The resolution is expressed in three ways: 
the half-power beam width (HP B W), the number of such beam widths along 
Jupiter's equator, and the number of beam areas [area= 1r (HPBW /2)2] on 
Jupiter's visible disk, the latter two referring to a Jupiter-Earth distance of 
4.04 A.U. 

TABLE V 
Half-Power Beam Widths and Jupiter-
Resolutions of the Very Large Array 

>.. HPBW Disk Diameter/ Disk Area/ 
(cm) (arcsec) HPBW Beam Area 

1.3 0.13 375 1.3 X 105 

2.0 0.20 244 5.5 X 104 

6.0 0.60 81 6.2 X 103 

18.0 1.80 27 680 
to 

21.0 2.10 23 503 

The disk of Jupiter can be well resolved with this instrument at each 
wavelength, allowing the thermal emission to be studied in unprecedented 
detail. Limb darkening, equator-to-pole and morning-to-evening temperature 
differences, and differences due to belt-zone structure, the Great Red Spot, 
large white spots, and other features can be studied and related to atmo
spheric models. High-resolution maps of the radiation belts can be obtained 
in all polarizations; the importance of this has been discussed above. Tiberi 
( 1966) has suggested a method, using high-resolution circular polarization 
measurements at two frequencies, to determine, and thus monitor, the mag
netic field intensity. Finally, disk temperatures of the satellites will be easily 
measurable with this instrument, and useful angular resolution will be ob
tained for the satellites at the three shortest wavelengths. 

The VLA is an aperture synthesis instrument that will require 8 to 12 
hours of tracking in order to achieve the optimum beam shape. This will 
result in longitude smearing for a rotating body like Jupiter. However, the 
smearing is almost inconsequential for studies such as limb darkening, equa
tor-to-pole and morning-to-evening differences, and belt-zone structure. 
Some studies might be done adequately with the degradated beam obtained 
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in just a few minutes of observing, and thus avoid smearing. For detailed 
study of features localized in longitude, many days of tracking will be re
quired to get good hour angle coverage in each increment of central meridian 
longitude. If only one central meridian longitude is desired, the observing 
time is minimized because only a few minutes per day would be required. 

The millimeter spectrum is another area in which instrumentation is rap
idly developing. New receivers currently under development for the milli
meter region of the spectrum will open up the opportunity of carrying out 
spectral line observations of molecules in the upper atmosphere of Jupiter. 
Instrumentation for interferometry at these wavelengths is also developing 
rapidly and will allow such observations to be made with high angular reso
lution. 
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DISCUSSION 

L. Trafton: By what factor could NH3 be supersaturated in Jupiter's 
atmosphere and still be compatible with the microwave spectra? 

S. Gulkis: That is a difficult question to answer. The assumption of 
saturation leads to predicted brightness temperatures which are in excel
lent agreement with those observed. Supersaturation therefore implies that 
either the measured brightness temperatures are too high, the temperature 
lapse rate used in the models is too shallow, or the ammonia opacity is 
really less than that computed. I would guess that the data themselves would 
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probably be consistent with supersaturation by a factor of three. but not 
much more. The temperature lapse rate would have to be considerably super
adiabatic in order to achieve the observed temperatures with large super
saturation. This seems unlikely. As for the ammonia opacity, one always 
wonders if the temperature dependence and foreign gas broadening is cor
rectly calculated for the Jovian conditions. I think we shall have to await 
more laboratory data before I can comment further. 

D. B. Beard: The plot of planet temperature versus wavelength of obser
vation is made by subtracting out the nonthermal radiation. What was the 
resolution of the measurement at 21 cm? And how confident can you be that 
by adjusting the amount of nonthermal radiation within reasonable limits, 
the disk temperature cannot be reduced by a factor of two to about 250°K, 
which is what Branson reported for 21 cm? 

G. L. Berge: The resolution at 21 cm (Branson 1968), expressed as the 
width of the beam between half power points (HP B W), was 2 3 arc sec in 
right ascension, which translates into 1.12 RJ at the time of the observa
tions. In declination it was 2.7 times as large, or 3.0 RJ. Since Jupiter's 
equatorial plane was aligned approximately in the celestial east-west direc
tion, the observed brightness at the disk center was virtually unaffected by 
radiation beyond the equatorial limbs. 

The underlying assumption used by Branson to derive the 250°K disk 
temperature was that if there were no thermal emission, then an equatorial 
strip scan with infinitely high resolution would be twice as great just beyond 
the equatorial limb as it is at the disk center. However, this ratio is actually 
greater than 2 for reasons discussed in Sec. II I, leading to a higher derived 
disk temperature. The exact value of the ratio is somewhat model dependent, 
but this uncertainty is reflected in the generous uncertainty quoted with the 
result: 400 ± 75°K. Thus an adjustment within reasonable limits would seem 
to preclude a value as small as 250°K. 
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RECENT DECAMETRIC AND HECTOMETRIC 
OBSERVATIONS OF JUPITER 

T. D. CARR 
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M. D. DESCH 
University of Florida 

The observational results concerning Jupiter's decametric and hectometric radiation 
which have become available during the past six years are reviewed. Measurements 
from the Radio Astronomy Explorer RAE-I and the Interplanetary Monitoring Plat
form IMP-6 spacecraft hai·e extended the previously known decametric spectrum into 
the hectometric region, revealing a broad maximum centered at -8 MHz. Approxi
mately 20 years of synoptic monitoring from ground observatories have more clearly 
defined the active zones of central meridian longitude and the control by lo. Several 
characteristics of these source regions are now known to be related to the Jovicentric 
declination "/' the earth ( D,:), the originally-postulated solar cycle dependence hm•i111; 
been dispro1·ed. The three principal source regions which are apparent between - l 5 
and 25 M II" have both Jo-controlled and Jo-independent components, There is strong 
evidence that the source regions are due to characteristic beaming patterns, and that 
th,, heamsfor the Io-controlled and lo-independent components of the same source region 
are of quite different shape. Rotation period determinations from decametric data by 
several groups yield essentially the same value, 9h 55 111 29'.70, to within a very few 
hundredths of a second. High-resolution dynamic spectra of the Jovian bursts reveal in 
some cases an amazing degree of structure. Frequency drift rates range in magnitude 
from I Oths of an MHz per minute for storms as a whole to tens of MHz per second for 
S bursts. The drift rates of the so-called modulation lanes, often exhibited by L bursts, 
are on the order of JOO kHz sec- 1 , the sign depending to a large extent on central me
ridian longitude. The drijis of S bursts are consistent with an emission model in which 
groups of sub-relativistic and low-pitch-angle electrons are emitting at the local gyro
frequency as they ascend the lo-threaded flux tuhe. Polarization measurements indicate 
that no appreciable Faraday rotation occurs in the Jovian magnetosphere, and that 
radiation within the source regions C and D is predominately left elliptically polarized, 
while that.from A and Bis of the right-handed sense. Reports of short-term correlation 
of Jovian decametric activity with solar-related phenomena have continued, but all are 
based on inadequate data samples and none has been verified. Although the continu
ation of groundbased observations is essential, a new dimension to the investigation of 
low-frequency radiation is bein1; prm·ided by spacecraft. 

[ 693] 
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Jupiter's decametric radiation has been monitored from ground observato
ries during nearly every apparition since its discovery in 1955. Recent obser
vations from satellites orbiting above the terrestrial ionosphere have extended 
our knowledge into the hectometric range. The decametric-hectometric 
radiation consists of noise storms made up of sporadic and often very power
ful bursts, the individual storms usually being separated by long periods of 
inactivity. The radiation is further characterized by a high degree of elliptical 
polarization, complex dynamic spectra, and an upper cutoff frequency of 
39.5 MHz. Its probability of occurrence, intensity, polarization, and dy
namic spectral characteristics are related to the central meridian longitude 
of the planet and to the orbital phase of the satellite lo (and possibly to the 
phase of Europa at hectometer wavelengths). Pronounced cyclic effects 
having a period on the order of a decade are also evident. The emission 
mechanism is still unknown; it will surely prove to be complex. It is generally 
believed to involve beamed coherent emission at or near the local electron 
cyclotron frequency, the beam orientations being determined by the co
rotating magnetic field in the lower magnetosphere. 

With the exception of the recent hectometric discoveries, these basic 
facts have long been known and have been discussed to some extent in 
earlier review papers by Carr and Gulkis (1969), Warwick (1967), Ellis 
( 1965), and Douglas ( 1964 ). A considerable number of papers on the sub
ject have appeared in the past six years, however, and highlights of this new 
information have not yet been assembled and discussed in a single compre
hensive review. In this chapter we present such a review. The material 
covered is that which has become available since the Carr and Gulkis re
view of 1969. Purely theoretical results have not been included. Theories 
relating to the mechanism of emission and propagation of the radiation are 
treated in the chapter by R. A. Smith (p. 1146); decimetric observations are 
reviewed by Berge and Gulkis (p. 621). 

I. SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVITY 

Until the recent advent of satellite observatories, the portion of the spec
trum of Jupiter's low-frequency emission1 below about 10 MHz was in
accessible to detailed study because of the opacity of the terrestrial iono
sphere. It was known from groundbased observations that both the flux 
densities and the probability of occurrence of the bursts of low-frequency 
radiation generally increase as the frequency decreases from the upper 
cutoff of 39.5 MHz, but what happens below that could not be ascertained. 
However, with the availability of NASA satellites carrying radio telescopes 
in orbits well above the terrestrial ionosphere, the previously closed window 

'"Low-frequency emission" as used here and elsewhere in this chapter refers to the known 
Jovian radiation at decameter and hectometer wavelengths. 
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to the Jovian hectometric spectrum was opened. The first observations of 
Jovian radiation at frequencies below the ionospheric critical frequency were 
made by Desch and Carr ( 1974a) using data from the RAE- I satellite. and 
by Brown ( 1974a) using IMP-6 data. The two sets of observations included 
measurements down to frequencies of 450 and 425 kHz, respectively. 

In Fig. I the peak burst flux densities observed by Desch and Carr ( 197 4b) 
and Brown (1974b) from spacecraft data and those from the ground-station 
observations of Carr et al. ( 1964) are displayed as a function of frequency. 
A new RAE-I point at 6.55 MHz has also been added to the figure (Desch 
and Carr, unpublished). The methods used by the three groups of authors 
in calculating the peak values were sufficiently similar that intercomparison 
of their results is justified. There is no apparent discontinuity between the 
spacecraft and ground-station points. and above 2 MHz the agreement be
tween the RAE- I and IMP-6 points is excellent. The most intense emission 
occurs at a frequency between 7 and 8 MHz, at about I/ 5 the upper cutoff 
frequency of 39.5 MHz. This ratio indicates (Desch and Carr I 974b) that 
the most intense radiation is emitted from a region - I. 7 R., from the mag
netic dipole center, assuming that the emission occurs approximately at the 
electron gyrofrequency and that a pure dipole field configuration exists. It 
is interesting to note that Jupiter's decimetric (synchrotron) radiation 
component is most intense at nearly the same radial distance, about 1.6 R., 
(Berge 1971). This is probably coincidental, however, since it appears 
likely that the two regions are widely separated in magnetic latitude and are 
associated with different magnetic L shells. 

At frequencies below 2 MHz, Brown ( 1974h) has identified two appar
ently distinct emission components, which he designates as N (normal) and 
MF (mid-frequency), the latter designation being chosen because of an 
apparent similarity to the MF component of radiation from the terrestrial 
magnetosphere (Brown I 973). An MF event is distinguished from an N 
event by a relatively narrow bandwidth (380-750 kHz), and is usually more 
intense. Points representing the N and MF peak flux densities are seen to 
straddle the Desch and Carr curve in Fig. I. The MF points define a sec
ondary maximum at about I MHz, which is almost as prominent as the 
principal one near 8 MHz. There is only the faintest suggestion of a sec
ondary peak at I MHz in the Desch and Carr data. 

The fact that one of the two sets of data displays a strong secondary peak 
and the other does not is perplexing. It might have been due to the relatively 
wide RAE- I channel separation (see Fig. I). The probability was high for 
the narrow-band MF events to fall largely between RAE- I frequencies. 
while this was not so in the case of IM P-6 because of its more closely spaced 
channels. On the other hand, the difference might be attributable in some 
way to the lapse of approximately 3 years between the two series of ob
servations. The fact that the Jovicentric declination of the earth, DE, was 
essentially the same in the two cases while the sunspot number had decreased 
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Fig. I. Peak flux density spectrum of the radiation. combining groundbased and spacecraft
derived data. 

by a factor of two by the time of the IMP-6 measurements would then sug
gest that a change in the properties of the solar wind was responsible rather 
than a geometrical effect. No reason is known why the spectral character
istics of the radiation should be dependent on the nature of the solar wind, 
however. and the evidence that it does is admittedly weak. 

The spectral distribution of activity can also be expressed in other ways, 
e.g., by plots of the average flux density as a function of frequency and the 
probability of occurrence as a function of frequency. Although the work of 
Carr et al. (1964) showed that above JO MHz the peak flux density, the 
average flux density and the probability of occurrence vary with frequency 
in more or less the same way, this may not be true over the entire spectrum 
of the Jovian low-frequency radiation. For example, it is possible that the 
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frequency at which the probability of occurrence is a maximum may be quite 
different from that at which the burst peak flux densities are highest. More 
detailed analyses of the spacecraft data are needed to clarify this point. 

II. PERIODIC EFFECTS REVEALED BY SYNOPTIC MONITORING 

Synoptic monitoring of the Jovian low-frequency emission consists of 
the long-term accumulation of occurrence probability data as functions of 
time and frequency. Intensity and polarization measurements are included 
when available. Catalogs of synoptic monitoring data have been published 
by Alexander et al. ( 1975), Bozyan et al. ( 1972) and Warwick et al. ( 1975). 
Such data can be displayed as functions of the central meridian longitude 
of the planet, the orbital phases of its satellites, the Jovicentric declination 
of the earth, sunspot number, and any other periodically varying quantities 
which might conceivably be correlated in some way with the characteristics 
of the radiation received on Earth. Results presented in this section are 
generally consistent with the idea that most of the periodic effects revealed 
by synoptic monitoring are due to beaming (although a minority of the 
papers on the subject oppose the beaming hypothesis). These effects pre
sumably result from changing relationships between the earth and complex 
emission beams which are fixed relative to Jupiter's magnetic field and may 
in turn be controlled by one or more of the inner satellites. They include 
periodic variations that are apparent on a time scale of hours ( correlations 
with central meridian longitude, phase of lo, and phase of Europa), of months 
(correlations with respect to the Sun-Jupiter-Earth-angle), and of years 
(correlations with quantities depending upon Jupiter's orbital phase). Impor
tant developments have occurred in the study of all these effects during the 
period covered by this chapter. The continuing search for correlations with 
solar parameters is the subject of a later section. 

A. Source Morphology in the A.111-')'1o Plane at the Upper Frequencies 

The simultaneous dependence of the Jovian emission probability and 
intensity on A.111 (System III longitude, epoch of 1957.0) and y,0 (departure 
of lo from superior geocentric conjunction) has been the subject of a number 
of investigations in recent years. Wilson et al. ( 1968b) have presented occur
rence probability maps in the "-iu-'Y,o plane over a wide range of frequencies. 
By analyzing the data obtained from the University of Colorado radio 
spectrograph, which had an effective frequency range from 11 to 41 MHz, 
the authors have delineated the spectral ranges over which the various 
Jovian "sources" (refer to Fig. 2) can be identified. Jo-B (or the early source) 
is shown to be well defined at all frequencies between 11 and 39 MHz. Jo-A 
(the main source) extends from about 14 to 36 MHz. /o-C (the late source) 
and Jo-D (the fourth source) cover the ranges from I I MHz to 26 and 18 
MHz, respectively. Thus /o-B has the widest frequency spread and /o-D 
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the narrowest. Between 11 and 28 MHz a component of Source A emission 
appears which does not favor any particular lo phase. This is non-lo-A (or 
the fifth source), which was recognized soon after the discovery of the lo 
effect (Bigg I 964) as representing the only part of the emission then detect
able not controlled by the satellite. Register and Smith ( 1969) showed from 
the University of Florida data that the lo-A and non-lo-A sources are 
centered on slightly different central meridian longitudes, and exhibit dif
ferent long-term drifts (discussed below). 

The spectrograph measurements of the University of Colorado have been 
presented in a somewhat different format by Goertz and Haschick ( 1972) for 
comparison with theoretical predictions. The authors examined the highest 
cutoff frequency of the radiation as a function of the sub-Io longitude (A10). 

They found the peak frequency of the non-Io emission to be independent of 
A10 and to be equal to about 30 MHz. The upper cutoff frequency for the lo
related emission, however, was observed to vary considerably as a function 
of A10 , a fact for which the authors find that it cannot be explained by the 
theory of Goldreich and Lynden-Bell ( 1969) if a pure dipole field is assumed. 

By making observations at a single frequency (26.3 MHz) but with a 
highly directive antenna array, Desch et al. (1975) have uncovered an addi
tional non-Io-related source which is generally too weak to be detected by 
conventional systems. The detection threshold was 2 to 3 orders of magni
tude less than that of the radio telescopes usually employed in such monitor
ing. The new source, non-lo-B. is clearly defined in Fig. 2, where it accounts 
for a surprising 30 to 40'7r of the total activity time. The flux density of most 
of this radiation is between I 02 and I 04 Jansky. 

It may in fact be that every source has an Io-controlled component and a 
usually weaker Io-independent component (see also Sec. ILG). Since the 
presence of the appropriate central meridian longitude is a necessary but 
not sufficient condition for the occurrence of emission from a given non- Io 
source. the obvious question is what additional parameter is involved in the 
triggering of the emission. A convincing correlation of the non-Io radiation 
with some solar-related phenomenon would be most revealing. On the other 
hand, solar parameters may not be directly involved in the stimulation of 
emission. For example, Vasyliunas ( 1975) and Hill and Dessler ( 1976) have 
proposed that the non-lo-A radiation is stimulated by the same leakage of 
ionospheric plasma from a certain longitude zone which is believed to be 
responsible for the observed 10-hour periodicity in the flux of escaped ener
getic particles. Their evidence is that longitude histograms of the particle 
flux and the occurrence probability of non-Io-A radiation are nearly in phase. 
However. the significance of this is questionable, since (a) another lo-unre
lated source, non-lo-B, peaks at a different longitude, and (b) at lower fre
quencies the lo-unrelated sources peak at still different longitudes. 

Miller and Smith (I 973) have analyzed data collected at the radio ob
servatories of the University of Florida and of the University of Chile in 
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Fig. 2. Identification of emission sources in the A,w1'1o plane ( Epoch 1957.0). Each line traces 
the instantaneous A111 ·)'1,, phase from beginning to end of a single Jupiter storm: recorded with 
a highly directive array at 26.3 MHz (after Desch et al. 197 5). The source /o-D, which is 
observable only at lower frequencies, is also indicated. ( Heavy lines, S > I()'> Jansky: light 
lines, S < I ff• Jansky.) 

terms of peak flux density as well as occurrence probability over the A111 • 

y 10 plane. Their map showing the distribution of the mean values of the peak 
flux densities per 5 min time interval is given in Fig. 3. It is not surprising 
that the fundamental source structure is maintained at each of the four fre
quencies plotted. Source A, which generally has the highest probability of 
occurrence, is shown to be the weakest of the three principal sources in 
terms of its intensity. Miller and Smith also found some agreement between 
the locations of sources on their maps and those predicted from models pro
posed by McCulloch ( I 971) and Schatten and Ness ( I 971 ). 

Leacock and Smith ( 1973) and Thieman et al. ( 1975) have investigated 
the fine-structure exhibited by the occurrence probability distributions of 
Sources A, B, and C when plotted as a function of y 10 alone. A large amount 
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(after Miller and Smith 197 3 ). 
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of data was needed in order to achieve the relatively high resolution in lo 
phase (2° intervals) required to resolve this structure adequately. They used 
22.2 MHz data obtained from several observatories. The most outstanding 
feature revealed was a bifurcation of Source B. Smaller peaks preceding the 
principal Source A and C peaks were also apparent. This fine-structure has 
persisted; it is identifiable in much of the single-apparition data obtained 
between 1957 and I 972. 

Kaiser and Alexander ( 1973) obtained the power spectrum of the time 
series representing the presence or absence of Jupiter activity at 22 MHz, 
using a large body of data. Although their results will be discussed in more 
detail later, it is interesting to note here that the principal lo-related fre
quency was found to occur at the y,0 -Am beat period, which is the period 
( 12~95) between successive sweeps of a particular System 11 I longitude past 
Io. Because the spectral power at 12~95 was significantly greater than the 
power at Io's orbital period (42~5), the authors concluded that lo interacts 
primarily with some feature rotating with Jupiter rather than with a relatively 
stationary feature such as the planet's shadow or magnetopause, as has been 
suggested. 

Characteristics of the six Jovian source regions recognized at frequencies 
above - 15 MHz are summarized in Table I. Another important character
istic of the lo-related sources which is not included here is their frequency 
drift pattern (on time scales of tens of minutes) as revealed by dynamic spec
tra. Such patterns are illustrated by Dulk ( 1965). 

A recent appraisal by Bozyan and Douglas ( 1976) of some of the topics 
discussed here may be found in Sec. 11.G. 

B. The Aur'Y,,, Source Regions at the Lower Frequencies 

Observations become increasingly difficult as the frequency is reduced 
below - 15 MHz due to the effects of the terrestrial ionosphere. However, 
some early measurements in the 4 to IO MHz range during years of minimum 
solar activity indicated that the morphology of Jupiter's sources is quite dif
ferent from that at higher frequencies (Lebo 1964; McCulloch and Ellis 1966; 
Dulk and Clark 1966; Zabriskie 1970). Recent observations made from 
Earth-orbiting satellites have largely confirmed and considerably extended 
these earlier findings. 

Sources A and B, which are most prominent at high frequencies, are not 
evident below about 10 MHz. Instead, the two principal source regions 
which are apparent are near the meridians toward which the north and south 
magnetic poles are tipped. The idea that this radiation may arise from oppo
site polar hemispheres is also suggested by the findings of Dowden (1963) 
and Kennedy (1969) that at IO MHz the polarizations are of opposite sense 
(see also Carr and Gulkis 1969). These low-frequency sources are at pre
cisely the longitudes at which little or no activity occurs at the higher deca
metric frequencies, as can be seen in Fig. 4. In this figure the relative occur
rence probabilities versus Am as observed at 26.3 MHz with a large array 
(Desch et al. 1975) and at 6.55 MHz by the RAE-I satellite (Desch and Carr 
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I 975) are compared. While the very sensitive measurements made at 26.3 
MHz indicate that the "null" region (0° ,s ,\111 ,s 70°) is nearly devoid of 
activity, there is some evidence that at low frequencies (8.9 and IO MHz) 
Jupiter may be continuously active at all central meridian longitudes if ob
served with a sufficiently sensitive radio telescope ( Dulk and Clark I 966 ). 

The lo modulation as ordinarily observed has long been known to be 
more prominent the higher the frequency, up to the 39.5 MHz cutoff (e.g., 
Duncan 1966; McCulloch and Ellis 1966; Wilson et al. I 968h). Non-Io
correlated radiation is not observed at all above 28 MHz. The ratio of that 
which is correlated to that which is not correlated has been found to decrease 
toward lower frequencies until, as noted by Dulk and Clark ( 1966), very little 
lo control is observed at 8.9 and 10 MHz. Zabriskie (1970) has come to a 
similar conclusion on the basis of his Earth-based observations made in the 
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5 to 7 MHz range. Brown ( 1974a), in analyzing IMP-6 data, found little evi
dence of lo control in the vicinity of I MHz, although he noted that his result 
might have been affected by selection effects due to insufficient sampling. 

Thus, there appears to be inverse relationship between the relative quan
tity of the non-Io-controlled activity which is observed and the frequency. 
As mentioned earlier, however, Desch et al. ( 1975) detected significant 
amounts of radiation, primarily non-lo-B, which was not coupled to Io at the 
comparatively high frequency of26.3 MHz. It was concluded that over most 
(if not all) of its spectrum the emission consists of an intense Io-controlled 
component and a much weaker, but relatively abundant non-Io-controlled 
component. From about IO MHz to the cutoff near 40 MHz the flux densities 
of both components fall off steeply. The simple yagi antennas which are gen
erally used detect mostly the strong lo-controlled component above ~ 20 
MHz. However, when antennas of comparable directivity are used below 
20 MHz, the rise in the spectrum brings the weaker non-Io-controlled com
ponent above the detection threshold. For this reason, the apparent lo con
trol becomes increasingly diluted as the frequency is reduced, down to the 
spectral maximum at ~ 8 MHz. When only the stronger events are selected 
at the lower frequencies, the lo control should become more apparent. 

Additional support in favor of a flux-dependent rather than a frequency
dependent Io effect is provided by the observation of Dulk and Clark that 
intensity weighting of the 8. 9 and IO MHz activity significantly enhances 
the Io modulation. Furthermore, at even lower frequencies (2.2 to 6.5 MHz) 
Desch and Carr ( 197 5) reported a high degree of lo-control over the activity 
recorded via the RAE- I spacecraft. In this case the observing frequencies 
were below that of the spectral maximum (8 MHz), and flux densities were 
falling off with decreasing frequency. Although a weak non-lo-correlated 
emission component may still be abundant at such frequencies, the RAE- I 
antenna detected mainly the stronger lo-controlled component. It is most 
interesting to note that at 2.2 to 6.5 MHz the preferred lo positions for emis
sion enhancement were approximately 90° and 240°, essentially the same as 
at the high frequencies. 

C. The Search for Control by Other Satellites 

The orbits of five satellites lie within the Jovian magnetosphere. Since 
lo so profoundly influences Jupiter's emission, it is reasonable to expect that 
other satellites orbiting within the magnetosphere might also produce effects 
detectable on Earth. Unfortunately, the orbital period of the innermost satel
lite, Amalthea, is so close to J 2h that it is practically impossible to separate 
its effect upon the received radiation from the extreme diurnal modulations 
inherent in the process of making observations at the surface of the earth. 
Observations from spacecraft are not subject to this limitation, but as far as 
we know, no searches for an Amalthea effect have yet been made using 
spacecraft data. 
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Several systematic searches for evidence of the modulation of Jovian 
emission by satellites other than lo have been made from ground observa
tories (Duncan 1966; Bigg 1966; Tiainen 1967; Wilson et al. I 968a,h: Reg
ister 1968: Douglas and Bozyan 1970: Kaiser and Alexander 1973). The 
only significant positive result claimed was that of Tiainen, based on an 
analysis of the 7 to 15 MHz Boulder dynamic spectra. He reported a joint 
correlation of Jovian activity with respect to the phases of lo and Europa. 
The Europa phase at the times of emission was usually near 190° from supe
rior geocentric conjunction. 

Desch and Carr (I 975), using RAE-I data, found from a rather limited 
number of observations recorded in 1969 what appears to be a very strong 
Europa effect at 1.3, 0.9, and 0.7 MHz. The Europa orbital phase at the 
times of activity was close to 190°, in apparent agreement with Tiainen. 
Every 20° interval of Europa phase was sampled between 31 and 38 hours; 
20o/c of the activity time occurred when the Europa phase was between 180° 
and 200°, and 43'7r between 160° and 220°. At frequencies down to 2.2 MHz 
there was a strong and undeniable lo effect. Below 2.2 MHz the lo effect 
diminished and the apparent Europa effect became dominant. Unfortunately, 
no evidence of the Europa effect was present in the RAE- I data of 1970. 
Although observing conditions and the quality of the radiometer had dete
riorated, they were still sufficiently good that a Europa effect should have 
been seen if its occurrence probability was the same as it had been in the 
previous year. The lo effect was still apparent at higher frequencies. Al
though the 1969 evidence of Europa control appears to have been valid, it 
probably should not be accepted without verification. 

D. The J 1.9-Year Periodicities 

Jupiter's System I I I (I 957.0) rotation period was determined from mea
surements obtained during the first few years of observations of the deca
metric radiation (Douglas and Smith 1963: see also Carr and Gulkis 1969 
for background). Later, Gulkis and Carr ( 1966) showed that this value of the 
rotation period is - 0.3 sec too short. They demonstrated that after the linear 
drift of the longitude of the Source A maximum (also referred to as the center 
of Source A) is removed by the use of the corrected rotation period, a sinus
oidal residual drift remained. It had an amplitude of about 17° and a period 
which they believed to be 11. 9 years, Jupiter's orbital period. The latter 
deduction, which was supported by the work of Donivan and Carr ( 1969). 
was based on the close correlation of the longitude of the center of Source 
A with D,:- the Jovicentric declination of the earth. This is the angle of the 
Jupiter-Earth line with respect to the plane of Jupiter's equator. In one orbital 
period it ranges between a maximum of+ 3~3 and a minimum of - 3~3. The 
alternative possibility that the Source A drift was related in some way to the 
solar cycle, which has a period of about IO to 11.5 years, was rejected be
cause the correlation with DE appeared better than that with sunspot number. 
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Subsequent work by Carr et al. (1970), Carr (1972), and Mitchell (1974) 
with more extensive single-frequency data has substantiated the conclusions 
of Gulkis and Carr. They have shown in addition that although Source A 
emission most often begins at about the same central meridian longitude 
regardless of DE, it tends to continue to higher longitudes during years of 
more positive DE (see Fig. 5b). Thus the center of Source A also moves 
toward higher longitudes with an increase in DE, and vice versa, giving rise 
to the sinusoidal drift. Carr et al. ( 1970) and Carr ( 1972) suggest that the 
leading edge of a cross section through the Source A emission beam is nearly 
parallel to the rotation axis, but that the trailing edge is sloping in such a 
way that the source is considerably wider when the earth is at a DE value of 
+ 3?3 than when it is at - 3?3. We illustrate such a beam schematically in 
Fig. 5a. The cross-hatched section indicates the portion of the beam which 
can sweep past the earth (with Jupiter's rotation) for all possible DE values. 
The parts of the beam above and below the cross-hatched area are inacces
sible to Earth-bound observers. This model is consistent with the finding of 
Duncan ( 1970) that the commencement longitudes of Source A storms do 
not vary significantly from year to year. Duncan and others have noted that 
the terminal longitudes of such storms vary considerably more during an 
apparition than do the starting longitudes. The proposed emission beam in 
Fig. 5a is perhaps the envelope of narrower beams associated with individual 
storms. 

Dulk ( 1967) proposed an emission beam model consisting of a single 
conical sheet, the vertex of the cone lying near the northern foot of the flux 
tube threading lo. lo-B radiation is supposed to occur only when one side 
of the conical sheet is aligned with the earth (and certain other conditions are 
met), and lo-A radiation only when the other side is so aligned. Schatten and 
Ness (1971) demonstrated that variants of this model can also be adjusted 
to agree with the relative positions of lo-Band lo-A (and perhaps other lo
related sources as well). Such models are not necessarily inconsistent with 
the model illustrated in Fig. 5a, since the phenomena upon which the latter 
is based seem to be associated only with the lo-independent component of 
Source A. Register and Smith (1969) and Goertz (1971), for example, have 
shown that it is the non-lo-A component which is mainly responsible for the 
sinusoidal Source A longitude drift, the lo-A component remaining relatively 
stationary (when the corrected rotation period is used). 

Donivan and Carr ( 1969) found that the center of Source B also drifts 
sinusoidally, in phase with the Source A drift (the lo-A and non-lo-A com
ponents had not been separated), but with considerably smaller amplitude. 
They concluded that the fact that the A and B drifts were observed to be in 
phase rather than antiphased was contrary to the prediction based on Dulk's 
conical sheet model for lo-B and lo-A. This conclusion now seems to have 
been premature, however, because the true drift of the lo-A component was 
probably overshadowed by that of non-Io-A. Thus, while there is no evidence 
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Fig. 5. (a) Rotating emission beam model for the source 11011-/u-A. Dr: is the Jovicentric decli
nation of the earth at the indicated level of the beam cross section. ( b) Data from which model 
was derived. Points indicate longitudes of occurrence probability minima preceding and fol
lowing Source A, and the corresponding mean n, for the apparition. The frequency was 18 
MHz. Data are from Carr ( 1972) and Mitchell ( 1974). 

to date to support this important aspect of the single-cone model, it is still 
possible that contamination of Jo-A by non-lo-A activity is biasing the ob
served D,: dependence. Segregation of the two components based upon 
burst type (Olsson and Smith 1966) or dynamic spectrum (Dulk 1965) could 
yet lead to the antiphased behavior required by the model. 

Apparently the source centroid variations are not restricted to the A. 111 

coordinate alone. Lecacheux ( 197 4) has uncovered a ± 5° oscillation of Jo-B 
in the Jo phase coordinate, which exhibits a slightly improved correlation 
when plotted as a function of DF as opposed to sunspot number. This result 
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has been verified by Thieman et al. ( 1975) who have, in addition, found that 
Sources A and C display similar behavior. The motion of /o-C is observed to 
be in phase with that of /o-B; that is, during years of negative DE the source 
centroids of both B and C are displaced toward higher values of Yio- Le
cacheux finds that the strong latitudinal beaming implicit in the observed DE 
control is inadequately accounted for by the conical sheet model of Dulk. 

Mitchell (1974) found that the width of Source B also increases as Df, 
increases, although the effect is much smaller than that for Source A. Le
cacheux (I 974) has arrived at a similar conclusion. 

It has long been recognized that there is a marked long-term periodic 
variation in the integrated probability (i.e., the occurrence probability of 
activity from all longitudes during an apparition). The period of the variation 
is on the order of a decade. Since the Jovian activity cycle happened to have 
been anticorrelated with sunspot number during the first decade after the 
discovery of the radiation. it was natural to conclude that there was a physical 
relationship between the two effects. However, Carr et al. ( 1970), Carr 
( 1972), and Mitchell ( 197 4) showed from studies of the / ntegrated Source A 
probability (the probability of occurrence of activity from all longitudes 
within Source A during an apparition) that such activity variations are more 
closely correlated with DE than with negative sunspot number (or with other 
measures of solar activity), suggesting that like the longitude drifts this too 
is a geometrical effect. It may be due to the change in the duration of Source 
A with Df.'• As the source contracts, as seen from the earth, the integrated 
probability decreases. Although it is still possible that the increased inter
planetary scattering during years of high sunspot number may cause some 
reduction in the amount of Jupiter activity observed, this is certainly not 
the dominant cause of the Jovian activity cycle. 

Kaiser and Alexander ( 1973) made a power spectrum analysis of the time 
series representing the presence or absence of Jupiter activity at 22 MHz, 
using nearly 17 years of data. They found a major peak in the power spec
trum at 12.0 ± 0.2 years, in good agreement with the 11.9-yr period of the 
DE cycle. There was no peak near I 0.5 yr, the period of the sunspot cycle 
during the 17-yr interval studied. This important result is convincing veri
fication that it is the DE variation rather than that of solar activity which is 
responsible for the Jovian activity cycle. 

In conclusion, it now appears to be well established that several features 
of the so-called Jovian sources undergo cyclic changes with a period equal 
to that of Jupiter's orbital motion of 11.9 years. These phenomena seem to 
be correlated with the Jovicentric declination of the earth DE, suggesting 
that they are all caused by sensitive geometric effects related to the location 
of the path of the earth through emission beams rotating with the Jovian 
magnetic field. However, the possibility that the true physical relationship 
is with respect to the Jovicentric declination of the sun D 8 , instead of to DE 
cannot be ruled out on the basis of the observational evidence. Ds never 
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differs greatly from Dr:. If Ds is truly the controlling factor, the implication 
is that differences in the direction of arrival of the solar wind at Jupiter as 
small as IO can exert an appreciable effect on the emission of radiation. Al
though this possibility must be considered, it appears much more likely that 
the true dependence is upon Dr:. 

E. Decametric Measurements of the Rotation Period 

Further background information on decametric measurements of Jupi
ter's rotation period can be found in Carr ( 1972). Following the discovery 
of the sinusoidal 11.9-year drift in Source A position, as described in the 
preceding section, it became possible to make a precise measurement of the 
rotation period from data obtained at the same frequency during two appari
tions separated by approximately 11.9 yr. The rotation period is obtained by 
applying whatever correction is needed to the initially assumed period in 
order to make the center of Source A at the end of the approximately 11.9-
year interval appear at the same longitude as it did at the beginning. The DE, 
effect causes negligible error because the mean values of Dr: during two 
apparitions separated by one orbital period are nearly equal. 

The measured rotation period is the average over the f I. 9-year interval. 
Figure 6 shows a series of such measurements obtained by the group at the 
University of Florida, plotted as a function of the mean epochs of the cor
responding intervals. In every case the frequencies used during the initial 
and final apparitions were essentially the same. This is important, because 
the Source A position is somewhat dependent on frequency. The error bars 
are based on a rather subjective appraisal of the possible error in approxi
mating the longitude at which the Source A peak would have occurred if 
the statistics were not a limitation. The first 6 points are from Carr ( 1972). 
These measurements (together with 5 decimetric determinations having 
lower statistical weights) were used in determining the rotation period upon 
which a revised System Ill, epoch of I 967.0, was based. The period used 
was 9h 55m 29~75. Although this longitude system has been employed ex
tensively by the University of Florida group for several years, it is now super
seded by the recently defined System 111 ( 1965) which is described in the 
last paragraph of this section. The points represented by diamonds in Fig. 6 
are from measurements made at the Maipu Radioastronomical Observatory 
in Chile by May (1975, unpublished). The last point is from 26.3 MHz data 
obtained by Stone et al. (I 964) and by Desch et al. (1975). 

There is a suggestion in Fig. 6 of a decrease in the measured rotation 
period from I 962 to I 969. The average of the 7 points between I 962.0 and 
1966.0 is 9h 55m 29~74, with the standard deviation of a single measurement 
a-; of ~036, and that of the mean a-m of 0~0 14. On the other hand, the average 
of the 9 points between 1966.0 and 1970.0 is 9h 55m 29~72. with a-;= 0~051 
and <Tm= 0~0 17. If the unusually high point at 1966.3 (which has a relatively 
large error bar) is deleted, the average of the 8 remaining points between 
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I 966.0 and I 970.0 is 9h 55m 29~7 l, with a-;= ~038 and O-m = 0~013. It will 
be possible to add several new points to the plot displayed in Fig. 6 after 
each Jovian apparition. Their quality should improve for several years be
cause of the improving statistics associated with increasing values of DE. 
It will be interesting to determine whether or not changes in the apparent 
rotation period on the order of the 0~03 drop suggested in Fig. 6 are real and 
are repeated. If they are, such changes might signify a gradual rearrangement 
of the magnetic field. 

Duncan (I 96 7, 1971) has followed a different approach in measuring the 
Jovian rotation period from decametric data. Using storm commencement 
times and not restricting himself to one source region, he arrived at a single 
value of the rotation period from a superimposed-epoch spectral analysis 
of all the available data. His value was 9h 55m 29~70 ± 0~05, which is in ex
cellent agreement with the majority of the values displayed in Fig. 6. Accord
ing to Duncan's conclusions, it is not necessary with the commencement 
time method to use data spans of 12 years in order to eliminate the DE effect 
(although in practice at least this long a data span is needed to attain the sta
tistical precision quoted). Duncan has mixed the data obtained at different fre
quencies in the same rotation period calculation. Further evidence is needed 
that this does not bias the result by an appreciable amount, since the earlier 
data were obtained at a different average frequency than the later data. 

Kaiser and Alexander ( 1972) used their new power spectrum analysis 
method to determine the rotation period from 22 MHz observations. The 
period was calculated as a function of the span of the body of data analyzed. 
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Presumably because of the D,; effect, the measured period was a function 
of the data span for< 12 years. It converged to the value 91i 55m 29~70 ± 
0:02 for 12 years of data, and remained unchanged with a further increase 
up to the total span of the available data, which was 16.6 years. However, it 
is not clear why the DE effect did not cause further variation (although of les
ser extent) after the data span exceeded 12 years. The value obtained is ex
actly the same as that found by Duncan. The precision by this method seems 
to be significantly higher than that obtained in the earlier determinations. 

Alexander ( 1975) made comparisons of dynamic spectra for pairs of 
emission events having nearly the same values of A.m and of y10 , but separated 
by up to 12 years. Warwick ( 1963) and Dulk ( 1965) had previously shown 
that there is a strong tendency for characteristic dynamic spectral patterns 
to repeat whenever the same combinations of >.. 111 and y1" recur. Alexander 
found that the central meridian longitudes for the characteristic patterns are 
repeatable only to within± I 0°. This inherent variability was attributed to 
the effect on the emission beam of variations in the field geometry or plasma 
distribution near the source region. It severely limits the precision to which 
rotation period values can be determined from individual pairs of such events, 
even when they are spaced by 12 years. 

Lecacheux ( 1974) prepared histograms of occurrence probability versus 
central meridian longitude (using an assumed rotation period) for lo-A, 
lo-B, Jo-C and non-Io radiation separately for each of 11 apparitions, using 
University of Colorado data. He then cross-correlated 55 pairs of these 
histograms for each of the 4 source regions in order to obtain the best longi
tude shift for each pair, and plotted the shifts (suitably corrected) as a func
tion of opposition date. The result was a sinusoidal variation superimposed 
upon a small linear drift component. By finding the correction to the initially 
assumed rotation period which best eliminated the linear drift component, 
he arrived at the rotation period 9h 55m 29:67 ± 0~01. 

This method is a refined version of the method of Gulkis and Carr ( 1966), 
in which the visual location of source centers is replaced by cross correla
tions, and four source regions are employed instead of one, in order to im
prove the statistics. The sinuso-idal variation which was observed is of course 
due to the differences in DE over the intervals between the pairs of histo
grams selected for correlation. The precision claimed for this method is 
higher than that of any other thus far. 

The Lecacheux method is undoubtedly capable of very high precision. 
The only apparent question about the validity of the present rotation period 
measurement is that there may be a small error due to frequency bias. The 
frequency range over which the measurements were made changed some
what during the I I -year period. The source longitudes are a function of fre
quency. Histogram peaks are biased toward higher longitudes if a greater 
proportion of low-frequency data is included, and vice versa. The effect in 
this case is probably small, but it may be significant. 
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A resolution has been prepared by Riddle ( 1976)2 for submission to the 
IA U, with the endorsement of a large number of concerned persons, request
ing adoption of a revision of the Jovian System III (1957.0) for specifying 
central meridian longitude. The recommended system is to be designated 
System I I I ( 1965), and is based on a rotation rate of 870?536 per day, corre
sponding to a rotation period of approximately 9h 5 5m 29~711. This value is 
consistent with the recent decametric and decimetric measurements. 

F. Solar Phase Angle Variations 

During the 13-month period between oppositions, the Earth-Jupiter-Sun 
angle a varies between± 12°. As observed by Gruber ( 1965) and by Wilson 
et al. (1968a), the probability of detecting emission is a rather pronounced 
function of a, the probability being greatest at or just before opposition 
(a = 0°). The authors have shown that this effect is attributable to the in
creased effectiveness of the earth's ionosphere in absorbing the lower fre
quency (,s; 20 MHz) radiation during times when the planet is monitored 
in the day time. Superimposed on this variation, however, is a tendency for 
the total activity before opposition to exceed that after opposition by a ratio 
of about 3 :2 (Gruber 1965). An effect of this sort was first observed by Six 
et al. ( 1963) and later by Dulk (personal communication to Gruber). By ana
lyzing the emission probabilities of individual Jovian sources, Gruber and 
Way-Jones (1972) have found that the post-opposition decline is most pro
nounced for the non-Io-related sources. They propose an emission beam 
associated with these sources which is stationary in a Jupiter-Sun frame and 
directed radially from Jupiter's evening hemisphere. 

At the present time there does not seem to be any striking dependence 
of the various Io-related phenomena on a, although Gruber and Way-Jones 
have tentatively identified a possible effect based on an inadequate data 
sample. Also, Alexander (I 975) points out that the± 10° variation in the 
beaming of the radiation, as inferred from examination of the lo-related 
spectra (discussed in Sec. I I.E), could possibly be attributed to variations 
in escape geometry which vary with a. 

Gurnett (1974), in characterizing the terrestrial kilometric radiation 
(TKR), noted that it is very similar to some of the gross features of Jovian 
emission. The major component of the TKR, which is beamed primarily 
from the earth's evening hemisphere, may possibly be compared with the 
pre-opposition emission enhancement of Gruber and Way-Jones (Kaiser 
and Stone I 975). Kaiser and Stone have also identified, via the RAE-2 and 
IMP-6 spacecraft, a late-morning component of the TKR which might also 
be expected to have a Jovian analog. The motivation for investigating such 
comparisons is, of course, the possibility that the non-Io-related emission 
is being generated in a manner similar to the aurora-associated T KR. Obser-

2See p. 826. 
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vations via spacecraft at phase angles greater than ± 12° would assist in de
fining any preferred beaming with respect to the Jupiter-Sun line that may 
exist. 

G. Recent Synoptic Monitoring Results of the University of Texas 

Bozyan and Douglas ( 1976) reported on the results obtained from an 
18-yr synoptic monitoring program carried out at 22.2, 20.0 and 16. 7 MHz. 
By employing a global network of radiotelescopes it was possible to accumu
late between approximately I 0,000 and 20,000 hours of effective monitoring, 
depending upon radiometer frequency. This large volume of data permitted 
the identification of three distinct lo-independent "sources," one of which 
(non-Jo-C or 3n) had not previously been recognized. They are evident in 
Fig. 7, where the authors have plotted the occurrence probability of activi
ty as a function of Am ( 1965). 

As expected, the most prominent lo-independent source is non-Jo-A 
(2n). The non-Jo-B source (In) is well-defined at 16.7 MHz, but is barely 
discernible at 20 and 22 MHz. This is the same source, however, which was 
found to be a prolific generator of radio bursts at 26.3 MHz by Desch et al. 
(1975), using a highly directive array. Although they are in apparent contra
diction with each other, the certainty of the results in both studies strongly 
implies the operation of a selection effect, permitting some tentative conclu
sions concerning the nature of the non-Jo-B radiation. Clearly, the observa
tions are consistent with a source possessing a relatively steep spectral index 
with a rather low value for its peak flux density at any given frequency. Suffi
cient data to define a non-Jo-B profile in the Am coordinate requires either 
(a) exceptionally sensitive observations at high decametric frequencies or 
(b) long-term observations at relatively low frequencies ifrelatively low-gain 
antennas are used (as was the case for the data used by Bozyan and Douglas). 

Bozyan and Douglas have also identified, for the first time, non-Jo-C 
emission, as distinct from that of non-Jo-A. Data at all three of their fre
quencies reveal the source plainly, although with decreasing prominence at 
the higher frequencies. Unlike non-Jo-B, however, non-Jo-C appears to be 
partially merged with non-Jo-A, perhaps raising questions concerning its 
classification as a distinct source. It is particularly well camouflaged, for 
example, when the data are dispersed throughout the A1u-Y1o plane (as in 
Fig. lb of Bozyan and Douglas 1976). While not appreciated at the time, the 
polarization studies of Kennedy ( 1969) offer some clarification in this regard. 
It is readily apparent from Fig. 8 that when the data are divided according 
to the occurrence of left-handed (LH) and right-handed (RH) polarized 
emission, the non-Jo-C source (as well as the /o-C source) becomes much 
more conspicuous. The high proportion of LH to RH activity for non-Jo-C 
relative to that for non-Jo-A further justifies its classification as a separate 
source. 

In Sec. II. D the DB variations of the Am centroids of Sources A and B 
were discussed with reference to the restrictions they impose on various 
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beaming models. In the light of their extensive catalog, Bozyan and Douglas 
have generally substantiated the earlier results with respect to Source A, 
and they have extended the investigation to Source C. They found that the 
Io-related component of Source C appeared to vary its position with re-
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Fig. 8. The distribution of LH and RH polarized Jupiter bursts in the A111-y,,, plane at 16 MHz. 
Each point represents eight bursts (Kennedy 1969). 

spect to changes in DE, in contrast to the generally fixed behavior of Jo-A. 
Moreover, the oscillations were in phase with those noted by Donivan and 
Carr (1969) for Jo-B. Although the observed DE dependence of the Io-source 
centroids is often small and sometimes inconclusive (Bozyan and Douglas 
found no persistent trend for Jo-B), such studies are of consequence vis-a
vis the single- and multiple-cone models which attempt to describe the geom
etry of the lo-controlled emission (see e.g., Dulk 1967). While conclusions 
concerning the new non-Jo-C source were somewhat tentative, it evidently 
varies in amplitude and phase in much the same fashion as non-Jo-A. 

Bozyan and Douglas have further substantiated the oscillation of the lo
dependent sources in the y 1,, coordinate, first reported by Lecacheux (1974) 
and Thieman et al. (197 5). In addition, the Jo-B variation was found to be 
persistent over the frequency range from 16 to 22 MHz, whereas the ampli
tude of the /o-C oscillation decreased significantly toward 16 MHz. 

The authors reported further on a number of interesting distinctions 
concerning the lo versus non-lo phenomenology. The peak occurrence 
probabilities of the lo-related Sources A and C were observed to reach a 
maximum near 0° DE, whereas the non-lo radiation was more abundant 
during years when DE was positive. Concerning the latter result, the prob
abilities seemed to be systematically lower at the maximum DE values, 
around 3°, than they were between 0° and 1°, in apparent disagreement with 
Carr ( 1972). This discrepancy is probably related to the fact that Carr used 
integrated occurrence probabilities, while Bozyan and Douglas used peak 
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probabilities. In addition, Bozyan and Douglas noted a difference, amounting 
to - 20° to 30° in Am, between the centroid of the Io-related component as 
opposed to the centroid of its non-Io counterpart, both for Sources A and C. 
A similar disparity in position between Jo-B and non-Jo-B was not observed 
by Desch et al. (1975). Finally, as illustrated by the gradients in the occur
rence probability when plotted as functions of Io phase and sub-Io longitude 
on Jupiter, the Io-related sources appeared to be defined much more sharply 
than their non-Io counterparts. On the basis of this and the other observed 
differences in the lo-related and the non-Io sources, it was suggested by 
the authors that there may be major differences in their emission mechanisms. 

III. BURST WAVEFORMS AND DYNAMIC SPECTRA 

When decametric observations of Jupiter are made in the vicinity of 20 
MHz using a fixed-frequency receiver having a bandwidth of a few kHz, the 
type of burst most commonly encountered is composed of random noise 
with a smoothly rising and falling envelope and a duration of I to IO sec. 
These are the L bursts. Most noise storms consist of a randomly occurring 
sequence of L bursts. S bursts are characterized by considerably shorter 
durations, typically between I and 50 millisec each, and are less common. 
They are often very intense (although the question whether the strongest S 
bursts are more intense than the strongest L bursts has not yet been answered 
satisfactorily). They occur only during lo-related storms. Transitions from 
L to S bursts and back again to L bursts are usual within a storm. As we 
shall see, the L and S categories are not really definitive in relation to the 
entire picture, and a more precise classification of burst types can be made 
only on the basis of characteristic dynamic spectra. However, before the 
subject of burst types is taken up, we shall discuss briefly the dynamic spectra 
of Jovian noise storms as a whole. 

A. Dynamic Spectra of Storms 

Jupiter's dynamic spectra display an incredible degree of complexity, 
exhibiting intricate structure on several widely different time scales. On the 
coarsest scale the characteristic slow drifts of the storm as a whole up or 
down the spectrum can be observed, periods of minutes or tens of minutes 
being required for significant changes to take place (Warwick I 963 ). The 
rates of such frequency drifts are usually - I MHz min-1 or less, and can 
be either positive (toward higher frequencies) or negative. Characteristic 
dynamic spectral patterns are associated with given combinations of central 
meridian longitude and Io's orbital phase, examples of which have been 
presented by Dulk ( 1965). All of the published results on the wide-frequency
range but relatively low-resolution dynamic spectra of storms are from the 
University of Colorado group. 

Warwick (1963) showed that the characteristic dynamic spectral "land
marks" always occurred at the same values of central meridian longitude to 
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within ± 9°, and he interpreted this as evidence for the narrow beaming of 
the emitted radiation. It was later discovered that simultaneously with the 
occurrence of the required central meridian longitude, Io's orbital phase 
must also lie within a similarly narrow range in order for a given landmark 
to occur. It is generally believed that the directions and shapes of the emis
sion beams are frequency-dependent, and that they depend also on the orien
tation of the magnetic field (and perhaps on other factors as well) in the 
portion of the lo-threaded flux tube within which emission is supposed to 
take place. This field orientation is continually changing as the planet rotates 
and as lo progresses in its orbit. Attempts to account for observed features 
of the dynamic spectra on the basis of plausible postulated beam structures 
have been unsuccessful. 

Apparently the only paper published during the period covered by this 
review (i.e., since 1969) which deals with the morphology of the dynamic 
spectra of storms as a whole is that of Alexander (1975). In this work, which 
has already been referred to in connection with rotation period measure
ments, the dynamic spectra of intense storms recorded in 1973-74 were 
paired with events having the same spectral pattern recorded about one 
Jovian year (11.9 yr) earlier. For the nine such pairs listed by Alexander, the 
mean difference in Am (1965.0) was 0?07, with a standard deviation of 6?6, 
and the mean difference in y 10 was I ?7 with a standard deviation of 2? I. 
These figures (which were calculated from Alexander's results but do not 
appear in his paper) suggest that the repeatability of a given dynamic spectral 
pattern in the >..1wy10 plane is even better than the ± I 0° quoted in the paper. 
Such a remarkably close agreement attests to the stability of the physical 
parameters (presumably the magnetic field and plasma characteristics in the 
emitting region) which are responsible for the beaming, and is consistent 
with the degree of constancy of decametric rotation periods averaged over 
12-year intervals. 

B. L Burst Envelopes and Modulation Lanes 

With dynamic spectra of higher resolution (e.g., 0.1 sec in time and 50 
kHz in frequency) over a range of at least 2 MHz, the spectral features 
which are responsible for the fixed-frequency waveforms of L bursts are 
revealed. These phenomena have been thoroughly investigated by Riihimaa, 
and the best accounts of them are given in Riihimaa (1971, I 974). (See also 
Riihimaa et al. 1970, and Riihimaa 1970). The most conspicuous structural 
features of such dynamic spectra are the burst envelopes and the modulation 
lanes, both of which are represented diagrammatically in Fig. 9. The envelope 
shapes are varied, sometimes being broad and without characteristic form 
and at other times appearing as vertical or slightly tilted bars. The regions 
enclosed by the envelopes, representing the frequencies and times of emis
sion, may be continuous or they may show structure. If structure is present, 
as it most often is, it usually is in the form of tilted, nearly parallel, emission 
intensity ridges and troughs spanning the envelopes. These are the modulation 
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lanes. Within long-duration envelopes the modulation lanes are continuous, 
but in the case of the more closely spaced vertical-bar envelopes only seg
ments of the lanes are seen, as shown in Fig. 9. The lane slopes may be 
positive or negative. The lanes are quasi-periodic in time, with a period of 
about 3 sec at 21 MHz. Adjacent lanes are not necessarily of equal width. 
Two sets of lanes having slopes of opposite sign may be present simulta
neously, giving rise to a herringbone structure. It is apparent from Fig. 9 
that the L burst waveforms observed with a fixed-frequency receiver are 
due to the combined effect of the envelope regions and of the modulation 
lanes within them. 

The envelopes of the dynamic spectra are largely a consequence of dif
fraction by rapidly drifting inhomogeneities in the solar wind plasma along 
the propagation path from Jupiter to the earth (Douglas and Smith 1967). 
The cause of the modulation lanes is unknown. However, the fact that their 
slopes are strongly correlated with Jupiter's rotation and with the orbital 
phase of lo indicates that the modulation lanes are either intrinsic to the 
emission mechanism or are produced by some propagation effect before the 
radiation escapes from Jupiter's magnetosphere. Most of the negatively drift
ing lanes occur at the central meridian longitudes of Source A, with drift rates 
between about - 70 and - 140 kHz sec- 1• A considerably smaller number 
of negative drifts, ranging between about - 30 and - 100 kHz sec- 1, are 
found at the higher Source B longitudes. Most of the positive drifts are found 
in the Source B region; these values are largely between 100 and 150 kHz 
sec-1 • Riihimaa states that most of the negative Source B drifts occur simul
taneously with positive drifts, producing the herringbone effect mentioned 
previously. R. A. Smith (personal communication to Riihimaa) has suggested 
that these are abnormal events, and that if they are deleted the remainder of 
the data show positive drifts for Source B and negative drifts for Source A. 
The crossover is close to Am (1957) = l 90°, the approximate longitude 
toward which the northern-hemisphere magnetic pole was tipped. 

Although Riihimaa concludes that only the central meridian longitude 
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controls the vanat1on in drift rates, it is apparent from his plots that Io's 
orbital phase is at least as important in determining their sign. The drifts are 
essentially all negative between lo positions of about 90° and 250° from su
perior geocentric conjunction, and are positive at all other lo positions at 
which emission was obtained. The reversals in drift sign at the 90° and 250° 
lo positions are dramatic. 

Riihimaa ( 1974) is unable to decide whether the modulation lanes are 
primarily lanes of absorption or of enhanced emission. However, there are 
definite absorption events which are quite distinct from the modulation lanes. 
They are sharply bounded regions of the dynamic spectra within which radia
tion is conspicuously but temporarily absent. Riihimaa refers to them as 
shadow events. Some are of irregular shape and are of about the same area 
as the solar wind diffraction envelopes previously mentioned. They generally 
appear adjacent to the lower frequency side of emission regions of compa
rable size. Among other types of shadow events was an isolated negatively 
drifting dark lane having a drift rate of about - 2 MHz sec-1 , superimposed 
upon a background of normal negatively drifting lanes with drifts of about 
- 100 kHz sec-1• 

Many variants of the typical L burst emission phenomena have been 
observed. Riihimaa (1971) described the narrowband L burst, which typi
cally is a single long enduring narrowband (about 50 kHz) emission lane 
with a very low drift rate. Ellis ( 1974) describes fast L bursts which can have 
either positive or negative drift rates with the constant magnitude of - 3 
MHz sec- 1• They possess the unusual property that the drift rate is indepen
dent of frequency between 4 and 17 MHz. Ellis also refers to shadow drift 
pairs, consisting typically of a pair of absorption lanes drifting negatively at 
about - I .4 MHz sec- 1, with a time separation of - 0.8 sec. 

Torgersen ( 1972) has made a study of a fairly common special type of L 
burst characterized by an almost sinusoidal amplitude modulation at a fre
quency between 20 and 40 Hz. Such bursts have also been recognized by 
other observing groups by their characteristic sound in the loudspeaker. Tor
gersen presents an argument that the modulation results from beating of 
two multipath propagation components, the frequencies of one having been 
shifted slightly with respect to the other upon arrival at the earth. He offers 
an explanation for the shift in frequency. Perhaps a more likely explanation, 
however, is one in which the frequencies in one multipath component are 
Doppler shifted with respect to the other. Flagg et al. (1975) suggest that 
Torgersen's modulated bursts are fixed-frequency renditions of the complex 
phenomena shown in Fig. I Oc. Torgersen also found many examples of S 
burst pairs and larger groups which he attributed to multipath propagation 
in the interplanetary medium. 

C. S Bursts 

S bursts are characterized by a narrow instantaneous bandwidth (typi
cally 50 kHz, but sometimes as small as 3 kHz), a short single-frequency 
duration ( 1 to IO mi Iii sec), and a relatively high negative-frequency drift rate 
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which is approximately proportional to frequency, at least between 5 and 26 
MHz (Ellis 1973, 1974, 1975; Krausche et al. 1975; Riihimaa 1975). Riihi
maa has found them only in Jo-B and Jo-C radiation, but Olsson and Smith 
( 1966) report that they may also occur from Jo-A. One interpretation of the 
observations is that each S burst arises from coherent emission at or near 
the local gyrofrequency by electrons within the Io-threaded flux tube, the 
region of coherence ascending the flux tube with a speed which is consistent 
with the observed frequency drift rate. This speed may or may not represent 
the actual parallel velocity component of ascending electrons. Ellis (1975) 
believes that it does. He found a close agreement between his measured S 
burst drift rates plotted versus frequency and the calculated rate of change 
of gyrofrequency plotted versus gyrofrequency itself for ascending electrons 
having certain assumed characteristics. The assumed parameters were 4 
gauss R} for the moment of the Jovian dipole magnetic field, L = 6RJ for the 
magnetic shell (i.e., approximately the L shell of the Io flux tube during a 
period of S burst activity from Source Jo-B), 0.1 c for the parallel component 
of velocity of the electrons, and 2? 16 for their equatorial pitch angle. All the 
available S burst drift-rate measurements by Ellis and others are plotted as a 
function of frequency in Fig. 11. The measurements by Paul and Carr (ap
pearing as unpublished data in Carr and Gulkis 1969) and by Krausche et al. 
( 1973, 1975) were for S bursts selected to be free of structural complications, 
as illustrated in Fig. l Oa. More complex S bursts often have considerably 
higher drift rates. The curves in Fig. I I, which are similar to those of Ellis 
but have different parameters, are from Krausche et al. ( 197 5). The magnetic 
moment of the assumed dipole field is l O gauss R}. Krausche et al. show 
that a dipole having this moment produces drift rates which differ by less 
than I 0% in the decametric emission region from those calculated from either 
set of Pioneer 11 field measurements (Acuna and Ness 1975 ;:i Smith et al. 
19754). The assumed parallel component of electron velocity was 0.15c. The 
curves are sensitive to relatively small changes in pitch angle. The pitch
angle values and the parallel component of electron velocity which provide 
good fits to the measured points do not seem unreasonable. The plotted 
points due to Paul and Carr, Krausche et al., and Riihimaa all represent ob
servations made during Jo-B storms. Even so, the scatter in these points may 
be due largely to the fact that the observations were made at different times, 
when Io was in slightly different L shells. Future drift rate measurements at 
a frequency in the vicinity of 35 MHz should prove conclusively whether or 
not the apparent agreement between observed data of this type and calcu
lated curves is significant, and if so, they may provide a sensitive method for 
measuring both the velocity and the pitch angle of the emitting electrons if 
the magnetic field and the L shell are known. Nearly simultaneous measure
ments at relatively low and high frequencies (e.g., 15 and 35 MHz) would 
ensure that only one L shell is involved. Similar measurements for S bursts 

"See, however, p. 834. •seep. 788. 
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Fig. 11. Measured values of S-burst drift rates. The curves were calculated for a dipole mo
ment of IO gauss R/, a parallel velocity component of 0.15 c. and the pitch angles indicated 
(Krausche et al. 1975). 

from Source C should be instructive. 
All of the thousands of S bursts observed by Krausche et al. between 20 

and 26.3 MHz had negative frequency drifts. However, Ellis (I 975) reports 
occasional S bursts at lower frequencies which have positive drifts. Below 
IO MHz he has seen U-shaped drift patterns, in which the slope is first nega
tive and later becomes positive. He also mentions inverted U bursts. The 
positive S burst drifts might imply that some groups of electrons located 
relatively far out are emitting near the local gyrofrequency while descending 
the flux tube, rather than while ascending. Ellis' U-shaped S bursts, however, 
are difficult to reconcile with the picture of gyro-emission from traveling 
groups of electrons. It is possible that the U drifts might indicate emission 
while electrons are crossing the magnetic equator (in which case the polariza
tion would be nearly linear), and the inverted U drifts might result from 
electrons mirroring not far from the equator. On the other hand, these events 
may not be S bursts at all, but instead may be more closely related to one of 
the other categories of frequency-drifting bursts in which the drifts certainly 
cannot be attributed simply to the motion of the gyroemitting electrons 
through regions of changing magnetic field. 
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Many of the S bursts, perhaps a majority, exhibit one or more types of 
quasi periodicity. The simple negatively-drifting events often tend to recur 
regularly at a rate between - IO and 40 sec-1 , sometimes for as many as I 0 
or more recurrences. With higher time resolution, it can often be seen that 
each drifting burst is striated, consisting of parallel drifting sub-bursts recur
ring at a rate on the order of I 00 sec-1• Examples of such events can be seen 
in Fig. IOb. Many S-burst events are extremely complex, as illustrated in 
Fig. I 0c. This type of event, which seems to be more or less representative 
of a class, has been examined by Flagg et al. ( 1975). The event is seen to be 
divided into three distinct regions. There is an upper-frequency horizontal 
band of continuous emission, a middle band where no emission is observed, 
and a diagonally striated lower frequency band consisting of parallel drifting 
sub-bursts recurring at a rate of several hundred per second. The overall 
instantaneous emission bandwidth remains essentially constant (400 kHz) 
as the three bands undulate together in frequency at a mean rate of 26 Hz. 
Flagg et al. believe that the band-like emission is due to an upward-flowing 
gyroemitting electron stream and that the undulations in the emission bands 
are caused in part by density variations in the stream. They also suggest that 
the band-like emission (Fig. I 0c) may be responsible for the modulated L 
bursts described by Torgersen (1972) and discussed in Sec. 111.B of this 
chapter. If a narrowband receiver were tuned to a fixed frequency which 
intersected the continuous-emission-band undulations, the observed signal 
would have the appearance of an L-burst, amplitude modulated at the undu
lation frequency. 

Riihimaa ( 197 4) has found that when S and L bursts occur simultaneous
ly, the dark lanes associated with the L bursts are continuous across groups 
of S bursts. Although there may be other interpretations, this suggests that 
the modulation lanes are formed by frequency-drifting bands of absorption 
(or of destructive interference) of the S burst emission, and that the drifts of 
the lanes are not related to the S burst drifts. 

The conclusion is inescapable that the present state of our knowledge of 
the fine structure of Jovian bursts is chaotic. The situation is probably as 
confused as it was in the earlier days of the study of solar bursts. This state 
of confusion results not from any ineptness on the part of the investigators 
involved but from the inherent complexity of the phenomena. Although some 
order is beginning to emerge from the study of the simpler S bursts and of the 
L burst modulation lanes, we are still far from a satisfactory explanation of 
them. In addition, there is a great variety of other types of burst which defy 
systematization. It is not yet clear which of the more exotic burst types re
ported by different observers are the same or are related to one another. One 
gains the impression that at the moment our view of the forest is being ob
scured by the trees. However, there can be no doubt that the high-resolution 
dynamic spectra of the Jovian events are providing us with a wealth of detail 
related to the intricacies of the emission and propagation process, and that 
the persistent study of them will eventually be well rewarded. 
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IV. POLARIZATION 

A. Left-Handed Polarized Sources 

It is well known that most of the radiation from Sources A and B is right 
elliptically or right circularly polarized. However, Kennedy ( 1969) has 
shown that /o-C radiation is largely left elliptically polarized at 22.2 and 16 
MHz, and left elliptically or circularly polarized at IO MHz. /o-C was cen
tered at the (A111 , -y,0 ) coordinates (330°, 250°) at l 6 MHz, as is apparent from 
Fig. 8.5 The figure represents 16 MHz data obtained at the Maipu Radio
astronomical Observatory in Chile during 7 Jovian apparitions. In addition, 
Kennedy found that /o-D is also strongly left-handed polarized, being cen
tered at about (70°, 110°) at 16 MHz. It can also be seen in Fig. 8. This source 
was even more conspicuous at l O MHz (still predominantly left-handed po
larized), but did not appear at all at 22.2 MHz. /o-D was first revealed by its 
dynamic spectral characteristics (Dulk 1965) and has been recognized by 
several observers on the usual plots of occurrence probability versus Am and 
'Yro, but the only determination of its polarization is that by Kennedy. 

One interpretation of these results is that the right-handed polarized Io
related sources, /o-B and lo-A, are located in Jupiter's northern hemisphere 
on either side of the meridian toward which the north magnetic pole is tipped 
while the left-handed ones, /o-C and /o-D, are located in the southern hemi
sphere on either side of the meridian of the south magnetic pole. As stated 
earlier, it is generally believed that lo-Band Jo-A represent radiation beamed 
nearly perpendicularly from opposite sides of the northern-hemisphere foot 
of the lo-threaded flux tube (Dulk l 965, l 967; Carr et al. l 965; Davis 1966; 
Piddington 1967; Goldreich and Lynden-Bell l 969; Schatten and Ness 
1971). It might therefore be assumed that /o-C and Io-D represent beams on 
opposite sides of the southern-hemisphere foot of the lo-threaded flux tube. 
There are geometrical difficulties with this model, however. 

Another interpretation is that all four sources are located in the northern 
hemisphere, near the foot of the Io-threaded flux tube. The radiation is emit
ted in the extraordinary mode, nearly perpendicular to the flux tube. As that 
radiation leaving one side on the flux tube propagates outward it enters re
gions of different base modes and becomes separated into elliptically polar
ized components of opposite sense following slightly different paths. These 
two components produce the /o-D (LH polarized) and the /o-B (RH polar
ized) sources, when the earth is in the proper direction to receive them. 
Similarly, radiation leaving the other side of the flux tube produces the / o-A 
(RH polarized) and the /o-C (LH polarized) sources. 

Kennedy ( 1969) also found a variation in the yearly averages ( 1961-
1968) of the axial ratio of the polarization ellipse for the /o-C and /o-D 

•Non-Jo C is also apparent in the plot of the LH circular polarization component in Fig. 8 (see 
Sec. 11.G.). 
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radiation at 16 and 22 MHz, which apparently was correlated with DE. Dur
ing years of positive DE the polarization tended to be more right-handed, 
and during years of negative DE more left-handed. If this reported effect can 
be verified, it should prove very useful in distinguishing between models 
for emission or propagation of the radiation. Sources A and Jo-B did not 
show any consistent long-term axial ratio variation. 

B. Lack of a Jovian Faraday Effect 

Dynamic spectra of Jupiter's noise storms often display horizontal lanes 
of minimum intensity at widely but regularly spaced frequencies, parallel 
to the time axis. These are the frequencies at which Faraday rotation in the 
terrestrial ionosphere has caused the major axis of the polarization ellipse 
to be perpendicular to the E plane defined by the linearly polarized receiving 
antenna and the incident ray path. Parker et al. ( 1969) used measured iono
spheric data to calculate the amount of Faraday rotation experienced, and 
deducted this amount from the position angle of the major axis of the polar
ization ellipse on reception. They found that before reaching the terrestrial 
ionosphere the polarization ellipse had an orientation independent of fre
quency over the range 15 to 35 MHz. The position angle of the major axis 
was - 25° ± 15° from the magnetic dipole axis, for Source B events. Since 
no appreciable Faraday rotation can occur in the interplanetary medium, 
this represents the orientation of the polarization ellipse as radiation leaves 
Jupiter. The measurement indicates that the major axis was nearly perpen
dicular to the magnetic field in the supposed emission region, corresponding 
to emission in the extraordinary mode. The implication is that no rotation 
occurred during the passage through the Jovian magnetosphere. An upper 
limit of IO cm-a for Jupiter's magnetospheric electron number density was 
deduced from these results. However, Goertz ( 1974) showed that the inter
pretation leading to this upper limit is not necessarily correct. Frank et al. 
(1975) present Pioneer IO measurements indicating 100 to 1000 eV proton 
number densities of ~ 50 cm-a at a distance of ~ 3RJ, and it would seem 
that the number densities might be considerably higher if proton energies 
below l 00 e V were included. 

C. Polarization of Burst Fine Structure 

No difference has been reported in the average polarization of S and L 
bursts from the same source. However, Torgersen ( 1969) has found some 
interesting effects in an investigation of fixed frequency waveforms of 
certain classes of bursts as received simultaneously with right and left 
circularly polarized antennas. He studied two types which he referred to as 
random intermittent, or type Ir, and quasiperiodic, or type /q. His Ir bursts 
are probably the same as the non-periodic S bursts described previously, 
while his Jq bursts are the previously discussed sinusoidally-modulated L 
bursts. The right and left circular components of the fine structure of Ir 
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bursts were usually well correlated, a given burst having the same shape and 
structural details on the two polarization channels. For /q bursts, on the 
other hand, the correlation of right and left circular components was less 
pronounced and often absent. Occasionally a rapid and sometimes nearly 
periodic alternating amplitude variation of the burst fine structure in the 
two channels was observed. suggesting the polarization diversity effect 
described earlier by Gordon and Warwick (I 967). Torgersen concluded that 
the polarization characteristics of /q bursts as well as their amplitude modu
lation are caused by multipath propagation effects in interplanetary space. 
However, the possibility of the occurrence of the phenomenon within the 
Jovian magnetosphere or ionosphere certainly cannot be ruled out. 

V. HIGH RESOLUTION INTERFEROMETRY 

Very long baseline interferometer (VLBI) observations of Jupiter's 
Source B radiation have been made at 34 MHz using a predominantly east
west baseline of 487,000-wavelengths (Dulk 1970), and at 18 MHz with a 
predominantly north-south baseline of 462,000 wavelengths (Lynch et al. 
1972). In all cases the source was unresolved, indicating an angular diameter 
< O'.' I (assuming incoherent emission), or a linear dimension < 400 km. 
Although partial resolution of the source was believed to have been achieved 
in earlier measurements with much shorter baselines, the more recent ob
servations suggest that the source may in fact never have been resolved. 
Dulk gives an alternative interpretation of his results, based on an assumed 
coherent source rather than an incoherent one, as indicating an angular 
diameter < I arcsec. Dulk concluded that the observed degree of fringe 
stability during a IO sec period of continuous L burst emission implied that 
the apparent position of the source does not jump about by as much as O'.' 2. 

Lynch (I 972) and Lynch et al. (I 972) found that even over the longest 
baselines nearly all individual S bursts and some L bursts (probably a mi
nority) display high envelope correlation as well as high fringe visibility, 
implying that their waveforms were not modified to a great extent after leav
ing the vicinity of Jupiter. These measurements also proved that the sweeping 
past the earth of narrow beams rotating with Jupiter (or being carried along 
with lo) could not account for observed burst structure. Lynch et al. ( 1975) 
showed that successive S bursts in a sequence appear to come from a com
mon source. and that the source does not jump about from burst to burst by 
as much as 0'.'05. 

VI. CORRELATIONS WITH SOLAR ACTIVITY 

The long-term (- 12 yr) modulation of Jupiter's emission probability is 
now generally regarded as being due mainly to a relatively sharp latitudinal 
beaming of the non-Io-related Source A emission (see Sec. 11. D and ref
erences therein) rather than to some effect related to the sunspot number, as 
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had previously been supposed. For example, in the comprehensive analysis 
by Kaiser and Alexander (I 973) of 17 years of 22 MHz data, no significant 
peaks in Jupiter's power spectrum were found corresponding to either a 
long-term ( ~ I 0.5 yr) solar cycle modulation or to a short-term (- 25 day) 
solar rotation modulation. Rather, the long-term spectral power was found 
to peak at close to the DE period, as previously mentioned. 

It is recognized that the existence of a short-term solar modulation may 
not reveal itself clearly in a power spectrum presentation. The problem is a 
complicated one because of the possible masking of any weak solar periodic
ities by beats between the natural periods of Jupiter, lo, and the earth. 
Sastry ( 1968) has demonstrated, for example, that cross correlations be
tween strongly lo-modulated Jupiter activity and either the geomagnetic 
planetary index Ap or the I 0. 7 cm solar flux will result in false correlations 
due to the artificial combination periods involved. This situation may be 
improved by using non-lo-related activity exclusively. However, at the 
frequencies where the bulk of such emission occurs ( < 20 MHz), there are 
also greater amounts of terrestrial interference. Further, it is not inconceiv
able that the solar disturbances required for effective generation of decametric 
emission may, in fact, be aperiodic in nature. 

Many authors have made attempts to overcome the foregoing and other 
difficulties by selecting the Jupiter data in specific ways and cross cor
relating the resulting limited data with the more important solar or geomag
netic indices. In a novel approach Kovalenko (I 971) and Kovalenko and 
Malyshkin ( 1971) have demonstrated what appear to be short-term associa
tions between the occurrence of non-lo activity and both shock waves and 
high-velocity solar wind streams at Jupiter. Forbush decreases in cosmic 
ray intensity and fluctuations in the horizontal component of the geomagnetic 
field are used as indicators of effective interplanetary disturbances. The lag 
times between the arrival of the streams at the earth and at Jupiter are cal
culated after assuming a velocity for the shock front which is proportional 
to the magnitude of the disturbance at the earth (Harang I 968; Neugebauer 
and Snyder I 967). The total energy in a large shock incident on Jupiter's 
magnetosphere is shown to be I 04 times that released by an intense radio 
burst. The segregation of lo-related from non-lo activity, based upon storms 
which did or did not exceed 28 MHz, is somewhat uncertain, however. A 
method by which the selection is made according to the location of storms 
in the Ani-Yio plane (Wilson et al. 1968b; Register and Smith 1969) would be 
more appropriate. 

Following Sastry's (I 968) use of the Chree superposed epoch analysis, 
Barrow ( 1972) cross correlated the daily geomagnetic character figure C P 

with 7 apparitions of Jupiter activity. He minimized the range of delay times 
between the arrival of particles at the earth and at Jupiter by using only data 
obtained near Jovian opposition. Peaks in the analysis, which are significant 
at the I% level, appear at about+ 12 and - 9 days. These are the expected 
delay times corresponding, respectively, to epochs when the earth is in 
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post-opposition and pre-oppos11Ion sectors of its orbit, assuming a solar 
wind velocity of about 500 km sec- 1• The negative delay, according to Bar
row, results from an active solar wind stream which has persisted for an 
entire solar rotation. Jupiter activity may then be recorded before the solar 
wind stream makes its second pass by the earth. The force of the argument 
is somewhat blunted by the fact that an additional peak at about + 18 days 
does not appear in the pre-opposition curve, since this would be expected 
from the.first passage of the stream across the earth. Io and non-lo-related 
events were not considered separately in this analysis. 

By carefully segregating lo-related from non-Io-related sources and per
forming individual cross correlations of each with the Zurich sunspot num
ber, Gruber ( 1975) has found variations in the occurrence of non-lo-emission 
which are attributed to fluctuations in solar wind strength, but relatively 
little control of the lo-modulated sources is apparent. When 7 apparitions 
of Jupiter activity between 1960 and 1967 are merged, anticorrelations with 
lag times of 5 and 27 days (between a change in sunspot number and detec
tion of radio emission) are revealed. The anticorrelation at 5 days delay 
probably lacks physical credibility because of the unrealistically high solar 
wind velocity implied (1800 km sec- 1 ). The 2 7-day lag time is somewhat 
more significant statistically, and Gruber associates it with a mean solar 
wind velocity between the sun and Jupiter of about 330 km sec- 1• In order 
to explain the presumed quenching of the Jovian radiation by the solar wind, 
the author has proposed a model by which the non-Io-emission is driven by 
Alfven waves (Goertz 1973) which ultimately derive their energy not from 
the sun, but from the fact that Jupiter's dipole field is offset in a particular 
longitude direction (Smith et al. 1974). High-latitude fieldlines in this model 
are emptied of plasma following compression of the magnetosphere by a so
lar wind shock front, which in turn could suppress the generation of Alfven 
waves and explain the anticorrelation observed. 

Conseil et al. ( 1971) have found an apparent relationship between the 
rate of change of the solar wind velocity at Earth and the phase of lo during 
periods of lo-A activity, as shown in Fig. 12. They explain their result on 
the basis of an assumed plasma bulge in Jupiter's dusk-side hemisphere, in 
the context of an earlier model (Grebowsky 1970) relating to the terrestrial 
magnetosphere. The assumed Jovian plasmapause is at about 6 RJ-the orbit 
of lo- and its location is sensitive to changes in the solar wind velocity gra
dient. It should be mentioned, however, that there does not appear to be 
theoretical justification for the existence of a Jovian plasmapause. Unlike 
the earth, Jupiter's co-rotational electric field is expected to dominate the 
solar wind-induced convective field completely (Brice and Ioannidis 1970). 
Nevertheless, Frank et al. ( 1975) believe they have identified a plasmapause
like feature at the orbit of Io based upon in situ measurements made by Pio
neer 10. The density gradient is less than that for the terrestrial plasmapause 
by a factor of about 25 (Chappell et al. 1971). 
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The data analyzed by Conseil et al. extended over a period of about 8 
months, during the apparitions of 1964 and 1968. Over this relatively short 
span of time it is not clear that the Io phase "bins" used in Fig. 12 have been 
equally monitored. Plotting the occurrence probability of emission instead of 
the number of cases of emission might have removed this uncertainty. 

Although it is quite common to characterize the solar wind velocity at 
Jupiter through simple extrapolation from earth-orbit measurements, it is 
clearly not, in general, correct. The interaction that takes place when low
and high-velocity streams collide is not entirely clear (lntriligator 1975, and 
references therein), but it is surely important for solar correlation studies. 
Kennedy et al. (1974) have investigated the problem in analyzing the occur
rence of non-Io-related Source A emission during a period of time when there 
was a stable two-sector solar wind (Sawyer 1974; Wilcox and Ness 1965). 
A superposed epoch type of analysis indicates the possibility of a correla
tion. The model is being further investigated in light of interplanetary plasma 
measurements made by Pioneers 10 and 11. 

In summary we see that investigations into possible solar control of the 
emission have led to results indicating anticorrelations, no influence, and pos
itive correlations. It is obvious that a considerable amount of both theo
retical and experimental labor needs to be spent in this area. The situation 
could be improved through the synthesis of Jovian low-frequency emission 
data from widely spaced observatories, because the diurnal and seasonal 
gaps inherent in single-observatory coverage are often a limiting factor. A 
reliable model of interplanetary plasma interactions is considered essential 
in characterizing the solar wind velocity, density, and temperature profiles 
at Jupiter. Extensive studies of the relationship between geomagnetic activi
ty levels and solar wind parameters (see e.g., Garrett et al. 1974; Murayama 
and Hakamada 197 5, and references therein) have demonstrated the impor
tance of the southward component of the interplanetary magnetic field 
(IMF). Presumably, northward turnings of the /MF might be expected to 
disturb Jupiter's magnetosphere (Jupiter's magnetic moment is opposite in 
sign to that of the earth) through the reconnection process first suggested by 
Dungey ( 1961 ). If this process alone were effective in producing emission, 
only in situ measurements of the /MF would be appropriate for comparison 
with the radio data. In this regard, the observations made by Pioneers 10 and 
11 and future information to be gained from the Mariner Jupiter/ Saturn 
(MJS-77) mission will be indispensable. 

VII. SPACECRAFT EXPERIMENTS 
RELATED TO THE JOVIAN LOW-FREQUENCY EMISSION 

Groundbased measurements alone might never lead to a satisfactory so
lution of the perplexing question of the origin of the Jovian low-frequency 
emission. The final answers will probably come as spacecraft provide the 
missing pieces of information. This information will be supplied in three 
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stages: first from earth-orbiting and moon-orbiting spacecraft; second from 
Jupiter flybys; and finally from Jupiter orbiters. As described in Secs. 1,11.B, 
and 11.C, we have already benefited from the results of the earth orbiters 
RAE- I and IM P-6, and the statistics will probably be improved as the re
mainder of the RAE-I data is analyzed. The analysis of Jupiter data from 
RAE-2, which is orbiting the moon, is in progress. Although the total amount 
of Jupiter data from RAE-2 may not exceed that from RAE-I, at lea~t a part 
of it will be of higher quality. The RAE-2 data should improve the statistics 
of the results from RAE- I and IM P-6, and among other things may establish 
whether or not the reported Europa effect (see Sec. 11.C.) is real. 

The first in situ measurements of Jovian magnetospheric parameters were 
made during the Pioneer IO and 11 flybys, although low-frequency radio 
measurements were not included. A number of the results which have been 
derived from the Pioneer l O and 11 data have implications with regard to 
the low-frequency emission. In the first place, the existence of a Jovian mag
netic field, the polarity of its dipole component, and the order of magnitude 
of its strength, all of which were first deduced long ago from decametric ob
servations, have been fully verified. Inner-magnetosphere field measure
ments have been made by two different methods (Smith et al. 1975;6 Acuna 
and Ness7); these measurements are of fundamental importance in the effort 
to account for the observed low-frequency radio phenomena and to estab
lish the mechanism of emission and the mode of propagation. For example, 
the magnetic field model will substantially influence future discussions of 
the source locations with respect to the Am and ''ho coordinates, the frequen
cy ranges of the sources (see e.g., Smith and Wu 1974), and the frequency 
drift rates on time scales from tenths of seconds to tens of minutes. It is no 
doubt significant that the central meridian longitude separating Sources B 
and A, Am ( 1965) = 195° (see Table I), agrees within a very few degrees with 
the longitude of the meridian toward which the north magnetic pole is tipped 
[as deduced from the Pioneer IO and 11 results of Smith et al. ( I 975), and 
also from the Jovian decimetric results]. 

Results from other Pioneer IO and I l experiments are of comparable im
portance. The combination of thermal plasma density information (Frank 
et al. 1975) and the magnetic field data is essential for the identification of 
plasma resonances and cutoffs in the magnetosphere (Melander and Liemohn 
1976). Such plasma and field models are also necessary for ray-tracing com
putations, which can aid in the determination of source locations, propaga
tion modes, and perhaps beaming patterns (see e.g., Smith l 973; Oya 1974; 
Goertz I 97 4 ). Unfortunately, the accuracy of the low-energy plasma mea
surements is in question because of the unknown extent of spacecraft charg
ing (Scarf p. 891 ). Essential to the understanding of Io's role in stimulating the 

,;Seep. 791. 
'Seep. 830. 
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low-frequency radiation is the nature of its interaction with the co-rotating 
magnetosphere. In this regard, the charged particle experiments have identi
fied a number of well-defined effects including a sharp increase in the 0.5 
MeV particle flux at the L shell of Io (L = 6) (Fillius et al. 1975), and satel
lite sweeping effects within the L = 6 shell (Van Allen et al. 1975). 

Two Mariner spacecraft bound for Jupiter (and then Saturn), designated 
MJ S 77, are to be launched about August 1977. They will carry low-frequen
cy radio measuring equipment, the first to be sent to Jupiter. The intensities 
of the radiation received by right and left circularly polarized antennas are 
to be recorded over a frequency range extending from 0.02 to 40.5 MHz (in 
198 steps). Thus the entire Jovian low-frequency radio spectrum and much 
of the plasma wave region can be investigated. It is anticipated that the more 
powerful Jupiter events can be detected reliably from perhaps one year be
fore Jovian encounter until about one year afterward. Nearer encounter, of 
course, the weaker emission components will also be measurable. 

The MJ S 77 flights should provide us with a much clearer picture of 
many of the Jovian low-frequency phenomena. Dynamic spectra covering 
the entire frequency range will be available, for each polarization sense, with 
integration times suitable for depicting the gross structure and varying de
grees of fine structure of the storms and bursts. Comparisons of dynamic 
spectra of the same storms as recorded at the spacecraft and on Earth, when 
the spacecraft is at different Jovicentric phases, should provide new insights 
into the emission beam structure. The long, almost uninterrupted, data runs 
during the cruise stages of the flight toward and away from the planet will pro
vide an excellent opportunity for accumulating data to be used in searches for 
possible control by satellites other than lo, notably Europa and Amalthea. 
These long runs will also make possible for the first time cross correlations 
with solar wind parameters and time-series power spectrum analyses which 
are almost uncontaminated by interruptions. Near Jovian encounter the 
weakest emission components, perhaps including a low-frequency continu
um, can be investigated if there happens to be a lull between major outbursts 
at that time. Simultaneous observations of bursts from the spacecraft and the 
earth when the Jovicentric phase of the spacecraft is near zero will provide 
a direct indication of the modification of burst structure by the intervening 
interplanetary medium. 

Although the MJ S 77 results should lead to a considerable increase in 
our knowledge of the Jovian low-frequency emissions, important if not cru
cial questions will probably remain unanswered. One of the things we would 
most like to know is just where the radiation originates. MJS 77 probably 
cannot provide definite information on the location of the source or sources. 
The answer to this and perhaps other key questions may have to await the 
Jupiter orbiter which is under consideration for future space programs. 
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DYNAMICS OF THE JOVIAN MAGNETOSPHERE AND 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE RADIATION 

J. A. SIMPSON and R. B. McKIBBEN 
University of Chicago 

We summarize our current ideas and conclusion1 concerning the nature of the Jovian 
magnetosphere us revealed by studies of energetic charged particles during the encoun
ters of Pioneers /0 and I I with Jupiter. We disrnss primarily observations from the Uni
versity of Chicago experiment covering electron energies from about 3-6 and 6-30 
MeV and the integral electron flux 2'. 3 MeV; and proton energies 0.5- I .8 MeV and 
the integral flux of protons and heavier nuclei 2'. 35 MeV/ nucleon. The energetic par
ticle observations have confirmed the maintenance of the Jovian trapped radiation by 
inward diffusion of particles from the outer magnetosphere, and have shown that the 
electron flux level is in reasonable agreement with that neces5ary to account for the 
observed decimetric radio emission. In the outer magnetosphere, a highly compressible 
region inflated by plasma spun o.ff"from Jupiter, we find that obseri-utions at high mag
netic latitude cast doubt on the confinement of energetic particles to the magnetic equa
torial plane, as had been concludedfrom Pioneer JO data. We find the observations to be 
described better by a model in which the population of energetic particles in the outer 
magnetosphere is renewed ei·ery JO hours. In interplanetary space we find Jovian elec
trons continua/Iv present, occasionally in company 11·ith - I MeV protons of Jovian 
origin. Collaborative studies with magnetometer investigators have defined the inter
planetary conditions necessary for observation of a Jovian electron event and have 
shown the generation of hydromagnetic waves in the interplanetary medium produced 
by particles streaming away from Jupiter. 

Experiments on the Pioneers IO and 11 spacecraft have revealed Jupiter's 
magnetosphere to be a giant laboratory in which we may study some of the 
most important problems in high-energy astrophysics today; namely the 
physics of natural acceleration of charged particles and of the interactions 
between magnetic fields, plasmas, and energetic particles in rapid motion on 
an astrophysical scale. Jupiter's rapidly rotating magnetosphere in many 
ways approximates that surrounding a rapidly rotating star, and it appears 
likely that from investigations of this magnetosphere, so far unique in the 
solar system, and of its effects on the surrounding interplanetary medium 
we shall learn of phenomena which can be scaled to other astrophysical 
systems both in our solar system and in the galaxy. 

[ 738] 
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In this chapter, we give a summary of our major discoveries and conclu
sions to date concerning the nature of Jupiter's magnetosphere and the 
physical processes which are important there. We base our report primarily 
on conclusions from the analysis performed with data from our own experi
ments, the University of Chicago charged particle instruments on Pioneers 
10 and 11 [ described by Simpson et al. (1974a), McKibben et al. (1973), 
and Chenette et al. (1974)] which measured the fluxes and energy spectra 
of energetic protons and electrons throughout the spacecrafts' traversals 
of the magnetosphere. We shall not, however, neglect to mention the work 
of other experimenters whose data are in many cases similar or complemen
tary to our own. Since this chapter is intended as an introduction to and 
summary of current ideas about Jupiter's magnetosphere, we shall present 
only a few new results and instead report what it is that we understand about 
Jupiter's magnetosphere today, what puzzles remain before us, and how 
studies of Jupiter's magnetosphere can increase our understanding of basic 
physical processes in space. 

I. OVERVIEW 

Careful observations of radio emissions from Jupiter yielded much infor
mation about Jupiter's magnetic field even before the launch of Pioneer 10. 
These radio emissions, which result from cyclotron and synchrotron radia
tion from electrons spiraling in Jupiter's magnetic field, provided the first 
evidence for the existence of a magnetic field for a planet other than Earth. 
Study of the polarization, intensity profile and time variations yielded esti
mates of the magnetic dipole strength and orientation which were in reason
able agreement with those found by Pioneers 10 and 11 from in situ measure
ments. Estimates of the size and form of the Jovian magnetosphere came 
primarily from scaling the earth's magnetosphere using the solar wind pres
sure and dipole strength appropriate to Jupiter, and although most inves
tigators recognized the probable importance of centrifugal stresses from 
plasma imbedded in the rapidly rotating magnetic field of Jupiter, quantita
tive models for the magnetosphere including this effect were primitive at 
best. Several articles summarize the fundamental early work and state of 
knowledge concerning Jupiter's magnetosphere before Pioneer 10 (e.g., Carr 
and Gulkis 1969; Kennel 1973; Newburn and Gulkis 1973; Warwick 1967; 
Ioannidis and Brice 1971; Brice and McDonough 1973). 

Since the encounters of Pioneers l 0 and 11, our picture of Jupiter's 
magnetosphere has changed fundamentally. It is now believed that in the 
outer magnetosphere centrifugal forces lead to concentration of plasma in 
a sheet near the magnetic equator, which carries a ring current responsible 
for inflation of the magnetosphere to a radius of about l 00 Jovian radii (RJ) 
(Smith et al. 1974), whereas pressure balance between the measured dipole 
field and the solar wind alone would yield a radius of only - 40RJ. Thus, 
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in the outer magnetosphere, balance between the pressures from plasma 
being spun off from Jupiter and the variable solar wind pressure determines 
the form and extent of the magnetosphere. Figure I contains a highly approxi
mate and idealized sketch of the structure and balancing forces as we pres
ently understand them. The outer plasma-dominated region has no precise 
analogue in the earth's magnetosphere, but most nearly resembles the situa
tion found in the earth's magnetotail where the magnetic field is also highly 
distorted and stretched out from a dipole configuration by currents in a 
central plasma sheet. [See, for example, Hess (1968) for a comprehensive 
description of Earth's magnetosphere.] On the other hand the innermost part 
of Jupiter's magnetosphere, at distances less than about IO RJ from Jupiter, 
bears a strong similarity to the inner region of Earth's magnetosphere. Here 
the magnetic field is strong enough to resist deformation by solar wind pres
sure in the case of Earth, and by centrifugal stresses in the case of Jupiter. 
In this region we find intense fluxes of energetic protons and electrons stably 

Solar 

< 
Wind 

~==< ....... ~--

Fig. I. Idealized sketch of probable conformation of Jovian magnetosphere. The drawing is 
approximately to scale for the magnetosphere in a non-compressed state, with a "quiet" 
solar wind. 
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trapped in the dipole-like magnetic field, and it is from the inner portion of 
this region that the radio emissions observed at Earth originate. A significant 
difference from the earth is the presence of the satellites of Jupiter with 
orbits deeply embedded in the stably trapped radiation zone. Study of the 
absorption of the trapped radiation by these moons has provided evidence 
which virtually proves the nature of the acceleration mechanism which main
tains the high-energy radiation belts (Simpson et al. 1974b; Mcilwain and 
Fillius I 97 5). 

The encounter trajectories of Pioneers IO and 11 are shown in Fig. 2, 
with locations of bow shock and magnetopause crossings based on the data 
of Wolfe et al. (1974) for Pioneer IO and Smith (personal communication) 
for Pioneer 11. Multiple crossings of the bow shock and magnetopause indi
cate that the outer, plasma-inflated magnetosphere is highly compressible in 
response to changes in solar wind pressure. The inbound trajectories for Pio
neers IO and 11 in the outer magnetosphere were nearly identical, whereas 
outbound, Pioneer IO stayed near the equatorial plane and exited at the 
dawn meridian while Pioneer 11 explored the high-latitude region near the 
nose of the magnetosphere. In the inner magnetosphere, Pioneer 1 O's trajec
tory was confined primarily to the equatorial plane, with a closest approach 
distance of 2.8 R., from the center of Jupiter while Pioneer I I remained 
mainly at high magnetic latitudes, plunging rapidly through the equatorial 
plane near its closest approach distance of 1.6 R.,. Mead (1974) has pub
lished a description of the Pioneer IO trajectory in Jovi-magnetic coordinates, 
and representations of the Pioneer I I trajectory in magnetic coordinates are 
given by Van Allen et al. (1975) and Trainor et al. (1975). 

In discussing energetic particles associated with Jupiter's magnetosphere, 
we shall treat first the stably trapped particles in the inner core region, where 
the physics is reasonably similar to that found in the earth's radiation belts, 
and then we shall discuss the particles found in the inflated outer region, 
where the physical situation is quite different from that encountered in the 
earth's magnetosphere, and is far from fully understood. Finally we shall 
discuss particles observed in interplanetary space which have escaped from 
Jupiter's magnetosphere. 

Before entering into the detailed discussion of observations, however, it 
is worthwhile to discuss briefly the significance of energetic particle obser
vations for understanding the magnetosphere. Although interesting in their 
own right for investigating mechanisms of particle acceleration and energy 
loss, energetic particle observations can also be used to help define the mag
netic field geometry. Magnetometer observations provide the magnitude and 
direction of a magnetic field at only the point of observation. Large numbers 
of these single point observations are collected and are fitted into a model 
which then predicts the magnetic field at points other than those sampled. 
Charged particle observations can be used to test the validity of such models, 
for in a magnetic field energetic particles move in a predictable manner, con-
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Fig. 2. The trajectories of Pioneer JO and 11 in the sun-Jupiter system. XsJ is in the ecliptic 
plane and is positive radially away from the sun along the sun-Jupiter line, ZsJ is positive 
toward the north pole and is perpendicular to the ecliptic, and YsJ completes a right-handed 
coordinate system. Magnetopause and bow shock crossings have been indicated based on the 
data of Wolfe et al. ( 1974) for Pioneer IO and Smith (personal communication) for Pioneer 11. 
The unit of distance is the Jovian equatorial radius (IRJ = 71,372 km), and distances are 
measured from the center of the planet (figure from Simpson et al. 1975). 
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serving their adiabatic invariants if the field varies slowly with time (e.g., 
Chapters I - I I I of Roederer 1970). Since, in the course of their trajectories, 
combining gyration about a magnetic field line, bounce between mirror points 
along the field, and drift across field lines, the energetic particles sample 
a large volume of the magnetic field, observations of these particles at dif
ferent points in the inner magnetosphere can provide a sensitive test of 
magnetic field models. In the less well ordered magnetic field of the outer 
region, we may use the fact that motion along a field line is much more rapid 
than motion across field lines to test the degree of connection of magnetic 
fields between two regions such as, for example, the regions inside and out
side the magnetopause. 

II. INNER CORE 

The intensity profiles of 2 3 MeV electrons, 2 35 MeV /nucleon protons 
and heavier nuclei, and 0.5- 1.8 MeV protons observed by Pioneer 11 in
side R;.;; IO R.1 are shown in Fig. 3, together with similar profiles from Pio
neer 10 data for the electrons and high-energy protons. The data are plotted 
as a function of the Mcilwain parameter L defined to be L = R/cos2)\ in a 
dipole field, where R is radial distance in R.1 and A is the magnetic latitude. 
L is constant along a field line in a dipole field, and is conserved in the drift 
motion of a particle across field lines (see ch. IV. 4 of Roederer I 970). The 
D2 magnetic field model, based on the Pioneer IO data of Smith et al. (1974),1 

has been used to define L in this figure. 
Several conclusions can be drawn immediately from inspection of these 

data. First, since the fluxes observed on the equatorial trajectory of Pioneer 
IO are higher than those observed at high latitudes by Pioneer 11, the stably 
trapped radiation is confined preferentially to the magnetic equatorial plane. 
Good agreement between fluxes observed at the same L and magnetic lati
tude by Pioneer IO and I I suggests both that calibration error is not the 
source of this difference, and that the stably trapped flux is approximately 
constant over periods as long as one year. Comparing the 2 3 Me V electron 
flux for Pioneers IO and 11 in the range 2.9 ,,;; L ,,;; 3.5, we find that if we 
wish to describe the dependence of the flux on magnetic latitude as a power 
law in (B / Beq), as would be appropriate for an equatorial directional flux pro
portional to some power of the sine of the pitch angle (Van Allen et al. 1974), 
then the flux falls towards high latitudes approximately as (B / Beq)-0 ·8 along 
a given field line for magnetic latitudes :S 45° although there is evidence that 
near the magnetic equator (B = Beq) the dependence upon magnetic latitude 
is stronger, and that at high latitudes it is weaker than predicted by this power 
law in B. Such behavior would suggest two components in the trapped flux, 
one primarily with large pitch angles mirroring near the magnetic equator, 

'Seep. 788. 
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Fig. 3. The intensity profiles of 2 3 MeV electrons. high-energy nuclei from the fission cell. 
and - I MeV protons measured by Pioneer I I as a function of magnetic shell parameter L 

in the dipole region of Jupiter's magnetosphere. For comparison, inbound data from Pioneer 
10 for 2 3 MeV electrons and high-energy nuclei have also been plotted as the dashed 
curves. The D2 magnetic field model of Smith et al. (1974) has been used to compute L. 
The differential flux of 0.5- 1.8 MeV protons (cm-' sec' MeV - 1) may be obtained by multi
plying the counting rate ofihe low-energy telescope (LET) by 20 for rates < 2 x IO• counts 
per second . For the 2 3 MeV electrons , the flux (cm-' sec - 1) may be obtained by multi
plying the Electron Current Detector (ECO) current by 10'". Large errors (on the order ofa 
factor 2- 3) should be assigned to this flux as a result of spectral dependence of the ECO 
response and calibration uncertainty. For the fission cell, if the entire response were to 
protons 2 35 MeV. the flux (cm- ' sec') could be obtained by multiplying the counting rate 
by 4 x 104 • However, for reasons discussed by Simpson et al. (1975), we believe heavier 
nuclei made a significant contribution to the counting rate, so that the flux so derived should 
be considered an upper limit (figure from Simpson et al. 1975). 
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and the other with a more isotropic equatorial pitch-angle distribution. Van 
Allen et al. (I 97 5)2 reach a similar conclusion. As discussed below, such a 
situation could plausibly arise as a result of absorption of trapped particles 
by the J avian satellites. 

A second conclusion immediately apparent from Fig. 3 is that the profiles 
of intensity do not show a simple monotonic rise towards low L values but 
indicate a complex, shell-like structure in the trapped radiation. The struc
ture varies depending upon the particle species and energy, but one feature 
which is common to all species and energies displayed in Fig. 3 is a decrease 
in the vicinity of the L shells occupied by lo and Amalthea. Prior to Pioneer 
10 encounter, Mead and Hess (1973) had considered the effect of the satel
lites embedded in Jupiter's radiation belts and had concluded that, if particles 
in the belts are maintained and accelerated primarily by inward diffusion with 
violation of the third adiabatic invariant [ see reviews by Shabansky ( 1971) 
and Walt ( 1971)] ,:i the satellite Io in particular should remove a large frac
tion of the particles diffusing inwards across its orbit with a consequent re
duction in the intensity of the trapped radiation inside the orbit of Io. The 
basic correctness of this conclusion is apparent in Fig. 3. Further evidence 
comes from examination of pitch-angle distributions of the low-energy (0.5 -
1.8 MeV) protons which are strongly absorbed by lo. In Fig. 4 we show the 
variations of the proton intensity in the course of the spacecraft rotation for 
various L shells from just outside Io inbound (panel A) through Pioneer !O's 
closest approach to Jupiter (panel £) to a point just outside lo outbound 
(panel /). Arrows indicate the positions expected for particles traveling along 
the magnetic field. Clearly, lo preferentially removes particles traveling along 
the field with small pitch angles, a.s expected from the nature of Io's motion 
in magnetic coordinates (Mead and Hess 1973; Simpson et al. 197 4b; Mogro
Campero and Fillius I 975). The persistence of the depleted cone of small 
pitch-angle particles inwards to closest approach, together with the dimin
ished intensity everywhere inside Io's orbit, seems to offer conclusive proof 
that the trapped radiation is maintained by inward diffusion of particles from 
the outer magnetosphere, a process which also results in acceleration of the 
particles. Further support for this conclusion is found by Mcilwain and Fil
lius (I 97 5),4 who find the phase-space density of the trapped radiation to be 
monotonically decreasing towards low L shells, thus providing the gradient 
necessary to drive diffusion. Thus there remains little doubt concerning the 
primary acceleration and transport mechanism for the stably trapped ra
diation. 

Loss mechanisms have yet to be clearly understood. The need for such 
mechanisms in addition to absorption by the Jovian satellites is most clearly 
apparent in the profile of the fission cell counting rate, corresponding to 
2: 35 MeV protons and heavier nuclei. In addition to apparent absorption 
at the orbit of Amalthea, there are sharp decreases in the intensity inside of 

'Seep. 928. 
'See pp. 36 and 1150. "See p. I I 93. 
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Fig. 4. Distribution of arrival directions of - I MeV protons observed by Pioneer IO in a 
plane approximately perpendicular to the ecliptic. Particles arriving from angles 0° and 180° 
have trajectories parallel to the ecliptic plane. Twice each spacecraft rotation, at the points 
indicated by arrows, the lines of magnetic force were in the view cone of the low-energy 
telescope and reached a minimum angle with respect to the telescope axis, so that particles 
traveling along field lines appear over the arrows. The D2 magnetic field model of Smith 
et al. (I 974) was used to derive the L values (figure from Simpson et al. 1974b). 

L ~ 3.4, observed by both Pioneers 10 and 11, and inside of L ~ 1.9 for Pio
neer 11. The maximum at L ~ 3.4 was also found for 0.5- 1.8 MeV protons 
on Pioneer IO but was much less marked, if present at all, at the low energies 
for Pioneer 11. The maximum at L = I. 9 was also found at the lower ener
gies on Pioneer 11, as is apparent from Fig. 3. The mechanism producing 
these intensity decreases is one of the largest remaining puzzles confronting 
us in our attempt to understand the inner radiation zone of Jupiter. 

The exact nature of the Jovian magnetic field is also a subject of debate 
at this time. Pioneer 11 carried two magnetometers, and the best fit models 
derived from the two experiments, the D4 (Smith et al. 1975) and 03 models, 
differ significantly close to the planet. As explained in Section I above, 
charged particle observations can be useful in testing the validity of magnetic 
field models. Since L is conserved in the course of the drift motion of a 
trapped particle around Jupiter, identifiable features in the particle flux, 
such as the maximum at L ~ 3.4, or the decrease at the orbit of lo should 
appear at the same value of L on the inbound and outbound portions of the 
trajectory if the magnetic field model accurately describes the actual field 
geometry. From Fig. 3, it is clear that the D2 model is not fully successful 
since, for example, the decrease associated with Io appears at different L 
values inbound and outbound. In Fig. 5, we have compared the profiles of 
data from the fission cell on Pioneer 11 when analyzed using the D4 and the 
03 models. The D4 model seems superior in organizing these data, and a 
similar conclusion can be drawn from 2: 3 MeV electron and - I MeV 
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proton profiles, although for L :S 2.5 neither model is really successful in 
organizing the data for~ l MeV protons. (In the period since this chapter 
was written, Acuna and Ness (p. 830) have refined the calibration of their 
instrument and, upon reanalyzing their data, obtain results consistent with 
those of Smith et al. This has removed the discrepancies between the models.) 

III. OUTER MAGNETOSPHERE 

The characteristics of the outer magnetosphere are quite different from 
those of the inner regions. As discussed in Sec. I, a ring current in a sheet of 
plasma flung out from Jupiter as a result of the rapid rotation inflates the mag-
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Fig. 5. A comparison of the intensity versus L profiles of high-energy nuclei measured by 
the University of Chicago fission cell for L derived from the D4 magnetic field model of 
Smith et al. (1975a) and from the 03 magnetic field model of Acuna and Ness (I 975). The L 
values for the 03 model are interpolations based on L values at IO minute intervals supplied 
by Acuna and Ness (personal communication). 
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netosphere to a size far larger than that for which the dipole field alone could 
account. Like the skirt of a twirling dancer, the outer region is far from rigid, 
responding sensitively to changes in the solar wind pressure , possibly flap
ping up and down as a result of the tilt of the dipole axis with respect to the 
rotation axis, and almost certainly showing significant asymmetries as a func
tion of Jovian local time as it is compressed by the solar wind in front, and 
drawn out into a Jovimagnetic tail behind (cf. Fig. I). 

( Pioneer 10 
( \/ Electrons ~6-30 MeV 

(The University of Chicago) 
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Fig. 6. A comparison of the intensit y profiles of - 6 - 30 MeY electrons (range identification 
logic code I 05) with the magnetic field intensity measured by Smith (personal communi
cation) for the period whe n Pioneer 10 was within Jupiter"s magnetosphe re. To a rough 
approximation. the differential flux of 6-30 MeY electrons (cm- ' sec - 1 MeY- 1) may be 
considered numerically equal to the plotted counting rate. The data are plotted as a function 
of spacecraft event time (the time of receipt of data on Earth minus - 46 minutes for one
way signal propagation) (figure from McKibben and Simpson I 974). 

In Fig. 6 we have compared the electron intensity profile and the mag
netic field magnitude for the inbound and outbound passes of Pioneer I 0. 
Several important features are immediately apparent in this figure. First, 
throughout most of the outer magnetosphere, the electron flux underwent 
regular variations with a period of about IO hours. The electron spectrum 
also varied with a I 0-hour period and was steepest (i.e., for a spectral form 
flux ex: £ -Y, the spectral index y was greatest) at the times of intensity mini
ma. However, the flux of low-energy (- I Me V) protons did not vary peri-
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odically for R ;::: 40 R.1 on the inbound pass (Simpson et al. 1974a). On the 
outbound pass on the dawn meridian (cf. Fig. 2) the flux variations were 
much more pronounced than on the inbound pass and were observed for 
both protons and electrons. The inbound pass differed only by about 60° 
from the outbound trajectory in its angle with the solar wind. Thus, there 
are indeed strong asymmetries in the particle distribution in the outer mag
netosphere as a function of Jovian local time. On the outbound pass, the 
association between magnetic field minima and particle intensity maxima is 
particularly clear. Though not immediately apparent from the figure, we 
found a similar correlation between magnetic field minima and particle inten
sity maxima on the inbound pass (McKibben and Simpson 1974). Smith et 
al. (1974) identified the magnetic field minima with entry of the spacecraft 
into the plasma sheet which supports the outer magnetosphere, and the con
sensus of most experimenters based on Pioneer 10 data was that in the outer 
magnetosphere energetic particles were confined primarily to the equatorial 
plasma sheet, and that the I 0-hour variations resulted from the alternate 
approach and withdrawal of the plasma sheet from the spacecraft due to the 
inclination of the central dipole. Chenette et al. (1974), however, argued for 
an alternate view of the intensity variations as temporal rather than spatial 
variations. In this view, every 10 hours the entire outer magnetosphere fills 
with energetic particles, which then decay away. We shall discuss these al
ternative models further in Sec. V below. 

A second feature of the magnetosphere that is clear from inspection of 
Fig. 6 is that the magnetopause is a sharp boundary for confinement of the 
energetic electrons. For every crossing of the magnetopause Pioneer I 0 
found the flux immediately outside the magnetopause to be at least an order 
of magnitude less than that just inside. This fact argues for little reconnec
tion of the magnetospheric magnetic field with the interplanetary field in or 
near the region sampled by Pioneer 10. 

Close inspection of Fig. 6 shows that the particle intensity maxima on 
the outbound pass, in addition to being more pronounced than those on the 
inbound pass, contain much more fine time structure than is found in the in
bound data. In Fig. 7 we have expanded one of the outbound maxima, plot
ting one minute averages of the energetic electron and - I MeV proton flux. 
The rise and fall of the fluxes is extremely rapid, requiring only a few min
utes for changes of more than three orders of magnitude for the proton flux. 
Furthermore, the correlation between proton and electron flux variations 
on a minute-to-minute basis is very good, especially in the precursor maxi
mum starting at -- 0 I hoom on day 340. Strong anisotropies along the field 
were observed in the proton flux from time to time during this maximum, 
appearing and disappearing, or changing direction by up to 180° in as little 
as one minute. The electron flux, however, seldom showed significant aniso
tropies. The simultaneity of the electron and proton time variations argues 
that the particles cannot long have been resident on the field lines on which 
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(figure from Simpson et al. 1974a). 
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they were observed, for drift motions would rapidly separate protons and 
electrons so that intensity features would not remain fogether long for the 
two species. Rough calculations of the relative drift velocity based on mag
netic field gradients observed in the vicinity of these intensity features 
(Smith, personal communication) suggest that injection of particles can have 
taken place at most a few minutes before the particles were observed. Strong 
anisotropies are also consistent with the recent injection of the particles onto 
the field lines. It is possible that we are observing particles very recently 
accelerated, and perhaps even that Pioneer 10 was embedded in the region 
of acceleration itself, for if there is significant merging of magnetic field 
lines across the magnetic neutral sheet embedded in the plasma sheet, parti
cle acceleration would be expected. Particle acceleration in such situations 
has been widely investigated in the search for the solar flare acceleration 
mechanism (e.g., Petschek I 964; Sonnerup 1973). Retzler and Simpson 
( 1969) have reported observations of electrons in the neutral sheet of Earth's 
magnetotail and conclude likewise that acceleration is probably occurring in 
the neutral sheet. Thus we have probably observed a second similar acceler
ation process for particles in Jupiter's magnetosphere. This process is in 
addition to that of the violation of the third adiabatic invariant which pro
vides acceleration to maintain the stably trapped inner core as described 
above. Neither of these mechanisms would appear to explain adequately the 
large populations of energetic particles undergoing I 0-hour variations in the 
outer magnetosphere. 

Pioneer 11 offered a second look at the outer magnetosphere of Jupiter, 
and a chance to test some of the ideas formed on the basis of data from Pio
neer I 0. The time-intensity profiles of energetic electrons and - I MeV pro
tons observed during Pioneer 11 's pass through the Jovian magnetosphere 
are shown in Fig. 8. In some respects, the observations are similar to those 
made with Pioneer I 0. Again the spacecraft crossed the magnetopause sev
eral times as a result of expansion and contraction of the magnetosphere in 
response to changes in solar wind pressure. The confinement of electrons 
behind the magnetopause was in most cases good, as was that for low-energy 
protons, leading again to the conclusion that reconnection of magnetic field 
lines across the front side of the magnetopause is limited, giving magneto
spheric particles little access to interplanetary field lines by this route. 

Examination of the anisotropy of low-energy protons near the magneto
pause shows that an anisotropy produced by co-rotation of the particles 
persists all the way to the magnetopause, although with a magnitude near 
the magnetopause much less than that expected for rigid co-rotation of the 
particles with the planet. Indeed the co-rotation anisotropy was observed at 
essentially all times that Pioneer 11 was within the magnetosphere, con
sistent with the observations by Van Allen et al. ( 197 5) for Pioneer I I and 
Trainor et al. ( 1974)" for Pioneer I 0. Figure 9 shows the behavior of the low
energy proton anisotropy during the period on day 331, 1974, when Pioneer 

'Seep. 967. 
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Fig. 8. Time intensity profiles of - I MeY protons and - 6-30 MeY electrons during Pio
neer 11 's traversal of the Jovian magnetosphere. Magnetopause crossings (M) and bow shock 
crossings (B) are based on the data of Smith (personal communication). Data are plotted as a 
function of the time when data were received on Earth (ground received time). which differs 
from spacecraft event time by - 41 minutes for Pioneer 11 (figure from Simpson et al. 1975). 

I I was within the magnetosphere for a brief period. The co-rotation anisot
ropy appeared soon after crossing the magnetopause and persisted nearly 
until the second crossing when Pioneer I I left the magnetosphere. 

Once within the magnetosphere we again observed I 0-hour variations in 
the particle intensity and in the electron spectrum. The variations, how
ever, had a quite different appearance from those found by Pioneer I 0. Even 
though the inbound trajectories of Pioneer IO and 11 were nearly identical 
in the outer magnetosphere (see Fig. 2), the variations near the magneto
pause were much less regular for Pioneer I I than for Pioneer I 0 , and inside 
R ~ 50 R.J the variations took on the character of those observed during the 
outbound pass on Pioneer I 0. Examination of counting rates on a fine time 
scale again shows the presence of rapid time variations that are simultaneous 
for both protons and electrons, suggesting particle acceleration (Simpson et 
al. unpublished). The magnitudes of the intensity changes were much less 
than those observed by Pioneer I 0, however, and the anisotropies were less 
well marked. Comparison with magnetic field data (Smith, personal com
munication) shows that the large particle maxima were again associated with 
well developed magnetic field minima, so that the well developed current 
sheet observed on the dawn meridian by Pioneer IO extended into the morn
ing quadrant at the time of Pioneer I I's flyby . Therefore, the character of the 
outer magnetosphere of Jupiter apparently varies significantly with time, on 
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Fig. 9. The percent anisotropy and direction of maximum flux for 0.5- 1.8 MeV protons 
measured by the Pioneer I I low-energy telescope of the University of Chicago. The percent 
anisotropy is defined to be I 00 8/ A where the observed distribution of arrival directions has 
been fitted by the least squares method to a function of the form A+ B cos (II - C). The 
"clock angle" of maximum intensity is equal to C. For II= 0° and 180° the view cone of the 
telescope lies approximately in the ecliptic plane, and for II= 90° and 270°, the view is normal 
to the ecliptic. Magnetopause and bow shock crossings are based on the data of Smith 
(personal communication). 

a scale probably on the order of days, although this remains undetermined. 
This observation should give us caution in any attempt to build over-elabo
rate models on the basis of the two penetrations of the magnetosphere now 
available. 

One conclusion based on Pioneer IO observations which appears to have 
been refuted by those of Pioneer I I is that the energetic particles are con
fined largely to the plasma sheet in the outer magnetosphere. Reference to 
Fig. 2 shows that the outbound trajectory of Pioneer 11 lay far from the plas
ma sheet in the equatorial plane which contains the plasma sheet. Neverthe
less, the particle fluxes were at least as great on the outbound pass as on the 
near-equatorial inbound pass, and, for the electrons, showed intensity varia
tions as large as or larger than those observed near the equator. Therefore, 
the conclusion that the I 0-hour variations are due entirely to alternate ap
proach to and recession from the equatorial plasma sheet is open to severe 
questioning. An alternate hypothesis consistent with this observation is 
that the intensity variations are a global effect, taking place simultaneously 
throughout the outer magnetosphere. We will discuss this question further 
in Sec. V. 
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IV. JUPITER AS A SOURCE OF INTERPLANETARY PARTICLES 

Not all energetic particles associated with Jupiter are found within the 
magnetosphere. Bursts of low-energy electrons in the interplanetary medium 
outside of Earth's bow shock have long been observed (Fan et al. 1964; 
Frank and Van Allen 1964: Anderson 1968) and we made a search for simi
lar events as Pioneer IO approached Jupiter. In Fig. 10, taken from Chenette 
et al. ( 1974), we show counting rate time-intensity profiles of energetic elec
trons from both Pioneer 10 and 11 during Pioneer IO's approach to Jupiter. 
The Pioneer 11 data, taken far from Jupiter, show the almost complete ab
sence of solar accelerated particle events whereas the counting rate at Pio
neer IO became increasingly active, and the average magnitude of particle 
events increased as Pioneer IO approached Jupiter. Proof of the Jovian ori
gin of these particles came with the discovery of a I 0-hour period in varia
tions in the intensity and spectrum of electrons within the events. A clear 
example of such variations is shown in Fig. 11. In common with the varia
tions observed inside the magnetosphere , the steepest spectra are associated 
with the intensity minima. Furthermore, the phase of the variations is the 
same as that observed inside the magnetosphere. In Fig. 12 the variations in 
the electron spectral index observed beginning with the event in Fig. IO and 
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spectral index y. The dashed lines represent times of spectral index maximum for a variation 
with a period of 9h 55m 30' and a phase defined by the spectral index maximum observed at 
- 05h oom U.T. (spacecraft event time) on day 332, 1973, when Pioneer 10 was inside the 
magnetosphere. Periods when large amplitude hydromagnetic waves were observed are 
indicated by brackets. Data are plotted as a function of spacecraft event time (figure from 
Smith et al. 1976). 

continuing until Pioneer IO was well inside the magnetosphere are displayed, 
together with a series of tic marks extending to interplanetary space the 
phase of variations observed inside the magnetosphere. The continuity across 
the magnetopause is striking and argues strongly that the particles inside and 
outside of the magnetosphere have the same origin. Applying the sensitive 
technique of power spectral analysis to the intensity profiles, Chenette et al. 
( I 97 4) found evidence for I 0-hour variations as far as I A. U. from the planet. 
Furthermore, wherever spectral variations were found, they were in phase 
with those observed within and near the magnetosphere. Teegarden et al. 
(1974), from analysis of Earth-based data, have reported observation of Jo
vian electrons even at the orbit of Earth, although no I 0-hour variations have 
yet been found in the events near Earth. 

Since the discovery of these electron events, collaborative studies with 
the magnetometer investigators on Pioneer 10 have shown significant cor
relations between electron events and characteristics of the interplanetary 
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Fig. 12. The ratio of the - 3-6 MeY electron flux to the - 6-30 MeV e lectron flux 
(I D4 / I D5 ratio) as a function of spacecraft event time during Pioneer I O's a pproac h to Jupi
ter. The tic marks correspond to th e dashed lines in F ig. 11 (figure from Chenette et a l. 1974). 

magnetic field (Smith et al. 1976). In particular, these studies showed that, 
for events close to Jupiter (R < 400 R.J) a necessary but not sufficient con
dition for the observation of Jovian electrons was that the interplanetary 
magnetic field should lie in the direction necessary to provide good connec
tion between the spacecraft and Jupiter. Abrupt changes in the field away 
from this direction were accompanied by abrupt decreases in the electron 
flux. Thus, some of the time-intensity structure apparent in the electron 
counting rate is probably a result of variability in the interplanetary magnetic 
field. 

A second striking discovery to come from this collaborative study is of 
the association of large-amplitude hydromagnetic waves in the interplanetary 
magnetic field with the presence of Jovian electrons. Periods during which 
such waves were observed are marked in Fig. 11 and an expanded view of 
behavior of the magnetic field during a 3-hour period in which waves were 
observed is shown in Fig. 13. The simultaneity of electron intensity maxima 
and the observation of waves argues against a Jovian origin for the waves, 
with subsequent upstream propagation to the spacecraft in the solar wind. 
Instead , the most plausible hypothesis is that the waves are generated locally 
in the solar wind by the electrons themselves, as shown schematically in 
Figure 14. If the electrons are producing the waves in the magnetic field, 
this observation can be used to investigate an effect which must be important 
in the confinement and isotropization of cosmic rays in the galaxy (Wentzel 
1974 and references therein) . 

In addition to electrons from Jupiter we have recently reported the dis
covery of low-energy (- I MeV) protons in interplanetary space (Simpson 
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Fig. 13. Example of magnetic waves associated with electron bursts and Pioneer-Jupiter 
field alignment. One-minute averages of the field magnitude and angles for a 3-hour period on 
day 325 are shown. These large amplitude waves occurred during a maximum in the 3-6 
MeV electron flux, as can be seen by reference to Fig. 11 (figure from Smith et al. I 976). 

et al. 1975). One such event is shown in Fig. 8 on day 332 during the period 
Pioneer 11 was outside of the bow shock after compression of the magneto
sphere. Proof of the Jovian origin of interplanetary proton events is difficult 
since even inside the magnetosphere close to the magnetopause no marked 
I 0-hour variations in the proton intensity or spectrum have been observed. 
We have noted, however, that high intensities of low-energy protons very 
near Jupiter have shown steeper energy spectra than normally encountered 
in quiet or solar active periods in interplanetary space. A search for events 
with such steep energy spectra has shown the existence of a number of such 
events, many but not all of which occurred in association with Jovian elec
tron events, often with markedly similar time-intensity profiles for the pro
tons and electrons. Figure 15 contains an example of such an event. In addi
tion, when the anisotropy in such events was significant, the direction of 
arrival was more consistent with a Jovian than a solar origin for these parti-
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Fig. 14. Schematic diagram showing interplanetary conditions during a Jovian interplanetary 
electron event. When the interplanetary magnetic field lies near the Pioneer-Jupiter direction, 
energetic (MeY) electrons are able to flow up the lines of force from Jupiter to the space
craft. Since their streaming velocity exceeds the phase velocity of hydromagnetic waves, 
a cyclotron resonant overstability occurs leading to the generation of interplanetary waves. 
The hydromagnetic waves propagate upstream in the solar wind frame, but are convected 
downstream in the inertial frame (figure from Smith et al. 1976). 

cles, and when hydromagnetic waves were observed with significant circular 
polarization during proton events, the polarization was in most cases correct 
for their having been generated by protons rather than by electrons (Chenette 
et al. I 97 5). 

V. IO-HOUR VARIATIONS-SPATIAL OR TEMPORAL? 

The observation of phase continuity across the magnetopause for the 
intensity and spectral variations in the electron flux raises questions which 
are difficult to answer in terms of the consensus model based on Pioneer I 0 
data, in which most particles were confined to the plasma sheet associated 
with the magnetic equatorial plane. In this model, phase continuity between 
variations for interplanetary and magnetospheric particles requires that the 
interplanetary particles escape the magnetosphere from one location only, 
namely that through which Pioneers IO and 11 entered the magnetosphere. 
This possibility cannot be excluded, although it seems highly unlikely. Also 
not easily reconcilable with the plasma sheet confinement model is the fact 
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Fig. 15. An example of a Jovian interplanetary particle event containing energetic electrons, 

low energy protons. and large amplitude hydromagnetic waves. Data are plotted as a function 
of spacecraft event time. 

that near the magnetopause, on both inbound and outbound passes of Pio
neer I 0, the variations observed had the same phase despite the difference 
in Jovian local time of the inbound and outbound trajectories (Chenette et 
al. I 974; McKibben and Simpson 1974). Large distortions in the geometry 
of the outer magnetosphere would be necessary to accommodate these 
observations under the plasma sheet confinement model, as discussed by 
McKibben and Simpson ( 1974) and Northrop et al. (I 974). 

Chenette et al. (I 974) suggested an alternate model in which the varia
tions were a result of temporal variations in the entire outer magnetospheric 
particle population. In this case, a space probe anywhere within the magneto
sphere, or for that matter outside as well, would see variations with the same 
phase. With this model, however, it was difficult to reconcile the trend of the 
phase of the intensity variations observed during Pioneer I O's traversal of 
the magnetosphere. In Fig. 16 we show the relation between the times ex
pected for intensity minima based on the temporal variation model and the 
times at which minima were actually observed. In this view, near the mag-
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Fig. 16. The times when electron intensity minima (X) and spectral index maxima ( •) were 
observed by Pioneer IO in relation to the times expected for a model in which the spectral 
and intensity variations have a period of 9h 55m, The phase is independent of spacecraft 
position within the magnetosphere, so that all particles in the magnetosphere vary synchro
nously. The expected times are indicated by the dashed line. Data are plotted as a function 
of spacecraft time. 

netopause the inbound and outbound variations differed by a phase of - 10 
hours, or 21r radians. However, the phase of the spectral variations, shown 
here for the first time, was more nearly consistent with the temporal variation 
model. A further objection to the temporal model was the correlation ob
served between magnetic field intensity minima and particle intensity maxi
ma, which McKibben and Simpson (1974) found even near the magneto
pause on days 332-334. Thus, based on Pioneer IO data, neither model 
appeared fully satisfactory. 

Pioneer 11 offered a clear cut test of certain predictions of the two mod
els. The first, which we have already described (cf. Sec. III) showed that, 
contrary to the expectation based on the plasma sheet model that particle 
fluxes at high magnetic latitudes should be far lower than those observed 
near the equatorial plane, the fluxes observed at high magnetic latitudes on 
Pioneer 11 's outbound pass were at least as high as those observed in the 
equatorial plane inbound. The second test involved the prediction that under 
the plasma sheet confinement model the phase of the intensity variations ob
served outbound should differ from that observed inbound by about 4 hours, 
since Pioneer 11 went from the southern to the northern hemispheres be
tween inbound and outbound passes, inducing a change of - 5 hours in the 
phase, which was partially offset by a change of - 1 hour in the Jovian local 
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Fig. 17. Same as Fig. 16 but for Pioneer I I. The dashed line is the locus of intensity minima 
and spectral index maxima based on extrapolation of the phase defined by the reference 
spectral maximum in Fig. 16 using the 9" 55m 33'.I synodic System Ill rotation period of 
Jupiter. Where more than one significant intensity minimum or spectral index maximum 
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line. The heavy line is the locus of points of maximum magnetic latitude on Pioneer 11 's 
trajectory. Data are plotted as a function of ground received time (figure from Simpson 
et al. I 975). 

time of the trajectory. The temporal model, on the other hand, would predict 
no change in phase between inbound and outbound variations. The Pioneer 
11 data for both intensity and spectral variations are shown in Fig. 17 in a 
format similar to that of Fig. 16. The heavy line shows the predicted locus 
of intensity minima (and spectral index maxima) if intensity minima were 
associated with the points of maximum magnetic latitude on the spacecraft 
trajectory. The dashed line shows the prediction of the temporal variation 
model, the result of extrapolating forward the phase of variations observed 
during the Pioneer IO encounter using the 91' 5 5m 3 3~ I rotation period of 
Jupiter with respect to the sun-Jupiter line (synodic System 111 rotation peri
od). Clearly the data are more consistent with the temporal variation model. 
Thus at this point, although the difficulties raised by the Pioneer IO observa
tions still stand, the weight of the evidence appears to favor the temporal var
iation model. It is possible still that asymmetries in the magnetosphere 
between the dawn and noon meridians may explain the apparent deviation 
of the Pioneer IO data from the model predictions. It is not clear, however, 
that there is not a third alternative, of which we have not yet thought, which 
will be consistent with all observations from both Pioneers IO and I I. 

If we accept for the moment the hypothesis that the variations are tempo
ral in nature, we must find some mechanism that will cause the acceleration 
or release of a large number of energetic particles every 10 hours. If the 
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magnetosphere were subject to no external stresses, no such periodicity 
could be established, for one orientation of the dipole would be equivalent 
to any other. It is clear, therefore, that the variations in particle intensity and 
spectra owe their existence to the presence of a symmetry breaking force. 
That the symmetry breaking force is associated with the sun is demonstrated 
by the fact that in order to extrapolate successfully the phase of the varia
tions established by Pioneer IO observations in 197 3 to the time of Pioneer 
11 encounter in 1974 we must use the synodic rather than the sidereal rota
tion period of Jupiter. (The sidereal period would predict intensity minima 
about I hour earlier than synodic period.) The obvious candidate for such 
a force is the solar wind pressure. 

Even with the symmetry breaking force identified, the mechanism for 
inducing the variations is not obvious. The small offset in the dipole of -
0.1 RJ reported by Smith et al. (I 974, I 975) is insignificant on the scale of 
the magnetosphere, and is well shielded from the solar wind pressure by the 
"spongy" outer magnetosphere. Without some means of amplifying its 
effect, perhaps by some such means as the differential plasma loading of field 
lines suggested by Hill and Dessler ( 1976), the offset is unlikely to be the 
source of the variations. A source might be found in work done against the 
solar wind by flopping motions of the magnetosphere as a result of the dipole 
tilt but, again, either some interior asymmetry or possibly a north-south 
asymmetry in the interplanetary medium is required, or a 5-hour period 
would result. Whatever the mechanism, it must produce copious numbers of 
energetic electrons every IO hours. Rough estimates based on counting rates 
observed in the outer magnetosphere show that - I 028 electrons with ener
gies 2: 6 Me V must be produced and released to populate simultaneously 
both the northern and southern hemispheres every IO hours to account for 
magnetospheric fluxes alone. Furthermore, the mechanism must produce 
strongest variations at high energies in order to account for the observed 
spectral variations. 

Hill et al. (1974), Hill and Dessler (1976), and Nishida (1975) have re
cently proposed models to account for the intensity and spectral variations 
observed in the outer magnetosphere and in interplanetary space. Hill et al. 
suggest that longitudinal asymmetries in the Jovian magnetic field lead to 
the development of a "diurnal trapping region" in which charged particles 
can be stably trapped during part of a Jovian day, but which during the re
maining part is open to the Jovimagnetic tail, through which particles escape 
to the interplanetary medium. In this manner a IO-hour period is imposed 
on the escaping particles. A primary difficulty with this model is in explaining 
phase continuity of the variations across the day-side magnetopause if par
ticles are injected into the planetary medium through the night-side tail. 
Nishida's model avoids this difficulty by having the trapped particles escape 
to outer magnetospheric and open interplanetary field lines at low altitudes 
near the magnetic poles, as a result of diffusion violating both the second and 
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third adiabatic invariants. It is not clear in this model, however, how the 10-
hour period is induced. In both models, it may also be difficult to achieve the 
necessary escape rate to populate every IO hours both the - 200 R.1 diame
ter magnetosphere with the observed - 300 e sec- 1 cm-2 flux and an unde
termined volume of interplanetary space with a flux on the order of a factor 
10 less. Both models require a trigger for release of particles every 10 hours 
whose nature is at present undetermined although Hill and Dessler ( 1976) 
suggest a plausible mechanism involving asymmetrical loading of magnetic 
field lines with plasma. The recent recognition of the good correspondence 
between the System I 11 longitude of the sun-Jupiter line at the time of inter
planetary electron intensity minima and the central meridian longitude of 
the non-lo associated decametric radio bursts (Yasyliunas 1975) provides 
an interesting addition to the observations, and may help in unravelling the 
mechanism. 

VI. SUMMARY AND UNANSWERED QUESTIONS 

As is the case for any good experimental program, the Pioneer 10 and 11 
missions through the magnetosphere of Jupiter have yielded some striking 
discoveries, confirmed some theoretical ideas of general importance, and 
raised more questions than were answered. Among the striking discoveries 
are the finding of large numbers of high-energy particles. both protons and 
electrons, escaping from Jupiter into interplanetary space. If observed at 
the orbit of Earth, these particles may account for the puzzling "quiet-time 
electron increases" which have been observed for several years on Earth
orbiting spacecraft (McDonald et al. 1972). Furthermore, by providing a 
source of particles of known origin propagating inward through the solar 
wind, they provide a new probe of the interplanetary propagation process 
which is of great importance in many fundamental questions of cosmic ray 
physics. The discovery of hydromagnetic waves in the interplanetary medi
um associated with the electrons provides a means of testing theoretical 
ideas about the generation of such waves in plasmas by streaming particles, 
a process thought to be of great importance for confinement of cosmic rays 
to the galaxy. 

A discovery of equal importance, though perhaps less anticipated and 
thus less able to find its place in existing theories, is of the immense size 
and complexity of the Jovian magnetosphere. It will require many years, and 
probably several more penetrations of the magnetosphere before the inter
play of forces which govern the behavior of the plasmas, fields, and energetic 
particles in this large region of space is understood. 

In the list of ideas or theories confirmed by observations of Pioneers I 0 
and 11 we find, perhaps most fundamentally, proof of the maintenance and 
acceleration of charged particles trapped in Jupiter's magnetic field by in
ward diffusion in violation of the third adiabatic invariant. In the course of 
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obtaining this proof, the importance of absorption of radiation by the satel
lite Io in limiting the flux of the trapped radiation in Jupiter's inner radiation 
zone was confirmed. A probable example of a second acceleration mecha
nism by merging of magnetic field lines through a neutral sheet was also 
found although conclusive experimental proof that such acceleration was 
indeed taking place is not presently available. 

Secondly, although we have not discussed this question in detail here, 
the population of trapped electrons was found to be in rough agreement with 
that necessary to produce the radio emissions observed at Earth (Luthey 
et al. personal communication) although discrepancies on the order of a 
factor 3 or so remain in the particle flux data at different electron energies 
taken by the various experimental groups. A thorough review of calibrations 
and measurement techniques is under way at the present time, and such dis
crepancies may shortly be resolved to allow a more definitive test of observa
tion versus theory in relating electron fluxes to the radio emission. Such a 
test has fundamental importance for astrophysics in general, for much of our 
knowledge about magnetic fields and charged particle densities outside the 
solar system is based on deductions from synchrotron emission. 

In the category of open questions and remaining puzzles must be placed 
the nature of the loss mechanism responsible for the proton maxima ob
served in the inner trapped radiation zone, the manner of escape of energetic 
particles from Jupiter's magnetosphere, the nature and source of the I 0-hour 
variations observed in the particle flux in interplanetary space and in the 
outer magnetosphere, and indeed the source of the outer magnetospheric 
particles themselves, for a large population of high energy electrons was not 
expected outside the stable trapped radiation zone. These questions are with
out doubt bound up in a still larger question, that of the nature of the outer 
magnetosphere itself. 
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JUPITER'S MAGNETISM: OBSERVATIONS AND THEORY 

R. HIDE 
British Meteorological Office 
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D. STANNARD 
University of Manchester 

Observation., ,,( non-ther111al radio noise from Jupiter on decimeter and dccameter 
H·avelengths pro,·ided the first ei-idence of a strong and nearly dipolar Joi-ian 111agnetic 
field and an associated system of Van A lien type radiation belts of electrically charged 
particles, extending hnond and interacting with the first Galilean satellite lo. Data from 
Pioneers 10 and I I corroborate this evidence and confirm and refine previous estimates 
rf the strength, position and orientation of the equil'{llent Jovian magnetic dipole, and 
they also prm·ide ji1rther information concerning non-dipole componenls ,,f the field. 

Considerulion, ,,(possible source., ofJupiter's magneticjield indica/e that the most 
likely mechanism is a hydromagnetic ( magnetohydrodynamic) dynamo a.,sociated with 
thermal/.,· dri,·en fluid motions in the electrically conducting parts of Jupiter's interior. 
Dvnamo theory cannot yet provide precise expressions relating the strength and configu
ration of the observed magnetic field to olher parameters (density, planetary radius, 
electrical conductivity, rotation rate. etc.) hut, as with the earth, ii nevertheless is in
structive to consider the ohserrnlions in !he light of certain rudimentary ideas based 
on general considerations of the eq11a1ions of magnetohvdrodynamics of ro/aling fluids. 

I. THE STRUCTURE OF JUPITER'S MAGNETIC FIELD 

The Magnetosphere 

Experiments on board Pioneers IO and 11 have provided the first direct 
measurements of the field structure and particle density in the Jovian mag
netosphere (Acuna and Ness 197 5; Fillius and Mcllwain I 97 4; Fillius et al. 
1975; Simpson et al. 1974, 1975; Smith et al. 1974, 1975; Trainor et al. 
1974. 197 5; Van Allen et al. I 974, I 97 5). The evidence favors a closed mag
netosphere, with a well-defined magnetopause, and an overall blunt-shaped 
configuration. The outer regions of the magnetosphere are strongly in-

[ 767] 
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fluenced by the pressure of the solar wind arriving at the planet, with varia
tions in the ambient conditions causing fluctuations of up to a factor two 
in the size of the dayside magnetosphere. A prominent feature of the mid
magnetosphere is a thin annular current sheet which co-rotates with the 
planet like a rigid body. The sheet lies almost parallel to the Jovian equator, 
but is distorted, so that it lies above the equatorial plane on one side of the 
planet, and below it on the other. Associated with the current sheet is an 
equatorial concentration of field lines which confine energetic particles 
trapped in this region to a relatively thin disk. The structure and dynamics 
of the Jovian magnetosphere are discussed in more detail elsewhere in this 
volume (see the chapters by Acuna and Ness,' Simpson and McKibben,2 

Smith et al.3 and Van Allen4). 

At distances within about 20 R.1 of the planet, the magnetic field configu
ration measured by the Pioneer magnetometers rapidly assumes the charac
teristics of the main planetary field. There are irregularities in this field close 
to the orbits of the innermost satellites, but the basic structure seems to be 
well represented by that of an inclined magnetic dipole which is slightly off
set from the center of the planet (Smith et al. 1974, 1975). 

The Planetary Field in the Radiation Belts 

Information about the structure of the planetary field at distances of 
about 2-3 RJ is provided by Earth-based observations of the decimetric 
radio emission. This is synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons which 
are trapped by the fieldlines to form radiation belts similar to the Van Allen 
belts which surround the earth. The radiating electrons have an anisotropic 
distribution of pitch angles, with the majority moving in relatively flat helical 
orbits and mirroring well within one planetary radius of the magnetic equa
tor. As a result the decimetric emission is strongly beamed into the plane of 
the magnetic equator, and is linearly polarized with the E-vector perpen
dicular to the projected direction of the magnetic fieldlines. The variation of 
the position angle of polarization as Jupiter rotates thus provides a useful 
trace for the geometry of the magnetic field in the vicinity of the magnetic 
equator, while the beaming in latitude of the total intensity and of the degree 
of polarization enable the distributions of electron energy and pitch angle to 
be deduced. A small amount of circular polarization has also been detected 
in the emission, and this gives the strength and polarity of the magnetic field. 

The properties of the decimetric emission have been extensively re
viewed elsewhere (Carr and Gulkis 1969; Stannard 1975; Berge and Gulkis5) 

so that we restrict ourselves here to a comparison of the field structure in the 
radiation belts deduced from the Pioneer and decimetric observations. As 
can be seen in Table I, there is good general agreement between the two 
methods of measurement. 

'Seep. 837. 
'See p. 739. 

"Seep. 789. 
'Seep. 928; also seep. 32. 

'See pp. 621. 693 and 1146. 
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For many purposes the field in the radiation belts can be adequately 
represented by that of an inclined offset dipole. but there is evidence in both 
the radio and Pioneer data that the real field geometry is more complex. In 
particular, there seems to be a localized distortion of the main dipole field 
close to the longitude of the magnetic pole in the northern hemisphere. This 
anomaly produces asymmetries in the brightness distribution and polariza
tion of the decimetric emission (Branson 1968; Conway and Stannard 1972), 
and is also apparent in the dual-dipole model fitted to the Pioneer IO data by 
Smith et al. (l 974). Closer to the surface of Jupiter the non-dipole compo
nents of the planetary magnetic field become more pronounced. 

The Field Near the Surface of the Planet 

The structure of the magnetic field close to the surface of Jupiter can be 
investigated by using observations of the decametric radio emission. The 
mechanism responsible for these intense bursts oflow frequency radio noise 
is poorly understood, but is generally assumed to be the cyclotron process 
occurring at or near the local electron gyrofrequency in the Jovian iono
sphere. If this is the case, then the sharp cut off in the emission above 39.6 
MHz implies a maximum field strength of some 14 Gauss, presumably from 
the polar regions close to the surface of the planet. Part of the decametric 
emission is known to be triggered by Jupiter's satellite lo, but there is con
siderable debate as to the nature of this interaction. For a discussion of this, 
and of other features of the decametric emission, see the review articles by 
Carr and Gulkis (l 969) and Carr and Desch.6 

The emission at the lowest decametric frequencies possesses a symmetry 
which is consistent with a basically dipolar field structure. However, at 
higher frequencies anomalies become more prevalent. There is a predomi
nance of a single sense of circular polarization and a pronounced asymmetry 
in the location of the main sources of emission. Warwick (l 970) has pro
posed an explanation for these anomalies in terms of a field structure which 
is considerably displaced from the center of the planet, but this appears to 
conflict with both the Pioneer measurements and recent determinations of 
the centroid of the decimetric emission (Smith et al. 1974, 1975; Berge 1974). 
More tenable seems the explanation of Ellis and McCulloch ( 1963 ), which 
attributes the asymmetries to local deviations in the angle of magnetic dip. 
There is a tie up here with the decimetric studies, since the strongest of the 
high-frequency decametric sources (Source A) lies close to the longitude of 
the field anomaly inferred from the decimetric observations. 

The close approach of Pioneer 11 to within 0.6 R., of the Jovian surface 
has enabled direct in situ measurements to be made of the field structure in 
the vicinity of the planet. Pioneer 11 carried two experiments designed to 
investigate the structure of the magnetic field. One involved a vector helium 

"See pp. 621, 693 and 1146. 
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magnetometer similar to that on board Pioneer IO; the other used a triaxial 
fluxgate magnetometer sensitive to stronger fields. There seems to be some 
disagreement between the preliminary results of the two experiments (Smith 
et al. I 975; Acuna and Ness I 975).7 Both sets of measurements confirm that 
the field structure close to the surface of the planet is indeed complex, with 
marked non-dipole components. There is an asymmetry in the strength of 
the field at the two poles, with the magnetic pole in the northern hemisphere 
possessing an appreciably stronger field ( 14 Gauss versus 11 ). When the mag
netometer data are fully analyzed, they may reveal vital clues as to the na
ture of the mechanism responsible for the decametric emission. 

II. SECULAR VARIATION OF JUPITER'S MAGNETIC FIELD 

Although the Earth-based radio astronomy observations provide only 
limited information about the structure of the Jovian magnetic field, these 
measurements have now been obtained for over two decades and can thus 
be examined for evidence of temporal variations in the field structure. Care 
must be taken, however, to discriminate against a number of features of the 
radio emission that exhibit apparent variations which are not connected with 
any long-term secular effects, but are caused by geometrical changes in the 
aspect of Jupiter during its orbital period of I I. 9 years about the sun. 

The Rate of Rotation of the Magnetic Field 

There is excellent agreement between the rotation periods derived from 
observations of the motions of the decametric and decimetric radio sources. 
Early observations of the decametric emission led to the IAU adopting a 
formal System I I I period for the radio rotation which was 11.3 seconds 
shorter than the period of rotation of irregular features of the visible surface 
of dense cloud in the non-equatorial regions of the planet. The cloud belts 
nearer the equator spin at a much faster rate. 8 Subsequent observations of 
stable features in both the decametric and decimetric radio emissions have 
shown that the System III period is too short by some 0.4 seconds (Table II), 
and this gives rise to a longitudinal drift of 3~2 per year, relative to System 
Ill, of the radio emission features. 

The determination of the decametric rotation period is complicated by a 
cyclic drift in the apparent source positions which appears to be correlated 
with Jupiter's orbital position about the sun (Carr et al. I 970): If this peri
odic effect is removed, and a correction applied for the "error" in the System 
I I I period, then the longitude of Source A shows no further systematic varia
tion with the epoch of observation (Fig. I a). Recent studies of the deca
metric rotation period by Alexander ( 1975) suggest that only statistical 
averages of decametric events should be used to determine an accurate rate 

'Editorial Note: The disagreement no longer exists: see pp. 38 and 747. 
'See pp. 566 and 590: also see on these topics pp. 709, 656. 826 and 20. 
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TABLE II 
Rotation Periods of Jupiter 

ADOPTED IAU ROTATION PERIODS 

System I 9h som 30~00 
(equatorial belt) 

System ll 9h 55m 40%3 
(polar regions) 

System III 9h 55m 29~37 
(radio) 

ACCURATE DETERMINATIONS 
OF THE TRUE RATE OF RADIO ROTATION 

decametric 9h 55m 29~73 
± 0.04 

decimetric 9h 55m 29~73 
± 0.02 

a) DECAMETRIC SOURCE A . 

~ 
20

• b) DECIMETRIC MAGNETIC 

~ 
POLE. 

a:: 
~ 

o'- - - -

-20 

1956 1960 1964 1968 1972 

EPOCH OF OBSERVATION 

1976 

Fig. I. Departures from the mean position over a complete orbital cycle of (a) the longitude of 
decametric Source A (Carr et al. I 970), and (b) the longitude of the magnetic pole in the 
northern hemisphere (as deduced from published observations of the decimetric emission). 
The mean position of both features has been fixed in longitude by the adoption of a radio 
rotation period of 9h 55m 29~73. 
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of rotation, rather than measurements of the individual noise bursts them
selves. 

A useful reference feature in the decimetric data is the longitude of the 
magnetic pole in the northern hemisphere. This may be determined from the 
position of the minima in the beaming of the total intensity, from the longi
tude of the maximum degree of left-handed circular polarization, or from the 
reproducible shape of the polarization position angle data. [Note that be
cause of the field anomaly near the position of the pole, the true pole posi
tion is obtained by adding 15° to the longitude of the half peak-to-peak varia
tion of position angle. This follows from the type of analysis performed by 
Conway and Stannard (I 972).] The three independent methods are in good 
agreement, and give the mean longitude of the pole as 230 ± 1° in System III 
coordinates at epoch I 974.0. There is no evidence of any twelve-year perio
dicity in these determinations of the pole longitude (Fig. lb, where again a 
correction has been applied for the known "error" in the System I I I period). 

Any short-term fluctuations in the rate of radio rotation would produce 
discrepancies between the individual longitude determinations and the mean 
values shown in Fig. 1. The absence of any marked variation suggests that 
the rotation in the time scale of about a year is constant to better than± 0.30 
sec, or 1 part in 10° of the rotation period. 

The theoretical discussion of Jupiter's non-uniform rotation (Hide 1961, 
1962, 1965), as revealed by determinations of various rotation periods, in
volves considerations of the dynamics and magnetohydrodynamics of Jupi
ter's atmosphere and interior, just as the theoretical interpretation of the 
average eastward motion of the terrestrial atmosphere relative to the solid 
earth, of the general westward relative motion of the geomagnetic field, and 
of fluctuations in the magnitude (and direction) of the rotation of the solid 
earth, involves the discussion of fluid motions in the earth's oceans, atmo
sphere and liquid core. 

Jovian decametric and decimetric radio sources, which are nearly fixed 
in System III, are presumably tied to Jupiter's magnetic field. This, in turn, 
is intimately linked to the upper parts of the electrically conducting region 
of the interior of the planet, the depth of which is uncertain (Hide 1965; see 
also Sec. III below). The widely held view that the rotation period of the 
upper reaches of the main body of the planet is essentially the same as the 
radio period is but one of several possible interpretations of the data (Hide 
1965; Runcorn 1976) and it may not be the best one. 

The Inclination of the Magnetic Dipole 

If the planetary field in the radiation belts were that of a perfect magnetic 
dipole, then the position angle of linear polarization of the decimetric emis
sion would be expected to fluctuate in a sinusoidal manner with time, with 
the amplitude of the sinusoid providing a direct measure of the inclination 
between the dipole and rotation axes. As was discussed earlier, the observed 
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Fig. 2. Evidence of a possible secular decrease (0.07 ± 0.05 degrees per year) in the inclina
tion of the Jovian magnetic axis (after Stannard and Conway 1976). 

variation of position angle is distorted because of the presence of non-dipole 
components in the field structure (see also Conway and Stannard 1972). The 
resulting asymmetric shape of the position angle curve appears to be ex
tremely stable, and does not change with either the frequency of radiation 
(Roberts and Komesaroff 1965) or Jupiter's orbital position about the sun 
(Komesaroff and McCulloch 1967; Berge 1974). Because of this constant 
shape, we can use estimates of the half peak-to-peak variation in position 
angle to search for evidence of any temporal variations in the inclination of 
the J avian dipole (Stannard and Conway 1976). The data of Fig. 2 show that 
within the error of measurement there is no marked change in the inclina
tion, although a least squares fit to the data does suggest a secular decrease 
of 0.07 ± 0.05 degrees per year (standard error). Clearly observations over 
a longer time span are required to confirm the reality of this effect. 

The Strength of the Magnetic Field 

The magnetic moment of Jupiter measured by Pioneer 11 is some 61/c 
greater than that determined by Pioneer IO (Smith et al. l 975). It is, how
ever, uncertain whether this discrepancy on the time scale of one year re
flects a real change in the field strength, or whether it can be accounted for 
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by the process of fitting a simple model to different regions of what is in 
reality a complex field structure. 

Variations in the field strength can be investigated using the radio
astronomy measurements of the cut-off frequency of the decametric emission, 
and of the degree of circular polarization of the decimetric emission. We are 
not aware of any systematic monitoring of the decametric cut off, but mea
surements of the circular polarization of the decimetric emission suggest an 
upper limit of about 15% to any variations in the field strength between 
epochs 1967 and 1970 (Stannard and Conway 1976). 

There have been marked changes in the intensity of the decimetric emis
sion over the past decade (Berge I 974; Klein 1975). The cause of these 
variations is unknown, but one can speculate that they may be linked to 
changes in the Jovian magnetic moment (Berge 1974). The variations have 
occurred over a wide range of wavelengths (Fig. 3), and show no evidence 
of any twelve-year periodicity which might be connected with either the 
sunspot cycle or Jupiter's orbital position. 

To summarize, there have been unexplained variations in the intensity 
of the decimetric emission on the time scale of a few years, but observations 
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Fig. 3. Variations in the peak intensity of the non-thermal dccimetric emission. Published 
measurements of the flux density have been corrected for an assumed thermal disc temper
ature of 250°K, and normalized by the spectrum of the non-thermal emission at Epoch 1964.0. 
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of other properties of the Jovian radio emission suggest that any marked 
variations in the structure of the magnetic field occur on a time scale which 
is at least a few tens of years (see below). 

III. THE ORIGIN OF JUPITER'S MAGNETIC FIELD 

The only serious suggestion concerning the origin of Jupiter's magnetic 
field closely parallels the ideas developed by geophysicists over the past 
thirty years towards an explanation of the earth's magnetism on the basis 
of a hydromagnetic (magnetohydrodynamic) dynamo operating in the electri
cally conducting fluid part of the interior of the planet (Hide 1965; 1966a; 
Runcorn I 968; Smoluchowski 1971; Warwick 1970; Stevenson 1974). Ac
cordingly, we suppose that the main magnetic field implied by the foregoing 
observations is due to ordinary electric currents flowing somewhere within 
the main body of Jupiter and that these currents are maintained by motional 
induction, involving the interaction of hydrodynamical motions with the 
magnetic field itself. 

It is now well established (see, e.g., Ingersoll et al., p. 202) that no more 
than about one half of Jupiter's estimated thermal (infrared) emission can be 
accounted for in terms of the absorption of incident solar radiation, and that 
in order to explain the balance it seems necessary to invoke gravitational 
contraction (and possibly differentiation) of the planet at the very slow rate 
of - 0.1 cm per year, a process which now features in theoretical models of 
Jupiter's internal structure. Convective motions should contribute substan
tially to the upward heat transfer within the planet and the Jovian dynamo 
is presumably engendered by such motions in regions where the planet is a 
sufficiently good electrical conductor. Thus, the energy of the magnetic field 
derives ultimately from the thermal and gravitational energy of the planet 
through the action of buoyancy forces and motional induction. 

The main constituent of Jupiter is hydrogen, much of which is com
pressed to a metallic form, but it is generally accepted that the second lightest 
element, helium, is also present in substantial amounts, up to - 20% by 
mass on the average, but not necessarily distributed uniformly. Theoretical 
models of Jupiter's internal structure (for references see Stevenson and 
Salpeter, p. 85) give the radial variation of pressure and density within the 
planet quite precisely, but they fail to give temperatures accurately and can
not therefore predict with confidence which parts of the interior of the planet 
are fluid. Smoluchowski ( 1971) considers that the deep metallic part of Jupi
ter might be fluid-and therefore able to support a dynamo- but only where 
the pressure is sufficiently high for helium to dissolve in hydrogen and form 
an alloy. The transition pressure is - 1012 Pa (and therefore several times 
the transition pressure at which molecular hydrogen changes into metallic 
hydrogen and probably higher than the central pressure of Saturn), but its 
precise value is not known so that the radial extent of Jupiter's liquid He-H 
alloy region is very uncertain. 
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However, it is by no means obvious that the field should originate at 
depths where Jupiter is metallic. An efficient dynamo requires a moderate 
but not too high value of electrical conductivity [ see Eq. (5) below], so it is 
necessary, as Hide (l 965) has pointed out, to consider whether or not the 
deep metallic interior of Jupiter is the only part of the planet where such a 
dynamo could reasonably be supposed to operate, and to establish in particu
lar whether or not the outer regions of the planet, though non-metallic, may 
at some levels be sufficiently conducting to support dynamo action. Smolu
chowski (1972, 1975) has examined this suggestion, concluding at first that 
the conductivity of the molecular hydrogen in the outer fluid layers of Jupi
ter is probably too low everywhere unless some very unusual impurities are 
present, but later modifying his conclusions on the basis of further analysis. 
It is unfortunate that dynamo theory cannot yet provide a basis for deter
mining the location and other properties of the Jovian dynamo from measure
ments of the strength and configuration of the magnetic field near the surface 
of the planet; however, it is very likely on geometrical grounds that the 
deeper the dynamo the more preponderant the dipole contribution to the 
spherical harmonic components of the field at the surface of the planet (see 
Appendix and discussion in Sec. I). 

Hydromagnetic Dynamos in the Earth and Jupiter 

As we have already mentioned, geophysicists now accept that the main 
geomagnetic field is due to ordinary electric currents within the earth and 
that these currents flow mainly in the liquid metallic (mainly molten iron) 
core, where they experience least electrical resistance. The comparatively 
small (- 0.2) ratio of the magnitude of the non-dipole field at the earth's sur
face to that of the dipole field is associated with the great depth of the core, 
the outer radius of which is 0.55 times that of the whole earth. Owing to its 
more rapid increase with depth (see Appendix, and especially Table A), the 
non-dipole field is comparable in magnitude with the dipole at the surface 
of the core. 

Two lines of evidence rule out the possibility that the geomagnetic field 
is a remnant of a primordial field acquired when the earth was formed, 
namely the occurrence over geological time of irregular alternations in the 
sign of the geomagnetic dipole and the comparatively short (- I 05 years) 
time constant T of free decay of electric currents in the core. This time con
stant is given by 

T - L2µ,u (I) 

where L is a typical length scale, µ, the magnetic permeability and u the 
electrical conductivity, which are respectively :S 3 x I 06 m, 41r x I 0-1 H m- 1 

and - 3 x 10·' n- 1m-1 for the earth. It is, therefore, necessary to suppose that 
there exists in the core some mechanism capable of: (a) generating the elec
tric currents there and maintaining them against the effects of ohmic dissipa
tion, and (b) altering the configuration of the currents from time to time so 
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as to produce changes in the polarity of the external field. Of the various 
mechanisms that have been suggested only the "hydromagnetic dynamo" 
proposed by Bullard and Elsasser and developed by many others is both 
qualitatively and quantitatively attractive (for references see Roberts 1971; 
Weiss l 971; Moffatt l 973; Gubbins 1974), and modern research on the ori
gin of the earth's magnetism is concerned with the complex problem of un
derstanding how dynamos work in detail. 

The dynamo theory supposes that fluid motions have, by motional in
duction, amplified and distorted some weak adventitious magnetic field so 
as to produce the field that is observed. General considerations of the equa
tions of electrodynamics show that one necessary condition for dynamo 
action is that the "magnetic Reynolds number" 

s CCC u Lµ.a-

( ~ TV IL, where U is a characteristic speed of fluid flow) should satisfy 

S > S* 

(2) 

(3) 

where, according to theoretical work on specific dynamos, the critical mag
netic Reynolds number S* is typically ~ 10. 

Though necessary, Eq. (3) is by no means a sufficient condition for dy
namo action. Theorems due to Cowling and others imply that such action 
cannot occur unless the fluid flow and magnetic field are sufficiently compli
cated in configuration, and herein lies one of the main obstacles to progress 
with the theory. This requires the simultaneous solution of the equations of 
hydrodynamics and the pre-Maxwell equations of electrodynamics, a task 
with which little headway has been made so far (for references see reviews 
by Chandrasekhar I 961; Hide and Stewartson I 972; Roberts and Soward 
1972; Acheson and Hide 1973). In an attempt to set limits to the strength 
of the magnetic field produced by dynamo action, Hide ( 197 4) has argued 
on the basis of general considerations of the equations of motion that the 
field is unlikely to build up beyond that value for which the Lorentz torque 
acting on a typical individual fluid element balances the inertial torque; 
whence the average strength B; or the magnetic field within the fluid satisfies 

1 

B; :S [µ,pU(f!L + U)]2 (4) 

where f! is the basic rate of rotation and p is the density of the fluid. Ob
serve that the ratio of magnetic to kinetic energy implied by this equation 
is :S (I + Lf! I U) and may, therefore, greatly exceed unity when the basic 
rotation is so rapid that the Rossby number U I Lf! is much less than unity. 
Equipartition between magnetic and kinetic energy is only to be expected 
when U I Lfl is very large; for the earth and Jupiter the precise value of 
U I Lf! is not known but it is certainly very much less than unity. 

Now, although the rate of generation of total magnetic energy by the 
dynamo mechanism, and hence B;, can be expected to increase with increas-
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ing electrical conductivity a-, the strength of the external magnetic field, 
B,,, produced by the dynamo (and this is the only field we are able to observe) 
should decrease with increasing <T when <T is large, with Be vanishing alto
gether when u goes to infinity; then it is impossible to change the number 
of magnetic lines of force intersecting the surface of the fluid [see, e.g., 
Bondi and Gold (1950)]. Hide (1974) therefore has assumed that 

(5) 

where the index q is essentially positive and possibly :S I, and introduces a 
"scale magnetic field strength" 

_l 

Bs = [p(O + UL- 1)/u] 2 

so that equations (5) and (4) can be written as follows: 
I 

B; :S BsS2 

and 

< ½- (J 

B,, _ BsS = B,1 . 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

B;' is thus an upper limit to the strength of the magnetic field just above the 
fluid region where dynamo action is taking place and satisfies 

I 1 

B.,S 2 :S Bt << B.S2 (9) 

(if q :S I). Corresponding expressions for the equivalent magnetic moment 
can be obtained from the last two equations by multiplying by the cube of 
an appropriate length. 

Taking as typical values for the core of the earth n - I 0-4 sec- 1, p -
104 kg m-:i, a- - 3 x I050-1m- 1 , U - 10-4m sec- 1, L - 106m, we find that 
VIL n - J0-6 , Bs - (p!!/<r); - 2 x 10-:i T (20 Gauss). Accordingly, by 
equations (7) and (9) we have B; :S 10-2 T ( I 00 Gauss) and 4 x 10-2 T (4 
Gauss) :S B;' << I 0-2 T ( I 00 Gauss) if for the magnetic Reynolds number S 
we take a value suggested by various studies of kinematic dynamos of the 
Bullard-Cellman type, namely - 25. The mainly dipolar field of 5 x 10-5 T 
(0.5 Gauss) at the surface of the earth implies that the average field strength 
outside the core, Be, is :S I o-:i T (IO Gauss), which falls within the preferred 
part of the range of B;' implied by the foregoing discussion. The value of B; 
for the core cannot be inferred directly from geomagnetic observations, but 
various lines of evidence indicate that the magnetic field throughout the main 
body of the core might be largely toroidal in configuration, with lines of force 
lying approximately on horizontal surfaces, and - I 0-2 T ( I 00 Gauss) in 
strength, which is also concordant with the above calculation (Hide 1974). 

The values of many of the various quantities appearing in the above 
equations are even more uncertain in the case of Jupiter. However, on taking 
f1 - 10-4 sec-i supposing that p - I(}! kg m-2 , L - 107m and U - 10-2m 
sec1 we find 
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B; :'S (µpUDL)1 ~ I 0- 1 T ( I 000 Gauss) (10) 

which indicates that Jupiter's internal magnetic field may greatly exceed the 
external field (see Secs. I and I I above). As in the case of the earth, B; for 
Jupiter cannot be determined directly from magnetic observations, but I 0-1 

Tis comparable with an estimate given by Hide (1965) from considerations 
of Jupiter's differential rotation and would be compatible with Equation (5) 
under plausible assumptions concerning S (see, e.g., Stevenson and Ash
croft 1974), q and the relationship between Be and the measured field of the 
planet. 

An alternative approach to the problem of finding a useful expression for 
the magnetic moment produced by a dynamo in a rotating fluid has been 
given by Levy (I 972) and Roberts (1975), who exploited a specific dynamo 
model due to Parker (1955, 1970). A key parameter in this model is a "tur
bulence correlation length" >-.., which is much less than L, and because the 
dependence of >-.. on other quantities is unknown, a useful comparison be
tween the two approaches is hard to provide. Superficially, Hide's expres
sion for Be indicates a weaker fl-dependence than the expressions given by 
Levy and Roberts, but because the dependence of>-.. on n is not known, this 
difference between the results of the two approaches may turn out to be 
more apparent than real. In a recent study Busse ( 1976; see also Busse 1975) 
analyzes a particular convection-driven model dynamo. Under the assump
tion [ cf Eq. (7)] that Be ~ B; he finds that Be - 10-2-5 LD(Kcrµ) 1, where K 
denotes the thermometric conductivity of the fluid. 

Secular Variations 

By Faraday's law, the magnetic flux linkage of a perfect conductor can
not change, so that effects due to Ohmic dissipation are central to dynamo 
theories (see subsection on hydromagnetic dynamos, above) of the genera
tion of the external magnetic field. On the other hand, such effects may not 
be of primary importance when dealing with secular changes, which occur 
on much shorter time scales than the time scale of free decay T [ see Eq. (I)], 
and their neglect leads to a considerable simplification of the governing equa
tions. The mathematical problems involved are still very complex, especially 
when realistic boundary conditions are taken into account (for references see 
above-mentioned reviews) and their discussion lies beyond the scope of this 
chapter. 

Fortunately, some of the main processes are exemplified by the proper
ties of plane waves of angular frequency w and vector wavenumber k propa
gating relative to a fluid which rotates uniformly with steady angular velocity 
0 and is pervaded by a uniform magnetic field V(µp)i, where Vis the Alfven 
velocity. The dispersion relationship for such waves is the biquadratic 
equation 

(11) 
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where 

w~ = (V · k)2 , Wfl = (20 · k)2 / k2 

with solutions 

2 _ 2 + _!_ 2 + [ 4 /4 + 2 2 ]½ - 2 2 w - w,. 2 Wn - w0 w,.wn - W+ , w_ (12) 

according as the upper or lower sign is taken. For wavelengths so short that 
2w~ >> wri, which for the earth's core, where V - 10-1m sec-1 , corresponds 
to motions on scales much less than - 0.1 times the core radius, Eq. (12) 
reduces to the dispersion relationship for ordinary Alfven waves, w2 = w~, 
which are non-dispersive, linearly polarized and characterized by equipar
tition between magnetic and kinetic energy. At the other extreme when 
2w~ << wri, and this is the case of interest when dealing with waves in the 
core on scales of - l 06 m, Coriolis forces are so strong that the two roots of 
Eq. ( 12) have quite different values 

w~ = wri and w:_ = wt,/wri. ( 13) 

This extreme "frequency splitting" due to rotation is accompanied by other 
effects, notably wave dispersion, circular or elliptical polarization of the tra
jectories of individual fluid elements, and imbalance of kinetic energy, the 
whole of which is associated with the fast "inertial mode," and magnetic 
energy, now entirely in the slow "magnetic mode." 

When Eqs. ( 13) are satisfied, the period of the inertial mode 21r/ w+ is then 
typically :S 21r/fl (i.e., a few days) while that of the magnetic mode, 2n-/w_, 
is 21rflL2 / V 2 , which for the earth's core when L - 106 m is 1010 sec (300 
years) and, therefore, comparable with the time scale of the geomagnetic 
secular variation (see Hide and Roberts 1961 ). This is the quantitative basis 
of the theory of the geomagnetic secular variation which interprets the gen
eral time scale and westward drift (for references see Hide 1966b; Hide and 
Stewartson 1972) in terms of free hydromagnetic oscillations of the liquid 
core. The electrical conductivity of the overlying "solid" mantle, though 
weak, would be sufficient to prevent magnetic changes in the core on the 
short time scale of the inertial modes from penetrating to the earth's surface. 

If for Jupiter we can take L - l07m and B; - 10-1T (1000 Gauss) (see 
above) then V - 3m sec- 1 and VI Lf!, the "magnetic Rossby number," is 
- 3 x 10-3 , about 3 times the corresponding value for the earth and, what is 
more important, very much less than unity. The corresponding modes of free 
oscillation of Jupiter's interior range from a few days at one extreme to sev
eral decades or even centuries [ depending on the value taken for B;, Eq. 
(12)] at the other, and it would not be implausible to suppose that the longer
period modes could easily be excited by thermal convection in Jupiter's 
electrically conducting parts. Whether or not such oscillations manifest 
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themselves in secular changes in Jupiter's magnetism (see Sec. II above) is 
clearly a subject for future observational and theoretical work. 

APPENDIX: THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD 

The magnetic field at the surface of the earth undergoes complicated 
changes with time, with the most rapid changes occurring on time scales 
ranging from fractions of a second to several days. These rapid changes, in 
amplitude usually less than I 7r of the total field, are due largely to varying 
electric currents flowing well above the earth's surface, in the ionosphere 
and beyond. When, by taking annual mean values, these rapid fluctuations 
are removed from the magnetic record and effects associated with the 11-
year solar cycle and local anomalies are allowed for, the "main geomagnetic 
field" remains. The main field, which undergoes changes on time scales of 
decades and longer, originates in the liquid core of the earth. 

In configuration and strength the present main field at the surface of the 
earth can be represented approximately by the field of a hypothetical centered 
and nearly axial dipole with a moment of 8 x I 025 emu, (- I 0-4 times that 
of Jupiter's dipole moment) inclined at an angle of about 10° to the rotation 
axis (the corresponding angle for Jupiter being - 170°; see Table I). Accord
ing to palaeomagnetic studies, the polarity of the centered dipole has changed 
in a complicated and erratic way over geological time, the age of the oldest 
rocks studied to date being - 3 x I OB years. Polarity reversals have occurred 
comparatively frequently (roughly 5 per million years) since the start some 
200 x I 06 years ago of the present era of continental drift and also during 
certain earlier geological periods; but at other times, such as the Permian 
which lasted for 50 x 106 years and ended 230 x I 06 years ago, reversals 
were rare events (for references see Bullard I 968; Hide and Stewartson 
I 972; Roberts and Soward 1972). Comparable observations are not, of 
course, available for Jupiter, whose magnetic polarity has remained the same 
in the twenty years since Jupiter's magnetism was first discovered. 

The "non-dipole" field at the surface of the earth (i.e., the difference be
tween the actual main field and its centered dipole component, as obtained 
by spherical harmonic analysis) is a good deal weaker (- 20%) but under
goes more rapid secular changes than the dipole field, and the respective rms 
contributions to these two components of the geomagnetic secular variation 
are roughly comparable, about 5 x I 0-4 Gauss per year. On typical mag
netic maps of the non-dipole field, lines of equal value of a given magnetic 
element form a series of sets of oval curves of continental size. The pattern 
of the non-dipole field shows no striking correlation with topographic fea
tures of the earth's surface but there is a general bias away from the Pacific 
hemisphere and evidence that certain global-scale features of the non-dipole 
magnetic field are well correlated with corresponding ones of the earth's 
gravitational field (Hide and Malin I 970, I 971) has recently been adduced 
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(for references see Akasofu and Chapman 1972). A striking feature of the 
geomagnetic secular variation is the tendency for the magnetic-field pat
tern at the surface of the earth to migrate westward at a fraction of a degree 
of longitude per year oo-4m sec- 1). 

The potential x in terms of which the main geomagnetic field can be ex
pressed outside its region of origin may be expanded in a spherical harmonic 
series: 

x(r, 0, <f,, t) = 

b n ~ 1 m ~ 0 { [g,,'"(t)cos m <p + h,,"'(t)sin m <f,] (~)" + 
1 P,,"'(<f,)} (14) 

where t is time; (r, 0, <f,) are spherical polar coordinates with the north 
geographic pole at 0 = O; P n'"(O) are the Schmidt-normalized associated 
Legendre functions; while bis the mean radius of the earth. The presence of 
the term (bl r)" + 1 ensures that the dipole field (corresponding to n = I) 
increases more slowly with depth than the non-dipole field (n > I) and is 
much less dominant just outside the core at r = a = 0.55b than it is at the 
earth's surface r = h. This can be seen in Table A, which lists the magnitude 
of the maximum coefficient for each degree, up to and including n = 8. at 
the earth's surface and at the upper surface of the core. The non-dipole field 
is evidently comparable in strength with the dipole where the poloidal field 
emerges from its region of origin. 

TABLE A 
Maximum Coefficients of the Geomagnetic Field 

max (jg;/'I, lh~'I) (h/a)" +' max (lg;;'I, lh;:'I) 
n (arbitrary units) (arbitrary units) 

I 100 340 
2 10 63 
3 7 77 
4 3 70 
5 1.4 47 
6 0.7 53 
7 0.3 30 
8 0.1 17 

Total 122.5 697 

DISCUSSION 

J. K. Alexander: The values of radio rotation period given in Table II 
suggest that the period derived from the decimeter observations is more 
accurately determined than that from the decameter observations. It is my 
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impression that the accuracy with which the rotation period may be deter
mined is in fact comparable for the two types of observation. 

D. Stannard: The rotation period given for the decimeter observations in 
Table 11 is a new determination obtained by fitting a linear drift in longi
tude to the position of the magnetic pole in the north Jovian hemisphere (cf. 
Fig. I). Determination of the decameter period is more complicated, both 
because of the statistical uncertainties inherent in the emission, and the 
necessity to correct for geometrical beaming effects associated with the 
orbital parameter DE (see the chapter by Carr and Desch, p. 711.). The value 
and error we quote is that given by Carr et al. (Radio Sci. 5 :494-503, 1970), 
which is typical of most of the decameter determinations. Recently Leca
cheux (Astron. Astrophys. 37:301-304, 1974) has derived a more accurate 
period of 9h 55m 29.67' ± 0.01'. If this value is substantiated, then there 
may well be a real difference between the rotation periods of the decimeter 
and decameter emissions. 

D. J. Stevenson: Here are some numbers that are important for under
standing the dynamics in the Jovian interior: 

Characteristic Time Scales 
Gravity (free fall, gravity waves, etc.) 
Rotation 
Convection e (pf Fi 
Magnetic Diffusion e2 / TJ 
Viscous Diffusion e2/v 
Thermal Diffusion e2 / k 

1-5 hours 
10 hours 
10 years 
109 years 
I 012 years 
1012 years 

where p = fluid density, e = 109 cm, F = internal heat flux; 11, TJ and k are 
magnetic, viscous and thermal diffusivities respectively. The ratio of magnetic 
diffusion time to convective time (the magnetic Reynold's number) is 108 • 

This highly supercritical value suggests a rich harmonic content for the in
ternal field. 

One can also construct characteristic field amplitudes. For example, equat
ing magnetic field energy with fluid kinetic energy gives B - I 01.:; Gauss. 
Equating Coriolis and Lorentz forces, gives B - I 03·5 Gauss. Equating the 
internal heat flux with the Ohmic dissipation gives B - I 05 ·5 Gauss. The lat
ter value is of interest, since it represents an upper bound to the internal 
field. 

R. Hide: Not appearing in your list are the transit times of hydromagnetic 
waves in a rotating system [see Eq. ( 13)] and of sound waves. 

I agree that an upper limit to the internal magnetic field can be obtained by 
equating the internal heat flux to Ohmic dissipation, but the more modest 
upper limit, obtained by supposing that the dynamo cannot build up beyond 
that magnetic field strength for which gyroscopic and Lorentz torques bal
ance one another, would seem to be more realistic. There is, of course, no 
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good physical basis for invoking equipartition between magnetic energy 
and kinetic energy when Coriolis forces dominate the inertial terms in the 
equation of motion. 
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The Pioneer JO and I I Vector Helium Mai;netometers hm·e provided the first direct 
measurements of the mai;netic field of Jupiter and have sii;nificantly increased our 
knowledge o( the Jovian field. The two spacecraft hm·e surveyed the magnetosphere 
over a range o( radial distances between JOO and 1.6 R.1 between local times from 511 

30"' to I 111 30"' and latiflldes between - JO and 30°, The mai;netic field measurements 
reveal the existence of three distinct rei;ions within the magnetosphere. Currents within 
the planet are dominant in the inner magnetosphere inside 20 R,. The magnetic dipole 
moment of Jupiter is 4.2 Gauss R ,", i.e., 10.1 times stronger than the dipole moment of 
Earth, is tilted =/0° with respect to Jupiter's rotation axis, and is o,D:1·et from the center 
of the planet = 0./ R,. An alternative, more accurate description of the field is possible 
in terms of a centered dipole, quadrupole and octupole. The quadrupole moment and 
octupole moment are 20'1< and I 5'1< o( the dipole moment, respectively, or - I .6 times 
larger than the correspondinR ratios for Earth. Use of this representation to compute 
the magnetic _field at the surface leads to maximum field strengths of 14.4 and 10.8 
Gauss in the northern and southern hemispheres. The Pioneer model of the magnetic 
field is consistent with pre1·ious radio astronomy ohserrntions and eliminates some of 
the large uncertainties pre1·iously associated with them. /11 the middle magnetosphere. 
from 30 R, to within 15 R.1 of the outer boundary of the magnetosphere, the planetarv 
field is stroni;ly perturbed by currents associated 1t'ith low-eneri;y plasma. The field in 
the equatorial rei;ion is dominated by an intense thin current sheet that ffows eastward 
around Jupiter in the form of a rin,:. The fields adjacent to the current sheet extend 
nearly radially in direction and are anti-parallel above and below the current sheet, As 

[ 788] 
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Jupiter rotates, the current layer apparently wobbles up and down causing occasional 
passages of the current across the spacecraft. Inside the current sheet, the field magni
tude decreases to a low value near I y corresponding to a weak southward-directed 
normal field component. The fields adjacent to the current layer tend to deviate gradu
ally from the local magnetic meridian plane to form a spiral with the outermost field 
lines lagging behind those nearer Jupiter. The spiral is associated with a radial com
ponent of the current flow and is less evident at increasing latitudes above and below 
the current sheet. At higher latitudes near local noon, the field is much more dipole
like and periodicities associated with the rotating planetary dipole are evident. In the 
outer magnetosphere, the field varies irregularly in magnitude and direction but exhibits 
a persistent southward component that is attributable to the planetary field, to the current 
sheet in the middle magnetosphere and to magnetopause currents flowing along the 
outer boundary of the magnetosphere. The magnetopause appears to be a relatively 
thin, well-defined boundary whose distance from Jupiter varies between 50 and JOO R.,. 
There is no evidence of significant spiraling of the field in the outer magnetosphere or 
of periodicities associated with the rotation of Jupiter, although the field lines are thought 
to be closed and to co-rotate with the planet. The observations appear to be consistent 
with magnetospheric models based on a closed magnetosphere at low latitudes with the 
possibility of open field lines at higher latitudes. The current sheet is apparently caused 
by large centrifugal stresses, associated with Jupiter's rapid rotation and the large scale 
of the magnetosphere, which is exerted on trapped low-energy plasma. The observations 
do not favor models based on the continual outflow or convection of plasma from Jupi
ter's magnetosphere in the vicinity of the equator. 

The following description of Jupiter's magnetosphere is based on obser
vations made by Vector Helium Magnetometers on board Pioneers IO and 
11. Less comprehensive but more detailed reports of these investigations 
have already been published elsewhere (Smith et al. 1974a,b; Smith et al. 
1975b). The magnetometer and the overall scientific rationale of the investi
gation, including both planetary and interplanetary objectives, have also been 
described (Smith et al. 1975a). An attempt is made in this chapter to com
bine the results obtained from the two encounters without emphasizing de
tails peculiar to either one of them. Emphasis is placed primarily on the 
observational results, but the latter are presented in such a manner as to be 
illustrative rather than demonstrative. The detailed arguments and analyses 
leading to various conclusions are not necessarily reproduced below. Read
ders interested in such details should refer to the original articles. 

Any attempt to describe and understand Jupiter's magnetosphere inevi
tably begins by comparing it with the earth's magnetosphere. The observa
tions made with the Vector Helium Magnetometer show that, near the planet, 
Jupiter's field is that of an eccentric, tilted dipole with some admixture of 
higher-order terms. In this respect it is similar to the earth's field although it 
is 10 times as strong and has the opposite polarity. 

Jupiter has a bow shock, a magnetosheath, and a magnetopause qualita
tively similar to Earth's, at least in the regions thus far explored. The scale 
of those features, on the order of I 02 RJ, is essentially the same as would be 
expected from a simple scaling of the earth's field and the solar wind momen
tum flux if one considers only the innermost crossings. However, what ap-
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pear to be multiple bow shock and magnetopause crossings are observed on 
all inbound and outbound traversals spreading over roughly a factor of two 
in radial position, suggesting that fluctuations are much larger and more 
frequent than for the earth. 

In the region between the innermost 15 to 20 RJ and the outermost IO to 
15 RJ, at least in the part of the magnetosphere roughly within 30° of the 
equator and between the dawn and noon meridians which the Pioneers have 
explored, the magnetic field is much more radial and much less dipolar than 
that of Earth. A model that explains many of the observed features has the 
topology of the earth's field in the same latitude range and rotates with the 
planet as does the earth's field but is drastically stretched outward away from 
the axis of rotation by centrifugal force acting on a thin layer of plasma near 
the equatorial plane. However, some observations are difficult to reconcile 
with this model and suggest that fieldline reconnection or an outward flowing 
plasma might stretch the ends of these fieldlines out into the solar wind. This 
might give rise to open fieldline configuration having some features of the 
earth's polar field but at much lower latitudes and much more sunward longi
tudes. This model might bear little resemblance to any features observed 
near Earth. 

No Pioneer observations were made in or near the Jovian regions that 
correspond to the earth's tail, plasma sheet, polar regions, or dayside cleft. 
The extent to which there are similar features near Jupiter is completely 
unknown. To study these problems and to determine what, if any, secular 
changes there are in the Jovian magnetosphere will require a Jupiter orbiter 
that explores the appropriate regions. 

From our observations, the magnetosphere at low latitude between the 
dawn and noon meridians may be divided into three regions which we dis
cuss separately below. In the region we call the inner magnetosphere, the 
field pattern is much like that within 3 radii of the earth and is dominated by 
the offset dipole term. This region extends to about 20 RJ from the center of 
Jupiter. Beyond this point there are strong perturbations in both field direc
tion and magnitude due to plasma currents. 

In the region within about 15 RJ of the magnetopause, which we call the 
outer magnetosphere, the field direction is mainly southward with substantial 
fluctuations and is an order of magnitude larger than the vacuum field due to 
the internal dipole source. The region between the inner and outer parts of 
the magnetosphere, which we call the middle magnetosphere, presumably 
varies in thickness as the magnetopause moves in and out. In this region the 
field direction tends to be more nearly radial than dipolar and to show some 
tendency to spiral westward, particularly at low latitude. The field is pre
dominantly radially outward for northern latitudes and inward for southern 
latitudes. 

In the next three sections, we consider each of these regions in more 
detail, attempting to explain the observations in terms of plausible physical 
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causes. In the last section we briefly compare the observations with several 
large-scale models of the entire magnetosphere. 

THE INNER MAGNETOSPHERE 

The magnetic field within about IO R.1 of the center of Jupiter, in the re
gion which we call the inner magnetosphere, is most easily presented and 
understood in terms of models that fit the observations reasonably well. The 
aim is to present all the observations in terms of a small set of relatively 
easily understood parameters. The accuracy and validity of each model is 
specified by giving the differences between the observations and the results 
predicted by the model at each point where an observation was made. A 
concise characterization of this goodness of fit is given by the square root 
of the suitably weighted average of the squares of these vector differences. 

In the inner magnetosphere we expect that currents in the spherical shell 
between 1.2 and IO R.1 will produce only a negligible contribution to the total 
field. We expect that the major contribution will come from sources interior 
to Jupiter and that there may be a smaller contribution from currents in the 
middle and outer magnetosphere or in the magnetopause, currents associated 
with distortions of a vacuum field. Thus the field in the inner magnetosphere 
should be derivable from a scalar potential. The validity of these assumptions 
is tested by the degree to which the observations fit the models. 

The simplest fairly realistic model, called the offset dipole model, is a 
point magnetic dipole source located at a fixed point in the interior of Jupiter. 
It need not be at the center and it need not be parallel to the axis of rotation. 
The parameters that describe this model are the 3 coordinates of the dipole 
position and the 3 components of the vector magnetic moment. No sources 
exterior to the inner magnetosphere are included in this model. 

Any magnetic field in a current-free spherical shell can be described in 
terms of the coefficients used in the expansion of its scalar potential in spheri
cal harmonics. In practice, only a limited number of coefficients can be deter
mined reliably. In our case, we consider up to 15 coefficients (through the 
octupole terms) associated with interior sources and up to 8 (through the 
quadrupole terms) associated with currents exterior to the shell. We call this 
the spherical harmonic model; the parameters that describe it are this set of 
coefficients. 

We evaluate the parameters in any model of interest by the classical 
method of least squares. The model is essentially a mathematical formula 
from which the three vector components of the predicted field can be com
puted at each point where an observation has been made for any specified 
set of values of the parameters. The parameters are given the values that 
make the suitably weighted sum of the squares of the differences between the 
observed and predicted vectors a minimum. The square root of this sum we 
call the residual. The square root of the quotient of this sum and the sum of 
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the weights we call the root-mean-square (rms) residual. It is desirable to use 
weights since otherwise the parameters will be so chosen that an error of 
IO y at a place where the field is I 00,000 y is taken to be as serious as an error 
of IO y at a place where the field is I 000 y. 

If the parameters enter linearly into the formula for the predicted field. 
formulas are available (Bevington 1969) that give the parameters as a solu
tion of linear algebraic equations with constant coefficients. This is the case 
for the spherical harmonic model. In the offset dipole model, three of the 
parameters do not enter linearly. Here we compute the residuals for a series 
of trial values of these parameters, using a computer program that lets us 
enter new values of the parameter as soon as we see the residual for the pre
vious set. In this way the parameters that give the minimum residual can be 
determined with reasonable accuracy. 

Coordinate Systems 

We assume, and the results tend to confirm, that the interior sources of 
field rotate at a uniform rate that can be deduced from the radio astronomical 
observations of Jupiter's decimetric radiation. These observations give a 
rotation rate for a tilted magnetic field that appears to be uniform and is 
known to within about one part in I 0';. There is no universally adopted pre
cise value for this rate. We use a rotation period, as seen from an inertial 
frame, of 9h 55m 29~7 recommended by Mead ( 1974). This is in good agree
ment with the period of 9h 55m 29~7 I recommended by Warwick (personal 
communication) but is distinctly different from the period of 9h 55m 29~3 7 
adopted in 1962 for System Ill by the IAU (Information Bulletin 8. Int. 
Astron. Union, March I 962). 1 

We do not expect the exterior sources, the currents in the magnetopause 
and outer magnetosphere, to rotate with the core of Jupiter. The only pres
ently reasonable assumption is that on the average they rotate about Jupiter 
at the same rate that the sun appears to move, i.e., with an angular velocity 
of 0~0890 per day for the period from Dec. 1973 to Dec. I 974. 

We define two coordinate systems for use in our analyses. They are 
spherical polar coordinate systems with their origins at the center of Jupiter 
and their polar axes parallel to Jupiter's angular momentum. The (r, 0, <b;) 
System, used for fields due to internal sources, rotates with the core of Jupi
ter as described above and coincides with System III at OOh oom oos UT on 
Dec. 3, 1974. The connection between this system and the usual System Ill, 
with polar coordinates (r, 0, <pfll) is 

<P; = <!>111 + 0~00804 t:i,.D (I) 

where t:i..D is the number of days from I 974. Dec. 3.0. We call this the Pio
neer 11 Jupiter Magnetic Coordinate System, or the Pl IJ System. The 

'Seep. 826. 
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(r, 0, <f>e) System, used for fields due to exterior sources, rotates with the sun 
as described above; thus <f>e = 0 is always along the Jupiter-Sun line. We call 
this the JS System. 

The connection between cf>,. and </>; during the two Pioneer flybys is given 
by 

(2) 

where Tis hours after the midnight, UT, immediately preceding periapsis in 
each case and the parameters are: 

For Pioneer IO and 11, w,,; = 36~26863 per hour 

For Pioneer IO. !'l</>0 = - 85~492 

For Pioneer 11. 1¢0 = -42~202 

(3) 

Equations (I) and (2), together with these parameters, may be regarded as a 
complete definition of the coordinate systems we use in terms of the IAU 
defined System II I. The parameters used are given with more precision than 
is justified by observation in orderthat the systems be defined precisely,even 
though rather arbitrarily. Longitudes. A., are measured from the same zero 
as <P; but A. increases in a clockwise direction as seen from the north while 
the azimuthal angle </>; increases in a counterclockwise direction. 

The trajectories of Pioneers IO and I I in the (r, 0, </>,,) System are shown 
in Fig. I. The portions of both trajectories nearest Jupiter are shown in Fig. 
2 in which (r, cf>;) is plotted for both spacecraft. The variation with latitude 
of the two trajectories is shown in Fig. 3, which is a plot of Jovigraphic dis
tance and the corresponding magnetic latitude. These three figures provide 
most of the essential information about the Pioneer trajectories. 

The Offset Dipole Model 

The magnetic field B at the position r r0 + r" produced by an offset 
dipole is 

B = r,t- 1 (3 U U - l)M (4) 

where r0 is the vector from the center of Jupiter to the position of the offset 
dipole, rd is the vector from the dipole to the field point, U is a unit vector 
along rd, U U is a dyadic,Iis a unit dyadic and Mis the vector dipole moment. 
We solve (4) for M to get 

M = r,/ (3 U U - 21) B / 2 . (5) 

If B;, i = I, 2, ... n is a series of observations of B at different points r;, then 
for any selected value of r0 each observation is completely specified by the 
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so r---.:c----.---.------.----.-----r------,----~--~ 
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DAY OF YEAR 1974 
40 

....._;46 
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-40'-----'-----'--------'----'-----'-------'----~----' 
140 100 20 -20 

Fig. I. Pionee r 10 and 11 traje ctories in side Jupiter's magnetosphere. Two views of each tra
jectory are shown in JS coordinates (the primary vector J. Jupiter's sp in axis. defines the Z 

coordinate and S , the direction from the pl anet' s center to the sun , defines the prime meridian 
or XZ plane). The Pioneer 10 trajectory is grey and the Pioneer 11 trajectory is blac k. The 
panel (a) essentially shows the latitudes of the two spacecraft inbound and outbound. The 
abscissa P,s is the distance perpendicula r to./ and is equal to the square root of the sum of the 
squares of the X and Y components. The panel (b) contains the projections onto the equatorial 
plane to show the local time dependences. 

corresponding M;. By the usual least-squares procedure, we determine the 
vector M0 that minimizes 

n 
R/ = L (M; - M0 ) · (M; - M0 ) . (6) 

i = I 

This is done by an interactive computer program which displays and records 
R/ and M0 as soon as r0 is entered from a keyboard. Guided by this output , 
successive values ofr0 are entered until the value that minimizes R 0 ~ is found 
to within an uncertainty of about 0.002 R.J. The results of such analyses of 
the Pioneer IO and I I data a re compared with those of the spherical har
monic analyses in the section on results, below. 

The Spherical Harmonic Model 

In any thick spherical shell within which there are no currents, the mag
netic field is given by 
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The scalar potential cf> can be expanded in a series of spherical harmonics 

f [(r)-f' -I 
cf> = aI L --;; (gt"" cos me/>; + hp'" sin mcf>;) 

f= lm = O 

X 

(8) 

(,. )/,' - ] + 7i (ifp'n cos m</J,. + h pm sin m</J,.) P/"(cos f-J) . 

Here a is a convenient length, usually the radius of the planet, and P/ "(x) is 
the Schmidt-normalized Legendre function defined. for example, by Chap
man and Bartels ( 1940): 

Pp'"(x) = N e,,,( I - x ~)'" 1~ d 111 Pe(x) / dx 111 (9) 

where Pe(x) is the Legendre polynomial and 
I 

N f'm = 1,ifm = 0, or[2(( - m)! / (( + m)!f,ifm c/c 0 . (10) 

If N p'" is taken to be I, Pe"' has the Ferrer normalization . If N p'"= (-1)111 , 

Pe111 has the Hobsen normalization and, if N e111 = [ (2 t + I )( f - m) ! / 2(t + 
m)!f, the squares of the Pe111 • averaged over a sphere, are unity. With the 
Schmidt normalization, the rms of the field over a sphere due to one of the 
interior coefficients is nearly independent of f and is independent of m. 
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240° 
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DISTANCE, RJ 

300° 
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10 

Fig. 2 . Pioneer trajectories near Jupiter. The two trajectories are shown within 10 R ., of peri
apsis in a Jupiter-centered. non-rotating system. The radia l distance (not the equatorial pro
jection) and the corresponding System 111 longitude are shown. The tick marks on each 
trajectory denote the spacecraft locations for each hour of th e day. The label Oh define s the 
start of the day during which peri apsi s occurred. 

The field is completely defined by the values of the coefficients ge'", he111 , 

gem , fiem. This analysis is usually derived for the case in which all the sources 
are constant and static. It will also apply in the case of Jupiter where interior 
and exterior sources rotate at different rates as long as each system of sources 
is constant in its own frame . 

The terms with ( = 1 are normally called dipole terms, those with f = 2 
are called quadrupole terms, terms with ( = 3 are called octupole terms, 
etc. Those terms involving negative powers of r are called interior while 
those corresponding to positive powers are exterior terms. The interior di-
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pole terms produce the familiar dipole field. The exterior dipole terms pro
duce a uniform field over the region inside the external sources. 

If one knows two orthogonal components of the magnetic field over any 
spherical surface, all the coefficients in Eq. (8) are determined by integrals 
over this surface and in principle the field is completely determined through
out the shell. If one wishes to determine only a finite number of low-order 
coefficients to provide a convenient approximate description of the field, the 
coefficients are determined by the same integrals and have the same value 
whatever the number of coefficients used. 

The coefficients are also determined by observations along any curved 
trajectory for which there are reasonable variations in both radial distance 
and longitude. In this case, each coefficient is no longer determined by an 
independent integral. One must decide which coefficients are to be used to 
provide an approximate description of the field. Using just these terms in 
(7) and (8), the computed components of B at each point at which an obser
vation is made, B1/(r;), are expressed in terms of the, as yet undetermined, 
coefficients. The corresponding observed components are denoted by B/1 

(r;), and the residual R is defined as 

3 
R 2 = Iw; L [B/'(r;) - B/'(r;) F (11) 

i k = I 

where w; is an assigned weight of the ith observation. The coefficients are 
then determined by giving them the values that minimize R 2 ; this is the usual 
least-squares procedure. In this situation, the values obtained for the coeffi
cients will depend on just how many coefficients are used in the approxima
tion because the various spherical harmonics are not orthogonal over the 
trajectory; they are orthogonal only over the surface of a sphere. To deter
mine n coefficients requires the solution of n linear equations inn unknowns, 
i.e., the inversion of an n x n matrix. 

The values of the coefficients obtained will also vary some with the par
ticular segment of the trajectory used. In part, this is due to the lack of or
thogonality. In practice this is also partially due to inaccuracies in the field 
and position data, to possible changes with time in the sources, and to pos
sible currents in the spherical shell containing the segment of the trajectory 
used in the analysis. Thus, the least-squares analysis does not provide a 
unique set of coefficients. It provides as many different sets as one cares to 
run off, and the decision as to which set gives the most useful representation 
of field is based partly on the value of the residual, or of therms residual, and 
partly on the judgment of the investigator. The results of several such analy
ses will be given in the section on results below. 

Offset Dipoles Deduced From Spherical Harmonic Coefficients 

The coefficients obtained in a spherical harmonic analysis depend on the 
center chosen for the spherical shell within which the data are fitted. There 
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ning of the day of periapsis being labeled O". 
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is no reason to expect that the magnetic center of the planet precisely coin
cides with its geometric center. Having carried out an analysis based on one 
center, it is often of interest to see if use of another center would yield more 
convenient or more meaningful results. Chapman and Bartels ( 1940) give 
formulas determining, from the interior dipole and quadrupole coefficients 
computed for any particular origin, the coordinates x0 , Yo, Zo of a new origin, 
called the magnetic center. With respect to the magnetic center the first three 
quadrupole coefficients are zero and the square of the part of the magnetic 
field due to quadrupole terms is a minimum. 

Let the interior spherical harmonic coefficients of the original analysis 
be ge'", he'" and those for the new center be fY", fie111 • Then the formulas used 
for the transformation are 

where 

Zo ~ a(Lo - gV E)/ 3Ho"· 

X0 = a(L 1 - glE)/ 3Ho" 

Yo= a(L"2 - hlE)/3H/ 

H/ = (gVf + (gJf + (hlf 
1 

Lo = 2 g'/ g~ + (glgJ + hlh1)3" 
1 

Li = - glg~ + (gVgJ + glg~ + hlhD3 2 

1 

L2 .~ -hlg~ + (gVld - hJg~ + glhD3 2 

E = (L0g\l + L,gl + Lihl)/4H,,C. 

(12) 

(13) 

Note that these formulas have been corrected for minor, relatively obvious, 
typographical errors, as may be verified by comparison with Bartels ( 1936). 
The coefficients with respect to the new origin are 

Expressing the results of a spherical harmonic analysis in terms of such 
an offset dipole may provide a concise and physically intuitive description 
of the major features of the field described by the harmonic coefficients. 

Results 

The first analyses of the Pioneer IO and 11 data taken in Jupiter's mag
netosphere were based on quick-look data listings provided to the experi
menters in nearly real time. These analyses used preliminary trajectory and 
spacecraft orientation information; later, some gaps in the quick-look data 
due to operational difficulties at various steps of the data handling chain were 
filled in. Still later the normal and more reliable data handling chain began to 
yield data on tapes. A rather time consuming reduction process is then re
quired to get data of the highest possible quality: however, some analyses 
have been made of data of very good quality before this process was com-
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pleted. Also, better versions of the trajectory information have become avail
able. The accurate determination of the spacecraft roll orientation is critical 
in transforming measured field components from the spacecraft system to an 
inertial frame. This is difficult when the spacecraft is very near Jupiter be
cause of the loss of the direct signal from the spacecraft and the low data 
rate for the stored data taken during occultation. This is compounded by the 
fact that the spin rate varies because of drag due to spacecraft currents pro
duced by rotation in Jupiter's strong magnetic field and changes in the space
craft moment of inertia due to the cooling during solar eclipse. We believe 
that ultimately the roll orientation can be determined with adequate accuracy 
but in the preliminary analyses some data had to be omitted because this was 
not yet done. The results here are based on analyses that we do not regard 
as final. It is quite possible that there will be minor changes in the various 
parameters in later, more complex, analyses but we do not expect that they 
will be large or that they will affect the general character of the models. 

The analyses whose results are presented below may be used either as 
a basis for a study of their accuracy or to supply a model to be used for ex
trapolating Jupiter's field to regions where it was not measured and for cal
culating derived properties such as the fieldstrength at the poles or the L-shell 
passing through a satellite. For those who want only a single recommended 
model, and not a discussion. we would, at this time, make the following rec
ommendations. If a reasonably accurate model with axial symmetry (albeit 
an inclined. offset axis) whose characteristics are easily visualized is desired, 
we recommend use of the D4 Model of Table I. If more accuracy is desired 
but one wishes to use a time independent model in a frame that rotates with 
the interior sources, the (31, 1 E) Model for Pioneer 11 from Table II, dis
carding the i{11 and ii 1 ' coefficients. is recommended. If these were to be re
tained, both the <p; and </),. angles, defined as in Eqs. (I) and (2), would have 
to be used. When these two exterior source terms are omitted. one may 
regard the resulting field as including the time average of the external field 
in the frame of the interior sources. 

If one wishes, to calculate the best available approximation to the ob
served fields along either the Pioneer IO or the Pioneer I I trajectory, we 
would suggest the use of the (31. 2E) coefficients of Table I I for the corre
sponding spacecraft. The residuals are larger for the Pioneer I I data than for 
those of Pioneer I 0. This does not mean that the latter are superior. The Pio
neer 11 data cover a much larger range of radial distance, of longitude, and 
of latitude than do the Pioneer IO data. It is harder to make a good fit over 
the extended range, but the coefficients derived are likely to give a better 
representation of the field in regions where neither spacecraft made measure
ments. If one uses Pioneer I I data only in the range 2.85 < r < 8 R,, which 
is the range in which the Pioneer IO data were taken. the residuals are much 
more like those for Pioneer I 0. In the case of Pioneer I 0, one gets a signifi-
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cantly better residual if one includes at least the exterior dipole source. The 
roughly equal rms residuals for the (31, IE) and (21, 2E) cases suggest 
that for Pioneer IO the exterior quadrupole source is as important as the 
interior octupo·le source. We see from the Pioneer I I data that if a good fit is 
desired nearer the planet's surface, the interior octupole, as should be ex
pected, is more important than the exterior quadrupole and that retaining 
both is considerably more worthwhile than in the Pioneer IO case. 

The rms fieldstrength is 7000 y for the Pioneer I I data used in these fits 
and is 3600 y for the Pioneer IO data. Thus the better cases in Table I I give 
very good ratios of rms residuals to rms fieldstrengths ( < I 7r ). This gives 
us high confidence in the validity of both the data and the spherical harmonic 
analyses. 

To obtain the coefficients in Table 11 requires the solution of 11 simul
taneous equations in fl unknowns, where fl ranges from 23 to 15. lt is im
portant to consider how well conditioned these equations are, i.e., how much 
the coefficients solved for change when the input data are given small, ran
dom changes. This can be studied (Lawson and Hanson 1974) by a critical 
value analysis or, less precisely but quite adequately in non-critical cases, 
by determining the condition number for each solution. The larger the con
dition number, the less accurately the unknowns are determined. Some so
phistication must be used in interpreting condition numbers because they are 
changed significantly when a in Eq. (8) is changed or when, in the usual pro
cess for efficient matrix inversion, the matrix is pre-conditioned by multiply
ing its rows and columns by suitably chosen constants. The values of the 
condition numbers that we get for the various Pioneer 11 cases shown in 
Table 11 are 706 for the (31, 2 E) case, 189 for the (31. IE) case, 172 for the 
(31, OE) case. and 88 for the (21, 2E) case. In our judgment, these condition 
numbers support our confidence that the coefficients provide a reasonable 
representation of the field the accuracy of which can be roughly estimated 
from therms residuals and the variation of the coefficients from case to case. 

Table I lists the offset dipoles deduced by the use of Eqs. ( 12)-(14) for 
the cases given in Table 11. Table I also gives the offset dipoles D4 and D 2 

fitted directly to the data by the use of Eqs. (4)-(6). These offset dipoles can 
be regarded as a convenient way of summarizing the main characteristics of 
the various models. 

It is encouraging to see that most of the cases give essentially the same 
vector magnetic moment and that the Pioneer 11 results give reasonably con
sistent positions of the dipole. From this. and the comparison of the coeffi
cients in Table I I, we feel that the interior dipole coefficients are determined 
with high accuracy, the interior quadrupole coefficients are reasonably accu
rate, and the interior octupole coefficients show enough scatter from case to 
case to suggest that they are not determined with much accuracy. It is very 
likely that if higher orders were used in the fit, the residual would be reduced 
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somewhat but it is unlikely that the coefficients would be accurate enough 
to be used with any confidence in predicting fields at points not on the tra
jectory. The exterior quadrupole coefficients appear to be equally unreliable, 
based on the large scatter from case to case. Since they are very small. this 
does not matter much unless one wishes to estimate the field for values of r 
greater than 8 R.,. The exterior dipole terms, in particular the kV term. ap
pear to be determined to within a factor of about 307' and should probably 
be used in fitting the field. 

If the residuals are evaluated at points between 8 R.1 and 12 R.1, that is, 
points outside the range used for determining the coefficients, they are rea
sonably small in all cases except the (31, 2E) and (21, 2E) cases. Whenever 
exterior quadrupole coefficients are used for values of r significantly larger 
than those used in the determination of the coefficients, the residuals go up 
rapidly. This is to be expected since the exterior quadrupole coefficients 
depend sensitively on just what data are used in the fitting process and are 
multiplied by spherical harmonics that increase rapidly with r. These very 
same factors apply to the octupole terms for fields closer to the surface than 
periapsis. 

Discussion of the Pioneer Results 

To compare the Pioneer models with the description of Jupiter's field 
derived from radio astronomy, it is best to deal separately with the observa
tions at decimetric and decametric wavelengths. Inferences based on the 
decimetric observations are appropriate to a radial distance of approximately 
2 R.1, the region from which the most intense synchrotron radiation is re
ceived at Earth. On the other hand. the decametric emissions are considered 
to originate in regions near the planet, such as at ionospheric levels at the 
base of the lo flux tube. 

The various decimetric models are reasonably consistent (Carr and Gul
kis 1969; Mead 197 4 f and agree well with the Pioneer results. The tilt angle 
between the dipole and Jupiter's rotation axis is I 0° ± I 0 • The longitude of 
the pole in the northern hemisphere has a System 111 value of 230° ± 5° at 
the epoch of Pioneer 11. The polarity of the field is southward at the equator, 
i.e .. opposite to the polarity of the earth's magnetic dipole. 

The Pioneer observations have led to significant improvements in our 
knowledge of the fieldstrength and the offset of Jupiter's dipole. Previous 
radio astronomy estimates of the fieldstrength at a given location were con
sidered uncertain by at least a factor of 3. Several estimates of the offset had 
been derived from decimetric observations which indicated that the offset 
was :%0.I R.1 (McCulloch and Komesaroff 1973; Berge 1974). The offset 
based on the Pioneer data appears consistent with inferences drawn from the 

2See pp. 677 and 693. 
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decimetric data , especially in view of the relatively large uncertainties asso
ciated with the radio astronomy results. 

There is evidence in the decimetric polarization data of a possible mag
netic anomaly ·near a System 111 longitude of 220° (Conway and Stannard 
1972). An analysis of the Pioneer 10 data in terms of two offset dipoles , a 12 
parameter fit, has been reported by Smith et al. ( 1974b). One dipole repre
sents the main field source while the other could simulate a local anomaly 
such as might arise near or above the surface of Jupiter. The longitude of the 
second dipole in this model has been found to be 210°, in good agreement 
with the radio astronomy observations. It will be interesting to see if essen
tially the same model will also fit the Pioneer I 1 observations. 

In order to compare the Pioneer results with inferences based on deca
metric emissions , which are thought to originate near the surface, it is neces
sary to extrapolate the Pioneer observations to low altitudes. One such 
extrapolation is shown in Fig. 4 and is based on the 15-coefficient spherical 
harmonic analysis (3 I, 2 E). It leads to a maximum fieldstrength in the north
ern hemisphere of 14.4 Gauss and to a value of I 0.8 Gauss in the southern 
hemisphere. 

It is customary to identify the frequency of the decametric emissions with 
the electron cyclotron frequency at the source. A relatively sharp cutoff in 
the maximum frequency of the emission has persistently been observed in 
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Fig. 4. Equal-intensity contours of Jupit er's surface field. Cuntours along which the field mag
nitude is constant are shown. They are hased on an extrapolation of the Pioneer I I observa
tions to the oblate spheroidal surface using the model de rived from the 23 coefficient (JI. 2E) 
sph erical harmonic analysis. T he Jovigraphic lat itude and System 111 longitude are indicat ed 
at regular interval s along the ordinate and ahscissa. Crosses identify the ma ximum field
strengths in the two he mispheres. The grey curve shows the projection onto the surface of the 
Pioneer 11 trajectory while the spacec raft was within 8 R, of Jupiter. It provides some infor
mation about the ex tent or the latitude. longitude coverage while mapping the planet's field. 
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the vicinity of 40 MHz. This cutoff is usually interpreted as a maximum field
strength of 14 Gauss along the locus of the source region. The close correla
tion between the observation at Earth of decametric radio bursts and the 
phase angle of lo has been interpreted to mean that the source is located at 
the foot of the magnetic flux tube passing through or near lo. Using a method 
previ~)Usly employed by Mead (1974). the approximate locus of the lo flux 
tube has been determined using Pioneer model 0 4 • Along this locus, the 
maximum surface field corresponding to Fig. 4 is found to be 14 Gauss, a 
value which agrees quite well with that inferred from the decametric data 
and models. 

The Pioneer observations may be compared with current views regarding 
the origin of planetary magnetic fields (Gubbins 1974). Planetary fields are 
thought to be the consequence of a self-sustaining dynamo operating in 
the fluid, electrically conducting interior of the planet. Motions in the core 
which lead to the generation of the planetary field are considered to be the 
effect of a sufficiently vigorous convection inside the rotating fluid interior. 
The enormous mass of Jupiter implies a sufficiently large internal pressure 
to cause a transition of hydrogen, the most abundant element, from a mole
cular to a metallic phase (Hubbard and Smoluchowski 1973). The latter 
appears to have adequate electrical conductivity to support the currents re
quired by dynamo theory. In addition, the internal generation of heat, evi
dence for which is provided by the well-known radiation imbalance, is ex
pected to lead to fluid convection in the core, a condition which is conducive 
to the development and maintenance of a planetary dynamo. 

The magnetic field in the core is undoubtedly very large as well as very 
irregular. However, the rapid decrease with distance of the successively 
higher-order magnetic moments makes it likely that only the lowest-order 
terms will make a significant contribution to the field at the surface. A quan
titive measure of the degree of the irregularity of the planetary field is pro
vided by the ratio of the higher-order multipole moments to the dipole 
moments. The Pioneer 11 Vector Helium Magnetometer results yield quad
rupole and octupole moments that are 20 and 15%, respectively, of the dipole 
moment. Since the corresponding values at Earth are 13 and 9%, only 
= 0.6 times smaller, Jupiter's field appears to be only slightly more irregular 
than that of Earth. 

The existence of an offset, or alternatively a finite quadrupole moment, is 
thus attributable to the irregular nature of the fields and motions inside the 
core. The earth's magnetic dipole has a similar offset of 0.06 RE. Offset di
poles have also been reported in magnetic stars. 

The near correspondence between the magnetic axes of Jupiter and Earth 
and their rotation axes is presumably fundamental. Apparently the rotation 
of the planet, which is rapid compared to internal motions, lends an axial 
symmetry to the fluid motions driving the dynamo. Various arguments can 
be made to account for the strength of Jupiter's field as compared to the 
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earth's field, e.g., that Jupiter is ten times larger and rotates twice as rapidly. 
However, evidence is accumulating that naturally-occurring dynamos are 
commonly, and perhaps fundamentally, oscillatory (Rikitake I 966). Theos
cillations give rise to periodic variations in fieldstrength and to reversals in 
polarity over geological time intervals. If this view is correct, neither the 
strength nor polarity of a planetary field is fundamental, but their values will 
depend on the phase of the cycle during which the field is observed. 

THE MIDDLE MAGNETOSPHERE 

As noted in the introduction, it is possible observationally to distinguish 
two regions in which plasma currents strongly perturb the dipole field. The 
distinction can be seen in the behavior of both the field direction and its 
magnitude. 

Perhaps the single parameter that serves this purpose best is the field 
latitude (Fig. 5). In the inner magnetosphere, there is clear evidence of I 0-
hour variations associated with the rotating dipole. At 30 R.,, and at low 
spacecraft latitudes (Pioneers IO and I I inbound and Pioneer IO outbound), 
the field latitude tends to adopt a more or less radial orientation (8 - 0) and 
this is a characteristic feature of the middle magnetosphere. At higher lati
tudes (Pioneer 11 outbound), the field also tends to be radial. In the outer 
magnetosphere, beyond 50-60 R.,, the latitude tends toward -45 to -90°, 
implying a southward directed field. The field direction is also much more 
variable but as a result of what appear to be random fluctuations. These 
conditions hold both near the equator and at higher latitudes. 

The two regions can also be seen in the field longitude and magnitude. In 
the middle magnetosphere, the longitude (Fig. 6) shows that the field tends 
to spiral, especially at low magnetic latitudes whereas at higher latitudes 
the field tends to follow the dipole direction more closely. Frequent reversals 
of the longitude angle by 180° are seen, many of them occurring with a I 0-
hour period. In the middle magnetosphere, the field magnitude (Fig. 7) tends 
to be relatively constant ( = IO y) especially near the equator but with oc
casional dips to low values of= I y. These field decreases are correlated with 
the changes in the longitude angle by 180°. 

In the outer magnetosphere the field longitude is very irregular. It is also 
poorly defined, principally because of the southward field orientation, and 
small fluctuations can cause large apparent changes in the field direction. 
The field magnitude is also much more irregular and periodic I 0-hour vari
ations, if they exist, are difficult to discern. 

The properties of the middle magnetosphere are dominated by a thin 
current sheet. The most obvious evidence for this current sheet are quasi
periodic crossings in which abrupt changes in longitude by 180° are accom
panied by a relatively large reduction in field magnitude. An example of a 
current sheet crossing is shown in Fig. 8. This crossing was seen in Pioneer 
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sphere are black and data in a grey tone were obtained in the magnetos heath or interplanetary 
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IO data outbound at a local time of Sh 3om_ A day side crossing at 9h 30m local 
time observed with Pioneer 11 is shown in Fig. 9 and exhibits essentially 
the same features. The combined Pioneer IO and Pioneer I I observations 
of the current sheet in both the predawn and morning regions of the magneto
sphere are consistent with the current flowing around Jupiter in the form of 
a ring. The observed variation in field direction and magnitude is consistent 
with the properties of other well-known plasma current layers such as 
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Fig. 6. Field longitude inside the magnetosphere. The field longitude in RJ coordinates is 
shown as a function of radial distance. The format of this figure is the same as that of Fig. 5. 

have been observed in the earth's magnetotail or at interplanetary sector 
boundaries. 

The sheet current flows principally in an azimuthal direction. The mag
nitude of the oppositely-directed fields on the two sides of the current layer 
implies a typical linear current density of 10-2 amp m-1• The thickness of 
the current sheet, estimated from the duration of the crossings to be = I R,, 
may be used to convert this value to an average current density per unit area 
of 2 x I 0- 10 amp m-2 • If the current sheet is assumed to extend typically 
between 30 and 60 R.1, a total current of 6 x I 07 amp is implied. A current 
of this magnitude would be expected to produce a quasi-uniform northward 
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field in the inner magnetosphere of= IO y. Thus, the current sheet does not 
significantly perturb the dipole field in the inner magnetosphere. The quasi
uniform field of I 00 y, inferred from the spherical harmonic analysis to origi
nate external to IO R.1, is presumably caused by a ring current that is nearer 
Jupiter and distributed over a greater range of latitude than the current sheet. 

The origin of the current sheet is presumed to be centrifugal force acting 
on relatively dense, low-energy plasma trapped in the magnetic field. Be
cause of the large scale of Jupiter's magnetosphere and its rapid rate of 
rotation, centrifugal force will become increasingly larger than other stresses, 
such as that associated with the magnetic field gradient, with increasing 
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of the field are shown in SJ coordinates (the primary axis.Xis parallel to S, the direction from 
Jupiter to the sun, and Jupiter's rotation axis. J defines the XZ plane). This crossing of the 
current sheet. which occurred in the outbound data at a large Jovigraphic distance. and at a 
local time of Sh 30m shows the reduction in field magnitude. the reversal in field longitude and 
the tendency for the field to point southward inside the current sheet. 

distance. From an equivalent point of view, the trapped plasma is being 
whirled rapidly around Jupiter. at speeds comparable to the solar wind speed, 
and centrifugal force then stretches the lines of force radially outward, much 
like rubber bands. 

Evidence that centrifugal force causes the current sheet is provided by 
the orientation of the current layer at large Jovigraphic distances. The per
turbation field, P = B - D. i.e., the difference between the observed field B 
and the field at the point of observation corresponding to the dipole field D, 
is produced by the current sheet. The perturbation field has been shown to 
be relatively invariant with respect to the rotation axis of Jupiter J (Smith 
et al. 1974b). This result has been interpreted to indicate that, at large dis-
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tances from Jupiter, the current sheet tends to be parallel to the rotational 
equator although not necessarily lying in it (Fig. I 0) . This configuration 
would lead to a radial orientation of the field adjacent to the current sheet at 
large radial distances as observed for the field latitude angle. Inside the cur
rent sheet, the latitude angle exhibits a southward orientation, implying that 
the continuous component of the field is principally normal to the current 
sheet. 
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Fig. I 0. Model of the Jovian current system. This model. which is based on the Pioneer obser
vations, shows the tilted dipole Mand Jupiter's rotation axis J. The two components of the 
magnetospheric field associated with the dipole and the thin current sheet are shown in the 
right-hand side. The resultant field. obtained by a vectorial addition of the dipole and ring 
current fields. is shown on the left-hand side where it is seen that the fieldlines are effectively 
stretched out parallel to the equator at large distances. The current sheet curves over to join 
the magnetic dipole equator nearer the planet. causing the current sheet to be higher on one 
side than on the other. 

The average longitude angle of the field adjacent to the current sheet 
shows that the current flow is not purely azimuthal but includes a radial com
ponent. The presence of both radial and azimuthal current components 
causes the magnetic field to spiral. rather than to continue to lie in meridian 
planes, as the radial distance increases. The general tendency for the field 
to spiral is obvious in Fig. 6. The Pioneer IO data outbound and Pioneer 11 
data inbound give the clearest indication that the field does not lie in the 
meridian plane (i.e., within I 0° of cp = I 80° or 360°). The fields adjacent to 
the current sheet in these intervals are consistent with this general orienta
tion of the field as can be seen by referring to Fig. 8. Thus, although the field 
longitude changes by 180° as the current sheet is crossed, the fields on adja
cent sides are not 180° and 360°, but are 150° and 330°. 

The spiraling is apparently associated with the current sheet itself. At 
higher latitudes there is evidence that the observed field does not spiral but 
has approximately the orientation of the dipole field. The inbound data on 
Pioneer IO (Fig. 6) show a region in which the field longitude tends to follow 
the dipole variation (with a slight delay) between 180° and 360° which cor
responds to the observations being made at higher magnetic latitudes. How
ever, between 0° and the longitude corresponding to the spiral direction, 
there are few if any points giving rise to a "negative clipping" of the periodic 
longitude variations. During these times the spacecraft was apparently near 
the current sheet whose field then exceeded the dipole field and essentially 
determined the field direction. The absence of significant spiraling away from 
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the current sheet also explains why no spiral is evident in the outbound 
Pioneer 11 data (Fig. 6) which were acquired at a latitude of = 30°. 

The absence of spiraling at higher latitudes is only one aspect of the 
tendency for the field above and below the current sheet to be more dipole
like. Thus, the outbound Pioneer 11 data in the middle magnetosphere show 
the field (Fig. 7) to be only slightly larger than the dipole field (typically much 
less than a factor of 2 stronger). A study of the radial component shows that 
it obeys an inverse cube (r:i) radial dependence reasonably well, again indi
cating the strong influence of the dipole field at moderately high latitudes. 
Finally, the latitude angle (Fig. 5) varies with a I 0-hour period that is cor
related with the magnetic latitude of Pioneer (although a phase lag is present). 
Calculations of the perturbation field in this region show that, although the 
direction is still invariant with regard to Jupiter's rotation axis, it is not prin
cipally radial but contains a significant northerly component [ 1/J = cos- 1 (P · 
J) = 30°], as expected for a ring current. Thus, although the field due to the 
current sheet is present at higher latitudes, it does not dominate the dipole 
field as it does near the equator. 

Current sheet crossings are presumably caused by a motion of the cur
rent layer across the spacecraft, either as a result of the rotation of the plane
tary dipole, a latitudinal motion inherent to the current sheet, or some combi
nation of both. The typical rapidity of the crossings is evidence that the 
current sheet is very thin as compared to the scale of the magnetosphere. A 
thickness of I to 2 R.1 has been estimated on the basis of the time required 
for the longitude to change 180° and an estimated latitudinal velocity (which 
is presumed to be on the order of 30 km sec-1, i.e., large compared to the 
velocity of the spacecraft). 

It has been proposed that the current sheet, although roughly parallel to 
the equator at large distances, does not lie in the equator but curves over to 
join the dipole magnetic equator nearer the planet (Smith et al. 1974b). The 
current sheet would then have the shape of a warped disc that would appear 
to wobble up and down as it rotates giving rise to periodic current sheet 
crossings. It might be supposed that the disc would remain relatively rigid 
so that actual motions of the current layer in the rotating system would not 
be needed to explain the observed current sheet crossings. However, this 
model is difficult to reconcile with the repeated current sheet crossings in 
the Pioneer IO data outbound. The latitude of the spacecraft, which being 
= l 0° is essentially the same as the dipole tilt and the bending of the current 
sheet below the magnetic equator as it becomes parallel to the Jovigraphic 
equator, should preclude any crossings at large distances. One way out of 
this dilemma is to assume that the current sheet is not actually rigid but either 
"flaps" up and down or is subject to some form of "fluting" so that local 
bulges or ripples form along the outer extremity and then cross the spacecraft. 

There is a close correspondence between the intensity of the energetic 
particles trapped in Jupiter's middle magnetosphere and the location of the 
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current sheet An example of this correlation is shown in Fig. 9 which con
tains the University of Chicago measurements of energetic protons at the 
time of one of the Pioneer I I current sheet crossings (J. Simpson, personal 
communication). There are numerous examples of this kind in the Pioneer 
10 and 11 particle data. In the middle magnetosphere, as far as the mirror
ing radiation particles are concerned, the current sheet essentially defines 
the magnetic equator. 

The correspondence between the particle fluxes and the magnetic longi
tude or latitude of the spacecraft is more obscure. The phase relation be
tween the particle maxima, the current sheet crossings and the longitude of 
the spacecraft in the dipole field are not well understood. A study of these 
relations by Northrop et al. ( 1974) led to the suggestion that the fieldlines 
are slipping in Jupiter's ionosphere and are thereby introducing large longi
tude shifts between the dipole and the field in the middle and outer magneto
sphere. An alternative hypothesis, proposed by Chenette et al. (1974) on 
the basis of their energetic particle observations, is that the particle maxima 
are invariant in time rather than longitude. This hypothesis could mean that 
Jupiter's magnetosphere is either pulsating or undergoing other large-scale 
time variations. 

THE OUTER MAGNETOSPHERE 

The magnetic fields adjacent to the magnetopause are shown in Fig. I I. 
For this magnetopause crossing, which was the second of the outermost 
crossings in the Pioneer I I data at 94 R.1, the field magnitude inside the mag
netosphere is only 5 y, a value that is smaller than usual, as anticipated for 
the most distant magnetopause crossings. The transition from inside (earlier) 
to outside (later) takes place in only a minute or so, implying a relatively thin 
boundary. A decrease in fieldstrength to nearly zero is seen, a characteristic 
feature frequently observed in traversals of the earth's magnetopause current 
layer. The field decrease near 7h I om UT is suggestive of a close approach 
to the magnetopause but without an actual crossing. Inside the magneto
sphere, the field is predominantly southward, a characteristic feature of the 
outer magnetosphere generally. The direction of the normal to the magneto
pause has been determined from the usual variance analysis (Sonnerup and 
Cahill 1968) and, to a good approximation, is directed radially outward as 
anticipated for a blunt magnetosphere. 

The persistent southward component in the outer magnetosphere is pre
sumably a consequence of the observations being made beyond the outer
most edge of the eastward-flowing current sheet as well as of the effect of 
magnetopause currents resulting from the confinement of the magnetosphere 
by the shocked solar wind. In addition, the planetary field contributes to 
the resultant southward field. If it is assumed that the impinging solar wind 
causes an approximate doubling of the field interior to the magnetopause, 
then for a 10 y field, the dipole and current sheet would contribute a total of 
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5 y. At 60 R.1 the equatorial dipole field is = 2 y. so that the current sheet 
would account for 3 y. Closer to the middle magnetosphere the ring current 
and dipole field contributions would be expected to be larger, and the con
tribution of mcignetopause currents smaller. than these values. 

When the magnetosphere is not very inflated and the magnetopause is 
at distances < 50-60 R.,, the field magnitude just inside the magnetopause 
often appears large enough to withstand the inward pressure of the post
shock solar wind. For example. a fieldstrength inside the magnetopause of 
IO y corresponds to a pressure B:! I 8 1r of 4 x I 0- 10 dynes cm-". The latter is 
approximately the dynamic pressure of the average solar wind at Jupiter of 
5 x I 0- 10 dynes cm-:! (assuming V = 360 km sec- 1, N = 0.2 cm-:i). The pres
ence of the magnetosheath magnetic field just outside the magnetopause, 
which is frequently I/ 3 to 1 / 5 of the magnetospheric field just inside the 
magnetopause, could imply that low-energy magnetospheric plasma also con
tributes to the pressure balance. There are times when particle pressure in
side the magnetopause must make a significant contribution. Certainly, a 
wide variety of plasma betas have been inferred for the outer magnetosphere 
(Smith et al. 1974a: Wolfe et al. 1974). There may also be a significant con
tribution in the form of dynamic pressure associated with the motion of the 
magnetopause which the Pioneer observations have shown to be frequently 
or continuously in motion (Wolfe et al. l 974). 

Throughout the outer magnetosphere no periodic field changes are evi
dent in the magnetometer data (Figs. 5, 6, 7). The persistent southward ori
entation means that the field longitude angle is susceptible to small irregu
larities in the field which give rise to large deflections in </J. Thus, a periodic 
variation associated with the dipole rotation would be difficult to detect in 
the longitude angle. Periodic variations would be best seen in the behavior 
of the field latitude. However, if periodic changes are present in o, they are 
also obscured by the irregular fluctuations in field direction that are a charac
teristic feature of the outer magnetosphere. The clearest evidence that the 
field varies with the rotation period of Jupiter is provided by the particle 
measurements. The trapped radiation customarily found in this region has 
been observed to vary regularly with a I 0-hour period. 

There is no evidence that the field in the outer magnetosphere tends to 
follow a spiral. It might be supposed that the persistent lagging of the outer
most fieldlines observed in the middle magnetosphere would ultimately lead 
to a "wrapping up" of the field between the current sheet and the magneto
pause. Such a model has, for example, been proposed by Piddington ( 1969). 
However. the strong tendency for the field in the outer magnetosphere to be 
directed north-south rather than predominantly east-west shows that this 
does not occur. Furthermore. the fieldlines passing through the outer mag
netosphere are presumably the outer extremity of those observed at higher 
latitudes above the current sheet which do not appear to spiral. 
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COMPARISON WITH MAGNETOSPHERIC MODELS 

Most models of Jupiter's magnetosphere can be divided into two major 
types. In the "closed" magnetosphere (e.g., Brice and Ioannidis 1970; Hill 
et al. 1974) both the high-energy particle radiation and the lower-energy 
plasma are trapped in the planetary magnetic field, however badly it may be 
distorted. The other model consists ofan "open" magnetosphere (e.g., Michel 
and Sturrock 197 4; Eviatar and Ershkovich 1976; Kennel and Coroniti 197 4; 
H. Alfven, personal communication) containing regions in which convecting 
plasma is transporting magnetic fields that are open (the fieldlines are not 
simply and continuously connected between one planetary hemisphere and 
the other). Details of these basic models can be considered to show how each 
might lead to an interpretation of the Pioneer observations. Although it may 
not be possible at this time to choose unequivocally between the models, the 
observations establish definite constraints which each of them must satisfy. 

Closed Magnetosphere 

In the closed magnetosphere model (Fig. 12) the current sheet arises as 
the result of significant centrifugal stresses exerted on trapped low-energy 
plasma by the large scale and rapid rotation of Jupiter. This outward stress 
gives rise to an azimuthal current which, in turn, causes strong radial fields. 
This view is supported by the observation that the perturbation vector P in 
the vicinity of the current sheet is essentially invariant with respect to J upi
ter's rotation axis and, at large radial distances near the equator, tends to be 
perpendicular to J. The existence of a north-south field component within 
the current sheet (approximate value I y), as observed, is critical because it 
is essentially this component that causes the plasma to co-rotate. 

The current sheet gives rise to strong fields such that at large distances 
near the equator the field tends to be more or less parallel to the Jovigraphic 
equator. The field will have oppositely directed polarities above and below 
the current layer. Passage of such a thin sheet over the spacecraft then causes 
a reduction in fieldstrength to nearly zero, i.e., the value of the normal com
ponent, with a subsequent recovery and a reversal in field longitude by 180° 
if the spacecraft emerges on the opposite side. 

Since the trapped plasma essentially co-rotates with the planetary field, 
except for a relatively slow differential drift of protons and electrons that 
gives rise to the current, the current sheet would be expected to form a ring 
with Jupiter at its center. The latter is supported by the Pioneer IO observa
tion of the current sheet just behind the dawn terminator (5h local time) and 
by Pioneer 11 observations of the current sheet in the dayside hemisphere at 
9h local time. There is also convincing evidence in the inbound, dayside Pio
neer IO data that the current sheet was present, although not as well devel
oped as when it was observed while Pioneer IO was outbound. 
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Fig. 12. A closed magnetosphere model. The approximate locations of the inner, middle, and 
outer magnetosphere are shown. Dipole fieldlines near Jupiter, stretched-out fieldlines near 
the plasma sheet (dotted) and closed fieldlines at higher latitude passing through the outer 
magnetosphere are shown. The model is based on inferences drawn from the Pioneer ob
servations. 

The current sheet changes the topology of the equatorial field from being 
dipole-like to being strongly stretched out. This stretching of fieldlines radi
ally outward will displace the lines of force of the planetary field from the 
inner to the outer magnetosphere and help explain the southward directed 
fields between the outer edge of the current sheet and the magnetopause. At 
higher latitude in the middle magnetosphere, the intensity and direction of 
the current sheet field do not perturb the dipole field nearly as strongly as 
nearer the equator, and more dipole-like fields are to be expected. 

Their southward orientation implies that the fieldlines in the outer mag
netosphere are closed and might be co-rotating with Jupiter. The observation 
of a dipole-like field at relatively high latitudes above the current sheet, and 
the expectation that these fields pass through the outer magnetosphere, sug
gest that the outer magnetosphere will co-rotate. In order to avoid a large 
current in the outer magnetosphere associated with the very rapid co-rotation 
velocities and stresses, it would then appear necessary to assume a relatively 
low plasma density in the outer magnetosphere. If a significant plasma pres
sure is needed to help the magnetic field hold off the shocked solar wind, the 
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further assumption would be necessary that the outer magnetospheric plas
ma. although having a low density. is very hot. 

On the other hand, it is possible that the field in the outer magnetosphere 
is not co-rotating. For example, the fieldlines might be "cut" in the iono
sphere and the flux tubes then need not co-rotate with the planet. The issue 
of avoiding large currents in the outer magnetosphere associated with cen
trifugal stresses then does not arise. According to particle measurements 
made inbound on both Pioneer IO and Pioneer I I , however. the trapped 
energetic particles in the outer magnetosphere are co-rotating with Jupiter 
(Trainor et al. 1974; Van Allen et al. 1975). Thus, the particle observations 
imply that the field is co-rotating. 

One of the principal difficulties associated with the closed magnetosphere 
model may be its inability to account for the observed spiraling of the fields 
adjacent to the current sheet. This observation implies that the current is 
not purely azimuthal but has a significant radial component. In terms of 
trapped plasma and the general approach which attributes the observed cur
rent to body stresses inside the magnetosphere, this observation appears to 
require a significant azimuthal stress. One obvious possibility is drag exerted 
by the solar wind as it flows around the magnetosphere, which must then be 
transmitted through the outer magnetosphere to the current sheet. 

Open Magnetosphere 

Most outflow models assume that, beyond some radial distance such as 
30 R.1, the planetary field will not be able to make the plasma co-rotate nor 
prevent it from being spun outward and escaping (Fig. 13). Outward con
vection is presumed to set in when the co-rotation velocity becomes approxi
mately equal to the Alfven speed. This condition is equivalent to the mag
netic field stress being unable to compensate for the centrifugal acceleration 
of the co-rotating plasma which then flows radially outward. The model bears 
numerous similarities to the basic model of the solar wind or, perhaps even 
more, to recently proposed models of the interaction between the solar wind 
and the interstellar medium which leads to the development of the helio
sphere (Parker 1963; Axford 1972). 

The outflow model can accommodate spiral fields quite naturally. By 
analogy with the solar wind, the spiral angle, a, is given by tan-1 Wei V R) 
where the co-rotation velocity V" = !l.1r, n1 is the angular rate of rotation of 
Jupiter and V11 is the radial outflow or convection velocity. As a consequence 
of the observed spiral angle. e.g .. a = 30° at 80 R.1, the convection velocity 
would be relatively large, i.e .. V11 = 2 V,. = I oi km sec 1• Such high veloci
ties would probably exceed both the Alfven velocity and the magnetosonic 
wave velocity, and imply that the outflow would be supersonic. 

The outflow model is also expected to lead to a current sheet. As the op
positely-directed fields in the northern and southern hemispheres are drawn 
outward, a neutral sheet should form near the equator. The intensity of the 
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MAGNETOPAUSE 

Fig. 13. An equatorial outflow model. The dipole field is shown near the planet. The fieldlines 
are shown as being open at greater distances as a consequence of plasma flowing radially 
outward. Since the Pioneer observations imply closed, co-rotating southward-directed fields 
in the outer magnetosphere. the outflow is indicated as being deflected inside the magneto
sphere. The subsequent flow (curved arrow,) is unspecified but could be around the middle 
magnetosphere and down the magnetotail. 

current in this sheet would simply be determined by the magnitude of the 
fields adjacent to it. The direction of the current would be principally azi
muthal and, if the flow is axisymmetric, the current would also close around 
Jupiter to form a ring. 

In order for the model to be consistent with the observations, the plasma 
would have to be deflected before it reaches the outer magnetosphere. The 
southward directed fields in the outer dayside magnetosphere represent a 
barrier through which the outflowing plasma could not penetrate. The plas
ma would have to exit in some other region of the magnetosphere, perhaps 
somewhere along the flank or more probably down the tail. If the flow is 
supersonic, as speculated above. the plasma would presumably first have to 
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pass through a shock and become thermalized so that it could be deflected 
inside and along the magnetopause. Advocates of the outflow model often 
predict the existence of some form of shock or transition region inside the 
magnetosphere, separating basically radial from basically azimuthal flow. 

The outflow model appears to be contradicted by several aspects of the 
observations. One problem associated with the model is the presence of a 
significant north-south field component passing through the current layer. 
The usual interpretation of such a component when observed inside a cur
rent sheet dominated by convection is that it results from fieldline merging. 
However, the sense of the component in this instance, which is southward, 
appears to be opposite that anticipated for an outflowing plasma. Another 
problem for the model is the observation that the trapped particle flux is 
a maximum within, or adjacent to, the current sheet. It is difficult to see ho.w 
energetic particles could be trapped in a region containing outflowing plasma 
and open fields. 

The most obvious choice of a boundary in the Pioneer data that might 
be interpreted as a shock inside the magnetosphere appears to be the inner
most "magnetopause crossing" observed on both Pioneers inbound and out
bound at 50 to 60 RJ (Wolfe et al. I 97 4; Mihalov et al. I 97 5; Smith et al. 
1975a; Smith et al. I975b). Since the plasma just outside this boundary 
should flow around the middle magnetosphere, and might convect any em
bedded magnetic fields along with it, the outflowing plasma in this region 
could have the appearance of magnetosheath plasma. This interpretation is 
an alternative to the one frequently proposed, namely that time variations 
in the dimensions of the Jovian magnetosphere, presumably associated with 
changes in the dynamic pressure of the solar wind, cause occasional re
entries of the spacecraft into the magnetosheath. 

However, the supposition that this innermost boundary is not the mag
netopause faces several difficulties that appear insurmountable. First, there 
is an extended region inside this boundary in which the field is southward 
(Fig. 5). Second, the trapped energetic particles in this region have been ob
served to be co-rotating (Van Allen et al. 1975). Third, the plasma analyzer 
measurements indicate that the flow outside the boundary is inward, not out
ward (Wolfe et al. 1974). All these observations appear contrary to what 
would be expected for a transition region corresponding to outward flow. 

Another open magnetosphere model has been proposed in which the 
fieldlines are open at latitudes above and below the current sheet. rather than 
within or adjacent to it ( Fig. 14 ). Such a model has been developed by Goertz 
et al. ( 1976), following a suggestion by Van Allen, in order to explain the very 
strong periodic modulation of the energetic particle fluxes observed in the 
outbound Pioneer IO data. The field within, and adjacent to, the current sheet 
is assumed to be closed and can then contain trapped particles. At higher 
latitudes, however, the fieldlines are open and the particle fluxes drop to 
essentially interplanetary levels. The distended closed dipole fieldlines pre-
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BOW SHOCK 
Fig. 14. An open field model. The dipole field in the inner magnetosphere, the extended field

lines and plasma sheet or current sheet (dotted) in the middle magnetosphere and the closed 
fieldlines at mid-latitudes and passing through the outer magnetosphere are shown. The field
lines at higher latitudes are open and are presumably being carried into the magnetotail. In 
this and Figs. 12 and 13. the direction to the sun is not specified so that the view may be 
considered to represent either the noon or dawn meridian if so desired. 

sumably account for the southward fields observed between the outer edge 
of the current sheet and the magnetopause. So far, the model has only been 
proposed for the pre-dawn sector of the magnetosphere but it might be ex
tended successfully to the dayside magnetosphere. 
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In regions where the fieldlines are open, a southward field component 
would not be expected and the field should be principally radial. There are 
indeed data intervals, observed principally from Pioneer IO but also from 
Pioneer I I, when the observed field is nearly radial. (In RJ coordinates, o = 
0 corresponds to a radial orientation, the distinction between radial and equa
torial only becoming obvious at a relatively high latitude.) One test of a radial 
field is that the radial component should decrease by r- 2 • The radial compo
nent measured on Pioneer IO outbound between 20 and 80 R.1 decreases 
approximately as r-1.,_ At I 0° latitude, however, it is difficult to distinguish 
unambiguously between a radial and an equatorial field on this basis. Thus, 
this result can only be considered consistent with the model and should not 
be taken to be a conclusive discriminator. The Pioneer 11 data outbound at 
higher latitude follow an ,-:i dependence much more closely than ,-2 , as 
noted above, implying that the fieldlines are dipolar in the dayside hemi
sphere up to latitudes of= 30°. It is possible of course that the field is open 
at even higher latitudes. 

Once the fieldlines become radial, it is possible to estimate whether or 
not the presumably closed fields at lower latitude could account for the mag
netic flux observed in the outer magnetosphere. Within a given longitude 
interval ocp, the southward flux through the outer magnetosphere would be 
approximately B0 (r/ - r/) ocp/ 2, where r2 and r:i are the inner and the outer 
radial limits of the outer magnetosphere. In the middle magnetosphere the 
magnetic flux at radial distance r 1 , passing radially outward through the 
solid angle determined by ocp and 011 , the latitude of the last closed fieldline, 
is BH ocp sin 8.11 r12 • Hence, conservation of magnetic flux implies that sin o.w = 
B0 (r/ - r/-)/2B 11 r12 • Taking typical values of r1 = 45, r2 = 60, r:1 = 80 R.1 
and B0 = BH = IO y, implies 811 = 45°. However, the region containing south
ward fields in the outbound Pioneer IO data is smaller, lying between 80 and 
95 R.1, Taking r 1 = 45 R.1 yields o.11 = I 2°, a value that is consistent with open 
fields at much lower latitudes as predicted by Goertz ct al. ( 1976). 

These estimates lead to significantly different latitudes at which the field
lines might be open in the dayside and pre-dawn magnetosphere. The shape 
of the magnetosphere may possibly influence the intensity of the current 
sheet and affect the latitude at which the field becomes open. The distance 
to the magnetopause is greater near dawn than near noon and centrifugal 
force is then potentially much more effective near dawn. If this conjecture is 
correct, the magnetopause could be more disc-like on the flank than near 
local noon. 

What causes the open fieldlines is as yet unspecified. In the Goertz ct al. 
( 1976) model, a mathematical representation of the field observed by Pio
neer IO outbound, ignoring magnetopause currents, simply yields open field
lines when extrapolated to higher latitudes. It is uncertain whether the field
lines are being convected into the magnetotail of Jupiter by plasma entering 
the magnetosphere, e.g., through some type of cusp as at Earth, or are being 
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convected outward. The opening of fieldlines at higher latitudes, however, 
does not appear readily compatible with plasma flow caused by centrifugal 
force. The most likely region for outflow to occur is near the equator where 
the field is weakest and the centrifugal force is greatest. 
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DISCUSSION 

A. C. Riddle: At a special meeting on May 21, 1975, in Tucson, Arizona, 
of 25 radio astronomers and other interested persons (see Riddle and War
wick 1976), a resolution was made as follows: 

"We have concluded that the provisional rotational period adopted for 
Jupiter's System III (I 957.0) longitude measure is inadequate for current 
use. Consequently, we propose the adoption of a new System III measure 
for which the sidereal rotation rate of Jupiter is 870~536 per Ephemeris Day. 
Further, we propose that the epoch shall be 1965 Jan. I, Oh om 35'.73 ET, 
that the longitude at epoch of the central meridian, as observed from Earth, 
shall be 217~956 and that the system be called System III (1965)." 

J. G. Melville: From the Jovian decimetric radio observations, Conway 
and Stannard (I 972) have proposed the existence of a magnetic field anom
aly near the surface of Jupiter and at a System III (l 957) longitude of 220°. 
In order to see if such a feature could be detected by the Pioneer IO magnetic 
field measurements we fit the data to a dual dipole model. The main dipole 
represents the large-scale features of the magnetic field, while the second 
dipole is intended to approximate the proposed field anomaly. These results, 
reported earlier by Melville and Jones ( 1974) and by Smith et al. ( 1974b), are 
listed below. 

Main dipole Second dipole 
M = + 4.02 Gauss R} M = + 0.066 Gauss R} 
Cx = -0.200 RJ Cx = -0.8221 RJ 
Cy = -0.034 RJ Cu = +0.4605 RJ 
CZ =+0.068R.1 CZ =-0.1184RJ 
Tilt= 9?92 Tilt= 77?5 
Long. III (1957)= 226~4 Long. III (1957)= 218?5 

rms residual= 89.3 y 
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Note: x, y, z is a right-handed cartesian coordinate system with z parallel 
to Jupiter's spin axis and x at zero longitude in System III (1957). 

The fit is better than the best single offset dipole fit which has an rms re
sidual of I 02.5 y. A more realistic model must include the field produced by 
magnetospheric currents. In the region of this study (r < 7.5 R.J) we approxi
mate the field due to these currents by a constant field. When a dual dipole 
plus constant field is fit to the data a significant drop in the rms residual is 
obtained as seen in the parameters listed below. 

Main dipole Second dipole 
M = +4.37 Gauss R/ M = +0.082 Gauss R/ 
C.r = -0.084 R,1 C.r = -0.744 R.J 
Cy= +0. 102 R, Cu= +0.282 R, 
Cz =+0.049 R.J CZ =+0.187 R, 
Tilt = 9?68 Tilt = 77?6 
Long. Ill ( 1957) = 225~2 Long. Ill (1957) = 206?7 

rms residual= 29.6y 

Con.slant Field 

B.r= -16.0y 
By= + 31.6-y 
Bz=+l85.ly 

Here the position of the second dipole is at 0.82 R, with a System I 11 ( 1957) 
longitude of 200?8. 

There are several interesting differences between this 15 parameter fit 
and the simpler 0 2 Model (Smith et al. I 974b). The tilt and System I II longi
tude of the main dipole differ slightly from the 0 2 values. Also a contour map 
of the surface magnetic fieldstrength shows a local region of field enhance
ment near the second dipole. One sees that the position of the second dipole 
is approximately that suggested by Conway and Stannard for the proposed 
field anomaly. Finally, the large constant field component suggests large 
currents in the inner magnetosphere. 
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RESULTS FROM THE 
GSFC FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER ON PIONEER 11 

M. H. ACUNA and N. F. NESS 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 

The main magnetic field of Jupiter has been measured by the Goddard Space Flight 
Center (GSFC) Fluxgate Magnetometer on Pioneer I I; the analysis reveals it to be 
rather complex. In a centered spherical harmonic representation with maximum order 
n = 3 (designated GSFC Model 0,) the dipole term, with opposite polarity to Earth's, 
has a magnitude of 4.28 Gauss R/, and it is tilted by 9~6 towards the System III longi
tude of 232° (epoch 1974.9). However, the quadrupole and octupole moments are signifi
cant, namely 24'7c and 21% of the dipole moment, and this leads to a deviation of the 
planetary magnetic field at distances< 3 R,from a simple offset tilted dipole. The model 
shows a north polar fieldstrength of 14 Gauss, while in the south it is 10.4 Gauss. In the 
northern hemisphere the ''footprint" of the Jo-associated flux tube passes directly over 
the polar region. Derived L-she/1 parameters ji)r the radiation belts predict enhanced 
absorption effects due to the satellites Amalthea and lo as a result of the field distortion. 
Warping of the charged-particle magnetic equator from a plane is also predicted. 

A high-field, triaxial fluxgate magnetometer (FG M) was placed on Pio
neer 11 by GSFC to measure the strong planetary magnetic field. A brief 
note based upon real time, quick-look data obtained during encounter on 3-4 
December 1975 reported the discovery of a distorted, main magnetic field 
of the planet with significant quadrupole and octupole contributions (Acuna 
and Ness 1975b). A subsequent analysis of the data based upon a more com
prehensive data tape, improved information on spacecraft attitude and A-D 
converter performance, and comparisons with charged particle data has 
allowed a more accurate determination of these higher-order moments and 
their consequences for the motion of charged particles and the absorption 
effects associated with lo and Amalthea. 

[ 830] 
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It is the purpose of this chapter to elaborate on the FG M results and 
their implications for the study of trapped particles, planetary radio emis
sions and planetary interiors. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The FG M provides instantaneous triaxial vector measurements of the 3 
components of the magnetic field using a IO-bit precision A-O converter. 
The maximum measurable field is 10 Gauss along each orthogonal axis 
and the quantization step size is ± 600 y for field intensities less than 2 
Gauss. Measurements are made once every 36 seconds in an inertial refer
ence frame synchronized with the rotation of the spacecraft (revolution 
period of the spacecraft is 12 sec). 

A redundant measurement of the magnetic field component parallel to 
the spin axis of the spacecraft was obtained using two orthogonally mounted 
biaxial sensors. The analog signal from the redundant Z-axis of the second 
sensor was digitized by the 6-bit A-O converter of the Pioneer spacecraft, 
and its value was transmitted at the same rate as that of the measurements 
of the primary vector. 

Although no sensitivity calibrations of the magnetometer were performed 
in flight, no drift of zero levels of the systems was noted from pre- and post
encounter measurements in the weak interplanetary field. Since the output of 
each axis is biased to one half of the A-O converter's dynamic range, this 
provided direct verification of the calibration of the A-O converters. 

The redundancy provided by the dual Z-axis measurements was used to 
monitor the sensitivity calibration of each sensor versus the other and thus 
give a measure of the internal consistency of the data. The maximum field 
measured along the Z-axis was approximately I Gauss which represents 
only 5 quantization steps of the spacecraft's A-0 converter. Thus, in the 
absence of additional information, and based on the nominal performance of 
this converter(± I count), it was possible to verify the sensitivity calibration 
to within ± 20%. Our preliminary report based on quick-look data (Acuna 
and Ness 197 Sb) is consistent with this verification of the sensitivity cali
bration, but subsequent comparisons with directions of charged particle 
anisotropy observed near closest approach (Van Allen, and Fillius et al. 
personal communications) indicated the possibility of a slight drift of the 
sensitivity calibration in the X-Z sensor. Recently three calibration voltages 
associated with the spacecraft's A-O converter, accurately measured at 
three selected transition points (6%, 50%, 81 %), have become available. 
They allow a more precise intercomparison of the Z-axis data, revealing a 
10% sensitivity increase in the X-Z sensor. This small but significant effect 
is illustrated in Fig. I where the redundant Z-axis data have been plotted ver
sus the main Z-axis data. The straight lines represent the original and cor
rected calibrations for the X-Z sensor. 
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Fig. I. Comparison of z-axis component magnetic field data from the A core (Z) using the I 0 
bit A-D converter of the instrument with the redundant B core (RZ) using the 6 bit A-D 
converter of the Pioneer I I spacecraft. Solid curves are preflight and corrected calibrations. 

This correction yields excellent agreement with charged particle data ob
tained by other experimenters from the Pioneer spacecraft (Van Allen et al. 
197 5; 1 Fillius et al. l 97 52 ) and good agreement with magnetic field data 
(Smith et al. I 975).'1 A complete description of the instrument has been 
published elsewhere (Acuna and Ness I 975a). 

MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSES 

The triaxial measurements of the magnetic field are corrected for phase 
and amplitude distortion by the spinning spacecraft and then rotated to a 
Jupiter-centered spherical coordinate system. A total of685 vector measure
ments were obtained during the close encounter period, from O I h 20m to 
09h 26m on 3 December 197 4, corresponding to distances less than 6 R1 . 

Due to an unfavorable bit-rate allocation for this instrument during occulta
tion, no measurements were obtained during that period when the space
craft was operated in a memory storage mode. 

1See pp. 954 and 38. 
'See p. 925. 
'Seep. 788. 
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The data have been analyzed in terms of a Schmidt normalized spherical 
harmonic expansion fitted to the observations in a least-squares sense. In 
view of the quantization step size. it is reasonable to neglect external har
monic terms in such a representation for distances less than IO R.1. Such 
terms are associated with the highly distorted magnetosphere of Jupiter ob
served at distances greater than 20-25 R., (Smith et al. 197 5). 

The observations between 1.7-6.0 R., have been fitted in the least
squares sense so as to minimize the vector residual to harmonic expansions 
of the following form: 

B=-VV 
(I) 

n max n (a)" + 1 
V = a L L r (f.;,, 111 COS mcp + h,,"'sin mcp) P,, 111 (cos 0). 

n=lm=O 

The inclusion of quadrupole and octupole terms leads to a significant reduc
tion in the root mean square (rms) deviation of the residuals. An offset tilted 
dipole can be obtained by using 6 of the 8 coefficients in a quadrupole ex
pansion. 

Table l summarizes results for the dipole moment in all of the GSFC 
expansions thus far taken. Note the variation in the characteristics of the 
dipole term as the order of the expansion increases. This variation is an 
expected phenomenon, due to the cross-coupling of harmonic coefficients, in 
situations like this in which the data are not "complete" in a mathematical 
sense so that a set of mutually dependent coefficients occurs. The comparison 
of the measured magnetic field with that predicted from the spherical har
monic representations is shown in Fig. 2 for the 0 1 model. The overall agree
ment with the observations is excellent in all three components of the field. 

It is essential in any such representation to conduct an error analysis to 
determine the statistical stability of the various sets of coefficients. The use 
of the rms parameter, while appropriate, is a measure that is not complete. 
In the general problem of solving a set of linear equations, such as those 
obtained in the minimization of the vector residual, it is also useful to con
sider the condition number of the matrix to be inverted, regardless of the 
specific method finally employed to affect a solution. The condition number 
is related to the ratio of the magnitude of the largest to the smallest eigen
vectors of the matrix to be inverted. The smaller the number the more stable 
the estimates of the unknowns become. Table I shows that the condition 
number for the 0 1 model is quite modest, being only 50, while it would in
crease to 340 for a hexadecapole model. Inclusion of external terms, such 
as those by Smith et al. ( 1975), increase the condition number to very high 
values so that there may exist considerable uncertainty in some of the coeffi
cients derived in this way. Neither the uncertainties of the trajectory nor the 
size of the quantization step adversely affect the determination of the set of 
coefficients for 0 4 • 
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TABLE I 
Summary 

Offset 
Tilted 

Dipole Dipole Quadrupole Octupole 

Moment 4.36 4.35 4.36 4.28 (Gauss R}) 

Tilt 8.41° 9.52° 9.83° 9.6° 

Longitude 246° 236° 235° 232° (West Long. Ill) 

Vector rms 0.021 0.0113 0.0106 0.0085 (Gauss) 

Condition 
50 number 

Offset (R,) 

Xo - 0.0618 

Yo + 0.024 

Zo - 0.015 

rms residual 5.97% 3.2% 3.01% 2.4% rms field8 

arms field= 0.35172 Gauss 

Extrapolation of the magnetic field model to the surface of the planet is 
illustrated in Fig. 3. The magnitude of the field of Jupiter for the 0 4 model is 
shown along with other parameters related to Pioneer 11 and the satellite 
lo. An important feature of our model is the hemispherical and azimuthal 
asymmetry in both the surface field and in the field topology which results 
from the significant values of the quadrupole and octupole moments. Table 
I I summarizes the magnitude and phase of the higher-order moments for the 
quadrupole and 0 4 models. The table also includes a computation of the nor
malized magnitude of the higher-order moments relative to the dipole term. 
It is seen that in the 0 4 model the quadrupole is approximately 24% of the 
dipole term while the octupole is approximately 21 %. These values exceed 
those of the earth, which are respectively 14 and 9%. 

It is appropriate at this point to consider comparison of this GSFC 0 4 

magnetic field model with those derived from other instruments on Pioneers 
10 and 11. Smith et al. (1974) proposed, on the basis of their Pioneer 10 
Helium Vector Magnetometer measurements, that the planetary field was 
well represented by an offset tilted dipole with moment 4.0 Gauss R} tilted 
at 10?6 towards a System III longitude Am= 222° in December 1973. On the 
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Fig. 2. Comparison plot of spherical coordinate components of the magnetic field measured 
on Pioneer 11 with the GSFC 0 4 model. 

basis of charged particle measurements from Pioneer I 0, Van Allen et al. 
(1974) derived a centered dipole tilted 9?5 toward Am= 230° which was 
reported to better represent the results as measured by radiation belt char
acteristics. The dipole term in the GSFC 0 4 model (tilt= 9?6 and Am= 
232°) shows good agreement with the Van Allen et al. model but less satis
factory agreement with the Smith et al. (I 974) model. (Note that Am is 
computed for 1973.9.) 
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More recently Smith et al. ( 197 5) have presented a spherical harmonic 
analysis in which they report a dipole term possessing a tilt angle of 9~9 and a 
longitude of 227° while the quadrupole and octupole moments are 20'7': and 
15% of the dipole moment, respectively. The GSFC 0 4 model is in good 
agreement with these results, the minor differences being probably due to 
different procedures in mathematical analysis of the data, the number of data 
points included. and the radial distances considered. 
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TABLE II 
Summary<~( Higher-Order Moments 

(+ East Longitude I I I) 

Quadrupole Octupole (04 ) 

C ,,, 
11 <Pnm C Ill 

11 
cf> 111 

11 

+ 4.298 +4.218 
+ 0.745 + 125° + 0.715 + 128° 
+ 4.36 (100%)a + 4.28 (J00'½)a 
- 0.233 - 0.203 
+ 0.527 + 172° + 0.872 + 182° 
+ 0.246 - 26° + 0.521 - 25° 
+ 0.627 (14.4%) + 1.036 (24.2 '7r) 

(= M,,) 
- 0.233 
+ 0.585 - 128° 
+ 0.515 + 50 
+ 0.374 + 47° 
+ 0.895 (20.9'¼) 

"By definition. 

cf> "' = - arctan -'-' 1 (h "') 
n m #nm 

1 

C n"' = [ (R,,"'f + (hn'"J"] 2 

n 
M,," = L (R,,"'l" + (h,,"')' 

m=O 

IMPLICATIONS: CHARGED PARTICLES 

837 

The motion of charged particles in a planetary magnetic field has been 
studied extensively only in the case of Earth (see reviews by Schulz 1974 
and West I 975). In these studies, it has been found necessary to use a high
order harmonic representation of the terrestrial field even though the quad
rupole and octupole moments are only I 4 and 9o/r of the dipole moment and 
higher multi poles are significantly less. This is because the guiding center for 
the cyclotron motion of the charged particles, as it moves from northern 
to southern mirror points, drifts irregularly in longitude. While on Earth 
the electrons drift eastward and the protons westward, the drift motion of 
charged particles at Jupiter is opposite because the dipole moment of Jupiter 
is opposite to that of the earth. 

In initially describing the relative position of the spacecraft trajectory 
with respect to the planetary magnetic field, it is convenient to utilize the 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the derived L shell parameter for the 0 4 , D, and Randall models along 
the Pioneer 11 trajectory. The L values are computed for charged particles which mirror at 

the spacecraft, i.e., a local pitch angle of 90°. Indicated regions of absorption effects due to 

lo and Amalthea are identified for the 0 4 and Randall models. 

classical L-shell parameter that measures (in an appropriately normalized 
sense) the equatorial distance of the fieldline about which a charged particle 
moves. For charged particles, the equatorial point along the fieldline is de
fined to be where the field intensity is a minimum. 

We have calculated the corresponding L values derived from the GSFC 
0 4 model along the Pioneer 11 spacecraft trajectory as shown in Fig. 4. 
Those charged particles which would impact Io and Amalthea in their com
plicated cyclotron, bounce and drift motion, can be expected to be absorbed 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of electron and proton fluxes measured by the experiment of the Uni
versity of California at San Diego (Fillius et al. 1975) near closest approach to Jupiter by 
Pioneer I I. The figure illustrates a multiple peak structure, and the predicted times of absorp
tion due to Amalthea and the crossing of the charged particle equator (EQ). 

by these satellites (Mead and Hess 1973; Hess et al. 1974). We have also 
computed the corresponding L shells swept out by lo and Amalthea for the 
0 4 model; these are included in Fig. 4. For lo, the 0 4 L-values swept out are 
6.13 to 5.79, while for Amalthea they are 2.66 to 2.34. The predictions of 
magnetic field models for satellite sweeping have met with varied success 
according to the charged particle instruments on Pioneer 11 (Fillius et al. 
1975; Simpson et al. 1975; Trainor et al. 1975 and Van Allen et al. 1975). 
Part of the difficulty at Io may be associated with the demonstrated existence 
of a source of charged particles observed near this satellite (Mcilwain and 
Fillius 197 5). 

In order to fully study the problems of satellite sweeping, a more com
plete treatment is needed for the distributions of the drift shells of the par
ticles and their pitch angles and for energy-angle characteristics of the indi-
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vidual detectors. Here only the simplest view has been taken, namely that 
of geometrical sweeping of particles, and without proper consideration of 
the differences of L with pitch angle (at the satellites and at Pioneer 11 ). 

The situation at Amalthea is interesting because of the complex nature 
of the radiation belt structure observed there by Pioneer 11 (Fillius et al. 
1975). Figure 5 presents a comparison of expected absorption effects asso
ciated with Amalthea as predicted by two models of the planetary field: 0 4 

(Smith et al. I 975), and 0 4 with the observations by Pioneer 11. It is seen 
that the 0 4 model provides a better correspondence of the observed char
acteristics of minima and maxima of the multiple peak structure of the radia
tion belt close to the planet. This provides a completely independent but 
powerful test which endorses the physical validity of the 0 4 model. How
ever, a completely satisfactory explanation of the observed structure is still 
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lacking since effects of particle void diffusion have been neglected. It should 
be noted that with larger multipole moments the complexity of charged par
ticle motion and drift shells will be enhanced over that familiar from terres
trial studies which show such other important phenomena as longitudinal 
variations in the loss cones. 

It has been noted on Pioneer IO (fillius and Mcilwain I 974; Simpson 
et al. I 97 4; Trainor et al. 197 4), that near the periapsis of the trajectory there 
was a reduction in some of the detector count rates which could not be ex
plained by the then available D2 model of the Jovian magnetic field. With the 
observations of the broader range of sweeping associated with Amalthea, in 
the more complex magnetic field model O:i, it was then suggested (Fillius et 
al. 1975) that the strange behavior observed on Pioneer IO probably was 
associated with the sweeping effects of Amalthea. Figure 6 shows the L
shell parameter of the Pioneer IO trajectory which indicates that Pioneer I 0 
periapsis was indeed within - 0.18 R., from the simple geometric sweeping 
region associated with Amalthea when the 0 4 model is used. 

The interpretation of satellite sweeping effects using only the L-shell 
parameter is a rather more simplified approximation than justified in the case 
of Jupiter. The complete study should include a consideration of the mirror 
point distribution of the particles and, in addition, the position of the space
craft should be given in B, L space in such a way that associated with each L 
shell value there exists a corresponding specific value for the field intensity. 
The high-order moments of the Jovian magnetic field can be expected to 
contribute to some splitting of the L shells so that the satellite sweeping re
gions may be more extended than the simple geometric absorption considered 
thus far (see review by Roederer 1972 and references cited therein). 

The hemispherical and azimuthal asymmetries of the 0 4 field model pro
vide a quantitative confirmation of the speculated source mechanism and 
locations of periodic escape of particles from the radiation belts of Jupiter 
into interplanetary space as discussed by Hill et al. (1974) and Vasyliunas 
(1975). 

IMPLICATIONS FOR PLANETARY RADIO EMISSIONS 

Prior to direct measurements of the Jovian magnetic field, groundbased 
radio astronomy contributed substantially to our understanding of the mag
netic field of Jupiter (see review by Carr and Gulkis 1969,4 and references 
contained therein). Not only the approximate field magnitude at the equator 
of I to IO Gauss was predicted but also the polarity sense of the magnetic 
field was established. The most precisely determined parameter came from 
the modulation of the electric field polarization characteristics of decimetric 
radio emissions observed from electrons radiating in the synchrotron mode 

'See pp. 621,693, and 1146. 
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close to the planet, primarily between 1.5 to 4 RJ. These observations pro
vided a good estimate of the tilt and longitude of the equivalent dipole mag
netic axis of the planet Jupiter (Komesaroff et al. 1970; Berge 1974), as well 
as established its rotation rate relative to coordinate systems I and I I, defined 
on the basis of atmospheric observations . The variation of polarization and 
its intensity, however, could not be accurately matched to that of any simple 
dipole and it was suggested that non-dipolar contributions were responsible 
(Conway and Stannard 1972). Figure 7 shows the shape of the charged par
ticle equator determined from 0 4 as observed at different radial distances 
and illustrates clearly that this, the principal region of emissions, deviates 
significantly from a simple flat planar geometry. 

The latitude variation of the charged particle equator is by no means a 
simple sinusoid, although at all distances from 1 to 6 RJ the curves show a 
minimum latitude near >. 111 = 225°. This value determines the longitude of the 
equivalent dipole and Fig. 7 includes the extrapolated values from Berge 
( 1974) and Mead (I 974). The variations in the peak-to-peak excursions of 
these curves also suggest a reasonable explanation for the various differences 
in derived magnetic field characteristics associated with separate studies of 
the decimetric emission at different wavelengths. Since the principal contri
butions to the different wavelength regions will originate from different re
gions in the radiation belts , their differing geometrical characteristics will be 
reflected accordingly into the radiated emissions by their respective positions. 

The modulation of the decametric radio emission by Io has been an enig
matic phenomenon studied in recent years. Based upon the octupole model 
0 4 , Fig. 8 shows the position of the lo-associated flux tube as seen from the 
north zenographic pole. The fieldlines which thread Io, as the satellite moves 
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Fig. 8. Intersection of field lines threading lo with the surface of Jupiter according to the 
GSFC 0 4 model. The zenographic longitude of lo is indicated alongside the individual north
south footprints. This polar projection has longitudes in System I II (Epoch 1974.9), but posi
tive eastward. 

in zenographic longitude, are identified as Io's position varies from O to 
360°. A comparison of this figure with Fig. 3 shows that the northern foot
print of lo passes directly over the polar regions of the planetary field. Thus 
it seems reasonable to speculate that the magnetic field geometry and cor
responding lo flux tube support the idea that the decametric emission is asso
ciated with particle precipitation into the auroral regions of the planet. 

Further study is necessary to elaborate more fully on the implications of 
the magnetic field measurements by the GSFC FGM with respect to deci
metric and decametric radio emissions. Combined with definitive measure
ments of the distribution functions of charged particles, it should be possible 
to affect comparisons of the groundbased observations with those predicted 
from in situ models currently under development. 
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Some attempts to reconcile the lo footprint and flux tube geometry with 
decametric observations have been made (J. K. Alexander and R. A. Smith 
personal communication):' The limited data of Pioneer 11 do not permit de
termination of higher-order multi poles than those in O~ and it is felt that the 
field geometry within 0.5 R.1 of the surface and at the surface of Jupiter may 
not be sufficiently accurately determined to yield completely satisfactory 
results in any of these studies. 

IMPLICATIONS: PLANETARY INTERIORS 

The most plausible source mechanism of planetary magnetism is thought 
to be a dynamo operating in the interior and most probably driven by a con
vection process (Busse 1975; Gubbins I 974: Soward and Roberts I 975). 
The significant higher-order moments can be interpreted as representing two 
different phenomena associated with the planetary field. The first is the dis
placement of the equivalent dipole center from the center of the planet, which 
yields quadrupole and higher-order terms when the field is described by a 
centered harmonic expansion. This mathematical artifact can be removed by 
an expansion centered on the displaced dipole position, the magnitude and 
direction of the displacement determined from the centered quadrupole terms 
so as to reduce to zero the three terms g2<,, g21 and h21 : The remaining quad
rupole terms g 22 and h~~ have to do with "warping" of the magnetic equator. 
When this is done, the remaining quadrupole and octupole moments give an 
indication of the proximity of the source region generating the magnetic 
field to the surface of the planet. A preliminary calculation based on a spheri
cal harmonic expansion of order n = 3 (internal terms up to octupole) yields 
offset quadrupole and octupole moments which are 6.2 and 19% of the dipole 
moment. respectively. The corresponding values for Earth are 6.25 and 
9.9%, respectively (Hilton and Schulz 1973). On the basis of this prelimi
nary calculation. no definitive statements can be made about the relative size 
of the source regions at Earth and Jupiter. Since the octupole may not be 
accurately determined. due to the limited data imposed by the Pioneer 11 
trajectory, it is only possible to speculate that these source regions are simi
lar in relative size; the main difference between the two planets is that in the 
case of Jupiter there is apparently a slightly larger equivalent dipole displace
ment from the center. 

Further studies comparing Earth and Jupiter's planetary fields will be 
exploited to provide more precise insight on the mechanisms of planetary 
magnetic dynamos. The solar dynamo appears to be related to a more dy
namic process and thus comparison with multipolar representations of the 
solar field are sensitive to the specific solar period of interest. 

'See p. 1146. 
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SUMMARY 

The main magnetic field of Jupiter, as measured by the GSFC FG M on 
Pioneer 11, is found to be more complex than indicated by the results of the 
Pioneer 10 Helium Vector Magnetometer as reported. At distances less 
than 3 R,. the magnetic field is observed to increase more rapidly than an 
inverse-cubed distance law associated with any simple dipole model. Con
tributions from higher-order multipoles are significant, with the quadrupole 
and octupole being 24 and 21 % of the dipole moment, respectively. 

Because the data are not uniformly distributed over a surface enclosing 
the planet, cross coupling exists in the determination of the sets of coeffi
cients depending upon the maximum order of the multipole considered. For 
the GSFC octupole model 0 4 the dipole term is found to have a moment of 
4.28 ± 0.15 Gauss R/ tilted 9~6 ± 0~3 towards System III longitude of 232 
± 3°. Considerable hemispherical and azimuthal asymmetry of the magnetic 
field is found with maximum field intensities of 14 Gauss in the northern po
lar regions and I 0.4 Gauss in the southern polar region. 

The deviation of the main planetary magnetic field from a simple dipole 
leads to distortion of the L shells of the charged particles and to warping of 
the magnetic equator. Enhanced absorption effects associated with Io and 
Amalthea are predicted as a result, and the 0 4 model provides better agree
ment with the observed absorption effects at Amalthea as reflected in the 
multiple peak structure of the radiation belts close to the planet. These 
effects are consistent with the conclusions derived from many years of deci
metric and decametric radio observations regarding characteristics of the 
planetary field. The magnitude of the higher-order moments described in an 
offset dipole coordinate system suggest that the relative sizes of the source 
regions generating the field at Jupiter and Earth are of comparable magnitude. 

A cknmdedgcments. We appreciate the outstanding efforts and the prompt 
processing and analysis of these data by F. W. Ottens and R. F. Thompson 
of the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Important discussions of these 
results with our colleagues, in particular J. K. Alexander, S. M. Gulkis, 
J. Warwick, J. Van Allen, R. W. Fillius and J. Roederer are also appreciated. 
The L-shell values are provided as the initial result of a collaborative effort 
with J. Roederer of the University of Denver in order to study the motion of 
charged particles in the magnetosphere of.Jupiter. 
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RESULTS OF THE PLASMA ANALYZER EXPERIMENT 
ON PIONEERS 10 AND 11 

0. S. INTRILIGATOR 
University of Southern California 

and 

J. H. WOLFE 
NASA Ames Research Center 

The A mes Research Center Plasma Analyzer Experiments on Pioneers IO and I I 
have determined that the characteristics of the solar wind interaction with the Jm·ian 
ma1-:netosphere are basically similar to those observed for the solar wind interaction at 
Earth and differ mainly in terms of the scale size of the interaction. The Jovian magneto
sheath flow field and the calculated normals to the Jovian ma1-:netosphere indicate that 
the Jovian ma1-:netosphere is extremely thick and blunt in shape. The size of the Jo,·ian 
ma1-:netosphere in the sL1n11·ard (dayside) direction can change hy as much as a.fi1ctor of 
two in response to relati,·ely minor chan1-:es in the solar wind dynamic pressure. The 
outer dayside Jovian ma!(netosphere is inflated 11·ith a hii;h-heta I f3 = I; f3 = 41rN KT s-") 

thermal plasma. 

In this chapter we briefly summarize some of the Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 
11 plasma ion and electron observations of the solar wind interaction with 
the Jovian particles and field environment. Many of the general features of 
this interaction at Jupiter are similar to those observed for this interaction 
at Earth. The reader is referred to Wolfe and Intriligator (I 970) for a de
tailed review of the solar wind interaction with the earth's environment. In 
this chapter we discuss some of our Pioneer 10 and 11 observations of the 
Jovian magnetosheath and magnetosphere. 

I. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION 

The Ames Research Center Plasma Analyzer Experiments on Pioneer I 0 
and Pioneer 11 consist of dual 90° quadrispherical electrostatic analyzers. 
multiple charged particle detectors. and attendant electronics. This analyzer 
system is capable of determining the incident plasma distribution parameters 

[ 848] 
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Fig. I. Central. cross-sectional schematic of the analyzer and detector portions of the Ames 
Research Center Plasma Analyzer Experiment. dual 90° quadrispherical electrostatic ana
lyzers. on Pioneers IO and I I. 

over the energy range of 100-18.000 eV for protons and approximately 1-
500 eV for electrons. A central, cross-sectional drawing of the analyzer and 
detector portions of the experiment is shown in Fig. I. The A detector, or 
high-resolution quadrispherical analyzer (the inner analyzer system shown 
in Fig. I), has an analyzer constant of 9 (charged particle acceptance energy 
per unit charge divided by the analyzer plate potential) with a mean radius 
of the analyzer plate of 9 cm, and 0.5 cm separation. The high-resolution 
analyzer is used for ion analysis only and utilizes 26 Bendix type CEM 4012 
Channeltrons, operated in the pulse-counting mode, for ion detection. The 
Channeltron detectors are arranged in a semicircle at the base of the analyzer 
plates and cover the angular range of ± 51 ° with respect to the entrance 
aperture normal. The Channeltrons have an angular separation of approxi
mately 3° near the central portion of the analyzer and approximately 8° 
separation at the extremes of the analyzer. The Channeltron bias voltage 
can be changed in two sections (left and right halves) by ground command 
in eight discrete steps over the range of 2600-4400 V. Analysis offlight data 
has shown that 5 I of the 52 Channeltrons on both Pioneer IO and Pioneer 11 
have operated flawlessly since launch and no appreciable degradation has 
been observed prior to, during, or subsequent to the Jupiter encounter. 

The B detector, or medium-resolution analyzer (the outer analyzer sys
tem in Fig. I), has a 12 cm mean radius and I cm plate separation, giving an 
analyzer constant of 6. The medium-resolution analyzer is used for both ion 
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and electron detection and utilizes five flat-surface current collectors and 
electrometer amplifiers. Each of the three central current collectors has a 
I 5° view width and covers an angular view range of± 22?5 with respect to 
the entrance aperture normal. The two outside collectors have an angular 
width of 47?5 each and are located at ±46?25 with respect to the center of 
the analyzer. 

Since detector A and detector B operate independently, a complete cross
check between the two analyzers is possible. The combined analyzer system 
covers the dynamic range for charged particle fluxes from approximately 
I x I 02 to 3 x 109 cm-2 sec' and is capable of resolving proton tempera
tures down to at least 2 x I 0'1 °K. Both analyzers on Pioneer IO and Pioneer 
11 were calibrated prior to launch in the Plasma Ion Calibration Facility of 
the Ames Research Center. These prelaunch calibrations are utilized in a 
least-squares fit to the flight data for a variety of possible distribution models 
in order to determine the plasma ion distribution parameters. 

Although there are a number of possible operating modes for the experi
ment, the principal mode utilized during the encounter phase of the Pioneer 
IO and I I missions is one in which the energy per unit charge acceptance 
analyzer potential is stepped every one-half revolution of the spacecraft, 
and all current collectors and Channeltrons are read out at the roll angle of 
the spacecraft recording the highest flux value of the plasma protons. 

The Plasma Analyzer Experiment is situated on the Pioneer IO and I I 
spacecraft such that the entrance apertures view back toward the earth (and 
therefore the sun) through a wide slit in the back of the spacecraft high-gain 
antenna reflector as shown in Fig. 2. The entrance aperture normals are 
oriented parallel to the spacecraft spin axis, thus allowing a complete angular 
scan of the earthward hemisphere every half spacecraft revolution. The 
edges of the antenna reflector limit instrument viewing to± 73° with respect 
to the spacecraft spin axis. 

II. MAGNETOSHEATH OBSERVATIONS 

Observations obtained by the ARC Plasma Analyzer Experiments (Wolfe 
et al. I 974a,b; lntriligator and Wolfe I 974; Mihalov et al. 1975) on Pioneer 
IO and Pioneer 11 during the flybys of Jupiter in 1973 and 1974 have pro
vided our first observations of the solar wind interaction with Jupiter. The 
Pioneer IO and 11 trajectories (as viewed from the north) referenced to J upi
ter and projected into a plane parallel to the ecliptic and passing through the 
center of Jupiter are shown in Fig. 3. The trajectories referenced to Jupiter 
as seen from Earth are shown in Fig. 4. The Pioneer IO trajectory was in
clined - 14° to the Jovian equator. The Pioneer 11 trajectory was inclined 
- 50°. 

The first unambiguous indication of the interaction of the solar wind with 
the Jovian magnetic field was observed on Pioneer IO on November 26, 
1973, at - 19h 46m UT spacecraft time. The telemetry signals were actually 
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Fig. 2. Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft. Insert indicates Plasma Analyzer Experiment entrance 
aperture in high gain antenna reflector. 

received at - 20h 31 m UT on Earth, ground-received time (G RT), corre
sponding to a one-way radio propagation time of - 45 minutes. (Note that 
unless it is specifically indicated as G RT, spacecraft time will be used 
throughout this chapter.) At this time the Pioneer 10 spacecraft was inbound 
toward Jupiter at a Jovicentric radial distance of I 08.9 R.1 (R.1 = 71,372 km). 
The solar wind ion spectrum shown in Fig. 5 was taken in the interplanetary 
medium (the spectrum on the left) at 19h 05m UT GRT on November 26, 
1973 (day 330), about I hour and 25 minutes before the Jovian bow shock 
crossing and the other ion spectrum (on the right) was taken in the Jovian 
magnetosheath at 4h 5 Im UT G RT on November 27, I 97 3, about 8 hours 
and 20 minutes after the shock crossing. In this figure the counts are the 
digitized output from the plasma analyzer per ion energy channel for the 
detector recording the peak. The ion fluxes are digitized to 9-bit accuracy 
(0-51 I). Although the ion characteristics in the magnetosheath were quite 
variable, the spectrum shown in Fig. 5 is considered to be typical. The ragged 
appearance of this spectrum is most likely due to fluctuations in the magneto
sheath ion characteristics during the period required to obtain the spectrum 
and is therefore considered to be an artifact in the data, caused by sample 
aliasing. The observation of this drastic change in the ion spectral character
istics (Fig. 5) is interpreted as the encounter of the Pioneer IO spacecraft 
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PIONEER 10 

PIONEER 11 
--- - -- -...... _ 

TO SUN 
.__~ -----j ---:-1-:::'o'=o--=R=-=j~--5=-o-::--=R--:-j -~---=--~JUPITER 

SOLAR WIND 

MAGNETOPAUSE 

BOW SHOCK 

Fig. 3. The Pioneer IO and 11 trajectories referenced to .Jupiter and projected onto a plane 
parallel to the ecliptic plane, with a schematic shape and with the location of the Jovian bow 
shock and magnetopause drawn in. 

with a detached bow shock wave standing off from Jupiter's magnetosphere 
and in many respects is quite similar to the case at Earth. 

For the interplanetary ion spectrum shown in Fig. 5 the proton peak is 
seen near I keV, and the doubly charged helium peak near 2 keV. This inter
planetary spectrum corresponds to a solar wind convective speed of - 441 
km sec1, a proton number density of 0.12 cm-:i, and an isotropic proton 
temperature of 6.1 x Io~ °K. It should be noted that this solar wind speed 
and number density correspond to an anomalously low solar wind dynamic 
pressure (by about a factor of 4), compared with that normally observed by 
this experiment in the interplanetary medium near 5 A. U. (An anomalously 
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Fig. 4. The Pioneer IO and I I trajectories referenced to .Jupiter as seen from Earth. 

low solar wind dynamic pressure was also observed by Pioneer I I just up
stream from the Jovian bow shock.) The ion distribution parameters for this 
first magnetosheath traversal were mostly obtained from Detector A, the 
high-resolution analyzer. The large flow angle (- 40°) in the magnetosheath 
plasma flow direction with respect to the spacecraft spin axis and the high 
plasma temperature and attendant low density precluded obtaining reliable 
measurements from the medium-resolution analyzer. This large deflection 
in flow direction, from approximately anti-sunward to a large angle with 
respect to the spin axis, was observed as the spacecraft crossed the bow 
shock and, with the exception of a 220 minute period commencing at - 511 

oom UT on November 27, 1973, persisted throughout the entire Pioneer 10 
magnetosheath traversal. During the exceptional 220 minute period, for ex
ample between 811 oom and 911 oorn UT on November 27, 1973, the flow direc
tions were both toward the center of the plasma analyzer acceptance angle, 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the plasma ion spectra taken upstream and downstream from Jupiter's 
bow shock for the inbound portion of the Pioneer 10 flyby of Jupiter in I 973. 

and in addition, the plasma currents were enhanced. Average distribution 
parameters of the magnetosheath with a bulk speed of 273 km sec-I, a proton 
number density of 0.62 cm-:3, and a proton temperature of 3.5 x 105 °K were 
calculated for this time. The distribution parameters for the magnetosheath 
spectrum of Fig. 5 are similar; here the bulk velocity is - 191 km sec-I, and 
the isotropic temperature is - 2 x I 05 0 K. The magnetosheath flow field char
acteristics are discussed in more detail below. 

The first Jupiter bow shock crossing by Pioneer 11 was observed at 3h 
39m on November 26, 1974 at a planet-centered distance of 109.7 RJ. At this 
time the solar wind bulk speed (spacecraft frame of reference) decreased 
from 480 to 328 km sec 1 with a concurrent shift of the flow direction of 
- 50° and a proton isotropic temperature increase from - 2 x I 04 to 5 x 
l 05 0 K. The transition time for the proton bulk speed is longer than l 0 min
utes in this case. The time for changes in the proton bulk speed at these 
shock crossings generally seems to be longer than the times for changes in 
the flow direction and temperature. The proton number density increased by 
at least a factor of 2.5 across the shock transition from an upstream value 
of 0.06 cm-3 • The anomalously low dynamic pressure of the upstream solar 
wind and the plasma and magnetic field characteristics on both sides of the 
bow shock indicate that the initial Pioneer l 0 and 11 bow shock crossings 
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are consistent with the expansion of the Jovian magnetosphere and its asso
ciated bow shock overtaking the spacecraft. Smith et al. (I 974a,b, I 975)1 

have identified these shocks as perpendicular shocks. Intriligator and Smith 
(Smith et al. 197 5), using simultaneous plasma and magnetic data, have 
estimated the speed of these shocks by employing the relation 

V _(B 2Vi-B,V,) 
Slf(}("K - (B"2 - B,) (I) 

where B is the fieldstrength and Vis the solar wind speed; the subscript "2" 
refers to downstream and" I" to upstream. The Pioneer I I bow shock speed 
is then - 100 km sec- 1• Mihalov et al. (1976) have studied the shock jump 
conditions in detail and found that the bow shocks encountered on Pioneers 
IO and I I have a high Alfven Mach number similar to that seen at the earth 
(Wolfe and Intriligator 1970). 

Half-hour averages of the proton bulk velocities, number densities, and 
isotropic temperatures corresponding to the first crossing of Jupiter's bow 
shock and magnetosheath on Pioneers IO and I I are shown in Fig. 6. The 
deflection on the Jovian magnetosheath was so large that the peak of the 
proton distribution was seen in the farthest out Channeltron. As a result, 
although one can compute reliable proton velocities and temperatures in 
this region, one can only compute lower limits for the proton number den
sities except for the few hours (indicated above) when the flow was not as 
highly deflected. The large deflection in the Jovian magnetosheath is much 
larger than the analogous case in the earth's magnetosheath and implies a 
very blunt shape for the Jovian magnetosphere. 

The inbound magnetopause crossings are identified by the disappearance 
of detectable flowing plasma. The first inbound magnetopause crossing ob
served on Pioneer IO was at - I 9h 53m UT on November 27, I 973 at a 
distance of 96.36 RJ. The first inbound magnetopause crossing observed on 
Pioneer I I was at - 2h 45m UT on November 27, I 97 4 at a distance of 97 .3 
R.1- During the Pioneer IO and 11 inbound and outbound trajectories multi
ple crossings were observed of the Jovian bow shock and magnetopause. 
These Pioneer 10 and 11 events are summarized in Tables I and I I, re
spectively. Tables I and II indicate that during the inbound trajectories, 
Jupiter's magnetopause was observed to be as far out as 97 RJ and as close 
as 46 R.1 from the planet. This change of a factor of 2 in size indicates that 
the Jovian magnetosphere is extremely responsive in size to relatively minor 
changes in the solar wind pressure. These observations are also indicative 
of the inflated spongy character of Jupiter's outer magnetosphere. 

Intriligator ( I 975a,b) and Intriligator and Wolfe ( 1974) have summarized 
some of the Pioneer IO plasma electron observations in the Jovian magneto
sheath and the outer magnetosphere. Figure 7 shows two examples of plasma 

'Seep. 823. 
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electron spectra obtained in the Jovian magnetosheath. In this figure the 
electron counts are the digitized output from the plasma analyzer per energy 
channel for the collector recording the peak. The electron fluxes are digitized 
to 9-bit accuracy (0-5 11) covering (logarithmically) the dynamic range from 
approximately 10-14 to 10-9 amperes cm-2 • [The paper by Intriligator and 
Wolfe (I 974) has a more detailed discussion of the electron measurements 
and the uncertainties involved.] The magnetosheath spectrum on Novem
ber 27 in Fig. 7 was obtained during the first extended magnetosheath tra
versal on Pioneer I 0. The important feature in this spectrum is the presence 
of the enhanced high-energy tail of the spectrum between - 50 e V and 200 
eV. The existence of this high-energy tail indicates that there is nonthermal 
heating of the solar wind electrons in the magnetosheath. This heating is 
similar to that observed for the case of the earth's bow shock (Wolfe and 
I ntriligator 1970). The ions, on the other hand, although heated across the 
Jovian bow shock, appear to have very little nonthermal component (Mihalov 
et al. 1976). The magnetosheath spectrum on December l in Fig. 7 was ob
tained during the second extended inbound magnetosheath traversal on 
Pioneer l 0. The spacecraft reentered the Jovian magnetosheath at a radial 
distance of 54 R.1 and the magnetosheath ion flow field persisted for approxi
mately eleven hours and was abruptly terminated at a radial distance of 46.5 
R.1. The electron spectrum on December l shown in Fig. 7 is typical of the 
electron spectra obtained during the second magnetosheath traversal. The 
greatly enhanced high-energy tail in this spectrum, as compared to the 
magnetosheath spectrum on November 27, indicates that the electron tem
peratures were significantly higher during the December l, 1973 magneto
sheath traversal than during the earlier traversal. This increase in electron 
temperature is qualitatively consistent with what one would expect for a 
contraction of the Jovian magnetosphere due to an increase in the solar 
wind dynamic pressure as has been observed for the case of the earth's bow 
shock (Spreiter and Alksne 1969). Moreover, the electron temperature in
crease and the simultaneous changes in the plasma ions and the magnetic 
field during the second magnetosheath traversal all imply the importance of 
compressional effects due to an increase in the external solar wind dynamic 
pressure rather than a reorientation of a thin magnetodisk due to only a 
directional change in the solar wind. A quantitative analysis of the contrac
tion of the magnetosphere must await more detailed knowledge of the topol
ogy of the Jovian magnetosphere which is impossible to ascertain from only 
two flybys. 

Figures 8 and 9 summarize the bow shock crossings (the circles) and the 
magnetopause crossings (the squares) observed on Pioneer 11 both inbound 
and outbound. The upper graph in each of these figures gives a projection 
on Jupiter's equatorial plane as viewed from the north. The lower graph 
gives an orthogonal projection on a plane that contains the Jupiter-Sun direc
tion. In Fig. 8 the arrows indicate the vector velocity (both magnitude and 
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TABLE I 
Magnetosheath Boundaries Observed 

by the Pioneer JO Ames Research Center 
Plasma Analyzer Experiment; 

Boundary 
observation 

S, Shock; M, Magnetopause. 

Spacecraft time 

1973 date UT 

Distance 
(R.1) 

----------------------Inbound-----------------------

s 
M 
M 
M 

26 Nov 
27 Nov 

1 Dec 
1 Dec 

19h 46m ±2m 
19 53 ±2 
02 33 ±6 
13h 35'!17 ± 2':12 

108.90 
96.36 
54.32 
46.50 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Outbound - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

M IO Dec I lh 53'!14 ±Oms 97.92 
M 12 Dec 09 43. 2 ±0. 5 121.52 
M 12 Dec 09 58.2±0.5 121.66 
s 12 Dec 14 53.2±1.5 124.14 
s 12 Dec 19 50. 7 ±6 126.64 
M 13 Dec 01 58.1±0.5 129.73 
M 14 Dec 18 50 ±1 150.08 
s 18 Dec 03 28 ±I 188.87 
s 20 Dec 2 I 45. I ±0. 5 220.54 
s 20 Dec 22 33.9±0.5 221.41 
s 21 Dec 02 12 ±2 223.13 
s 21 Dec 06 43 ±2 225.27 
s 21 Dec 10 27 ±2.8 227.04 
s 21 Dec 11 58 ±2 227.76 
s 21 Dec 18 48. 5 ± 9. 5 230.99 
s 21 Dec I 9 29. 2 ± 2. 9 231.31 
s 22 Dec 06 05 ± 10 236.31 
s 22 Dec 17 57.6±1.8 241.44 
s 22 Dec 18 05 ±I 241.97 
s 22 Dec 18 11.8±1.5 242.02 
s 22 Dec 18 15. 7 ±0. I 242.05 
s 22 Dec 19" 28':10 ± 2~17 242.62 

Note: Magnetos heath-type bursts at Q2h 25m and I 3h 45m, 
December I. and 09h 47':17, December 12. Greatly reduced 
magnetos heath plasma flux at I 3h 24'~8 ± 0':15. December I. 

direction) of the magnetosheath flow field. Using the plasma parameters to 
locate the position of the magnetopause, the (vector) normal to the magneto
pause was calculated using the magnetic field parameters (graciously pro
vided by E. J. Smith). These normals to the magnetopause are indicated by 
the arrows in Fig. 9. The magnetosheath flow field indicated in Fig. 8 and the 
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TABLE II 
Magnetosheath Boundaries Observed 

hy the Pioneer I I Ames Research Center 
Plasma A nalyz.er Experiment; 

Boundary 
observation 

S, Shock; M, Magnetopause. 

Spacecraft time 

1974 date UT 

Distance 
(R,) 

-----------------------Inbound-----------------------

s 26 Nov 03h 39~3 ± 0~9 109.7 
M 27 Nov 02 46 ± 2 97.3 
M 27 Nov 07 52 ±26 94.5 ± 0.2 
s 27 Nov 13 06.1 ± 0. I 91.6 
s 28 Nov 14 35. 5 ± 0.3 77.5 
M 29 Nov I 3h I 8~17 ± 01!'8 64.5 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Outbound - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

M 6 Dec ()Sh 06~15 ± 1~0 56.6 
M 6 Dec 18 28 ± 2.8 62.7 
M 8 Dec 00 36 ± 3.5 80.0 
s 8 Dec 20 14.5 ± 0.8 90.8 
s 9 Dec 02 56.3 ± I. 2 94.5 
s 9 Dec 03h 46~0 ± O~I 95.0 

859 

normals to the magnetopause indicated in Fig. 9 each emphasize the ex
tremely thick. blunt shape of the Jovian magnetosphere. 

III. MAGNETOSPHERIC OBSERVATIONS 

At 2011 38m UT on November 27, I 973 Pioneer IO crossed the Jovian 
magnetopause at a radial distance of 96 R., and entered the outer Jovian 
magnetosphere, where the electron component of a thermal plasma was 
measured at an energy of a few eV (lntriligator and Wolfe 1974; Intriligator 
1975b). Figure IO shows an example of an electron spectrum measured in 
the outer magnetosphere. This spectrum was obtained at - 96 R., on No
vember 27, 1973 after the first extended magnetosheath traversal. The peak 
evident here near 4 eV was consistently observed throughout the entire 
outer (:?, 15 R.,) Jovian magnetosphere. We cannot conclude the existence 
of a thermal plasma in the inner magnetosphere where the background due to 
energetic charged particles precludes their observation. If in the Jovian mag
netosphere there had been a co-rotating plasma it would not have been 
included in the field of view of the plasma analyzer experiment since, as 
indicated in Fig. 2, the spacecraft antenna limits the field of view of the 
experiment. 
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Fig. 7. Electron spectra taken in the Jovian magneto;,heath. The vertical axis indicates the 

electron counts, the digitized output from the plasma analyzer per energy channel for the 
collector recording the peak (sec text). Electron fluxes are digitized to nine-bit accuracy 
(0-51 I) covering (logarithmically) the dynamic range from approximately 10-1. to I 0-" am
peres of the energy of the electrons in volts. The small vertical lines on the horizontal axis 
indicate the locations of the individual electron energy channels. 

If one assumes that the magnetopause boundary is a tangential dis
continuity then the pressure balance across it can be calculated. For the 
inbound case the thermal component of the magnetospheric electrons was 
consistently observed near 4 eV and associated with a temperature of - 5 x 
I 04 °K. Assuming T,, - T;, the magnetic field values reported by Smith et al. 
( 1974a) and the magnetosheath ion parameters (where they could be deter
mined) reported by Wolfe et al. ( 1974h) imply that the dayside magneto
sphere has a plasma beta near unity corresponding to a number density of a 
few particles cm-:1• It is cautioned that the above value of beta and the 
corresponding number density is considered to be an upper limit since the 
possible magnetospheric pressure contribution from the observed nonthermal 
plasma electrons and unobservable energetic electrons between 500 eV and 
- 50 keV has not been accounted for. 
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from the north. The lower graph gives an orthogonal projection of the trajectory on a plane 
that contains the Jupiter-Sun direction. Locations of the bow shock crossings (circles) and 
magnetopause crossings (squares) are also shown. 
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north. The lower graph gives an orthogonal projection of the trajectory on a plane that con
tains the Jupiter-Sun direction. Locations of the bow shock crossings (circles) and magneto
pause crossings (squares) are also shown. 
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Table 111 gives estimates of magnetospheric plasma properties obtained 
for Pioneer IO from two different methods (Wolfe et al. 1974h). The first 
assumes pressure balance across the magnetopause, expressed by 

(2) 

The second method uses the aerodynamic analogy [ cf. Spreiter et al. 1966] 
and is described below. In the above pressure balance equation the sub
scripts I and 2 refer to magnetosheath and magnetosphere parameters, 
respectively: 11 is the plasma ion number density; Te and T; are the electron 
and ion temperatures, respectively: B is the magnetic field magnitude; k is 
the Boltzmann constant; and µ,0 is the magnetic permeability of free space, 
equal to 41r x I 0-7 H m- 1 ; T,, ~ T; is assumed; and T; 2 ·- 5 x IO' °K (- 4 
e V electrons) is assumed on the basis of the measured magnetospheric elec
tron energy spectra. 

The magnetos heath values for the December 13, 1973 crossing are less 
reliable than the other Pioneer IO values owing to the divergence of the 
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plasma flow direction near the outer limit of angular acceptance detector B. 
the medium-resolution detector. The December 10 crossing appeared to 
occur at a time of extreme conditions. Also, the observed magnetic field 
profile across the magnetopause appears as if a wide layer were crossed 
(E. J. Smith, personal communication I 97 4 ). The results in Table II I ob
tained with the aerodynamic analogy use Pioneer IO free-stream plasma 
parameters, however, and ignore the fields outside this "layer" since they 
are obtained using the values closest in time to the indicated magnetopause 
crossings. The time delay between the magnetospheric and the free-stream 
measurements by Pioneer IO makes this method less reliable owing to ne
glect of possible time variations in the external free-stream conditions. The 
assumed condition is 

where rn is the proton mass, vis the bulk velocity, the asterisks denote free
stream quantities. K is taken as unity, and 0 is the angle between the magneto
pause normal and the free-stream plasma flow directi'on. Angle 0 is obtained 
from calculations made for the case at Earth given by Spreiter et al. ( 1966). 
The values of 0 were tested against calculated values obtained by using the 
magnetic field measured across the magnetopause (E. J. Smith, personal 
communication, 1974) and by assuming that the magnetopause is a tangential 
discontinuity; the earth analogy values were much larger than the calculated 
values. This result also implies a magnetopause body shape more blunt 
than that of the earth. 

It is important to discuss the validity of the magnetospheric observations 
obtained during the Jupiter flyby of Pioneer I 0. It is recognized that the 
measurement of low-energy charged particles (of a few eY) is exceedingly 
difficult and subject to error primarily due to spacecraft potential effects. 
This is particularly true for the case of Jupiter's magnetosphere where the 
spacecraft is subjected to high intensities of energetic charged particles 
(Fillius and Mcilwain 1974;" Simpson et al. 1974;:i Trainor et al. I 974a,b;4 

Van Allen et al. 1974:;). In general, as is the case at Earth, spacecraft charge 
build-up produces an unknown perturbing effect on these low-energy electron 
measurements which is different for each spacecraft. At least in the outer 
portion of the Jovian magnetosphere, however, the consistency of the 4 eV 
electron peak argues in favor of the dominance of the spacecraft potential 
by the ambient thermal plasma and the photoelectrons since if the space
craft potential were changing one would expect the 4 eV peak to be affected. 
Note that at 5 A. U. the flux of photoelectrons from the spacecraft is below 
the instrument threshold. In the inner Jovian magnetosphere, however. 

'See pp. 896 and 1193. 
"See p. 738. 

'Seep. 961. 
''See p. 928; also see p. 89 I. 
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where thermal electron measurements are obscured by high background, 
the possibility of spacecraft charge build-up cannot be excluded. It is argued, 
nevertheless, that large charge build-up probably did not occur on Pioneer 
IO since the effects to various spacecraft systems caused by arcing were not 
observed when the spacecraft passed into the Jovian shadow. This problem 
is complicated but one can speculate that if there had been a large charge 
build-up on the spacecraft before it entered the shadow of the planet then 
in the absence of the photoelectrons, during solar occultation, arcing might 
have occurred if there were no thermal plasma present to neutralize the 
charge build-up. In the presence of a thermal plasma, however, the space
craft cannot be charged to a potential much higher than the local plasma 
potential. Thus, this may imply the existence of a thermal plasma in the inner 
Jovian magnetosphere. It is also tantalizing to speculate that in addition to 
the solar wind, the thermal plasma observed in the outer Jovian magneto
sphere may have its origin in the inner Jovian magnetosphere and perhaps 
the ionosphere. It should also be noted that during the inbound portion of the 
flyby trajectory of Pioneer 11 there was some evidence of the temporary 
effects to spacecraft systems of arcing due to spacecraft charge build-up, 
but this occurred only near Europa. 

An extensive investigation of the plasma distribution in the inner mag
netosphere has been made by Frank et al. (1976) (see Fig. 11) using data 
from the Plasma Analyzer Experiment on Pioneer 10. The difficulties en
countered in subtracting the background due to energetic charged particles, 
however, lead to large uncertainties with regard to the absolute densities. 
Spacecraft charging could also lead to uncertainties; however, there is no 
strong evidence for this effect for the Pioneer 10 flyby. The evidence for 
spacecraft charging on Pioneer 11, in contrast to the lack of definite evidence 
on Pioneer 10, might possibly be due to the much higher magnetic latitude 
of the Pioneer 11 trajectory and the different position of Europa itself for 
the Pioneer 11 flyby as compared to its position during the Pioneer 10 flyby. 
However, despite these uncertainties Fig. 11 illustrates a magnetospheric 
plasma distribution model which fits the data. 

The observations of the electron component of the thermal plasma and 
the inferred ion component are consistent with this thermal plasma being the 
primary controlling factor causing the inflation of Jupiter's outer magneto
sphere. It is interesting to note that the Pioneer 10 observations made in 
the daylight hemisphere for Jupiter's magnetosphere are more reminiscent 
of the case in the earth's magnetotail. That is, in the outer(;:;,: 15 RJ) Jovian 
dayside hemisphere the magnetic fieldlines are stretched out away from the 
planet (Smith et al. I 974a) and there is a high-beta plasma so that in this 
respect it is similar to the earth's magnetotail (Wolfe and Intriligator 1970). 
It is also important to recognize that these thermal electrons were observed 
everywhere in the outer Jovian magnetosphere and not simply confined to 
the disk-like configuration observed for the energetic(? 5 MeV) electrons 
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in a magnetic meridional pla ne. 

(Fillius and Mcilwain I 974; Simpson et al. I 974; Trainor et al. I 974a,b; 
Van Allen et al. 1974). The energetic electrons observed in the outer mag
netosphere appear to be modulated by the planet's period of rotation (Fillius 
and Mcllwain 1974; Simpson et al. 1974; Trainor et al. I 974a,h ; Yan Allen 
et al. 1974). Trainor et al. ( I 974a) reported , however, that the - IO hour 
periodicity in the outer magnetosphere was not nearly as significant for the 
lower-energy electrons (:'S 5 MeY) or for the protons. Since the plasma 
electrons do not seem to be associated with the periodic behavior observed 
for the energetic (2: 5 MeY) electrons this also supports arguments in favor 
of a thick magnetosphere as opposed to a "magneto-disk" implied by ob
servation of the Pioneer IO energetic electrons alone. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The plasma electron and ion observations by the Ames Research Center 
Plasma Analyzer Experiments on Pioneers IO and I I are completely con
sistent and indicate that the Jovian magnetosphere is very blunt in shape 
and extremely responsive in size to changes in the solar wind pressure. 
The observations show that the interaction of Jupiter's magnetic field with 
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the solar wind is similar in many ways to that at Earth, but that the scale 
size is over 100 times larger. Jupiter is found to have a detached standing 
bow shock wave of high Alfven Mach number. Like the earth, Jupiter has 
a prominent magnetopause that deflects the magnetosheath plasma and ex
cludes its direct entry into the Jovian magnetosphere. Unlike that of Earth, 
the sunward hemisphere of Jupiter's outer magnetosphere is found to be 
highly inflated with thermal plasma and a high-beta (/3 = 1) region that is 
highly responsive to changes in dynamic pressure of the solar wind. The 
shape of Jupiter's magnetosphere is found to be extremely thick and blunt. 
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PLASMA PHYSICS AND WAVE-PARTICLE 
INTERACTIONS AT JUPITER 

F. L. SCARF 
Space Sciences Department of TRW Systems 

The dynamics of the inner magnetosphere of Jupiter is conceptually similar to that 
of the earth, despite the 1•ast difference in size and in energy of the trapped particles. 
However, the satellites prol'ide important sources of plasma and field-aligned currents, 
and significantly affect the trapped particle populations. It appears that in this region 
the trapped electron fluxes are near the stable limit set by whistler mode wave-particle 
interactions; however, the proton fluxes may be controlled by other instabilities. The 
whistler waves cause pitch-angle diffusion, and the precipitating electrons should 
significantly affect the ionospheric properties and influence ionosphere-magnetosphere 
coupling. It is expected that enhanced precipitation and wave-induced anomalous con
ductivity develop along fieldlines threading the inner satellites, and strong plasma wave
radiation field coupling must account for the intense levels of decametric emissions. 
The outer magnetosphere of Jupiter is dominated by the high-{3 ({3 = 4TTNKTB-2 ) 

plasma spun out by centrifugal forces. Here wave-particle interactions can provide 
local acceleration, they can affect particle diffusion, and they can lead to fieldline merg
ing. If Jupiter's magnetosphere flows radially outward to form a planetary wind, wave
particle interactions should lead to a second collisionless shock within the magnetopause. 
Other relevant wave-particle interactions involve whistlers generated by atmospheric 
lightning, and electron plasma oscillations associated with suprathermal particles in 
the upstream solar wind and magnetosphere; local measurement of the wave frequency 
for the electron plasma oscillations provides a sheath-independent determination of 
the total plasma density. 

Knowledge about Jupiter's magnetosphere first became available during 
the early days of exploration of the earth's Van Allen belts, when remote 
measurements of decimeter emissions from Jupiter were made (Drake and 
Hvatum 1959) and interpreted in terms of synchrotron radiation from an 
extremely energetic electron population trapped in a magnetic field consid
erably stronger than the earth's field. In a very general sense, these facts 
already suggested that Jupiter was immersed in the streaming solar-wind 

[ 870] 
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plasma; since the extrapolated wind pressure at 5 .2 A. U. is only 1 /27 of the 
value at 1 A. U ., this conclusion implied that the Jupiter magnetosphere must 
be enormous in comparison with that of the earth (Carr and Gulkis 1969; 
Scarf 1969). At this stage of investigation it was also generally concluded 
that the intense decametric radio bursts from Jupiter (Burke and Franklin 
1955) were probably associated with local phenomena that developed at rela
tively low altitudes, perhaps in the ionosphere where the local fieldstrength 
is higher than in the heart of the radiation belt. With the discovery of the lo 
modulation effect on the decametric emissions (Bigg 1964), the concept of 
strong ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling at Jupiter gained acceptance 
and it was clear that for Io, and perhaps for other inner satellites, strong 
satellite-magnetosphere interactions were operative (see Warwick 1970). 

Once the existence of a large dipolar magnetic field at Jupiter was estab
lished, a number of theoreticians noted that the strong field and high plane
tary rotation rate would lead to properties very different from those found at 
Earth. It was observed that centrifugal forces would dominate the plasma 
configuration beyond a few Jupiter radii (Ellis 1965; Melrose 1967; Gledhill 
1967; Piddington 196 7; Brice and Ioannidis 1970), and well before the Pio
neer 10 and 11 encounters these theoretical speculations suggested that 
Jupiter's magnetosphere has characteristics similar to those used in con
structing models of rapidly rotating stellar objects, such as pulsars. In fact, 
even without any local spacecraft measurements an Earth-based observer 
could now conclude that the plasma environment of Jupiter has much in 
common with various astrophysical bodies; charged particles are clearly ac
celerated to relativistic energies in the magnetosphere, and cosmic rays from 
Jupiter (Pizella and Venditti 1973) as well as radio emissions are detectable 
from Earth with intensity modulations correlated with Jupiter's rotation rate. 

Major advances in understanding the overall configuration of Jupiter's 
magnetosphere stem from the work of Brice and his associates, who first de
veloped quantitative models of the plasma density distribution for a rapidly 
rotating magnetized planet with sufficiently strong gravity to preclude escape 
of cold ionospheric plasma into the magnetosphere (Brice and Ioannidis 1970; 
Ioannidis and Brice 1971; Brice and McDonough 1973). While this research 
on the photo-electron "slingshot" model was being carried out it became 
evident that dynamical phenomena in the earth's magnetosphere are con
trolled to a major extent by the development of local plasma instabilities and 
wave-particle interactions. These ideas were first brought together in 1971, 
when detailed theoretical models were presented at the Jupiter Radiation 
Belt Workshop at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Brice 1972; Thorne and 
Coroniti 1972; Kennel 1972). It was assumed: (a) that Jupiter has a strong 
planetary dipole field (of order 1-10 gauss at the surface); (b) that the thermal 
plasma distribution is given by the Brice-Ioannidis slingshot distribution of 
exospheric photoelectrons; (c) that magnetosheath electrons and protons are 
injected with high values ofµ,= KT _j_ / B across a porous high-/3 outer bound-
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ary resembling a plasmapause, rather than a magnetopause (/3 = 41rN KT B-2); 

and ( d) that these high-µ, particles convect and diffuse inward ( conserving 
µ,) to attain very high energies in the inner belt of Jupiter. It was assumed 
that the resultant trapped particle fluxes are limited by local gyroresonant ion 
cyclotron or whistler mode plasma instabilities (as on Earth) and by synchro
tron radiation losses. 

Based on knowledge derived from observations in the earth's magneto
sphere, it was clear even before the Pioneer l O and l I encounters that sev
eral other microscopic plasma instabilities had great significance at Jupiter. 
Current driven instabilities involving ion-acoustic wave modes are especially 
important because these waves act on both ions and electrons and they pro
vide an efficient mechanism for plasma heating and energy dissipation. This 
type of instability leads to thermalization at the bow shock, a possible pro
cess for dissipation of merging fieldlines, and an effective finite electrical 
conductivity that plays an important non-linear role in regulating the auroral 
field-aligned currents flowing between the ionosphere and magnetosphere. 

At Jupiter, it is certain that all of the corresponding phenomena are im
portant, with a number of additional applications. For instance, the satellite 
motions through the magne.tospheric plasma must drive strong field-aligned 
currents that close in the ionosphere, and auroral-type phenomena are likely 
to be involved in the modulation of the decametric emissions. In another 
area, a second collisionless shock, with very novel current-driven instabili
ties, should develop within the plasmapause if the Jupiter thermal plasma 
does flow radially outward, resembling a miniature solar wind (Michel and 
Sturrock 1974; Kennel and Coroniti I 975). 

Wave-wave interactions are also of major importance at Earth and Jupi
ter. It has long been known that the decametric radiation levels are much too 
high to be explained in terms of incoherent radiation from any reasonable 
particle population. Similar conclusions are now advanced for the terrestrial 
analog, the very intense kilometric noise bursts that appear to originate one 
to two Earth radii above discrete auroral arcs (Gurnett 1974). In both appli
cations it is concluded that local plasma waves organize the radiating parti
cles and greatly enhance the coupling to the radiation field. 

In the following sections of this chapter the wave mode classification is 
discussed briefly using near-Earth observations, and these ideas on wave
particle interactions at Jupiter are re-examined on the basis of post-encounter 
information from Pioneers IO and 11. 

I. BACKGROUND: WAVE MODES AND PLASMA PARAMETERS 
AT EARTH 

Plasma wave modes of importance in magnetospheric physics are re
lated to the electron and ion gyrofrequencies, j,.± = eB I 21rm±c• and to the 
electron and ion plasma frequencies. ft = (41rN e2 I m±i I 21r, where N is the 
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plasma density and B is the local magnetic fieldstrength. As an example of 
the frequency range for typical upstream solar-wind conditions near the 
earth, these expressions give/;= 20 kHz.ft= 470 Hz,f;:- = 140 Hz, and 
ft= 0.076 Hz, with N = 5 cm-3 , B = 5 gamma. These modes can also be 
described as generalized electromagnetic waves (having both E and B wave 
components), or as electrostatic oscillations (similar to compressional sound 
waves, with space charge variations that produce only electric field wave 
components). For instance, the whistler mode (f::;;; Jn is electromagnetic, 
but ion sound waves (f :SJ;) and electron plasma oscillations (f = f;) are 
electrostatic. 

Figure 1 shows some examples of natural plasma waves observed near 
Earth using the broadband or waveform channels of the plasma wave instru
ments on the OGO-5 (Orbiting Geophysical Observatory) and IMP-6 (Inter
planetary Monitoring Platform) spacecraft. As shown in the top panels of 
the figure, the electron plasma frequency is significant in two distinct ways. 
Suprathermal electrons in the region upstream from the bow shock lose 
energy by radiating narrowband electrostatic waves (upper left) at f= f; 
(Fredricks et al. 1971 ). Secondly, f; is a well known critical frequency for 
electromagnetic waves in the sense that waves with f > f; can be trans
mitted through a plasma, while waves with f < f; cannot propagate. The 
cutoff of outer magnetosphere electromagnetic noise at the plasma frequency 
is shown in the upper right panel of Fig. 1. Measurement of this cutoff fre
quency provides an excellent technique for determining the density of the 
plasma; in fact, since this technique is based on analysis of electromagnetic 
wave modes having wavelengths in the kilometer range, the presence of the 
spacecraft and its plasma sheath is unimportant, and observation of thef;
cutoff provides an absolute and sheath-independent evaluation of the total 
plasma density (Gurnett and Frank 1974). 

At the collisionless bow shock (left center), currents flow and the two
stream instability generally produces intense electrostatic turbulence in the 
ion acoustic mode, withf:Sft, and V(phase)=w/k = YKL/m+ (Fred
ricks et al. 1970). For this type of interaction, the wave-particle scattering 
can be well described in terms of an anomalous electrical conductivity (Sag
deev 1965), <T = j I E(DC) = N e2 / mv<err>, where 

I 

ll(eff) = (21r:i)2 f; [e0E2(wave)/2NKT _]. (1) 

The resistive heating associated with this interaction is very effective in pro
ducing the shock dissipation and particle acceleration; for a typical bow 
shock at Earth ll<err> = 1-10 collisions per second, while the conventional 
coulomb or binary collision rate in the solar wind at 1 A. U. is on the order of 
one collision per day. 

The wave-particle interactions represented by the data in the remaining 
panels of Fig. 1 are extremely important at Earth because the various plasma 
wave modes with f = f;:- provide stable trapping limits for relatively ener-
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getic magnetospheric electrons, as well as pitch angle diffusion for lower 
energy electrons, leading to the diffuse aurora and precipitation heat flux into 
the ionosphere and upper atmosphere. 

Dungey (1963) and Cornwall (1964) first suggested that natural electro
magnetic whistler mode waves (chorus, hiss, lightning-whistler signals) can 
lead to precipitation of trapped electrons. Shortly thereafter Kennel and 
Petschek (1966) proposed their classic self-consistent theory. It was based 
on use of the natural gyroresonance plasma instability for wave growth (am
plification associated with the loss cone of trapped particles or with T .L > 
T11 pitch angle distributions) and on the concept of turbulent pitch angle dif
fusion arising from the local wave-particle interactions. For the whistler 
mode, electrons with resonant energy, 

(2) 

amplify waves with frequency f ( < /-;:) and the effective pitch-angle diffusion 
coefficient, Da, is then roughly given by 

D 0 = (21Tf-;:) [nE(wave)/cB]2 (3) 

where n is the index of refraction, and Eis the amplitude of the electric com
ponent of the wave (Kennel and Petschek 1966). 

This early plasma instability theory predicted overall stable trapping lim
its and precipitation patterns that agreed quite well with available observa
tions, and the pioneering effort has since stimulated an enormous amount of 
more detailed analytical activity. The most convincing verifications of the 
Kennel-Petschek ideas on radiation belt structure involve analytical treat
ments based on use of generally measured spectral characteristics of wave 
turbulence. In a series of papers, Lyons et al. ( 1972) and Lyons and Thorne 
(1973) assumed a distribution of oblique waves with amplitude and spectral 
shape that match many measurements of extremely low frequency (ELF) 
hiss within the plasmapause, and they examined the effects of these waves 
on the trapped particles in detail. These authors derived energy-dependent 
and L-dependent pitch-angle distribution lifetimes and equilibrium distribu
tion functions that agree very well with the complex profiles measured on 
OG0-5 and Explorer 45 within the plasmasphere. 

A parallel theory of ion cyclotron turbulence has also been developed and 
applied to explain ring-current decay and proton precipitation in the earth's 
magnetosphere. Cornwall et al. ( 1970) first noted that the sudden decrease in 
resonant energy at the plasmapause should lead to wave growth, greatly en
hanced pitch-angle scattering and rapid decay ofring currents. In subsequent 
reports associated theories were developed to relate the presumed ion cyclo
tron turbulence at the plasmapause to stable auroral red (SAR) arc genera
tion and formation of an electron slot (see the review by Coroniti 1973). 
These predictions are in good general agreement with some energetic particle 
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observations from Explorer 45 in the sense that during the recovery phase of 
geomagnetic storms. the inner edge of the proton ring-current decays just 
within the plasmapause in a manner consistent with expectations for a mod
erate ion-cyclotron instability that does not yield strong diffusion. However, 
it is evident that many strong events of proton precipitation are not con
nected with plasmapause phenomena on Earth, and it has been suggested 
that electrostatic instabilities with f = ft act to limit the proton population. 

The most intense waves detected in the magnetosphere with frequencies 
related to the local electron gyrofrequency f;: are the (n + ½) f;: emissions 
first discussed by Kennel et al. ( I 970). Subsequent analyses by Fredricks 
and Scarf (l 973), Scarf et al. (1973a), and Gurnett and Shaw (l 973) sug
gested that these strong emissions are related to substorms, that the most 
common observation of this mode is atf = 3 f;: /2 (see the broadband £-field 
dynamic spectrum on the right side of Fig. I). and that the mode is electro
static. 

Wave amplitudes higher than 10 millivolts per meter are measured during 
substorms, and the associated pitch-angle diffusion coefficient for this mode 
is roughly 

Da(electrostatic) = I 0-2 (eE I p)2 If (4) 

where E is the wave amplitude, f is the frequency, and p is the particle mo
mentum (Scarf et al. 1973a). A definitive study of the effects of (n + ½) f;: 
emissions on magnetospheric particle distributions has been carried out re
cently by Lyons (197 4) who demonstrated that the commonly observed 
turbulence amplitude of 1-10 m V m- 1 is sufficient to put electrons with 
energies of several kilovolts in strong diffusion, and that 100 m V m- 1 waves 
would even lead to strong diffusion for I 00 ke V electrons. It now seems 
certain that the (n + ½) f,-: modes play an important role in providing the 
source for precipitation of high-latitude electrons, especially during geo
magnetically active periods, and this interaction is regarded as the ultimate 
origin of the diffuse aurora. 

As indicated in the lower left part of Fig. 1, several wave-particle inter
actions play significant roles in the earth's auroral regions. Important aspects 
of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling are intimately associated with the 
current systems in the auroral and polar ionosphere, and with the closure of 
these auroral current systems to produce divergenceless current patterns. 
Of particular interest are the field-aligned current systems above the peak of 
the F2 layer and out into the deep magnetosphere. Sufficiently strong cur
rents in plasmas always produce plasma waves, and the wave spectrum then 
provides a set of equivalent scattering centers with which the current
carrying particles may "collide." Thus. even in a classically collisionless 
plasma, an effective collision frequency is produced, which in turn is used 
to define a microscopic transport coefficient such as the "anomalous" re
sistivity previously discussed in connection with the earth's bow shock 
[Eq. (1) ]. 
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Wave-produced anomalous resistivity associated with magnetospheric 
current systems has as a consequence the possible development of a poten
tial drop along a flux tube, or in other words, a field-aligned electric field. 
Kindel and Kennel ( 1971) have carried out detailed calculations on this topic 
for plasma conditions characteristic of the topside auroral ionosphere. They 
argued that field-aligned currents in the auroral arcs on the poleward edge of 
the oval are sufficiently intense to destabilize the electrostatic ion cyclotron 
and ion acoustic modes in the topside ionosphere, and that the resultant 
plasma turbulence creates an anomalous resistance to the current flow. 
Therefore a self-consistent potential drop appears along the fieldline to drive 
the magnetospherically imposed currents through the anomalous resistor. 
These parallel electric fields can accelerate the current-carrying electrons 
into the ionosphere. Coroniti and Kennel ( 1972) have suggested that some of 
the observed auroral arc electron precipitation fluxes can be runaway elec
trons from the anomalous resistance region. 

Anomalous field-aligned resistance is also of importance in the auroral 
oval region because a field-aligned current into the ionosphere at the equator
ward edge of the oval is required to feed the poleward Hall current, and this 
current can also be unstable in the topside ionosphere. Coroniti and Kennel 
propose that the anomalous resistance forces the earth's ionosphere to polar
ize into a Cowling electrojet configuration, which creates the intense auroral 
electrojet currents that are magnetically detected during substorms. The 
runaways from this anomalous resistor of the equatorward oval are field
aligned protons of several keV that can precipitate into the ionosphere and 
produce the observed hydrogen H~ arcs. The precipitating electrons also 
provide a significant heat flux (of the order 1-10 ergs cm-2 sec-1) into the 
ionosphere and upper atmosphere of the earth. 

It is thus generally recognized that the structure of the earth's high
latitude ionosphere is directly governed by the magnetospheric configuration 
and microscopic processes involving waves and parallel electric fields that 
develop well above the ionosphere itself. Evans ( 1974) shows that details of 
some auroral electron energy spectra can be explained by assuming a field
aligned potential difference of several hundred volts to several kilovolts ex
tending from a lower boundary (at an altitude near 2000-2500 km) to the 
hot magnetospheric plasma. In related areas Scarf et al. (I 973b) described 
the local detection of field-aligned currents and enhanced electrostatic wave 
turbulence at relatively high altitudes on closed L shells on the night side of 
the earth. In addition Fredricks et al. (I 973), Fredricks and Russell (1973), 
and Scarf et al. ( 197 5) have discussed correlations of plasma wave data with 
magnetometer signatures indicating that unstable field-aligned current sys
tems flow on the boundary of the dayside polar cusp. 

Striking non-linear interactions in the earth's high-latitude plasma envi
ronment also involve wave-wave coupling. Specifically, this mechanism ap
parently leads to the remarkably intense kilometer-wave radiation from the 
regions above auroral arcs. Gurnett (1974) shows that at peak intensity the 
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total power radiated is about I 09 W. This is approximately one percent of the 
maximum energy dissipated by the precipitating auroral particles. It appears 
highly unlikely that any incoherent radiation mechanism can account for the 
tremendous power radiated above the auroral arcs, and it may be necessary 
to invoke mode coupling in which local plasma waves organize the radiating 
particles to provide a high degree of coherence. 

In conclusion, it may be stated that in almost all regions of the earth's 
magnetosphere the collisionless plasma distribution functions are signifi
cantly non-Maxwellian and they are either continuously unstable with re
spect to generation of plasma waves, or readily perturbed into unstable states 
so that enhanced wave levels develop during geomagnetic storms and sub
storms. The plasma waves act back on the particle distributions to produce 
pitch-angle scattering, spatial diffusion, acceleration, or heating. The plasma 
turbulence also provides an important mechanism for energy dissipation in 
collisionless shocks and regions of field annihilation; it can lead to anomalous 
resistivity effects that allow macroscopic parallel DC electric fields to be 
maintained. It appears that plasma waves also play an important role in pro
viding the coherence that leads to intense terrestrial electromagnetic radia
tion from the magnetospheric plasma above auroral arcs. 

II. THE PLASMA ENVIRONMENT OF JUPITER 

As noted above, the basic questions concerning the overall dynamics of 
Jupiter's magnetosphere and its interaction with the solar wind, the origin 
of the energetic trapped particles and radio emissions. the satellite interac
tions and ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling all involve plasma physics and 
phenomena of wave-particle interactions. In order to discuss any of these 
fundamental phenomena in a quantitative manner, it is necessary to deter
mine how the plasma density, temperature, velocity and imbedded magnetic 
fieldstrength vary throughout the magnetosphere. In fact, Pioneer 10 and 11 
did provide extremely important and definitive information on the configura
tion of Jupiter's magnetic field. However, these spacecraft did not carry 
comprehensive magnetospheric plasma probes, so there are still important 
unanswered questions concerning the distribution of plasma in Jupiter's 
magnetosphere. 

Figure 2 contains an attempt to represent the present state of knowledge 
of the plasma environment around Jupiter. The central panel shows various 
evaluations of the plasma density profile, based on theoretical studies and 
interpretations of some relatively indirect observations from Pioneer I 0. The 
theoretical curves are derived from exospheric models similar to the one 
originally proposed by Brice and Ioannidis (1970), who noted that Jupiter's 
enormous gravity would not allow cool ionospheric plasma to escape beyond 
the synchronous orbit (r = 2RJ); however, these authors also observed that 
ionospheric photoelectrons with KTe = 5-10 eV could readily populate the 
Jovian magnetosphere, and that centrifugal forces would then tend to provide 
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a concentration initially increasing with radial distance and with proximity 
to the spin equator. The complete photoelectron "slingshot" plasma distri
bution only has N increasing with L to a maximum near L = I 0-12; at this 
point several processes (interchange instabilities, recombination, etc.) serve 
to limit the plasma density, leading to the steady decrease shown in Fig. 2. 

The curve labeled "Brice, 1973" in the central panel of Fig. 2 is a modi
fied version of the original Brice-Ioannidis profile, based on use of improved 
estimates of photoelectron yields (Brice, personal communication. 1973). 
The plasma density model developed by Mendis and Axford (I 974) also 
takes into account gravitational and rotational effects, as well as recombina
tion and flux tube interchanges in the outer magnetosphere (L > 10); this 
model assumes that in the 2 < L < IO region there is diffusive equilibrium 
along fieldlines, and the resulting density profile is similar to that given by 
the 1973 Brice model. 

There is presently little direct information on the validity of these models, 
but some general confirmation comes from analysis of the very large mag
netic field distortions detected in the outer magnetosphere or magnetodisk. 
The top panel of Fig. 2 shows hourly average values of the magnetic field 
measured during the inbound passage of Pioneer IO (Smith et al. 197 4). This 
field magnitude profile can be well fitted by the expression 

B(L) = 4 gaussU3 + (3d)2J (5) 

and it has been suggested (Hill et al. 1974) that the basic "break" from a 
dipolar to a non-dipolar radial variation at L = 30 can be explained if the 
co-rotation speed at L = 30 is about equal to the local Alfven speed, VA = 

B(4rrNm+)'. This theoretical speculation on the origin of the strong field 
distortion in the distant magnetodisk leads to an estimate of N = I cm-3 at 
L = 30, and the point is marked by the isolated dot in the plasma density 
panel of Fig. 2. Scarf (1975) also has observed that the currents, needed to 
give co-rotation of the Brice-Mendis-Axford thermal plasma, produce negli
gible field distortion in the entire inner magnetosphere; however. the field 
perturbations do rise rapidly with increasing L. These specific photoelectron 
slingshot distributions lead to flB = B near L = 30, and the self-consistent 
magnetic field becomes sufficiently distorted so that strict co-rotation is no 
longer possible, in general agreement with Pioneer observations. 

The solar-wind plasma probe on Pioneer IO provided additional local in
formation on low-energy protons within the Jovian magnetosphere; but for 
a number of reasons, results such as these are very difficult to extract from 
the data, and several interpretations are possible. For instance, Frank et al. 
(1975) describe the instrumental problems on Pioneer IO, and they note that 
solar-wind plasma analyzers lack the sensitivity and energy range required 
for comprehensive surveys of the hot quasi-isotropic plasmas found within 
planetary magnetospheres. Moreover, very energetic electrons penetrate into 
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the instrumentation and these particles generate substantial background cur
rents that vary in response to the particle anisotropy and the uneven shield
ing as the spacecraft spins. Thus, the effective in-flight sensitivity is relatively 
poor. and Frank et al. (1975) show that proton densities lower than about 
8 cm-'1 are masked by the penetrating particle background for r :S 15 R.1. 
Nevertheless. in the region L = 8-11 (inbound and outbound) Frank et al. 
report proton densities ranging between 8 and 15 cm-'1, with a broad peak 
near L = 9- I 0, in good agreement with the predictions of the Brice-Mendis
Axford density models (see Fig. 2). There are, however, two significant 
differences between predictions of these models and the Pioneer IO obser
vations: (I) In the L = 8-1 I region the protons arrive at the plasma ana
lyzer with energies in the range of 400 e V, rather than the 5-10 e V range 
predicted by the Brice-Axford-Mendis calculations; (2) within L = 6-7, 
Frank et al. report on the detection of a relatively dense (N + up to 60 cm-'1) 

proton population with KT+ = I 00 e V, while the slingshot models predict a 
steeply declining density of cool protons in this inner region. 

There are many possible explanations for these differences, because there 
are many possible sources of low energy plasma at Jupiter, other than the 
ionospheric photoelectron source considered in the Brice-Mendis-Axford 
models. Table I contains a list of very plausible additional sources of non
thermal low-energy plasma at Jupiter. It is clear that reasonable magneto
sphere-ionosphere interactions, satellite-magnetosphere interactions, or 
local wave-particle interactions can lead to the appearance of non-thermal 
plasma throughout the inner magnetosphere. 

It is also clear that interactions between spacecraft and plasma can ac
count for some local observations of non-ambient plasma characteristics. 
In Earth orbit. photoelectron emission and secondary electron emission 
from the spacecraft surfaces are both generally significant, and plasma probe 
measurements always involve ambient distributions plus populations of 
charged particles that are emitted from or trapped near the spacecraft. At 
Jupiter, these complexities may also involve sputtering from spacecraft 
surfaces. Moreover, a plasma probe on a spacecraft always measures the 
spectrum of ions or electrons arriving at the detector. but these charged 
particles are locally accelerated or retarded by sheath fields. The energy 
shifts associated with the plasma sheath can be very important; De Forest 
( 1972) has shown that ATS-5 (Applications Technology Satellite) charged up 
to l O kV (negative) when the electron temperature at synchronous Earth 
orbit (6.6 R,J reached I 0-20 kV during substorms. 

The possible relevance of this charging problem at Jupiter has been dis
cussed by Scarf ( 1973, 1975) and by Mendis and Axford ( I 974). Much 
higher spacecraft charging levels are expected at Jupiter, although the poten
tial problems depend on the details of the spacecraft electrical and mechani
cal configuration. Real knowledge of the plasma characteristics at Jupiter 
will only be obtained if a program of in situ and sheath-independent measure-
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TABLE I 
Possible Origin of Non-Thermal Low Energy Plasma at Jupiter 

I. Secondary electron emission from satellite atmospheres. planetary atmospheres 
(spacecraft surfaces). 

2. Escape and ionization (photo, charge exchange, impact) of satellite atmospheres. 

3. Sputtering on the satellite (spacecraft) surfaces. 

4. Acceleration of polar wind plasma. 

5. Local acceleration associated with satellite V x B electric fields, satellite differ
ential charging (sun-shadow asymmetries, satellite wake effects). 

6. Resistive acceleration: current-driven waves interacting with particles in the 
presence of parallel electric fields (auroral analogy, anomalous resistivity). 

7. Cyclotron acceleration by resonant wave-particle interactions. 

8. Heating by landau damping of waves (sar arc analogy). 

9. Betatron acceleration. 

I 0. Particle heating in field-merging regions. 

ments is carried out. For example, the measurement of the plasma frequency 
cutoff, if such waves are present, does give a sheath-independent determina
tion of N(total) (see upper panels in Fig. I), since this technique utilizes 
oscillations of such long wavelength that the characteristics are unaffected 
by the presence of the spacecraft or its sheath. 

In summary, at present there is a reasonable body of evidence suggesting 
that for L 2: 8, the ambient plasma density at Jupiter can be described by 
the Brice-Mendis-Axford curves shown in the central panel of Fig. 2. Al
though there are persistent questions about the origins, thermal character
istics and latitude variations of the magnetospheric plasma, these density 
and B-field profiles can be used to compute the characteristic frequencies 
of plasma waves that are important at Jupiter. These curves are shown in 
the lower panel of Fig. 2, and it can be seen that the critical local wave mea
surements are in a range extending well below l 0-20 kHz, for L 2: I 0. 

III. PLASMA INSTABILITIES AND TRAPPED PARTICLE FLUXES 

In their presentation at the JPL Radiation Belt Workshop, Thorne and 
Coroniti (1972) discussed a self-consistent Jupiter radiation belt model in 
which the cyclotron resonance instabilities limit the trapped fluxes. Thorne 
and Coroniti used the l 971 cold density model of Ioannidis and Brice [ the 
I 973 Brice model has N(L) reduced by a factor of five from this earlier 
version]. They assumed that the solar wind provides a source for the radi
ation belts, and they applied the concept of inward radial diffusion with 
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conservation of magnetic moment. The basic conclusions from these initial 
calculations were that electromagnetic plasma instabilities would limit the 
trapped electron fluxes in a "filter region" within L = 18-20, to values 
independent of the strength of the injection source. These authors predicted 
a maximum integral flux, J(max, L), varying as L - 4 .a, with J = I OH cm-2 

sec- 1 for L = 5. However, the workshop "nominal" and "upper limit" 
models correspond to significantly lower electron fluxes, ae indicated in the 
bottom panel of Fig. 3. 

In the post-Workshop period, Brice (personal communication, I 973) re
evaluated the expected thermal plasma density and, as noted above, he 
proposed a reduction in N(L) by a factor of five from the original model. The 
top panel in Fig. 3 shows an expanded plot of this Brice model of 1973, along 
with the density profile of Mendis and Axford (1974). These theoretical 
density estimates for the Jovian magnetosphere provide the framework for 
the most comprehensive quantitative evaluations of the resonant particle 
energies [ Eq. (2)]. the pitch-angle diffusion coefficient [ Eq. (3)], and the 
stable trapping limit. 

As an example, the lower panel in Fig. 3 contains a specific prediction 
made before Pioneer IO encounter by Coroniti (l 974) of the trapped flux of 
energetic (E 2 I MeV) electrons. The self-consistent model that yields this 
stable trapping limit assumes that: (a) electrons are transported inward from 
the solar wind or (more likely) from the Jovian magnetic tail by radial diffu
sion driven by fluctuating ionospheric dynamo fields; (b) in the outer zone 
(7 < L < 20), electron fluxes are limited to the stably trapped level by 
whistler mode precipitation loss, as computed using the Brice 1973 density 
function: (c) the Galilean satellites sweep out all electrons that have access 
to the satellites. 

The measured points represented by dots in Fig. 3 are the flux values 
from the Trapped Radiation Detector of the University of California at 
San Diego (UCSD) on Pioneer 10 that were used in formulating the Radia
tion Workshop Model derived at the Ames Research Center in 1974 (Fillius 
personal communication). 1 It can be seen that there is really excellent agree
ment between Coroniti's pre-encounter theory and the actual observations. 

After the electron data of Pioneer IO were widely disseminated, Coroniti 
(1975) reviewed the theoretical situation in more detail. He observed that 
in the inner zone (3 < L < 6) the measured electron fluxes approximately 
follow the L - 4 -0 scaling expected for loss-free radial diffusion. In the region 
IO < L < 20, the observed fluxes are very close to those predicted by the 
whistler mode stable-trapping theory, and there is evidence that plasma 
turbulence and wave-particle interactions cause electron losses in this 
region. Moreover, Coroniti (1975) noted that the precipitating electrons 
having E 2 I 00 ke V will carry a heat flux of 0. I to I erg cm-2 sec- 1 to J upi-

'Seep. 896. 
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Fig. 3. The density distributions of cold plasma (in the upper panel) predict that the instability 
of the whistler mode will provide significant pitch-angle scattering for relativistic electrons 
beyond about L = 6. where B' I 8 .. N is sufficiently low. The associated stable trapping limit 
(as computed by Coroniti before the Pioneer 10 encounter) is plotted here along with some 
data points from Pioneer IO ( Fillius. personal communication) and other pre-encounter 
expectations based on the ad hoc "nominal" and "upper limit" models. 

ter's upper atmosphere, and this precipitation flux is comparable with solar 
ultraviolet as an ionizing source. 

The Pioneer IO measurements also indicate that absorption losses of 
trapped particles at lo and Europa are less severe than some people antici
pated. The radiation belts at these L shells are, however, sufficiently intense 
that significant energy fluxes to their surfaces, and/ or to Io's ionosphere, are 
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expected. It is unclear whether the satellites can also energize particles. 
This point will be discussed further in Sec. IV. 

Despite the impressive agreement indicated in Fig. 3, it must be recog
nized that there are significant problems that arise in reconciling theory and 
observation. Moreover, the instability theories applied so far to Jupiter have 
been neither complete nor fully self-consistent. The simplest theories involve 
whistler mode waves propagating parallel to the magnetic field; with this 
approximation only the first-order cyclotron resonance is important, and the 
important wave-particle interactions occur on separate L shells near the 
equator. However, whistler mode waves actually propagate over a range of 
angles with respect to the B-field, and higher-order resonances are effective 
in producing wave-particle interactions. As shown by Lyons, et al. ( 1972), 
the actual pitch-angle diffusion of electrons in the earth's radiation belt in
volves oblique whistler mode wave propagation, all cyclotron harmonic 
resonances and the Landau resonance, and wave-particle interactions that 
occur at all geomagnetic latitudes. 

The left hand side of Fig. 4 shows some predictions of the more complete 
calculations of Lyons et al. (I 972). The theoretical pitch-angle distribution 
for E = 1 Me V, L = 2.5 depends on the cold plasma density (N), the whistler 
mode center frequency (f,n = wm/21r), turbulence bandwidth (of= ow/21r) 
and wave propagation angle, 0w. In fact, the details of the pitch-angle dis
tribution depend primarily on the wave characteristics, rather than on the 
plasma parameters such as N(cold). 

The central panel in Fig. 4 contains a detailed comparison between ob
servation and this more complete theory. Lyons et al. ( 1972) have used mea
sured characteristics of whistler mode plasma-wave turbulence to compute 
the equatorial pitch-angle distributions given by the solid curves; the data 
points represent differential flux measurements from the Livermore electron
proton spectrometer on OGO-5, and it can be seen that the predicted "hat" 
near 90° is actually observed. 

A number of reports by the Pioneer 10 and 11 investigators contain dis
cussions of the whistler mode plasma instability. Recently, Van Allen et al. 
(1975) considered the compatibility of the observed angular distributions of 
Ee > 21 Me V electrons for L :::; 7 with the predictions of the Kennel
Petschek ( 1966) whistler interaction theory, and the right hand panel in Fig. 4 
shows the relevant Pioneer IO and I I data points on an omnidirectional flux 
versus B0 / B plot. 

The Pioneer IO and 11 experimenters are not to be blamed for the 
smooth curve drawn through these points in fig. 4, but it is clear that the 
observations presently available from Jupiter are again suggestive of a hat
shaped equatorial pitch-angle distribution similar to that shown on the 
left side of the figure. 

However, even if attention is focused only on the electrons and on the 
whistler instability, many fundamental questions still remain. For instance, 
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mode waves: The "hat-shaped" distribution is predicted by the full theory of Lyons et al. 
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distribution depends on the wave characteristics (center frequency w, bandwidth llw, propa
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of electron data from OG0-5 and theoretical predictions, based on measured whistler mode 
wave characteristics. The Pioneer 10 and 11 observations are not strictly comparable in this 
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whistler mode waves. 

Mcilwain and Fillius (1975) and Baker and Van Allen (1975) have con
structed differential energy spectra and phase space densities of trapped 
electrons at Jupiter, and both groups find a continuously decreasing trend 
in the phase space density as Pioneer 10 moved from about L = 12 to peri
apsis. However, if the Brice-Axford-Mendis density distribution is correct, 
then the instability should not be operative at low L shells, such as L :S 5. 
Moreover, with this distribution, the plasma density falls off rapidly with 
distance above or below the Jovian spin equator, and whistler mode waves 
are strongly confined to the equatorial region (Liemohn 1973; Melander and 
Liemohn 1975). Of course, if the thermal plasma is not given by the Brice
Axford-Mendis models, these conclusions do not apply. Since all of the phe
nomena (wave growth and propagation, wave-particle interactions, precipi
tation and associated ionospheric contribution to magnetospheric plasma, 
etc.) are all strongly coupled, it will undoubtedly be a formidable task to 
achieve complete understanding of the dynamical phenomena affecting the 
electrons in the inner belt of Jupiter. In fact, since electrostatic waves (such 
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as the 3 Jc-/2 emissions) can also produce strong precipitation events, careful 
and comprehensive measurements of the thermal plasma, the wave charac
teristics, and the trapped electron angular and energy distributions are 
needed to resolve all of these questions. Indeed, Sentman and Van Allen 
(1975) have noted that some Pioneer 10 data bring into question the entire 
picture of inward radial diffusion for electrons at Jupiter; they show that the 
"normal" loss-cone distribution is found only in the central core of the mag
netosphere (r :S 12 RJ), while for r = 12-25 RJ, the electron distributions 
are bi-directional with peaks near zero and 180° pitch angles. 

The corresponding problems of wave-particle interactions involving pro
tons are also of considerable interest, and the initial (pre-encounter) calcula
tions of stable trapping limits were actually performed to evaluate the possible 
proton hazard at Jupiter. Nevertheless, the instability picture involving pro
ton mode waves at Jupiter is still relatively unclear, even after the Pioneer 10 
and 11 encounters. It does appear that the measured proton flux in the inner 
belt is well below the stable trapping limits associated with ion cyclotron 
waves (Simpson et al. 1974; Coroniti 1975), but the proton energies for 
which the calculations were performed may not have been adequately mea
sured during these initial encounters. In addition, electrostatic instabilities 
may be operative in this region with relatively high-,8 (,8 = 4TTNKTB-2) 

plasma, and electrostatic wave-particle interactions may limit the fluxes. 

IV. CURRENT-DRIVEN INSTABILITIES, AURORAL ANALOGS, AND 
SATELLITE INTERACTIONS 

In the earth's magnetosphere, it is believed that the field-aligned currents 
flowing in and out of the auroral oval map into the boundaries of the polar 
cleft (or cusp), and that the boundaries of the plasma sheet map into the geo
magnetic tail. Some of the complex microscopic processes associated with 
these current systems are schematically described in the lower drawing of Fig. 
5. In fact, the basic phenomena that develop in these high-latitude regions 
of a rotating planet with a sun-oriented magnetosphere are extremely non
linear, and the planetary ionosphere and atmosphere are strongly coupled 
to the magnetosphere by the field-aligned current systems. Convection in 
the ionosphere is driven by magnetospheric phenomena; ionospheric field
lines "slide over" the fieldlines below the ionosphere which are held in place 
by the highly conducting planet, while neutral atmospheric winds are driven 
by ion-neutral collision effects. 

Kennel and Coroniti (1975) have discussed these phenomena for Jupiter 
in the light of Pioneer 10 observations, and Northrop et al. (1974) numeri
cally analyze oscillations in maximum count rates observed by Pioneer 10 
for energetic particles in terms of fieldline "slippage" in the Jovian iono
sphere. This study yields an estimated electric field of several volts per 
meter in the polar ionosphere of Jupiter; Northrop et al. (1974) speculate 
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Fig. 5. The lower drawing summarizes present concepts of wave-particle interaction phe
nomena associated with current-driven instabilities in the region of the earth's auroral oval 
(Kindel and Kennel 1971: Coroniti and Kennel 1973). Similar processes must develop in 
Jupiter's high-latitude region. In addition. the Jovian satellites should drive analogous current 
systems that close in the ionosphere. as indicated in the upper drawing (based on a specific 
model of Shawhan et al. 1975). and current-driven instability phenomena should be operative 
on fieldlines threading the satellites. 

that this potential drop is a measure of the maximum energy available to 
particles from a reconnection process. 

Local wave-particle interactions must affect the dynamics of these high
latitude phenomena in a number of significant ways. Currents in plasmas 
involve electron-proton drifts. two-stream instabilities, and wave-particle 
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interactions that lead to anomalous conductivity [Eq. (I)]. In these high
latitude regions, the parallel electric fields that develop when the wave
particle interactions give rise to sufficiently modified conductivity can 
produce local particle acceleration, similar to the situation thought to occur 
above discrete auroral arcs at Earth (Evans 1974). Beam-plasma inter
actions that involve turbulence of microscopic plasma waves also lead to 
strong heat conduction fluxes into the ionosphere (Fontheim 1975). At 
Jupiter, such high-latitude beams may be associated with current systems 
in the magnetosphere, or with precipitating particles. but in any case. signifi
cant ionospheric perturbations should be induced by magnetospheric beams. 
Finally, the electrostatic plasma waves associated with the current-driven 
instabilities serve to organize the phases of radiating charged particles, and 
this coherence effect of plasma waves leads to an enormous increase in the 
electromagnetic radiation from the high-latitude region at Earth (Gurnett 
1974) or at Jupiter (Scarf 1974). 

All of these high-latitude phenomena should be operative at the Jupiter 
analog of the auroral oval extended into space. This oval may well involve 
the boundary of the magnetodisk as a generalized plasma sheet. However. 
at present so little is known about the overall configuration of Jupiter's 
magnetosphere and the presence or absence of merging, convection, etc., 
that it is not really fruitful to pursue this analogy in detail. 

On the other hand, it may be stated with reasonable certainty that the 
fieldlines threading the inner satellites of Jupiter map out ionospheric ovals 
in which all of these auroral-type processes do occur. Specifically, there are 
V x B electric fields across the surfaces of these satellites (Goldreich and 
Lynden-Bell 1969; Gurnett 1972; Shawhan et al. 1973) or across their iono
spheres (Shawhan ct al. 1975), and differential charging can also lead to 
large DC potential differences (Scarf I 973; Mendis and Axford I 974). 
These potential differences must give rise to field-aligned current systems 
that close in the ionosphere. as described in the example of lo at the top of 
Fig. 5. The labels attached here indicate how local phenomena involving 
plasma waves along the lo flux tube, for instance. can affect ionospheric 
structure and radio emissions. 

Plasma wave phenomena should also play an important role in coupling 
any charged particles emitted from the satellite surfaces or atmospheres to 
the Jupiter plasma. There are many potential mechanisms in which the inner 
satellites act as magnetospheric sources of energetic electrons, heavy ions, 
etc. (see the review by Shawhan et al. 1975), but in general these satellite
associated particles will represent suprathermal bumps or drifting beams in 
the overall magnetospheric plasma. Wave-particle interactions should gen
erally develop to provide thermalization or "pickup" of these satellite
associated particles. 

A final possible satellite effect may have to do with detection of lightning 
from Jupiter's atmosphere.Bar-Nun ( 1974) argues that thunderstorms should 
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be very frequent at Jupiter, with a rate of Earth-like lightning strokes 104 

times as great as on Earth. At Earth, these lightning signals readily propagate 
into the magnetosphere in the whistler mode, but Melander and Liemohn 
(1975) show that for the density distribution of Mendis and Axford (1974) 
only proton whistlers will propagate to the Jovian equator. However, if the 
inner satellites are strong sources of plasma of moderate energy [ such as the 
l 00 e V to 400 e V protons discussed by Frank et al. ( 197 5)], this plasma will 
readily spread all along the relevant fieldlines and "open up" the whistler 
mode window to the ionosphere. Thus, it is conceivable that the fieldlines 
threading the satellites will have a whistler mode connection to the upper 
atmosphere so that lightning will be readily detectable here. 

V. MAGNETODISK PHENOMENA 

The present theories of Jupiter's outer magnetosphere fall into three 
classes. 

1. Radial outflow models. Spurred on by the pulsar analog, various authors 
(Michel and Sturrock 1974; Kennel and Coroniti 1975) have assumed 
that a magnetodisk would be generated by a miniature solar wind, driven 
by particles flowing out from Jupiter's ionosphere or generated else
where in the L < 20 region, and spun up by the planet's rapid rotation. 
Here the plasma flow in the disk would be radially outward, and the 
magnetic field would be wrapped into a "garden-hose" configuration. 

2. Earth-like convection models. It has also been suggested that re-con
nection of the solar-wind magnetic field with Jupiter's field would drive 
an internal convection pattern similar to that of the earth (Kennel and 
Coroniti 1975). The extended disk in this model would be due to the fact 
that the flow has a greater energy density than that of the magnetic field 
(/3 >> I). Here, the flow would be, at times, directed in the antisolar 
direction and its speed would exceed the local Alfven speed. 

3. Quasi-static models. Here it is assumed that particles from Jupiter's 
atmosphere or inner magnetosphere fill closed fieldlines and do not flow 
rapidly outward. Their inertia pulls the fieldlines out into a disk. There 
are two possibilities for the expected flow speed. If Jupiter communi
cates its rotation directly to the fieldlines, a flow with the local co
rotation speed and direction would be expected. On the other hand, if 
Jupiter's atmosphere cannot support complete co-rotation, the flow 
speed would be less than (perhaps much less than) the co-rotation speed 
of the solid body (Scarf 1975). 

There are many ways in which wave-particle interactions are important 
in the outer magnetosphere of Jupiter, no matter which of these models is 
correct. For instance, with the radial outflow model a second collisionless 
shock forms within the magnetopause, and the flow is super-Alfvenic and/or 
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supersonic, so that Alfven waves or acoustic oscillations are readily gen
erated. 

For the re-connection model, the Jupiter problem also presents some 
extremely unusual features since the planet rotates very rapidly, with respect 
to the speed of the solar wind past the magnetosphere. As noted by Kennel 
and Coroniti (197 5), five hours after an interplanetary fieldline connects at 
the nose of Jupiter's magnetosphere, the interplanetary "parcel" would be 
over the polar cap, but the ionospheric foot of the fieldline would have ro
tated to local midnight. This "twisting up" can lead to the formation of an 
X-type null configuration, and it is known that current-driven plasma insta
bilities do play a major role in dissipating energy at such a null (Bratenahl 
and Yeates 1970). 

For any of these outer-magnetosphere models of Jupiter, it now seems 
obvious that the radiation belt particles do not come directly from the solar 
wind into a simple dipolar or tail magnetic field, as previous theory assumed; 
if the electrons simply diffuse in from large radial distances, then loss-cone 
distributions will be expected well beyond L = 12, in disagreement with the 
observations of Sentman and Van Allen (1975). Clearly, these particles must 
traverse, or be generated in, Jupiter's outer magnetosphere, and any accel
eration process operative in this high-~ plasma region must involve sto
chastic wave-particle interactions. However, in the high-~ plasma of the 
outer magnetosphere of Jupiter, there are such a large number of theoretical 
candidates for sources of collisionless acceleration that further progress in 
this area must be deferred until in situ plasma wave measurements are made. 
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DISCUSSION 

T. R. McDonough: Might the characteristics of the 100 eV proton fluxes 
reported by Frank et al. (l 975) have been affected by spacecraft charging 
phenomena? 

F. L. Scarf: There is no way to determine this with certainty, based on 
information from the Pioneer instruments. It has been shown that the 
Pioneer 10 charging could have been severe if the only ambient sources of 
low energy plasma were associated with photoemission from the sunlit 
portions of the spacecraft and from the Jovian ionosphere (Scarf I 975). In 
this case, 10 e V protons might arrive at the analyzer with an effective energy 
of several hundred electron volts, with respect to spacecraft ground. How
ever, if the protons described by Frank et al. are, in fact, real, then Pioneer 
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would not charge significantly and the reported spectral characteristics 
would be correct. An unambiguous determination of the true situation re
quires a plasma density evaluation that is sheath-independent (such as that 
derived from a· wave measurement) or more elaborate measurements of the 
complete electron and proton distribution functions. 

A. £1·iatar: Did you find any evidence in the behavior of the spacecraft 
systems that would indicate extreme charging? 

F. L. Scarf· On Pioneer IO and 11 a substantial number of anomalies 
were detected near L = 12- I 3, or just in the region where current-balance 
considerations would suggest a sheath reversal. On Pioneer IO these anom
alies included spurious commands for the photopolarimeter, changes in the 
level of the spacecraft receiver and commutator anomalies for the Trapped 
Radiation Detector of the University of California. On Pioneer 11, space
craft heaters and the conscan mode were spontaneously turned on at the 
same magnetic L shells. These anomalies are similar to those frequently 
detected in Earth orbit when substorm plasma injections lead to rapid vari
ations in spacecraft potential. 
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THE TRAPPED RADIATION BEL TS OF JUPITER 

W. FILL/US 
University of California at San Diego 

We re1·iell' the diltil and initial w111l_ne.1 fi'om the Uni,·ersity of'Cal(/iJrnia, San Die)?o 
( UCSD / instm111e11ts 011 Pioneers 10 a11d I I. The Pio11cer 111,·a.rnrements are the first 
<'l'l'I' made in the ./m·ian ma)?netosphere, ilnd, as they arc .,till too _fi-esh and too copious 
to he interpreted complete/_,·, ll'e encounter 1111a11s11·ered and 11e11· problems in our dis
cussion. Encr)?etic electron., o(.lo,·ian origin arefiwnd in interplanetary space. Altho11gh 
ll'e noll' knoll' that the .lm·ian 111agnetosphere is larger than had heen expected and is in
flated hy distributed ,·urrcllts, there is 11ncertuint_,· regarding its configuration and the dy
namics of energetic electrons contained in the outer regio11. The fi,·e innermo., t satellites 
o(.lupiter orhit ll'ithin the radiation heft., a11d qffect the i11tensities and angular di.,trihu
tions of the radiation hy hoth ahsorhi11g ilnd injecting particles. In the inner region, radial 
and pitch angle diffusion are dominant processes as they are at Earth. Near the Pioneer 
I I periapsis there are multiple peilks in the proton and electron intensities that ha1·e not 
been explained, We also present the Pioneer 10 and Pioneer I I flyby trajectories in sn
era/ coordinate systems ll'hich ma_,. he usefii/ fi,r studying the heha,·ior of the trapped 
radiation. 

This chapter reviews the preliminary results from the Trapped Radiation 
Detector instrument of the University of California at San Diego. This is one 
of several charged particle instruments on board Pioneers IO and I I , and 
some of our findings overlap those of other experiment teams. We shall refer 
to their work when we feel it augments ours, but for a complete view of their 
findings, the reader is referred to the companion pieces in this volume by 
Van Allen, by Simpson and McKibben, and by McDonald and Trainor. 1 

The Pioneer data are too recent, copious, and undigested to allow a defini
tive review at this time. Our chapter will not look backward, then, but for-

1sec pp. 928. 738. and 961. 

l 896 J 
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ward, and as we present some of the major features of the Jovian radiation 
belts, we shall emphasize the questions which they pose to our understanding. 

I. THE UCSD INSTRUMENT AND THE FLYBY TRAJECTORY 

Tables I and II summarize the capabilities of the UCSD Trapped Radia
tion Detectors during the Pioneers IO and 11 flybys. The instrument package 
contains five sensors of three different kinds, consumes 2.9 watts. and weighs 
I. 77 kg. The instrumental characteristics are described in more detail by 
Fillius and Mcilwain ( I 974h). 

The encounter trajectories have been described by Hall ( 1974, 1975) and 
by Mead ( 1974). We complete this section by showing the flyby trajectories 
in coordinate systems helpful for studies of the radiation belts (Figs. 1-5). 
In Fig. I the trajectories are projected onto Jupiter's equatorial plane to 
show the local time coverage. which is predominantly in the morning quad
rant. The coverage in magnetic latitude is shown in Fig. 2. The plane of this 
figure is defined to contain Jupiter's internal dipole moment vector and the 
spacecraft (or moon). Thus the magnetic equator always intersects this plane 
in a horizontal line through the origin, and magnetic latitude appears in the 
usual way. Because the dipole is tilted by I 0~6 with respect to the spin axis, 
a fixed observer would see the magnetic meridian plane wobble back and 
forth with the planetary rotation period. This wobble is what causes the 
spacecraft and satellite loci to oscillate in latitude. The fixed observer would 
also see the meridian plane swing as if hinged on the dipole vector and follow 
the spacecraft (or satellite) in local time. It is because of this swing that the 
spacecraft appears not to go around the planet. The dipole magnetic field
line through Io is shown for illustration. 

The gyrocenter of a trapped particle travels along a magnetic fieldline, 
bouncing back and forth between mirror points. It is hard to trace this motion 
in Fig. 2 because of the varying curvature of the field lines. Therefore Fig. 3 
shows the trajectories in magnetic dipole coordinates, where lines of force 
are straight. The vertical axis is related to latitude by BIB,," = \, 4 - 3 cos2 >.../ 

cos'; A, where >... is the magnetic latitude, and B,," is the fieldstrength at the 
magnetic equator. The shaded areas represent L shells where sweeping of 
trapped radiation can be accomplished by the satellites (see Sec. IV.A). 

In addition to bouncing in latitude, particles also drift in longitude. Longi
tude drift is driven by electric fields and by the gradient and curvature of 
the magnetic field. In the idealized case, where there are no electric fields 
parallel to the magnetic field. electric field drift causes particles to circle 
the planet at just the planetary rotation frequency. In this case we refer to the 
magnetosphere as "co-rotating" and, by viewing the longitudinal motion of 
the particles in a coordinate system fixed to the planet, we can forget about 
this component of the drift. Figures 4 and 5 show the paths of the Pioneer 
spacecraft and the five innermost satellites in such a system. Magnetic field 
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THE ENCOUNTER lRAJECTORIES 
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J, 
SUN 

Fig. I. Projection of the Pioneer IO and 11 trajectories on the equatorial plane of Jupiter. 
The dates mark the first and last magnetopause crossings for each flyhy. 

drift will still occur, and particles of different signs will go in the directions 
shown. Although the satellites have prograde orbits as seen from Earth, they 
move in the retrograde sense in this coordinate system. In this figure one 
can visualize the periodic motion of the satellites through the trapped radia
tion and determine the longitudinal relationship between satellites and space
craft when the spacecraft crossed a satellite's L shell. 

The dipole magnetic field representations shown here are quantitatively 
accurate only inside - IO R,. However. we have extended the figures be
yond this limit of validity in order to give a qualitative picture of the region 
farther out. 
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Fig. 2. The orbits of Jupiter's five innermost satellites and the trajectories of Pioneers I 0 
and I I projected on a magnetic meridian plane. The outbound leg of the Pioneer 11 flyby was 
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Although the magnetic field is not well represented by a dipole beyond 5 to 15 R.1, we show 
the projection farther out for illustrative purposes. 
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MERIDIAN PLANE PROJECTIONS 
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Fig. 3a . Meridian plane projection in magnetic dipole coordinates. The equator lies along the 
abscissa. and the southern hemisphere is reflected into the upper quadrant. Magnetic lines of 
force are straight vertical lines from the equator to the planet's surface, which arches up
ward from the left side of the figure. The ordinate is the value of the scalar magnetic field 
normalized to the value at the equator. 

II. INTERPLANETARY ELECTRONS OF JOVIAN ORIGIN 

Perhaps the first novelty with which Jupiter greeted the incoming Pio
neer spacecraft was bursts of energetic electrons of Jovian origin. Figure 6 
shows a time profile of Jovian electrons recorded by the UCSD Cerenkov 
detector on Pioneer IO between April, 1973 and encounter with Jupiter in 
December of that year. Since the counter, which responds to particles with 
a velocity > 0. 7 5c, records both cosmic ray nucleons and relativistic elec
trons, two channels were used in order to separate components by solving 
two simultaneous linear equations. The data are one-day averages, and the 
apparent negative counting rates are merely the result of systematic and 
statistical errors in the separation procedure. This profile resembles those 
shown by Chenette et al. (1974) and by Teegarden et al. (1974). Note that 
electron bursts appear as far away from Jupiter as I A. U. Re-analysis of 
data taken at Earth orbit by earlier Interplanetary Monitoring Platform 
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(IMP) spacecraft revealed that Jovian electrons are detectable as far away 
as 4 A.U. (Teegarden et al. 1974). 

Figure 7 shows a series of bursts recorded by the Cerenkov counter just 
before Pioneer IO reached the Jovian magnetosphere. The anisotropy dials 
show that the flux tends to be higher when the detector faces west in solar
ecliptic coordinates. This is the direction in which the magnetic field spiral 
leads away from the sun, and the electrons are flowing inward from Jupiter. 
One of the most significant features of these bursts is that peaks tend to 
reoccur at ten-hour intervals. As the rotation period of Jupiter is ~ IO hr, 
this periodicity is a dramatic signature of the origin of these electrons. (More 
precisely the rotation period of Jupiter is 9 hours, 55 minutes, 29. 711 seconds 
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Fig. 4. The spacecraft trajectory for Pioneer I 0. inbound (left) and outbound (right) and the 
five satellite orbits in a D, magnetic coordinate system fixed to Jupiter and rotating with the 
planet at the System 111 ( 1957.0) rotation rate. The track of each object is represented twice. 
The dashed lines represent the radial distance from the planet and the solid lines show the 
L values. Where the lines coincide an object is on the magnetic equator and where they are 
farthest apart it is the maximum latitude. The L shells traversed by each of the satellites 
are shaded. Plasma and low-energy trapped particles co-rotate with Jupiter and so remain 
fixed in this coordinate system . but high-energy particles drift in circles. electrons westward 
and protons eastward. The zero on each satellite's track indicates the position of the satel
lite when the spacecraft crossed its L shell. and the other figures indicate where the satellite 
was a given number of hours earlier. The large amount of information available in these 
figures makes them useful. but because it takes some concentration to interpret them . we call 
these figures vertigo diagrams. 

according to the System Ill ( 1965.0) convention. In our discussions we 
round it off to ten hours.) 

The mode of escape of these particles and its implications for the sta
bility and structure of the Jovian magnetosphere are questions open to in-
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vestigation. So are the characteristics of their radial and longitudinal propa
gation, and particularly how they retain their cohesion and periodicity . 
Studies of their directionality, energy spectra, and frequency spectra should 
shed light on these questions. 

Any new ideas generated by this study on Jovian particle propagation in 
the heliosphere will have a direct effect on the models of propagation of solar 
and galactic cosmic rays. One of the advantages of using Jovian electrons 
as test particles in the heliosphere is that Pioneers 10 and 11 have directly 
sampled the regions of their origin (the Jovian magnetosphere), whereas in 
the case of solar cosmic rays we do not have in situ measurements of these 
particles at their origin, and in the case of galactic cosmic rays we have not 
yet sampled their fluxes in interstella r space . 
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90°-

Fig. 5. Same as for Fig. 4 but for Pioneer I I and D, jovimagnetic coordinates. 

III. THE CONFIGURATION OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE 

Energetic particles are trapped within the magnetosphere. Figure 8 for 
Pioneer l O and Fig. 9 for Pioneer 11 show the entire radiation belts in pro
file . One easily distinguishes the inner magnetosphere, R :S 20 R;, and the 
magnetopause crossings, where there are abrupt steps between interplane
tary and trapped flux levels. There are at least three magnetopause crossings 
on each inbound and outbound pass. The position of the magnetopause is 
evidently variable, moving inward and outward rapidly in response to changes 
in the solar wind. This and other evidence have been cited (Mihalov et al. 
1975; Wolfe et al. 1974)2 to picture the magnetosphere as a blunt, spongy 
region. 

2See p. 856. 
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Large-scale fluctuations with a I 0-hr period dominate the trapped elec
tron fluxes outside 20 R.1- The first explanation of this periodicity held that 
the radiation belts were confined to a thin disc near the magnetic equator. 
The modulation was attributed to wobbling of the disc at the planetary rota
tion rate (Fillius and Mcilwain 1974a; Simpson et al. 1974a; Trainor et al. 
1974b; Van Allen et al. 1974). This explanation was compelling until the 
outbound half of the Pioneer I I encounter. Whereas all previous data were 
acquired in and near the disc at low latitudes, the Pioneer I I outbound leg 
was at a latitude well outside the disc. Thus it was a surprise to see the I 0-hr 
periodicity continue as before, with intensity peaks higher even than during 
the inbound leg. 

There is not a consensus of opinion as to why this pass does not follow 
the predictions of the original model. Van Allen et al. ( I 97 5) concluded 
that the disc is blunted in the subsolar direction (the outbound direction 
of Pioneer 11 ). Fillius et al. ( 1975a) suggested that, if local time was not the 
cause, the latitude profile might be bifurcated , with peaks at the equator and 
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Fig. 6. Electrons from the Jovian magnetosphere found in interplanetary space before the 
Pioneer IO encounter. The data points are one-day averages. and the counting rate from 
cosmic ray nucleons has been subtracted out. The contribution from cosmic ray nucleons 
has been eliminated by a linear subtraction procedure. Negative counting rates are caused 
by the error, and statistical uncertainties in this procedure. 

at high latitude, too. Such a profile is a possible configuration of the analyti
cal model magnetosphere since published by Barish and Smith ( 197 5). Simp
son et al. ( 197 5) argued that, although there may be some modulation due to 
a disc-like structure of the radiation belts, the primary cause of the l 0-hr 
periodicity is time-dependent. The maxima and minima occur as determined 
by time, and they appear nearly simultaneously throughout the sunward side 
of the radiation belts regardless of latitude. 

Much attention has been given to the phase of the variations. Figure 9b 
includes tic marks placed at the phase expected in the disc model and the 
time model. The reader may see for himself that neither model makes a good 
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Fig. 7. Bursts of Jovian electrons that occurred in interplanetary space several days before 
encounter. No subtraction has been performed in this figure to eliminate the nucleonic cos
mic ray counting rate of about 'i sec'. The cogwheels represent the directionality of the 
counting rates in the spacecraft equatorial plane. which is normal to the spacecraft-Earth 
vector. On days 310 and 325 there was a marked flow away from Jupiter. 
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Fig. 8. Jupiter's radiation belts, end to end. It took about three weeks for each of the Pioneer 
spacecraft to fly through this enormous region of space. The radiation intensity in the inner 
magnetosphere is four orders of magnitude higher than in the surroundings. The outer mag
netosphere is characterized by periodic fluctuations at the planetary rotation rate. Because 
of variations in the size of the outer magnetosphere, the spacecraft crossed and recrossed 
the magnetospheric boundary, or magnetopause, several times inbound and outbound. 

fit. QualiRCations may be added to either model. However, it seems that the 
· preliminary appraisal of the data is inconclusive .. 

More thorough studies can be expected to shed light on the configuration 
of the magnetosphere. In addition to the phase of the particle peaks, the mag
netometer data are certainly important. The magnetic field is discussed by 
E. J. Smith et al.3 in this volume. Combined studies of the magnetic field and 
particle distriliutions are being undertaken. 

StiH more information is contained in the particle angular distributions. 
One significant result is the east-west anisotropy of the low-energy protons 
which indicates that these particles co-rotate with the plan~t. (Trainor et al. 
1974a; Van Allen et al. 1975.) Near the inner magnetosphere both space
craft encountered intense field-aligned fluxes of highly energetic particles. 
Figure IO shows an example that persisted for several hours. Although these 
events are evidently of high significance, their interpretation is ambiguous 
(Fillius and Mcilwain 1974b). Present studies are in an undigested state. 

This region differs from the earth's radiation belts both in the larger di
mensions and in the influence of the rapid rotation of the planet. Basic theo
retical understanding is lacking for such features as the effect of a distributed 

"Seep. 788. 
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Fig. 9. (a) Time profile of Jupiter's radiation belts along the Pioneer I I trajectory. The flux 
is of electrons of energy E > 5 MeY. The labels MPX-1. MPX-2, and MPX-3 mark the times 
when the spacecraft entered or left the magnetosphere. (b) Running one-hour averages of 
data, filtered to show the ten-hour periodicity more clearly. The middle trace is the flux of 
> 5 MeY electrons. the same as in (a) above. The bottom trace is the ratio of two channels 
with energy thresholds above and below 5 MeV. Higher ratios indicate harder spectra. 

ring current, the possibility of non-co-rotation or slippage of the magnetic 
field, and particle convection and acceleration in the possibly turbulent field. 
Clarification of these features can be expected to improve our understanding 
of such diverse subjects as pulsars and laboratory plasmas as well. 
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IV. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN THE TRAPPED 
RADIATION BELTS AND JUPITER'S SATELLITES 

913 

A unique feature at Jupiter is the presence of satellites within the radia
tion belts. Besides being useful probes of trapped particle behavior, they gen
erate extraordinary particle and electrodynamic effects which give them in
trinsic interest. Before the Pioneer mission, the lo-controlled decametric 
emission had already broadcast evidence that these satellites could have 
remarkable electrodynamic effects. The recent observation of sodium emis
sion lines from a halo surrounding lo (Brown and Yung)4 and the discovery 
by Pioneer 10 of a partial torus of hydrogen emission in Io's orbit (Judge 
et al.Y, heighten the interest. The energetic particle detectors on Pioneers 
10 and 11 add to the list of satellite-associated features, the absorption of 
energetic trapped radiation and the injection or acceleration of energetic 
particles. These are the best observations until 1979 when the Mariner space
craft flying to Jupiter will make a near encounter with lo and take a much 
closer look. 

A. Absorption of Trapped Radiation 

All particle experiments on Pioneers IO and I I observed absorption at 
the three innermost satellites, Amalthea, Io, and Europa. Figures 11 and 12 
illustrate the absorption features in several channels of the UCSD instru
ment. The flux or counting rate is plotted versus time, and the labels indicate 
the times when the spacecraft crossed the particle drift shells occupied by 
each satellite. Absorption at Ganymede is difficult to verify because the lati
tude excursions of the spacecraft caused rapid changes near this L shell, and 
there seem to be other variations which should be accounted for before a 
definite association can be made. 

Mogro-Campero and Fillius ( 1975) and Mogro-Campero'; constructed a 
statistical model for the rate of absorption of trapped particles at a satellite, 
and then, exploiting this effect as a probe of trapped particle dynamics, de
rived diffusion coefficients for the radial motion of the particles in the Jovian 
magnetosphere. Ignoring complications from variations in magnetic latitude 
of the satellites. it is an easy model to deal with. The key simplification is a 
statistical approximation to the probability that a particle may be absorbed 
by a satellite. Noting that diffusive excursions in the motion of particles tends 
to redistribute them randomly. complete randomization is assumed through
out a sweeping region of width l:!..L in less time than the recurrence period, P. 
of the satellite in a frame of reference rotating at the particles' drift rate. If 
l:!..L is greater than the satellite's diameter d, the probability per unit time of a 

'Seep. 1102. 
·'Seep. 1079. 
"See p. I 196. 
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Fig. 11. Profile of Jupiter's inner radiation belt taken by Pioneer 10. Channel C2 counts 
electrons of energy E > 9 MeV; E3, electrons of E > 0.43 MeV; Ml. electrons of E > 
35 MeY; and M3, protons of E > 80 MeV. There are clear absorption features at the posi
tions of lo and Europa, and a questionable one at Ganymede. The dumbbell pitch angle dis

tribution shown in the last figure occurred during the subsidiary peak at the left of this figure. 

particle being met by the satellite and absorbed is given by d I (P 6.L). Thus 
the rate of change of the particle density, T, is given by 

dT 
dt = -7d/(P6.L). (I) 

Particles diffusing inward are absorbed at this rate for as long as they remain 
inside the sweeping region. This time is 6.L divided by the diffusion velocity, 

D n, where D is the diffusion coefficient and n is the average slope a~ (In T). 

The fraction of particles that diffuse through the region without being ab
sorbed is given by integrating Eq. (I) from t = 0 tot= 6.L/ (D n). Note that 
the arbitrary width D.L cancels out of the result: 

T/T,. = exp (-d/ PDn). (2) 
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Fig. 12. Pioneer I I profile of Jupiter's inner radiation belt. The uppermost trace shows the 
combined energy flux for electrons and protons above the lower threshold and below an upper 
limit of - 0.1 MeV for electrons and several MeV for protons. The right-hand scale refers 
to the uppermost trace only; all other profiles should be measured against the left-hand 
scale. Pioneer 11 passed the orbit of Amalthea in addition to the other satellites. and ab
sorption features were seen for this satellite as well. 

With observations of r/r0 Eq. (2) can be inverted to solve for D: 

D = -d/ [P n ln(r/r0 )] • (3) 

The statistical assumption may not be accurate for all types and energies 
of particles. However, the more the positions of the particles are randomized, 
the better the assumption will be. Randomization will be enhanced by insta
bilities in the wakes of the satellites in the manner discussed by R. A. 
Smith7 and by Huba and Wu ( 1976). Particles with substantial drift rates 
(£ 2: I MeV) will approach the satellite at a different longitude each time 
around, and this introduces another dimension of variability. Because the 
detectors have wide energy ranges, their responses cover a spectrum of 

'Seep. 1181. 
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different conditions. which may be appropriately represented by a statistical 
ensemble. Furthermore, the statistical assumption can be checked for self
consistency. We calculate the rms displacement of a set of particles in a time 
P, following the derivation given by Reif ( 1965): 

<ilU> = 4DP. (4) 

Using a satellite's period for P, from Eq. (4) we can obtain V < ilU >, or 
the width of the region over which the particles' positions are effectively 
randomized. For most values of D obtained by Mogro-Campero and Fillius, 
V < !iU > >> d, as required by the statistical approach. 

Deterministic models have been used to derive values for the diffusion 
coefficient by Simpson et al. ( 1974b) and by Thomsen and Goertz (1975). 
Their values have not differed substantially from the results of the statistical 
model, but with suitable refinement the deterministic approach may offer 
the ability to look further into the interaction between particles of satellites 
and to account for some of the detail in the observations of trapped radiation. 

B. Effect on Angular Distributions 

The angular distribution of the trapped radiation is also affected by the 
satellites. As predicted by Mead and Hess ( 1973) the probability of absorp
tion depends upon a particle's equatorial pitch angle. This is simply a geo
metrical effect depending upon whether or not the particle's bounce motion 
carries it across the satellite's orbital path. The vertigo diagrams (Figs. 4 and 
5) demonstrate how the magnetic latitude of the satellites varies with plane
tary longitude, and illustrate the zones where a particle which mirrors close 
to the equator can slip under the orbital path of a satellite and escape absorp
tion. 

The UCSD Trapped Radiation Detector observed changes in the pitch 
angle distributions which are consistent with this model of selective absorp
tion. Traces 2 and 3 in Fig. 13 show how the pancake-shaped angular distri
bution of9 MeV electrons sharpens as the particles diffuse past lo. Evidently 
particles with small equatorial pitch angles are absorbed preferentially. A 
more complete interpretation of Fig. 13 includes pitch angle diffusion to re
duce the sharpness of the angular distribution inside lo. This interpretation 
is discussed at greater length by Fillius et al. (1976). As exploited in that 
paper, the satellite serves again as a probe of trapped particle behavior. Fur
ther insights may be expected from analysis of these absorption features. 

C. Injection of Energetic Radiation 

Besides being a sink of particles. lo is also a source. Injection of particles 
is predicted by a sheath model for Io's interaction with the magnetosphere 
(Shawhan I 976). During the Pioneer IO flyby, local peaks were detected near 
the magnetic L shell of lo. Fillius and Mcilwain ( 197 4b) suggested that these 
were caused by a local source of particles, and Mcllwain and Fillius (I 975) 
demonstrated that the phase space density went through a local maximum 
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Fig. 13. Angular distrihution data for the UC:SD Cerenkov counter on Pioneer 10. The top 
trace is the spin-averaged count rate for electrons of L > 9 Me V. and shows the Io absorp
tion features. The second trace shows the modulation amplitude at twice the spin frequency. 
In the region of Io the higher amplitude indicates a sharper pancake angular distribution, 
but because the detector is in the spacecraft equatorial plane, it samples the pitch angle dis
tribution obliquely. The third trace shows the index. 11, that would result from representing 
the pitch angle distribution near n = rr/ 2 in the form sin" a. Again. higher values indicate a 
sharper pancake. and we sec that the pitch angle distribution is sharper when Pioneer 10 
crosses Io's L shell outhound as well. 
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Fig. 14. Counting rates in the inner region plotted versus the magnetic parameter, L, calcu
lated using D2 magnetic coordinates. Channel EI counts electrons of energy E > 0.16 Me V; 
C2 counts electrons of E > 9 MeV; and MI, electrons of E > 35 MeV. Note that the EI 
and C2 counting rates are multiplied by scaling factors in order to share the same vertical 
axis. (A) Pioneer 10 inbound; (B) Pioneer 10 outbound. 

here, proving the existence of a source. The peaks appear in Fig. 14 just in
side the inner edge of Io's sweeping region. They occurred only for Channels 
El, E2, and E3 for electron energies Ee > 150, 250, and 460 keV. The C 
and M detectors (Ee> 6 MeV and 35 MeV) did not record such a feature. 

As shown in Figures 4a and 4b, Pioneer IO crossed the L shell of lo 2 
hours (inbound) and 5½ hours ( outbound) after Io had passed the same longi
tude. Thus it was never near the instantaneous flux tube occupied by Io. 
Pioneer I I, on its inbound pass, was fortunate to come very close to the 
Io flux tube (see Fig. 5a). The exact miss distance depends upon the mag
netic field model because there was a large latitude difference between space
craft and satellite, and differences in magnetic declination are critical to the 
connection. The miss distance could be quoted as the actual distance from 
the spacecraft to the nearest point on the surface of the flux tube, but it is 
more useful to project the satellite and spacecraft positions to the magnetic 
equator along lines of force and measure the miss distance in the equatorial 
plane. Projected in this manner the miss distance from the center of Io was 
- I3,000 km (7 R,0 ) in D4 coordinates, and - 7000 km (4 R,0 ) in the D2 sys
tem. (The D2 and D4 magnetic models are defined by E. J. Smith et al.8 ) 

As Pioneer I I passed the Io flux tube, all channels of Detector E jumped 

'See pp. 788 and 39. 
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to the highest counting rates recorded in either flyby. This peak can be seen 
in Fig. 12, and in more detail in Fig. 15. Neither of the higher-energy chan
nels recorded such a spike, and the particle energies therefore were below 
several MeV. Certainly a local source is needed to explain such an impulsive 
event. 

Figure 15 also shows the relative coordinates of the spacecraft and Io as 
projected to the equator using the 0 2 system. It is similar for 0 4 • Pioneer 11 
apparently passed to the west of the flux tube, and the electron spike ended 
abruptly just as the spacecraft crossed the L shell of Io. As co-rotating mag
netospheric plasma goes from west to east faster than Io's orbital motion, the 
trajectory is on the upstream side of the satellite in this projection. This state
ment should be treated with caution, because the projection could look dif
ferent with a more complex magnetic field model. Also, lo itself could cause 
local disturbances which perturb the field. However, if the 0 2 projection is 
correct, particles upstream of lo should cause no more surprise than the 
other phenomena associated with this remarkable satellite. 

One of the virtues of the sheath acceleration model is that it makes spe
cific predictions which can be tested. The electron power content, energy 
spectra, angular distributions, and spatial extent are all important quantities 
to be determined. This information will be better known after more sophisti
cated analyses have been performed on the data, but in the preliminary in
spection there are differences between predictions and observations. The 
most significant of these differences are that (I) the pitch angle distribution 
is peaked perpendicular to the fieldline rather than parallel; (2) there seem 
to be electrons with energies exceeding the maximum available sheath poten
tial; and (3) the peak found by Pioneer 11 was outside the lo-sweeping region 
whereas those found by Pioneer IO were inside. Although this is disappoint
ing, the sheath model does achieve a major success in predicting an electron 
source of about the right energy, and it seems more likely that the sheath 
model needs to be embellished than that it should be dropped. 

V. THE BEHAVIOR OF ELECTRONS 
IN THE INNER JOVIAN MAGNETOSPHERE 

The inner radiation belts of Jupiter consist of stably trapped particles in a 
dipole-like magnetic field, and the methods of radiation-belt theory devel
oped for Earth are applicable with minor modifications. The Pioneer 10 flyby 
demonstrated that, as in the case of Earth, the inner Jovian radiation belt is 
populated by particles which have diffused inward toward the planet (Mcil
wain and Fillius I 97 5). The value of the radial diffusion coefficient has been 
estimated from a study of the absorption of these particles by the satellites 
(Sec. IV). Evidence for pitch angle diffusion has been found in the angular 
distributions and in an analysis of the radial profile of the trapped electron 
density (Fillius et al. 1976). 

These effects are easiest to see after the data have been converted to 
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density, T, in phase space, which we express in units of(eY sec)-'1• We relate 
T to the radiation intensity by T = 900 j I (p c)2 where pc is the particle mo
mentum times the velocity of light expressed jointly in Me V, andj is the flux 
of particles cm-2 sec- 1 sr- 1 Mev-1• As a consequence of Liouville's Theo
rem, the phase space density should be constant along a dynamical trajectory. 
It follows that, in the absence of sources or sinks, T should be constant every
where, and it also follows that in time-stationary circumstances a local maxi
mum is a sure manifestation of a source. Trajectories that intersect an ab
sorbing surface, such as the planet or a satellite, become vacated forward of 
the point of intersection. The image of the absorber is projected forward as 
a cluster of vacant trajectories- a forbidden cone in velocity space. Although 
Liouville's Theorem assures us that the cones always retain their identities, 
the orbits of trapped particles are so complex that forbidden and allowed 
cones become microscopically intermingled in a very complicated way. No 
realizable detector can resolve the individual allowed and forbidden cones: 
all that can be measured is a macroscopic average. A sink, local or not, di
lutes the volume of phase space that is occupied at full density with an inex
tricable volume that is vacant, and a detector senses this dilution as a reduc
tion in the apparent phase space density. A theoretical basis for dealing with 
this mixture has been worked out (Birmingham et al. I 967: Birmingham et 
al. 1974) and a diffusion-like equation is obtained for the ensemble-averaged 
phase space density. It is this, the macroscopic or ensemble-averaged phase 
space density, that we refer to in this chapter as T. 

Figure 16 shows near-equatorial profiles of T versus L for electrons over 
a range of values of the first adiabatic invariant. These are from the Pioneer 
l O inbound pass, and the method used to obtain T from the data is described 
by Mcilwain and Fillius ( 1975). It is immediately apparent that the major 
source is on the left, there is a sink on the right, and the net diffusive flow is 
toward the planet. At low energies, a subsidiary maximum occurs just inside 
the orbit of lo at L = 5.9. This corresponds to the peak seen in Fig. 14, but 
since it appears in the phase space density, Liouville's Theorem proves that 
it is caused by a local source. 

If Fig. 16 is a solution of the radial transport equation, one can demon
strate that losses must take place throughout the region 3 ,s L ,s l 0. Lump
ing sources and sinks into one term, S. the radial equation is 

(5) 

where D is the radial diffusion coefficient. Inside IO R, most profiles in Fig. 
16 can be described by a power law with slope of 4. Thus we will write as 
a solution of Eq. (5), T(L) = T 1L"r with n7 = 4. Mogro-Camperd' has repre
sented the diffusion coefficient as a power law in L, namely D(L) = D 1L 11 n, 

with n0 = 4. Anticipating that it is a sink, we treat the source/ sink term as 

"See p. 1203. 
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Fig. 16. Phase space density T versus L at several values of the first adiabatic invariant. 
The second invariant is approximately zero. The physical processes acting on the particles 
are more apparent after the data have been converted to density in phase space. 
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. I . . d . S dr d [ (-t) ] 7 F. II an exponentm m time, an wnte = dt = dt To exp T = -T. ma Y, 

assuming that Fig. 16 represents a steady state solution, !: = 0. Substi

tuting these representations into Eq. (5) and differentiating, we get 

I D(L) T = f;2 (nv + n, - 3) nT. (6) 

Note that a lack of distributed losses would correspond to T = 00 , and in that 
case the equation would balance only if n0 + n, - 3 = 0. As it stands, the 
equation will not balance without distributed losses, and their lifetime is 
given by 

(7) 

At L = 5, T = I yr. 
The identity of the loss mechanism has been discussed by Fillius et al. 

( 1976) and they conclude that the particles are lost from the equator by pitch 
angle diffusion into the planetary loss cone. The particle trajectories are thus 
vacated in the atmosphere, which is accessed along the line of force after 
pitch angle scattering takes place at the equator. 

VI. MULTIPLE PEAKS NEAR PIONEER 11 PERIAPSIS 

Data from Pioneer 11 exhibit multiple peaks in the particle flux profiles 
near the closest approach to the planet. These are shown in Fig. 17 and their 
positions are listed in Table II l. Note that the same features appear in both 
electron and proton profiles. Two of the minima, N 1 and N4, are reasonably 
attributed to sweeping by Amalthea. There is some imprecision in matching 
L values, but this is presumably caused by uncertainties in the present mag
netic field models. The remaining minima (and the maxima which comple
ment them) are unexplained. 

The reason for this multiple structure is a mystery, and it is one of the 
new and challenging problems of the Jovian radiation belts. Hypotheses 
that are specific to only one particle species cannot account for the fact that 
protons and electrons both exhibit the same features. Thus latitude-depen
dent synchrotron radiation losses, or regions of critical wave-particle inter
actions, seem to be incomplete explanations. One may speculate that our 
proton detector is really responding to electrons. The reader is referred to 
our earlier paper (Fillius and Mcilwain 1974b) for an account of the particle 
identification and background elimination procedures, but he will probably 
derive greater satisfaction from the fact that the University of Chicago 
fission detector independently recorded similar proton features (Simpson 
et al. 1975). We regard the experimental evidence as convincing. 
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Fig. 17. Electron and proton !luxes measured near the closest approach of Pioneer 11 to 
Jupiter ( 1.6 R I from the center of the planet at 5" 23"'). The multiple peak structure is un
explained, and could be accounted for by magnetic field anomalies, a dust ring, or some other 
cause. 

It remains, then, to explain the unexpected features with a mechanism 
that operates on both protons and electrons. The simplest is absorption by 
a solid body. Indeed. we have attributed minima NI and N4 to the sweeping 
effects of Amalthea. If the magnetic field is so distorted that the particle 
drift shells become rippled. the spacecraft could have passed through these 
features again. Alternatively. in a distorted field some of the drift shells 
might dip down to the planet's surface and be emptied. Detailed calculations 
of particle drift shells will be necessary to test these hypotheses. Further
more, the results of the calculations will only be as good as the magnetic 
field models, and the magnetometer experimenters have cautioned us against 
extrapolating to the planet's surface. However, it may still be possible to 
test these ideas. 
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TABLE III 
Lenocentric Coordinates 

for Particle Features in Figure I 7 

Zenocentric Coordinates 

Latitude Longitude 111 
(R,) (deg) (deg) 

1.78 -39.5 312 

1.62 -24.6 342 

1.60 -18.2 351 

1.66 t- 3.9 22 

1.74 + 12.0 33 

1.82 T 18.3 43 

2.11 t- 31.0 67 
·-----

925 

A more radical hypothesis has been raised by Acuna and Ness ( 1976). 
They suggest that, if the drift shells are not sufficiently complex, the possi
bility should be considered of another, hitherto undetected, satellite inside 
the orbit of Amalthea. It would not have to be a single mass, for a ring of 
smaller particles could do the job as well. Indeed, since minima N 2 and N 3 
are inside the Roche limit, a particle ring is more likely. Considering the 
similarities between Jupiter and Saturn, there seems to be no a priori reason 
against a dust ring near Jupiter, too. However, there are obvious questions 
which need to be investigated. Why has there been no optical detection of 
such a ring? What would be the gravitational effect on the other satellites 
and on the Pioneer spacecraft? Would one expect the Pioneer Meteoroid 
Detectors 10 to detect the ring when they passed near it? This exciting hy
pothesis has obvious problems, and it will take some time to sort out all of 
the possibilities and ramifications. 

Acknowledgement. We thank C. Mcilwain, A. Mogro-Campero. and W-H. 
Ip for their collaboration on the work reviewed here. This research was 
supported by NASA Contracts NAS 2-5602, NAS 2-6552, and NASA 
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'"See p. 1062. 
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HIGH-ENERGY PARTICLES IN THE 
JOVIAN MAGNETOSPHERE 

J. A. VAN ALLEN 
The University of Iowa 

A diiest is ii1·en of the principal obsen·ational findini;s of the University of /o1rn 
experiments on Pioneers JO and I I during their passage; throuih the mainetosphere of 
Jupiter in November-December /973 and November-December /974, respecti1·ely. 
Data and phenomeno/oiical interpretations are presented on absolute energy spectra, 
aniular distributions, and positional distributions of electrons in several energy ranges 
.f,,r energie.1 Ee > 40 keV and of protons in the ener1;y range 0.61 < E,, < 3.41 MeV. 
Some provisional suggestions are made on the physical dynamics of the Jovian ma1;
netosphere and on their differences from those of the earth's magnetosphere. 

In I 955 Burke and Franklin ( I 955) reported the first persuasive evidence 
that Jupiter is a non-thermal source of radio noise. Their early observations 
of sporadic bursts of noise were made principally at a frequency f = 22.2 
MHz (decametric wavelengths). During the subsequent twenty years, a 
large body of knowledge has been developed on the properties of the Jupi
ter system as a non-thermal (as well as a thermal) radio emitter. Valuable 
reviews of the original work have been given by various authors as the sub
ject has developed, most recently by Carr and Gulkis (1969) and by War
wick ( 1970). 1 The presently known phenomena fall into two qualitatively 
different classes. 

In the decametric range (f < 40 MHz): 

(a) The emissions are sporadic. 
(b) The angular diameter of the source, if phase-incoherent, is less than 

0.1 arcsecond, i.e., less than I/ 400th of that of the planet (Dulk 1970). 
(c) The probability of occurrence of bursts is synchronous with the rotation 

of the planet and in fact defines a planet-fixed longitude system (Sys
tem III) with high precision. 

(d) The probability of occurrence of bursts is further modulated in a pat
tern related to the orbital phase of the satellite Io relative to the 
planet-earth line. 

'See pp. 621. 693 and 1146. 

[ 928] 
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The decametric emissions are attributed to instabilities in plasma distribu
tions within the external magnetic field of the planet. The upper limit of the 
spectrum of decametric bursts (f = 40 MHz) has been interpreted as the 
electron gyro-frequency at the source. It corresponds to a magnetic field 
strength of 14 gauss, probably in the ionosphere of the planet. 

Non-thermal emissions in the decimetric range (f?:, 200 MHz) are of a 
quite different nature: 

(a) The source is a toroidal region encircling the planet with the central 
plane of the toroid tilted about I 0° to the equatorial plane. 

(b) The major diameter of the toroid is about two times the diameter of 
the planet. 

(c) The radiation is strongly plane polarized with the electric vector par
allel to the central plane of the toroid. 

(d) The flux density S diminishes by only a factor of - 2 as the wavelength 
increases from 5 to 180 cm. 

(e) The emission is essentially time-independent in intensity and spectral 
form, though there is some evidence for a small fractional variation in 
intensity over periods of several years. 

Following the original suggestion of Drake and H vatum ( 1959), the deci
metric emission is interpreted as synchrotron radiation by relativistic elec
trons (£,, 2: 0.5 Me Y) trapped in the external di polar magnetic field of the 
planet, as in the Van Allen radiation belts of the earth. 

In adopting the synchrotron interpretation, many authors have proposed 
models of the energy spectra and distribution of relativistic electrons in the 
Jovian magnetosphere. The radio data do not fix the various parameters of 
such models uniquely but do confine their values to a finite volume in param
eter space. No useful information is obtained on energetic protons. 

The non-thermal radio emissions of Jupiter distinguish it from all of the 
other planets, except the earth and possibly Saturn (within present knowl
edge), and have provided a special motivation for the in situ investigation 
of Jupiter. 

I. IN SITU OBSERVATION OF THE 
MAGNETOSPHERE OF JUPITER 

Particle-detecting instruments on the two NASA Ames Research Cen
ter spacecraft Pioneers 10 and 11 have provided a large body of definitive 
information on the energy spectra, angular distributions, and positional dis
tributions of energetic electrons and protons in the Jovian magnetosphere. 
Detailed results from the two flyby missions have been published previously 
in the 25 January I 974 issue of Science, in the I September I 974 issue of the 
Journal <~f Geophysical Research, and in the 2 May 1975 issue of Science. 
This chapter does not attempt to give a comprehensive review of all these 
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results. Rather, it emphasizes some of the principal findings of the Univer
sity of Iowa experiments on Pioneers 10 and 11 and offers some interpre
tative suggestions. 

The hyperbolic encounter trajectory of Pioneer 10 with Jupiter was pro
grade in a plane inclined 13~8 to the planet's equatorial plane and passed 
through periapsis at a radial distance of 2.85 RJ (l RJ = 71,372 km, the 
adopted value of the equatorial radius of the planet) at 3h 12m ERT [earth 
received time (UT) of the telemetered data] on 4 December 1973. The 
encounter trajectory of Pioneer 11 was retrograde in a plane inclined at 
51?8 and passed through periapsis at a radial distance of 1.60 RJ at 6h 3m 
ERT on 3 December 1974. 

Our instrument has been described in detail by Baker (197 3 ), Van Allen 
et al. (1974a), and Van Allen et al. (1975). Briefly, we measure the absolute 
intensities, energy spectra, and angular distributions of electrons (Ee > 0.040 
Me V) in a number of energy ranges and, on Pioneer 11, the absolute inten
sities and angular distributions of protons 0.61 < Ev < 3.41 MeV, all on a 
point-by-point basis along the encounter trajectories. Positional data and 
attitude data for the rotating spacecraft are supplied by the Ames Research 
Center and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory as are all of the raw telemetry data. 

II. PIONEER 10 OBSERVATIONS 

Survey of Observations 

Figure 1 shows an ecliptic-plane projection of the encounter trajectory 
of Pioneer IO relative to the planet and Fig. 2 shows the trajectory as pro
jected on the (non-uniformly) rotating magnetic meridian plane through the 
spacecraft. The adopted magnetic field model as specified in Fig. 2 is one 
derived from our own particle measurements as sketched in a later section. 

Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 show absolute intensities of electrons in several 
energy ranges as a function of ERT during the course of the encounter. 
The most noteworthy features of a general nature are the following: 

(a) The physical dimensions of the magnetosphere are on the order of 
twice as great as had been expected from scaling the earth's magnetosphere 
to the radio astronomical value of the magnetic moment of the planet and to 
the anticipated solar wind conditions there. On the sunward side, the pres
ence of energetic particles was first detected at 109 RJ (7. 78 x 106 km) and 
on the dawn side it was observed out to over 150 R.1 ( 10. 7 x I 06 km). Thus 
assuming that the dimension on the dusk side is also 150 RJ, the magneto
sphere subtends an angle of 2° as viewed from the earth at opposition. 

(b) There is a remarkably high spectral intensity of relativistic electrons 
in the outer magnetosphere, even in the magnetosheath. Such energetic 
electrons are incompatible with the expectations for a thermalized solar 
wind. 
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Fig. I. Projection on the ecliptic plane of the hyperbolic encounter trajectory of Pioneer I 0 
with Jupiter and the orbits of the four inner satellites. The numbers / and 2 on the orbits of 
Io (JI), Europa (J II), and Ganymede (J III) show the positions of each of these satellites at 
the times that the spacecraft crossed the L shell of that satellite, inbound and outbound, 
respectively. The number 3 shows the position of Amalthea (JV) at the time that the space
craft was at periapsis, marked P; Ye; designates Jupiter's vernal equinox, and Yw designates 
earth's vernal equinox. Note that the spacecraft's spin axis is parallel to the planet-Earth 
line throughout the encounter (Van Allen et al. I 974a). 

(c) On 1 December at a radial distance of about 50 RJ, there was a 6-
hour duration drop of intensities to magnetosheath values. This result, when 
taken together with the magnetic and plasma data, corresponds to a transient 
compression of the outer boundary of the magnetosphere by a factor of two 
in radial dimension, thus signifying the delicacy of the pressure balance in 
the outer magnetosphere. 

(d) The omnidirectional intensity of electrons of energy Ee > 0.060 
Me V has a maximum value of 4 x 108 cm-2 sec- 1 in the inner magneto
sphere. The energy spectrum is relatively flat out to = 10 MeV and then 
falls off more steeply toward higher energies. 
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Fig. 2. The time-labeled trace of Pioneer I O's encounter trajectory in magnetic polar co
ordinates (magnetic meridian plane projection) for the Jovian centered dipole: tilt= 9~5: 
A111 ( I 957) = 230°. The cross hatching shows the regions that bound the orbits of lo. Europa. 
and Ganymede in this coordinate system. The time is earth received time (ERT) (Van 
Allen et al. 1974a). 

(e) In our lower-energy channels there is a signature in the intensity
time profiles associated with passage through the magnetic shells of the 
satellites Ganymede, Europa, and lo (cf. Fig. 2). The general nature of the 
intensity versus radial distance curve strongly suggests that each of the satel
lites inhibits (by physical sweeping) the inward diffusion of particles and 
greatly reduces the intensity that would have existed inward of their mag
netic shells if they were not present.:! These effects are progressively less 
important at higher electron energies. There is an apparent peak in the inten
sity of lower-energy electrons interior to the lo shell on the inbound pass, 
suggesting local injection. 

(f) Most notably on the outbound portion of the trajectory (Fig. 5) but 
also evident on the inbound portion (particularly for higher-energy electrons) 
(Fig. 3), there is a persistent well-ordered I 0-hour modulation of intensity. 
This is identified with the rotational period of the planet. 

(g) Throughout the encounter, even within the inner magnetosphere 
(Fig. 4) there are marked temporal variations of intensity especially at the 

'See p. 1203. 
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Fig. 4. Absolute omnidirectional intensities of electrons in six integral energy ranges as a 
function of time during Pioneer I O's traversal of the inner magnetosphere. The geometrical 
sweeping regions of the three inner Galilean satellites are shown by vertical shaded bars 
(Baker and Van Allen 1976b). 

lower energies. These variations are taken to signify dynamic, unstable 
conditions. 

The Magnetodisc 

The magnetometer data (Smith et al. I 97 4a)3 show that inside a radial 
distance r = 12 RJ the magnetic field is approximately dipolar whereas out
side of 20 R.1 it is strongly distended. The region 12 < r < 20 RJ is one of 
transition. Taking these results together with our particle data we have pro
posed (Van Allen et al. I 974h) the disc model of Jupiter's magnetosphere 
shown in Fig. 7 with magnetic field lines near the magnetic equator being 

"Seep. 788. 
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closed, and hence capable of trapping charged particles out to r ?: 100 R.,. 
The model corresponds most particularly to data on the outbound portion of 
the trajectory (Fig. 5). In the interest of presenting a first-order schematic 
model we suggested originally that the central plane of the thin magnetodisc 
was coincident with the magnetic equatorial plane and therefore inclined 
at 9~5 to the rotational equatorial plane of the planet. The corresponding 
wobbling of the disc as the planet rotates would reproduce the observations 
(cf. Fig. 2 as extended to greater radii). A second feature of the original sug
gestion was that the magnetodisc had approximate axial symmetry about the 
magnetic dipolar axis of the planet. This second feature was already known 
to be only a crude approximation as is evident from comparing Fig. 3 (sun
ward side) and Fig. 5 (dawn side). On the basis of these Pioneer IO data and 
more decisively on the basis of high-latitude data from Pioneer 11 to be 
considered below, it is now clear that the magnetodisc is much blunted (i.e., 
extends to much higher latitudes) on the sunward side of the magnetosphere. 
Restricting consideration to the dawnward form of the magnetodisc, Smith 
et al. (1974b) have contested the first feature of our model, its rigid coin
cidence with the magnetic equatorial plane. On the basis of a semi-intuitive 
interpretation of their magnetic field data, they suggest that the magneto
disc is bent away progressively from the magnetic equatorial plane toward 
parallelism with the rotational equatorial plane as r increases. However, 
Goertz ( 1976) has demonstrated that the bent (or flapping) magnetodisc 
model of Smith et al. is inconsistent with both simple geometric and de
tailed physical considerations (cf. Hill et al. 1974). Goertz finds that the 
best-fit model is one more nearly resembling the rigid disc model and he 
further shows that the magnetic field observations themselves are consistent 
with the rigid model even though they were invoked by the magnetometer 
experiments to support the bent disc model. 

Orientation of the Magnetic Dipolar Moment of the Planet 

The decimetric radio astronomical observations (see above) have yielded 
values for the tilt of the dipole, its (lack of) eccentricity, and the System III 
longitudes of its poles. The decametric observations have yielded an approx
imate value of the absolute magnetic moment, and both decimetric and deca
metric evidence has shown that the magnetic north pole is in the northern 
hemisphere of the planet, corresponding to the opposite polarity relationship 
between magnetic moment and rotational angular momentum that exists for 
the earth. 

The conventional expectation is that direct magnetic vector measure
ments will give superior determinations of all of the above quantities as well 
as those corresponding to higher order moments. This is doubtless true, 
given sufficient instrumental accuracy and a sufficiently comprehensive, 
three-dimensional network of observations. However, point-by-point mea
surements along a single flyby trajectory have substantial deficiencies in 
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w 

Fig. 7. A heuristic sketch of the magnetodisc model of the outer magnetosphere of Jupiter, 
showing topology of the magnetic field and the region of trapped energetic particles. The 
outer tip of the sketch is at a radial distance of I 00 to I 50 R,. The planet's rotational axis is 
denoted by <u and its magnetic axis by M (Yan Allen et al. 1974h). See text for qualifying 
discussion. 

meeting the second criterion. We show that the orientation of the magnetic 
dipolar moment can be determined by particle measurements alone, without 
use of magnetic field data. This method has, in fact, a certain potential supe
riority in that the particle data automatically correspond to a longitudinally 
averaged situation rather than to a point-by-point one. The technique is to 
adopt the tilt of the dipole axis and the longitude of its north pole as free pa
rameters, and then to find the values of these two parameters that yield the 
best closure of inbound and outbound data (corrected to the equator) on 
energetic electron intensities as a function of magnetic shell parameter. The 
System III longitude of the spacecraft increases from 231° at r = 4 RJ in
bound to 264° at r = 4 R.1 outbound. Because of this small difference in 
longitude, we considered it futile to introduce three additional parameters to 
characterize an offset, i.e., we assumed a centered dipole. 

The process is illustrated by the succession of Figs. 8, 9, and IO wherein 
latitude corrections have been made by assuming various simple pitch-angle 
dependences as shown. Our best values are 9~5 for the tilt and 230° for the 
System 111 ( 1957 .OJ longitude of the north pole. The closure of data except 
for L < 4 is relatively insensitive to the assumed angular distribution. It de
teriorates perceptively for tilts different from the above value by ± 0~5 and 
for longitudes different by± 3°. There is no di polar model which will produce 
closure for L 2 12, unless one invokes a very special ad hoc dependence of 
the angular distribution. We carried out our analysis at a time when the tilt 
determined by the magnetometer (Smith et al. 1974a) was 14~7, a value that 
we found unacceptable (Fig. 8). A fuller analysis of the magnetometer data 
later yielded a tilt of 10~6 (Smith et al. 1974b). 

Energy Spectra and Phase Space Densities 

Exemplary energy spectral data for electrons, taken from an extensive 
study by Baker and Yan Allen ( 1976a), are shown in Fig. 11. The adopted 
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939 

where J is the omnidirectional intensity in cm-2 sec- 1 , Eis the kinetic energy 
in MeV, and Hand n are fitting parameters. 

Energy spectra are valuable for certain purposes, but one obtains a more 
useful formulation for diffusional and other dynamical analyses by convert
ing the energy spectra to phase space density as a function of magnetic mo-
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ment J(µ,) (cf. Mcllwain and Fillius 1975). Such a formulation is shown in 
Fig. 12. The values of all three flµ,) diminish decisively and strongly toward 
lesser r for r < 12 R.J, thus making it virtually certain that the predominant 
source of inward diffusing electrons is outside of that radius.f(µ,1) andfiµ,2) 
have absolute maxima at considerably greater r but vary indecisively for 
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Fig. 11. Sample electron energy spectra within the central magnetosphere (r < 20 R,1). The 
magnetic shell parameters L and magnetic latitudes A are based on the centered dipole model 
with a tilt of 9~5 toward System Ill (1957.0) longitude of 230°. Integral intensity points arc 
connected by smooth curves and approximate spectral parameters are given (Baker and Van 
Allen 1976a). 

r > 12 RJ; f(µ,:i) appears to diminish monotonically toward lesser r for r < 
60 RJ, though it is less well determined than /(µ, 1) and f(µ, 2). 

Angular Distributions 

A detailed study of the Pioneer IO data on angular distributions of elec
trons has been made by Sentman and Van Allen (1976). Angular distribu
tions having a maximum at pitch angle ex = 90° and minima at 0° and 180° 
are called "pancake" distributions and those having a minimum at 90° and 
maxima at 0° and 180° are called "dumbbell" distributions. The following 
summary of observations is quoted from the above cited paper: 

'The run of observations suggests the following summary of the 
spatial distribution of electron £,, > 0.06 MeV pitch-angle distribu
tions for the regions of the Jovian magnetosphere surveyed during the 
Pioneer 10 encounter. 
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"( l) The inner core hard trapping region R :S 12 RJ displays pitch 
angle distributions that are pancake in character for all measured low
energy electrons. These distributions are of the same type as those de
duced previously for higher energy electrons (Ee > 21 Me V) in this 
region [Van Allen et al. l 974a, l 974b; Simpson et al. l 974; Fillius 
and Mcllwain 1974]. 

"(2) The region between 12 and 25 RJ shows strong field-aligned 
bidirectional anisotropies. The maximum strength of these anisotropies 
occurs at approximately 20 ± 3 RJ. Electrons of the lowest energies 
observed show the largest degree of anisotropy, while electrons with 
energies greater than about 5 MeV show very little of the anisotropic 
behavior prevalent at lower energies. 

"(3) The nature of electron pitch-angle distributions in the outer 
magnetosphere R ?: 25 RJ is dependent on local time and on effective 
magnetic latitude. Near the noon meridian at distances between - 25 
and 40 RJ weak anisotropies show periodic behavior corresponding 
to the l 0-hour rotational period of the planet. The nature of the peri
odicities at this local time is such that dumbbells occur on or near the 
magnetic equator, while weak pancakes appear at off-equatorial lati
tudes. The distributions on the noonside of Jupiter at distances of 
60- l 00 RJ show weak dumbbells (bidirectional). The occurrence and 
persistence of these anisotropies seem to show a correlation with the 
degree of disorderliness in the magnetic field, such as is displayed dur
ing DOY's 333 and 334. Two brief instances of unidirectional field
aligned streaming suggest the existence of dynamical processes in this 
region. Near the dawn meridian at distances greater than 25 RJ the 
particle distributions for each of the detected energies are predominant
ly isotropic. Exceptions to this isotropy occurred briefly for the lowest 
energy electrons at distances of about 40 RJ." 

The corresponding interpretative remarks of Sentman and Van Allen are 
as follows: 

"The pancake distributions inside of 12 RJ are considered to be 
roughly analogous to those in the strong trapping regions of the terres
trial radiation belts. Presumably these distributions result from inward 
radial diffusion with approximate conservation of the first and second 
adiabatic invariants µ, and J and from the inevitable existence of loss 
cones near a = 0° and 180°. 

"In quasi-trapping regions of the terrestrial magnetosphere, dumb
bell distributions prevail [Haskell 1969]. It is tempting to apply analo
gous considerations to the distributions in the Jovian magnetodisc, 
though we do not pretend to offer any full explanation of the observa
tions. 

"The following further remarks are of a qualitative and descriptive 
nature. 
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"(a) Isotropic and dumbbell distributions suggest quasi-trapping or 
durable trapping with a wide distribution of mirror points. The sugges
tion is stronger for dumbbell distributions. In neither case is it rigorous, 
because open field lines having kinks and many back-scattering centers 
can masquerade as closed field lines. An analysis of the magnetic field 
topology in the magnetodisc by the Euler potential technique does, 
however, strongly indicate that magnetic field lines near the central 
plane of the magnetodisc are indeed closed, whereas the relatively un
populated lines above and below the magnetodisc are open [ Goertz 
et al. 1976]. 

"(b) On the upper and lower faces of the magnetodisc (defined as 
the distant magnetospheric region populated by electrons Ee > 0.06 
MeV), there is presumably a transition region of time-variable openness 
and closedness. Particles having pitch angles near 0° and 180° will leak 
out preferentially during transient openness, thus tending to produce 
pancake distributions, as observed. An illuminating example of such an 
effect occurred on DOY 331 immediately inside the sunward magneto
pause ... Another occurred on DOY 335 immediately following the 
particle intensity 'dropout' on that day. 

"(c) Further local time and real-time effects on the angular distribu
tions may be expected during the cyclic diurnal expansion and com
pression of the outer magnetosphere as well as during transient fluctua
tions induced by variable solar wind pressure. 

"(d) The possibility that the strong dumbbell distributions in the 
radial range 12- 25 R.1 might be a natural result of injection of low 
energy electrons at the magnetopause and subsequent inward diffusion 
in the much distended magnetodisc field has been investigated by a 
numerical experiment. For this purpose there was constructed a mag
netic field model approximating the main features of the distended field 
observed by Smith et al. [ 1974b] on the dawn side of Jupiter. Particles 
with various pitch angles were injected at 50 R.1 on the magnetic equa
tor and imagined to diffuse inward under the conservation of the adia
batic invariants µ and 1. The equatorial pitch angles of the particles 
were then numerically evaluated as a function of radial distance from 
Jupiter. The calculations showed that all particle pitch angles drifted 
toward 90° as the particles diffused toward the undistorted dipole field, 
even when the particles were in the severely distended region of the 
model. Therefore, pitch angle distributions comprising such particles 
should show a progressive increase at a = 90° and depletion at the ends 
of the distribution as inward diffusion proceeds. In particular, iso
tropic injection at 50 R.1 should result in pancake distributions every
where interior to this point ifµ and 1 are conserved and if large scale 
electric fields are absent. Thus such a simple set of assumptions regard
ing particle diffusion conditions does not account for the observed 
dumbbell distributions at 20 R.1." 
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III. PIONEER 11 OBSERVATIONS 

Survey of Observations 

Figures 13 and 14 show the encounter trajectory of Pioneer 11 and Figs. 
15, 16, and 17 show the time dependence of absolute intensities of electrons 
in several energy ranges and of protons in a chosen energy range. These fig
ures are comparable to those given earlier for Pioneer I 0. 

The Pioneer 11 observations are generally confirmatory of those with 
Pioneer 10 but because of improvements in our instrument and because of 
the quite different geometrical nature of the encounter trajectory, important 
new results were obtained (Van Allen et al. 197 5). 

Magnetodisc 

On the inbound trajectory the first crossing of the bow shock was identi
fied by the magnetometer (Smith et al. 1975)4 and plasma analyzer (Mihalov 
et al. 1975)5 experimenters at 4h 20m ERT on 26 November I 974 at r = 
109.7 RJ. Thereafter there occurred two magnetopause crossings, then two 
bow shock crossings, and a "final" durable crossing of the magnetopause at 
about 65 RJ on 29 November (Fig. 15). Again we note there is a JO-hour 
modulation similar to that observed by Pioneer IO on its inbound trajectory, 
at a similar local time. Absolute particle intensities are of comparable magni
tudes for both cases but details of intensity versus r curves are quite different. 

The observations of the outer magnetosphere by Pioneer 11 on the out
bound portion of its trajectory are generally similar to those inbound despite 
the much higher latitude outbound (Fig. 14). It is noted that both inbound 
and outbound trajectories of Pioneer 11 (Fig. 13) are on the sunward side of 
the planet. Thus, there are three generally similar runs of data (Pioneer 10 
inbound and Pioneer 11 inbound and outbound) in the outer magnetosphere 
and one that is quite different (Pioneer IO outbound). The three similar cases 
are all on the sunward side of the planet whereas the different case (Figs. 5 
and 6) is on the dawn side. If this limited body of results is taken to be char
acteristic of the situation, then the magnetodisc, which is thin on the dawn 
side, is much blunted and extends to much higher latitudes on the sunward 
side but still exhibits the I 0-hour modulation. Although nothing is yet known 
about the configuration of the magnetodisc on the dusk and anti-sunward 
sides of the planet, it already seems reasonably certain that the magnetodisc 
undergoes diurnal pumping to a quite important degree. The significance of 
this pumping process in energizing particles and in inducing their diffusion 
has not yet been adequately considered. 

Distribution of Quite Energetic Electrons in the Inner Magnetosphere 

In Fig. 18, we show a family of iso-counting rate contours in the magnetic 
meridian plane as derived from the counting rate versus time data from detec-

4See p. 788. 'See p. 855. 
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Fig. 15. Absolute omnidirectional intensities of electrons in four integral energy ranges and 
of protons in one differential energy range as a function of time during Pioneer 11 's inbound 
traversal of the outer magnetosphere. "DOY" means day of year; e.g., DOY 331 is 27 
November (of 1974). 
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Fig. 17. Similar to Fig. 15 except for outbound traversal of the outer magnetosphere. 
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Fig. I 8. I so-counting rate contours (counts per second) for energetic electron detector C. 

Omnidirectional intensities of electrons E,. > 21 MeV are found by multiplying the counting 

rate by 23. This figure shows combined observations from the Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 
missions based on the use of a centered dipole model with a tilt of 9~5 toward System 111 

( 1957 .0) longitudes of 230" and 233°. respectively. Circles and triangles are observed points 

for Pioneer 10 and Pioneer IL respectively: x's and crosses are corresponding reflections in 
the magnetic equatorial plane (Van Allen et al. 1975). 

tor C on both Pioneer IO and Pioneer 11. The contours refer to electrons 
Ep > 21 MeV. In both cases, the counting rate was a relatively smooth, and 
apparently stable, function of position. Hence this distribution can be taken, 
provisionally at least, to represent the time-independent situation and hence 
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to provide basic data for calculating the synchrotron emission throughout the 
region of interest. The equatorial profile of the contours in Fig. 18 is shown 
in Fig. I 9. The maximum in the omnidirectional intensity is J = 3 .8 x I 07 

cm- ~ sec- 1 at r = 2.5 R.1, and the dependence of Jon r is a falling exponential 
in the range 3.5 < r < 12 R.1 with an e-folding length 1.42 R.,. Analyses of 
this type are underway for both lower and higher energy electrons. The lati
tude dependence of omnidirectional intensity J along magnetic shells having 
a constant value of the Mcilwain parameter Lis shown as a function of the 
parameter (B0 / B) in Fig. 20. In a di polar field at constant L, 

(2) 

where B0 is the magnetic field strength at the equator and B is its value at 
latitude A.. We have previously suggested (Yan Allen et al. 1975) that these 
curves correspond to the expectation of pitch-angle scattering by the reso
nant interaction between whistler-mode noise and high-energy electrons in 
the manner first discussed for the terrestrial magnetosphere by Kennel and 
Petschek ( 1966). 

Angular Distribution of Particles 

Our Pioneer I I observations of the angular distributions of electrons in 
various energy ranges generally confirm those with Pioneer I 0 , as quoted 
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Fig. 20. Dependence of the omnidirectional intensity of electrons Ee > 21 MeV on (B0 / B) 
for several values of L as derived from Fig. I 8. The black circles are the observed points; 
solid lines are according to the Kennel-Petschek theory of whistler-mode, pitch-angle 
scattering. °'c is the loss cone angle at the equator as found by fitting the theoretical curve to 
the observations. The vertical scale is arbitrary and different for each set of data (Van Allen 
et al. I 975). 

above (Sentman and Van Allen 1976). Significant new observations of par
ticle streaming will be referred to in a later section. 

By virtue of our solid-state detector on Pioneer 11, but not on Pioneer I 0, 
we were able to make an important new class of angular distribution mea
surements throughout the encounter period, except during occultation of the 
spacecraft by the planet. (Stored data were obtained during this period of 42 
minutes but at too low a bit rate to yield angular distributions.) In the inner 
magnetosphere the angular distributions of protons 0.61 < Ep < 3.41 MeV 
are usually of "pancake" form with a maximum intensity at pitch angle a= 
90° and minima at a= 0° and I 80°. In some cases, however, there is a sec
ondary minimum at a = 90° and two maxima symmetrically positioned at 
greater and lesser values of a ("butterfly" distributions). Examples of both 
types are given in Fig. 21. 

Such angular distributions are valuable for many different purposes. One 
of these is the checking of magnetic field models. The axis of the uniformly 
rotating spacecraft ( I 1.89 sec period) is pointed continuously at the earth to 
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Fig. 21. Some sample pitch-angle distributions of protons 0.61 < EP < 3.41 MeV in the inner 
magnetosphere (Pioneer 11 ). The instrumental profile is shown in the left-hand panel. a 0 is 
the equatorial pitch angle and >...,, is the magnetic latitude (Sentman and Van Allen 1976). 

an accuracy of better than l 0 • By means of sun- and star-sensors the orien
tation of reference axes fixed in the spacecraft is known as a function of time. 
Hence, detector counting rates as a function of time can be referenced to an 
inertial coordinate system. We have analyzed our data as a function of the 
roll angle cf,. measured from the ascending node of the spacecraft's equatorial 
plane on the ecliptic, by making a second-order Fourier analysis of counting 
rates 

f(cf,) = M [I+ K cos 2 (cf,- ll)]. (3) 

Values of K and ll as a function of time for a 6-hour period around periapsis 
are shown in Fig. 22. The computed values of ll have an estimated accuracy 
of± l 0 • Shown as smooth curves are the acute magnetic cone angle 08 and 
the magnetic clock angle cf,8 plus 90°, kindly supplied by Smith et al. of the 
magnetometer team. The acute magnetic cone angle (0°-180°) is the angle 
between the rotational axis of the spacecraft and the local magnetic vector. 
The magnetic clock angle is the angle between the ascending node of the 
spacecraft's equatorial plane on the ecliptic and the projection of the mag
netic vector on that equatorial plane. For a pancake distribution one expects 
that cf,8 + 90° = ll, under the physical assumption that the particle distribu
tion has axial symmetry around the local magnetic vector. The agreement is 
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seen to be excellent, except for K < 0. I ; such low values of K occur when 
0H goes toward zero (a degenerate case for finding~) and /or when the angu
lar distribution itself approaches isotropy (e.g., after 0820 ERT in Fig. 22). 
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Satellite Effects 

The presence of the three inner Galilean satellites - Ganymede, Europa 
and Io- and Amalthea within the relatively well-ordered magnetosphere of 
Jupiter provides a wealth of new phenomena and provides bases for diagnos
ing the dynamics of the magnetospheric processes. Such a situation does not 
exist in the earth's magnetosphere because the moon's orbit lies outside of 
the well-ordered magnetosphere. 

The Jovian satellites induce plasma instabilities and contribute to the 
emission of decametric radio noise; they absorb particles that are diffusing 
across their orbits and thus have an important influence on the intensities of 
particles in the inner magnetosphere; they may act as sources for the accel
eration of particles and injection of such particles in the vicinity of their 
orbits; and they emit gas into the magnetospheric system. 

All of these phenomena are under study. A recent paper by Thomsen and 
Goertz (1975) suggests the sophistication that present observations permit 
in going beyond rudimentary inferences on the diffusion coefficients of 
charged particles as a function of particle species, L and energy. 

There are two prominent satellite effects that are immediately obvious 
in our Pioneer 11 data. The first is the marked peaks in intensity of electrons 
Ee > 40 keV and > 560 keV that occur just outside of the crossing of Io's 
magnetic shell on the inbound trajectory (Fig. 16). These peaks may cor
respond to the theoretically expected injection of energetic electrons from 
the plasma sheath around lo (Gurnett 1972; Shawhan et al. 1975). The ob
served situation is less clear on the outbound trajectory. There are also 
marked dips in the intensity of the lower energy electrons at the lo shell both 
inbound and outbound, and lesser effects on the intensity of higher energy 
electrons. 

The second prominent effect is the great reduction of the intensity of 
protons 0.6 I < E,, < 3.41 MeV interior to the magnetic shell of lo (Fig. 16). 
Inbound, the intensity decreases discontinuously by a factor of I 00, and out
bound (at a different latitude) it increases discontinuously by a factor of 30. 
This phenomenon is being analyzed in greater detail than can be reported 
fully at present. As one example, the radial positions of the two disconti
nuities and their relationships to the magnetic shell of lo, considered as an 
inert physical absorber of particles, provide a valuable test of magnetic field 
models. Such a test of three current magnetic models is shown in Fig. 23. 
The observed spin-averaged proton intensities (without correction for angu
lar distributions or for differing latitude) have been replotted against L, as 
calculated separately for each case. A true magnetic model should result in 
(a) coincidence of the inbound and outbound discontinuities and (b), the 
"proper" positioning of the satellite shell relative to the discontinuities. We 
do not yet know the best theoretical basis for application of the second cri
terion. The spherical harmonic model of Smith et al. ( 197 5) and the Randall 
centered dipole model both produce excellent inbound-outbound closure of 
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the particle data, especially if one supposes that a proper latitude correction 
will normalize the magnitudes of the two discontinuities. The Acuna-Ness 
03 model ( 1975)6 produces inferior closure at lo, but superior representation 
of the lesser but perhaps significant Amalthea effect. 

Co-rotation 

For the preliminary examination of co-rotation effects we have made a 
first-order Fourier analysis of the angular distributions by the formula 

/(<!>) = M' [ I + K' cos (<!> - ll')] . (4) 

On the inbound trajectory and for protons 0.61 < EP < 3.41 MeV, co
rotation is clearly evident from the magnetopause at 65 RJ in to at least 30 
RJ (Fig. 24). The phase angle ll' is near 180° and K' is approximately a linear 
function of radial distance r with a value 0.32 at r = 65 RJ. These results cor
respond to rotation at the planet's angular velocity of an isotropic angular 
distribution of protons EP ~ l MeV in the rotating frame of reference; the 
spectral index y = 1.8 in a differential energy spectrum of power law form, 
the index being approximately independent of r over the range 65 > r > 30 
RJ. This result generally confirms Pioneer IO observations by Trainor et al. 
(1974).7 Our larger values of K' correspond to our lower energy range, and 
our lesser values of y are plausibly consistent with the trend of their energy 
spectra toward lower energies. 

The co-rotation of the outer magnetosphere is apparently established as 
one of its fundamental properties. 

Magnetic Field-Aligned Streaming 

In a recently made analysis of Pioneer 11 data Sentman et al. (1975) 
find that there is net streaming of both electrons Ee > 40 ke V and Ee > 
560 keV and protons 0.61 < EP < 3.41 MeV away from the planet along 
high-latitude field lines. This result is compatible with the recent suggestion 
of Nishida (1975) that energetic particles undergo trans-L shell diffusion at 
low altitudes without significant change of energy. The observed outward 
streaming coupled with his hypothesis and other considerations provides a 
plausible explanation for: the remarkable pitch-angle distributions near the 
equator in the range 12 < L < 30 as discussed in a previous section, the 
presence of particles of = Me V energy at the outer edge of the magneto
sphere, and hence, via conventional inward diffusion processes, of those 
having magnetic moments of several hundred MeV per gauss in the inner 
magnetosphere. The recirculation of energetic particles emerges as an im
portant dynamical feature of the Jovian magnetosphere. It is also suggested 
that emission of energetic particles into interplanetary space occurs at the 
polar caps rather than at the equator. 

"Seep. 832. 
'Seep. 964. 
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Fig. 23. Comparison of the inbound-outbound Io sweep-out effect for three magnetic models 
(courtesy B. A. Randall). 

IV. REMARKS ON ORIGIN OF ENERGETIC PARTICLES 
IN THE JOVIAN MAGNETOSPHERE 

The foregoing summaries of Pioneer IO and I I observations produce 
several puzzles in interpretation and lead to the impression that the dynamics 
of the magnetosphere of Jupiter differ in important ways from those of the 
earth's. 
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Fig. 24. Parameters of a first-order Fourier analysis of the angular distributions of protons 
0.61 < EP < 3.41 MeV in the outer magnetosphere (Sentman and Van Allen 1976). 

1. The presence of substantial intensities of electrons having energies 
greater than 20 Me V in the magnetosheath and outer magnetosphere of J upi
ter is incompatible with simple thermalization of the solar wind, which can 
result in energies of only about one ke V. 

2. The radial dependence of the angular distribution of electrons, as 
summarized in Sec. I, is altogether incompatible with their inward diffusion 
from the magnetopause if both first and second adiabatic invariants are 
conserved. 

3. As shown in Fig. 12, the phase space densities of electronsf(µ, 1) and 
f(µ, 2) (those dominating the electron population in the outer magnetosphere) 
have their most decisive and unequivocal declines inside of - 12 RJ, where
as for greater radii the phase space densities are more-or-less indecisively 
dependent on radius. Hence losses of particles during inward diffusion are 
mostly confined to r < l 2 R.1. Unless another good reason for this behavior 
can be found, the data of Fig. 12 permit the possibility of injection (i.e., an 
effective source) anywhere in the range between 12 R.1 and the magnetopause. 

4. A relatively well-ordered and time-stationary distribution of high
energy electrons exists only for r < l 2 R.1 (Figs. I 0, 18, and 19 and the dis
cussion relative thereto). For greater radii the distribution is chaotic and 
time-dependent. 

5. The inner satellites (J III, J II, JI, and JV) produce a fluctuating and 
complex structure in the distribution of the lower energy electrons, even 
within the inner magnetosphere. This is presumed to be the consequence 
of plasma instabilities and perhaps accelerative processes associated with 
their movement through the ambient plasma of the inner magnetosphere and 
of the coupling of the magnetic lines of force to a turbulent ionosphere 
(Brice and McDonough 1973). 
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Fig. 25 . A schematic magnetic meridian cross section of the Jovian magnetosphere combining 
suggestions of Nishida ( 1975) and our Pioneer 11 observations on particle streaming. The 
crucial new features of this model are trans-L shell diffusion from low to high latitudes near 
the planet and pitch-angle scattering in the neutral sheet within the equatorial ring current 
sheet. 

6. Our discovery of net field-aligned streaming away from the planet at 
high latitudes of both electrons and protons supports the suggestion of 
Nishida that cross-L diffusion of particles at low altitudes with little or no 
change in energy is an important process and further corresponds to the 
recirculation of energetic particles (Fig. 25). 

7. The co-rotation of energetic particles persists out to the magneto
pause (Fig. 24) whereas for the earth this situation terminates at the outer 
boundary of the plasmasphere ( = 4 R ,,;), far inside of the magnetopause. 

The foregoing summary suggests, heuristically, that the capture of solar 
wind particles may be a relatively minor feature of the dynamics of the 
Jovian magnetosphere and that the internal acceleration of internally avail
able particles may be the dominant feature. The problem of a magnetized 
conducting sphere rotating within a stationary plasma has been discussed 
in an illuminating manner by Hones and Bergeson ( 1965). The more general 
problem of an arbitrarily shaped conducting magnet moving and rotating in 
an arbitrary manner within a plasma has been considered by Birmingham 
and Northrop ( 1968). The latter authors conclude: 
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" ... the principal result of this paper, that the bounce-averaged 
rate of energy change of trapped particles is of Oki), small in the adia
batic parameter [ E = ml e, the ratio of mass to charge of the particles 
as discussed by Northrop, 1963] is a theorem, proved for the idealized 
model in which £ 11 = 0 [ the electric field parallel to the magnetic vector 
B] and B arises solely from and moves rigidly with a conducting magnet. 
If the entire magnetic field surrounding the earth were due to the earth's 
internal currents (and £ 11 = 0), the wobbling field caused by the earth's 
rotation would not affect trapped particle energies. The existence in 
reality, however, of small finite parallel resistivity and concomitant 
£ 11 and the presence of nonrigidly convected magnetic field sources, 
e.g., ring, magnetopause, and tail currents, pushes us into ... pre
dictions of much more rapid energy changes." 

My impression from these papers is that the axially asymmetric and non
rotating situation caused by the solar wind flow past Jupiter is essential to 
the development of its magnetosphere, whether or not the solar wind particles 
themselves are captured into the system. 

On the basis of demonstrated co-rotation of the outer magnetosphere of 
Jupiter and of the fact that the co-rotation velocity at I 00 RJ, say, is = 1200 
km sec-1, about three times the typical solar wind velocity, Gold (1976) has 
argued that the rotational energy of the planet and not the solar wind is the 
dominant source of energy for driving magnetospheric processes. He further 
points out that the existence of the solar wind is nonetheless essential to 
establishing the physical conditions under which transfer of rotational energy 
to charged particles is possible. Comparable suggestions on rather different 
but kindred bases have been made by Scarf.8 
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OBSERVATIONS OF ENERGETIC 
JOVIAN ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 
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and 

J. H. TRAINOR 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 

This chapter is a summary of the particle observations in the Jovian mal(netospher. 
by the Goddard I University of New Hampshire ex{'eriment on Pioneers JO and I I 
The data Slll(l(est that stable trappinl( does not exist in the outer mal(netosphere. The 
proton energy spectra are <~/' the .fi>rm E- 0 in the 011ter region and become more complex 
in the inner rel(ion. Larl(e first-order anisotropies are observed in the anl(ular distribu
tion of the proton component. These represent the combined effect of a co-rotation 
anisotropy and particle flow along the ma1;neticfieldlines. It (1.fiJUnd that particle absorp
tion by several <!lthe Jovian satellites is an important effect. In particular. lo dominates 
the proton component of the inner Jovian magnetosphere. This effect clearly establishes 
that radial diffusion is the dominant acceleration process in this region. Electron in
creases were observed in interplanetary space on Pioneer JO as it approached within 
I A.U. of Jupiter. These discrete bursts or increases were typically several hundred 
times the normal quiet-time electron flux, and became much more frequent as Pioneer 10 
approached J11piter, resultini in the q11asi-continuous presence of lar1;e fi11xes of' these 
electrons in interplanetary space. In ,•iew of the origin of these electrons at Jupiter, 
and the similarity of these increases to 1111iet-time electron increases previously observed 
at Earth, the temporal presence of the quiet-time increases at Earth is examined. It 
is found that these increases have a I 3-month periodicity indicatinl( a Jovian oril(in .f<>r 
the events near the earth as well. The spectra <~/'electrons observed in Jupiter's magneto
sphere, on Pioneer 10 in interplanetary space near Jupiter, for the quiet-time increases 
near the earth, and Ji>r the ambient electron spectrum are all remarkably similar. These 
two lines of evidence sugiest the possibility that Jupiter could be the source of most of 
the ambient electrons at low energies in the heliosphere. 

The passage of Pioneers l 0 and 11 by Jupiter in December l 973 and 
December l 974, respectively, have revealed a very large, complex and dy
namic magnetosphere. In addition, measurements made enroute to the planet 
suggest that Jupiter is the dominant source of 0.2-30 MeV electrons in 

[ 961 l 
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the heliosphere (Chenette et al. l 974; Teegarden et al. l 974). These Jovian 
electrons are frequently observed at Earth in the form of quiet-time electron 
increases. In this chapter we present a summary of the experimental obser
vations of Jovian energetic particles made by the Goddard/ University of 
New Hampshire cosmic ray experiments on Pioneers IO and 11. The exper
iments on both spacecraft were essentially identical and consisted of a set 
of three complimentary solid-state telescopes (Stilwell et al. 197 5). These 
telescopes (Fig. l) covered an extended range in energy and charge spectra 
and intensity (Table I). Two of the detector systems-the high-energy tele
scope (HET) and the low-energy telescope I (LET 1)-were designed pri
marily for galactic cosmic ray studies. With their moderate geometric factors 
and negligible side and back shielding, they saturate at particle fluxes above 
~ l 05 particles cm-2 sec-1 sr- 1• This limited their usefulness to the outer 
Jovian magnetosphere (2 25 RJ for HET and 2 15 RJ for LET I). However, 
in this outer region they provided precise particle identification and energy 
spectra. In particular, the multi-parameter HET detector was of great value 
in studying Me V electrons. 

The LET II telescope (Fig. l and Table I) was specifically designed to 
study trapped particles in the Jovian magnetosphere. The heavy shielding 
and small geometric factor (0.015 cm2 sr) of the LET-II permit measure
ments up to flux levels of 4 x l 06 particles cm-2 sec-1 sr-1 without need for 
correction. The combination of aluminum and lead shielding will stop 
electrons ~ 25 MeV and protons ~ 140 MeV. Electrons and protons are 
identified by a two-parameter analysis technique. The front detector S1 

of thickness 50 µ,m has an electronic threshold such that the energy loss of 
an electron penetrating to S2 will be below this threshold, while any protons 
penetrating and stopping in S2 will have an energy loss above threshold. 
The very thin S1 detector, in anti-coincidence with S2 , measures protons from 
0.2 to 2.1 Me Vin four energy ranges, with negligible electron contamination, 
ordinarily. The upper range never suffers electron contamination, even from 
pulse pileup (Trainor et al. 197 4a ). Angular distributions are measured for 
selected rates in all three telescopes by dividing each spacecraft rotation 
into 8 angular sections. The field of view of all three detector systems was 
normal to the spacecraft spin axis. 

During both Jovian encounters the onset of saturation in the regions of 
high particle flux are abrupt and well defined. Negligible corrections are 
necessary prior to entering or leaving this saturation point. Inside l O RJ 
substantial corrections are necessary to the LET II data for Pioneer l 0. 
These are well understood and have been discussed in detail by Trainor 
et al. (1974a). Corrections are necessary for the LET II data on Pioneer 11 
only for a narrow region near periapsis (Trainor et al. 197 5). 

The magnetospheric observations are a strong function of the spacecraft 
trajectory with respect to the planet. The Pioneer l O and 11 encounter tra
jectories as viewed in Jovian local time are shown in Fig. 2. Pioneer IO 
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TABLE I 
Detector Characteristics 

Energy/ Particle Range 

2.1-8.0 MeV electrons 
20-500 MeV /Nuc protons and alphas 
40-120 MeV/Nuc medium nuclei 

0.4-3 MeV /Nuc protons (single parameter analysis) 
3-21 MeV /Nuc protons and alphas 
6-40 MeV /Nuc medium nuclei 

0.05-2.1 MeV electrons (electron-proton separation 
above 0.12 MeV) 

0.2-21 MeV protons 

was on a prograde trajectory which approached Jupiter from a direction of 
some 30° west of the sun and circled the planet in a counterclockwise di
rection and exited toward the dawn meridian. Pioneer 11 approached Jupi
ter in the morning quadrant at an angle of some 40° west of the sun, circled 
the planet in a clockwise or retrograde direction and exited at high latitudes 
toward the direction of the sun. The Pioneer 10 trajectory was inclined - 14° 
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Fig. 2. The Pioneer 10 and 11 trajectories referenced to Jupiter and projected on a plane par
allel to that of the ecliptic (after Hall I 975). 

to the Jovian equator whereas that of Pioneer 11 was inclined - 50°. From 
Fig. 2 it would be expected that the data from the inbound Pioneer 11 tra
jectory should be intermediate between that observed on the inbound and 
outbound Pioneer IO trajectories. In both cases the observations are mainly 
on the front side of the Jovian magnetosphere with no data from the tail 
region. 

I. OVERVIEW OF THE JOVIAN MAGNETOSPHERE 

Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 provide an overview of the Pioneer IO and 11 en
counter for particle energies near the upper and lower ranges of the instru
ment (Trainor et al. I 97 4a, I 97 5). On Pioneer IO a steady increase in the 
flux of > 0.5 MeV protons was observed - 5 RJ before crossing the bow 
shock at - I 09 RJ· On Pioneer I I protons of this energy were present for 
days in advance of crossing into the magnetosphere. This is not unexpected 
since the outer Jovian magnetosphere is filled with unstably trapped protons 
and electrons. Inside the magnetosheath, it is convenient to divide the 
Jovian magnetosphere into three regions . 

I. The outer Jovian magnetosphere. This region extends from the bow
shock crossing (108 .9 RJ for Pioneer IO and 109.7 RJ for Pioneer 11) 
to - 40 RJ· 

2. A transition region from - 40 to 25 RJ. 
3. The inner Jovian magnetosphere inside 25 RJ. 

The definition of the boundaries is somewhat arbitrary since, except for 
the bow-shock crossing, there is a gradual transition from one region to 
the next. 

The outer Jovian magnetosphere is a region of quasi-trapping and diffu
sion. Electrons and protons both show remarkably constant energy spectra 
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or et al. 1974h). 

of the form E-Y with Ye= 1.5-2.0 and yp = 4. This near constancy of y sug
gests that almost no acceleration occurs in the region. The Me V electron 
component displays a rather well-defined 10-hr periodicity. This is not unex
pected since the normal magnetic latitude of the spacecraft will vary with the 
I 0-hr rotation period of the planet. This periodicity is not nearly as well 
defined for lower-energy electrons or for the protons. The changes in the 
proton and electron fluxes are frequently uncorrelated. There are often rapid 
changes in the angular distributions. 

In the transition region between 40 and 20 R.1 the angular distribution be
comes better defined and is dominated by a combination of co-rotation anisot
ropy and flow along the fieldlines apparently into the upper atmosphere of 
the planet. The proton energy spectra begin to change from a single power 
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Fig. 5. Fluxes are shown for protons (0.5 to 2.1 MeV and 1.2 to 2.1 MeV) and electrons (0.1 
to 2 Me V) for the period 24 November to 8 December 197 4 from Pioneer 11. The locations 
of crossing of the bow shock (B) and magnetopause (M) are noted (Wolfe et al. 1974). The 
relatively high background in this electron measurement from the LET-II telescope amounts 
to - 2 count sec' and is due to gamma rays from the radioisotope power supply (after Trainor 
et al. 1975). 
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Fig. 6. Flux profiles of 1.2 to 2.15 MeV and 14.8 to 21.2 MeV protons measured in the inner, 
core region of the Jovian magnetosphere by Pioneer 11. The expected locations of crossing 
of Amalthea's and Io's orbits are shown (after Trainor et al. 1975). 

law to one best fitted by the sum of two power laws, suggesting that some 
acceleration is taking place. The I 0-hr periodicities for the electrons and 
protons are in phase with each other and are well defined for the proton com
ponent. There is only a gradual increase in the intensity of the I 0-hr peak 
intensities displayed by the Me V electron component between the bow shock 
and 30 RJ. The peak proton fluxes are nearly constant in the outer region. 

The inner magnetosphere region begins at - 20-25 RJ, This is the approx
imate interval where the Jovian magnetic field should rigidly rotate with the 
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planet (Trainor et al. 1974a). In this region there is a very rapid increase 
in both the 1-2 MeV and 15-21 MeV proton flux (Figs. 4 and 6). This rapid 
increase is interpreted as being the onset of stable and durable trapping. 
Both the co-rotation and field-aligned anisotropies decrease strongly. As 
we shall discuss later, the inner Jovian satellites, especially lo, play an 
important role in absorbing the nucleon component. On Pioneer I I there is 
a sharp peak observed close to perijove. This structure is not understood. 

The behavior of the outbound trajectory of Pioneer 10 was very different 
from that observed inbound. The dominant feature is the I 0-hr periodicity 
which produces peak-to-valley ratios of as much as 105 for a 20° excursion in 
latitude (Figs. 3 and 4). The peak fluxes are near the predicted magnetic 
equator. The data from the inbound trajectory of Pioneer 11 appears to be 
intermediate between that observed for the inbound and outbound Pioneer 10 
passes. The high-latitude data from the outbound pass of Pioneer 11 (Figs. 
5 and 6) are similar to or greater than that observed on Pioneer 10 for 
1.2-2.2 MeV protons near the equator. This result is unexpected since on 
the basis of a "magnetic disc" model, the intensity would decrease very 
rapidly at large distances from the equatorial current sheet. Note in Fig. 5 
that the flux of 14-21 Me V protons does decrease very rapidly. In the follow
ing sections these experimental observations are discussed in greater detail. 

II. THE NUCLEON COMPONENT 

Energy Spectra and Charge Compositions 

As we have emphasized previously, one of the characteristics of these 
observations is the accuracy with which the energy spectra and charge 
composition can be determined. The electron spectra will be discussed in 
Sec. Ill, which deals with Jovian electrons in interplanetary space. A set 
of 7 typical proton spectra are shown in Fig. 7 (Trainor et al. l974a). 
The data from the magnetosheath region and from the Jovian radiation belts 
in to - 40 RJ seem to be well fitted by a simple power law with an exponent 
of 4 but varying from 4.2 to 3.0 for brief periods. We interpret this lack of 
systematic change as indicating that very little acceleration occurs in the 
outer magnetosphere. 

Beginning with the measurements inside 41 RJ the spectra are better 
fitted by the sum of two power laws rather than by a simple power law (Fig. 
7d). In Fig. 7f one can see that the LET I telescope, with its much larger 
geometrical factor and lack of shielding, has now become saturated and its 
apparent count rates have fallen. Figure 7 g, for comparison, shows the spec
tra taken in the first flux minimum outbound in the region 12.6-13.5 RJ. 
It is well fitted by a power law of exponent 3.5. The Pioneer 11 measure
ments, which were generally at higher latitudes, could be represented by a 
single power law with the index slowly changing from 4 to 3. 
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Fig. 7. Proton differential energy spectra measured by the LET I detector (asterisks) and by 
LET II (open circles) from Pioneer 10 at three locations along the trajectory. The LET I 
pulse-height analyzer data is indicated by the solid circles (after Trainor et al. 1974a). 

Composition studies using the LET I telescope were carried out in the 
outer part of the inner region as well as over the complete outer Jovian mag
netosphere. Only helium could be identified. Even in this case the measured 
fluxes were so small that it was necessary to average data over fairly long 
periods of time to obtain reasonable statistics. Figure 8 shows the ratio of 
alpha and proton intensities as a function of Jovian radius for the inbound 
pass of Pioneer l 0. A general decreasing trend in the ratio is apparent with 
one exception, namely the point between 40 and 55 R.1. This point, however, 
occurs at the time when Pioneer l Ore-entered the magnetosheath (Wolfe et 
al. 1974)1• The abnormally high value of the point suggests that conditions 

'See p. 852. 
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near the boundary of the magnetosphere prevailed during this time and the 
point is therefore quite consistent with the observations of Wolfe et al. The 
ratio varies between 6 x I o-:i and 6 x I 0-4 over the region measured and is 
to be compared with the solar wind alpha-proton ratio. which varies over the 
range 0.01 to 0.1 (Wolfe et al. 1966; Gosling et al. 1967). Thus the alpha
proton ratio in the outer part of the Jovian magnetosphere is closest to the 
solar wind values. 

The alpha-proton ratio in the earth's magnetosphere shows little L depen
dence but apparently has a very strong latitude dependence (0. J. Williams, 
personal communication, 1974). The value of the ratio at Earth spans the 
range I 0-:2 to I 0-4 _ With the limited statistical accuracy of our data it is diffi
cult to establish whether or not a strong latitude dependence exists. The 
Earth observations, however, were made in regions where particles are stably 
trapped, and this situation is almost certainly not the case for many of the 
measurements presented here. 
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Proton and Electron Angular Distributions 

It is expected that the measured particle anisotropies will be of funda
mental importance in understanding the Jovian magnetosphere, and further 
that these may be very different from those observed in the earth's magneto
sphere. For example, the great extent of the Jovian magnetosphere combined 
with the relatively short rotation period means that co-rotation anisotropies 
should be an important aspect of the particle angular distributions. Further
more, the weak non-dipole Jovian magnetic field in the 50-25 R.1 region 
(- 20-y) (Smith et al. 1974)2 suggest that anisotropies produced by particle 
inte!}sity gradients could be significant. The data from the LET II detectors 
(Fig. I) were found to be most useful for this study. The detector look direc
tion is normal to the spin axis and the data for a given rate is summed over 
five spacecraft rotations. The 30° opening angle of the LET II detector is 
sufficiently less than the 45° sector, and no deconvolution of the data is 
required. 

10-z --------~---------.,--........ ---.-----.--..... 

3.2-5.6 MeV/NUCLEON + 
♦ 

10 20 30 40 50 

JOVIAN RADII 

+ 
+ 

60 70 80 90 100 

Fig. 8. Alpha-proton ratio as a function of Jovian radius. The ratio is taken at equal intervals 
of energy per nucleon (after Trainor et al. 1974a). 

'Seep. 808. 
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The data from representative periods between 40 and 35 RJ is shown in 
Fig. 9 for the inbound pass of Pioneer IO for 0.49-2.15 MeV protons and 
0.78-1.0 MeV electrons. It is apparent that there is a large first-order anisot
ropy of the type and direction expected for either a gradient or co-rotation 
effect. The electron distributions are essentially isotropic. 

The proton distributions from 25 to 19 RJ (Fig. 10) show a well-defined 
first-order anisotropy. The electrons at the beginning and end of this period 
are almost completely isotropic. However, there is a well-defined double
ended anisotropy as the spacecraft approaches the normal location of the 
magnetic equator. Similar behavior was briefly observed during other peri
ods. These dumbbell distributions appear to be field-aligned and are not 
understood at the present time. 

A harmonic analysis of the form 

J(0) = A 0 + A 1 sin(0-01) + A 2 sin 2(0-02) (1) 

where 0 is the angle between the detector look direction and the normal to 
the ecliptic plane and is contained in the plane normal to the spacecraft spin 
axis, was performed on the 3600-sec averages. The resulting values for A 1/ 

A0 and A 2 /A 0 for the 1.2 to 2.15 Me V interval are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 
(Trainor et al. 1974a). The ratio A 1/A 0 is a measure of the first-order anisot
ropy. The expected co-rotation anisotropy is given by 

~ =f(v1) - f(v2) 
f(v1) + f(v2) (2) 

where f( v) cc [ J (E)] / E is the nonrelativistic particle distribution function, 
v is the particle velocity, and Vr = wr is the rotation velocity. 

For power law spectra this equation is of the form 

(3) 

Physically, this effect arises from the motion of the magnetic field lines with 
respect to the spacecraft. The particle distribution is expected to be symmet
ric with respect to the fieldline. When the detector is looking in the direction 
of motion of B, a particle of velocity V in the B frame of reference will have 
a velocity V - Vr as seen by the detector. When the detector is looking in a 
direction opposite to the motion of the fieldline, then the particle will have a 
velocity V + Vr. The net effect is to produce a first-order or Compton-Getting 
type anisotropy in the frame of reference of the spacecraft. For the 1.2 to 2.2 
MeV region E = 1.4 MeV, v = 1.6 x 107 m sec-1, and Vr = 12.6N x 1()3, 

where N is the distance to the observing point measured in units of RJ (7 .13 7 
X 107 m). At 25 RJ, Vr = 3 x 105 m sec-1 , V7 / v = 0.019, and~= 18% (at 50 
RJ this increases to 37%). The expected co-rotation anisotropy for y = 4 is 
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Fig. 9. Polar plots of angular distributions of protons and electrons between 35 and 40 R, for 
Pioneer I 0. The top of the figure represents the direction towards the north ecliptic pole. The 
normal out of the page is in the direction of the spacecraft spin axis (after Trainor et al. 1974a). 

shown as a dashed line in Fig. 11. The agreement with the innermost values 
of A 1/A 0 is good. The large peaks between 25 and 50 RJ in Fig. 11 are much 
larger than would be produced by co-rotation effects. A gradient anisotropy 
would be on the order of (Rg/J)(dJ /dR), with Rg the gyro-radius of the pro
tons. This would be in the same direction as the co-rotation anisotropy. How
ever, it requires a~ 100% increase per RJ, and the large increases inA 1/A 0 

are associated with the minima in the counting rates. Gradient anisotropies 
do not appear to cause important effects. 

In Fig. 13 A 1 /A 0 , 0 1 , a and the corresponding averaged detector counting 
rate are plotted as a function of time for the inbound pass of Pioneer I 0; a 
is the direction between the projection of the magnetic field into the plane of 
the spacecraft and the direction of the first-order anisotropy. Small values of 
a represent current flow toward the planetary equator and large values (i.e., 
90-180°) represent a net particle flux toward the planet. The dashed lines 
intersect the A 1 peaks. It is clear that large values of A 1/A 0 are associated 
with flux minima and values of a ~ 180°, and therefore that particles are 
flowing down the fieldline to the atmosphere. Thus, this region of the mag
netosphere is continuously leaking substantial fluxes into the atmosphere. 
This is further evidence that particles in the outer and transition regions are 
not stably trapped. The maximum in A 2/A 0 appears to be located (Fig. 12) 
close to the equatorial region. 

In the inner region, the protons approach isotropy (Fig. 14) until the orbit 
of lo. Immediately within Io's orbit there is a complex "butterfly" distri-
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Fig. I 0. Polar plots of electron and proton data between 19 and 25 R., on the inbound Pioneer 
IO pass. The orientation of the plots is the same as that of Fig. 9 (after Trainor e l al. 1974a). 

bution and then a strong second harmonic component develops that is symp
tomatic of stable trapping. On Pioneer 11 the high-latitude data (Fig. 14) in 
the inner region is that which is expected of a location where many particles 
are mirroring. In addition there is a well-defined loss cone. 

The Inner Region and the Effects of the Jovian Satellites 

It was observed on both Pioneer IO and I I that lo is able to almost com
pletely remove the lower-energy ( 1.2 to 2. 1 MeY) protons (Trainor et al. 
197 4a, I 97 5; Yan Allen et al. 197 5'1). Inbound on Pioneer I I, more than 
99% of the protons in this energy interval were removed in the L region 
which lo occupies (Fig. 14a). This drop by a factor of - I 00 compares with 
a factor of - 60 noted from Pioneer IO data; but Pioneer I I was at magnetic 
latitudes above 40°, and the larger effect there is in agreement with predic
tions (Mead and Hess 1973 ; Birmingham et al. 1974; Hess et al. 1974). 

Figure 14 shows the count rate data for 1.2 to 2. 1 MeV protons for Pio
neers IO and 11 as a function of L, and angular distributions measured on the 
spacecraft at the same times are shown at the indicated L locations . The mag
netic latitude is also indicated periodically, as well as the predicted regions 
occupied by lo. The fit of the data for the removal of particles at lo is fair, 
but the fit is lacking to the extent that on both Pioneer IO and Pioneer I I the 
count rates were dropping appreciably, at times substantially after the inner-

"See pp. 929 and 1203. 
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Fig. 11. Magnitude of the first harmonic in the angular distribution of 1.2-2. I 5 MeV protons 
as a function of time and Jovian radius for the inbound pass of Pioneer 10. The dashed line 
indicates the magnitude of the first-order anisotropy expected from co-rotation (after Trainor 
et al. I 974a). 

most L shell predicted to be swept by Io. The indication that the flux inside 
Io is less than that encountered outside establishes the fact that radial dif
fusion is the dominant acceleration process for the nuclear component in the 
inner region. As previously mentioned, the origin of the sharp proton spike 
at perigee is not understood. 

No substantial removal of protons while passing through Europa's orbit 
is apparent from the Pioneer 11 data. On Pioneer 10 there is a well-defined 
decrease at Europa. These contrary data may well be an indication of strong 
azimuthal or wake effects. 
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III. THE ELECTRON COMPONENT 

As we have previously discussed, the energetic electron component 
shows a well-defined I 0-hr periodicity in the outer and transition regions. 
High counting rates prevented any meaningful electron study in the inner 
region. Figure 15 shows the differential electron spectra measured near the 
magnetic equator by the HET and LET II telescopes on the inbound and 
outbound passes. The spectra in this energy range are remarkably hard and 
similar over the region outside ~ 24 R1 where we have measurements, and 
they are very similar to the spectra of electrons leaking from the Jovian mag
netosphere, measured on Pioneer IO many months before encounter. This, 
of course, is quite different from the behavior in the earth's radiation belts. 
We have found no obvious correlation between magnetic latitude and the 
spectral shape in the 0.12 to 8.0 MeV region. The proton component in the 
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Fig. 15. Electron energy spectra at different locations in and near the Jovian magnetosphere. 

outer magnetosphere does not appear to be stably trapped; this should also 
apply to the electrons in this region. It would be expected that some of these 
would diffuse into interplanetary space; and, in fact, these Jovian electrons 
are observed in interplanetary space in very large numbers. The injection 
process is more complex than that of simple diffusion from the outer mag
netosphere. 

As Pioneer 10 approached Jupiter both the University of Chicago (Chen
ette et al. (1974)4 and the Goddard-University of New Hampshire ex
periments (Teegarden et al. 1974) observed low-energy (- 0.2 to 8 MeV) 
electron increases at > 1 A. U. from the planet. These discrete bursts or 
increases were typically several hundred times the normal quiet-time elec
tron flux and became much more frequent as the spacecraft approached Jupi
ter (Fig. 16). Close to Jupiter, but well outside its magnetosphere, there is 
the quasi-continuous presence of large fluxes of these electrons. 

These observations suggested that Jovian electrons should be observable 
at 1 A. U. Previously it had been reported that the 3 to 12 Me V electron 
component detected by the Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (IMP) series 
(McDonald et al. 1972) frequently identified positive increases of these elec
trons that could not be associated with discrete solar events. These quiet
time increases represented a factor of 3 to 5 increase in intensity and lasted 
from 5 to 12 days. They displayed a remarkable anti-correlation with low
energy proton events, and their amplitude was observed to generally dimin-

'Seep. 755. 
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Fig. 16. The daily average counting rates for 6.2 to 8 MeV electrons on Pioneer JO and Pio
neer 11. The black rectangles indicate the larger solar cosmic-ray events. Most of these are 
of the low-energy co-rotating type (after Teegarden et al. 1974). 

ish toward solar maximum. Re-examination of the IMP data revealed that 
these increases have a 13-month periodicity (Fig. 17) indicating a Jovian ori
gin for the quiet-time events observed near Earth (Teegarden et al. 1974). 

In Fig. 18 the time of the year that the earth crosses Jupiter's fieldline is 
plotted for each year from l 964 to 197 4. The vertical bars in the plot give 
the duration of the periods when the quiet-time increases were present. With 
the exception of the 1964 bar, all the periods fall close to or contain the pre
dicted time of crossing Jupiter's fieldline. This is a further indication that 
Jovian electrons are being detected at l A. U. Furthermore, the spectra for 
electrons observed in Jupiter's outer magnetosphere, for those in interplane
tary space near Jupiter, for the quiet-time increases near the earth, and for 
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Fig. 18. The vertical bars give the duration of the periods when quiet-time increases were 
present during the various epochs in Fig. 5; arrow indicates when the length of the bar is un
certain due to a data gap. The diagonal line represents the time of the year that an idealized 
spiral interplanetary magnetic field line would connect the earth and Jupiter assuming a con
stant plasma velocity of 350 km sec- 1 (after Teegarden et al. 1974). 

the ambient electron spectrum are all remarkably similar. These lines of evi
dence suggest that Jupiter is the source of most of the low-energy electrons 
observed at 1 A.U. 

If we examine the entire energy spectrum of electrons (Fig. 19), it is seen 
that the entire low-energy spectrum from 0.2 to 40 MeV is remarkably dif-
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ferent from the relatively flat differential spectra measured from - 40 MeV 
to - 1 GeV. Above 1 GeV the measurements approach a power law of 
- E-3 • Since the spectral shape of the low-energy component is consistent 
with that of knock-on electrons produced in interstellar space by higher
energy nucleons, it has been generally assumed that they were interstellar 
secondaries. However, this model requires that the total solar modulation at 
low energies be less than a factor of 5. The total solar modulation is the im
portant question, and this can be estimated by comparing simultaneous Pio
neer and IMP data. 

In Fig. 20 daily averages have been plotted for an 8-month period extend
ing from December 1973 to July 1974. The sensitivity of the Pioneer data 
has been increased by using the pulse-height information. It is readily seen 
that Jovian electrons were present for the entire 8-month period. The mid
December 1973 increase occurred essentially simultaneously at the two 
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spacecraft. Using the known geometric factors and background response a 
gradient of - 150% per A. U. was found, with the flux increasing outbound. 
Furthermore, it is seen that the events have become larger on Pioneer 11. It 
appears possible that the 0.2 to 40 MeV electrons observed near Earth are 
mainly of Jovian origin. In addition, it is expected that Jovian protons will 
be released at the same time. Their energy spectra are steep (<I> cc E-4 ), and 
in the Jovian outer magnetosphere they are generally - 1 % of the electron 
flux at - 1 Me V. The flux expected away from Jupiter is thus small and diffi
cult, if not impossible, to separate from the solar protons. 

At the time of the December 1973 electron increase, Pioneer 10 was still 
on the fringes of the dawn side of the Jovian magnetosphere at a distance of 
some 125-200 RJ from the planet. The Pioneer 10 magnetospheric data for 
this period are shown in Fig. 21. The periods when the spacecraft is within 
the magnetosheath region (Wolfe et al. 1974) are indicated by the intervals 
labeled M. The time of the Pioneer 11 electron increase (Fig. 22) is indicated 
by two intervals labeled A and B. The Jovian data for Region A represents 
an expansion of the magnetosphere past the spacecraft, and the peak-to
valley ratio of the 10-hr modulation is greatly reduced. In Region B the space
craft is outside the magnetosphere and sees a series of discrete electron 
injections. Pioneer 11 may see a superposition of these increases. 

This ejection of particles into interplanetary space appears to be a general 
characteristic of planetary magnetospheres-Jupiter being the standout be
cause of the large size of the leakage. It has been reported (Simpson et al. 
1974) that Mercury also injects particles into the interplanetary medium, and 
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such activity has long been associated with the earth's own magnetosphere. 
In fact, an experiment of the Applied Physics Laboratory on IMP 7 and IMP 
8 shows that when the 0.3 to I MeV proton flux is at the lowest level, essen
tially all the nucleon flux is coming from the earth's magnetosphere (Krimigis 
et al. 197 5). 
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DISCUSSION 

T. Gehrels: Pioneer IO and Pioneer 11 flew by Jupiter at solar minimum. 
Would you not expect MJS 77 to see a drastically changed magnetosphere at 
Jupiter, about the time of solar maximum? 

J. H. Trainor: We are far from certain of the details and topography of 
the outer magnetosphere of Jupiter, but it does appear that the magneto
sphere on the sunward side beyond 40 or 50 R.1 is very "soft" and readily 
compressed. Since the occurrence of interplanetary disturbances will be 
much higher during solar maximum one could expect conditions to be much 
more dynamic and disturbed in the outer magnetosphere at that time. 

The propagation of these effects to the inner magnetosphere is uncertain. 
Arguments can be made for believing that the flux of energetic particles 
trapped in the inner regions would increase at solar maximum, and other 
plausible arguments can be made which lead to the opposite conclusion. 
One does not know enough yet to allow reasonable predictions. 
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THE JOVIAN SATELLITES 
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We discuss the physical and, to a lesser extent, the dynamical properties of the satel
lites, with primary emphasis upon the Galilean satellites. Each Galilean satellite is 
described separately, and its surface properties, orbit, and probable internal composi
tion and evolutionary history are considered. We intercompare the Galilean satellites, 
noting the division into an inner pair characterized by high density, almost certain dif
ferentiation, and depletion of volatiles, and an outer pair, composed primarily of water, 
that have poorly understood histories. However, the surface properties are not well 
correlated with the bulk properties: lo and Europa, in spite of their apparent low content 
of volatiles, have bright surfaces of ices or evaporites of former water solutions, while 
Ganymede and particularly Callisto have lower albedo surfaces apparently composed 
largely of silicate or carbonaceous material. All of the Galilean satellites have rotations 
that are tidally locked, and all are presumably influenced by the Jovian magnetospheric 
particles with which they interact. Such external processes, rather than internal ones, 
may be responsible for most of their photometric and spectrophotometric properties. 
Only lo is known to have an atmosphere, and this atmosphere and the extended gas 
torus to which it gives rise are fundamentally affected by the magnetosphere. We also 
review the few physical data that are available for Amalthea and the outer satellites. 
We suggest that the density of Amalthea may be found by observing its tidal distortion. 

The satellites of Jupiter have had important effects on our concept of the 
universe and our understanding of some basic physical laws. For example, 
when Galileo discovered the four largest Jovian satellites in l 6 l 0, the Earth 
was shown not to be the only center of motion in the universe, and this new 
perspective helped persuade many people of the failings of the geocentric 
cosmology. Light was first found to travel at a finite speed in 1675 by Olaf 
Romer from Cassini's timings of eclipses of the Galilean satellites. Such 
fundamental contributions to science by the Jovian satellites are to be ex-

[ 991 ] 
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pected in the future too: the upgrading of the Arecibo radio telescope may 
permit general relativity theories to be tested through precise radar probing 
of the orbits of the Galilean satellites, and it is likely that the Jovian satel
lites tell better of the primordial conditions in Jupiter's vicinity than does 
Jupiter itself. In fact, a true understanding of the origin and the evolution of 
the Jovian satellite family may be crucial for an understanding of the origin 
of the solar system. 

Recent physical studies are dramatically demonstrating that the Galilean 
satellites are four different worlds as deserving of detailed study as the four 
terrestrial planets which they resemble in size. We now see them as falling 
into two groups with different bulk composition, reminiscent of the division 
of the planets into terrestrial and Jovian classes. The surfaces as well as 
the interiors are of different composition for each satellite, implying different 
geological histories. All of these objects, but most particularly lo with its 
atmosphere and associated gaseous ring around Jupiter, are apparently in
fluenced by energetic particles in the Jovian magnetosphere. Most of what 
we know about the physical properties of these satellites is new, and their 
study is one of the fastest moving fields in contemporary solar system re
search. At present this work is almost entirely groundbased, but before the 
end of the nineteen seventies we anticipate a substantial increase in knowl
edge as a result of the reconnaissance of the Jovian satellite system by the 
two Mariner Jupiter/Saturn (MJS) spacecraft. 

Most studies of the Jovian satellites, through 1971 and 1973 respectively, 
are discussed by Newburn and Gulkis (1973) in their review paper on the 
outer solar system or by Morrison and Cruikshank (1974) in their compre
hensive review on the physical properties of the satellites. In 1974, the 
IAU colloquium, "Planetary Satellites," considered the Jovian satellites in 
some detail; the review papers from it are edited by Burns ( 1976b), and most 
of the contributed papers have appeared in special issues of Icarus (vol. 24, 
no. 4 and vol. 25 no. 3) and Celestial Mechanics (vol. 12, no. 1). Because 
of these recent sources of detailed information, this review of the Jovian sat
ellites will emphasize results published or observations made since the review 
paper by Morrison and Cruikshank ( 1974), including those presented at the 
1974 IAU colloquium. It will first discuss the satellites as a whole, listing 
their orbital and physical properties and some general physical processes 
that act on them, and then go on to consider the satellites individually. 

I. GENERAL INFORMATION 

The four major satellites of Jupiter- the Galilean satellites - are moon
sized objects which are easily seen with a small telescope and which would 
be visible even with the naked eye were it not for their nearness to the bril
liant Jupiter. Excepting the moon, they were the first planetary satellites to 
be discovered. Simon Marius, who said he found them at the same time as 
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Galileo did, named them lo, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto, after lovers 
of Jupiter; they are also known as J I, J 2, J 3 and J 4, in order of increasing 
distance from their parent. 

Nearly three centuries elapsed before the next Jovian satellite, J 5 or 
Amalthea, was discovered visually by Barnard in 1892; it is the innermost 
and is named after the nymph who nursed Jupiter. The eight outer satellites 
were found photographically, with the most recent being Kowal's discovery 
of Leda (J 13) (Kowal et al. I 975) in 1974 with the 122-cm Schmidt Tele
scope on Palomar Mountain. The members of the outer group are desig
nated by numerals corresponding to the order of their discovery and have 
recently been named by the IAU after lovers of Jupiter. The small satellites 
in prograde orbits have names ending in a, and those in retrograde orbits 
have names ending in e. More historical details are given in Porter ( 1960) 
and in the popular book by Wetterer ( I 971 ). 

Table I lists the orbital and physical properties of the known Jovian sat
ellites in order of distance from the planet. The five innermost satellites -
also called the regular satellites- move prograde on nearly circular, equa
torial orbits. The orbits of these satellites are measurably affected by all the 
classical perturbations: the orbits of lo, and especially Amalthea, are strongly 
perturbed by the large oblateness of the rapidly spinning Jupiter; the solar 
attraction produces significant perturbations of Callisto's orbit; and the 
Galilean satellites are massive enough to induce substantial mutual pertur
bations as indicated by the puzzling Laplace resonance, which precisely re
lates the mean motions of the inner three. The Laplace resonance, unlike 
most satellite resonances (Greenberg 1973, I 976,'), is probably not pro
duced by tidal friction (Burns 1976a; Sinclair I 975); its existence may indi
cate that gas drag, or even electromagnetic drag, on the satellites was once 
more substantial than that present today. The regularity of the orbits of the 
inner satellites is usually ascribed to their formation in a dense proto-plane
tary nebula, as well as to subsequent internal energy loss in the satellites 
themselves, which generally circularizes orbits (Goldreich 1963). However, 
the pertinence of the recently proposed, and probable, liquid interiors to 
this circularization process has never been investigated. 

Although Amalthea, by far the smallest of the regular satellites, may have 
a distinct origin, it is probable that all of the regular satellites originated 
dynamically in the same manner from the circumplanetary swarm of proto
Jupiter (Safronov and Rusko! 1976; Cameron and Pollack p. 78). The ob
served decrease in mass density of the regular satellites with distance from 
Jupiter (see Table I) is thought to have been caused by higher temperatures 
in the central planetary nebula at the time of origin (Pollack and Reynolds 
I 974; Cameron and Pollack, p. 8 I). The differing physical properties of 
the surfaces of the Galilean satellites (e.g., albedos) to be considered in 

'See p. 128. 
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detail in the following sections are probably a result of not only their indi
vidual internal compositions but also the particular radiation environments 
in which the satellites find themselves today (cf. E. J. Smith et al. p. 788; 
Van Allen p. 928; Mogro-Campero p. 1190; and below). 

The sizes given in Table I for the Galilean satellites are found either from 
optical measurements, stellar occultations, or mutual occultations (cf. Mor
rison and Cruikshank 1974). Their masses are derived from the perturbations 
on the Pioneer IO trajectory (Anderson et al. 1974;2); these masses are some
what different from the classical values, particularly for Io. 

The outer satellites-or the irregular satellites as they are often called
are located at relative distances from Jupiter similar to those of the terres
trial planets from the sun. They are, according to the orbital elements dis
played in Table I, confined to two groups. The inner group, consisting of 
Himalia (J 6), Elara (J 7), Lysithea (J 10), and Leda (J 13), have similar pro
grade orbits of moderate inclination (25° to 30°) and moderate eccentricity 
(0. I 5 to 0.20) with semimajor axes of I. I to 1.2 x 107 km. The outer group
Pasiphae (J 8), Sinope (J 9), Carme (J I I), and Ananke (J 12)- have orbits 
similar in eccentricity (0.17 to 0.38) and inclinations ( 18° to 3 5°) but different 
in direction (retrograde) and semimajor axis (2.1 to 2.4 x I 07 km). Both 
groups lie well beyond the Jovian magnetosphere; they are located about 
half way to the point at which they would be definitely under the control of 
the solar gravitational field (Kuiper 1951). Their orbits are very substantially 
affected by solar perturbations (Aksnes 1976). 

For the outer satellites listed in Table I, lower bounds for the radii were 
calculated on the assumption that the satellite has a geometric albedo of I .0 
and upper bounds by the smaller of either (a) a diameter of I/ 3 arcsec, which 
would be detectable visually, or (b) an albedo of 0.03. The mass estimates 
listed in Table I were obtained with a radius about two or three times the 
lower bound, on the assumption that the outer satellites are probably dark, 
like most asteroids (Chapman et al. 1975). Similarly, a density of 3 g cm-:i 
has been assumed for this tabulation. We caution the reader that these esti
mated masses are only order-of-magnitude guesses. 

Before proceeding to discuss each satellite individually, we mention a few 
phenomena that influence the behavior of all the satellites: (I) stability of 
ices; (2) tidal effects that tend to synchronize rotation with orbital revolu
tions; (3) correlations of color and albedo with orbital phase; (4) possible 
interactions with the radiation and meteoroid environment; and (5) a sug
gested secular brightening of all the satellites. 

(I) Water ice is marginally stable at Jupiter's distance. The maximum 
surface temperatures of the satellites are in the range 135°K to I 65°K, just 
where the vapor pressure of water ice is strongly dependent upon tempera
ture (Watson et al. 1 963; Lebofsky 197 5). The lifetime of a layer of ice on a 
planetary surface depends very critically on the temperature history, and 

2See p. 113. 
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thus on the albedo and location on the surface. In addition, the escape ve
locity and possible presence of an atmosphere are important for controlling 
the migration of condensates from one surface location to another. At the 
mean temperatures of the Jovian satellites, less than one meter of ice will be 
lost over the age of the solar system, but as temperatures rise above 150°K, 
as they do each rotation near the equators of the satellites, many meters of 
ice could be lost in a few million years, either by migration to cooler regions 
or by escape from a water-vapor atmosphere. Although two of the satellites, 
Europa and Ganymede, have been known since the early l 970's to have 
substantial quantities of exposed water ice on their surfaces, the observed 
distribution and amount of ice are not well understood in terms of current 
theoretical arguments on stability. Ices of methane and ammonia, probably 
common in the systems of Saturn and Uranus, are clearly not stable in the 
Jovian system. 

(2) Tides produced by Jupiter on a satellite will synchronize its rotation 
rate with its orbital revolution rate in a time proportional to a6 I R 2 , where R 
is the satellite radius and a is its orbital semimajor axis. Using this result, it 
is easy to show that the five inner Jovian satellites should be tidally locked, 
while the rotations of the outer eight have been essentially unaffected by 
tides (Peale 1976). Thus, when one observes a regular satellite at a given 
orbital angle 0 from superior conjunction, one is looking at a particular face 
of the satellite. Tidal des pinning may have provided a moderate internal heat 
source for the Galilean satellites early in their lifetimes. 

(3) One of the most obvious regularities of the Galilean satellites is the 
progression of photometric properties from lo outwards to Callisto. First, 
there is the decrease in average albedo with increasing distance from Jupiter 
(see Table I). Second are the changes between satellites in the photometric 
differences (both albedo and color) of leading and trailing hemispheres. Each 
satellite has one hemisphere that is redder and 10% to 30% darker than the 
other; the darker hemisphere is oriented toward the direction of orbital 
motion for Callisto and away from it for the inner three. As shown by John
son (1971), Blanco and Catalano (1974), Veverka (1976a), Morrison and 
Morrison (1976), and Millis and Thompson (1975), there is a monotonic 
shift in the orientation of the dark hemisphere with respect to the satellite 
orbital velocity vector from Io to Callisto. 

(4) The above mentioned photometric regularity also occurs in the satel
lite system of Saturn. It naturally suggests that the surface properties are 
being influenced by some external agent, such as differential accretion of 
meteoritic material or differential interaction with the Jovian magnetospheric 
particles. Uneven coloration may occur through direct impacts with inter
planetary meteoroids: these impacts will be concentrated on the leading 
hemisphere because of the satellite's orbital velocity. The focusing and the 
impact energy will increase for satellites closer to Jupiter because of their 
higher orbital velocities. The effect of impacts on albedos depends on the 
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nature of the satellite surface and whether the debris is asteroidal or come
tary. The boundary between the leading and trailing hemispheres will not be 
distinct because of the satellite's own gravitational attraction and because of 
the distribution of ejection velocities from the impact. Some ejecta will es
cape the satellite only to return later after circling the planet for a short time 
on a nearby orbit. Other ejecta will remain near the impact site, while an 
intermediate set of ejection velocities will be sufficient to distribute debris 
as much as halfway around the satellite. Small particles - either captured 
material or collisional debris - that find themselves within the Jovian sphere 
of influence will gradually be dragged into Jupiter by the Poynting-Robertson 
effect which withdraws energy from the particle's orbit because the re
emitted thermal radiation produces a reaction force on the particle (cf. Burns 
1976a). Their velocities as they move past the satellite may be small and 
they may be gently deposited on satellite surfaces without producing impact 
craters. These processes might be significant solely for Callisto if its char
acteristic capture collision time is considerably shorter than the time for the 
Poynting-Robertson drift, so that the material cannot reach the inner satel
lites. Radiation pressure on small particles, however, causes large oscilla
tions in eccentricity which probably spread debris periodically past Callisto 
(Burns 1976a). The particles may develop an electric charge which will con
siderably complicate their dynamics (Mendis and Axford 1974) in the Jovian 
magnetic field. 

Although charged particle impacts may also substantially affect surface 
features, laboratory studies of the effects of such impacts, particularly into 
ice, are not available. The present Jovian magnetosphere (E. J. Smith et al. 
p. 790) encloses all the Galilean satellites, but only the inner two, or perhaps 
three, are especially susceptible to charged particle impacts (Van Allen p. 
932). On the basis of present data, only lo and Amalthea are known to absorb 
the particles effectively (Mogro-Campero p. 1190). Radiation belt particles 
have three distinct gross motions: the particles spiral around their magnetic 
fieldlines but are loosely tied to them, bouncing back and forth between mir
ror points in the northern and southern hemispheres of Jupiter's magnetic 
field; the particles drift around Jupiter under the action of the curvature and 
gradient of the magnetic field, going in directions determined by the sign of 
their charge; and the electrons and protons diffuse radially inward from some 
unknown external source. The bounce motion of some of the particles should 
increase the probability of their collision with polar regions of the satellites, 
perhaps accounting for the unusual polar coloring of Io and Europa. The 
strength of the interaction between the particles and the satellites is depen
dent on energy and species, because the drift velocities, cyclotron radii and 
radial diffusion coefficient depend upon particle mass and velocity. The inter
action also depends on the satellite. In the most obvious way, the satellite 
size is important; its electric or magnetic properties (whether the satellite is 
a conductor or an insulator or has its own magnetic field) determine the size 
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of the target (Burns 1968); and its orbital position affects the relative drift 
velocity. The magnetic field motion and the particle drifts cause a substantial 
relative velocity in the direction of the satellite orbital motion. The resulting 
impacts may account for the albedo and color variations with orbital phase 
angle on the inner satellites (Mendis and Axford I 974). We also note that 
co-rotation of the particles with Jupiter produces substantial velocities with 
respect to the satellites, and in addition, particles near Io (and possibly Eu
ropa) are accelerated by plasma-sheath effects (Gurnett 1972; Shawhan et 
al. 1975; Shawhan 1976). Particle impacts with the satellites themselves can 
also contribute to energizing the radiation field (E. J. Smith et al. p. 788; 
Shawhan 1976). 

(5) Photoelectric observations of the Galilean satellites have been made 
for half a century. In general they indicate photometric stability, considering 
the inherent uncertainties in comparing results obtained by different authors 
on different photometric systems. Nevertheless, there is a fairly large scatter 
for the derived magnitude of lo, from which Blanco and Catalano (I 975) 
have recently suggested quasi-periodic variability by as much as 0.2 mag. 
However, we note that in their compilation the greatest excursions from the 
mean occur for those observations most difficult to transform to a common 
photometric system. Also, transformation problems are likely to be larger for 
lo than for the other Galilean satellites because of its very red color. More 
remarkable is the recent finding by Millis and Thompson (1975) and Jones 
and Morrison ( 1976) that all the Galilean satellites appear to have brightened 
by 0.02 to 0.05 mag between 1973 and 1974. We also mention in this context 
that Titan has been brightening by about 0.02 mag/ yr for the past three years 
(Andersson 1976; Lockwood 1975a,b; Noland et al. 1974; Jones and Mor
rison I 975). The suggestion of such large secular changes in satellite bright
nesses is certainly puzzling and clearly deserving of further study. 

II. CALLISTO 

Callisto, as the outermost of the Galilean satellites, has been least af
fected by the thermal and particle radiation of Jupiter, and it is therefore 
likely to be more representative of unperturbed conditions at 5 A. U. from 
the sun than the other Galilean satellites. 

The bulk composition of a body such as a satellite is characterized by its 
mean density, and hence by its diameter and mass. The mass of Callisto 
(1.074 x 1026 g) is fairly well determined from Pioneer IO and 11 data (An
derson et al. 1974; Null, personal communication I 975). The only values for 
the diameter, however, are based on visual measurements. From an analysis 
of a variety of such observations, giving highest weight to his own double
image micrometer data, Dollfus ( 1970) derives a diameter of 5000 km. This 
result is in excellent agreement with the filar micrometer measurements made 
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by Barnard in the I 890's (5040 km) but one must note that both of these 
procedures have tended to overestimate the sizes of the other three Galilean 
satellites by a few percent (Morrison and Cruikshank I 974). One modern 
observation of possible relevance is the broadband infrared brightness tem
perature as reviewed by Morrison (1976), who used Callisto as a calibrator 
for the radiometric technique of deriving asteroid radii and albedos (cf. Mor
rison 1973; Jones and Morrison 1974). This calibration, adjusted to give the 
correct mean value for all the standard objects, yields a diameter of 4700 km 
for Callisto. However, while these results suggest that Dollfus' diameter is 
more likely to be too large than too small, we do not feel that a justification 
yet exists to suggest a more reliable alternative. For this chapter, we adopt 
D = 5000 (+ 150, - 300) km for Callisto, a value that yields a bulk density 
of 1.6 (+ 0.3, - 0.2) g cm-3• This density is among the lowest measured for 
any satellite (Morrison et al. 1976); note, however, that it is not significantly 
lower than that of Ganymede (see Table I) with present uncertaintties in 
mass and diameter. 

A density of between 1.5 and 2.0 g cm-:1 implies the presence of a sub
stantial amount of water, according to the condensation sequences suggested 
by Lewis ( I 972a,b) and others. Indeed, these models suggest that water will 
be the dominant constituent by mass. 

It is impossible to determine from present data whether Callisto differen
tiated as first suggested by Lewis (1971), with the silicate and other heavy 
material sinking toward the center, surrounded by a thick mantle of liquid or 
solid water. Consolmagno and Lewis (p. 1035) have computed the thermal 
histories of the Galilean satellites in some detail; they find that the composi
tions implied by densities of 2.0 and greater inevitably lead to nearly com
plete melting with consequent destruction of the primitive crusts, but if Cal
listo has a density of only 1.6, its original crust may have survived to the 
present. Thus it seems highly probable that the interior of this satellite is 
differentiated, but it is at least possible that Callisto (alone among the Gali
lean satellites) still retains a crust of the primitive, undifferentiated material 
deposited in the last stages of accretion. 

The composition and structure of the surface of a satellite can be studied 
by a variety of photometric, polarimetric, spectroscopic, and radiometric 
techniques. For Callisto, diagnostic data on the surface composition are 
sparse, although it is possible to suggest that several important materials are 
not dominant. The mean visual geometric albedo (defined by linear extrapo
lation of the phase law for a > 6° to a= 0°) of 0.17 (Morrison and Morrison 
I 976) is clearly too low for any relatively pure frost or ice and too high for 
a pure carbonaceous chondritic material. These are important constraints, 
since water ice is probably the primary bulk constituent of Callisto and is 
present on the surfaces of Ganymede and Europa, while carbonaceous ma
terial predominates on the surfaces of asteroids in the outer part of the belt 
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(Chapman et al. 1975) and is generally expected to be an important product 
of condensation in this part of the solar nebula (Lewis I 972a,b). 

Infrared spectrophotometry ( I .0 to 2.5 µ.m) by Pilcher et al. ( 1972) and 
Fink et al. (1973) have revealed no spectral features, and together with 
broadband infrared photometry suggests that the albedo of Callisto is 
approximately constant from I to 3 µ.m. There is perhaps a hint of absorp
tions due to water ice, but the upper limit for the fraction of the surface 
(as seen from Earth) that can be covered with this material is 250 (Pilcher 
et al. I 972). Spectrophotometry from 0.3 to I. I µ.m (e.g., Johnson I 971; 
Wamsteker 1972), as illustrated for all the Galilean satellites in Fig. I, re
veals no features for Callisto other than the general decline in albedo short
ward of 0.5 µ.m shared by all these satellites. The ultraviolet absorber re
sponsible for the low ultraviolet albedos has not been identified (cf. Johnson 
and Pilcher 1976 ). None of the curves in Fig. I shows any absorption feature 
near 1.0 µ.m that might indicate the presence of iron-bearing silicates. The 
flatness of the spectra also rules out lunar type materials rich in glasses as 
well as many of the mineralogical assemblages present in meteorites (Gaffey 
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1974) and asteroids (Chapman et al. 1975). We note, however. that to ex
clude these materials because of the absence of certain spectral features, one 
implicitly must assume that a substantial fraction of the observed light is 
reflected from the rocky material. If as much as 15 or 20% of the surface is 
covered with bright material, then virtually all of the light we see is reflected 
from this high-albedo substance, and the dark material that covers most of 
the surface does not noticeably influence the spectra. Such dark material 
could be either carbonaceous (with a flat spectral reflectivity) or very red in 
color as is the case for the Trojan asteroids (McCord and Chapman 1974). 
On the basis of present spectrophotometric data, the best we can conclude is 
that Callisto probably has a surface composed primarily of some unidentified 
silicaceous rock, without a great deal of glassy or carbonaceous material. 

Broadband photometry and polarimetry, particularly when obtained as 
a function of both rotational (H) and solar (a) phase angles, contribute to our 
knowledge of the distribution of photometric properties over the surface. 
A broadband photometric study in blue light carried out in 1926 and I 927 
by Stebbins and Jacobsen at Lick Observatory first demonstrated that Callis
to is in synchronous rotation, that its leading side is darker than its trailing 
side, and that it has a remarkably large photometric phase effect: that is, its 
magnitude changes very rapidly with solar phase angle, especially at small 
angles (a ,s: 4°). Further, they showed that Callisto's photometric behavior 
cannot be represented satisfactorily by a single phase law, but rather that 
the leading and trailing faces have quite different opposition effects. Although 
a number of subsequent studies provided much additional information on 
color variations of Callisto, only very recently has this 50-year-old study 
been improved upon in terms of defining the dependence of visual brightness 
on orbital and solar phase. 

The most recent V-magnitude lightcurves are illustrated in Fig. 2. We 
have included in this figure (and in the similar illustrations given for the other 
three Galilean satellites) they-band data (transformed to V magnitudes) ob
tained at Mauna Kea Observatory by Morrison et al. (1974) in I 973 and by 
Jones and Morrison (1976) in I 974 with the V observations obtained the 
same two years at Lowell Observatory by Millis and Thompson ( 1975). 
These graphs represent an attempt to separate the light variations into func
tions of 0 and a. In the upper curves, dependence on a has been removed by 
assuming the phase laws shown in the lower curve- one for O ,s: 0 < I 80°, 
one for 180° ,s: 0 < 360°. In the lower curves the mean dependence of V 
on 0 (for a = 6°). shown in the upper curves, has been removed in order to 
generate V as a function of a only, again for the leading and trailing faces. 
As noted by Veverka (I 976a), the assumption that the dependence is sepa
rable in functions of a and 0 is an arbitrary way to reduce data in which the 
magnitude is in fact an unknown function of two variables, but in the absence 
of a very large number of observations, it will suffice as a first approximation. 
We stress, however, that the upper (rotation) curves for Callisto apply only 
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at a > 4°; near opposition the effect of differing phase functions on leading 
and trailing faces is to reduce the lightcurve amplitude nearly to zero. 

The large phase effect (dV/da = 0.026 mag deg- 1) on Callisto suggests a 
dark, rough, porous surface material (cf. Veverka 1976a)- in other words, 
a regolith, at least on a microscopic scale. The rapid increase in brightness 
at very small a (the opposition surge) also indicates a porous material, and 
Veverka ( 1970) has shown that the difference in opposition surge between 
the two hemispheres is consistent with a ratio of the degree of porosity, 
leading/trailing, greater than 1.6. The phase function can also be used to set 
some limits on the phase integral q defined as the ratio of the Bond albedo 
and the geometric albedo for a given wavelength. Veverka (1970, 1976a) 
summarizes the technique, which is due to Stumpff (1948), for obtaining an 
upper limit to q from the phase coefficient. For Callisto, this maximum value 
of the phase integral is 0.6, which is essentially the lunar value. In most 
studies of Callisto (e.g., Morrison 1976) q = 0.6 has been assumed. 

The lightcurve in the upper panel of Fig. 2 tells us only that the leading 
face is some 15% darker, on the average, than the trailing face. (All other 
satellites for which reliable photometry exists show the opposite orientation, 
with the lighter hemisphere leading; Iapetus is the exception.) The curve is 
not simple, and presumably it is the result of averages over many small re
gions of differing brightness. Note that the satellite brightens more rapidly 
than it fades, a property common to all the Galilean satellites (Millis and 
Thompson 1975; Morrison and Morrison 1976). The photometric asymme
try is closely aligned with the orbital motion. The reasons for this effect, and 
for the differences in phase of photometric maximum from one satellite of 
Jupiter to another, have been discussed in the previous section, but remain 
mysterious. 

Callisto varies in color as well as albedo as it rotates (cf. Morrison et al. 
1974; Johnson and Pilcher 1976; Millis and Thompson 1975), in the sense 
that the darker parts are redder. As a consequence, the amplitude of the light
curve is about twice as great at 0.35 µ,mas at 0.55 µ,m. Presumably this be
havior indicates that the higher-albedo material is more neutral in color while 
the darker material is redder. If so, it suggests that the dark material is not 
carbonaceous. 

Observations of linear polarization as a function of a and 0 are, like 
photometry, indicators of the albedo and roughness of the surface. Dollfus 
(1975), and Gradie and Zellner (1973) have shown that the leading (darker) 
side has a greater (in absolute value) minimum polarization and a larger angle 
of polarization minimum than does the trailing side. Dollfus has argued that 
these differences are so great that they indicate a surface of smooth rock on 
the trailing hemisphere, while Veverka (1976b) feels that the data are com
patible with a regolith on both hemispheres and that the differences are due 
to differences in particle size or degree of compaction between the darker 
and lighter faces of the satellite. This controversy is at present unsolved. 
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Disk-averaged temperatures for Callisto have been measured in the in
frared and at microwave frequencies at wavelengths from 8 µ,m to 2.8 cm 
(reviewed by Morrison 1976; see also Ulich and Conklin 1975; Berge and 
Muhleman 1975; and Rieke, personal communication 1975). All values are 
consistent with simple, grey-body emission from a satellite with the albedo 
and diameter given in Table I. The thermal response of the surface of Cal
listo to changing insolation has also been measured (Morrison and Cruik
shank 1973; Morrison and Hansen 1976) and indicates a material of very 
low thermal conductivity, again suggesting a porous, fragmented surface. 

Virtually nothing is known about the surface markings of Callisto. Also 
unexplored is the possibility of an atmosphere, although Fink et al. (1973) 
obtained upper limits of 0.5 cm-atm for CH4 and NH3 on all four Galilean 
satellites. The only other limit on an atmosphere is provided by the low value 
of the thermal conductivity, which suggests that the surface pressure must 
be less than 1 mbar (Morrison and Cruikshank 1973). 

In summary, Callisto is a world of the same size as Mercury but probably 
composed primarily of water, either liquid or solid. Orbiting almost two mil
lion kilometers from Jupiter, it is little affected by the energetic particles or 
the thermal radiation of the planet. The surface is largely composed of dark, 
rocky minerals, with perhaps some water ice present. It is remarkable pri
marily for the surprising photometric and polarimetric differences between 
hemispheres and for the fact that it is one of the few satellites that is darker 
on its leading rather than its trailing hemisphere. The surface apparently con
sists of a regolith, rough and porous on scales of one centimeter or less. The 
surface mineralogy, large-scale roughness, distribution of albedo features, 
and nature of any atmosphere are still unknown and will probably require 
observations from the MJS flybys before they can be understood. 

III. GANYMEDE 

Ganymede is the largest Galilean satellite and the second largest satel
lite in the solar system, with a size intermediate between that of Mercury and 
Mars. Its diameter has been determined from a stellar occultation (Carlson 
et al. 1973) to within 10 or 20 kilometers, and its mass was measured by 
Pioneer 10 (see Table I), so that the bulk density of l.95 g cm-:i is known to 
within a few percent. The main uncertainty in this quantity arises from the 
possibility of a substantial atmosphere on this satellite. If the surface pres
sure is greater than - 10-3 mbar, the occultation diameter will refer to some 
point in the atmosphere rather than to the solid surface, and the density 
quoted above will be a lower limit to the density of the solid body. However, 
as discussed below, the existence of an atmosphere of this magnitude is 
doubtful, so we will adopt the occultation diameter without adjustment, not
ing however the possibility that the true diameter could be somewhat smaller. 

With its bulk density of about 2 g cm-:i, Ganymede must be similar to 
Callisto in being largely composed of water. It is, in addition, more likely 
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Fig. 3. Ganymede as seen by the imaging photopolarimeter on Pioneer 10. On the left is the 
blue image while the red is on the right. North is up and the rising limb is to the left (from 
Gehrels 1976). 

than Callisto to be fully differentiated, due both to its greater proximity to 
Jupiter and to the apparently somewhat higher content of radionuclides as 
suggested by its higher density. Interior models (Lewis I 971, I 97 4; Consol
magno and Lewis p. I 042) suggest that the satellite has a rocky core, sur
rounded by a mantle of liquid water and topped by a thin ( I 00 to 200 km) 
ice crust. About 15% by mass is in the core, which is composed primarily 
of silicates and metallic oxides. Only small amounts of CH4 and NH:i, both 
in solution in the water, are expected. 

Figure 3 is a Pioneer image of Ganymede (Gehrels 1976) and is the best 
view we have of the surface features on any satellite of Jupiter. The surface 
is clearly made up of regions of different albedo with sizes down to the reso
lution limit of about 400 kilometers. No polar cap is seen nor is there any 
other obvious correlation of albedo with latitude, nor any indication of a 
strongly bimodal distribution of albedo. However, since the north pole is 
tipped - 20° away from the viewer, a small north polar cap may be present. 
The brightest resolved areas have about twice the albedo of the darkest 
areas; if, as seems likely, the typical size of albedo features is below the reso
lution limit of Fig. 3, the true range of contrast on the satellite is greater. It 
is impossible to recognize topographical or morphological features at this 
resolution, and there seems to be no way to determine whether the albedo 
contrasts are the result of variations in surface mineralogy or are due to 
volatiles on the surface. 

On a larger spatial scale, we can be confident of the stability of the albedo 
features on Ganymede, since the lightcurves have not changed over the past 
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half century. Figure 4 illustrates a lightcurve and phase curve for this satel
lite based on 1973 and 1974 observations. The upper curve is similar in am
plitude and shape to that of Callisto, except that it is shifted by nearly half 
a cycle in phase, with the brighter hemisphere facing generally forward, the 
maximum brightness occuring at (J = 60°. The color variations of Ganymede 
are also slightly smaller than those of Callisto, with a peak-to-peak amplitude 
of only ~ 0.01 mag in the (b-y) index and with a total amplitude at 0.35 µ.m 
that is less than twice as great as at 0.55 µ.m (Morrison et al. 1974; Millis 
and Thompson 1975). 

The dependence of brightness on solar phase angle shown in the lower 
panel of Fig. 4 is very different from that of Callisto. The slope of the linear 
part of the curve, i.e., the phase coefficient, is large (0.022 ± 0.002 mag deg- 1 

in V), but the opposition surge at small phase is quite modest. This behavior 
suggests a surface less porous than that on Callisto (cf. Veverka 1976a) but 
it is not strongly diagnostic of the nature of the surface, particularly when we 
consider that these photometric parameters must refer to some ill-defined 
average over the properties of surface materials with a wide variety of albe
dos and compositions. 

Radiometric observations of Ganymede at wavelengths from 8 µ.m to 
2.8 cm are generally consistent with expectations for a body in equilibrium 
with the insolation (Morrison 1975). The only possible recent exceptions are 
a 3-mm brightness temperature of 129 ± 23°K (Ulich and Conklin 1975) and 
a temperature at 2.8 cm of 55 ± 14°K (Pauliny-Toth et al. 1974). Infrared 
eclipse radiometry by Hansen (1973) and Morrison and Cruikshank (1973) 
agree in assigning a very low thermal inertia ( ~ 104 erg cm-2 sec 1 °K-1) to 
the uppermost layers and suggesting a transition to a region of higher thermal 
conductivity a centimeter or so below the surface. Radiometric measure
ments have also been used (Morrison 1976) to estimate a phase integral of 
~ 1.0 for this satellite, while Veverka (1970, 1976a), using the Stumpff ap
proximation, suggests from the phase coefficient an upper limit to q of 1.0. 
Visible polarimetry of Ganymede is consistent with the presence of low
opacity surface materials such as water frost (Dollfus 1975; Veverka 1976b). 

A clear identification of the chemical composition of the higher-albedo 
material on Ganymede was provided by 1- to 3-µ.m spectra obtained by 
Pilcher et al. (1972) and Fink et al. (1973), who demonstrated the presence 
of water-ice features, although they differed as to the fraction of the surface 
(as seen from Earth) covered. In a more recent analysis of the same data, 
Kieffer and Smythe (1974) confirm that there is no indication of any other 
species in these infrared spectra. Both the geometric albedo in the visible 
of only 0.43 (Morrison and Morrison 1976) and the structure apparent in the 
Pioneer 10 picture, of course, argue for the presence of some darker material 
in addition to the ice, and Pilcher et al. ( 1972) have concluded that the band 
depths in their infrared spectra were also consistent with a less than total 
coverage of the surface by frost. Spectrophotometry between 0.3 and 1.1 µ.m 
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unfortunately does not reveal diagnostic features, although Ganymede shows 
the drop in albedo shortward of 0.5 µ,m characteristic of all the Galilean 
satellites (see Fig. l ). Following the analysis by Pilcher et al., it has generally 
been assumed that the surface of Ganymede consists of roughly equal parts 
of some unidentified silicate material and water ice. With such a two-compo
nent model the visible lightcurve of the satellite would be understood as 
resulting from differing fractions of ice covering the surface on the leading 
and trailing hemispheres. One would then expect differences between the 
infrared spectra of the two sides of Ganymede, as are shown in Fig. 5. 

It is of interest to inquire to what degree the ice and rock are mixed on 
the surface. The image shown in Fig. 3 suggests that the distribution is 
clumpy on a scale of hundreds of kilometers. Further information is available 
from the appearance of temperature-dependent features in the ice spectra. 
Fink and Larson (l 975) find that these features indicate that the ice is at a 
temperature substantially lower than the average for the satellite as measured 
radiometrically, and they conclude that the ice maintains a temperature ap
propriate to its high albedo and not to the average albedo. We note that Kief
fer and Smythe (l 974) do not confirm this low temperature, but Fink and 
Larson argue that the problem may arise from the comparison by Kieffer and 
Smythe of laboratory and satellite spectra of substantially different resolu
tion. The color temperature in the 8- to 25-µ,m region also is best matched 
with two components of different albedo, each at its own equilibrium tem
perature (Rieke, personal communication 1975). It follows that the ice and 
rock are not mixed on a scale of centimeters, the distance appropriate for 
thermal contact during one diurnal period of the satellite. The mean subsolar 
temperature on Ganymede is 160- 165°K and, according to standard vapor 
pressure curves, substantial quantities of water ice would have evaporated 
in regions where such temperatures are reached. In this case we might expect 
the water ice to migrate from the equatorial regions to the poles, yet no polar 
caps are seen in Fig. 3. On the other hand, if the ice always is limited to a 
maximum temperature appropriate to its own high albedo rather than to the 
average albedo, then it is stable even near the equator, and perhaps polar 
caps should not be expected. 

It is clear that the surfaces of the Galilean satellites will occasionally be 
cratered by the impact of large meteorites, and the stability of topographic 
features produced by such impacts, or by possible endogenic processes, has 
been investigated by Johnson and McGetchin (l 973). They conclude that if 
the strength of the crustal material is that appropriate for water ice (as is pos
sibly the case for all of the Galilean satellites, but particularly so for Gany
mede and Europa), then at the known temperatures of these objects large
scale topography will be destroyed by flow on time scales of only millions 
of years. Thus we expect no large topographic features on Ganymede. We 
would interpret MJS images of a heavily cratered surface on any of the Gali
lean satellites as evidence that the crust is silicate in composition and that 
the satellite has not fully differentiated. 
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The reality and nature of the atmosphere of Ganymede are in some dis
pute. The spectroscopic upper limits on C H4 and N H:i set by Fink et al. 
(1973) correspond to partial pressures ~ I o-:i mbar. However, a positive 
detection of an atmosphere with surface pressure > 1 o-:i mbar has been sug
gested by Carlson et al. ( 1973) on the basis of their measured occultation 
lightcurves. These authors concluded that the star dimmed gradually rather 
than instantaneously when occulted, although the signal-to-noise level in the 
photometry was such as to permit other interpretations. Recently, a mecha
nism for the maintenance ofa substantial atmosphere on Ganymede has been 
suggested by Yung and McElroy (I 975). Noting that, at the mean subsolar 
temperature calculated for this satellite, a substantial partial pressure of 
water vapor is expected, they showed that the water would dissociate and 
that sufficient amounts of the resulting oxygen would be retained to establish 
an equilibrium oxygen and water-vapor atmosphere with a surface pressure 
of about I o-:i mbar. Again, however, this conclusion rests on the assumption 
that the ice temperature is equal to the mean local temperature, and if the ice 
is as cold as indicated by Fink and Larson (1975), the mechanism proposed 
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by Yung and McElroy will not work. We conclude that the existence of a 
substantial atmosphere on Ganymede is very much an open question that 
may be answered in the future, either by groundbased spectroscopy or by 
MJS observations. 

Ganymede appears to be a weak absorber of charged particles. On the 
outbound pass of Pioneer 10 and the inbound pass of Pioneer 11, the instru
ment of the University of Iowa (Van Allen p. 000) detected a sharp dropoff 
in particle flux at all energies outside the orbit of Ganymede. This effect may 
be caused by Ganymede or be due to the high magnetic latitudes of the 
spacecraft or be due to a moving outer boundary to the radiation belts. Pio
neer 11 did nevertheless detect transient, highly anisotropic bursts of Me V 
protons near Ganymede's orbit, presumably locally accelerated or injected 
nearby. Since similar bursts are seen elsewhere in the magnetosphere, it is 
not certain whether Ganymede is involved in this phenomenon. There is a 
suggestion ofa possible detection of a hydrogen torus near Ganymede's orbit 
(Judge, personal communication 1975). 

Ganymede recently became the first natural satellite other than the moon 
to be detected by radar. Goldstein and Morris ( 197 5) obtained a return from 
the satellite at a wavelength of 12.6 cm on 6 nights near the 197 4 opposition. 
The scattering efficiency is 12 % , at least as great as that of any of the ter
restrial planets. Ganymede also appears substantially rougher at this wave
length than the terrestrial planets. 

In summary, Ganymede is a planet-sized satellite probably composed 
primarily of water, likely in the liquid state, with a rock core and a water-ice 
crust. The surface consists of roughly equal exposures of ice and rock mate
rial of unknown mineralogy, probably in the form of a loose regolith main
tained by meteoroid impacts and volatilization of the frost. The ice and rock 
may be not mixed but rather be distributed in discrete patches, with the ice 
concentrated slightly on the leading hemisphere. There may be an atmo
sphere with surface pressure between 10-3 and one mbar composed primarily 
of gases other than NH3 or CH4 , but the arguments for its presence are not 
compelling. Because of the structural weakness of the ice crust, only the 
most recently formed large-scale topographic features are expected to be 
visible. 

IV. EUROPA 

Europa is the smallest of the Galilean satellites, being even slightly 
smaller than the moon. The visually determined diameter (Dollfus 1970) is 
3100 km, and recent analyses of photometric observations of occultations of 
this satellite by Io are in good agreement with this value. Here we will adopt 
the diameter of 3050 km obtained in the detailed analysis of the occultations 
by Aksnes and Franklin ( 1975b). Our best estimate of the uncertainty is± 50 
km. The bulk density then is 3.2 ± 0.2 g cm-3 , similar to that of lo and the 
moon but substantially larger than the densities of Ganymede and Callisto. 
This density suggests that Europa formed under circumstances in which 
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water did not condense; it is presumably composed primarily of silicates 
and metal oxides, with only a modest amount of volatiles. Io has a similar 
density, so that the Galilean satellites divide into two clear groups according 
to content of water. Pollack and Reynolds ( I 974) have shown that this dif
ference is to be expected if Jupiter had a substantial luminosity at the time of 
formation of the satellites, so that the temperature inside the orbit of Gany
mede was too high for the condensation of water. A high temperature in this 
region of the pre-satellite nebula might also be produced by the increased 
opacity near the planet of the thickening cloud around the proto-Jupiter 
(Cameron 1976). Since the luminosity history of Jupiter early in its life can 
be calculated, time scales of a few million years for satellite formation can be 
deduced, as illustrated in Fig. 6, taken from the discussion by Fanale et al. 
(1976). The formation of the Galilean satellites is discussed more extensively 
in this volume by Cameron and Pollack (p. 78). 

Europa is the only one of the Galilean satellites for which the composi
tion of the surface material is well determined. Both the very high geometric 
albedo in V of 0.64 (Morrison and Morrison 1976) and the shallow negative 
branch of the polarization-phase curve (Dollfus 1975; Veverka 1976b) 
suggest that most of the satellite is covered by ice or frost; and the infrared 
spectroscopy obtained in 1972 has confirmed that this material is water 
frost. Pilcher et al. ( 1972) have concluded that virtually the whole surface 
is covered by this material. Kieffer and Smythe ( 1974), in a recent re-analysis 
of the data, derive an upper limit of 28% to the exposure of any other mate
rial on the surface. The radiometric temperatures of Europa are quite low 
(brightness temperature - 130°K at IO µ,m and - 120°K at 20 µ,m), consis
tent with a high-albedo frost surface (Morrison 1976). Fink and Larson 
(1975) deduce a spectroscopic temperature for the ice of95 ± 10°K, a value 
that seems surprisingly low in comparison with the radiometric values, if 
the surface is almost wholly ice covered. 

Fanale et al. ( 1976) and Consolmagno and Lewis (p. 1045) have discussed 
the internal evolution of Europa on the assumption that it is composed pri
marily of carbonaceous chondritic minerals. They expect that, early in its 
history, internal temperatures would rise to the point where extensive out
gassing of volatiles would take place, ultimately exceeding 700°K several 
hundred kilometers below the surface. Outgassing of most of the interior 
water would create an ice crust about 75 km thick. Depending on the rate 
of generation of heat in the interior today, the lower few tens of kilometers 
of this crust might now be melted. The arguments given by Johnson and 
McGetchin (1973) suggest that there will be little topographic structure. 

Although spectroscopically Europa appears to be covered with ice, short
wavelength photometry and spectrophotometry show major differences in 
color and albedo on the surface. Figure 7 illustrates the dependence of V 
magnitude on fJ and a. The phase coefficient and opposition effect (lower 
panel) are small, consistent with the presence of multiple scattering in a high
albedo, porous material (Veverka 1973, 1976a). The amplitude of the light-
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are the surface temperatures of lo, Europa, and Ganymede as functions of time (from Fanale 
et al. 1976). 

curve, however, is larger than for any of the other Galilean satellites, with 
the brighter hemisphere facing approximately forward (8ma.x = 75°). The 
color curves (Johnson 1971; Morrison et al. 197 4) for this satellite are some
what anomalous, in that the rotational variation at 0.47 µ,m is smaller than 
at 0.55 µ,m. At shorter wavelengths the amplitude increases rapidly, how
ever, so that at 0.35 µ,m it is more than twice as great as in the visual curve 
illustrated in Fig. 7. Further, since the curves in different colors vary in 
shape as well as in amplitude, they cannot be interpreted strictly in terms 
of a two-component model, with one material dark and red and the other 
bright and neutral. 

The series of occultations by lo observed photoelectrically in 1973 have 
been used in an attempt to derive additional information on the distribution 
of albedo and color on the surface of Europa (Murphy and Aksnes 197 3; 
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Vermilion et al. 1974; Aksnes and Franklin 1975a; Greene et al. 1975). 
These authors have suggested, on the basis of analyses in which it was as
sumed that there were no errors in the predicted latitudes of the satellites, 
that Europa is brighter and less red toward the north pole than at the equator. 
The presence of bright polar caps on this satellite is also indicated by the 
visual observations reported by Murray (1975). However, a recent analysis 
of the occultation data by Aksnes and Franklin ( 197 5b) suggests that latitude 
errors may be substantial and that a model in which the satellite has a uni
form albedo while adjustment of latitude terms is allowed provides a better 
match to the lightcurves than do the earlier interpretations. We therefore 
conclude that, while Europa may well have polar caps, the existing data do 
not require them, and indeed the only evidence for their existence comes 
from visual observations. 

Europa lies outside most of the intense Jovian radiation belts. Perhaps 
for this reason, or because of the increase in the diffusion coefficient with 
increasing L or simply due to its small size, Europa appears not to absorb 
a significant fraction of the radiation belt particles near its orbit. Some minor 
decreases in most particle fluxes were found by Pioneer 10 on crossing 
Europa's L shell but very little by Pioneer 11, possibly because of the latter's 
high-magnetic-latitude trajectory (Fillius p. 915; McDonald and Trainor 
p. 966; Simpson and McKibben p. 744; Van Allen p. 947). Strong absorp
tions of electrons from 0.16 to 1 Me V and of 15 to 20 Me V protons were re
corded by Pioneer 10 but not by Pioneer 11 ; instruments on both spacecraft 
saw considerable structure in the particle fluxes near Europa's L shell. 

In summary, Europa has the size and density of the moon, but unlike our 
satellite most of its surface is covered with water ice. Since its interior com
position may also be different, the agreement in density may be largely coin
cidental. The surface ice probably was outgassed from the interior. This ice, 
particularly on the trailing side and away from the poles, is contaminated 
by a darker and redder material of unknown nature, or else the ice itself is 
darkened and reddened in these regions by interaction with the Jovian mag
netospheric particles. Little atmosphere or surface topography is expected. 

V. IO 

Io is one of the most intriguing objects in the solar system. Several other 
review chapters in this volume discuss Io, particularly its atmosphere (Brown 
~nd Yung p. 1102), its hydrogen torus (Judge et al. p. 1077), and its inter
action with the Jovian radiation environment (Mogro-Campero p. 1190); 
we will therefore devote less space here to Io than it really deserves, because 
other authors explore it in more detail in their chapters. Our main purpose 
will be to compare Io with the other Jovian satellites. 

Io is the innermost of the Galilean satellites and has therefore been sub
ject to the greatest influence of Jupiter. It seems clear that Jupiter has domi
nated this satellite and is responsible for many of its unique properties. In 
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particular, the high level of thermal radiation from Jupiter at the time of its 
formation may have eliminated water ice and other materials of high vola
tility from its composition (Pollack and Reynolds 1974; Fanale et al. 1976; 
Cameron and Pollack p. 000). The formation scenarios discussed by these 
authors suggest that Io accreted during a span of five million years, beginning 
within a few million years of the time Jupiter collapsed into approximately 
its present size (cf. Bodenheimer 1974, 1976) and that the main chemical 
constituents of the satellite were partially hydrated silicates with a bulk 
density about 3.0 g cm-:i_ 

The diameter of lo has been measured to within a few kilometers from 
photometry of the I 971 occultation of fJ Scorpii (Taylor I 972; O'Leary and 
van Flandern 1972) and the mass is known from Pioneer IO data; the result
ing density is 3.5 ± 0.1 g cm-:i, the best-determined value for any Galilean 
satellite. Fanale et al. (1976) calculate that if the satellite formed with carbo
naceous chondritic composition, the temperature would have risen to above 
I 000°K throughout most of the satellite in less than a billion years and might 
be as high as 3000°K at the center today. This heating would have caused 
extensive degassing of chemically bound water and its subsequent migration 
to the surface. The interior would eventually become molten and fully dif
ferentiated, and the water percolating to the surface would carry with it 
large quantities of soluble salts such as sodium sulfate, epsomite, gypsum 
and bloedite. Thus sodium, sulfur, calcium, etc. could be concentrated in 
the crust, while the final bulk density would agree with the measured value 
for lo. 

It is a well-known fact, however, that infrared spectra of lo fail to show 
any sign of the prominent ice bands visible on Europa and Ganymede. Fig
ure 8 illustrates a recent spectrum of very high quality in the I - to 3-µ,m 
region obtained by Fink et al. (I 97 5). The spectrum of this satellite is re
markable not only for the absence of water features but for its exceedingly 
high albedo throughout the infrared. One of the important problems of satel
lite research today is the identification of this surface material. 

Photometry and spectrophotometry of lo in the visual part of the spec
trum do not provide much diagnostic information on composition. As is 
shown in Fig. 1, this satellite exhibits the usual drop in albedo shortward of 
0.5 µ,m, but it is more pronounced than that of the other Galilean satellites, 
and there is some indication of weak absorption features near 0.55 and 0.80 
µ,m. There may also be a feature near I . I µ,m, but to date no very satisfactory 
intercomparison has been made between the spectrophotometry shown in 
Fig. I and that at longer wavelengths, so the behavior of the albedo from 
about 1.1 to 1.3 µ,m is not well defined. The lightcurves and phase curves in 
V are illustrated in Fig. 9. The amplitude of the rotational curve is smaller 
than for Europa. Both the phase coefficient and the magnitude of the opposi
tion surge are larger, a result that indicates a difference in surface materials 
or texture between these two satellites, in spite of their similar albedos. The 
color variations on Io (Morrison et al. I 974; Millis and Thompson 1975) 
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are greater than on any other satellite, with a total amplitude at 0.35 µ,m of 
more than a magnitude. The color effects are centered near 0 = 280°, at 
which longitude there seems to be a concentration of dark, very red materi
al, much different from that which covers most of the surface. 

Additional information on the distribution of albedo and color on lo is 
provided by some very fine groundbased images, both photographic (Minton 
1973) and visual (Murray I 97 5), obtained while the satellite transited Jupi
ter. These show dark, reddish polar caps, as illustrated in Fig. 10. It is tempt-
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ing to invoke a two-component model for the surface by identifying the dark 
red spot at lJ = 280° with the dark red polar caps. 

In the thermal infrared, Io presents other mysteries. Although most indi
cations point to a phase integral q ;:,, 1.0, the 8- to 25-µ,m broadband colors 
are not consistent with such a large value and suggest that Io is either anoma
lously bright near 10 µ,m or faint near 20 µ,m (Morrison et al. 1972; Hansen 
1973; Morrison 1976). Recently, Hansen (197 5) and Armstrong et al. (1976), 
observing in the I 0-µ,m region with higher spectral resolution, have dis
covered anomalously high brightness temperatures for Io near 8 µ,m. No 
explanation has been offered for this spectral feature. Also unresolved is the 
problem that the thermal inertia of the surface derived from eclipse radiome
try at 10 µ,m (Hansen 1973) differs significantly from that derived from ob
servations at 20 µ,m (Morrison and Cruikshank 1973) (cf. Morrison 1976). 

If large quantities of water were outgassed to the surface of Io early in 
its lifetime but no spectral features due to water ice are now present, we 
must inquire into the possible fate of the ice. At the surface temperature of 
Io the stability of ice over long periods of time is problematical and may de
pend rather critically on energy sources in the Jovian particle belts or on 
interactions between the Jovian magnetosphere and water vapor in the atmo
sphere of Io. Fanale et al. ( 1976) conclude that an ice layer hundreds of 
meters thick could be lost by evaporation, resulting in a concentration of the 
formerly dissolved salts on the surface. Their argument gives rise to the so
called "salt flat" model for the satellite. Pilcher (personal communication 
1975) doubts that such large quantities of water could be removed, but he 
does conclude that evaporation from the equator might concentrate the water 
toward the poles. The problem here is that the polar caps on lo are dark and 
red, not bright like water ice. Also, if ice is still exposed on the surface of 
the satellite, one must explain the absence of its signature in the infrared 
spectra. 

Three materials have been suggested for the surface of lo that appear 
to be consistent with most of the features of the visible and infrared spec
trum. Fanale et al. (I 974, I 976) propose a surface of evaporites. Figure 11 
demonstrates the good agreement between the spectrum of Io and that of 
an evaporite leached from the Orgueil meteorite, and in addition their model 
has the advantage of providing a source for the sodium seen in the atmo
sphere of lo (to be discussed below). Figure 11 also illustrates the agreement 
of the observed spectrum with that of elemental sulfur, a material suggested 
for the surface by Wamsteker et al. (I 974). The third model is due to McEl
roy et al. (I 974, I 975) who suggest ammonia ice with large quantities of 
dissolved sodium and calcium. The presence of the dissolved metals washes 
out the infrared bands of the ammonia and produces a spectrum similar to 
that observed. All of these models are discussed in more detail by Brown 
and Yung (p. 1102). 

Of these materials, the origin of both sulfur and the evaporite salts can 
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Fig. 11. Comparison between the spectrum of lo and that of an evaporite leached from the 
Orgueil meteorite. Also shown are spectra of selensulfur. natural halite and the halite sample 
after irradiation by protons (from Fanale et al. 1976). 

be understood in terms of outgassing of the vapors of aqueous solutions from 
the interior, although the problem of removing the primordial "oceans" of 
ice by evaporation is not resolved. Ammonia ice in large quantities is less 
likely cosmochemically. 

The question of the existence of an atmosphere on Io has been discussed 
repeatedly during the past decade (e.g., Sinton 1973). primarily in the con
text of the transient post-eclipse brightening of the satellite seen photo
metrically by some observers. Recent attempts to establish the reality of this 
effect (Fallon and Murphy I 971; Franz and Millis I 97 I; O'Leary and Miner 
1973; Cruikshank and Murphy 1973; Franz and Millis 1974; Millis et al. 
I 974; Frey 1975) are inconclusive, and. even if the effect is real, it may be 
unrelated to the atmosphere. The first definite evidence for an atmosphere 
was obtained in 1973 by Brown ( I 974). who detected the Na 0-lines in 
emission in the spectrum of Io when the satellite was near elongation and 
hence had the maximum Doppler shift with respect to the deep Na 0-
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absorption lines in the solar spectrum. We will discuss briefly the sodium 
atmosphere and extended emission region below. 

The 1971 occultation of f3 Scorpii by Io yielded an upper limit to the 
refractivity of a possible atmosphere corresponding to maximum partial 
pressure of CH4 and N 2 of~ I x I 0-1 bar (Smith and Smith 1972; Bartholdi 
and Owen 1972). A somewhat more stringent upper limit of~ 1 x 1 o-8 bar 
for the surface pressure was derived by Kliore et al. (1974, 1975) from the 
Pioneer 10 occultation by Io. All of these observations suggest a very tenuous 
atmosphere, so much so that the exosphere probably extends to the surface 
and particles leaving the surface move in approximately ballistic paths with 
little interaction. Present data do not provide a value for the density of the 
atmosphere of Io, nor do they exclude the possibility that one or more of the 
other Galilean satellites has an atmosphere as substantial as that on lo. Both 
the presence of unusual materials on the surface and the intensive bombard
ment of the satellite by high-energy protons and electrons single out Io, and 
suggest possible mechanisms for the generation of its atmosphere as well as 
for rendering even a very tenuous atmosphere observable. 

The Pioneer IO occultation experiment (Kliore et al. l 974, 1975) dis
covered the existence of an ionosphere on Io extending, on the day side, 
from near the surface to an altitude of at least 700 km, with a peak electron 
density of 6 x 104 cm-3 at I 00-km altitude. The nightside electron density 
was nearly an order of magnitude smaller. The ultraviolet photometer on the 
same spacecraft observed a hydrogen torus in the orbit of Io with greater 
density in the trailing portion (Judge and Carlson 1974; Carlson and Judge 
1974, 1975), although the interpretation of the observations will be altered 
if part of the emission is produced near Amalthea as well as in the orbit of 
Io (Judge et al. p. 1068). Continuing observations of the Na D-emission from 
Io have indicated that the sodium cloud is also extended in the orbit of the 
satellite, apparently forming a partial torus around Jupiter (Trafton et al. 
1974; Bergstralh et al. 1975; Brown et al. 1975; Macy and Trafton 1975; 
Miinch and Bergstralh 1975). Analyses of these observations (in the papers 
indicated above) as well as those by Brown and Chaffee (1974), McElroy 
et al. (1974), Matson et al. (1974), Fanale et al. (1974, 1976), and Carlson 
et al. (197 5), indicate that the cloud consists of an inner, optically thick 
region that might properly be considered part of the atmosphere of lo and 
an extended, optically thin emission region extending up to 60 arcsec from 
the satellite in the orbital plane. The temperature in the inner cloud has been 
estimated at from 500° to 3000°K, and the flux of sodium atoms escaping 
from Io at ~ 107 cm-2 sec-1 • The emission itself is due to resonant scattering 
of sunlight. The atmosphere of Io is more extensively discussed in this vol
ume by Brown and Yung (p. 1140). 

Pioneer measurements showed that lo interacts strongly with energetic 
protons and electrons in the Jovian radiation belt. MeV protons are almost 
entirely absorbed by the satellite (McDonald et al. p. 973; Van Allen p. 
953). At higher energies, absorption of protons is still considerable; tens of 
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percent of those diffusing past lo are removed in the interval 14.8 to 21.2 
Me V (McDonald et al., p. 966 ). A similar fraction of electrons above 40 ke V 
is absorbed, while almost no depletion takes place at energies above 20 MeV 
(Van Allen p. 956; Fillius p. 914). Since the drift velocity of these very high
energy electrons relative to lo is approximately zero, the electrons can dif
fuse past lo without striking it. 

Matson et al. ( 1974) have proposed that sputtering, following the impacts 
of energetic particles into Io's surface, is the source of the sodium seen 
concentrated at the orbital distance of lo and in its orbital plane (Brown and 
Yung p. 1138). If their hypothesis is tenable, other elements, abundant on 
Io's surface according to usual cosmochemical distributions, should also 
be sputtered and therefore be present in the atmosphere. Several searches 
(Trafton 1976; Wehinger 1976) have been made for calcium. aluminum, 
potassium and other elements without success. [In September I 975, how
ever, Trafton ( 197 5) did succeed in detecting potassium.] Upper limits for 
several plausible gases derived by Fink et al. (1976) from the infrared spec
trum illustrated in Fig. 8 are: NH:i, 0.12 cm atm; CH 4 , 0.12 cm atm; N20, 
0.4 cm atm; and H2S, 24 cm atm. At this time, the question of whether the 
sputtering mechanism can yield the large amount of sodium observed is being 
considered by several groups, but no quantitative model yet seems entirely 
satisfactory (cf. Nash et al. 1975; Brown and Yung p. 1138). 

In the mid I 960's it was discovered that the probability of receiving 
sporadic but intense bursts of decametric radiation from Jupiter depends 
strongly on the orbital position of lo (Carr and Desch p. 697). The proba
bility is sharply enhanced when Io is at orbital phase angles near90° and 225°. 
Several models developed to account for Io's influence are reviewed by 
R. A. Smith (p. I 146). The models of Goertz and of Goldreich and Lynden
Bell require the presence of a conducting body, and the conductivity of the 
observed ionosphere appears to be sufficient. In view of these models, it is 
interesting to note that electrons are found to be energized near lo: Pioneer 
10 observed a concentration of soft electrons just inside Io's L shell, and 
Pioneer 11 measured the flux of electrons of energy > 0.46 MeV to jump 
by an order of magnitude when the spacecraft was within 6000 km of the 
presumed location of Io's flux tube. The energy lost in decametric radiation, 
if it comes from Io's orbital energy, may measurably influence Io's orbital 
evolution. 

In summary, lo is a Mercury-sized object with lunar density. Perhaps as 
a result of interactions with the planet, lo displays many remarkable prop
erties. Its spectrophotometric surface properties are unlike those of any 
other object in the solar system, and the composition of its surface remains 
one of the most important problems in current satellite research. lo is the 
only one of the Jovian satellites known to have an atmosphere and iono
sphere, and in addition it apparently gives rise to toroidal clouds of sodium 
and hydrogen surrounding Jupiter. The mechanisms for the production and 
maintenance of this extended atmosphere also are not understood. More 
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data are available on lo than on any of the other Galilean satellites, and it is 
being vigorously investigated by many workers; yet, at the time of this writing 
many fundamental properties of lo are still a mystery. 

VI. AMAL THEA 

Amalthea (J 5), because of its small relative size and its proximity to Jupi
ter, is probably unlike the other regular satellites in several important re
spects. Unfortunately, it is an extremely difficult object to observe due to 
scattered light from nearby Jupiter, and consequently little is known about 
it. However, it should not be a much more difficult object to observe than 
Saturn's satellite Mimas, which has recently been investigated both by photo
graphic (Koutchmy and Lamy I 975) and area-scanning photometry (Franz 
I 975). Early visual observations of Amalthea, coupled with more recent 
photographic results. suggest that the satellite's orbit has substantial eccen
tricity and inclination (Sudbury 1969). although the exact values are not 
well known ( cf. Greenberg p. I 27 for more details). A better knowledge of 
its orbital characteristics would be useful in arriving at more precise values 
of the Jovian gravitational coefficients. 

The surface and interior of Amalthea may be unique in the Jovian system. 
If the formation of the Galilean satellites has been affected by early thermal 
radiation from Jupiter as proposed by Pollack and Reynolds (197 4) and 
Cameron and Pollack (p. 8 I). the heating of Amalthea at the time of its 
origin should have been even more severe. Temperatures as high as 1500°K 
are likely, and hence Amalthea may be largely refractory in composition, 
much like Mercury. Its exact composition depends significantly on the 
temperature and hence on the opacity of the nebula surrounding proto
J upiter: a high-opacity nebula produces temperatures near 1500°K while 
500°K is more probable for a low-opacity nebula (Pollack, personal com
munication 1975). Refractory materials generally contain a high percentage 
of radionuclides, which will heat the interior further, counteracting to some 
extent the effect of Amalthea's high ratio of surface area to mass. Amalthea's 
small size may have been caused by this heating or by the fact that Jupiter, 
since it had not finished its gravitational collapse, was scarcely inside Amal
thea's orbit at the time of the satellite's origin. 

The closeness of Amalthea to Jupiter means that strong tides act on 
Amalthea. elongating it towards Jupiter and squashing it normal to its orbital 
plane. The magnitude of Amalthea's distortion provides an indirect approach 
to finding its mean density; the density probably cannot be determined other
wise since its mass is so small. A homogeneous satellite without strength, 
having a mean radius Rs and density Ps• will be distorted into a triaxial ellip
soid of semi-axes [R., (1 + 35d/ 12), Rs (I - !0d/ 12), Rs (I - 25d/ 12)] 
pointing toward the planet, normal to the satellite orbital plane and in the 
orbital plane, respectively; d equals (p_d p,) (RJ/ a):!, where the subscript J 
refers to Jupiter and a is the satellite semimajor axis (Jeffreys 1970). Thus, 
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if Amalthea responds like a fluid over the age of the solar system, which is 
more likely for ice than for silicates. the tidal bulge might be detectable by 
accurate photometry or spacecraft imaging. The cross sections seen from 
Earth at elongation and conjunction differ because of the tidal distortion by 
ten to thirty percent, depending on the density. The maximum difference in 
diameters, which would be visible only by a spacecraft, is about 30 km for 
a high-density model and nearly I 00 km for a low-density model. Since MJS 
resolution on Amalthea is expected to be about IO km, detection of the tidal 
distortion of a silicate Amalthea by spacecraft imaging could be somewhat 
marginal, particularly when surface roughness is accounted for. However, 
the resolution should be easily sufficient to distinguish a silicate or refractory 
composition from one of water ice; it should therefore test the Pollack and 
Reynolds ( 197 4) scenario for the origin of the inner satellites. A similar tidal 
distortion has been proposed by Harris and Soter ( 1976) to account for the 
non-spherical shape of Phobos. Tidal distortion should also be observable 
on the icy Mimas, for which it is likely to be more than ten percent. 

While the V magnitude usually quoted for Amalthea is 13.0 (Harris 
196 l ), it is quite possible that the satellite is fainter and that it is brightest at 
eastern elongation (Van Biesbroeck 1946), as are the other inner regular 
satellites. There are no photoelectric or photographic determinations of its 
brightness. Recently, however, Rieke (1975) has succeeded in measuring 
Amalthea in the thermal infrared, at wavelengths from 8 to 25 µ,m. He fits 
the spectral dependence of these thermal measurements to deduce a color 
temperature of 155 ± 15°K. On the assumption that Amalthea radiates with 
unit emissivity, the temperature and the measured infrared fluxes yield a 
diameter of 240 ± 60 km. If the visual magnitude at the time of the obser
vations, all made in I 97 4 near eastern elongation. is taken to be 13, then 
Rieke obtains a geometric albedo of - 0.1, very much lower than that of lo. 
Although this albedo has substantial uncertainties due to both the photom
etry and the radius, it does indicate a rocky rather than icy surface, consistent 
with the high vapor pressure of ice at the temperature of the satellite. The 
observed temperature of Amalthea is consistent with a dark object in equilib
rium with the insolation (Rieke I 975) and does not indicate a substantial 
heating by the numerous radiation belt particles which are known to interact 
with Amalthea, as described below. 

Amalthea, moving deep within the Jovian radiation belts, was found by 
Pioneers IO and 11 to absorb both keV and MeV electrons (Simpson and 
McKibben p. 745) and MeV protons (Mogro-Campero p. 1195; McDonald 
and Trainor p. 966), particularly at higher energies. Particle absorption by 
Amalthea significantly decreased trapped particle fluxes at all energies 
(Mogro-Campero p. I 195). Two minima in the particle fluxes that cannot 
be related to any known satellite have been suggested by Ness (personal 
communication 197 5) as the signatures of an undiscovered satellite at l. 7 
R,. Amalthea may even have its own hydrogen torus. A reasonable alterna
tive to the usual interpretation of the Pioneer ultraviolet photometer data 
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suggests that the observed asymmetry is due to Amalthea rather than to a 
real asymmetry in the lo cloud (Judge et al. p. 1093). 

VII. THE OUTER SATELLITES 

Very few observations have been made of the outer satellites beyond the 
photographs used for their discoveries and orbit computations. A search for 
outer Jovian satellites has recently been initiated at Hale Observatories and 
has already resulted in the discovery of Leda (Kowal p. 000). Kowal (per
sonal communication I 975) expected to find more than just one satellite, 
presuming the size distribution of other satellites to be similar to that of 
asteroids, and he still believes several more will be found before 1980. A 
recent determination of the magnitudes of several of the outer Jovian satel
lites (cf. Table I) by Andersson (1974) shows some differences from the 
classical values. However, with the exception of the I. I-magnitude dis
crepancy for Pasiphae (J 8), the two sets ofresults are surprisingly consistent, 
indicating that the satellites are probably not very irregular objects such as 
small captured asteroids or collisional debris might be expected to be. Photo
electric measurements of Himalia (J 6) during two nights by Andersson 
( 1974) suggest magnitude variations of about 0.3 mag but no obvious perio
dicity with time such as might be produced by rotation of an irregular body; 
hence, the photometric period and amplitude of even this brightest of the 
outer satellites remain unknown. 

With the exception of Himalia, and perhaps Elara (J 7), the outer satellites 
are difficult objects to observe photoelectrically because of their faintness 
and their poorly defined ephemerides (Aksnes 1976). Hence virtually no 
color information is available for most of them. This ignorance of color is 
particularly unfortunate since Andersson's photoelectric data on Himalia 
(see Fig. 12) indicate a color (B - V = 0.68, U - B = 0.46) that makes this 
object unique in the solar system. It is worth noting that the two Trojans 
plotted in Fig. 12 lie on the opposite side of the color diagram from H imalia. 

The first attempts to detect thermal radiation from Himalia and Elara in 
the infrared have failed, indicating that their albedos are greater than 0.03 
(Cruikshank 1975). It is important that such observations be attempted again 
with greater sensitivity, since the Trojan asteroids, which have been con
sidered a possible source for the outer satellites (Kuiper 1956), are known 
from radiometric measurements to be very dark (Cruikshank 1975). One 
might presume that, given the same initial composition, the surfaces of the 
outer Jovian satellites and the Trojan asteroids should be similar because of 
their common sizes and distances from the Sun. However, some important 
process, such as interaction with the high-energy proton flux of Jovian origin 
found by Pioneer 11 in nearby interplanetary space (Simpson et al. 1975), 
might act on one species and not the other. 

The comparatively small sizes of the outer satellites, their irregular orbits, 
and their great distances from Jupiter speak of an origin different from that 
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Fig. 12. Two-color diagram for some asteroids and small satellites. Note the position of 
Himalia (J 6) in the upper left-hand corner and the two Trojan asteroids in the central bottom 
(from Andersson 197 4 ). 

of the inner regular satellites (cf. Cameron and Pollack p. 78; Greenberg p. 
123 ). The most commonly accepted view is that they were captured from the 
nearby asteroid belt (Kuiper I 95 I), perhaps shortly after the solar system 
originated, when the space density of asteroids in the vicinity of Jupiter was 
considerably higher than it is today (Kaula and Bigeleisen I 975; Weiden
schilling 1975). However, as long as energy dissipation does not intervene, 
capture is a reversible process and thus a flow of planetoids to and from some 
storage place, perhaps the triangular Lagrangian points where the Trojan 
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asteroids are located, is to be expected (Kuiper I 951 ). Furthermore, com
puter calculations (Everhart 1973) illustrate that captures, besides being 
temporary, are extremely uncommon occurrences. More realistic numerical 
modeling would be a useful addition to our understanding of the origin of the 
outer satellites. 

The existence of the inner and outer satellite groups can be qualitatively 
understood in any capture scenario. Retrograde orbits are to be expected for 
the outer satellites, since they have been shown to be more stable than direct 
orbits semi-analytically by Moulton (I 914) and numerically by Hunter 
( I 967), Henon (1970). and Chebotarev and Bozhkova (1964). The satellite 
clusters are each located about halfway to the point at which circular equa
torial orbits obviously become unstable (Kuiper 1956). Their location may 
then be determined simply by a playoff between the depth into Jupiter's po
tential well at which capture is probable versus the distance from which 
escape of a satellite on an elliptic orbit is easy. On the other hand, the clus
tering may not indicate multiple captures but simply result from fragmenta
tion taking place after, or during, a single capture. 

In work frequently quoted, Bailey ( 1971, I 972) has argued that capture 
may occur solely through the inner Lagrangian point, and only at either Jupi
ter's perihelion or aphelion; perihelion captures in Bailey's model lead to 
direct orbits which lie very near the actual inner irregular satellite cluster 
whereas captures at aphelion produce retrograde orbits with semimajor axes 
approximately those of the outer satellite cluster. Bailey's results are, how
ever, in considerable dispute: numerical calculations (Hunter 1967; Ever
hart 1973) have illustrated many captures and escapes at points other than 
the inner Lagrangian point. Errors in the calculation have been pointed out 
by Heppenheimer ( 197 5), who has proposed his own capture criterion. Davis 
( 197 4) has called attention to the fact that the orbital elements of Jupiter that 
produce Bailey's striking numerical agreement occur only occasionally be
cause the Jovian orbit varies under the action of the other planets. 

The similarity of the orbital elements of both clusters of irregular satel
lites suggested to Bronshten ( 1968) and Colombo and Franklin ( 1971) that 
the members of both groups originated from the same event. They propose 
that a collision occurred between objects inside Jupiter's sphere of influence, 
eliminating excess orbital energy relative to Jupiter, and was followed by 
capture. This hypothesis is discussed in more detail by Greenberg (p. 125). 
A photometric survey of the outer satellites to look for similarities in their 
surface properties would be a valuable test of this class of capture theories. 

One should not too easily assume capture as a proven scenario for the 
origin of the outer satellites. The apparent lack of large brightness variations 
for any outer satellite and the unusual color of Himalia mean that these satel
lites are probably not simply captured asteroids, but could be objects that 
have had a special origin or that have been acted upon by some process not 
affecting the Trojan asteroids. The size distribution of the bodies does not 
match that of either collisional fragments or asteroids; each of these types of 
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fragmented bodies would contain many more small ones. (See Gehrels' com
ment following paper by Greenberg p. 130.) More observations are needed; 
they will be difficult for most of these tiny bodies. However, measurements 
of Himalia and Elara, which are substantially larger than the others, are not 
impossible and are strongly encouraged. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

To date, practically all studies of the Jovian satellites have been made by 
groundbased optical astronomy. However, the early I 970's have shown that 
other techniques will become increasingly important in the future. Pioneers 
IO and 11 in 1973-7 4 greatly improved our knowledge of the masses of the 
satellites, gave a first in situ glimpse of the atmosphere of Io, and imaged 
several satellites directly. They also improved our understanding of the na
ture of the Jovian magnetosphere and particle environment in which the 
inner satellites are immersed. In 1974 radar signals were first returned from 
Ganymede, and in the next year or two extensive surface mapping and or
bital studies of the Galilean satellites should become possible with the up
graded Arecibo radar. At the end of the I 970's two MJS spacecraft are 
planned to fly by the satellites with imaging capabilities that will for the first 
time provide detailed spatial resolution. All of the Galilean satellites will be 
studied with resolution, coverage. and phase angle similar to the best Mari
ner 6 and 7 far-encounter images of Mars, and for lo and Ganymede there 
will be substantial coverage at low sun angles and much higher resolution, 
comparable to Mariner 10 coverage of Mercury. Present mission profiles call 
for 8% coverage of Io at I-km resolution and 1 % coverage of Ganymede at 
1.3-km resolution near their terminators. More extensive and detailed imag
ing, comparable to that obtained by Mariner 9 on Mars, will await the launch 
of a Mariner orbiter, which will provide repeated close flybys of each of the 
Galilean satellites. Only through the use of these more sophisticated tech
niques will we be able to unravel many of the mysteries that the satellites 
present to us today. 
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STRUCTURAL AND THERMAL MODELS OF ICY GALILEAN 
SATELLITES 

G. J. CONSOLMAGNO 

and 

J. S. LEWIS 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Thermal history models are presented for a suite of possible initial structures. Com
plete melting and differentiation of the ice rnmponent of Europa and Ganymede due to 
internal heat sources are predicted. A thick crust of an undifferentiated mixture of sili
cates and ice is possible for Callisto. 

That the larger icy satellites of the outer solar system should melt due to 
internal heat sources was first proposed by Lewis ( 1971) on the basis of 
cosmochemical composition models and steady-state heat flow approxima
tions. A detailed description of possible cosmochemistries has been pre
sented by Consolmagno and Lewis ( 1976), and detailed thermal models, 
based on computer simulation of time dependent generation and transport 
of heat, are given by Consolmagno ( 197 5). This chapter will present the parts 
of the work that are relevant to Galilean satellites Europa, Ganymede, and 
Callisto. We presume that lo is essentially ice-free. 

Details of the modeling process, including assumptions made, and a com
plete description of the computer programs used, has been given by Consol
magno ( 197 5). Briefly, we have confined ourselves to mixtures of water ice 
and rocky material only. The nature and evolution of the rocky material has 
been for the most part ignored and for simplicity, we have assumed it to be 
ferromagnesium silicates with the thermal properties of serpentine. We have 
run the models for two densities of the rocky material, 2.5 and 3.7 g cm-3 • 

Presumably, the lower figure applies when hydrous silicates are present in 
the rocky material. The initial bodies are assumed to be homogeneous mix
tures of silicates and water ice of the appropriate phase at a temperature of 
l 00°K, with the silicate having a chondritic abundance of uranium, thorium, 
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Fig. I. Phase diagram of water ice. Dotted lines show thermal profiles over 250 M yr intervals 
for Callisto's homogeneous low-density silicate model. 

and potassium. Heats of phase change for the various high-pressure phases 
of ice are considered (see Fig. I). As ice with silicates melts, the silicates 
are allowed to fall towards the planet's center through melted regions. As 
they fall they lose potential energy; this energy is added to the heat budget 
of the region through which they fall. Liquid regions are held at a constant 
temperature, with the heat flux from below transported to the top of the 
region by convection. 

Transport of heat by solid-state creep convection of the ice is not con
sidered. The viscosity of the high-pressure phases of ice is not known, but 
may possibly be low enough that such creep may be important. 

A partial-differences scheme similar to that used by Toksoz et al. ( 1972) 
solves the equation of heat conduction. Conductivity and heat capacity 
varies with temperature and radius, and heat production varies with radius 
and time. Time intervals are of I million years, and the temperature is found 
for 26 radially symmetric layers within the body. 

In our model the thicknesses of these layers are allowed to change with 
time. As the body warms up, the ice will change phase and may eventually 
melt, and this water may be displaced by the infalling silicates; thus the 
densities of the various parts of the planet will be changing at various times. 
Therefore, each layer will expand or contract; and it will move in or out as 
the volume of the layers beneath it changes. 
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In general, the thickness of these layers varies from 75 to 150 km in our 
Ganymede and Callisto models, with proportionately smaller layers in the 
Europa model. This is a serious limit to our model, as the thickness of the 
crust cannot be determined more accurately. However, we can use the ex
tent of melting in the uppermost region to guess an approximate size of the 
crust. When our model predicts that this top layer is completely melted, we 
can only say that the crust (which must exist, since the surface temperature 
is only 100°K) is very thin, and perhaps easily broken. 

The number of layers (and hence the accuracy of our estimate as to their 
size) is controlled by the criteria for convergence of our partial-differences 
method and by the practical considerations of computer time, which grows 
as the cube of the number of layers. For each minute of computer time spent 
on a model with I 00-km thick layers, over an hour would be needed for one 
with layers 25 km thick. 

In addition to the homogeneous models, a heterogeneously accreted 
model of Callisto is also considered, with pure ice covering a rocky core. 

In all models, the density of water was taken as I g cm-:i_ This simplifies 
certain calculations and it is a good estimate for the smaller icy bodies of 
Saturn (which were modeled at the same time) but is certainly too low for 
satellites like Ganymede and Callisto. Giving water in Ganymede a density 
of 1.2 will make the final radius of our model equal to the observed radius. 

With this description, we now turn to the models. 

CALLISTO 

The size and density of Callisto are not quite as well known as those of 
the other Galilean satellites. 1 Its radius is 2500 ± 150 km, and its mass 
roughly (91 ± I 0) x I 024g, giving a density ranging anywhere from I to 2 g 
cm-:i_ However. using the figures of 2500 km and 9 I x I 024g, we find a den
sity of 1.4 g cm-:1• Despite the fact that Callisto has the lowest density of 
the Galilean satellites, the surface of Callisto appears to be much darker than 
the others, having a spherical Bond albedo of only 0.2. 

Rather than trying to fit our models to these uncertain numbers, we have 
instead found the silicate-to-ice ratio from cosmic abundances, assuming 
the abundance of iron, magnesium, and silicon are applied to the silicates, 
and any oxygen left after the formation of the silicates goes towards the for
mation of water. following the scheme of Lewis ( 1971 ). This gives a mixture 
of 60o/c by weight for water ice and 40¼ for silicates. 

Since Callisto represents the type of satellite predicted by cosmic abun
dances of water ice and rock, it has received the most thorough modeling. 
We present here three extremes of the models: a homogeneously accreted 
body with silicates of density 2.5; one with silicates of density 3.7; and a 

'See p. 998. 
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heterogeneous accretion model, with silicates of density 3. 7 forming the 
core, and various phases of pure water ice overlying it. 

Model 1: Homogeneous Accretion with Silicate Density 2 .5 

The first model starts, as mentioned before, at a uniform temperature of 
100°K. At the center is an ice (VI II) and silicate region, extending to 1300 
km; next is an ice (VI) and silicate region, extending to 1700 km; then an 
ice (11) and silicate region, to 2300 km; and finally an ice (I) and silicate crust, 
giving the planet an initial radius of 2400 km. 

Figure 1 gives a detailed picture of how the ice warms up and changes 
phase. By 600 million years (M yr) after formation, the first melting occurs, 
at the ice (V)-ice (Vl)-water triple point. The melting region grows, mostly 
towards the center, until at I 250 M yr the planet develops the structure seen 
in Fig. 2. By 3000 M yr, the undifferentiated crust has shrunk to 150 km in 
thickness, with another I 00 km of partly melted and differentiated ice below 
it. But the crust gets no thinner, as the heat sources in the silicates decay, and 
the partly melted region refreezes. 

At present, the crust of Callisto by this model will be 250 km thick, and 
range in composition from primitive material at the surface to partly differen
tiated material at the base of the crust. Beneath this crust will be a mantle 
of liquid water 900 km thick, overlying a 1400-km silicate core. Finally, it 
should be noted that the temperatures in the core would reach 1000°K by 
2000 M yr; by this time, one would expect dehydration of the silicates to 
begin, resulting in some moderation of temperatures within the core. 

Model 2: Homogeneous Accretion with Silicate Density 3.7 

With the density of the silicates set upwards to 3. 7, the overall picture is 
similar. Because of the more dense material the crustal radius is less by I 00 
km, making cooling of the interior slightly more efficient so that the planet is 
not quite so differentiated after 1250 M yr (Fig. 3); however, the greater den
sity of the silicates virtually doubles the heat generated by gravitational infall 
(since a larger fraction of the total mass is involved), and the smaller volume 
fraction occupied by the silicates lowers the conductivity of the crust, so that 
by 3000 M yr the crust is a bit thinner than in the lower density silicate case. 
But, it begins to refreeze by the present time, and a thick (250 km) crust re
sults, the upper part of which remains undifferentiated. 

Model 3: Heterogeneous Accretion with Silicate Density 3.7 

In this model we start with a "dry" core of silicates 1350 km in radius, 
covered by a 100-km thick region of pure ice (VI 11), a 200-km thick region 
of ice (VI). a 700-km region of ice (II), and a 60-km crust of ice (I). The heat 
flux from the core slowly melts the overlying ice layers: first melting does not 
occur until 700 M yr, and by 1500 M yr the water region is only 250 km 
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weight for silicates of density 2.5 g cm-", 60'1<: by weight for water ice. Temperature in de
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side of the pie sections and the radius in kilometers, on the right. The sections labeled "ice I," 
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the weight percent of silicates which also exist in those regions. 

thick, with another I 00 km above it melting. By 3000 M yr the water region 
has nearly tripled in size and continues to grow to the present. The present 
structure is roughly in steady state, with a I 00-km crust of ice (1), 200-km 
region of ice (11). and an 850-km liquid mantle overlying the silicate core 
(Fig. 4). 

Central temperatures and pressures reach very high values: the model 
predicts a temperature of nearly 3000°K, at a pressure of 45 kbar. Naturally, 
silicates will undergo considerable phase changes at these conditions, and we 
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Fig. 3. Pie sections and temperature versus radius curves for Callisto, assuming 40'/r hy 
weight for silicates of density 3.7 g cm-", 60'1/r by weight for water ice. See caption to Fig. 2 
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should expect a substantial differentiation and evolution of silicate phases. 
The silicate phase changes might, on the one hand, absorb considerable 
amounts of heat which would otherwise contribute to the heat flux being 
convected to melt the crust. On the other hand, the differentiation of the 
silicates may serve to enrich the upper layers of the silicate core in uranium 
and thorium, thus in effect increasing the local heat flux. Such reactions in 
the core would start early in the object's history, at about the same time that 
melting of ice becomes important, and would probably have a more profound 
effect on the ultimate internal structure of such a body than the simple melt
ing of ice modeled here. 
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GANYMEDE 

Ganymede has a radius of 2635 km, known to within 10 km by stellar 
occultation, and a mass of 154 x l 024g, known as in Europa's case by orbital 
characteristics. This gives a mean observed density of 2.0 (Morrison and 
Cruikshank 1974). The surface of Ganymede is also known to be icy, like 
Europa's. The surface albedo is high (0.4), and ice has been observed in its 
spectrum (Pilcher et al. 1972). 

Since Ganymede's density is well known, we can use it as a constraint on 
the amounts of ice and rocky material present. Assuming a density of 1.2 g 
cm-3 for the ices, we use the formula: 

_ (Psi! Pice )t(p ) Xsil - -p-- - Psil ice - Psil 
total 

(l) 

to determine the weight percent of ices and silicates. We find that the com
position for Ganymede can range from 20% water and 80% silicates of den
sity 2.5, to 40% water and 60% silicates of density 3.7. 

Low-density Silicate Model 

Starting with the 2.5 g cm-:i silicate, we again set up our satellite at an 
initial temperature of l 00°K, as we did for Callisto. We have at the center 
an ice (VII I) and silicate core extending to 2100 km, overlying ice (VI) and 
silicate, and ice (II) and silicate mantles, and a thin ice (I) and silicate crust 
(Fig. 5). After 250 M yr substantial melting has occurred near the surface, 
resulting in differentiation from a radius of 2250 km to the surface. Under 
the water and silicates comes a layer of ice (VI) and silicates, and a core of 
ice (VII) and silicates. By 2000 M yr the planet is completely differentiated 
and remains so to the present. We would expect only a thin icy crust on the 
surface. 

The central temperatures are in excess of l 000°K in the silicate core as 
early as I 000 M yr after formation, and so we can expect that any hydrous 
silicates will have dehydrated by this time. Such a process would require 
heat, resulting in a slightly cooler core than illustrated. After dehydration the 
planet with more dense silicates would probably resemble more the second 
model of Ganymede, using silicates of density 3.7. 

High-density Silicate Model 

This model starts out with twice as much ice, and thus needs more time 
to evolve. However, by 500 M yr it has reached the point illustrated in Fig. 
4, with a l 00-km crust of undifferentiated "dirty" ice, a 300-km region of 
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slush (where the ice is melting), a thin mantle of water underlain by a region 
of silicates, then high-pressure ices (VI) and (Vil) with silicates. By 2000 
M yr this model also has completely differentiated, but with a thicker crust 
than the 2.5 g cm-:i silicate model. Since this ice has been totally melted and 
differentiated, it thus would look "clean." This structure would continue to 
the present (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 5. Pie sections and temperature versus radius curves for Ganymede, assuming 801/c by 
weight for silicates of density 2.5 g cm-", 201/c by weight for water ice. See caption to Fig. 2 
for further explanation. 
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EUROPA 

Europa has a mass of 48 ± I x I 0~4g, as determined by the characteristics 
of its orbit, and a radius of 1550 ± 150 km, as determined by groundbased 
observations, giving a total density of 3.1 ± 1 g cm-:1 (Morrison and Cruik
shank 1974). Within this uncertain range, it is possible that little or no ice 
need be present. The albedo of Europa is 0.6, suggestive of an icy surface. 
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Pilcher et al. ( 1972) have reported observing characteristic absorption bands 
of ice in the reflectance spectrum. which would indicate that ice makes up at 
least a small part of the satellite's chemistry. 

Model 

Since Europa's density is greater than 2.5, we assume only the 3. 7 den
sity material for the silicates. Using the same formula as for Ganymede [see 
Eq. (I)], a density of 3.1 would result from a mixture of IOo/r by weight of 
water ice and 90'7c by weight of silicates. The structure is illustrated in Fig. 7. 

We begin with a core of silicates and ice (Vlll) extending to a radius of 
1200 km, covered with mantles of silicates and ice (VI), and silicates and ice 
(II), with silicates and ice (I) as a crust on the surface. After 250 M yr, sub
stantial melting has already taken place, resulting in differentiation of the 
water and silicates. Melting has proceeded almost to the surface, and a crust 
of pure ice (I) now exists. Due to the high pressures in the center, however, 
the melting point of ice (VII) has not yet been reached there and so this re
gion remains undifferentiated. By 2000 M yr the entire satellite has been 
melted and differentiated. The high heat flux from the core, carried by the 
convecting water, has again completely melted the crust- any layer of ice 
on the surface will be too thin to be detected by our model grid. Tempera
tures in the center of the core reach nearly 2000°K. 

After 4500 M yr, a structure similar to what we expect for the present 
may exist. A thin crust of ice covers a convecting region of water, which is 
cooling off the upper layers of the silicate core. Heat production in the core 
has dropped as well, as the radioactive nuclides decay. However. the center 
is still effectively isolated from the surface and continues to heat up reaching 
temperatures of 2800°K. This central temperature is not to be strictly be
lieved, since we have ignored the chemistry and melting behavior of the 
rocky material, which will be significant long before these high temperatures 
are achieved. This chemistry was described briefly in discussions (see above) 
of the heterogeneous model of Callisto. 

COMPARISON OF MODELS WITH OBSERVED FEATURES 

The only presently observable intrinsic features of the Galilean satellites 
are their densities and their surface properties. The densities show a striking 
relation to distance from Jupiter. with the most rock-like (or perhaps most 
ice-depleted) satellite lo being the closest, and the satellite most typical of 
cosmic abundances of ice and silicate (the least ice-depleted) being Callisto. 
This description is matched in our models of the outer three satellites. Area
son for this simple decrease in density has been proposed by Pollack et al. 
(1974) who describe the Galilean system as a small-scale solar system, with 
the composition of satellite-forming materials being determined by the local 
pressure and temperature in a proto-Jupiter nebula. 
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The surface features are more difficult to explain. The darkest satellite is 
(by density arguments) the iciest, while the brightest (lo) should have no ice 
at all. Ice features are seen in the spectra of Europa and Ganymede, but only 
hinted at in the spectrum of Callisto, which should be the iciest of all. Again. 
polarimetric and thermometric results for Europa and Ganymede are con
sistent with ice and frost on their surfaces, but are more difficult to explain 
for Callisto. 

To explain these differences, Fanale et al. (1976) have proposed that the 
surface of Io is covered with salts leached from its interior, Europa is cov
ered with a thin crust of ice, Ganymede has a crust of differentiated ice, 
and Callisto's crust is an undifferentiated ice-plus-rock mixture. Our thermal 
models lend support to this idea. 

In our models, we predict Callisto will always have a thick undifferen
tiated crust, while even the topmost iteration layers of our Ganymede and 
Europa models are predicted to be melted and differentiated. In reality, since 
the surface temperature is presumably always below the melting point of ice, 
there will always be an unmelted crust too thin to be seen by our model. 
Judging from the predicted heat flow through the mantle, this crust will be 
roughly 30 km thick, thus much more easily punctured, destroyed, or other
wise altered than the 200 km crust on Callisto. 

Altering the Primitive Crust 

Any of a variety of events may have occurred which could have thor
oughly melted the primitive crust: a superabundance of radioactive nuclides, 
rapid accretion, a period of increased solar heating, electromagnetic heating 
from an increased solar wind, or tidal effects. In addition, the uncertainty in 
the radius of Callisto means it may well have a density as great as that of 
Ganymede. By our model, this would mean an enrichment of radionuclide
bearing rocky material, and thus a thermal history similar to Ganymede's. 

There is the question of the stability of such a crust; ice plus silicates 
would presumably be denser than pure water. However, depending on the 
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amount and density of the silicate phase, such a difference may not be too 
extreme, since water under high pressure approaches the density of ice (I) 
plus silicates. 
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Fig. 7. Pie sections and temperature versus radius curves for Europa, assuming 90% by weight 
for silicates of density 3.7 g cm-". 1or:; hy weight for water ice. See caption to Fig. 2 for 
further explanation. 
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There is the possibility that impacts may cause the crust to break, and 
this coupled with the above mentioned density instability would lead to a 
catastrophic destruction of the crust. The efficiency of this mechanism de
pends on the nature of the crust and the impacting material. If the impacting 
material originated from the same region of space as the satellites them
selves, it will likely have low density (being at least part ice itself) and would 
likely approach the satellites at a low relative velocity. Thus, especially large 
objects would be needed to break through a thick crust. While the flux of 
such objects is not well known, it is likely to be very low after the first 1000 
M yr, while crusts thin enough to be broken will not have been formed until 
that time. On the other hand, if the important source for colliding material 
is cometary in origin, then its composition cannot be presumed to be only ice, 
and its velocity is likely to be very high, especially due to the acceleration 
caused by Jupiter's mass. Thus impacts, though not necessarily common, 
will be of high energy. Whether they would be able to break through a 200 
km thick crust is still uncertain, however. 

A more quantitative treatment of this subject would be of interest. In 
order to predict how impacts would affect the surfaces of these objects, we 
would need to know not only the chemical nature, velocities, and flux of 
impacting objects, but also the strength of an ice and rock crust at I00°K; 
none of these factors are well known at present. The best guess at present is 
that impacts might puncture the thin (- 3 0 km) crusts predicted for Europa 
and Ganymede. It may be possible that impacts similar to those postulated 
for the formation of lunar mare basins would occur to puncture Callisto's 
crust. 

Our models predict considerable thermal expansion, and this may pro
duce significant cracks in the crust, leading to upwelling of the less-dense 
liquid material underneath and eventually to catastrophic overturn of the 
crustal layers. But the thermal expansion appears to be on a slow enough 
time scale that plastic flow of the ice should heal such cracks as they develop. 

An undifferentiated crust is not necessary to explain the low albedo of 
Callisto. If the surface were evenly dusted by a uniform layer of an especially 
dark material, such as a carbonaceous chondrite material, the water absorp
tion features would be obscured and the darkness of the surface could be 
explained (Johnson and Fanale 1973). Since the observed albedo of Callisto, 
though lower than expected for ice, is still fairly high, we might expect such 
an effect to be important. If the Poynting-Robertson effect due to the bright
ness of Jupiter would allow small dark particles to drift inwards towards the 
planet, then such particles would first encounter Callisto, the outermost of 
the Galilean satellites, and provide darkening material. However, even in 
this case a thick, stable crust (although not necessarily a dirty, undifferen
tiated one) would be desirable to allow this dust to accumulate over a long 
period of time. 
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If Europa and Ganymede were formed of homogeneous mixtures of ice 
and silicates with chondritic abundances ofradioactive nuclides, while solid
state creep is unimportant, they will almost completely melt, leaving thin, 
easily altered primitive crusts. One cannot say with equal assurance that the 
crust of Callisto will not melt, only that internal heat sources alone may not 
be sufficient to melt it. However, it seems plausible that a thick crust, as 
predicted for Callisto, will survive. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The densities of Callisto, Ganymede, and possibly Europa indicate that 
they are made of a mixture of ice and rocky material. If the rocky material 
contains a chondritic abundance of radionuclides, then these bodies will be 
substantially melted and differentiated. 

A Callisto-sized object, with cosmic abundances of water and rocky ma
terials in a homogeneous mixture will begin to melt within 750 M yr, be subs
tantially melted by 1200 M yr after formation, and persist to the present 
with a 200-km thick rock-and-ice crust, a liquid water mantle about I 000 
km thick, and a 1200-km rocky core. 

Ganymede, with a higher silicate/ice ratio to match its observed density, 
will begin to melt by 500 M yr and perhaps as early as 250 M yr (depending 
upon the nature and amount of silicates present); by 2000 M yr virtually all 
of it will have melted; and at present it will have a crust of ice less than 100 
km thick, a liquid water mantle 400-800 km thick and a large rocky core 
1800-2200 km in diameter. 

Europa, even if it started with a composition of as much as I 0% ice 
(which seems to be a maximum considering its high density) would be subs
tantially melted and differentiated within 500 M yr. Internal temperatures 
will certainly be high enough to devolve water from any hydrous minerals 
present (which is probably a more likely source for surface ice) by 2500 
M yr. A Europa with 10% water content would have a 70-km ice crust at 
present, a 100-km water mantle, and a rocky core 1400 km in radius. 

Internal heat sources seem to be sufficient for Europa and Ganymede to 
completely melt at some time in their history (at least to within 30 km of the 
surface). This is not true of Callisto, and may be a clue to understanding why 
the surface of Callisto appears to be much darker than that of Europa or 
Ganymede. However, the still uncertain density for Callisto (with resulting 
uncertainty in the amount of rocky material present), the undefined nature of 
the rocky material, and the large number of other, unmodeled events which 
could have affected the surfaces of all these bodies, makes such a suggestion 
speculative. 

Inhomogeneously accreted bodies, consisting of rocky cores covered by 
rock-free ice, will melt more slowly than homogeneous rock-and-ice mix-
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ture bodies. However, by the present time such bodies would have icy crusts 
and water mantles comparable to those of the homogeneously accreted 
bodies. Their crusts, of course, would always be clean, rock-free ice. 

Regardless of the model of accretion, any Galilean-sized object with at 
least a cosmic ratio of rocky to icy material will show a significant internal 
structure, and the process of differentiating the interior will likely be exten
sive enough to affect the surfaces of these satellites. 
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DISCUSSION 

T. R. McDonough: You mentioned magnetic effects due to a super solar 
wind. What are these effects? 

G. J. Consolmaino: This was the theory of Sonett et al. (1975) that the 
sun's early magnetic field, carried by the solar wind, might heat up bodies 
in the solar system by induction. 

W. Kaula: For Sonett's heating-by-electromagnetic-induction to work 
on silicate bodies, their electrical conductivity must be raised by first heat
ing them to a few l 00°K by some other mechanism. Is there a similar "thresh
old" effect to heat the icy parts of Galilean satellites by this process, and, 
if so, what? 

G. J. Consolmagno: The electrical conductivity of pure ice measured in 
the laboratory is low. However, the conductivity of the material making up 
the Galilean satellites, containing ice and a rocky component of unknown 
particle size, and whose composition may include anything from electrolytic 
salts to unoxydized metal, is unknown. Heating by electromagnetic induc
tion is merely mentioned as one of a number of possible heating events which 
we have ignored. 

W. H. McCrea: The surface of Europa is apparently very patchy; is your 
model compatible with this? 

G. J. Consolmagno: The simple theory which has for Europa and Gany
mede "clean," differentiated ice crusts, while Callisto has a "dirty," un
differentiated crust, could not explain this. However, if the surfaces are 
dusted with some darker material, then we can explain this patchiness. Eu
ropa and Ganymede, with thin icy crusts as we predict, would be more easily 
punctured by an impact; liquid water could then flow from the mantle onto 
the surface forming a flat, clean plain in a manner somewhat similar to the 
way we think the maria may have been formed on the moon. In that case, we 
would expect the surface of Europa to be patchy. Callisto, on the other hand, 
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could not maintain a thin crust even if some outside event completely melted 
it, so any dust that it collects is more likely to remain uncovered, hence its 
darker color. Still, we should not constrain the top 200 kilometers of these 
satellites by observations of the top 2 microns. Our models cannot pretend to 
give a detailed picture of the surfaces. 

J. B. Pollack: There are two corollaries that follow from the early high
luminosity phase of Jupiter as applied to the composition of the Galilean 
satellites. First, the temperatures in the nebula in which they formed barely 
become low enough to permit water-ice condensation. Hence the tempera
tures probably never become low enough to permit condensation of ammonia 
or methane clathrates. Second, the early high-luminosity phase inhibited 
water-ice condensation in the early phases of the formation of Ganymede 
and Callisto. As a result, just after their formation these satellites may have 
had a strong chemical zonation with the rocky material concentrated toward 
the center and water ice toward the surface. 
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THE JOVIAN METEOROID ENVIRONMENT 

D. H. HUMES 
Langley Research Center 

Meteoroid fluxes in interplanetary space at 5 A .U. and near Jupiter have been mea
sured with the penetration detectors on Pioneer IO and Pioneer 11. The data .rn1:i:est 
that the size distribution of meteoroids at 5 A. U. is the same as that at 1 A. U. Further
more, the hii:h .flux observed near Jupiter appears due to meteoroids in orbit ahout the 
s1111 heing gravitatio11al/_,, focused toward the planet. There is 110 indication of a large 
population of particles in orbit around Jupiter. Calculations slum· that the mass i11f/11x of 
meteoroids on Jupifer is 170 times that on the earth, but this does not have a significant 
effect 011 the energy balance o(Jupiter. The hii:h speed with which meteoroids enter the 
Jovian atmosphere causes them to he brighter than those on Earth so that the number of 
visible meteors is 5800 times the number in the earth's atmosphere. 

Before the Pioneer 10 mission, it was presumed that Jupiter must attract 
many more meteoroids than the earth does because it is so massive and near 
the asteroid belt. The data obtained with the penetration detectors on Pio
neers 10 and 11 have shown that, indeed, the meteoroid population near 
Jupiter is greater. It was discovered, however, that the asteroid belt is not 
responsible for this high meteoroid population (Humes et al. 1974). The 
population of small meteoroids is not greater in the asteroid belt than it is in 
adjacent regions of space, the concentration being essentially constant be
tween I A.U. and 5 A.U. 

In this chapter the size distribution of meteoroids at 5 A. U. is calculated 
from the ratio of the penetration fluxes in the Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 de
tectors at 5 A. U ., using the interplanetary data and not the encounter data 
because the former can be compared directly. The spatial density of meteor
oids in interplanetary space at 5 A. U. is then calculated assuming different 
distributions of orbits. I shall demonstrate that the data obtained on Pioneers 
IO and I 1 during their encounters with Jupiter can be explained by gravita
tional focusing. A model of the Jovian meteoroid environment is derived and 
the total mass and energy added to Jupiter are calculated. The meteors 

[ I 052] 
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created when meteoroids enter the Jovian atmosphere also will be consid
ered. The altitude at which the meteoroid material is deposited in the Jovian 
atmosphere is calculated, and the number of visible meteors occurring in the 
Jovian atmosphere is estimated. 

I. DATA 

The meteoroid penetration detectors on Pioneer 10 and I I are pressured 
cells, each having an exposed area of 2.45 x I 0-3 m2 (O'Neal 197 4). When a 
meteoroid penetrates a cell wall, the gas escapes and the loss of pressure 
causes the signal that a penetration has occurred. Each cell can detect only 
one meteoroid so the sensitive area of the experiment decreases with each 
penetration. The cell walls are 25 µm thick stainless steel for the Pioneer 10 
detectors which make the detectors sensitive to meteoroids larger than 
2 x 10-9g at typical impact velocities (Humes et al. 1974). The cell walls are 
50 µ,m thick stainless steel on Pioneer I I making the detectors sensitive to 
particles larger than 1.6 x 1 o-8g. There are 234 cells on each spacecraft. 
The experiments on each spacecraft were fabricated as two essentially inde
pendent instruments to increase reliability. The Channel (0) instruments on 
each spacecraft process data from I 08 cells, while Channel (I) instruments 
handle the data from the other 126 cells. 

The Channel (I) instrument on Pioneer IO began to malfunction 6 days 
after the spacecraft was launched. The Channel (I) data from Pioneer 11 is 
still being evaluated. Consequently, only the Channel (0) data from Pioneers 
IO and 11 are considered in this chapter. 

The time histories of penetrations in Channel (0) are shown in Fig. I 
(Humes et al. I 97 5 ). 54 cells were penetrated on Pioneer IO while the space
craft was between the earth and Jupiter, and 20 cells penetrated on Pioneer 
11 in the same region of space. 

There was a sharp increase in the number of meteoroid penetrations as 
Pioneer 10 passed near Jupiter (Kinard et al. 1974). There were only two 
penetrations on Pioneer 11. In addition, a spurious count was registered soon 
after the second penetration. while the spacecraft was near periapsis and 
the radiation was high. This has raised some question as to whether the two 
indicated penetrations were real or whether they were counts induced by 
radiation (Humes et al. 1975). It is clear, however, that no more than two 
meteoroid penetrations occurred during encounter. The counter, of the num
ber of cells that have been penetrated. is inhibited for approximately 83 
minutes after each event so that multiple counts will not be registered. The 
inhibit time is significant when compared to the time between penetrations 
on Pioneer IO during the Jupiter encounter. Some cells could have been 
penetrated while the counter was inhibited and those penetrations would not 
have been detected. In the analysis of the Pioneer IO data, the experiment 
was considered to be turned off for the 83 minutes following each recorded 
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0 
Fig. 2. Sketch of Pioneer IO trajectory near Jupiter showing positions of spacecraft when 

meteoroid penetrations were detected. The view is from the north. 
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Fig. 3. As for Fig. 2; Pioneer 11. 

penetration. A small error is introduced in the calculated flux if a few un
detected penetrations occurred, namely from not knowing the remaining sen
sitive area. The attitude of the spacecraft and the direction of Jupiter's 
motion are calculated from the direction to the earth and the sun in Figs. 2 
and 3. The spin axis of the spacecraft, which is the axis of symmetry of the 
high-gain antenna, is always pointed toward the earth and the penetration 
detectors are mounted on the back of the dish. 

The total number of meteoroid penetrations recorded on Pioneers 10 and 
11 is small and they occurred over a wide range of space so that subtle varia
tions in the concentration of meteoroids cannot be detected. Furthermore, 
there is a considerable uncertainty associated with the mean values of the 
fluxes and spatial densities of meteoroids calculated from the Pioneer 10 and 
11 data. 

II. SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

If meteoroids in solar orbit are being focused toward Jupiter, the size 
distribution of the particles which strike the planet will be the same as the 
size distribution of the particles at 5 A. U. outside the sphere of influence of 
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Jupiter's gravitational field. The size distribution at 5 A. U. is easily calcu
lated from interplanetary data of Pioneers IO and 11. The transfer trajectories 
between Earth and Jupiter were similar for the two spacecraft so that the 
meteoroid penetration data can be compared directly. Assuming that there is 
no difference in the orbital distributions of meteoroids with masses between 
2 x I o-!lg and 1.6 x I 0- 8g, the ratio of the penetration rates on the two 
spacecraft is equal to the ratio of the cumulative number of meteoroids of 
these sizes. This is not true of the encounter data because the trajectories 
were very different and many factors will affect the penetration rates. 

The penetration flux for the two detectors is shown in Fig. 4 as a function 
of the heliocentric range of the spacecraft. The penetration flux is equal to 
N,,/At, where N 1, is the number of penetrations that occurred in a certain 
region of space,A is the sensitive area of the detectors, and tis the time spent 
in the region. The horizonal bars show the region of space considered in cal
culating the average penetration flux indicated by the data points. The re
gions for Pioneers IO and I I were chosen to facilitate comparison and to in
clude a significant number of meteoroid penetrations (6 to 13). Large regions 
where no meteoroid penetrations occurred are identified by the gaps. The 
uncertainty in the results, because the sample of meteoroid penetrations is 
so small, is illustrated by the 90% confidence limits, i.e .. the vertical bars of 
each point. Only the interplanetary data were used to obtain the flux near 5 
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A. U. The mean flux values for the 25 and 50 µm detectors differed by a fac
tor of l. 97 at 5 A. U. and by l. 91 at l A. U.; the size distribution of the me
teoroids at 5 A. U. is similar to that near I A. U. Penetration fluxes in 25 and 
50 µm stainless steel detectors on Explorer 23 (O'Neal 1968) are also shown 
in Fig. 4; the difference is a factor of 1.71. On Explorer 16, which also is an 
Earth-orbiting spacecraft but with beryllium copper detectors, the fluxes in 
the 25 and 50 µm detectors differed by a factor of 1.95 (Hastings 1964). The 
penetration fluxes on Explorer 23 are lower than those on Pioneer l O and 11 
because the detectors were randomly oriented with respect to the meteoroid 
environment on Explorer 23 while they were placed in the most favorable 
place to receive meteoroid impacts on Pioneers l O and I I (Humes et al. 
1974). 

The meteoroid mass distribution is often fitted to a power law expression 

N=k 1 m" (I) 

where N is the cumulative number of meteoroids of mass m and greater, k 1 is 
a constant, and a is the mass distribution index. The value of a at 5 A. U. is 
found by the Pioneer l O and 11 data to be -0.34; this is for meteoroids with 
masses near I o-8g and is not expected to reflect the size distribution of much 
smaller or larger meteoroids. 

It has been observed that for meteoroids near the earth the value of a is 
not constant over a wide range of masses; Alvarez ( 1968) gives 

ci- = -1. 728 - 0.1694 (logrn m), m < 1.26 x 10-2g 

a= -1.408, m > 1.26 X J0-2g 

where m is the mass of the meteoroid in grams. 

(2) 

(3) 

Assuming that the size distribution of meteoroids at 5 A. U. is the same as 
that for meteoroids near the earth, the expressions given by Alvarez are used 
to calculate the size distribution of Jovian meteoroids for the entire mass 
range. 

III. SPATIAL DENSITY 

The spatial density of meteoroids with masses ~ 2 x I o-~g and ~ I .6 x 
l o-8g in interplanetary space at 5 A. U. is calculated from the penetration 
fluxes measured at that distance, by assuming the distributions of mass and 
orbital parameters. The orbital parameters are needed for the relative speed 
between spacecraft and meteoroids, and also to determine the direction from 
which they approach the spacecraft, and consequently the effective area of 
the detectors exposed to the meteoroids. The mass distribution is needed to 
normalize the data to 2 x I o-ng and 1.6 x I o-8g when the assumed meteor
oid orbits indicate lower impact speeds at 5 A.U. than at I A.U. and conse
quently give the detectors a different threshold sensitivity. 
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The threshold sensitivity of the detectors, i.e., the minimum mass particle 
that can penetrate the cell wall. is according to Frost (I 970) 

f2,H41 

m = -,---~-----,-~-----,-~ 
kf841 po.413 v2.486 (4) 

where l is the thickness of the detector wall, k2 is a constant associated with 
the detector material, p is the mass density of the meteoroid, and v is the 
impact speed of the particle. Equation (4) is for particles that strike the de
tector normal to the surface. It is assumed that Eq. (4) is valid for impacts at 
oblique angles when the normal component of velocity is substituted for the 
impact speed. 

The cumulative spatial density for 2 x I o-9g and 1.6 x l o-sg meteoroids 
in interplanetary space at 5 A. U. was calculated with 

S = ?p 10<>1Iog10(i'/ r111)2· 486 ] 

V1) 
(5) 

where <f,p is the penetration flux measured by the detector, v is the average 
relative speed between meteoroids and spacecraft, 1J is the ratio of the effec
tive area of the detectors to the actual area, a is the meteoroid mass distri
bution index, and v111 is the reference speed for which the sensitivity of the 
detectors was established. This is the simple formula for calculating the spa
tial density from a flux, S = <f,p/v, with two correction factors, namely 1J 
to correct for the variation in projected area of the detectors with direction 
and for the portion of the detectors obstructed by other spacecraft compo
nents, and 10"l 10g 1o(r/rml,..""l to normalize the data to the nominal mass sensi
tivity selected for the detectors. The effective area of the detectors is defined 
as the projected area in the direction of the meteoroid flux not obstructed by 
other parts of the spacecraft. Values of effective area are given by Humes 
et al. (197 4) as a function of the meteoroid approach angle. Assuming that 
the mass density is 0.5 g cm-3 and that the most probable impact angle is 
26° ± 5°, the value of vm is 15. 7 km sec- 1 when Eq. (5) is being used to calcu
late the spatial density of meteoroids larger than 2 x l o-9g from the Pioneer 
IO data, and 15.0 km sec-1 for > 1.6 x 10-sg from Pioneer 11. The mass 
density of 0.5 g cm-3 is suggested by Kessler ( 1970) as typical of cometary 
meteoroids. There is no evidence in the Pioneer 10 and 11 data of a signifi
cant population of small asteroidal meteoroids (Humes et al. 1974). 

To calculate the spatial density with Eq. (5) it is necessary to know the 
speed and direction with which the meteoroids approach the spacecraft, i.e., 
the orbits of the meteoroids must be known. Unfortunately, these we do not 
know and we therefore consider two distributions of meteoroid orbits. The 
first has all meteoroids in direct circular orbits and the second is that of 
Southworth and Sekanina (I 973) which is based on the observation of radio 
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TABLE I 
Calculated Cumulath·e Spatial Density 

(~{ Meteoroids at 5 A.U. 

Assumed Distribution 
of 

Meteoroid Orbits 

Direct circular 
Southworth-Sekanina 

Cumulative Spatial Density, m-:i 

2 x 10-!'g 1.6 x I o-8g 

6.9 X JO-IO 3.4 X I0- 10 

5.7 X 10- 10 2.8 X 10- 10 
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meteors, at I A. U ., while they formulated a model for the orbital distribution 
throughout the solar system. It is their distribution of meteoroids that cross 
5 A. U. that has been used in this analysis. The calculated cumulative spatial 
density for 2 x I o-9g and 1.6 x I o-8g meteoroids at 5 A. U. is given in Table 
I for the two assumed distributions of orbits. 

The spatial density of smaller and larger meteoroids at 5 A. U. is not 
known. But, if it is assumed that the size distribution at 5 A. U. is the same as 
that given by Alvarez ( 1968) for meteoroids near the earth, the cumulative 
spatial density at 5 A. U. becomes, per m'1, 

log10Sc = -17.872 - 1.728 log10m - 0.0847 (log10m)2, 
m < 1.26 X I o-2g (6) 

m > 1.26 X 10-2g (7) 

or 

log10S.,s = -17.787 - 1.728 log10m - 0.0847 (log10m)2 , 

m < 1.26 X 1 o-2g (8) 

m > 1.26 X I o-2g (9) 

where Sc is for direct circular orbits, Sss is for the Southworth-Sekinina dis
tribution, and m is the meteoroid mass in grams. 

The logarithmic terms were chosen so that the derivate of the logarithm 
of spatial density with respect to the logarithm of mass, which is the mass 
distribution index, a, was equal to that given by Alvarez ( 1968) (see Sec. II). 
The constants were calculated from the Pioneer IO and 11 data (Table I). 
The results are shown in Fig. 5. 
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IV. GRAVITATIONAL FOCUSING 

When a stream of meteoroids approaches a planet, they are deflected 
from their solar orbits and focused towards the planet. The resulting flux was 
predicted by Opik (19 5 I) to be 

<f> = S u ( I + :~) (I 0) 

where S is the spatial density, u is the unaccelerated speed of the meteoroids 
relative to the planet, and ve is the escape velocity from the planet. The flux 
predicted by Eq. ( I 0) is for any arbitrary surface, not necessarily a solid sur
face, and the flux at any distance from the planet is found from the escape 
velocity at that distance. 

The penetration flux on a spacecraft as a function of distance r from the 
planet is 

(11) 

where Sp(r) is the cumulative spatial density in interplanetary space of me
teoroids with a mass greater than the threshold mass of the detector-and it 
is a function of the distance from the planet because the threshold mass de
pends on the impact speed; u is the unaccelerated speed of the meteoroids 
relative to the planet, ve(r) is the escape velocity, r,(r) is the ratio of the effec
tive-to-actual areas of the spacecraft component being considered, andf con
verts the flux on the planet to that on a moving spacecraft. Furthermore,f is 
assumed to be equal to [ v~(r) + vt.(r) i I ve(r) where vsr(r) is the velocity of the 
spacecraft relative to the planet. 

The theoretical penetration flux for Pioneer IO during the encounter with 
Jupiter was calculated using Eq. (11) and the results are shown in Fig. 6. 
The impact speed of the meteoroids on the spacecraft was assumed to be 
[ v~(r) + v~,.(r)] i_ Two values of u were considered, namely 0.6 km sec-1 , 

which is the average relative speed between Jupiter and meteoroids that are 
in direct circular orbits, and 2.8 km sec- 1 which is the average weighted 
relative speed with the Southworth-Sekanina orbital distribution. The pene
tration flux measured on Pioneer 10 (Humes et al. I 974) is shown for com
parison. The theory and measurements are in agreement within the accuracy 
of the measurements. 

The Pioneer 11 data obtained during the encounter with Jupiter are also 
consistent with gravitational focusing theory. The penetration flux has not 
been calculated because there were, at most. only two meteoroid penetra
tions. The approach leg was similar to that of Pioneer 10, in that the space
craft was travelling in the direction toward which the meteoroid detectors 
were pointed. If the meteoroid flux around Jupiter is omnidirectional, the 
Pioneer 11 detectors would be expected to receive about half the number of 
Pioneer IO penetrations during the approach to periapsis because of the size 
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Fig. 6. Penetration flux for 25 µm stainless steel near Jupiter. The uncertainty in the flux 
measured on Pioneer IO is shown by 90%-confidence limits. 

distribution of the meteoroids. On the other hand, during the receding leg of 
Pioneer 11, the spacecraft was traveling in the opposite direction from which 
the meteoroid detectors were pointed. In this case, the effective exposed area 
of the experiment is very small and no meteoroid penetrations would be 
expected. 

It is concluded, therefore, that the increase in the penetration fluxes ob
served when Pioneers 10 and 11 passed near Jupiter was the result of gravi
tational focusing of meteoroids having solar orbits. There is no reason to 
believe that there is a large population of meteoroids in orbits around Jupiter. 

V. JOVIAN METEOROID ENVIRONMENT 

The gravitational focusing theory can be used to calculate the flux of 
meteoroids into the atmosphere of Jupiter. Assuming that meteoroids at 
5 A.U. are in circular orbits so that u is 0.6 km sec-1 and using 60 km sec-1 

for the escape velocity from Jupiter, the flux of meteoroids on Jupiter is 

cp(m) = S(m) (6 x 106) (12) 

where cp(m) is the cumulative flux of meteoroids of mass m and greater in 
m-2 sec-1, and S(m) is the cumulative spatial density of meteoroids of mass 
m and greater in interplanetary space at 5 A.U. in m-3 • Accepting the size 
distribution of Alvarez discussed in Sec. II, the flux of meteoroids on Jupi
ter is, in m-2 sec-1 , 

cp(m) = 10[- 11.009 - 1.728 log10m - 0.0847 (log10m)2], m < 1.26 X 1O-2g (13) 
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cp(m) = IO!- 10.107 - 1.408 Iog10111J, m > 1.26 X 10-2g (14) 

where m is the mass of the meteoroids in grams. The results are plotted in 
Fig. 7. 
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The total mass influx from the meteoroid environment described by Eqs. 
(13) and (14) is 3.38 x 10-i:i g cm-2 sec-1• This leads to a mass accretion on 
Jupiter of 2.16 x l 08 g sect. A similar calculation for the total mass in
flux on Earth, based on Pioneer IO and 11 data obtained near l A. U ., showed 
that the influx on Jupiter is 170 times the influx on Earth. The Pioneer 10 
and 11 data obtained near I A. U. are consistent with the Explorer 23 
meteoroid data obtained in orbit around the earth when meteoroids are as
sumed to have the orbital distributions of Southworth and Sekanina (1973). 

The kinetic energy is absorbed by the Jovian atmosphere, most of it 
being converted to heat while a small amount is converted to light while cre
ating Jovian meteors. The energy flux, assuming that all meteoroids enter 
the Jovian atmosphere at the escape velocity of 60 km sect. is 6 ergs cm-2 

sec- 1• This is, of course, a small amount compared to Jupiter's excess radia
tion of approximately 5 x I 04 ergs cm-2 sect (Ingersoll et al.). t 

The depth to which the meteoroids penetrate was calculated using the 
equations of meteor physics (Lebedinec and Suskova I 968) and a model of 
the Jovian atmosphere. The density of the Jovian atmosphere was assumed 
to be, in g cm-3 , 

p,, = (3.25 X 10-4) e-0.05!!5 H (15) 

where H is the altitude above a reference surface in km. The pressure in the 
atmosphere was assumed to be, in atmospheres, 

pa = 2830 p~-968 • (16) 

The reference surface is where the pressure is equal to one Earth atmo
sphere. This is near the altitude at which the visible clouds are observed on 
Jupiter. Equations (I 5) and (16) are empirical fits to the nominal Jovian 
atmosphere presented by Divine (1971 ). The calculation of the heating and 
ablation and the subsequent destruction of the meteoroid was performed 
with the numerical technique used by Humes and Bess (1972) to study Mar
tian meteors. The depth to which meteoroids can penetrate the Jovian atmo
sphere is shown in Fig. 8 where the atmospheric density at the altitude at 
which the meteoroids expire is plotted as a function of the initial meteoroid 
mass. It can be seen that the residue of the meteoroids, i.e .. the dust and 
gases, is deposited high in the Jovian atmosphere far above the visible clouds. 

Jupiter's large gravitational field and the composition of its atmosphere 
tend to make Jovian meteors (the optical phenomena produced when mete
oroids ablate and decelerate in the atmosphere) different from those on 
Earth. Meteoroids enter the Jovian atmosphere at 60 km sec-1 compared to 
about 25 km sec-1 on Earth, which tends to make Jovian meteors brighter. 
However, the Jovian atmosphere is composed primarily of hydrogen which 
is much lighter than the abundant constituents of the earth's atmosphere, 

'Seep. 202. 
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METEOROID MASS, grams 

Fig. 8. Calculated pressure at the altitude in the Jovian atmosphere where incoming mete
oroids expire. 

and this tends to make Jovian meteors dimmer than those on Earth. The net 
effect of these two conditions was calculated using the meteor simulation 
technique previously mentioned. It was assumed that the brightness of a 
meteor is proportional to the rate of loss of the kinetic energy of the ablated 
atoms and that the proportionality factor is a linear function of the speed 
(Jacchia 1948), so that 

I dm .1 a: - V" 
dt 

( 17) 

where I is the luminous power of a meteoroid which is traveling at speed v 
and ablating at the rate dm I dt. It was further assumed that the proportion
ality factor is independent of the composition of the atmosphere through 
which the meteoroid is passing. The meteors visible to the unaided eye in the 
earth's atmosphere are caused by meteoroids with masses 2: 10-:1g. The cal
culations showed that visible meteors will be produced in the Jovian atmo
sphere by meteoroids with 1\ the mass of those in the earth's atmosphere, 
assuming they are observed at the same range. At Jupiter, the number of 
meteoroids which produce visible meteors is therefore 34 times the number 
of those with masses in excess of 1 o-3g, because the mass distribution index 
is -1.3 for the mass range around I0-3g. Thus there are 5800 times as many 
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visible meteors in the Jovian atmosphere as for the earth, due to the com
bined effects of a higher influx of meteoroids and the greater entry speeds. 

On clear nights on the earth. meteors visible to the unaided eye occur, on 
the average, at 10 minute intervals (McKinley 1961 ). The range of the me
teors is about 100 km from the observer. In the Jovian atmosphere visible 
meteors are calculated to occur at about 0.1 sec intervals, when the range is 
100 km. This suggests that a spacecraft observing the dark side of Jupiter 
would be an excellent laboratory from which to study meteors. 

DISCUSSION 

A. F. Cook: Figure 6 exhibits data points which reflect single impacts and 
intervals of time associated with them by splitting the intervals to the pre
ceding and following impacts. Accordingly, the 90% confidence limits are 
themselves poorly defined and Opik's value of the dispersion in orbital ve
locities of meteoroids fits the observations. It is to be preferred since it cor
responds to an origin from comets in low-inclination direct orbits of moderate 
eccentricity near and between the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn. 

The sensitivity of the television systems of the Mariner Jupiter Saturn 
1977 spacecraft is such that only very bright fireballs will be seen on the dark 
side of Jupiter. I have used the near Earth number versus mass distribution 
function to predict that fireballs should be seen at a reasonable rate. Obser
vation of these fireballs should give us another point on the number versus 
mass curve and even failure to observe any would set an important upper 
limit. 
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PIONEER 10 AND 11 ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETER OBSERVATIONS 
OF THE JOVIAN SATELLITES 

D. L. JUDGE, R. W. CARLSON, F. M. WU and U. G. HARTMANN 
University of Southern California 

The Pioneer JO and I I Jupiter probes have provided sei•eral opportunities for obser
vation of the Jovian satellites JI through JV. From these data a tenuous atmosphere of 
hydrogen for lo has been identified and, in the present work, an additional short-wave
length O, < 800 A) emission associated ll'ith an extended cloud centered on lo is re
ported and interpreted as arising from the radiative decay of excited atomic ions. Char
acleristic x-rays produced hy electron bombardment of Io's surface may also contribute 
to the signal. Emission features associated 1t·ith A malthea (J VJ and Europa (JI I) are 
also ohsen·ed. Signals apparently associated 11·ith JV occur in the long-wavelength chan
nel 1l'i1ile emissions were ohsen-ed in the short-11·avele11gth channel during JI I observa
tions. The data of the long-wm·elength channel are interpreted as arising from atomic 
hydrogen l.yman-c, emission in all cases. The source species ji,r the short-wavelength 
emissions cannot at this time he unambiguously determined, hut the wavelength range 
of the .1ignals is well established. 

The present observations of the Jovian satellites, J I through JV, have 
proved to be extremely interesting, providing a number of new and unex
pected results. At the time the Pioneer 10 and 11 missions were planned, 
none of the satellites of Jupiter were known to have an atmosphere, either 
bound or unbound. The earth-based observation of a sodium cloud associated 
with lo, and that of a possible tenuous atmosphere at Ganymede have both 
occurred since the Pioneer 10 launch in I 972. 1 [For a review of earlier work 
the reader is referred to articles by Newburn and Gulkis (1973), Morrison 
and Cruikshank ( I 974), and Carlson (1975).] The sodium observation has 
been of particular interest and has given rise to intensive efforts to understand 
the complex interaction of this satellite with the Jovian magnetosphere. lo 

1 See pp. 1103 and I 004. 

[ I 068] 
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is relatively unique among the thirteen known Jovian satellites, with several 
observations to set it apart from its companions: (a) the decametric radio 
modulation, (b) the now known Na and H clouds, (c) the strong variation 
in color from pole to equator, (d) Io's significant sweeping and injection of 
charged particles from and into Jupiter's magnetosphere, and finally, (e) the 
most recent observation reported here of extended, short-wavelength emis
sion with 'A < 800 A. Some of the possible interpretations of this observa
tion will be discussed in later sections. 

In addition to the sodium and hydrogen observations at lo, and the ex
tended cloud of these gases in orbit about Jupiter, there is further evidence 
that ultraviolet emissions are associated with another Galilean satellite, 
Europa (J ll), and with the innermost satellite, Amalthea (JV). Prior to the 
groundbased observations of sodium at lo, the only suggested Jovian satel
lite atmospheres were those of Ganymede and lo, the former tentatively 
identified by stellar occultation measurements while post-eclipse brightening 
suggested an atmosphere on the latter. Since stellar occultations are rare and 
only give limited information about the actual atmospheric constituents, di
rect photometric observation can be highly rewarding. 

The wavelength region investigated in the present study has been limited 
to observations shortward of~ 1400 A, a region for which the earth's atmo
sphere is opaque. The ultraviolet photometer which obtained the data to be 
discussed covered two broad spectral regions shown in Fig. I. The short
wavelength band is sensitive only to emissions shortward of - 800 A, and 
includes the 584 A resonance line of helium. The region of sensitivity of the 
long-wavelength channel includes the hydrogen resonance line at 1216 A. 
Although detection of emissions other than those from neutral hydrogen and 
helium are certainly possible, the instrument design was based on the ex
pected dominance of these two gases in the Jovian and interplanetary glow. 
The broadband nature of the instrument response, however, requires careful 
interpretation of emissions from less well-characterized sources, such as the 
Jovian satellites. In fact, as discussed in subsequent sections, the demands of 
self-consistency require that signals observed in the "helium" or short
wavelength channel be ascribed to a source other than helium atoms for the 
present satellite observations. 

Photometer data presented in the following sections are left in terms of 
count rates, unless a reasonable estimate of source geometry could be deter
mined. Conversion to an equivalent apparent brightness requires detailed in
formation about the spatial extent of the source being viewed, as well as 
convolution with the angular response of the instrument and the viewing 
geometry appropriate to the particular observation. 

The next two sections present the details of the encounter viewing geom
etry for the photometer and the equations necessary to convert count rates 
to brightness. Subsequent and main sections will discuss the lo observa
tions in each of the two channels. followed by their respective interpreta-
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Fig. I. Spectral sensitivity of the two-channel ultraviolet photometer of the University of 

Southern California on board both Pioneers IO and I I. 

tions. Next, the Amalthea and Europa observations will be presented with a 
discussion of plausible source mechanisms for these heretofore unreported 
emissions. Finally, two short sections on Ganymede and Callisto complete 
the satellite observational survey. 
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Fig. 2. The optical axis of the photometer is at an angle 00 - 20° to the spin axis of the space
craft. The angle cp is the clock angle relative to the ecliptic. The instantaneous field of view 
is nominally 1° x 10°. 

I. VIEWING GEOMETRY 

The field of view of the photometer is limited by a mechanical collimator 
whose optical axis is oriented at an angle 80 = 20° to the spacecraft spin axis 
(Fig. 2). The scanning motion that results from spacecraft rotation sweeps 
the field of view over the surface of a 40° cone having its vertex at the space
craft and oriented along the spin axis. During both Pioneer 10 and 11 en
counters the spin axis was parallel to the spacecraft-Earth line and nearly in 
the plane of the Jovian satellite orbits; the curve traced by the intersection 
of the instrument's line-of-sight with the orbital plane of the satellites is a 
hyperbolic section as sketched in Fig. 3. As the photometer clock angle cf> in
creases from zero through 90° to 180°, the projection of the field of view onto 
the plane of the satellite orbits follows the hyperbola from one asymptote 
through its vertex to the other asymptote. At the time of the observations, 
prior to periapsis, the spacecraft was below the orbital plane and all satellite 
emission features therefore occur with clock angles 0 < cf> < 180°. Viewed 
from Jupiter's north pole, looking down onto the plane of the satellites, Figs. 
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Fig. 3. The field of view projected onto the satellite orbital plane traces a hyperbola as the 
spacecraft rotates from cf, = 0° to cf, = 180°. 
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Fig. 4a. Viewing hyperbolas in the satellite plane as seen from above Jupiter's north pole 
for Pioneer I 0. The width of the hyperbolas represents the IO cone angle width over which 
the photometer is sensitive. Four different spacecraft positions are shown and the satellite 
orbits are labeled by each satellite's position at that time. 
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Fig. 4b. The same sequence as for Fig. 4a but for Pioneer I I. 
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4a and 4b show a computer drawn progression of encounter viewing over 
several days for Pioneers 10 and 11, respectively. The width of the hyperbo
las as shown reflects the IO cone angle over which the photometer is sensitive. 

Satellite viewing opportunities are indicated on the time axes of the data 
plots (Figs. 5, 6 and 7) and inset figures are included to show the orbits and 
positions of the satellites in relation to the field of view at that time, as well 
as the shadow of Jupiter. Fiducial marks along the orbits represent one-hour 
intervals, and the horizontal line points toward Earth. The section of the field 
of view shown in each case is centered near <p - 15° with 6.<jJ - ± 5°. 

II. RELATION OF COUNT RATE 
TO APPARENT SURFACE BRIGHTNESS 

The rate at which photons are received by the photometer due to a small 
source element with apparent surface brightness 4rr/ photons sec' cm-" 
and projected area .ia is 

A 
S = ~4 ., x 41r/ x 6.a photons sec- 1 

1Tr-
(I) 
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Fig. 5. Long-wavelength channel data for Day 333 was averaged over a period of 0.5 hr to 
obtain each point shown. The inset shows the positions of Amalthea and Io at I7h 50m when 
Io is centered in the field of view with clock angle <f, - 10°. 

where r is the distance between the spacecraft and the source of emission: 
A is the effective area of the acceptance aperture, and is a function of source 
position (0, <f,) (Carlson and Judge 1974). For a source at the center of the 
field of view (00 , <f,0), A is just the geometrical area of the aperture which is 
1.66 cm2 • 

The response of the instrument to a finite extended source, such as the 
disc of Jupiter or an lo cloud is obtained by integrating A(0, <f,) over the field 
of the object. For a source of strength 41r/(8, <f,) extending from 01 to 02 in 
cone angle and <f,1 to <f,2 in clock angle, the photon rate in photons per sec for 
the photometer at (00 , <f,0) is 

• 82 <1>2 

S = s;:11 l d0 f d<f, 41r/(8, <f,) A(0, <f> - <f,0). (2) 
81 <l>t 

Here, we have used the fact that da = r2 sin 00 d0 d<f,. The apparent surface 
brightness of a source with uniform emission, in photons sec1 cm-2 , can 
then be written as 
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Fig. 6. Long-wavelength channel data for Day 334 was averaged over a period of 0.5 hr to 
obtain each point shown. The insets show the positions of Amalthea and lo for the times in
dicated. The structure at 14" oom and 18" 00"' is interpreted as emissions associated with 
Amalthea. The uncertainty in the data may he more than the point scatter would indicate. 

41rl = S/[s::o { 2 A(0, 0) X (<f,2 - cpi) d0]. (3) 

Here we have neglected the variation of A(0, cp - <f,0) in</>. This is justified 
since we know ~<P (= <f,2 - <f, 1 ) for the cases considered is always much 
smaller than the photometer resolution in clock angle (- 25°). For example, 
for a typical Pioneer 10 observation a source with a vertical dimension of 
I R.1 (perpendicular to the orbital plane) will subtend only ~<P - 2° at Day 
333 and~</> - 2.5° at Day 334; thus, using A(0, 0) rather than A(0, cf,) will 
introduce little error for most sources. For an extended source centered in 
the field of view, with 02 - 01 larger than IO , such as the lo cloud, the above 
formula can be further approximated by 

4rr/ = 6.3 x I 04 x SI ~<I> photons sec' cm-2 • (4) 

Here, we have evaluated the integral in Eq. (3) and used 80 = 20°: ~<P is ex-
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Fig. 7. Short-wavelength channel data for Day 333 was averaged over a period of I hr to 
obtain each point shown. The inset at 17" som shows the position of Amalthea and lo at 
that time. The inset at 7" oom includes the position of Europa as well. The small peak at 7" 
oom could be characteristic x-rays from Europa's disc, whereas the signal at 17" som is in
terpreted as due to radiative decay of excited atomic ions centered on lo. 

pressed in degrees. (To obtain 41TI in Rayleighs, divide by 106.) For very 
small sources, such as the satellite discs, angular variations can be neglected 
altogether and the conversion of S to brightness becomes a function of area 
ratios: 

4 I _ 4S ( r) 2 h . -1 , -2 1T - 1_66 R p otons sec cm . (5) 

Here R is the radius of the disc, and r is the distance from the spacecraft to 
the satellite. 

Finally, we note that the photon flux S is related to the count rate C of 
the instrument by 

(6) 

where 'Y/x is the spectral response of the photometer at wavelength >... The 
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value of Y/;. as a function of>.. for both the long-wavelength and short-wave
length channels is shown in Fig. I. In particular, the sensitivity of the short
wavelength channel at >.. = 584 A is I/ 59 counts per photon and that of the 
long-wavelength channel at >.. = 1216 A is I / 88 counts per photon. 

III. LONG-WAVELENGTH CHANNEL OBSERVATIONS OF IO 

The long-wavelength channel data from Pioneer 10 (Fig. 6) have been 
discussed at length previously (Carlson and Judge 1974, 1975; Judge and 
Carlson 1974). These data have been interpreted as resonantly scattered 
Lyman-a from atomic hydrogen in orbit about Jupiter, lo being the "source" 
of the particles. The current extended analysis of the data confirms the earlier 
results and, in addition, suggests that temporal variations in the cloud den
sity cannot be ruled out from the data. The viewing opportunities for Io and 
the measured peak count-rates are summarized in Table I. 

The long-wavelength channel (>..d data as a function of time for Days 333 
and 334, 1973, with the viewing geometry, are given in Figs. 5 and 6. The 
data were averaged for either 30 or 60 minutes, depending on data quality, 
throughout the observation period. Since the spacecraft was spinning with a 
period of about 12 seconds it was possible to extract signals buried in the 
high-energy particle background noise by utilizing a priori knowledge of the 
location of lo. For each spin, at the appropriate clock angle (rotation posi
tion), a feature is expected corresponding to emission from lo. Thus, by both 
temporal and spatial filtering, enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio was 
achieved. Recognition of a true emission peak was based on both its width in 
clock angle (minimum FWHM of 25° for a point source), and its continued 
presence at the appropriate clock angle for a time at least as long as that dur
ing which the satellite itself occupied the field of view. 

The data of Day 333 clearly show that emissions are detected at least 3 
hours before lo enters the field of view, that the peak emission occurs at J 9h 
oom, - 1.5 hr after lo is centered in the field of view, and that signals are 
present thereafter through the end of the day. The dip following the peak 
emission corresponds to a time when the trailing portion of the cloud being 
viewed is shadowed by Jupiter and from these data both the excitation mech
anism (resonant scattering of solar Lyman-a) and the spatial extent of the 
cloud have been inferred (Carlson and Judge 1974). Because of the effect of 
Jupiter's shadow, neither the true peak counting rate nor the exact extent of 
the cloud asymmetry can be unequivocally determined from the data of Day 
333. For the Day 334 viewing opportunity, however, the situation is not 
complicated by shadow effects and the peak counting rate of - 140 counts 
sec-1 occurs - 2.5 hr after Io is centered in the field of view and emissions 
attributable to Io continue for perhaps 12 hr thereafter. (The "lumps" at 14h 
and J8h are possibly due to Amalthea.) For an orbital rate of- 8?5 per hour, 
the peak emission trails lo by - 20° and the total extent of the cloud is esti-
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mated to be~ 120°. The peak counting rate of Day 333 is only about one half 
or less of that observed on Day 334 despite the fact that the distance from 
the spacecraft to lo changed only from~ 75 to~ 61 R.1- Even though the 
effect of the shadow cannot be accurately assessed without more information 
on cloud size and shape than can be inferred from present data, the relative 
counting rates for the two days cannot rule out changes in the cloud param
eters of perhaps 20% over this time interval. These changes could be either 
true temporal variations, a coupling of the emissions to the orbital phase of 
lo, or coupling to the magnetic field of Jupiter. 

IV. INTERPRETATION OF THE >..i OBSERVATIONS OF IO 

The emission data of the long-wavelength channel previously reported 
have been interpreted as coming from an atomic hydrogen cloud in orbit 
about Jupiter with the following characteristics (Carlson and Judge 1974, 
1975): 

column density 

cloud angular extent 

cloud thickness 

emission intensity 

total number of 
hydrogen atoms 

loss process 

possible production 
processes 

cloud temperature 

3 x I0 1"cm-2 • 

~ 1/3 of Io's orbit in the orbital plane. 

~ I R.1 (assumed). 

300 Rayleighs of Lyman-a'. 

~ 2 x 10:i:i atoms. 

charge exchange with magnetospheric 
protons. 

(I) proton flux neutralized at the surface or 
in a tenuous atmosphere (McDonough 
1975). 

(2) photodissociation of atmospheric N H:1 

(McElroy and Yung 1975). 
(3) sputtering of hydrogen-bearing com

pounds at the surface of lo. 
( 4) electron impact dissociation of a 

hydrogen-bearing molecular atmo
sphere (Johnson, et al. 1976). 

~ 3000°K (may not be in thermal equi
librium). 

The present improved data are in good agreement with the earlier results. 
However, the large signal, and the apparently increased asymmetry evident 
on Day 334 relative to Day 333 (possibly a shadow effect), suggest that the 
high temperature of the cloud, inferred from its asymmetry, may not be re
quired in order to explain the data. If a sporadic source were invoked, a 
much lower average atmospheric temperature could be accommodated, in 
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agreement with the Pioneer IO radio occultation data which suggest a tem
perature of 400°K (although one must hasten to note that the derived iono
spheric temperatures are model dependent). Since it is known that the Jovian 
magnetosphere (at least the outer regions) is highly dynamic and that the 
magnetospheric particles interact strongly with Io, as well as with several 
other inner satellites, a time-dependent source, and hence atmosphere, would 
be consistent with other Pioneer observations. On the other hand, if the 
processes of the hydrogen and sodium atom source are related, the temporal 
constancy of the sodium cloud (Bergstralh et al. I 975) would suggest a con
stant hydrogen source. 

The extent to which a current system of the type suggested by Shawhan 
et al. ( I 975) and Goldreich and Lynden-Bell ( I 969) connecting Jupiter and 
lo could account for either a variable or steady-state source of atmospheric 
particles is not yet clear. It should be noted, however, that the magnitude 
of any such current system is at least not always as great as suggested by the 
above authors. The Pioneer I I spacecraft flew within 6000 km of the flux 
tube connecting Jupiter with lo. According to E. J. Smith (personal commu
nication), the helium vector magnetometer did not observe a field change 
either in magnitude of direction during this time. Taking their quantization 
of 500 y (high field value) as an upper limit to the field due to a current system 
of the Io flux tube, it is found that a current as low as I 05 A would have pro
duced a measurable perturbation. This maximum acceptable current is two 
orders of magnitude below the value of Shawhan et al., and one order below 
that of Goldreich and Lynden-Bell. 

V. SHORT-WAVELENGTH CHANNEL OBSERVATIONS OF IO 

Obvious but unexpected signals were observed in the short-wavelength 
channel of the Pioneer IO photometer on Day 333 beginning at - 14h oom, 
when the field of view crossed into the orbit of lo but before lo itself entered 
the view. Prior to this time, the signal-to-noise ratio was less than one, the 
noise after filtering being about IO counts sec 1 on Day 333. The signals 
reached a maximum of - 20 counts sec- 1 as lo itself came into the field of 
view and continued, but with diminishing value, as lo left the field of view. 
At - 23h oom the signal count rate decreased to the noise level and no fea
tures were observed thereafter. 

An example of the data as a function of clock angle is given in Fig. 8, 
and clearly indicates an emission feature at the I 0° clock angle of lo. The 
extent of the emitting cloud is difficult to estimate. However, only - 2 hr are 
required for Io itself to cross the field of view while the emission feature per
sists for more than 6 hr (see Fig. 7). It is obvious that the short-wavelength 
channel emission signals extend beyond the solid surface of lo, and into a re
gion at least 2 to 3 R, distant from lo (approximately ± 20°). 

If one assumes that the vertical dimension of the cloud is I R,, as was 
adopted for the hydrogen cloud, then the observed count rate of 20 counts 
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40 

PIONEER 10 As CHANNEL DAY 333 GMT = 18. 0 hr 
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Fig. 8. The A, signal versus clock angle after averaging over a period of I hr. The feature at 
cf, - I 0° is interpreted as radiative decay of excited atomic ions in an extended region of 
space centered on lo. 

sec' leads to a surface brightness of - 40 Rayleighs. On the other hand, if 
the emission feature comes mostly from a source the size of Io, a brightness 
of - 25 kiloRayleighs (kR) is required using the detection efficiency at 584A.. 

In order to limit the possible sources of the emission we note that the 
short-wavelength channel is sensitive to radiation at wavelengths :S 800 A. 
In the observation of Jupiter, there is no problem identifying the source of 
the emission feature in this channel since a consistent model of Jupiter's 
atmosphere would suggest only He as a significant scattering source in this 
wavelength range (Carlson and Judge 1974). However, both the constituents 
and excitation mechanisms appropriate to Io's atmosphere remain somewhat 
uncertain. Thus, positive identification of the short-wavelength emission is 
difficult to establish. In the following sections some possible sources for pro
ducing the emission features with 11. < 800 A at Io are discussed. 

VI. INTERPRETATION OF THE 11.8 OBSERVATIONS OF IO 

A number of species are possible sources for the short-wavelength radia
tion. The most likely candidates are neutral helium, excited ions, brems
strahlung and characteristic x-rays. Each is considered as a source of either 
extended emissions or restricted to the disc of Io, and is discussed below. 
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A. Extended Cloud Emission 

Helium. The first extended short-wavelength emission to be considered 
is the possibility of helium resonance emission, since the He I resonance line 
(584 A) is a prominent feature in the solar ultraviolet spectrum. This solar 
emission, incident on a helium atmosphere, will be resonantly scattered with 
an excitation rate (g-value)2 at Io of 6 x 10-i sec-1 atom-1 • 

Helium atoms can of course also be excited by particle impact. The ex
citation rates for particle excitation. accurate to an order of magnitude, are 
summarized in Table II. The electron and proton fluxes and cross-section 
data from Carlson et al. ( 197 5) are also listed in Table I I. From this table we 
see that the particle impact excitation rates for producing excited helium are 
less than the excitation rate by resonance scattering. Thus, if it is assumed 
that resonance scattering dominates the observed emission at lo, the pres
ently observed brightness of 40 R (assuming a source I RJ in vertical extent) 
requires a He column density of 4rr/ / g = 7 x 101:i atoms/cm-2 • Since helium 
escapes so rapidly from Io, the production of a helium torus would be inevi
table (if lo was a source of helium). We therefore rule out a localized atmo
sphere around Io (i.e., within a few scale heights) as the source of observed 
emissions. It would also be impossible for such an atmosphere to produce 
the observed intensity by resonance scattering, since even if the atmosphere 
were thick enough to scatter the entire solar line, an intensity of only - 250 R 
would be produced, which is to be compared with 25 kR if from the highly 
localized atmosphere. 

Trafton ( 1976) has placed an upper limit to the density of metastable 
2:1s helium atoms near Io of 4 x 108 cm-2 • The relative population of meta
stable and ground-state helium atoms can be related by examining the mech
anisms for production and loss of triplet helium in the near Jupiter environ
ment. The most efficient means of populating the triplet levels is electron 
excitation, and there does exist thermal plasma at the orbit of Io with suffi
cient energy (- 100 e V) for excitation (Frank et al. 1976). In the absence 
of other destruction mechanisms, electron collisions would produce a popula
tion of excited He characteristic of the electron temperature. However, other 
processes can destroy metastable helium; these include photoionization, 
two-photon decay, and electron ionization. The destruction rates for these 
processes are respectively: - 6 x 10-5 , - 2 x 10-5 (McElroy 1965), and 
- 6 x 1 o-6 sec-1 (estimated using Gryzinski's cross sections and the plasma 
measurements of Frank et al. 1976). The cross section for producing triplet 
helium atoms can be estimated from the experiments of St.John et al. ( 1964) 
and Jobe and St. John (1967). We find a total triplet excitation cross section 
at 100 eV of - 1.5 x 10- 18 cm2 which gives a production rate of 3 x 10-8 

per second per He atom. The ratio of neutral to metastable atoms is then 

2i; = FA>..2(rre2 /m,c2 )f= (8.83 X 10-1:, cm) X (rrF,)>..2.f. For He 584 A, rrF, = 7.4 X 108 sec-1 

cm-2 A- 1 at the orbit of Jupiter (Maloy et al. 1976) andf= 0.28. 
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TABLE II 
The Helium Excitation Rate Produced by Particle Impact 

Flux Cross Section Excitation Rate Reference for 
Particle (sec-1 cm-2 ) (cm2) (atom-1 sec-1) Cross Section 

Electron - 1010 ,s; I 0-16 < 10-6 Altshular ( 1952) 

Proton - 109 ,s; 10-17 < 10-s Bell (1961) 

H atom - 101a ,s; 10-18 < 10- 11 Bates and Crothers (1967) 

•High-energy H flux= column density of H/lifetime of low-energy H - 10'"/ 10' = 
107 sec- 1 cm-•. 

(6 X 10-5 + 2 X l 0-5 + 6 X I 0-6 ) / 3 X I 0-8 = 3 X l oa. This results in an up
per limit to helium atoms of - 1.2 x I 012 cm-2 based on Trafton's (1976) 
measurements, which argues that the emissions observed by Pioneer IO are 
not due to helium. 

Consideration of possible production and loss mechanisms for helium 
can also provide an estimate of the amount of helium in the lo cloud. For 
the earth, radioactive decay of uranium and thorium and their subsequent 
decay products provides the atmospheric helium. Such a source sufficient 
to supply the required column density at Io would be surprising indeed, un
less Io is unusually enriched in radioactive elements, and is not considered 
here. 

A second potential source of helium is the neutralization of magneto
spheric alpha particles at Io. The total a-particle flux in the Jovian magneto
sphere has not been determined to great precision, but order of magnitude 
limits on both the source flux and subsequent loss of helium atoms are dis
cussed below. 

Pioneer IO data indicate that the ratio of the flux of a-particles to that of 
protons is a highly variable function of particle energy and distance from 
Jupiter. Trainor et al. (1974) find 6 X 10-4 < la/Jv < 6 X 10-5 for 3-6 
MeV per nucleon particles between 30 RJ and 90 RJ. Simpson et al. (1974) 
find values for the ratio at I Me V per nucleon as large as 2 x I 0-2 for some 
distances in the 30-90 RJ range. Giving slightly more weight to the lower
energy data where fluxes are higher, a reasonable upper limit might be la! 
lv :S 10-3 _ With low-energy proton fluxes possibly as high as 109 cm-2 sec-1 

(Frank et al. 1976) at the orbit of Io, the estimated upper bound to the a
particle flux would be 1 a :S 106 cm-2 sec-1 , although it must be recognized 
that the initial sources of the energetic magnetospheric particles and the 
thermal plasma could be quite different, exhibiting quite different particle 
abundances. 

If the a-particles swept up by Io's disc are neutralized and leave the satel
lite as ground-state helium atoms via Jeans escape, their mean expansion 
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velocity <v> = \/2kT/ 3ma = 0.46 km sec- 1• To explain the observed or
bital extent of ±t.0 :S 20° requires a lifetime Ta :S l/3Rt.0 <v>" which is 
~ I. I x 105 sec (Carlson and Judge I 97 4) implying a total column density, 
in the extended cloud, of n ~ (R 10 / R.,flaTa ~ 7.4 x 107 cm-2 • The observed 
signal, however, requires a column density of n ~ 7 x 101:1 cm2 , several or
ders of magnitude higher than that estimated from an optimistic interpre
tation of available particle flux data. In addition, to limit a possible helium 
cloud to within 20° of Io requires a highly efficient loss process. The most 
probable process is likely to be electron impact ionization which has a maxi
mum cross section of er :S 4 x I 0- 17 cm2 (Lotz 196 7) peaked near 0.1 ke V. 
This would require a low-energy electron flux lei~ 1/nr 2: 2.3 x 1011 cm-2 

sec- 1 at 0. I ke V, and is not consistent with the measured value which is esti
mated to be < I 010 cm-2 sec 1• 

Therefore, in addition to Trafton's measurements, there are several theo
retical reasons why atomic helium is probably not the source of the signal 
observed in the short-wavelength channel: (a) the most reasonable estimate 
of the integral alpha-particle flux at the orbit of lo is insufficient to explain 
the observed signal intensity, and (b) even if adequate amounts of helium 
were somehow produced by other mechanisms, there appears to be no loss 
process that is efficient enough to limit the extent of such a cloud to the ob
served 40°. Having shown that atomic helium is not a likely source of the ob
served emissions, we next consider atomic ions since substantial amounts of 
sodium are known to exist in the vicinity of Io (Trafton et al. 1974; Brown 
1974). 

Sodium and Other Atoms. Another potential source of the observed 
short-wavelength emission is the Na II resonance lines near 400 A. These 
emissions can be produced by both particle ionization-excitation and reso
nant scattering of solar radiation by the ion. We consider first the loss mech
anisms for Na atoms, which produce Na+ ions in the extended atmosphere, 
in addition to the excitation processes leading to emission of the Na II reso
nance lines. 

It has been estimated by Macy and Trafton ( 1975) that the sodium atoms 
are lost from the extended lo cloud at a rate of 6 x I 0-0 sec- 1• It has been 
argued by Carlson et al. ( 1975) that the primary Na loss mechanism is through 
electron ionization with a rate of ~ 5 x I 0-0 sec-1 , in good agreement with 
the observed sodium cloud geometry. However, the charge exchange of so
dium with magnetospheric protons also contributes to the loss rate of sodium 
in the lo cloud. Charge transfer between H+ and Na was not included by 
Macy and Trafton (1975) and Carlson et al. (1975) because of the large in
ternal energy defect (8.5 eV) between the ground states of hydrogen and so
dium, leading to a low cross section at energies of the thermal plasma. But, 
as pointed out by Griiebler et al. ( 1970), the energy defect between the first 
excited state (n = 2) of hydrogen and the ground state of Na is only about 
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1. 7 e V, and the condition for near resonance is satisfied. Thus, the contribu
tion of the n = 2 state of hydrogen may result in significant charge transfer 
between H · and Na. The cross section for this charge transfer is - 10- 14 cm" 
in the energy range from 1 to IO ke V (Gri.iebler et al. 1970). This is quite 
large compared to the cross section for electron ionization of sodium. - 4 
x 10- 11; cm". for energies from 10 to 100 eV. 

To estimate the importance of this charge transfer process we note that 
the proton flux at Io's orbit in the 0.108-4.8 keV region can, according to 
Frank et al., be represented by a thermal distribution with a temperature of 
- 100 eV, but with perhaps an additional high-energy tail, with a spectral 
index of - 1.3. The integral flux greater than 1 keV is then found to be - 108 

cm-2 sec- 1 , while the mean cross section for charge transfer in the 1-10 
keV range is - 7 x 10-1.; cm\ and results in a sodium loss rate due to proton 
impact of - 7 x I 0-7 sec- 1• The relative importance of this process clearly 
depends on the actual value of the proton flux adopted. 

The Na loss process may occur through simultaneous ionization and ex
citation. The emission rate of Na I I lines through such loss is considered 
below. The excited states of Na+. such as 2p"("p0 ,)3s and 2p0ep0 1 )3d are 
about 30 to 40 eV above the 2p1; ground state. The wavelengths for the tran
sitions from these excited states to the ground state are between 300 and 
400 A, and would thus be detected in the short-wavelength channel. For elec
trons, the cross section for the ionization excitation process is - 2 x 10-17 

cm2 , with a maximum at£= 200 eV (Omidvar et al. 1972). For a flux density 
of 1010 electrons cm-2 sec- 1, the excitation rate is then 2 x 10-1 sec-1 per Na 
atom. Using an average Na column density of 1010- 10'' cm-2 in the vicinity 
of Io leads to an estimated emission rate of 0.002-0.02 R for the Na I I lines. 
This intensity is over two orders of magnitude less than the observed emis
sion. The cross section for ionization excitation of Na through H1 impact has 
not been measured. However, this ionization excitation cross section can be 
estimated from the model of Gryzinski ( 1965) for charge transfer, giving a 
value ~ 10 1' cm", with a maximum at 40 ke V. Assuming the H + integral 
flux for energies greater than IO ke V to be 107 cm-2 sec- 1, an excitation rate 
of I 0- 10 sec- 1 results. and is much smaller than that for electron ionization 
excitation. 

Once created in an extended atmosphere, ground state Na II may be ex
cited by electrons or protons, or may resonantly scatter incident solar radia
tion; these effects are shown below to be negligible. 

The electron and proton excitation cross sections of Na+ have not been 
measured. An upper limit to the electron excitation cross section is found by 
adopting the ionization cross section of Na I I, (T - 10-17 cm2 at E - 100 e V 
(Lotz 1967). An electron flux on the order of 10 10 cm-2 sec- 1 then yields an 
excitation rate of - l 0-7 sec- 1, which is about the same order of magnitude 
as that for ionization excitation of sodium. Since the proton ionization cross 
section only becomes significant at about I Me V, the proton ionization exci-
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tation rate will be on the order of I 0:1 smaller than that for electron excitation 
ionization. The large difference in rates results from the fact that the proton 
and electron ionization cross section peaks occur at greatly different energies 
and hence fluxes. The ratio of electron to proton flux at their peak cross 
sections yields the factor of HP. If we assume proton ionization excitation 
to have the same efficiency as that for electrons, proton excitation will 
clearly be negligible. 

Next we consider Na II resonance scattering at 372 A and 300 A. These 
lines have not been isolated in the solar spectrum; an upper limit to the flux 
might be placed at~ 107 sec-1 cm-2 A- 1• For A ~ 372 A, this implies a reso
nance scattering rate of~ I o-8 sec1 , even smaller than that for electron ex
citation of Na+. Unless the Na~ density is significantly greater than neutral 
Na in the vicinity of lo, these relatively low excitation rates argue against 
particle and photon impact on Na+ in producing the observed emissions. The 
limited spatial extent of the short-wavelength emissions strengthens this 
argument. Newly created ions will be swept up by the co-rotating Jovian 
magnetic field and form a cylindrically symmetric distribution since the rota
tion period is probably much less than the lifetime. Such a distribution was 
not observed in the emission profile. 

The limited orbital extent of the emissions (± 20°) is consistent with the 
limited orbital extent of the observed neutral Na emissions (Brown and 
Yung;3 Trafton et al. 197 4 ), and the strongest emission mechanisms discussed 
above are associated with the observed neutral sodium cloud. However, it 
appears that radiation from sodium ions alone cannot account for Io's short
wavelength emission. There exists the possibility that other elements (e.g., 
K, Ne, N) are present with sodium in the lo cloud. These elements can also 
contribute to the observed short-wavelength emission through simultaneous 
ionization and excitation by energetic particles. For example, for atomic ni
trogen the ionization cross section of the 2s shell ( ~ I 0-16 cm2 at £ ~ I 00 
eV) by electron impact is comparable to the cross section for the 2p shell 
(Omidvar et al. 1972; Lotz 1967). Removal of the 2s electron leaves the ion 
in the excited 2s 2p:1 3S0 state, which then decays emitting 645 A radiation. 
Using 1010 cm-2 sec1 as the electron flux and I 0- 16 cm2 as the cross section 
for excitation ionization leads to a reaction rate of I o-6 sec-1 . Thus a nitro
gen abundance of I 0 1:i atom cm-2 is required to account for the A.8 -channel 
intensity measurement of IO Rayleighs. 

B. Surface Emission 

Although it is apparent that the As-channel emissions appear to come 
from an extended region around Io, the total peak signal may contain a sub
stantial contribution from the disc of lo itself. We consider below three 

"Seep. 1103. 
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processes: (a) emission from excited Na+ produced at the surface of lo by 
sputtering, (b) characteristic x-rays produced by energetic particle bombard
ment of the elements in Io's surface layer, and (c) bremsstrahlung from high
energy particles impacting the surface. The third will be shown to be negli
gible, whereas the other two may contribute to the observed signal. 

Surface Sputtering. The primary source of sodium atoms and ions in the 
cloud of Io is thought to be sodium-rich evaporite salts, such as sulfates 
(Fanale et al. 1974) on the surface of Io which release sodium through sput
tering by magnetospheric particles (Matson et al. 1974). 

Recently Nash et al. 1975 measured the sodium-O line emission pro
duced by proton bombardment of silicate and halite rock samples. The 
sputtering yield (number of sputtered sodium atoms in the 3p state per pro
ton) was found to be I o-:i. A total sputtering yield of Io-" for proton bom
bardment (including all the ejected atoms and ions) has been reported by 
Carter and Colligan ( 1968). The ratio of neutral atoms (including all states 
of excitation) to ions in the sputtered ejecta is unknown. However, it has 
been observed that the majority of particles sputtered from alkali halides 
under ion bombardment are ions (Campbell and Cooper I 972; Batanou 
1963), in contrast to metals where the sputtered particles are primarily neu
tral atoms. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that the proton sputtering 
yield for ions might be as high as Io-" and that some of the ions are in ex
cited states. 

Since the low-energy proton flux at Io is about 109 protons cm-" sec- 1, 

under the assumptions discussed above, the production of excited sodium 
ions by proton sputtering will be less than but perhaps comparable to I 07 

ions cm-" sec1 • The flux of particles which produce sputtered atoms and 
ions could include heavier magnetospheric nuclei and re-impacting ions, in 
which case the emission rate could be greater. If the emission comes only 
from the decay of sputtered ions, the brightness of Io's disc would he IO R. 
This estimate ignores secondary processes since it is noted that NaT ions 
which are sputtered from NaCl crystals have an energy of only I- IO eV 
(Miyagawa I 973; Stuart et al. 1969). For the N a-O lines emission, how
ever, Nash et al. ( 1975) observed that a 3.0 keV proton flux of density 1.7 x 
I 01:i cm-:! sec- 1 produced an intensity of 2.6 x I 010 photons cm-2 sec-1. 
while a 5.0 keV flux of2.8 x 101:1 cm-" sec 1 only increased the intensity to 
3.5 x I 010 cm-2 sec 1• If it is assumed that the emission efficiency (photons/ 
proton) is dependent on the incident power density P according to a power 
law, E ex PY (y - 0.3), then a I MeV proton flux of density 107 cm-2 sec- 1 

could produce a Na-O line emission of several kiloRayleights (Nash et al. 
I 97 5). If the same power law holds for the Na+ emission lines, a brightness 
as large as IO kR could result. Such an extrapolation to high energies and to 
Na+ is a rather gross assumption, however, and the 10 kR value should be 
considered as an upper limit. 
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Characteristic X-Rays. A second possible source of short-wavelength ra
diation from the disc is the characteristic radiation. Here the energy loss by 
a bombarding particle is primarily through excitation of inner shell electrons 
of the surface atoms. The radiation which results when the atoms return to 
the unexcited state is the characteristic radiation or valence-band emission, 
depending upon the initial energy level of the electron involved in the radia
tion. The emission spectra of possible elements in Io's surface layer, such as 
Na, Mg and Al, are well known (Arakawa and Williams I 973; Rooke I 963; 
Hansen and Arakawa 1972). The wavelengths of the L-shell band emission 
are 200-400 A, and are thus within the sensitivity range of our short-wave
length channel. 

The cross section for inner shell ionization due to bombarding electrons 
has been derived by Gryzinski ( 1965) and is given by 

(7) 

Here CT0 = 1re1 = 6.56 x 10- 14 eV2 cm2 , U; is the ionization energy of inner 
shell electrons, n is the number of electrons in the shell, and Ee is the energy 
of the incident electron. The function g;(Eel U;) contains the energy depen
dence of the cross section and has a maximum value of about 0.2 for E,,/ U; 
~ 2 to IO. For the 2p electrons of the sodium atom, U; = 50 eV, and the L
shell (n = 8) ionization will be produced primarily by 0.1-1 keV electrons. 
The L-shell ionization cross section in this energy range is then 10-17 to 10- 16 

cm2 • 

The relationship between the x-ray production cross section CT .r and the 
ionization cross section CT; is CT.r = wCT 1• Here w is the average radiation yield 
for the appropriate atomic shell (i.e., the fraction of the shell vacancies which 
are filled radiatively). For the L-shell of an atom with atomic number < 30, 
the value of w depends on the structure of the solid and is taken4 to be be
tween I 0- 2 - I 0-4 • Thus, the electron cross section for producing L-shell ra
diation is u x ~ l 0- 21 - I 0- 18 cm2 • 

The number of x-rays created by each incoming electron, per cubic centi
meter, is 

,.1,. = ( 2 ) (number of atoms) 
'I-' u .r cm x ·1 cm (8) 

where N O is Avogadro's number, A is atomic mass and pis the density of the 

'w for the L-shell of atoms with Z < ~6 has not been measured or calculated. The quoted range 
of values adopted here was estimated from the existing values of w for other atoms. See, for ex
ample. Chen and Crasemann ( 1971 ). 
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material. Taking into account the self absorption of the x-rays as they escape 
from the material, the x-ray yield per electron is equal to 

Ro1p 

Y = J cpe-µp,-dx 
0 

= __p_( I - e-µ// 0 ) 

µ,p 

(9) 

where µ, is the mass absorption coefficient for x-rays, and R0 is the range of 
an incident electron in gm cm-2 • The photon absorption cross sections of 
simple molecules, in the 400 A spectral region, are on the order of fT ~ I o-i. 
cm2 (see, for example, Lee et al. 1973). The mass absorption coefficient at 
these wavelengths for an atom with A ~ 20 gm/mole is thenµ,= (N0 /A)<T 
= 3 x 105 cm2 gm- 1• For a range, R0 , on the order of I 0-5 gm cm-2 (Katz and 
Penfold 1952) the term exp(- µ,R 0 ) ~ exp(- 3) is much less than I. The yield 
of photons per electron can thus be simply written as 

For a-x between I 0-21 - I 0- 18 cm2 , the x-ray yield Y is Io-~ to I 0- 1 photons 
per electron. 

Assuming a flux density of I 0' 0 cm-2 sec' for low-energy electrons, the 
characteristic radiation intensity is I o-:i_ 10° kR, and thus would not contrib
ute significantly to the signal of the As channel. However, we note that the 
above estimate did not consider the presence of the "secondary" electrons 
inside the material, which can cause additional x-radiation. Lacking accurate 
cross section data, the possibility that characteristic emissions also contrib
ute to the signals detected by the short-wavelength channel on Pioneer I 0 
cannot be ruled out. 

No essential difference exists between the cross section for ionization by 
protons and by electrons, if they have the same velocity. Since the mass of 
a proton is a factor of 1836 that of an electron, L-shell ionization of sodium 
requires MeV protons. The available proton flux in this range is small, on 
the order of I 07 cm-2 sec-', and the characteristic radiation due to proton 
excitation is thus expected to be much less significant than that due to elec
tron excitation. 

Bremsstrahlung. The third potential source of short-wavelength radiation 
from the disc, bremsstrahlung, is a continuous x-ray emission spectrum re
sulting from the inelastic collision of electrons with nuclei. The spectral dis
tribution of bremsstrahlung for material with atomic number Z bombarded 
by an electron with energy E; is 

(11) 
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where / is the bremsstrahlung energy, E;. is the photon energy and K is a 
constant. For E; < 2.5 MeV, K is (0.7 ± 0.2) x 10-:i Mev- 1 (Evans 1955). 

The bremsstrahlung spectrum extends over all energies from 0 to E;. 
However, the detection range of the >-..8 channel is limited, as we have noted, 
to radiation with >-.. < 800 A (E;. - 1.5 x I 0-5 MeV). Moreover, for radia
tion with >-... < I A (£>.. - 1.2 x I o-:i Me V), there is no angular resolution in 
the ultraviolet photometer since the instrument collimator is transparent to 
such radiation; hence, no peak signal could be detected. Thus, the total de
tectable bremsstrahlung photon flux is 

n = <p(E;) JEm - 2KZ(~; - E1._) dE1._ 
1.5 X 10-;J A 

(12) 

where <f>(E;) is the electron flux density at energy E; and E,,, is the smaller 
of E; and 1.2 X 10-:i MeV; both E; and £ 111 are expressed in MeV. 

To estimate the bremsstrahlung contribution we calculate the signal to 
be expected from both keY and MeV electrons. We adopt an electron flux 
of 109 cm-2 sect at I keY and 108 cm-2 sect at I MeV. Using Z - 10 and 
K = 0.7 x 10-:i Mev-t, the detectable bremsstrahlung flux from Io's disc 
is 4 x I 04 photons cm-2 sec 1 for ke V electrons and it is - 9 x I 06 photons 
cm-2 sec- 1 for Me V electrons. These values are several orders of magnitude 
less than the intensity inferred from the >-....,-channel data. Thus, the brems
strahlung radiation cannot contribute significantly to the signal observed in 
that channel. It should be noted that the above calculation does not include 
the effects of self-absorption; including this will further reduce the brems
strahlung flux. While protons also give rise to bremsstrahlung, the produc
tion cross section is only (I/ 1836)2 that of electrons and is accordingly in
significant. 

Summarizing our interpretations of the Io short-wavelength emission, 
we note separate contributions from the area surrounding the satellite and 
from its surface. The most plausible interpretation of the data suggests that 
the observed emissions arise from (I) decay of excited Na+ and other ions 
produced by particle impact ionization-excitation of the neutrals in the ex
tended cloud, and (2) the decay of excited Na_,_, produced by sputtering at 
the disc, as well as possible soft x-ray band emissions. The resolution of the 
photometer in both clock angle and wavelength does not allow a quantitative 
estimate of the various contributions to the total signal, but our data strongly 
suggest that the above mentioned mechanisms are those most likely to be 
consistent with the known properties of this most spectacular of the Galilean 
satellites. 
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VII. AMAL THEA 

Little is known about Amalthea (J V), partially because of its small size, 
R.,v - 120 km (Rieke 1975), and because its low relative brightness (visual 
magnitude 13) and its closeness to Jupiter (2.2 R.,) make observation difficult. 
In the absence of accurate mass and radius data it is not possible to determine 
its density. However, the orbital characteristics would imply that JV belongs 
to the Galilean satellite group. Magnetospheric particle impact on Amalthea 
may be much more intense than that for the Galilean satellites, and one might 
expect to observe ultraviolet emissions due to such an interaction. The pres
ent ultraviolet observations of Amalthea represent the first such measure
ments and are therefore of considerable interest. 

The viewing opportunity for Amalthea extended from approximately J 2h 
oom on Day 334 to I 9h oom of Day 336. During this period Amalthea entered 
the field of view 9 times. The observational results are summarized in Table 
III. Most of these data, however, are not useful either because the back
ground count rate was too great or because Jupiter was also in the field of 
view. The experimental data are presented below followed by an interpre
tation of the measurements. 

A. Long-Wavelength Channel Observations 

The long-wavelength data shown in Fig. 6 indicate that a weak signal is 
present at the end of Day 334. The signal count rate is - 40 counts sec- 1 and 
well above the noise level. The source of the signal has been assumed to be 
the cloud of hydrogen trailing lo (Carlson and Judge I 975). However, ac
cording to the viewing geometry, these signals could also be due to a hydro
gen cloud of Amalthea. In support of this interpretation it may be noted in 
Fig. 6 that the signals are not monotonically decreasing with increasing or
bital angle measured from lo, as expected if lo were the only source of the 
observed signal. An increasing signal is observed at J4h oom of Day 334. 
This coincides with the fact that the extent of the field of view inside Amal
thea's orbit increases significantly at this time. It is thus tentatively sug
gested that a portion of the apparent asymmetry of the observational data 
(with respect to Io's orbital position) is caused by emission from a hydrogen 
cloud at the orbit of Amalthea. 

It should be noted, however, that at this time the spacecraft is less than 
7 R., below the orbital plane, while it is still far away from Jupiter (about 60 
R.,). A sphere with a diameter of I R., at Io's orbital position would subtend 
about 2~5 in clock angle. On the other hand, two points in the orbital plane 
with a separation of Io's orbital radius (- 6 R.,) also only subtend - 2° in clock 
angle. Thus, for this geometry it is not possible to resolve (in clock angle) 
two sources with a separation of less than Io's orbital radius, and Amalthea's 
contribution to the total signal cannot be unambiguously isolated from that 
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of the distant tail of Io's cloud. The viewing geometry in the orbital plane 
is given in Fig. 6. 

It is difficult to establish the extent of an Amalthea cloud from the present 
data. However, it can be estimated from the expression (Carlson and Judge 
1974) 

fl(-J = 3 <v> T/ R.4. (13) 

Here '10 is the angular extent of the cloud measured with respect to Amal
thea. <v> and T are the mean velocity and mean life-time of the atoms, re
spectively. R.4 is the orbital radius of Amalthea. With a 100 eV proton flux of 
2 x I 09 cm-2 sec' at Amalthea's orbit (Frank et al. 1976) and assuming that 
the H atoms are lost through proton charge exchange with a cross section of 
= 4 x l 0- 15 cm2 , T is = I x I 05 sec. The temperature of Amalthea is 150°K 
(Rieke 1975) and the corresponding Jeans mean expansion velocity is <v> 
- 0.9 km sec- 1 • Hence, we get '10 - 1.9 radian. 

The total angular extent of the cloud is thus = 3.8 rad (218°). Accord
ingly, the Amalthea cloud is probably not a complete torus. Using 40 counts 
sec- 1 as the optical emission from the Amalthea cloud and assuming the 
vertical dimension of the cloud to be I R.1 (as for lo), the surface brightness 
would be about I 00 Rayleighs. for a Lyman-a source. 

During the viewing opportunity on Day 335, the background count rate 
was quite high, and no emission feature was evident. Later during the day 
and early the next day, signals were present, but these were mostly due to 
Jupiter. After I I h oom of Day 336, because of background noise, no useful 
data were obtained. 

B. Short-Wavelength Channel Observations 

A signal with a count rate of about 20 counts sec- 1 appeared on Day 334 
at I Sh oom as Amalthea first entered the field of view. However, the signals 
were spread over a clock angle of 80° and only persisted for - I hr. Since the 
signal was present for such a short time and was spread over such a large 
angular extent, it is difficult to account for the observations in terms of optical 
emissions; most likely they must be attributed to interference from a unidi
rectional high-energy particle flux. For such a case, assuming a 25° optical 
emission5 superimposed on the wide background signal, the optical emission 
is estimated to be less than - IO counts sec 1• For the viewing opportunities 
of Day 335 and later, the short-wavelength channel data are either very 
noisy or contaminated by emission contributions from Jupiter. Assuming I 0 
counts sec- 1 to be the maximum optical emission from Amalthea's disc, its 
maximum brightness near 400 A is estimated at 2500 kR. 

·'An optical emission from a point source will extend over - 25° in clock angle. 
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VIII. EUROPA 

The density of Europa is nearly the same as that of Io (- 3 gm cm-:i). 
Unlike Io, its spectral reflectance clearly indicates that H 20 covers most of 
the satellite's surface, which Fanale et al. ( 1974) suggest is composed mainly 
of hydrated salt and ice. The lack of evidence for sodium in the visual obser
vational data may simply indicate that either there is less sodium available 
at the surface to be sputtered or that the presence of H 20 at the surface 
makes the sputtering process less efficient. The possibility of meteoritic 
material supplying the sodium seems unlikely, although it cannot be ruled 
out. Ganymede apparently has more meteoroid impacts than Europa, yet 
there is no direct observational evidence in either the ultraviolet or visible 
spectral region for sodium as a surface or atmospheric constituent on that 
satellite (Morrison and Cruikshank 1974). 

Europa, like Io, apparently interacts strongly with the magnetospheric 
particles. This is evident from the sweeping of high-energy particles at Euro
pa's orbit, as at the orbits of Amalthea and Io. 

A. Short-Wavelength Channel Observations of Europa 

Referring to Fig. 8, the data show a clear emission signal of - 13 counts 
sec-' peaked at 7h oom hours of Day 333. At this time lo is almost directly 
on the other side of Jupiter from Europa and is not likely to contribute to the 
observed signal. Emissions are present for about 2 hours, which is the time 
required for the satellite to pass through the field of view. Assuming a source 
of Europa's size (R = I 550 km), the apparent brightness is about 14 kilo
Rayleighs (at A - 400 A.). Other Europa viewing opportunities are either 
contaminated by signals from other objects in the field of view or limited by 
noise, permitting only upper limits to be determined, as given in Table IV. 

B. Interpretation of Europa's Short-Wavelength Channel Observations 

The proton density in the vicinity of Europa is 10 cm-3 with energy 400 
e V (Frank et al. 1976) and the proton flux is - 3 x I 08 cm-2 sec- 1. 

Proton bombardment of Europa's surface would be expected to sputter 
surface atoms into the surrounding space and thereby create an atmosphere. 
Since there is no evidence for an atmosphere or ionosphere at Europa, the 
sputtering process at the surface may be insignificant, perhaps due to the 
water frost thought to be covering much of the surface. 

Europa's surface is also bombarded by an intense electron flux. This 
bombardment will cause characteristic x-ray radiation from the surface ele
ments. The possible elements in Europa's surface, such as Na. Mg, K, and 
Ca have valence band x-ray emissions with wavelengths between 200 and 
700 A, and within the sensitivity of the short-wavelength channel. Assum
ing a surface composition and electron flux similar to that at lo and using the 
same rather uncertain cross section data, a perhaps conservative estimate of 
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the x-ray contribution to the observed brightness of Europa is :S I kR. Fur
ther consideration of this and other processes is required to establish the 
origin of the observed short-wavelength emissions. 

IX. GANYMEDE 

The mean density of Ganymede is about 2 gm cm-:1 and it probably has a 
small rocky core and a liquid mantle covered with ices of water, ammonia 
and methane. The surface is apparently reasonably uniform as observed in 
eclipse radiometry, although large-scale variations in its albedo are evident. 
The infrared spectrum implies water ice at the surface, an observation con
sistent with the other available optical data. 

It has also been suggested through stellar occultation measurements 
that Ganymede possesses a tenuous atmosphere (Carlson et al. 1973). The 
constituents have not been determined nor has the stability of such an at
mosphere. An atmosphere with surface pressure greater than I o-:i mb was 
observed during the above stellar occultation. Since no infrared emission 
features associated with the atmosphere have been observed, it is perhaps 
composed of constituents such as N 2 , 0 2 , Ne, or A, which have no dipole 
moment. 

Particle impact at Ganymede is less significant than at the orbits of the 
inner satellites. This is perhaps important in explaining the Pioneer 10 and 
I I data which indicate that no ultraviolet emissions are associated with 
Ganymede. Table V contains a summary of our findings and, using the Pio
neer 11 data from Day 335, the upper limits of apparent brightness for the 
disc are estimated to be - 4 kR for "A. ~ 1200 A and - 2 kR for A - 400 A. 

X. CALLISTO 

The photometric observations of Callisto indicate that its surface may 
consist of high reflectance silicates. Callisto's low density of 1.4 gm cm-:i 
would be caused by a relatively minor amount of heavy elements, implying 
little radioactive heating; because Callisto was formed at a relatively large 
distance from Jupiter, tidal heating may also be small. Further, there is no 
strong evidence for water ice at the surface as inferred from infrared ob
servations. 

The charged particle flux at Callisto is greatly reduced from that at the 
inner satellites, and is probably not important in determining the produc
tion and/ or loss of an atmosphere. 

No ultraviolet emission signals were observed from Callisto. Using the 
Pioneer 11 data at Day 335 given in Table VI, the upper limit of apparent 
brightness for Callisto's disc is estimated to be 9 kR for 'A - 1200 A and 
7 k R for 'A - 400 A. 
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XI. SUMMARY 

The ultraviolet photometers on Pioneers IO and 11 have established the 
three innermost of five Jovian satellites as sources of optical emissions with 
>... < 1400 A. Amalthea's apparent hydrogen cloud and possible but uncer
tain short-wavelength emissions are the least well established of the present 
results, and further observations are highly desirable. lo is most certainly 
accompanied by a cloud of atomic hydrogen that resonantly scatters the 
solar Lyman-a at 1216 A. It is also a source of shorter wavelength emissions, 
>... < 800 A, that could result from the radiative decay of excited Na+ and 
other atomic ions in its near environment. Soft x-ray band emissions of ele
ments in Io's surface layer and radiative decay of sputtered ions from Io's sur
face also contribute to the detected short-wavelength signals. Additional 
laboratory data are required to establish whether or not these sources are 
significant, however. Signals in this lower wavelength range are detected 
from the surface of Europa as well. Although the origin of Europa's emis
sions remain somewhat uncertain, their existence underscores the common 
characteristic shared by all three of the inner satellites: the observed emis
sions and clouds are associated with a significant sweeping up of energetic 
particles in the Jovian magnetosphere. 
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10, ITS ATMOSPHERE AND OPTICAL EMISSIONS 

R. A. BROWN and Y. L. YUNG 
Harvard University 

Io is surrounded hv a halo of atoms which radiate in emission lines. This was dis
covered hy groundbased obserrntions in 197 3, a year before Pioneer /0 passed through 
the Jovian system. Earlier optical and radio observers had reported other anomalies 
associated with lo, and the Pioneer spacecraft discovered an 11/traviolet emission cloud 
around the satellite and a substantial ionosphere. A new field of planetary research is 
dedicated to integrating these phenomena into a model of Io and of the Jovian em·iron
ment with which it strongly interacts. 

Sodium dominates the optical emission cloud around lo. The production rate is very 
large and has not yet been satisfactorily explained. Spultering by charged particle bom
bardment may play an important role. The primary excitation mechanism is the resonant 
scattering of sunlight. While the sodium cloud is brightest near Jo, it extends around 
the entire orbit and is present at lo11· ln·els in the general Jovian em·ironment. The iono
spheric electron density on lo is comparahle to that on Mars, a surprising result since 
the solar flux is much weaker. Here, again, Io's charged particle environment may play 
an important part. The observed electron profiles plus the constraints provided bv the 
emission cloud are consistent with at least two models of Io's ne111ral atmosphere. 

The four bright satellites of Jupiter have a unique perennial interest and 
historical importance. Their discovery by Galileo in 1610 was among the 
very first achievements of the telescope. Early observers intensively chroni
cled Io's rapid synodic motion-and this was to a very practical purpose, 
since it established an accurate and accessible timepiece. By comparison 
with local solar time, terrestrial longitude could be measured. In the late 
seventeenth century Romer found an annual phase lag in "Io time" and first 
determined the finite speed of light. 

Modern studies of the Galilean satellites focus on their physical prop
erties. Interest has been sparked by the view that the Jovian system may be 
a textbook in microcosm of the solar system. The observational record, espe
cially for Io, is replete with startling discoveries. Among them are a possible 
post-eclipse brightening (Binder and Cruikshank 1964) and a modulation of 
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Jovian decametric radiation (Bigg 1964). Recently we have learned that lo is 
a source of atomic resonance line emission and that it possesses a substantial 
ionosphere and therefore an atmosphere. These phenomena are related, and 
our current understanding of them and their relationship is reviewed here. 

The chapter is divided into two parts. The first is primarily observational, 
and its focus is on measurements of the line emission from lo and its environ
ment. The second part is primarily theoretical, and it deals with current mod
els of Io's atmosphere. No single existing theory satisfactorily treats all the 
processes which are thought to be important; however, a variety of models 
for Io's surface and environment have been developed in the context of re
cent observational data (McElroy and Yung 1975; Matson et al. 1974; Macy 
and Trafton 1975). 

In Sec. I the sodium O-line measurements are documented and set in 
their observational context. Section 11 reviews Pioneer 1 O's observation of 
an ultraviolet emitting region associated with lo, which is probably a cloud 
of atomic hydrogen. Section I I I reports on the current state of the search for 
other line emissions. Section IV discusses future observational work. 

In Sec. V we discuss the ionosphere and conclude that the atmosphere 
may be cooler than the observed sodium and that the exobase probably 
stands well above Io's surface. In Sec. VI we discuss possible sources of 
hydrogen; its escape into the surrounding space is not a problem. In Sec. 
VII we treat the alternative sources of sodium; its escape is a problem. 
Having motivated the observational constraints on the neutral atmosphere, 
in Sec. VI I I we show that two different models are consistent with the 
observations. 

I. SODIUM LINE EMISSION FROM IO 

The observation of sodium O-line emission associated with lo was first 
made by Brown in l 973 (see Brown 1974). A Doppler shift analysis of a 
high-resolution spectrum positively identified Io as the source. Only Io of 
the four Galilean satellites showed O-line emission to the limit of the instru
mental sensitivity. The strong emission varied with large amplitude on a 
short time scale, and was possibly correlated with Io's orbital position. 

The sodium phenomenon has been intensively observed during the 1973 
and 197 4 oppositions of Jupiter, but it is still rather poorly understood. Be
yond its existence, the only unambiguous facts are that the emission also 
comes from the neighboring space around lo (Trafton et al. 1974) and that 
the brightness of the sodium nearest lo is definitely correlated with the satel
lite's orbital phase angle measured from superior heliocentric conjunction 
(Bergstralh et al. 1975). The observational challenge, somewhat simplified, 
is to record the characteristics of a spatial continuum which is a spectral 
point-source in the presence of a spectral continuum which is a spatial point
source. The former (the sodium cloud) and the latter (lo) also undergo tern-
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poral vanat1ons with regard to observational perspective and brightness. 
Therefore, it is important for this chapter to set the sodium measurements 
in their observational context. The first three subsections lay that ground
work. In A we discuss the sunlight incident on lo and reflected from its 
surface. In B we characterize and label the spatial regimes relevant to the 
observational problem. In C we review some fundamental physics of the 
sodium atom which relates directly to the D-line observations. 

In D the dominant excitation mechanism for the D-line emission is es
tablished by reviewing the observations and conclusions of Bergstralh et al. 
(I 975). That mechanism is solar resonant scattering, and its recognition is 
important for interpreting the high resolution spectra and photometric studies 
discussed in E. In F we discuss low-intensity sodium emission recorded in 
the Jovian environment remote from lo. 

A. Incident and Reflected Solar Light Near the D-Lines 

The solar radiation incident on the Jupiter system has direct importance 
to the optical observations of Io's sodium in two ways. First, this light is 
resonantly scattered by free atoms of sodium. The relevant quantity for 
studying this phenomenon is the amount of solar radiation available for scat
tering, that is, falling within the D 1 and D2 absorption coefficient profiles for 
a certain Doppler shift of the sodium with respect to the sun. Second, the 
solar light reflected from Io's surface serves to calibrate measurements of 
the sodium emission photometrically. For that procedure the important quan
tity is the flux at Earth from lo in the vicinity of the D-lines. We call this 
quantity 1rF1 (.59), and it refers to the continuum flux from lo at 0.59 µ,m 

between Fraunhofer absorption lines. 
The solar spectrum near the D-lines at i\02 = 5889.95 A and i\D 1 = 

5895.92 A is marked by deep and broad absorptions due to sodium in the 
sun. A high-resolution, photometric spectrum of the light from the whole 
solar disc has been obtained and reduced by C. D. Slaughter of Kitt Peak 
National Observatory. It has been published by Parkinson ( 197 5) and is 
reproduced in Fig. l and Table I. The Doppler shift due to the relative motion 
with respect to the sun determines the points on the D 1 and D2 solar absorp
tion lines which can excite sodium in Io's environment. The range of Doppler 
shifts associated with Io's orbital motion (17.3 km sec- 1) is about± 0.34 A. 

Referring to the observational geometry shown schematically in Fig. 2, 
the lo-Sun Doppler shift is proportional to sin (0 11/(·) except for a small 
correction due to Jupiter-Sun motion. The tabulated values, 'Yo, and 'Yn,, 
are fractions of 1rF0 (.59), the incident solar flux in the nearby continuum. 
The ratio y02 / 'YDi remains remarkably steady at about 0.85 over the range 
sampled by Io. 

1rF 0 (.59) can be obtained by a wavelength interpolation in a table of 
mean solar disc intensities (Allen l 973), F0' (A), which refers to the con
tinuum between lines 
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Fig. I. The solar spectrum in integrated light in the regions of the sodium D, and D, Fraun
hofer lines (obtained by C. D. Slaughter). The horizontal bar shows the region tabulated in 
Table I and indicates the regions of interest for the lo problem. In the D, spectrum there are 
several telluric H,O lines, the largest of which is marked and none of which have been re
moved ( From Parkinson 197 5 ). 

1rFr.) (.59) = 1rF0' (.59) ( 7)" 
= 5.9 x 101:1 l, photon cm-~ A- 1 sec 1 (I) 

r· 

where R is the solar radius and r is the Jupiter-Sun distance measured in 
A.U. At "mean opposition," r =a= 5.203 A.U., and 
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1rF G.l' 0 · (.59) = 2.02 x I 012 photon cm-2 A- 1 sec- 1 • (2) 

1rF1 (.59) is derived from measurements of the flux, 1rF1 (V), from Io in 
the V-spectral pass-band which have been recently reviewed by Morrison 
and Morrison ( 1976). The V-filter is 90 A wide, and the effective wavelength 
for Io's color is about 0.55 µ,m. Io's flux is expressed in terms of the absolute 
calibration of the V-magnitude system: 

(3) 

where 1rF0 (V) = 3. 72 x I 0-9 erg cm-2 sec- 1 A- 1 (Allen I 973). V1 is Io's 
V-magnitude, which varies with all four independent parameters defining 
the observational geometry. Dependence on rand .:l is simply inverse-square. 
A strongly backscattering phase function with an "opposition surge" in 
brightness is embodied in the a-dependence: lo is 50'7r brighter at opposition 
than at maximum solar phase angle (referred to the same Earth-lo separa
tion). A periodic variation with orbital phase angle 0sr;c has an amplitude of 
8% and implies synchronous rotation of the satellite. Figure 3a shows V1 

(a), which is referred to "mean opposition" distances, r = a and .:l = a - I. 
Shown in Fig. 3b is the nominal variation of Io's magnitude with rotational 
phase, 8Vi (0sad- These data are taken from the Morrisons' paper, and the 
result is that 1rF1 (V) can be computed with a few percent uncertainty for 
the time of a particular observation: 

Vi= Vi (a)+ oV1 (0w;c) + 5 log ( a(:~ I)) · (4) 

Using 1rF1 (V), 1rF1 (.59) can be determined by accounting for Io's color. 

Fig. 2. The geometry of groundbased observations of lo. 
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TABLE I 
The solar spectrum in integrated light near the D lines. The heiRht of the 

spectrum is given as a fraction of the continuum heiRht. a 

iiX.(mA) Yn, Yn, 1.\(mAJ Yn, Yu, 1.\(mA) Yn, Yn, 

360 .6298 .7315 JOO .1898 .2409 - 110 .2266 .2828 
50 .6195 .7256 90 .1591 .1986 - 20 .2617 .3239 
40 .6095 .7176 80 .1312 .1601 - 30 .2951 .3616 
30 .5995 .7091 70 .1069 .1276 -40 .3252 .3948 
20 .5893 .6995 60 .0872 .1022 - 50 .3513 .4233 
10 .5786 .6889 50 .0727 .0841 - 60 .3736 .4478 

300 .5672 .6777 40 .0629 .0719 - 70 .3929 .4691 
90 .5552 .6661 30 .0566 .0641 - 80 .4101 .4883 
80 .5426 .6542 20 .0527 .0592 -90 .4256 .5061 
70 .5296 .6417 10 .0503 .0564 - 200 .4394 .5229 
60 .5170 .6281 5 .0495 .0557 - 10 .4517 .5389 
50 .5051 .6139 0 .0490 .0555 - 20 .4633 .5541 
40 .4942 .5991 -5 .0489 .0558 - 30 .4747 .5687 
30 .4836 .5840 -10 .0491 .0566 -40 .4858 .5832 
20 .4725 .5685 - 20 .0510 .0597 - 50 .4963 .5977 
10 .4602 .5524 - 30 .0549 .0650 -60 .5060 .6119 

200 .4466 .5353 -40 .0612 .0733 -70 .5155 .6259 
90 .4317 .5169 - 50 .0706 .0858 -80 .5246 .6396 
80 .4155 .4974 -60 .0843 .1041 - 90 .5320 .653 l 
70 .3975 .4763 - 70 .1035 .1291 - 300 .5357 .6662 
60 .3768 .4532 - 80 .1283 .1609 -10 .5360 .6789 
50 .3524 .4274 - 90 .1582 .1986 - 20 .5361 .6910 
40 .3237 .3979 - 100 .1915 .2401 - 30 .5410 .7025 
30 .2913 .3641 -40 .5538 .7136 
20 .2870 .3259 - 50 .5729 .7241 

110 .2226 .2842 - 360 .5940 .7339 

aThese data are shown graphically in Figure I and are from Parkinson ( 1975). 

The spectral reflectivity studies of Johnson and McCord (I 970) show lo to 
be 6% brighter at 0.59 µ,m than at 0.55 µ,m: 

nF1 (.59) = 1.06 -rrF1 (V). 

As an illustration, we consider the case of a "mean" opposition and neg
lect the effect of orbital phase. 

V/11 · 11 · = 4.84 . (5) 

Then 

-rrF/11 ·0 · (.59)= 12.9 photon cm-2 A- 1 sec- 1 • (6) 

Given Io's size, R 1 = 1830 km, and the incident solar flux, the value of 
-rrF1 (.59) is extraordinarily high for all observing geometries. This is illus
trated by the geometric albedo 
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( 59) = 1rF/n.o. (.59) 0 75 
p. 1 1rR 2 = .. 

- . 1rF 0m.o. (.59) . ( \ )' 
1T a - -

(7) 

Another relevant dramatization of Io's brightness is the comparison of 
1rF1 (.59) to the flux 1rFe which would be observed from a white Lambert 
sphere exactly replacing lo in size and position. Ignoring the orbital phase 
modulation, the ratio 1rF1 (.59)/1rFe varies from 1.1 to 0.7 as the solar phase 
angle varies from 0° to the maximum of 12°. We shall discuss below in D 
the peculiar significance of this effect for sodium observations; it makes 
sodium in Io's atmosphere difficult to observe from Earth. 

B. The Spatial Domains 

lo is not a point source; its diameter subtends 1.2 arc-seconds at opposi
tion and 0.8 arc-seconds at conjunction with the sun. Under typical observ
ing conditions, "seeing" further spreads Io's radiation into a peaked distri
bution two or more arc-seconds full-width at half-maximum (FW HM). This 
distribution is Io's continuum surface brightness, and its integral over solid 
angle is the continuum flux. To the extent that the surface brightness is ap
proximated by a Gaussian distribution of angular size <r arcsec FW HM, the 
central intensity is 

(8) 

This result can be expressed as an apparent emission rate1 for the center of 
the seeing distribution if 1rF1 (,\) has the units photon cm-2 sec-1 A- 1 

(9) 

Continuing the illustration in the previous section, at opposition the ap
parent emission rate in the center of a Gaussian seeing disc 2 arcsec FW HM 
is 1.5 MR A- 1• 

For discussion purposes, the sodium in Io's vicinity can be partitioned 
into three regions. Region A is spatially coincident with Io's visible disc and 
corresponds to sodium in Io's bound atmosphere. Region B has direct associ
ation with lo and extends 5 - 15 arcsec from it; this is the sodium cloud first 
identified by Trafton. Extremely faint D-Iine emission has been reported 
extending many arcmin away from lo, originating in remote parts of Io's or
bit and beyond, by We hinger and Wyckoff ( 197 4 ), Me kier and Eviatar ( 197 4) 
and Mekler et al. ( 1975). This is Region C. 

'Apparent emission rate (E) = 4rr x I 0-0 J, where J is the measured surface brightness in pho
tons sec-' cm-' ster- 1 (Appendix II of Chamberlain I 96 I). E is measured in Rayleighs. and 
kR and MR are I 0' and 10'' Rayleighs respectively. The qualifier "apparent" is used because 
E is equal to a column emission rate only for an optically thin cloud. The term is also commonly 
used in optically thick situations. 
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Fig. 3a. The dependence of Io's magnitude on the solar phase angle (Morrison and Morrison 
1976). 
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Fig. 3b. The dependence of Io's magnitude on the orbital phase angle (Morrison and Morrison 
1976). 

The observability of these regions is determined by both their brightness 
and their contrast with the background. For Region A that background is 
the bright disc of lo, and the contrast is poor if a resonant scattering mecha
nism alone excites the sodium in Io's atmosphere. This point is discussed 
below in D. For Regions B and C the backgrounds are the telluric sodium 
nightglow and the halos of scattered continuum radiation from Jupiter and 
its satellites. The former is substantially fainter even than Region C, and 
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it is observationally distinguishable from D-line radiation originating in the 
Jovian system: it exhibits no Doppler shift and is spatially uniform over the 
telescopic field. The scattered continuum radiation is a serious impediment 
to observations at spectral resolution lower than - I 0,000. As discussed 
in Sec. IV. this has prevented imaging the sodium cloud with conventional 
techniques. The apparent emission rate of Region B is tens of kR. Absolute 
photometry of Region Chas not been reported. but a comparison of the de
tections with the 5577 A line in the telluric airglow implies an apparent emis
sion rate less than one kR. The distinction between Regions B and C is 
drawn on the basis of existing observations which do not manifest the transi
tion from one region to the other. The demonstration that the distinction is 
artificial, or the definition of the boundary between Regions B and C, awaits 
further study. 

Since the bulk of the existing sodium observations have been made with 
astronomical slit spectrographs. some specific remarks are in order about the 
reduction of such spectra. A usual procedure is to record a spectrum of Io 
itself and to use the instrumental response to Io's reflected solar continuum 
to calibrate sodium emission spectra. If the entire disc of lo passes through 
the entrance aperture, the recorded spectral continuum near the D-lines will 
be the instrumental response to TTF1 (.59). Since spectral and spatial resolu
tion are not independent for these instruments, however, some fraction of 
Io's continuum image is lost on the slit jaws during observations which press 
for higher spectral resolution. In such cases, the distribution of Io's continu
um surface brightness must be modeled in its projection on the slit, for only 
by knowing the actual number of photons incident on the detector is it pos
sible to calibrate the system's response. This point would be academic if the 
emission came only from Region A. since the effects of seeing and truncation 
by the slit jaws would affect continuum and emission identically. But this is 
not the case for Io, and the analyses of spectra taken with Io in the spectro
graph slit depend on hypotheses about the spatial distributions of the con
tinuum and emission components (see e.g .. Brown et al. 1975). 

C. Atomic Physics of the Sodium D-Lines 

The sodium D-lines2 are transitions between the ground state (3s2 5,_) and 
the first excited state which is split by spin-orbit coupling into two fine struc
ture components (3p2P., 3p2 R ). The positions and oscillator strengths of the 
lines are: ' ' 

.\0 , = 5895.92 A 
,\D2 = 5889.95 A 

v01 ~ 16956.183 cm- 1 

vn2 = 16973.379 cm- 1 

fn, = 0.327 
fn 2 = 0.655 (I 0) 

'For a review of the physics of the sodium atom with special emphasis on observations of the 
telluric sodium airglow. see Chamberlain ( 1961 ). 
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Fig. 4. A schematic representation of the energy levels in atomic sodium between which the 
D-lines originate. The wavelengths of the centroids An, and Ao, are given. Allowed transitions 
are indicated by lines connecting the appropriate sublevels. For each component the oscil
lator strength position and the wavelength position relative to the centroid is shown below. 

The only stable isotope of sodium is 11 N a":1 with nuclear spin / = f Hy
perfine structure results from the coupling between the nuclear spin I and the 
total electronic angular momentum J to produce F =I+ J. The resultant F
manifolds and the allowed transitions (ilF = ± 1, 0) are illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Table II gives the oscillator strengths of these hyperfine transitions and their 
wavelength positions with respect to the D1 and D2 centroids, An, and A02 • 

For each hyperfine transition, the absorption coefficient of an individual 
atom at rest is distributed over wavelength in a Lorentz line shape with full
width at half-maximum tlv1, = 3.10-4 cm - 1 or ilA,, = 0.1 m A. The integral of 
this distribution is 

c,(F,, F,,) = 1re2 f(F,, F,,) 
· me · ( I I) 

which has units of cm2 sec- 1• 
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TABLE 11a 
The Oscillator Strengths and the Wavelength Positions 

of the D1 and D2 Hyperfine Components 

D1 F=l F=2 

F=l 0.020 0.102 
- 11.4 mA - 13.6 mA 

F=2 0.102 0.102 
+9.1 mA + 6.9 mA 

D2 F=0 F=l F=2 F=3 

F=l 0.041 0.102 0.102 
- 12.0 mA - 12.2 mA - 12.6 mA --

F=2 0.020 0.102 0.287 -- + 8.3 mA + 7.9 mA + 1.2 mA 

•These transitions are shown schematically in Fig. 4. 

For an ensemble of atoms in thermal motion, the absorption coefficient 
per atom is the convolution of the Lorentzian with a Doppler (Gaussian) 
profile with FWHM 

(12) 

or 

(13) 

where Tis the temperature in °Kand the unit is 1 o-:i Angstrom. For naturally 
occurring temperatures, then, the absorption coefficient per atom of the hy
perfine line (F8 , Fµ) is effectively distributed in the Doppler profile 

l. 

Oiv(F8 , Fµ) = (rre2) f(F8 , F") ~ 2 )2e exp [- ( 11 - v(Fs, Fv))2 In 2] (14) 
me Tr llvD llvd 

or, written as a function of wavelength, 
l. 

a>-(Fs, F v) = (rre2) f(F.,, F") ~ 2)2 exp [- (A - A(Fs, F "))2 In 2] . (I 5) 
me Tr ilAD ilAD 
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Fig. 5. The theoretical D, absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength relative to the 
centroid >..n, for sodium kinetic temperatures JOO, 500 and 5000°K. The profiles have been 
normalized to the same maximum height. 

The absorption coefficient profiles per atom are the sums of a>..(F., FP) or 
av(F,, F p) over the allowed transitions, assuming the states F., are populated 
according to their multiplicity: 

and likewise for a>.., 

CX.v = L av<F.,, F,,) 
F.,, F,, 

(16) 

The shape of the D1 absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength is 
shown in Fig. 5 for I 00, 500 and 5000°K. Only for temperatures higher than 
a few thousand degrees are the D-lines adequately described by a single 
component of strength fo, or fn2 distributed in a Gaussian 6.'1-..d FW HM cen
tered on A.01 or An2 , 

Non-thermal mechanisms may produce a velocity dispersion in the atoms 
sampled by a particular observation of Io's sodium cloud (Matson et al. 
1974; Trafton and Macy 1975). If thermodynamic equilibrium does not 
apply, the absorption coefficients cannot be characterized by a single tem
perature, and the fundamental quantity is the detailed distribution of atomic 
velocities. 
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Fig. 6a. Intensity of sodium D2 emission versus sodium column abundance for 500 and 
5000°K. The continuum solar flux is taken to be 2.02 x I 012 photons cm-• sec-1 A- 1, and 
)lo,= 0.61. 

Combining the work above with that in Subsections A and B, we may 
set the physical scale of the interaction of sodium with solar flux in Io's en
vironment. Anticipating an observational result discussed below in E, we 
consider a sodium cloud with column abundance N atoms cm-2 which is 
sufficiently "hot" to ignore hyperfine structure. The optical depth in the 
center of the D1 line is then 

- l_ 

To,= Otv0 ,N = 1.1 X 10-10 T 2N, (17) 

while T02 is twice as great. The column abundance corresponding to unit 
optical depth at 5000°K is 6.6 x 1011 atoms cm-2 • 

If Io's sodium cloud is optically thin, its apparent emission rate due to 
the resonant scattering of solar flux in a D-line may be estimated as follows. 
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Fig. 6b. Ratio of emergent D, to D1 apparent emission rates for 5000K and 5000°K. 'Yn, and 
'Yll, are taken to be 0.61 and 0.72 respectively. 

[Here the reader is again referred to Chamberlain ( 1961 ).] For plane-parallel 
geometry and zero solar phase angle 

where the g-factor is given by 

For the D 1 line 

[ >,_2] rre2 

g = y · n-F0 (.59) · - -f. 
c me 

£D1 ~ 0.20 YD, N. 

As an example. take YD, = 0.5 and N = I 0 11 atoms cm~\ then 

Ell,~ IO kR. 

( 18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

As the column abundance of sodium increases. a detailed radiative trans
fer calculation is required to compute E as a function of temperature and 
optical thickness. The gross effect is that the D 2 / D 1 ratio is reduced and the 
emission line profiles are broadened due to saturation in the line core. These 
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Fig. 6c. Profiles of the emergent D, line co-normalized to the same peak intensity. 

effects are illustrated in Fig. 6 which shows En2 , D2 / D 1 and the D2 emission 
line profile versus column abundance for a sodium cloud. These results are 
taken from McElroy and Yung (1975) and include modifications for hyper-
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fine structure and the Rayleigh phase function in some components of the 
0 2 line, suggested by Macy (personal communication). 

D. The D-Line Excitation Mechanism 

The early O-line observations of Brown (I 974) included some very high 
emission fluxes from lo: several Angstroms equivalent width for 0 1 + 0 2 

when a spectrometer of large spatial aperture was used. The corresponding 
apparent emission rates were tens of MR if the emission came from Region 
A and impossibly high to explain by solar resonant scattering. On this basis, 
the first theory of the O-line excitation, proposed by Mc Elroy et al. ( 1974), 
suggested an auroral mechanism involving a resonant transfer of energy to 
the sodium atoms from vibrationally excited N 2 • Such a mechanism had been 
suggested by Hunten ( 1965) to account for O-line emission in terrestrial 
aurorae. In addition to explaining the high intensities, this model was attract
ive in that it was specific to the O-lines (no other emissions had been dis
covered) and could explain the broadened lines seen by Brown and Chaffee 
(I 974), which are discussed below. 

Figure 7 shows a spectrum from Trafton et al. ( 1974) illustrating the 
discovery that the sodium emission extends into space beyond Io. The 
circular aperture of the spectrometer was 4. 7 arc-seconds in diameter, and 
it was set on the sky next to lo as shown. The recorded apparent emission 
rates were £ 01 = 7.6 ± 0.5 kR and En,= 14.6 ± 0.5 kR, with 0 2 / 0 1 = 1.9 ± 
0.2. This is Region B by the definitions in Sec. 1.8, and its recognition led 
directly to the suggestion that resonant scattering of sunlight is indeed the 
emission mechanism (Trafton et al. 1974; Matson et al. 1974). The work 
presented in Sec. I .C shows that these intensities and their ratio are con
sistent with sunlight being scattered from an optically thin sodium layer. 
The anomalously high emissions from Io seen by Brown ( 1974) can be under
stood if this emission covered an area within 10- 15 arcsec of lo. 

MAX ELONG. 

Fig. 7. A D-line spectrum of Region B from Trafton et al. (1974). The apparent emission 
rates in kR for the D, and D, lines are shown. and D,/ D, = 1.9 ± 0.2. The observing geom
etry is shown schematically on the right. /!"·'· is shown in parenthesis. The elongation point 
is indicated with an arrow. 
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Bergstralh et al. (1975) measured the brightness of Io's sodium emission 
almost nightly in July and August of 1974. The measurements were all taken 
with the same instrumental arrangement and were reduced identically. The 
3 x 8 arcsec spectrograph aperture was centered on Io, recording all Io's 
continuum flux plus emission from a definite portion of the surrounding 
space. The consistency of the observational technique clearly revealed the 
time signature of the resonant scattering mechanism: the variation of the 
emission in direct proportion to the amount of sunlight available for scatter
ing at the appropriate Doppler-shifted D-line wavelengths (see Fig. I). Figure 
8 shows the observations and their fit to the predictions of the scattering 
theory. The departures of the cloud intensity from simple direct proportion 
to the insolation are possibly attributable to an asymmetrical sodium dis
tribution and the varying observational perspective, which produce varying 
optical thickness along the line of sight as defined by the projection of the 
spectrograph aperture on the sky. 

Evidence against any residual auroral mechanism is the absence of 
anomalies which could be attributed to an emission core from Region A. An 
upper limit of - 130 kR is set by Bergstralh et al. (1974) to such constant 
additional source. This result is supported by the absence of 2 2 kR emis
sion during or near solar eclipse on lo; null findings have been obtained by a 
number of observers including Macy and Trafton ( 1975). 

If the only D-line excitation mechanism is solar resonant scattering, then 
an important conclusion can be drawn: sodium in Region A is virtually un
observable from Earth. This was first pointed out by Brown et al. (197 5). 
The reason for this curiosity is that there is very low contrast between Io's 
bright surface and sodium atoms in the atmosphere of Io. Those atoms scatter 
solar photons nearly isotropically [see the discussion by Parkinson ( I 975)], 
so that an optically thick sodium layer close around lo in Region A will have 
nearly the phase function of a Lambert sphere in scattering D-line photons. 
But Io's surface itself returns to us approximately as much reflected solar 
light as a Lambert sphere in that whole wavelength range (see Sec. I.A). 
Since the terrestrial observer cannot distinguish between a photon scattered 
from Io's surface and one scattered by a sodium atom in Region A, it is 
difficult to detect that sodium by looking for excess brightness in the D
lines. 

E. Physical Measurements of the Region B Sodium Cloud 

The D, and 0 2 line emissions from Io are sufficiently broad to be re
solved with high resolution astronomical spectrographs. This was first re
ported by Brown and Chaffee ( 1974). Spectra at higher resolution have been 
reported and analyzed by Macy and Trafton ( 1975) and Brown et al. ( 197 5). 
Accounting for instrumental broadening, the recorded lines measure about 
60- 80 m A FW HM. All of the spectra were recorded with Io in the spec
trograph slit and the continuum was subtracted to isolate the emission fea-
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Fig. 8. The D2 (filled circles) and D, (open circles) emission line equivalent widths observed 
by Bergstralh et al. ( 1975). The data are plotted versus orbital plus solar phase angle, which 
is 8,,-11,., the angle from superior heliocentric conjunction. The dashed curves are the solar 
excitation values scaled to match the 90° emission peak for both D2 and D 1• 

tures. Nevertheless, from the conclusion drawn in D above, the emission 
lines probably originate in Region B, but the light has been mixed into Region 
A observationally by blurring effects collectively called "seeing." 

A simple measurement of the recorded line width does not translate 
directly into a kinetic temperature for the sodium. Several effects contrib
uting to the linewidth must be accounted for: instrumental broadening, 
radiative transfer effects, variation of Doppler shifts and intensities during 
the observation, and hyperfine structure of sodium. Removing these effects, 
Brown et al. (1975), using a single-component model, report a residual 
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breadth which translates to a sodium kinetic temperature of 5200 ± 2300°K. 
Macy and Trafton (I 975) have interpreted their similar linewidth measure
ment to imply a much lower temperature, 500- 1000°K, on the basis of a 
two-component scheme. They envision an optically very thick kernel close 
around Io in addition to an optically thin contribution from Region B. The 
broad line from the cooler source results from the large radiative transfer 
correction associated with the thick component. 

Bulk motion is a potential source of systematic error in determinations 
of the sodium temperature from Doppler-shift measurements as mentioned 
in Sec. l.C. 

The few observations of the sodium emission in Region B which have 
combined photometric calibration with good spatial resolution are consis
tent with a partial torus of sodium leading and trailing Io in its orbit. This 
elongated cloud is optically thin to within a few arcsec from Io, where it 
reaches at least unit optical depth. The published observations are, first, 
spectra taken at localized points near lo, such as shown in Fig. 7 and other
wise described in Trafton et al. (I 97 4 ), Trafton and Macy (197 5) and Macy 
and Trafton ( 197 5). Second, Brown et al. ( 197 5) have reported a one dimen
sional profile of Region B parallel to the orbital plane within about l O arcsec 
of lo. This is shown in Fig. 9. 

Preliminary two-dimensional images described by Miinch and Bergstralh 
(1975) are also consistent with the partial torus geometry. The uncalibrated 
long-slit spectra revealing Region C show that the torus may be complete 
at low emission levels; these data are discussed below. 

A recorded apparent emission rate can be translated into a column abun
dance along the line of sight on the basis of Eq. ( 18). However the g-value 
must be known in order to do this with accuracy, and that requires knowing 
what velocity characterizes the bulk motion of that portion of the cloud. 
Brown et al. (I 975) assumed, in the absence of better information, that the 
value of g for the optically-connected cloud was the same as for Io. Sodium 
distributed along Io's orbit must surely have a range of sodium-Sun Doppler 
shifts and therefore experience a range of g-values. The only published ob
servations pertinent to this topic are the 22 October 1973 spectra of Trafton 
et al. (1974) and a Region C spectrum of Mekler and Eviatar (1974). The 
latter is discussed below. The former reports the same sodium-Earth Doppler 
shift for rather widely separated spots in Region B. Trafton and Macy ( 197 5) 
have recently reported asymmetrical D-line profiles in spectra taken at very 
high resolution which may point to differential bulk motion in the Region B 
sodium cloud on the scale of a few arcsec. 

The question of the D2 / D 1 ratio in Region B differing from the value 
(D2 I D 1 = 1.8) expected for a solar resonant scattering mechanism has been 
rather widely discussed in the literature. There are simply not enough high
quality measurements of that ratio to indicate that there is a problem. 
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Fig. 9. A one-dimensional profile of the Region B sodium emission. At bottom, the geometric 
disc of Io is shown fixed in the projected slit. The orbit, which drifted with respect to the 
slit, is sketched for the beginning and end of the observation. At center, the D, and D2 emis
sion profiles are plotted on the same abscissa. Each point is both an average over one arc
second of height along the spectrograph slit and an integration over 0.64 A along the disper
sion. The continuum profile locates Io's image and is scaled arbitrarily. The sodium column 
abundance scale is valid for the D2 emission. At the top, the D2 / D 1 ratio is plotted over the 
range in which it is well determined. (From Brown et al. 1975). 

F. Sodium in Region C 

Detection of D-line emission remote from Io has been reported by Mekler 
and Eviatar (1974), Wehinger and Wyckoff (I 974), Mekler et al. (I 975) 
and Wehinger et al. ( 1976). All these observations were made with the same 
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instrument, namely the fast and efficient low-dispersion image tube spectro
graph at the Wise Observatory of Tel-Aviv University. Little quantitative 
work has been reported, but visual inspections of the plates have led the 
investigators to describe a highly flattened distribution of sodium emission 
concentrated in the orbital plane of the satellites. In that plane it is discern
able to about 4 (Mekler et al. l 975) or IO (Wehinger and Wyckoff l 974) 
arcmin from Jupiter. It is visible½ to l arcmin above and below the orbital 
plane, and even over the poles of Jupiter (Wehinger et al. 1976). Mekler et 
al. ( 197 5) refer to an inner limit to the distribution about l arc min from 
Jupiter. 

To dramatize the extent of Region C, we note that the elongations of 
Io's orbit are a little more than 2 arcmin from Jupiter. During the past two 
years the jovicentric declination of the earth has been less than about l ?7, 
which means that the semi-minor axis of Io's apparent orbit was less than 
about 4 arcsec for the period of these observations. 

Wehinger et al. (l 976) report photometric comparison of their Region C 
observations with the 5577 A telluric airglow line due to atomic oxygen. They 
find D-line intensities between l 00 R and 2 kR in the orbital plane. 

Mekler and Eviatar (l 974) report that on one occasion they observed a 
strong tilt of the D emission line with respect to the telluric airglow lines on 
the same spectrum. The sodium line extended about 2 arcmin along the pro
jected slit, which was oriented at 25° with respect to the orbital plane. The 
Doppler-shift difference between the two ends of the emission line translates 
to a velocity difference of 200 km sec'. Wehinger et al. (l 976) report that 
they have not observed this tilting effect. 

The photometric reduction of image tube spectra of the Region C emis
sion must be done with great care. Visual inspection of the Mekler et al., 
(l 975) spectra show strong contamination by non-linear response in the 
photographic emulsion. The emission lines are superimposed on Jupiter's 
or a satellite's scattered continuum which varies over the height of the slit 
and biases the response to the emission lines to different parts of the film's 
characteristic curve. The result is seen as non-uniformity over the height of 
the slit of the 5577 A airglow line. It is not clear to what extent this effect 
has influenced the qualitative conclusions drawn by the observers from these 
plates. 

II. ULTRAVIOLET EMISSION OBSERVED FROM PIONEER 10 

The "H" channel of the two-color ultraviolet photometer aboard Pioneer 
l O recorded emission originating in the vicinity of lo. These measurements 
have been described by Judge and Carlson (l 974) and Carlson and Judge 
( 197 4, 197 5). 3 We summarize here the rather sparse observational knowledge 

"See p. 1079. 
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about the source, its spatial distribution and the mechanism which excites 
the ultraviolet emission. 

The investigators tentatively identified the emission as Lyman a reso
nantly scattered by atomic hydrogen. The transition has a large oscillator 
strength, the solar flux is high at that wavelength ( 1216 A), and hydrogen is 
an abundant element. However, the identification cannot be considered 
definitive. Figure 10 shows the spectral responses of the two channels. The 
fact that the emission was seen only in the "H" channel simply constrains 
the wavelength to be greater than 800 A. However, increasingly higher 
emission rates are required than those derived on the basis of the Lyman a 
identification if the actual wavelength is longer than 1216 A. 

The ultraviolet emission comes from an elongated section of Io's orbit 
approximately centered on the satellite. This is shown in Fig. 11, which is 
from Carlson and Judge (I 975). 

An upper limit to the extent of the emission normal to Io's orbital plane 
was established by the emission's disappearance in solar eclipse by Jupiter: 
it is less than one Jupiter diameter thick. This observation also implies that 
the excitation mechanism is solar resonance scattering. 

If the emission is Lyman a, the apparent emission rate of the hydrogen 
cloud is ~ 300 R. The radial column abundance is calculated to be ~ 3 
x I 012 cm-2 , which corresponds approximately to unit optical thickness in 
Lyman a. The implied total population of the cloud is ~ 2 x I 033 atoms 
(Carlson and Judge 1974). 

III. OTHER OPTICAL LINE EMISSIONS 

No optical emissions from Io or its vicinity have yet been positively 
identified other than those discussed in Secs. I and I I, though there have 
been intensive but not exhaustive searches. 

Mekler and Eviatar (1974) reported the possible detection of emission 
by neutral calcium at 4227 A. Using the Wise Observatory's image tube 
spectrograph, a continuum spectrum of lo (lo in the spectrograph slit) and 
a spectrum of the moon were taken. They compared the central intensities 
of two Fraunhofer lines at 4227 A (Cal) and 4236 A (Fel), and found the 
calcium feature for Io to be I 0% less deep than for the moon. Assuming the 
iron line to be constant, the observers ascribed this difference to calcium 
emission from Io's Region A. This procedure is doubtful due to the substan
tially different strengths of the two Fraunhofer features which were com
pared. Two possible sources of systematic error not considered by Mekler 
and Eviatar are the consequences of non-linear detection and the ring effect, 
most recently discussed by Barmore (1975). 

The same calcium resonance line has been sought by other observers 
using higher-precision techniques, but it has not been detected (Macy and 
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Trafton 1975; Brown et al. 1975). The upper limits to 4227 A emission 
quoted by these authors is about 5 kR referred to the size of Io's disc. 

A possible detection of helium emission from lo at I 0.830 A was reported 
by Cruikshank et al. ( I 97 4 ). They have since announced that the observa
tion was spurious and due to an instrumental problem that is now under
stood. Macy and Trafton (1975) have reported that 0.5 kR of 10,830 A emis
sion from the spatially uniform telluric airglow was observed when they 
attempted confirmation of the earlier report. 

Other negative results have been reported. From Trafton et al. (I 974) 
with no quoted upper limit: 6160.7 A (Nal), 8194.8 A (Nal), 6707.8 A 
(Lil), 7699.0 A (Kl), 5183.7 A (Mgl) and 6300.2 A (01). Macy and Trafton 
(1975) report the following upper limits: 5 kR of 6707.8 A (Lil), 5 kR of 
7699.0 A (Kl) and 0.17 kR of 4571 A (Mgl). These measurements were 
made with Io in the spectrograph slit. 

Recently Trafton ( 1976) has reported observations of Region B in the 
spectral range 3 I 00 A to 8700 A. No emission feature other than the 0-
lines was found. Upper limits are 0.4-0.6 kR in the red, 0.6- 1.6 kR in the 
green and blue, and up to 5 kR in the violet. 

The Region C spectra of Wehinger et al. ( 1976) were examined for emis
sion features other than the sodium 0-lines and telluric airglow lines. The 
detection limit at 5900 A was below I 00 R. No new features were discovered 
between 3500 A and 9000 A. 
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IV. FUTURE OBSERVATIONAL WORK ON IO'S LINE EMISSIONS 

Observations during the 1975-76 apparition of Jupiter will probably re
sult in a clearer description of the spatial distribution and motions of Io's 
sodium cloud. Io's orbital period is about 42 hours and we view its orbit from 
the side, so a series of two-dimensional D-line images are required to visu
alize the cloud's morphology. The instrumental difficulties inherent in this 
task are formidable. Jupiter and a halo of its light scattered in the optics 
dominate the field of view, and in the immediate vicinity of lo the skirts of 
Io's seeing disc also contribute a continuum background. To achieve good 
contrast between the narrow emission lines and this background, conven
tional techniques require high spectral resolution. Continuing an example 
given in Sec. I.B, consider lo with opposition magnitude and 2 arcsec see
ing. Suppose we wish to image a portion of Region B where the continuum 
apparent emission rate of lo is down from its central value by a factor q = 
EI E0 while £ 0 = 1.5 MR A- 1• Using a filter with bandpass aA the ratio of 
D-line to continuum signal is 

S Eo 
N a)\ q E0 • 

(22) 

Taking q = 10-2 and £ 0 = IO kR, the requirement on the spectral resolu
tion for SIN = 10 is 

aA :S 0.1 A (23) 

which is rather severe. 
Imaging techniques at high spectral resolution will provide important 

information about the sodium's motion by measuring the Doppler shift. An 
innovative imaging technique is being developed by Mertz (1975) for study
ing Io's sodium cloud. With an interferometer he creates fringes across the 
telescopic field in D-line radiation; the background continuum radiation 
produces no fringes. The distribution of sodium is present as AC information 
on the detector and is recovered by a heterodyne technique. A similar tech
nique has been described by Blamont and Courtes (1955). 

The search for other optical emissions from Io's environment will be 
continued. To discover such emissions from Region B, near Io, is an easier 
observational task than looking for features on the continuum spectrum of 
Io. This point follows from the discussion in Sec. I.D of contrast with Io's 
continuum radiation. Io's albedo rises steeply from the ultraviolet to near in
frared, with Lambert-sphere-equivalence achieved near 0.6 µ,m. The Region 
A contribution of an isotropic resonant scatterer is in the sense of an emis
sion line for shorter wavelengths and an absorption feature for longer wave
lengths, but the contrast is low. However, if the constituent is also in Region 
B, then its resonance line may have good observational contrast against the 
dark sky for spectra taken with Io just outside the spectrograph slit. 
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V. IO'S IONOSPHERE 

The only existing evidence of an atmosphere on lo is the two electron 
density profiles in Fig. 12, deduced by Kliore et al. (1975) from the S-band 
occultation experiment on Pioneer 10. The electron density distribution on 
the dayside shows a peak concentration of 6 x 104 cm~:i at an altitude of 100 
km and an extent of 750 km with a nearly constant scale height of 200 km. 
On the nightside the peak electron density is I x I 04 cm-:i and the iono
sphere appears to cut off abruptly above 200 km. These peak electron den
sities are comparable to those observed on Mars and Venus (Kliore et al. 
1965; Kliore et al. 1967), even though the solar flux at lo is much weaker. 
This sets important constraints on the rates of production and loss of ions. 
The contrast between the day and night profiles suggests that ions are re
moved in a time shorter than an lo day (42 hours). 

In this section we review four existing models for Io's ionosphere. The 
basic assumptions and predictions of each are summarized in Table III. As 
a group they can be criticized for being parochial; they are based on our 
experience with the atmospheres of the terrestrial planets and ignore, or 
do not fully account for, the interaction between lo and the Jovian magneto
sphere. Detailed plasma interaction models are currently being studied by 
F. M. Neubauer,4 Shawhan ( I 975) and the Harvard group under McElroy. 
We conclude this section with a summary of what we have learned from 
studying the ionosphere of Io. 

A. The Webster et al. Model 

The Webster et al. model ( 1972) was motivated by the decametric radia
tion theory of Goldreich and Lynden-Bell ( 1969). Proposed before the 
Pioneer IO encounter, it is inadequate in a number of ways, but it conveys 
the spirit of later photochemical models. The bulk atmosphere is assumed to 
consist largely of methane with a surface number density of I 01:i molecules 
cm-a. The primary process of interest is photoionization of CH4 by ultra
violet sunlight: 

CH4 + hv - CH 4 + + e 

followed by dissociative recombination 

CH4 + + e - CH:i + H. 

The electron number density [nc] is simply given by 
I 

[ne] = {J[CH4]/a}2 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

where [CH4], J and a respectively denote CH4 number density (cm~:i), 
photoionization rate (sec- 1) and dissociative recombination coefficient (cm:1 

'Oral presentation at the Io Week Workshop. Feb. 22, 1975. Harvard University. 
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sec- 1 ). The model successfully predicts the existence of an ionosphere. The 
computed [n,. l profile is illustrated in Fig. I 3. By varying the surface number 
density of CH I and the atmospheric temperature' as parameters we can ad
just the model to agree with the Pioneer IO observations in many essential 
aspects. But the small peak electron density is an intrinsic feature of this 
model, indeed of any other model in which the dominant ion is a molecular 
ion produced by photoionization and removed by dissociative recombina
tion (cf. Model I of McElroy and Yung 1975). 

It is interesting to note that the first model of an atmosphere on lo sug
gests that Io would be a large source of hydrogen. Photolysis of CH4 by 
sunlight readily leads to production and escape of hydrogen at a rate - I 010 

atoms cm-2 sec- 1 : 

(27) 

Webster et al. did not pursue the consequences of methane dissociation. 

B. The McElroy and Yung Model (A) 

The column abundance of sodium atoms in Region B has been observed 
to be - 1011 cm-2 (Brown et al. 1975). The amount of sodium in Region A 
cannot be estimated directly from observations for reasons discussed in Sec. 
1.0. But, if Io is the source of sodium atoms in the cloud, the atmosphere 
probably contains more than 1012 sodium atoms cm-2 • 

The possibility of an ionosphere with Na+ as the major ion was first 
recognized by McElroy et al. ( 1974) prior to the Pioneer IO encounter. The 
idea was pursued and developed by McElroy and Yung (1975). They pro
posed an ammonia atmosphere with sodium as a minor component. Because 
of its low ionization potential (5. 14 e V), sodium atoms are readily ionized 
by absorption of ultraviolet photons shortward of 2412 A: 

Na+hv-Na 1 +e. (28) 

The Na" ions will be removed via radiative recombination: 

Na++ e - Na+ hv (29) 

and by molecular diffusion to the surface. Note the crucial difference be
tween an atomic ion like Na+ and a molecular ion like CH 4 ; the radiative 
recombination coefficient for an atomic ion is typically about I 05 times 
slower than the dissociative recombination coefficient for a molecular ion. 
Consequently the presence of even a small concentration of sodium atoms 
in the atmosphere could lead to the formation of large numbers of sodium 
ions. The model includes details of molecular diffusion, diurnal variation, 
and bulk vertical motion due to condensation and evaporation of ammonia. 
The results for electron number densities are illustrated in Fig. 14. 

-•In an internally consistent model, the temperature must be calculated from the heating rate 
based on atmospheric composition and is not a free parameter. 
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Pioneer 10. (Kliore et al. 1975.) 

C. The McElroy and Yung Model (B) 

A model involving charged energetic particles in the Jovian radiation 
belt as the ionization source was explored by McElroy and Yung (1975). 
The major atmospheric gas is assumed to be NH3 . NH3 + ions are primarily 
produced by proton or electron impact: 

N H 3 + p - NH:/ + e + p 
N H 3 + e - NH,,+ + e + e . 

The loss mechanism is dissociative recombination: 

(30) 

(31) 

The cross-section of a IO Mev proton or a IO kev electron is about 10-18 cm2 

and varies as log EI E, where E is the energy. The calculation shows that it 
is possible to account for the principal features of the observed ionosphere 
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Fig. 13. Electron number density as a function of altitude at the subsolar point in the methane 
atmosphere assumed for Io. (Webster et al. 1972.) 

with a flux of 3 x I 07 cm-2 sec- 1 of IO Mev protons impinging on an atmo
sphere with a surface number density equal to 3 x 1011 cm-:i_ The results are 
shown in Fig. 15. To explain the diurnal difference, it must be postulated 
that the energetic particles are entering Io's atmosphere asymmetrically, a 
view consistent with the implications of the electromagnetic interactions in 
the vicinity of Io (Shawhan et al. 1974; Shawhan 1976). 

D. The Whitten et al. Model 

Recently Whitten et al. (I 97 5) proposed a neon ionosphere. Io is as
sumed to have a tenuous neutral atmosphere composed of neon with surface 
density about 4 x I 09 cm-:i_ Photoionization is the main source of Ne+. Loss 
of ions is due to diffusion to the surface. The main feature of the model, as 
the authors pointed out, is that the neutral atmosphere is relatively cold 
(- 160°K) and tenuous. The neon model does not treat Io's hydrogen source, 
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and it ignores a potentially important reaction with sodium. Charge transfer 
by neon ions to sodium atoms is probably fast, 

Ne++ Na - Ne+ Na· 

The chemical lifetime for Ne+ is given by 

7 = k · [Na] 

(32) 

(33) 

where k is the charge-transfer rate coefficient and [Na] is the number den
sity of sodium atoms. If we assume k = 10-9 cm:i sec- 1 and [Na] = 105 

cm-:1, then T = I 04 sec, a value which is comparable to the diffusion time 
constant and suggests that Na+ probably cannot be ignored. This reaction 
may be important. 

E. Tentative Conclusions about Jo's Neutral Atmosphere 

From the study of a variety of models of Io's ionosphere, we are able to 
suggest tentative answers to two important questions about Io's neutral at-
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Fig. 15. Electron number density and atmospheric temperature profiles computed with the 
McElroy and Yung Model B. (McElroy and Yung 1975.) 

mosphere: how hot was it at the time of the encounter and how dense is it? 
For ambipolar diffusive equilibrium, the plasma scale height is given by 

(34) 

where m0 is the atomic mass unit, k is the Boltzmann constant, g is Io's gravi
tational acceleration, A; is the mass number of ion species, and Te and T; are 
the electron and ion temperatures respectively (cf. Bauer 1973). Assuming 
T,, = T; and using g = 178 cm sec2 (Anderson et al. 1974), the scale height 
observation implies 

T-
Al= 21.5. 

l 

(35) 

We must emphasize that the expression is derived on the assumption of dif
fusive equilibrium for the ions. Inclusion of a solar-wind type interaction can 
seriously modify the interpretation (Cloutier et al. 1969). For protons the 
implied temperature is 21.5°K, for Na+ it is 500°K. In thermodynamic equi-
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librium, T; equals T 11 (the temperature of the neutral atmosphere), but in 
general T; is higher than T 11 • The inequality 

(36) 

implies, for reasonable values of A;, that the neutral atmosphere did not 
exceed 1000°K at the time of Pioneer IO encounter. 

The inference of a lower limit to the density of the neutral atmosphere 
from the detected ionosphere is model-dependent. In the Whitten et al. 
Model, the absolute lower limit is - 4 x 109 cm-3 • Below this value loss of 
ions by diffusion will be too fast and the computed ionospheric peak will be 
too small to account for the observations. 

In the McElroy and Yung Model A, the constraint of the ionosphere is 

No · [Na] 0 = 1016 cm-,; (37) 

where N 0 is the neutral number density and [Na] 0 is the sodium number den
sity at the surface. The flux of neutral Na atoms to the surface is given by 

<P = - D {d[Na] +[Na]}= - D [Na]o cm-2 sec-1 (38) 
dz H H 

where D is the diffusion coefficient and H is the scale height. Combining 
Eqs. (37) and (38), 

cp X N5 = 3 x 1027 cm-8 sec-1. (39) 

Thus, if we require cp < 107 cm-z sec-1, then N 0 2 1.7 x 1010 cm-:1• 

In McElroy and Yung Model B the relationship between N 0 and the flux 
of energetic particles Jo is given by 

(40) 

The Pioneer IO measurements impose an upper limit of about 109 cm-z on 
Jo, and hence N 0 > 3 x 109 cm-3 for this model. 

Since McElroy and Yung Models A and B only when combined touch 
on all the observational aspects - the sodium and hydrogen as well as the 
ionosphere-we consider that a best estimate to the neutral density is 

(4 I) 

a value which is about two orders of magnitude lower than the upper limit 
deduced from the observations of the ,8-Scorpii occultation (Taylor et al. 
1971; Smith and Smith 1972). 

VI. IO AS A SOURCE OF HYDROGEN 

As discussed in Sec. II, the Pioneer IO ultraviolet observations suggest 
that Io is surrounded by an extensive hydrogen cloud containing - I 0:1:1 

hydrogen atoms. To account for the cloud's geometry Carlson and Judge 
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(1974) and McElroy and Yung (1975) independently estimated a lifetime 
of - IO:; sec for the hydrogen atom. This lifetime is considerably shorter 
than the photoionization lifetime of - I 08 sec and is probably due to charge 
transfer of hydrogen atoms with low-energy protons in the Jovian magneto
sphere. The calculations suggest the existence of a low-energy proton flux 
- I ffl cm-2 sec1 , a result that has recently been supported by the detailed 
analysis of plasma observations by Pioneer IO in the neighborhood of Io's 
flux tube (Frank et al. 197 5). If lo were the only source of hydrogen, a mean 
flux of - 1011 atoms cm-2 sec1 must be supplied from the surface of Io to 
maintain the observed cloud in the steady state. But we have no observa
tional evidence that the hydrogen cloud is in a steady state, so the actual 
demand on the hydrogen source could be much lower. We will next consider 
the implications for the hydrogen source in three subsections. In A we ex
amine photolysis of NH:1 as a source of H, and in B we discuss the pos
sibility of cycling hydrogen with magnetospheric protons. In C possible 
escape mechanisms for hydrogen are discussed. 

A. Photolysis of NHa as the Source of Hydrogen 

If the hydrogen cloud were assumed to be in a steady state with the sup
ply coming solely from lo, the required flux would be I 011 atoms cm-2 sec-1 

at Io's surface. Such a large escape rate can best be appreciated by noting 
that it would represent loss of over IO km of surface material to space in the 
age of the solar system. It is reasonable to hypothesize that the surface of Io 
contains a volatile material rich in hydrogen. Evaporation of this material 
and its subsequent photolysis can provide a large source of atomic hydrogen. 
Ammonia frost is an obvious candidate, but arguing against its presence is 
the lack of ammonia absorption features in the infrared spectrum of lo (Fink 
et al. 1973; Pilcher et al. 1972). McElroy et al. (1974) have thoroughly dis
cussed the various aspects of the ammonia hypothesis. The most important 
reason for assuming an ammonia atmosphere is the need to supply a huge 
escape rate of hydrogen. The most serious problem associated with this 
model is the escape of nitrogen, the terminal product of photodissociation 
of ammonia. Note that the nature of the problem is not changed ifwe assume 
a methane atmosphere. Photolysis of a hydrogen-bearing molecule releases 
the hydrogen atoms and leaves the heavy "residue" in the atmosphere. The 
rate at which the heavy component would accumulate must essentially equal 
the rate of hydrogen escape and would result in an atmosphere in excess of 
the observed upper limit in less than IO years. To circumvent the problem 
of a rapid build-up of the end-products of photolysis, McElroy et al. ( 1974) 
postulated escape of a large amount of gases during periods of intense heat
ing in the upper atmosphere initiated by the precipitation of energetic parti
cles from the radiation belt. 
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B. Proton Exchange 

Fanale et al. (1975, 1976) have made the most complete study of the 
surface of lo based on its photometric properties. and they also considered 
cosmochemical composition and thermal history. They concluded that Io's 
properties could best be explained by postulating that it is largely covered 
by evaporite salts, rich in sodium and sulphur. They considered the presence 
of large amounts of frost unlikely. In view of this model it is reasonable to 
ask whether there is an alternative to ammonia ice as a source for the hydro
gen cloud observed by Pioneer I 0. 

Protons in the extensive magnetosphere of Jupiter obviously represent a 
potential hydrogen source. Frank et al. (1975) have analyzed the directional, 

differential spectrum for proton densities:: (cm2-sec-ster-ev)-1 at positions 

inside the lo flux tubes. The proton spectrum is approximated well by a 
Maxwellian distribution with proton number density N,, = 60 cm-a and mean 
energy E,, = 95 eV. The flux of protons impinging on lo is on the order of 

N 1, ~ = 109 cm- 2 sec- 1 

p 

where MP is the proton mass. 

(42) 

This falls about two orders of magnitude short of the required source, so 
a large number of protons outside the observed energy range must be postu
lated to make this a viable mechanism. McDonough (1975) proposed an in
teraction between lo and a low-energy component of the magnetospheric 
plasma. The latter is assumed to originate from Jupiter and could provide a 
source of hydrogen atoms to lo. But again it is not clear that this mechanism 
can provide enough hydrogen to explain the observations. 

In view of the uncertainties of observations and models we do not regard 
this deficiency as serious, especially since we have no observational evi
dence for the stability of the hydrogen cloud. The magnetospheric protons 
could be thermalized and accumulated in the atmosphere and blown off spo
radically when the atmosphere is heated by an electromagnetic interaction. 

C. Hydrogen Escape 

Escape of a light species like hydrogen from lo is an efficient process. A 
hydrogen atom with the thermal kinetic energy associated with tempera
tures in excess of 190°K can escape Io's gravity. The escape rate is given 
by the Jeans formula 

cf>= n"v°i ( I + ,\)e-' 
2(7T)2 

(43) 

where nc is the hydrogen number density at the exobase, v0 = (2kT I m)1 and 
,\ = G M 1/ rkT (Chamberlain I 965). All the current models on the dynamics 
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of the hydrogen cloud (Carlson and Judge I 974; Smyth personal com
munication 1975) are based on Jeans' theory, modified somewhat to include 
effects of the three-body gravitational interaction and the possibility of non
thermal velocity distribution for the escaping atoms. A crucial assumption in 
deriving the Jeans result is that the atmosphere is in hydrostatic equilibrium: 

:r (nkT) + G'mn = 0 (44) 

where n = number density of gas, and other symbols have their usual mean
ings. Parker (I 958) has shown that for thermal energy large compared with 
gravitational energy the hydrostatic equation must be replaced by a set of 
hydrodynamic equations 

dv d GM1mn 
mm· -d + -d (nkT) + ., = 0 

r r r-
(45) 

(46) 

Physically. Eq. (45) is the equation of motion obtained by adding an inertial 
term to Eq. (44), and Eq. (46) therefore is the equation of continuity. When 
the thermal energy per particle exceeds its gravitational potential energy, 
that is, 

lkT > GM1m 
2 r 

(47) 

the gas is free to expand rapidly or "blow-off" (Opik 1963). For lo the critical 
temperature for the stability of a hydrogen-dominated exosphere is 216°K 
(Gross 1974), so from our understanding of the ionosphere the temperature 
in Io's upper atmosphere probably exceeds the blow-off temperature for 
hydrogen. 

For hydrogen alone, whether the escape occurs by Jeans escape or by 
blow-off makes little difference. The limiting factor is probably in the ultimate 
supply of hydrogen atoms and diffusion through the atmosphere (Hunten 
1973). Perhaps the most appealing feature of the blow-off mechanism is that 
it may not be as selective as Jeans escape in discriminating against heavy 
atoms like sodium (Gross 1972). We will return to this point when we dis
cuss the escape of sodium atoms. 

VII. IO AS A SOURCE OF SODIUM 

The observations of sodium emission in Region B reveal that the cloud 
is remarkably stable (Bergstralh et al 197 5) and that solar resonant scatter
ing is probably the excitation mechanism. This suggests that if Io were the 
source of sodium the required escape rate would be of order I Qi atoms cm-~ 
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sec-1 (McElroy and Yung 197 5: Macy and Trafton 197 5). This deduction is 
based on an estimated population of I ow sodium atoms and a photoionization 
lifetime of 106 sec (Hunten 1954). Comparison with Sec. VI shows that the 
estimated sodium source is four orders of magnitude smaller than the hydro
gen source; the hydrogen atoms are approximately 103 times more numerous 
in Region B, and they are depleted about IO times faster. 

In the following subsections A and B we discuss two possible sources for 
sodium in the atmosphere of lo, namely sputtering from the surface and a 
meteoritic source. In Sec. C we shall discuss escape processes which can 
move this sodium into Region B where it is observed. In Sec. D we comment 
briefly on the significance of the absence of other metallic emission lines. 

A. Sputtering 

It is difficult to release sodium from the surface since metallic sodium 
as well as most common sodium compounds have low vapor pressures at 
Io's surface temperature (- 140°K). Matson et al. (1974) proposed a sput
tering mechanism involving the energetic particles in the Jovian magneto
sphere. To date, this mechanism is the only plausible means we know for 
ejecting sodium from the surface into the atmosphere. but there are a number 
of difficulties, most of which have been discussed by Matson et al. ( 1974). 
The first potential problem is the presence of an atmosphere which may at
tenuate the influx of energetic particles. If the surface density of the neutral 
atmosphere is 1010 cm-:i and its scale height is 100 km, it will only be thin for 
interactions having cross-sections smaller than about I 0-17 cm2 • Since that 
is approximately the cross-section for a one-MeV proton collision with a 
molecule, high energy protons probably reach the surface without substan
tial attenuation. The second problem is to have an adequate number of inci
dent particles. In the keV - MeV range, the measured proton flux falls short 
of that required by more than an order of magnitude. It is conceivable that 
an "avalanche" process discussed by Matson et al. (1974) could remedy this 
deficiency, and we expect detailed models to carry this idea further. 

B. Meteoritic Source 

A number of papers (Morrison and Cruikshank 1974; Mekler et al. 
l 975; Sill l 974) have suggested meteoritic material as the source of Io's 
sodium. This idea is largely motivated by our understanding of the terrestrial 
sodium emission. Hunten and Wallace (l 967) and Donahue and Meier 
( 1967) first suggested that the origin of Earth's sodium atoms could be con
nected to the presence of dust. Possible mechanisms for releasing the sodium 
atoms include meteoric ablation (Gadsden 1968) and sublimation of dust 
particles (Fiocco and Visconti 1973; Fiocco et al. 1974). 

Measurements of micrometeoroids in the Jovian environment by Pioneer 
IO and 11 (Humes et al. l 974)H indicated that the mass flux of meteoroids 

"Seep. 1064. 
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intercepted by Io could be two orders of magnitude higher than that mea
sured for Earth ( ~ 2 x 10-16 g cm-2 sec- 1 ). Assuming a sodium concentra
tion of 0.66% by weight, a value typical of chondritic meteorites (Junge et al. 
1962), we estimate the net sodium source to be ~ 3 x l 06 atoms cm-2 sec- 1• 

The sodium atoms can be released from the meteorites by evaporation at the 
moment of impact or by sputtering after the material has settled down on the 
surface. The first mechanism faces the difficulty of explaining why sodium 
has not been observed on any one of the other Galilean satellites. The second 
mechanism would suggest that the sodium content in the Jovian meteorites 
must be higher by at least a factor of IO than that typical of chondritic mete
orites. These difficulties must be answered by any future theory that serious
ly proposes a meteoritic origin of Io's sodium. 

C. Escape of Sodium 

While the atmosphere could be thin to the incident energetic particles, 
the discussion in Sec. V.E indicates that it probably appears thick to the 
sputtered atoms, which typically have an energy of a few eV and a cross
section of~ 10-15 cm2 • The sodium atoms are probably thermalized in the 
atmosphere. The meteoritic source also yields sodium only to the bound at
mosphere, so an escape mechanism must be formulated. Jeans escape would 
require an exospheric temperature of order I 0,000°K, which could be 
achieved sporadically (as described in Sec. VI.A). Matson et al. (I 974) con
sidered a solar wind-type interaction between the upper atmosphere and the 
magnetospheric protons. Since the sodium problem is probably related to 
that of the hydrogen, we can gain some insight by examining Io's hydrogen 
escape. Gross ( 1972) has shown that hydrogen in a moderately hot thermo
sphere is not stable against a blow-off (see Sec. V l.C). If a hydrogen blow
off occurs with sodium as a minor component, it is possible that sodium will 
be dragged along. 

D. Implications of Undetected Emissions 

The absence of other metallic emission lines is puzzling. Considerations 
of cosmic abundance, oscillator strength and solar radiation lead us to expect 
that a number of optical resonance lines, notably Ca (4227 A), Al (3962 A), 
K (7665 A), could have intensities comparable to those of the sodium D
lines. But as discussed in Sec. III, no other metallic lines have yet been 
identified, despite considerable effort devoted to the searches. 

It is of interest to note a similar circumstance for the comets. The visible 
spectrum of Comet Mkros shows an extensive sodium emission, but no other 
metallic lines have been detected (Greenstein and Arpigny 1962). Green
stein and Arpigny considered their absence significant and drew attention to 
the difference in dissociation potentials of the oxides and hydrides of metals. 
In general, the dissociation potential of the hydrides is low, e.g., 2.2 eV for 
NaH, < 2.5 eV for MgH, < 3.1 eV for AlH, and < 1.7 eV for CaH. The 
oxides have higher dissociation potentials, e.g., 3.7 eV for MgO, < 3.7 eV 
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for AlO, and 5.9 eV for CaO. Therefore, if NaH were the parent molecule 
for atomic Na. it could easily be dissociated. But if CaO were the parent 
molecule for atomic Ca, it would not be dissociated as easily. 

We may note the truly unique nature of sodium on lo. Not only is sodium 
the only metallic line detected so far, but lo is also the only one of the four 
Galilean satellites to possess this emission. It is difficult to think that a 
meteoritic source would favor a particular satellite or that sputtering by 
Me V protons would discriminate against other metallic atoms. It appears 
that the absence of other metallic emissions from lo and the absence of 
sodium emission from the other Galilean satellites could be used to provide 
useful constraints on the chemical nature of the surfaces of the Galilean 
satellites or on the mechanism for releasing the metallic atoms from their 
bound state. 

VIII. SUMMARY 

The current state of our knowledge of Io's atmosphere is summarized 
schematically in Fig. 16 which includes all the observational constraints. 
The quantities enclosed between brackets are hypothesized "missing links," 
advanced theoretically to complete the picture. We distinguish two types of 
models, characterized by the source for hydrogen. In the Type l Model, 
hydrogen is supplied by dissociation of ammonia. Proton charge exchange 
is the primary source of hydrogen in the Type 2 Model. Both models have 
the common feature that meteoritic impact or sputtering of the surface 
provides a source for sodium. 

The main problem of the Type I Model is the need to free nitrogen at 
about the same rate as hydrogen. Thermal escape would require an exo
spheric temperature of order I 0,000°K, a value in conflict with the impli
cation in the ionosphere data of a temperature less than 1000°K. We are 
forced to conclude that the escape process is sporadic and was not operative 
during the Pioneer l O encounter. On the other hand, the remarkable temporal 
stability of the sodium cloud implies that any sporadic process must occur 
with sufficient frequency so that the amount of sodium ejected each time is 
small compared with the total contents of Region B. This demand is not 
difficult to meet since the sodium cloud has a photoionization lifetime of 
about two weeks. 

The main problem with the Type 2 Model is that the observed flux of 
charged particles is insufficient to supply the observed hydrogen cloud 
maintained in the steady state. The discrepancy is not considered serious 
since we have no observational evidence for the stability of the hydrogen 
cloud, and an abundant supply of low-energy protons below the threshold 
of the Pioneer detectors cannot be ruled out. This model opens up the at
tractive possibility of a relatively cold upper atmosphere as implied by the 
ionosphere measurement. Escape of hydrogen can be accomplished by Jeans 
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escape of a blow-off process. The escape rate of sodium is many orders of 
magnitude lower than that of hydrogen. A blow-off will result in the loss of 
the entire exosphere, dragging away any minor species like sodium. 

We note that within the context of present observational constraints, 
Type I Model is sporadic. The sporadic nature is crucially introduced to 
resolve the conflict between the high exospheric temperature ( I 0,000°K) 
needed to free nitrogen (to a lesser extent, sodium) and the observed iono-
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spheric temperature (- 500°K). The Type 2 Model probably is sporadic 
too. The observed proton flux is not high enough to maintain the hydrogen 
cloud in a steady state. Escape of sodium depends on the sporadic blow-off 
of hydrogen from the upper atmosphere. 
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DISCUSSION 

D. M. Hunten: Meteoroid evaporation is usually considered to be the 
source of mesospheric sodium on Earth. Also, we should not be too literal 
about relative abundances. Several of the atoms one would expect to see are 
not found in terrestrial twilight, and we do not understand the selectivity. 
There seems to be something special about sodium that keeps it in the atomic 
form so that it is readily detected. 

R. W. Carlson: The probable loss mechanism for the sodium atoms is 
ionization by electrons in the thermal plasma. Frank et al. have analyzed 
data from the Plasma Analyzer Experiment on Pioneer IO and find den
sities of - 50 cm-3 at the orbit of Io, with an ion temperature of - 100 e V. 
Assuming that the electron and ion temperatures are the same, and using the 
ionization cross section of Na, they find a lifetime of - 105 sec, roughly an 
order of magnitude shorter than the photoionization lifetime. 

L. Trafton: Io's cloud sometimes exhibits sodium profiles with a high 
degree of asymmetry. These suggest that macroscopic motion is important. 
This implies that temperatures of about 5000°K, that you derive from the 
line widths, may be excessive. Also, a large column abundance of sodium 
can cause the line to appear broad at low temperatures because of saturation. 

D. L. Matson: The key question about Io's atmosphere is its pressure. 
This quantity is poorly known because the currently available values are 
model dependent. The variety of models which have been considered do 
not include all of the physical processes which are known to occur at lo. For 
example, the field and forces due to the plasma sheaths have not yet been 
considered. 
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MODELS OF JOVIAN DECAMETRIC RADIATION 

R. A. SMITH 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 

We present a critical re1-iew of theoretical models of Jm·ian decametric radiation. 
with particular emphasis on the lo-modulated emission. The problem is divided into 
three broad aspects: the mechanism couplin!{ /o"s orhital motion to the inner exosphere. 
the consequent instability mechanism hy which electroma!{netic waves are amplified, 
and the subsequent propagation l~( the waves in the source ref?ion and the Jovian 
plasmasphere. At present there exists no comprehensive theory that treats all of these 
aspects quantitatively within a single framework. Acceleration of particles by plasma 
sheaths near lo appears to he a promisinR explanation for the coupling mechanism, 
while most of the properties lJ{the emission may be explained in the context of cyclotron 
instability of a highly anisotropic distribution of streaminf? particles. The present state 
of the theory is evaluated, and some suggested approaches for future work are discussed. 

The nature and origin of the Jovian decametric radiation (DAM) have 
prompted much theoretical effort, especially since the remarkable modulating 
effect of lo was demonstrated by Bigg (I 964). The problem occupies an 
unusual niche in the gallery of radio-astronomical phenomena. As is true of 
emission from quasars, pulsars, and the sun, DAM presents a rich phenome
nology. Unlike the cases of quasars and the sun, however, which exhibit 
detailed line spectra at optical wavelengths, radio observations [ of both 
DAM and the weaker decimetric emission (D/M)] provided the only infor
mation about the plasma environment of Jupiter before the recent probes of 
the Jovian magnetosphere by Pioneers 10 and 11. Thus, for nearly twenty 
years the physical characteristics of the Jovian magnetosphere were inferred 
solely from radio astronomy. In this respect the problem is similar to that 
of pulsars. Like the sun, however, Jupiter is close enough that a detailed 
observational morphology of its radio emissions may be constructed. This 
unusual combination of circumstances, together with the extensive develop
ment of understanding of terrestrial magnetospheric processes, has allowed 
for wide variability in the mixture of inductive and deductive arguments in 
various individual attempts to explain DAM. 

[ 1146] 
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Despite the great amount of theoretical effort that has so far been ex
pended, we have not yet arrived at a comprehensive, convincing under
standing of DAM. Nevertheless, a review of the theoretical work to date is 
both pertinent and timely. The results from the Pioneer l O and l l missions 
have excited widespread interest in Jovian physics in general, and much of 
the conceptual framework in which we evaluate these results has been de
veloped in the course of attempts to elucidate DAM. We anticipate that the 
relations between the problems of understanding DAM in particular and the 
Jovian magnetosphere in general will be more widely appreciated in the 
future. Furthermore, although we do not view any of the attempts hereto
fore to explain various facets of DAM as wholly successful, we believe that 
in the paradigmatic nature of science a successful theory will emerge from 
the gradual modification and consolidation of previous work, rather than 
from radically new hypotheses. In this spirit, we attempt in this chapter to 
present a critical framework for the evaluation of the theoretical efforts to 
date, in the hope that such a framework will prove useful in both motivating 
and evaluating future work. The bulk of our discussion concerns the lo
modulated DAM; we discuss the lo-independent emission briefly near the 
end (Sec. IV-A). 

A current review of DAM observations appears in this volume (by Carr 
and Desch1). Previous reviews by Warwick (1964, 1967, 1970) and by Carr 
and Gulkis (l 969)2 deal with observations of both DAM and DIM and 
the inferences about the Jovian magnetosphere drawn from these obser
vations. In addition, Warwick ( 1967) presents a critical review of some of 
the theoretical work up to 1967. 

Our approach in this chapter is to separate the theoretical problem into 
various more-or-less distinct facets, and to consider these facets both in 
themselves and in their structural relationships to each other. Most of the 
theoretical works to date deal principally with only one or two of the dif
ferent elements of the problem, and so we discuss each work in the most 
appropriate contexts. We assume that the reader is familiar with the obser
vations as they are described in the above-mentioned reviews, and so our 
references to observational results will usually be superficial and will seldom 
be referenced; the article by Carr and Desch in this volume will generally 
provide adequate observational background for our discussion. 

Some preliminary semantic definitions may be in order. As we have 
already done above, we shall sometimes distinguish between the phenome
nology and morphology of DAM. By "phenomenology" we mean those 
aspects that are directly observed, such as intensity, time scales, bandwidth, 
polarization, and such features of the dynamic spectra as frequency drifts 
and modulation lanes. In contrast, we mean by "morphology" the organiza
tion of the data into such features as rotational profiles of occurrence prob-

'Seep. 693. 2See also p. 621. 
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ability and polarization, the similarity of the dynamic spectra of different 
events observed under the same geometrical conditions, the declination 
effect, the induction by Bigg of lo-modulation, the concomitant recognition 
of an lo-independent component, and so forth. Moreover, we do not distin
guish between the familiar decametric emissions and the hectometric emis
sions observed from satellites by Brown (l 974a,b) and by Desch and Carr 
( 197 4 ). Except for the component of hectometric emissions that was desig
nated by Brown (l 97 4b) as "mid-frequency" (MF) emission, the hecto
metric emission appears to be merely a continuation of the decametric 
spectrum to longer wavelengths, and we shall include the hectometric range 
in the traditional designation DAM. We note, however, that at this writing 
(mid-197 5) the observational statistics are insufficient to determine whether 
either the "normal" or the MF components of hectometric emission are 
modulated by any of the Jovian satellites. 

Before plunging into the literature, we discuss some theoretical pre
liminaries. 

The high intensities, limited bandwidths, short time scales, and sporadic 
nature of individual DAM bursts indicate that they originate in stimulated 
emission from one or more collective micro-instabilities. The remarkable 
repeatability of the dynamic spectra observed under similar geometrical 
conditions, and the complex beaming pattern manifested in the source 
morphology, imply that the structure of the ambient medium is stable in the 
long-term sense and determines both the local conditions for plasma in
stability and the subsequent propagation of the radiation. Although this 
statement seems indisputable in the general sense, it must nevertheless be 
taken with some qualification. From detailed study of certain repeatable 
features of dynamic spectra, Warwick ( 1963) showed that these features 
always appeared for particular corresponding central meridian longitudes 
(CML), within a range of± 9°. Warwick interpreted these results as implying 
that the emission was beamed into a cone of 9°. Alexander (l 975), however, 
compared several pairs of identical-looking dynamic spectra observed one 
Jovian year ( = 11. 9 yr) apart. Although the members of each pair of spectra 
commonly shared quite detailed features, Alexander concluded from a study 
of the rotation rates inferred from the different pairs that the beaming pattern 
might be subject to longitude shifts over a range of up to± 10°. Another 
point is so obvious that it is not often made explicitly, but we feel that per
haps for that very reason its implications are sometimes lost sight of in the 
literature. This point is that the occurrence probability distribution in the 
(CML, y10) plane [ y,0 is the phase of Io from superior geocentric conjunction 
(SGC)] is conventionally interpreted as indicative of a beaming pattern. 
The occurrence probability over most of the plane, however, is substantially 
less than unity. This fact alone indicates that there must be some variable 
influence on the modulation mechanism or the waveguide structure of the 
plasma medium, or both. 
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Plasma instabilities require a source of free energy. Large-amplitude 
magnetohydrodynamic (M HD) waves or shocks may provide free energy 
under some circumstances. In micro-instabilities (by which we mean in
stabilities that are predicted only in kinetic-theoretical analyses and cannot 
be predicted from fluid theory) the free energy resides in some nonthermal 
feature of the particle distribution function F(r, v, t). Such a nonthermal 
feature may be manifested in either the configuration-space or velocity-space 
dependence of F. For example, density gradients in a magnetized plasma 
create drift currents, which may drive a variety of instabilities. Velocity
space features such as beams of high-velocity particles, gaps in the distri
bution in some velocity range, or anisotropy in either pitch angles or Larmor 
phases, may result in instability. 

The repeatability of DAM spectra suggests that the instability occurs for 
waves of frequency at or related to one of the characteristic frequencies of 
the plasma, as is commonly the case. In the high-frequency regime, these 
are the electron plasma frequency J:w• the electron gyrofrequency f,.,,, and 
the upper hybrid frequency fl'u = <fie + J;.~,)'. At Jupiter, the DAM frequency 
range may be identified with these characteristic frequencies only near the 
planet: roughly speaking, at altitudes of :S I RJ. 

Thus, the central problem in the theory of DAM is to elucidate the cou
pling mechanism whereby the orbital motion of lo provides a free-energy 
source in the inner plasmasphere. The existence and nature of an instability 
are determined by the form in which the free energy appears. The coupling 
mechanism and the subsequent instability mechanism by which the radio 
emission is amplified are, however, viewed here as two logically distinct 
elements of the problem. Roughly speaking, we might expect that the cou
pling mechanism primarily affects the DAM morphology, while the nature of 
the instability is reflected in the phenomenology. This statement is intended 
simply as a general guide, however, and not as an organizing postulate. 

The third element of the problem is the propagation of the radiation in the 
Jovian plasmasphere. Propagation effects are expected to be manifested in 
both the phenomenology and morphology. As we shall see below, for exam
ple, certain instability mechanisms that have been proposed actually amplify 
waves that are trapped in the Jovian plasmasphere. Therefore, some mode
conversion process is necessary in order for the radiation to propagate into 
free space. In this case the polarization of the escaping wave, which is gen
erally the datum by which observers identify the base mode, may be deter
mined by the escape mechanism rather than by the instability. The escape 
mechanism may also determine the initial wave vector of the escaping ray, 
thus determining the ray path in the plasma medium and the beaming pattern. 

Provided that the boundaries between the different aspects of the prob
lem are not regarded as impenetrable, our formulation is a useful one which 
enables us to construct a general conceptual framework within which to 
consider particular theories. 
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I. THE COUPLING MECHANISM 

The question of the coupling mechanism has been addressed, to varying 
degrees, by many authors. Smith and Wu (1974) divided the majority of the 
proposed mechanisms into three broad categories: 

A. Wave models, in which the motion of a conducting Io through the mag
netoplasma may generate whistlers or M HD waves that propagate to 
the Jovian ionosphere; 

B. Acceleration models, in which the electric field induced in the frame of 
Io by the satellite's motion through the ambient magnetic field is in
voked to accelerate particles to energies from tens to hundreds of ke V. 
These particles then precipitate along the Io-threaded flux tube (/FT); 

C. The sweeping model, in which energetic particles trapped on the / FT 
are removed from the trapping volume by impingement on Io. 

To our knowledge, the above categories embrace all the cases in the 
literature in which a coupling mechanism has been examined quantitatively. 
This does not mean that their corresponding instability mechanisms have 
been considered quantitatively; as we shall see in Sec. II, no quantitative 
model of an instability mechanism that might result from M HD-wave cou
pling has yet been presented in the literature. Whether or not such mech
anisms may exist, the generation of M HD-wave disturbances by Io may 
have important consequences which are discussed below. 

In addition to the coupling models described above, other more specu
lative hypotheses have been advanced. Duncan ( 1970) suggested that the 
source morphology was determined by a combination of the geocentric 
beaming pattern and heliocentric effects. He constructed a model of the 
Jovian magnetosphere in which the subsolar point of the magnetopause was 
at 5 RJ, and conjectured that the strong confinement of Io modulation to 
orbital phases near -y10 = 90° sec and 240° sec implied that lo crossed 
the magnetopause at about these phases. Duncan further speculated that ·· 
these magnetopause crossings would precipitate trapped particles into the 
Jovian ionosphere, although he did not indicate why or how this might occur. 
To evaluate Duncan's hypothesis, however, it suffices to note that the Pio
neer 10 and 11 probes have revealed the Jovian magnetosphere to be ex
tended to characteristic dimensions of 50-100 RJ in the dayside hemisphere. 

Another phenomenological suggestion in a spirit similar to that of Dun
can's was made by Conseil et al. ( 1971, 1972). These authors inferred a 
correlation between the velocity of the solar wind at Jupiter (extrapolated 
from satellite measurements at l A.U.) and the phase of Io at the onset of 
DAM storms. They suggested that the correlation might be attributed to a 
bulge in the plasmapause, similar to that of the terrestrial plasmapause, the 
location of which varied in response to solar wind ram pressure. They 
speculated that lo might trigger DAM storms upon passing through the 
plasmapause boundary. 
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The statistical significance of the correlation asserted by Conseil et al. 
is unclear; it has been questioned by Carr and DeschY Furthermore, a Jo
vian plasmapause would be unlikely to contain a bulge analogous to that in 
the terrestrial case. It is believed that the terrestrial plasmapause occurs 
at the boundary between closed and open streamlines arising from the com
bined flow fields of co-rotation and convection. In the Jovian magnetosphere, 
co-rotation would be expected to dominate convection out to large distances, 
because of the rapid rotation rate of Jupiter. A comparison of the flow pat
tern to be expected at Jupiter and that in the terrestrial magnetosphere is 
given by Brice and Ioannidis ( 1970). Although this picture may be subject 
to considerable modification in light of the unexpectedly large extension of 
the Jovian magnetosphere and the dominance of its outer structure by plasma 
outflow, it should not be greatly changed in the inner region. A true plasma
pause at Jupiter would probably be determined by the breakdown of co
rotation. 

Frank et al. ( I 975), however, inferred the existence of a plasmapause at 
the orbit of Io. where the density of protons of energies 100 eY-4.80 keV 
was observed to increase by a factor of about 3 to 4 on the inbound pass of 
Pioneer 10. As may be seen in Fig. 1, however, this density decreases again 
inside Io's orbit, before resuming a general increasing trend as the radial 
distance decreases. These observations could also be explained by injection 
of these particles by Io. rather than as a plasmapause structure. 

Whether or not the structure of the thermal-plasma density near lo is 
indicative of a plasmapause, it is clearly complicated. The basic idea behind 
the suggestion of Conseil et al. was that the stimulation of DAM by Io might 
depend on the local plasma density. This density may, in fact, be an impor
tant parameter in the MHD-wave model of Goertz and Deift (1973; cf. also 
Deift and Goertz 1973; Goertz I 973a,b) and the recent acceleration models 
of Shawhan et al. ( 1974) and of Smith and Goertz ( 1975). 

We now consider the quantitative categories (A)-(C). As was mentioned 
above, in most of the works discussed in this review the major focus is on 
only one aspect of the total problem; in the majority of the papers we con
sider in this section it is the coupling mechanism. In most of these papers, 
however, the authors had some hypothesis in mind concerning the sub
sequent generation or propagation of the electromagnetic waves. In some 
other works, such as that of Wu (I 973), two or more aspects of the problem 
are treated integrally. Therefore, in order not to fragment our exposition 
unduly, we shall occasionally anticipate some points of the later discussion 
in order to place the immediate topic in context. 

A. Wave Models 

Ellis ( 1965) first speculated that the coupling might be due to either 
MHD or whistler (which he called "electromagnetic") waves generated by 

"Seep. 728. 
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Io. He did not investigate how such waves might be excited, except to note 
that the relative velocity of Io normal to the co-rotating magnetic field was 
greater than the phase velocities of these modes, all of which have reso
nances (wave number k - oo) at angles 8 < 1r/2 with respect to the field. 
Ellis, therefore, assumed that these low-frequency modes might be generated 
by Cerenkov radiation from lo. This is by no means obvious, however, 
because in order to be a source for the waves, lo must either have an ap
propriate current distribution on its surface or cause such a current dis
tribution in the ambient plasma by perturbing its flow. 

Ellis hypothesized that the Io-generated waves would interact with pre
existing particle streams or "bunches" to stimulate the electromagnetic 
radiation observed as DAM, in analogy to the well-known phenomenon of 
stimulated very low frequency (VLF) emissions in the terrestrial magneto
sphere. Thus, the whistler waves are the important ones in this context; this 
mechanism was also considered by Chang (1963), before Io-modulation had 
been recognized. It is implicit in this scheme that the resulting DAM waves 
travel along field lines, and that the source region would therefore be the 
CML. 

McCulloch (1971) developed Ellis' ideas for the coupling more quanti
tatively. He too assumed whistlers to be generated by lo, and did ray tracing 
in a model magnetosphere. By varying the parameters of the model, and by 
assuming that the coupling region where the whistlers interacted with parti
cle streams was at magnetic latitudes between 75° and 80°, McCulloch ob
tained a distribution of coupling regions in the (CML, -y,0 ) plane, for which 
the relative intensities of the propagated whistlers corresponded well with 
the distribution of occurrence probability of DAM ( cf. especially his Figs. 7, 
9, and IO). In particular, McCulloch's results indicated that the time required 
for the propagation of the whistlers from Io to the Jovian ionosphere was of 
the order of 33 min. This is the time required for lo to move 15° in orbital 
phase relative to the co-rotating medium; in this way, McCulloch accounted 
for the asymmetry of the Io phase, for peak occurrence probability, about 
the Earth-Jupiter line (Fig. 2). 

The parameters which McCulloch found necessary to describe his model 
magnetosphere, in order to obtain good agreement between the coupling 
mechanism and observational morphology, are not in accord with the Pio
neer observations. For example, McCulloch used an ionospheric electron 
temperature T,, of 2000°K, whereas Kliore et al. (I 975) have inferred Te = 
750°K. Furthermore, McCulloch states ( 1971, p. 1302) that he uses a den
sity model for the thermal plasma of the form derived by Melrose ( 1967). 
But he also states that the "most satisfactory models, however, were those 
for which the electrons were concentrated in a disk about the magnetic 
equator, and the plasma frequency and gyrofrequency at Io were nearly 
equal" (McCulloch 1971, p. 1303). The latter conditionfre = fpe is actually 
in accord with observations: for a dipole moment of 4G R/ (Smith et al. 
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I 975), the field strength B0 = 0.02 G at lo and fee= 56 kHz, while for a 
plasma density at lo of N 0 = 30 cm-:1 (Frank et al. l 975), fpe = 55 kHz. 
The feature of a plasma disk in the equatorial plane, however, is not con
tained in Melrose's density model, in which the density decreases mono
tonically with latitude along a field line.4 Therefore, the possibility exists 
that McCulloch's work may be internally inconsistent. Finally, McCulloch's 
ray tracing calculations assumed a centered, tilted dipole field of equatorial 
field strength 15 G; it is not clear in context (cf. p. 1306) whether ad hoc 
anomalies, such as were postulated by Ellis and McCulloch (I 963) were in
corporated or not. As has been shown by Acuna and Ness ( 197 5) and Smith 
et al. (1975),5 however, the field near the surface is strongly influenced by 
higher-order moments. 

Apart from questions about the associated instability mechanism and 
consequent propagation effects, these considerations indicate that, at the 
very least, coupling by whistlers must be re-examined in the context of the 
plasma environment deduced from the Pioneer observations. This comment 
does not apply uniquely to the work of McCulloch, however. 

"The plasma disk is contained in density models developed by Gledhill (I 96 7) and Goertz 
(1973a, 1975). 
5See p. 834 and p. 791, respectively. 
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Other authors have concentrated on low-frequency (j << fp1) M HD 
waves to couple lo to the DAM source regions. Marshall and Libby (1967) 
suggested that such waves might induce spin transitions in free radicals in 
the Jovian ionosphere, presumably because of the presence of off-diagonal 
terms in the pressure tensor, in analogy to the interaction of phonons with 
free radicals in crystals (Warwick 1967). 

The first quantitative estimates of M HD-wave coupling were made by 
Warwick (1967), who considered Io to be perfectly conducting and, there
fore, argued that it would push aside the ambient field. He estimated that 
for "resonant" waves of phase velocity Vp1, = Vio (where Vio = 56 km sec-1 

is the speed of lo relative to the co-rotating plasma) and wavelength 2 R,0 , 

waves of amplitude Bw = (VA/1rV10) B0 might be produced, where VA is the 
Alfven velocity near Io. At the current estimate of VA = 700 km sec-1 , this 
would give Bw = 4 B0• From other considerations, involving large but finite 
conductivity for lo, Warwick ( I 970) estimated Bw = 2.6 B0 • Waves of this 
magnitude are inherently nonlinear, and would be expected to steepen into 
shocks as they propagated toward Jupiter. Warwick (1970) estimated that 
- 4 x I 016 watts would thus be radiated from Io. He did not attempt to 
partition this energy among the various M HD modes (shear Alfven, com
pressional Alfven, and magnetosonic). Instead, he noted that if the MHD 
radiation from Io were isotropic, about 3 x I 09 W would be intercepted by 
an area of I .6 x I 05 km2 (the presumed size of the DAM source region) at 
the surface of Jupiter. 

The estimates by Warwick ( I 970) were made partly in the context of a 
critique of the paper by Goldreich and Lynden-Bell (1969), which is dis
cussed below. These latter authors assumed that the electric field induced 
across lo by its motion relative to the Jovian magnetic field would drive a 
current system that closed in the planetary ionosphere. In contrast, Warwick 
asserted that the current system would be closed within lo itself. This idea 
was also adopted by Schmahl ( 1970), who considered Io to have a permanent 
dipole moment M,0 induced by the DC average of its ambient magnetic field, 
and thus to be a point current source 

j.(r, !) = cM,0 X V 8 (r - V,0 1). (1) 

Schmahl calculated that 8 x I 09 W would be delivered to the Jovian iono
sphere in the shear-Alfven mode, which propagates essentially along the I FT. 

In a contrasting approach, Goertz and Deift (1973) assumed that cur
rents leak from lo into the ambient plasma. They attempted to calculate the 
steady flow pattern of the ambient medium around lo. The resulting dis
tortions of the ambient magnetic field are to be understood in the sense of 
M HD wave fields. Some particularly striking features of their model are: 
(a) the perturbations of the field ahead of lo propagate to the Jovian iono
sphere as solitons and are reflected as solitons, leading to a stretching of the 
field roughly analogous to the stretching of a string; (b) the existence of an 



(a) 

Fig. 3. (a) The magnetic field topology near Io and (b) detail of the x-type neutral point recon
nection region behind Io (after Goertz and Deift 1973). 
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x-type neutral point behind lo (Fig. 3). The x-type configuration is asserted 
to occur when the field lines leading lo are stretched too far; reconnection 
then takes place behind the satellite, leading to the propagation of Alfven 
waves up the/ FT. In effect, lo "plucks" the magnetic field lines, like pluck
ing a violin string. The angular limit of distortion before reconnection occurs 
is about 15°. accounting for the lo-phase asymmetry. Goertz and Deift 
estimate the maximum power radiated in Alfven waves to be ? 2. 7 x I 015 W. 

In Goertz and Deift's model. the wavelength of the Alfven waves gen
erated by reconnection is taken to be 6 R 10 (i.e., k = R"101 ). The resulting fre
quency of the waves is between I - 3 Hz, depending on the plasma density 
at lo. This density is determined from a magnetospheric model developed 
by Goertz (1973a). Deift and Goertz (1973) consider the propagation of 
these waves along the / FT. They find a "transmission coefficient" for the 
waves into the Jovian ionosphere: the depth to which the Alfven waves 
penetrate- and, therefore, the gyrofrequency at this depth- is a function 
of the wave frequency. Goertz ( 1973h) equated the gyrofrequency at the 
local altitude of penetration, as a function of longitude, to the maximum 
DAM frequency at that longitude. showing good agreement with observation 
(Goertz and Haschick 1972). 

Goertz and Deift attempted to consider the three-dimensional nature of 
the MHD flow around lo. It is not clear, however, that they did so consist
ently. They assumed the conductivity of the ambient medium to be a scalar, 
whereas in a low-/3 plasma (/3 = 811-N KR Tel s-2) the tensor properties of the 
conductivity are significant. Furthermore, even within the context of their 
model, the field lines which obey the geometry of Fig. 3 are limited to those 
lines near the stagnation point of the flow; in principle, these lines degenerate 
to a set of measure zero, and it is then unclear to what extent their analyzed 
flow is dominated by the actual three-dimensional flow. In particular, the 
efficiency of flux reconnection at x-type neutral points may be drastically 
lower in three-dimensional flow than in two-dimensional flow. Furthermore, 
the back-flow towards lo associated with the reconnection is not taken into 
account. 

In defense of these authors, it must be noted that the three-dimensional 
M HD flow past a spherical body is an intractable problem, particularly in 
a low-/3 plasma. Nevertheless, the spirit of our comments is that a two
dimensional solution may be greatly misleading. In the common example, a 
tight-rope walker confined to the vertical plane could never fall off the 
tight-rope. 

In addition, Deift and Goertz consider incompressible plane waves 
propagating along the / FT. It is not clear whether, in the situation of wave 
generation by flux reconnection, compressible modes or finite wave packets 
(Goldstein et al. 1974) might be more appropriate. 

Finally, we remark that the entire discussion by Goertz and Deift ( 197 3 ), 
Deift and Goertz ( I 973), and Goertz (I 973b) is heavily dependent for its 
quantitative significance upon the magnetospheric model of Goertz ( 1973a). 
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None of the wave-coupling models discussed include a quantitative dis
cussion of a consequent instability mechanism. In respect to the instability 
mechanism, however, the power available in the coupling mechanism is of 
vital importance because the efficiency of conversion to electromagnetic 
waves is necessarily low. We shall take 108 W to be a nominal power require
ment for electromagnetic waves in DAM bursts (Warwick 1970). There
fore, the power in the coupling mechanism must be >> 108 W. 

McCulloch (1971) estimates that 2 x 109 W may be transferred from Io 
via whistlers. Taken by itself this figure would indicate a conversion effi
ciency of 0.05, which is incredibly high. The presumed interaction mecha
nism, however, is the phase organization of trapped particles (cf. Sec. II), 
and therefore the particles may be more important in the energy balance than 
the whistlers. 

Because no instability mechanism has been demonstrated for coupling 
by low-frequency MHD waves, we take the viewpoint that the conversion 
efficiency must be compatible with the power available in the MHD waves. 
[This viewpoint is consistent with the suggestion by Goertz (1973b) that 
the DAM radiation may originate from particles accelerated in the MHD 
wavefronts.] In this light, Schmahl's estimate of= 1010 Win shear-Alfven 
waves requires a very high conversion efficiency of 10-2 • On the other hand, 
the maximum-power estimates of 2. 7 x 1015 W by Goertz and Deift and 4 x 
1016 W by Warwick ( 1970) are much too high to agree with the recent deter
mination by Goldstein (l 975) that the secular acceleration of Io is limited 
to a value 

i!.. < 3 x 1 o-1s sec-1 
p 

(2) 

where p is the orbital period of lo. Because angular momentum is conserved 
in the system of Jupiter and its satellites, this finding limits the power dis
sipated by Io to - 1014 W. Although such a power is consistent with con
version efficiencies for DAM bursts of 2: 10-s, it also indicates that the cou
pling mechanisms considered by Warwick (1970) and by Goertz and Deift 
cannot work at the maximum powers estimated by their authors. 

It is certain, however, that lo must create some MHD disturbance in 
the magnetospheric plasma. Whether or not these waves are responsible 
for the coupling to DAM, they may have other significant effects. One such 
effect could be to provide local ionospheric heating near the base of the I FT. 
A crude calculation (cf. Appendix) yields an estimate that the waves might 
heat the ionosphere to temperatures of the order of 104 to 105 0 K. Because the 
plasma temperature may, under some conditions, be an important parameter 
in the contexts of instability mechanisms and wave propagation, such heat
ing may have significant consequences for these aspects of the theory. 
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B. Acceleration Models 

The starting point for acceleration models is that, owing to the motion of 
Io with velocity IV11 = 56 km sec- 1 relative to the co-rotating plasma, an 
induced electric field Eind = V 1 x 8 1/ c appears in Io's frame, where B, is the 
ambient magnetic field at lo. If Io is not a good conductor, then this field 
would be attenuated only by volume polarization throughout its interior. 
Piddington and Drake (1968), however, suggested that Io might be highly 
conducting and so its interior would be screened from the induced field by 
surface polarization charges. As a result, they asserted that the induced 
electromagnetic field of 400 kV could be mapped onto the field lines of the 
I FT, which are assumed to be equipotentials. The existence of the potential 
is communicated along the field line at the Alfven speed V4 = B0 / ( 41rpmi, 
where B 0 is the magnetic field strength and Pm the mass density of the plas
ma.6 Provided that the conductivity a is large enough so that the field does 
not diffuse through Io in a time shorter than the propagation time TA of 
Alfven waves to the Jovian ionosphere, a DC circuit which closes in the Jo
vian ionosphere will be established. The resistive diffusion time Tm, over a 
scale length R,0 , is given by 

R2 
Tm= 41r cr-f. 

C 
(3) 

The precise value of TA is not crucial in the present context. For purposes of 
estimating a constraint on a-, we may set TA = 60 sec; this is the time re
quired for Io to move a distance equal to its own diameter. Then for Tm > 
60 sec, we require a- > 1.5 x I 05 sec-1 = I. 7 x 10-0 mho m- 1• 

Goldreich and Lynden-Bell assumed sufficient conductivity for lo that 
the DC circuit model would be valid. They asserted that this requires Tm > 
2T A as we have defined TA· In actuality, the DC circuit will be established for 
Tm - TA, because only a one-way trip for an Alfven wave is necessary to 
establish the potential in the ionosphere. (One may turn on a light switch and 
get light very quickly; no electron in the wires need traverse the entire cir
cuit.) Goldreich and Lynden-Bell, however, actually required more than the 
existence of a circuit which closes in the Jovian ionosphere. They argued 
that if Tm>> 2TA, the entire /FT will be frozen to Io, only slipping in the 
ionosphere in order to follow rigidly Io's orbital motion. The importance of 
this assumption to Goldreich and Lynden-Bell was that it enabled them to 
argue that the field vanishes within the flux tube and that the current is car
ried in thin sheets on the boundary of the / FT. From this argument, and 
from some assumptions regarding the thickness of these sheets and the plas-

"Strictly speaking, it is communicated at the phase velocity w/k of an Alfvcn wave, where 
w/ k = V,,h = c/ ( I + c' I Vf)'.. For V, << c, V,,"----> V,; in the limit V, ----> oo, V,,h __, c. The op
posite limit, V, --> 0, cannot be recovered from the Alfven-wave dispersion relation. 
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ma density, they inferred a requisite energy for the current-carrying par
ticles of a few ke V. 

Goldreich and Lynden-Bell assumed that there would be some potential 
drop along each field line. They then solved the current circuit equations to 
find the shape of the potential distribution across the / FT. Their solution 
has the correct form if one assumes that the current flow may be proportional 
to the voltage (Smith and Goertz 1975). For the potential to drop along the 
field line, however, requires some parallel resistivity. Goldreich and Lynden
Bell did not discuss the origin of this resistivity, and so their solution for 
the potential was left in terms of an unspecified constant V0 • 

The models by Piddington and Drake and by Goldreich and Lynden
Bell are oversimplified in their assumptions regarding the M HD interaction 
of Io with the ambient plasma. Gurnett ( 1972) considered the effect of the 
formation of potential sheaths around Io. An object placed in a plasma attains 
a surface charge because the flux of thermal electrons hitting its surface is 
greater than the flux of ions. As a result, there develops a negative surface 
potential which is shielded from the ambient plasma by a Debye sheath. The 
equilibrium state is one in which the current to the surface is zero. If the 
surface emits a photoelectron current larger than the current it collects 
from the thermal flux, the potential at the surface becomes positive and a 
photoelectron sheath of the opposite polarity develops. Gurnett showed 
that in the case of a sunlit Io, part of which emits photoelectrons and part 
of which is in darkness, both types of sheaths occur. Their respective cur
rent densities J v (for the De bye sheath) and J v (for the photoelectron sheath) 
and areas Av and AP are related by the current balance condition: 

(4) 

Gurnett's model was considered in more detail by Hubbard et al. ( 1974), 
and was extended to account for the existence of an ionosphere at Io by 
Shawhan et al. (1974). The principal features of the latter modification are: 
(a) the conductivity required to close the current system is provided by the 
ionosphere of lo rather than by the solid satellite: (b) the sheaths are as
sumed to form at some ill-defined height at the "top" of the ionosphere. The 
electron density profile of Io's ionosphere deduced by Kliore et al. (1974) 
shows a precipitous drop at an altitude of about 750 km, where the scale 
height changes abruptly from - 220 km to - 36 km. Shawhan et al. inter
preted this as the sheath region. Adding this altitude to the radius of lo to 
give an "effective" radius for the conducting system, the total induced elec
tromagnetic field becomes 570 kV. The sheath model also assumes a cur
rent system that closes in the Jovian ionosphere; the model is schematically 
depicted in Fig. 4. 

Gurnett ( 1972) considered an idealized steady-state model of the current 
system (Fig. 5) and concluded that if the height-integrated Pedersen con
ductivity 1P of the J avian ionosphere is lower than = 5 mho, the/ FT would 
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the Io sheath model (after Shawhan et al. 1974). 

move with lo and the bulk of the potential drop in the external circuit would 
occur in the Jovian ionosphere, rather than in the sheaths. Conversely, 
Gurnett asserted that if Zp 2: 5 mho, the / FT slips by lo and substantial 
voltage drops occur across the sheaths. After noting these conclusions, 
Hubbard et al. ( 1974) assumed that the major potential drops occurred 
across the sheaths [ cf. their Eq. (6)]. This assumption was also made by 
Shawhan et al. (I 974) and by Shawhan (I 976). All of these authors assumed 
that particles traversing the sheaths would gain potential energy equal to 
the sheath potential. 

Gurnett estimated ln and iv independently, as did Hubbard et al. Simi
larly, Hubbard et al. estimated the sheath thicknesses as independent param
eters, and similar estimates were made by Shawhan et al. These latter au
thors, however, recognized the sheaths to be potential double layers, which 
have been investigated by Block ( 1972), Carlqvist ( 1972). Knorr and Goertz 
( I 974), and Goertz and Joyce (1975). Such layers form when electrons and 
ions in a plasma with T,, ::: T; drift relative to one another with a velocity 
U 2: Ve, where V,, is the electron thermal velocity. A potential <Po then de
velops over a scale length L. Smith and Goertz ( 197 5) noted that the devel
opment of the double layer was subject to the Buneman instability (Bune
man 1958), which produces acoustic turbulence in the frequency range w; 
<< w << w,,. The convection of the turbulence at the group velocity, which 
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Fig. 5. The idealized circuit analyzed by Gurnett ( 1972). The inset shows the plasma flow 
velocity in the context of Gurnett's analysis. IP is the height-integrated Pedersen conduc
tivity of the Jovian ionosphere. For lp less than a critical value l, = 5 mho, the electric field 
in the ionosphere is large and the flux tube tends to co-rotate with Io. For IP > le, the voltage 
drop across the ionosphere is small and the plasma slips by Io. 

is given by V{J, B = 0.4 U for the most unstable waves, leads to a natural 
scale length L for the sheaths, given by 

L = Vg,H 

YB 
(5) 

where YB = we! 18 is the maximum growth rate of the Buneman instability. 
Smith and Goertz also showed that the limiting drift velocity U was related 
to the sheath potential <Ps by 

By considering a steady-state current system similar to that analyzed by 
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Gurnett ( 1972), Smith and Goertz showed that the maximum potential drop 
across the double layers is comparable to the potential induced across lo. 

We stress that all of these analyses regarding the sheath model assume 
the current circuit to be closed in the Jovian ionosphere. The self-consistent 
system of drift currents in the ionosphere of Io, the sheath regions, and the 
ambient plasma into which Io is penetrating (and which is therefore magneto
hydrodynamically perturbed) is not analyzed, and it has not been demon
strated conclusively that the current system does not close locally near Io. 
We note, however, that the current system cannot close in a region which 
moves with lo, because in such a region V x j = 0. 

Related to this point is the question of whether the conductivity of Io's 
ionosphere is itself sufficient to carry the current without causing a large 
drop of the emf. Shawhan et al. (l 974) estimated the conductance of Io's 
ionosphere to be 260 mho, a value sufficient by more than an order of mag
nitude. The atmospheric model of McElroy and Yung (l 975) is also com
patible with a conductance of this order. This model assumes N2 and NH3 

to be the primary atmospheric constituents. Whitten et al. (l 975) developed 
a model in which the primary constituent is neon. In this model, the iono
spheric structure inferred by Kliore et al. (l 974) is obtained with a much 
smaller neutral density than in McElroy and Yung's model, and the iono
spheric conductivity is correspondingly lower, perhaps becoming marginal 
with regard to the requirements of the sheath model (Shawhan 1976). 

C. The Sweeping Model 

The MHD-wave and acceleration models discussed above all entail the 
assumption that lo is a good conductor. In contrast, Wu (l 973) assumed that 
the conductivity of Io was sufficiently low that the Jovian magnetic field 
would diffuse readily through it. In that case, particles trapped on the field 
lines threading Io would impinge on the satellite and be "swept" from the 
magnetosphere. Sweeping had been previously discussed by Mead and Hess 
(1973) in the context of its effects on the structure of the Jovian radiation 
belts. 

Energetic particles trapped in a dipole magnetic field execute a complete 
bounce, from a given mirror point to the conjugate mirror point and back 
again, in the time 

Tb = ( 1.3 - 0.56 sin a:0 ) 4L RJ 
V 

(6) 

where a:0 is the equatorial pitch angle, L is the conventional magnetic shell 
parameter, and vis the speed of the particle. For particles at L = 6, mirroring 
at gyrofrequencies corresponding to the DAM frequency range, a:0 :S 0.1 
radian, and so Tb = 30 RJ/ v. In the frame of reference co-rotating with Jupi
ter, lo moves a distance equal to its own diameter in a time Ts = 60 sec. 
Therefore, particles that execute a half-bounce in a time shorter than Ts will 
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Fig. 6. Cross section of the energetic-particle cavity in Io's orbital plane. 
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impinge upon Io and be removed from the field lines described by their guid
ing center motions. The threshold velocity Ve above which particles will be 
swept in this way is determined by equating Tivc)/2 = T8 • For L = 6, Ve= 

1.8 x I 04 km sec-1 , corresponding to threshold energies of approximately 
0.8 keV for electrons and 1.6 MeV for protons. Particles above the appro
priate threshold are effectively swept from the lo flux tube. 

The instability mechanism due to the sweeping effect depends on the 
energetic protons. In Sec. II we shall consider the form of the proton dis
tribution function; here it suffices to note that it includes as a parameter a 
characteristic energy Ew 

The sweeping of energetic particles by lo results in a cavity in the density 
distribution of such particles. In the orbital plane of lo, the cavity has a cross 
section similar to a wake and remains for some time after the passage of Io; 
diffusion across the cavity boundary tends to replace the energetic particles 
on some time scale Tv, that is long compared to the growth time of the elec
tromagnetic instability. The cavity cross section in Io's orbital plane is illus
trated in Fig. 6. The density of particles with energies above the sweeping 
threshold falls to zero across the distance a. The bow portion of the cavity 
where the sweeping is incomplete has a characteristic dimension t' given by 

t = Tb(£,,) V . 
2 Io' (7) 

thus the bow of the completely swept portion has a cross section which is a 
semicircle displaced from the bow of Io by the distance t'. The dimension 
a of the lateral boundary layer is given by the intersection of this profile with 
the trailing limb of lo: 
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Fig. 7. Mapping of the density-gradient layer along the Io flux tube. Also shown are the direc
tions of the density gradients and drift currents at the inner and outer walls of the cavity. 

8 = R 10 [ I - cos sin-• ( 2 ~J] - (8) 

Equation (8) is valid as long as it gives a value for 8 greater than the charac
teristic proton Larmor radius R,, = (£,,/ MHf,) 1, where n,, = 27Tf,.,, is the angu
lar proton gyrofrequency; R,, is the physical lower bound on 8. The equatorial 
boundary thickness 8 maps to values 8'(.\) < 8 at magnetic latitudes l>..I > 0 
(Fig. 7): 

(9) 

Assuming R11(0)/ o << I, we have R11(.\)/ 8' < I also, and the boundary thick
ness at higher latitudes is given approximately by the mapping for a centered 
collinear dipole: 

8' 

8 1 

(4 - 3 cos2 .\)2 
( I 0) 

Owing to the density gradient of energetic protons across the walls of the 
I FT, drift currents appear. These currents drive instabilities at the upper and 
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lower hybrid resonances; these instabilities are discussed in later sections. 

D. Evidence From Pioneers JO and JI 

The trajectories of Pioneers IO and 11 did not pass through the instan
taneous / FT, and so the evidence from these probes regarding the coupling 
mechanisms discussed above is indirect and inferential. Inbound, Pioneer 11 
passed about 6000 km from the instantaneous / FT as defined by the D 2 field 
model of Smith et al. (1975) at about 03h oom on 3 December 1974 (Fillius 
et al. 1975). The spacecraft was then at approximately- 40° magnetic lati
tude, and so its distance from the / FT was about twenty times the radius of 
the flux tube itself at that latitude. No distortions of the magnetic field near 
this region have been reported in the literature, indicating that the M HD per
turbations arising from Io's penetration of the magnetospheric plasma are 
either unresolvable or are localized at this latitude to distances much less 
than 6000 km from the / FT. Thus, it is unlikely that lo warps its flux tube 
by 15°, as suggested by Goertz and Deift. No direct evidence about the 
actual MHD nature of the lo-magnetosphere interaction can be obtained 
from trajectories such as those of Pioneers 10 and 11, however. 

The particle data from both Pioneer 10 and 11 show that sweeping occurs 
and is effective. In this regard, it must be remembered that sweeping of the 
I FT is followed by diffusion of the energetic particles back into the swept 
region. The Pioneer 10 data were often interpreted to indicate that sweeping 
is much less effective than predicted by Mead and Hess; typical reductions 
in the particle fluxes at the / FT observed on Pioneer 10 were by factors of 
about two to five, and the sweeping effect seemed generally to be confined to 
lower-energy particles. Mead and Hess, however, considered only the slow 
processes of electric and magnetic diffusion, as they are understood to oper
ate in the terrestrial magnetosphere, to balance the sweeping effects of the 
various Jovian satellites. They were led to predict large decreases, by sev
eral orders of magnitude, of the trapped particle fluxes at the orbits of each 
of the moons. Smith (1973), however, showed that the sweeping effect leads 
not only to the high-frequency electromagnetic instability described by Wu, 
but also to a low-frequency instability which produces strong diffusion across 
the boundaries of the / FT. (To the extent that sweeping is effective at other 
satellites, the same mechanisms operate there also.) Moreover, the diffusion 
coefficient is energy-dependent, increasing with the particle energy. Thus, 
the relative mildness of the sweeping effect as observed in the Pioneer 10 
data may be attributed to the fact that the spacecraft crossed the orbit of lo 
several hours behind lo, and the density gradient had been eliminated in the 
case of higher-energy particles and considerably reduced at lower energies. 
Further evidence of this interpretation may be found in the Pioneer 11 data. 
The trajectory of Pioneer 11 was such that the spacecraft passed the lo orbit 
much closer to lo, both inbound and outbound, than did Pioneer 1 0; sweeping 
was found by all the particle experiments to be quite severe. 
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There is clear evidence for acceleration of electrons at Io, but its inter
pretation in terms of existing models is ambiguous. On both the inbound and 
outbound crossings of Pioneer I 0, Fillius and Mcilwain (1974) observed 
enhancements, by a factor of about two, in the electron flux at energies E > 
0.16 MeV. On the inbound crossing of Pioneer 11, Fillius et al. (197 5) ob
served a dramatic increase- by a factor of thirty- in the electron flux at 
E > 0.46 Me V. These injections can be readily understood within the con
text of acceleration in double layers. 

II. THE INSTABILITY MECHANISM 

There is some variability in the literature in the nomenclature used for 
the various normal modes of plane waves in plasma. Therefore, we shall first 
define the nomenclature to be used here. We shall not be concerned with low
frequency modes for which the ion motion is important. In the high-frequency 
regime there are two normal modes in a uniform magnetized plasma. These 
are designated as the ordinary (o) and extraordinary (x) modes. The refrac
tive indices n0 ,.,. (= ck/w) of these modes are given by the well-known 
Appleton-Hartree formula: 

(11) 

where We= 2nf,,, e, ne = 21rf~, e, 0 is the angle between the wave vector k 
and the ambient magnetic field B0 , and .:l = [fl; sin4 0 + 4(w2 - w~) cos2 0)1• 

The upper sign refers to the a-mode, and the lower sign to the x-mode. If varia
tions in the magnetic field or plasma density occur on a length scale much 
greater than k- 1 , Eq. ( 11) may be taken to describe the local propagation of 
the waves. 

The ratio E = w7, If!; is an important parameter in determining the nature 
of the normal-mode propagation. Throughout the region of the Jovian plas
masphere of interest for DAM, E << I. This is an unusual parameter regime 
in both laboratory and astrophysical plasmas; the only other known region 
in the solar system in which E << I is the high-latitude region above the ter
restrial plasmasphere. Interestingly enough, this is the source region of the 
terrestrial kilometric radiation (Gurnett I 97 4; Kaiser and Stone 197 5). 

In Fig. 8 we show the topology of the dispersion curves w versus k and 
the refractive indices n2 versus w of the o- and x-modes for propagation 
at large angles to the magnetic field. The x-mode is seen to consist of two 
branches, the slow branch (over most of which n~ > I) and the fast branch 
(n~ < I). Both modes exhibit cutoffs, occurring at we for the a-mode and 
w.,. = f!e { [ I + 2E ± ( I + 4d] I 2} 1 for the x-mode, where the upper (lower) 
sign refers to the fast (slow) branch. For the fast x-branch, the cutoff fre
quency is approximately given by w.,. = !le( I + E). In addition, the slow x
branch exhibits a resonance at w = !l,( I + E / 2 sin2 0). 
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At 0 = 90° the a-mode is linearly polarized and the x-mode is right ellip
tically polarized, with E 1- B0 • As fJ ~ 0, the x- and a-modes go over con
tinuously to right and left circular polarizations, respectively. The portion 
a-b of the slow branch is the whistler regime. 

The x-mode cannot propagate in the "stop band" between the slow
branch resonance and the fast-branch cutoff. The axes of Fig. 8 are normal
ized to De; for a fixed wave frequency, increasing w I De generally corresponds 
to moving towards lower magnetic fields. Therefore, we see that waves on 
the slow x-branch may not propagate from the Jovian plasmasphere into 
interplanetary space. Strictly speaking, the stop band exists only in the cold
plasma limit; thermal effects remove the resonance and lead to a non-zero 
minimum in the group velocity of the slow branch (Aubry et al. 1970). 7 The 
finite temperature of the plasma also implies a collision frequency vr, how
ever, and waves with extremely slow group velocity Vq are attenuated by 
collisions over a scale length Vy/ v,.. If the group velocity is sufficiently small, 
or the spatial region corresponding to the stop band (the "stop zone") is 
sufficiently extensive, the attenuation in traversing the stop zone may still 

'Other thermal effects on the dispersion relations are negligible for our purposes. provided 
Vil c2 <.<: E. Although E << I, the low temperature of the Jovian plasma ensures the validity of 
this inequality. 
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be large. Thus, as a general rule the existence of the stop band must be taken 
into account in assessing the propagation of waves. In particular. instability 
mechanisms in which the waves are amplified on the slow branch also imply 
the necessity of some mode-coupling process leading to the escape of waves 
in either the a-mode or the fast x-mode. 

The cold-plasma approximation may be deduced from the more rigorous 
kinetic theory in the asymptotic limit of low temperatures, under the con
ditions 

(12) 

I w ~l~Pne I >> 1 ([ = 0, 1, 2, ... ) (13) 

where k1- = k sin 0, k11 = k cos 0. Expression (12) is the condition that finite
Larmor-radius effects may be neglected. Expression ( 13) is the condition 
that the thermal electrons do not exhibit Landau and cyclotron resonance 
with the wave as they spiral along field lines. Such resonances may quickly 
damp the wave. 

Inequalities (12) and (13) arise from the inclusion of thermal effects in 
the plasma dielectric tensor. In the cold-plasma limit the dielectric is Her
mitian. giving refractive indices which are either purely real (oscillatory solu
tions) or purely imaginary (exponentially damped solutions). Thermal effects 
modify somewhat the Hermitian part of the dielectric, which determines 
the normal-mode frequencies. As noted above, however, these modifications 
are of order Vil c~ for the electromagnetic modes, and are generally negli
gible. The thermal effects also introduce a non-Hermitian part to the di
electric. It is this part which implies damping of the normal modes; the 
damping is weak under the conditions ( 12) and (13 ). 

In the same manner, the inclusion of a population of energetic particles 
also modifies the plasma dielectric, in general introducing a frequency shift 
into the real part of the refractive index and, in addition, an imaginary part 
to the frequency. which may then be written 

w(k) = Wr(k) + iy(k, w,.) . (14) 

The usual approach adopted in linear instability analysis is to consider an 
energetic particle population of low density relative to the thermal back
ground plasma. Then the real frequency wr is governed by the cold-plasma 
dispersion relation, while the growth or damping of the waves is determined 
by the energetic particle distribution. The dispersion relation is then of the 
form 

D(k, w) = C(k, w) + L Rs(k, w) (15) 

where C(k, w) is the cold-plasma dispersion relation and g,(k, w) represents 
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the contribution of energetic particles of species s. In principle, the thermal 
damping effects may be included in 28 gs, but this is not usually done; in 
particular, it is not done in the theories we shall discuss here. Therefore, 
the tendency for instability must be compared a posteriori with conditions 
(12) and (13), to determine that the instability is stronger than the competing 
damping by thermal particles. 

All of the instability mechanisms we shall consider depend on an aniso
tropic distribution of a small energetic-particle population. Instabilities may 
exist in various parameter regimes in both wr and in the parameters that de
scribe the anisotropy, e.g., T 1- I T1 I· The nature of the instability may be 
closely related to the nature of the coupling, and some coupling mechanisms 
are compatible with only certain types of instability mechanisms. To some 
extent, individual coupling mechanisms have generally been proposed with 
some particular type of consequent instability mechanism in mind. even 
when the coupling and instability have not both been investigated by the 
same author. Conversely, in some cases a proposed instability mechanism 
includes the tacit assumption that there exists an unspecified coupling mech
anism which produces either the required anisotropy in the energetic-particle 
distribution or the conditions necessary for an existing marginally stable 
anisotropy to be driven unstable to electromagnetic wave amplification. 

It is sometimes asserted in the literature that the DAM emission mecha
nism must be cyclotron emission. There is no compelling evidence. either 
observational or theoretical, that this is the case. Goldreich and Lynden
Bell argue for coherent cyclotron emission primarily on the basis of the 
sharp beaming pattern of the emission, and also on the high intensity. Such 
beaming, however, is an inherent feature of all of the mechanisms discussed 
below. In addition, there is the complicating factor that, if amplification oc
curs on the slow x-branch, the beaming pattern may be closely related to or 
determined by the mode-coupling process by which the DAM escapes from 
Jupiter. Thus, cyclotron emission is only one of the possibilities for the insta
bility mechanism. 

Before discussing individual instability mechanisms, it should be noted 
that a complete understanding of DAM may involve more than one mecha
nism. There are at least two distinct types of lo-modulated DAM, the deca
second L and millisecond S bursts. They have quite distinct time scales -
from about 0.5 to 3 sec for L-bursts and I to IO milliseconds for S-bursts
which do not merge continuously into one another. Moreover, the S-bursts 
exhibit true frequency drifts, which are always negative. In contrast, L
bursts exhibit frequency drift only in their overall envelope; this is probably 
a geometric effect of the beaming pattern. Although both L- and S-bursts 
share the same general morphology of lo-modulation, these facts imply that 
they may be caused by separate instability mechanisms. 

It is also unclear whether the Io-modulated and Io-independent L-bursts 
imply different emission mechanisms. With the recent recognition of an lo-
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independent component of the early source region (Carr and Desch ;8 Bozyan 
and Douglas 1976) one might be tempted to hypothesize that the lo-modu
lated DAM is simply an enhancement of a weak continuous emission. It 
would then seem necessary, however, to shift from the common interpreta
tion that the morphology of the lo-modulation implies a beaming pattern, 
and instead to suppose that the Io-modulation is indeed only possible for 
certain geometrical configurations relative to the observer. This latter hy
pothesis is physically untenable. Moreover, the declination effect in CM L 
is related to the Io-independent DAM (Goertz 1971) while the modulated 
component exhibits a declination effect in Io phase (Conseil 1972; Leca
cheux 1974; Thieman et al. 1975; Bozyan and Douglas 1976). Thus, it 
seems probable that the Io-independent and Io-modulated components are 
due to distinct mechanisms, although these arguments do not conclusively 
rule out the possibility that they may be closely related. 

Thus, in assessing the viability of a given instability mechanism, one 
should attempt to do so in the several contexts of Io-independent L-bursts 
and lo-modulated L- and S-bursts. In the first of these contexts, the lack 
of a demonstrable coupling mechanism is irrelevant. 

Finally, we note that the mechanisms we shall discuss have generally 
been analyzed only in the linear regime. Linear instability analysis may be 
quite misleading, however, because it provides no information on the satura
tion level of the instability. In general, a complete stability analysis must 
include consideration of the nonlinear regime. 

A. The Sweeping Model 

Of the instability mechanisms we discuss, the sweeping model of Wu 
( 1973) is unique in that the instability is driven by anisotropy in configuration 
space rather than in velocity space. As was mentioned in Sec. I, the density 
gradients v' Ne. ; of trapped energetic particles across the boundary of the 
I FT produce drift currents in the cavity "wall"; these currents are perpen
dicular to both B0 and N. Wu considered the motion of each energetic parti
cle species transverse to B0 to be characterized locally by a mean energy 
E 1-, s• The resulting drift velocity of the s-th species is then given by 

qs I (di~, N.,) E 1-,, 

(v,r.s) =--lq,I n ----a--v m = Vv,s 
,Ii s • s 

(16) 

where q, is the charge, the density gradient is taken to be positive in they
direction, and the drift motion is in the + x direction for electrons and the 
- x direction for protons. 

Wu considered instability at the upper hybrid frequency wuH and for 
very short wavelengths, ck/ f!e >> I. Under these conditions the energetic 
electrons contribute only a negligible shift in the real frequency, and the 

8 See p. 713. 
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instability is produced by the non-resonant contribution of the protons. 
Taking an isotropic Gaussian for the local distribution of the energetic pro
tons, Wu found the growth rate of waves with k 1- B0 to J:>e given by 

'Y = _I _1 _I _;1 (Np M E)½ (kxVD _ I)½ We (1 7) 
(81r)T (kRv) 2 Ne m !le 

where subscripts p and e denote energetic protons and thermal electrons, 
respectively, Rv = (E 1., vi Mi Inµ, and kx is the x-component of the wave 
vector. Maximum growth occurs at 

k.I"vD Vv ck 3 
fle = C fle =2 · (18) 

Taking v0 = E) M!lv8', where 8' is the thickness of the density-gradient 
layer (see Sec. 1-C), one finds 1·/) in the range 1-4 x 103 km sec 1 for 5 
MeY :': £1- < 10 MeV. Thus, the wavenumber at maximum growth is on 
the order of cK I !le = I 00. Wu did not address the question of how the 
waves penetrated the stop band. 

Wu's analysis was done for k strictly perpendicular to B0 . Because the 
analysis was a local one, it also requires a finite component of k in the y
direction, so that 

(19) 

Although it is clear from Eq. ( 17) that y increases as kxl k increases, the 
inequality (I 9) is not sufficient to allow a precise determination of the azi
muthal width of the beaming pattern; at best, one can say only that it is a 
pencil beam. In the direction parallel to B0 , the width of the pencil beam is 
sharply delimited by Eq. ( 13), which requires 

1~1 ~-I_~_£_ (!le) 
k << 2 kRe - 2 Ve ck . (20) 

The current-driven instability also contains the feature of a low-frequency 
cutoff, because an essential requirement for the instability to occur is that, 
locally, E > 2ml M = 10-3_ In general, E decreases with increasing altitude, 
at least until the point of maximum zenopotential height (Melrose I 967; 
Smith 1973; Goertz 1975). 

The power available in this mechanism was estimated by Wu (1973) to 
be about 109 W, adequate for the DAM requirement. Smith (1973) estimated 
the power to be I 09 Y/ W, where Y/ << I is an efficiency factor. Smith also 
pointed out that the estimated requirement of = l 08 W depends on an as
sumed beaming into a solid angle of approximately 0.1 steradian; from the 
above discussion this solid angle might be much too large in the context of 
the sweeping instability. Both of these estimates assumed growth rates of 
order y - 10-2 sec 1• Because the growth rate depends on the energetic-
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proton density, the precise value of the estimated power may have little 
significance. The ability of the mechanism to meet the power requirement of 
lo-modulated DAM, however, seems marginal. 

Comparison of the predictions and requirements of the sweeping model 
with Pioneer observations tends to cast doubt on the viability of the mecha
nism for lo-modulated DAM. As was noted above, sweeping seems to occur 
effectively enough to establish the necessary density gradient. Because the 
mechanism relies on trapped protons, however, and the higher-order mo
ments of the magnetic field make the surface field highest in the northern 
hemisphere, the instability is limited at any longitude to the region between 
the topside Jovian ionosphere in the southern hemisphere and the conjugate 
mirror point. Because the growth rate of the instability is proportional to Ne, 
the emission is essentially limited to the southern hemisphere. In order to 
span the range of DAM frequencies, therefore, the peak ionospheric electron 
density, Neo, must be sufficient to raise the upper hybrid frequency in the 
ionosphere up to about 40 MHz. The maximum gyrofrequency at the foot 
of the / FT is about 27 MHz, giving the requirement that N eo 2: I 07 cm-:1• 

The maximum density inferred by Fjeldbo et al. (197 5), however, is on the 
order of 3 x I 05 cm-3 . Thus, unless this determination is too low by a factor 
of 30, the sweeping mechanism is essentially limited to frequencies below 
30 MHz (see Fig. 9). 

Other aspects of the sweeping mechanism will be discussed below. In 
particular, it may be quite relevant to the question of the "lo-independent" 
DAM. 

B. Maser-Like Mechanisms 

A number of authors have considered wave amplification by electron 
distributions which are anisotropic in velocity space. Such mechanisms are 
often called "maser-like," because the anisotropic distribution is analogous 
to an inverted level population. The most commonly analyzed situation is 
that in which the mean perpendicular energy T _1_ is greater than the mean 
parallel energy T11 • 

Chang (1963) discussed the amplification of x-mode waves by an aniso
tropic distribution of relativistic electrons. Although he referred to these 
waves as whistlers, his analysis was in fact valid for the entire x-mode. He 
only considered the cases of propagation parallel and anti-parallel to B0 , 

however. Chang found two parameter regimes in which amplification could 
occur. Of these, the only case relevant to the Jovian exosphere, in which 
E << 1, is the frequency regime 

(21) 

Because E << I, however, inequality (21) is equivalent to the condition 

I - g, g << E. (22) 
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Fig. 9. The gyrofrequency at the feet of the lo flux tube. in the magnetic field model of Smith 
et al. ( 1975). The approximate sub-lo longitude ranges of the various sources are indicated 
(Epoch I 974.9). 

Thus, as in the case of the sweeping model, Chang's mechanism requires 
ck I De >> I (see Fig. 8). For parallel propagation, however, these waves are 
strongly damped by the thermal electrons because, fort << E and E << I, 
we have 

(23) 

in violation of inequality (13 ). 
In an analysis complementary to that of Chang (1963), Goldstein and 

Eviatar (1972) discussed amplification at 0 = 90° on the slow x-branch by 
a loss-cone distribution of trapped electrons. Goldstein and Eviatar ( 1972), 
however, explicitly recognized the necessity for the waves to penetrate the 
stop zone. They argued that the amplification would be sufficiently strong 
so that the radiation would simply tunnel through the stop band, suffering 
exponential attenuation but emerging into the outer region of the exosphere 
with observable intensity. They asserted that this mechanism could be re
sponsible for the Io-independent DAM. As we shall discuss below, the stop 
zone is probably sufficiently thin that exponential attenuation of waves inci
dent upon it is negligible. Assuming this to be so, the instability analysis of 
Goldstein and Eviatar might account for Io-independent DAM by emission 
from a loss-cone distribution near marginal stability. 

Hirshfield and Bekefi (l 963) considered the amplification of x-mode 
waves at n,,. with 0 = 90°. In their model the distribution function was as-
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sumed to be isotropic; the maser-like effects were due to the dependence of 
the gyrofrequency on the relativistic electron mass. This dependence leads 
to coherent interaction between the particles and the wave field through 
phase synchronization, such as occurs in synchrotron accelerators (Kuckes 
and Sudan 1971 ). 

Although it was apparently not recognized by Hirshfield and Bekefi, the 
unstable waves at the gyrofrequency are below the stop band. They also 
predicted amplification at higher harmonics of the gyrofrequency, but at 
unobservable levels. Moreover, their work was done before the discovery 
of the Io-modulation, and so the distribution function used in their analysis 
was based on the assumption of direct access to the Jovian magnetosphere 
of streams of low-energy particles having a solar origin. 

Goldreich and Lynden-Bell (1969) also postulated coherent cyclotron 
amplification for the emission mechanism, but recognized the problem of 
traversing the stop zone. They discussed the instability as seen in the frame 
of the streaming particles; in this frame their results are essentially similar 
to those of Hirshfield and Bekefi. Goldreich and Lynden-Bell asserted that 
in Jupiter's frame the waves would be Doppler-shifted above the stop band 
and so would escape the magnetosphere. This conclusion was erroneous, 
however, because a wave with phase velocity smaller than c in one frame 
will not have phase velocity greater than c in any other frame. Thus, the 
Doppler-shifted waves postulated by Goldreich and Lynden-Bell would 
not be normal modes in the magnetospheric plasma, and would be heavily 
damped away from the source region. 

All of the mechanisms so far discussed provide for amplification on the 
slow x-branch. With the exception of the sweeping-model instability, which 
is non-resonant and is carried by protons, these mechanisms all invoke 
resonant-electron effects. These are possible only on the slow x-branch, 
where the phase velocities of the waves may be exceeded by particle veloci
ties. For the o-mode and the fast x-branch, however, the phase velocities 
are greater than c, and resonant interaction is impossible. There are, none
theless, maser-like mechanisms to amplify these waves; they are sometimes 
called subluminous instabilities. Such mechanisms were hypothesized by 
Ellis (1962, 1963, 1965) and by Ellis and McCulloch (1963), who assumed 
the existence of electron "bunches" precipitating into the Jovian ionosphere. 
The mechanism was investigated quantitatively in a series of papers by Fung 
(1966a,b,c). The first of these papers was concerned with terrestrial VLF 
emission and so neglected terms of order H~/w~. which are large in the Jovian 
exosphere. Fung ( 1966b) extended the analysis to include these terms. Both 
of these analyses assumed precipitating electron distributions of the form 

(24) 

and allowed for arbitrary angles of wave propagation. In his third paper 
Fung extended the formalism to include finite temperatures T 1- and T11 in 
the precipitating stream. 
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In this mechanism the emission is Doppler-shifted to a normal mode 
above the stop band by the streaming velocity of the particles. Radiation 
at the fundamental is confined to a finite cone, in the forward direction, of 
wave-vector directions about the magnetic field, while emission at higher 
harmonics may occur in all directions but is much weaker. 

Melrose (1973, 197 5) also considered subluminous instability from a 
streaming anisotropic distribution. which he assumed to be a shifted bi
Maxwellian: 

I exp [- /32 sin2 a _ ({3 cos a - {38) 2 ] . Fe({3, a)= -~3---

(21r)l/3~0 {3 10 /3~o /3r10 
(25) 

Here {3 = vie, a is the particle pitch angle, and {38 = ({3 cos a) is the nor
malized streaming velocity. The Doppler-shifted frequency of the s-th har
monic, radiated in the direction 0 by a particle of pitch angle a and Lorentz 
factory, is 

sHc w = -----~----
y(l - n:r {3 cos a cos 0) · 

(26) 

At the fundamental, the condition that the radiated wave be Doppler-shifted 
above the stop band is then 

n:r {38 cos 0 > E 

which is not excessively stringent in view of the smallness of E. 

Melrose finds a maximum growth rate on the order of 

TJE 
'Yma:r = ~-{3- ne 

n:r 110 

(27) 

(28) 

where T/ = Nsl Ne is the ratio of the stream density to that of the background 
plasma. The bandwidth of the growing waves is on the order of 

iiw n = n;r /3110 << 1 
e 

(29) 

which is in qualitative accord with observations. 
Melrose finds a threshold condition on the degree of anisotropy neces

sary in order for amplification to occur; the condition is 

(30) 

Although this inequality may seem stringent, it is actually fairly easy to meet 
under certain models for the acceleration of the particles. For instance, the 
accelerated spectrum in the sheath model is essentially a delta-function in 
energy at any given point at Io; the particular injection energy depends on 
the spatial structure of the sheath potential (Smith and Goertz 1975). Be
cause the energy is in general much larger than the temperature of the parti
cles before acceleration, the accelerated distribution will map at high lati-
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tudes essentially to a distribution of the form (24) assumed by Fung. The 
parallel motion may be equated locally to Melrose's /3s, while his /3 _j_O may 
be equated to the characteristic transverse velocity. In the limit of this model, 
inequality (30) is virtually satisfied. This condition appears to be an artifact 
of the assumed form (25) for the distribution function; Fung (1966b) found 
instability for distributions of the form (24) in which f3i < /30 • 

Melrose (1975) used quasilinear arguments to estimate the saturation 
energy density W,,. of the amplified waves as 

W w 2 /3s C /3io 
Ws Ymax LB(/3; + /3io) 

(31) 

where L 8 is the gradient scale length of the magnetic field and w. = N. X 
mc2(/3io + /3D I 2 is the energy density in the stream. He evaluated this for 
two different sets of beam parameters, obtaining results which bracket an 
observational estimate of 4 x l 0- 12 erg cm-3 required. This latter estimate 
is made using a very narrow beaming cone of solid angle 0.01 steradian. In 
general, however, the energetic requirement of DAM appears to be well met 
within the context of Melrose's calculations. 

The maximum growth rates predicted by Melrose's theory are on the 
order of 102 :S y :S I ffl sec'. Thus the mechanism may be most relevant 
to L-bursts, rather than to S-bursts, which are already fully developed on 
this time scale. 

Finally, we note that Melrose did not quantitatively address the question 
of the beaming pattern of his mechanism. As we shall discuss in Sec. I I I, 
this is an important topic for comparison of the predictions of the mechanism 
with the observational phenomenology. 

We have discussed only mechanisms that have been treated quantita
tively in the literature. Other suggestions have been advanced by Warwick 
(1961, 1963), Zheleznyakov (1966), and Marshall and Libby (1967). For 
a discussion of these works, the reader is referred to the review by Warwick 
(1967). 

III. WAVE PROPAGATION IN THE JOVIAN PLASMASPHERE 

Compared with the aspects of coupling and instability mechanisms, 
propagation of the DAM waves in the Jovian plasmasphere has received 
relatively little attention. It is an important topic, however, which must be 
considered as an integral part of a complete theory of DAM. The beaming 
pattern implied by the DAM morphology is undoubtedly due to a combina
tion of the inherent beaming pattern of the instability mechanism and the sub
sequent propagation of the waves. Conversely, the phenomenology may 
provide the basis for inferences regarding the plasma medium and the source 
regions. 
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As an example of the latter approach, some authors have considered the 
polarization. Warwick and Dulk ( 1964) argued that the highly elliptical po
larization of decametric waves upon emergence from the Jovian magneto
sphere indicates that the base mode of the emission is the extraordinary 
mode, an interpretation which has generally been accepted in the literature. 
The sense of polarization of this mode is right (left)-handed when the wave 
vector has a component parallel (antiparallel) to B0 • Although the limiting 
polarization depends upon the total ray path, the former case would gener
ally be expected to occur for emission from the northern hemisphere, and 
the latter for emission from the southern hemisphere. At high frequencies 
(> 18 MHz), DAM is predominantly right-polarized, while at lower fre
quencies the degree ofleft-polarization increases as the frequency decreases. 
The axial vector exhibits a quasi-sinusoidal rotation profile, which is con
ventionally interpreted as indicating that at a given longitude one or the other 
hemisphere dominates the beaming into a given direction. This reasoning 
should be considered with caution, however, for within storms that are rich 
in time structures there may exist considerable polarization diversity in 
the frequency-time plane. 

Notwithstanding the argument of Warwick and Dulk about the base 
mode of the emission, Warwick ( 1970) pointed out that the radiation inci
dent upon the terrestrial ionosphere is not in a base mode. Nearly all of the 
Faraday rotation observed, however, is attributable to propagation through 
the terrestrial ionosphere; Warwick estimated that less than 360° of Faraday 
rotation occurs in the Jovian magnetosphere. Warwick argued that this fact 
placed a small upper limit on the column density f Ne ds through which the 
radiation propagates at Jupiter, and that this limit on the column density was 
incompatible with density models such as those of Gledhill (1967) and 
Goertz(] 973a, 1975), in which there is a disk-shaped concentration of plas
ma in the equatorial plane.9 Goertz (1974) challenged this argument; he 
showed that, if the radiation is generated entirely in a base mode, then during 
propagation through a spatially varying medium it will couple to the other 
mode just sufficiently to preserve its polarization, and so Faraday rotation 
could not occur. 

As we have discussed in Sec. II, several proposed instability mechanisms 
actually amplify waves on the slow x-branch; such waves cannot escape 
directly to free space. The general topology of the stop zones has been dis
cussed by Liemohn (1973) and by Gulkis and Carr (l 966); these latter au
thors suggested that the dimension of the stop zone might be longitudinally 
asymmetric, so that the DAM beaming pattern-as manifested in the source 
morphology- might be governed by the location of the thinnest stop zones. 
They noted, however, that the mechanism by which waves could penetrate 
the stop zones was unclear. 

"Although the density models of Goertz and Gledhill are topologically similar, they are derived 
from different considerations and therefore differ by orders of magnitude in the actual densities 
predicted at a given radial distance in the plasma disk. 
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Oya (1974) attempted to account for the escape of waves through the 
stop band by considering mode conversion of extraordinary waves propa
gating inward towards the planet. The conversion occurs by the reflection 
of the a-mode at the plasma level we = w. There are a number of difficulties 
with the geometry inherent in Oya's model. It suffices to note, however, that 
if the peak ionospheric electron density is 3 x I 05 as reported by Fjeldbo 
et al., then the corresponding plasma frequency is about 5 MHz, and the 
critical condition is therefore not met at DAM frequencies. 

The importance of the stop zones, however, is greatly dependent on the 
temperature and peak density of the Jovian ionosphere. Smith ( 1975) showed 
that for N 0 = 3 x I 05 (Fjeldbo et al. I 975) and T0 = 750° (Kliore et al. I 975), 
the attenuation of waves during traversal of the evanescent region is negli
gible for frequencies :S 20 MHz. This fact has profound consequences for 
the explanation of Io-independent DAM, which we discuss in Sec. IV. 

As we have seen in Sec. I I, theories in which instability occurs on the 
slow x-branch, such as those of Goldstein and Eviatar ( 1972) and of Wu 
(I 973), amplify waves of very low group velocity Vu << c. Smith et al. 
(1972) and Wu et al. (1973) attempted to account for the Io-phase asymme
try (referred to in Sec. I) in terms of the low group velocity of the waves be
fore their escape from the Jovian magnetosphere. In addition, these authors 
suggested that the sense of frequency drift of the modulation lanes - negative 
in the main and third sources and positive in the early source - was caused 
by the vectorial combination of a low group velocity in the medium relative 
to the observer. This latter suggestion stemmed from an interpretation of 
the modulation lanes in terms of drifts as a modulated structure in the emis
sion itself. Smith ( 1973) showed that this interpretation could not be correct 
if the modulation structure in the emission were impressed upon the / FT; 
instead, a longitudinal modulation is required within the framework of the 
group-delay hypothesis. 

Smith (I 973) also found that refractive effects upon upper-hybrid waves 
were strong, tending to make the waves propagate into the stop zone even 
when the wave vector is initially perpendicular to the normal to the stop zone 
surface. In view of Smith's later results concerning the thickness of the stop 
zones, it is unlikely that group-delay effects play any significant role in either 
the phenomenology or morphology of DAM. 

One caveat to be made about this last statement is that it implicitly as
sumes geometrical optics to be valid everywhere. All of the instability mecha
nisms discussed in Sec. I I imply either subsequent propagation through a 
thin evanescent region or, as in the case of Melrose's mechanism, that the 
radiation is initially beamed toward the planet and subsequently· reflected 
toward the observer. All studies of wave propagation to date have been in 
the context of geometrical optics, in which the medium is slowly varying and 
the propagation at any point is governed by the Appleton-Hartree equation 
with the local plasma parameters. The condition for the validity of geometri
cal optics, which is essentially a Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin approach, is 
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C -., lvnl << I . 
wn-

(32) 

Near resonance and reflection, inequality (32) breaks down. Nevertheless, 
application of geometrical optics in the case of reflection, for example, usu
ally yields good results for the ray trajectory even when the solution has been 
carried through a thin region where W KB analysis is invalid (Ginzburg 
1970). Strictly speaking, however, the breakdown of inequality (32) in some 
region implies that a full-wave solution must be carried out in that region 
and matched to the W KB solution in regions where geometrical optics is 
valid. It is possible that such an analysis would explain some of the fine struc
ture observed in decametric spectra. 

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

For the most part the discussion above has treated coupling, instability, 
and propagation separately, although occasional references have been made 
to the relations between them. In this section we attempt to draw the different 
aspects together in evaluating the present state of the theory. We shall also 
indicate some of the major unsolved problems, and suggest some possible 
approaches for future work. 

A. Io-Independent DAM 

As we have already remarked, there are not one but three distinct deca
metric emissions: Io-independent L-bursts and lo-modulatedL- and S-bursts. 

Since the discovery of the Io-modulation only one paper, that of Gold
stein and Eviatar (1972), has been addressed specifically to the question of 
an emission mechanism that cannot be related to a coupling mechanism. 
This mechanism appears to be viable for the lo-independent DAM, espe
cially in light of the indications that tunneling of the radiation through the 
evanescent regions does not lead to severe attenuation. The radiation may 
emanate from particles trapped on L-shells close to but inside the orbit of 
Io, and so may be unaffected by any magnetospheric perturbations local to 
Io. The waves are inherently beamed sharply perpendicular to the magnetic 
field, in accord with the declination effect. The chief shortcoming of the work 
of Goldstein and Eviatar is that they did not estimate the level at which the 
instability would saturate due to pitch-angle scattering by the radiation. 

Another theory which may account for the Io-independent DAM is the 
sweeping model of Wu ( I 97 3 ). Although this model was originally proposed 
to explain lo-modulated emission, there are several reasons why it may be 
more relevant to the unmodulated radiation. Among these are the sharp 
beaming pattern perpendicular to the magnetic field, and the fact that, as 
discussed in Sec. II, the instability is limited to frequencies below 30 MHz 
within the context of the density inferred by Fjeldbo et al. (1975). In addi-
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tion, the growth rates evaluated by Wu and by Smith (197 3) are rather low, 
and cannot account for the time scales of lo-modulated L-bursts. 

Although sweeping is certainly a coupling mechanism, the real question 
is whether its effects are localized close to Io. Smith (1973) showed that in 
addition to the upper-hybrid instability, the drift currents induced by sweep
ing also drive a long-wavelength instability at the lower-hybrid frequency 
wuH = f!;[ l + e(M / m)/ (l + e)] i_ Smith evaluated the spatial diffusion coeffi
cient (Dupree 1967) 

D ~ = max [ Yk~)] (33) 

and showed that it depended on both the thermal plasma density and the 
local gyrofrequency, in addition to its dependence upon the energetic-proton 
distribution. In general, the diffusion is slower at high altitudes, so that the 
density gradient is maintained longer at low frequencies. Smith suggested 
that the lo-independent DAM is in fact due to sweeping, but is poorly cor
related to the position of lo because of the slow diffusion at low frequencies, 
and thus appears statistically independent of lo. Another diffusion mecha
nism has recently been investigated by Huba and Wu (1975). 

Wu (1973) and Smith (1973) neglected the longitudinal drift motion of 
the protons in the dynamics of the sweeping process. This drift is oppositely 
directed to Io's orbital motion relative to the co-rotating plasma. As shown 
by Thomsen and Goertz (1975), the swept cavity drifts in the same way. 
Thus, the effective sweeping time is reduced from 13 hours to about 4 hours, 
and it is likely that the cavity persists along the entire lo orbit. Although the 
diffusion tends to reduce the magnitude of the density gradient during this 
period, the gradient is never completely eliminated, and so the drift-current
driven instability is always occurring. 

A possible impediment to the sweeping model as the cause of unmodu
lated DAM might exist if in fact lo causes local heating of the ionosphere by 
M HD waves, as suggested in Sec. I. Such heating would drive thermal plas
ma up into the /FT, increasing the scale height H of the thermal-plasma 
density gradient. If H >> e RJ, then the thickness of the stop zone becomes 
equal to H, so that x-mode waves could not penetrate the stop zone. We 
might expect this enhanced density "filament" to cool quickly by thermal 
conduction to the ionosphere, however, and so be localized close to Io. 

B. Io-Modulated L-Bursts 

A complete theory for lo-modulated DAM would synthesize all three 
aspects of the problem. Starting from a particular demonstrated coupling 
mechanism, the theory would predict the form of the resulting free-energy 
source, for example the velocity-space distribution of accelerated particles. 
It would then incorporate this distribution into an instability analysis, dem-
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onstrating that the instability could account for the various aspects of DAM 
phenomenology such as time scales, bandwidth, polarization, and spectral 
power. The inherent beaming pattern of the radiation in the source region 
would be evaluated, and its subsequent propagation in and emergence from 
the Jovian plasmasphere would be compared with DAM morphology. In 
addition, the theory should contain some natural explanation for the proba
bilistic nature of the emission. 

Needless to say, such a comprehensive theory has not yet been attained. 
Nevertheless, some promising work has been done on different aspects of 
the problem. Smith and Goertz (1975) have given the sheath model of ac
celeration a firm theoretical basis. The emission mechanism of Melrose is 
compatible with the sheath coupling model, and seems able to account for 
most of the necessary features of the phenomenology. It yet remains. how
ever, to synthesize these two models, and to investigate the propagation and 
reflection of the resulting radiation. 

Continued investigations of other mechanisms for both coupling and 
instability might also yield viable new models. For example, Palmadesso 
et al. (l 975) have recently proposed a parametric instability mechanism for 
the terrestrial kilometric radiation. This theory seems attractive, and might 
also have application in the parameter regime of DAM. 

There can be no question that propagation effects contribute significantly 
to the DAM morphology, and probably also to the phenomenology. Any in
stability mechanism has an inherent beaming pattern in the source region. 
The structures of the magnetic field and the exospheric density distribution 
combine to modify this pattern into the directivity pattern that is conven
tionally inferred from the morphology. A complete theory of DAM must in
clude a study of the "antenna pattern" of the Jovian plasmasphere to show 
that it is compatible with this morphology. Such a study would serve two 
purposes. First, to the extent that it is dependent upon a model of the exo
spheric structure, it would help to elucidate that structure. Second, the 
emerging radiation pattern depends upon the beaming pattern of the insta
bility in the source region. Thus, study of the propagation may place bounda
ry conditions upon the instability mechanism which allow one to discriminate 
between likely mechanisms. Because the instability mechanism is, in general, 
also dependent upon the ambient plasma regime, we might expect that the 
synthetic study of coupling, instability, and wave propagation will lead to a 
convergent picture. 

C. Three Major Problems 

None of the models we have discussed appear able to account for the Io
modulated S-bursts. Ellis ( 1965) interpreted them as being due to streams 
of 30- 60 ke V electrons moving outward. It is unclear why such streams 
should always be accelerated outward, or why they should occur primarily 
in the early-source region. It is also unclear why they should give rise to a 
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different instability than that responsible for the L-bursts. As noted in Sec. 
II, the well-separated time scales of the L- and S-bursts, and the time fre
quency drifts of the S-bursts, indicate that different mechanisms produce the 
decasecond and millisecond emissions. For the moment the S-bursts remain 
enigmatic. 

A second major question is the explanation of the asymmetry in lo phase 
for emission viewed from east and west of the Earth-Jupiter line. This may 
be a local-time propagation effect; if so, its explanation would have important 
implications about the structure of the Jovian plasmasphere. 

Finally, one of the most intriguing problems regarding DAM is the expla
nation of the modulation lanes observed in both L- and S-bursts. Riihimaa 
(1971, I 974) has documented an extensive morphology for these features. 
The modulation lanes probably contain a great deal of information about the 
mechanism and propagation of DAM. 

EPILOGUE 

We began this chapter with the observation that a comprehensive under
standing of DAM has yet to be attained. Nevertheless, many authors have 
contributed a great deal of insight to our perspective of the problem. The 
conceptual framework for the theory is largely in place, and we may reason
ably expect much progress in the future. 
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APPENDIX: HEATING OF THE JOVIAN IONOSPHERE 
BY MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC WAVES 

In Sec. I-A we mentioned the possibility that M HD waves generated by 
Io might provide local heating of the Jovian ionosphere. This comment was 
based on the following rough but indicative calculation, due to Wu and Smith 
(unpublished). 

Assume the waves steepen into shocks during their propagation along 
the I FT. The typical dimension of a collisionless shock is c I wi, where wi = 
21r Jp; is the angular ion plasma frequency. Then for a wave amplitude of oB, 
the current density j is given by 

. = _£_ IV X BI = WjOB . 
J 41T 41T (34) 
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The Joule heating rate of the plasma is then 

aT j2 wf8B2 

NKB at=-;;.= lfr7T2(T. (35) 

The conductivity CT can be either anomalous or the usual Coulomb con
ductivity 

CTc = 1 

m/2e2 t'n I\ 
(36) 

where/\= (K8 T)1/(41rN/ e3 • Use ofCTcWillleadtoanupperboundforthe 
heating. Substituting (35) for (36), we obtain 

I 

jJ_ T~ = l_ m/2 e2 t'n I\ wr 8B2 

At 32 1r2 N K/2 
(37) 

Because the temperature dependence on the right hand side of Eq. (3 7) is 
logarithmic, we may obtain an approximate solution by taking t'n/\ to be 
constant; we assume 111 I\ = 20. Assuming that all the heating occurs in the 
ionosphere, in a time interval r, we find 

(38) 

Taking T0 = 750°K (Kliore et al. I 975) and r = 60 sec (the time for which 
the /FT threads lo), (38) becomes 

T(r = 60 sec)= 106 ost. (39) 

We may estimate 8B in terms of the amplitude 8B0 of the perturbation by 
lo. For a rough estimate, we consider a generalized Poynting theorem. Let 
U be the total energy density (electric, magnetic, and kinetic) in the wave. 
and let Vg denote the group velocity. The generalized Poynting theorem is: 

(40) 

We assume that a WKB solution is possible. (Strictly speaking, this is not 
consistent with our estimate of IV x Bl from the shock condition; we discuss 
this below.) The Alfven wave dispersion relation is 

k · V1 (41) 

and therefore. V g = aB where a = [ 41r Nmµ( I + Vi I c2 ) JI and therefore 

a 
V · Vq = B(s) -a a(s) = f(s) . s (42) 
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where ao:/ as is the directional derivative along B. Assuming a solution of 
the form 

V = W exp -J" dx f(x) 
0 V,,(x) 

Eq. ( 40) transforms to 

the solution of which is simply 

[ JS dx] 
W(s, t) = W s', t - s' Vy(x) . 

The boundary condition on the solution is 

W(O, t) = V10U). 

Furthermore, the integrand in (43) is simply 

f(s) _ a 
Vy(s) - as t'n a 

so that 

0:10 [N(s) 1 + V;.10/ c2 ]½ 
V(s) = Vin o:(s) = Vin Nin 1 + V;.(s)/c2 • 

In an Alfven wave, energy is partitioned in the ratios 

£2 B2 I . v.2 
-8 : -8 : -2 p v2 = ---4 : 1 : I . 

1T 1T ('" 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

Thus, neglecting Vi/ c2 throughout, we may combine (39) and (48) to find 

T(T) = 101; (N°)* (0B1n)f 
Nu, 

(50) 

where N 0 is the ionospheric electron density. Assuming N 10 = 30 cm-3 and 
N 0 = 3 X 105 cm-3 , we have T(T) = 4 x I 07 (0B10)*. The power radiated by 
lo in Alfven waves is approximately 

P _ V R 2 (oBro) 
- A. Io 1T Jr, 81r · (5 I) 

Taking V4 • 10 = 7 x I0:1 km sec- 1, we require 0B 111 = 2 x Io-:, G if P = I 010 

W, and 2 x I o-:i G if P = I 014 W. (The former figure is Schmahl's estimate 
of the power; the latter is the upper limit for which the effect on Io's orbital 
period would not be observable.) The corresponding temperatures accord
ing to (50) are 7 x 10:1 °K and 3 x I 05 °K. 
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The estimate (50) is quite crude, however, because the arguments leading 
to it were not entirely consistent. On the one hand, we assumed that the 
waves steepen into shocks in order to estimate the Joule heating current. 
On the other hand, we assumed that the wave propagation was compatible 
with a W KB solution in order to find the steepened amplitude. The effect of 
the first assumption is to overestimate the numerical coefficient in Eq. (50); 
the effect of the second is to underestimate 6B. The value of the estimate 
should not be taken too seriously; rather, the calculation should be viewed 
in the spirit that the large discrepancy between the temperature as given by 
(50) and the nominal ionospheric temperature of 750°K indicates that tran
sient local heating by lo may be significant. 
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ABSORPTION OF RADIATION BELT PARTICLES 
BY THE INNER SATELLITES OF JUPITER 

A. MOGRO-CAMPERO 
University of California, San Diego 

The study of trapped particle absorption by the inner Jovian satellites is reviewed 
from the viewpoint of radiation belt physics. Both pre- and post-Pioneer work is dis
cussed but the emphasis is on methods used to deduce radial diffusion coefficients of 
particle transport from particle data. The phenomenon of particle absorption as ob
served by experiments on Pioneers JO and I I is considered; absorption effects are found 
to depend on the satellite, and on particle energy and species. Approximate diffusion 
coefficients derived from the data are found to follow a steeper spatial dependence than 
previously expected. The assumptions and limitations of absorption analysis and diffu
sion coefficient estimation are pointed out. 

In this paper we discuss the absorption of radiation belt particles by the 
satellites from the standpoint of radiation-belt physics. We are concerned 
with the passive role of satellites as absorbers of trapped radiation and with 
the implications relevant to trapped particle transport throughout the inner 
magnetosphere of Jupiter. 

Since Pioneer IO was the first spacecraft which traversed the Jovian mag
netosphere, it is convenient to divide the development of the problem into 
pre- and post-Pioneer IO phases, which we label Phase I and Phase 2. This 
division is obviously chronological, and in the following sense conceptual. 
During Phase I the central question can be summarized as: given a dynamic 
situation in which trapped particles undergo radial diffusion, what is the 
effect of satellite absorption on the particle intensity profiles for values of 
the diffusion coefficient assumed or derived independently? In Phase 2 the 
question becomes: given that trapped particle intensity profiles have been 
observed which indicate absorption by the satellites, what values can we 
deduce for the diffusion coefficient of radial transport? 

We review the work done in Phases I and 2, and summarize the methods 
and results obtained in Phase 2. Values are then presented for the radial 

[ I I 90] 
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diffusion coefficient as a function of particle energy, drift frequency and L 
(throughout this chapter L is the dimensionless Mcilwain shell parameter). 
These values are derived by using one of the methods presented here and all 
of the Pioneer IO and 11 data. 

The reader who wishes background information on radiation-belt physics 
may consult books by Hess ( 1968), Roederer (1970), or more specifically on 
trapped particle diffusion, by Schulz and Lanzerotti (1974). 

I. PHASE 1 

Before spacecraft measurements in the close environment of Venus and 
Mars were performed, it was thought possible that these planets might have 
significant radiation belts. In this context, the absorption effect of a plane
tary satellite was considered for the first time. Phobos, which orbits Mars at 
- 3 Martian radii from the center of the planet, was a natural candidate for 
study. Thus, Singer ( 1962) treated the sweeping effect of Phobos on the 
Martian radiation belt. He obtained expressions for the particle absorption 
lifetime in the case of a magnetic dipole field displaced by an arbitrary amount 
from the center of the planet in the equatorial plane, and he concluded that 
trapped particle intensity measurements in the region of Phobos could be 
used to deduce the particle injection rate and ultimately the source of the 
trapped radiation. 

About a decade later, in July 1971, a group of scientists and engineers 
met for a Workshop at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, 
in order to review the current state of Jupiter radiation belt knowledge and 
to recommend a best set of models for the determination of spacecraft de
sign requirements. Two papers at that meeting (one by Hess and one by 
Mead) dealt with the effects of Jupiter's satellites on the trapped radiation; 
one of these (Mead 1972) can be found in the Workshop Proceedings. In 
Mead's paper, characteristic spatial and temporal parameters of trapped 
protons and of the inner satellites were evaluated and discussed with respect 
to particle absorption. The radiation belt models resulting from the Work
shop (Divine 1972) did not include the effect of the satellites, since it was 
assumed that the diffusion of protons past the satellites occurs without inter
ference. It was realized, however, that alternative models with a strong 
absorption effect by the Jovian satellites were also plausible (Davis 1972). 
A few months later, in an extension of the discussions of the Workshop, 
Jacques and Davis (1972) solved the trapped particle equations of transport 
for diffusion of particles by violation of the third adiabatic invariant, including 
losses due to satellite absorption and synchrotron radiation. They estimated 
values for diffusion coefficients due to (a) deformation of the magnetic field 
by the solar wind (a: L1°); (b) randomly fluctuating electric fields (a: V;), and 
(c) interchange of flux tubes by ionospheric winds [ a: U (L - l)]. The first 
two are processes thought to be important at Earth, and the third is based on 
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a mechanism suggested at the Workshop by Brice ( 1972). Jacques and Davis 
concluded that only the third mechanism could explain the electrons re
quired to produce the observed synchrotron radiation, and that in this case 
the effect of lo would be neither overwhelming nor negligible. 

All studies of particle absorption by the satellites have assumed that 
trapped particles co-rotate with the planet. Mead and Hess (1973) made a 
thorough study of the absorption process for low-energy particles, i.e., those 
for which the drift period is close to the planetary rotation period. They 
pointed out that because of the tilt of the magnetic dipole field with respect to 
the planetary rotation axis, the absorption process would be pitch-angle 
dependent. Assuming violation of the third adiabatic invariant by deformation 
of the magnetic field due to the solar wind (resulting in a diffusion coefficient 
Dex: L 10), they concluded that the inner satellites would act as a barrier to 
the inward diffusion of particles, in agreement with the conclusion of Jacques 
and Davis ( 1972) for this type of diffusion coefficient. 

Brice and McDonough (1973) estimated the strength of the diffusion co
efficient due to electric field fluctuations produced by neutral winds in the 
ionosphere, following an earlier suggestion by Brice ( 1972). For slowly drift
ing particles, i.e., those whose drift period is close to the planetary rotation 
period, they found that the diffusion coefficient Dex: L3. For fast drift parti
cles, D ex: L5 and D ex: L3· 5 for nonrelativistic and relativistic particles, re
spectively. Their values for D led them to conclude that no serious losses 
would occur due to particle absorption by the Jovian satellites, in agreement 
with the conclusion of Jacques and Davis (1972) for a similar type of dif
fusion coefficient. 

Coroniti (197 4) also considered radial diffusion driven by fluctuating 
electric fields originating from atmospheric neutral wind turbulence, and 
derived a diffusion coefficient D ex: V. He investigated plasma instabilities 
which could limit the intensity of stably trapped electron fluxes and absorp
tion of particles by the satellites. His estimate for the value of the diffusion 
coefficient led him to conclude that the satellites would not act as major 
barriers to the passage of inward diffusing particles. 

Hess et al. (1973, 1974) estimated sizable reductions in the trapped parti
cle intensities (up to one order of magnitude, depending on equatorial pitch 
angle) near the orbits of Ganymede, Europa and Io due to particle absorp
tion by these satellites. They used a diffusion coefficient D = kL", with the 
values of k and a (1.7 x 10-9 sec-1 and 2, respectively) deduced by Birming
ham et al. (1974) by fitting the observed radial distribution of Jupiter's deci
meter radio emission to a model of trapped electrons. Birmingham et al. 
noted that their diffusion coefficient had roughly the same radial dependence, 
but was considerably smaller in magnitude than the upper limit diffusion co
efficients for field-line exchange driven by ionospheric winds suggested by 
Brice and McDonough (1973), and by Jacques and Davis (1972). 

In summary, prior to the first flyby of Jupiter by Pioneer I 0, many authors 
had considered the possible effect of absorption of trapped particles by the 
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Jovian satellites. It was generally felt that some of the inner Jovian satellites 
would produce observable effects on the trapped particle intensities, and 
that the diffusion coefficient ofradial transport was probably of the type D a: 
L". with a = 2 to 3 for slow-drift particles. 

II. PHASE 2 

All charged particle experimenters on Pioneer IO reported features in 
the trapped particle intensity profiles which could clearly be attributed to 
satellite absorption (Fillius and Mcllwain 1974a,h; Simpson et al. 1974a,h; 
Trainor et al. I 974a,b; Van Allen et al. I 974a,b). Similar results have been 
reported recently for Pioneer 11 ( Fillius et al. I 975a; 1 Simpson et al. 1975 ;2 
Trainor et al. I 97 5 ii Van Allen et al. I 97 54). Electron absorption is also 
evident when one considers the particle phase-space densities computed 
from the data (Mcllwain and Fillius 1975; Baker and Van Allen 1975). 
Vesecky (I 97 5) has collected the Pioneer IO observations relevant to satel
lite absorption and compared them with theoretical expectations developed 
in Phase I. 

Since data are available for both inbound and outbound passes of Pio
neers IO and 11. it is possible to investigate whether absorption is a strong 
function oflongitude. In spite of the wide range of longitudes involved (Table 
I), the large-scale features in the particle intensity profiles of a given detector 
which are attributable to satellite absorption are similar in the four Pioneer 
passes with the exception of the MeV protons at Europa as reported by 
Trainor et al. (I 975). A possible local rapid diffusion process may be partly 
responsible for the longitudinal uniformity (Huba and Wu 1975). 

A discernible energy and species dependence of particle absorption is 
clearly identifiable in the Pioneer data. For example, in Fig. I are shown the 
counting rate profiles of three electron detectors for the inbound and out
bound passes of Pioneer I 0. The average energies to which these detectors 
are sensitive are - I, 10, and 25 MeV, so that the energy dependence of 
absorption at lo and Europa is evident. A dependence of particle absorption 
on spacecraft magnetic latitude should be observable due to the expected 
preferential absorption of small equatorial pitch-angle particles (Mead and 
Hess I 973). The Pioneer IO trajectory is suitable for the observation of this 
effect at Io (from Table I we see that the magnetic latitude of Pioneer IO was 
- 6° and 14° for the inbound and outbound passes, respectively). Figure I 
is especially tuned to observe this effect, since the particle counting rates 
shown are those measured perpendicular to the local magnetic field vector. 
The pitch-angle dependence of absorption is qualitatively confirmed by the 
middle trace in Fig. I. where a larger absorption effect is evident in the case 
of the higher-latitude outbound pass. An analysis of particle anisotropies in 

'See also p. 913. 
'See also p. 743. 

"See also p. 964. 
'See also p. 929. 
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TABLE I 
Pioneer-Satellite Lonf.?itude Intervals and 

Pioneer Magnetic Latitude at Times When the 
Spacecraft Traversed the L Shells of a Satellite 

Pioneer IO or 11 
and 

Satellite 

PIO-Europa 

PI I -Europa 

PIO-lo 

Pl I-lo 

P 11 - Amalthea 

Inbound Longitude 
or I ntervala 

Outbound (deg) 

I 334 
0 126 

I 76 
0 204 

I 5 I 
0 157 

I (a few) 
0 163 

I 129 
0 30 

Spacecraft 
Magnetic 
Latitudeb 

(deg) 

19 
+ 4 

-43 
+ 53 

- 6 
+14 

-41 
+ 45 

- 34 
+ 23 

•This longitude interval is relevant for particle absorption, and 
is defined as the longitude angle (0° to 360°) from the space
craft to the satellite in the direction of motion of the satellite in 
the frame co-rotating with Jupiter. The accuracy of these 
values is a few degrees. This has been emphasized in the table 
by the entry for P I I - lo, I. A study of the Pioneer 11 prox
imity to the Io flux tube requires a more accurate description. 
"Magnetic latitudes are those given by the 02 magnetic field 
model of Smith et al. ( 1974). The magnetic latitude of the satel
lites is bounded by ± 11 °. 

the vicinity of Io's orbit (e.g., see Fig. 2) was also found to be consistent with 
the concept that particles with small equatorial pitch angles are absorbed 
preferentially (Simpson et al. I 974b; Trainor et al. I 974a; Fillius et al. 
1975b). In the case of electrons > 0.06 MeV, however, Sentman and Van 
Allen (1975) do not observe clearly identifiable effects on the angular distri
butions associated with passage through the magnetic shells of Ganymede, 
Europa, and Io. Angular effects for electrons may be more difficult to ob
serve because of pitch-angle scattering (Fillius et al. 1975b). 

We have seen that the absorption effect is observed to depend on parti
cle species and energy. This fact seemed at first puzzling from the viewpoint 
of the theoretical framework developed in Phase I (Hess et al. 1974). How
ever, the slow drift approximation which is prevalent in these models is not 
valid for many of the particle energies. Simpson et al. (1974b) have studied 
particle absorption by Io and showed that the impact probability is depen-
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Fig. I. The energy dependence of particle absorption at lo and Europa. Counting rates of 
three electron detectors of the University of California. San Diego experiment for (A) the 
inbound trajectory. and ( B) the outbound trajectory of Pioneer I 0. These are the counting 
rates perpendicular to the local magnetic field vector. The average energy of response varies 
with location in the Jovian magnetosphere. Approximate values are I, IO. and 25 MeV from 
top to bottom (from Mogro-Campero and Fillius 1976). 

dent on energy and species. Furthermore, they have obtained a probable 
value for the radial diffusion coefficient of - I MeY protons at Io. Mogro
Campero et al. (197 5) have discussed particle absorption by the inner satel
lites and they showed that the particle-satellite collision time, the radial 
diffusion coefficient, and the resulting absorption probability are expected 
to be dependent on species and energy. They also showed that the energy 
dependence of absorption exhibited by their electron detectors was in quali
tative agreement with the expected energy dependence. Mogro-Campero 
and Fillius ( 1976) discussed several approaches to obtain estimates of the 
radial diffusion coefficient. They have derived an expression for the sweep
ing time at a given satellite, and by using Pioneer 10 electron data they ob
tained values for the diffusion coefficient at Europa and lo in the energy 
range of - 0. 7 to 14 Me V. They concluded that the diffusion coefficient is a 
function of energy and L. Based on this formulation and on Pioneer I I data, 
Fillius et al. (1975a) have recently reported values for the diffusion coeffi
cient of - I 00 Me V protons and - 90 Me V electrons at Amalthea, provid
ing a stronger basis for contentions of energy and spatial dependences of the 
diffusion coefficient. 
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Fig. 2. The change in the low-energy (0.5-1.8 l\leY) proton anisotropy as the orbit of Io is 
crossed, both inbound and outbound, as observed with the University of Chicago experiment 
on Pioneer 10. The diagrams near the top of the figure show the relationship between the 
magnetic field direction and the detector acceptance band (from Simpson et al. 1974b). 

III. METHODS USED IN PHASE 2 

The Sweeping Time 

The sweeping time is defined as the time required for the satellite to 
absorb a given fraction of the trapped particles within its sweeping region. 
The following considerations apply: 

I. It is always assumed that the trapped radiation co-rotates with the planet. 
2. Because of our ignorance of the electric and magnetic field configuration 

in the immediate vicinity of the satellites, it is assumed that trapped
particle motion is determined exclusively by the undistorted planetary 
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magnetic field (the 02 dipole model of Smith et al. 197 4 is used through
out this paper). Thus, if a trapped particle trajectory intersects a satel
lite, the particle is removed from the trapped particle population. The 
electron/proton energy in MeV at which the gyroradius equals the sat
ellite radius is 680 / 220 at Amalthea, 970/410 at Io, and 220 / 25 at 
Europa. These energies are all above those measured on the Pioneer 
missions where absorption effects have been noticed. It is therefore not 
possible for these particles to avoid impact with the satellite when their 
center of gyration lies within the satellite. 

3. Particles may escape absorption by leapfrogging the satellite in their 
longitudinal drift motion during half a bounce period. This is not pos
sible for electrons of the energies in consideration (0.1 :S E :S 100 
MeV) for the four innermost Jovian satellites (Mogro-Campero and 
Fillius 1976), but it is an important point to consider e.g., in the case of 
protons with :S 7 MeV at Europa. For convenience at this time, we re
strict our attention to cases where this longitude skipping mechanism 
is unimportant. 

4. The extent of the sweeping region !1L, is a function of equatorial pitch 
angle. This is equivalent to the preferential absorption of small pitch
angle particles mentioned previously. This concept, as well as the ge
ometry of particle absorption, can be illustrated by considering satellite 
trajectories in magnetic field coordinates. Such a trajectory for lo is 
shown in Fig. 3. It is clear from this figure that particle absorption is 
more likely for small equatorial pitch-angle particles, since their mag
netic latitude coverage is wider than that of the satellite. 

The time required for removal by Io of 90% of the electrons and protons 
at L = 6.19 has been evaluated by computer simulation as a function of ener
gy by Simpson et al. (1974h), and is shown in Fig. 4. At low energies the 
smooth behavior corresponds to complete absorption within one drift period. 
At higher energies the fine structure is produced by particles whose drift 
velocity is in some simple ratio to the velocity of lo in the co-rotating frame. 
The effects of radial diffusion were not considered. 

When reviewing the Pioneer data we have concluded that longitudinal 
uniformity of the particle intensity profiles in the vicinity of the satellites 
is probably a good approximation. Processes contributing to this uniformity 
are the combined effects of the particle's drift motion, random radial dis
placements characteristic of their radial diffusive motion, and possible lo
calized turbulent diffusion (Huba and Wu 1975). 

By postulating that longitudinal uniformity would be achieved in time 
scales comparable or shorter than the satellite orbital period in the co-rotating 
frame, Mogro-Campero and Fillius ( 1976) derived the following expression 
for the sweeping time at a satellite: 

T, = - gt,. en y (I) 
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Fig. 4. The time required for removal by lo of 90o/r of the (A) electrons and (B) protons ini
tially present in a uniformly populated drift shell at L = 6.19 in the absence of radial diffusion, 
computed as a function of energy. The ratio of particle drift velocity to Io's orbital velocity 
in the co-rotating frame is labeled V"/ V, (from Simpson et al. 1974h). 
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where g is a geometrical factor which depends on the satellite and the parti
cle equatorial pitch angle, y is the fraction of particles surviving absorption 
(to be determined from the data), and t,. = I ls+ /,,l- 1 with Is= satellite or
bital frequency and /,, = particle drift frequency (-/ + refers to electrons/ 
protons). Ts a::. le had been suggested earlier by Mogro-Campero et al. 
(1975). Although it has always been assumed that the relevant satellite 
diameter for particle absorption is the physical diameter d of the satellite, 
it is illustrative to discuss the dependence of the geometrical factor g on d. 
This is useful in considering for example the result of changing the effective 
satellite diameter by internally or externally generated magnetic fields. In 
the simplest case of trapped particles with equatorial pitch angles < 67°, 
Ra::. d- 1 (Mogro-Campero and Fillius 1976). 

The sweeping time given by Eq. (I) is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of 
particle energy at lo. In comparing the energy dependence of the solutions 
in Figs. 4 and 5, we notice that at the higher energies (E 2: 3 MeV), the 
smooth energy dependence in Fig. 5 approximately follows the envelope of 
minima in Fig. 4. In order to compare absolute values we have evaluated 
Eq. (I) at L = 6. 19 and for y = 0.1, and we find that in this high-energy re
gion Eq. (I) gives values of a factor of - 3 higher than the envelope of mini
ma in Fig. 4. At the lower energies Fig. 4 is relatively energy independent 
and a comparison of absolute values results in a maximum discrepancy at 
0. I Me V, where Eq. (I) lies a factor of - 6 lower than the value in Fig. 4. 

In Fig. 5, the strong energy dependence of the electron sweeping time 
at - 30 MeV is a consequence of the inefficient particle absorption which 
occurs with zero relative velocity between the drifting particles and the 
satellite. The other "resonant" energies for electrons are 14.5 MeV at 
Amalthea, 21 MeV at Europa, and 14 MeV at Ganymede. The strong energy 
dependence makes it difficult to estimate sweeping times for particles of 
energy near the resonant energies. The fact that the observations are con
sistent with inefficient absorption at these energies (e.g., see the higher
energy electrons in Fig. 1) is an indirect confirmation of the assumption of 
trapped particle co-rotation. It is interesting to note that if no co-rotation is 
assumed, the situation is reversed in the sense that protons and not electrons 
will exhibit the resonance phenomenon. For example, - 5 MeV protons 
at Io, and - 40 MeV protons at Amalthea would diffuse past these satel
lites with ease. Protons of - I to 2 Me V and those of - 18 Me V are ob
served to be significantly absorbed at lo. but no measurements exist at - 5 
Me V so that this possibility cannot be excluded. On the other hand, if parti
cles do not co-rotate, the observed inefficient absorption of high-energy 
electrons discussed above would remain unexplained. 

The Radial Diffusion Coefficient 

The equation describing the radial diffusion of particles by violation of 
the third adiabatic invariant is (Schulz and Lanzerotti 1974): 
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(2) 

where f is the phase space density of particles such that f d:ix d:ip is the 
number of particles in the spatial volume element d:1x and in the momentum 
volume element d:1p; it must be evaluated at constant first and second invari
ants. The relationship between the differential particle flux j (cm-2 sec' 
ster- 1 MeV- 1) measured perpendicular to the magnetic field vector and 
f = JI p2 • Since Lis the dimensionless shell parameter, the dimension of the 
diffusion coefficient D is inverse time. 
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Particle absorption in the satellite sweeping region t:.L can be treated by 
adding a loss or sink term S = - f I Te to the right-hand side of Eq. (2). The 
time Te is the exponential decay time of particles in the absence of diffusive 
flow as can be readily seen from Eq. (2) with sink term but no diffusion term. 
From Eq. ( 1) we see that the particle population may in fact be considered 
to decay exponentially with time, so that Te= g tc. 

Since the objective is to obtain values for the diffusion coefficient, Eq. 
(2) with sink term must be solved for D. For D a: L" and steady state con
ditions (a/ I at= 0), Mogro-Campero and Fillius (I 976) obtain 

(3) 

valid in the sweeping region j,,L. The parameter a can be obtained by solving 
Eq. (2) in the steady state in an L-region with no satellite absorption, result
ing in 

a~/ I au 
a=2-L af/aL (4) 

In order to evaluate these expressions we require a substantial set of 
differential energy measurements covering a wide range of spatial locations 
and energies. Similar approaches have been profitable in the case of Earth's 
radiation belt (Schulz and Lanzerotti 1974), but other methods may be more 
appropriate for the analysis of the first stage of Jovian radiation belt explora
tion. An estimate of the diffusion coefficient can be obtained by solving the 
diffusion Eq. (2) with sink term for the phase space density f, and comparing 
this with / determined by the observations. The value of D for the best fit 
can then be chosen. Mogro-Campero and Fi Iii us ( 1976) have used this meth
od for a particular case where they could determine f. The following expres
sions derived from the diffusion equation by different approximations have 
been used in considering Jovian radiation belt data [Mogro-Campero and 
Fillius ( 1976); and similar expressions in a paper by Simpson et al. ( 1974b)]: 

D = (j,,L)2 

4Ts 

D = - __ a_t:._L __ 

Ts aL (61 /) 

(5) 

(6) 

where T. is the sweeping time and t:.L the sweeping region, both defined 
above. Another approximate expression can be obtained by solving Eq. (27) 
of Mead and Hess (1973) for D. In the notation of this paper one obtains 
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D = ( 1) 2 • 
Te cosh-1 Y 

(7) 

If T, from Eq. (I) is used in (5), Eqs. (5) and (7) give results which differ at 
most by a factor of 2 in the range 0.001 < y < 0.9 (by definition y must be 
in the range O ,,;: y ,,;; I). 

IV. VALUES OF THE RADIAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 

Values of the diffusion coefficient based on the approximate formulas 
(5) and (6) have been evaluated at the orbits of satellites: for - I MeV pro
tons at Io (Simpson et al. I 974b), for - 0.8 MeV and - 12 MeV electrons 
at Io and Europa (Mogro-Campero and Fillius 1976), and for - 100 MeV 
protons and - 90 MeV electrons at Amalthea (Fillius et al. 1975a). Mogro
Campero and Fillius (1976) find evidence for an energy and spatial depen
dence of the diffusion coefficient. 

Any given experiment is limited in its coverage of energy and species. 
It is also difficult to compare diffusion coefficients deduced by different ex
perimenters since their methods are not identical. Furthermore, estimates 
of diffusion coefficients have not yet been made by all Pioneer experimenter 
teams. It therefore seemed of interest to compute diffusion coefficients using 
all of the Pioneer IO and 11 data reported so far, by one method. This has 
been done by using Eq. (5), with T, given by Eq. (I). It must be cautioned 
that Eq. (5) is a crude approximation, but since most of the Pioneer data has 
not been reduced to produce particle phase space densities, better approxi
mations such as that of Eq. (6), and especially of Eqs. (3) and (4) are not yet 
possible for the whole set of data. 

The diffusion coefficients as a function of particle kinetic energy are 
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. An overall positive slope is apparent. A more reason
able parameter is probably the particle-drift frequency, since radial diffusion 
is caused by violation of the third adiabatic invariant in a time comparable 
to the particle-drift period in an inertial frame. Therefore, particles with the 
same drift frequency at a given L should have the same diffusion coefficient. 
The relationship between particle species, energy, L value, and drift fre
quency is illustrated in Fig. 8. The diffusion coefficients as a function of 
particle-drift frequency are shown in Figs. 9 and I 0. The frequency depen
dence shows a minimum near the co-rotation frequency and is an indirect 
measure of the power spectrum of the electric and magnetic field irregulari
ties which are responsible for violating the particles' third adiabatic invariant 
(e.g., see Schulz and Lanzerotti I 974). Since the diffusion coefficient de
pends on drift frequency, the L dependence is displayed in three frequency 
regimes in Fig. 11. 

From the results in Fig. 11 we see that it is not possible to identify a 
simple spatial dependence for the diffusion coefficient. There is uncertainty 
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particularly at medium frequencies in going from lo to Europa. An overall 
simplifying statement would be to deduce from these results that if a power 
law must be chosen, the exponent a = 4 is a reasonable value. The urge to 
fit the spatial dependence into a power law comes from our experience at 
Earth and from theoretical considerations (see Sec. I), where D a: U is a 
reasonable approximation with a= IO, 6 or - 3 depending on whether the 
mechanism responsible for the violation of the third adiabatic invariant is 
due to, respectively, 

(a) deformation of the magnetic field by the solar wind, 
(b) randomly fluctuating electric fields, or 
(c) field-line exchange driven by ionospheric winds. 

We also have D = kL2, with k = 2 x 10-9 sec-1 given by Birmingham et al. 
(1974) from their fits to radio observations at L :S 4 (this result has been in
cluded in Fig. 6 as a dotted line). The value a = 4 is higher than the favorite 
pre-Pioneer values of a = 2 or 3. 

V. SUMMARY AND COMMENTS 

In Sec. I we have reviewed the work done on the absorption of trapped 
particles by the Jovian satellites in the pre-Pioneer IO era. The emphasis at 
that stage was on determining the relative importance of such absorption, 
and it was generally felt to be a relevant process in the inner magnetosphere. 
Much of the conceptual framework needed to study the absorption process 
and its consequences for the trapped particle distributions was developed at 
this time. The power law exponent a = 2 to 3 in D a: La was favored. 

In Sec. II we have reviewed the work performed after Jupiter encounter 
data became available from Pioneer I 0. Absorption effects at the inner satel
lites were observed by charged particle detectors on Pioneers IO and 11. 
Particle angular distributions are consistent with expected absorption effects, 
and the absorption effects seem to have little or no longitude dependence. 
An energy and species dependence is clearly observable in the data, and 
progress has been made in accounting for this effect. 

In Sec. III, the methods used in the analysis of particle data have been 
reviewed. A major uncertainty in considerations of the absorption process 
is the electric and magnetic field configuration in the vicinity of the satellites. 
These fields may change the absorption cross section which is presently 
taken to be the geometrical one. Methods are available for computing the 
time required for a satellite to absorb a given fraction of the trapped particles 
within its sweeping region. It is possible to calculate the diffusion coefficient 
of particle radial motion by using parameters obtained in considering the 
absorption process and by neglecting other terms (such as pitch-angle dif
fusion) in the diffusion equation. The data currently available probably are 
too unsophisticated to use the more powerful theoretical methods so that 
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approximate expressions for the diffusion coefficient have been derived and 
used. 

In Sec. IV we have referenced current values of the diffusion coefficient 
and presented a first attempt at a unified approach based on the complete 
set of available particle data. For self-consistency in the absorption analysis, 
diffusion coefficients derived from the data should be inserted into the dif
fusion equation which can then be used to predict the particle intensity pro
files. The spatial dependence of the diffusion coefficient derived from particle 
observations appears steeper (a = 4 in Dex La) than the pre-Pioneer expec
tations. It should be noted, however, that the early studies were concerned 
mostly with the region around L = 2, where the synchrotron radio source is 
important. 

Substantial improvement in absorption analysis is probably not to be 
expected from more refined magnetic field models, except possibly near 
Amalthea (Fillius et al. 1975a). For example, the maximum sweeping re
gions !:,.L for the 02 model of Smith et al. ( 1974) are 0.28, 0.40, and 0.55 for 
Amalthea, Io and Europa. The corresponding values for the Oa magnetic 
field model of Acuna and Ness (1975)" are 0.44, 0.57, and 0.63. 

Acknowledgements. I thank R. W. Fillius and C. E. Mcllwain for helpful 
comments and discussions. This work was supported in part by NASA Con
tract NAS 2-6552 and by NASA Grant NGL 05-005-007. 

DISCUSSION 

T. R. McDonough: The LI dependence of the diffusion coefficient which 
we got in the Brice theory was dependent on the model of the fluctuating 
winds in the upper atmosphere which we assumed. The real behavior of 
these winds may give a different L-dependence. 

A. Mogro-Campero: I agree. I would like to mention, in that connection, 
that the L2 or LI dependence in the pre-Pioneer literature was derived to fit 
the radio data, which is mainly around L = 2. The Pioneer data, however, 
cover larger values of L, and the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on L 
might become less steep as one approaches the planet. 

C. K. Goertz: I would like to point out that the actual problem of deriving 
a diffusion coefficient from the observed absorption of particles by the satel
lites is much more complicated. 

I. The satellites absorb the particles every 15 or 20 hours and thus the 
problem becomes strongly time dependent. 

2. The solution of the diffusion equation depends on the initial and bound
ary conditions which are time dependent. Every time the satellite passes 
a particular L shell it interacts with the holes created previously. 

''See, however, p. 38. 
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3. The holes created by the satellites drift in azimuth. I do not believe that 
azimuthal symmetry is a valid assumption. 

A. Mogro-Campero: I think it is clear to all who have worked on this 
problem that its treatment can be made more complicated. What is not clear 
is whether the additional complications provide a better description of the 
physical phenomena. Furthermore, in obtaining numerical values for dif
fusion coefficients one must take into account the nature of the observations 
available and our current knowledge of Jovian magnetospheric parameters. 

The effect of the holes created by the satellites and their drift in time has 
been discussed by Simpson et al. (1974b). Justifications for the assumptions 
made by different authors are given in their papers. The relative merit of the 
approach you have outlined will be judged when it is presented in the lit
erature. 

D. Harris: Could these data be used to compute the net charge on Io? 
A. Mogro-Campero: The net charge on Io, due to its absorption of elec

trons and protons of the energies which have been measured, can be esti
mated. The contribution to the net charge from the probably more numerous 
lower-energy particles, whose fluxes have not been measured, is unknown, 
so that the computed net charge would be of little value. 
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GLOSSARY1 

albedo geometric albedo: ratio of planet brightness at zero phase 
angle to the brightness of a perfectly diffusing disk with the 
same position and apparent size as the planet; Bond albedo: 
fraction of the total incident light reflected by a spherical 
body. 

Alfven waves waves moving perpendicularly through a magnetic field. 

aliasing in a discrete Fourier transform, the overlapping of replicas 
of the basic transform. usually due to undersampling. 

amagat a unit of density; 2.687 x JOH' molecules per cm" under 
standard conditions. 

A Angstrom = I o-8 cm. 

arcsec second of arc. 

A. U. Astronomical Unit= 1.496 x I oi:i cm = 500 light seconds. 

B magnetic field vector. 

bit binary digit (0 or I). 

Boussinesq hydrodynamic equations pertaining to the onset of convec-
equations tion in a fluid by allowing for the variations of density only 

insofar as buoyancy forces are concerned. 

c velocity of light. 

cm centimeter. 

CML central meridian longitude. 

Cerenkov visible (and more energetic) radiation caused by an electro-
radiation magnetic shock wave arising from charged particles moving 

with velocities greater than the speed of light in the medium. 

'In addition to Astrophysirnl Quantities by C. W. Allen (London: Athlone Press. 1973) we used 
Glossary of A strono111y and Astrophysics by J. Hopkins (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1976). 
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chondrite 

Coriolis 
effect 

cosmogony 

cosmology 

DAM 

DIM 

GLOSSARY 

a stony meteorite usually characterized by the presence of 
chondrules, which are small spherical grains, usually com
posed of iron, aluminum, or magnesium silicates. Carbona
ceous chondrites are characterized by the presence of car
bon compounds, while their Type I contains no chondrules. 

the acceleration which a body in motion shows when ob
served in a rotating frame. 

the study of the origin of celestial systems, especially the 
solar system. 

the study of the origin, structure, and evolution of the uni
verse. 

decametric radiation. 

decimetric radiation. 

differentiation a process whereby the primordial substances are separated, 
(in a planet) the heavier elements sinking to the center and the lighter 

ones rising to the surface. 

DOY 

E layer 

eV 

ERT 

ET 

FWHM 

G star 

Galilean 
satellites 

'Y 

IAU 

IFT 

Jy 

keV 

day of year (e.g., 3 Dec. I 973 and also 3 Dec. I 974 are DOY 
337). 

the part of Earth's ionosphere ( ~ 150 km) where the temper
ature gradient reverses and starts to rise; it reflects "short
wave" radio waves. 

electron volt= 1.60 x I 0- 12 ergs. 

Earth received time. 

Ephemeris time (nearly Universal time, but corrected for 
changes in Earth rotation). 

full width of a spectral line at half-maximum intensity. 

star of spectral type G, for example the sun. 

the four largest satellites of Jupiter: lo (JI), Europa (J II), 
Ganymede (J III), and Callisto (J IV). 

I y = 10-5 Gauss. 

International Astronomical Union. 

Io-threaded flux tube; a tube of magnetic fieldlines connect
ing lo and Jupiter. 

Jansky; I Jy = 10-26 W m-2 Hz-•. 

kilo electron volt. 



OK 

L 

MHD 

mag 

metallic 
hydrogen 

mb or mbar 

Mbar 

MeV 

MJS 

µ,m 

nm 

oblateness 

obliquity 

Pa 

perijove 

phase angle 

plume 

Rayleigh 

R.1 

Ry 

scale height 

sec 

SGC 

GLOSSARY 1219 

degrees Kelvin. 

the Mcllwain parameter, defined to be L = RI cos 2 >.. in a 
dipole field where R is radial distance in R.1 and,\ is the mag
netic latitude. 

magnetohydrodynamics. 

astronomical magnitude proportional to - 2.5 log10/ where 
/ is the intensity. 

a hypothetical form of hydrogen in which the molecules have 
been forced by extremely high pressures to assume the lat
tice structure typical of metals. 

millibar= 10-:1 bar= 10:1 dyn cm-2 = 0.987 x 10-:1 atm. 

megabar = I OH bar. 

million electron volt. 

Mariner Jupiter/ Saturn missions. 

I µ,m = I micrometer = I micron = I 0-4 cm. 

nanometer = I 0-1 cm. 

ratio of the difference between the equatorial and polar radii 
to the equatorial radius. 

the angle between a planet's axis of rotation and the pole 
of its orbit. 

pascal; I Pa = I 0-5 bar. 

the point in the orbit of a spacecraft or satellite where it is 
closest to Jupiter's center of mass. 

solar phase angle: the angle subtended at the (center of the) 
planet by the directions to sun and observer. 

a rising column of gas over a maintained source of heat. 

I R = I 01; photons emitted in all directions per cm2 vertical 
column per second. 

Jovian radius = 71,400 km. 

Rydberg; I Ry= 13.5978 eV. 

the height at which a given parameter changes by a factor e. 

second of time. 

superior geocentric conjunction. 
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System I Jovian rotation for latitudes - 10° to + I 0°, sidereal period 
911 50m 30~003. Longitude was 47~3 lat 1897 July 14 Green
wich Mean Noon. 

System 11 Jovian rotation for latitudes - 90° to - 10° and+ 10° to+ 90°, 
sidereal period 9h 55m 40~632. Longitude was 96?58 at I 897 
July 14 Greenwich Mean Noon. 

System III Jovian radio period, sidereal rotation rate of 870~536 per 
Ephemeris Day; sidereal period 9h 55m 29~71. CML was 
217?956 at I 965.0. 

T Tauri stars eruptive variable subgiant stars associated with interstellar 
matter and believed to be in the process of gravitational con
traction. 

terminator 

Trojans 

UBV 

UT 

Van Allen 
belts 

Voigt profile 

WKB 

zodiacal light 

the line of sunrise or sunset on a planet or satellite. 

Trojan asteroids occur in two (namely the ones preceding 
and following Jupiter in its orbit) of the five Lagrangian 
Points, which are points in the orbital plane of two massive 
particles in circular orbits around the common center of 
gravity where a third particle of negligible mass can remain 
in equilibrium. 

the photometric system described in Basic Astronomical 
Data (K. Aa. Strand, ed.; University of Chicago Press, 
1963). 

Universal time, which is the same as Greenwich mean time, 
counted from 0 hours beginning at Greenwich mean mid
night. 

two doughnut-shaped belts of energetic charged particles 
trapped in Earth's magnetic field (- 3000 km, and 18 ,000-
20,000 km above the surface). 

profile of a spectral line allowing for the effects of Doppler 
broadening combined with a Lorentz (damping) profile. 

Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin approximation to Schrodinger's 
equation. 

a faint glow that extends away from the sun in the ecliptic 
plane; it is caused by scattering of sunlight by interplanetary 
particles. 
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